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EXCHANGE ANY LEADING MAKE
" SUPPLIED THE BEST

PRICE ALLOWED FOR SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
FILL IN COUPON 8EL0W AND OBTAIN TERMS BY RETURN.

WAUCHORE'S.
PARTICULARS OF rgoy NEW MOTOR

1
CYCLE PEOUIRED. I

PARTICULAR? OF MY PRESENT
>fArHfVF.

>Iakc I Mak&

Model I Horse Power ...

i^mtion
I
Date of Mani'e

Forks I Condition

Gear I hoiRs

Saddle
I
Ignition

Beit
I
Gear

Tyres i Name

Extras lAddroiS

Telephone- 5 777 Holborn.WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONiDON, E.G.

AGAIN VICTORY ! I !

The ONUY SIDECAR capable of facing the arduous route

London-Plymouth and back, was our new model
* REGENT" Sprung: Wheel Sidecar.

BEST OF AL,U.

Mr. H, M. Bentley accomplished the double journey in just over
twenty-four hours. This excellent performance speaks volumes
for the sidecar and the 5 h.p. Rex to which it was attached.

Our Booklet, "All about Sidecars" free on request.

W. Montgomery & Co.,
Pideimr Specialists.

Mnfrs. ii Patentees, Queen's Rd., Coventry.

THE

L

QUADRANT.
THE PERFECT MOTOR CYCLE.
SILENT. RELIABLE. SMART. EFFICIENT.

Hills are as level ground.

TME i^yjlKOnfk9*T IVIOTOR CO., UTD.,

Motor and Spares Specialists

HAYES, FENN 81 C<
Mortimer Market, Tottenham Court Roac

'Phone : 8182 Gerrard.

EXCHANGES—ADVANTAGEOUS TERMS.

"IVIII.LFORD" SIOECAF
MINIMUM WEAR ON TYRES.

Mr. Venables, of Hornsey, ii; a letter dated Juno 24th, says:
" I think it must be a testimonial to the light wear of tyres in

with your ' Castor Wheel ' Sidecars, when I tell you that I have not
experienced a- puncture in a distance of ovir 2,000 miles. I have
-nothing like ^nch good luck with much stouter tyres on any other."

Obtain a copy of the latest list. Post free from the makers.

IVIII.L.S-F'UL.F'ORD, Crown Works, Gove
Manufacturers to the General Post Office. On War Office List.

London Agents: THE SERVICE CO.. Ltd., 292. High H
WAUCHOPE'S, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet S

Whcie latest models are on view EAGLES & CO., 275. Hich Street Act(
Telegrams. 'Ciown, Coventry." Telephone No.

End-to-£nd Recoi
AGAIN BROKEN ON

CLINCHE
RUBBER STUDDED-, .^

TYRES. ^
^

{See inside.
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You have never seen a smarter

pair of tanks than the

1909
PATTERN TORPEDO.

SELF PRAJSE IS LESS RfCOMMENDATION THAN T

Folds Motor aad Engine Co.
" We have recsived the tank safeiv, and are extremely p'

have ever seen, and we shall have much pleasure in recom

Send a postcard for particulars of the H

HERS, SO PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING :

Bolton, May lOth, 1909.

_^_ it. It is by far the finest and best equipped tank we
/our goods wherever possible."

t, Tapless Pumo, and other Davison adjuncts.

k C. DAVISON, I2a, Pleasant Rovt.High St., Camden Town, London, N.

kk MAXOHL^E^SS" Motors
concede a start in competitions

to all others.

WHY?
Because they

hold an un-

equalled re-

cord for speed

and absolute

reliability.

SECOND TO

NONE.

"MATCHLESS"
FOR MERIT.

MODEL No. 4—6 b.D. TWIN.

Eight Models from which to choose, ranging from Z\ h.p. Lightweight to 9 h.p. Twin.
Catalocuks of these Famous Machines Post Free on- .AprLicAT'ON to

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD., Herbert Road, Plumstead.
Telegrams: "Matchless," Woolwich. NEAREST STATION: WOOLWICH ARSENAL. Telephone: 232 Woolwich,

The only stand

operated entirely by

the rider's foot.

The back wheel can

be removed.

Millennium
Express Stand—No. 3.

LAKE & ELLIOT,

Makers of the *' Millennium"
Accessories for Motor Cuis

and Cj'cles,

Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX.

P»ROIWIF»T OEklVERI E S o-F

PHANOMENS, PREiVIIERS, ROCS, TRIUIVIPHS,

N.S.U.'s, MINERVAS, WOLFS, HUMBERS,
IVIOTO-REVES, and MOTOSAGOCHES

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
ACCESSORIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION PER RETURN.

ROBERT BEVAN, '' I'^^j.^'^J.VFFf-"'

In a7tni:rr>nfj these a.dverthements it is desirable I0 mention, " The Motor C']fcle."
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Riders* Competition Licences.

IT
is now generally known amongst readers that at

present any motor cyclist competing in an open
motor cycling event must be registered as a com-
petition rider with the Auto Cycle Union, such
registration being charged for, to unaffiliated riders

at 5s., to members of affiliated clubs at 2s. 6d., and
given gratis to individual members of the A.C.U.
This rule iS of great value as applied to ordinary events,

but for some time we have been of the opinion that it

needed revision as applied to sundry inter-club com-
petitions. Convenient examples of the type of event

upon which it pressed with undue weight were the

Easter Monday Scarborough hill-climb and the Team
Trials. Here we have n brace of sporting competitions,

designed to promote intercourse between various

affiliated clubs. The competition lends undoubted
zest to the meet.- Upwards of a hundred competitors
may be expected to take part in such events annually.

Of these hundred men probably not more than twenty-
five will want to take part in any further open com-
petition during the entire year. They may ride in

Ic^al events, limited to members of their own clubs,

t . for those they will require no licence. But for

such an inter-club event as the Team Trial or the Scar-
borough hill-climb, competition licences have been essen-
tial up till the week preceding the Team Trials, when a
surprise announcement was made. The A.C.U. rule has
hitherto been rigidly . enforced for these, events, and
competitors have been reluctantly compelled to obtain
licences. It was generally thought by representatives of
the teams in the trials at Daventry on the 26th ult. that
the A.C.U. would again insist upon each rider holding
the half-crown licence, but, for the first time on record.

'the various secretaries of clubs concerned were

acquainted by wire a day or two before the event that

each individual rider need not possess a licence, a

special permit having been taken out by the M.C.C.
for that particular competition. This was good news,

as seventy-five half-crowns (approximately) would to

all intents and purposes have been wasted. No
doubt the A.C.U. was guided in its step by the

attitude of the competitors and officials in the

Scarborough hill-climb, and desired to avert any chance
of a possible repetition. At any rate, we commend
the A.C.U. on the wise move taken, and we feel

convinced that the action will result in general good.

This precedent we imagine the Union intends to imi-

tate, and no doubt a clause will be embodied in the

competition rules to cover future competitions of this

nature, allowing any club which purposes holding an

inter-club trial of the Team Trials type to apply to the ,

A.C.U. for registration for that day only for all the

riders engaged, either gratis or at a purely nominal lump
fee. This will enable the A.C.U. to maintain clean

sport without putting a lot of riders,' who make a sole

annual appearance in open competition, to unjusti-

fiable expense. It must not be forgotten that in these

inter-club events the riders have to bear heavy travel-

ling expenses, and such rulings as competition licences

must affect the entry list to a slight extent. We still

await the A.C.U. official announcement on this matter,

and club officials are sure to be eager to see it in

order to grasp clearly the object and ideas of the

ruling body. It is, however, obvious that any relaxa-

tion of the licence laws must not apply to the ordinary

open classes in a club hill-climb, as the A.C.U.
revenue wonld be reduced, and even now it is scarcely

sufficient to meet the inevitable exDenditure. / .
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Motor Cycle Racing at BrooKlands.
HE first race meeting at Brook-

lands held on a day of the week

other than Saturday took place

last Wednesday, the 30th ult,

and was a great success. The
attendance was really excellent ,_

the members' "enclosures and

the paddock being particularly

well - filled. There was only

one motor cycle event (the City

Motor Cycle Handicap), and

this was well supported, since

there were thirty-three entries,

on the programme as follows

:

miles, fork start. Cycles will

pass the fork twice, and then enter the straight. The
entrant of the winner to receive 25 sovs. or a cup at

option, the entrant of the second 10 sovs. or a cup at

option, and the entrant of the third to receive 5 sovs.

or a cup at option. For all classes of motor bicycles

The race was down
Distance, about 81^

O. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex), im. 50s.
; J. C. Smyth

(35^3 h.p. Rex), im. 50s.; H. G. Partridge (6 h.p.

N.S.U.), im. 55s.; C. R. Collier (33^ h.p. Match-
less), 2m.; L. M. Munro (33^ h.p. N.S.U.), 2m.;
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), 2m.; H. R. Abbott,
jun. (3!/^ h.p. Triumph), 2m.; W. Dewar (3^^ h.p.

Triumph), 2m. ; F. E. Barker (3^ h.p. Chater Lea),

2m. 55s. ; R. J. Shanks (2^ h.p. Peugeot), 3m. los.
;

A. F. Rowell (2^ h.p. M. and M.), 3m. 30s.; W.
Pollard (2 h.p. Minerva), 5m.

Another Runaway Win.

Seen from the members' bridge, the race was quite

interesting.

Pollard led, followed by Shanks, Rowell, a huge
batch (mostly indistinguishable), then Fenn, Toman,
Wells and Evans, H. Collier, Bowen, and Martin.

Bashall came next, but pulled up beyond the bridge

with his belt off. Cook appeared to be travelling

well. At the end of the first lap Pollard was still

The thirty com-

petitors in the

City Motor Cycle

Handicap at

Brooklands on

Wednesday last

lined up in the

paddock. The

spectators are

watching the

flnish of the first

race.

«(£„,

—
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the cubic capacity of whose engines does not exceed
1,000 cubic centimetres. The following are the
riders with their time allowances. W. E. Cook
(7 h.p. N.L.G.), scratch; H. E. Parker (7 h.p.

N.L.G.), I2S. start j H. V. Colver (8 h.p. Matchless),
r2s.^; F. W. Dayrell (8 h.p. J.A.P.), 25s.; H. H.
Bowen (7 h.p. Bat). 25s. ; W. H. Bashall (7 h.p.
Bat), 25s. ; H. A. Coilier (8 h.p. Matchless), 25s.

;

H. Martin (8 h.p. N.S.U.), 30s.; F. Joman (5 h.p.
Laurin-Klement), 40s. ; W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian),

40s. ; G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian), 40s. ; A. G.
Fenn (3% Triumph), 45s.; J. T. Bashall (31^ h.p.

Triumph), im. 35s. ; F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex),
im. 40s.; W. G. McMinnies (35^ h.p. Triumph),
im. 40s. ; J. F. Potts (3^^ h.p. Triumph), im. 45s.

;

F. A. McNab (3^ h.p. Trump-J.A.P.), im; 45s.;
F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua), im. 45s.

;

leading, F. Applebee was drawing ahead, Barnes was
going well, and Bowen appeared to be making the

pace. It was then time to rush for the finish. This

was by no means exciting, as the handicapping was
by no means successful. H. Collier won by nearly a

mile, while Partridge was second, and Colver was
third. Cook made a close fourth, and then followed

Dewar and McMinnies, followed by a rider whose
number was illegible, Lee Evans, C. Collier, F.'A.
Applebee, Bowen, Fenn, Munro, Barnes, J. T.

Bashall, F. W. Applebee, Dayrell, W. H. Bashall,

Shanks, Godfrey, Pollard, Smyth, Martin, Parker,'

Potts, Toman (pedalling), and Wells. The starting

price was five toone on the field, and the winner's

speed was Sg^/i miles an hour—the fastest yet accom-
plished in a motor cycle race on the Brooklands Track,

or, in fact, on anv other track so far as we are aware.
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British Motor Cycle Racing Club.
HE Fourth Members' Meet-

ing of the above club will

take place at Brooklands

on Wednesday next, 14th

^inst., at 3 p.m. Some good
racmg is anticipated, and

IIIX (•\'^X 5> X\V / ^^ '^ hoped that motor

iK^^^^''^^^/^~'7^ cyclists and those interested

v3lA^ O in motor cycle racing will

t-^S-* avail themselves of the is.
^^ entrance fee which allows

them in any part of the Brooklands motor course.

The Novices' Handicap is an event which will be of

particular interest, and it is the Ayish of the manage-

ment to encourage entries from members whO' are

novices. The idea is certainly a good one, as it ir,

H, A. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless-Jap), who scored a runaway win at

Brooklands last Wednesday. His average speed over the 8^ miles was .69f
miles per hour—the fastest accomplished in a motor cycle race to date.

desirable to see how novices will perform in races when
they are given the chance to compete. Two handsome
cups have been given by Major Lloyd for this event.

Some improvement has been made with regard to

number plates carried by the competitors. The new
sample will be introduced on the machine which will

be ridden by Mr. W. E. Cook. It consists of a cir-

cular plate i2in. in diameter fixed to the rear wheel

spindle, finished in black, and enabling the number
to be painted on it in white.

The programme will consist of the following events

:

1. NOVICES' HANDICAP.—Distance, three circuits,

about 8^ miles (fork start). For all classes of motor bicycles,

the cubic capacity of whose engines does not exceed 1,000

c.c. Open only to members who have never won a first

prize in any motor cycle race that has been competed for

on an enclosed track. Machines entered must b© the hond-£de
property of the riders. First prize, Brooklands silver cup,

value £4 ; second prize, Brooklands silver cup, value £3

;

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth prizes. For the purpose of

framing the handicap, the event will be run first as a timed
race. Each member's performance will be noted, and the

handicap based on the time occupied- Should a competitor
improve his time by a margin exceeding 2^% of the pre-

liminary run he shall be disqualified from taking a prize.

2. THE T/r. HANDICAP.—Distance, three circuits,

about 8^: miles (fork start). For all classes of motor bicycles,

the cubic capacity of whose engines does not exceed 750 c.c.

First prize, £1 Is. ; second prize, 12s. 6d. ; third prize,

7s. 6d., or value.

3. ALL COMERS' HANDICAP.—Distance, three cir-

cuits, about 85 miles (fork start). For all classes of motor
bicycles, thi^ cubic capacity of whose engines does not exceed
1,000 c.c, and not less than 450 c-c. First prize, £1 Is.;

second prize, 12'^. 6d. ; third prize, 7s. 6d., or value.

4. RECORD TIME TRIALS.—Distances, one kilometre
and one mile. Flying start. Open only to members who
compete in One or more of events 1, 2, 3. Each member will

be allowed one trial over the above-mentioned distances, and
best performances will be noted for the undermentioned
engine sizes : Class A, for engines not exceeding 275 c.c. ;

B, 350 c.c; C, 500 cc. ; D, 750 cc. ; and E, 1,000 cc
Certificates officially certifying the best performance made-
in each of the above classes will be given.

EisTTRY Fees.—Event 1, 2s. 6d. ; events 2 and 3, 2s. each
event ; event 4, Is. each class. Entries close first post
Friday, July 9th.

^-••«

BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB,

AS already announced, the . Bradford Club will

• hold on open hill-climbing competition under

the competition rules of the Auto Cycle Union

at "the Steep," Denholme, on Saturday week,

the 17th inst., to commence at 2 p.m. The classes

are as follows

:

Class 1.—For lightweight machines, not to exceed 112 lbs.

in weight.

Class 2.—^For single-cylinder motor cycles, not exceeding
85 mm', bore.

Class 3.—For machines with twin cylinders, not exceeding
71 mm. bore each cylinder, or multi-cylinders not to exceed
55 mm. bore each cylinder.

Class 4.—^Variable gear class, for single cylinders, not
exceeding 85 mm. bore.

Class 5.—Variable gear class for twins, not exceeding 76
mm-, bore each cylinder, and for multi-cylinders 55 mm. bore
each cylinder.

Class 6.—For single-cylinder racing machines, not exceeding
85 mm. bore.

Class 7.—For twin-cylinder racing machines, not exceeding
75 mm. bore each cylinder, and 55 mm. bore for multi-
cvHnders.

Clpss 8.—Open to any motor bicycle, size of engine and
M'eight of machine unlimited.

The Awards.
A trophy in the form, of a silver cup, to be won outright

by the rider making the fastest ascent of the day. Gold
medals will be awarded to each class winner with the excep-
tion of the winner of the fastest time trophy.

Silver and bronze medals will be awarded to the second
and third in any class having not less than ten entries.

A pair of tyres to the v^ue of £6 10s. will be awarded
to the amateur making the fastest time, unless he should
be the winner of the silver cup, in which case the tyres will
go to the second best amateur performance on time.
A motor cycle acetylene lamp will be awarded to the

iimateur making the next best performance on time.
The above prizes will be awarded purely on time results.
Every machine entered in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 must

be in full touring trim, fitted with horn, toolbag, tools, efficient

metal mudguards, and silencer, and be absolutely standard
in every respect. Tourist Trophy models must enter the racing
classes. A committee of scrutineers will inspect and classify
the machines before the commencement of the event.

Entries and fees must be in the hands of the trials hon,
secretary, F. Scriven, Alma House, Bradford, on or before
tlie l'4th inst.



1*HE[HEAVYWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLIST RECORD
BEATEN.

AFTER Mr. J. H. Davis's photograph appeared

in The Motor Cycle of the i6th ult., we

imagined that his " record " of i8 stones ii lbs.

would stand. We now publish a photograph

of Mr. W. F. Cross, of Sunderland, who is a keen

X
:i&iMjS,«»iSAMS^^^^SS^i^iX&',M&i!>!i^SA ^ >...U mu«$

Does Mr. W. F. Cross hold the heavyweight motor cyclist record? He
scales 19 stones 12 lbs., and is 6ft. lin. high.

supporter and worker for the Sunderland and District

M.C.C., and rides a 3% h.p. Minerva motor bicycle.

His height- is 6ft. lin., and his weight as he appears
in the photograph 19 stones 12 lbs.—15 lbs. heavier

than Mr. Davis.

He has taken part in several of the above club's

competitions,, won medals in hill-climbing and speed
judging contests, and has on many occasions ridden

150 miles a day. He has climbed the famous Rag-
path Hill, Durham, with pedal assistance, the gradient

near the top approaching i in 5. These performances
speak volumes for his 3^ h.p. single-geared machine
in the hilly north country.-

The machine has no free engine clutch. Mr. Cross

runs alongside, switches on, and jumps into the saddle

as nimbly as many riders half his weight and thirty

vears his junior.
>-•••—<

Mr. J. B. Dall, Commercial Road, Ladybank, Fife,

has introduced an improved detachable belt fastener.

In the case of the new pattern the inner flanges are

roughened to ensure a better grip of the belt. The
Dall belt fastener is not only detachable, but variable

in. length to suit adjustable pulleys. Competitors

in the Scottish Reliability Trials for motor cycles

(July 19th to 23rd) can have one of these fasteners

iree of charge on sending size required and name of

belt to the above address.

JULY yth, igog.

A NOVEL PETROL FUNNEL.

A PETROL funnel which Messrs. Brown Bros.,

Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C., are selling

under the name of the " No Shamy " funnel is

specially designed for intercepting the least par-

ticle of water or dirt which may be contained in the
petrol. The title " No Shamy " is an American one,
and means " No Cha-
mois." American motor
ists are accustomed to

use a piece of chamois
skin to filter petrol,

owing to much of the

petrol sold in the States

containing a large per-

centage of dirt which
would be likely to

obstruct the orifice in

the jet tube. There are times when spirit used in this

country also requires careful filtering, and this applies

more to small quantities bought haphazard, the sealed

tins being usually free from any impurities. To make
use of the funnel, the petrol should be poured into the

large pocket shown by the cutaway portions in the

illustration. After pouring, the funnel should be
tipped to one side, so that the petrol left at the bottom
can run through the gauzes. Water cannot be carried

with the petrol through the gauzes, and all water and
impurities will be found to be left in the large pocket
of the funnel. The over-all dimensions of the motor
cycle size are 4^iin. long by 2^ in. deep by i^in.
wide. It will be seen, therefore, that it is possible to

carry the funnel in a toolbag. We have used one
regularly for some weeks, and have never experienced

a choked carburetter sinc^e.

> i^ a atti <

Messrs. F. Reddaway and Co., of Pendleton, Man-.

Chester, makers of the Camel tyres and belts, have
opened new premises at 212, Shaftesbury Avenue,

London, opposite the Daimler depot.

Mr. V. A. Holroyd, one of the judges in the M.C.C/Team Trials at Daventry,

patrolling the main London road, on his four-cylinder F.N. Writing of

heavyweights reminds us that Mr. Holroyd weighs over 17 stones.
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Where Improvement is Needed,
By W. G.

IN
reading accounts of trial runs on motor cycles and
cars it always strikes me as curious that most

writers, whilst praising various good features of

the machines, generally fail to point out their

particular faults, and hardly ever make any reference

to points which might be improved. This seems to

me a pity, for, since certain good points are common
to most machines, it is a waste of time to enumerate
them. It would be a much better plan if the writer

when referring to a motor's behaviour would mention
its particular drawbacks as well as its' specially good
features. This method of criticism would benefit not

only the public, but the manufacturer also, who would
probably remedy and improve the defects which the

motor expert had drawri* attention to.

Although I do not propO'Se to point out the faults

of the motor cycles of to-day, I think a few words about
possible improvements would be of interest to readers

of The Motor Cycle. It was evident at the last Stanley

Show that the majority of machines have settled down
to standard lines. But if the ordinary man in the

street is going to take up motor cycling he must have
a comfortable, clean, simple, and safe machine to

handle.

More Efficient Mudguards Needed.
Now that effective non-skid tyres for motor cycles

are obtainable there are many more all-weather riders

than there used to be; consequently all last Avinter

there was a cry for more efficient mudguarding. The
disgusting state which machine and rider appeared
in after 150 miles of mud-plug^ging was more than
enough to frighten away many would-be motor cyclists.

Of course, there are several kinds of mud screens on
the market, but these should be so'ld as standard

equipment, and not as extras. Undoubtedly they

rather spoil the appearance of a graceful machine,
but, on the other hand, what machine looks nice

when smothered in mud ? Some up-to-date maker
might bring out a mudguard designed like motor car

guards and fixed to the frame of the machine. Instead

of moving with the front wheel, it would be stationary.

It would be about one foot broad, and have its edges
turned down. The two mudguards would extend

well round the wheels, and would be connected by a

running footboard just as on a car. Sufficient width
would be allowed the front guard to prevent the wheel
bespattering the machine with mud when turning a

corner.

The belt might cause some trouble, but let us

hope with " Ixion " that it will die a natural death
and give place to a worm or bevel drive. The
belt certainly bespatters both machine and rider with
mud when the roads are bad,, and, this being the case,

it seems strange why so few manufacturers fit belt

guards over the rear wheel.

T'vro Speeds Desirable.
The gear drive should be combined with a two-

speed gear, thus doing away with pedalling gear,

which causes so much trouble in wet weather, owing
to the seizing of the free-wheel clutch. There is no
doubt whatever that many people do not take up motor
cycling simply from the fear of starting a machine,
which seems to them to require far too much physical
exertion. The obvious advantages of a two-speed

McMINNIES.
gear and free engine clutch have been so well thresher

out in these columns that there is no need to repea

them, whilst every hand fide all-weather rider know
by experience that the variable gear is bound t

come if the motor cycle is to thrive and prosper.

The Lubrication System Criticised.

My next grumble is regarding the system of lubric'a

tion adopted on most motor cycles. This is rougl

and ready to a degree, and its sole advantage is it

simplicity. How is it that motor cars can run 10,00

miles without having their pistons and cylinders take

off and scraped? How is it that a certain well

known car went through the 2,000 Miles Trials las

year and only consumed a gallon of oil ? Some mote

cycle engines, especially those with high compressions

have to be taken down and cleaned every 8co mile's

F. G. Smith (1909 Triumph) who has been awarded the,M.C.C.lChallenge

Cup for adhering closest to the time schedule in the M.C.C. London to

Edinburgh and Back Runs.

Others may last for 1,800; but I have never heard <

an engine running for 10,000 miles without sue

attention. A certain trade rider in the 1,000 mil(

trials of 1907 told me that he was only using ha

a pumpful of oil every twenty miles, whilst othe;

were consuming a pumpful every ten miles. Tf

makers have no mercy on the unfortunate amateur wh

attempts economy in this direction. Any faulty rui

ning is at once attributed to under-lubrication, so tl

<:kwner promptly uses more oil, and knocking soon se

in. Too much oil, causing preignition, is the maker

retort this time. The tyro must have the lubricatic

done for him. There must be a pump maintainiin

a constant level of oil in the crank case, so that ar

overflow will draw back into a sump and be use

again. The faster it runs the more oil wiH th

pump deliver to the bearings and vice versa, which :

exactly what is needed.

Oiltight CranK Cases the Exception.

Again, how seldom one sees a really oiltight cran

case! Oil oozes out of bearings, tappet guides, an

timing gears, and in a short time dust and mud hav

completed the work of making the engine filthy t

handle. Some of the highest grade machines sufft
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Adhere Improvement Is Needed.—
Tom this complaint. When we get our mudproof

machine and oiltight crank cases, adjustments will be

I pleasure to perform, and we shall not have to com-

Dlete every operation by a wash at the petrol tap.

Several prominent motor manufacturers have enclosed

heir valve gear, and perhaps this method will help us

n solving the difficulty.

Nowadays, practically the only reason for dismount-

ng the cylinder is to scrape away the burnt oil and

:lean it out, so that if the old Buchet type of com-

bustion chamber came into fashion again, and we could

emove the cylinder head by undoing four holdine-down

)olts, we should save a lot of time over the present

nethod. The difficulty of keeping the joint gastight is

.urely not insurmountable. It would also be convenient

or competition work to have a couple of combustion

leads giving different compression spaces—one for

curing and another for hill-climbs and speed work.

Lightness and Simplicity.

The lightweight is the machine of the future, and
vill be a serious competitor to the bicycle when prices

lave come down a bit. Those makers who now only

nake heavy machines would do well to get under way
vith a lightweight model. Personally, I should like

L miniature edition of the present-day single-cylinder

nachine, which should weigh about 90 lbs. and be of

:^ h.p. As regards simplicity, automatic lubrication,

;arbUration, and fixed ignition would make matters

;imple enough for the novice, who would thus have

he throttle alone to manipulate. So few carburetters

are easily understood, upon first acquaintance with

them, that it is the simplest thing in the world to

muddle the mixture and fail to climb a steep

hill successfully. Generally speaking, automatic carbu-
retters are not a success on motor cycles owing to the

enormous flexibility of the engines, which run at all

speeds up to 3,000 r.p.m. Air supply and engine
revolutions go hand-in-hand, with the exception that

in summer slightly more air is needed than in winter.

It might be possible to fit a governor on the extra air

valve, so that at slow speeds this would remain shut,

but at high speeds it would open, and thus the faster

the engine ran the further the governor would open the
extra air inlet. Probably this device has already been
tried and foun*! wanting. It is the custom with many
motor cyclists, when descending a hill, to close the

throttle and open the extra air. The result of this is,

in most cases, to suck up oil into the combustion
chamber and foul the piston. How is it that the air

brake is not more popular, by which, when the throttle

is closed, a further movement of the lever admits pure
air into the cylinder ? Naturally the air valve in this

case is on the engine side of the throttle. This device
is very useful for scavenging and cooling the cylinders,

besides actina: as a brake. Another improvement which
might be embodied in many carburetters is a device
for varying the amount of air opening to the choke
tube, thus allowing of a richer mixture and slower
running. It could easily be arranged for a further

movement of the lever, after closing the extra air inlet,

to shut off the main air below the jet.

THE A.S.L. SPRING-FRA

A
NOVEL spring frame motor bicycle is the twin-

cylinder A.S.L. illustrated herewith. Two
of these machines were ridden by competitors in

the London-Edinburgh run, and were much
idmired. One of the machines ^,„,,-.„_,„,..„.„.,_ ,„..

lad 22in. wheels, which proves to
[_

rt^hat extent vibration is reduced, as ,

Lt would be very uncomfortable to ;'

ride a rigid framed machine with '

2 2in. wheels 400 miles in twenty-

:wo hours. . Air springs are used ^

:>n the A.S.L. The elasticity of

steel is confined to very narrow ;

imits, while the elasticity of air is

inlimited. The air spring con-

sists essentially of a hollow pressed

steel cylinder and plunger filled

tvith compressed air. The stroke

3f the plunger is 2 in.', and the

movement can be varied for riders .

3f different weights by pumping air

:hrough a valve, using an ordinary ,

tyre pump. The cushions are

claimed to be absolutely airtight,

the packing between the cylinder

md plunger being a rolling "mitten," which performs
its function without friction. It must be admitted
:hat the air springs are not at all unsightly, and if all

:he claims made for them can be substantiated in

practice, we can predict a big future for them on
motor cycles. We are favourably inclined towards
spring frame motor bicycles, realising that any device
ivhich can improve the comfort in riding, especially

ME MOTOR BICYCLE.
on uneven surfaces, will be welcomed by motor cyclists

in general. We have not tried the A.S.L. air springs

on a motor bicycle as yet, but the makers' representa-

tive kindly loaned us a push bicycle to gain an idea

'4

*>.as&»)«j«Sfaj»iw#«tw« ^V

A twin-cylinder motor bieyele, the rider of which is insulated from road shoelis by means
of air springs.

of the comfort of being suspended on air. We must

say that the springs entirely insulate the rider from road

shocks, the unfair test of riding the bicycle over a

brick resulting in no more, perceptible jar than in the

case of riding over a stone with a rigid framed bicycle.

Shortly we may be carrying out further tests with these

air springs applied to a motor bicycle, and will refer

to them again in these columns.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thert-to. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers mus+ te used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, 'The Mjtor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be 9ccompaniedl by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?
e

Sluggish Starting.

Please tell me how to rectify

the trouble I have in starting

my 3^-4 h.p. motor cycle

(Stevens engine). It always
takes me at least ten minutes

running before I can get the engiie
to hre, and I generally have to start

it running down hill because the
pulley is so stiff. It is always well
lubricated, and I inject petrol, and
have tried it with the compression
tap slightly open, but to no effect.

Once started, however, I have no
further trouble until the engine has
cooled a little, and then I again
have the same bother. It is so stiff

that the pedal will bear my whole
weight with the exhaust valve lifted.

—S V.

If you inject a little paraffin into the
compression tap instead of petrol we
think the trouble will cease. The
easiest method of starting a motor
cycle is to inject paraffin and then run
the engine on the stand. If you have
no pedals this cannot very well be done.
Does the machine run satisfactorily

when it actually is going, and when
warm is it really free? If not have it

taken down and have the bearings
examined. It seems as though some-
thing is binding. The perfect adjust-
ment of the carburetter is everything
if you wish to obtain easy starting.
If the main air intake is too large, easy
starting will never be possible.

'->*

J. V. Robinson (2| h.p. Twin Douglas) a com-
petitor in this week's Reliability Trials. This
rider won a silver medal in the London-Plymouth
and Back Run as well as gold medals in the
London-Edinburgh Run, M C.C. HiU-climb, and
a non-stop certificate in the lastlQuarterly Trial.

Fitting a Free Engine Clutch.

I do not at all like running
alongside my machine and then
stepping on to the pedal when
the engine fires, so I am con-

templating fitting a Mabon free

engine clutch. I have never seen the

fitting in question, but it has

occurred to me that there may be
some difficulty in starting a magneto-
ignited engine by means of a handle
connected direct to the crankshaft. I

am unable to make any experin^ents

in this direction, as I am at present

serving abroad, and shall not be

returning to England for a few
months. The question, therefore,

which I desire to settle is this

:

Would handle starting be reasonably
easy under the circumstances, and how
many turns of the handle would
probably be required to start the
engine?—B. A. S.

It is difficult to start a magneto-
ignited machine by means of a handle
on the crankshaft. It is far better to

start the machine by means of the
pedals when jacked up on the stand,
place the clutch in the free engine
position, put down the stand, then sit

astride the machine, and gently engage
the clutch.

Carburetter Adjustment.

I recently purchased a 5 h.p.

I

twin Peugeot, 1908 pattern.
My difficulty seems to be

-^ exactly the game as that of
" C 91," who wrote in a recent

issue of The Motor Cycle: "I can-
not get the machine to run at all

slowly, it is a case of about 30
m.p.h. or nothing." This is not an
exaggeration, as 'I tested it by a
speedometer. When I first bought
the machine it always took full air,

and would even start with extra air

fully open. I therefore had two
holes drilled in the inlet pipe (the
holes are about ^in. by ^in.), and
now it runs best with these open
and about half extra air, the throttle
being half open, spark fully retarded.
Advancing the spark accelerates the
machine a little, but there is a good
deal of misfiring unless the spark is

perfectly adjusted. When I mount
the machine I start with throttle
fully open. I then set air as de-
scribed, but it does hot run at its

best till the throttle is slightly
closad. Any shutting off of air

causes missing
;

giving more air

produces a dead stop. Originally

{i.e., before drilling holes in inlet)

it would only run with throttle fully

open, .now it runs as well with it

half shut, but the speed is just the
same. Ignition is by two trembler
coils and make and break. I have
adjusted contacts, etc., very care-

fully, and it will start in five yards.
Besides not being able to run slowly,

I am troubled with occasional miss-
ing, even when all levers are set
very carefully. Any alteration is

liable to produce worse missing.
Nevertheless, it runs at a very high
speed when throttle is fully open,
and will usually simply fly up a stiff

hill.—L. Owen.

You might try another make of carbu-
retter with handle-bar control. Your
trouble appears to be due to imperfect
adjustment of carburetter, or the car-

buretter is incapable of giving a rich
enough mixture at slow engine speed
when throttle is nearly closed. Boring
the holes in the inlet pipe was, we
think, a mistake under the circum-
stances ; the main air openings are
probably too large, or the space around
the jet is too large for slow engine
speed. Also test the level of the
petrol. It should rise to within ^in. of
the top of jet orifice. It is probable
that the inlet springs are too strong.
If you want to retain the original
carburetter you could try a smaller
jet and adapter, and purchase a handle-
bar control device which will fit.

The only 1909 3^ h.p. Excelsior in the Six
Days' Trials is being ridden by H. Berwick, who
is seen in the above gillustration. ;£We have
recently tested one ol these models, and shall

relate onr experienees in an early issue.
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Adjustment of Coll. Variable Pulleys.

(1.) Kindly inform me as to

the correct adjustment of a

trembler coil. Should one

try to get as high a note as

poeeible? (2.) Are the auto-

matically variable pulleys as made
by the Lloyd Engineering Co. really

good? Would you think that one of

these would be a success fitted to

a 21 h.p. Bradbury?—J.L.T.
(1.) One should try and get a fairly

high note and avoid having the points

closer than is absolutely necessary.

The quicker the vibrations the less

current will be consumed. (2.) We
have tried the variable pulley referred

to in your query. It is quite satisfac-

tory, and would be likely to suit your

machine.

Paraffin as a tuel.

(1.) Will you kindly tell me
if I can run my engine on

paraffin (White Rose) by having

a small tank for petrol on the

top bar above the ordinary

tank, with tap and connections to

carburetter? I thought of starting up

on petrol until the engine got warmed,
when the petrol tap could be turned

off and the one for paraffin opened. I

should, of course, fit levers to operate

the taps, to avoid dismounting. (2.)

Does parafl&n deposit carbon more
rapidly than the lighter fuel? (3.)

Should I get as much power? (4.)

Would any alterations in the carlsu-

retter jet or choke tube be necessary?

—S. Hugh, Penzance.

(1.) Your engine would run on paraffin

after it has become warm, but (2) a

good deal of deposit would be
found on the cylinder, and you might
have trouble from pre-ignition eventu-

ally. (3.) You would probably get as

much power at first. (4.) With some
carburetters no alteration is necessary.

Taking all things into consideration^

we do not recommend paraffin except

lor cleansing purposes. In our
opinion, there is not sufficient differ-

ence in the cost of the two fuels to

warrant the alterations on a motor
bicycle which runs a hundred milea

to a gallon of petrol. Paraffin is a
very objectionable liquid. It collects

dust to a great extent, it reeks, and
any machine with a paraffin tank and
taps on it always looks messy.

Lack of Power. Route Wanted.

(1.) When last out with my
5 h.p. twin-cylinder machine
it went fairly well on the

level, but would not take the

slightest hill. Can you please

suggest to me the probable cause of

loss of power? (2.) I intend going

by boat to Ilfracombe, and thence

by road to Looe, in Cornwall.

Kindly tell me the best and most

direct route for motor cycling from
Ilfracombe to Looe.—R.G.T. (South

Wales).
i(l.) It is difficult for us to say what is

the matter with your machine with-

JULY yth, igog.

READERS* REPLIES.

H. Bevir, of Oxford, an amateur who is riding a

3i h.p. L.M.C. in this week's trials.

A. G. Fenn, one of the trials competitors, who
is riding a Twin-cylinder Bat-Jap.

out examining it. Test the compression,

and if vhis is poor try grinding in the

valves, and if this does not bring about
the desired result fit new piston rings.

See that the carburetter and feed pipe

are clear, and that the ignition is in good

order ; also pay attention to the strength

of the valve springs. (2.) Your best

route would be as follows : Ilfracombe,

Ashford, Barnstaple, Westleigh, Bide-

ford, Monkleigh, Holsworthy, Launces-
ton, Liskeard, Looe.

Engine Fails on Hills.

When climbing even a
moderately long hill on practi-

cally full throttle, no extra air,

spark fully advanced, the
explosions when nearing the

top become stifled and finally cease.

A rest of even half a minute is gener-

ally sufficient to enable engine to

recover. My machine is one of the

old 2J h.p. Minervas, inclined engine,

on a B. and K. frame. Carburetter,

Minerva Longuemare ; magneto, Eise-

man ; timing, in order ; exhaust
valve lifts as soon as tappet starts

lifting. I cannot give any extra

air even with full throttle, which is

curious, as the symptoms seem to me
to point :o overheating. I have just

had cylinder down and cleaned out
thoroughly without any improve-
ment.—W. H.

The case seems to be purely one of

overheating. We take it that you
gradually retard the spark as the
engine slows down. We suggest that
you try a different brand of oil and
lubricate fairly frequently, also take
down the silencer and clean it. You
do not mention the amount of lift

of the exhaust valve. With old engines
the valve cams are usually found to be
worn, which considerably affects speed
and power on hills.

Gear Drive.

In answer to query from 1585, I,

too, am a user of the F.N. four-

cylinder machine—a finer machine I

never rode. I also noticed the same
rattling noise as your correspondent
mentions. Let him see that the gear
cases are well filled with graphite
grease. Then fit a set of Bosch plugs
and sit back and hold tight. He will

have no more trouble with noisy gear
wheels.—F.N. 1559.

A reader complains about the noise

from his bevel drive. The chattering
he complains of is caused from the
following: (1.) One of the cylinders

missing. Remedy, feel exhaust pipes,

the coldest being the missing one. See
to plug, or exhaust cotter may be
broken. (2.) The cone of back wheel
may be loose, and on tightening up the
noise will cease. I have just seen a new
machine chattering from a loose cone.

I am not troubled from this noise, and
when I hear the slightest I open the
throttle. It may interest riders to
know I lubricate my 5-6 h.p. F.N.
with Butterworth's " M," one pumpful
every five or six miles. The oil is

very thin, and does not stop up plugs
when past the rings. I have also

drilled out my silencer with t>\-6nty

^in. holes in the inner pipe, and have
increased my power greatly, without
any more noise.

—

Ernest S. Danger.

Better Compression when Engine Turned Backwards.

Re the query in The Motor Cycle
about an engine having better compres-
sion when turned backwards. I recently
had a 2| h.p. engine with the same
trouble, and traced the cause to the
exhaust cam slightly lifting valve dead
on compression stroke, although when
the cam had just finished lifting valve
on exhaust stroke there was a good
"iV^n. clearance. This, I think, would
explain the cause of better compresision
backwards, as the cam would be in s

different position. This may also
explain " H. A. B.'s" trouble, "irregu-
lar compression," for if there is any
lateral play in cam and the cam worn
on one side more than another, it would
cause the valve to lift sometimes and
be all right at other times.—F. Pike.

F. C. Mustard, a consistent performer in
long-distance reliability trials, who is taking
part in the 1,000 Miles Trials oUjhisiT.T.
Triumph.
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NT'S
RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

The City Motor & Cycle House,

NEWGATE ST., LONDON. EC. LOIIllOn'S LOWGSt PPICBS
THE

NORTH ROAD
DUST AND

RAINPROOF
OVERALLS.

These meet a long-
felt want ; they can
be instantly slipped
on over the ordi-

nary trousers, they
lasten round waist
with a leather strap
and buckle. Being
made in one piece
they are a great
protection to the
stomach, also it is

impossible for the
rain to drive in as

with the ordiaary overalls. Made in three lengths
—short, medium, and long. Shaped to go over
boot. Patent Side fasteners. Price, in fawn
waterproof material, 16s. 6d. Postage 6d.

THE " ACME " WATCH
HOLDER.

Will not rust. Made in

aluminium. Will fit all

handle-bars. Complete with
Ingersol watch that is speci-

ally constructed to stand
vrbration. Watch can be set

and wound without removing
same from case. Each watch
has a written guarantee given
with it for 12 months. Price,

complete, 8/6. Case only, 3/6, Post free.

THE LODQE PLUG.
Suitable for magneto or accu-

mulator ignition. Spark brought
well away from all cold metal
surfaces, enabling maximum
power to be obtained from spark
and extremely weak mixtures to

be fired. Three spark points and
centre rod all of absolutely pure
nickel and substantial in size.

The spark will not burn them
away. Porcelain sleeve round
central electrode, which keeps hot
enough to prevent the deposit of

soot or any condensation, and
this without the possibility of

preignition common to plugs with
projecting porcelains. Each plug guaranteed.
Price 4/-. Post free.

TYRES.
The Clincher A Won

Rubber-studded Cover,
size 26x2 or 26x2iin.,
28/11.
The Bates Rubber-

studded Cover, 26 X 2in.,

28/11; 26x2iin., 30/6;
26x2iin., 37/-.

The Grose Steel-

studded Cover, 26 X 2in.,

30/-; 26x2jin., 34/-;
26X2jin., 39/-.

Special Clearance Line of Continental Covers.

Price, 26x2 or 26x2i!n., 18/11.

Postage on covers, 6d.

BOWDEN HANDLE-BAR CONTROL LEVERS.
Single gear only, 4/6 ; ditto, with 4ft. of com-

bined cable and stop, 6/4. Double lever, 6/-;

ditto, with two Iciigihs each 4ft. of combined
cable and two stops, 9/8. Post free.

A New Design in Horns : " LA SERPENTINE."
Emits a loud deep note equal to any car horn

;

finished in nickel ; is fitted with dust sieve, best

quality bulb, and is suitable for any handle-bar.

Price 11/6. Postage 4d.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE "PATCHQUICK" REPAIR OUTFIT.
Containing "Patchquick " patches, which amal-

gamate with the tyre, and are not affected by heat

or friction. Used.m cuiijuiiction with the "Patch-

quick fix," a repair can be executed that is equal

to any vulcanising process. Price 3/-. Post free.

^( THE H.S. VALVE SPRING LIFTER.
By means o! the compound action the

stoutest spriag is

easily raised by a

slight turn of the
winged nut, lea\'-

ing both hands
"-""'

free. Price 2/6.
Post free.

HANDLE-
BARS.

Best quali-

ty only.
Length,
23 inches.

Price 8/9.
The P.M.
pattern, as

illustrated , .—„ _ „.... „ ,

7/6. Postage on handle-bars Cd. extra

The H. S. REPAIR
BAND.

A useful accessory
for cuts or gashes
in your outer
cover. Consists of

a rubber band with
canvas lining. No— solution necessary.

is fixed by being vucked between rim and cover.
Price 1/-. Postage 2d.

THE AUTO ACCUMULATOR JACK.
For securely fixing Batterns to prevent them

moving in the box. Accumulators cannot move

length i8in., stem Jin. or lin. Price

or the celluloid be damaged by vibration. Solid
brass. Price 9d. each. Postage id.

The HUNT ALL-METAL HANDLE-BAR SWITCH
Price, one-way, 2/3 ; two-way, 2/9. Postage 2d.
The design of this switch

is so extremely simple that
there is nothing in it to get
out of order ; the contact
is quick and definite for

both make and break. The
whole of the switch is made
out of heavy sheet brass
well finished and nickel
plated, the terminal is in-

sulated with extra large ebonite washers, and the
fixing clip is attached by a bolt and nut passing
through the sides of the metal case, thus ensuring
a reliable attachment to the handle bar.

BOX SPANNER, speci-

ally made for motor
cycle use, includiii

;

tommy. Sizes |J, |-%

jin. These
nuts on a

standard machine.
Price 2/6 per set, post-

age, 3d.

r^m

_9_ _ __ _ .

16) 8J ^-2' ]

sizes fit a

B^

COILS. -

We only stock the well-

linown manufactures,
whose name is a suffiqient

guarantee as to workman-
ship and quality. The
Fuller Non-trembler. Size,

2f X 3 X 4jin.
;
price 10 /6.

The Fuller Twin-cylinder

ditto. Size, 5jX3X4iin.;
price 21/-. The Fuller

Trembler Coil. Size, 2I x

3 X 4Jin. ;
price 17 /6.

The Twin-cylinder ditto.

Si^e, 5i X 3 X 4jin. ;
price

35/-. Post free.

LYCETT NEW MODEL TOOLBAG.
Size gj X 5 X 4|in. ; manufactured of the best

hide • supported with strong metal girders running
inside ; is fitted with

two outside pockets for

oiler and petrol squirt,

and has two inside

pockets for spares,

plugs, etc. Price 7/6.

The same bag may be

had with tool roll at-

tached to fold up inside.

Price 8/6. Post free.

" MATCHLESS "

SPRING FORKS.

Makes an old pat-
tern machine
up-to-date. Easily
fitted, cheap, and
highly effective.

Hundreds of
testimonials from
delightad pur-
chasers.

Price 15s. 6d.
per pair.

Post free.

ACETYLENE HEAD LIGHTS.

Our stock of lamps is larger

and more varied than any
other retailer. We have the

Lucas, Solar, Autoclipse,

F.R.S., Powell and Hanmer.
The Pulco, plated, 4iin. lens

mirror projector, as illus-

trated, complete with a four-

hour generator and tubing,

weight 30 ozs., bums four to

five hours, will throw a beam
of light 150 yards. Price,

complete, 19/11. Postage 6d.

THE HELLESEN DRY CELL.
No corroding ter-

minals. No acid.

No charging. Al-

ways ready, clean,

and dry. The
« Flash." Height
6^ X 4 X 2jin. Ap-
prox. mileage, with
single-cylinder en-
gine, 1500. Price

6/6. The "Flight"
ditto. Height .5^ x
six 2iin. Price 6/6.
The " Midget

"

emergency ditto.

Height 5ix4| x
ifin. Will run
approx. 300 miles.

Rrice 4/4. Postage
6d. extra.

,'h.y %«y. lEii
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.FLASH

T::B HUNT ACCUMULATOR.
One quality only—the Best. Well made. No

leakage. No corroded t«Tninals. Every one
guaranteed. No. i, 15 amp. ; height, 5^ x 3i ><

2in.
;

price 9/6. No. 2, 20 amp. ; height, 6X4X
2in. ;

price 10/6. No. 3, 40 amp. ; height,

6ix4X3|in. ;
price 17/6. Postage 6d. extra.

SPEED INDICATORS.
The BuUard, 63/- ; with distance recorder, 84/-.

The Jones, 84/-. The Cowey, with distance n»
corder, 84/-. All models on show.

In cmswer'mg this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Owner :

Mr. George

Newhurn.

Passenger :

Miss Vesta

Victoria

Empire Theatre, Shepherd's Bush, June 12th, 1909.

Dear Sirs,—I am returning to you my Shamrock-Excelsior cover for retreading. This cover has
been fitted to the rear wheel of my V. S. Twin, pulling sidecar and passenger, and has covered

2,567 miles without a puncture ; this surely must constitute a record. Faithfully yours, GEORGE NEWBURN,

^Shamrock -Cxcelsior^
Urisurpassod -Per sa.'Pe'tv and com-Por ti

June 3rd, 1909.

Dear Sis,—I have much pleasure in informing you that your Shamrock-Gloria Belt took my machine and

passenger to Edinburgh and back (800 miles) to my great satisfaction in spite of considerable wet. V. OLSSON.

WShamrock'Giloria^
The Belt of unequalled reliability.

WRITE FOR LISTS.
Solo IVlEinu-Fa.O'tut-eri

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29/31, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.O.

In answering thAs advertisement it is desirable tc mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Belt Fasteners.
Several unlucky wights ruined the chances of their

teams at Daventry by using unsuitable belt fasteners.

"Hard luck! " said the onlookers, but I do not

remeriiber having broken a belt fastener for two or

three years past. Riders should beware of fasteners

in which the link consists of a narrow hook. I use

two types. In one the link is not a hook at all, but

resembles the link of a chain in being endless; in

the other there is a hook, but it is a broad, flat hook,

with so much thickness of metal that it cannot very

well snap. I have never broken a fastener of either

of these types. It is true a broken fastener is a

trivial matter in ordinary riding, and only serious in

a non-stop run. But why be bothered with " frangible "•

fasteners when unbreakable types are obtainable ?

Tank Capacity.
I noticed during the team trials at Daventry that

very few of -the standard machines had sufficient tank

capacity to carry fuel for 100 miles. Some of the

riders had strapped or screwed on extra petrol tanks,

with flexible connections to the main tank stopper,

while others carried reserve supplies in oilcans slung

round their necks. This is due to the dual craze for

lightness and efliciency. When one maker , advertises

a touring 3^ h.p. at 150 lbs. other makers have to

get down to the same mark somehow, and lightening

the tank is a simple way of paring off a few ounces.

Again, modem engines are naturally rather thirsty,

and so the supply does not go as far as it used to.

But I cannot help thinking that any genuine roadster

should carry sufficient petrol to cover at least i 20 miles

of flat road at eighteen miles per hour. Makers
might meet the objection by listing a larger tank as

an extra.

The Team Trials.

Two organisations deserve our congratulations on

the success of the team trials. The first is the

M.C.C., which made the most perfect arrangements,

handling a huge crowd of rather inexperienced riders

with speed and smoothness. The other is the A.C.U.,
which at last unbent sufficiently to issue a permit

licensing all the competitors to ride in competition for

one day only without paying 2s. 6d. apiece to head-

quarters—a notable precedent, the imitation of which
in future will save a good deal of unnecessary friction.

I have only one suggestion to offer to the M.C.C. A
number of riders were compelled to dismount by cattle

on the roads, seven or eight being stopped in a bunch
by one herd of cows. It is, of course, impossible

to keep the roads clear of such obstructions, but when
riders experience traffic stops in a non-stop competition

there is always the possibility of subsequent difficulties
;

I remember several instances. Perhaps a yokel tells

an official aftenvards, " I seed No. 336 get off his

sicycle; yus, I did! " The tale goes round. No.

336 has perhaps cleared himself in the eyes of the

officials by reporting his stop to the timekeeper at the

first opportunity, but after the stop he feels a --little

uncomfortable lest accusations should be made against

him, and possibly rumour attaches some suspicion to

him ever after. When there are lots of officials patrol

ling the course, and the course is a short one—both

of which conditions were fulfilled in the team trials

—

it might be a good thing to detail a marshal to follow

cows, restive stallions, etc., till they leave the courst-.

so that riders who are thus compelled to dismonr.t

should be relieved from any discomfort as to whether

they will be credited with a non-stop run.

Big Valves. 1

I notice that a good many 1Q09 machines are fitte;

with inlet and exhaust valves of a far larger diamete
than was formerly customary. In most cases thj.

greater width of the head has been compensated for

by increasing the bulge at the neck where the stem

joins the head, but even so I expect there will be a

goodly percentage of broken exhaust valves during thf

year, as the smallest increase in the diameter of the

head throws a vastly increased strain on the neck.

Riders of machines possessing these enormous valves

will do well to make the carrying of a spare valve an'

invariable rule, and they will be wise if they take out

the valve and examine it about once in a thousand

miles. Most engines are now designed so that if a

valve snaps across, the head cannot find ingress into the

combustion chamber.

Spring Tension.
Every elementary handbook on motor engineerin!;;

touches lightly on the fact that the tension of the valve

springs is of some importance in tuning up a petrol

engine, but I wonder how many amateurs realise the

immense difference which weak and strong springs o;-

the valves of such an engine really make. I was in

a testing shop the other day where a firm of engineers

were being grievously disappointed with the slow run

ning of an engine from which they expected to get a

very high rate of revolution indeed. Tested by a

revolution counter, it was only running up to 2,20c

r.p.m., which, of course, is a very ordinary speed

indeed for a light cycle motor. The next day I saw

the same engine tested with a new set of much stiffer

exhaust and inlet springs. No other alteration had

been made in the fittings or adjustments, yet the speed

was now increased by about 1,000 r.p.m. The ex-

planation of the starting contrast is obviously that,

though ignition, carburation, and general design were

adequate for the higher speed, the engine could not

attain it with weak springs simply because the valves

refused to operate fast enough. Makers generally fit

their valves with a compromise in the way of springs.

A stronger spring may, indeed, enable the engine to

develop more power, but there are compensating dis-

advantages. With strong springs the valves pit more

easily, the exhaust valve is more apt to break, real

elasticity becomes impracticable, and the valve-lifting

wire will stretch unpleasantly soon. However, the

above facts may interest readers who compete in sprint

events occasionally.
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« Tor cycle racing at BROOKLANDS.

RE IMPROVEMENT IS NE DED.
J

S ART OP THE SIXJDAYS' TR ALS. Vw

MMi^^^M^^^-

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS. July 7 9.16 p.m. July 10 9.14 p.m. July 14 9.10 p.m.

M.C.C. Team Trial.

It was stated last week that E. H.
Edwards was one of the Birmingham
M.C.O. team and covered the course
without a stop. It transpires that this

rider did not start, his place being
taken by Reg. - Samson, who rode a

3^ h.p. L.M.C motor bicycle and
obtained full marks.

'olice Trap,

We have received information of a

police trap two and a half miles out
)f Kidderminster on the Worcester
Eload. The trap is shifted from time
jO time, and sometimes, is situated on
>he Kidderminster side of Ombersley.
rhere are also rumours of another trap
>n the Bridgnorth Road.

'he Third Quarterly Trial ol 1909.

The next quarterly trial is on
Wednesday, the 28th inst., over the
isual course from Uxbridge to Banbury
md lack. We read that the reason
'or holding this trial on a Wednesday
s to give those competitors who find

t difficult to be away from business
>n Saturday an opportunity to com-
pete.

he Tour de France Trial.

The annual Tour de France reli-

ibility trial for motor cycles and voi-

.urettes, organised by L'Autocycle
31ub, has been postponed until July
i5th-August 1st. The total distance
o be covered is 1,800 kilometres, the
oute being via, Paris, Nancy, Besangon,
STevers, Poitiers, Rennes, Caen, and
Paris. This trial will be described
i.nd illustrated in The Motor Cycle.
Entries at ordinary fees close on the
Oth inst., to L'Autocycle - Club de
^'rance, 23 et 25, Rue Jean-Jacques-
Rousseau, Pca'is.

he Road Surfaceijn the Trials Route.

We have to thank a number of

eaders for sending us reports on the
ondition of the road on the six days'
rial route. Letters on this subject
rom Messrs. W. H. Morgan (Salop),
r. 0. Hughes (Shrewsbury), J. B.
Vebster (Kidderminster), H. Horton
Leominster), H. P. Potts (Broseley),

). R. Wilkins (Derby), J. H. Davis
Leominster), C. Plumb (Crewe), J.

lorswill (Chester), G. G. Croft, and
I. Kenmore were forwarded to the
ecretary of the A.C.U. last week, and
he information is proving of service
3 competitors and officials alike.

A M Isdescription.

For describing a sidecar as a
" Chater-Lea " when it was not so, a
Mr. D. Jackson has been ordered by
the Clerkenwell Bench to return the
money paid (£5 15s.) to the buyer, Mr-
G. Want, of Bamsbury, and also to

bear the costs of the action.

Three Silver Cuds and Two Gold Medals in One
Week.
The above is the record suc,'-''ts of

Mr. P. H. Cockcroft, an enthu-)a5tic
Leeds motor cyclist, and a rider of a
Triumph. He gained the Langton si Iver

cup and gold medal in the Leeds-Edin-
burgh and back trial promc' ud by the
Leeds M.C.C., and won the \ork County
M.C.C. Palmer cup outright in

the same event. His success in the
York County M.C.C. twelve hours'
trial for the Triumph cup accounts for

the other cup and gold medal.

A. V.

3Jh.p. two-
Days' Trials,

bridge on
c mpetitors

Sumner, who is riding a
speed Humber in the Six
which started from Ux-
Monday. The full list of

is given on the next page.

Products of Six Countries Represented.

Although French, German, Austrian,
Belgian, and American motor cycles
were represented in last Wednesday's
race at Brooklands, an all-British
machine scored an easy win.

Address Wanted.

Will Mr. C- Brown, who wrote to
us about a steam motor bicycle, and
whose residence was given as "398,
Devonshire Road, Forest Hill, S.E.,"
kindly communicate with the editor,

as a leOter forwarded to that address
failed to reach him.

Scottish Five Days' Open Reliability Trial.

In connection with the above event,
Mr. Campbell McGregor, hon. trials sec.

of the organising club, would like to
draw the attention of intending com-
petitors to the fact that the Edinburgh
M.C.C. has affiliated to the S.C.U., and
that it will be necessary for all com-
petitors to be licensed riders. Conse-
quently, no licensed rider may have any
fear that competing in this event will
render him ineligible for competing in

any other open event. Intending com-
petitors in this trial should note that no
entries will be accepted after the 12th
inst.

The Team Trials for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.

In the team trials at Daventry
fifty-one cicgle-cylinder machines made
non-stop ru^s, and fifteen twin and
four-cylinder machines. In view of this

unfavourable comparison of the multi-
cylinder machines, it is only "fair to

add that the winning team consisted
of five riders of twin-cylinder machines,
only one riding a single-cylinder.
Another peculiarity about the M.C.C.
team was that it was the only one
with two-passenger machines in it.

Mr. H. E. Davidson, who was one
of the North Islington Conservative
and Unionist M.C. team, points out
that he made a non-stop run on his

3^ h.p. Rex, the twenty-six and a half

miles he was credited with being the
mileage accomplished by H. J. Comp-
ton, another member of the team.
A Streatham reader considers that not

enough has been said of the performance
of the St. Albans team in the trials.

He points out that every man went
through without the loss of a single
mark, and if the non-starter had turned
up it is reasonable to suppose that with
a full team the M.C.C. win would not
have been just as easy.
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A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

The total number of entries received

for the Six Days' Trial was seventy-five,

four entries being received by the

A.C.U. after our last issue had gone to

press. There was only one absentee.

Olieslagers, Champion of Belgium.

In v/et weather, the track being
somewhat treacherous in conse-

quence, the motor cycle champion-
ship of Belgium, over ten kilo-

metres, was decided at the Velo-
drome de Karreveld, Brussels,
last week. Olieslagers, who has
held the title for six years, again
won, but a surprise was furnished
by the brilliant form of Simon,
who, riding with great daring, was
only just beaten on the post by
Olieslagers in the last fifty metres.
Andre was close up. In 1904
Olieslagers, it will be remembered,
paced Walthour to victory in the
100 kilometres world's champion-
ship at the Crystal Palace- The
speedy rider is twenty-six years of

age, stands 5ft. 7in., and scales

10 St. 7 lbs.

Proposed Professional Olympic Games.

A great carnival of professional
sport of a week's duration on the
lines of the Olympic games held
last year, will in all probability
be decided during the last week ^K
in August at the Stadium. Already "^
most of the world's professional
athletes and cyclists have agreed to
compete for the large money prizes,

that for the track Marathon race alone
being £2,000. It is to be hoped that
in framing the programme a motor
cycle professional Olympic champion-
ship will be included in the sports.

First Aid Tricar tor Bromley.

Following the last fire— £15,000
damage being caused by a lighted match
being dropped near the engine of a chaft'-

cutting machine that had been cleaned
with petrol—Bromley Urban District
Council has decided to purchase a motor
fire engine and also a first-aid motor
tricar, similar to that owned by the
Beckenham Fire Brigade, this machine
being amongst the number at the
Bitomley fire referred to.

The Leather Casque again Proves its Worth.

After the race meeting at Brook-
lands last Wednesday a number of
motor cyclists indulged in practice
spins on the track, during which an
unfortunate accident occurred. W.
E. C(- ':, the rider of the 7 h.p.
N.L.G., was travelling well over a
mile a minute, when he was suddenly
unseated, and sustained a very bad
fall. Tt was fortunate for hirn that
he was wearing a leather helmet, as
this saved his head from damage, but
his arm and hands were badly lacerated.

New York Policemen Motor Cyclists.

IMany of our readers are doubtless
aware that New York has -a corps oi
motor cycle policemen. A number of
these held a race meeting last month
under the auspices of General Bingham,
the Police Commissioner of New York
City. In England it is hard to
imagine our constables and sergeants
taking part in track races. Were there
motor cycle policemen in this country,

there would undoubtedly be less perse-

cution, the real road hog would be
wiped out, and the careful drivers

would be free from molestation.

A Hill Climb tor Standard Machines.

The Bradford M.C.C. is holding an
open hill-climb on July 17th at Den-
holme Steep, and the officials are tak-

FUTURE EVENTS.
Jul7 5-10—THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY

TRIALS. Centre : Shrewsbury.

„ 10-19—Motor Union Tour to South Wales. Speed
Trials on Pendine Sands, Carmarthen Bay.

„ 13—Irish End-to-end Open Reliability Trial for

Palmer Trophy, promoted by the Ulster Centre
M.C.U.I.

„ 14 (Wednesday)—British M.C.R.C. Fourth Mem-
bers' Meeting at Brooklands.

„ 17—M.C.C. 24 Hours' Reliability Ride for motor
bicycles

„ 17—Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

„ 19-23—Scottish Open Reliability Trial for motor
cycles, Edinburgh to John-o'-Groat's and back.

„ 28 (Wednesday)—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial. Uxbridge
to Banbury and back.

„ 25-Aug. I—The Tour de France Reliability Trials,

organised by the Auto Cycle Club de Fr<jnce.

„ 31 & Aug. 2—Race Meetings at Brooklands.
Aug i-3—Open 400 Miles Reliability Trial tor Muratti

Trophy, in connection with the Ulster Centre
M.C U.I.

. „ 2—Motor Cycle Races at Cambridge Mammoth
Show.

„ 2—Motor Cycle Racing at St. Albans Hospital
Sports.

„ 18—British M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

ing measures to bar special machines
from the roadster classes. They wisely
do not attempt to define what is and
what is not a standard machine, but
have appointed a committee of scruti-

neers to examine the machines entered,
and to decide which machines shall be
ridden in roadster classes, and which
in racing classes. They have further
fixed a minimum weight for riders.

They have very kindly invited
" Ixion " to act on the committee of

scrutineers, but unluckily his engage-
ments do not permit him to be up

north on that date. "Ixion" wishes^

them every success, and trusts they
will succeed in limiting the roadster
classes to genuine tourist machines.

If they do, their competition will be
the first of the sort for several years.

Motor Union Notes.

The M.U. has been approached by
certain of the motor cyclijig members.

Jt^ with an offer of assistance to the

War Office in connection with the

cavalry manoeuvres in September
next to act as despatch carriers. As
these motor cyclists would be, so far

as possible, men of experience either

with the Regular Army or Auxiliary
Forces, they should be able fo tender
good service in such manoeuvres.
The Rev. F. Peel Mears, Northaw,

Herts., who has had considerable-

experience with motor cycling, has.

been elected a member of the Motor
Cycle Committee.

Forty-seven motor cyclists have
been enrolled as individual members,
during June.
Owing to the inability of the Rev.

F'. W. Hassaid-Short, chairman of

the Motor Cycle Committee, to
attend the deputation of the Motor
Union to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer on the question of taxa-

tion, Mr. Martin J. Tuchmann, who.
is also a member of the committee,
was appointed to represent the Unioai.-

'i>^f\ on behalf of motor cyclists.

Motor Cyclists' Wants.
Is it not high tim? that the organisa-.

,

tions which exist for the benefit of
motor cyclists took steps to prove to

their own satisfaction that motor cycle
members are obtaining proper treat-

ment, fi'om all cfficially appointed)
garage owners? During a motor cycle'

tour undertaken recently we were
twice refused a less quantity of petrol

than two gallons, the excuse being
that it is too much trouble to obtain
the necessary measures. In both in-

stances an official sign was displayed.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TfllALS, JULY 5th TO 10th.

Competitors patting the final touches to their maeUnes In the hotel yard at Uxbridge before the start.
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Hertfordshire County A.C. Hill=climb.
FOR their successful hill-climb held last Saturday

the Hertfordshire County Automobile Club
members were favoured with glorious weather.

The competition was held on Aston Hill, near

Tring, an acclivity often used for similar events,

possessing the advantage of not being too severe, of

having, no dangerous turnings, of having: practically no

Some of the competitors. At the extreme right is Leslie Munro (4h.p.

N.S.U.), second in Class C ; next to him, F. W. Barnes (3| h.p. Zenette),

winner of Classes D and E. No. 42 is F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), while

on his left is J. L. Norton (3J h.p, Norton) winner of Class B.

traffic passing up and down it, and of being situated

in a particularly pretty district. Although the hill road

had been swept fairly clear of loose stones, the sur-

face was exceptionally bad, as ruts and channels worn

bv rain water rushing down the hill caused many of the

competitors to swerve badly. Only two horse-drawn

vehicles made their appearance during the event, and

it is wit]i great pleasure that we have to record that the

occupants of both behaved in a thoroughly sportsman-

like manner. First came a two-wheeled cart, the driver

of which waited until all the com-
petitors in the class then running

had gone by before desrending the

hill, while a little after three ladies

in a Victoria starting for a drive

changed their plans, sent their

carri?'T;e off the course, enjoyed
watr]i;ng the fun for about a quarter

of an hour, and then drove off in

another direction.

Fifty=four Entries in Five
Classes.

Fifty-four entries had been
received, which were divided into

five classes. Class A (for light-

weight motor bicycles not exceed-
ing loolbs. in weight), Class B
{for machines with engines having
a cylinder capacity not exceeding

•85 X 85 mm., or an equivalent

volume), Class C (for multi-cylin-

der machines, the cylinder capacitv
•of which did not exceed that of

two cylinders having a bore and
stroke of So x 80 mm., or an
•equivalent volume swept out). Class
D (for machines -of any capacity).

and Class E (for machines fitted with change speed
gears). In Class A, Fletcher (Moto-Reve, 55 x 70
mm.) came up in excellent style, wonderfully fast for

so small a machine. In Class B, Godfrey, Norton,
Barnes, and Cooper all travelled well. But it was not

until Class C was reached that the competitors began
to switch off at the corners. Lee-Evans made a

splendid ascent, but on his first attempt he

was baulked by a team of cart horses which came on

to the course through an adjoining gateway, so he wa;.

allowed another try, when he performed equally well.

His machine was wonderfully silent. Other perform-

ances in this class which appeared good to the eye were
made by Genn (who travelled very fast) and F. A.

Applebee. Robinson's 2^ h.p. Douglas came up
slowly, but tackled the gradients in good form. In

Class D Bashall on a Bat was clearly the fastest, while

particularly good ascents were made by Evans, Robin-
son, Norton, Genn, Colliver, and Fletcher. It was in

this class that Bashall distinguished himself by making
the fastest time of the day.

The following is a list of the competitors in their

order of merit on formula, the differences between them
in minutes and seconds being noted, the fastest time

in each class being represented as X:
Class A.-^For lightweight bicycles not exceeding 100 lbs. in

weight.
Rider and machine. Marks. Time.

G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ... .996 ... X
W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) 1.228 ... X-hl4|
G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ... 1.370 ... X-l-41|

Class B.—Cylinder capacity limit 85 x 85 mm.
J. L. Norton (3^ "h.p. Norton)
F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua)
W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rex)
H. Li.'jter Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex Speed King)
H. G. Potts (3^ h.p. Triumph)
A. E. Colliver (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. S. Harwood (3^ h.p. Triumph)
J. Seyfried (32 h.p. Triumph)

,

.765 ... X+ 21

.786 ... X-f 9|

.811 ... X + 11

.821 ... X+ 7|

.837 ... X

.910 N.. X + 131

.955 ... X -1-191

1.017 ... X + 211
1.170 ... X + 30

J. Sevfried (3^h.p. Triumph) starting.
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F. W. Applebee

(Twin Rex)

climbing Aston

Hill. A long

stretch of the

rise can be seen

in the back-

ground.

'^LASS C.—Multi-cylinders. Cylinder Qapacity limit 80 x 80

mm. for t^-o cylinders

W. W. Genn (4^ li.p. Eland) ...

Leslie C. Munro (3^ h.p. N.S.U.)
(i. Lee-Evans (5 li.p. Indian)

T. G. Baxenden (4 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

W. H. Wells (5 li.p. Indian)

J.

E.
J.

A.

E.
M.

W. Applebee (5 h.p. Jiex) ...

V. Robinson (2| h.p. Douglas)
White (5 h.p. Rex)
Stuart Shaw (4 h.p. Phanonien)
Gumming (6 h.p. Matchless) ...

A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex Speed King)
Krausc' (5 h.p. V.S.)

.681

.904

,.995

1.023

1.051

1.176
1.197
,211

,262

307
340
105

X+ I
X + 15i
X
X-f29-|
X+ 9|
X + 131
X-h40|
X-^11^
X-i-25t

X+ 2i

X-Hl7i

X + 14t
X + ll-i

X + 17

X + 20i
X+ 5

X+ 5?

X + 24|
X-h23
X
X + 23

X -f 19i
X-f33|
X-h46
X-H35I
X + 14i

X + 39|
X-h27
X

Class D.—Motor bicycles of any power.
E. W. Barnes (5i h.p. Zenith Gradua) ... .791

J. L. Norton (3^ h.p. Norton) 809
Leslie C. Munro (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) ... .853

K. A. Colliver (3^ h.p. Triumph) 904
W. W. Genn (4i h.p. Eland") 961

a. Lee-Evans (5 li.p. Indian) 9%
J. S. Harwood (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... .997

(4. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ... 1.007

W. H. BashaU (7-8 h.p. Bat) 1.057

M. Krause (5 h.p. V.S.) 1.107

E. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) 1.110

J. Seyfried (3^ h.p. Triumpli) ... ' ... 1.156

J. V. Robinson (2| h.p. Douglas) 1.197

W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Peve) 1.212

C. J. S^.-.ley (7 h.p. Stanley) 1.333

^.L\ss E.—Variable geared motor bicycles

F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua) ... 1.235
T. G. Baxenden (4 h.p. N.S.U.) 1.386
T. H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat, P. and M. gear) 1.526

It is interesting to note how closely many of the com-
petitors ran to one another in point of time. In

Class E the riders were stopped between two flags

fifteen yards apart and then restarted. F. W. Barnes

(3% ^-P- Zenith-Gradua) lost time by not bringing his

road wheels to rest soon enough. Baxenden (4 h.p.

two-speed N.S.U.) also got away comfortably from
rest, but managed well otherwise. Tessier (7 h.p.

Bat, P. and M. two-speed gear) restarted in splendid

style, but Webster {t,% h.p. Triumph, Gradua geai-)

stopped his engine while restarting. The results were

worked out on the following formula : Time x h.p.

-i- weight. . The following were the officials: Judge,
Mr. S. J. Ellis; clerks of the course, Mr. Jenkins
^who did excellent work with his 20 h.p. Rover car),

Messrs. Webster and Saker; clerk of the scales, Mr.
C Lowry ; timekeepers, Mr. F. Straight at the foot

and Mr. D. K. Hall at the summit of the hill;

marshals, Messrs. H. W. Colliver, and W. Young;
secretary of the meeting, Mr. A. J. Salmon.

tr^'^' r .^ '-j^tki

W. H. BashaU (7-8 h.p. Bat-Jap) making the fastest ascent of the day
in Class D.

->-•«<

THE SYDENHAM BENCH AND DISPROPORTIONATE FINES.

HE A.A. has drawn our attention to a couple ol

cases heard before the Sydenham bench on the

i6th ult. Below we give the newspaper
reports, which surely lead one to suppose that the

Sydenham bench have some motive other than that of

public safety for infiicting such disproportionate fines

:

A motor cyclist was fined A man was summoned by
£3 and costs for exceeding his wife for persistent cruelty.

the speed limit by five miles
an liour on the Shooters Hill
Road.

Complainant gave evidence tc

the eilect that her husband
was frequently drunk and
abusive, had tried to cut hei

throat, to strangle her, and
to burn her. Defendant did
not contest the ease, but it

was practically . dismissed
' upon his offer to do no more

than his obvious duty,
namely, consent to a main-
tenance order.

A similar parallel instance is given of cases heard

before the Kingston Borough Bench, the motorist's fine

in this case being ;^io.
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The Editor does not hold himselt responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Standard Machines in Competition.
[4114.]—May we point out to I\Ir. B. H. Davies that the

Hex Speed King mu-del wais publicly ofJered for sale prior to
Sutton Eank, this being its first competition? May we also
idd that Sutton Bank was the first spted test in which a

Ilex has enjoyed the same advantage with regard to weight
IS other winning makes?

THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD.

Covered Vans in the Midlands.
[4115.]~With reference to the A.C.U. reliability trial,

July 5th to 10th, may I, as a motor cyclist knowing the
Vlidlands very well, caution competitors about owners of

carriers' carts? As far as I can make out, they seem to
;hink they have absolute right to the road, and you may
ollow some for a quarter of a mile, blowing your horn for
ill you are worth, before they wake up.

If county councils have not the power to compel carriers
:o have their carts open at the back (the only remedy, in my
mmble opinion), then surely an Act of Parliament might be
mssed to this effect.

"

G. G. CROFT.

The End-to-end^Record.
[4116.]—I notice that Mr. Peck states he can give ample

)roof that, apart from changing a valve, no other mechanical
djnstment was made. He evades, however, the all impor-
ant point, viz., did he, or did he not, ride the same machine
rem itfirt to finish? Mr. Peck must be well aware that in
ill rvriits such as the Six Davs' Trial and the T.T. races
he machines are officially sealed, and no claim would be
assed by the officials if the seals were not intact after the
vent.

A c!aJm to have beaten the End-to-end record should be
.bove all sufpicion, and I understand that Mr. Bentley not
inly had his machine sealed officially, but the timekeeper
ven went by train to the other end to time the arrival, and

fee that the seals were intact. In addition to this he
ook the number of the machine at the start and finish.
Lnless Mr. Peck can give proofs that he actually did the

ide on one machine, I for one shall still look upon Mr.
Jentley as the holder of the End-to-end record-

EDMUND G. BURTON.

The Cat and Fiddle as a Test Hill.

^[4117.j--jH*t a line /(' Six Days' Trial and the Cat and
i'iddle Hill, for the benefit of those who do not know this
district.

Let no one be dismayed. At the end of the day all will he
sking if they have missed it. To call this a "test" is surely

. joke on som.ebody's part. I dare wfger that there will
ot be a machine, unle.'is previously put out of gear, that
I'ill fair to take this hill at over legal limit. It is beautifully
;raded and good surface, and on .a pedal c3-cle I should never
.ream of walking any part of it. The first bit out of Maccles-
eld is paved, and the road rather narrow and steep, with
ittle chance of getting up speed. ' Later on, at Walker Barn,
he road turns sharp to the left with short sharp rise. Here
he wind may strike the competitors and give them a check,
lut once past all is plain sailing.

I am sure there will be many hills encountered during the
rial much more difficult than this so-called "test" hill. It
aakes one smile, and I can fancy I see the lightweight
ider's huge grin as he finds himself flying up. Afterwards
s^hen he sells his machine he will brag about it

H. KENMORE.

A Reader's Suggestion to a Coventry Firm.

[4113.]—I think most people who have ridden Triumph
single-cylinder bicycles, and who will thus have seen how
nearly perfect they are, must wish that this firm, "the
Purdey of motor cycle manufacturers," would make a two-
speeded twin-cylinder machine suitable for passenger work, or

even a tricar. Surely if a large number of people wrote to

the company on the subject they would turn their attention
to it. • PERFECTION.

The Taxation of Motor Cycles.

[4119.]—Motorists throughout the country are crying
out against the new taxes, but many of tho.se who cry
loudest and talk most about what the leading motoring
organisations should do are unattached motorists.

May I point out that the leading motoring organisations
are, as is known to the majority of your readers, doing their

level best to contest these taxes and get them modified, but
the good work they are doing cannot be done for nothing, and
it is the duty of every motorist to back up the leading
organisations bv either joining such organisations or their
local clubs. ' ERIC W. WALFORD,

Hon. Sec. Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.

Twin Cylinders for Sidecar Work.
[4120.]— I was interested in reading " Ixion's " com-

ments re twins for sidecar work, but as there must be
numerous people like myself who cannot afford a 5-6 h.p.
twin, and have to content themselves with a 2| h.p. single-
cylinder, they may be deterred by those remarks from in-

vesting in a sidecar and thus obtaining the most enjoyable
part of motor cycling. In my own case I bought a 2| h.p.
second-hand Westfield cycle (not now made), and after I

had it about six months purchased a second-hand Mont-
gomery flexible sidecar, and many a pleasant run have my
wife and I had on this combination (total weight twenty-
one stones). Of course, when I come to a hill like Hand
cross I h;'^-- to pedal hard to get over it, as also I have had
to on portions of Hindhead, but when one's means are
limited one has to put up with a few disadvantages. Again,
as regards speed we came back from Brighton to Sydenham
in two and a half hours a day or two ago, which is fast enough
for comfort. Of course, I should prefer the higher-powered
cycle fo as to romp up all hills, but I think you ought to
emphasise the fact that anyone who has a good 2| h.p.
machine need not be afraid to fix a sidecar to it if he doesn't
mind a little pedalling on stiff hills and the passenger walk-
ing up "precipices." EDWARD PARKIN.

Silence.

[4121.]—Replying to your correspondent, Alex. F. Payne,
^vhose 1 tter on the subject of silent motor cycles appears on
page 494 of your issue of last week, I would say that I have
succeeded in rendering the engine of my 5-6 h.p. V.S. Twin
as silent as the smallest lightweight by fitting a Clair
silencer, the principle of which is that no flat surfaces are
opposed to the passage of the exhaust gases, and, conse-
quently, there is no rebound or frictional resistance, and
therefore no back pressure. The exhaust gases pass through
a series of metal cups, in each of which a number of holes
is drilled, while there is a small space left between each of
the cups at the bottom. I get the best results by arranging
the cups so that the holes in them are alternately at the
top and bottom, and not in a straight, corresponding line
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through the silencer. This means that the gases have to

take a circuitous course through the silencer in the same way
that the products of combustion from locomotive fireboxes

are made to circulate about the smokebox without coming
in contact with flat surfaces in those locomotives fitted with
spark arrestors, before being finally exhausted into the

atmosphere.
I cannot speak too highly of the Clair silencer. Not only

has it made my engine 90% quieter than formerly, but it

has also improved its general capacity for work. The makers
allowed me a seven days' free trial of the device^ and I

decided to keep it before the first day was out. I am i:ol

saying all this to advertise the Clair silencer, in which 1

have not the slightest financial interest, but merely becaufc,

having taken to heart your remarks at various times as to

the de.=irability of motor cycles being more silent than at

present, I had been hunting for a reallv efficient silencer, and
have at last found one. CHAS. S. LAKE, A.M.I.M.E.

=^3HS)

The M.C.C. London-EdinLurgh Run.

[4122.]—I have much pleasure in informing you that at

a committee meeting held on the 28th ult. it was decided
to present to each member who was disqualified from a gold

mp-dal award iinder the fifteen minutes rule in the recent

L(»udon- Edinburgh run a little memento of the ride- The
e.xart nature of the memento has yet to be decided.

HAREY G. BELL, Trials Hon. Sec.

[4123.]—I am obliged for the insertion of my letter 4107.

In your article on page 479 you state that the hon. sec. of th.^

Jlotor Cycling Club says there were not aiiy secret controls.

To prove my statement is correct, I give below copy of

letter .sent by Mr. Harry G. Bell, ths hon- sec. for the trials,

to Mr. Percy Piatt, of Oldham, giving the reason for the
latter's disqualification. JAS. HOWARTH,

General Manager of Bradbury and Co., Ltd.

[Copy.]
P. Piatt, Esq., Oldham. June 17th, 1909.

Dear Sir,—In answer to your letter of the 16th, you have
been disqualified for being found 6^m. ahead of time, i.e.,

21^m. ahead of schedule time at one of the secret checking
places on the route. Mr. Eastmead was also too early at

t;ie same place (5m.), also too early at the second place.

Yours faithfully,

H. G. Bell.

[4124.]—It is only too evident that considerable dis-

satisfaction has been caused by the operation of the fifteen

minute rule in the recent London-Edinburgh-London run of

the M.C.C. It is obvious that hardship has occurred in

certain individual cases, such as a man taking a sidecar
through 800 miles and receiving no award or appreciation
of the factj because, somewhere or other, he was more than
fifteen minutes ahead of his time. Other men made otherwise
good performances, but receive no recognition of their run.
This risk tends to make the run unpopular, and at the eame
time does not penalise those who "blind," and yet are cute
enough to keep within the letter, if not the spirit, of the
rules.

My suggestion is that the gold, silver, and bronze medals
for the single and double journeys (these should be different

medals) should be awards on the same basis that the chal-
lenge cup award is made, viz., taking into account the total

error from schedule times over the whole journey. Thus,
supposing there were ten cliecks and the maximum error
permissible for a gold medal were fifty minutes, the average
-error at each check would be five minutes, but to qualify
for a gold medal the fifty minutes would not be exceeded.
For silver medals the error permissible should be, with ten
checks, about 130 minutes, whilst those completing the
journey in the prescribed time, but whose error exceeded
this, should obtain bronze medals.
Such a system of awards would favour the reliable

machines and at the same time render the gold medals more
valuable to the gainers. At present any scarebrain with
sufficient money to buy a good machine can, with luck, win
one, and I do not think that this should be so. The cup
winner would be the head of the gold medal class, and the
awards would represent more truly the skill of the rider
with his machine-
Another point that occurs to me when conning over the

rules is the position of Edinburgh to the return journey

5^3.

men. I heard one man, with 400 miles still to go, told tha;

he was disqualified from receiving any award whatsoevei
because he had arrived at Edinburgh too late. In this

case, had I been running the show, I should have treatec

Edinburgh as an ordinary control, and started the man bad
hy the amount he came in late, and given him a chance o

earning some sort of award If he had been an liour lat(

at (say) Newcastle he would not have been disqualified, s<

why at Edinburgh? Under my scheme he would have sonn
chance of jetrieving himself on the homeward journey. Th<
one town is no more the finish of i is run than the other.

I put forward thes3 suggestions because I think that the^

are a good solution of the problem, and also because I thinl

that, m these days of reliable machines (as noted in you;
leaderette), the skill of tihe rider should weigh equally witl

the tlficiency of the machine. F. G. SMITH.

[4125.]—I have read Mr. A. E. Catt's letter, but reall;

cannot see the logic of this gentleman's complaint.
He apparently after reading the conditions duly enterec

for the above run, and now, as he frankly admits, afte:

violating the rules, which by entering he agreed to accept
he imagines he has a grievance against the M.C.C. committee

I happened to be one of those individuals who, after fulb

understanding the rules, omitted to ride in accordance there
with, but surely it would be unsportsmanlike of me to com
plain under sucli circumstances because I am not awarded <

medal. Personally, I think it better to put the incident oi

the credit side of my experience account, and , thereby be ii

a better position to qualify for an award on some futun
occasion.

The only way to prevent riders getting ahead of time i;

to disqualify, and to organise a number of secret checks, o:

a greater number of open checks, would, in my opinion, mak<
the competition less enjoyable, therefore less popular. W<
should even then have some men who, like your corre

spondent, would expect special treatment after they hat
failed to qualify for a prize.

The last paragraph, of 'Mr. Catt's letter^ I fear, is rome
what vindictiv; in spirit, ana his sentiments will not bi

endorsed by many of my fellow club members. Surely th<

committee are under obligation to serve the best interest;

of all sections of the club, and it would certainly be unfai:

TO non-competing members, also to winners of awards accord
ing to the lules, for club fund« to be expended on prize:

Team Trials at Daventry. k ridsr of a four-cylinder F.N. being pushed ofl

from tlie stirt. Thjss michines alwiys attract attention by reason of their

silent and snooth running.

which had not been won in accordance with the rules and
regulations governing the club competitions as set forth on
the entry forms. GEO. E. ROBERTS.
[Other letters bearing on this subject have been received,

but the above will suffice. We may hei3 remind reader.-

that letters bearing the writer's signature are given pre-

ference in all cases.

—

Ed.]
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M.C.C. Team Trials for " The Motor Cycle " Cup.

[4126.]—I shall esteem it a favour if you will allow me

irough your columns to express my very sincere thanks to

le many willing helpers who were good enough to assist me
. making the team trial for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup

le success that it turned out to be on Saturday last.

I thank the clubs for the large number of entries, makmg
le event a truly representative one, and I feel that,_were it

at for the kind help of the many members and friends who

irned out with the idea to put a shoulder to the wheel, my
ivn club would have had a very heavy task of handling the

rge entry we had to deal with. My wish is to thank each

le individually, but in many cases this is the only way I

ave to communicate with many of the club members.

In conclusion, I hope that when the next competition takes

lace I may be favoured with as good an entry and as much

elp, and wish those teams that fell short of the coveted 600

larks better luck next year. J. VAN HOOYDONK.

Two-stroke Engines.

[4127.]—I have noticed lately quite a discussion in your

lost excellent paper <m two-stroke motors, and as I have

een interested in th s class of engine for a considerable

ime now, I should like to have the opportunity of inform-

ig you that I designed one of these seven years ago pri-

ately at home, and find from my accounts that the first

et of patterns for test engine was delivered to me on Dec.

th, 1904. Unfortunately, I was unable to push it much
t that time, although on second thought I do not think

b would have been £o well taken up at that time as is

ikely to be the case at this moment. I might mention I

lave protected my designs in this country, on the Conti-

lent, U.S.A., Canada, and in Australia. These cover

'arious styles suitable for cars, cycles, boats, or stationary

)urposes. The principal is a two-stroke cycle with duplex
cylinders, there being two explosions per revolution. The
;ylinders being in pairt;, and the cranks at opposite angles,

m impulse is given every half revolution. Thus the

iring conditions equal a four-cylinder engine. The mixture
s not taken into the crankcase, as is usual with most engines

)f this class, and therefore is not polluted with the splash of

ubricating oil, or affected by wear in the bearings and con-

sequent leakage of compression in crank chamber ; also the
Dossibility of taking in air through bearings, upsetting the
quality ot mixture. Moreover, the compression on mixture
in crankcase cannot be constant, due to the varying quantity
->l lubricating oil in crankcase. In my design any number
of pairs of cylinders may be arranged along or around a

crankcase. It is also a valveless engine. Two test engines
of different design have been made, the results from which
have been most gratifying. Constant speeds can be kept
up anywhere between 200 and 1,600 revolutions per minute.
The control is most flexible on either the electric ignition
contact, mixture throttle, or air inlet. A motor specialist

stated on inspection recently that the control and flexibility

of running was far more perfect than any four-cylinder four-
stroke car motor that had been through his hands. Further
developments are in hand at the moment.

J. H. HOPKINS.

[4128.]—In reply to your correspondent, Mr. W. F.
Ritchie, the system of "constant thrust" (whereby the
reciprocating parts of the Scott motor are kept in insepar-
able contact with one another) is maintained at all speeds
attainable on the road by means of a careful balance of

cylinder pressures and reciprocating weights.
Since the load on the piston due to compression of the

charge is always greater than the load due to inertia of the
piston at all possible speeds on the road, the system of

constant thrust is maintained even when the engine is

switched off, as well as when firing.

It must first of all be understood that the cylinder pressure
(due to compression of the charge) is only required to keep
the piston under load at the end of the upward and during
the beginning of the downward stroke, since at the end of

the downward stroke the load due to the " resistance to
retardation

'

' of the reciprocating weights is sufficiently great
to maintain the thrust on the crankpin, although for nearly
a quarter of a revolution the piston is under atmospheric
pressure only.

For example : At 1,500 revolutions per minute there is

176 lbs. load on the piston of the Scott engine at the begin-

ning of the downward stroke, and 132 lbs load at the end

JVLV yth, igog.

of the stroke. The 176 lbs. initial load is arrived at by

subtracting 202 lbs. (the effect of the inertia at the begm-

ning of the stroke) from 378 lbs. (the load due to compres-

sion of the charge), while the terniinal load of 132 lbs. is

caused entirely by the inertia of piston and rod.

It will be seen from these figures that the length of con-

necting rod has a considerable effect in modifying the effect

of inertia at the beginning and end of stroke, and that the

general effect is to reduce the high initial load and to m-

crease the terminal load on the piston.

THE SCOTT ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

[4129.]—I was very interested in letter 4093, but there

are two points on which the Scott Engineering Co. might well

enlighten us. .

(1.) What happens to the engine if a crank-case explosion

takes place? A friend of mine driving a two-stroke car with

crank-case compression ruined his engine and nerves by

switching on again at the bottom of a hill.
_

(2.) How will the engine puR at low speeds? It is very

hard to get this type of engine to run slowly.
_
In m-any

cases there is only one speed at which it will run satisfactorily.

This is due to the fact that the ports of a two-cycle engine

designed for high speed are unsuitable for slow running and

vice versa.
^

., , , »„^

Again, why is the displacer pump motor unsuitable lor

motor cvcles? Certainly it is a little more complicated but

it has the advantage of being able to pull harder at low

speeds than the Day type, and, since exhaust ports can be

cut all round the base of the cylinder, there is a better chance

for exhaust to escape. The weight and bulk need be very

little greater than for a single-cylinder four-stroke; the

displacer and its parts can be very much lighter than is usual

in a working cylinder.
_ i i. +i.

There is another large two-cycle engine on the niarket, tne

Oechelhauser, which contains the germs of the ideal cycle

motor, and are given below:
-i ,•

(1.) It is balanced, and absorbs most of its own vibration.

For this cycle it is essential that two pistons be fitted to a

cylinder which move in opposite directions, as in the Gobron-

Brillie engine, and it is balanced on the same principle as

the Douglas and Gobron engines.

(2 ) It is valveless. One piston uncovers exhaust port near

the end of its stroke, the other immediately after uncovers

an air inlet port, allowing cool air to blow most ot tne

exhaust out at the other end, and further movement uncovers

a mixture port, admitting mixture to cylinder.
m, r x.

(3.) Impossibility of premature explosions. ihe Iresn

mixture is separated from exhaust by cool air.

(4.) Exhaust is properly scavenged.

To make a neat job of it this engine would have to be

exceedingly carefully designed. A very compact way ol

arranging the parts has occurred to me, and I will send a

sketch of it if of interest.

Some people may object to the double-acting air pump

necessary to provide the slight pressure of air and mixture,

but as this always runs cool there is no reason why it should

give trouble. H. E. KENDALL.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.F.P." (Harbome) would like readers' experiences of (or

suggestions for) springing the back wheel of a_ ^ h.p. water-

cooled tricar. Weight about 2 cwts. ; belt drive.

"H.U.G." (Eastbourne) desires readers' experiences of the

twin Motosacoche. Is it liable to skid?

"A.O.C." (Co. Dublin) would like readers' experiences

with the Scott two-stroke motor cycle.

"P4176" would like readers' experiences of the Osborne

four-speed pulley in conjunction with any 3^ h.p. standard

machine.

"Renut" (Louth) desires readers' experiences re running

the F.N. lightweight, particularly as to making it run

quietly.

HA twisting handle grip which has been designed to operate a wire con-

tYolling carburetter or magneto. Around the outside of the bar is coiled

a wire as shown which is secured by soldering. The shde to which the

controlUng wire is attached is caused to move backwards or forwards

by rotating the handle.
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BEAR IN MIND ^ THE SIMPLICITY.
O Have you ever considered the absolute

lack of complication in the tnagaificeat

GRADUA GEAR
which is creating such a sensation in the Motor Cyde

world.
160 variations between free engine and 3} to 1.

Direct drive on all speeds—no jockey pulley—no slack belt.

Handle-starting. Free engine. No end thrust.

No sudden jamming in of gear, and wear and tear to the machine.
No necessity to let the engine slow down—the engine speed is kept
up by reducing the gear as ^dually as you desire—thus the full

efficiency of the engine is retained. The "Gradua" Gear flattens

all hills.

THE EVEfi SUCCESSFUL "ZENITH "

" The ' Gradua' Gear adds more than fifty

per cent, to the comfort, enjoyment, and
safety of motor cycling." Vidf utter of enthusiastic rider

GRADUA GEAR.
The Gradua Gear is the greatest achievement in motor-cycle en

gineering A single turn—or partial turn (as the case may be) of a

small whed—suffices to give a gear of 4 to i, 4^, 44, 4i, or 5 to i, 6 to

I, 7 to I, or any gear desired down to free wheel. We fit the gear to

our own machines only.

We have also brought out a conversion on our "Gradua" Patent

principle which we will fit to "Triumph" motor bicycles (only). If

you possess a " Triumph" write to us at once for a quotation for

fitting your machine with the Gradua Gear. We do not supply the

gear or parts separately ; we only undertake the conversion ourselves.

THE LUXUB^OS '' ZENETTE"

3^ h.p. Fafnir Engine, Fafnir or
Longuemare Carburetter, Whittle or
Rubber Belt, Druid Spring Forks,
Brooks' Saddle, 26 x 2iin. Qincher
Tyres, Michelin Butt - ended Tubes,
Handle-bar Control. Gear-driven Bosch
Magneto. Price 38 guineas nett cash,

or with GRADUA GEAR—as illustrated

—49 guineas nett cash. A machine on
view at the Service Co., London.

We will gladly send particulars on receipt of a

postcard, or will welcome a personal visit. If you
come there will be no importunity to purchase.

ZENITH MOTORS,^*^
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.

Telephone No. 4, Weybridge.

or " Double-Scissors" Spring Frame. Every
part of frame is alive to absorb shocks. Per-
fectly steady—low centre of gravity—side-
play absolutely impossible. Enormous sav-
ing of wear and tear. Price with 3J h.p.Faf-
nir Engine, finest fitments, accumulator
ignition, 39 guineas nett cash. With
GRADUA GEAR~as illastrated-50 guineas.

A 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine can be fitted to

either machine for 2 guineas extra.

In answering the^t advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.''''
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

imns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
I lines. Name and address must be counted,

the cas3 of Trade Advertisements a series of

teen insertions is charged as twelve.

lU advertise nents in this section should be

ompanied with reoiittanca, and be addressed

ihe oITices of "The Motor Cyclo," Coventry,

ensure insertion le iters shoild be posted in

e to reach th3 offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

'entry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

Lonlon (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by the

Inesday afternoon previous to the date of

lication.

Jl letters relating to advertisement) shoidd

ie distinctly under what heading and in what
le tiie announce -nsnt appeared.

LASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
3r the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

or cycles, tlie advertisements are classified into dis-

:s, as many readers like to know what machines are

sale m their immediate neighbourhood before gcing

tier afield.

Plan showing division of England
into Sections.

SECTION L
thumberland, Cumberland, Durham, an 1

Westmorland.
SECTION II.

k and Lancashire.

SECTION HI.
larvon, Denbigh- Flint, Cheshire, Derby, St3f=ford
Shropsiiire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
tingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutlanl, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
folk, SuEfolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon in' Bedford

SECTION VI.
cester, Hereford, Radnor, Krecknoci< Monmopth
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardisa i, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
icester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
tford, Essex, Middlesex. Surrey, Kent, and Sn^^r.- .

SECTION IX.
erset Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
tland.

. SECTION XI.
ind and Isle of Man.

PREMIER
Motor Co., Ltd.

Send for our latest Catalogue

of Accessories and smartest

devices for the improvement

of Motor Cycles.

NEW MACHINES.
1 1909 5i h.p. TRIUMPH «48
2 igog 4 h.p. N.S.U.'s, de luxe £48
1 1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two-speed £56 13
-' 190S 3J h.p. N.S.U.'s, with 1909 improvements,

handle-bar control, etc £31 10

SOILED MACHINES.
r 1909 N.S.U., 2j h.p.. Lightweight de Lore . . £38

I 1909 .s h.p. Twin De Luxe REX £40
1 1909 3J h.p. REX Tourist £36

SECOND-HAND MACHINES—SINGLES.
igo8 TRIUMPH, Roc clutch, and two-speed;

overh lu'ed, enamelled, and plated £88

Vi h.p. RE.K, 1909 £35

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect condition, 1908 cylinder £25

3^ h.p. 1907 VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto,
Truffault, just overhauled, plated and enaiaelled £21 10

5 1 h.p. 1906 REX, M.O.V., low frame £9

3} h.p. igoi REX, M.O.V., low frame £7 10

23 h.p. EXCELSIOR, go^d order £7

ji h.p. 190S N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £22

^ h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, two-speed, and acces-

sories £23

2} h.p. MINERVA, good going order £7

2 h.p. WERNER £4 10

3 h.p. ASTER £7

\h h.p. ZENITH £7
' h.p. CLARENDON, perfect order throughout .

.

£11

TWINS.
4 h.p. 190S N.S.U., two-speed £85
s h.p. 1908 TWIN ROC PEUGEOT, two-speed . . £35
MOTO-RLVE, igoS, magneto, Druid forks £24
FAIRY, igofc, magneto £25
5 h.p. PHCENIX Quadrar, coach-built, two-speed £30

GJ h.p. HUMBERETTE £30
CHATER-LEA Tricar, Garrard engine, water-

cooled, two-speed £14

5 h.p REX, 1906, perfect £14 10
STEVENS Tricar, 4I h.p., water-cooled, two-speeds

new Palmer tyres, perfect order £15
REX LITETTE, Twin, 6 h.p., water-cooled,

magneto, two-speed, 1908 ; absolutely perfect £45

Our LOW SEAT-PILU\R

stlU enjoys a lively

sale.

Fits all makes.

Carries any weight.

Converts the old high-
frame machines into

modern designs.

Nickel Plated 5/6 each.

Special Long Handle-bars for use with above,
if required, 6/6 each.

Discount to Trade. Sent on Approval.

ALU OUR GOODS ARE SENT
ON APPROVAL..

Premier Motor Co. Ltd.,
Aston Road. BIRMING AM.

Telephone 4310. Telegrams: "Primus, IVham.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES. ^
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav

iddressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Ol
vN hen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be
fc.r forwarding replies. Only the nunibcr will appe;
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed,

"

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lond

is added to the address, then to the number given,
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

»^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "WS
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pel

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of
L'eposit System. If the money be deposited with "

Motor Cycle," otb parties are advised of this receipt,
upon intimation oi the arrival and acceptance of
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is
registration. 1 he time allowed for a decision after rei

of the goods is three days. For all transactions excee
^10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged,
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cbe
and money orders should be made payable to Ilifie

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
I eaders who reply to advertisements and recelv(

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
siler.ee as an indication that the goods advertised
alre.idy been disposed cl /dvertiters often recpiv
ffary enquiries that it is quite impossitije to reply to

OLc by post.

MOTOR BICYCLESJFOR SALI
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham^
Westmoreland.

21h.p. Eover and spares, perfect, splendid olinj
2 £15, Ol- nearest offe'-.—Pickles, 57, Ellesr

l-!enwell, Newcastle.

Sih.p. Triumph, 1907, guaianteed perfect, with
2 spares; seen any time; £25.— Dyer, Syden

Ed., West Hartlopoo!.

MOTOSACOCHE, new last year, spring fjiks, splp
condition, and first-class running crder: £'.

i'rinprle, boot.naker, Morpeth.

13.h.p. F.N. Lightweight, .magneto ignition, new
4 year, smart little machine; clear 18 guine

Tupyey and Co., The Motor People, Sunderland.

1 Q07 3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, magneto, Phelon
J-*J Mo( re two-.speed gear, splendid order: £30
near offer.— D. Wri.ght, 99, Stanton St., Newcastl
Tyne.

31h.p. Eex, in good running order, strong, reli

2 machine; a bargain, £9.—Turyey and Co.,
agents lor Trimnphs, Humbers, N.S.U., etc., The
age, Sunderland.

31h.p. Minerva, heavy tyres, detachable tube.^, var
2 pulley, two belts, numerous spares, Elohe.s ti

tyres, and omplete machine, first-class order

;

guineas.— 115, Sorley St., Sunderland.

"I
Q08 3Jh.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, fitted with i

i-iJ ueto, spring forks, B. and B. handle-bar con
led carburetter, guaranteed perfect ; any trial gi

£24.—Bolsover, Solicitor, Stockton-on-Tees.

5 h.p. Rex, twin, powerful, fast machine, winne
several competitions; price £17 17s.—Above

be seen and tried at Turvey and Co., The Motor Pei
Sirnderland. Agent for Triumph, Humber, N.S.U.,
Write for lists.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

DOTJGIiAS, Lincoln Bik, and Norton motor cycle
stock.— Gourlay, Fallowfleld.

3 111, p. Eex, spring forks, low, in good running or
2 a bargain, £12.—Church Villa, Inoe, Wigan

31h.p. Ariel, complete, perfect order, little used,
2 fittings; £16 cash.-Eussell, Lawrence St., 'Y

MOTOSACOCHE, sound condition. 1908 model;
cash.-Alf. Eeed, 63, Dale St., New Marsk(

the-Sea.

31h.p. Ees, very fast, tyres unpunctured, perfect ; .s

2 fire £12 lOs.-Hart, 359, Oxford Ed., 1

Chester.

TEIUMPH, late 1907, handle-bar control, good .

dition, run 4,000 miles; £26.—Kerr, May^
Halifax.

"1 QOS Triumph, guaranteed perfect, Hella lamp, sp.

JiiJ tools: what offers ?—Buckley, 16, Mosley
Manchester.

OQ.—Twin Werner, going order, long bars, low;
^*J Phoenix Cob, two-speed, magneto, late 1

with tricar attachment as spare, £34.— Gregson, Grc

Chorley.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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WOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Ih.p. Peugeot, lightweight, low, fast ; £7.-86, New
4 King's Ed., Fulham.

Ihp. Carlton, faultless; £6 10s., or ofEers. — 124,
4 Dennett's Ed., New Cross, S.E.

Ih.p. Twin Minerva, new last June; what offers?—
2 —Motorist, 53, Highgate Hill, N.

ih.p. Brown, 1907, in splendid condition; £14.—
2 20. Knight's Hill, "West Norwood.

IRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, in splendid condition, fit

for touring; £22.—Morgan, Farnham.

IIBST-CLASS Motor Cycle, twin-cyl., 6h.p., like new;
£24.-70, Fortess Ed., Kentish Town.

F You want bargains in second-hand, exchanges, or
new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

9 10s.—2ih.p. Minerva, splendid condition; any trial;

long bars.-444. Old I'ord Ed., Bow, E.

[J09 Eex de Luxe, two-speed ge'ar, almost new; £39.
U —Eey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

WIN Antoine, accessories, spares, perfect condition

;

£17.-29, Ecoles Ed., Clapham Junction.

Ih.D. Twin Minerva new last June; what offers ?—
a G. Kennett, 46, Chapel St., Islington, N.

.—3h.p. Auto, vertical, Longuemare, in running
orOer.-T. Gilston, Church Av., Sidcup.

EIUMPH, 3h.p., perfect running order; bargain,
£10 15S.-W., 112, New King's Ed., FuUiam.

Lp. "Werner, In good condition ; £8 ; engine overhauled
recently.-J. Mitchell, 24, Lee St., Limehouse.

EIUMPH-MINEEVA 2h.p. Lightweight, new tyres,
many extras; £8.-190, Mellison Ed., Tooting.

Ih.p. Ariel, lamp, accumulator, spares, accessories,
2 good order; £10.— South, Potteries, Tottenham.

.A.P., 4h.p., 1908, Chater-Lea fitting, magneto, very
low; £25, bargain.—Bey, 5. Heath St., Hamp.stead.

ih.p. Cycle for sale, in good order; £6, or nearest
2 offer.—Barton, 2, Porter Ed., West Kensington.

.N., 4-oyl., little used, accessories, tools, spares; £28,
bargain.—34, Claverley Grove, \vest I'inchley, N.

ih.p. "Werner, good running order; £10; can be seen
4 any time.—Hewett, 99, Churchfield Ed., Acton, \\

.

rAMPSTEAD Bargains on page 36; finest stock
L guaranteed.- 5, Heath St.. Hampstead. Tel. : 2678,
).

ih.p. Bat, two speeds, magneto and accumulator, fast,
2 reliable; £23.-13. Fellows, 49, Hertford St., May-

3h.p. E.N. ; £12; sell, or exchange for gent's cycle
4 and cash.— 159, Plashet Ed., Upton Park, West
m.

EI"D"MPH Motor Cycle, magneto, splendid condition

;

£26.-W. Dale, 43, The Village, Old Charlton,
nt.

I.N., 4-oyl., 1909, soiled only, all accessories; £32,
bargain.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678,

h.p. M.M.C., low-built, perfect condition; £10.-3,
Salisbury "Villas, Walpole Ed., South Woodford,

sex.

09 Wolf Lightweight, Druid spring forks, soiled
only, all accessories; £28.-5, Heath St., Hamp-9

ad.

6.—Minerva, 2h.p., M.O."V., vertical engine, low
machine, good condition.—38, Greenholme Ed.,

;ham.

715s. (Look).—3h.p. Ormonde, very fast, sound tyres,
low position; real bargain.—39, St. Albans Ed.,

itford.

'4.—2h.p. Quadrant engine, frame, wheels, tanks, foot-
' boards, belt, gong, perfect.—57, North Ed. Av.,
entwood.

'EIUMPH, 1909, brand new, in stock; exchange
entertained.—Eey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.

:

78, P.O.

ih.p. 1907 Brown, perfect, little used, spring forks,
2 two accmuulators, powerful; £14.-18, High St.,
lilsham.

iUADEANT, 3h.p., in good condition; what ofEers,
* cash? appointment.—Thomason, 2, Broughton Ed.,
est Ealmg.

ih.p. Eex, fast, powerful hill-climber, tyres, everv-
2 thing perfect, spray; trial; £7.-17, Bedford

., Stepney.

[INERVA, 2Jh.p., fast, perfect, guaranteed good
condition; £12, or offer.-Newton, 87, Bury Ed.,

3od Green.

h.p. Twin Eex, handle-bar control, stand, carrier,
spares, splendid order; £17.—Coombes, 737. High

., Tottenham.

' Q.—Minerva, 2h.p., good condition throughout,
•y limp, spares; bargain.— 12, Eutland Park,
llesden Green.

h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, Dunlop tyres. Sham-
rock belt, good order; £11 lOs.-Jiagles and Co.

gh St., Acton.

Q08 Sih.p. Rex, magneto, H.B. control, non-skii"^ ^W?^. lamp; £25, near offer.—Dines, 14, Eidg
y, Wimbledon.

;8 lOs., quick sale.— 3h.p. M.M.C. cycle, in good re
r pair

; wants few adjustments ; bargain.—SO, Aroden(,
, Brixton Hill.

ATTENTiON !

!

Your enquiries ah^'ays receive our very promptest
attention.

SATISFACTION
is an understood thing with us. Before dealing eUewhcrc.
ask someone who has done business with us, and hear then-

answer—Entire satisfaction.

REPETITION.
If you have once done business with us you will be sure to

let us have repeats.

MINERVA, 4l h.p., 1907 model, Longuemare, zjin. 1?00
Continental tyres, spring forks X^O

MINERVA, 34 h.p., vertical engine, 26in. wheels, PA C
spring forks 3ii.Vf

REX, rgo8 tourist model, Bosch magneto, spring i?OK
forks, perfect order AiCdO

REX, 3I h.p., rQ05 model, spring forks, spray, PA C
good order throughout XXO

ALCYON, 4J h.p., twin, Minerva, spring forks, very P4 rj

good condition ...; XiAJ
REX, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p., spr,-\y, low built, spring P-i TJ

forks ^-A •

QUADRANT, 3J h.p., vertical engine, spray, spring P-i C
forks, low, 26in. wheels Xr ACI

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, good PA C\

tyres XAU
KERRY, 5 h.p., low, 26in. wheels, coil and acoumu- PA Q

lator ignition XAO
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., 1908 model, twin-cylinder, £OK

spring forks, perfect order XtitF

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray carburetter PQ

RIP, 3J h.p. Peugeot engine, spring frame, Long, PA Q
spray carburetter, footrests, low built oCiAO

RILEY, 3^ h.p., 26in. wheels, spray, trembler, PA A
good tyres, low built, long bars XATr

60/- deposit secures undermentioned, balance 5/-
weekly

—

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2* h.p., geared puUey £6
PHCENIX, 2* h.p. J .A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, r J h.p., coU and accumulator £5
EXCELSIOR, 2} h.p., spray £8

TRICARS.
REXETTE Tricar, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and reverse, ^CjQ

open frame, water-cooled, perfect order a^fJ\J

Colonial readers will get better value from us than
elsewhere, as we cater especially for this class of business,

and will give expert advice free upon class of machine
required.

QA / Beautiful Forecai Attachment, 26in. AA /

^'-' " wheels, Dunlop tyres. *'»'/
-

PA [T Sorew-eutting Lathe, 6Jin. centres, 6ft. bed, PA C
*'*'-' back geared, compound rest, 22 change 3iA<J

wheels, overhead reverse motion.

PC Forecarriage, PHCENIX, practically new, PC~"
iQor) model, not ridden above fifty mUes. X\J

SPECIAL. RAROAINS.
Trinote Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate generators,

divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality pair 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends 6/6

cuinc'her tyres.
31 /« FOR 25/-

„ . / 26 X 2}in. ) Clincher studded
Genuine j 26 x 2m. | Covers.

Maker's price 31/6 .. Omi" |3i*ice 25/-
AU brand new igog goods, and in no way faulty or perished

.APPROVAL. APPROVAL.
Tubes with Valves. Red quality, 5/6; Grey, 6/-.

Harge Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowances on Old Covers.

^'^mi^mK^ma^ iii»i. hibih t^—w^i^ „

High-class Motor Cycles Wanted for Cash.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
THE FAIR FACTORS,

Powell St., vSa Han, HALIFAX.
Telephones : 433 day. 904 night.
Telegrams :

" Petrol, Halifax.'
Also at

136, Great Portland Street ^%?X,^
Telephone 552 Mayfair. LONDON, W.

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IF You want bargains in second-hand, exchanges,

new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

Q3.h.p. Clyde, magneto, Longuemare, good conditic
1^4, £10: after 7.-Poole, Killowen, liolden B
vVoodside Park, N.

3 h.p. De Dion, Chater frame, perfect conditon ; i

10s. ; seen by appointment.—Smith, 1?.2, Nai
Sd., Leytonstone, E.

OTO-REVE, a delightful little machine, in fii

rate order; £17 10s. cash; a real bargaii
Bunting, Wealdstone.

MAUDE'S.—Res de Luse, 5h.p., Roc clutch magnt
perfect order; £27 10s.—Maude's; 136, Gt. P(

land St., London, W.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, good condition, long bars, fc

boards, pedals, low machine; £18, bargain.—E^
ton, Gomshall, Surrey.

3 ih.p. Birmingham Quadrant, 1908. variable pul
2 Continental tyres, spares, perfect ; what offers

4, High St., Houn.slow.

VINDEC Special, 5h.p., twin, magneto, spares, n
skid back ; any trial ; £24, bargain.—Hughes, 2

Acton Lane, Chiswick.

LIGHT Motor Cycle, 2Jh.p. F.N. engine, footboa
rubbered, self-adjusting pulley, fast, strong; £1!

16, High St., Swanley.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, perfect; £19 10s.; spr
forks ; owner wants twin for work abroad.— Gilb

Lynchmere, Eastbourne.

5-7h.p. Two-speed -Vindec Special for sale, in perJ

condition, tyres new; any test.—Stevens, Jb'airla

Hampden Park, Sussex.

3 h.p. International, Watawata, 2i Peter-Unions, ]

feet; £11 5s., cash for higher power.—Cotes, 3

Strone Rd., Manor Park.

AMPSTEAD Bargains on page 36 ; finest st

iiaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 26H
P.O.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to m.ention

Qlh.p. Minerva, vertical engine, spring forks {reliab
/V 4 £8 ;

pedal cycle part exchange.-32, Midland ':

race, Willesden Junction.

1 Q09 Triumph, not done 200 miles; must be sc

i-*J cash price, £46; inspection invited.—Norris,
Derby Av., N. Finchley.

3 ih.p. N.S.U., accumulator, spring forks, handle-
2 control, carrier, splendid engine; £13.—

Rotherfield St., Islington.

0'i-4h.p. Chater-Lea and Sidecar, spriiig forks, t

«-'2 speed, handle-bar control, French grey; £17.—
Leathwaite Rd., Clapham.

4h.p. Antoine, good order, footboards, Xl'all fo

French grey; bargain, £12.-20, Batoum Gardi
Shepherd's Bush Rd., W.

3.h.p. Werner, tyres good, H.B. control, runii
^^4 order, £7; 2h.p. lightweight. £5 10s. — £

Streatham High Rd., S.vV.

23h.p. (De Dion engine) Motor Cycle, first-class wi

4 ing order, £12, or near ofEer.—A. Hall, 15, ']

Waters, Hemel Hempstead.

.05 5s.—2h.p. Sarolea lightweight, about 85 lbs., g^ condition, running order.—43, Coleraine Rd., Gi
Lanes, Hornsey, London, N.

3 ih.p. Ariel, Minerva engine, good order; £15,
2 exchange twin, give cash.—Davies, 26, Lo

Park Rd., Peckham, London.

1 Q07 Triumph. Sjh.p-, magneto, new back tyre, sp
JL*y did condition; £30.—Herring. 23, Carysfort 1

Stoke Newington, London, N.

3 ih.p. Quadrant, 1906 model, accumulator ignit:

2 complete, tyres as new; great bargain, £1
Jermy, Frimley Green, Surrey.

MINERVA, 2h.p., perfect running order, tyres unc
trial allowed; £7 10s.—Apply after 5.30 p.m.,

Frampton Park Rd., Hackney.

FOR Sale, 2|h.p. Brown, in splendid condition, poi

ful, good tyres, trembler coil; £14 10s.—S. Tan;

Chertsey Rd., Chobham, Surrey.

ARIEL, 3h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical engine, low bi

very good order and condition; £15.—Maude's, 1

Great Portland St.. London, W.

3ih.p. Minerva, genuine 1907, tools, spares, all

2 cessories; £11 lis.—WTieelan, 140, Boyson ]

Camberwell Gate, London, S.E.

3 ih.p Rex, perfect running order, strong reliable:
2' chine, splendid condition; £9 10s., bargah

256, Uxbridge Rd., West Ealing.

4-CYL. F.N., magneto, just overhauled, tyre re-i

bered, etc.; any offer near £28; exchange Trium
-la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq., S.W.

O 3.h.p. Brown vertical Motor Cycle, less coil, carbu
'W4 ter, accumulator, perfect otherwise; £5.—Mar
:4, Northumberland Rd., Margate.

WHITTLE'S.—Minerva, 3Ah.p., 82 by 82, M.O
vertical, low built, adjustable pulley, good r

ling order; great bargain, £8 15s.

WHITTLE'S.—Clyde, 3h.p., magneto ignition,

tical engine. Palmer tyres, absolutely perff

heap, £12 10s., offers.

WHITTLE'S.-Fairy Lightweight 24-3h,p. twin B^

new; bargain, £11 10s.—Whittle's Motor
aange, Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon,

rRIUMPH, with Mills-Fulford castor wheel side

Mabon clutch, complete; bargain, £35, or se]

ate.-Alan, Rectory, Norwood, Southall.

The. Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TAMFORD HILL.-1909 Humbers, two speeds, mag-

neto; £45: from stock; exehances; liberal allow-
ces—128, High Ed., South Tottenham.

h.p. Twin Antoine, E.O.M., footboards, all absolutely
new condition, good passenger machine; f 22.—128,

igh Kd., S. Tottenham.

i3.h.p. Browu, complete, and in excellent condition,
'4 lamp, bag, horn; £10.-128, High lid., S. Tot-
iham.

JLh.p. Excelsior, 26in, wheels, low built, Longuemare,
'2 very powerful; £10,-128, High Ed., S, Totten-
ni.

ih.p,'' Twin Peugeot, spring forks, magneto. Palmer
2 tyres, all in excellent condition; £20.— 128, High

I., South Tottenham.

3.h.p, Phosnix, two speeds, magneto, handle starting,
4 a real gem, suit doctor; £18,- Iza, i-ii,','ji lid., a.

ttenham.

Ih.p. J.A.P.. low built, £10 10s. ; l-Jhp. Minerva.
2 long bars, very good condition, £5; 3;,h.p. M,M.C.,
rtical, girder forks, £6; 2|h.p. Precision engined ma-
ine, £5; first cash takes.— 128. High Ed., S. Totten-
m.

'WIN Rex, spring forks, cantilever seat,' fine ma-
chine, just done up; £16 10s,— S.j-j,M,0., 128,

gh Ed., South Tottenham.

[AMPSTEAD Bargains on page 36; finest stock
guaranteed.— 5, Heatu St., Hampsiead. Tel. : 26Y8,

D.

JLh.p. Minerva, Mabon clutch, little used, with or
2 without art cane Mills-Fulford castor sidecar

;

gain.— Seen, 11, Brecknock Ed.. N.W.

9.— 2|h,p. Enfield-Minerva, M.O. valves, Tertica),
Clinchers, Longuemare. two brakes, light, or

;hange.—40, Stainsby Ed,, Poplar, E,

8.—3h.p. M.M.C., in splendid condition, fast and
reliable; £6-2Jh.p. De Dion, in thorough

rking order.- 51, Burnt Ash Ed., Lee.

h.p. N.S.U. Twin, 1908, magneto, spring forks, lin.
belt, all accessories, equal to new ; £28 10s. ; ap-

)val:—Eagles and Co., High St,. Acton.

ili,p. Centaur, first-class condition. Palmer tyres,
2 very low, also brown leather suit; £11 IDs', or
;r.—Apply, 17, High St., Lewisham, S.E.

lEIUMPH, 3h.p., magneto, spring forks, perfect com-
pres.sion, thoroughly reliable, .smart appearance;

3.-19, Shaftesbury Eoad, Hammersmith.
l.h,p, Humber Two-speed Cycle, with Montgomery
2 sidecar, perfect condition, .spares; £25, take gold
ich part exchange.—Aldridge, Brentwood.

AUEIN and Element. 1906, 3h.p , magneto, foot-
boards, excellent condin'on, spares, tools, lamp;

I.—Morris, 63, Leybourne Ed., Leytonstone.

Ih.p, Ees, 1907, new condition, adju,stable pnllev,
^ non-skid, lamp, stand, etc, complete; 15 guin-
.—52, Wellington Ed., Stoke Newington, N.
[109 Triumph, scarcely used; owner going abroad;^ all accessories, spare valve

;
genuine bargain, £41

03, Carysfort Ed., Stoke Newington, London.
Ih.p. Modern Quadrant, Advance adjustable pulley,

f spring forks, low frame, accumulators, CUncher
dded; £15 15.S.-84, E,:denhurst Ed,. Clapham.
rOTOE Cycle, 4h,p. twin Werner, spring forks, good

,,°°."^,i^°i' :
^^2 only; must sell,-Apply, " Kirk-

e," 430, Seven Sisters' Ed., Finsbury Park, N.
a.h.p. Durkopp, ready for tour, new belt, Longuemare
* carburetter, handle control, tyres good- 10
neas; seen before 8.30.-Ware, 217, Eye Lane,
EITJMPH, 1908, excellent condition throughout
numerous spares, etc. ; giving up riding ; sacrifice

5 10s., bargain.-51. High St., Tunbridge Wells.

[ATJDE'S.-Moto-Eeve, spring forks, 1908 model
L magneto, 2h,p,. ideal lightweight, very good con-
ion; £25.-136, Great Portland '

St., London, W.
EX. 3ih.D., perfect order, £15; Eex, 3Ah.p witl'

i,n?X+J''lTi'n*^^'
Ormonde, 3h.p„ le.ss coil and

umulator, £7 lOs.-Lucas, 390, High Ed., Chiswick.

'^^i"7^i'^n'^^^'':iv,^''®®r.^'^°^°?'
^^^^^ sood, running order,

± / lOs
; 3h p. Clarendon, ex'^ellpnt condition, had

le use; £8 10s,-Barker, Oxford Rd„ Worthing.
;EOWN 2|h.p., spring forks. Palmer tyres, one mw

long, low, powerful machine: £10, lowest or ex-nge approved furniture.-9, Wellcsley Gardens, Ilfor'd.

Ih.p Humber, low position, Ipng bars, 26 Palmers
n j>'S°7n ^^^^^^^' J^ ^°°'^ running order; a bar-
n, £8 10.S.-M,, 6, Carlisle St„ Edgware Ed., N W.
Ih.p. N.S.F., magneto, 1907, two speeds, free engine

ll ;nn"''-V*'''L*2?^ 1^°^' ^^'^- H^'Mweight. donr
ler 500 miles, 20 gumeas.-Pcrtland Garage, Portslade.

^
h«?;wf

*-P- lislit^eight motor cycle, just been overhauled; owner buying sidecar: can be seen ai
Dd's Cycle Works, 32, Fulham Palace Ed. No ofiers,

i.p. Twin Vindec, new last November, n.-t ridden 1 OOr

itcbPd'"*- '^r°", a°'^"'
!?^?"eto, absolutely 'un-itched; £, -Anglo-Saxon Co,, 31 Newgate St!, City.

^^^I^^^-^'^ J-^-' 1»-P- 1908, perfectly new
res, ±^l.-A,E., 2, Eadchffe Ed,, Winchmore Hill.N,
3,h.p, Minerva; sacrifice £12 lOs, ; must sell- guar-i anteednot^ ridden 1,000 miles, perfect condi-h tyres. Clinchers, like new,-830a. Old Kent Ed!,

Tou can't beat us on these machines.

Another supply of each model, with latest improve-
ments, is now to hand, and very

exchange allowances will be made against any make
or condition of machine.

We can aslo supply

MOTO-REVES, DOUGLAS, N.S.U.'s, ROCS, BATS,
BRADBURYS, VINDECS, P. & M.'s.

" PORULARS."
1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, a beauty, NEW £48
r909 two-speed HUMBER 35 10

1909 3,V h.p. REX Tourist, second-j;md , , . (offers)

1907 3I h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH 28 10
1908 3I h.p. Two-speed REX, nearly iicw . . 29 10
1908 34 h.p. Tourist REX (new) 29
1908 kEX, 3.6 h.p. R.A.C rating 17 10
1908 3i h.p. Magneto QUAIJKANT 28 10

1907 3I h.p. Magneto REX 21

1907 3i h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels . . 15

3i h.p. two-speed PHELON & MOORE 22
190S 3J h.p. 2-speed Magneto FAFNIR. ... 28 10
3i h.p. BRADBURY, low. 26in. wheels .. 13 10

3J h.p. Magneto VINDEC. Truffault 22 10
r9o6 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V 15 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magnet ... 19 10
3J h.p. 1906 REX, spring forks, long bars .. lo 10

3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount. ... 14 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE. 26in. wheels 16

3 h.p. CLY'DE, magneto, long bars 15

3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2J in. Palmers .... 15

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, H.B. control, torpedo 9 10

3i h.p. REX. handle-bar control 11 10
2i h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray 6 10
2 h.p. VICTOR, spray 5 10
rj h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD 5 5
2 h.p WERNER. Lightweight, veryluw., 4 18

SIOE-CAR IVIACHINES.
T908 Twin Tourist RE.X, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer cords 32 10
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch 27 10
1909 Twin N.S.U., two speeds, NEW 60 15
6 h.p. Twin REX and Forccar 22 10
sJ h.p. Twin REX, new tyres, black finisii. . 17 17
5" h.p. Twin ZENITH BIC.AR 19
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar 20

4J h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto 28 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINh. R.O.M. ignilirn .. 17 10

Eight 5| h.p. Twin Rexes, spring forks,

long bars, low frames, aluminium finish

blue lines, 26in. wheels. £17 17s.
Grand sidecar machines.

ONE EACH ONLY.
Brand New rgoS 3J h.p. N.S.U 30 gns.
Brand New 1909 Two-speed HUMBER ,, 38 ,,

EASY PAYIVIENTS
5/ weekly and

/ " any of ihese

ready for the road

reasonable deposit secures
machines. All tested and

h.p. h.p.

3 Lloyd's £13 10 3 Hobart .. £10
3 Clyde .... 15 4 Coronet . . 15
4 Antoine . . 13 10 2 Werner . . 8
3 Humber . , 10 3 J Werner . . 13 10
3} Rex ... 10 10 r J Thomas . . 8
^ Brown 12 10 2J Humber . . 8 10
( Atelier 13 10 3 Bradbury. . 10 10

fi/ionster List 9n application.

CARS. TRICARS.
16 h,p. Pemo £185 4A Bradbury.. £29 10
10-12 Brush . . 49 10 4J- Rover, w.c. 22 10
8-10 Ford . . 39 10 5 Humber . . 33
6J Humberette 39 10 iJ Rexette . . 29 10

All ready to drive awa y. Good allowance for
magneto relotor cvcle.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2iin. Tyres ; evcry-
thing of the best *B n

- -

Foreign order terms : 2S per cent, deposit,
balance against bills of lading. Packed, F.O.R.
Halifax,

1908 Magneto Machine i Wanted for Spoi Cash.

^ Halifax Motor Exchange,
^'y.:^:j' LARGEST, 'REX • -DEAlEfiS '; rJ^,;,:,

T^;""^Pi:?^«b«:^:l5iWestgate,:HaHfax/

S'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI
STANT0N.-3ih.p. De Dion, Roc clutch, and

speed gear, spring forks. Chater-Lea tittings, hai

bar control, low, absolutely perfect, thoroughly relia

£20.

STANTON.—3ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, ah
brand new condition, reliable as a 1909 Bradb

£16.

TANTON.— 5h.p. Quadrant, spring fcrks, fine 1

pu.ler; excepcional bargain, £10 10s., worth doi

STANTON for 1909 Bradburys, cash ,r easy payme
get mr terms.— 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, .

don.

"Vr.S.U,, 1908, magneto, 3ih.p., spring forks, SI

-L^ rock back, l.K.8. lamp, norn, etc., all in
1

condition; £24, or olfer.— • Mot.r," 2, Atney E.d.,

ney.

6 h.p, N,S.U., twin, brand new, Bosch magneto,
belt. 26in. tyres, 1908 specification; £38; al

val; exchanges entertained.—Eagles and Co., mgn
Actou.

VINDEC Special, late 1908, 5h,p,, perfect condi'

very fast, excellent hill-climber ; reasonable ]

accepted; what ofiers.' — \\ ag-iorn, .'5, \\ estern

Bexhill.

3 Ih.p, Twin Alcyon, H,Bar control, many extras,

2 le.t order; £22 10s,, take good lady's cycl

two in exchange,—Hammond, 7, Cherry Orchard
Croydon,

5ih,p. N.S,U., twin, 1908, magneto, lin. belt. 2i t;

2 two-speed gear and free eugme, new condi'

with siuecar; £40; any trial,—Eagles and Co,, 1

St., Actoa,

TEIUill'H, 190S, perfect condition, just overhaule
makers,, lo.ks as new, tyres excellent; any ti

spares; £i6.— Fotrd, Felton Stables, Wi:jkham Ed.,
ton, Surrey,

MAUDE'S.—Werner, 3ih.p,, vertical engine, gi

forks, enamelling and plating excellent ; truly :

vtjlous. c nlv £9 19s,-,Mauae's, 136, Gt. Portland
London, W.

UNUSED 2ih.p. Rex Lightweight, magneto, :

fcreed Clinchers, electric headlight, stand, <

£20, or would entertain exchange for twin.—32, I
bery Av., E.G.

31.h.p. Eex, practically new, spring forks, Contiw
2 tyres, long handles, accessories included ; gi

up riding: price £16, wcrth £25,—owann, 26, Q-

St,, Gravesend.

2 Ih.p. Motor Cycle, go,;d running order, new Fu
2 cjil, tank, Icng bars, two accuiiiulators, good 1

lops, two brakes; £6 103,-38. Herman Ed.. Old 1

Ed., London,

31h,p, N.S.U,, late 1908, spring forks, magneto,
2 built, done about 200 miles, practically i

cost £45. reasonable ofEer accepted.— 18, London
East Grinstead.

TEIUMPH, not ridden 1,000 miles, spare valves, t

butt-ended tubes. Palmer cord tyres, machine
new; bought car; best ofier £40,—Newcome, More He
Haywards Heath,

3Ih.p. White and I'.ppe, B. and B., handle-bar
2 trol, two new accmnulators, new back tyre, si

did condition, powerful, accessories- Sl5.—22, Pic

Lane, Wimbledon.

1 Q07 Fafnir. 3h.p., H.B. control. Continental t;

-LJ/ perfect, voltmeter, two-way .switch, footrests,

cellent condition; £13 10s., liear offer; any trial.

-

Aberdeen Ed., Highbury. '
,

N.S.U., almost new, 1908, magneto, not run
miles ; must sell for cash only ; thorough ej

ination or approval (deposit) ; £25 10s., lowest.—
Bolsover St., London, W,

3.h.p. Minerva, B.S.A.. high-class, tools and spi
/v4: in perfect condition; £12. or good three-s;

28in. frame cvcle part exchange, or best make gun.-
Spencer Ed., Putney, S.W.

DE DION. 2ih.p., handle-bar control. Chater
frame, spring forks, footboards, new rubber stu(

tvre ; £17; go.d allowance for old machine.—Godfr
124, Eomford Ed., Stratford,

MOTOE Cycle and Sidecar, 3ih,p. Beeston Hun"
De Dion, belt drive, long bars, splendid c(

tion; £15. or near offer; seen any time,—Alton, 2,

man Place. Theobald Ed., W.C.

3 Ih.p. N.S.U,. brand new, just delivered, mag
2 lin. belt. 26in. wheels. 1908 .specification:

approval; exchanges entertained; only a few' 1'

Eagles and Co., High St,, Acton,

51.h,p, Twin Eex, Eoc clutch, magneto, twin
2 wheel, nearly new, not ridden 400 miles,

fast and powerful; money wanted: wl:at ofiers? pei

—Hicks, 148, Seaside, Eastbourne.

TEIUMPH, 3ih.p., Tourist Trophy model. 1908
tern, handle-bar control, Brooks B105 saddle,

skids, new condition, plenty of spares; £29 10s.—

I

will, 182, Green St., Forest Gate, E.

4 ih.p. Twin Minerva. 2rin. tyres. Mic'ielin non
2 on back wheel, £21 ; sidecar attachment to al

£5, if sold separately, or both t getiier £^15.-Jac
Percival Parade, Worcester Park, Surrey.

KEEEY, 2Sh.p., recently overhauled, new tyres, ti

gear, piston rings, new accumulator, handl
IPcontrol, and in absolutely perfect order; price £12
^ Apply, P. F. Brittain, Willingale, Ongar.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
SIDECAE, beautifully upholstered, green, with cushion,

only used once, 26in. by 2in. Continental ;
must

sell; bargain, £4 5s., cost £10.-169, Newfoundland, Ed.,

BristoL

BARGAINS.—Mills-Fulford rigid sidecar, 2i tyre,

nearly new, JE3 5s. ; Montgomery flexible coacli-

bnilt, shop-soiled, £7; first cash secures.—Lewis, 23,

Arden Ed., Handsworth.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
DE DION Tricycle, 2ih.p., in grand order throughout;

can be examined and tried by appointment; £8.

—Alfred Quenby, Park House, Hitchin.

TANDEMS.
LADY-BACK Motor Tandem, Phoenix, 2ih.p., low-

built, 26in. wheels, splendid order and condition

;

any trial given; complete with lamp, tools, and many
Bpares; £12.—Brodie, 1, Chester St., Grosvenor Place,

8.W.

QUADCARS.
7-8hp' Phcenix Quad, 2-cyl., reverse, 2-seater; £30, or

level exchange for good Triumph.-Richens, Rei-

gate.

6h p Twin Phosnix Quad, two-speed and reverse
;
trial

given; what offers?-Broadwood, Bone Hill, St.

Albans.

31 h p Genuine Aster quadcar, direct drive • also motor
2" cycle, cheap ; no time for use.—Chaufieur, 2,

Norland Stables, London, AV.

QITADCAE, 4h.p., wheel steering, two speeds, gsod

climber, perfect condition throughout, lamps, and

accessories.- H.S., 6, Blendon Terrace, Plumstead. •

31h p. Ariel Quad, good condition, two-speed gear,

2 tyres good, and new chain and bucket seat front

;

any trial; £12.—E. W. Odgers, Ivy
_
Motor Works, Cam-

borne.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER — 12-14h.p. Whitlock-Aster, tonneau, 4-cyl.,

in absolutely new condition; 100 mile trial; £75.

PALMER.— 12-14h. p. Humber, 2-seater, 4-oyl., raked

steering, push pedals, silent, speedy, reliable, low

built; £85.

PALMER.—10-12h. p. De Dietrich, tonneau, 2-oyl.,

magneto and electric ignitions, splendid reliable

car; £55.

PALMEE.— 12-16h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, 810 by 90 Michelin tyres, econo-

mical car; £40.

PALMEE.—12-1 6h.p. Panhard Delivery Van. 4-cyl.,

four speeds, solid tyres, carry about IScwt.; £65.

PALMEE.— 10-12h. p. Sandringham-Daimler Lorry,

2-cyl., .complete with roomy van body; £65.

PALMEE.—24h.p. Wolseley Tonneau, 4-cyl., folding

screen. 920 by 120 Michelin tyres, perfect work-

ing order ; £35.

PALMEE.— 15-20h. p. Milnes-Daimler Detachable
Brougham, 4-cyl., magneto, four speeds, splendid

hire car; £65.

PALMER.— 18-24h.p. Prunel Landaulet, side entrance,

4-cyl, 880 by 120 Palmer cord tyres, splendid car;

£125.

PALMER.—40h.p. De Dietrich, side entrance, limou-

sine, latest type car, nearly new; cost £1,200 £i25

PALMER.—4^h. p. Automotor, 2-seater, single - cyl.,

good running order, requires new radiator; £12.

L.
N. PALMER, 190, Mellison Rd., Tooting. 'Phone,
208 Streatham. Photos, details, per return ; cars

seen here any day; Thursdays and Sundays before 2.

Easy terms arranged. Exchanges entertained.

'h.p. Starling Car, very little used; any trial; £65,
f lowest.—Kins, Alfreton.

Ih.p. Wolseley, 2-seater, handsome car, as new; £55;
2 appointment.— 54, Hemberton Rd., S.W.

•12h.p. De Dietrich Delivery Van, private body in-

cluded; £68.-84, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

^OTJEING Car, 20h.p., 4 cyls., four speeds and re-

- verse; £38.—W. T. Clair, Clapham Ed., S.W.

''h.p. Gregoire, smart 2-seater, 2 cyls., screen; £55;
part exchange.—14, Zermatt St., Chapeltown, Leeds.

1 rth.p. Brooke, 3 cyls., perfect; £45; tricar, motor
-1/4 cycle part exchange.—14, Zermatt St., Chapeltown,
Leeds.

SULLY and Co., Engineers, Old Town, Clapham.
'Phone 1781, Battersea. Guarantee in first class

running order—

6 h.p. Baby Peugeot, three speeds and reverse, artillery

wheels, re-painted and overhauled, good spares ; £35.
Above.

"1 A-12h.p. Ford, handsome detachable tonneau, very
-»-" fast, smooth running, and quiet car ; £38.—Above.

8 h.p. Argyll, 2-seate]:, dual ignition, three speeds and
reverse, almost as new; £42.—Above.

^h.p. Benz, solid tyres, three speeds, overhauled by^ makers, fine climber, most useful runabout; £10.
—Above.

CAB,. 2-seater, three-wheel runabout, two-speed, splen-
did condition, reliable; cheap for cash.—69, Lome

Park Rd., Lowestoft.

nOIFORT
Isthe keynote of the asB.
The value of a Motor Cycle is in the

comfort it affords the rider. When
designing the New 3^ h.p.

BRADBURY

6
10

the comfort of the rider was studied

from every point of view.

The Diamond Frame is built into the

engine case, dispensing with cradle,

nuts, and bolts, and ensuring greater

strength and rigidity than in* any

other type of Motor Cycle.

The BRADBURY Engine is placed in

a central position, and the balance
is as perfect as it is possible to make
it, the rider having better control of

his machine, more comfort, and
experiences less vibration than in

any other model.
The position of the rider of a

BRADBURY Motor is comfortable

in the extreme, and the Magneto
Ignition, with Handle-bar Control,

gives him a maximum of ease and
comfort.

The BRADBURY is built low, with

long wheelbase ; it is fitted Avith thf

Bradbury Spring Fork Attachment
and other up-tO'-date appliances tc

ensure the comfort of the rider.

The BRADBURY Engine is 87 by 87
mm., fitted with Ball Bearings.

Interchangeable M.O. Valves, beau-

tifully balanced Flvwheels, and the

best modern appliances, thus assur-

ing the comfort of the rider to the

greatest possible extent.

o: o: o

We shall be pleased to mail you
ihe New BRADBURY Motor Booklet

describing the Best Brilish-buili Motoi
Cycle, and send you name of our

near st Agent.

DBURY S CO. Lt!!

OI.DHAIVI.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE."— 20-32h.p. Darracq, two ignitions,

urious body, canopy, two screens, perfect ; ;

Ij^CLIPSE."-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side
-J trance, splendid order; £95.

" T71CLIPSE."—10-12h.p. Sorex Cab, 2-cyl., M.
Pj in splendid condition; sacrifice £115.

ECLIPSE."-16h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl.

neau, hood, pressed frame, perfect order; i

ECLIPSE."—12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2-seater,
very good condition ; £45.

ECLIPSE."— 6h.p. Sjddeley, 2-seater, pressed
frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE."-6ih.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, Vi
hood, excellent condition throughout; £42

ECLIPSE."—9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V
neau. excellent condition; £65.

ECLIPSE."— 6h.p. Humberette, 2-seater,
three speeds and reverse, is in excellent

tion; £36.

ECLIPSE."— 16-20h.p. Eoyal Star, 4-cyl., M
side entrance, screen, in splendid ordey

;

ECLIPSE."—Sih.p. Regal, 2-seater, three s

good as new; £36.

ECLIPSE."— 6h.p. Vauxhall, 2-seater, three i

ana reverse, very good conition; £18.

ECLIPSE."—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater,
smart; £32.—Eclipse Engineering and

Co., 255, Earlsfield Ed., Wandsworth.—'Phone,
Putney.

DECAUVILLE, Sih.p., 2-cyl., 2-seated body, 1

hood, perfect running order; £17 10s.—

I

Loudon Ed., Eedhill.

Mh.p. Brooke, tonneau, five seats, 870 by 90
nearly new, splendid order; sacrifice £37

852. Garratt Lane, Tooting.

OLDSMOBILE, 6h.p., perfect condition, climt
thing, artillery wheels, lamps, and spares; £

exchange.-Baker, IBeaworthy.

8 h.p. M.M.C. Car, three and reverse, artillery v

suit commercial or doctor, easily managed; ,

128, High Ed., S. Tottenham.

6 h.p. 2-seated Minerva, two-speed and reverse,
lamps. Cape hood, new condition; cheap.—

1

Goldhawk Mews, Shepherd's Bush.

NEW Arrol-Johnston,' 12-15h.p., hood, screen,
lights, side entrance, magneto; £160.—Sto

Garage, Wellington Rd. N., Stockport.

12h.p. 2-cyl. Tonneau Car, four speeds, (

drive, live axle, perfect ; £45, or exchange
—Sinclare, 48, Walton Ed., East Molesey.

SIZAIEE-NAUDIN, 9h.p., splendid condition,
ometer, hood. Stepney, headlights; £110.—

port Garage, Wellington Rd. N. Stockport.

5 Ih.p. Oldsmobile, in good order, engine recently
2 hauled: trial run; £30, or offer.- G. Sti

Philadelphia, near Fence Houses, Co. Durham.

REGAL, 8h.p. De Dion, 2-seater, three speer
verse, push pedals, splendid order and cond

trial; £55.-4, Frances St., Artillery Place, Woe

SIZAIRE, 14h.p., new lyres, magneto, fast, co:

able; 100 miles trial; gas lamps. Stepney, s

oft'er above £90.—Kerr, 48, Londesborough Rd., D;

RILEY, 9h.p., 1908, 2-seated, hood, detachable ^

spare wheel, guaranteed perfect order; first i

able offer accepted.—Letters only, Wallis, 254, Elgi
W.

O.T.A.V.— Several second-hand and shop-soiled
latest pattern; prices complete from £50 t(

—Long Acre Autocar Co., 117, Long Acre. 501:
rard.

6 h.p. Humberette, three-speed, reverse, new tyrei

lamps, headlight, etc., splendid hill-climber
smart oar, perfect all round; £33.—M. W. Groom,
cester.

1 A h.p. 2-cyl. Prunel. seats four, handsome car,
J-" hood, and folding screen, Krebs carburetter,
lops; sacrifice for £60.-9, Parkholme Rd., Dj
London.

1 Oh.p., 2-cyl., detachable tonneau, splendid com
-L/v complete, lamps, spares, etc.; seen in S
£55.—Apply, Box L5,369, The Motor C i/c.t Ujfice

Tudor St., E.C.

PANHARD, 7-llh.p., 2-cyl. (Jentaure engine,
carburetter, 5-seated tonneau body. Cape

wind screen, peifect running order; £55.—Bailey,
don Rd., Redhill.

8 h.p. Dennis, 4-3eater, De Dion engine, three
and reverse, screen. Cape cart hood, new Mi

tyres, lamps, etc., good condition ; £85.—Chamber
Fyfield Rd., Enfield.

4 Ih.p. De Dion, 2-seater, sloping wl ?I steering,
2 lery wheels, pneumatic tyres, Tetty, ect

cal, and reliable: sacrifice £27 10s atrial. —
P.C.P., 329, Goldhawk Rd. •v*.

"I
QOS 6-7h.p. Laurin and Klement (develops

-L^ more), 2-cyl., magneto, thermo-syphon, eqi

new, little used (by myself only), smartest and mi
liable car on the road; fully equipped: £120;
cycle or tricar part payment.—Stanton, 619, Lea ,

Rd., Leyton, London, E.

10

\:

In answering these advertisementa it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde.
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CARS FOR SALE.
lip liVn, Uritiah built (except engine). 2-seater,

luirt little car, good sound running order, 700 by
s. tbree speeds, reverse; sacrifice £50.-17, Ken-
Id., Mare St., Hackney.

UFORT, 2-oyl., lOh.p., magneto, seats five, in

'Tfeot running order, almost new Uunlop tyre^,

wheel, spare tyres, etc., been very lightly used,

rolass condition, fitted with removable canopy
J rainproof ; thorough examination invited ;

price

honestly worth double.—Eichford, 9, Bideioi-d

ns, Rosebery Av., E.G.

OTELS AND APARTMENTS.
ST wishes to receive paying guest, preferably motor
olist, in her very comfortable home : 2 guineas
Faling; relerences.— 2,737, The Motor Cycle

Coventry.

GARAGES.
5HT0N.—Black Lion Garage, 26, Black Lion
;. (midway between piers, minute from front) ;

t for everything. Note price.s.— i-;ur.st tyres vul-

, 3s. ; re-treading from 1 5s. ; l>'rankonia search-

£1; Camel belting, Jin., Is. ed. f.ot; Bosch
5s. 6d.

PATENTS FOR SALE.
ilNTEE has full rights of P.P. patent for sale,

z., device to prevent motor cycle belts from
through at the belt fastener bolts.—Usherwood,

jsvenor St., Blackpool.

INSURANCE.
k.SE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Policy

om 19s. per annum. — Bass, Insurance Broker,

! Fire ! Fire I—Is your motor cycle insured against
e, explosion, or self-ignition? If not, why not?
e not aware of the risk you are carrying for

; of 2s. 6d. per annum.—Please write to Hugh J.

, Insurance Broker, Norwich, for full particulars.

RANGE for Motor Cycles of any description
ranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,
1. at very low ratee. Fire. 2s. 6d. ; third party,

lidents to cycle, 14s. 6d. ; accident to rider, 19s.;
e policy, 18s. 6d. ;

please write for particulars.

TUITION.
OK Car Driving Taught ; moderate terms.—Par-
mlars, 2,225, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
J. G. NYE has arranged with a firm of competent
engineers for repairs, etc., of every description;
;es; satisfaction. — Particulars, Aldhurst, Drew-
,d., Streatham.

IINGHAM Motor Cyclists.- -All repairs cheaply
.d intelligently carried out under personal super-
We are compression speciality; cyls. rebored,

T pistons fitted from 12s. 6d.—Tenhant Engineer-
, 53. Tennant St., Birmingham.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
HQ Gentleman wants position with good motor
ole firm, four years' experience with various ma-
good business training: offers invited.—2,7^3,

tor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

BIRTHPLACE OF
POPULAR PRICES.

We guarantee to effect you a saving of betwe-Ti is an
30% on cash purchases or exclianges. Hor example

—

1908 N.S.U.s at Bargain Prices.
Makers' price. Our price

'1 ^p ^1°'^''}^ .... £30 .. £30
SJ h.p. Models . . . . £40 £3,
3i h.p. Models .... £43 .. £32
4 h.p. Models . . . . ^50 . . \ £35
5 J h.p. Models .. .. ^52 .. £37
All fitted with magneto ignition. Exchanges on most
hberal terms. We willingly send these nnchines on

approval agamst deposit. Any distance.

COUPLINGS.
;L Coupler, cost £3 3s., 30s., or near offer ; I'res-

d plain coil, cost £1 Is., 10s. 6d., or near offer;

new.— 3, Beaumont St.. Hexham.

ENGINES.
Latest Pattern Hoc Engine, never used ; cost
ice £9 15s.—F. Pikesley, Woburn Sands.

Werner, tank, carburetter, silencer, 45s, ; 35h.p'.

A.P., 85 by, 76, as new, £9.—Shaw, Wellington,

I. Minerva Engine, 1908. MO. valves, vertical,
with silencer and ignition; offers.-229, Burdett

)ION, 2ih.p., as new; £3 10s.; motor cycle tyres,
oseley, etc., all sizes, low prices.—73, Brixton
W.

Simms, M.O.Y., pulley, magneto, Longuemare,
nk, pump, brand new; £6 10s.—Sully, 10, Old
(Tllapham.

I. Vauxhall Engine, perfect condition, suitable
stationary work; £9 10s., bargain.— 115, Boundary
. John's Wood.

Light twin Hamilton engine, C5 by 75, in ex-
llent condition, new bushes; approval, deposit.—
I, Quorn, Loughborough.

I. Rover Engine, automatic carburetter, Nilmelioi
trembler : 50s. lot, or sell separately.—Bingley.
orth Hill, Highgate, N.

i. Decauville Engine, air-cooled. De Dion carbur-
ter, Rotax coil, thorough working order; £10.—
I, 336, Gray's Inn Rd., London.

, Minerva Engine and Silencer, perfect condi-
tion ; first reasonable offer ; bv appointment only
irystal Palace Rd., London, S.E.

[NES, Engines, Engines.—Motor Accessories De-
it. Broad St., Coventry, engine specialists, for
;e lines in new and second-hand engines. We buy,
exchange.

TRIUMPH

«48. 1909 Triumphs. €48.
Exchanges in unrepresented districts on best terras.

Jiarly deliveries.

. 1903 IVIir««!B-i#a,s.

2J h, p. standard magneto
3ffb,p. „ ..

45 h.p. .. „
8 h.p. „

, _

Spnrig Forks 50/- extra.

.. £36

.. £37

.. £45

.. £48 10

1909 IVIo-fco-Rev^s.
Tvyin Cylinder, Magneto. Grey Finish.

Spring fork model, 39 gns. Girder fork model, 37 gns.
A fc'.v almost nevy rgo8 Moto-Reves to clear at lowest

prices. Write us.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES AT LONDON:
REX DE LUXE, Roc free engine, black finish, mag-

neto, 5 h.p., complete with Mills- Fulford castor

wheel siiecar £32 10
MOTO-REV.E, rgo8 model, absolutely as new,

spring f irks £25
WERNER, 3 li.p., vertical engme, girder forks,

spray carburetter £9
VINDEC, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto, Truffault

forks, enamelled cream £36
REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low built, long bars,

very good condition £17
KERRY, -=i h.p., very low built, 26in. wheels,

enamelled green £18
ARIEL, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, very good tyres,

vertical engine, B. and' B. carburetter £16
REX, 2 h.p.. coil and accumulator ignition, ideal

lightweight for a beginner £4
QUADRANT, 3^ h,p., sprin? forks, low built, spray

carburetter, vertical engine £17
REX, 3I h.p., rgo6 model, aluminium finish, low,

long, bars £15
MINERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., good tyres, plain coLI,

girder forks £8 8

Give us a call. Our prices will astound you.
Club Secretaries will do well to write us saying how

many members in the club.

Maudes' Motor Mart
(THE FAIR FACTORS),

136, QresLt Porttsmd Strent, LONDON, W.
Telephone 552 Mayfau:.

Hours: 9 to 8, Satxirdays included.

Also a.t Powell Street, HALIFAX.
In answering tJiese adveriisements it rs aesirable to mention '

D

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
JEBRON, Regi-stered 291 - 289. vastly superior to

platinum, cures misfiring; be.st contacts for blades,
screwy, rockers, magnetos, coils.

JEBRON. 2s, 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos r)A2. DAV;

cpntact breakers 5a, , 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d, pair ; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 28. 6d. eac*.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor. J. Edwards Brown. 38. Her-

bert Rd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hours), C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure:
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; no filing required ; mag-
neto screws refitted. Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wel-
lington St., ^V'oolwich.

DREADNOUGHT Contacts, cure misfiring; fitted
2s. 6d, eaoh,-FeUows, 49, Hertford St., Mayfair.

MAGNETO Terminal Covers, absolutely necessary; Is.

each; two. Is. 6d.—Palmer, 30, New Bridge St.,

London.

PLATINUM Contacts (warranted pure.l ; any parts
fitted. Is. per rivet, post free Is. Id. : returrfd

-^ame day.—E. C. Potter, jeweller, 72, Myddelton St.,

Clerkenwell.

MAGNETOS.—Any make repaired on the premises by
skilled workmen ; magnetos re-magnetised quickly

;

work guaranteed.—The Victoria Garage and ElectTical
Co., Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS, Magnetos, and Coils repaired,
lowest prices • work guaranteed ; estimates given

;

repairs executed in two days; Mayfair accumulators,
15a, 10s. 6d. ; 20a, 15s.; guaranteed one year; second-
hand accumulators, from 43.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St.,

Mayfair.

TYRES.
1,000 Old Covers and tubes wanted in part payment for

new tyres; gratifying allowances.—Booth's Motcries.

0,000 Clincher Tubes, with valves, 5s. 6d. each;
/v Clincher covers. 17s. 6d. each; 24 by 2, 14s. 6d.;
Clincher rubber studded, 25s. each.—Booth's Motorics.

3,000 Continental Tyres and tubes. Shamrock rubber
studded. Palmers, etc. ; old covers wanterl in ex-

change ; the right firm for tyres. — Booth's Motories,
Halifax.

UNLOP, absolutely new. 26in, by 24in. ; cover. 22s.

;

tube, 6s., on ofiers.— 63, Arden St., Edinburgh.

PAIR Brooks Non-skid Covers, new, suitable for 4-cyl.

F.N. motor cycle; bargain.— 67, Wellington St.,

\yoolwioh.

MOTOR Cycle Tubes, new stock, guaranteed, any size

;

7.S. 6d. each.—Stockport Garage, Wellington Rd.
N., Stockport.

TYRES, motor cycle (heavy), beaded or wired edge,
any size ; 10s. 6d.—Stockport Garage, Wellington

Rd. N., Stockport.

TYRES by Next Train,—Send for our list of tyres and
accessories: y^n '^i'' find prices lowest always;

earliest deUveries.—Maude's.

CLINCHER Rubber Studded Covers, 26 by 2in. and
^iin,. all brand new and perfect; makers' price

3l8. 6d., our price 258. ; cheaper quality, as sold
elsewhere, 21s. 9d,—Maude's.

TUBES to match, 26 by 2iin., red quality, 3s. lid.;
grey. 4s, 6d.—Maude's. 136. Great Portland St.,

London, W. Also Powell St., Halifax.

FIRST Cheque Secures.—Don't you think this a bit
pointed? We do not ask you to send your cheque.

Let us have the pleasure of a visit, when we can show
you what vou are buying. Or, if you are unable to do
so, write us and we will give detailed specification to
which we bind ourselves.—Maude's, 136, Gt. Portland
St., London. Also Halifax.

O QIN. by 2in. Palmer Cord, in new condition, not
nJ (j run 200 miles; 25s., or nearest offer.—Armstrong,
24. Id<:worth Rd., Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

BASTONE. — New Genuine Peter-Union steel-studded
non-skid covers, with name on, 24 bv 2i. 26 by 2,

28 by 2. 28 by 2i; list price 54s., my price 30s.

BASTONE.—New Genuine Peter-Union rubber non-
skid covers fb-'^V"' r"^*^ern), 26 by 2, 28 by 2;

list price 378., my price 25s.

BASTONE.—New Motor Cycle Covers, ribbed pattern,
wired edge, 26 by 2. 2i. and 2i, lis, 6d, each ; 28

by 2, 2i, 2i, 12s. 6d. : beaded edge 2s. extra.

BASTONE.—New French Dunlop heavy covers, 650
V,- cq. 30s CT^h.

BASTONE.—Camel Covers, wired edge only, 28 by 2
and 2Jr ; 9s. each.

BASTONE. — Tubes, with valves, best quality, and
guaranteed. 26 bv 2. 6s, 9d, ; 26 bv 2i, 7s. : 26 by

2i. 7s. 6d, : 28 by 2, 7s, : approval against c""^^ • ^u>'i'"'t

to being unsold. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonville'
Rd., King's Cross. London, N.

RUBBER-STUDDED Re-treading Motor Cycle Covers,
13s. 6d. ; plain, 9s. 6d. : 700 by 75, 35s., 28s.—

Ardea Company, 331a, King St.. Hammersmith.

CLINCHER A Won Tyres, all sizes. 17b. 6d. ; inner
tubes, 5s. 3d.; rubber studded. 26 bv 2.!. brand

new, 25s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

The Motor Cycle."
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BEOSTEBED

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

IDEAL FOR TOURING.

NO CHARGING
NO ACID

NO ATTENTION

AND
NO TROUBLE.

SOLD MEDAL
LONDON to EDINBURGH

MON-STOP
QUARTERLY TRIALS.

Over

70 Miles per Hour
on Hellesen " Flash " Battery

at Brooklands, June i6tli.

Sutton Bank, Ist and Fastest Time.

Srooklands Hour Race - - Ist.

Brooklands Easter Handicap - 1st.

And numerous other successes.

CONCLUSIVE PROOF OP SPEED AND
LASTING QUALITIES.

Write for Catalogue and Descriptive

Booklet free, on application.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.G.

TYRES.
0£i. Dozen Clinclier Covers, all sizes. 17s. 6d. ;

rubber

/Q\f studded, 25s. each; Clinclier tubes, all sizes, witl

palves, 5s. 6d., post free.—Farrar, Square Ed., Halifax

OAKLEY'S Stocktaking Bargains.—Clincher A Won,
26-2^ new, perlect, 16s.; a few all sizes genuini

Avon covers, 13s. ; 700-75, fit 650-65 Clinchers, highesi

;rade car, ideal for tricars, £1 ; Dunlcp, 700-65, 14s. 6d. ;

-ubber-^tufided Clinchers and Oakleys from 22s. 6d.

;

Clincher tubes, 5s.— Oakley's only address, opposite

Tap, Aston Rd., Birmingham.

REPAIRERS.

ACFE, Ltd., for r(yjaiTS.

W. Tel.: 438, P.O.,

-64 Grosvenor Ed., Hanwell
Ealing.

COM^RT^SSION Restored, cylinder ground to .OOlin.

guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches.-Overhauling, re-

busLing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.
,

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges.—Lists free.

-Acer, Ltd.

4b p M M C. Engine, perfect condition; new; £6
10s.—C. H. Thorpe, High St., Uppingham.

O K any motor cycle we cannot repair. — White's,

dbO Brooks Alley, bottom Bold St., Liverpool. 'Phone,

Royal, 3782.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding.—Broken cyls., lugs,

fianges water jackets, broken gear wheels ;
general

castings repaired.

OXY - ACFTTLTTjsfE Welding. — Aluminium, ccpper,

etc., specialities.

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding.—Repairs guaranteed and
returned promptly.

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, also cyls. rebored, new
pistons and rings fitted, rebushing, motor, gas en-

gine, and general repairs and alterations of all descrip-

tions.—Address inquiries to w'est London Welding Co.,

Essex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536. Chiswick.

CEAOKFD Water Jackets of Motors successfully re-

paired by Lea's metallurgical process. — Lea and
Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

EDMONDS for Repairs.—My personal supervision to

everything; no rubbish; call or write me. — 78a,

Ccn-bere St., Birmingham.

OTOR Ignition Repairs.—Coils, aooumulators, mag-
netos repaired by skilled workmen ;

quotations and
lists free.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.

WELDING. — Motor cyls., water jackets, flanges,

valve seatings, connecting rods, pistons, gas en-

gines, machinery up to two tons; aluminium a speci-

ality.

WELDING executed by experts and guaranteed, re-

turned perfect, with promptitude, therefore send

all

WELDING to The Commercial Inventions Exploita-
tion Co., Ltd., 148, jidmund St., Birmingham.

"T^JOETH London.—Have your old r-iichine made into
-1-* 1910 model; modernising cars and cycles our
speciality: estimates given.—Davis's Motor Wks., Barns-
bury Grove, N.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and motor cycle

repairs, prompt and reliable; cyl. re - bored,

new pistons and rings fitted; don't hesitate; send
straight to us.—Hamlin, Motor Wks., Bridgwater.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re-bored, re-

bushing
;

pulleys, valves, any make ; frames cut
down: accumulators charged and repaired: workmanship
guaranteed; promDt attentij.n.—Priest and Co., Bi.shop St.

CCCCCCCCC—Compression means power; cylinder re-

bored and new piston fitted ; guaranteed fit

4-l,000in.. bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.—

Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

ANY cast or wrought iron parts repaired equal to

new at nominal cost, by osy - acetylene process

;

broke-) cyls. a speciality : no charge if unsuccessful.—
'itansell's Acetylene Co., Engineers. Carbide Importers,
Exeter.

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists.—We invite you to
call and discuss your motor troubles, electrical or

ner-hani""!. We know we can help yru. No help, no
"i^arge.—Tennant Engineering Co., 53, Tennant St.,

Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Motor Bicycle, 2ih.p.. good condition, for

one of Ij or Ifh.p.—Hiltons, Wirk.sworth.

EXCHANGE. All-weather Jacket, for Dry's feed gen-
erator, new.—Poulton, Luston, Leominster.

EXCHANGE. 11 - guinea three-speed cycle for good
motor cycle.— 6, Royal Terrace, Kennington.

XJHCENIX Cob, two-speed, magneto, for lightweight, or;
-"- Drummond lathe and cash.—J. B. Stoddart, Balerno.

Sih.p. Tricar, good going order; £12. or exchange
2 lady-back tandem and cash.—84, Axe St., Bark-

ing.

4h.p. Aster, two-speed. Chater tricar, light, low, good
condition, for cycle and cash ; offers.-Jarvis, Hert-

ford.

4JLh.p. Twin Minerva, with sidecar, new condition, for
2 lower power and cash.—C. Rumens, Tilsden, Cran-

bfook.

/%PFN Chater Tricar, all fittings, engineless ; wanted,
V-' f'vcle and sidecar, engineless.— 4, Chesnut Rd., En-
ftfeld Wash.

RvERY CELL GUARANTEED,

PrjCES REIVIARKABLY CHEAP.

Reljabiuty assured.

By the use of our latest type of

LATTICE GRtD PLATES, and
close attention to detail, we claim
to have produced a most reliable

and thoroughly efficient cell, om
which will stand plenty of rou.gh

handling, and retain its charge
longer than any other.

V/e stock every size

of accumulator, and

can make up any

special shape in three

davs from 'receipt of

order.

Non-corrosive termi-

nals and splash-proof

vents, fitted to every

battery bearinT our

trade mark.

No. 19c.

4 volt. 10 amp. Acid

Type, 10/6.

4 volt. 10 amp. Un-

spillable Type, 12/6.

We make a speciality

„. ____ of our Unspillable

y^^mm ll^'
°f

„
Battery.

-r^iP^ji^ These cells, when
fully charged, can be
placed in any posi-

tion w'thout fear of
spilline; the acid ; are
evactly similar in
shaoe and general
design to ordinary
type, and carry our

usual guarantee.

No. 2OC/08.
4 volt. 20 amp. Un-

spillable, 17/6.

No. 20C.

4 volt. 20 amp. Acid
Type 14/6.

Repairs to every make of accumulator, coil^

magrieto, etc., carried out by experienced

workmen.

Send for new iilustrated list

RICHFORD & CO.,
(Accumulator Sisecialists),

153, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

m
"Viir

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle.'"
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lAMPSTEAD
GREAT BARGAINS.

! guarantee all machines in good running order, and
will send on approval ; deposit.

ICOLN ELK, ^ h.p., brand new; all models in CQx
slock *^0
lUMPHS actually in stock, igog models ^AQ
UGEOT, 7-9 h.p., magneto and spring forks, two- OQC
speed gear Ai£iQ
[DEC SPECIAL, magneto and spring forks, two- CQQ
speed gear and all accessories *^0
TOSACbCHE, good condition, late model, all «} i n
accessories 3ilO
[UMPH, 3i h.p., splendid condition, all acces- n t/\
sories ^ 0\JI

UGEOT, 34 h.p., spring forks, all accessories • 1? j ft

X DE LUXE, igog, as new, run about ?oo miles, O tQ
two-speed gear, great bargain oUtJiJ

(LF, igog, shop-soiled only, great bargain, all £?OQ
accessories Si^O
., four-cylinder, with all accessories, grand con- f?QQ
dition AtCO
., igog, four-cylinder, only soiled all accessories S!'ZQ

MBER, 3 h.p., splendid condition, all acces- i? 1 1^
sories «ilU
OWN, 2} h.p., in good order, all acces- £:n | f|

sories, bargain *' ^^
FNIR, 3 h.p., spring forks, bargain

;
price .... £ 1 fi

IDEC, 5 h.p., twin, magneto and spring forks, On'Z
all accessories S^CO
ADRANT, 3J h.p., magneto and spring I? 1 Q 1 A
forks, all accessories, bargain rfilO l\J

NTGOMERY Sidecar, good condition CA 1 A
gents for all leading makes! Exchanges a speciality.

Sole l^ondon & District Agents for Lincoln Elks.

Special price to trade.

Good Motor cycle wanted for spot cash.

EY IVBOTOR WORKS,
5, HEATH ST., HAMPSTFAD.
lose to Tube Station, Hampstead. Tel. 2678 P.O.

lBSORbs all Road Shocks. Fits Triumph, Minerva
MotO-ReVE, VlNDEC, &C.

On three days' approval, 20/-
I. CHESWRIGHT, 184, Shaftesbury Av., London, W.C

MOTOR CYCLE SHEDS.
Special offer in thoroughly well
m;iile Fortahle Sheds. Sizes
6lt X .Sft., 6ft. high £1 S O
6tt. X 4ft., 7£t. hiuh ^l 12 "O
Yft. X 5ft.. ditto £2 5
8ft. x6ft £3 O O
9ft. X 7ft,, Sft. high £3 10 6

I'Jft. x8ft., 9£t. high £9 10 O
Complete with strong floor,

window glazed, strong lock and
liingea to door, and treated with
our special wood preservative.

Hacked free on rails upon
receipt of cash.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or amount paid refunded. Can he

itted with Bench and Cnphoa,rd for spares, etc., at small extra

ost. Complete catalogue upon application.

VM. GARDAM & SONS, LTD., The Wharf, Staines.

EXCHANGE.,
3 h.p, Bradbury Motor Cycle, perfect condition, for

three-.=peed cycle and cash.—W. Shearman, Eoth-
well, Leeds.

23.h.p, Minerva, B. and B. carburetter, long bars, for
4 cycle and cash, or sell £9.-122, Calford Ed.,

Eingsland, N.

EXCHANGE 4ih.p. Chater-Lea open frame tricar for
twin cycle, magneto, two speeds.—Cowley, 335, Edg-

3-are Rd., W.

3 h.p., light, low, H.B. control, modern, for gold watch,
chain, and cash; sell £11, bargain.— 10, Speedwell

it., DeptfOxd.

Q3.h.p. Bradbury, splendid condition, foi 3-4h.p. en-
'^4: gine, complete, and cash; sell £11.-5, Gibbins
Rd,, Selly Oak.

EXCHAJSTGE, High-class Trembler Coil, value 17s.
6d., for good jin. belt.—Gough, 68, Humber Rd.,

Wolverhampton.

GIVE new rubber belt for Xl'all spring forks, or other
accessory

;
give new cycle for sidecar. — Booth's

.victories. Halifax.

5-6h.p. Phcenix Trimo, open frame, splendid condition

;

£35, exchange entertained.—G.W., 47, Montague
ltd., Dalston, London.

8 h.p. 2-Seater Car, for push or motor cycles, or other
goods (guBs, etc.)—Barrett, Barrow - in - Furness.

Wanted, twin engine,

Iih.p. Minerva, spray, good order ; exchange lady-back
4 tandem: full particulars.—Quinton, Tonquin,

-Ualdon Rd., Southend.

5 h.p. Twin-cyl. Princeps, fast, good condition; £22
10s.. or good .single-cyl. and cash.—Thomson, 1,

Malton St., Plumstead.

8 h.p. Tricar Runabout, water-cooled, three .speeds

;

£25; exeiiange mcjtor cycle, sidecar.— 14, Zermatt
St., Chapeltown, Leeds.

M-20h.p. Crossley Gas Engine, complete; sell cheap;,
exchange Triumph, lathe, or small car. — 16,

Greenough St., Wigan.

EXCHANGE. lOh.p. 2-cyl. Vulcan car for 1908 twin
Rex de Luxe and cash, or sell £65.—Smith, 19,

Cheriton Sq., Balham, S.W.

GENT'S £14 14s. Centaur, 24in. frame, in new con-
dition ; will exchange for motor cycle.—Godfree,

124, Romford Rd., Stratford.

QUOTATIONS Given of the keenest for exchanges
with 1909 Rex models. Try us.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

31h.p. Minerva, spring head, footrest "''
"'idiiic,

2 ever.ything a.s new, fc; 5h.p. twin, sell £20.—
Lambert, 28, Coventry Rd., Ilford.

THAT Chap at Stamford Hill allows wonderful prices
for old irons in exchange for 1909 models. You

try him!— 128, High Rd., South Tottenham.

6 h.p. Stirling-Panhard 2-Seater Car, artillery wheels,
excellent condition, tyres as new for good 3ih.p

motor cycle.—Gaines, 322, Burley Hill, Leeds.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, R.O.M., B. and B. carburetter, No.
6 Chater frame, rubber studded tyres, all as new,

for lower power.—C. Mayo, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

EXCHANGE, gent's two-speed cycle, also second-hand
one, Juvenile trailer, 4-guinea phonograph, 36 re-

cords, two horns, for tricar.—28. Gladstone Rd West
Ham.

4-SEATED De Dion engined Car, two speeds and re-
verse for Triumph or Vindec twin, and little cash,

or sell £45.—Foreman, 111, King George St., Green-
wich.

T>ILLIARD Table, 6ft. by 3ft., 5 cues. rest, marking-U board, level, and gent's bike, nearlv new; exchange
lor motor bike with sidecar, or tricar.—Mutton, Harrow
Rd., \V.

T^XCHANGE 6h.p. Chater-Lea tricar, 1909, quite new,
-L' for modern motor cycle and cash, or sell

; photo
full particulars.—No. 2,732, The Motor Cycle Offices
Coventry.

3 h.p. Pebok, new Palmer tyres, Stanley-Dermatine, en-
gine overhauled, all accessories, perfect; sell £18.

cr exchange twin.— Gimbrett, 37, St. Quintin Av., Nortl
Kensington.

EXCHANGE 6h.p. Chater, 1908, handle-bar control,
18in. frame, Clincher.s, adjustable pulley, etc., for

smaller power, magneto; sell £23.—Jack Bell, Waterloo
Rd., Middlesbrough.

F.N. Engine, 2|h.p., and carburetter, good condition,
72s. 6d., offer, or exchange sidecar or higher power

twin motor cycle, less engine, £9.-108, PennerleyRd
Battersea Rise, S.W.

MOTOR Cycle, 4h.p. Antoine engine, Chater frame
and fittings, low, enamel new, plating good, for

cycle and cash, or any reasonable ofler.—Hipkins, 32
Osborne Rd., Leyton.

T^XCHANGE 1909 Motosacoche, low frame, magneto,
-LJ spring forks, only ridden 300 miles, cost £37, for
1908 Triumph. — Box No. L5,415, The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

rf^IVE Cycles, trailer, gramophones, records, furni-
^^ ture, for motor cycle, with or without sidecar,
good make, latest improvements, first-class condition.—
Searle, High St., Selsey-on-Sea.

T ADY'S Premier, list £9 15s., and gent's Eudge-
-*-i Whitworth Areo Special, with three-speed gear, in
exchange foi motor bike, must be reliable, and good
going order.—Cycle, 49, Fairfax Ed., South Hampstead,
N.W.

IF YOU WANT BARGAINS IN

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYOd
YOU CAN GET THEM AT I

WAUCHOPE'S
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, LONDON,

'Phone, 5777 Holborn.

Iih.p. CLEMENT -GARRARD, two-speed gear, an
lightweisjht machine ; £10 10s. Guaranteed.

3J h.p. KERR'i^, tyres as new, good order througl

£9 15s. Guaranteed.
3jh.p. WHITE AND POPPE, magneto ignition,

nice condition ; 20 guineas. Guaranteed.
2j h.p. F.N., magneto ignition, very good order tbr<

out ; £15, Guaranteed.

3i h.p. GRIFFON, spring forks, low frame, twin en
£21. Guaranteed.

4i h.p. 1908 iWin-cylinder MINERVA, round tank, s

forks, nice useful machine ; 23 guineas lowest. (

ant^ed.
3jh.p. Lady's PHCENIX Cob, two-speed gear, h;

starting ; £32 10s. Guaranteed.
4J h.p. 1908 WOLF, condition as new, twin Sarolea en;

£17 10s. Guaranteed.
6 h.p. BAT, J.A.P. engine, sprung frame, nice macl

£25. Guaranteed.
2? h.D. MINERVA, spring forks, 1907 model ; £12
6 h.p. ANTOINE, twin engine, very powerful ; £12

ouaranteed.

3J h.p. SIMPLEX, Fafnir M.O.V. Migine, spray c?

rvtter, low frame, spring forks, magneto ignit

£32 10s. Brand new machine. Guaranteed.
5-5 h.p. 1909 Four-cylinder F.N., standard model, ju

new, non-skids both wheels, 2oin., low frame

;

Guaranteed.
3 h.p. BR.-VDBURY, iqo8 model, brand new ; lowest

19 guineas. At Wauchope's. Guaranteed.
4 h.p. N.S.U., 1909 model, spring forks and magneto,

as new, nice machine ; lowest cash £32 10s. G
anteed.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Jointe Artistic Cane Q
£5 10s.

Rigid Sidecar, new, fit any make of machine, well

strongly made ; £6 lOs. best price.

PHCENIX Forecar Attachment, as new
;

price £8.

THE

BEST
BELT FASTENER

Is the

SIMPLEX,

BEWARE
of

COLOUfiABLE IMITATIONS.

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers

;

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,

36i William Street,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, • E.

Genuine Birmingham

•QUADRANTS."
A Large Stock of Parts still to be deared.

Write for latest List.

RSG. 3AIVISON,
232, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

In answering thes^.^advertisemem,U it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cych."
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The Six Days* Trials.

BY
the time this issue is in the hands of our

readers the 1909 Six Days' Trials of the

Auto Cycle Union will be concluded, and we
shall know a great deal more about the capa-
bilities and reliability of 1909 models than we

have done up to the present. Unfortunately for the

competitors, the trials have not been favoured with

particularly fine weather, but as trials are organised

for the purpose of showing the capabilities of motor
cycles under all conditions, it is perhaps not altogether

unfortunate from the buyer's point of view that the

machines have had to encounter adverse conditions in

the way of heavy roads, showers of rain, and steep

hills. Gradients are, of course, very much more
difficult to ascend when the roads are Avet. If the

trials have shown the necessity of one thing more than

another, it is the use of a good change speed gear.

The steep hill at Dinas Mawddwy in Wales unseated

over half the competitors, and, • although they might
have been able to have kept in the saddles with a very

much lower fixed gear, it is very irksome to drive a

motor cycle with a gear low enough to enable it to

tackle any hill in the country, when with a variable

or two-speed gear it is possible to have the engine
turning round comfortably under all conditions of

gradient and surface. That the perfect motor cycle

rhange speed gear has not yet been devised is quite as

apparent as the demand for a gear, particularly among
heavyweight riders. More than one competitor with
a variable geared machine found Dinas Mawddwy too

much for his gear ratio. Hills are not the only

obstructions which cause the use of a change speed
gear to be appreciated. Traffic, greasy roads, start-

ing, etc., are all rendered very much easier with the

aid of a low gear. We notice that the organisers

have discarded the appearance awards as far as con-

cerns the riders. It is questionable whether this is

wise, as it must be patent to anyone that a rider who
can keep a smartly attired appearance is the one who
has the least trouble with his machine, presuming
he is clean and smart at the start. Trouble with

belts, tyres, engines, etc., usually means a dirty

appearance at the end of a day's ride unless one has
time to stop for the necessary ablutions. As far as

the machines are concerned, marks will be awarded for

their general condition during and after the trial.

The passenger class was disappointing. This
was only to be expected. There are so few-

people making a good passenger motor cycle

that the trade entries were naturally small. A
passenger machine of the motor cycle class also has

to be of the very best description to enable it to success-

fully complete a lengthy trial of this nature, and, of

course, it would be perfectly ridiculous to enter with

the knowledge that the risk of failure was great, for

the simple reason that failure in the trials is a very bad
advertisement. However, the day of the motor cycle

passenger machine will eventually come. What form
it, will take it is impossible to say, but the advantages
are too great for this type to be discarded.

Competitors seem to have had the usual trouble with

tyres and belts. Curiously enough, the belt troubles

seem to have been suffered on the first day. This is

probably accounted for by the fact that inexperienced

riders would start with a brand new belt which had
not been stretched, and they would be dismounting

two or three times during the day to take up the slack-

ness. A T,ooo miles competitor should start with a
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stretched belt, and. a spare on the machine which has

also been stretched, but experience can only be gained

in actual competition. The sealing of the machines

was efficiently carried out by the officials- in charge of

the Trials, but we think they might have improved on

the method of sealing the engine. In many instances

the wire was placed round the base of the cylinder and

sealed. Now this does not prevent removal of the

cylinder and the replacement of the piston, gudgeon

pin, or other parts, such as rings, whereas if the

cylinder had been sealed to the frame it would have

been impossible to remove it without breaking the

seal. It is a great pity that the climb up Birdlip Hill

could not be officially timed. We know the reason

why it was not, viz., because the use of the hill has

been abused in the past, and the authorities now refuse

to allow anything in the nature of a competition on it.

Saturday benig the last day of the Trials was naturally

the day when the machines were somewhat out of tune,

having covered approximately 950 miles, therefore -4

timed performance on a hill like Birdlip at the con
elusion of 950 miles would have been even more valu

able than the other timed climbs.

Taking everything into consideration, the Trials

have been a huge success. The entries were large, and
as far as we can make out the competitors were satisfied,

except, of course, those who failed to survive the Trial.

They must accept the fortune of war and prepare foi

better things in 1910. The experience gained in 1909
will no doubt be of considerable help to them, anri

we venture to say that not one single competitor or firm

who has taken part will have failed to gain somt-

valuable information from the 1,000 Miles TriaK
ridden under official observation.

A Simple Change Speed Gear.
OUR French contemporary La Vie Automobile

prophesies that the tricar type of vehicle will

eventually be reborn, and illustrates in a recent

issue a system of change speed gear for tricars

which will interest readers of The Motor Cycle.

Reference to the illustration shows that the engine-

shaft B is fitted with an outside flywheel C, whose

function is not only to increase the regular running of

the engine, but has to do also with the change speed

device. Cast with the flywheel is a recess D, in which

revolves a ball bearing E carrying a square shaft F.

This shaft is supported at the end G by a bearing

which can be fitted to any convenient part of the

tricar frame.

A friction cone H is free to slide on the squared

shaft F, and can be caused to bear more or less

strongly against the external part of the clutch cast

on the flywheel. When the two portions internal and

external of this clutch are engaged the high speed is

obtained with a direct drive. A pedal J movni^
around a centre K causes the fork L to withdraw tht-

internal portion of clutch by bearing against the bal;

thrust hearing M, and so compressing the spring.

The above refers to the high or normal gear and
free engine. We now come to the device for obtain

ing a low speed gear for hill-climbing, etc.

Fixed on the shaft K are two short levers N carrying

a pair of friction wheels O and P of different diameters.

These Avheels are keyed to a shaft Q, and the shaft

is provided with ball bearings S S, the bearings being

surrounded by a cage R, on which is cast a lug carrj'

ing a transverse shaft T, which also connects up t<>

suitable holes in the levers N. The cage R carrying

the axle Q, etc., is therefore compelled to follow am
movement of the pedal J. Suitable arrangement oi

parts is made, so that an increased leverage is obtained

when the pedal is depressed.

We now come to the method of operation, and it

will be as well to -observe at this juncture that the

pedal J can be just as easily replaced by a hand leve-

if desired.

To start the machine it is generally advisable to

apply the low speed gear, and in case of the geai

under review all that is necessary is to depress the

pedal, which movement will bring the low speed into

operation. The two levers N will simultaneous!)

cause the friction Avheels O and P to bear with more
or less pressure on two cylindrical parts—one a por

tion of the flywheel C and the other of the cone H.
The gear is so made that when the friction wheel P
bears on the cone H the latter is just withdrawn

sufficiently to come right underneath the wheel and

register with it, or if desired the wheel can be maae
wider than the cylindrical part of clutch, so that it

always engages with it, no matter what position the

clutch may be in. Friction wheel O and cylindrical

part of clutch U are leather faced. It will be

noticed that wTien the friction wheels are in engage-

ment with the respective surfaces against which they

bear the engine is driving the friction wheel O, and P
is driving the shaft on which is fixed the chain wheel,

belt pulley, or gear wheel which is driving the tricar.

The only fault that we can see in connection with

the gear is that there does not appear to be any

arrangement made for enclosing the friction wheels,

but this, of course., is quite easy.
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Special Feature :

THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS
Copiously Illustrated Description.

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS. July 14 .^ 9.10 p.m. July 17 _ 9.8 pjn. July 21 .. 9.3 p.m.

R.A.C. Provincial Meeting in Warwickshire, July 24.

On the occasion of the Royal Auto-

mobile Club's provincial meeting m
Warwickshire, on Saturday, the 24th

inst., a numb&r of motor cycle works

will be open for inspection in Coventry.

Police Traps.

An Oxford motorist was fined £10 and

costs for exceeding the legal limit on

Sunrising Hill, between Banbury and

8tratford-on-Avon.
On main road from Leeds to Brad-

ford, beginning at Bramley Station,

distance 440 yards. Unfair methods are

employad for trapping, as a policeman

walks' alongside a passing vehicle and

waves his handkerchief to begin tim-

ing. Obviouisly, the car, or motor

cycle, will already have travelled some
distance before the signal is made.

mu Climbs in N.S.W.

The Motor Cycle Club of New South

Wales held a hill-climb on JMay 29th

on Baden Hill, Coogee. Contestants

numbered twelve, and competed in

pairs, winners meeting winners- In

the final A. J. Powell's 3^ h.p. L.M.C.,

the same owner's 2| J. A. P., and H.
K. Eaton's 5 h-p. Peugeot met and

tirdshed in that order.

(mports ol Motor Cycles.

Imports of motor cycles during June
were 187 complete machines (valued at

£5,413) and £1,951 worth of parts,

tx)tal £7,364, as compared with £6,424

in June, 1908, and '£8,031 in the corre-

r^ponding month of 1907. The import

figures for the six months ended 30th

June were :

1907. 1908. 1909.

£49,637 £36,207 £35,360

Exports of British Motor Cycles.

Ninety-five British-made machines
vvere exported last month (value

£3,293) and £2,258 worth of parts,

total £5,551, compared with £2,839
in June, 1908, and £2,508 in the
corresponding month of the previous
year. The value of our exports during
the six months ended 30th June was :

1907. 1908. 1909.

£26,132 £24,485 £36,336
It will be seen from the above that
British exports have caught up, and
are now well ahead of the import
rtgures.

Re-exports of Foreign Motor Cycles.

Foreign made motor cycles have
'leen re-exported from this country to
the value of £1,451 during the first

i'ix months of 1909, together with
£8.075 worth of parts—£9.526 in r11.

Mr. Lloyd George and the Motor Taxes.

It is considered that the deputations
from the Motor Union to the Chancellor
of the Exchequer have advanced the
discussion on the motor taxes con-

siderably. The Chancellor has given
expressions of his opinions amounting
almost to assurances on the following

points: (1.) That an Advisory Com-
mittee, on which motorists shall be
represented, will be associated with the
Central Authority in the distribution of

the Road Grant. (2.) That the Road
Grant shall be devoted to the improve-
ment of the roads as distinguished from
maintenance. (3.) That he will con-

sider the possibility of making arrange-

ments to exempt foreign, colonial, and
Indian visitors to this country from the

car tax. (4.) That doctors shall have a

rebate of fifty per cent, on the

petrol tax.

From Cape Town to Johannesburg.

Mr. J. Hegarty, a well-known motor
cyclist in the Cape Peninsula, is

depicted in the accompanying illustra-

tion on his 3i^ h.p. 1908 Phelon and
Moore. This rider is shortly to

attempt the journey to Johannesburg,
about 1,000 miles distant from Cape
Town. His trip is sure to be an ad-

venturous one, as we are told the

rqads are in a terrible state after

heavy rains. None of the rivers, except

the very large ones, have bridges, and
the roads, or rather cart tracks, having
never been made, are a mass of

washaways. The machine he will use

on this ride is an 8-9 h.p. m.o.v. 1909
Bat, with Phelon and Moore two-speed
gear and combined belt and chain trane-

mission.

The Bradford Open Hill-climb on Saturday.

The Steep, Denholme, the venue ol

the Bradford M.C.C. open hill-climb

next Saturday, appears, from photo-

graphs kindly sent to us by Mi. H.
Somers, to be an ideal hill for a com-
petition. There are two gradual bends

—

one near the starting post, the other

near the finishing post. There is a low
wall at each side of the road, so that

spectators will be able to see the com-
petitors during the greater part of the

climb.

The Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man.

Mr. Straight, secretary of the Auto
Cycle Union, informed us one day
last week that the Committee has

definitely decided upon a date for the

Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race in

the Isle of Man. The date fixed is

Thursday, September 23rd. This
year's race will be more interesting, if

anything, than any previous T.T., as

single and twin-cylinder machines race

together in competition for the trophy.

Full details will be announced in a

subsequent issue.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

The next Quarterly Trials will takt

place on Wednesday, July 28th, over
the usual course—Uxbridge to Ban-
bury and back. Entries can now be
accepted, and should be addressed to the

secretary, the Auto Cycle Union, 18,

Down Street, Piccadilly, W. The
Quarterly Trials are a splendid adver-
tisement for any private owner who
wishes to dispose bf his mount, as

the A.C.U. certificate is a guarantee
that the machine is in perfect running
order.

New York M.C.C. ffiU Climb.

The New York Motor Cycle Club'a

seventh annual hill-climb was not the

success anticipated. It appears that

American motor cyclists have hitherto

regarded rules moi-e in the light of

unneceasary formalities, and although
engines with bottom exhaust holes were
barred according to the rules, a

number of competitors attempted to

use engines of this type. The referee

naturally disqualified them all, but it

led to much wrangling, and delayed
the start of the competition two
hours. Two riders carried off all the

honours, Classes A and B being won
by Fred Voelker (3 h.p. twin N.S.U.),
the remaining four being won by Walter
Goerke (Indian). The first place of all

the competitors on Professor Cal-

lendar's formula was also secured by
Fred "Voelker.
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A selection ot questions of general interest received from our readers and our replies thereto. When particular

makes of machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be used, the writer to keep a key for

reference. All queries should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether

intended for publication or not, must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

AJStoppage of the Petrol Supply.

I - wonder if you could
account for my motor cycle

refusing to take air. It is a

1909 Triumph, and I have
covered about 3,000 miles on

It, and only recently I found that
it Avouldn't fir© properly unless 1

practically closed the air lever, so
I took off the cylinder and cleaned
away the carbon deposit. I also

took the carburetter to pieces and
cleaned it thoroughly, but still it

refused to take as much air as
formerly, consequently the speed is

very much reduced.—W.L.G.
It is difficult to account for your
machine taking less air unless the jet

or petrol pipe are partially stopped
up. We should, however, recommend
you to verify this carefully. A further
reason may be owing to the gauze in
the carburetter being choked with
dust.

Tyres and Starting by Pushing.

(1.) I have a 6 h.p. N.S.U.?and sidecar, and find I wear
the back tyre and the sidecar

-2J tyre out in 500 miles. This is

too heavy for my pocket, so
would it be possible to have a solid

rubber tyre on . the back wheel? I

do not want to go faster than twenty
miles per hour. If not, what sort of
tyre is the hardest wearing? (2.)

I have often seen in The Motor Cycle
that to start a machine with or with-
out a passenger is easy if you have
a speed gear, as you only have to
push it along at four miles an hour
on the low gear, and drop the exhaust
and it starts. If I push mine along
at eight miles per hour and drop the
exhaust the back wheel only skids,
being unable to overcome the com-
pression. I have to jack mine up, start
by the pedals, then turn to free
engine, lower jack, get on, and then
engage the low gear — a laborious
task, especially in traflfic. An article
on how to start passenger machines
would b© interesting.—F. W.

(1.) It would not be satisfactory to fit

a solid tyre upon your motor bicycle.
It would jolt the spokes out in a
very few miles, and would be most
uncomfortable. The best thing you
can do is to fit tyres proportionate to
the work they are called upon to do.
Heavy motor cycle tyres would be satis-
factory, and would overcome your

trouble, though it would naturally entail

extra initial expense. (2.) There is a

knack in starting by pushing on the

low gear. With high compression
engines it is not advisable to release

the valve lifter suddenly, as this causes

the back wheel to skid, laut let it down
gradually so that some of the com-
pression can escape. If you practise

this a few times you should be able to

start without skidding the back wheel,

although, of course, everything must
be properly adjusted for easy starting.

We are afraid with your particular

gear there is no alternative but to jack

up the machine to start it, and then

put the gear in neutral.

A Route from the Midlands to Brighton Avoiding
London.

I am wanting to go from
Tuxford to Brighton by road
(avoiding London). Will you
please give me the best route?
—B.G.

Your best route will be as follows :

Tuxford, Newark (beware of traps be-

tween Long Bennington and Great
Gonerby and Colsterworth and Ponton,
on each side of Grantham), Stamford,
Stilton, Biggleswade, Baldock, Steven-
age, Welwyn, Hatfi<?ld ; here turn to

left and go through St. Albans, Wat-
ford, Rickmansworth, Uxbridge, Coin-
brook, Staines, Shepperton, Esher,
Cofeham, Leatherhead, Dorking, Rei-
gate, Crawley, Hand Cross (beware of

traps), Piecombe, and Brighton.

A. D. Draper, a competitor in the Six Days'
Trials. The motor cycle—a Sih.p. Matehless-
J.A.P.—was built with A. M. Tatham's in 1907
and both had covered upwards of 10,000 miles
at the start ot the trial.

A Loss of Compression.]

I have a 3^ h.p. Rover
engine. Compression is very
bad, but on turning the pulley

backwards it is very good.

The gas escapes with a hissing

noise, but I cannot trace where.
You can perhaps help me. The rings

have been in use about 200 miles, and
on examining I find them bright all

over.—A. A.

You need not take any notice of the

compression when the machine it'

wheeled backwards. All you have to

concern yourself about is the com-
pression with the engine rotating in

the proper direction, and if this is

not good you must look for the loss

of compression past the valve caps,

unless, of course, the machine is fitted

with a compression tap and this is

not gastight. If you are convinced
that all joints are tight, we should

suspect a crack in the cylinder.

Slow Running. Carburetter Flooding.

(1.) I have a 6 h.p. twin
bicycle and sidecar, magneto
ignition, automatic inlet

valves, and I find I cannot
keep the speed down under

fourteen or fifteen miles an hour. I

have tried shutting off the bottom
air which only makes the engine
run badly. I should be glad if you
would tell me how to run at about
seven or eight miles, without losing

power for hills? (2.) The points
of my contact breaker separate about
one-eighth of an inch at their

fullest. Would this make any
difference? The only way to remedy
this, I suppose, would be to cut or

file the fibre ring. (3.) My carbu-
retter floods slightly. How is it

possible to judge the right level,

for when the carburetter is discon-
nected you naturally lose the exact
position or angle it is when on the
engine? What do you mean by a

dummy jet?—B.B.

(1.) Probably the inlet valve springe
are too strong, though it would be a
pity to alter these if the machine starts
easily and runs well in other respects.

Weak springs enable easy starting and
slow running. A strong mixture will

prevent the engine running slowly, so
if the consumption is excessive try a

smaller jet. (2.) Before touching the
magneto we should advise you to put
your troubles before the Bosch Com
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paiiy, as they will be glad to help you.

One eighth inch is certainly too much
break at the contact points. We do
not advise filing or cutting anytliing

before consulting them. (3.) A dummy
jet is really a pipe slipped over an old
jet cut down, or the boss on which the
jet screws, which is wide enough to

allow the level of the petrol to be
been. As your carburetter floods, it

proves that there is either a leak
somewhere or the level of the petrol is

too high. The needle valve requires
u rinding in occasionally.

Attention to Leather Belts.

Might I ask for full ana
detailed instructions as to
dressing new leather belts, and
the methods used to keep the
same supple and in order,

such belts as Kawido, etc.?

—

Dr. R.
A new leather belt is usually properly
dressed to begin with, but if it shows
signs of being very hard and dry it

would be as well to rub Collan oil

(obtainable from A. W. Gamage, Hol-
born, E.G.) into it vsdth a soft rag, and
then hang it up for a couple of days with
a fairly heavy weight at the end of it.

This should take out the initial

stretch. To keep a leather belt in good
erder it should be periodically scraped
with an old knife so that all particles of

grit are removed from it, after which
it should be again dressed with Gollan
oil.

Various Interesting Queries.

(1.) I have a 1907 2| h.p.

? Minerva motor bicycle which
has run about 1,500 miles.

-2J When I push it along before
mounting I hear a sort of

thumping in the cylinder, which,
however, disappears after it has run
a short distance. Should this be the
case, or is it what is called knocking?
The engine has not been dismantled
since I had it. (2.) I always drive
it with full air open, and find that
it goes much more powerfully like

this on a cold damp day than on a

warm bright day. Does this mean
that I should supply more air in the
latter case, or is it simply that the
engine is cooled more by the draught
on a dull day? (3.) I have always
driven the bicycle in my ignorance
with the throttle full open. This I

find is a mistake, having now read
"Motor Gycles and how to Manage
Them." I find the engine not nearly
so powerful as it should be, and
nearly stops on some absurdly slight
gradient. Is this the result of my
Jehu-like driving? The exhaust
valve is slightly pitted ; would a new
valve improve the power? I cannot
test the compression by standing on
the pedals as there are none, there
being a Roc two-speed gear fitted.

If I had the engine dismantled and
the piston cleaned and valve seen
to, would there be much difference
in power? (4.) How fast should I

be able to travel on this machine.
and what is the steepest gradient it

sho-ald take on the high gear?

—

H. F. M. B.

(1.) Probably the noise is the suction
of the piston and the clattering of the
valve. A rumbling noise is caused by

^HD

\yorn bearings. (2.) This seems to be
simply a question of carburation, and
it would appear that better results
would be obtained by increasing the
air supply. (3.) Naturally, the machine
is not so powerful with the throttle
closed. What you should do is to keep
the throttle partially closed and the
spark advanced on the level, and open
the throttle when you come to a hill

or want to go fast for a short str^ftch.

The exhaust valve can probably be
gi'ound in, and a new one will not be
necessary. Do not have the engine
dismantled unless it has fallen off

greatly in power. You can test the
compression by pushing the machine
along with the valve lifter released.
If the compression cannot be overcome
and the back wheel is skidded, the
compressior cannot be very poor. (4.)

hoi through conduction ; it is only
when the crankcaee gets excessively
hot that leakage past the rings should
be suspected.

Compression and Suction.

My 1907 3i h.p. Rex motor
I cycle losing power and speed

led me to make an examina-
-2J tion. Among other things, ]

noticed that it has practically
two compressions. In addition to
the ordinary one there appears to
be another one on the down or
power stroke, almost as tight as the
proper up compression stroke. It

immediately disappears on opening
the compression tap. It is not pres-
sure in crankcase, as it happens
with relief valve taken out alto
gether. Surely this is not as it

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. F. C. Mustard (SJ h.p. Triumph) climbing Dinas Mawddwy In the rain and
against a head wind. This climb is extremely severe at the best ot times, but the rain and wind
accounted for many failures.

?

You should be able to reach forty

miles an hour with this machine on
level ground comfortably, and climb
1 in 9 on the high gear, if your weight
is not above the average.

Position of Magneto. Heat of Crankcase.

(1.) Is it detrimental for

the field magnet of Bosch
magneto to be touching base
of cylinder? (2.) The crank-
case of my 2^ h.p. Rex

featherweight gets very hot after a
journey of about six miles, and this

although the compression is very
good and will stand my weight (ten

stones) on pedal. Can you give any
explanation for this?—M. 1044.

(1.) There is no actual harm in the
magnets touching any other part of

the machine except that excessive
vibration may tend eventually to
destroy the magnetism. (2.) We
should say that your crankcase gets

should he, and I feel sure it is the

cause of my losing power and speed.

Caps, valves, and plug all in good
order, compression good when warin.

—J.H.H.
What you imagine is the second com-

pression, is really suction. You can

test this for yourself by opening the

compression tap of the engine and

holding your finger over the hole.

When the engine is on compression

there will be a tendency for your

finger to be blown away, but on the
" second compression " you mention

there will be a distinct sucking action.

The Id. Edition of " The Autocar.'
Readers of ''The Motor Cycle" who are

interested in motor cars are reminded

that a Penny Edition of -'The Autocar"

is noiv obtainable of all Newsagents and

Booksellers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the 3d. issue.
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First Day.—London to Shrewsbury Via Oxford
and Worcester, 143J miles.

AS stated in last week's issue, all the entrants

started with one exception. The names of those

who left Uxbridge on Monday of last week, and
the machines they rode, are given hereunder

:

Bore and
No. Rider and machine.

*1.

*2.

•3.

*4.

7.

8.

9.

*10.

*11.

*12.

*13.

*14.

•15.

W. H. Outwin (3^ h.p. Triumpii)
E. Nelson (5 h.p. Rex)
A. D. Draper (3-^ h.p. Matchless)
A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. Matchless)

5. C. Williams (3^ h.p. Triumph)
6. G. H. Lake (3i h.p. Triumph)

W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas)
J. V. Robinson (2| h.p. Douglas)
P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas) ...

F. Dover (3^^ h.p. Triumph) ...

W. 0. Bentley (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

F. G. Boddington (3^ h.p. Rex)
B. H. Davies (6 h.p.. Advance)
A. L. Ommaney (5 h.p. Rex) ...

H. Bevir (3^ h.p. L.M.C.) ...

16. W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian) ..

17. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

18. W. Pratt (3i h.p. P. and M.)...

19. R. Moore (3^ h.p. P. and M.)
*20. W. Milnes (3^ h.p. P. and M.)
*21. Thos. Canby (3^ h.p. P. and M.)
22. R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown)

•23. J. Slaughter (3^ h.p. Triumph)
•24. J. T. Bashall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
•25. W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat)
•26. H. H. Bowen (6-7 h.p. Bat)
27. A. G. Fenn (b h.p. Bat)
28. T. H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat) ...

29. W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto^Reve)
30. G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

32
34.

35.

•36.

•37.

31. G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ..

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (Rex)
F. Phillips (3^ h.p. Scott two-stroke)
A. H. Ormerod (3^ h.p. Scott)
F. Southam (3^ h.p. Triumph)

^38. R. W. Duke (3-^ h.p. Triumph)
*39. F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

*40. J. 0. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec) ..

41. J. Holroyddi h.p. Motosocoche) ...

43. J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

44. F. Edmond (3^ h.p. Humber)
45. A. V. Sumner (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

46. O. Parker (3^ h.p. Humber)
47. P. J. Evans (3^ h.p. Humber)

•48. F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.)
49. W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) .

No. of

cyl.

... 1

... 2
. . 1

. 1

. 1

... 1

. 2
2

. 2

1

... 1

. 1

... 2
2

1

2

2
. 1

... 1

. 1

. 1

.. 1

. 1

.. 1

.. 2

.. 2

... 2

. 2
. 2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

2
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

stroke,

mm. mm.
84 X 86
76 80

.\< Rider and machine.

85 X 76

85 X 76-

84 X 86
84 X 86
60 X 60
60 X 60
60 X 60
84 X 86
82 X 89

82 X 89
76 X 82

76 X 80
84 X 88
70 X 83
70 X 83
82 X 88

. 82 X 88

82 X 88
82 X 88
85 X 85
84 X 86
84 X 86

76 X 95
76 X 95
85 X 76
85 X 85
52 X 70
52 X 70
52 X 70

. 76 X 80
82 X 89

66 X 63

66 X 63
84 X 86
84 X 86
84 X 86
75 X 75
62 X 70
83 X 90
83 X 90
83 X 90

. 83 X 90

.. 83 X 90

.. 82 . X 105
. 84 X 86

No. of

cyl.

50. J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) . 1

51. Gordon Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1

52. H. Berwick (3^ h.p. Excelsior) ... 1

53. H. D. Teage (3| h.p. Premier) ... 2

54. G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) ... 1

55. R. W. Walker (3^ h.p. Premier) ... 1

56. A. Weatberilt (3^ h.p. Zenette Gradua) 1

57. F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua) 1

58. J. W. Morris (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 1

59. G. Simpson (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 1

60. P. Piatt (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 1

61. J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury) 1

62. A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ... 1

•63. G. E. Carrow (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 1

*64. Robert King (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ... 1

*65. F. S. Barnwell (3^ h.p. Triumph) .. 1

66. T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.) 2

67. S. Osborne (3^ h.p. Osborne) ... 1

*68. H. B. Lewis (3^ h.p. Triumph) . 1

*69. Robert Fletcher (3^ h.p. Premier) ... 1

*70. Rev. Basil Aston (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 1

71. A. Baker (1^ h.p. Wolf) 1

72. A. J. Stevens (3 h.p. Wolf) 2

Passenger jMachines.
33. R. Lord (5 h.p Rex and sidecar) ... 2
*73. P. E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc and sidecar) 2
*74. J. Miller (4 h.p. Zenith Gradua and

sidecar) ... ... ... ... 1

75. W. Pershke (6-7 h.p. Puch and
sidecar) ... ... ... ... 2

Bore and
stroke,

mm. mm.
84 X 86
84 X 86

83 X 90
66 X 80

85 X 85

85 X 90
80 X 80
85 X 85
87 X 87

87 X 87
X

X
87
87
87
84

84
84
80
80
84
85
84
62
62

87
87
87

86
86
86
98
90
86
85
86
65
65

76 X 80
75 X 76

85 X 86

80 xllO

"Private owners.

H.
seals

start.

G. Cove, one of the judges, affixing the

to a competitor's machine before the

The teams competing
for the team prize are :

Douglas (Messrs. Doug-
las, Robinson, and
Phillips), Phelon and
Moore (Messrs. Pratt,

Moore, and Milnes),

Bat (Messrs. Bowen,
Fenn, and Tessier), Rex
(Messrs. Sproston, Lord,
and Godfrey), Humber
(Messrs. Crundall, Ed-
mond, and Sumner),
Triumph (Messrs. New-
some, Marshall, and
Gordon Gibson), Pre-
mier (Messrs. Teage,
Stanley, and Walker),
and Bradbury (Messrs.

Piatt, Eastwood, and
Stanton).
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The Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

The day certainly began well. It was fine and sunny,

and there was little or no wind. As far as Wheatley,

six miles from Oxford, the well-known Quarterly Trials'

route was followed, and consequently this particular

section of the road was familiar to many of the com-

petitors. Outside Uxbridge many of the men were

seen in temporary trouble by the roadside, some suffer-

ing tyre and others belt troubles, among whom was

Tessier, who at Gerrard's Cross lost a bundle off his

luggage-carrier, and then had a puncture. In Wycombe
F. Dover (^% h.p. Triumph) had a whole series of

tyre troubles, which lost him many marks. At Dash-

wood, up which the little 10 h.p. Delage placed at my
disposal carried me in excellent form, Mr. J. R. Nisbet

arrived with his 30 h.p. Humber car bearing several

of the officials, while shortly after came
a 20 h.p. Rover with other officials on

board. Nearly all the machines success-

fully conquered the famous hill, but

H. Bevir {t,% h.p. L.M.C.), a rider of

a Moto-Reve, and other lightweight

riders pedalled. Seen from the summit,

a huge batch of motor cyclists climbing

in close order presented an interesting

spectacle.

The Oxfordshire roads were only in

fair condition, and in places steam
rollers were at work effecting tardy

Near Enstone several stiff hills had to be negotiated,

but beyond the third check, Chipping Norton (outside

which a good many riders had to wait through being
too early), the hills became more severe. The district

was then entered where the villages have treble-barrelled

names, such as Moreton-in-the-Marsh, and near it

Stow-on-the-Wold and Bourton-on-the-Hill. The latter

is certainly well named, as more than one rider found
the ascent none too easy. The lightweight Wolf failed

to make the ascent through a slipping belt, and later

in the day the magneto-shaft almost seized.

The road surface for about the third of the way down
Fish Hill, Broadway (which was the scene of a hill-

climb two years ago), was perfectly execrable, and
almost unsafe, but happily it improved lower down.
In Worcestershire" the roads were very much better, and

The Triumph team in the Six Days' Trials—Marshall, Newsome, and Gibson.

repairs and considerably hampering the riders. At
Tetsworth, R. W. Walker (3^ h.p. Premier) had a
short circuit in his magneto, and in Oxford met further
misfortune, being thrown from his machine by a dog
on Magdalen Bridge. Oxford did not look its best, as
both Queen's and Christ Church were covered by
scaffoldings. Leaving the dear old university city by
the Woodstock Road, the going varied considerably.
At times the surface was smooth, then a steam roller

was encountered, and for a time the surface was shock-
ingly worn. In fact, it is not too much to say that the
Oxfordshire roads are not well enough kept for the
increase in traffic they now have to stand. The repairs
done are good so far as they go, but they are not
sufficiently extensive.

Four ol the five riders of 1909 Bradburys in last week's trials.

The team representatives were Flatt, Eastwood, and Stanton.

a good run was made to the county town,

where a stop was made for lunch. Here
Phillips's 3^ h.p. Scott, which had been

the centre of attraction since the start, suffered

a series of punctures from a nail, and Dixon's

Vindec was in a similar plight owing to the

canvas having gone inside his brand new
front cover. The ninety-five miles run from

Uxbridge to Worcester made the men only

too ready for lunch, but afterwards on good
roads they felt better, and made a comfort-

able journey to Kidderminster.

After leaving this town a series of steep

hills were encountered, on which many
spectators assembled to watch the fun. The
gradients, however, though trying, were by no
means insurmountable. Bridgnorth—^that curiously

picturesque town built on a rock—^was then passed,

and after the ascent and descent of Wenlock Edge,
an easy run was made to Shrewsbury, the desti-

nation for the day, and the centre from which the

succeeding days' run are to be made. The western slope

of Wenlock Edge, from which a fine view of the Wrekin
is first seen, is marked "Danger (i in 6)," and it is up
this hill that the men were to climb next day. A
heavy shower, fortunately of brief duration, was experi-

enced beyond Bridgnorth, which happily did no more
than lay the dust. Otherwise the weather was excellent.

All the officials are covering the course on cars, except
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The Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

Reynolds, who is mounted on a 3]^ h.p. two-speed

Humber.
Of the seventy-four starters whose names have been

mentioned, only one—Ormerod (3^ h.p. Scott)—^has

failed to arrive. Several of the riders complained of

nails being strewn on the road near Shrewsbury. Those
picked up were new, and- consequently people are

unwillingly inclined to be suspicious. The following,

besides those mentioned above, suffered troubles : R.

Lord (5 h.p. Rex), tyres; P. E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc
and sidecar), loose exhaust pipe union ; F. C. Bod-
dington (3^ h.p. Rex), repaired petrol pipe: and H.
"R. T,ewis (31^ h.p. Triumph), tyres.

m-.ifXDg'^aSi "TWWSiffifci '^^'

h.p. Matchless), A. M. Tatham (3^^ h.p. Matchless).

C. Williams (3^^ h.p. Triumph), G. H. Lake (3^^ h.p.

Triumph), W. Douglas (2^ h.p. Douglas), J. V. Robin
son (2^4; h.p. Douglas), P. Phillips (2% h.p. Douglas),
W. O. Bentley (3^^ h.p. Rex), F. G. Boddington {314
h.p. Rex), B. H. Davies (6 h.p. Advance), H. Bevir

(3^ h.p. L.M.C.), W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian), G.

Lee-Evans (5 h.p. Indian), R. Moore, W. Pratt, W.
Milnes, and T. Canby {t,^ h.p. P. and M.'s), R. M.
Brice (3^ h.p. Brown), J. Slaughter and J. T. Bashall

(35^ h.p. Triumphs), W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat), T.

H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat), W. Smith, G. L. Fletcher, and
G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reves), A. J. Sprostoii

and R. Lord (5 h.p. Rexes), O. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p.

Rex), F. Phillips (35^ h.p. Scott), F.
Southam, R. W. Duke, and F..C. Mustard

(3>^ h.p. Triumphs), J. O. M. Dixon (5 h.p.

. Vindec), J. Holroyd (j% h.p. Motosacoche),

J. F. Crundall, F. Edmond, A. V. Sum-
,, ner, and O. Parker (3^2 h.p. Humbers), F.

C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.), W. F. Newsome,

:J| J. Marshall, and Gordon Gibson (3^ h.p.

Triumphs), H. Berwick (3^ h.p. Excelsior),

H. D. Teage and G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p.

Premiers), A. Weatherilt (3^ h.p. Zenette

Gradua), F. W. Barnes {t^%- h.p. Zenette
Gradua), J. W. Morris, G. Simpson, P. Piatt,

and J. Eastwood (3^' h.p. Bradburys), G.
E. Carrow, R. King, and F. S. Barnwell

The team of Humber motor bicycle riders. Crundall,

Edmonds, and Sumner competed lor the Team Prize.

On their arrival in Shrewsbury the

machines were carefully stored in Mr. H.
Luff-Smith's commodious garage, in a por-

tion specially set apart for them. The
first day's run has certainly been successful,

and most of the men appear to have enjoyed

the run thoroughly. The journey for the

day has been over average English roads,

and much the same sort of country will

be traversed to-morrow. On the third and
fourth days, however, matters will be quite

different.

In addition to the troubles mentioned
previously, one of the Bradburys had its

engine almost seize up owing to bad oil,

but the rider was fortunately able to free it. The
following lost marks on the day's run: F. Dover
(3^4 h.p. Triumph), ran hairpin in tyre (the spare tube
he was carrying did not fit, and he had to return to

Wycombe to get another, and so lost two hours), 116
marks; R. W. Walker (3^ h.p. Premier), short circuit

and fall in Oxford, 34 marks ; A. H. Ormerod (3^ h.p.

Scott), retired (reported through tyre troubles) ; A. G.
Fenn (6-7 h.p. Bat), late at control through belt trouble.

7m. ; A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury), trouble not
stated, 78m.; A. Baker (i^^ h.p. Wolf), belt and tyre

troubles, 173m. ; A. L. Ommaney (5 h.p. Rex), trouble
not stated.

The following lost no marks : W. H. Outwin (3 ^ h.p.

Triumph), E. Nelson (5 h.p. Rex), A. D. Draper (31^

The four competitors on Premier motor cycles—three single cylinders and one twin. The three

riders on the right—Stanley, Walker, and Teage—composed the Premier team.

(3^ h.p. Triumphs), T. ' Woodham (7 h.p. V.S.),

S. Osborne (3^ h.p. Osborne), H. B. Lewis (3V2 h.p.

Triumph), R. Fletcher (31^ h.p. Premier), Rev.
B. Aston (3^ h.p. Triumph), A. J. Ste\'ens (3 h.p.

Wolf), P. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc and sidecar), J. Miller

(4 h.p. Zenith Gradua arid sidecar), and W. Pershke

(6 h.p. Puch and sidecar).

Second Day.—Circular Tour from Shrewsbury
Via Wenlock, Stourbridge, Bromsgrove, Eve=
sham, Tewhesbury, Ross, Ludlow, and back
to Shre'wsbury. 173i miles.

The first machines were booked out at 8 a.m. from
Mr. Luff-Smith's garage. The morning was fine, and
the roads, with the dust laid by the previous night's

rain, were in first-class condition. As far as the foot

V

i
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of Wenlock Edge the route was practically level, and
for the most part pretty fast, with the result that most
people hurried along to the foot of this severe hill and
then stopped, either to cool their engines or alter their

Climbing Much Wenlock Hill, 12i milesifrom Shrewsbury, on the morning
of the second day's run. The gradient at the steepest part is 1 in 6.

variable pulleys. The surface of the road over Wen-
lock Edge—which has two sections of about i in 6

—

was magnificent, but in spite of this there were a few
failures. The performances on this hill do not in any
way count officially, but in my opinion it is a pity they

do not, as every machine \Vhich did not make the ascent

satisfactorily should not qualify for a gold medal.
Still, it must be first seen how the Cat and Fiddle Hill

compares with Wenlock. A short account of the per-

formances from personal observations may be of interest,

showing as it does how the machines are behaving in

this the early part of the week.

Very good' ascents were made by C. Williams (3^
h.p. Triumph); W. Douglas and P. Phillips (3^ h.p.

Douglas) pedalled slightly ; W. O. Bentley (3.1^ h.p.

Rex), G. Lee-Evans and W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indians),
H. Bowen (6-7 h.p. Bat), A. M. Tatham (31^ h.p.

Matchless), A. D. Draper (3^ h.p. Matchless), A. G.
Fenn and T. H. Tessier (6-7 h.p. Bats), F. C. Mustard
(31^ h.p. Triumph), F. Phillips (31^ h:p. Scott), W.
Milnes, R. Moore, and W. Pratt (3^^ h.p. P. and M.,
on low gear). B. H. Davies (5 h.p. Advance) passed
me in good style, but some way up the hill he dis-

mounted to change his belt and alter his adjustable
pulley. C. H. Lake (314 h.p. Triumph), F. Dover
(3^ h.p. Triumph), A. L. Ommaney (5 h.p. Rex), W.
H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat), travelled very fast; Smith
and Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reves) pedalled slightly;
H. D. Teage {^}i h.p. Premier), F. S. Barnwell (3^

§^3

h.p. Triumph), G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), G.
Gibson (31^ h.p. Triumph), G. E. Stanley (3^^ h.p.
Premier), J. F. Crundall (3^^ h.p. Humber),

J. Marshall
(334 h.p. Triumph), A..V. Sumner (33^ h.p, Humber),
F. W. Barnes (3^^ h.p. Zenith), F. Edmond (35^ h.p.

Humber), S. Osborne (3^^ h.p. Osborne), W. F. New-
some (3^ h.p. Triumph), G. E. Carrow (3,1^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph), P. Piatt (3^^ h.p. Bradbury), J. W. Morris
(31^ h.p. Bradbury>fB. Aston (3^ h.p. Triumph), T.
Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.), R. W. Walker {^% h.p.

Premier), R. W. Duke {7,% h.p. Triumph), A. J.
Sproston (5 h.p. Rex), O. C. Godfrey (3,1^ h.p. Rex),
A. Baker (1,1^ h.p. Wolf), pedalled slightly; and W.
Pershke (6 h.p. Puch and sidecar).

Of the less fortunate riders, E. Nelson (5 h.p. Rex),
W. H. Outwin (3 14 h.p. Triumph), J. V. Robinson
(overalls caught in and broke advance spark lever), J.
T. Bashall (3^^ h.p. Triumph), F. G. Boddington (33^
h.p. Rex), J. O. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec), J. Holroyd
{i}i h.p. Motosacoche), H. Bevir (3^ h.p. L.M.C.),
P. J. Evans {t^Y^ h.p. Humber), J. Miller (3^ h.p.

Zenith and sidecar), R. King (3^ h.p. Triurnph), P.

E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc and sidecar), and A. J. Stevens

(3 h.p. Wolf), dismounted. R. M. Price (3^ h.p.

Brow;n) and R. King (314 h.p. Triumph) were among
those who pedalled ; while the engines of J. Eastwood's

3^ h.p. Eradbury and F. Fletcher's 3^ h.p. Premier
knocked rather badly. Several machines failed almost
at the top of the hill. Much interest was taken in the
ascent by the spectators assembled on the summit.

Leaving Much Wenlock, the men followed the out-

ward route covered yesterday to Bridgnorth, and after

leaving this town the road to Stourbridge was covered.

Passing through Ludlow on the afternoon of the second day. The archway
being narrow rendered this rise a slow hill-climbing test. B. H. Davies
(5h.p. Advance) is leading the string.

Here the surface was somewhat bumpy, and several

steep pitches were encountered. Bromsgrove, Evesham,
Tewkesbury, and Ledbury were traversed, and then

Ross was reached, where lunch was served.
^
The lunch

and attendance at the Swan Hotel were all that could
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be desired, but a charge of 3d.* garage for each machine
was met with by righteous indignation on the part of

the competitors, and their resentment at one time nearly

assumed serious proportions. It then began to rain,

and to save further unpleasantness the men paid and
tried to look pleasant. All the way from Ross through

Hereford to the foot of Dinmore Hill the rain pelted

down, but fortunately the roads were not exceptionally

greasy, and through Herefordshire their surface was
splendid. On the simimit of Dinmore the rain ceased,

W. Milnes and W. Piatl (Two-speed P. and M.'s) leaving Worcester altei

the luncheon stop on Tuesday.

and the going became more pleasant. The hill is

beautifully graded, and the climb presented no diffi-

culties. Many of the men had to shorten their belts

owing to the rain.

The check at Leominster was by no means clearly

marked, and Draper and Bentley missed it altogether.

At the level crossing outside the town several men were
delayed through the gates being closed. Ludlow was
then reached. It is a picturesque town, which is

entered by a narrow archway (situated half-way up a

steep hill), which allows only one vehicle to pass

through at a time. About 5.30 another sharp shower
was experienced. After an exceedingly pretty run

through Church Stretton, Shrewsbury was reached at

about 7 p.m. Great interest is being taljen in the trial

here, and many of the inhabitants turned out to see

the men come in. The police have been of the greatest

possible assistance in all the counties traversed. All

those who started this morning have reached here by

1 1 p.m., except Nelson, who suffered inlet valve

trouble, and Stanton, who is reported to have retired.

Among to-day's unfortunates are Dixon, Wells, and
Teage, who have suffered tyre troubles. Edmond
(3^ h.p. Humber) was among those who had belt

trouble; while the Roc and sidecar (carrying the only

lady in the trial) has experienced a broken frame, which

probably means its retirement.

Save for the retirements mentioned previously, and
Osborne (3^/4 h.p. Osborne) 35m., and Baker {ij4 h.p.

Wolf) 98m., the performances on the second day's run

were most satisfactory, as all the remainder lost vo

marks. Nelson appeared at Shrewsbury at 4 p.m.

the next day, and after a. brief interval started off again

to complete- the course.

ThirdjDay.—Circular rua [from Shre'wsbury Via
Welahpool, Llanfair, Dinasi Maw^dd'wy (hill

climb), Cross Foxes, Machynlleth, Ab«ryst°=
*vyth, Ne'wto'wn, , and bacR^to^^Shre^vrsbury.
1671 tniles.

To-day's run has been exceptionally arduous ; not

only has the course been most severe, but the elements

have been far from kind. Seventy-one competitors

started from Shrewsbury at 8 a.m. in fine but rathe
cold weather, and leaving the town by the Holyhead
Road, bore left and continued to Welshpool and Llan-

fair Caereinion. Up to the latter village the surface

was smooth and the gradients easy, but for some miles

beyond the roads were bumpy and greasy after the

heavy rain which had fallen in the night. From Pen-

y-bont the route ascended over a well graded pass to

an altitude of 832 feet, and then descended with few

bad corners to Mallwyd, where a sharp turn to the right

was made leading into Dinas Mawddwy. Instead of

going into the village the left hand fork was taken,

and a few miles further on the real climb began. The
pass is certainly long, but the gradient does not strike

one as being exceptionally severe. Still a strong wind

blowing down the course made matters as~bad as the\

could be, and, added to these adverse conditions, the

tops of the mountains became covered in clouds, and

rain soon began to fall heavily. The surface, how-

ever, was superb. All things considered, the machines

behaved in a disappointing manner on the hill, which

shows how necessary these trials are to show up the

weak points.

The following is a record of the performances of the

machines as they passed just below the bend before

the summit is reached : A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. Match-
less) excellent; C. Williams {5%. h.p. Triumph)
pedalled; A. D. Draper (3^ Matchless) dismounted,

belt slipping; W. Douglas (2 3^ h.p. Douglas) came uj)

well till the last bend, and then dismounted; G. H.
Lake (3^ h.p. Triumph) dismounted ; P. Phillips

{23^^ h.p. Douglas) dismounted; W. O. Bentley (3^^
h.p. Rex) dismounted and ran; W. H. Wells (5 h.p.

Indian) dismounted; G. L. Evans (5 h.p. Indian) dis-

' -r-»?.T7#i«.-ys*K^es.*;;^,

Held up at a level-crossing near Leominster.

mounted; W. Pratt and W. Milnes (3^ h.p. Phelon
and Moore) excellent; R. Moore (3^ h.p. Phelon and
Moore) dismounted on conier; T. Canby (3^ h.p.

P. and M.) dismounted and restarted ; R. M. Brice

(^^^ h.p. Bro'wn) pedalled vigorously, but got up;
W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat), A. G.'Fenn (6-7 h.p.

Bat), J. T. Bashall (-^^ h.p. Triumph), H. H. Bowen
(6-7 h.p. Bat), and^T. H. Tessier (7-8 h.p. Bat) all
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came up in splendid form in quick succession; J.

Slaughter (3^ h.p. Triumph) pedalled but got up;

B. H. Davies (6 h.p. Advance) failed at corner through

throttle jamming; F. Dover (31^, h.p. Triumph) failed

at corner; W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) pedalled but

got up successfully; F. C. Mustard (35^ h.p. Triumph)

excellent; F. Southam (3% h.p. Triumph) excellent;

A. L. Ommaney (5 h.p. Rex) dismounted ;' R. W.
Duke (3>2 h.p. Triumph) pedalled but completed the

ascent; F. G. Boddingtoh (3^^ h.p. Rex) dismounted;

J. F. Crundall (3^^ h.p. Humber) pedalled but got

up; H. Bevir (3^^ h.p. L.M.C.) pedalled vigorously

but got up; F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.) came up

well on low gear; J. Holroyd (1J4 h.p. Motosacoche)

pedalled but came up in excellent form; P. J. Evans

(3^ h.p. Humber) pedalled hard but got up; G. E.

Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) dismounted; O. C. Godfrey

latter town by the shortest way, and, to my astonish-

ment, met B. H. Davies with his tank empty walking
towards Dinas- Mawddwy, the reason being that he had^

been wrongly directed by a policeman. The
remainder of the road into Aberystwyth was easy and
the surface Jor the most part good, while the rain

ceased. From Aberystwyth to the Devil's Bridge the

road rises to a great height, and is level with the tops

of the surrounding hills. In sections several of the

men were seen in trouble. The Devil's Bridge Hotel,

where the men had lunch, is beautifully situated,

facing as it does a lovely gorge, in the centre of which
is a splendid waterfall. From time to time heavy
showers fell, but after lunch the going was for the most
part good. Two miles from the bridge the road was
badly marked, and at two road forks there was no indi-

cation of which was the route. One well-graded pass

had to be climbed, and then for many miles was the

At the top of

Dinas Mawddwy

—the Welsh pre-

cipice — in the

rain ; a Moto-

sacoche and a

Humber in the

fDreground.

(3^/^ h.p. Rex) pedalled but got up; \V. F. Newsome
(3% h.p. Triumph) stopped, waited, and then came up
in good form; F. W. Barnes (3 ^z^, Zenith Gradua)
excellent^ J. Marshall (3^'^, h.p. Triumph) dismounted,,

restarted, and came up in good form; O. Parker

(3^ h.p. Humber) dismounted; G. Gibson (31.4 h.p.

Triumph) dismounted; H. D. Teage (3^ h.p.

Premier) dismounted; A. Weatherilt (3^, h.p. Zenith

Gradua) dismounted; P. Piatt (3^^^ h.p. Bradbury)
pedalled but got up; G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve) pedalled but got up in good form ; H. Berwick

(3/4 h.p. Excelsior) pedalled but got up ; and A. V.
Sumner {t^V^ h.p. Humber) dismounted. Some dozen
of the remainder failed to make the ascent, and the

Rex and sidecar shed its passenger.

These are the majority of those who made the
ascent. Though the rain was more than unpleasant,
"che hill-climb was a sight not to be missed. For
nearly a mile the men could be seen coming up the
long ascent amid splendid scenery. All the morning
the country passed through had been delightful, but
its beauty was marred by the drenching rain. Leav-
ing the summit of the pass, the men proceeded to the
Cross Foxes Inn, and then passed through Machvnlleth.
I, however, descended the hill and made for the

road downhill, and iii most places in fine condition.

Near Bishop's Bridge, which was a very difficult

town to traverse, but very well marked, there were
several stiff hills.

The following are stated officially to have climbed
the Dinas Mawddwy test hill successfully : Nos. 4,

18, 20, 22 (p), 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 (p), 37 (p),

38 (p), 39; 41 (P), 43 (P). 56, and 70 (p). P signifies

with pedal assistance.

Marks were lost by: . P. J. Evans, 11; H. D.
Teage, 11; Simpson, 189; Miller, 29; Outwin,
16 (kicked by a horse); Boddington, —^; Ommaney,

_

10; Bevir, 7. The following retired yesterday:

55, Walker; 62, Stanton; 67, Osborne; 71, Baker;

73, Tolfree; 2, Nelson (running unofficially); 8,

J. V. Robinson; 35, Phillips.

Fourth Day.—Circular Run from Shre-wsbury,
through Llangollen, Cor^wen, Bala, Blaenau
Festiniog, Llandudno, Chester, and bacK to
Shrewsbury. 1914 miles.

The competitors were started off at 8 a.m. by Mr.
C. E. Rackham, of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., who is acting

in the official capacity of starter. The morning was
fine, but very chilly for the time of year, hut eventually

the day turned out gloriously fine. For fifty-two miles
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le route lay along Telford's magnificent road,

robably the best graded in the British Isles, the sur-

ace of which was for the most part in first class condi-

Lon. Almost the whole way to Llandudno the cold

orth-west wind blew in the faces of the riders, render-

ig the travelling unpleasant. Just beyond Corwen

le road to the left to Bala was taken, which was in

ery fair order. ' The gradients were easy for the first

ine miles, and just on entering the latter town' a

eautiful glimpse of the lake and the high peaks

eyond it was obtained. The higher mountains were

apped with clouds, and, though it rained slightly, no

eavy showers fell. In Bala a turn to the right was

iken up a steep hill, and then a pretty glen was

•aversed. Next followed a long easy ascent leading

ito wild and picturesque country. Gradually the

>ad deteriorated into a mere mountain track, the

dlestones only indicating that it led to anywhere in

articular. The gradients also became steeper, and

5veral severe pitches were encountered. To add to

le competitors' difficulties, four or five gates had to

e opened. On reaching the summit there was a fine

orge to be seen on the left, through which a mountain

>rrent leaped down the rocks, and the scenery on all

des was superb. Then came a somewhat abrupt

escent into Festiniog, where later I was joined by

Ir. Nisbet's car, which was placed at the disposal of

le A.C.U. by the Bowden Syndicate, followed by A.

r. Reynolds on the 3 ^1^-^ h.p. Humber, of the per-

)rmance of which over the mountain road just traversed

e spoke in glowing terms, eulogising to the skies the

vo-speed gear with which' it was fitted. The Rover

ame later, and then all three cars proceeded to

laenau Festiniog, that curious ^'illage surrounded on

II sides by slate quarries, the scene of the second hill-

limb. The Humber car carried Straight, who with

.eynolds took the times, to the summit, while the

allant little Delage brought Brooker tO' his post just

elo'W the finish on the steepest portion. The surface

F the hill, was much inferioT to that on Dinas

lawddwy, but I do not think the gradient was so

5vere, nor was the course so long. The wind blew

istily down the course, but, fortunately, there was no
lin.

The following is a record of the performances
F the men as they passed the observer (Mr.

O've) about half-way up and myself near the

:mmit : First section (half-way up).—40 got off

:id ran, 17 very good, n very good, 19 good,

8 good, 20 good, 21 good, 4 good_, 24 pedalled,

3 just got up, 22 good, 28 splendid, 3 good, 51 very

3od, 43 very good, 26 splendid, 14 ran into side and
dl, 5 pedalled, 16 good, 66 good, 65 good, 10

edalled, 46 pedalled, 23 running alongside, 25
Dlendid, 48 good, 34 good, 3V-very good, 27 very
ist, 44 fair, 43 good, 52 good, 39 very fair, 6 good,

5 very good, 63 good, 57 good, 56 dismounted, 15
ismounted,' 70 pedalled, i dismounted, 47 good,
8 good, 9 pedalled, 7 pedalled, 64 dismounted, 39
ood, 58 pedalled, 60 good, 61 good, 68 pedalled,
2 assisted by pushing with foot from good, 50 very
ood, 59 dismonnted, 62 pedalled, 69 failed, 30
edalled after impeded by 69, 72 pedalled, 54
olendid, and 74 shed passenger. Second section
lear summit).— 17 excellent, 40 dismounted, 11 dis-

lounted, 19 failed just below the finish, 18 good, 20

excellent, 21 good, 4 excellent, 29 pedalled slightly

(excellent), 22 excellent, it, dismounted, 28 took the

hill in magnificent form, 3 excellent, -5.1 excellent, 49
excellent, 26 a performance only equalled by 28, 27,

and 25, 5 excellent, 16 successfully climbed the hill,

slipping the driving clutch, 14 good, 66 excellent,

65 good, 10 pedalled, 46 pedalled, 24 excellent,

23 dismounted, 48 excellent, 32 excellent, 34 excellent,

43 good, 44 good on low gear, 52 dismounted, 39
excellent, 6 dismounted, 63 good, 45 came up slowly

on low gear, 57 excellent, 56 dismounted, 70
pedalled. 15 dismounted, 47 pedalled, 9' pedalled and

got up comfortably, 7 a similar performance, 37
excellent, 50 profcably the best performance of a

single-cylinder, i dismounted, 64 dismounted, 59 (who
yesterday ran into a dog, then ran short of petrol and
successfully reached Abery.st\vyth on paraffin) pedalled,

30 pedalled lightly, 69 pedalled, 71 good, 54 pedalled,

58 good, 59 good, 61 (belt slipping) pedalled, 74
dismounted, 68 pedalled, and 12 dismounted.

Leaving the summit the competitors descended into

a beautiful valley leading into the Fairy Glen, and

« - iv n ''ft->SSw.<ji4..v.i.*->.aS"aor;—l.»K!_JSi

Restarting from Devil's Bridge, near Aberystwyth. (Wednesdjiy's luncheon
stop), T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.) in the Joreground.

joined the Holyhead Ro-ad at Bett\vs-y-Coed. Here
they took the right fork and proceeded along a wind-
ing road to Llanrwst and on to Llandudno, where
they lunched at the L. and N.W.R. Hotel. The latter

section proved trying on account of the number of

turns, and the men found it difficult to maintain the

legal limit. At Llandudno the sun shone gloriously

in a cloudless sky, the weather became warm, and wdth

a strong wind behind a good journey was made through
Flint, Chester, and Wem to ShrcAvsbury. I left the
route just south of Bettws-y-Coed and journeyed ' back
by the Holyhead Road. At Cerrig-y-Druidion I met
Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) in tow of the G.W.R.
motor omnibus. He had stripped some teeth off the

magneto driving wheels, and was out of the competi-
tion, so I took charge of him and towed him towards
headquarters. Near Chirk I came upon Pershke (6 h.p.

Puch and sidecar') hopelessly broken down through
magneto trouble. With the aid of Andrews's Watawata
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and a strap I took him also in tow and brougiit tliem

safely back to Shrewsbury. On our arrival the sad

news came to hand that the ever-energetic Reynolds

had been run into by a motor cyclist who came out oi.

a side road near Chirk, and was severely shaken, but

fortunately not seriously hurt. He was, I am glad to

say, well enough to be brought back in the Rover.

Compared with yesterday, to-day's run has been com-
paratively easy, and troubles have been few. There

,

were the two retirements referred to above, and, besides

these, Bevir(3^ h.p. L.M.C.) retired through a broken

timing wheel, and Wells was reported to have had
carburetter trouble. Tatham and Draper both had
punctures. Davies again had a stuck throttle, and
similar slight cant n-fe 111 jn^ were experieiT'ed by other

riders.

The 5 h.p. Rex and sidecar driven by Lord was
driven 120 miles after an encounter with a ditch.

I saw the machine, and marvel at Lord's grit in stick-

ing to his mount. The front" forks were twisted all

on one side, but Lord quickly straightened them, and,

A few puncturing instruments Bjllected by F. G. Cove in a length of ten

yards on the test hill, Blaenau-Festiniog. ^'The mil is close to some slate

quarries, and it is thought the articles depicted have fallen from carts used
to transport the slate.

although the front tyre was practically rubbed through,

he succeeded in reaching Shrewsbury at a somewhat
late hour.

The following reached Shrewsbury this evening -.

40, II, 17, 4, 19, 20, 18, 21, 28, 3, 22, 5, 49, 10,

34, 65, 29, 43, 44, 38, 52, 56, 64, 39, 63, 26, 7,

9> 50, 37, 32, 24, 2,^, 51, 18, 48, I, 47, 25, 45, 46,

13, 56, 57, 54, 69, 16, 30, 70, 6, 74, 61, 58, 60,

72, 68, 62, 59, 41, 12, and 33. 14 retired (broken
piston).

The following lost marks in to-day's run: Bodding-
ton, 17; Ommaney, 68, retired (broken piston);

Teage, retired (tank leaking) ; Lord, 86 (spill at

comer); Holroyd, 121; Wood, no; Simpson, 15;
Fenn, retired (had fall and damaged magneto drive).

A smoking concert, organised by the Shropshire
M.C. Club, was held this evening (Thursday), and
proved a great success. At the concert R. M. Brice
announced that, in appreciation of the valuable assist-

ance rendered by the S. M.C. C, the competitors have
subscribed amongst themselves for a silver cup. Great
regret was expressed regarding Mr. A. G. Reynolds's

accident, and everyone heartily wished him a speedy
recovery. Mr. F. Straight, the secretary of the

A.C.U., thanked the Shropshire Club for its valu-

able help, and referred particularly to the assistance

given by Mr. A. Benham.

Fifth Day.—-Circular Run from Shrewsbury,
through Market Drayton, Middiewich,Macces=
tield. Cat and Fiddle, MatlocK, Derby, Uttoxe=
ter. Stone, Crudgington, and bacR to Shrews-
bury. 177 miles.

Today's journey was begun in splendid weather,

and thanks to Mr. Straight I was given a seat on the

Humber car, which soon caught up the stragglers on
the Market Drayton Road. The surface of the roads,

was excellent, and few riders were seen in trouble.

Middlewich was an exceedingly difficult town to nego-

tiate. First of all the men had to turn sharply to the

Tight, and then came an abrupt turn tOi the left over a

very steep and narrow bridge. Near Hankelow, at a

sharp corner', we came upon the Zenith and sidecar

which had run into, the hedge, smashing the'sidecar seat,

but fortunately doing no further damage. Miller, the
driver, successfully patched things up well enough to

proceed, and he was last seen at the luncheon stop.

Beyond a few corners the road to Macclesfield pre-

sented no serious difficulties, but at Nantwich news,

came to hand that Tatham (3^, h.p. Matchless) had
broken his exhaust vah'e some twenty miles away, and
was unable to obtain a spare one. After the officials

had consulted together the previous night, it was
decided to omit the Cat and Fiddle Hill from the list

of timed ascents, owing to the 'gradient being too easy,

and with this I entirely agreed.' So well graded is

the pass over the moors that a 234^ h.p. Douglas, driven

by an amateur spectator, easily held its own with a

20 h.p. car. Moreover, the comers proved quite

difficult enough under ordinary conditions. B. H.
Davies fell and broke his rear brake rod at one corner,

and Tatham, who got going later, had a similar

contretem'ps and was put out of the running.

Here, as everywhere, there were a number of motor
cycling spectators ; in fact, in every part of the country

traversed ha\-e people taken a great interest in the

competition, while the police- have been of the greatest

possible assistance. From the summit the road

descends into Buxton, and after the climb up to Tad-
dington it is dovvuhill all the way into Matlock Bath.

The ride through the dales was particularly beautiful,

the road was in good order though dusty, and, for-

timately, there was no rain here, as when the surface is^

wet it is particularly treacherous. At Matlock Bath
the men had a most excellent lunch at the Royal
Hotel. Then they proceeded through Belper and
Derbv to Uttoxeter, Stone, Eccleshall, and High
Ercall to Shrewsbury. After lunch several showers-

were encountered, and about thirty miles from Shrews-

bury it began to rain in earnest, and a wet evening

set in. To the list of retirements must be added the

names of Tatham (who had hitherto lo-st no marks,
and retired through a spill about a mile from Maccles-

field), Davies (who stripped a pin in his timing gear
near Buxton), Outw-in (who fell at a bad corner near
Stone in trying to avoid a motor cyclist and a cart),

Brice (who in trying to evade a' child in the roadway
collided with a wall near Hodnet not long after the
start), and Miller (the driver of the Zenith and^ sidecar^

who up to the time of writing has not arrived).
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The Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

Sixth Day.—ShreAvsbury to Uxbridge Via Much
WenlocK, Kidderminster, Worcester, Malvern,
Gloucester, Birdlip Hill, Cirencester, Iienley=
on>=Thanies, Maidenhead, and Slough. \7\\
miles.

It was with much regret that we all said good-bye

to Luff-Smith's garage at Shrewsbury, at which the

competitors had been so well looked after during the

past week. The morning was gloriously fine, but a

cold strong north-west wind blew, fortunately, in

favour of the competitors during the day's journey.

After an easy run of ten or fifteen niiles the men had
to climb Harley Hill again, near Wenlock, a report

of the performances over . which I sent down in my
(report of the first day's run. From Bridgnorth' to

Kidderminster the road is hilly, but it is not so severe

as on the outward journey. Bridgnorth is an awk^vard

town tO' traverse, but the route was admirably marked

by means of the now famous A.C.U. arrows. From
Kidderminster on a good run was made to Worcester,

where at the Gross a turn was made to the right which

led to Malvern, through glorious country, and on to

Newent, Ledbury, and Gloucester. From the latter

town the men proceeded straight to Birdlip Hill, on

the summit and at the steepest portion of which a good

crowd of spectators ,had gathered. The following is

a report of the performances from two points at the

Knap and at the summit

:

At the Knap, gradient 1 in 5i.

W. O. Bentley (31^3 h.p. Rex) dismounted; T. H.
Tessier (7 h.p. Bat), a •splendid performance. The
behaviour pf the Bat machines on all the hills through-

out the trial has been quite rem.arkable. W. H. Wells

and G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indians) co\'ered the steepest

portion in excellent style, but, though the former Avas

successful, the latter was less forttmate. W.

A competitor climbing Birdlip Hill at full speed on Saturday last. The
behaviour of some of the pedalless n.achines was quite remarkable, and
caused great excitement among the spectators.

Douglas {2% h.p. Douglas) pedalled but got up in

good form; J. O. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec) good;
P. Phillips (2^ h.p. Douglas) pedalled but got up
well; A. D. Draper (31^' h.p. Matchless) pedalled;

C Williams (3 1/2, h.p. Triumph) pedalled; T. tianby,
W. Milnes, and W. Pratt (3^2 h.p. Phelon and
Moores)' came up comfortably on the luw gear; R.
Moore (314 h.p. Plielon and Moore)

,
dismounted.

Owing to an experimental' high compression engine,

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex, 76x80 mm.) and 0. C. Godfrey (3| h.p. Rex,
82 -89 mm.) on the summit of Birdlip Hill. Thsss two riders performed
very consistently throughout th3 trials.

Moore has been unsuccessful on the hills for the first

time in the numerous long distance trials in which he
has entered. P. J. Evans (3^ h.p. Humber), belt

slipping, pedalled hard; F. C. Mustard (3^^^ h.p.

Triumph) and G. E. Carrow (352' h.p. T.T. Triumph),
both excellent; H. H. Bowen (6-7 h.p. Bat) excel-

lent; A. V. Sumner (3% h.p. Humber) dismounted;
T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.) dismounted; R.
Fletcher (3^ h.p. Premier) dismounted; R. W.
Duke (3^ h.p. Triumph) excellent; J. Marshall

(3% h.p. Triumph) splendid; F. Southam (3^ h.p.

Triumph) splendid; G. H. Lane (3^ h.p. Triumph)
dismounted; G. Gibson (3^^^ h.p. Triumph) excel-

lent; A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex) dismounted; F.

S. Barnwell {^% h.p. Triumph, with Roc gear) came
up in excellent style on low speed; O. Parker (33^
h.p. Humber) excellent; F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p.

Zenith Graclua) excellent; H. B. Lewds (3^ h.p.

Triumph) dismounted; W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat),

a splendid performance; A. Weatherilt (3^ h.p.

Zenith Gradua) dismounted; J. Slaughter* (3^ h.p.

Triumph) excellent; the Rev. B. Aston (3^^ h.p.

Triumph) dismounted; G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve) pedalled but came up in good form ; O. C.

Godfrey {314 h.p. Rex) excellent;' P. Piatt {t^V^' h.p.

Bradbury) pedalled; F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.).
excellent on low gear; W. F. New^some (3^' h.p.

Triumph) excellent; W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Re've)

dismounted; J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber) dis-

mounted, belt slipping; J. Holroyd {1% h.p. Moto-
sacoche) pedalled lightly, and came up in excellent

form; J. T. Bashall (3^^ h.p. Triumph) excellent

;

G. E. Stanley (314 h.p. Premier) good; A. J. Stevens

(3 h.p. Wolf) excellent; F. G. Boddington (33^2' h.p.

Rex) dismounted;" G. Simpson (3^.^ h.p. Bradbury)
pedalled; R. King (3^/3 h.p. Triumph) dismounted.
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The Six Days' Reliability Trials.—
Those competitO'i's who soared over the top of the

hill without pedalling and deserve special mention

are T. H. Tessier (Bat), W. H. Wells (Indian), J.

Slaughter and J. T. Bashall (Triumphs), W. H.
Bashall and H. H. Bowen (Bats), O. C. Godfrey (Rex),

R. W. Duke, F. Southam, F. C. Mustard, W. F. New-
some, J. Marshall, and G. Gibson (Triumphs), G. E.

Stanley (Premier), F. W. Barnes (Zenith Gradua), G.

E. Carrow (Triumph), and A. J. Stevens (Wolf). The
following made clean ascents, using the low gear

:

W. Pratt, T. Canbv, and W. Milnes (P. and M.), F.

C. Wood (N.S.U.), A. V. Sumner (Humber), and
F. S. Barnwell (Triumph).
At Birdlip came the news that H. Berwick (3^^ h.p.

Excelsior) had retired near Malvern through a broken
gudgeon pin. Lunch was served at the Royal George
Hotel, after which the men started on the last portion

of their journey. All the morning the roads had been
magnificent, but from Birdlip on they became very

rough and full of holes almost the entire way to

Uxbridge. Outside Cirencester I passed Lee-Evans
(Indian) in trouble by the roadside, and later on
learned that he had suffered a seized piston and retired.

The route after leaving the picturesque old town of

Cirencester lay through Fairford, Lechlade, and Abing-
don, to Dorchester, where the Oxford-Henlev road was
joined. It had rained all down the route previously,

and the dust. was consequently not nearly so trying as

on the first day. The weather kept gloriously fine the

vyhole time. and. though it rained heavily in' London
nearly all day, the competitors escaped it all. Out of

Henley-on-Thames, and between that town and Maiden-
head, several stiff hills had to be negotiated, but after

that the country was flat. Once through the unneces-
sarily long ten-mile limit in Slough the journey was
almost over. Then came a turn to the left near Coin-
brook, a short section of by-road, and then Uxbridge
was reached, where a crowd of people welcomed the
survivors.

Those who arrived up to 9.30 p.m. are the following:
A. D. Draper (3^^ h.p. Matchless), C. Williams and G.
H. Lake (3^ h.p. Triumphs), W. Douglas and P.

Phillips (234 h.p. Douglas), W. O. Bentley and F. G.
Boddington (3I2 h.p. Rex). W. H. Wells (s h.p. Indian),

W. Pratt, R. Moore, W. Milnes. and T. Canby (35^
h.p. Phelon and Moore). J. Slaughter (3^^ h.p.

Triumph). W. Ft. Bashall, H. H. Bowen. and T. H.
Tessier (6-7 h.p. Bat), W. Smith and G. L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex), O. C.
Godfrey (3^4 h.p. Rex). F. Southam, R. W. Duke, and
F. C. Mustard {^% h.p. Triumph), J. O. M. Dixon
(5 h.p. Vindec).

J. Holroyd (i % h.p. Motosacoche). J.
F. Crundall. F. Edmond, A. V. Sumner, O. Parker,
and P. J. Evans (3 14 h.p. Humber). F. C. Wood (4 h.D.

N.S.U.), W. F. Newsome. J. Marshall, and G. Gibson
(3/4 h.p. Triumph), G. E. Stanley {^% h.p. Premier),
A. Weatherilt (31^ h.p. Zenette Gradua). J. W. Morris,
G. Simpson, P. Piatt, and J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Brad-
bury). G. E. Carrow and" F. S. Barnwell (31^ h.p.

Triumphs). T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.). H. B. Lewis
(35^ h.p. Triumph). R. Fletcher {7,% h.p. Premier), B.
Aston (3!/^ h.p. Triumph), and A. J. Stevens (s h.p.
Wolf). ^

In addition to the retirements of Evans and Ber-
wick mentioned above, must be added J. T. Bashall

(3J^, h.p. Triumph), who broke his engine-shaft ball
race near Abingdon ; O. Lord (5 h.p. Rex and side-

SHD,

car), reported broken frame—rhe came in very late

on Friday night, but started this morning; F. Dover
(31^ h.p. Triumph) and R. King (314 h.p. Triuriiph),

iieither of whom arrived at Uxbridge by 9.30 p.m.
Altogether there have been twenty-six retirements, and
forty-eight have come through successfully.

Owing to the accident to A. G. Reynolds, the other

judges—J. W. G, Brookel-, H. G. Cove, and H. A.
Macdonald—were short-handed, and were consequently
unablf to get out a provisional list of those who had
lost no marks. We, however, hope tO' publish the
results in full in next week's issue.

The Trial has certainly been the irost arduous ever
held bv the Auto Cycle Union, and probably it will

result in the 19 10 machines being vastly improved.
The organisation was good throughout, thanks to the

good work put in by the judges and Mr. Straight and
his assistant Beesley, and everv'one agrees that the

Trial was a great success. Though severe, it is com-
forting to note that nearlv all the machines which
finished were in first-class condition, some looking -as

if they had but just been delivered instead of having

undergone one of the most severe tests ever organised

Safely back at Uxbridge last Saturday evening. Reading from left

—

J. Marshall, •, J. Slaughter, and F. H. Southam, who all rode
31 h.p. Triumphs.

for motor cycles. Everywhere the men were well

received, and not a single case of any trouble with the

police is- reported. Great assistance at Shrewsbury

was rendered by Mr. A. Benham, the secretary of the

Shropshire Motor Cycle Club; Mr. R. O. Phillpot,

Mr. E. L. Fehr, of the Liverpool M.C. ; and Mr. J.

Haslam, secretary of the Sheffield and Hallamshire

M.C.C. Air round Uxbridge the arrangements were
most ably carried out by Mr. F. H. Mullett, secretary

of the Western District M.C.
>—•••.-<

THE NEXT BROOKLANDS MEETING.
Five events for motor cycles will be run on Satur-

day, July 31st, and August Bank Holiday, August
2nd. Thev are as follows

:

THE JUNIOR MOTOR CYCLE HAATDICAP.
capacity under 500 cub. centimetres.

the" august motor cycle handicap.
capacity over 350 and under 750 cub. centimetres.

THE SENIOR MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.
capacity over 500 and under 1,000 cub. centimetres.

THE SECOND CHAMPION MOTOR CYCLE PLATE.
Cub. capacity under 1,000 cub. centimetres.

THE SECOND ROADSTER MOTOR CYCLE HANDI-
CAP. For roadsters ; cub. capacity under' 1,000 cub. centi-

metres.

Cub.

Cub.

Cub.

Owing to great pressure on our space due to the Six Days'
Trials, we are compelled to hold over several of the usual

fentures. including maiiv club items.
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I.
of merit M.P.O.

23.65 . .. 122.4

22.41 . .. 103.4

22.08 . 97.7

21.92 89.1

27.36 85.3

26.11 81.8

21.28 . 82.1

19.37 . 63.0

Bradford M.C.C.

Entries for the open hill-climb at the Steep, Denholme,

1 Saturday next, close to-morrow (Thursday), and should

B forwarded to Felix Scriven, Alma House, Bradford.

Ayr and District M.C.

A petrol consumption test was held on the evening of the

:h inst., "over a circular course extending from Ayr to

[aybole via the Shore Road, returning by Minniehant, a

[stance of twenty-three miles. There were fourteen com-

2titors, and results, based on formula, were as follows :

Single-cylinder Class.
Fi

Chas. Carver (3 h.p. N.S.U.)
John Robertson (3^ h.p. Minerva)...

John Merideth (3^ h.p. Triumph)...

Matt Brown (3^ h.p. Bradbury)

Twin-cylinder Class.

Alf. Sommerville (5-6 h.p. Roc)

Quintin Clark (5-6 h.p. Rex)

D. Robertson (4-5 h.p. Minerva) ...

Geo. Cocker (5-6 h.p. Rex) ...

Lincolnshire M.CC

The hill climb arranged by the above club at Bully Hill

a Saturday last proved quite successful. The hill is excep-

onally severe, and ^
as in bad condition,

le rain having cut

ullies acrosis the road

tid loosened the sur-

ice. Some of the

lachines failed, but

>od time was made,
articularly by J. W.
Ilarke (5 h.p. twin
.ex). The gear ratio

) reckoned in the

)rmula, but as the

3sults were not ready
'hen our report was
espatched, we hope
> give the results

ext week.

Daimler M.C.C.

A successful reli-

bUity run to Chelten-

am was held on the
rd inst. The follow-

ig successfully com-
leted the run, the

nsettled weather
.miting the number
f starters : R. B.

''erney (3| h.p. Rex),

Competitors at the foot of Bully Hill,

Lincolnshire, on the occasion of the Lincoln-
shire M.C.C.Hill-climb on Saturday last.

I. Carter (3^ h.p. W. and P.), R. M.- S. Maxwell (3^ h.p.

'riumph), A. E. Gorton (3^ h.p. Rex), C. Evans (3| h.p.

lex), A. Turner (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), C. Mouldter (3^ h.p.

?riumph), C. Williams (3^ h.p. Rex), and S. Davis (3^ h.p.

lex).

Silver medals were gained by R. B. Verney, A. E. Gorton,
,nd R. M. S. 'Maxwell, these being nearest to the set speed
if nineteen miles per hour, and making non-stop runs.

New Inter-club Hill-climbing Competition.

Mr. F. A. Bolton, J. P., president of the Derbyshire and
^orth Stafford Automobile Club, having inaugurated an
,nnual hill-climbing competition for motor cyclists and pre-

ented a handsome silver cliallenge cup, the first contest was
leld on Saturday last at Oakamoor, North Staffs. The clubs
aking part were the Derbyshire and North Stafford, Derby
i,nd District, and Mid-Staff's. Automobile Clubs, and the
Birmingham University Motor Club. There were eighteen
jompetitors. In addition to the' cup, a silver medal was
iwarded to the winner, a bronze medal to the runner-up, and
I silver medal to the one making the fastest ascent. This was
jecured r-ather easily by H. R. Fowler, of the Birmingham
University Club, on a 5-6 h.p. Rex, the course (nearly a mile
ong) being covered in Im. 24|s.

Saturday's contest was run off on handicap lines, a formula

being used to ascertain the theoretical time in which each

machine should complete the course, and the handicap fixed

accordingly. Some exciting finishes were witnessed, particu-

larly in the final, when the two riders were within a length

of one another. Details

:

First round. Heat 1.—C. E. Fowke (3^ h.p. Triumph), 5s.

start, 1 ; W. H. Scott (3^ h.p. Triumph), 2. All others

were given byes in this round.
Second round. Heat 1.—E. Russell, Derby (4 h.p. Chater

Lea-Antoine), 1; B. L. Nicholson, Derbyshire and North
Stafford (3^ h.p. Triumph), 7s., 2.

Heat 2.—C. E. Wallis (3^ h.p. Triumph), 1 ; C. T. Leech,
Derby (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 31|s., 2.

Heat 3.—D. C. Bolton, Derbyshire and North Stafford

(5-6 h.p. F.N.), a bye.

Heat 4.—W. B. Rudge, Mid. Staffs. (3^ h.p. Triumph),
|s., 1; C. E. Fowke, 2.

Heat 5.—T. Waring, Mid. Staffs. (3^ h.p. Triumph), 2fs.,

1; J. W. Cox, Derby (3i h.p. Triumph), 2.

Heat 6.—H. R. Fowler, Birmingham University (5-6 h.p.

Rex), 1; C. R. Wilkins, Derby (3^ h.p. Triumph), 13fs., 2.

Heat 7.—M. Nicholson, Birmingham University (7-9 h.p.

Vindec Special), 1; W. Bennison (5-6 h.p. F.N.), 15|s., 2.

Heat 8.-^. C. Nevitt, Mid. Staffs. (3^ h.p. Triumph),
8^6., 1; E. J. Bolton, Derbyshire and North Stafford (5-6

h.p. F.N.), 2.

Third round. Heat 1.—C. E. Wallis, ll|s. E.

Russell, 2.

Heat 2.—W^ B. Rudge, 14s., 1 ; D. C. Bolton, 2.

Heat 3.—T. Waring, 26|s., 1 ; H. R. Fowler, 2.

Heat 4.—J. C. Nevitt, llfs., 1; M. Nicholson, 2.

Semi-final. Heat 1.—W. B. Rudge, 2^s., 1; C. E.
Wallis, 2.

Heat 2.—T. Waring, 1 ; J. C. Nevitt, 2. Level start.

Final.—T. Waring, 1; W. B. Rudge, 2. Level start.

The competitors and their friends were afterwards enter-

tained to tea at Moor Court, Mr. F. A. Bolton's residence.

Scarborough and District M.C.

The committee of the above club has decided to give

notice to the Auto Cycle Union of its intention to terminate
in December next the agreemeht of affiliation with the

A.C.U., a vote of the general members having resulted in

a majority of twenty in favour of withdrawal. A hill-

climbing competition (confined to members only) was held

last Wednesday evening on Cloughton Bank, and proved
most enjoyable to all who took part in it. The positions of

the competitors, worked out on handicap formula, are as

follows :

Actual times.

Cl.\SS I. LlGHTV?EIGHTS. M. S.

Herbert Swift (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) 1 22^
T. Jackson (2^ h.p. B.M.) Withdrew.
G. Storey (2| h.p. Minerva) Withdrew.
G. Coates (2 h-P- Moto-Reve) Withdrew.

Glass II. m. s.

H. Plewes, Goole (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 37|
J. Wilks (3i h.p. Minerva) 37f
C. Pugh (3i h.p. Minerva) 50|
A * Hart, Hunmanby (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ... 47|
Dr. B. Forman, Cloughton (3| h.p. N.S.U.) 58|
H. Swift (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) 1 18|
T. S. Webster, Seamer (3^ h.p. Brown) ... 55|
E. Dent, York (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) ... Did not start.

T. Lambert (3^ h.p. Triumph)... Dismounted on hill

J. Hornby (3^ h.p. Brown) ... ,,

J. W. F. Stanmer (3^ h.p. Brown) ,,

H. Frain (3^ h.p. Hxunber) ... ... Withdrew.
As a result of the slight difference of time, |s., between
the winner H. Plewes and J. Wilks, a sporting event be-

tween them is being arranged.

The End-to-end Record.

-As we go to press we are advised that a well-known Mid-
land rider started from John-o' -Groat's early Wednesday
morning to break the End-to-end record. If he is successful
a full account of the ride will appear next week.
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)lub News.—
Bristol Bicycle and M.C.

A penalty run for motor cyclists has been arranged for

;he 24th iust.^, starting from top of Filton Hill to Tetbury

ind return, the distance being about eeventy-two miles.

Wimbledon and District M.C.

This club includes Epsom in its district, and the secretary,

Mr. E. A. Roberts, would be piea-sed to hear from any
Epsom motoc cyclist as to joining. His address is 33,

Griffiths Eoad, Wimbledon. The club is affiliated to the

i.C.U.
Edinburgh V/averley M.C.

Three riders obtained full marks in the recent reliability

.rial. The route was by Berwick across to Greenlaw, then
)n to Carfraemill, and up Soutra Hill (on which competi-
ors were timed) to Edinburgh, the distance being 120 miles.

?he riders were : J. M. Dobson (5 h.p. Vindec), A. H.
Uexander (35 h.p. Rex), and T. Durie (35 h.p. Triumph).

Warrington and District M.C.C.

The winners of the hill-climb have now been declared on
LCD. formula as follows : 1, Dr. J. Howard (3-2- h-p.

?riumph) ; 2, H. Cartwright (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, J. Wilding
3^ h.p. Triumph). Pasisenger class—C. H. Woods (S^ h.p.

laleighette). Prize for fastest time on hill, Mr. Jordan
3 h.p. Twin Bat). The fixture was so successful that another
s to-be held on August 2nd.

Slieffleld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The club's reliability trial for the Hutton shield takes
ilace on vSaturday next, the 17th inst., the route being
iheffield to Holyhead and back, a distance of 324 miles,

he competitor running nearest the average of eighteen miles
er hour holds the ehield for twelve months, and takes the
lub's gold medal. Second and third awards are given and
ronze medals to those riders doing an average of seventeen
liles per hour.
The club's hill-climb, which takes place between July 12th
nd 31st is to be run under rather novel conditions this ytar-
!ompetitors, who will be handicapped from a dummy time,
all be allowed six ascents anytime between the. above dates,
he beet of these times to count. Notification to be made
3 timekeeper when wishing to make an ascent. For handi-
apping purposes the following data will be taken into
ccount : Bore and stroke of engine, weight combined of
lachine and ridar, known capabilities of rider. The idea
f the committee is to give every rider a chance, be he novice
r expert. Members please remember this and enter.

—2ED

531

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. Some of the officials at the summit of Blaenau
Festiniog. Mr. J. R. Nisbet is sitting on the running board of his 30 h.p.
Humber, Mr. F. Straight is in the car, Mr. Brooker on the left, and
Mr. Macdonald next to him.

\
Motor Cycling Club.

The twenty-four hours reliability trial for motor bicycles
starts on Friday evening next at 8 from Taplow. The com-
petitors will run via Henley to Oxford and back throug'i
High Wycombe, Beaconsfield, to Taplow, distance about
seventy-five miles. This route will have to be traversed six

times in all, making a ,total distance of approximately 450
miles.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The winners of the special prizes in the Holyhead run are :

1st, G. T. Mills (^ h.p. Triumph); 2nd, H. Williamson

(3i h.p. Rex).
The open hill-climb is fixed for Saturday, August 21st, and

entry forms and rules will be available very shortly.

Four members visited Shrewsbury on Thursday evening
last to have a chat \^;ith the A.C.U. trials competitors and
officials. Mr. J. K. Starley drove the party on a 20 h.p.

Rover, and the return journey in the early hours of Friday
was most enjoyable.

LAST WEEK'S
RELIABILITY

TRIALS.

Starting point

of the Blaenau

Festiniog h i 11 -

climb amongst

the slate quarries.

This hill, although

very severe, is not

so bad as Dinas,

but it was inclu-

ded in Thursday's

run of 188 miles.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Belts for Passenger Work.

[4130.]—In reply to "APS" [4059] who wrote 'in The
Motor 'Cycle regarding belts for uee with sidecar, I can re-

commend him the lin. Giant Watawata. I tried several

I ntil -I got a lie. intermediate, and with this I did thousands
of miles during 1907-1908, but the Giant is even more satis-

factorv. W. E. NEWBERY.

Engine Speed and Vibration.

[4131.]— 1 understand that the generally accepted idea is

that the greater the engine speed of a motor cycle the less

perceptible is the vibration, eliminating vibration from road
shocks. Now, in practice, I have found this quite the

reverse, i-e., that the faster the engine is run the greater

the vibration, when, according to popular supposition, it

should have been less. I i^iay add that my experience has
been gained from more than one madiine.

H. B. DEAN.

Valve Cap Washers.

[4132.]—Perhaps the following will be of some use to
" E. T." regarding compression of 6 h.p., J-A.P. engine. I

have an 8 h.p. three-cylinder same make, automatic valves,

and ground seatings, I found great trouble in keeping the
compression good owing to the yoke which holds down the

seatings not being dead true. There is not depth enough for

copper and asbestos washers. After several experiments, I

found that three very thin briss washers cut out of a blank
stencil plate, procured from a dealer in the latter for two-

pence, quite overcame the trouble- I also notice that a

stronger inlet spring prevents a good deal of the blowing
back—one fault <jf automatic valves. NEMO..

The Brake Question.

[4133.]—-Having followed correspondence ' on front v. back
brakes for motor cycles, I would like to point out one

advantage of a front brake, viz., suppose a motor cyclist is

riding a machine fitted with back brakes only down an incline

at a good speed, and rear tyre becomes suddenly deflated, the

rid^r at once applies his brake in order to pull up, but in

doing so back tyre tends to slip round the rim, causing

inner tube to become damaged by tearing out valve, etc.

On the other hand, if machine is fitted with front brake, not
only does rider avoid this trouble, but also tends to throw
more weight on to front wheel, thus saving back rim from
damage.

^

D. COLTMAN.

Lubrication.

[4134.]—-I think I can inform "Oile," who writes
regarding lubrication, the reason of his difficulty. 1

do not think it is a matter of lubrication. I have had a

similar experience with my Triumph, and I found this to be
the cause. When the piston rings become worn, they expand
slightly, and the compression is slightly v^'eakened, the charge
blowing past between the rings and the piston ; a gradual
sooting takes place in the bottom of the groove, which
gradually forces out the ring against the surface of the
cylinder. This, I think, accounts for the slight loss of

compression, and the unwonted stiffness in starting. If the
grooves were thoroughly cleaned with some sharp instrument
and new rings fitted, I think his difficulty would disappear.

C. FORTESCUE EEADE.

A Veteran Rider.

[4135.]—In a recent "Current Chat" paragraph I notice
an account of a cyclist who started riding in 1872. Perhaps
my experience may be of interest.

I began "wheel life" in 1862 on a three-wheel Rantoon.
In 1854 I had a Dublin velocipede (four-wheel), built to
order; it weighed about 120 lbs., but I had plenty of fun
out of it. In 1869 this gave way to my first "bone-shaker,"
by Micheau, of Paris. Then followed a Paragon, Excelsior,
Challenge, Rudge Rotary, 'Xtraordinary, and Sparkbrook
National, bought in 1899. This is still in use with the
original covers. In 1900 came the Werner F.D. motor cycle,
giving place in 1905 to a 2| h.p. Lurquin and Coudert. This,
after 10,044 mileis, is doing well, the engine never having
been touched, so you see I have been a regular rider for forty-

seven years. I am now just sixty-three years of age, and
in good running order. Next, please

!

T. FREDK. HUNT.

A New Departure in Hill Climbing Competitions,

[4136.]—With reference to the articles that have appeared
in The Motor Cycle on standard machines in competition,

I should like to draw your attention to the fact that the
Bradford Motor Cycle Club will hold an open hill-climb on
July 17th, the great feature of which is that machines
competing in the ordinary classes must be absolutely stan-

dard touring machines and standard in every possible respect,

whilst Tourist Trophy and special racing machines will only be
eligible for the classes set apart especially for them.
Amateur riders may therefore enter with the assurance that
they will have a good sporting chance of winning.

It is to be hoped that amateur riders throughout the
country will respond to this effort of the Bradford Motor
Cycle Club to cater for the average rider, and support it

in its endeavour to run a hill-climb on these lines. A
committee will be appointed to classify the competing
machijies before the event. There are eight classes, so

nearly every type of machine is catered for.

FELIX SCRIVEN,
Hon. Trials Sec. Bradford M.C.C.

Low Voltage Coils.

[<137.]—It may be of interest to adherents of coil ignition

generally to hear of the behaviour of low voltage coil* under
racing conditions.

The rate of saturation in a two-volt coil is necessarily slow,

and I found on first applying the Voltoo to my 85 by 60 mm.
single that with ordinary adjustment of the points there was
an inclination to misfire at high speeds. A close adjustment,
however, overcame this difficulty, and its performance now is

quite satisfactory.

My remark s are, of course, mainly applicable to the-

extremely high engine speeds necessary for my purpose. At
ordinary road speeds I should say no alteration would be
necessary.

As to economy in current consumption, for which, I

presume, the coil is primarily intended, I can give no
definite experience ; but, judging from the amperage on
" short " in conjunction with slow rate of saturation, I should
think it would certainly be extremely economical, and cer-

tainly possesses many advantages over the ordinary four-

volt coil. C. R. COLLIER.
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Appreeiaton of a Light Triear.

[4138.]—After several journeys to London in search of a

reliable British two-seater, which should enable one to travel

easily over the ordinary roads, and also entail the least expense

for running and upkeep, I finally arrived at Messrs. Brown
Bros., Great Eastern Street. My search ended here, and I

promptly placed an order for a 1909 5^ h.p. Brown, fitted

with a Mills and Fulford forecar, belt drive, and the Brown
two-speed gear and free engine.

Messrs. Brown Bros, spared no pains in building the

machine to my particular requirements.

The engine is most substantially made, and its heavy fly-

wheel, long bearings, and low position enable the machine to

ran with exceptional smoothness and steadiness. For flexi-

bility it will be hard to beat. When road traffic demands
extra care, one can quickly slow down to a crawl ; and when
the road is clear, a slight opening of the throttle as quickly

brings it into its regular stride.

The Brown free engine and two-speed gear is a great boon,

and is very simple to use and most efficient—foolproof, I

should think—that is why I had it.

When the passenger is safely seated, one turn of the start-

ing handle starts the engine in nine cases out of ten, thanks

to the excellent trembler coil and make and break with which
the machine is fitted. Then stepping into the saddle and

T

letting in the low gear, the machine glides forward, smoothly
and gracefully, and in a few seconds has attained sufficient

speed to enable tlie high and normal gear to be brought into

use by a slight forAvard movement of the same lever. One
can start and get under weigh as easily as a well-tuned car.

My journeys so far have been confined to the roads of Surrey
and Hants. I have several times been to Salisbury via Guild-
ford, Hog's Back, Farnham, Alton, Winchester, and Romsey,
and it simply romps up all the hills on the top gear. The
way it settles down to business when a hill has to be climbed,
and the rhythmic humming of the exhaust, is a treat.

The combined weight of my passenger and self is about
nineteeti stones, and we average 18-19 m.p.h. The machine
will travel much faster if required, but we are quite satisfied

to keep within the legal limit—until it is' raised.

Thanks to a Palmer Cord tyre which I have on the
driving wheel, I can travel with very little fear of punctures.

I enclose a photograph of the machine, to show that grace-
ful and neat design has not been sacrificed for strength and
safety, and also that "the tricar is not dead yet."

JOHN T. MEW.

A Doctor's Grumble regarding Repairs and Replacements.

[4139.]—Now that the motor cycle is being used more
and more by business men for business purposes, the question
of repairs and replacements becomes a matter of urgent
importance. The business man has not got the interval
between the week-ends free for the ingenious fitter or the
incompetent storekeeper to muddle about making mistakes.

In America, of course, the standardisation of parts has been
carried to a logical conclusion. The result is the universal
adoption of American machinery of all kinds, especially in

out-of-the-way districts and countries.

For the past two and a half years I have bad an old
American car, which I can myself fit with any essential part,

made in Detroit, and supplied to me from London by return
of post or first passenger train, and which I can be perfectly

certain will fit comfortably wherever it is designed to go.

At present I am riding an English-made motor bicycle,

which after three months required certain small replace-

ments, notably a worn engine pulley, which is a matter of

frequent occurrence in our flinty neighbourhood, especially if

the roads are wet. I sent the engine for other details to

be seen to, and was promised return ^yithin the week. After
vigorous telegraphing I got the engine back on June 14th,

ten days later, with the new engine pulley not fitted, but
loose in the packing case. I broke the old engine pulley
getting it off, and then found the new pulley would not
screw home by about three threads.

I see these machines compete in all the road trials and
hill-climbs. What good do these things do as advertisements
as compared with promptness, punctuality, and proper fitting,

should the busy man (as in the nature of things he must)
require repairs or replacements?

Is there a firm of motor bicycle makers, not foreigners,

whose spares can be fitted into the engine without any
lingering feeling that they are misfits more or less?

CHARLES S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.R.G.S.
[There is more than on© British engine made on the inter-

changeable system, on which parts, ordered by post or

telegram, will fit without filing, screwing, or tapping.

—

Ed.]

The Lightweight Question.

[4140.]—Having in the last month driven a 1^ h.p. light-

weight and a 3^ h.p. heavyweight (both magneto), perhaps
)ciy opinions would interest some of the readers of your
excellent and interesting paper. Each machine I drove about
500 miles. The result is that, in my own opinion, the heavy-
weight scores nearly everywhere. In speed and hill-climb-

ing, the lightweight does not, and cannot, except with a

very light 'rider—that is, as far as my experience goes—com-
pare at all with the heavyweight. My weight is about 12 st.

The 3^ h.p. machine was a splendid starter, going off nearly
always at the first push. The lightweight was a very poor
one to get going. Sometimes it was as much as thirty

yards before it would get going well. Where the lightweight
scores the most is in getting in and out of the shed or up
steps. I did not find it very comfortable to ride owing to

small tyres, a short wheelbase. and no footrests. For a man
who only wants a machine for short journeys, does not want
to average more than seventeen or eighteen miles an hour,

and perhaps has to carry his machine up a flight of steps,

there is no doubt the lightweight is the thing. But for any-
one who wants to "get there," and do it promptly, to make
long journeys, and to climb hills well, with a feeling that

there is power in reserve, give me the heavyweight. By
heavyweight I mean a machine weighing from 160 to 180
lbs.

Lastly, has any reader thought of the danger to health

there is in riding a lightweight on a cold day, with heavy
roads, and having to pedal hard to get over a sharp hill,

getting very hot, and then sitting still again for perhaps
eight or ten miles?

I daresay there are many who will disagree with this

letter, but, like " Ixion," I have no special enthusiasm for

the lightweight machine. EX-LIGHTWEIGHT.

Silence.

[4141.]—In reference to the letter of "T. H. C." in your
number of June 16th, it is not correct to say there must be
back pressure when the outlet area of a silencer is less than
the inlet. As a charge of exhaust gas reaches the silencer

only once in two revolutions of the engine, and as the gases

are free to expand out of the silencer continuously, it follows

that the presence or absence of back pressure depends on
the speed at which the gases expand out of the silencer and
the speed at which the engine is running. A silencer with
small outlet capable of getting rid of all the gases when
running slowly might faU. to do so at a high speed of engine,

with consequent bach pressure.
I do' not know if anyone ha« worked out the smallest

possible outlet area without back pressure in relation to

size of cylinder and speed of engine, but a formula giving
this would be of great interest and value in allowing riders

to see that their silencers were properly designed.
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A.lthough the outlet may be emaller than the inlet—and,

think, should be so to reduce noise—I agree with

r.H.C." in thinking that "L.B." has contracted his area

) much. However, the design seemed so good that' I

Died it, with some modifications, for a 3 h.p. single-

inder engine. I think the most important precaution to

ce is to make the silencer amply large, particularly as

jards the first chamber into which the gasee expand from
3 cylinder, so I made my silencer 8in. long by 3|in. in-

nal diameter (see "L.B.'s" sketch), the first chamber
ing 4in. long and the remaining 4in. being divided by
ee diaphragm plates into foui equal spaces. My inlet is

I. diameter ; the diaphragms have respectively 28 holes

n., 64 holes ^in., and 120 holes ^c^in. ; outlet is of fin.

)e flattened to a fish tail. This makes my machine quieter

m most that I hear, but I am not satisfied yet,, and hope
ne day to experiment with other diaphragm platee having
aller holes.

Instead of a central tube and four longitudinal bolts

>wn by "L.B." I use one central bolt fin. diameter
ewed all the way, the diaphragm plates being held at

f distances desired by lock nuts each side, and the end
itee being held by castle nuts and split pins. If I want
:ut-out I shall put it in the end plate nearest the inlet.

A.M.I.C.E.

Crossing the Severn with a Motor Cycle.

4142.]—When lately crossing the Severn estuary at two
Jits in going from Weston-super-Mare to Cardiff, I found

it the direct line of boats allowed the carrying of petrol

the tanks, but I was informed that the boats running in

mection with the railway did not permit it to be so

•ried. On returning by the Severn Tunnel the foreman
:ter at Severn Tunnel Station measured my petrol. After
ptying the tanks he handed me a voucher addressed to

; stationmaster at Pilning, the first station on the other

e. On presenting this my tanks were replenished to the

ount stated on the voucher, and I started again almost
'ore the train was out of sight. W.C.G.

Two-stroke Engines.

4143.}—Although 1 have not very particularly followed

the discussion on two-stroke engines, I may say that I

. quite of opinion that it is the gas or petrol engine of the

IX future.

NTot being an expert my opinion, of course, counts little,

t my reason for writing is to show what has given me
' belief. It has been my pleasure (perhaps I ought to

T honour) to inspect and have explained to me a two-
oke engine which as yet is not on the market, but which
3 been patented in fourteen countries at great cost by a

itleman in the West oi England.
Qsing the- crank case as a gas chamber is discarded, nor

a separate pump used, a complete scavenge is got, and
jrefore perfect combustion. This (to ine) remarkable
^ine does not show any fire at exhaust port when silencer

i pipe are removed, and the only mechanical working
rts are three in number, viz., piston, connecting rod, and
ink.

rhese features are attainec by the simple means of using
jiston (similar to rough sketch) of two diameters,
lich when fitted to cylinder forms three
imbers, viz., (1) compression chamber, (2) pure
chamber for scavenging cylinder previous to

3 inlet of gas from third chamber, automatic
Ives naturally being used.

Lubrication appears to be quite satisfactory, and
i flexibility of the engine really astonishing. The interested-

3S of some large gas engiae manufacturers points to its

ing an invention out of the common. I also am interested
it, but not financially (unfortunately).

PFAITCH.

C^

standard Machines in|Competition.

^4144.]—With regard to " faked " machines in competi-
ns, I should like to suggest that at some period a large
npetition be held under the following conditions, being,
it would seem, almost the only way to ensure the use of

jresentative touring machines. The organisation would
juire both trouble and expense, but the test would be by
the most searching and impartial yet attempted.

Pick from a maker's stock of not less than ten (to prevent

the building of several fakes) two machines haphazard, and

seal them complete with tools and usual touring spares. At
the competition the machines would be unsealed and handed
over, one to a trade rider chosen bv the makers, and one to an

amateur, and these riders would be allowed one hour in

full view of judges apd the public m which to tune up and

test the machines. Riders would bring no tools or dupli-

cates and remove nothing from the machines. The com-

petition would then take place, and would probably be

divided into three sections. First, trade riders ; second,

amateur riders mounted on the identical machines the trade

riders have just used ; third, amateur riders on the second

machines which have not yet been used.

Races or hill-climbs of this type should draw a large public

interest and- encourage the production of the practical and

efficient everyday model of motor cycle.

S. F. B. LANE.

[4145.] — Regaixling the A.C.U. hill-cUmb on Sutton

Bank, the Rex Co. in letter No. 4114 condemn themselves.

According to their own statement the Rex machine which
won in two classes was a "Speed King" model and not a

touring mount. The rules governing the competition laid

down that only tourist machines in full tourist trim should

compete.
It would be only right and fair now if Godfrey be madp

to return the prizes won in that competition, as the whole
thing was a contravention of the A.C.U. rules, and should

not have been allowed. Such tactics cannot be condemned
too strongly W. E. HOLMES.

Mow Cop Hill, near Congleton, Climbed.

[4146.]—Having seen in The Motor Cycle at various

times accounts of your readers having climbed some particu-

larly stiff hill, we" thought tliat the following might be of

interest.

About four miles from Congleton is a very severe hill,

known as Mow Cop. The average gradient, taken from the

ordnance map, is 1 in 12, and the length of the hill about
half a mile, the steepest pitch, which is some fifty yards
in length, being 1 in 3.3. The surface is rough and loose

in some parts ; there are also several bad ruts worn by the

water running down.
I succeeded in climbing the whole length of the hill five

tknes on my G.B., 4^ h.p. machine, Minerva engine, Roc
two-speed gear, low gear 7| to 1. My friend, on a 6 h.p.

N.S.U., with forecar, N.S.U. two-speed engine pulley, low
gear 7 to 1, also succeeded in climbing the whole length

after removing the basket.

At present, so far as we can learn, only two other motor
cycles have succeeded in getting to the top. The innkeeper

of the Railway Hotel, which is on the steepest part, takes

a great interest in any attempt at the, climb, and has started

keeping a regisiter of all those that are successful.

Perhaps some of your numerous readers would like to have
a try at the climb. ' I should very much like to hear of anyone
who has tried the ascent on a single-geared machine as to

how far he got up, as 1 do not consider it possible to get up
the last part without a two-speed gear.

FT 18 AND M1688

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
The motor cyclist who sent a message per another motor

cyclist to Jones and Co. 's garage at Lichfield for a man to

come out to the seventh milestone on the Coventry Road
on the 6th inst. may be interested to know that the man
spent several hours trying to find him, and that he returned
to Lichfield at 7.30 p.m. wet through.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., writ-e : As there seems to be a little

misunderstanding as to handle starting with our machines,
might we ask you to explain that with the Gradua gear,

the handle being direct on to the engine, handle- starting is

only recommended where accumulators are fitted. With
magneto the gear ratios can be made so extremely low and
the drive direct, that it is an easy matter to start the
machine at a walking pace, bring it to a standstill, and
then mount. This method has proved such a success that
many of our customers who have gone to the expense of

dual ignition, particularly for "the sake of handle starting,

have now entirely abandoned the handle in favour of this

method.
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1910-F.R.S.
BEST PLATING INCLUDED

7 DAYS'
FREE TMAL.

28/-
With Famous Sin.

MANGIN LENS
and all special

refinements.

700

FEET
BEAM.

See that " F.R.S." is

engraved on each lens.

F BACK DOOR NOT
HINGED,

25/6.
Plated Carrier 7/-, Black 4/6, extra.

THis is -the ImSLmfi whicH
is British made throughout—is used aU over the world

—

described as
"ideal" by Mr. Bischoff, expert in lamp modelling. With these points:
Adjustable Carrier. Magnificent Hinges. Perfect Appearance. Non-
Glare Chimney. Invisible Catches. Side Sockets fitted from inside of

lamp. Screwed in Lens. Special Burner Works (all to specification)

containing gas refining chamber. Angular and up and down movement
Bray's latest " Roni " Burner. Body of lamp is made of Jolntless

Heavy Gauge Tube.

Gueirsun'teecl 'for* 6 IVIon-tKs.

S. Hall & Sons, Ltd.,
Svt^in-fcon Rovif, EDINBURGH.

154, Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.G. 18, Eidon Sq., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
24, Queen St., Glasgow. Wrottesley St., Birmingham.

Stocked by Service Co., Ltd., London (Our Special Agents).

STUDY YOUR
COMFORT.

You would ride

your motor cycle

a good deal more
but for one thing.

Have your ma-
chine fitted with
the

DRUID
Spring Fork

and exc e s s i v e

vibration will

trouble you no
more.
The change in

your riding will

be marvellous.

Send for Booklet.

A. DREW,
Conybere Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

MAN!

ADVANCE

Pulley

Belt

The Advance MotorManufacturingGI:

- northampton.—

HAVE you SEEN THE NEW

CELSIOR?

3i hp

ANOTHER SUCCESS.—Awarded GOLD MEKAL hi ine 4.eeds to

Edinburgli and Back Reliability Trials, June 19-20.

BAYLISS, THOMAS & CO.,
Excelsior Works, COVENTRY.

AGENTS—Lonion : The Service Co., 292, High Holbom.

London : Wauchope's, Shoe Lane. London, S.W. : Geo. Baker,

Ltd.,^ Lavender Hill. Southampton : The Birmingham and

Coventry Co. Halifax : Maude's Motor Mart. Doncaster .

J.A.Bassett. Leeds: T.Byrom. DarUngton : G. A. Hayward,

Northumberland: The Percy Cycle Co., Ltd., Newcastle.

Birmingham: C. V. Boult, Moseley Garage. Liverpool.

The British Cycle Manufacturing Co. Edinburgh : Alexander

and Co. Perth: J. MacFarlane. Glasgow: Rossleigh, Ltd.

Aberdeen : M Watt & Co. Inverurie : John Adam.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahte to mention " The 'Motor Cycle.'"
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MOTOR •BICYCLES FOR ^SALE.
hp Atlanta Motor Cycle, £10 10s., great bargain

;

I 'ijli.p. F.N. light motor cycle, £7 lOs.-Mackwell,

Lisham.

<RIUMPHS and N.S.U.'s, 1909 models, in stock;

any make supplied.—Moldgreen Engineering Wks.,

uddersfleld.

Ih p Fleet Lightweight (two accumulators, new), fine

4 climber, and good condition; £8 lOs.— 50. Beverr

' Ed., Hull.

I Slip Minerva, M.O.V., vertical engine, spares; sac-

'4 rifice £7; gent's cycle wanted.—Ince, 392, Hal-

rell, Bolton.

909 Triumph, all spares, little used, perfect; £38
10s.; accept new cycle part.-Burgess, Wmco-

nk, Sheffield.

TEW 1909 34h.p. Ees, rubber studded tyres, tools,

N spares: £35, or nearest ofEer.—Pilkington, -Marble

ace, Southport.

thp. Trump Motor Cycle and sidecar; to be sold to-

* gether or separate; £30, oilers.—W. G. Watson,
ole agent, Bedale.

IHEFFIELD.—7-8h.p. Minerva twin-cyl. Motor Cycle,
> perfect, with accessories; only £36.—Apply, Arthur
irr. Cemetery Ed.

l.h.p. Rex, very low, powerful, and reliable, splendid
>2 condition, guaranteed; bargain, £9 10s. — 26,

lunce St., Blackpool.

5EADBTXRT, 2Jh.p., splendid condition, footrests,

3 bandle-bar control, tyres as new; £10, lowest—43,
Uerton Ed., Sheffield.

909 3ih.p. N.S.U., ridden 300 miles; cost £43 10s.,

what offers? seen by appointment.—H. Cain, Eed
ion Hotel, Doncaster.

Hh.p. N.S.U., £12; 3ih.p. Eiley, £10; excellent condi-

)2 tion: exchange entertained.—Botterill and Co.,

ambridge St., Harrogate.

909 3ih.p. Humber, two-speed, done 500 miles;

money wanted; £37 10s.; offers.—Foster, 39,

resham Ed., Middlesbrough.

JJLh.p. Ariel, splendid condition, nearly new Stanley
f 2 belt, spring' forks, adjustable pulley, spares and
ailer; £17.—Druid, Corwen.

) 3.h.p. Phoenix-Minerva, excellent condition : must
y4-. be sold at once; £12. or nearest offer.-Harnew,
oyal Victoria Hotel, Sheffield.

" lYEEPOOL. — Triumph and Douglas motors in
-J stock at Hitchings, 74, Bold St., the sole agents,

arge variety of accessories at lowest prices.

TIBEATIONLESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
" the market and British made ; send for list and
;stimonials.—Hitchings. Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool,
ole Agents for Douglas and Triumphs.

>lh.p. Lloyd, Longuemare, trembler coil, Watawata,
yz new Clincher front, and Palmer back, in good
oing order; £12.—Everingham, Pocklington.

>h.p. Alldays Motor Cycle, tj'res as new, and all in

y good running order; £12; trial run by appoint-
lent.— 9, Warwick Ed., Old Traiford. Manchester.

>l.h.p. Minerva, not run 300" miles, guarantee no
y 2 fault, two accumulators, one Wlite's, extra belt

nd brake, lamp, horn, spares.—Horton, Painter, Colne,
lancs.

!* h.p. Antoine, Chater frame, two speeds and free,

J B.B. carburetter, chain drive, perfect tyres neiv

'aimer cord on back wheel; £20.-90, Meadow Lane,
ieeds.

[)lh.p. Lightweight, F.N. engine and carburetter, 26iii.

^2 wheels, f^almer tyres, perfect order; £10, or ex-

hanse Drummond 3i lathe.—Lawson, Bijrley Mount,
Jeeds. 1

iriNDEC Special, Sh.p., magneto, Trufiault forks,
' absolutely perfect, new condition : £30 : exchange
;or lower power: Triumph preferred.-18, NeWstead Ed.,
Liverpool.

BEAND New 1909 Magneto 3i-4h.p, Bat, adjustable
pulley, etc. ; cost with extras £50 : used for trial

•un only : accept £42, or nearest offer.—Bennett, 34, Dic-
;onson St., Wigan.

BARGAINS.-2ih.p. Lloyds, vertical, spray, smart,
£6 19s. lid.; 2ih.p. Coventry Eagle, vertical,

5pray, long bars, low saddle, £6 9s. lid.—Halifax Motor
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Humber, spray, powerful climber,
£7 19s. lid.; 3h.p. Brown, Longuemare, foot-

boards, Watawata, £7 19s. lid. — Halifax M.Dtor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

BARGAINS. — Ifh.p. Thomas, Phelon and Moore,
spray carburetter, £4 19s. lid. : 3i-h.p. Rex, belt

drive, Amac handle-bar control, £8 19s. lid.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

BARGAINS.—3h.p. Lloyds, spray, 26in. wheels. Pal-
mers, £6 19s. lid.; twin-cyl. Clement-Garrard,

spring forks. Palmers, £8 19s. lid.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

BARGAINS.-2n,p. Humber, spray, chain drive, power-
ful, £4 19s. lid.: 2h.p. Werner, spray, light, belt

drive, £4 143. lid.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax.

BARGAINS.—2h.p. Victor lightweight, spray, £4 19s.
lid. ; 3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, Longuemare,

£7 19s. lid.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-
fax.

BARGAIN.—Brand new 1909 4h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe,
latest model; £48; allow £27 10s. for good 1908

R?x, or oth«r good magnsto.

THERE IS NO RISK
in buying from an old-established firm. We offer
more value for money than is obtainable elsewhere.
We can beat all competition. The thousands of
machines that have passed through our hands
testify to the confidence placed in us bv clients.

1908 Si lup. .f.S.U.'s

We have only a few of thesi- beautiful machines
left. They are BRAND NEW Standard Models,
fitted with magnetos, 26in. wh?els, stand and
carriers, toolboxes, and tools.

List Price £46. Our Pr-ice £33.
Don't let the opportunity go by of securing; a new

machine at a second-hand price. Near cash uliers

considered. Exchanges also entertained.

ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.
1909 ^i h.p. HUMBER, new £45
1909 si h.p. BRADBURV, new £46
igoq ^i h.p. REX, two speeds, new £52 10
igoS 3I h.p. REX Tourist, new £29 10
iQoS s! h.p. N.S.U., brand new £32
iqo8 3* h.p. MINERVA £17 10
T909 4 h.p. ROC, two speeds, new £50
lonS 3 h.p. RE.X, magneto ' £17 10

1909 si h-P- Bradbury, nearly new ?35 10
6 h.p. Twin Antoine, low built c'4 10

3I h.p. Rex Tourist, rgoS, nearly new ... 125 10

3I h.p. Brown, magneto .• ... £22 10
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, two speeds . . £22 10

4^ h p. Twin MINERVA, magneto, spring
forks £22 10

5 h.p. Twin G.B., magneto, spring forks . . £22 10

2i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., vertical engine £3 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., smart £6 15

si h.p. REX, 1907, magneto £18 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, rqo8 £35
3.^ h.p. BROWN, M.d.V £10 10
4" h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V., 26in. wheels . . £12 10
3 h.p. SI.MMS, M.O.V., magneto £10 10
5 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £19 19
5 h.p. Twin STANDARD, spring forks . . £12 10
3i h.p. HUMBER, rgoq, not run soo miles £35
2' h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, spring

forks £25

3} h.p. REX, 26in. wheels, low built £11 10

3i h.p. REX, spring forks, 26in. wheels .... £12 12
Cash Buyers Heceive Special Quotations.

CI-EARANCE BA<70«\INS.
sh.p. SIX'GER.. £4 15
2 h.p. HUMBER £4 15
2 h.p. WERNER £4 15

2i h.p. DE DION £6 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE £7 15

100 Push Cyclej <vanted.

2h.p. PIEPER. . £4 15
3jh.p. REX... . £6 15
^h.p. ARIEL . £8 15
^ h.p. STAR . £7 15

SI,000 WAITING.
The above amount, in shining " Jimmy O' Goblins,"
lies at our offices, to be given in e.xch.inge for good
motor cycles. We are just as pleased to buy your
machine as to sell you one. What we want is good
magneto machines of Standard, and for these we
wUl pay most reasonable prices. Please do not offer

us i^ h.p. out-of-date " Imps." Dealers or makers
especially invited. Remember, Cash down, no
waiting.

OARBU FtETTERS
BROWN & BARLOW. AMAG.

Let us quote you for converting your machine
to handle-bar control. We keep a lar£;e stork of

carburetters. Be up to d-'*c. Price re.isonable.

ENOINES.
3*- h.p. EXCELSIOR, af-iod or V- 55 '-

4h.p. ANTOINE, magneto fitted £7 10
3?, AURORA, m.o.v. 70/- . 2 MADISON 30/-
2* BUCHET .... 55/- . 2f AUTO 50/-
2"WERNER 30 '- . 2 ST.'^ND.A.RD .. 30/-
2?- h.p. DE DION water-cooled head 60/-

TRICARS.
4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled £12 12
8 h.p. Twin JOWETT, open frame £18 10
4 h.p. REX. free engine ,.

.

£13 13
5 h.D. SAROLE.A., tw.ii cvlinder £13 13

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
cMlUES STREET, (iffiJMHaiteJ^oad^i

•"J'^onc !062.- HALIFAX.: ^f^S^'^^,^"-?

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
LITTLE Champion.—Light, low, short 2ih.p. De

motor cycle, witn Palmer cord tyres, 26in. wh
enamel and plating splendid; 8 guineas, worth doub
Golby, Bradford Rd., Batley.

23.h.p. Phelon-Moore, two-speed, free engine, aeon
4 lator ignition, handle-bar control, practically i

£37 ; disposal owing to illness.-Smith, Tobacco:

Market Place, Knaresborough.

31h.p. Minerva, 1909, brand new, Bosch magi
a Chater-Lea fittings, and spring forks, Clin

studded tyres, F.R.S. lamp, Watawata; dB32.—Hami
40, Jenkinson St., Manchester.

TRIUMPH, 1907, grand condition, all accessories,

new spare trye fitted with E.O.M. non-skid bi

£25, complete; call or write.—A. J. Boswell, 131. H
well Lane, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.,

DOUGLAS Lightweight, bought new this month

;

£40; twin cyls., magneto, spring forks, lamp, 1

etc., only run few miles; £32; satisfactory reasoi

Motorist, 56, GrauTille Ed., Bla^ikpool.

"I Q08 6h.p. Rex de Luxe, Bosch magneto. Roc clt

Xt/ warranted: £25, or exchange magneto 3-3^

and cash, N.S.U. preferred, or open frame water-cc

tricar.- 13, Sun St., Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

1 Q07 3ih.p. Triumph, Mabon clutch, B. and B.
Xtf bar control. Brooks saddle, Dunlops, p
gauge, full tools, no rust, in perfect condition, only

week-ends; £27.--143, HoUinsgrove, Darwen.

6 h.p. Twin Sarclea, Bosch magneto, Chater Ni
frame, Mab n clutch. Whittle belt, with Mills

Fulford forecar, like new ; would take lower power
cash.—Photo anc", particulars, Pomeria, Keyingham, I

31.h,p. N.S.U., with sidecar, upholstered green,

2 (fistered September, 1908. magneto, all sp

two speeds, free engine, run 1,000 miles; trial alio

-635, original price £60.—Jordan, 22, Regent Sq., .

raster.

"1 Q07 5h.p. Twin Rex, Continental tyres, spring f

At/ stand, Watawata belt, new Fuller accumul
splendid condition, good hill-climber; bargain, 17

1

eas.-Lomas, Woodland Villas, Mytholmroyd, near ;

cheste-

rHE Best Bargain this week.—3h.p. Kerry, thor
running order, stand, horn, two-way switch, Y

wata, worth £12 10s., accept £6 10s. for quick sale;

trial here ; first money order secures^.—Maillard, Din:
t:iB, Rotherham.

1 fk07 3ih.p. Brown Motor Cycle, Longuemare, s]

X«/ forks, very low, 26 by 2i tyres, footbrake
footboards, complete with spares, lamp, toolbag.

tools; £15 15s.: ride 70 miles to purchaser.—44. W
loo Rd., Hnnslet. Leeds.

"I Q08 Unscratched 2ih.p. Rex, magneto and cu
Xt7 Matchless silencer, tyres perfect, Dunlop
both unpunctured, like new ; money wanted ;

guarai
perfect running order; best ofler near £18.— Gi
Percy St., Preston, Lancs.

3ih.p. Quadrant, 1907, Fitall two-speed, free en
2 e-verything in splendid condition, been little

carefully used, new Clinchers, studded back, spare
cessories, complete, very reliable ; any trial : £
Foster, Meadowside, Lancaster.

FOR Sale, 1909 Triumph, T.T. Model, £42 ; 1

1909 Triumph, touring model, £32: 1909
Rex de Luxe, twin, £50, speed gear, to sell owir
serious accident to owner ; as good as new.—Rob
Weiss, Duxbury Hall, Liversedge.

31h.p. Minerva, 1908. as new, F.R.S. lamp, ?j

2 £25 10s. ; 35h.p. Rex, 1907. fine condition, 1

stand, carrier, spares, £16 10s.; Ifh.p. Werner, reh
new piston rings, smart, speedv lightweight. — A
77, Halifax Rd., Wadsley Bridge, Sheffield.

LIVERPOOL Rex Agency.—1909 models from e

Rex spares, the largest selection of new and se

hand motor cycles for 50 miles round : we take any
in part payment for any make of motor cycle or i

P. C. Jones and Co., 3, Redcross St., Liverpool.

"I
Q09 Triumph, run 1,000 miles, with all spare

LiJ tools in oak case on carrier, Cowey speedon
electric lamp, mirror, cut-out; cost £60 about a n:

ago; £46 10s. cash; also 4h.p. Humber, chain c

£10 10s.— 19, Liverpool Ed., Birkdale, Southport.

LATE 1908 Sh.p. Twin Vindec, free engine, and
speed gear, handle-bar control, and all latest

provements, all tools and spares required, inch
spare contact breaker, machine equal to new ; £45

;

ticulars given on application.—Hartley, 47, Walnul
Southport.

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest stoi

spare parts in the provinces for these mad
can deliver new machines from stock at low pi
cash, exchange, or gradual payments; charged ace
lators for hire. Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., -

Chester Rd., Old TraSord.

1 QOS Triumph, perfect, new Palmer cord and G
LiJ belt just fitted, winner reliability trial and ii

time hill-climb, full kit tools, two bags, lamp,
pmnp, and many spares, including valves, plug, plat
points, etc.; a real bargain, £33: wil' r -' '

prospective customer.—Box No. 2.747, 'I'tie Motor
Offices, Coventry.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Dc
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery,
Merioneth.

3|h.p. Rex, fast, low, good condition: £12.—

B

shaw, 107. Saltergate, Chesterfield.

TRIUMPH, late 1908, grand machine, chmb
thing; £37.—Williams, High St., Cradley Has

In answering these advertisements it is aesiraOt^ to mention " The Motor Oycle."
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)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
p. Alldays, excellent condition, spare aooumula-

tor, valve, etc.; £13.—Dutton, HaugMon, Tar-

or near offer.—Fairy lightweight, twin, good con-

dition, or exchange single. — W. Instone, The
, Broseley.

JMPH 1908 standard, splendid machine, prac-

ically new, only run 800 miles, guaranteed per-

!35.—Moss, Wem.

p Motor Cycle, Minerva engine, Longuemare car-

buretter, in running order; £9 10s.—On view at

r Garage, Stafiord.

or "nearest offer.—3h.p. magneto Clyde, Longue-
lare. all accessories, in good running order, most
i.—Trevethan, Ehyl.

ITWEIGHT lih.p. Universal, Dunlop tyres,

pring forks, new; sacrifice £8 10s.—W. Neate,

nd, Newport, Salop.

p. Twin Minerva, spring forks, footboards, grey,

excellent condition, many spares; £25.—Pixton,
Qgate St., Leek, Staffs.

, New Models.—3h.p. Radford, Bowden triple con-

trol Palmers, adjustable pulley, »thittle belt,

1 test colour; £19; photo, stamp.-Below.

Ealeigh-Fafnir, studded rear tyre, excellent condi-

on; £9 153.—Kadford Motor Co., Stafford.

Twin Sarolea, extra, low, 26 by 2 wheels, perfect

mdition ; approval ; or exchange lower power and

15 guineas, lowest.—Hallam, Baths, George St.,

L.

Clement-Garrard, 2ih.p., aluminium torpedo tank,

vo accumulators, spring seat, good order: seen

ied any time.—Duckinfield, Tushingham Schools,

urch, Salop.

WN, 34h.p. Eoc, two-speed, powerful foot brake,

onguemare carburetter, spring forks, good tj'res,

d accumulator ignition, three accumulators; bed-

ice, £10 10s.—Bridgnorth Garage, Bridgnorth.

EEVA, 3ih.p., new August, 1908, magneto, un-

•idden E.O.M. tyre and inner tube, perfect going

pares to everything; £27 10s.; bought car.—Write
lars, James W. Eavenglass, Oxford Ed., Maocles-

). Eex de Luxe, cantilever seat, Eoc clutch, ad-

istable pulley, magneto, new Continental tyres,

imery flexible sidecar, spares, in perfect condi-

xpert examination; cost £75; illness only reason

ing; £35, or nearest.—Johnson, Stanmore Hall,

3Tth, Salop.

rMPH, 1909. with free engine and extras, com-
ete with makers' warranty, receipt and licence,

irchased few weeks ago, unpunctured, guaranteed

; cost £57; owner ordered abroad; must sell at

ocept nearest ofEer to £52.—Box 2,798, The Motor
)flaces, Coventry.

SECTION IV.

igham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
thamptonshire and Warwickshire.
I 3ih.p. Magneto Rex Cycle, in perfect order

;

£20.—Briggs, 186, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

!. 4-cyl. F.N., in splendid running order and
mdition; £24.—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace, Leaming-

Quadrant for sale, good going order, Palmer cord
ick, Clincher front.—Butcher, Wellesbourne, War-

3ih.p. Eex Motor Bicycle, perfect, climbs Edge-
hill; £30.-2,796, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

Sale, 4h.p. twin Werner, excellent condition ; no
asonable offer refused.—44. Gladstone St., Lei-

rMPH. 1909, like new, tyres hardly worn, good
ason for selling; what offers?—Taylor, Infirmary,
irough.

IJh.p., 1907 model, magneto, spring forks, just
erhauled; accept £12. — Box 2,332, The Motor
)ffloes, Coventry.

'MPH, 3ih.p., new June, 1908, perfect and com-
ete in every way; £35; all spares.—Sidney
, Leamington Spa.

Sale, 3ih.p. Minerva, new cylinder and piston,
?ood running o"fder; £12, or near offer.- 2,776,
)tor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

, 3ih.p., new coil and accumulator, nearly new
'atawata belt, and Palmer back tyre, good going
£10 10s.—Stedman, Binbrook, Lincoln.

if Kerry, 5h.p.. Chater fittings, new tyres, per-
ct order ; £20 ; exchange magneto lightweight.—
, Marlborough Ed., Long Eaton, Notts.

fMPH, 1907 model, in splendid condition, new
1.. piston, and B, and B. carburetter, with H.B.
fitted last month; £30.—Write, A.B., 33, Beau-
L, Edgbaston.

). Eex, magneto, H.B. control, engine, tyres, etc.,
in perfect condition ; trial arranged ; no reason-
!er refused; must be sold; owner bought a new
-120. Cox St., Coventry.

3EAL Second-hand and nearly new motor cycles
om £5, in stock; liberal exchanges for any new
agents for Rexes and Excelsiors.-C.C.R., Motor
Ford St., St. Ann's Well Ed., Nottingham.

SECOND-HAND Etrid NKW

Motor Cycles
QUOTED BELOW ARE OFFERED BY

WAUCHOPE'S,»«''e~o';'-'

at special low clearance prices.

First cheque secures each bargain, subject to their being
unsold.

7 h.p. 1909 VS., tvi'o-speed gear and free engine, magneto
ignition, Truffault front forks, finished cream, and not
run 500 miles in all, stand, .carrier, Kempshall non-skid

tyre on back vi^heel ; this machine is perfect, as new
;

50 Guineas. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, E.G.

|.J- h.p. WHITE & POPPE, low Chater-Lea frame, a perfect

machine throughout, very powerful ; £16 lOS.

Guaranteed.

^1 h.p. KERRY, tyres as new, really good condition
throughout

; £9 15s. Guaranteed.
3^- h.p. WHITE & POPPE engined motor cycle, Chater

Lea parts, nice running machine ; 20 Guineas.

Guaranteed.

4i h.p. rqo8 Twin-cylinder MINERVA, round tank, spring

forks, M.O.V., been little used ; 23 Guineas. Guaranteed.
2j h.p. F.N., magneto ignition, splendid condition; £16.

Guaranteed.

Hi h.p. Lady's PHOENIX COB, two-speed gear, handle
starting, as new ; £32 10s. On sale here at Wauchope's.

2|-h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, 1907 model; £12 lOS.

5 h.p. ANTOINE, in good condition, twin-cylinder engine,

suitable for passenger work; £12 10s. Guaranteed.
6 h.p. MATCHLESS, J.A.P. engine, magneto ignition ; £33.

Guaranteed.
3|h.p. PHELON & MOORE, two-speed gear, .Palmers

both wheels, spring front forks. On sale at Wauchope's,
Price £42. Guaranteed.

3i h.p. ZENETTE, 1909 model, Gradua gear. This machine
would be accepted as new. Price £38. Guaranteed.

5-6 h.p. 1909 F.N., 2oin. frame, handle-bar control, non-
skids both wheels, machine quite as new ; £35.

3i h.p. rgog TRIUMPH, ridden 2,000 miles this season.

Is now as perfect as new ; £40. Guaranteed.

3i h.p. rgoS REX, large valves, magneto ignition, spring
forks, standard model ; £25. Guaranteed.

2j h.p. HUMBER Motor Cycle, sound machine, long
reach ; £4 10s.

2i-4h.p. J.A. P., magneto ignition, powerful machine;
£20. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.O.

if h.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD Motor Cycle, two-speed
gear, excellent machine ; £7 lOs. Guaranteed.

3 h.p. ONOWAY, twin engine, two ignitions, Whittle l)«lt,

etc. Offers.

2} h.p. HOBART, spring forks, new tyres, etc. Offers.

3I h.p. ARIEL Motor Cycle, condition excellent. Offers.

3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, lamp, horn, tyres, new
front band brake and Bowden brake, carrier, etc.

£15. Guaranteed,
r^ h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, spring forks, tyres like new,

stand, handle-bar control, new condition ; £17 lOs.

Guaranteed.

2ih.p. LIGHTWEIGHT REX, 1908 model, magneto,
tyres as new ; £16. Guaranteed.

3i h.p. N.S.U., handle-bar control, magneto ignition,

adjustable pulleys, excellent condition ; £15. At
Wauchope's.

5 h.p. SAROLEA Motor Cycle, with sidecar attached,
twin engine ; £18. The complete combination at
Wauchope's.

5i h.p. MINERVA, spring forks, spray carburetter, Roc
tv/o-speed gear, starting handle, soimd condition,

lowest £16 lOS. Guaranteed.

2J h.p. MATCHLESS, 1909 model, magneto. On sale at
Wauchope's. Offers,

ijh.p. LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., vertical engine, spring
forks, magneto, latest model ; £16 10s.

1.J h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA, low frame (Chater),

smart machine. Offers.

2 J h.p. BRADBURY, good second-hand machine ; £6 10s.

At Wauchope's.

3J h.p. EXCELSIOR and Sidecar, the complete turn-

out ; £20.

) h.p. BAT, J.A.P. engine, 1908 model, sprung back and
front, magneto in tank, condition like new

; price,

lowest, £32 10s. Several extras. Guaranteed.

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, handle-bar control, nice condition, ball

bearing engine, stand, carrier, horn ; £18 10s.
Guaranteed.

3^ h.p. MINERVA, iQoy model, nice condition, tyres as
new, horn, Brooks's Bioo saddle ; £18 10s. Guaranteed.

4 h.p. M.M.C. engined motor cycle; £6 10s. Spring
forks, etc.

4 h.p. TWIN WERNER, free engine clutch, chain drive,

Chater frame ; £12 lOS. Guaranteed.

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, ball bearing engine, stand, carrier, nice
machine ; £18 lOS. lowest. Guaranteed.

5 h.p. BROWN Motor Cycle, twin cylinder engine, Osborne
two-speed gear, Palmer tyres, in condition like new;
20 Guineas.

WAUCHOPE'S, '
«1°SN^oNr'l?of*-

Telephone 5777 Holbom. Telegrams : "Opificer, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., two-speed, expecting d

livery within a fortnight ; exceptional opportunil
jf securing for the holidays : absolutely standard ; cat;
logue price.— 2,793, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

TEIUMPH, 1908, with 1909 magneto, piston, etc
new E.O.M. tyre .front, Palmer cord back, perfei

condition, equal to new throughout ; cheap ; room wante
—Hall, Haydon House, Broughton Astley, near Eugb

QUADRANT, 3h.p., B. and B. handle-bar contro
spring forks, footrests, etc., a reliable machin(

ready for the road; cheap, £14, or nearest offer, or ej
change lightweight and cash:—Box 2,794, The Molo
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, low, spring forks, adjustabl
2 pulley, comfortable footrests. Price's stand, net

Dunlops and tubes, vrith fin. Dermatine, Longuemar]
carburetter, compression perfect; accept £15 for quid
^ale; very fast, and in splendid condition.—Simpson, 232
Per.shore Ed.. Edgbaston, Birmingham.

REX Motor Cycle, flrst-class running condition, 871
by 90 Continental cover (unused), new Castle ac

oumulator 40 a.h., accumulator 20 a.h.. No. 3 gas vul
caniser. Fuller's charging battery, E.I.C. two-way switci
Quenet trembler blades and screws, lOin. plated horn
new full length plated covered tubing and bulb, second
hand lady's and gent's cycles, new gent's Eudge - Whit
worth cycle, combination Stepney wheel, 750 by 80 am
760 by 90, back lamp, trembler coil, etc. ; best offer
taken.—Watson, Tuxford, Notts.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

3 h.p. Kerry, 3h.p. Bat, both perfect; £12 each.—Mo
torist. 36, EUisley Av., Cambridge.

23.h.p. F.N., just overhauled, perfect, spring forks
4 etc.; £15. bargain; owner bought car. — 2,799

I'he Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

REX, 3ih.p., adjustable pulley. Palmer cord, acces
sories. spares, new condition; £15, take bike par

exchange.—28, Hurst Grove, Bedford.

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, 1908, 3ih.p., handle-bar con
trol. magneto, latpst improvements. Palmer core

tyres, little used, good as new.—Eose, High St., March

MINEEVA, genuine, 2Jh.p., perfect condition, low
vertical engine, long handle-bars, tyres nearh

new; £14 10s., bargain.—Wainwright, Fakenham, Nor
folk.

31h.p. L.M.C., late 1908, magneto, little used, nev
2 condition, and guaranteed perfect. Clincher tyres

perfect (rubber studded back); £26 10s. cash; can bi
seen and tried any time.—W. E. Sneezum, Fore St.
Ipswich.

6 h.p. Twin Zenith, two-speed, wheel steering, mag
neto, bucket seat, in perfect order, £35, or neai

offer; 2ih.p. Ormonde, just been overhauled, £7 10s.
car chassis, new, with body, £5; photo.—Suckling
Motors, Linton, Cambs.

1 Q09 3ih.p. New Model J.A.P., Chater No. 6, springL*J forks, J.A.P. automatic gear, lubricator, carbur
etter, H.B. control; £27 10s.; will give with cash foi
good two-speed mount, or might entertain lightweighl
with cash.—Aubrey Elkington, Eoyal Av., Lowestoft.

TWO 1909 Triumphs in stock, all ready for the road;
£48 each: Eex, 5h.p., 50 guinea model, just thor-

oughly overhauled, new handle-bar control, etc., in good
condition throughout, £19 10s. : 3h.p. Humber and Mont-
gomery sidecar, good condition, powerful and fast, £16,
or near offer; 26 by 2i Clincher covers, 18s. 6d. ; volt-
meters, 4s. 3d. : Fishbaok belts, 78. 6d. each.—Parker
and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, I^adnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TEIUMPH 1909 models in stock; exchanges made.—
Stour Cycle Depot, High St., Stourbridge.

TRIUMPH, late 1908, magneto, handle-bar control,
condition as new, lamp, horn, and few spares;

what offers; seen by appointment.—Wall, Penybont
Stores, Cwmtillery.

REX Twin, 5ih.p., Eoc clutch, twin tyres, magneto,
splendid hill-climber, walking pace in traffic, done

little running, well looked after, everything complete

:

£28 lOs.-Clark, 13, High St., Brecon.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

F.N. : £26; 5-6h.p., good order, new last July.—A. C.
Hutton, Mapledurwell, Basingstoke.

2 h.p. Lightweight Werner, low, 26in. wheels, running
order; bargain at £6.-287, High St., Cheltenham.

3.h.p. Kerry, thoroughly reliable, new Palmer tyres,
^4: spares, easy control, suit beginner; £11.—Fox,
Bedwyn, Wilts.

N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, many spares, reliable,
perfect; nearest, offer to £15.—Templeton, Patch-

way, near Bristol.

TEIUMPH, Sih.p., splendid machine, perfect condi-
tion, fast, grand hill-climber, spares, accessories,

rubber studded; £30, or nearest.—Holden, Moreton-in-
Marsh.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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^OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IGHTWEIGHT Ariel, almost new tyres, new cylinder,

spray, two act-amulators ; cheap.— jUCizen, Norfolk
tel, Bournemouth.

EITJMPH, 3ih.p., new May, 1908, perfect condition,
little used, numerous spares ; £30.—Horwood, The

wn, Henley-on-Thames.

Ih.p. Chase, Palmer tyres, £10 lOs. ; lih.p. Clement-
2 Garrard, £6 10s. : good condition.—Eyles and

, St. Aldate'g, Oxford.

Ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, condition like new,
2 splendid hill-olimher, and very fast.— S. J. Fair,
I, Oheltenham Ed., Bristol.

EIUMPH, 1909, just from makers, bjand new, de-
liyered too late for requirements; £48. — F. E.

itell, 180, Victoria Ed., Swindon.

h.p. French Lightweight (Lamaudiere), Longuemare,
outside flywheel, perfect order, tyres good, weight

lbs.; £9.-3, Cheap St., Newbury.

ih.p. Cj'cle, recently oTerhauled, rebushed, new coil
2 and accumulator ; £8, take push cycle part.—H.
Hunt, Linslade, Leighton Buzzard.

BAE6AIN.—3ih.p. Eex, absolutely perfect running
order: accept £9 for quick sale; owner going

oad.— Q. Brown, 8, Staunton Ed., Havant.

ih.p. Minerva, 1908, spring forks, H.B. control,
2 lamp, horn, accessories, spares, under 1,000
68, as new; £22 10s. cash.—Haymes, Alresford, Hants.

lOh.p. Special Twin Zedel Motor Cycle, and Mont-
gomery flexible sidecar, Nala two-speed hub, with

e engine, new roller bearings thorughout engine, ex-
dingly low, will do 80 miles per hour, guaranteed.—
ipect at Rose and Co.'s Garage, Southsea.

SECTION VIII.

jrtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

r.S.tJ., 3h.p., two-speed, lately new, inch belt; 16
' guineas.-Below.

'18.—5h.p. Eex, new tyres, spring forks, spring seat,
' new belt.—Webster, Hadleigh, Essex.

ah.p. F.N.
; £8, or ofler.-A. Purdie, 39, Uev^mshire4 St., Islington, N.

'EEEY, 2Jh.p., new Al tyres, reliable; £10, or near.
^ —Iieake, Cranford, Middlesex.

h.p. Twin Werner, in new condition; bargain, £18.—
H.T.. 248, High St., Chatham.

EOWN, 3ih.p., 1908, very little used; £30. -
* Morcott, Bushey Heath, Herts.

ih.p. Brown, 1907, in splendid condition; £14.—
2 20, Knight's Hill, West Norwood.

VN. Light Model, perfect order, last year's; £22. —
Putland, High St., Tunbridge Wells.

h.p. Kelecom, powerful sidecar machine; £15; 2ih p.
cycle part.—48, Pentney Ed., Balham.

5.h.p. Kerry, in good condition; £7.—Brown, 21,4 Hampstead Hill Gardens, Hampstead.
VN., 4-cyl., magneto, first-rate condition; £16.—Lowe,

2, Sumatra Ed., West Hampstead, N.W.
F You Want bargains in second-hand, exchanges, or

new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
Ih.p. Minerva, Mabon clutch, little used: bargain.—
a Thompson, 22. Chancery La^e, LonOtm.

TOTO-EEVE, brand new, spring forks and stand ; bar-- gain, £32.-9, Linden Arcade, Chiswick.

h.p. De Dion, in grand order, very fast; £14 10s., or
near ofl^er.-Willard, Tangmere, Chichester.

*.^ 1,9s-—2ih.p. Sylph, perfect older, vertical engine,
' Clinchers.—Brown, 4, Broadway, Mortlake.

' lh.p Minerva, Palmer tyres. Bates tread, in splen-
•* did order—Seen at 51, The Grove, Ealing.

>ih.p. Eover, low built, J Gloria belt, smart condition

;

'2 must sell; £14.—F. Gladwin, Felsted, Essex.
[Ih.p. Noble, good condition, two accumulators, stand,
^ etc.; £11.-32, Newbury Ed., Bromley, Kent.
"'WIN Werner, 3ih.p., low build, fast, good condition;
- £14.—Hewell, 99, Churchfield Ed., Acton, W.
h.p. Motor Cycle; exchange for lady-back tandem, or

' sell £5.-Tasker, 20, Godman Ed., Peckham Eye.
>AEQAIN!-3ih.p. 1907 Eex, in splendid running
-» order; £11.-E. Nye, 83, Drewstead Ed., Streatham.

3 h.p. Minerva, very low position, splendid ffoing* order; £5.—Acworth, 8, Criefl Ed., Wandsworth.
ja.h.p. Werner, tyres good, H.B. control, running
'4 order; £7.-576, Streatham High Ed., London.
[-OyL F.N., 1908, good condition, new studded Mid e-
- hn on back; £25, ofEer.-13, Longley Ed., Tooting.

rEEET, 2ih.p., good as new; bargain, £10, or near.
*- -Meager Bros., 58, Shepherd's Bush Ed., London.
a.h.p. Minerva pattern, low, fast, good condition; £7,

i«
,r??J,£^^"-~S*''°°S' Bollo Bridge Ed., Acton, WAMPSTEAD Bargains on page 39; finest stock
guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hamp.stead. Tel. : 2678,

?l''^3ih.p. Kelecom, very low, new engine, Peter-
»' Union, new belt.—24. Green St., Bethnal Green,

>lh.p. Centaur, low, long handles, two Bowdens, Dun-'« lops (one new).—426, Liverpool Ed. ;back en-
jnce).

Will our numerous clients please note that for some
considerable time now we have had large and con-
veniently situated premises in the \"vest End—at
136, Great Portland Street, W.—where our clients will
receive the same attention as they have been in the
habit of receiving at Halifax. Promptness and civility.

VtfE NOW OFFER FROM LONDON SPECIAL
FACILITSES FOR COPING WITH FOREIGN ORDERS,
ANO CAN GIVE COLONIAL AND FOREIGN READERS
A KEEN QUOTATION FOR ANY MAKE OF EITHER
NEW OR SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

In short, whatever you are requiring, we are
' ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE."

MINERVA, 4^ h.p., 1907 model, Longuemare,
21 in. Continental tyres, spring forks

MINtKVA, si h.p., vertical engine, 26in.
wheels, spring forks

REX, 1908 tourist model, Bosch magneto,
spring forks, perfect order

REX, 3f h.p., 1906 model, spring forks, spray,
good order throughout

ALCYON, 4^ h.p., twin, Minerva, spring forks,
very good condition

REX, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p., spray, low built,
spring forks

QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, spray,
spring forks, low, 26in. wheels

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, good
tyres

KERRY, 5 h.p., low, 26in. wheels, coil and
accumulator ignition

MOrO-REVE, 2 h.p., 1908 model, twin-
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order ....

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car-

buretter
.21.-', 3! h.p., Peugeot engine, spring frame,

Long, spray carburetter, footrests, low built

RILEY, 35 h.p , 26in. wheels, spray, trembler.
good tyres, low built, long bars

£23
£16
£25
£15
£17
£17
£15
£10
£18
£25
£9

£18
£14

so/- deposit secures under-mentioned, balance 5
/-

weekly

—

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2j h.p., geared pulley TS
PH(ENIX, 2j h.p., J.A.P. engine £iO
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, ij h.p., coil and accumulator ..... £-5

EXCELSIOR, 2f h.p.. spray S.?

TRICARS.
SEXETTE Tricar, 8-roh.p.. two speeds and

reverse, open frame, water cooled, perfect jPCjTv
order

W'e carry an exceedingly large stock of new ami
second-hand motor cycle accessories at Loudon.
Prices lowest.

QQ _ Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in. Qin / _''" " wheels, Dimlop t>Tes. ^*#/ "

P4 C Screw-cutting Lathe, 6*in. centres, 6ft. OA^ c^ ^^ bed, b.ick geared, compound rest, ~ 1 1/

22 change wheels, overhead reverse

motion.

PC Forecarriage, PHCENIX, practically jPf*~" new, 1909 model, not ridden above SQ
fifty miles.

SF>ECIAI. BAFtGAINS.
TrinotP Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6 '6

Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate
generators, divided glasses 16/9

Long Handle-bars, best quality pair 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends ,, 6/6

We have special facilities for the repairing of mag-
netos at Londnn. Bc?t work. Modem te charses.

CI_INCHEC=C TYRES.
31/6 »^OR 25/.

Genuine
f 26 X 2iin. }

\ 26 X 2in.
J

Clincher studded
Covers.

.Maker's price, 3r/6 Our price 25/-

.Ali brand new 1909 goods, and in no way faulty or
perished.

APPROVAL. APPROVAL.
Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5 /6 ; Gfey. 6 /-

Large Stock CONTSi^ENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowancpg on Old Covers.

High-ciass Wlotor Cycles Wanted for Cash.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
THE FAIR FACTORS,

Powell St., v^^j;:^i^^an,- HALIFAX
Telephones: 433 day. 904 night.

Telegrams: "Petrol, Halifax."

,t°136, Great Portland Street <°ftr°etr'
Telephone ,"552 Mayfair. UONDON, W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
IF You want bargains in second-hand, exchanges,

new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

CAMBEKWELL (Bright and Hayles).—Makers
Camber motor cycles; catalogues free.—Church

CAMBERWELL (Bright and Hayle8).-Agenta
Bradbury motor cycles, 1909 models ; our p:

£42 10s.—Church St.

CAMBERWELL (Bright and Hayles).-2ih.p. No
low frame girder forks, 26in. wheels, perfect c

dition: £9 10s.—Church St.

CAMBERWELL (Bright and Hayles).—4h.p. Wl
and Poppe, Enfield frame, Longuemare carbu

ter, Dunlop tyie, Brooks saddle, low position; £14 :

—Church St.

Olh.p. Motor Bicycle, good running order, la:

/W2 stand; £6.— lb, Devonshire St., Great Portl
St., W.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 Triumphs in stock; deliverj

...nee; exchange entertained.—5, Heath St., Ha:
stead.

XTAMPSTEAD.—7-9h. p. Peugeot, magneto and epi

stead.
forks, two-speed gear; £25.-5, Heath St., Ha

H

HAMPSTEAD.— 51i.p. Vindcc Special, magneto
spring forks, two-speed gear, all accessories ; i

—5, Heath St., Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD.—Motosacoche, good condition,

model, all accessories; bargain, £16.—Rey,
Heath St., Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD for F.N.'s, 1909 models from Bt(

high price allowed for your old mounts.—Be

RET, Hampstead. sole London and district agent
Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; exchanges

Below.

HAMPSTEAD.—Great Bargains; look to page
39. all machines guaranteed; exchanges si

ality.—Rey, 5, Heath St.

AMPSTEAD.— 4-cyl. F.N., 45h.p., new conditi

£28. with all accessories; bargain.— 5, Heatt

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 F.N.. 4-cyl., only soiled, i

all accessories; £32.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Ha
stead.

3 ih.p Triumph, 1908. in perfect condition,
2 Mabon clutch: £32.—Morgan, 28, Boroi

Farnham.

3 lh.p. Givaudan Motor Cycle, new condition;
2 trial; £14, worth £35.—Varney, 40, Angel Li

Stratford.

HAMPSTEAD Bargains on_ page 39; finest si

guaranted.— 5. Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2f

P.O.

KERRY Motor Cycle, 2ih.p., perfect order; £15
Lawrence, 158. Pulham Palace Rd., Hami

smith, W.

3 lh.p., M.O.V. engine, 26in. wheels, BlOO, splei

2 condition throughout.—J. Clegg, 2, Sydney -1

Beckenham.

3 h.p. Peugeot, as new, suit lady or gent, excepti(

hill-climber; oflers.-Roberts, 5, Belgrave M
I

W., London.

' X* £J 15s.—3ih.p. Rex, Longuemare, fast, and good
ot/O fliQiber, good condition.—Covell, 16, Moi
Rd., Redhill.

23.h.p. Jehu, good condition, splendid climber, :

4 able; £7 lOs.—Hopps, 11, Avenue Rd., L
sham Obelisk.

5-6h.p. Twin Peugeot, No. 6 frame, adjustable pul

spring forks, £19.—G.W., 47, Montague Rd., ]

ston, London.

6 h.p. De Dion-Regal; £45. part exchange spring,

car or motor cycle.—Gardner, 10, Whippeni

j

Rd., Watford.

£15—Chater-Lea, Palmers, Watawata, accumulat

or dry cells.—J., 41, Wrottesley Rd., Plumst
' London, S.E.

23.h.p. Fairy Twin Lightweight, new October, la

4 overhauled; £14, or close ofier.—Howe, B
Lion, Epping.

TRIUMPH, 1909, delivered la.st month, 80 mi
£45, no offers: want tricar.—W., Elms Ho

Hammersmith.

VINDEC 3^h.p., 1907, Mabon clutch, faultless, la

fittings^ accessories; £18.-1, Cornwall Ten-

Baker St., N.W.

ah p. Chater-Lea, Clinchers, F.N. carburetter, 1

bars, good order: £10.— la, Frideswide Place, K
i.<ih Town, N.W.

6h p Twin • Antoine. Chater fittings, condition

new; bargain. £23; appointment.-2, White
Gardens, Acton.

-AUDE'S.-Minerva, 2h.p., M.O.V., good tyres,

- belt, in verv sound order; £8 88.—136, U:

I

Portland St., W.

MOTOR Cvcle, Quadrant, develops 2}h.p., splei

order: £9; take push bike.-Porter, 89, High ]

!
Wille.^den Green.

JAP-BAT 9h.p., sidecar, little used, handle-bar (

trol, antomatie lubrication.—Powell, 6, Chatsw(

Rd., W. Norwood.

31 h p Quadrant, splendid condition, new Clinc

2 studded back; £18.-E.T.. 65, Wickham
Delce, Rochester.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ou Want bargains in second-hand, exchanges, or

ew. come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

TMPH 3h.p., magneto, splendid condition, all

icessories; £20.-TyIer'B ]?arm. Little \\ arley,

ood, Essex.

Kerry free engine clutch, chain drive, splendid

inditiou; £7 15s., a genuine bargain.—E. May,

m Ed., 8.W.

2ih.p., magneto, splendid condition; £16, ex-

I'ange with little cash higher power.— 60, Park-

ad., Holloway.

p Kerry; £11 lOs. ; thoroughly reliable, perfect,

low, two brakes, handle-bar control.—Eowe, 139,

g Ed., London.

IDE'S —Ariel, 3h.p., 26in. wheels, low, vertical

>ngine, B. and B. carburetter; £14 to clear.— 136,

Portland St., W.

3 Triumph, August, fully equipped, excellent con-

dition, rubber studded Clinchers: £35.—Cole,
,s Ed., Eomford.

p Kerry and sidecar. Palmers, good condition,

numerous spares; £17.—Vallins, 60, Nutcroft

eckham. After 5.

"WN 3ih.p. ; approval ; splendid condition. Dread-

ought back, A Won front tyres, spares; £14 10s.

ry, Eadlett, Herts.

Kerry, good condition, £8, quick sale, or ex-

hange for tandem; also sidecar for sale, £2.-15,

Ed., Brixton, S.W.

VIPSTEAD Bargains on page 39; finest stock

guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.

:

P.O.

Quadrant, long handle-bars, low machine: £10;
xchange ; send stamp particulars.—Edwards, 68,

J Ed., South Ealing.

ITTLE'S.—F.N. lih.p. Lightweight, latest model,
H.T. magneto, spring forks, adjustable pulley,

nt order; cheap, £17 10s.

ITTLE'S.—Minerva, 3ih.p., 82 by 82, M.O.V.,
vertical, low built, adjustable pulley, good run-

irder; sacrifice £9 15s.

ITTLE'S.-Clyde, 3h.p., vertical, magneto. Pal-
mer tyres, absolutely new condition throughout;

a, £11 lOs. cash.

ITTLE'S.—Fairy 2i-3h.p. lightweight twin, like

new; cheap, £11 lis.-Whittle's Motor Exchange,
eld. 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

p. Kerry, vertical, torpedo, adjustable pulley, re-

cently overhauled; £7 15s., or nearest. — Lee,
rove Lane, Camberwell.

Clyde, in excellent condition, magneto, good
yres, £14; also Mabon clutch, new, £2.—W^illment,
jglas St., Westminster.

p. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, Dunlop tyres

'

(nearly new), in running order; £12.—Fowles, 52,
St., Queen's Park, W.

1

Humber, Dunlops, trembler, spare tyre, stand,
lowerful, perfect condition, guaranteed; £1 lOs. j

Church Ed., Willesden.

,p. Minerva, genuine 1907, tools, spares, all ac-
cessories; £11 lis.—Wheelan, 140, Boyson Ed.,,

jrwell Gate, London, S.E.
j

'EST 3ih.p. Brown, Clincher tyres, very low, prac-
iically new, fast, good hill-climber; £16, oSers.—
pper Clapton Ed., London.

TOE Cycle. 3h,D.. new condition, Ohater-Lea fit-

;ings, Eoyal Star engine; £15 cash; 8 till 9 p.m.—
lorrimore Ed., Walworth, S.E,

UDE'S.—Vindec Special, 5h.p., Bosch magneto,
Truflault, 1908 model, two speeds; £36, or ex-
3.-136, Great Portland St., W.

18 3Jh.p. N.S.U., butt-ended tube, H.B. control,
non-skid, cut-out; £18, or exchange; oflers in-

-K., 261, High St., Hounslow. i

ENIX Cob, 2}h.p., B. and B., magneto, two
speeds, footboards, condition perfect ; £25, or close
-66. London Ed., Twickenham.

[

18 3ih.p. Eex, two-speed gear, free engine, handle
starting, good as new; cost 50 guineas, price £35.

•, 27, Montpelier St., London, S.W.

)8 Matchless-J.A.P., 6h.p., twin, magneto, handle-
bar control, spring forks, condition as new; £27.

;

'lumstead Common Ed., Plumstead.
|

..p. 1908 Eex Tourist, good condition, Palmers,
spare Eich tube, belt, etc. ; owner has no time

;

•Oullum, 8, Sunnyside Ed., Ealing.

I. N.S.TJ., twin-oyls., Bosch magneto, with sidecar,
as new; £38.—On view, Holland Park Garage,

b's Ed., Holland Park. London, W.
I. p. Bradbury, in good condition, long bars, foot-
boards; seen any time; £12.—T. Hine, Station

i, Haydon's Ed., South Wimbledon.

I. Antoine, Longuemare, Whittle, spares, accessories,
footboards, good running order; £11. — Boltz,

Ithorpe, Ashbridge Ed., Leytonstone.

•TOE Cycle, 4h.p., twin Werner, spring forks, good
condition; £12 only; must sell.—Apply, Kirkdale,
Seven Sisters Ed., Finsbury Park, N.

06 Eex, 3ih.p., £9 10s.; Clincher tyres. Brooks
saddle. Shamrock-Gloria belt, ready for any

ey.—22, The Avenue. Bruce Grove, N.

NEW or SECOND-HAND.
You can't beat us on these machines.

Another supply ot each model, with latest improve-
ments, is now to hand, and very

exchange allowances wiU be made against any make
or condition of machine.

We can also supply
MOTO-BEVES, DOUGLAS, N.S.U.'s, ROCS, BATS,

BRADBURYS, VINDECS, P. & M.'s.

" POPUL.ARS."
rgog 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, a beauty, NEW £48
1909 two-speed HUMBER 86 10

1909 3i ^'V- REX Tourist, second-hand. . .

.

(offers)

1908 T.T. TRIUMPH, nearly as new 34 10
1908 3J h.p. Two-speed REX, nearly new .

.

29 10

1908 3i h.p. Tourist REX (new) 29
1908 REX, 3.6 h.p. R.A.C, rating 17 10

1908 3i h.p. Magneto QUADRANT 28 10

1907 3j h.p. Magneto REX 21

3i h.p. two-speed PHELON & MOORE .... 22
1908 3i h.p. 2-speed Magneto FAFNIR. ... 28 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, low. 26in. wheels . . 13 10

3i h.p. Magneto VINDEC. fiae condition .

.

22 10

1906 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V 15 10

3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto. . 19 10

3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount.... 14 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars 15

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, H.B. control, torpedo 9 10

3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control 11 10

2i h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, goes well 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, Lightweight, very low.

.

6 10
2 h.p. VICTOR, spray 5 10
2 h.p WERNER, Li.ghtweight, very low. . 4 18

SIOE-CAR IVIACHINES.
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer cords 32 10

5ih.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE, Conti-
nentals 32 10

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch .... 27 10

1909 Twin N.S.U., two speeds, NEW 60 15
6 h.p. Twin REX and Forecar 22 10

si h.p. Twin REX, new tvres, black linish. . 17 17

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH BICVR 19
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar 20

4J h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto 28 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ignition ,. 17 10

Eight 5^ h.p. Twin Rexes, spring foriis,

long bars, low frames, aluminium Qnish

blue lines, 26in. wheels. £17 17s.
Grand sidecar machines.

ONE EACH ONUY.
Brand New 1908 3i h.p. N.S.U 80 gns.

Brand New 1909 Two-speed HUMBER . . 38 ,.

Amac Carburetters. Liberal exchange.

EASY F>AYS¥S£N-rS.
5/ weekly and

/ " any of these

ready for the road :

h.p,

reasonable deposit secure-

machines. All tested ant!

3 Lloyd's .

3 Clyde .

4 Antoine
3 Humber
3j Rex
3 Brown .

4 Atelier .

, .. £13 10
, .. 15
.. 16 10
.. 10

... 10 10
, . . 12 10
... 13 10

Monster List

h.p.

3 Quadrant .

,

4 Coronet .

.

2 Werner .

3J Werner . .

i| Thomas .

.

2i Humber . .

3 Bradbury . .

on application.

£10
15
8

13 10
8
8 10

10 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.
GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED.

CARS.
16 h.p. Remo £185
10-12 Brush .. 49 10
8-10 Ford .. 39 10

6i Humberette 39 10

TRICARS
4* Bradbury. . £29 10

4I Rover, w.c- 22 10
5 Humber . . 33
5 J Rexette .. 29 10

All ready to drive away, and excellent value.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2iin. Tyres ; everv-

thmg of the best £6

Foreign order terms : 25 per cent, deposit,

balance against bills of lading. Packed, F.O.R.
Halifax.

1903 Magneto Macliines Wanted for Spot Cash.

Halifax Mot^r Exchange;
" '

,:.'' largest'^ REX^'t^&EAtfcRSy '?:'\

'>,S d.;' 15,testgate, Walifax .:

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
STAMFORD HILL.— 1909 Humberg, two speeds, mat?

nctn; £45; from stock; exchanges; liberal allow-

inces,— 128. Hiijh Rd., South Tottenham.

23hp Brown, complete, and in excellent condition

4 lamp, ba;;, horn; £10.-128, High Ed., 8. Tot-

tenham.

3ihp. Excelsior, 26in. wheels, low built, Longuemare.
2 very ijowerlul; £10.-128, High Ed., 8. Totten-

ham.

31hp. Twin Peugeot, spring forks, magneto, Palmei

2 tyres, all in excellent condition; £20.-128, Hi(rb

Rd., South Tottenham.

23hp. Phoenix, two speeds, magneto, handle starting.

4 a real gem, suit doctor; £18.-128, High Ed,, 8

Tottenham.

21h.p. J.A.P., low built, £10 lOs. ; Hh.p. Minerva.

2 long bars, Tery good condition, £5; 3ih.p. M.Al.U,,

vertical, girder forks, £6; 2|h.p. Precision engined ma-

chine. £5: first cash takes.-128. High Ed., 8. Totten-

haaa.

NEW 1909 3ih.p. Minerva, ridden once, £5 worth]

spares • cost £44. sacrifice £34 ; owner bought twin;

same make.—546, High Ed., Goodmayes, Essex.
j

1 O09 Zenette, Qradua gear, 3ih.p. Fafnir engine, cosl

JLi/ £57 in March, not ridden 200 miles, as new; £37

10s. lowest.—Morgan, 84, Pentney Ed., Balham.

LM 0., Ssh.p., new in April, every latest improvement,

tyres and enamel unscratched, all accessories: £36.

or best ofler.—K. Greig, 2, Ravenna Ed., Putney.-

31hp Motor Cycle, as new, trembler coil, handle-baj

4 control very low built, enamelled French grey.

very smart; £18 10s.—139, Balaam St., Plaistow.

23.h n FN. throughout, fast, climb any hill, long,

4 low Bowdens, Dunlops ; any trial ; no room cause

of sale; £16, no o«ers.—46, Eade Ed., Finsbury Park.

5hp Twin, E.O.M., Ideal fan, B. and B. handle-bai

control, new condition; any trial; very fast; alsc

sidecar; come and see it.— 761, Garratt Lane, Tooting,

31hp Quadrant, spring forks, splendid hill-climbei,

2 most reliable, as new throughout, all spares ;
genu

ine bargain, £19.-29, Montford Place, Kennington, S.E

33hp NSXJ and Sidecar, 1908, magneto ignition

4 iin. belt, 26in. wheels, two-speed gear and fre*

engine; £32; any trial.-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton

REX 3ih.p., perfect order, £15; Eex, 3ih.p., witl

cane sidecar, £13; Ormonde, 3h.p., less coil an(

accumulator, £7 lOs.-Lucas, 390, High Ed., Chiswick

31h p Zedel, private make, long build, thorough goiuf

2 order, tyres almost new ; any trial ;
bargain £20

1

owner bought car.-W.R.P., 26, Hendon Lane, Fmchley

£6 10s —2ih p. lightweight motor cycle, just been over

hauled ; owner buying sidecar ; can be seen a

Head's Cycle Wks., 32, Fulham Palace Ed. No oflers

23hp Kerry, spring forks, long bars, low saddle

4 spare Palmer tyre, numerous spares, guarantee<

perfect; £9 10s.—Nicholls, 4; Euston Mews, Nottini

Hill.

STANTON — 3ih.p. De Dion, Eoc clutch, and two

speed gear, spring forks, Chater-Lea fittings, handle

bar control, low, absolutely perfect, thoroughly reliable

£20.

STANTON — 3ih.p Quadrant, spring forks, almos

brand new condition, reliable as a 1909 Bradbury

£16.

TANTON.—3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, fine littl

puller; exceptional bargain, £10 IDs., worth doublt

STANTON for 1909 Bradburys, cash or easy payments

get my terms.— 619. Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, Lor

don,

MAUDE'S.—Rex de Luxe, 5h.p., Roc clutch, mag
neto, cantilever seat, with Millford castor whe4

sidecar £32 10s., alone £27.-136. Great Portland. St

W.

Olhp. Kerry, splendid order, long bars, new Pete:

/W2 Union; £11, or part exchange 3ih.p. standar

make: appointment.-James, 149, High St., Lewishan

S.E.

TEIUMPH, new, 1908, perfect condition, not ru

1 000 miles, rubber studded back tyre, Lucas lam]

tools, etc. ; £32.-L.C., 21, Parliament Hill, Hampstea(

N.w!

QUADEANT. 3ih.p., 1907, splendid condition, vei

little used, fitted Osborne four-speed pulley; £2

lOS or near oSer.—Bardill, 38, Bramley Ed., Nottm
Hill'.

TOTTENHAM.—Moto-Eeve, 1908, excellent conditio!

magneto, £20; also 3ih.p. Minerva, 1908, £15 10

—MattheVs' Cycle Stores, 96, West Green Ed. 'Phon
1722.

MAUDE'S.—5h.p Twin Jap, Bosch magneto, Longn
neto, cantilever seat; with Millford castor whei

in sound order; £20 nett.—136, Great Portland St., Lo
don, W.

BEOWN, 2|h.p., low seat, long bars, handle-bar co:

trol, perfect running, like new; £10 lOs., or e

change for highe.- power.—34, Meanley Ed., Manor Par
Essex.

BRADBURY, 3h.p., nearly new. Clinchers, Longu
mare two accumulators, Advance adjustable pulle

T?asy starter; a bargain, £11.—Outram, 63, High 81

Sevenoaks.

TO 09 Triumph, Mabon clutch, tools, run 500 mile

JLt/ owner going abroad; must sell; price £43, -

nearest ofier.—Apply, Wyman, Wimbledon Park Houb
Wimbledon.

s

In answering these advertisemtrUs it is ih.nraUe to mention " The Motor Oyde.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
)h V Eexette, three seats, twin wheel, very reliable,

in flrst-rate condition; must realise; £32 10s. —
Qarratt Lane, Tooting.

i) -Bex Tricar, splendid condition, tyres good,

whittle belt, fan-cooled, accumulator, run week-

only; £23, no offers.—Wadsworth, Newsagent, 7,

causeway, Farnworth.

JMBER Ajh.p. Water-cooled Tricar, two-speed gear,

coach-built body, fast and powerful machine, good

jrance, excellent condition ; £30 nett ; trial run by

intment.—Dean, Carnforth.

h.p., Mills and Fulford art cane forecar, in splendid

condition, good hill-climber ; can be converted into

in few minutes; £18, cost £50.—Clark, 88, Wash-
Ed., Rushden, Northants.

h.p. Eiley Tricar, two speeds, water-cooled, studded
liack tyre, handle starting, in guaranteed condi-

23 guineas.—Oeorge, 736, HoUoway Ed., London.
Summerland Mansions, Muswell Hill.

h.p. Twin Givaudan, Longuemare carburetter,

Bassee-Michel- coils. Whittle belt, spare front

1, and Mills-Fulford forecarriage, with car headlight

;

Hamsher, 716, L6a Bridge Ed., Leyton.

ICAE, 5-6h.p., twin, air-cooled, Eex engine, accu-

mulator ignition, spring frame, Osborne four-

i gear, handle starting, wing mudguards ;
photo-

£25.—No. 2,791, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

.h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, three speeds, £25; 2|-h.p.

Singer tricycle; perfect, £10 : lih.p. motor cycle,

no reasonable offer refused; wanted, 6h.p. twin, cr

and sidecar. — James, Wotton-under-Edge, Glou-
irshire.

h.p, Stevens Water-cooled Tricar, three speeds,
Hermetic car tyres en back, Clincher fronts, in

and perfect condition; £35; would consider ex-

ge for motor bicycle.—Bent, 99, King Richard's
Leicester.

ICENIX Trimo, 6h.p., water-cooled, nearly new, two
ignitions, heavy tyres, quite new, speedometer,

IS, etc.; £60, or close offer; would exchange with
for modern small car.— G. C. Bedwell, Eosemont,

•ryhinton Ed., Cambridge.

h.p. Excelsior nearly new water-cooled powerful tri-

car, handle starting, like car,- coach-built, Mabon
;h, foot brakes, 26 by 2Ji. fast, Watawata, acces-
s; particulars sent; bargain, £28; exchanges enter-

3d.—45. Charles St., Stepney.

iffiNIX Tricai, Sjh.p. Minerva engine, two speeds,
free engine,* car tyre on back wheel, Dunlops, lea-

apron, spares, splendid order ; trial any time
;
good

1 cycle taken in part payment; cash £21.—Letzer,
Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames.

p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, Watawata and Dermatine
belts. Clincher tyres, new non-skid back, ?pare

83, two accumulators, light, fast, and powerful ; any
[; perfect condition: exchange gttid iiinkp single;

10s.—Nicholls, 4, Euston Mews, Notting Hill.

IICAE, as new, 7h.p. De Dion pattern air-cooled
twin, Longuemare, coach-built front, bucket back,

mrock belt, band brakes and belt rim, trembler coil,

lb anything; expert examination invited; £33 10s.,

ilosest offer; bike as part.—139, Balaam St., Plais-

t.p. Eiley Tricar, splendid condition, fast and power-
ful, just been thoroughly overhauled, coach-built,

el steering, acetylene and electric lamps, grooved Dun-
, and Grose non-skid, four spare tubes, complete tour-
condition ; sacrilice for cash £35.—Luck, Earlsdon,
entry.

GOTLAND.- 6h.p. Eex Triette, air-cooled, Amae
handle-bar .control, Whittle (new), 700 by 65 back,

re cover and tube, Polkey projector, car generator, tool-

, numerous spares ; £30 ; the machine is in perfect
dition, and in splendid running order ; any trial
in.—Jones, 122, North High St., Musselburgh.

ENITH Motors, Ltd.—Clearance bargains. New
Zenette, Gradua gear, 1908; new Zenette, Mabon

;ch, 1908; new Zenette, free engine, 1908; new shop-
ed Zenette tricar, with three-speed gear, 6h.p. J.A.P.
ine; also 1908 Triumph, fitted with Gradua gear.—
ticulars and prices on application, 1, Church St.,
ybridge.

C|08 10-12h.p. Lagonda Tricar, water-cooled, three
^ speeds and reverse, irreversible wheel steering,
bogany boxes for coil, accumulators, generator, etc.,
ried on long rubber covered brass-bound footboards,
acetylene headlights, electric side and tail lights,
tyres all round, under screen to engine, front seat to

ry two, magnificent condition, complete with tools,
res, etc. ; one of the most luxurious tricars ever built

;

ept £70.-Capt. L., 13, Weighton Rd., Anerley, S.E.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
1 h.p. White and Poppe Forecar, splendid condition

;

2 £15; trial given.—Whitaker, Green St. Green,
jmgton.

EIEL Sidecar, rigid, left, adjustable, 26 by 2i Pal-
- mer, upholstered, splendid order; 65s.— 18, High
, Hailsham.

lORECAE, Millford, cane basket, band brakes, 26 by
2+ Palmers, good condition ; £4.—Arrow, 83, Rye

ne, Peckham.

IDECAE, rigid, upholstered, wicker chair, apron, 26
Miohelin, unpunctured, as new; cheap, £3 10s.—

ddard, Southwold.

kON'T Delay to write or you will be too late.—Min-
' erva forecar, 4h.p., Palmers, Continentals: what
3rs?-13, Bank Parade Streatham.

THE FINGER POST
TO ENJOYMENT

THE q

BRADBURY
3J h.p. MOTOR CYCLE.

To drive a motor cycle

that is always requiring

attention, and which can-

not be trusted to climb
anything but a mole-hill

is not particularly enjoy-

able. It is only those
who have experienced the

delights of speeding com-
fortably along on a

Bradbury

H ^p- Motor

Cycle,

and secure in the know-
ledge that it is the reliable

British-built machine,who
know the full meaning of

the word enjoyment as

applied to motor cycling.

I( you art

interested.

write for

New Booklet

and name of

nearest Agent
to

AWARDED
18

GOLD MEDALS,
including the Spe
eial Gold Medal
awarded to Mi*. V\.

T. Stantiiu, of Ley-
tow, in the London
to Edinburgh Emi.

Bradbury & Co. Ltd.

Wellington Works, Oldham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
COEONET " Sidecars, built of genuine Chater-L

lugs, fit either' right or left side.—Booth's M
tories.

" f^ OEONET " Sidecars must not be confused wi
V^ the £4 19s. lid. type; they look beautiful.

Booth's Motories, Halifax.

COEONET" Sidecars; price £5 178. 6d. ; fit fii

as a rock • guaranteed free from side-slip.

Booth's Motories.

"rf^OEONET" Sidecars; £5 178. 6d. ; supplied fre

v^ stock to suit any make of motor cycle.—Boot!
Motories, Halifax.

COEONET" Sidecars; £5 178. 6d. ; special att(

tion is directed to the luxurious system of sprii

ing.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

COEONET" Sidecars; £5 178. 6d. ; comfortable
a motor car. Converts motor cycle into an idi

winter machine ; .superior to some £8 Ss. makes.—Boot
Motories, Halifax.

GOOD Sidecar, for left side, rigid, 26in. wheel, ve

good tvre, good condition throughout ; £3 IDs
Maude's, 136. Great Portland St., W.

FITEASY Sidecars, for narrow doors, wholesale a
retail.—Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, W

son St., Newington Green, London, N,

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, splendid conditi(
upholstered green, luncheon basket ; price 70s

Farr, 27, Montpelier St., London, S.W.

SIDECAES, upholstered, fitted 26 or 28in. mol
tyres, brand new ; a dozen to clear at £4 4s. eai

—Nelson Wks., 224, Pentonville Ed., London, N.

MILLS-FULFOED Castor Wheel, 26 by 2; cost £
without tyre at Brown Bros, three months ago

;

15s. for quick sale.—Heath, 36. Buscato St., King's Cro

NEW Sidecars for any make of motor cycle, 24i
26in., or 28in. wheel, smart, good delivery, fr(

stock; approval: £4 17s. 6d.—Farrar, Square Ed., Hs
fas.

T> IGID de Luxe Sidecar, enamelled, lined, and plat(
-CV luxuriously sprung, everything of the best, 26
2j Clincher tyres ; £6.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hs
fax.

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegai
entirely different to other makes; write us; c

prices are right.—Orcjiard Mills, Belinda St., Hunsl
Leeds.

FOE Sale, Phoenix Forecarriage, cane chair, uph
stered, in first-class condition; £4 lOs., or exchar

for sidecar same value.—Buckley, Sunderland St., M;
clesfield.

SIDECAES.—Best value in England'; competition
fied; inspection invited; prices £4, £5, and £5 15

fitting free; established 1882.—C. A. Edgar, 123. H
loway Ed., London, N.

"I
O Guinea Sidecar, this year's model, only used twi

L/^ made throughout with genuine Chater-Lea 1

tings; sacrifice £6 8s.; appointment.—F. Woolgar, 1;
Broomwood Ed., Clapham Common, S.'W.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, Model de Lu;
with basket under seat, not driven 200 mile

cost £13 10s., first offer of £7; absolutely perfect
Gouldesbrough, The Sycamores, Harpenden.

NO, we're not dead. Only too busy to take any m(
orders last week. Eemember, when we state we bu

with Chater-Lea fittings, we use them, not imitatioi
We believe in supplying our customers with only i

best. By using Chater-Lea fittings you get perfeoti(
Our guarantee extends over five years, and we are t

only firm giving a £20 guarantee against side-sl

Trade supplied. Insist on your agent supplying an 0<
leigh sidecar, or order direct from us

;
price £5.—Oaklei

Motors, Ltd., 65a, Eosendale Ed., West Dulwich.

TANDEMS.
LADY-BACK Motor Tandem, Phcenis, 2ih.p., Ic

built, 26in. wheels, splendid order and conditio
any trial given ; complete with lamp, tools, and ma
spares; £12.—Brodie, 1, Chester St., Grosvenor Pla'

S.W.

TRAILERS.
0/\S.—Trailer, splendid condition, new Clinchers: b:

*-'" gain.—Pemsel and Wilson, Apsley End, Hen
Hempstead, Herts.

QUADCARS.
4 h.p. Eoyal Enfield, two speeds, free engine; £11 lOs

Newton, 214, Brixton Hill, S.W.

31.h.p. Ariel Quad, good condition, two - speed ge:

2 tyres good, and new chain and bucket .seat froi
any trial; £12.—E. W. Odgers, Ivy Motor Wks., Ca
borne.

QTJADCAE, two speeds, wheel steering, coach ma
seats, climbs well, in perfect condition throughou

any examination.—Evelyn, 79, Plumstead Common E
Plumstead. —

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.

A CAPITAL Opening offers for establishing a gara
and works at Oxted, no opposition ;

premises c

be obtained at from £60 to £80 per annum.—Seale, Swi
;i'id Senle, Estate agents, Oxted.

In answering thest advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CARS] FOR SALE.
lALMER.—8h.p. De Dion (genuine), 5-seater, swing

seat Bide eiitranie, wonderful value; £45.

lALMEK.— 8h.p. Begal, tonneau, single-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, cardan drive, 700 by 65 tyres;

3.

ALMEE.— 12-14h.p. Whitlock-Aster, tonneau, 4-cyl.,

in absolutely new condition; 100 mile trial; £75.

ALMER.— 12-14h.p. Huinber, 2-seater, 4-oyl., raked
steering, push pedals, silent, speedy, reliable, low

It; £85.

tALMER. — 10-12h.p. De Dietrich, tonneau, 2-cyl.,

magneto and eltotric ignitions, splendid reliable

; £55.

'ALMEU. — 12-1 6h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, 810 by 90 Miohelin tyres, econo-

jal ear; £40.

ALMER. — 12-16h.p. Panhard Delivery Van 4-cyl.,

four speeds, solid tyres, carry about 18 cwt. ; £65.

ALMER. — 10 - 12h.p. Sandringham-Daimler Lorry,

2-oyl., complete with roomy van body; £65.

ALMER. — 24h.p Wolseley Tonneau, 4-cyl., folding

screen, 920 bv 120 Miohelin tyres, perfect work-
order; iE35.

ALMER. — 15 - 20h.p. Milnes-Daimler Detachable
Brougham, 4-oyl., magneto, four speeds, splendid

8 car; £65.

ALMEK.— 18-24h.p. Prunel Landaulet, side entrance,

4-cyl.. 880 by 120 Palmer cord tyres, splendid car;

25.

ALMER.—40h.p. De Dietrich, side entrance, limou-

sine, latest type car, nearly new; cost £1,200, £325.

ALMEK. — 4ih.p. Automotor, 2-seater single-cyl.,

good running order, reQuires new radiator; £12.

N. PALMER, 190. Mellison Rd., Tooting. 'Phone,
208, Streatham, IPhotos, details, per return ; cars

Q here any day ; Thursdays and Sundays before 2.

jy terms arranged. Exchanges entertained.

r>h.p. 2-cyl. Napier Car, seats four, in good order;
^ £45.—Knowles, West Hallam, Derby.

ti.p. Light 2-Seater, fast car; £35, motor cycle part.—
14, Zermatt St., Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

ENUINE Sunbeam-Maberley, two speeds, etc., less
' engine; £4 5s.—R. Nye, 83, Drewstead Rd, Streat-

a.

h.p. Model ex. Stanley bteam Car; trial; bargain,

first cheque £20.—W. Q. Watson, Cycle Agent,
lale.

rUMBER Oar, 6-8h.p., as new; £55; take magneto
L motor cycle part.—Hill, Princes Rd., Buckhurst
11, Essex,

h.p. Baby Peugeot, thrte speeds, artiHery wheels,

speedy and economical, new condition and appear-

:e; £35.—Below.

•8h.p. Argyll, 2-seat6r, late type, dual ignition, excep-

tional condition; £42.—Sully, 10, Old Town, Clap-

n.

lEUGEOT, 2-seater, 5h.p., wind screen, lamps, good
running order; photo; £45.—Bouchier, 23, Taun-
Rd., Bridgwater.

h p. De Dion 2-8eater, good order, or 5-6h.D. twin
Zedel cycle and cash, for 1908 Triumph.—28, Nile

., Gillingham, Kent.

D-12h.p.
Hnmber, 2-cyl., 3-seater, side entrance; £59,

or exchange anything.—Ayden, 17, Blackstock
., Finsbury Park, N.

/J h.p. Brooke, tonneau. five seats, 870 by 90 tyres,

± nearly new, splendid order; sacrifice £37 lOs.-
2, Qarratt Lane, Tooting.

r.M.O., 8h.p., single-cyl., tonneau, artillery wheels,
L three speeds, reverse; bargain to clear, £19 19s.—
3, Qarratt Lane, Earlsfleld.

h.p. M.M.O. Gar, three and reverse, artillery wheels,
suit commercial or doctor, easily managed ; £28.—

3, High Ed., S. Tottenham.
,

-llh.p. Peugeot, 2-seater, magneto, three speeds and
reverse, painted red; bargain, 50 guineas.—Above.

ir)-16h.p. Darracq, tonneau, three and reverse, fast,
'v handsome car; £50.—Stamford H.M.O., 128, High
., S. Tottenham.

kLDSMOBILE, 6h.p., seats two, artillery wheels, Dun-
' lop tsrres, good condition, excellent hill-olimber.—

, 34, East Parade, Harrogate.

jLDSMOBILE, 2-8eater, in splendid condition, ready
' to be taken away; can be seen and tried after 7;
4.—Hudson, 49, Popplbton Rd., Leytonstone.

0-12h.p. 2-cyl. Tonneau Oai, four speeds, cardan
drive, live axle, perfect ; £45, or exchange trioai

i cash.-Sinclare, 48, Walton Sd., East Molesey.

IZAIRE, 9h.p., side entrance, 4-seater, fully equip-
ped, four lamps; send stamp for particulars; £125;

change.-Frank Edwards, 68, Murray Rd., Ealing.

• 28.—6h.p. Elegante car, Aster engine, two bucket
' seats, three speeds and reverse, equal artillery
eels, perfect order.—Brown, 4, Broadway, Mortlake.

k.T.A.V.—SeTeral second-hand and shop-soiled 5ih.p.,
' latest pattern; prices complete from £50 to £85.
Jong Acre Autocar Co., 117, Long Acre 5011 Ger-
:d.

Ih.p. Humbei (Coventry), three-speed, reverse, side
2 doors, long platform steps, wheel control, perfect
ier; ready for road; bargain, £35.— Mirfin. Tntlev.
effleld.

ilil!lll.llllll.l'lilllllil

^•ASH;

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

IDEAL FOR TOUR8NG.

NO CHARGING
NO ACID

NO ATTENTION

AND
NO TROUBLE.

GOLD MEDAL
LOS^DON to EDiS\£BURQH

S-STOP
QUARTERLY TRIALS.

Over

70 Miles per Hour
on Hellesen "Flash" Battery

at Brooklands, June i6th.

Sutton Bank, 1st and Fastest Time.

Brooklands Hour Race - - Ist.

Brooklands Easter Handicap - 1st.

And numerous other successes.

CONCLUSIVE PROOF OP SPEED AND
LASTING QUALITIES.

Write for Catalogue snd Descriptive

Booklet free, on application.

A. H.
115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.O.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE."—20-32h.p. Darracq, two ignitions,

urious body, canopy, two screeii.s, perfect; £,\

ECLIPSE."-14h.p. Star. 4-cyl., il.O.V., side
trance, splendid order; £95.

ECLIPSE."-10 - 12h.p Sorex Cab, 2 - oyl., M.O
in splendid condition; sacrifice £115.

ECLIPSE."-! 6h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl.,

neau, hood, pressed frame, periett order ; i

ECLIPSE."-12h.p. National, 3-eyl.-, 2-seater, hi

very good condition • £45.

ECLIPSE."— 6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed b

frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE."— Sih.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, Vict
hood, escelleat condition throughout ; £42

ECLIPSE."-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V..
neau, excellent condition ; £65.

ECLIPSE."— 6h.p. Humberette, 2-seater, h.

turee speeds and .everse; £34.

ECLIPSE."-16-20h.p. Eoyal Star, 4-oyl., M.O
side entrance, screen, in splenaid order; £]

ECLIPSE."— 6ih.p. Regal. 2 - seater, three spe
good as new: i36.

ECLIPSE."—6h.p. Vauxhall. 2 - seater, three spi

and reverse, very good condition; £18.

ECLIPSE."—14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entra
pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE."-7h.p. Pope - Tribune, 2-seater; i

—Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co., ;

Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth.—'Phone, 1135, Putnej

£35.—7-9h.p. New Orleans car, 2-cyl., seats four,
neau body, back seats removable, splendid worl

order.—Watters, 7, Stookwell Terrace, Clapham Ed., £

7 h.p. Panhard, 4-sea er, 2-cyl., just overhauled, h
screen, Stepney, speedometer; photo; £70; f

class cycle part exchange.—Howard, Tramways, Mert

8 h.p. Alidays. 4-seater, three speeds and reverse, i

ing seat entrance; £35, part exchange two-p.]

twin cycle.—Mackenzie, West Byfleet. 'Phone, ICY,
fleet. 4608 Holborn.

8 h.p. Dennis, 4 - seater, De Dion engine, three sp
and reverse, screen. Cape cart hood, new Mich

tyres, lamps, etc., good condition; £85.—Chambers,
Fyfield Ed., Enfield.

6 h.p. De Dion, British built (except engine), 2-8e!

smart little car, good sound running order, 70C
80 tyres, three speeds, reverse; sacrifice £50.-17. I

mure Ed., Mare St., Hackney.

MOES, 4-cyl., 10-12h.p., 4-seater, magneto, remov
hood, splendid condition, £150; 6h.p. twin 1

Sarolea, Mills-Fulford forecar, in low Chater frame,
by 2i wheels, lamp, tools, etc., £30. — 11, Combe
Rd., Clapton.

WATEE-COOLED Benz, 4h.p., seat four, thorou
overhauled, perfect order, solid tyres, three sp(

climb any hill, hood, lamps, and added improveme
photo for stamp; offers in cash or exchange.—T.,
Wightman Ed., Hornsey, N.

ASTEE-MOBILE, lOh.p., 2 cyls., three speeds,
verse, direct top, wheel control, 4-seater, pei

order, very fast and splendid hill-climber, extrei
pr?tty and stylish little car ; any trial by appointm
accept £65.—Hubert, 32, Eylett Ed., \\.

"I
QOB 6 - 7h.p. Laurin and Element (develops n

-LJ/ more), 2-ryl., magneto, thermo-syphon. equa
new, little used (by myself only), smartest and mosi
liable car on the road: fully equipped; £120; m
cycle or tricar part payment.— Stanton, 619, Lea Br
Ed., Leyton, London, E.

"I A-12h.p. Twin Buchet Engine, Panhard gears, ca
-Lv shaft, three speeds, reverse, highly painted, U]
stered green, smart appearance, front back entra
seats four, tyres perfect, splendid running order,
and headlights: sacrifice £65, or exchange two

1

motor cycles.—Fairfield, 2, Newarke St., Leicester.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle P(

from 19s. per annum. — Bass, Insurance Brc
Ongar.

INSUEANOE for Motor Cycles of any descrip
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell. Insurance Brc

Norwich, at very low rates. Fire, 2s. 6d. ; third, pi
7s. ; accidents to cycle, 14s. 6d. ; accident to rider, 1

inclusive policy, 18b. 6d. ; please write for particula

TUITION.
MOTOE Car Driving Taught; moderate terms.—

ticulars. 2,225, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cover

MOTOR EXPERTS.
GODFEEY and Applebee.—Any make of mac.

tuned up : alterations and repairs at lowest pri-
Rex a speciality.— 165a, Hoe St.. Walthamstow. 'Ph
464. Walthamstow.

I
MPOETANT.—Colonial, foreign, and country rea

will hear .something to their advantage if thev r

municate with R. Q. Nye, Aldhurst, Drewstead
Streatham, London.

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists.—All repairs che
and intelligently carried out under personal sii

vision. We are compression specialists : cyls. rebf
and new pistons fitted from 12s. 6d.—Tennant Ensij
ing Co., 53. Tennant St., Birmiughain.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Mofor Cy<^f
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ENGINES.
Ihp. Whitley, aew; £6 10s.—94, Markhouse Ed.,
g ' \Valthamstow.

h p Engine and spray carburetter : 2l8.—J. Spurrell,
,' Eggworthy, Horrabridge.

Ihp. M.M.C. Engine, perfect order- £3 5s.—Kisbee,

2 45. Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, S.E.

hp E.M. 2-stroke Engine, suitable for tricar, never

been run; oilers wanted.—B., 19, Eobsart St.,

iston.

lACING Minerva Engine, 81i.p., as new, outside fly-

; wheel, carburetter, silencer; £10 10s.— 53, TrafEord

., Salford.
!

PAGNETO, Simms-Eosch, H.T., twin, 45 per cent.,

L witn sprockets, nearly new ; £5.-17, Galena Ed.,

inmersmith.

ih.p. J.A.P. Inclined Engine, with silencer, and Lou-
2 suemare carburetter, splendid condition; £4.-22,
11 St., Southport.

lb. p. N.S.U. Engine, carburetter, magneto, silencer,

2 pulley, spare valves, and cradle plates.— 15, Ather-

Ed., Forest Gate.

,IL Engine, 3in. by 6in., water-cooled, electric igni-
' tion, working order ; £3, or exchange motor cycle

me.—Gardiner, AUanton, Auldgirth.

AEBUEETTEES.—Amac, with handle-bar control,

latest, 19s. 6d. ; cash, approval.—Stamford Hill

tor Co., 128, High Ed., Tottenham.

AEGAIN.—Genuine 3ih.p. De Dion Bouton, water-

cooled head, complete witn radiators, tank, etc.

;

58.—E. Nye, 83, Drewstead Ed., Streatham.

|E DION Engine, water-cooled head, fitted with two-
' speed free engine clutch, Longuemare carburetter,

ellent condition; £6.-17, Galena Ed., Hammersmith.

NGINE8, Engines, Engines, new and second-hand;
large stock, clearance lines, new, 3sh.p., M.O.V.

;

ines bought, sold, or exchanged.—Motor Accessories,

)ad St., OoTentry.

.8.TJ. Two-speed Gear, and free engine, fits Triumph;
carburetters, Amac H.B. control, 75 in stock;

iral exchange ; send requirements.—Halifax Motor Es-
-nge, Westgate, .

Halifax.

9h.p. Peugeot Engine, carburetter, and silencer,

brand new, been 50 miles only; far too fast for

ler
;

price, with gear driven magneto, £18 10s.; just

d £22 last week; will sell less magneto for £13; trial

h pleasure.—65a, Eosendale Ed., West Dulwich.

OE Sale, 6h.p. twin Jap engine, water-cooled, fitted

with carburetter and Chater-Lea friction clutch,

lost new, brass radiator, suit small car, and 15 feet of

. by 7-1 6in. Eenolds chain; wiat offers? must sell.—W.
ilady, jim., 185, Westmorland Ed., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

AS Engine, 6h.p., Midland, self-starter, perfect con-
dition, seen running, substituted electric power

;

lamo, 50 volts, 12 amperes, lights 24 25c.p. Osrams

;

tor scroll fretsaw, foot and power, practically new,
I; £8 88. ; two Barnes screw-cutting lathes, 4Jin., mth
ntershafts ; small 4in. lathe ; quantity shafting, wood
1 iron pulleys, hangers, etc. ; will exchange motor
, or offers.-Apply, Kamm and Co., 27. I'owell St.,

well Ed., E.G.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
.A.V. Accumulator, 15 amp., almost new, perfect;

83. 6d.—Ferguson, Beauthorne, Nairn, N.B.

kEEADNOUGHT Contacts, cure misfiring; fitted
' 2s. 6d. each.—Fellows, 49. Hertford St., Mayfair.

[AGNETO Terminal Covers, absolutely necessary; Is.
L each; two, Is. 6d.—Palmer, 30, New Bridge St.,

adon.

IHARGB Tour Own Accumulators with my useful pri-

mary battery; 48. 6d.—Pearce, 23, Eepton Ed.,
Islington, Bristol.

EBEON, Registered 291 - 289, vastly superior to
platimmi, cures misfiring ; best contacts for blades,

6WS, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

EBEON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted: Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV,

itact breakers 5a, 5b, 5o,- 5s. 6d. pair ; old screws Jeb-
lised. 2s. 6d. each.

EBEON. King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

i Ed., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms. Over
,000 fitted. Try it.

EBEON Contacts were used by Messrs. H.A.Collier
(24 hours), C. R. Collier. H. V. Colver, Harry

irtin, when making their recent world's records.

BIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted, re-
turned same day, Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;

icial iridium trimmers, 9d. • magneto screws refitted,
3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

QNITION Coils and Magnetos Eepaired, any make

;

,
accumulators repaired and charged ; best workman-

ip, moderate charges. Tel. : 453.— Glover Bros., Elec-
cians, Coventry.

FAGNETOS.-Any make repaired on the premises by
- skilled workmen; magnetos re-magnetised quickly:
rk guaranteed.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical
.. Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

CCUMULATOES, Magnetos, and Coils repaired,
^

.
lowest prices ; work guaranteed ; estimates eriven

;'^"3 executed in two days; Mayfair aecumuiators.
a, lOs. 6d. ; 20a, 15s.; guaranteed one year: second-
nd accumulators, from 4g -Fellows, 49, Hertford St
vyiaiT.

—ICCUMU

REPAIRS
We are specialists in Repair virork and
specially cater for this class of trade.

No battery need be thrown away as

useless or past repair.

Just send it along to us, we will quote
you per return, or make you an

allowance in exchange for new cell.

All work carried out promptly and
cheaply.

H

S

Silent Testimony

L._.. ...-J

CELL

AS

RECEIVED

BY

US.

of Repair woric

REPAIR

WHEN
FINISHED

ONLY THE t

LABEL

TO TELL

THE TALE

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
I IVrOTOR Ignition Eepairs.—Coils, accumulators, mt
l-Lv-L netos repaired by skilled workmen; quotations a
ists free.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Lt
Coventry.

PLATINUM Contacts (warranted pure), any pa:
fitted. Is. per rivet, post free Is. Id.; return

ame day.—E. C. Potter, Jeweller, 72, Myddelton g
Jlerkenwell.

TYRES.
OLDTITB Patch, the absolutely most reliable pat
on the market.

HOLDTITE Patch will not come oft, no matter h*
if tyre, or under any condition.

HOLDTITE Patch, combined with Surridge's spec
solution. Is. per i lb. tin, ensures perfect results

HOLDTITE Patches, for motor cycle. Is. per doi(
small ears, 2s. 6d. per dozen ; car, 3a. per dozen

UREIDGE'S Indiarubber Magneto Covers, for moi
ycles, 2s. 6d, each.

HOLDTITE Patch; sample free on receipt of pen
stamp.—Surridge, 58, George St., Camberwell, Lc

don.

PALMER Cord and tube, 26 by 21, brand new;
123. 6d.—Holgate 20, Harpers Lane, Chorley

BARGAIN.—Pair new genuine Continental covers,
hy 2. beaded: 27s. 6d.—30. St. John's Ed.. N

Shildon, Durham.

1,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payme
lor new tyres ; gratifying allowances.-Booth's 1

tories.

0,000 Clincher Tubes, with valves, Ss. 6d. each; CI
f^ Cher covers, 17s 6d. ; 24 by 2, 14s. 6d. ; Pet
Unions, 18s. 6d. ; Clincher studded covers, 25s.—Boot
Motories, Halifax.

3,000 Continental Tyres and Tubes, Shamrock ri

ber studded. Palmers. R.O.M. non-skids; old cov
wanted in exchange ; right firm for tyres.—Booth's 5
tories, Halifax.

i^ A by 2i Steel-studded Non-skid Cover, beaded, spli
/Vtl did Crndition, nearly new ; 17s. 6d.—Claypoole, (

Queen Sq., Bristol.

BASTONE.—New genuine Peter-Union steel-stud^
non-skid covers, with name on, 24 by 2i, 26 by

28 by 2, 28 by 2i ; list price 54s., my price 30s.

BASTONE.—New genuine Peter-Union rubber n(

skid covers (basket pattern), 26 by 2, 28 by
list price 37s.. my price 25s.

BASTONE.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed patte:
wired edge, 26 by 2, 2i, and 2i, lis. 6d. each;

by 2, 2i, 2i, 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge 28. extra.

BASTONE.—New French Dunlop heavy cover?, 6
by 65; 30s. each.

BASTONE.—Camel covers, wired edge only, 28 by
and 2i ; 9s. each.

BASTONE. — Tubes, with valves, best quality, a
Kiiarantend, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d. ; 26 by 2i, 78. ; 26

2i, 78. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 7s. ; approval against cash ; snbji
to being unsold. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonvi
Ed.. King's Cross, London, N.

O/^ Dozen Clincher Covers, all sizes, 17s. 6d. ; rubl
'^ yj studded, 25s. eaph ; Clincher tubes, all sizes, w
valves, 5s. 6d., post free.-Farrar, Square Ed., Halifi

CLINCHER A Won Tyres, all sizes, 178. 6d. ; ini
tubes, 5s. 3d. ; rubber, studded, 26 by 2i, bra

new, 25s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifi

Q Q by IJ Cover, 7s. 6d. each ; P.U. covers, 24 by^O 12s. 6d. ; P.U., 26 by 2, 28 by 2i, P.U. cove
123. 6d. ; inner tubes, guaranteed, 26 by ?i, 4s. I

each.—At Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

DUNLOP and Miohelin, 760 by 90, new, non-ski
£2 178. 6d. each; 810 by 90, 15s.: 800 by i

new, 25s.; non-skid, 700 by 85, 128. 6d. ; several lai

headlights. 15s. each.—128, High Ed., Tottenham.

REPAIRERS.
CEE, Ltd., for repairs.-

- W. Tel: 438, P.O.,
-64, Gro^venor Ed., Hanw(
Ealing.

laPff.3t.---.'.^-l/T^TS.,

carried out by us^
The above are from actual Photos
before and after Repair work
carried out for a client, and not
specially faked up for advertising.

Our new List, containing 40 pages, sent post free

on request.

RICHFORD & CO.

COMPEESSION Ee.stored, cylinder ground to .001
guaranteeo; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches.—Overhauling,
bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

£5

APID Delivery and reasonable charges.-
Acer, Ltd.

-Lists fr

any motor cycle we cannot repair. — White
Brooks Alley, bottom Bold St., Liverpool. 'Pho:

Eoyal, 3782.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding.-Broken oyls., lUj

flanges, water jackets, broken gear wheels
;

genei
castings repaired.

XY - ACETYLENE Welding. - Alianinium, copp
etc., specialities.o

oXY-ACETYLENE Welding.-
retnrncd promptly.

-Repairs guaranteed a

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, also cyls. rebored. n
pistons and rings fitted, rebushing, motor, gas 6

gine, and general repairs and alterations of all descr:
tions.—Address inquiries to West London Welding C
Essex Place. Chiswick. Tel. : 536, Chiswick.

TOTTENHAM.-For practical and reliable repairs a
overbauliniT try Matthews Bros., 96, West Gre

Rd. 'Phone, 1722.

In emtwering tkit advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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HOT STUFF.
you want an absolutely brand new Motor

i^cle at a second-hand price you must not let

this Golden Opportunity go by.

fo country readers, remember WE SEND
ON APPROVAL against deposit.

ASH OR EXCHANGES.
1908 N.S.U.S AT 1905 PRICES,

Makers' price.

h.p. Models . . . . £39

f
h.p. Models . . . . £40

f h.p. Models . . . . £43
h.p. Models . . . . £50

I
h.p. Models . . . . £52

1 fitted with magneto ignition.

liberal terms.

Our pries.

£30
.. .. £31
.. .. 'S32
.. .. £35
.. .. £37

Exclianges on mosi

1803 IV1o-to-Re\ros.
Twin Cylinder. Magneto. Grey Finish,

ring fork model, 39 gns. Girder fork model, 37 gns.

A few almost new igo8 Moto-Reves to clear at lowest
prices. Write us.

Standard. Ribbed. Model de

X 2

X 2i
X 2j
X 2

X 2i
X 2i

24/3
28/9
33/-
25/6
30/-
35/3

34/3
38/9
43/-

Course.

40/6
44/6
48/9
41/9
48/-
53/6

Tub.>,

9/6
10/-

11/3
10/3
10/8
12/-

/-on old covers and 2/- on old tubes in part payment.
All genuine tyres. Immediate delivery.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES AT LONDON :

i'A DE LUXE, Roc free engine, black finish, mag-
neto, 5 h.p., complete with Mills-Fulford castor
wheel sidecar £32 10
)TO-REVE, 1908 model, absolutely as new,
spring forks £25 0-

ERNER, 3 h.p., vertical engine, girder forks,

spray carburetter £9 c
NDEC, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto, Truffault
forks, enamelled cream, 1908 model £36 c

JX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low built, long bars,
very good condition £17
SRRY, 5 h.p., very low buUt, 26in. wheels,
ensuneUed green £18
IIEL, 3 h.p., 26in. wheels, very good tyres,

verticai engine, B. and B. carburetter £16 C
JADRANT, 3J h.p., spring forks, low built, spray
carburetter, vertical engine £17

3X, 3I h.p., 1906 model, aluminium finish, low,
long bars £15
INERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., good tyres, plain coil,

s;irder forks £8 j

lP, 5 h.p. magneto, long bars, Brooks' saddle,
fairly low built, fine order. Our price .... £20

ERRY, 2j h.p., spring forks, spray carburetter £9
N., 2f h.p., Watawata belt, very sound order £9
OTHER SPICY BARGAINS ARRIVING DAILY.

Marades' Motor Mart
(THE FAIR FACTORS)

§6, Great Portland Street, LONDOI'J, W.
Telephone: 552 Mayfair.

Hours: 9 to 8, Saturdny? included

Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX

REPAIRERS.
CRACKED Water Jackets of Motors successfully re-

paired by Lea's metallurgital process. — Lea and
Son, Kngineers, Runcorn.

NORTH London.—Have your old machine made into
1910 model; modernising cars and cycles our

speciality; estimates given.—Davis's Motor Wks., Barns-
bury Grove, N.

TJ EPAIRS of every description promptly executed

;

-O/ cyl. bored, new piston, rings, and gudgeon pin, from
22s. ; workmanship guaranteed.—Broughton, Waterloo
Ed., Huuslet, Leeds.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and motor cycle
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders re-bored,

new pistons and rings fitted; don't hesitate; send
straisiit to us.'—Hamlin, Motor Wks., Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC—Compression means power ; cyl. re-

bored and new piston fitted; guaranteed tit

4-l.OOOin,. bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.—
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Staflord.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re-bored, re-

bushing : pulleys, valves, any make ; frames cut
down ; accumulators charged and repaired ; workmanship
guaranteed; prompt attention.—Priest and Co., Bishop
St.

ANY cast or wronglit iron parts repaired equal tu

new at nominal cost, by osy - acetylene process

;

broken cyls. a speciality ; no charge if unsuccessful.—
Stan.seir8 Acetylene Co., Engineers, Carbide Importers,
Exeter.

EXCHANGE.
h.p. Motor Cycle, grand goer; cash £12, or usetul ex-

hange.— 62, New City Rd., Plaistow, E.

OTO-REVE, late 1908, like new, for good 3ih.p.—
Williams, 11, The Chase, Clapham, S.W.

4
M
NEW Matchless Spring Forks, for rigid stand, 28in.,

or sell 12s.—Perrin. Woolpit, Ewhurst, Surrey.

GENTS £14 14s. Imperial Rover cycle; exchange for
good motor cycle, or sell £9.-8. Eudge Ed., Cov-

entry.

EXCHANGE 1906 Eex for two ladies' cycles and
cash, or cash offer.—Burrows, Eothley, Lough-

borough.

5-6h.p. Twin, perfect, powerful, for Sih.p. of good
make; cash adjustment.—Seraesden, Glebe Av.,

Woodford.

1 10s. of i accessories, will exchange for B. and^ -L B. carburetter or anything useful.—Adams, Credi-
tou, Devon.

TEICAR, open frame, water-cooled, chain drive, bucket
seats, f.r low built motor cycle.—Aldridge, Gilling-

ham, Dorset.

PIANO, nearly new. cost 25 guineas; exchange for
motor cycle, or small car.—22, The Avenue, Bruce

Grove, London.

23.h.p. Humber Engine (vertical, belt drive), with cash,
4 for higher power.—Merok, Heathdene Ed., Wal-

lington, Surrey.

EXCHANGE Sh.p. coach-built tricar de luxe, 2-cyl.,

lor magneto motor cycle and cash.—74, Croydon
Ed., Beckenham. -

FURNITURE Direct from factory; illustrated list

free ; exchanged for motor cycle, or Small car.—478,
High Ed., Tottenliam.

8-lOh.p. Eexette, 3-seater, ditto, single-seater, and twin
Eex motor cycle for modern car.—2,795, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

HAVING Bought new motor, would exchange 3ih.p.
Antoinette for good push bike and cash adjustment.

—28, Cleveland St., W.

WILL Give two typewriters, value £10, and cash till.

value £2, for motor cycle ; stamp.—Edwards, 68,
Murray Ed., South Ealing.

QUOTATIONS Given of the keenest for exchanges
with 1909 Eex models. Try us.—Halifax Motor

Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

ENGINEEE'S Tools, rifles, etc., for Bowden back and
front brakes, send for list, or sell cheap.—No. 2,792,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3 h.p. Quadrant, good order, spring forks, new tyre
back wheel; £12; take push bike or gramophone

part exchange.—List, Carr St., Ipswich.

31h.p. Eex, 1908, too fast; exchange for 2}h.p. Doug-
2 las, or F.N., 1909, cash adjustment.—Box No.

2,755, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

BECK Quarter-plate £3 3s. camera, complete outfit,

want belt rim brake ; 700 bv 60 cover, any ex-
changes entertained.—66, Lordship Lane, S.E.

1 Q09 Eoc, 4h.p., single, variable pulley, tools, lamp,
-L*/ etc., for 1908 or 1909 Trirauph, or 1909 Brad-
bury, or sell £35.—Broadhurst, Bank, Qlossop.

"I Q09 Eoc, 4h.p., single, variable pulley, tools, lamp,
L*y etc., for 1908 or 1909 Trimnph, or 1909 Brad-
bury, or sell £35.—BroadhuTst, Bank, Glossop.

3ih.p. Rex Tricar, just overhauled, for a 2} or Sih.p.
2 Minerva, or known make motor cycle : no rubbish.

—Particulars, A. Moyse, Kessingland, Lowestoft.

EXCHANGE 6h.p. Humber 3-seater Tricar, open
frame, wheel steering, three speeds, perfect order,

for twin motor cycle, or small car.—Brown, 4, Broadway,
Mortlake.

EXCHANGE pair nearly new 26 by 21 Lomax non-
skid bands, and new leather waistcoat, for new

Cowey speed indicator, cash adjii>itment.—H. Stell, Starkie
St., Keighley.

Genuine Ful

Accumulatoi
Type. Amp. Prk

Hours.
Rex 16 16,

Brown 20 17

Minerva 20 17

C2 20 17

5/6 allowed on your
accumulator in part

ment.

COILS.—Genuine Fu

Midget Trembler - -

Midget Non-trembler,

Good allowances on old coils.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street, LONDON,

Telephone: 552, Mayfair.

. 3 CUPS won on

STANLEY DERMATINl

BELTS
In the month of June, 1909.

THE TRIUMPH CUP.
THE PALMER CUP.
THE LANGTON CUP.

THE LEADING BRITISH MOTOR BELT.

PCb:'e25^<?N5&i3:N?as

NOTE THE PRICES.

|in. fin. Jin. ' lin.

1/2 1/4 1/8 1/11 per f

POST FREE.

The Stanley Fastene
(80,000 in use).

Stanley Detachable Fastener, 1^8 each.

Stanley Detachable and Adjustable Fastener,

1 /6 each.

Sole Manulactnrers

:

THE STANLEY DERMATINl
( MOTOR BELT CO.,

32, LONDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KEN1
Stanley Webb, Manager.

MOTOR CYCLE SHED
Special offer in thoroughly
made Portable Sheds. Si
6£t. X 8ft., 6ft. high £1 t

6ft. X 4ft., 7ft. high £1 12
7ft. X Sft., ditto £2 B
8ft. X 6ft £3
9ft. X 7ft., Sft. high £3 10

10ft. s 8ft., 9£t. high £4 10
Complete with strong fl

window glazed, strong lock
hinges to door, and treated ^

our special wood preservaf

Packed free on rail* u
receipt of cash.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or amount paid refunded. Cai

fitted with Bench and Cupboard for snares, etc., at small e:

cost. Complete catilogue upon application.

WM. GARDAM & SONS, LTD., Th» Wharf, StaiD

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.



British Motor Cycle Racing Club.
FOURTH MEMBERS' MEETING.

THE young and vigorous British Motor Cycle

Racing Club held another successful race meet-

ing for its members on Wednesday last at Brook-

lands. The first event was the Novices'

Handicap. Distance about S% miles (fork start).

For all classes of motor bicycles the cubical capacity

of the 'engines of which did not

exceed i,ooo cc, open only to those

members who had never won a first

prize in any motor cycle race held on
an enclosed track. The machines
entered had to be the bond fide

property of the riders. Previous to

the actual event a timed race was
run oft, on the performances in which
the handicaps were based. It was
announced that, should a competitor

improve his time by a margin exceed-
ing 2%% of the preliminary run, he

should be disqualified from taking a
' prize. First prize, Brooklands silver

cup, value ^4; second prize. Brook-
lands silver cup, value ^3 : third

prize, any article to be chosen by
winner, value ^i ; fourth prize, value
I2S. 6d. ; fifth prize, value 7s. 6d.

The starters were A. E. Morgan
(5 h.p. Rex), A. Pennington (3^ h.p.

Triumph), G. G. Mead (7 h.p. V.S.),
W. H. S. Sharpe (31^ h.p. Triumph),
H. E. Porker (7 h.p. N.L.G.), F. A.
Hardy (31^ h.p. Norton), W. H. Wells

'mi

G. G. Mead (7 h.p. Twin V.S.), winner of the
Novices' Handicap.

(5 h.p. Indian), M. Exshaw (3^ h.p. Zenith), and M.
Krause (5 h.p. V.S.) Result: i, Mead; 2, ^^'el!s;

3, Krause; 4, Pennington; 5, Morgan; Sharpe and
Hardy. This and all the other races were started

at the fork and finished down the straight, so that if

one remained in the paddock it was impossible to

follow the progress of the events.

On the next occasion, however, we
understand that both start and finish

will be at the foxk, so that the events

will. be much more interesting.

The next event was the All-comers'

Handicap. Distance about 854! rniles.

For all classes of motor bicycles th*:-

cubical capacity of the engines of

which did not exceed 1,000 cc. and

not less than 450 cc. First prize,

^i IS.; second prize, 12s. 6d. ;

third prize, 7s. 6d., or value. The
starters were: H. E. Parker (7 h.p.

N.L.G.), scratch; C. R. Collier

(6-7 h.p. Matchless), 40s.; H. A.

Collier (6-7 h.p. Matchless), 40s. ;

W. H. S. Sharpe (5 h.p. V.S.), .45s.

;

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian), 52s.;

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian), 52s.

;

H. H. Bowen {7,}4 h.p. Bat), im.

I2S.; A. G. Fenn (314 h.p. Bati,

im. 20S. ; F. A. McNab (t,% h.p.

Trump-J.A.P.), im. 32s.; F. A.

Hardy (3^ h.p. Norton), 2m. 15s.

Result: I, Bowen; 2, Lee Evams

;
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3, Parker; McNab, Wells, H. Collier, C. Collier,

and Sharpe. Winner's speed 62^ miles per hour.

The first event resulted in the following handicap :

Mead, scratch; Wells, 5% s. ; Krause, i6%s. ;' Pen-

start of the Novices' Handicap. Distance, 8i miles.

nington, im. iS^^s. ; Morgan, 2m. 3o%s. ; Sharpe,

2m. 3i%s. ; Hardy, 3m. 4o%s. At the end of the

first lap, viewed from the fork, Pennington was lead-

ing, followed by Morgan and Sharpe. After an

interval came Krause, Wells, and Mead. In the

second lap Pennington was still leading, and after him

came Morgan, Sharpe, Wells, and Krause. The
finish was in the following order :

Morgan, Pennington, Mead, Wells,

and Krause. Winner's speed

about 53% miles per hour. Pen-

nington and Krause were dis- |.

qualified for exceeding their time £
1 imit.

The T.T. Handicap
followed. Distance about B%
miles. For all classes of motor
bicycles the cubical capacity of

the engines of which did not

exceed 750 cc. First prize, ^1
IS.; second prize, 12s. 6d. ; third

prize, 7s. 6d. The starters were:
H. A. Collier (6-7 h.p. Matchless),

scratch; H. H. Bowen (3^^ h.p.

Bat), 52s.; W. H. Wells (5 h.p.

Indian), 12s.; G. Lee Evans

(5 h.p. Indian), 12s.; G. G. Mead
(7 h.p. V.S.), 35s.; A. G. Fenn
(3/4 h.p. Triumph), 40s.; F. A.

McNab (3)4 h.p. Trump-J.A.P.),
52s.; H. V. Colyer (3^ h.p.

Matchless), 52s. ; G. L. Fletcher

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve), 2m. At the

end of the first lap the marhin^';

came by in the following order: Fletcher, Bowen,
Fenn, McNab, Mead, Lee Evans, Colver, and H.
Collier. In the second lap they passed as follows :

Bowen, Fenn, Evans, Fletcher, Mead, H. Collier,

and Colver (Mead retired), and finished thus—^i,

Bowen; 2, Mead; 3, Evans;
Fenn, Collier, and Fletcher.

After tea there followed the

record time trials, divided up into

five classes : Class A, up to

275 cc. ; Class B, up to 350 cc.

;

Class C, up to 500 cc. ; Class D,
up to 750 cc. ; Class E, up to

1,000 cc. The competitors ran

the reverse way from the fork to

the railway straight, owing to the

wind. There was some delay in

starting, owing to a defect in

the Brooklands electrical timing
apparatus, thought at first to be a

short circuit, but found afterwards

to be due to the observer sitting

peacefully with one foot on the

contact strip. On the next page
will be found the results of the
competitors' attempts on the class

records. It will be noticed that

three records were broken, probably
the most surprising being the

wonderful speed attained by H. H.
Bowen on a single-cylinder Bosch
magneto ignited Bat-J.A.P.

The timekeepers were Major F. Lindsay Lloyd,
R.E., Capt. F. Bagnall Wild, R.E., and Mr. A. V.
Ebblewhite. Mr. A. G. Reynolds was unable to
be present, owing to the effects of his recent accident,
but his brother was present, as was also Mr H. A.
Macdonald, one of the A.C.U. judges, who went right

through the Six Days' Reliability Trials.

The All-comers' Handicap. F. A. Hardy m h.p. Norton) starting.
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RESULTS OF RECORD TIME TRIALS, 14th JULY, 1909.

Machine.
Cylinder
Capacity.

B.M.C.R.C.
Class.

Time in Seconds. Speed In M.P.H.

Name of Rider.
Make.

No. of
Cyls.

Bore and
Stroke. Kilometre. Mile. Eilometre. Mile.

n Tjt^e Evans . rhdian ,,, 2

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

mm.
70 x83

85 x85

85X88

70 x83

85 X85

75 X76

76 x82

84X86

50 X70

638

482

499

638

482

672

744

476

274

D

C

C

D

C

D

D

C

A

34.569

34.403

35.653

37.695

37.362

37.288

37.820

46.345

48.641

55.640

56.002

57.564

60.099

61.372

61.620

61.872

76.279

79.213

64.711

65.023

62.743

59.345

59.873

59.992

59.149

48.268

45.990

64.702

•H. it. Bowen ..*... Bat.-J.A.P

Triumph

64.283

A. G. Fenn . 62.539

W. H. Wolls Indian 59.309

r. A. McNab

G G. Mead

Trump-J.A.P- ..

Vlndec Special .

.

Matehless-J.A.P

Triumph

58.659 .

58.422

H. A. Collier 58.185

W. H. S. Sharpe 47.195

*G L. Fletcher Moto-Rfve 45 447

*Gains certificate for best performance in his class.

_i^s^*"ig.-'iL^^i.r:iii: V

At the Cat and

Fiddle, ChesWre,

on the fifth day of

the A.C.U. Trials

This inn is 1690

feet above sea

Ievel,andis gener-

ally considered to

be the highest

public house in

England, but that

honour belongs

to the Tan Hill

House,Yorkshire,

which is 1727.3

feet above the

Isvel of the sea.

4*»0ii'i'r*%-;'i§^A
>.• 7«<?-4-rMi.

NOTES ON THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
The cause of Mr. Fenn's retirement was the breaking of

an outside bearing in the timing gear and not in the mag-
neto transmission gear as stated.

The only two Matchless motor bicycles entered were
ridden by purely amateur riders, and one of these machines
went through, the End-to-end last year.

Owing to an unfortunate error, Mr. R. King (3^ h.p.

Triumph) was reported in our last issue to have retired on

the last day of the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. This was not

the case, as Mr. King was one of those fortunate competitors

who ran through the whole competition without losing a

mark.

Expanding pulley gears are said to be severe on belts, but

Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua) used the same Stanley belt

throughout the trials, and after 1,024^ miles it appeared in

good condition.

The retirement of the twin Rex and sidecar on the last

day of the Trials was caused by a broken frame, but this

was not due "to any fault in the manufacture, but solely to

the accident which occurred on the Thursday, when in fail-

ing to negotiate a corner at high speed the driver ran the

machine into a bank, buckling the front forks, front wheel,

and the frame. The forks and wheel were replaced at

Shrewsbury, but it was naturally impossible to replace the

damaged frame. The combination had done exceedingly well

and gained full marks up to the time of the accident.

One competitor went to the extent of carrying a spare

piston in a leather wallet, and a set of canvas mud protectors

rigged up on sticks. We did not, however, see the device in

use.

The thanks of all those concerned in the trials are due to

all those chief constables through whose districts the routes

passed. Not a single case of police interference was re-

ported, though several of the areas traversed are reputed to

be by no means free of traps. In many cases the police

were of valuable assistance.

Mr. A. G. Reynolds fortunately made a rapid recovery

from the nasty accident he suffered. He was well enough to

be driven home in the Humber, and we are glad to say still

continues to progress favourably eAough to attend his

business.

Holroyd, the rider of the Motosacoche, was received with

vociferous cheers when he entered the Chequers' yard on

Saturday. They were deserved, as the little machine really

distinguished itself. The performances of the last named,

the A'loto-Reves, and the Douglas on the hills were also

much appreciated by the spectators.

A. T. Stanton's retirement was due to ill-luck. By some

unaccountable means his lubricating oil tank was filled with

what was afterwards discovered to be " varnish," although it

was poured from a Vacuum tin. The Bradbury engine was

practically ruined within the first forty miles, but Stanton

kept doggedly on, and completed the greater part of the

trial unofficially. The other four Bradburys in the trial

finished successfully.
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The A.C.U. Trials : List of Marks Lost.
Marks

Rider and macliine. 1st

day.

VV. H. Outwin u .

. (3^ h.p. Triumph)

E. Nelson .

(5 h.p. Rex)

A. D. Draper .

(5i h.p. Matchless)

A. M. Tatham .

. (3^ h.p. Matchless)

C. Williams
(3^ h.p. Triumph)

U. M. Brice

(3^ h.p. Brown)

J. Slaughter

(3^ h.p. Triumph)^

J. T. Bashall

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

W. H. Bashall
(6-7 h.p. Bat)

H. H. Bowen ..

(6-7 h.p. Bat)

{ A. G. Fenn
(6 h.p. Bat)

T. H. Tessier ..

(7 h.p. Bat)

7

2nd 3rd
day. day.

u ... 16 ..

G. H. Lake ...

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

W. Douglas ...

(2| h.p. Douglas)

S J. V. Robinson ...

(2| h.p. Douglas)

P. Phillips ...

(2f h.p. Douglas)

F. Dover 116 ...

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

W. 0. Bentley ...

(S^ h.p. Rex)

F. G. Boddington ... ...

(3i h.p. Rex)

B. H. Davies
(6 h.p. Advance)

A. L. Ommaney 9

(5 h.p. Rex)

H. Bevir

(3^ h.p. L.M.C.)

W. H. Wells
(5 h.p. Indian)

G. Lee-Evans
(5 h.p. Indian)

'W. Pratt

(3^ h.p. P. and M.)

R. Moore

(3i h.p. P. and M.)

W. Milnes

(3i h.p. P. and M.)
1'. Canby

(3^ h.p. P. and M.)

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

..

..

.,

..

..

10

7

...

...

...

...

...

Lost.
4th 6th 6tli

day. day. day.

... — ... —

17 33

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Remarks.*

Retired fifth day, upset while trying to avoid cart near

Stone.

Retired second day broken connecting rod.

Condition excellent, same tyres throughout, no replacements

or renewals.

Retired fifth day. Broke exhaust valve, replaced at Crewe,

failed to take corner after Macclesfield through failure

of exhaust lifter. Collided with wall and retired.

Condition excellent, magneto shield effective. Tyres,

Clincher at first; bead of rear tyre came away last day.'

Changed to Palmer, one puncture. Used Shamrock and

Stanley belts, latter for low gear.

Condition excellent throughout. Cowey indicator satisfac-

tory and useful. Clincher tyres gave no trouble.

Condition very good. Two Stanley belts ufied- alternately.

Rubber pedals and footrests much worn. Machine has

evidently seen much service. One puncture Shamrock
non-skid tyres.

Retired second day. Crankshaft broken through flaw.

Condition excellent. Used two Stanley belts alternately.

R.O.M. tyres, no punctures. Ground exhaust valve

once.

— Retired sixth day.

Condition excellent. Same tyres throughout. No renewals.

14 Condition fair. Wheel and engine bearings a trifle slack.

Replaced exhaust valve. Tyres Shamrock, no punc-
tures. Used two Stanley belts which had seen service

before the trials.

— ... — Retired fifth day near Buxton. Broke pin in timing gear.

— ... — Retired fourth day. Seized piston.

— ... — Retired fourth day. Timing gear tiouble.

... Condition excellent throughout. No renewals except new
Michelin tyre fitted. Chains gave no trouble.

... — Retired sixth day. Seized piston near Cirencester.

... Condition excellent. Chains unadjusted. Everything in

good order.

... Condition excellent. Chains a trifle slack but untouched.
Tyres Palmer Cord, one puncture.

... Condition excellent. Chains unadjusted.

... Condition very good. Mudguard bent through accident and
lamp broken. Chains untouched. Cowey indicator,

broken transmission. One puncture. Changed back
cover Palmer.

— ... — Retired fifth day. Collided with wall when trying to avoid
child shortly after leaving Shrewsbury.

..., Condition excellent. Bent footrest, broke rear lamp and
bracket, and damaged pedal through fall. Hub
clutch in good order. Tyres Clincher. Two punctures.
Used Dermatine belt, worn slightly.

70 ... — Retired sixth day. Broke engine-shaft ball race near
Abingdon.

... Condition good. Lamp bracket and exhaust lifter broken
through accident. R.O.M. tyres satisfactory. Sham-
rock belt 4-1 throughout. Right footrest bent contact
with stone.

... Condition excellent throughout. Broke lamp bracket.
' R.O.M. tyr&s. No punctures. Two belts used. In

good order.

— ... — Retired third day. Fell and bi'oke outside bearing through
hitting rock.

© ... Condition excellent throughout. Same tyres used through-
out.
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Mauks Lost.

Rider and machin©. 1st 2nd 3rd 4tli

day. day. day. day.

W. Smith ... ... ... .

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

G. L. Fletcher ...

(2 h.p. Mota-Reve)

G. L. Andrews ...

(2 h.p. Moto-Reve)

A. J. Sproston ...

(5 h.p. Rex)

R. Lord _ ...

(5 h.p. Rex and sidecar)

0. 0. Godfrey ...

, (3i h.p. Rex)

F. Phillips ...

(3^ h.p. Scott)

A. H. Ormerod — ... —
(3i h.p. Scott)

F. Southam ...

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

R. W. Duke ...

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

F. C. Mustard
(3^ h.p. Triumph)

J. 0. M. Dixon
(5 h.p. Vindec)

...

...

J. Holroyd ...

(1:1: h.p. Motosacoche)

J. F. Crundall ...

(3i h.p. Hamber)

F. Edmond ...

(3^ h.p. Humber, two-speed)

A. V. Sumner 1. ...

(3i h.p. Humber, two-speed)

0. Parker

(3^ h.p. Humber)

P. J. Evans

(3i h.p. Humber)

F. C. Wood
(4 h.p. N.S.U.)

W. F. Newsome
(3^ h.p. Triumph)

J. Marshall

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

G. Gibson

(3i h.p. Triumph)

H. Berwick
(3^ h.p. Excelsior)

H. D. Teage
(3| h.p. Premier)

0. E. Stanley
(3^ h.p. Premier)

R. W. Walker 34
(3^ h.p. Premier)

...

...

.,.

...

...

...

...

...

..

..

.

... 11

11

86

...

...

... 121

.

.

5th 6th
day. day.

...

...

...

6 ... —

...

...

...

0,...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Re.m.uiks.*

Condition good. Slight play in head and back wheel. Used
two Watawata belts alternately. R.O.M. tyres. No
punctures. Replaced two plugs and two inlet springs.

Condition good. Front mudguard shaky, broken in colli-

sion. Also lamp glass. Tyres 2in. and l|in. R.O.M.
satisfactory. One pimcture. Watawata belt used through-
out. Gears 65 to 1 and 6 to 1.

Retired third day Timing gear spindle broken, stripped

teeth of magneto drive.

Condition good. No renewals, same tyres used throughout

Retired sixth sav. Broken frame damaged by accident.

Condition good th-oaghout. R.O.M. tyres satisfactory.

Changed one t, '.i -over. No punctures.

Retired second day. Reported to have broken roller bear-

ing on big end.

Retired first day Reported to have withdrawn through tyre

troubles..

Excellent condition throughout. Tyres Palmer Cord back,

fabric front. No punctures. 1909 model.

Condition good, including lamps and mudguards. Conti-

nental tyres (changed front) satisfactory. No m'echani-

Ctil trouble. Stanley belt 4 to 1 and 5^ to 1 for hills.

Same machine used in End-to-end last year.

Condition excellent. No replacements.

Condition good. Tyres both Dunlops. Changed rear tyre

first night and fitted R.O.M. No tyre troubles after

first das'. Gear 4^ to 1 and 5 to 1 for hills. Two Sham-
rock Gioria belts. Quite satisfactory.

General condition excellent. Slight play in front wheel.

Same covers used all through. No punctures. No re-

newal.

Condition excellent. Watawata belt. Tyres Dunlops.

Condition excelleot. Tyres Dunlops. One puncture. Bent
footboards. Damaged lamp and gear levers through
fall. Used Watawata belt for general use, rubber belt

for hills. Gears used 4 to 1, 8 to 1, 5 to 1, and 10 to 1.

Condition excellent. Belts Watawata and Stanley used
alternately. Footboards slightly damaged and lamp
dented through fall. No punctures, nail catcher fitted.

Condition good. Play in both wheels. Front brake broken,
frayed by lamp being loose. Pedal and crank bearing

loose. Tyres Dunlop front, Palmer back. Latter
changed first day. Two Watawata belts, short one used
for hill-climbs.

Condition excellent. Tyres R.O.M. One puncture. Belts,

rubber in good order, Watawata little used; Broke
lamp and generator in accident.

Machine and engine fairly clean. Condition including gear
excellent. Top gear 4^: to 1. Reduction 33^.

Condition excellent throughout. Tyres Dunlops. No trouble.

Used one Stanley belt. Gears used 4^ and 5 to 1.

Condition excellent throughout. Machine and engine very
clean. Tyres Dunlops. Treads almost sb new. Two
punctures. . Gears used 4 and 4f to 1. Two belts used
to alter gear.

Machine fairly clean. Engine oily. Tyres Dunlops satis-

factory. One puncture. Condition excellent.

Retired sixth day. Broken connecting rod nea"r Worcester.

Retired fourth day. Tank trouble.

Condition very good. Tyres D'.mlops satisfactory. One
puncture. Side play in cm ^^KbLaft bearings.

Retired third day. Tank troulle.
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Marks Lost.

Rider and maxihine. 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

day. day. day. day. day. day.

A. Weatherilt ... ... ... ...

m h.p. Zenette)

F. W. Barnes

(3^ h.p. Zenith)

J. W. Morris

(3^ h.p. Bradbury)"

G. Simpson
(34 h.p. Bradbury)

189

(P. Piatt

(3^ h.p. Bradbury)

{ J. Eastwood
(3^ h.p. Bradbury)

A. T. Stanton 178

(3i h.p. Bradbury)

G. E. Carrow
(^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)

R. King

(3i h.p. Triumph)

F. S. Barnwell

(3^ h.p. Triumph, Roc two-speed gear)

T. Woodman .

.

(7 h.p. V.S.)

S. Osborne
(5^ h.p. Osborne)

H. B. Lewis

m h.p. Triumph)

35

12

R. Fletcher

(3^ h.p. Premier)

Rev. B. Aston

m h.p. Triumph, 1907 model)

A. Baker 173 ... 98

(U h.p. Wolf)

A. J. Stevens ...... ...

(3 h.p. Woll)

P. E. Tolfree ...

(5 h.p. Roc and sidecar)

J. Miller ...

(4 h.p. Zenith and sidecar)

29

W. Pershke ...

(6 h.p. Puch and sidecar)

15

... —

Rbmajiks.*

Condition good. Lamp bracket broken. Front wheel looee.

One side of carrier broken. Front brake ehoe missing.

Front tyre Continental renewed.

Condition excellent. New Shamrock tyre fitted to back
wheel.

Condition good. Generator clip broken. Front mudguard
fastening broken. Same tyres used throughout.

Condition fair. Lamp missing, bracket broken, rear wheel
loose, front fork broken. Same tyres throughout. Bent
footrests through fall.

Condition fair. , Broken oil pipe. Front fixing of tank
broken, reputed through accident. Tyres Clinchers.

Two punctures Used two Lycett belts, one for low,

other for high gear..

Condition good. Engine oily. Magneto chain broke. Tyres
Clincher-Dread .loughts. No punctures. Used two
Lycett belts

Retired second day. Seized engine through bad oil. Tin
reported to have been filled with varnish.

Condition excellent. New front tyre (Dunlop) fitted. No
renewals.

Machine dirty, engine oily, otherwise condition good. Palmer
tyres excellent. Both rims dented through stones.

Broke exhaust valve. Gears 4^ to 1 and 5^ to 1. Free
engine, useful on level but not on hills.

Condition good. Play in back wheel. Slight petrol pipe
broken (reported before trial). Palmer cord tyres. Two
punctures. One Shamrock belt untouched.

Condition good. Nut broken on carrier. Tyres Peter
Union untouched throughout. Belt changed last day,
fastener broke.

Retired third day. Petrol union came unsoldered from tank
near Devil's Bridge.

Condition very good. Broke exhaust valve. Bent pedal
spindle and footrest through fall. Tyres Dunlops. Three
punctures. Used two Shamrock belts, one going at

fastener.

Condition good. Spring fork joints somewhat worn. Used
two Shamrock belts and one Watawata, latter in good
order. Tyres Continental front, R.O.M. back. One
puncture.

Condition excellent. Front brake broken. Changed exhaust
valve ani plug .as a precaution. Used Shamrock-Gloria
belt for a few miles and Stanley for remainder. Tyres
Dunlop front, no punctures. Palmer back, four nail

punctures. Used Rich tubes.

Retired third day. Ran into wall and buckled wheel.

Condition excellent. Small pin missing out of exhaust lift

lever. New footrests and pedals fitted. Same tyres
used all through.. Stand loose.

Retired third day. Broken frame.

Ran into hedge on taking corner at Hankelow. Back mud-
guard broken. Back brake rod bent but brake work-
ing. Levers and fittings much knocked about. Sidecar
body broken. Cowey indicator broken. Silencer wired
on. Used two Stanley belts, one worn out other in fair

order. Tyre Peter Union on sidecar wheel good, used
Continental tyre first day. Clincher tyre front in

good order, rear Clincher changed to R.O.M. , which is

unevenly worn. Broken petrol pipe.

Retired fourth day. Accidentally damaged armature of

magneto.
*For the extremely useful and interesting remarks mentioned after each machine we are indebted to the judges,

Messrs. Cove. Brooker, and Reynolds, who kindly placed their notebooks at our disposal, from which these notes
ar« taken.

t No record. + Lost all marks. Bracketed namts represent teams competing for special team prize.
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N.S.U.
Six days' A.C.U. Reliability

Trial.

The 41 h.p. Single Cylinder ^Z^^^

N.S.U. Model de Luxe gained full

marks on running time and made

fine performances on the severest

hills.

When comparing this performance it must

be remembered that this machine was the

only N.S.U. entered, and was driven by a

private owner—Mr. F. C. Woods.

HERTFOBDSHIRE COUNTY A.C. HILL CLIMB.

CLASS-C.

N.S.U. 3ih.p. Twin rlHS
Ridden by a private owner.—Mr. Leslie Munro.

N.S.U. Motor Company, Ltd.
Offices and Showrooms:

186, GREAT PORTLAND ST„ LONDON, W.

Goods and Repairs:

83-85, BOLSOVER ST., LONDON, W.

A.JW,

]n answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyit.



iS ADVEkTISEMfiNTS. The MOtOR CYCLE. July 2ist, 1909.

One Hundred per cent.

1000 Mile Trial.

Mr. W. O. Bentley, 3 2 h.p. Standard

Speed King Rex (lost no marks).

Mr. O. C Godfrey, 82 h.p. Standard

Tourist Rex (lost no marks).

These were the only 5^ h.p.

1909 Rex entered.

5 Ii/o. i >09 Re ; de Luxe, uttel v/ith Re i adapted Roc
Clutsli and Re r two-speed gear. Price 53 Guineas.

31 h.p. iitio, ditto. Price, 50 Guineas.

3| h.p. 1909 Rex. Price, 40 Guineas.

5 h.p. 1909 Rex. Price, 43 Guineas.

ex LVJotor Manfg, Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
IgtBMBIIilt^^illli^^^HWiiBII'jpS'iBB'aft^

rn answering this advertise7nent it is desirable to mention "The Motor Orjcle."
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(1) Climbing Dinmore HiU (between Hereford and Leominster) one of the beauty spots of the route. (2) Douglas motor cycles on Much Wenloek. (3) W. F. Newsome

Oilh-p. Triumph) andR.=Lord'(5-h.p. Rex and Sidecar) at the summit of Much Wenloek. (4) A halt by the wayside. (5) J. S. Holroyd, who successfully rode the lowest

powered'maehine—a li h.p. Motbsaeoche. (6) Spurning the dust on a gradual rise. (7) Competitors leaving Matlock Bath on the fifth day. (8) F. c. W ood (two-speett

N.S.U.) who gained all possible marks for reliability. (9) J. F. Crundall (3i h.p. Humber) climbing Blaenau Festiniog. (10) T. H. Tessier s 6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P, making

light work of Birdlip Hill. (11) A non-competitor, on a 5 h.p. Twin Rex, showing some of the competitors how they should ascend Birdlip. (12) Starting well. A loaa

pt young enthusiasts awaiting the arrival of the competitors near Cressage. ,
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HiU=cliinb Performances from Observations on Steepest Portions.

Rider and maxihine.

DiNAS Mawddwt.
Siirfac© perfect, strong

contrary wind, raining.
i

Blabnatj-Festiniog.
Surface rough, contrary

wind, fine.

BiRDLIP.
Surface perfect, wind

favourable, fine.

A. D. Draper (3i h.p. Matchless)

C. Williams (3| h.p. Triumph)
G. H. Lake (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas)
P. Phillips (2| h.p. Douglas)
W. 0. Bentley (3i h.p. Rex) ...

F. G. Boddington (3i h.p. Rex)
W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian) ...

W. Pratt (3^ h.p. P. and M.) ...

R. Moore (3i h.p. P. and M.) ...

W. Milnes (3^ h.p. P. and M.)...

T. Canbv (3^ h.p. P. and M.) ...

J. Slaugnter (3^ h.p. Triumpn)...

W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat) ...

W. H. Bowen (6-7 h.p. Bat) ...

T. H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat) ...

W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ...

G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) .

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex) ...

0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

F. Southam (3^ h.p. Triumph)...
R. W. Duke 3i h.p. Triumph)...
F. 0. Mustard (3^^ h.p. Triumph)
J. 0. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec)
J. Holroyd (1^ h.p. Motosacocne)
J. F. Crundall (3^ h.p. Humber)
F. Edmond (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

A. V. Sumner (3^ h.p. Humber)
P. J. Evans (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

0. Parker (3^ h.p. Humber) ...

F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.Uj ...

W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triimaph).
J. Marshall (3i h.p. Triumph)
G. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

J. E. Sanley (3^ n.p. Premier)...

P. Weatherilt (3^ h.p. Zenette)
F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith)...

J. W. Morris (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
G. Simpson (3^ h.p. Bradbury)...
P. Piatt (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
G. E. Carrow (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).
R. King (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

F. S. Barnwell (3^ h.p. Triumph)
T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.)
H. B. Lewis (3^ h.p. Trimnph)
R. Fletcher (3^ h.p. Premier)...
Rev. B. Aston (3^ h.p. Triumph) r

A. J. Stevens (3 h.p. Wolf) ...

Dismounted
Pedalled
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Pedalled
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Pedalled, excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Pedalled
Pedalled
Excellent
Dismounted
Pedalled, excellent
Pedalled
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Successful
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Pedalled
Dismounted

Excellent
Pedalled slightly

Dismounted
Pedalled, good
Pedalled, good •

Successful

Dismounted
Good
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Pedalled, excellent
Pedalled, excellent
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Not timed
Good
Good
Slow on low gear
Pedalled
Pedalled
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Pedalled
Dismounted
Excellent
Pedalled
Dismounted
Good
Pedalled '

Good
Dismounted
Excellent

.

Good
Pedalled
Dismounted
Pedalled
Good, pedalled

Pedalled
Pedalled
Dismounted
Pedalled, good
Pedalled, good
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Elscellent

Dismounted
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Pedalled, excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Dismounted
Not observed
Pedalled
Not observed
Excellent
Dismounted
Excellent
Excellent
Dismounted
Dismounted
Pedalled
Excellent

The following are the performances on the hills of those competitors who did not complete the six days' trials :

Rider and machine.

W. H. Outwin (3i h.p. Triumph)
E. Nelson (5 h.p. Rex)
A. M. Tatham (3^ h.p. Matchless)
J. V. Robinson (2| h.p. Douglas)
F. Dover (3^ h.p. Triumph)
B. H. Davies (6 h.p. Advance)
A. L. Ommaney (5 h.p. Rex) ...

H. Bevir (3^ h.p. L.M.C.)
G. Lee-Evans (5 h.p. Indian)
R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brovm) ...

J. T. Bashall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
A. G. Fenn (6 h.p. Bat)
G. L. Andrews (2 h.p. Moto-Reve) ..

R. Lord (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar)
F. Phillips (3i h.p. Scott)
A. H. Ormerod (3^ h.p. Scott)
H. Berwick (3^ n.p. Excelsior) ...

H. D. Teage (3| h.p. Premier)
R. W. Walker (3^ h.p. Premier)
A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
S. Osborne (3^ h.p. Osborne)
A. Barker (1^ h.p. Wolf)
P. E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc and sidecar)..,
\V. Pershke (6-7 h.p. Puch and sidecar)

DiNAS Mawd-dvft.
Surface perfect, strong

contrary wind, raining.

Dismounted
R-etired previously
Successful
Retired previously
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Successful
Successful

Successful
Dismounted
Dropped passenger
Retired previously
Retired previously
Dismounted
Dismounted
Dismounted
Retired previously
Dismounted
Retired previously
Retired previously
Dropped passenger

Blaenatj-Festiniog.
Surface rough, contrary

wind , fine.

Dismounted

Successful
Retired previously
Successful, pedalled
Retired previously
Retired previously
Retired previously
Successful

Successful

Successful
Retired previously
Retired previously

Retired previously
Retired previously
Dismounted
Dismounted '

Retired previously
Retired previously
Retired previously
Retired previously
Retired previously
Retired previously

BiRDLIP.
Surface perfect, wind

favourable, fine.

Retired previously

Dismounted
Retired previously
Successful

Retired previously

Dropped passenger
Retired pre v i ously
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The End=to=end Record Again Beaten.
^ VER since the early days of record-breaking,
"^ whether on cycle or motor cycle, record rides

"^ have been, made like pie crusts, only to be

broken. If there is a record which is more
lassical than another it is the End-to-end, embracing

s it does all descriptions of road in England and
cotland. What took tlie A.C.U. competitors six days

) accomplish last year has just been covered in

3h. 22m.- by Mr. Ivan B. Hart-Davies, of Bank
treet, Rugby, a member of the Coventry and WarAvick-

lire Motor Club, and a most enthusiastic rider of a

'riumph motor bicycle. Mr. Hart-Davies has had
is eye on this record for the past two or three years,

id has been steadily preparing himself for the event

lis year by competing in several long distance rides,

esides lengthy tours in company with other Midlan(
lotor cyclists who favour long distance riding

rhe other day an urgent telephone message
as received at our offices from Mr. Hart-
•a^'ies asking us to meet him in Coventry
nd seal the motor bicycle which he intended

) use in the ride. This was a 3^ h.p.

mring Triumph fitted with pedalling gear,

•unlop tyres and tubes, and Stanley Derma-
ne belt. It was fatted

ith a larger petrol tank
lan usual for long non-stop
jns, which pro'\;ed very use-

j1 in Scotland. We sealed

le cylinder to the seat tube
1 such a manner that it was
npossible to remove the

ylinder from the crank case

ithout breaking the seal.

V'e also noted the number
f the frame and engine,

laving done this, we wished
Ir. Hart-Davies the best

f luck, and awaited news
rom the starting point,

'his Avas not -long coming.
)n Monday, 12th inst., Mr. J. J. Robertson, of Wick,
I.E., wrote that Mr. Hart-Davies left John-o'-Groat's
laf morning at three, and confirmed the seal on the
ngine and frame, also number of engine. The next
aessage we received was to the effect that the rider

'as several hours ahead of his schedule time at

.anark. Messages were also received at our office

rom Gloucester and Exeter, both of which confirmed
ne rapid progress of the record breaker. On the
3th inst. at 2.30 p.m. we received the following
are from Land's End: "Beat record by yh. i6m.
ly time 33h. 22m.

—

Hart-Davies." This has
ince been confirmed by Messrs. Holman and Sons,
^td., of Penzance, who timed the rider at Land's
Lnd on Tuesday afternoon, July 13th, at 12.22, and
onfirmed the number of engine, and stated that seals
rere intact. The timekeeper had taken the precau-
ion of getting his watch certified as correct by a local
matchmaker, Mr. J. Bennett, who was on the spot at

he time of his arrival. Mr. V. T. Paul! (Daily
\[irror) was also present. Mr. Hart-Davies's time
)eats the previous best by yh. i6m., the old record
)elng accomplished by Mr. T. Peck, of Birmingham,

The present Erid-to-end record holder, Ivan B. Hart-Davies,

Adamson (of Perth).

on May 2 4- 2 5th, when he covered the total

distance in 4oh. 38m. The following times of

arrival and departu'^e will give some idea of the

rider's progress: Monday, July 12th.—Left John-o'-
Groat's 3 a.m.; arrived Perth 12.17 p.m.; left 12.37
p.m. ; arrived Lanaf: 3 p.m. ; arrived Lockerbie 4.36
p.m., left 4.51 p.m.; arrived Wigan 9.30 p.m., left

TO p.m. Tuesday, July 13th.—Arrived Gloucester

3.20 a.m., left 3.40 a.m.
;

arrived Exeter 7.50 a.m.,

left 8.5 a.m. ; arrived Land's
End 12.22 p.m.

Last Thursday Mr. Hart-

Davies called at our office

for us to examine the seals

we had placed on his

machine. These we found

intact. We also checked
the number of the machine
and frame, and took the

opportunity of weighing the

rider, who turned the scales at

14 stone 2 lbs. in riding trim.

His machine, loaded with

spare belt, two tool bags,

lamp and generator, and
half full of petrol and oil,

weighed exactly 196 lbs.

Mr. Davies informed us

that his Dunlop tyres

behaved well throughout, but

he had to change one cover

at Perth, owing to its being

cut. He particularly wishes

to thank those riders who
assisted him as followers,

and would specially like

to mention the following

names : Messrs. Hugh Gib-

son, Dr. O'Rafferty, F. C.

Mustard, Rupert May, and

Mr. Hugh Gibson rode from

Garstang to Land's End with Hart-Davies, and Mr.

Rupert May saved the situation, we are told, as_ with-

out his assistance between Tarporley and Wellington

the record breaker thinks he would have missed his

way, owing to the numerous turnings. Readers will

remember that Mr. A. W. Bentley lost the road at this

point in 1908, and from our own experience of the

district it requires an intimate knowledge of the route to

avoid dismounts. Hart-Davies says it is impossible to

thank ever3^body personally, but he particularly wishes

to mention the kindness and interest shown in the

performance by the proprietor of the Bell Hotel,

Gloucester, who not only sat up to see that the rider's

comfort was attended to, but wrote him afterwards

and congratulated him upon the performance. The

ride, we understand, was full of incidents, but
_

as

pressure on our space is very great this week, owing

to the results of the A.C.U. Trials, we are compelled

to give rather a brief outline of the performance, and

in a subsequent issue Mr. Hart-Davies has promised

to write us an account giving his own impressions of

the End-to-end record.
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Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.—

Class VI.—-Racing singles up to 85 mm. bore.

1. F. Mackay (3^ h.p. Triumph) 27^8.

2. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) 27|s.

3. G. E. Stanley (3i h.p. Premier) 28^s.

Also competed : Somers (Speed King Rex), Fishwick

m h.p. Triumph), J. C. Smyth (3i h.p. Rex), W. E. Grange
(3^ h.p. Triumph)^ 0. Wilson (3^ h.p. Rex), Cockcroft

(3i h.p. Triumph), H. D. Shaw (3^ h.p. Triumph), Hoffmann
(3^ h.p. Triumph), and Moorhouse (3^ h.p. Triumph).

, Glass VII.—Racing twins up to 76 mm. bore.

1. J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex) 25fs.

2. F. C. Bagshawe (5 h.p. Rex) 28|s.

3. L. Obank (5^ h.p. N.S.U.) 29|s.

Also competed : H. E. Gerhartz (5 h.p. Vindec) and P.

Scriven (5 h.p. Rex).

Class VIIL—Open to all.

1. W. H. Bashall (8 h.p. twin Bat); fastest

time; trophy, a silver goblet ... ... 25s.

2. J. Scriven (5 h.p. twin Rex) 25|s.

3. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) 26|s.

4. H. Reed (7-8" h.p. twin Dot) 27^s.

5. F. C. Bagshawe (5 h.p. twin Rex) ... 294s.

6. 0. Brooks (8 h.p. twin Buchet) 30|s.

7. H. Shaw (3^ h.p. Triumph) 30|s.

8. P. Cockcroft (3^ h.p. Triumph) 32^s.

The success of the competition is chiefly due to the

trials hon. sec, Mr. Felix Scriven, who was supported

by numerous club officials. The timekeepers were

Messrs. . Fattorini and Rhodes; starter, Mr. Johnson.

Although not entered for the competition, that much
talked of motor bicycle the two-cylinder, two-stroke,

two-speed Scott made an unofficial climb in fine style,

and opened the eyes of the.spectators later in the day
by climbing the hill without a falter with an extra

passenger seated on the back carrier. The purr of

its sweet running engine was quite a pleasant change
from the jerky, not to mention noisy, explosions of

most of the competitors' machines.
>-

IRISH END=TO=END
THIS importai\t contest under the auspices of the Ulster

Centre of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland took

place on the 13th inst. and proved most successful,

sixteen reaching the starting point. Rain was falling

heavily at the start, and to add to the discomfort of the com-
petitors a heavy fog lay over the district which made it very

-difficult to find the way. Punctually at 1 a.m. the following
riders were despatchei : J. Stewart. Belfast, 3^ h.p.

Triumph ; C. E. Murphy, Cowtehill, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; J.

J. Kennedy, Belfast, 3^ h.p. Bradbury ; J. Lavery, Belfast,

^2 h.p. Triumph ; J. Coulter, Armagh, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; R.
M. Talbot, Portarlington, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; F. A. Wallen,
Dublin, 35 h.p. Triumph ; C. B. Franklin, Dublin, 3^ h.p.

Triumph; T. A. Govan, Dublin, 3J- h.p. Triumph; W. H.
Humphries, Armagh, 3^ h.p. Humber ; J. H^aly, Dublin,
5 h.p. twin Peugeot ; W. T. Hughes, Graigue, 3^ h.p.

Triumph; J. E. Coulter, Belfast, 3^- h.p. Triumph; M. J.

Lindsay, Belfast, 3^ h.p. Triumph ; J. M. Kennedy, Bally-
mena, 3^ h.p. Rex. W. J. Andrews, Belfast, 3^ h.p. Rex,
did not reach r-he starting point until an hour after the
•others had left, and he was started alone.

The unfavourable atmospheric conditions at the start proved
most trying to the riders, falls being numerous and punctures
plentiful. The first checking station was at Cork (78 miles),
which was due to be reached at 4.54 a.m.,. but with tyre
troubles and difficulty in finding the way a considerable
number of the riders were late in arriving. Six, however,
secured full marks, their names being C. E Murphy. J.
Lavery, J. Coulter, R. M'. Talbot, C. B. Franklin, and T.
A. Govan. Better weather conditions ' prevailed after Cork
was passed, although the roads were very rough. The second
check was at Cashel (138 mile.s), and here again the six riders
mentioned above had full marks. Of the others, only J.
Stewart, J. J. Kennedy, J. E. Coulter, and J. M. Kennedy
arrived later. The remainder retired. The first section of
the ride ended at Dublin (235 miles), the schedule time of

Scottish Five Days' Open Reliability Trial.

THE START ON MONDAY LAST.

By B. H Davies.

THE Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club deserves

hearty congratulations upon the scheme and

organisation of its trial. The competition

will resemble a pleasure tour more than any

previous competition, as there are only two checks a

day, apart from meals, one in the morning and one in

the afternoon. Nevertheless, it will be the severest motor

cycling trial ever held, thanks to the surface of the

roads, the severity of the gradients, and the head

winds, an-d I have little hesitation in prophesying that

only half a dozen machines are likely to come through

with full marks. At the start on Monday last a strong

wind was blowing from the north. Amulree, Gram-
pians, Berriedale, and Ord have to be climbed, yet

the Advance is the only two-speed machine. Some
have not even got adjustable pulleys. The weather at

the start was bright and windy, but fleecy clouds

threatened rain when the official car left for Amylree.

Six of those competitors given on page 544 did not

register as starters, viz., Muirhead, Moodie, Baxter,

Ni\en, Kennedy, and Gilmour.

The first day's route was the hardest. Amulree at

sixty-seven miles, Grampians after lunch, 186^ miles

altogether against headwind. The Grampians are in

a badly cut up condition. The route for to-day (Wednes-
day) was altered to go over the steep two miles' gradient

from Bonar to Alness. Route finding is well provided

for by arrows ; also each competitor receives direction

card daily.

[Next week a description of the trial will appear in

TJie Motor CycU, written by Mr. B. H. Davies, who
is accompanying the competitors to John-o'-Groat's.]

•••—^—

—

RELIABILITY TRIAL.
arrival being 12.45 p.m. At this control ten riders arrived
on time. A stop of one hour was made for luncheon, and at
1.45 p:m. the second section of the journey was begun. Checks
were arranged at Drogheda, Newry, and Belfast, at all of
«-hich full marks were gained, but J. E. Coulter retired at
Belfast. The remaining nine riders kept together for the
remainder of the trial, and finished at Fair Head (395 miles)
prompt to time—.9.45 p.m. On examining the check books
it was found that six riders had received the maximum
nmnber of marks (70), viz., C. E. Murphy, J. Lavery, C. B.
Franklin, R. M. Talbot, T. A. Govan, and J. Coulter. A
hill-climb was accoixlingly held on Wednesday morning to
decide the winner—^the machines having been locked up over-
night. The times recorded were : C. E. Mtirphy, 39|s. ; C.
B. Franklin, 52s.; J. Lavery, 52|s. ; and T. A. Govan, 65s.
R. M. Talbot and Coulter were unsuccessful at the first

attempt, but afterwards made the ascent. The formula for
this part of the contest was time in sees, x cylinder capacity
and divided by the combined weight of rider and machine,
and worked out as follows :

1. C. E. Murphy 51.06 points
2. J. Lavery 62.99
3. T. A. Govan 69.81
4. C. B. Franklin 72.58 ,,

Talbot was placed fifth and Coulter sixth.

The special gold medal presented by The Motor Cycle was
won by C. E. Murphy, and the gold medal presented by the
R.O.M. Tyre and Rubber Co. was won by J. Lavery. J.
Stewart, J. J. Kennedy, J. M. Kennedy, and M. J. Lindsav
will receive certificates.

>—«»®<»~^

Mr. P. Moffatt has boen declared winner of the Palmer
cup and medal in the A.C.U. London to Plymouth and back
twenty four hours' run, June 11th and 12th. He rode a 3^
h.p. Triumph.
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MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
TWENTY.FOUR HOURS' RELIABILITY TRIAL FOR MOTOR BICYCLES.

THE M.C.C., always anxious to promote trials

and competitions suitable for all its members,
held on Friday and Saturday last a twenty-

four hours' reliability trial for motor bicycles

oply. The general principle of the trial was reli-

ability and regularity of running to a scheduled speed
of nineteen miles an hour. Exactly four hours were

' rz

The M.C.C. officials—F. T. Bldlake, timekeeper (centre), W, H. Wells (lelt),

and Dr. C. Gibbons (right).

allowed for each round of the course (Taplow-Oxford-
Taplow), Avhich was covered six times, making a total

distance of 450 miles. Timekeepers were stationed

at Taplow and Oxford. F. T. Bidlake held the watch
at Taplow (the Dumb Bell), and the clocking and
checking arrangements at Oxford were in the hands of

the Oxford M.C.C. One mark was lost for every

quarter of a minute early or late of schedule time.

The awards were a silver cup to the winner (presented

by F. J. Jenkins and W. H. Wells), three special gold

medals to the three best performances by private

owners, and club gold medals to every competitor com-
pleting the full distance in twenty-four hours.

The course for the first three journeys was Taplow,
High Wycombe, Wheatley, Oxford, Dorchester,

Henley, Maidenhead, and Taplow, and for the last

three journeys outward via Maidenhead and Henley,
and homeward via Beaconsfield. As these courses

comprised the ascent of Dashwood and Stokenchurch
Hills thrice, it was a fairly stiff task without counting

the necessity of keeping as nearly as possible to

schedule time.

The bad weather on Friday morning obviously

stopped many competitors from turning up at the start,

though could they have seen the state of the Bath Road
even at noon on Friday they might possibly have
altered their minds, for Avith a nice breeze blowing the

road surface was quite dry.

At the Start (8 p.m. Friday).

Mr. Harris, whose garage is opposite the Dumb Bell

on the Bath Road, rendered great assistance by fitting

some powerful acetylene gas lamps outside his

premises. These greatly aided Ihe officials during

the dark hours of the night. He also had a staff of

men ready with petrol and other necessaries all through
the competition.

The entries numbered thirty-seven, and twenty-one

actually started as follows:

Hugh Gibson (5^ Triumph).
J. L. Barratt (5-6 Chater-

Lea-Peugeot).
G. Purchase (3^ Triumph).
H. Karslake (3^ own make).
J. S. Spencer (3^ Triumph).
C. C Cooke (3i Triumph).
E. Clark (2| Douglas).
E. Pond (5 V.S.).
E. Cherry (3^ Triumph).
C. Burton (3^ Vindec-Special).

H. Davison (3^ Bez).
W. Cooper (3^ Triumph).
Stanley Webb (3^ Triumph):
W. Smith (5 V.S.).

G. Brough (5 Brough).
A. J. Stevens (3 Wolf).
W. Price (3^ Rex).
F. G. Smith (3^ Triumph).
A. G. Forbes ("^ Triumph).
p. Janson (3^ Bat).

J. W. Robinson (2f Douglas).

The only alteration from the official programme was
that W. Smith, usually seen on a Moto-Re!ve, was rid-

ing W. Mead's 5 h.p. V.S. Unfortunately for

Smith, he met with an accident during the first round

at Wheatley, was somewhat cut about, and had to

retire. Spencer fell out in the first round (cause

unknown). Cherry, Janson, and Purchase dropped out

in the second round, and Cooper retired four and a

half miles from Oxford. F. G. Smith, who lost

his way in the first round, ran out of petrol, arrived

late, and suffered a loss of sixty-three marks, wanted
to retire but was persuaded to go on. Afterwards

his performance was a most consistent one, and he was
the only rider to complete three rounds without any

loss of marks. The next best was H. Gibson, fourth

and sixth rounds without loss of marks. Karslake

lost no marks on the sixth round, and completed two
other rounds with a loss of only one mark each.

Pond, Price, and Brough covered one round without

loss of marks. When one considers that only a

quarter of a minute early or late meant one mark
lost, the performances were excellent.

«

,«

*

Eli Clark (S| h.p. Douglas) on the Bath Road. This rider suffered a collision

in the iifth round, and although he only lost sixteen marks in the first four

rounds, he could not complete the sixth and had to retire. The cars in the
background are on their way to the Maidenhead regatta.

Stanley Webb, who arrived from the wrong direction

at the end of the fifth round, had to retrace his steps.

His error cost forty marks.
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H. Karslake
*Hugh Gibson
G. Brough
A. J. Stevens
*W. Price
E. Pond
*H. Davison

Marks lost.

*P. G. Smith 86
Stanley Webb 138

*J. L. Barratt 230
*0. C. Co'dke 344
*A. G. Forbes 393
*C. BurfcMi 963

Motor Cycling Club.—

Towards the completion of the fifth round the timing

showed that, barring accidents, Karslake or Hugh
Gibson would win the cup, with Brough as runner-up.

Karslake eventually won, and he and Gibson shook

hands heartily at the close of the event. The posi-

tions were

:

Marks lost.

... 21

... 24
... 26
... 53
... 69

... 72
. ... 84

^

* Private owners.

The winners of the private owners' medals presented

by E. Gwynne and C. J. Seed are therefore (subject

to revision by the committee) Gibson, Davison, and
Price.

Karslake's own make has a De Dion engine, with

the radiators drilled through all over, Amac car-

buretter, footboards, N.S.U. two-speed gear on engine-

shaft, Whittle belt, no pedals, and a special spring

seat, which, although not beautiful, is doubtless com-
fortable. The win is all the more creditable, as he
was competing against some of the best and most up-

to-date machines of the day. Burton's back tyre

was cut nearly through ; it was a marvel he completed
the journey. Two or three had spare tanks on the

top tube or handle-bars, and mascots were con-

spicuous by their absence, thank goodness.

In addition to the officials already mentioned, R. H.
Head and F. J. Jenkins patrolled the course in a car,

and E. B. Dickson (the captain of the club) and Dr.

C. Gibbons were also in evidence. Harry G. Bell,

the trials hon. secretary, informed us that nearly all

the competitors were satisfied with their day's sport.

The thanks of the club are due to the Oxford M.C.C.,
Mr. W. Mann (Service Co., Ltd.), and the A.A.

^-•••-^

The Motor Union Speed Trials.

IN
connection with the visit of the Motor Union and the
Ligue Internationale des Associations Touristes to Wales,
speed trials were held on the 16th inst. on Pendine Sands,
forty-five miles west of Swansea. These sands form an

ideal course for motor speed trials, extending for many miles
with a smooth, hard, level surface. The course was carefully

marked out for a distance of about two miles by a wire fence,

which was lined by the public, who had turned out in

thousands. The first event was for motor bicycles with
cylinders having a capacity of over 300 and not exceeding
601 cubic centimetres. The entrants were as follows

:

J. S. Andrew (Triumph) ...

A. W. Gemmill (Rip)

W. E. James (Oxford)
L. E. Jenkins (Phelon and Moore).
J. C. Moore (Rex)

E. T. Strick (N.S.U.)
J. Sullivan (Triumph)
W. Pollard (Quadrant)

W. Jones (Quadrant)

Mr. Pollard was first past the winning post, but was dis-

qualified, the judges ruling that his machine was not of a
standard touring type, the rules requiring all motor cycles

to be touring roadsters. The cup presented by the motor
cycle committee of the M.U., together with a medal, were
accordingly awarded to the second past the post, Mr. W.
E. James ; the second prize, the M.U. medal, going to Mr.
E. T. Strick.

The second event for motor bicycles with cylinders of

unrestricted capacity was a walk over for Mr. Pollard, Mr.
F. James (who had entered a twin-cylinder Griffon) being a
non-starter.

CLUB NEWS.

82 X 86 .. . 454 c.c

82ix 82^ .. . 441 „
82 X 90 .. • 475 „
82 X 88 .. . 465 „
82ix 89 .. 475 „
80 X 80 .. 402 „
84 X 86 .. . 477 „
81 X 88 .. . 453 „
84 X 88 .. • 487 „

Manchester M.C.

The first speed judgment test of 1909 took place on Saturday
last on the Warrington roads. The speed fixed upon was
twenty miles an hour. A fair number competed- C. E.
Kettle, on a 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph, proved the winner of

the motor cycle section, his time being only 35s. too fast.

Leeds M.C.C.

The annual reliability trial, Leeds to London and back,
was held by the Leeds M.C.C. on Saturday, the 10th inst.,

for an invitation sliield, value Hfty guineas, to be lield for

one year by the winner. Other awards in connection with,

the event were three gold medals for the first three who lost

the least number of points, and a bronze medal for all riders

who completed the journey within schedule time. This
year there was a special provision made for private owners,
a gold medal being given to the first private owner who,
not being one of the first three, had qualified for a bronze
medal.
There were thirty-five entries, including representatives

from the Manchester, West Hartlepool, Bradford, and York
County clubs, the majority of whom started from the Star
and Garter Hotel, Kirkstall. The weather at the start, and
throughout the journey was anything but pleasant, drench-
ing rain and bad roads being experienced during practically
the whole of the run. The oflacial result was declared as
follows: 1, T. BuUus (P. and M.); 2, P. Scriven (Rex); 3,— Sydney

{
-). Reed, Kettle, Hamilton, Walton, Cock-

croft, and Smith also completed the journey.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The London to Land's End and back competition for the
Jarrott cup is to be held on Saturday and Monday, July
31st and August 2nd, starting from Cranford Bridge, near
Hounslow. The competition is for motor bicycles only.

The winner will be the competitor whose time taken at

Competitors in the Irish End-to-end Bellablllty Trial. Tie winner, 0. E.
Murphy (3^ h.p. Triumph) is at the extreme left.

secret controls over three stretches of thirty miles both on
the outw-ard ancl return journey most nearly agrees with his^
schedule time. The route will be Cranford Bridge, Staines,
Basingstoke, Andnver, Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Sherborne,
Yeovil, Crewkerne, Chard, Honiton, Exeter, Okehampton,'
Blue Anchor, Mitchell, Redruth, Penzance, Land's End, and
back to Penzance. Return^Penzance, and continue east-
wards via Redruth, Mitchell, and the route as above in
reverse direction. Entries should be sent, together with
entrance fee (£1 Is.), to reach the trials hon. sec., Mr H.
G. Bell, 52, Station Road, Finchley, N., on or before the-
first pflst on Saturday next.
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Club News.—

Shropshire M.C.C

The first competition held by the above club took the form
of a petrol consumption test. The results were : Mr. G.
Benham, first, Mr. H. G. Potts second, and Mr. T. W. Shaw
third. The winner's mileage was 178 miles to the gallon.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The Dennis-Bayley challenge cup competition^ which takes
the form cf a 100 miles non-stop reliability run, will be run
off on Saturday next. A petrol consumption test has bten
arranged for August 14th. Runs recently arranged include
journeys to the Dukeries, Dovedale, Woodhouse Eaves, Lin-
coln, Wansford, Barnby Moor, Evesham, Leamington, etc.

Essex M.C.

The members' hill-climb takes place on Saturday afternoon

_ -• ' next at Lippetts Hill,
'•"'-

• ' - •
• ~- ' - High Beech, entries for

which may b6 sent in up
to to-morrow (Thursday)
morning to the hon. sec,
Mr. Harold Fuller,

Wynndale Road, Wood-
ford. There are five

classes, viz., single-

cylinder, multiple cylin-

der, lightweight, passen-

ger motor cycles, and
cars- The competition
starts at 3.30 sharp. A
picnic tea on the hill

has been arranged for

after the climb. Each
competitor will be allowed
two runs up, the fastest

to count. ' Three prizes

will be given in each
class, provided that there

are sufficient entri s, and
a silver medal for fastest

The winner of ths All-comers' Handicap [^."f .
«^ ^^^^

Z^^- ^.^^^
at Brooklands last Week, H. H. Bowen hill is in good condition,

(3i h.p. Bat-J.A.P.), speed 62J m.p.h. He And some fast times are
also established new class records later in expected. On the follow-
^^^ ^^y-

ing day (Sunday) there is

to be a breakfast run to Cambridge, particulars of which
may be obtained from the captain at the hill-climb.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

It is interesting to know that a member of the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C. holds tli^ End-to-end record, and
another member won the 1908 Tourist Trophy Race. The
former record has just been beaten by I. B. Hart-Davies, of

Rugby, while everyone knows that J. Marshall, of Coventry,
finished first in the T.T. Race last year.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the 10th inst., the
' course being from headquarters to Pershore. Each competi-

tor was allowed one gallon of petrol, and the results, subject

to confirmation, are as follows :

Rider and machine. Petrol used.

T. Smith m h.p. Rex) 15|ozs.

H. J. Heaven (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... ... 16ozs.

H. C. Pickering (2| h.p. Rex) 15| ozs.

A. G. Bryant (3^ h.p. Triumph) 20 ozs.

L. T. Baylis (3i h.p. Corah) 24 ozs.

H. T Clark (3^ h.p. Humber) 43 ozs.

A remarkable point about this competition is that the first

three averaged slightly over 220 miles per gallon. This pro-

bably is a record, although it must be mentioned that there,

was a strong wind blowing at the back of the competitor^
all the way.

North-west London M.C.C.

The annual hill-climb was held on the 3rd inst., the venue
being Cop Hill, Princes Risboro'. The selected hill proved
an excellent test^ being minus any bad corners, half a mile
in length, and with an average gradient of 1 in 9, the steepest
pitch being near the top. The surface was in very fair

condition, having been carefully swept beforehand. The
results, on A-C.U. formula, subject to being passed by the
committee, are as follows :

Class I.—Single-cylinder machines, any capacity.

Fig. of
Rider and machine. Time. Merit.

E. A. Colliver (3^ h.p. Triumph)... -|- 4|s. 2.517
A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph)... X 2.446
W. 0. Bentley (3^ h.p. Rex) ... + 7|s. 2.437
J. P. Le Grand (3^ h.p. Rex) ... + 13s. 2.184

Class II.—Multi-cylinder machines, any capacity.
Glvn Rowden (8 h.p. Bat) X 6.619
S. R. Tyssen (5 h.p. Vindec) ... -t- 9|s. 4.181
Miles Brunton (5 h.p. Rex) ... -i- 27s. 3.684
A. Brunton (5 ii.p. Rex) ... ... -f- 32|s. 3.099
C. M. Simpson (5 h.p. Vindec) ... -I- 20|s. 3.088
A. _S. Phillips (5 V.S.) + 27«s. 2.887

A picnic lunch v.sls held the day aftor at Burnham
Beeches.

'

Members are reminded that the petrol consumption trial
is on Saturday next, the 17th inst. The committee would
be glad if any member who is not competing would act as
marshal, and send in his name to the trial hon. sec, Mr.
G. H. Hollis, 7, Melrose Avenue, Cricklewood, N.W.

Eastern District M.C.

On August 8th a 100 miles reliability trial will be run for
the trophy which the president, Mr.' F. Leverton Harris,
ALP., presented to the club. Mr. J. Babbage, the hon.
auditor, has very kindly promised to give a prize for the
member running second to the winner of the trophy.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

The Palmer cup competition on the 24th inst. will consist
of a reliability run, the selected circular course being from
^yragby to Horncastle,
via Cawkwell to Louth,
via Brough to Wragby,
about thirty - eight

. miles, to be covered
three times. The
start will take place
from Wragby at 10
a.m., and the competi-
tors will be sent off

at one minute inter-

vals.

At the Grimsthorpe
speed trials on August
21st the course will

be an undulating one,
about a mile in length.
The classification of
machines will be as
follows : Class I.,

lightweights, not
exceeding 120 lbs.

;

Class II., single-cylin-

der machines, with a
cubical capacity not
exceeding 500 c.c ; Class III.
any capacity

A. G. Reynolds, one of the Judges in the
A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Tria!s. He rode
a 1909 two-speed Humber, which carried him
faithfully and well until the four(h day, when he
was unfortunately run into by another motor
cyclist and injured.

twin and multi-cylinders,
The club has accepted the invitation of one of

its members to tea at the Five Bells Hotel, Edenham, after
the trial.

The results of the hill-climb at Bully Hill, Tealby, have
now been announced. Hayhurst made fastest ascent of the
day on his 6 h.p. N.S.U., and the placings on formula are
as follows :

Single-cylinder Class.

Rider and machine.
J. Planners Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph)
E.

T.
R. White (3^ h.p. Premier)
S. Middlefell (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

Mtjlti-cylinder Class.
1. H. Hayhurst (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
2. G. Nicholls (4^ h.p. F.N.)
3. S. G. Clarke (5 h.p. Rex)
4. F. Richardson (5 h.p. Vindec)
5. J. Mawd (5 h.p. F.N.) ...

6. C. Moore (5 h.p. Rex) ...

7. Dr. Gratz (5 h.p. F.N.)
8. G. James (4^ h.p. Minerva)
9. A. Fox (5 h.p. F.N.) ...

X represents fastest time in each class,

record seconds slower than X.

Fig. of

Time. merit.

X ... 20.48

81s. ... 20.35

15s. ... 18.15

X ... 21.05
20s. ... 1834
3|s. ... 17.52

13s. ... 17.4
26s. ... 15.4

22s. ... 15.1

38is. ... 14.2

Failed to com-
j plete course.
and other time?
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ALWAYS made it my endeavour to be numbered
among those who practise what they preach, but

for once, at any rate, I have proved a traitor. 1

always advise entrants in trials to ride a machine
ey know, no matter how shabby and travel-stained

be. This year I entered in the i,ooo miles with a

achine which was practically only finished the day

^fore, though I had ridden it a good distance in a

ore or less incomplete condition. Hqav I paid the

jnalty you shall hear.

I left the machine at Uxbridge on Saturday, July

d, asking Wells to see it sealed and numbered for

e, and when I returned on the Sunday night he led

e to it with a rueful countenance, and solemnly

)inted to two large pieces of black tin wired to it,

,ch carrying the fateful number " 13," to which he

id- added " % " in pencil. The ill-luck was not long

coming, for I found I had been allotted a bed in a

dlroom, where some thirty choice spirits intended to

iss the night. However, as a long tramp through
xbridge secured me more comfortable quarters, I

;cided the omens were not insuperable, and started

1 the Monday in high hopes, the more so because the

achine had never once met with a stoppage of any
•rt, or struck a hill it could not climb at very high

leed if desired. Being geared 3^3 to i, I soon found

y chief difficulty was to keep down the pace to the

hcial limit, and all through Monday I was often to

) seen waiting fifteen minutes or half an hour some
ree miles from a control, waiting for minimum time to

:pire before I checked in.

My first warning of coming trouble was encountered
1 Dashwood Hill, which I only just managed to

imb on full throttle at twenty-five miles per hour.

his was a slap in the face, as the machine normally
imbs I in 6 at much in excess of this, and no
)parent fault was discoverable. Worse was to come,
the short but steep ascent through Bourton-on-the-

ill almost proved too much for it, and the fact that

lot of crack riders pedalled there, and several dis-

ounted, was small comfort to my soul. I trickled on
m-stop to Shrewsbury, and very much worried as to

:iat had reduced my hefty twin to about three and a
larter cat power.
When we mustered at dinner, several of us were
ther disappointed with our machines' climbing during
e day, and I went to bed a sick and sorry man.

Why Carburetters Require Protection.

Tuesday.
Sudden and pronounced attacks of general debility

•e the most awkward complaint from which a motor
cycle can ever suffer. The precious hour for adjust-

ents before breakfast next morning was not wasted,
ir I discovered my trouble, if I could not cure it. The
eek before the trials I had fitted a new carburetter
ith slide control. During the rain of the preceding

day the innards of this vaporiser had got tilled up with

mud and grit. Result, if I touched either the air or

the throttle lever, both the air slide and the gas slide

moved, as they were jammed up with grit ; or, alterna-

tively, neither of them moved at all if they happened
to be tightly wedged. As a consequence I had evidently

ridden most of Monday on one-third throttle, and
about half the requisite quantity of air. Why not

clean it out, you great juggins ? ejaculates the impatient

reader. Why not, indeed ? Because this particular

carburetter possessed no securing bracket, and was
held in situ solely by the inlet and petrol pipes. It

had already split both of them, and to remove it meant
complete fracture of them both. There was nothing

for it but to wire on additional gauze protectors, and to

pour paraffin through in the hopes of dislodging the

grit. This I did, but the carburetter contained far too

much foreign matter to yield to such makeshift methods.
I flushed it out with whole quarts of paraffin at

different times, but not till Friday did I get it clean.

On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday I could onl\

open my throttle by dismounting and forcing it with

a screwdriver, and if I thereafter touched either lever

both gas and air slides would immediately assume new
and undesirable positions. Hence my " general

debility." Wenlock Edge was the first serious hill,

and when I closed the air a trifle the throttle promptly
closed down as well ; when I closed off more air to

suit, the throttle shut completely. Got down, opened
throttle with screwdriver, shut air with my fingers,

restarted, and went up on full throttle and no air.

Rode like this all day, using one gallon of petrol per
forty miles. Changed rubber belt to leather in the

heavy rain, as rubber would not grip with so much
surface water on the roads. Full marks for Monday
and Tuesday. Query—Are the conditions of a trial

sufficiently stringent when one can score full marks
with a disorganised carburetter?

Wednesday.
Spent a very paraffiny hour before breakfast trying

to get grit out. of carburetter. Several very cautious
efforts to detach carburetter. Relinquished owing to

wobbliness of inlet pipe. Nasty, rough, twisty, narrow
road to Dinas Mawddwy (pronounced "Mowthy").
Engine stopped whenever I touched carburetter levers.

Decided to run on full throttle and no air all the time,

this being starting position. Officials kept us standing
an hour at the foot of Dinas in rain. Consolation, all

our engines got nice and cool. " What's that, Reynolds ?

No. 13?" And I was off uphill for four miles. The
" climb " opened flat, narrow, and slithery. Burbled
along on full throttle and no air. At last caught
glimpse of tall black hill towering up towards heaven.

Several motor cycles stuck at various points. Franklv
unsympathetic crowd rejoicing in the failures. Pouring
rain. Blustering wind blowing straight down. Got up
first piece nicely. Shut throttle a little on easy pitch.
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''No. 13," a Tale of^thelSix DaysVTrials.—

Tried to open it again on steep pitch. Throttle stuck.

Joggled it fiercely. Air opened wide, throttle shut for

good. Inevitable result, stopped. Grade i in 5.

Pushed thirty yards. Personal condition resembled

Mantalini after projected suicide (by immersion). Got

on to easy pitcii. Jammed throttle wide open, all air

shut off, started, went up. Descent towards

Machynlleth disgusting. Clapped on rear brake too

hard—bent brake clip—threw brake shoe out of truth

—wore out fibre—no brakes except boots—good for

staple trade of Northampton, where I live—-bad

for me. Several narrow squeaks round corners.

Machynlleth at last. Policeman with red moustache

points turning. Go down it. Keep on going. Go for

twelve miles. Ran out of petrol. Still raining hard.

See a farmhouse. Welsh maidens affrighted at my dis-

reputable appearance. Don't know Welsh for paraffin.

Don't know Welsh for benzoline. Welsh maidens slam

door in my face. Go back to the road and excom-

municate my carburetter. Boileau appears. Informs

me I am on the wrong road. Excommunicate police-

man with red moustache. Excommunicate everybody

except Boileau, who gives me petrol. Go back without

brakes, and on compulsorily full open throttle to

Machynlleth. Policeman with red moustache vanished.

Wise man. Through Aberystwyth to Devil's Bridge.

Lunch. Good.

A Grey Stripe across the Road.

Leaving Devil's Bridge, the hills were again rather

trying with the rear brake out of commission ; front

brakes are practically useless on

motor cycles, although the A.C.U. - -

is so ridiculously fond of ^ them.

Hereabouts I saw a grey stripe across ,„.

the road through the teeming rain,
:;;;!

and was glad I had paused to investi-

gate, as it turned out to be a young
river in flood. Bashall kindly helped

me to push up a steep bank in dodg-

ing the torrent. Still raining. More
steep descents. Sheep gambolled out

of a gap in the hedge into my front

wheel. Saw stars. Ran out of

petrol. Wondered why carburetters

are sold with slide control and no

gauze protectors. Pushed a mile.

Bought petrol. Still raining. Nice

easy road into Shrewsbury. Full

marks. Quer^'—Are the conditions

of a trial sufficiently stringent when
you can get full marks wdthout any

throttle or air control, and without

any brakes?
Thursday.

Dreadful day. Worst day's motor
cycling I ever had. Spent shillings

in paraffin, with an eye to Festiniog

hill-climb. If I stick on another hill shall lose

the gold medal. Can't climb hills if I haven't

any carburetter control. Still no brakes. A-m not

insured. Very _ uncomfortable indeed. Nice road to

Bala. Perfectly diabolical road from Bala to

Festiniog. Other riders say it is worse than the

Grampians. Didn't think it quite so bad myself. But

corners awful, gradients fairish, and surface like new

metal. Moto-R§ve purring over it as if it were on
Brooklands. Lucky Moto-Reve. It has brakes, also

carburetter control. Festiniog at last. Reynolds says
I must go straight up the hill without altering adjust-

ment of my pulley. Put ancient friendship in jeopardy
by mocking at Reynolds. How would he like to try a

fearful hill with a 3 to i gear without any carburetter
control ? Reynolds says I may change my gear.

Good chap, Reynolds. Change it. Furtively squirt

petrol on carburetter slides when Reynolds isn't looking.

Essay hill. Open extra air when I see hill going
straight up vertically, and full of deep granite pits.

Machine slows. Fearful language from rider behind
trying to get past. " Tutter-tutter." Go up very, very

slowly. Wonder what the carburetter slides are doing.

Surmise one-third throttle opening and no air. Stop.

Verify surmise. About correct. Wedge slides open
with a screwdriver. Start again. Up, thank goodness.
Road drops away towards Bettws. Narrow. Red
triangles on every corner. Yawning precipice on
right. Feel glad my wife isn't watching. Feel granite

splinter come right through sole of left stocking.

Aha ! Bettws at last. Grey hairs after lurid descent.

Have a rest and a smoke, and buy picture postcards.

Foolish, because the next control is a shortish one.

Better be starting. Start. Break belt. Put on belt

No. 2. Belt No. 2 breaks. Put on belt No. 3. Belt

No. 3 breaks. Mend belt No. i. All is peace. High
speed without any brakes into Llandudno. Speedometer
records distance as twenty-five miles. Official card
only allows nineteen and a half. Too bad, just when
every mile looked like being so precious. Good lunch.

An early morning scene
competitors were admitted

replenishing, and effecting

full swing.

during the Six Days' Trials. Sixty minutes before the official starting time,

to Mr. H. Luff Smith's garage at Shrewsbury, for the purpose of cleaning,

adjustments to the macliines. Our photograph shows these operations in

Pleasant ride home, except through Flint—long street

full of foolhardy children. Got to within three miles

of Shrewsbury half an hour ahead of time. Poured
rivers of paraffin through carburetter; got it fairly

clean at last. Monday's grit almost removed. Ride
into Shrewsbury with proper gas and air control. Proud
and happy. Easy day on Friday. Gold medal almost
in sight.
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"No. 13," a Tale of the Six Days' Trials.—

Friday.

Having at last cleaned most of Monday's grit out of

the carburetter, I was able to devote the hour before

breakfast to other matters, and succeeded in making

the rear brake work properly again, so that I started

out with every prospect of a really enjoyable day. The
speedometer early showed the beneficial effects of being

able to adjust the mixture. Had I been using a

standard high compression engine, I say without fear

of contradiction that I should never have got back to

Shrewsbury on the Tuesday. But, thanks to a low-

compression engine which can never knock or overheat

under any circumstances, I had been able to run on

full throttle and scarcely any extra air for something

like six hundred miles without any trouble. Now that

control of the carburetter was restored I looked forward

to a pleasant concluding two days. I had tied pro-

tectors over the carburetter on the Tuesday, so that

no more dirt could get in. I had repaired the brake

(quite a brief matter), and I was looking forward to a

pleasant conclusion. The circumstances were the same
as on the Monday. The machine was much too fast for

the rules, and I spent a long while waiting for the

clock. The first trouble came at the Cat and

Fiddle Hill. I had been oflScially told we were to

be timed up here, and, to make amends for failure

on the earlier hills, I let the engine have its head, and
went up at an indescribable speed, only to find I

could not get round the corners. On went the brake,

which promptly broke. Result, I had another long,

twisty descent to negotiate with my boots acting as

skid pans. Outside Buxton a pin in the timing gear

sheared, and caused my retirement. It is only fair

to the makers to say that, though I have driven

their engines thousands of miles, and know of others

which have gone much farther, this is the first engine
trouble with one of their machines that I have ever

encountered or heard of.

As regards the remainder of the trial, I must con-

fine myself to general observations. My own opinion
is that the severity of the hills has been exaggerated
in the press. Any reader can estimate how com-
paratively small a rate of revolutions can be obtained
from an engine which is being driven on full throttle

and no air with a properly adjusted carburetter.

Well, under these conditions my engine climbed the
whole of Festiniog Hill except the three yards in

which it was restarted and the whole of Dinas except
thirty yards, where single-handed I was unable to
restart. Therefore these hills are not portentously
terrible. In other respects the trial was undoubtedly
severe. The weather was bad for about half of the
total distance, and several really stiff climbs, such as

Wenlock Edge (twice), were thrown in as free extras.

The disappointing show made by the entry, regarded
as a whole, I am inclined to regard as a chain of bad
luck.

^
It is unusual for first-class machines to seize

up their connecting rods, to strip a timing key, to
break a crankshaft bearing, etc., yet all these mishaps
chanced to occur in this particular thousand miles.
Duplicates of all these unlucky engines are running
ten thousand miles without trouble. The machines
of 1909 are a good deal better than these trials would
make them out to be. That they appear worse than
they really are is not due to the severity of the trials,

for many a private owner has put a machine to more
exacting tests in a summer tour.
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Minor troubles were less frequent than I have ever

known them to be. Belt and valve troubles seemed
almost non-existent. Punctures Avere practically un-

known, thanks largely to the use of really sturdy back
wheel covers. I did not hear of a single side-slip.

The Moral of my Tale.

There are two morals I wish to draw. As above
described, I rode some 750 miles practically without

any carburetter control, and in addition I broke hree

belts and a brake. Yet had my timing gear been

assembled by a first-class workman, instead of by a

temporary hand, 1 should in all probability have scored

the full thousand marks offered for reliability. I

should estimate I had something like a hundred
stoppages with my carburetter, owing to the throttle

closing when I adjusted the extra air or vice versa.

Are the rules sufficiently stringent to be a real test

of reliability when a man who has trouble of this sort

can gain full reliability marks? I think, first of all,

that the margin allowed between the maximum and
minimum speeds of sixteen and twenty miles an hour

is perhaps too great,, and that the Scottish Trials

system of only allowing ten minutes earliness or late-

ness over a forty miles section is more desirable. Also

the waiting outside controls might well be stopped.

There was a rule framed this year apparently intended

to stop this, but the officials told me no notice would
be taken provided competitors waited two or three

miles outside checks. As a matter of fact, they

waited half a mile or less outside many of the controls,

and no notice was taken. The result of this practice

is that each competitor secures from four to eight

intervals per day, each of fifteen to thirty minutes'

duration, during which he can make adjustments and
repairs. Whether this is desirable or not is an open
question. But my experience is that a man may
be in trouble throughout the whole course of an A.C.U.
trial, and, provided he does not have any really

serious breakdown or two minor troubles in any one
section, he can nevertheless secure the maximum marks
for reliability. It would have been a mockery if I

myself, for instance, had secured full reliability marks
this year; yet I only missed them, very possibly, by
a pure fluke. Similarly in 1906 I scarcely got through
a single control without trouble, and yet I won a

gold medal. The motor bicycle of to-day is so good
that the maximum reliability award can perhaps only

be justly claimed by a machine which has no trouble

at all, and if such awards are to be confined to

machines which go through without trouble the time

margins will have to be tightened, and the scorching

ahead to wait outside the next control will have to be
stopped.

My Advice to Competitors.

My second moral applies to riders entering such

trials. It is a mistake to ride in a trial on a machine
that has not at any rate a couple of thousand gruelling

miles to its credit before the trial. This applies

both to machine and rider. If the machine is

absolutely a first-rater the rider's chances are enhanced
if he knows it well. If the machine is a new type, as

mine was, the preliminary running will bring to light

any weaknesses that pass unnoticed through the experi-

mental shop, such as the placing of a carburetter in

an exposed position or the use of an unsuitable brake
clip.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Sunday Competitions.

[4147.]—Anent your paragraph, page 452, regarding
Sunday competitions—would the A.C.U. and other bodies
kindly inform certain clubmen when they may hold their

competitions?
For a man who toils six days for his bread and cheese

and wherewithal to spend on motor cycling what other day
is open? With the leisured classes it is an entirely different

matter, but how many of these fortunate individuals are

there to be found in the affiliated clubs?
What is the primary objection—observance of the Sab-

bath or public disfavour? If the former, is there more harm
in going for a run with simply a lunch at the end in one
instance, and a medal or cup in another? If the latter,

although certain clubs do hold their competitions, what is

there to tell the public one is taking place, apart from the

gathering (there in either case) outside headquarters and at

the destination? As a rule in these friendly competitions
the competitors carry no armlets, neither are their machines
labelled, and there is no indication but what they are ordi-

nary club runs.
If the A.C.U. means to ban Sunday competitions let it

speak right out and forbid them. Affiliated clubs would
then know just where they were.

ANTI-HUMBUG.

The M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run,

[4148.]—Referring to Mr. Howarth's recent letters in

Tlie Motor Cycle, the Committee of the Motor Cycling Club
feel that these should be answered to clear away from the

minds of the competitors and members any impression that
the Club's hon. sec. and Trials hon. sec. are at variance on
the matter of checks on the London-Edinburgh run of this

year. The whole controversy centres on Mr. Howarth's
interpretation of the word "secret" used by both Mr.
Candler and Mr. Bell ; these two gentlemen both intended
to convey the same meaning, viz., certain checks were placed
on the route between controls, they were visible to all the
riders, there was no hiding behind hedges, " savouring,"
as Mr. Howarth is pleased to say, of "police traps." In
only one sense could they be considered secret checks, in

that they were unexpected by the competitors in their par-
ticular positioas, and were not specially noted on the route
cards, although all riders were advised in the rules that
they would be timed along the route so as to enforce the
fifteen minutes' rule.

Mr. Howarth says that "if the London-Edinburgh run
is carried out as it is now it will not benefit the trade."
The London-Edinburgh run was not instituted to benefit the
trade. I would point out to Mr. Howarth that the Motor
Cycling Club is primarily a social club, with social func-
tions and competitions, and although we are sincerely glad
to number among our members many gentlemen who are
connected with the motor trade (and some of these are the
Club's best friends) they join us in the real true sporting
spirit.

I have answered this letter somewhat fully because letters
such as Mr. Howarth's might do a good deal of harm to
a club, the officials of which I am sure receive, from the
large majority of its members, credit for doing their best

in the interests of the Club. As to Mr. Eowarth himself,

he is not a member of the Motor Cycling Club. I therefore

fail to discover his locus standi in the matter, or his right

to interfere in the management of our Club's affairs.

EOBT. H. HEAD,
Chairman of Committee, Motor Cycling Club.

The Six Days' Trials.

[4149.]—Although not yet a motor cyclist, I was great'y
interested in the trials, and on Thursday, July 8th, my con
and I went to Queensferry to see the competitors pass on
their way from Llandudno to Chester. After seeing the
first three ride quickly past, it was suggested by a gentleman
from Mold that we should have a much better chance of

recognising the riders if we went down the road about half

a mile, as at that point they would have to slow down in

consequence of having to negotiate a most awkward corner.

We went, and immediately realised that it was not only an
awkward, but a positively dangerous one. The first two or
three riders who passed us there had difficulty in getting
I'ound without running into the hedges and ditches. I think
it was the fourth who utterly failed to do so. He ran right
across the road into the bank, turned his machine sharply,
ran across a cart road leading to a field, then into the oppo-
site bank, again across the main road straight into the ditch
on the near side, where, of course, he stopped, with his cycle
on top of him ! My companions (there were several of us
there) rushed to his assistance and extricated him, whilst
I went up the road to caution the oncoming riders. Even
with our combined efforts of cautioning and directing them
there were some very narrow escapes, especially when lots

of three, four, and five came together at the rate of fifteen

to twenty miles an hour.
Now it struck me very forcibly that far greater caution

should be exercised by the promoters for the safety of the
competitors. I suppose the pink direction post-er signified
" Caution," but that is insufficient when fixed amongst other
bills on a hoarding, especially so when, as in this instance,
it was so badly pasted on that one-half had fallen from the
wall and was covering up the other half. We pasted it up
again with tyre solution, as it did not seem to have had even
a lick of paste.

I would suggest that, instead of "Auto Cycle Union" in

small letters, indistinguishable at fifty yards, the simple
initials "A.C.U." in block letters double the size should be
adopted. For colours there should be used—Green for " go
ahead," pink for "caution," and a bright but most un-
mistakable red (or purple) for "danger." Again, I should
like to see the direction arrow of a more distinctive type,

clearly drawn, and printed instead of the clumsy one used.

I am sorry to trouble you with so long a letter. My excuse
is—(1) The safety of the competitors should, I think, be of

supreme importance in these trials ; (2) if accidents occur
the authorities may step in and effectually stop the sport

;

and (3) care should be taken not to bring motor cycling into

disrepute with the public
Another point I would like to mention is that the Flint-

shire County Council should be urged to alter the road at

that particular spot by rounding off the sharp corner.

Thousands of motor cycles and ca'ts pass it on their way to

and from Chester and North Wales. VIGILANT-
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Two-stroke Engines.

[4150.]—In reply to your correspondent, "A. 0. C,"
who would like readers' experiences with the Scott two-
stroke motor cycle, may I be allowed to say a word in

favour of it. Although not an owner of one, I am thoroughly
conversant with it, especially the marine type engine.

To start with, let us take, for example, our friend Mr.
H. E. Eendall's grievances. First, What happens to the

engine if a crankcase explosion takes place? Had he examined
the iScott two-stroke engine more minutely he would have
found it, almost impossible for it to occur owing to the

design of the non-return valves—an excellent feature in

favour of this engine owing to its aocessibility and design.

Let us now- taiie Mr. Eendall's second question. I would
next advise your correspondent to inspect the Scott carbu-

retter, which is a revelation in design and economy, and
the most vital part of a two-stroke motor, and while doing

so, should he have the time to examine tliis engine at hign

speeds of about 2 to 3,000 revolutions per minute, and at

low speeds of aboat 2 to 300 revolutions per minute, I am
sure he vvill dispense with his fears and rest with a contented

mind.
With regard to Mr. Eendall's third question, Why is the

lisplacer pump motor unsaitable for motor cycles? I shall

leave Mr. Scott to answer this, as it was he who explained

why. But I will certainly say, once Mr. Eendall has pro-

perly investigated the Scott type motor I think he will admit
it is superior to the displacer pump type despite the alleged

3xtra efficiency of the latter'. I, for my part, think it ques-

tionable if there is any greater efficiency besides the wear
and tear of the extra working parts.

Let us next answer J. H. Hopkins and others, who seem
rather prejudiced against the crankcase compression 'type,

i'hey allege lubricant mixing with the fuel, and consequent

leakage of compression at the bearings. As Mr. Scott has

ilready explained, owing to the patent spring packing the

eakage at the bearings has been overcome. It struck me
i-ather forcibly to see how completely the trouble had been

)vercome. Lubricating oil mixing with the fuel is rather

ierious when the crankcase is half filled, but in the Scott

mgine there are crankcase overflows and properly sighted

ubricators.

I must say it is the most perfect two-stroke engine I have
;ome in contact with, and for neatnes, flexibility, and teli-

ibiiity, also workmanship, it stands unrivalled as a two-

stroke motor.
Wishing the Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., every success,

P. MOEEISON MaoINTYEE.

Where Improvement is Needed.

[4151.]—Mr. W. G. McMinnies in his article under the

ibove heading a,sks the following question :
" How is it that

notor cars can run i0,00O miles without having their pistons

md cylinders taken off and scraped?"
J?'rom my experience and observation the answer to this

juestion and its remedy is comparatively simple. I don't

)eiieve the fault is due so much to the lubrication as to the

larburetter, as my cylinder when taken off clearly . shows
he kind of surface I have been travelling over. For instance,

ifter the Whitsun holidays I took the engine down and the

leposit showed clearly a reddish hue. i had been doing
Sorth Devon. The time before I had been riding only in the
leigh hourhood of my home here in South Devon, and the
leposit then was a greyish white, corresponding roughly,

dlowing for burning, with the colour of the roads travelled

iver.

I said just now the fault was in the carburetter—I meant
ather its position. I ride a 1908 Triumph, and I a;sk any
ider to examine his machine after a dusty ride, and he will

ind the parts around the carburetter coated thickly with
lust. It is churned up by the front wheel, carried along
)y the back draught and sucked wholesale into the cylinder,
vhere mixing with the liquid parts of the petrol that have
lot been turned into gas forms a hard crust and entails the
lecessary cleaning.

Now take the position of the carburetter on a car. It

s, to start with, under the bonnet, and well to the front,
,nd obtains its air from the very front of the car through
he radiators, and therefore exactly opposite to the motor
ycle gets nothing but pure air.

I think this to a vofy large extent answers Mr.
VIcMinnies's question.

It is clearly impossible to alter the position of the
carburetter and place it, say, on the handle-bars—by the
way, let any rider examine his dusty machine and he will
find the middle of the two handle-bars is the cleanest place,
if not perfectly clean ; but as I was saying the carburetter
cannot be placed there, but is it impossible for it to draw
its supply of air from there?
My idea is this, entirely enclose the carburetter in a sort

of funnel, carry the funnel up throilgh the tank in a slant-
ing forward position with its intake just in the position I

have indicated as the cleanest, and therefore least dusty
on the cycle. I see nothing insuperable against the idea.
The carburetter could easily be adjusted to meet its new
conditions, and although I know faulty lubrication has
something to do with the fouling of the interior of the

The only passenger machine to finish in the Six Days' Trials was the

^h h.p..Zenith-Gradua and Sidecar_driven by J. Miller. The machine was
badly damaged in,an accident referred tojn last^ week's issue, but the driver
pluckily patched things up, and finished late in the_day at Uxbridge.ji;,^, ^,7

cylinder, yet I venture to say that the motor cycle would
then be equal in point of long running without cleaning to

its bigger brother the car engine.
I omitted to suggest that the air intake pipe near the

handle-bars could be shaped the same as the ventilating cowl
on a steamship, and by that means made to take more or less

air as required according to the position in which the cowl
is'placed. JAS. EDGCOMBE.

EXPEEIENCES WANTED.
" W. H. G." would like users' opinions of the Douglar

lightweight, particularly as to its hill-climbing capabilities- •

" Euy Bias" would like readers' experiences with a Moto-
sacoche magneto set fitted to an Imperial Eover pedal
bicycle. Will the belt miss a l^in. tyre, and is the frame
strong enough if fitted with a spring fork?

SUMMAEY OF OTHEE COEEESPONDENCE.
G. Lee Potter writes expressing great satisfaction with the

Service Co., London, from whom he bought a two-speed
motor bicycle to be used on his daily round of visits as a

doctor. He adds : "I have been most pleasantly introduced
to the pastime, and this letter is not in any way meant as

a puff, as 1 have no interest in the firm whatever. How-
ever, they ought to succeed.

W O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of cjpy in the forin of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. RejeateJ minuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will inlv be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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"GRADUA 99 GEAR'
(
a.O.U. 6 DAYS' TRIALS
July 5thtollth,TheZeniLh GRADUA &theZenette GRADUA, FULL WARKS (reliability).

The Zenith GRADUA with Side car—the only passenger machine to finish.

HERTS COUNTY A.C. HILL CLIMB

'""''"^
ciassD. ZENITH GRADUA, 1st.

Class E. 1^ f)
loll

Class B. II ^IIUi

A.C.U. 24 HOURS' TRIAL—1 Zenette Gradua and 2 Zenith

Graduas in Schedule time.

M.C.C. Team Competition—Zenith Gradua, Non-stop.

Oxford V. Cambridge—1st, 1st, and 3rd.

BROOKLANDS TEST HILL—Record from standing start.

SUTTON BANK—Fastest single-cylinder, geared machine.

Speoifloation :

ZENITH with GRADUA GEAR,

Fafnir engine, Druid spring forl(S,

Magneto ignition, etc.,

49 grns.
With J.A.P. engine, 51 gns.

ZENETTE Spring Frame,

B gns. extra.

' Write for C'llahgue.

mm MOTORS LTD.,

WEYBRIDGE.

Touring

Talks.

Nothing will test the comfort-giving qualities of a Saddle more -surely

than your experience on tour.

Nothing will make or mar your enjoyment more certainly than the

presence or absence of those qualities.

In the

BROOKS ANTI-VIBRATORY SADDLE
thousands of Tourists have found an ease and absence of vibration which have made pleasure

possible, even under the most adverse conditions.

You can find them too—the first step is to write us for Saddle Manual, which describes each and

every model of x)ur range of Motor Cycle Saddles and Seats.

Therein you will obtain full particulars of

the many exclusive features embodied in

these models, including our Patent Com-

pound Springs, which absorb all vibration

within themselves, give a perfect resiliency,

and yet eradicate entirely that common
fault—a tendency to bounce.

Write now—Dept. B45.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE BROOKS
Patent Anti-vibrator^'

Saddle—

B105P
wish Padded Top

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyole,"
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

VEHTISEMENTS in these

IS—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
les. Name and address must be counted.

Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/O

Tnree lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines {32 words or less) costs 3/-

cas3 of Trade Advertisements a series of

n insertions is charged as twelve,

advertisements in this section should be

panied with remittance, and be addressed

offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

lure insertion letters should be posted in

) reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

;ry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

idon (20, Tudor Street, E,C.), by the

jsday afternoon previous to the date of

ition.

letters relating to advertisements should

istinctly under what heading and in what
he announcement appeared.

.SSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
ihe convenience of purchasers of second-hand

;ycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

s many readers like to know what machines are

m their immediate neighbourhood before going

afield.

howing division of England into Sections.

section I.

Cumberland, Durham, andimberland,
;stmoieland.

SECTION II.

nd Lancashire.
SECTION III.

von, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

ropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

igham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
arwick.

SECTION V.

£, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
ster, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth
lamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

jster, Oxford, Buckingham. Berks, Wilts and Hants,

lannel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

jrd, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

set, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Qd.

SECTION XI.
d and Isle of Man.

MR. HART DAVIES
used our

FAMOUS . . .

SEARCHLMBT
when so handsomely breaking

the

John-o'-Groat's Record.
He chose the BEST LAMP-fuU
of EFFICIENCY and devoid of

FADS.

It was not a special lamp—in

fact we did not know what lamp

Nfr. Hart Davies was using until

after Record was beaten

LOOK OUT FOR NEXT ISSUE OF

"THE MOTOR CYCLE."

and in the meantime please send for our list.

A NEW MODEL

MlJ 2%.
obtainable only through the

PREMIER
MOTOR CO.» LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.
This SPECIAL model has all the improvements and

refinements of the 1909 REX, IN ADDITION TO
WHICH there are included a NEW DISC FREE
ENGINE CLUTCH (pedal starting), J.A.P. AUTOMATIC
LUBRICATION. It carries a SPECIAL GUARANTEE,
viz., all mechanical parts are guaranteed for 5,000

MILES running. Any part failing or proving defective

in material or workmanship during that distance will

be IMMEDIATELY SUPPLIED FREE from OUR
STOCK.

PRICE, '^VS.Z^Ppio^ 40 GNS.
DELIVERY, first orders within 7 DAYS.

Demonstration model is now on view at our works.

N.B.—This SPECIAL MODEL CAN ONLY be

Obtained from the PREMIER MOTOR CO.

AkO. OUR GOODS ARE SENT
ON APPROVAL.

Premier Motor Co. Ltd.,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav u(

adJressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sen
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ii

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " Nc
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London '

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/i
' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

W~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^W
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ou
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Th
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this receipt, am
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance "of th
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is. >
registration. The time allowed for a decision after rcc( ij.

of the goods is three days. For all transactions excrcdm
;fio in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged. A:
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and cheque
and money orders should be made payable to Ilifle am
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
ReaJers who reply to advertisements and receive nt

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard tb
silence as an indication that the goods advertised hav
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive s

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacl
one by post.

IVIPOR1 'ICE.

Owringrtothe August Bank Holiday,
e issue o'f "The Motor Oyoie" for
ugust 4th will be closed for press

oarlier than usual. All copy and in-

structions for parasrraph advertise-
ments in this issue must therefore
e in our hands at Coventry not

la th first post on Wednesday,
July 2" n.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

TRIUMPH 3ih.p. Motor Cycle, 1907, in good condi-
tion; £25.—Rae, Oakroyd, Park Ed., West Hartle-

pool.

3.3h.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, studded cover, only run 50
4 miles, unsciatched; nearest £30.-46, Percy

Terrace, Sunderland.

4ih.p. F.N., 4-cyl., spring forks, new tyre, handle con-
2 trol, magneto, very fast: nearest £20.—Pickering,

Hart Rd., West Hartlepool.

3h.p. N.S.U., 24in. wheels, 20in. frame, splendid con-
dition; 15 guineas.—Full particulars, J. Bain-

bridge, Brough Castle, Westmorland.

TRIUMPH, new last August, not done 1,200 miles,
very fast, splendid climber; no time to ride; £32;

splendid condition.—Jones, Tobacconist, Crook.

1 Q07 3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, ifasneto, Phelon and
jL»7 Moore two-speed gear, splendid order; £30, or
near offer. — I). Wright, 99, Stanton St., Newoastle-on-
Tyne.

FOR Sale, 3ih.p. Quadrant, second-hand, rubber stud-
ded non-skid tyres, condition equal to new; £18.—

Kiraop, Murray, and Co., Ltd,, 43, Pilgrim St., New-
castle-on-Tyne.

5h.p. Twin, Res engine, smart powerful machine, very
fast, won Sutton Bank, etc:, climbing competitions,

excellent condition; any trial; £16 15s.—Hardy, 69,
Eamont Gardens, West Hartlepool.

LIGHTWEIGHT Clement-Garrard, 2ih.p., good condi-
tion, new tyres, new belt, will average 28 m.p.h.

;

£12 12s., or will exchange for good 3ih.p.—Harry Wil-
son, Strickland House, Penrith, Cumberland.

MOTOR Bargains.—4h.p. Roe, 1908, single gear, £26;
5ih.p. Rex de Luxe, 1907, £25; both Roc clutches;

3h.p. Singer, £16; all magnetos; 3h.p. Rex, 1906, £10;
3ih.p. Phelon-Moore. perfect, all guaranteed perfect;
offers considered.—Walker's Cycle Wks., Ferryhill.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
Aston Road, BIRMI7IGHAM.

Tplephone 4^To. ToVcrnmo • "Primus, R'^am *

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mev.tion "The Motor Cycle

"I Q09 Triumph, new condition; £38.—Dobson, Bury
-L*y Bridge, Bury.
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AOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I h p Triumph, 1907, splendid condition; £28.—Cos,
J

'

25, St. Andrew's St., Cambridge.

ip Kerry, 3h.p. Bat, both perfect;, £12 each. —
'

Motorist, 36, Ellisley At., Cambridge.

Ihp Minerva Motor Cycle, spring forks and seat,

2 26in. wheels; £9, or near ofler.—Branham, Heath
Eeaoh. Leighton Buzzard,' Beds.

Lhp Triumph, 1907, perfect, £28; 2|-h.p. Minerva,

i spring forks. £1?; 2ih.p. Uumber, good order,

-Cos, 25, St. Andrew St., Cambridge.

Ih.p. De Dion, low, long, comfortable, torpedo copper

I tank, in splendid condition, every accessory and
es, most reliable and handsome machine; £17 10s.

:otorist, c/o Mrs. Howell, Holt Rd., Fakenham, N.r-

SECTION VL
rcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

ock, MonmoTith, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.
-h.p. Triumph, 1909, N.S.TJ. 2ih.p. twin lightweight
! in stock; no waiting.—Ranford, Garage, Bar-
I's Green, Gt. Malvern, Worcestershire.

:GHTWEIGHT 2ih.p. Twin-cyl. N.S.U., new 190E
model, only used twice, absolutely perfect machine

;

ifice £36.—Hopkins, Alveston House, Ledbury.

^h.p. Chater-Lea-Mine^va, vertical, handle-bar con-

t trolled, just overhauled ; exchange cycle and cash,

ell.—Andrews, Neyland House, Pant Ed., Dowlais.

^h.p. Peugeot, magneto, perfect order, also lady's
! £16 cycle, unscratched; exchange for bigger power
or and sidecar; offers.-E., 12, Pontmarlas, Merthyr.

00, 4h.p., J.A.P. engine, B. and B. carburetter,

magneto, clutch. Whittle, Dreadnoughts, guaran-

; £27, or exchange motor and sidecar.—Phillips, 46,
asford Ed., Worcester.

SECTION vn.
ucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Vilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

BOWN, 3ih.p., 1908 shop-soiled; £27.—Motor Co.,

165. Above Bar, Southampton.

|08 Triumph^^new last July, perfect condition; £34
' cash.—Watts, Eosemont, Lydney, Glos.

Lh.p. Kerry, rebushed, low, grey, running order;
t £14. or push bike and cash.—72, Totteridge Ed.,
h Wycombe.

Lh.p. Motor Cycle, B.S.A. fittings, perfect. Palmer
i cords; £6 10s.. cheap.-G. Carter, Shaw, near
adon, Wilts.

5 15s.—Ijh.p. Minerva motor cycle, 26in. by 2in.
wheels, low, good running order; bargain.— 169,

rfoundland Ed., Bristol.

Lh.p. Brown, magneto, sound condition, spare belt,
! pulley, valve, new studded cover; £18.—" High-
'e," Swallowfield, Reading.

i.p. Keleoom, Ormonde frame, fine condition, steel
and rubber studded tyres; £11 lis.—Saunders,

oher. Dragon St., Petersfield.

lh.p. De Dion, very good condition; £12; exchange
t for good lih.p. lightweight.—Particulars, Pem-
on, 37, Market Place, Devizes.

WIN Rex, £14, splendid order, wipe contact ; 2}h.p.
Stevens, £11, very low built, and good order;

tos.—G.S.B., 429, Oxford Ed., Eeading.

Sh-.p. Ormonde, Kelecom engine, just been re-bushed,
1 new piston aird rings, nearly new tyres ; £8 10s.,
aearest ofler.—Barrow, 4, Albert St., Windsor.

UADEANT, 3h.p., spray, accumulator, spring forks,
stand, carrier, Eich tube to back, in splendid run-

? order; £10.—Garside, 22, Lansdowne Rd., Aldershot.

BAEGAIN.—2Jh.p. Automoto, low frame, long
handle-bars, brass tanks, spring seat. 26 by 2iin.

lels, tyres in good condition; accept £11.—F. Eolfe,
iord-on-Sea.

lh.p. 1908 Auto-Fauteuil, two speeds, free engine,
2 bucket seat, handle starting, water-cooled, chain
'e, fittings, complete ; catalogue price 60 guineas

;

Qediate purchaser, £30.-2,729, The Motor Cycle
ices, Coventry.

[109 3ih.p. Vibrationless Rex, splendid machine, not
^ run 200 miles, footboards, very smart, best spares,
ips, etc. ! cost complete month ago £46, sacrifice £34,
oSer

; seen any time ; any trial given ; satisfactory
3on for selling; great bargain.—Whitehead, Kenward,
ugh.

SECTION VIII.
;rtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.
lh.p. Kerry, long bars, low saddle, perfect; £12.—60a,
^ London Ed., W. Croydon.

P You Want Bargains in motor cycles, you can get
them at Wauchope's.

7.—2|h.p. M.M.C., perfect; also 3h.p. Humber.—
26, Halstead St., Brixton.

'N., 2Jh.p., good condition.—Seen at 37, Knight's
Hill, West Norwood. £11 lOs.

h.p. Twin Werner, in ujw condition; bargain, £18.—
H.T., 248, High St., Chatham.

r ENTIRE SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

when dealing with us,

*'The Fair Factors."
igog BRADBURY, magneto ignition, spring

forks, practically new, not done 200 miles
;

a bargain
rgo8 BRADBURY, latest Bradbury spring

forks, only done 500 miles, will climb any-
thing ;

" a beauty " ....;..
MiNcKVA, 42 h.p., rgo7 model, Longueniare,

zl^in. Continental tjres, spring forks ....
[WlNtR'tfA, 3i- h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels, spring forks
REX, 3f h.p., rgo6 model, spring forks,. spray,

good order throughout
ALUYON, 4i h.p., twin, Minerva, spring forks,

very good condition
REX, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p., spray, low built,

spring forks

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, good
tyres

KERRY, 5 h.p., low, 26in. wheels, coil and
accumulator ignition

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., 1908 model, twin-
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order ....

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car-

buretter

RIP, 3^ h.p., Peugeot engine, spring frame.
Long, spray carburetter, footrests, low built

RILEY, 3J h.p , 26in. wheels, spray, trembler,

good tyres, low built, long bars

60/- deposit secures under-mentioned, balance 5
/-

weekly

—

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2j h.p., geared pulley £6
PH(£NIX, 2* h.p., J.A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, ri h.p., coil and accumulator £5
EXCELSI0R,"2'^ h.p., spray £S

TRICARS.
REXETTE Tricar, 8-ro h.p., two speeds and

reverse, open frame, water cooled, perfect jPCO
order A,0\J

We carry an exceedingly large stock of new and
second-hand motor cycle accessories at London.
Prices lowest.

£38

£25
£23
£16
£15
£17
£17
£10
£18
£25
£9

£18
£14

qn/ Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in
I/V//" wheels. Dunlon t\TPS.wheels, Dunlop t^Tes.

/

.

P4 C Screw-cutting Latiie, 6iin. centres, 6ft. 04 C
*'AO bed, back geared, compound rest, *-»•"

22 change wheels, overhead reverse

motion.

PG Forecarriage, PHCENIX, practically PC
*'*' new, igog model, not ridden above A,\}

fifty miles.

SF*ECIAU BARGAINS.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1
iVIuJguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) 3/6
Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) 2/11
Tnnote Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

I generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality pair 5/6
Rex pattern ditto , dropped ends

,, 6/6

We have special facilities for the repairing of mag-
netos at London. Best work. Moderate ch.Trges.

31/6
CUINOHER TYRES.

FOR -25/.

Genuine
/ 26 X 2iin

I 26 X 2in
•} Clincher studded

Covers.

Maker's price, 31/6 Our price 25/-
.\11 brand new rgog goods, and in no way faulty or

perished.
APPROVAL. APPROVAL.

Tubes with valves. Red quality. 5/6 ; Grey. 6/-

Large Stock COiiUNENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowaiires oi> Old Covers.

High-Class Motor Cvcies Wanted for Cash.

Also'

at

THE FAIR FACTORS,
S QA behind the
I 4Slo5 Victoria Hall,
Telephones: 433 day. go4 night.
Telegrams: "Petrol, Halifax."

Great Portland Street '°ft°et'r'

^ iVlOTOk BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IF You Want Bargains in second-hand, exchanges,

new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

1 Q08 3h.p. Kerry, smart, low; £14 lOs., no offer

JLtJ photo.—Michell, Roydon, Essex.

3 h.p. Fafnir, guaranteed perfect, all spares : what ofle

—Motorist, 53, Highgate Hill, N.

3lh.p. Brown, 1907, in splendid condition; £14.
2 20, Knisht's Hill, West iNorwood.

rpwiN Lightweight Moto-Reve, perfect running orde
3- £23.—Ji., la, Crewy's Ed., Peckham.

CAMBEEWELL (Bright and Hayles). — Makers
Camber motor cycles. Catalogues free.

CAMBEEWELL (Bright and Hayles).—2ih.p. Nob
low frame, girder forks, 26in. wheels, good con(

tion; £9 10s.

CAMBEEWELL (Bright and Hayles).—4h.p. Whi
and Poppe, Enfield frame, Longuemare carbv

etter, Dunlcp tyre. Brooks saddle, low position; £'.

10s.—Church St.

BEAUBUEY Motor Cycles, the British-built machir
—Agents, Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BEADBTJEY Motor Cycles; mechanism all easily <

ces.sible.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, Camberwel

BEADBUEY Motor Cycles; awarded 18 gold medal
our price, 1909 models, £42 10s.—Agents, Brig

and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

3 lh.p. Minerva, Mabon clutch, little used; bargain.
2 Thompson, 22, Chancery Lane, London.

FAIRY. 2ih.p., splendid condition; £12 10s., incl

sive spares : trial.—Uore, Pinner Hill, Pinner.

3 h.p. Werner ; £9 ;
good going order ; can be seen a

time.—Hewett, 99, Churchfield Rd.., Acton, W,

LIGHTWEIGHT Werner, 2h.p., running order, V be
Peto; £4.-19, Hampstead Way, Golders Green

5 h.p. Ariel Twin, J.A.P. engine, perfect conditio:

cheap for cash.— 1, Arminger Rd., Shepherd's Bus

1 Q08 4h.p. Roc, two speeds, clutch, new August; £3
L9J partial exchange.—43, Kilmorie Rd., Forest H:

3-3ih.p. Low-built Motor Cycle, like new; a great b;

gain, £10 10s.— Squire, 122, Hackney Rd., Londc

3 lh.p. Excelsior, good running order ; £9 ; rolKt

2 desk, or furniture.—Wray, 15, Osbaldeston Ed.,

£10 —3ih.p. Kelecom, very low, new engine. Pet
Union, new belt.—24, Green St., Bethnal Gree

E.

HAMPSTEAD Bargains on page 39; finest stc

guaranteed.-5. Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 261

P.O.

MINEEVA, 3ih.p., spring fork, new condition; £
10s.—54, Pulborough Rd., Southfields, Londc

.S.W.

3.hp. Brown, complete, and in excellent conditit

/W4 lamp, bag, horn; £10.-128, High Ed., S. T
tenham.

3lh.p. Excelsior, 26in. wheels, low built, Longuema:
2 very powerful: £10.-128, High Rd., S. Totte

ham.

3lh.p. Twin Peugeot, spring forks, magneto, Palrc

2 tyres, all in excellent condition; £20.—128, Hi
Rd., South Tottenham.

23.h.p. Phoenix, two speeds, magneto, handle startii

4 a real gem suit doctor; £18.-128, High Rd.,

Tottenham.

2 lh.p. J.A.P., low built, £10 10s.; l^h.p. Minen
2 long bars, very good condition, £5; 3ih.p. M.M.i

vertical, girder forks, £6; 2ih.p. Precision engined n
chine, £5; first cash takes.— 128, High Rd., S. Totte

ham.

FN., 2h.p., magneto, splendid condition, girder fori

£16.—Boyce, 23, Grand Parade, Archway R
Highgate.

r»15 — Chater-Lea, Palmers, Watawata, accumulate
oW or dry cells.—J_., 41, Wrottesley Rd., PlumsteE

London, S.E.

NS XJ (magneto), 1908, 3ih.p., in good conditic

lamp, horn, etc. ; what oflers.—Motor, 2, Atn
Ed., Putney.

TTAMPSTEAD.—1909 Triumphs in jtock; delivery

stead.
once; exchange entertained.— 5, Heath St., Han:

HAMPSTEAD.—7-9h.p. Peugeot, magneto and sprr

forks, two-speed gear; £25.-5, Heath St., Hano

stead.

HAMPSTEAD.—5h.p. Vindec Special, magneto a;

spring forks, two-speed gear, all accessories ;
£2

—5, Heath St., Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD. — Motosacoohe, good condition, la

model, all accessories; bargain, £16.—Rey,
Heath St., Hampstead.

HAMPSTEAD for F.N.'s, 1909 models from stoc

high price allowed for your old mounts.—Belo

REY, Hampstead, sole London and district agent f

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; exchanges.

Below.

HAMPSTEAD. — Great Bargains; look to page IS

39, all machines guaranteed; exchanges spe

ality.—Rey 5, Heath St.

HAMPSTEAD.— 4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., ngw conditio,

£28. with all accessories; bargain.— 5, Heath t

In answering these advertisements it is destrable (o mention " The Motor Cycle.
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LOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
You Watit Bargains in seoond-hand, exchanges, or

new, come to 5, Heath St., Hampstead.

3T0K Cycle, Centaur, SJh.p., good reliable machine

;

£12, near offer.—Wiles, 40, Carlton Kd., Mile
London.

h.p. Fafnir, Amao, tyres good, low, take sidecar

;

£12; hill-olimber.—Roper, 12, Gloucester Ed.,
ham.

D.—Sih.p. Minerva^'Ariel, Palmer cord, two accumu-
lators

;
good push bike part.—58, Ferme Park Ed.,

id Green.

^.MPSTEAD Bargains on page 39; finest stock

guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678,

NITH and Zenette machines; £40 and upwards;
on view.—Sherwell's, 46, York St., Westminster.
Victoria.

lUMPH, 1907, magneto, 3ih.p., spring forks, per-

fect ; £27 ; letters lor appointment.—Eaab, Powis
Bayswatei.

ITJMPH, 1909, new month ago, absolutely perfect;

£40; illness cause selling.—Collins, 207, Maldon
Colchester.

STDEC, 3ih.p., 1907, Mabon clutch, faultless, latest

fittings, accessories; £18.-1, Cornwall Terrace,
r St., N.W.

h.p. Rover, just overhauled by makers. Palmers, ac-

cessories, spares; £12. — Redcott, Dacres Rd.,
it Hill, S.E.

t.p. F.N., 4-cyl., in thoroughly good condition; £27
10s. ; seen and tried by appointment.—Wood, 33,

hill, London.

h,p. Twin Minerva, Chater No. 6 frame, very low

;

£15 10s.; cash wanted urgently.—91, Melbourne
Eastbourne.

h,p. Quadrant, splendid condition, new Clincher
studded back; £18. - E.T., 65, Wickham St.,

3, Rochester.

i.p. F.N., magneto, 1908, perfect condition, guar-
anteed ; £23.—Trick, 66, Queen Elizabeth's Walk,

3 Newington.

YL. Magneto F.N., £28 : exchange 3ih.p. Triumph;
bargain ; offers. — Particulars, la, Lyall Mews,

n Sq., London.

3.—3h.p. Kerry, Continental, Voltoo coil, S.G. belt,

Xl'all spring forks; appointment.—V.G.B., l3,
ell Rd., Pixtney.

HITTLE'S.—Clyde, 3h.p., vertical engine, magneto.
Palmer tyres, perfect condition throughout

;
great

lin, £11 10s. cash.

HITTLE'S.—Fairy, 2t3h.p., lightweight, twin, as
new; £11 lis.—Wliittle's Motor Exchange, Earls-
'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

h.p. Bradbury, brand new model, 1908 machine;
£17 10s.; guaranteed.—At Wauchope'.^, 9, Shoe

!, Fleet St., E.G.

h.p. Minerva, excellent condition, tyres, belt, accu-
mulator, new, grey finish; £15, offers.—330, Bur-

Rd., Limehouse.

^., 4ih.p., 4 cyls., magneto, splendid condition;
write, or call after 7 p.m. ; £27 10s.— 108, Oak-
Rd., Penge, S.E.

b.p. Minerva, spring forks, all in good condition,
complete: £12.—F. Jermy, Leighton Holme,

iley Green, Surrey.

,hp. Triumph, all necessary spares, tyres, and belt,
,

very good, mechanical condition guaranteed

;

—Vallanoe, Lewes.

rlUMPH, 3ih.p., magneto, thorough condition, good
as new; £28.—Herring, 23, Carysfort Rd., Stoke

ington, London, N.

lTEST Model F.N., 1-Jh.p., magneto, spring forks,
beautiful order; great bargain, £17 10s.— 17, Al-

3 Rd., Wandsworth.

h.p. Antoine, torpedo tank, long, low, complete,
wants slight repairs; £6 10s.—Brown, 140, Turn-

Lane, Hornsey, N.

.h.p. Minerva, will gratify your'immediate attention

;

£17 10s.
; guaranteed.—At Wauohope's, 9, Shoe

3, Fleet St., London.

h.p. F.N., handle-bar .control, flrst-olass condition,
just overhauled, good tyres; £17.-25, Lynton

Crouch End, London.

lGLES and Co., N.S.U. Agency, High St., Aoton,
have a few brand new 1908 N.S.U. 's at very low

!S; exchanges entertained.

.h.p. N.S.U. Twin, with sidecar, 1908, Bosch mag-
neto, N.S.U. two-speed gear and free engine, new

itiou; £40; any trial.—Eagles and Co., High St.,
'n.

.h.p. N.S.U., brand new, magneto, lin. belt, 26in.
wheels. 1908 specification; £30; approval; ex-

ges entertained; only a few left.—Eagles and Co
;

1 St., Acton.

p. N.S.U. Twin, brand new, Bosch magneto, lin.
belt, 26in. wheels, 1908 specification; £38; ap-

al
;

exchanges entertained.—Eagles and Co High
Acton.

,p. N.S.U. Twin, 1908, magneto, '"spring forks, lin.
Jselt, equal to new; £27 10a.; approval.—Eagles
Co., High St., Acton.

.p. N.S.U., 1909 model, condition as new; first
ca.sh 30 guineas; guaranteed.—At Wauchope's, 9,

3 Lane, Fleet St., E.C.

NEW or SECOND-HAND.
Tou can't beat us on tbese machines.

Anothei aupply of each model, with latest improve-
ments, is now to hand, and very

exchange allowances will be made against any make
or condition of machine.

We can also supply
MOTO-REVES, DOUGLAS, N.S.U.'s, ROCS, BATS,

BRADBURYS, VINDECS, P. & M.'s.

" F»OF»UL.ARS."
1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, a beauty, NEW £48
1909 two-speed HUMBER, new 36 10
1909 3J h.p. REX Tourist, second-hand (offers)

1908 T.T. TRIUMPH, nearly as new 84 10
igob 3^ h.p. Magneto REX OE LUXE 29 10
1908 3i h.p. Tourist REX (new) 29
1908 REX, 3.6 h.p. R.A.C. rating 17 10
1908 3J h.p. Magneto REX Racer, 24in.

wheels 26
si h.p. two-speed PHELON & MOORE 22
1908 si h.p. 2-speed Magneto FAFNIR 28 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .

.

13 10
3i h.p. Magneto VINDEC. fine condition .

.

22 10
1906 si h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V 15 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto.

.

19 10
3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount.... 14 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars IS
3i h.p. ARIEL, spray, 26.-n wheels ' 14
3J h.p. EXCELSIOR, H.B. control, torpedo 9 10
3.i h.p. RKX. handie-bar control, Amac .. 1110
2j h.p. ARIEL, low machine 12
2i h.p. M.M.C., vertical, spray, good 8 15
2A h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, goes well 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, Lightweight, very low.

.

6 10
2|- h.p. ARIEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount.

.

9
2 h.p. VICTOR, spray... 5 10

SI(L>lt-CAR IVIACHINES.
igo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer cords 82 10
Sjh.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE, Conti-

nentals 82 10
5I h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch 27 10
igog Twin N.S.U., two speeds, NEW 60 15
6 h.p. Twin REX and Forccar 22 10
5i h.p. Twin REX, new tyres, black hnish .

.

17 17
5 h.p. Twin ZENITH BICAR 19
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar 20
4i h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto 28 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINH. R.O.M. ignition .. 17 10

Five 5^ h.p. Twin Rexes, spring forlis,

long bars, low frames, aluminium finish

blue lines, 26in. wheels. Si 7 17 s.
Grand sidecar machines.

•.^iMtz bAOH ONLY.
Brand New rgoS sf h.p. N.S.U 29 gns.
Brand New r909 Two-speed HUMBER . . 38 „

Amac Carburetters. Liberal exchange.

EASY PAYMENTS.
5/ weekly and

/ " any of these
ready for the road :

h.p.

reasonable deposit secures
machines. All tested and

3 Lloyd's .

3 Clyde .

4 An toine

3 Humber
si Rex
3 Brown ,

4 Atelier .

... £13 10

... 15
.. 15 10
,. 10

... 10

. .. 12 10

. ., 13 10

Monster List

h.p.

3 Quadrant.,
4 Coronet .

.

2f M.M.C. ..

si Werner
11 Thomas .

.

2i Humber .

.

3 Bradbury..
on application.

£10
15
9 5

IS 10
7
8 10
10 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.
GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED.

CARS.
i6 h.p. Remo £185
10-12 Brush .. 49 !(<

s-io Ford . . 39 10
ej Humberette 39 10

TRvCARS.
4i Bradbur/.. £29 10
4I- Rover, w.c. 22 10
,=5 Humbpr . . 33
.14 Ke.xptte .. 29 10

-:^^.L^^^.y.^P.^,'"'Y£_^Jiy '
'^'^'^ excel lent value.

"i>E LUXe"s'idECARs" 2 J-in."Tyres'; "every-
thing of the best £6

loreign order terms :' 25 per cent, deposit,
balance against bills of lading. Packed, F.O.R.
Halifax.

IBOU Magneto Machines Wanted for Spot Cash.

HalifaxMotor Exchange,
^; V"XARGESf '.REX ':'DkAX.E'R^''''

Tel ;;P«ff,actioD. 16,Westg^te^ Halifax,

M
s.,

2

2

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IF You Want Bargains in second-hand, exchangee, (

new, come to 5, Heath St.. Hampstead.

3 h.p. Brown, in nice, clean condition, a good goui
barfjain at £12 10s. ; s-uaranteed.—Wauchope's,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

MOTOR Cycle, goad going order, coil, accumulate
complete; only 6 guiueat , bargain.—Leslie, 12'

Rye Lane, Peckham, London.

31h.p. 1907 T.-iumph, magnetc, spring forks, eearc!
2 light, all spares, spieuJiJ order; £25, bargain.'

Storey, 337, Euston Rd., N.W.
HAMPSTEAD Bargains on page 39; finest 8to(

guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 267
P.O.

31h.p. Minerva, spring forks, B. and B., handle-bi
2 control, splendid condition; £20.—F. N. Mattin

ley, 71, Burghley Rd., Hornsey.

21h.p. 1909 Ariel Lightweight, not used 500 mile
2 .magneto; bargain at £18 10s.—At Wauchope'

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

41h.p. Twin Minerva, new June, 1908, 2i tyres, lo

2 build," not ridden 300 miles; £20.—Kennet
jun., 46, Chapel St., Islington, N.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., all wearing parts renewed, go(
as new, new Continental tyres; £20, bargain.

Electricity Wks., Caterham Valley.

MINERYA, 2ih.p., good condition, valve lifter, gi

der forks, horn, stand, new accumulator; £8.
\testwood. High St., Grays, Essex.

TITOTO-REVE, 1908, spring forks, adjustable pulle
IvX starting, tank, stand and carrier ; £22 10s. ; trit

—Turpin, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.

3 h.p. Bicycle, low, Dunlops, fitted with pedal assie

ing side attachment, fast, light, and neat ; tria

£15.-669, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

OTO-REVE, ridden 200 miles, practically new, ma
neto, spring forks, non-skid 2in. tyre, etc. ; £30.

" Hainault," Downs Rd., Epsom.

5.h.p. Lightweight, low, as new, perfect, vertical e:

4 gine, will exchange for higher power, or flell £1
—Cross, 180, Liverpool Rd., Islington.

3JLh.p. Rex, good going order, tyres good, Longuemar
2 footrests. Brooks BlOO saddle; £10.—Devere!

37, Gaskarth Rd., Balham Hill, S.W.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, very fast; can be seen ai

tried Thursday or Friday after 6 o'clock; £20.
Ivy Dene, 77, Boston Rd., Brentford.

a^h.p. Minerva, low, B.S.A., perfect, many spares, a
4 cessories, etc., new Continental, fast, reliable; £

— 23, Mount Pleasant, S. Woolwich.

23.h.p. Kerry, splendid going order, spring forks, Cli
4 chers, good hill-olimber; £12, or near offer.—

Buck St., Camden Town, London, N.W.

31h.p. Rex, new tyres, battery, and long handle-bar
2 good goinff order; £12, or offers.—224, Wood SI

Walthamstow. Tel. : 528, Walthamstow.

6 h.p. N.S.U., -twin-cyls., Bosch magneto, with sideca

as new; £38.—On view. Holland Park Garag
Prince's Rd., Holland Park, London, W.

3ih.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, splendid hi!

2 climber, new non-skid tyres; inspection invite)

bargain, £11.-127 Eade Rd., Harringay.

41.h.p. Motor Cycle, Stevens engine, French gre
2 fast, smart: take sidecar any where; £16.-30

Garratt Lane, S.W. Earlsfield, L.S.W.R.

WERNER, 3h.p., very low, Michelin tubes and tyre

everything perfect; £9 158.; wants seeing.—

3

Cadogan Terrace, Victoria Park, London.

4JLh.p. Minerva, excellent condition, 26in. by 2iin. ne
2 extra Stark Continental tyres; any trial ; f£

10s.—Vivid, Motor Works, Bromley, Kent.

3 h.p. Ariel, 35 guineas seven weeks ago, in good co
dition; 14 guineas for immediate purchaser.

Garle, 49, Regent House, Regent St., W.
"1 QOS 3ih.p. Res, H.B. control, magneto, ball bea
-L*J ing engine, Amac carburetter, new conditio!
£26 10s.—44, Dornton Rd., Balham, S.W.

MOTOR Cycle, 4h.p., twin Werner, spring forks, goi

condition; £12 only; must sell.—Apply, Kirkdal
430, Seven Sisters Rd., Finsbury Park, N.

N.S.U., 3h.p., as new, ahnost unscratched, non-sk
back, searchlight, spares, starts first push; £14.

Wild, 54. The Vineyaid, Richmond, Surrey.

A RECORD Breaker.—16-20h.p. Bat-Jap Motor I

cycle, capable of very high speeds, splendid cone
tion.—Particulars, Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

3 h.p. Triumph, magneto ignition, good running ordei

£18 IO3., first cheque secures; guaranteed.—.^
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

Sih.p. Minerva, Chater frame, spring forks, 2ii
2 tyre, fast machine, strong sidecar, Clincher; £1'

or separately.—39, Hillfield Park, Muswell Hill.
j

23.h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition, handle-bar
4 trol. new Dermatine belt, tyres sound; £10;

before eight.—Ware, 217, Rye Lane, Peckham.

LATE 1908 F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., with forecar, eqr

to new, very little used; accept £38.—Mr. Stas, (

F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Qt. Portland St., W.

31h.p. J.A.P., magneto, Chater-Lea parts, sound a'

2 reliable, a graceful and useful machine; £2!

snaranteed.-At Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

21h.p. J.A.P., long bars, Chater-Lea frame, 26i

2 wheels, steel . studded back tyre, very fast

;

10s.—Apply, H. Jones, 595, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

CO
B

7 ri: n/i.<iirrinj ilir.<f adccrt'iscTncnl^ it ,1.. to ?yinnttOfi " Thf Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
(LIPSE.—20-32h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, lusurious
body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

ILIPSE.— 141i.p. Star, 4-cyI., M.O.V., side en-
trance, splendid order; £95.

ILIPSE.— IO-I2I1.P. Sorex Cab, 2-oyl., M.O.V., in
splendid condition; sacrifice £115.

LIPSE.—leh.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl., tonneau,
hood, pressed frame, perfect order; £80.

LIPSE.—12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2^seater, hood, yery
good condition ; £45.

LIP8E.—6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel
frame, splendid order; £52.

LIPSE.—6ih.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, Victoria
hood, excellent condition throughout ; £42 10s.

LIPSE.—9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
excellent condition; £65.

LIPSE.— 6h.p. Humberette, 2-8eater, hood, three
speeds and reverse; £34.

LIP8E.-16-20h.p. Eoyal Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side
entrance, screen, in splendid order; £125.

LIPSE.—6ih.p. Regal, 2-seater, three speeds, good
•as new; £36.

LIPSE.—6h.p. Vauxhall, 2-seater, three speeds and
reverse, very good condition; £18.

LIPSE.—14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

LIPSE.—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32.—Eclipse
Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield Ed.,
isworth. 'Phone, 1135, Putney.

E». De Dion, English chassis and body, 2-8eater,
smart, good running order, three speeds and reverse

;

Ice £50; motor cycle part payment.— 17, Eenmuie
Mare St., Hackney, London.

lATJFORT, lOh.p., 2-cyl., magneto, automatic car-
buretter, perfect running order, nearly new Dun-
spares, etc.; £125, or near oiler; photograph on
sation.-Eichford, 153, Fleet St., E.C.

p. De Dion-Regal, long chassis, 5-3eater, 750 by 85,
all new Dunlops, Stepney wheel, folding wind

a, in superb condition, and complete with clock,
ight, and three lamps, rugs, jack, tools, and spares,
for tour, splendid family car; £80; light tricar

decar part payment
; photo ; any trial.—Woodgate,

Coventry Ed., Birmingham.

INSURANCE.
EASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Policy
from 198. per annum. — Bass, Insurance Broker,
r.

IIIEANCE for Motor Cycles of any description
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,
ich, at very low rates. Fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party,
jocidents to cycle, 14s. 6d. ; accident to rider, 19s.;
sivo policy, 18s. 6d. ; please write for particulars.

TOURING.
MPANION.—Wanted, a motor cycling companion,
from third week August, for fortnight, to tour on
rate lines.—No. 2,830, The Motor Cycle Offices,
atry.

GARAGES.
)TOE Cycles in Paddington, one minute Chippen-
ham Hotel, Shirland Eiad.—Apply, 39, Fermoy
Harrow Ed.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
•VERTISEE, 31, expert motor cyclist, seeks berth
as traveller, any good firm, well educated. — No.

5, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

trVEE-MECHANIC wants situation, seven years'
experience, own repairs, high power car, had
lial experience.—W.L., 70. Campbell Ed., Bow, E.

INTLEMAN, aged 27, wants position in really first-
class motor cycle firm, eight years' experience, Eex,
U., Eoc, Excelsior, and Kerry, owned personally, gold
il London to Plymouth and back, only trial ever
ed for, used to long distances, would race and run
ials, good business training.—No. 2,828, The Motor
! Offices, Coventry.

BUSINESSES WANTED.
lEAGE and Motor Eepair Business wanted to pur-

chase, with good fitting shops and modern ma-
sry, must have a high-class and profitable connection.
'Ply by letter, with full particulars, D2221, W. H.
il and Son, 34, Union St., Birmingham.

PATENTS FOR SALE.
OTOE Cycle Belt.—Patent rights, with stock and
catalogue, good demand.—G. E. Fowles, 87, Cheap-
Birmingham.

COUPLINGS.
MEL-LIBEETT, perfect; £1 5s.—Eobb, Oughter-
ard, Galway.

\.RGAIN.—Ariel coupler; 148.-10, Behnont St,
Stapleton Ed., BrlstoL

BEETT Coupler, perfect condition, complete; 178.
6d., or offers.—A. J. Springett, " Haslemere,"

incay. Essex.

AN IMPROVED SPARKING PLUG.
" I suppose ihat in my time I have used asmany different

kinds of sparking plugs as most motor cyclists, and, as

in everything else, some of them have proved satisfactory

and others the reverse. Lately I was casting about for

a plug, the construction of which would be likely to render

it free from such defects as I had formd in most of the

others, and eventually I lighted upon one which seemed,
from the look of it, to possess all the essentials necessary

to that end. This was the new three-pointed plug recently

introduced by Messrs. Lodge Bros, and Co., of, r4. New
Street, Birmingham. I was attracted in the iirst instance

by a drawing showing the plug in section, which appeared
in one of the motor journals, and I at once saw that the

design was based on scientifically correct principles, vvhfle

later, when I had an opportunity of examining one of the

actual plugs, my first impressions in its favour vvere fully

confirmed.

" It so happened that I had to make a week-end run of

some 350 miles on a twin-cylinder machine, the engine of

which, not having been dismantled for a considerable time,

was in a somewhat dirty condition internally, while the

piston rings in the front cylinder were anything but a good
fit, the oil working past them, and getting on to the sparking

plug points rather freely. I took the ' Lodge ' plug with
me as ' spare,' but the first time I was held up, owing to
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3 point spark gap.

The Three-pointed Sparking Plug.

By Messrs. Lodge Bros. & Co.

oil and carbonised matter getting on to the front plug,

I banged the ' Lodge ' in, and there it is still, no misfiring

having occurred subsequent to its insertion. As this

happened before ten miles of the journey had been covered,

it is certain that I owe my immunity from ignition troutU
in the front cylinder to the presence of the new sparki;-g

plug. As a matter of fact, I removed the plug at the eni

of the outward journey, and found the electrodes smotherec

in oil ; but as I had suffered no inconvenience whatever,

and, moreover, with a view to giving the plug a thorough
testing, I replaced it as I found it, and it fired away merr.15

all the way home.
" The illustration appearing on this page, for the original

of which I have to thank Messrs. Lodge Bros. and'O-.
gives a good idea of the design of the plug. The sparkiys

points and central pole ari: substantial in size, and ni?,( 1

of pure nickel, guaranteed ninety-nine per cent., Ihu-

ensuring against the wearing away of the points by tin

action of the spark. The spark is brought well into the ga

to be ignited and away from the cooling surface of the bod}

of the plug and cylinder walls, so that extremely weal-

mixtures can be «ired. This claim I found to be amjrl;

substantiated during my run referred to above. Specia

care has been taken to secure the best porcelain obtainable

and to ensure its being held flnnly in place, with due allo\',

ance for expansion and contraction. A porcelain slee\"

projects round the central electrode, preventing any leakag

of the spark over the surface. Spring' washers are fitle-

to hold the high tension cable firm-. Each plug is supplir

with a steel gauge with which the sparking points can b
quickly and accurately set should the gaps have beci

altered from any cause.

/"Messrs. Lodge Bros, and Co. claim that this ne\

plug of theirs is the best yet designed for petrol enginr'

and I may say that I am disposed to agree with them.'—Beprlnted from "Motor Cycle Notes" in th« Model Enginer
and Klfctrician of Jaly 8th. 1909.

ENGINES.
h.p. Double-oyl. Horizontal Petrol Engine; £1J

Daimler.—F. W. Blenkin, Burstwick, Hull.

Ih.p. M.M.C. Engine, with Longuemare carbure
4= ter, perfect; £4.-14, Salisbury Ed., Highgat

-Antoine-Kelecom, 3h.p., M.O.V., and automat
carburetter. — 113, VVyggeston St., Burton-o:

12
3
£3
Trent.

NEW 5h.p. De Dion Pattern water-cooled engin
with 13in. clutch; £10 10s.—45, Burton Ec

Brixton.

SIMMS 3h.p. Engine, complete with magneto, carh
Tetter and pulley, as new; £5 158.-406, Qarra

Lane, Earlsfield.

61h.p Vauxhall Engine, perfect condition, suitab
2 for stationary work, outside flywheel, exhau

box, etc.; £9 10s., a bargain.—115, Boundary Ed., g
John's Wood.

31.h.p, Eex. fitted Longuemare carburetter, inductic
4 pipe, levers, and exhaust, splendid running orde

first cheque £3; C.A.V. trembler coil, new, 16s. 6c

cost 25s. 6d.—136. Church St., Lozells. Birmingham.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
DEEADNOUGHT Contacts, cure misfiring; fitti

2s. 6a. each.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St., Mayfai

TEEMBLEES, for all makes of engines, with sol:

pure platinum tips. Is. 3d. each. — Meredit
G.O.M., Birmingham.

IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tip
—Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

MOTOSACOCHE Accumulator (new), belt, used twice
cost 32s. .6d., take 24s.-Davey, 16, High SI

Jirentwood.

P.E., 10 amp., new 10s. ; battery compartment, wii

coil, lOs., or separate; F.N. contact breaker, cor

plete, 10s.—J. G. Smith, Hillend, St. Albans.

JEBEON, Eegistered 291 - 289, vastly superior
platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blade

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no eque

JEBEON, 23. 6d each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmei
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2. DA''

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair ; old screws Je
ronised, 2s. 6d. each.

JEBEON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.

From the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, He
bert Rd., Plumstead. Kent. Liberal trade terms. Ovi

10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Colli

(24 hours), C. E. Collier, H. V. Colver, Har:
Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IEIDIITM Champion Contacts.—Any parts fitted i

turned same day, Is. 3d. each, warranted pur
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refltte

Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwie

PLATINUM Contacts, warranted pure, any parts fi

ted, Is. per ri^et, post free Is. Id. ; returned san
day.—E. C. Potter, Jeweller, 72, Myddleton St., Clerke
well.

MOTOE Ignitio,! Eepairs.—Coils, accumulators, ma
netos repaired by skilled workmen ;

quotations ai

lists free.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltc
Coventry.

MAGNETOS.—Any make repaired on the premises 1

skilled workmen ; magnetos re-magnetised quiokl;

work guaranteed.—The Victoria Garage and Electric

Co., Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

ACCUMULATOES, Magnetos, and Coils repaire
lowest prices; work guaranteed; estimates givei

repairs executed ia two days; Mayfair accumnlatoi
15a, 10s. 6d. : 20a, 15s. ;

snaranteed one year; secon
hand accumulators, from 4s.—Fellows, 49, Hertford Si

Hayfaix.

TYRES.
OLDTITE Patch, the absolutely most reliable pat<

on the market.

HOLDTITE Patch will not come oft, no matter hei

of tyre, or under any condition.

HOLDTITE Patch, combined with Surridge'a speci
solution. Is. per i lb. tin, ensures perfect result

HOLDTITE Patches, for motor cycle. Is. per doze:

small cars, 2s. 6d. per dozen; car, 33. per doze:

TJREIDGE'S Indiarubber Magneto Covers, for mot(
cycles. 2s. 6d. each.

OLDTITE Patch; sample free on receipt of penr
stamp.—Surridge, 58, George St., Camberwell, Lo:

H

S
H
don.

<;>/* by 2i Palmer cord, new, with Brooks case, tc

^v» large new bike, guaranteed; 359.-^L. Learmoun
Gosforth, Newcastle.

1,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part paymei
for new tyres ;

gratifying allowances.-Booth's M
tories.

2,000 Clincher Tubes with valves, 58. 6d. each;Clii
Cher covers, 17s. 6q. ; 24 by 2, 148. 6d. ; Pete

Unions, 18s. 6d. ; Clincher studded covers, 258.—Booth
Motorics, Halifax.

3,000 Continental Tyres and Tubes, Shamrock rul

ber studded Palmers, E.O.M. non-skida; old covei

wanted in exchange; right firm for tyres.—Booth's M(
tories, Halifax.

CLINCHEE Tubes.—A few 26 by 2i, shop-soiled, br
perfect : 4s. 6d. each.-^Premier Motor Co., Ltd

Aston Ed., Birmingham.

In cfnawe'rinff these advertieements it Ia desirable to mention " TEe Motor .Cycle."
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TYRES.
LINCHER A Won Tyres, all sizes, 17s. 6d. ; inner

tubes, 4s. lid.; rubber studded, 26 by 2i, brand
w, 25s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

I ASTONE. — New genuine Peter-Union rubber non-
skid covers (basket pattern), 26 by 2, 28 by 2

;

price 378., my price 25s.

ASTONE.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed pattern,
* wired edge, 26 by 2, 2i, and 2Jr, lis. 6d. each; 28
2, 2i, 2i, 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge 2s. extra.

ASTONE.—New French Dunlop heavy covers, 650
* by 65; 308. each.

> ASTONE.—Camel covers, wired edge only, 28 by 2
•* and 2i ; 9s. each.

3 ASTONE. — Tubes, with valves, best quality, and
-> guaranteed, 26 by 2/ 6s. 9d. ; 26 by 2i, 7s.; 26 by

I, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 78. ; approval against cash ; subject
i being unsold. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonville
d., King's Cross, London, N.

/; Dozen Clincher Covers, all sizes, 17s. 6d. ; rubber
/O studded, 25s. each ; Clincher tubes, all sizes, with
lives, 5s. 6d., post free.—Farrar, Square Rd;, Halifax.

)UCO Steel-studded Leather Non-skid, vulcanised
over, 26 by 2i Clincher cover, £1 ; Continental

iin. by 2in. cover, 10s.—Clinch. 10, . Mannock Rd.:,

ood Green.

)UNLOP and Michelin, 760 by 90. new, non-skid.s,

£2 17s. 6d. each; 810 by 90, 15s.; 880 by 85,
w, 25s.; non-skid, 700 by 85. 12s. 6d. ; several large

adlights, 15s. each; 700 by 85 Stepney wheel, grooved
anlop, £3.-128, High Rd., Tottenham.

/fAXTDE'S.—Genuine Clincher rubber studded covers,
-l 26 by ^in. and 26 by 2jin.. maker's price 31s. 6d.,

r price 25s.; all genuine goods and guaranteed; 28
2vin. standard Clincher covers, 16s. 6d.— 136. Great

)rtland St.,. W., and Powell St., Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
CBR, Ltd., for repairs.— 64, Grosvenor Rd., Ham\ell,

L W. Tel.: 438, P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinder ground to .OOlin.
' guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

'NGINE Repairs in ajl branches.— Overhauling, re-

^ bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

APID Delivery and reasonable charges.—Lists free.

L —Acer, Ltd.

5 any motor cycle we cannot repair. — White's,
Brooks Alley, bottom Bold St., Liverpool. 'Phone,

yal, 3782.

kXT - ACETYLENE Welding.—Broken cyls., lugs
' flanges, water jackets, broken gear wheels

;
general

itings repaired.

kXY- ACETYLENE Welding. — Aluminium, copper
' etc., specialities.

|XY-ACETYLENE Welding.—Repairs guaranteed and
returned promptly.

kXY-ACETYLENE Welding, also cyls. rebored. new
' pistons and rings fitted, rebushing, motor, gas en
le, and general repairs and alterations of all descnp
ns.—Address enquiries to West London Welding Co
sex Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536. Chiswick.

lOTTENHAM.—For practical and reliable repairs and
overhauling try Matthews Bros., 96, West Green

.. 'Phone. 1722.

I RACKED Water Jackets of Motors successfully re
paired by Lea's metallurgical process. — Lea and

a. Engineers, Runcorn.

XJTOGENOTTS Welding.-Send that broken casting
^ to the Alvaston Motors, Derby, to be welded b,.

tent process ; metal re-united.

UTOGENOUS Welding.—Costly castings saved from
the scrap by our process. Cracked valve seats,

ter jackets, cylinder liners, pistons, frames, connecting
Is, and a thousand other things.

UTOGENOUS Welding.—Wonderful results. Broken
- flanges, lugs, brackets, etc., all amenable to our
jcess; send part to-day; quotations on sight.

UTOGENOUS Welding. - Alvaston Motors, Derby.
- Tel. ; 1, Alvaston.

rORTH London.—Have .your old machine made into
1910 model; modernising cars and cycles our

iciality; estimates given.—Davis's Motor Wks., Barns-
ry Grove, N.

[TELDING. — Motor cyls., water jackets, flanges,
T valve Beatings, pistons, gas engines, and ma-
nery of every description executed by experts and
iranteed; aluminium a speciality.

[7ELDING and Machining.—Cylinders re-bored, pis-
' tons fitted, crankshafts, re-bushing, etc. ; send
airs and

TELDING to the Commercial Inventions Exploitation
' Co., Ltd., 148, Edmund St., Birmingham.

S Practical Motor Engineers and riders, we can
assist you in any trouble : no help, no charge.—

anant Engineering Co., 53, Tennant St., Birmingham.
NY cast or wrought iron parts repaired equal to

- new at nominal cost, by oxy - acetvlene pro ess

;

ikea cyls. a speciality; no charge if unsuccessful.—
nsell's Acetylene Co., Engineers, Carbide Import'ers,
eter.

• IRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists. -All repairs cheaply
» and inteni.gently carried out under personal super-
ion. We are compression ppeciali.sts : cyls. re-bored
1 new pistons fitted from 12-. 6d.—Tennant Engineer-
Co., 53, Tennant St., Biraiinghara.

A FEW GOOD THINGS
for the

DISCRIMINATING
MOTOR CYCLIST,

a JONES" SPEEDOMETERS.

((

The

Gold

Medal

Instrument

VEEDER " CYCLOMETERS

The

WORLD'S
Distance

Recorder.

a

'VOLIER' HORNS

The Horn of

the Season,

a

Write for Literature.

0.0
MARKT & CO.
(LONDON) Ld.,

6, City Road,
Finsburv,

LONDON, E.C.

REPAIRERS.
REPAIRS of every description promptly executi

reasonable prices
; quotations given ; workujai

guaranteed ; adjustable pulleys, no tools required,
6d.—Broughton, Waterloo Rd., Hunslet, Leeds.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and motor
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders re-b

new pistons and rings fitted; don't hesitate;
straight to us.—Hamlin, Motor W ks., Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power ; cyl
bored and new pi.ston fitted; guaranteed

4-l,000in., bears 13 stone on pedal; write lor 1

Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, StaJ

BIRMINGHAM.— Overhauling, cylinders re-bored
bushing, pulleys, valves, any make ; accumul;

charged and repaired ; frames cut down ; workmar
guaranteed

; prompt attention.—Priest and Co., Bi
Street.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE Tricar for good cob and cash.—See

cars.

23.h.p. Bradbury for 3ih.p. engine, little cash.
4 Gibbins Rd., Selly Oak.

51h.p. Twin Rex, spring forks, fast, powerful,
2 new; exchange good 3ih.p.— 7, Carr St., Full'

Preston.

4-CYL. F.N.. splendid condition, for 3ih.p. singl
good make, or sell £20.—Jackson, Crescent

Harrogate.

EXCHANGE 5h.p. Vindec racer for 1908 Trim
in good order, a real flier.—Cross, Triumph a{

Rotherham.

6h.p. Twin Chater-Lea-Coronet, M.O.V., nearly new
good single and cash.—Yeats, 18, Sciennes

Edinburgh.

EXCHANGE 5h.p. Twin Kerry, nearly new condr
for single 3ih.p., cash adjustment, or sell.—Shei

Wokingham.

LARGE Graphophone, records, horns, stand, cost J

exchange good motor cycle.— 14, Zermatt
Chiipeltown, Leeds.

POWERFUL' Oak Cabinet Gramophone, latest;
cost £15, exchange motor cycle.—la, Lyall M

Eaton Sq., London.

EXCHANGE 3ih.p. Minerva, H.B. control, etc.,

cash and low push cycle.—F. N. Mattingley,
Buighley Rd., Hornsey.

TWO-SPEED Hub Gear, perfect, fan, and accesso
for good push bike, or cash.—39, Summerli

Mansions, Muswell Hill.

QUOTATIONS Given of the keenest for excha
with 1909 Rex models. Try us.—Halifax M

Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

EXCHANGE, 3^h.p. Humber Tricar, splendid cc
tion, for good motor cycle.—Coleman, 48, Bl

stock Rd., Finsbury Park, N.

EXCHANGE, 23h.p. Clyde engine, new, and 4

Minerva. M.O. valves, for 5h.p. twin Peugeo
Sarolea.—450. High Rd., Streatham.

EXCHANGE, or sell 14 guineas, 3h.p. motor e;

chain drive, for 3ih.p. 1907 Rex, other good rn
—H. Fowler, 41, Beverley Rd., Bolton.

EXCHANGE, £25 Beck Microscope, No, 1 ant
eye pieces, .1. i, 1-6 inch objectives, as new,

magneto cycle.—Vine-Stevens, Kinver, Staffs.

EXCHANGE 2Jh.p. Werner M.C., and Provident B
for £250, paid up £32 for higher power

sidecar.—Glazier, 52, Manchester Rd., Swindon.

FOR Exchanges, cash deals, or the like, it will bi

your own advantage financially to call on Mauc
136, Great Portland St., W. Satisfaction guarantee

GIVE New Rubber Belt for Xl'all spring forks,
other accessory. Give brand new gent's cycle,

roller brakes, for sidecar.—Booth's Motorics, Halifa

EXCHANGE coach-built tricar. 10-12h.p.. three sp<
and reverse, perfect condition, for Triumph mc

35h.p., and cash.—Colclough, draper, Fenton, Stoke
Trent.

EXCHANGE, 3ih.p. Motor Bicycle, inclined enf
in gooa condition. Fitall two-speed gear, andj

car, or sell £11, or offer.-L. Smith, Plumber,
Wycombe.

MOTORS.-Rex, Eadie, and Minerva lightweight,
£5, and £5 respectively, or exchange diaa

jewellery, oft'ers.—Schofield, 2, Wellesley St., Shel
Stoke-on-Trent.

WILL give £15 and 2ih.p. F.N. motor cycle,
chased September, 1907, for modern twin m

cycle, magneto, suitable for sidecar work.— Mil!
Salter Gate, Chesterfield.

DENSMORE Typewriter, value £8 10s., perfect;
change fof cycles, furniture, or anvthins n-

to cycle agent.—Apply, X.L., Box L5,785, The A
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

31h.p. Kerry Tricar, free engine, £18 10s., per:
2 2h.p. Werner bike, low, light, £5 10s.

;

motor punt, £28 • wanted cash, S.C lathe, useful
changes.—Francis, 6, Dalston Lane, N.E.

3,6h,p, Magneto Rex, unused, 1909 machine, i

with .special reinforced Clincher tyres for tou
would exchange for lower priced machine and casl
sell £20.-32, Rosebery Av., London, E.G.

4h.p. Roc, magneto two-speed gear, 1908 mac
practicalh' unused, and in magnificent order

condition : £35. or exchange fer lower power and
appointment.— 101. South Norwood Hill, S.E.

In answering these advertisemeiits it is desirnb/p la mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.
LIST OF JUDGES' AWARDS.

THE judges have decided that the awards in the

above trials should be presented as follows

:

"The Motor Cycle" Gold Medals.—^For

the best perfo'rmance by a private O'wner in

the bicycle class: F. S. Barnwell (3^ h.p.

Triumph). For the best performance by any com-
petitor on a motor bicycle with variable gear

:

W. Milnes (31^ h.p. Phelon and Moore, P. and M.
two-speed gear).

Miss M. Hind's Cup (for best performance of a twin-

cylinder machine).—-T. H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat-

J.A.P.)

A. J. Wilson's Cup (for best perfo'rraance of a light-

weight machine).—^W. W. Douglas (2^ h.p.

Douglas t^vin).

M. J. Schulte's Cup (for best perfo^rmance on a

single-cylinder machine).—^F. C- Mustard (3^^
h.p. Triumph).

A.C.U. Team Prize (for best performance of a team
of three machines entered by a trade representa-

< tive).—Phelon and Moore, Cleckheaton.

Winners of A.C.U. Gold Medals.
-.A. D. Draper (3^ h.p. Matchless).

C. 'Williams (3^^ h.p. Triumph).
W. W. Douglas (2^ h.p. Douglas).

P. Phillips (2^4 h.p. Douglas).

W. O. Bentley {1,% h.p. Rex).
W. H. Wells (5^ h.p. Indian).

W. Pratt (3^ h.p. P. and M., two-speed),

W. Milnes (3^^ h.p. P. and M., two-speed).

T. Canby (3^ h.p. P. and M., two-speed).

J. Slaughter (3^^ h.p. Triumph).
W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
H. H. Bowen (6-7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
T. H. Tessier (7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
W. Smith (2 h.p. Moto-R§ve).

G. L. Fletcher (2 h.p. Moto-Reve).

O. C. Godfrey {^yi h.p. Rex).

F.Southam (3^/1 h.p. Triumph).

R. W. Duke (31^ h.p. Triumph).

F. C. Mustard (3^ h.p. Triumph).

J. Holroyd (i^ h.p. Motosacoche).

J. F. Crundall {2,% h.p. Humber).

A. V. Sumner (3^ h.p. Humber, two-speed).

F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U., two-speed).

W. F. Newsome (3^^ h.p. Triumph).

J. Marshall (3V2 h.p. Triumph).

Gordon Gibson (314 h.p. Triumph),

G. E. Stanley (3 54 h.p. Premier).

F. W. Barnes (3^-^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua).

G. E. Carrow (3^/^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

F. S. Bar.iwell (3}^ h.p. Triumph, two-speed).

Rev. Basil Aston (3^ h.p. Triumph),

A.C.U. Silver Medals.

G. H. Lake (3^/^ h.p. Triumph).

R. Moore (35^' h.p. P. and M., two-speed).

A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex).

J. O. M. Dixon (5 h.p. Vindec).

F. Edmond {t^Vz h.p. Humber, two-speed).

O. Parker (3^^ h.p. Humber).
P. J. Evans (3^/^ h.p. Humber).
A. Weatherilt (354 h.p. Zenette-Gradua),

J. W. Morris (3^. h.p. Bradbury),

P. Piatt (3!/^ h.p. Bradbury).

J. Eastwood (3^-2 h.p. Bradbury).

R. King (314 h.p. Triumph).

T. Woodman (7 h.p. V.S.)

H. B. Lewis (3!/^ h.p. Triumph).

R. Fletcher (314 h.p. Premier).

A. J. Stevens (3^/^ h.p. Wolf).

A.C.U. Certificates.

F. G. Boddington (3^^ h.p. Rex),

G. Simpson (314 h.p. Bradbury).

BAD LUBRICANTS.
By "IXION."

I
HAD thought that the days of inferior lubricants

were almost over until I struck the brand recently

described in "Occasional Comments," and I

received by post the other day from a most
reliable correspondent an account of his experi-

ences on a southern tour with a motor bicycle—
experiences which tell a lurid tale of villainy. He
started with a tank half full of Price's A, and when
it was exhausted he chanced to buy the brand of oil I

recently condemned as separating into sludge and water

at a low temperature. Soon after this oil was put in

his engine pulled badly and ran hot, and the plugs

carbonised. He went' from shop to shop for Price's

"A," but could not get it until he met a conscientious

cycle agent, who thought he knew where some was to

be had. A barrel marked "Price" was found at an
oilshop finally, but was very thin—probably "C"
water-cooled or gas engine oil. Failing a known brand

of thick oil, my friend preferred thin Price to a dubious

thicker oil. The engine ran better on this, but still

worked rather hot. At the next town he found a row

of samples of Price's oil in a garage—^A to C, almost

to Z. The proprietor, however, could only supply it

in unsealed cans "drawn from the wood," as he

averred. So my friend progressed from town to town,

paying an average price of eighteenpence a quart, plus

6d. for the tin, always for unsuitable oil, the genuine

"A" in sealed cans being unobtainable anywhere.

Finally things got so bad that he put up for the night

and took his engine down, to find that the pistons were

all carbonised, and the rings were jammed so tight in

their grooves that nothing would loosen them. The
moral is that the big lubricant distributers must keep

a far more watchful eye on their agents, and that riders,

must be careful what brands of oil they buy.

Iliffe. (b Sons Llol., London and Coventry.
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The Motor Pacing Disaster in Berlin.
BY AN EYE WITNESS.

rHE catastrophe at the newly built wooden track
at Berlin which occurred one day last week
must be ascribed to the popular craving for

sensationally high speed. German track
lanagers and owners know perfectly well that a pro-

ramme without a motor cycle paced race has little

r no attractions for the average cycle track frequenter,

nd in consequence a race of this kind always figures

n the programme. It is the ambition of every
rerman manager to be connected with a cycle race

ack admitting of speeds equal at least to that of >n
xpress train, and thrice happy he who owns the track
n which the record is broken. New tracks are con-

ducted to meet public requirements, and the one that

jrnished the scene for the gruesome disaster in Berlin,

ivolving half a dozen deaths, to say nothing of

ijuries, formed no exception to the rule. Very high

peeds indeed are attained on this track, and at the

loment the smash took place the motor cycle pacers
ere "trailing" their respective men at nearly fifty-

lx miles an hour. As usual, the immediate cause of

3e calamity was a tyre failure, an indirect cause
eing on this occasion the comparatively high position

f the pacing machine on the banking at the moment
le tyre burst. Krueger, who occupied inside posi-

ion, had just taken his man past the Swiss follower,

^yser, who was paced by a heavy tandem steered by

iorchardt, at the time he appeared to be travelling out-

ide the mark allotted to the inside man; in fact, he

dmits laxity in this respect, but explains that even on
Te ordinarv cun-e or bnnkinc; his t^^re failed to bite

properly. Borchardt had no option but to take his

heavy machine far up the banking in order to avoid

a collision with Krueger and his follower, who fell. As
long as the tandem travelled along the line of the

central curvature, which is not very pronounced, it

ricocheted against the barrier, but on reaching the

sharper curve at the entrance into the straight it ran

into the barrier almost at right angles. At this

point the banking is very steep, forming an obtuse

angle with the barrier, so that the latter constituted a

sort of inclined plane for the tandem to run up. Had
the pacing machine been a single-seated one, the

necessary momentum for the fatal climb would doubt-

less not have been there, but in the case of the tandem,

with its own weight and the double load, combined

with the speed, the huge tandem and its burden, to

the horror of the spectators, went over the barrier, the

rear part reaching the floor first. The illustration on

the next page shows the front wheel caught on the

top of the barrier. The tandem was barely over,

when the petrol spirit ignited, and the tank, holding

three gallons of spirit, exploded. In an instant

the " Kurvenplatz
'

' was a river of fire. By the time

the firemen had got the better of the flames several

spectators had been burnt to death and a large number
severely injured. Ryser,' the follower, was thrown

over the barrier a little in the rear of the tandem, and

he and both his pacemakers escaped with a few bruises

and burns. Borchardt did not lose his head during

that awful moment, but tried his utmost to counteract

the outvvard swnng of the tandem and bring it into
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The Motor Pacing Disaster at Berlin.—

the straight. Whether the Berlin catastrophe will

induce the authorities to prohibit motor cycles, for

pacing purposes remains to be seen, but, as might be

expected, a number of self-appointed correspondents

have rushed into print demanding their prohibition.

The point that is most strange after all is, why did

the petrol ignite ? Either the exhaust pipes must have

been almost incandescent, or the contact maker must

have been minus^ a cover, and the sparks at the contacts

must have ignited the petrpl vapour. Motor cyclists who

ride machines with H.T. magneto ignition will bear

us out when we say that it is possible to fall and for

the engine to run while the machine is lying on the

ground without the petrol igniting or doing anything

more dangerous than cooling the external parts of the

engine. In all probability the liquid petrol falling on

the hot engine was immediately vaporised and a .spark

from some part of the exposed ignition mechanism set

fire to the vapour. That the ordinary roadster or racer

is likely to catch fire in the same manner is extremelv

unlikely, ajid even if it be not, the spectators, at least as

far as Brooklands is concerned, are quite safe. At

Brooklands they occupy the centre of the track and

not the outside edge of the racing track over which a

competitor is likely to be propelled if a tyre bursts

suddenly. Moral : U.se tyres that are strong enough

and unlikely to burst

!

A remarkable

photograph of the

disaster at the

new wooden track

at Berlin. Our

German e r r e-

spondent who was

an eye-witness of

the accident, de-

scribes on this

and the previous

page what hap-

pened. Cycle
racing with huge

pacing motors is

very popular oi>

the Continent.

The burning
tandem t^quired

' one man to steer

it and another to-

attend to the con-

trolling levers.

SPRING HANDI.E=BARS.
THE almost universal fitting of spring forks on

motor bicycles has rendered the use of other

spring devices less essential than formerly

;

nevertheless we think that in many- instances, a

spring handle-bar, such as the one made by S. Allen

and Co. and called the "Ideal," would improve the

comfort of many motor cycles. On a rigid framed
tricar all shocks from the front wheels are com-
municated direct to the driver's arms, and on " pot-

holey " or rough roads the shocks are most unpleasant.

These shocks are not the result of actual vibration such
as that experienced at high speed on a motor bicycle

with rigid forks, but are more due to the rise and fall

of the wheels when running on an unequal surface.

The roads in the neighbourhood of Coventry are

notorious for what are called "potholes." In some
districts these are filled up with tar and stones and
rammed in, but outside the borough of Coventry we

have never noticed any attempt to fill up these hole.>

properly except in a short stretch between Castle

Bromwich and Stonebridge. The fact remains that

they are most unpleasant, particularly to drivers of

small .cars and passenger motor cycles. In daylight

riders of motor bicycles can dodge these holes. The
tyres fitted to large cars bridge the holes, somewhat
on the same lines as the Mauretania bridges three

waves of the Atlantic, but 26in. x 2^in. wheels fit

these holes in a surprisingly efficient manner. The
Ideal handle-bar, which we have tried on a Rex Triette.

absorbs the shocks arising from the holes and mounds-

in a worn road, and we find the machine very much
more comfortable to drive than it was with a rigid bar.

We can safely recommend the Ideal spring handle bar

to all motor cyclists, and particularly to owners of

three-wheelers, as these machines are more subjected

to road shocks owing to the three tracks.
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July 28 8.53 p.m. ^'-

., 31 . 8.49 „

Aug. 4 . 8.43 „

Next Week's Issue a Day Late.

In consequence of the August Bank
Holidays, the next issue of The Motor
Cycle will be published on Thursday,
August 5th, instead of Wednesday.
Reports of holiday doings, including
the Brooklands Race Meeting and the
M.C.C. London to Land's End and
back run for the Jarrott Cup, will be
included in this number.

A.C.U. 24 Hours London-Plymouth and Back Run.

As announced in our last issue, the

Palmer Cup in the above trial has been
awarded to - P. Moffatt (3^ h.p.

Triumph), whose aggregate error was
4m. 53s. The performance of H. A.
Cooper (3^- h.p. Rex) so nearly

approaches the best (his aggregate
error being 5m. 8s.), that the judges
recommend , that a gold medal be
awarded him. The other medal win-
ners, were given on page 511 of the
issue of the 7th inst.

To What Base Uses, etc.

Mr. Ernest Frasfetti, one of" the troupe
of entertainers which performs under
the name of Les Frasettis, informs us

that whilst journeying from London to

Newport, Mon., on his 7 h.p. two-
speed V.S. and sidecar, the back tyre

burst near Witney. The damage was
repaired with a four-ply canvas patch,

but , this gave out near Gloucester.
Time was flying, and Mr. Frasetti was
at his wit's end to know what to do,

as he was due at the theatre at New-
port at 6 p.m., and it was three o'clock

when the tyre deflated near Gloucester
and he had still over sixty miles to

travel. Suddenly he thought of a copy
of The Motor Cycle which he had in

his pocket. This he folded up and
placed between the tube and outer
cover, and by this means was enabled
to reach Newport in time without
further trouble. Mr. Frasetti has sent
us the dilapidated remains of the copy
of The Motor Cycle for our inspection.

Constitution Hill, Swansea, Climbed.

While at Swansea Mr. Frasetti made
the ascent of Constitution Hill, with
Miss Daisy Jerome as passenger. He
has since been informed locally that
this is the first time the hill has ever
been climbed by a sidecar and passen-
ger. The Borough Surveyor of Swan-
sea gives the following particulars of

the hill : Length 1,310ft. ; steepest
portion 950ft., with an average
gradient of 1 in 5, the last 100ft. being
1 in 3^. The sidecar was stopped on
the last pitch and restarted, but as
the brakes would not prevent the
machine running backwards bricks had
to be placed behind the wheels.

SpecidJ Fesdt\ire^
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THE SCOTTISH FIVE DAYS' RELIABILITY
TRIALS.

Tests of new pattern motor cycles.

Cardiganshire Free of Police Traps.

As a result of a oaragraph in The
Autocar drawing attention to police

traps on all roads leading to Aberyst-
wyth, the Town Clerk of Aberystwyth
comm.unicated with the Chief Con-
stable of Cardiganshire, and asks us
in fairness to Aberystwyth and the
Cardiganshire police authorities to

state that The Autocar ha^ been mis-

informed, for during the past nine
months in the whole of Cardiganshire
only six of the most flagrant case* of

driving through villages—the speed
ranged from twenty-three to thirty-

two miles per hour—^have been prose-

cuted, and one for driving to the
danger of the public. Motors have
not been timed on open roads in Car-

July

I

I

I

I

i

I -

T Aug-

I

I

I '

T Sept.

I

I

FUTURE EVENTS.

28 (Wed.)—A.C.U. Quarterly Trial. Uxbridge
to Banbury and back.

25-Aug. I—The Tour de France Reliability

Trials, organised by the Auto Cycle
Club de France.

31 and Aug. 2—M.C.C. London to Land's
End and back Run for the Jarrott

Cup.

31 and Aug. a^Race Meeting at Brooklands
(five events for motor cycles).

2-3—Open 400 Miles Reliability Trial for

Muratti Trophy, in connection vyith

the Ulster Centre M.C.U.I.

2—Motor Cycle Races at Cambridge Mam-
nioth Show.

2—Motor Cycle Racing at St. Albans
Hospital Sports.

18—British M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

21—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Open
Hill-climb.

23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR
MOTOR CYCLES IN.THE ISLE OF
MAN.

diganshire, and the Chief Constable

says that motorists are treated with

great leniency. It is to be hoped that

Cardiganshire's nearest neighbours

will take a lesson from this statement,

for we have still to be convinced that

Aberystwyth can be reached from
England without undue attention from
the police, although Cardiganshire

may not be the defaulting county.

Six Days' Trials. The Successful Machines.

From the list of judges' awards in

the Six Days Trials, it will be seen

that twenty - three single - cylinder

machines and eight twin-cylinder

machines gained gold medals, twelve
single-cylinder machines and four twin-

cylinder machines will receive silver

medals, and two single-cylinder
bicycles will receive certificates. Eleven
of the above successful machines had
variable gears, and five were fitted

with chain drive, the remainder being
belt-driven. Altogether forty-nine are
to receive an award out of seventy

-

four starters.

Police Traps.

At Godalming traps are working
both ends, and in the middle of the
town.

Mold, first mile out on the Denbigh
Road, said to be worked three days
per week.
We have received information that

a police trap is working between
Cromer and Overstrand, Norfolk.
Between Thirsk, Yorkshire, and

Yarm, about four miles from Yarm.
Another two miles north of Yarm, on
the way to Stockton.
The Guildford police have instruc-

tions to enforce the ten miles limit,
which has jiist been somewhat ex-
tended, and are working traps on the
steepest part of Hogs Back, near the
hospital.

1,500 Miles in One Week.

Mr. Basil H. Davies holds -the
longest authenticated record, but the
following week's running would take
a lot of beating. Mr. Hugh Gibson
send® us a summary of his journeys
from the evening of July 12th to the
evening of the 18th inst. On the
Thursday (15th inst.) he did not ride.

Monday evening (July 12th), Southport
to Wigan ; Wigan, Ashton-in-Maket-
field and back ; Wigan to Garstang
(picked up Hart-Davies) and back to
Wigan; Wigan - Gloucester. 13th,
Gloucester, Exeter (lost way ten
miles), Okehampton (lost way and
went on vid Callington, Liskeard, to
Bodmin) 15-20 miles further round,
Redruth, Penzance, Land's End. 14th,
trained to BristcJ, rode from Bristol,

Gloucester, Hereford, Shrewsbury,
Chester, Liverpool, and Southport.
15th, did not ride. 16th, train to

Willesden, rode to Taplow, etc. (28
miles), and then competed in M.C.C.
twenty-four hours' trial (450 miles),

finished 8 p.m. July 17th. 18th, left

Taplow 10 a.m. and rode home vid
Oxford, Banbury, Coventry, North-
wich, Runcorn, and Prescot, arriving
at 8 p.m. Two hours stop at Alsager,
Cheshire. Mr. Gibson's only troubles
all the week were two punctures. The
mileage works out at about 1,500 for

the six days, yet we are told his 1909
Triumph pulled as well as ever at the
finish.
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Well-known Photographer a Motor Cyclist.

Professoi' Carlton Lombert, who
writes the photography articles in the

Daily Telegraph and other papers,

owns and makes use of a 5 h.p. twin

two speeded Rex and a 20 h.p. Rover
car. He resides at Cudham, Kent, in

the vicinity of the test hill.

A Sensible Move.

So many complaints having been made
as to the ten miles speed limit notice-

board at Bromley being obscured

we are pleased to hear that the board

has now been moved, and placed in a

much more prominent position nearer

Bromley Hill, and over a furlong from
the point where the- speed limit com-
mences. The police trap has now been
suspended, and it is to be hoped there

will be no cause for further "timing."

First Aid Tricar.

We understand that the tricar for

first aid purposes at fires, for which the

Bromley Urban District Council is in-

viting tenders, will specify a water-

cooled engine, two-speed gear, and
chain drive. The machine at Becken-
ham, the first of its kind in the country,
has a twin air-cooled engine nnd belt-

drive, but with the two heavyweight
firemen, some slipping of the belt, we
are told, takes place on steep hills, and
especially in rainy weather. This we
can readily understand with such a

heavy load.

The Fascination of the Folkestone Road.

Since the Brighton boycott, the

Folkestone Road has become the
favourite seaside run with motor
cyclists. The projected cross-Channel
flights are proving a fillip to both
Dover and Folkestone, and from the
crown of Dover ard Folkestone hills

the fields ^nd cliffs on the French
coast are quite discernible on a clear

day. The coast road to Margate is in

excellent trim. We recommend Mar-
gate and Folkestone as seaside tour-

ing centres for Metropolitan readers,
the roads for some distance round
being excellent and free from traps.

J5^™^2.^
A Growing Bad Habit in Scotland.

A young tube worker named Thoi.

Dickson, residing at Airdrie, Lanark-

shire, was last week fined 25s. in the

police court for laying down pieces

of a broken glass bottle on the public

road. It was .stated that this menace
to motor cycles and motor cars and
other vehicles with rubber tyres on

their wheels was becoming too preva-

lent in the district.

Quaint Roadside Signboard.

Motor cyclists riding on the dinct
road from "Canterbury to Margate can-

not fail to notice a large and prominent
signboard erected in a field adjoining

the road near, Sturry. On this is

painted in white letters on a black

ground the words, " Motor cars are

the curse of our roads." Apparently
motor cycles do not come under the

ban. We must be thankful for small

mercies. Will some tame idiot erect.

a notice board in the future calling

attention to the fact that aeropluncb

are the curse of our skies?

The Two-stroke Scott.

Readers may have noticed that there

has been some delay in getting batches
of "the new model Scott motor bicycle

on the road, caused by the makers'
determination to have the machine
right in every detail before delivering

it to private customers. When in

Bradford a week ago Mr. Eric S.

Myers invited a member of TJie Molai
Cycle staff to try the latest machine
out of the works on a local tev=t hill.

This machine Mr. Myers described as

perfect in every way, and certainly its

ease of starting, smoothness of running,
and hill-climbing capabilities were all

that could be desired. Those readers

who have two-stroke Scott motor cycles

on order should wait patiently for

delivery, for they will certainly receive

a machine to be proud of. Mr. Phillips,

who was a competitor in the Six Days'
Trials on a Scott, completed two days
runs without losing any marks, but on
the third day he experienced an engine
mishap. The makers immediately set
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to work to guard against a similar

occurrence on engines coming through
the shops, and by eliminating any
possibility of trouble in this manner
the machine has reached its present

stage of excellence. The week-end be-

fore last the designer, Mr. A. A.

Scott, made a clean ascent of Sutton
Bank on one of his machines, which ie

certainly a fine performance.

Round the world by Motor Cycle.

At the beginning of last week an
American motor cyclist, Mr. T. E.

Riley, arrived at Southend-on-Sea,
having completed 4,000 miles of hif*

journey round the world by motor
cycle, he told our correspondent. He
startejd from Spokane, on the Pacific

Coast of America, and the registere.l

number of the motor cycle is K 2433

An Important Test Case.

A case of interest to motor cyc^st^
has been decided in the Dunmow
County Court before his Honour Judgi'

Tindal Atkinson. The claim arose from
the destruction of a motor cycle while

being filled with petrol by a local

motor agent, it being pleaded that hi>

employee had been careless in allowing
the petrol to spill upon the heated
silencer. Evidence having been
given to show that the silencer in ques-

tion had a tendency to rapidly soot

up, and that the owner was not a

skilled driver, His Honour, in deliver-

ing judgment in favour of the motor
agent, held that the explosion had
been caused by, the petrol vapour
having been ignited by soot still burn-
ing in the silencer, that the spilling of

petrol was. a usual occurrence in the

filling of motor cycle tanks, and did
not constitute carelessness on the part

of the filler, and that, finally, a motor
agent, on being requested to fill a tank,

was not bound to assure himself that
the machine was in a fit condition to

be filled. It does not follow that
another judge would take the same
view of- the matter. Frequently' we
have seen petrol tanks overfiowed
entirely owing to the carelessness and
negligence of garage attendants.

I
-

fs

At the Norwich City Football Club sports on the 17th inst. a three miles motor cycle race was included. There were ten entries. The"illustration shows the start of
the final. Reading from the left—H. Duge {3i h.p. Rex) who won, M. Parfltt (2| h.p. Peugeot), A. Lincoln [Z\ h.p. Triumph) second, and R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. F.N,!
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A Defect of Some Engines.

Not a few riders and writers have hinted of late that

sundry manufacturers are inclined to overdo the horse-

power efficiency business. The worst symptom I have

struck in spme of this year's ultra-efficient single-

cylinders is their inability to climb really steep hills

when they are hot. We old stagers can remember how
the 2^ h.p. machines of 1903 would baulk on hills

after they had been driven a few miles on a generous

throttle allowance; then from 1904 to 1908 I possessed

machines which did not overheat, and were game to

climb hills like Dashwood or Broadway or Newnham,
even when they had been forced along for many miles

at a good pace in the early morning. But during

1909 I have handled two or three different makes which
can only take a mile of i in 10 when they start cold.

If I take them out on a lonely road and drive a few

miles in excess of legal limit, and then put them at a

stiffish hill of half a mile in length, they invariably

baulk. My explanation is genuine overheating, aris-

ing from too high a ratio of engine compression. The
moral is that the test of a first-class engine to-day is

to see whether it will stand hard driving over a short

course liberally sprinkled with stiffish hills. If it

won't, the probabilities are that it is not suited to

localities where steep hills occur every few miles, e.g.,

Durham or Devonshire.

Standard Machines.
Any sincere club committee who is trying to

eliminate special machines from, its competitions will

run up against a difficulty when it receives the entry

of a " small make." To take an actual example, the

Trump-J,A.P. and N.L.G. machines have proved
rather successful at Brooklands. I do not wish for

a moment to imply that these machines were dis-

honest, or that any blame attaches to their makers
if they were provided with details not ordinarily to

be met with on tourist machines made by firms with

huge annual outputs. These points do not enter into

the question at all. My point is simply this: We
will suppose the committee of the Blankshire M.C.C.
arranges a class confined to standard touring

machines both in practice and theory. Attracted by
the performances of the two above-named machines
at Brooklands, I buy a sample of each and enter

them respectively in the single and twin classes of

the Blankshire hill-climb. Who is to say whether
either of my machines is a standard tourist machine?
Of course, if it had exhaust outlets drilled in the
cylinders or dummy silencers it could easily bf- dis-

qualified. But if it had a very light frame and a

racing compression it might yet be a standard example
of its make. I think it is advisable that the A.C.U.
council should draw up a standard equipment of a
touring machine, fixing certain mudguard widths,
sizes of tyres, and insist on lamp, horn,
toolbag, stand carrier, etc., and debarring such
racing fitments as noisy silencers or .drilled

cylinders, and that these rules should be sternly inter-

preted by the officials in touring competitions. I

saw a machine the other day which had just won a
premier award in a tourist competition, and its cylin-

der was- bored with holes all round at the foot of
the piston stroke. I cannot understand how any judge
who was not either a rogue or a lunatic could have
permitted such a machine to start in a touring event.

Spare Carburetter Jets.

Until all machines are fitted with multiple jets or
variable jets riders who use a modern carburetter with
easily detachable jets will find it well worth theif
while to carry an assortment of jets of different sizes.
I am now using a Brown and Barlow carburetter, for
which I have four jets of as many different bores.
The biggest I slip in when I am taking my machine
over an ultra hilly course. It enables the machine to

R. M. Briee and the new model 3J h.p. Brown ho rode in the A.C U
1,000 Miles Trials. He retired on the fifth day owing to an accident,

but had lost no marks up to that point.

accelerate very quickly, and renders it easy to start
on up-grades. The bigger of the two medium jets i?

that which I employ in all ordinary riding. The lesser
of the two middle sizes affords the best running on a
really sultry day when a long run is to be made - al

rather high speeds. And the smallest of the four is

the best suited to club competitions in which a powerful
twin-cylinder machine has to be kept back to a

schedule of eighteen miles an hour or so. It is also
serviceable whenever I want to gear the engine very
lowby means of the adjustable pulley, as it keeps the
engine very cool; and I can conceive that I may
substitute it for one of the others when I want to travel
really slowly on greasy roads or right across London
from Barnet to Tooting, as the big engine will not
run very slowly on its normal jet. I find one air

supply serves all four jets very nicely, though as t

matter of fact I have a secondary extra air supp]\-
which I can call upon should I ever want to use the
biggest jet on a very sultry day. The jets only take
three or four minutes to change. -
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes of

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries should
be addressed to Ihe Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.
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If^Are Pedals Unnecessary?

I think of buying a new
Humber two - speed motor
cycle with free engine, but
would be grateful if you would
kindly let me know which is

the more serviceable, pedals or foot-

boards?—J.A.
There is not very much advantage in

having pedals if a two-speed gear is

fitted (except for starting the engine),

and we should think that you might
well dispense with these unless you
propose to tour with a sidecar in ex-

ceedingly hilly districts.

Oil Escaping from Magneto.

Can you explain why I have
'

' trouble with the Eisemann
magneto on my 1907 3-^ h.p.

N.S.U. ? When the magneto is

oiled it usually finds its way
on to the armature, causing misfiring.
The outlets for oil are open. I have
had armature winding revarnished,
but it makes no difference. The Itist

time I had to take magneto to
pieces I found the oil only on braes
end plates and iron pieces of arma-
ture. When armature is cleaned it

goes all right again. Could you re-
commend an oil that is a non-con-
ductor?—E.M.

The only remedy is to oil less fre-
quently, and try a thicker quality of
oil. Water-cooled oil is the most suit-
able lubricant. Oil is a non-conductor
when absolutely clean, but the slightest
trace of dirt in it causes the trouble
you complain of.

Reducing Vibration.

I have a two-speed chaii;-
'

' driven machine, and the only
complaint I have is that, eveii
with a partly deflated front tyre,
the vibration coming up to the

hands is very considerable, and very
tiring. This, of course, comes from
the engine being part of the frame.
Can you kindly tell me if I can get
the special handles recently referred
to in The Motor Cycle, fitted on my
handle-bars, and, if so, where I can
obtain them ? Or failing this, can you
recommend me anv firm that supplies
any device that will reduce this vibra-
tion on the hands?

—

Rev. R.
We fancy you refer to the rubber
extended handles called the Hartford
Rough Rid^r Grips. These are not suit-
able for us£ with inverted levers. The
agents are Brown Bros., Ltd., 15, New-
man Street, Oxford Street, London. If
these do not reduce vibration sufficiently,
try also the spring handle-bars made by
S. Allen and Co.. Elswick Court,
Northumberland St., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Fitting a Free Engine Clutcli.

I want to fit a free engine
and adjustable clutch pulley
T/O my 3^ h.p. Premier. I am
advised that one cannot be
fitted owing to large boss on

crankcase, 2^in. diameter. (1.) Would
it be safe to turn |in. off the end of

boss as suggested? (The boss con-
tains a cup containing ball bearings.)

(2.) Is the Albion clutch and free

engine thoroughly satisfactory in

operation and wear? Can you
strongljr recommend it? (3.) Does
it entail any side or end push, or
thrust, or damage engine in anyway?
(4.) Are there any similar devices on
the market except Mabon and Albion?
If so, please name them.—T.D.F.

(1.) Probably it would be quite safe to

turn ^in. off the end of the boss, but
if your engine is a White and Poppe
we should advise you to write to this

firm and ask them if turning down
the bofis in this manner will, in their
opinion, do any harm. (2.) We have
heard good accounts of the Albion
clutch, and have no doubt you will

get satisfaction from it. (3-) Your
engine being of substantial build would
be hardly likely to be damaged by the

use of an engine-shaft clutch. The one

thrust when the free engine is in opera
tion is taken up by ball bearings
(4.) We know of no others withou'
variable gear.

Engine Knoclung.

Can you account for th<

knocking in my engine? ]

have had same taken dowr
and cleaned, also carburettei

and valves seen to, bui

directly the engine begins to take uf
the load, or when I accelerate 01

the level, it knocks badly. I have
tried every method of driving, hav<
had timing regulated, and thoroughly
seen to lubrication, but still i1

knocks, and my repairer (a practical

man) says he cannot understand it.

Can you suggest a cause or a remedy!
—Y.A.

Possibly you are using a sparking pluc

the points of which project rather toe

far into the cylinder, get red hot, anc
cause pre-ignition. Try changing th(

sparking plug, and also reducing th<

air when the knocking begins- Othei
likely causes of the knocking are toe

high a gear for your weight, and th*

timing of the spark too far advanced.

G. E. Stanley (3J li.p. Premier) maliing a fast ascent of Birdlip Hill on the last day of the A.C.U. 1,000
~3Miles Trials. His performance drew forth hearty applause from the spectators. The photograph does not
convey^an accurate idea of the gradient which is 1 in 6 at this point. Half a mile lower down, at the Knap,
the gradient is 1 in 5^. Stanley was one of the gold medal winners.
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Easy Starting and Slow Running.

I am thinking of having dry
"ZTl battery ignition for my 1908

^ Moto-Reve cycle, in addition to

_sJ the magneto ignition. My
objects are— (1) easier starting,

(2) slower running, and (3) greater

reliability. Can this be done? If so,

w^ould you be so kind as to' give

directions as to how it should be done ?

-De. p.

rhe fitting up of a dry battery ignition

io yom' machine would be somewhat of

I difficulty, as it would mean extending
the shaft drive on the magneto, fitting

ip a new contact breaker, and carrying
:.wo plugs in each cylinder. It would
oe far better to turn your attention to
:he carburetter, and get it adjusted so

;hat you can run slowly and start easily.

Slow Running.

I have a 5 h.p. twin Peugeot
I engine in Chater Lea frame. It

has an Advance adjustable
JLJ pulley at the lowest possible

ratio—about 5 to 1—but I am
unable to rmi the engine steadily at
less than 15-17 m.p.h. It will climb
any' hill and reach very high speeds.

Can you tell me how to slow the
engine speed? My carburetter is

H.B. Amac, and ignition plain coil.

The commutator has not a very long
range, but I can get from 17 to 55
m.p.h. from it. At the same time'
the engine knocks as soon, as I get
down to 17 m.p.h., and only the back
cylinder fire? below that speed, and
neither fires below 15 m.p.h. I do not
want to put on . a smaller pulley, as
the engine has a tendency to overheat.
The engine is quite clean, and was
overhauled by a good firm a few
weeks ago.—L.F.E.

L'he simplest way is to fit a device
;o the carburetter called White's
:conomiser. This restricts the amount
)f air admitted via the main air inlet,

causing a greater suction on the jet,

md thus enabling a richer mixture for

iasy starting and slow rimning. If only
me cylinder fires at slow speeds, it

Doints to the contact breaker points
seing adjusted unequally, or the inlet

ralve springs of different tension, or
;he amount of the openings not equal.

Using a Voltmeter as a Speed Indicator.

I have a four-cylinder

^1 machine which is fitted with a

> Bosch magneto, to which is

-2J attached a handle-bar switch
for short-circuiting the cur-

rent. I have been thinking of in-

vesting in a speedometer, but have
been wondering whether the speed
of the engine and (as the latter is

direct geared to the back wheel) of

the cycle might not be determined
by voltmeter showing the pressure of

the. dynamo output. I understand
that the voltage varies directly as

the revolutions, so that the former
should give an exact index of the
speed of the machine, but am not
sure whether a voltmeter might be

WILL APPEAR ON

ONE DAY LATER THAN USUAL.

interposed in the short-circuiting

leads without impairing the effici-

ency of the dynamo as a current

producer. As the resistance of the

voltmeter would be high I am in-

clined to think that it would not

injuriously affect the system. I am
ignorant, however, as to the effect

of the make and break and con-

sequent discharge upon the voltage,

and whether a voltmeter would be
at all a suitable indicator when sub-

jected to the vibration of a motor
cycle. I know that some speed-

ometers (Vulcan, for example)
operate upon this principle, but with
direct current, whereas I think I am
right when I say that the Bosch and
Simms magnetos deliver alternating

current. Would you be kind enough
to advise me as to the feasibility of

the scheme?—M.E.D.
We presume you wish to use the pri-

mary current of the magneto in con-

junction with a voltmeter for deter-

mining the speed of the engine. This
is a matter we have never tried any
experiments with, but one thing—on
the assurance of the Bosch Magneto
Co.—we can say with certainty, and
that is that the magneto used on the
F.N. motor cycle, which is the machine
we believe you have, has been brought
down in size so as to just have
sufficient power to perform the work
imposed upon it, and we are certain
that other work cannot be put upon
it without detrimental effect to the
running of the engine. There is, of
course, not only the question as to

whether the amount of energy is

sufficient. There are many other ques-
tions as regards condenser, and so on,
that will have to be taken into con-
sideration. In addition to this, only
a hot wire instrument could be used
for regulating the speed, and this
could not be expected to work at low
speeds, as there is an interruption of
the current every half cycle, and
although the current generated by the
magneto is actually classed as an
alternating current, it is not dis-

tributed as an alternating current, as
each cycle is cut in half, and the half
cycle used to produce the spark, and
we would strongly recommend that the
magneto should be left alone to per-
form its own duties.

READERS' REPLIES.
starting by Pushing.

I found my 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

N.S.U. difficult to start by pushing,
the back wheel nearly always skid-
ding, so I took off the cylinder and
inserted another sheet of fairly thick
brown paper as packing between the
crank chamber and cylinder, of course,
leaving the original packing there as

well. This dodge does not affect the -

valves in the least. Now I can always
start up my motor by pushing it along
at three or four miles an hour. I dare-

say if "F. W." will go to .the trouble
to remove his cylinder and fit brown
paper coated with oil, his difficulty will

disappear.

—

Joewerth Morris.

Some competitors in the School of Mines Students' Association (Adelaide, S.A.) eighth annual sports on May 22nd last. The winner was H. Behrens, who is

second from the left with his 3 h.p. N.S.U. His time for the three miles was 4 miri. 221 sees.
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Scottish Five Days' Reliability Trial

EDINBURGH TO JOHN-O'^GROAT'S AND RETURN.

r
His event, organised by the Edinburgh Motor

Cycling Club, took place last week, commenc-
ing Monday, the 19th inst. Some notes on

the start were published in the last issue (page

46).

•"irst Day.—Murrayfield car terminus, Via Stir«=

ling, Crieff, Sma' Glen, Amulree Hill, Aber=
feldy, Pitlochry, Newtonmore, Carrbridge,
and Inverness. Approximate distance 186^
miles.

The following is the ofi&cial list of starters and

umbers :

1. W. Vv. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas).

2. R. H. Salvesen (3^ h.p. 1909 Triumph).
3. A. H. Hay (3^ h.p. 1909 Rex).

4. A. A. Dixon (3^ h.p. 1909 Bradbury).

5. J. D. Morrison (5 h.p. 1909 T.T. Matchless).

6. W. Niven (5-6 h.p. 1909 F.N.)
7. J. M. Dobson (5 h.p. 1908 Vindec).

8. B. P. McRae (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph).
9. A. G. Bostock (1909 T.T. Triumph).

10. G. L. Fletcher (2-| h.p. Douglas).

11. C. McGregor (5 h.p. 1909 T.T. Matchless).

12. A. Pearson (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph).
13. R. S. Morrison (4 h.p. 1906 twin Werner).
14. D. H. Gainsford (3 h.p. Advance, Roc gear).

15. S. J. K. Thomson (3^ h.p. 1907 Triumph).
16. G. Wilson (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph).
17. A. Downie (3^ h.p. 1909 Ariel).

18. W. Scott (3i h.p. 1908 Triumph).
19. G. Muirhead (4 h.p. Matchless).
20. M. Pratt (3^ h.p. 1909 Brown).
21. Q. Clark (5 h.p. 1906 Rex)
22. W. Atkinson (3 h.p. Cheviot).
23. C. N. Henderson (1909 T.T. Triumph)
24. W. Brown (3^ h.p. 1909 Bradbury).
25. J. Donaldson (3^ h.p. T.T. Matchless).
26. G. Alexander (3 h.p. Midget Bicar).

There were seven non-starters.

The trial opened in glorious weather, a warm sun

leasantly tempering a strong headwind. No rain

ill all day, but the run was sufficiently arduous, as

covered 190 miles, including the ascent of Amulree
[id the crossing of the Grampians. For no one 'was

more arduous than for the writer. To begin with,

e was acting as judge ; secondly, he was the only
ihotographer accompanying the run ; thirdly, the

ipresentative of the Scotch papers had a breakdown,
ad implo'red The Motor Cycle correspondent to send
le news to Glasgovv as well as Coventry; fourthly,

ot a single competitor succeeded in climbing Amul-
^e, and from 10 a.m. till i p.m. in the intervals

etween taking notes and photographs I helped to

ush eighteen different motor bicycles up the hill.

The first thirty-five miles until we were clear of

tirling were far from pleasant. The district was
opulous, the surface execrable, and much of the road
nder repair. Having escaped these obstacles, we
ere able to enjoy the lovely scenery further on, and
ushed on rapidly to the famous ascent of Amulree.

Arrived there, we found a very strong wind blow-

ing straight down the hill, far stronger than the gale

which raged do\vn Dinas Mawddwy in the A.C.U.
trials. The surface was bone dry, but rather rough.

The hill measures a mile and a half from start to

finish, and some of it is fairly easy, but there are

two or three pitches nearly as bad as i in 5, and after

a mile comes the ill-famed S bend. The two co-mers

are so severe that no one can round them at more than

about six miles an hour, although the Scottish A.C.
had them windened and banked up this year. Not
one competitor climbed the hill. At the same time,

the hill struck me as a perfectly fair, though very

severe, test. Mr. Adamson, of the Perth club, made
three separate clean ascents in my presence ou a

pedalless touring Triumph with a hot engine. This

performance shows that the hill can be climbed every

time by a clever rider who knows it. The competitors

failed because they w-ere either strangers to the hill

or inefficient motor cyclists or green at the competition

game. For instance, several riders hugged both the

bends closely, and were not prepared to pedal. Had
they swung Avide where the grade was easiest and
kept their feet on the pedals a dozen or more would
have gone up easily. Several of the machines were

in no sense tuned up, and stuck right at the bottom on
a I in 10 grade. Again, several riders "scrapped"
out from the check at Crieff at a fast pace, and
essayed the hill straightaway without giving their

engines a chance to cool. Many had fixed pulleys

and idiotic gears; one rider of a -^V^. h.p. was geared

3% to I.
_

Pratt on his 1909 3^ h.p. Brown made decidedly

the best attempt of all. He rode clean round the

S bend in splendid style, and had he swung wider

at the second corner and pedalled would have climbed
the hill fast. Fletcher on the 2^ h.p. Douglas
looked more . like getting up than anyone else except

Pratt, but pulled up at the second comer.
My impression is that if the A.C.U. entry had

attempted the hill quite a third of them would have
made clean ascents.

The remainder of the ride necessarily proved some-
thing of an anti-climax. The road over the Grampians
was in better condition than I have ever seen it, and
the terrible descent from Amulree down towards Ken-
more had troubled no one except Scott, who tore out

his tyre valve, but was able to borrow a butt-ender,

and he also broke an engine valve later on. The
following retirements are reported : Ray Morrison,

last seen in trouble with his twin Werner three miles

north of Crieff; Dixon, magneto^ trouble four miles

south of Pitlochry, and trained on to Inverness; Quin-

ton Clark, riding Felix Scriven's 1906 5 h.p. Rex,
tore his belt rim completely out of the back wheel
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FURTHER PROOF
of the

RELIABILITY
of

TYRES,

POST OFFICE TELEGRAPHS.
Kttt^*>iiMrrj-svvu(iL)'^:. Lt>\..Lcnfl. j£ jjjg Rcccivcf of r.fi Jnlaiitl Tflv'gram doubts its nceuracv, he may bave il feoeactj on payiueui of balf the
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OlfTce .of. On-;ia aud Service iiiisLructiuu&. L

ChargtsOhargts 1

to pay J

-^C^oCn^^i^Ci.^

Office StdHi;

TO ^^
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X4jTro^dyry\'''(^^^\'
—TMs Form must accompany any uiquiry made cespectinj Uiis Tclesraa.

GET PARTICULARS AND TYRES FROM

THE PETER UNION TYRE CO.,
190-192, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,- LONDON, W,

Goods and Trade Entrance—79-82, Boljover Street, EusCon Road, London, W.

Birmingham Branch—160, Corporation Street.

'reiaphone—No. 24:;g Ceirai'J. Telegraphic Address
—

" Pneupeter, Loudon.'; TelepUone--5Su8 Central. Telegraphic AJ.lress
—

" Pneupetor. EirminghaiBc

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SIMART MOTOR CLOTHING
and

HEAD- WEAR

Bengal Fibre Gaps.
In headwear, as in all else, we are
foremost with all that is newest and
oest. These fibre caps are certain

10 be very popular this season ; they
lit and look well, retain their shape,
and are marvellously light and cool.

SEE TiiiHisI!

THE "MOTOR.
Very smart shape. Easy fitting and
woaderfully cool. Just the hat for

the warm weather.

Price 2/-. Post, 3d. extra.

THE "GOLFER."
Exceptionally light, with ample
ventilation^ and cannot blow oS.

The ideal summer cap.

Price 2/-. Post, 3d. extra.

THE '• CONNAUGHT."
Our Speciality.

New style in Real Harris Tweed.
Superb shape. Finished detail.

Made in all colourings, 6/6.

Can also be had hi a cheaper cloth

4/6.

GENT'S
BROWN HOLLAND

OVER- JACKETS
fop

MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Price 7/11.

Leggings to match same, 3/11 per pair.

Superior quality ditto—Jackets, 11 /6.
Leggings to match, 6/11.

Hundreds of the Smartest Novelties in our 'New Motor Cata-
logue "Everything for the Motorist."

Motor List just out. Write to-day. Gratis and Post Free.

HinGED

strikingly suuiding out amongst many other excellent

features which characterise the modem " QUALITY "

saddle

—

LYCETT'S 'La Grande'^^ L. 30^^
MOTOR MODEL
you will find on inspection the two particular improve-
ments to which we ask your attention here.

Glance at the points and note

—

1st. This model constitutes the perfect

anti-vibratory system with the com
bined action of THE HINGED
NOSE at front and Spring Power
at back. This hinged nose above
the coil gives the saddle great sensi-

tiveness and smoothness in meeting
road shocks and vibration.

2nd. It TENSIONS, or adjusts, at THE
BACK. Over the powerful springs

you see the projecting nuts of the

tension rods. These provide easy
adjustment and give added longitu-

dmal strength.

These important features are essentially Lycett's

own, and found only on Lycett's L. 30—the leading

M.-)tor Saddle.
be satisfied with nothing less than a Lycett, and get

one rO-iJ)AV'. Don't procrastinate with pleasure.

Saddle-book rree.

LYCE IT'S, Dept 9,
* The Saddlery,'

Bromley Street, BIRMINGHAM .

CYCLISTS ! We've something for you.

SEE NEXT WEEK'S AD.

ANe
THOSE
NUTS-

IHEBAGK!
f^jj-

In answering these advertisements it is desirabh to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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Scottish Five Days' Reliability Trial.—

two miles south of Ne^vtonmore, and trained into

Inverness.

The following lost no marks : S. J. K. Thomson
(Triumph), J. M. Dobson (5 h.p. Vindec), and R.

H. Salvesen (3^ h.p. Triumph).
The remainder lost marks as follows : Muirhead

161, Scott 168, Bostock 17, McGregor ii^ J. D.
Morrison 14, Fletcher 4, Hay 75, Douglas 29, Hender-
son 28, Wilson 28, Pratt 30, McRae 83, Niven 80,

Atkinson 142, Gainsford 42, Pearson 83, Donaldson

138, Brown 121, and Downie 20.

Second Day.—Inverness, Dingwall, Tain, Bonar
Bridge, Evelix, Mound, Brora, Berriedale,
WicK, John=o*=Groat's, and Thurso. Approxi=
mate distance 177 miles.

At 3 a.m. on Tuesday I was nearly blown

out of bed, and, getting up, I found a terrific gale

blowing and heavy storms of rain sweeping over the

town at brief intervals. This weather con-

tinued all day. The roads were indescribably

bad for practically the entire distance of

176^' miles between Inverness and Thurso,

and the competitors reached their destination

draggled and plastered with mud from head
to foot. Probably no competitors in any

motor cycling trial have ever had to face

such an exacting journey, though, fortunately,

the wind \'eered round from the north towards

the west, and so its stopping power on the

long ascent of the Ord was negligible

ever had punctures, he would escape, for his rear

wheel was shod with a Thorne puncture-proof cover
(overlapping steel discs embedded in the rubber), and
contained a Dreadnought Clincher inner tube about
j^in. thick. However, two miles from Wick the joint

in his inner tube came unstuck, and as he was riding

fast to make up time he was thrown over his handle-
bars, luckily escaping serious injury. The men who
lost no marks, averaging twenty miles an hour all

day over the frightful roads, have registered extremely

creditable performances. Berriedale Hill proved more
of a stumbling block on this occasion than in the

End-to-end trial last year, comparatively few of the

riders rounding the double corner successfully. They
will readily be excused, as the whole hill was greasy,

and a very heavy storm (the worst of the day) burst

over it after the first half-dozen men had gone up.

The men who had R.O.M. combination covers on their

back wheels were able absolutely to ignore the grease.

—^in fact, it only met the riders head on be-

tween John -o'-Groat's and Thurso. The roads
having been dry on the previous day, the grease was
often of a dangerous character, and spills were fre-

quent. The comers on the Ord, which are very

acute, were so slimy that the riders had to slow right

down to get round safely, and as a consequence few
of them reached the summit without pushing or heavy
pedalling. Portions of the route were scarred \vith

deep pot holes full of surface water, and belt slip with
rubber belts was almost universal. To add to the
general misery, punctures were very common. At
the start Henderson, of Ayr, prophesied that, who-

Ths Stsep, Denholms, ths scene of the Bradford M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb on th3 17th inst. The left-hand illustration shows the

second bend on ths hill, while the right hand illustration is of^the

1 in 6 section at the summit.

{Photograph skindly sent by H. W. Turner.)

Amongst the exciting experiences of the day

may be mentioned the breaking of a handle-bar

bv Thomson whilst pedalling hard up the Ord.

tie pluckily rode on to Thurso with only half

his bar, and by an extraordinary piece of luck

the Thurso agent had a spare in stock.

W^e on the official car had no time to stop

for lunch at Brora, as we wanted- to reach

Berriedale ahead of the first man, so I went

into an hotel and ordered a packet of sand-

wich 'S.
" Wull ye' hae canny anes or wee

anes? " quoth the landlady. I replied that I wanted

a generous supply for two persons. When I returned

ten minutes later the ample figure of mine hostess was

almost concealed behind a huge pile of a dozen sand-

wiches, each consisting of two enormous slabs of bread

about a foot square and an inch thick, and containing

about lib. of ham apiece. "It'll be 9s.," quoth

the landlady; "twelve canny sandwiches at 9d.

apiece." I refused to burden myself with the whole

of this enormous bale. " Ye'll tak the hail or ye'll
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Scottish Five Days' ReliabUity Trial.—

tak nane," she retorted curtly. So I " tak nane
"

from her, but got cheaper and better supplies across

the road.

We saw one competitor well ahead of his time and

riding hard, so we sang out, "You're ahead of time."

S. J. K. Thomson (3^ h.p. Triumph) rounding the first bad corner near top
of Amulree Hill. Note the fishing creel on his carrier.

He replied, " Man, a ken naething at a' about time,

I'm juist riding as fast as a can! " This is a fair

sample of the methods of certain inexperienced com-
petitors.

I observed the following riders on Berriedale Brae :

Dobson (5 h.p. V.S.) failed on comer; Morrison and
McGregor (both on T.T. Matchless machines) came
up too fast, jumped off at the comer, ran a few steps,

and went up well ; Thomson (Triumph) rode clean up
the hill, pedalling on the corner (one of the best

performances, as he cut across the steep part of the

corner) ; Salvesen (Triumph) came up slowly, and
jumped off after rounding the bend; Fletcher on
the lightweight Douglas came up too fast, and had to

jump off hurriedly on the corner, but went up without

pedalling, good ; Downie on the Ariel rode up with

splendid judgment, slipping his clutch on the bend

;

Bostock (Triumph) fell off at the comer; Douglas
on his lightweight made a very neat and fast ascent

with pedal assistance; Pratt (3^^ h.p. Brown) very

fair ; Wilson (Triumph) very fair ; Hay (Rex) failed

at comer; Gainsford on the two-speeded Advance
made an excellent climb, rounding the corner on his

low gear.

It is interesting to note that, owing to the number
of cars smashed on the southern side of Berriedale

Brae, the authorities have put up a board at the

summit with the notice, " In case of brake failure, use

emergency road," and half-way down the hill a short

road forks off to the right, being specially constructed

with an up-gradient of i in 5 to stop runaway motors.

Donaldson (-31^ h.p. .Matchless) failed to arrive by

nine o'clock.

The following have lost no marks to-day : Salvesen,

J. D. Morrison, Dobson, Bostock, Fletcher, Gainsford,

Thomson, McGregor, Wilson, Downie, and Pratt.

Others have lost marks as follows : Douglas 53,
Hay 36, Niven 38, McRae 122, Pearson 22, Hender-
son 125, Alexander 35, and Scott 48; Muirhead lost

his checking card.

M. Pratt (3i h.p.

Brown) falling off

at the second bad

bend near top of

Amulree Hill,

after climbing up

farther than any

other competitor.

There are
stretches of 1 in

5 on Amulree.
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No matter when you buy the bicycle

—

No matter where you buy the bicycle

—

No matter what the bicycle—as far as

the saddle is concerned be persistent,

be emphatic and " SAY BROOKS."

Specify a

BROOKS
ANII-VIBRATORY

SADDLE
and refuse all substitutes, for such
action will mean your greater comfort

and, as naturally follows, your health

and happiness awheel.
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Remember, no other saddle embodies
in its construction the BROOKS
Compound Springs

—

These absorb all vibration within
themselves, and, by their compen-
sating action, effect this service
without that common fault—a ten-
dency to bounce.

They are fitted to all models of the

BROOKS
AMTI-VIBRATORY MOTOR CYCLE

SADDLES
and Seats, and make possible that
perfect comfort which alone will
enable you to undertake the longest
rides without fatigue. Let us send
you Saddle Manual, Dept. B45.

J. B. BROOKS & CO , LTD.,
The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMI NGH AM.
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wlio displays these signs

stocks a full assortment of

Motor Cycle Tyres

-covers and tubes—and can

therefore supply you with

your size and type.

Look out for these signs wherever

you go for your next week-end run.

In answerina thit advertisement it is dr^irahle to mention " The l£oto^ Cvcle."
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Scottish Five Days' Reliability Trial.—

Third Day.—Thurso, Bettyhill, Lairg, Bonar
Bridge, Alness, Dingw^all, and Inverness.
Approximate distance 141 miles.

The Scotch ''trials" must be understood in a

scriptural sense. Amulree and the Grampians and
the distance combined to make Monday a very trying

day. Tuesday, owing to the awful weather, was the

**'vf*,*(»^'*v-Mfc».^-"jri^ ^*,JSa.M«>\»^WJ}!. " ff> '<^.S^-I^'*«^rfy^'<

Competitors arriving at the Garage—Thurso.

hardest day's trial I have ever known. To-day is

stated by the men who have at present arrived to have
been far worse than either Monday or Tuesday. It

was raining when the men left Thurso, and pot-holes

and puddles, plus a head-on gale, caused many riders

to be late over the first section of thirty-two miles to

Bettyhill. From Bettyhill the

men had to strike due south over

a steep switchback road to Bonar
Bridge, and for about thirty miles

the road consisted of a constant

succession of patches of rough

granite blocks. It was like rid-

ing mile after mile over newly laid

unrolled road metal. Spills were

frequent, accessories on the

nachines came loose by vibration,

md some of the thinner tyres w^ere

badly cut. I noticed several

nachines in the Inverness garage

to-night minus axle nuts on both

front and back spindles. Bostock

had' his tyres gashed clean through

by sharp stones on nine separate

occasions. Gainsford and Douglas
both broke the tiny pins holding

the balance bobs in their carburetter

float chambers—^an extraordinarily

unusual mishap, especially when
occurring in duplicate. When
Bonar Bridge was once passed the

roads were excellent, and the view

from the top of Fearn Hill on the

short cut across the mountain- n

Dingwall was the finest I have ever seen in Great
Britain.

Scott withdrew his Triumph at Thurso this morn-
ing, his leg being painful from an accident before
the trials. News came in that Donaldson had broken
his cylinder in a fall near Tain last night, but was
riding on, and that Ray Morrison's retirement at Crieff
was due to a derangement of the magneto timing gear.

The number of starters this morn-
ing was thus reduced to twenty, of

whom only thirteen bad arri\'ed by

9 p.m. Salvesen, T. D. Morri-
son, McGregor, Fletcher, Thom-
son, and Pratt ha\-e earned full

marks for the . day—a remarkably
creditable performance, recorded
by such pluck and endurance as

have rarely before been equalled.'

Hay, McRae, Pearson, Muir-
head, Atkinson, Henderson, and
Alexander are all missing, and were
last heard of in trouble with tyres.

The following ha\-e lost marks :

Douglas 147 (both tyres ruined),

Niven 4, Dobson 14 (broken inlet

valve), Bostock 164 (nine punctures
and three falls), Gainsford 15 (he

has one of the smallest engines in

the trial, and felt the head gale

severely), Wilson 15 (punctures),

and Downie 54 (punctures).

The two Brooklands Matchless
machines are doing splendidly, as

are several of the Triumphs, Pratt's 3>^ h.p. Brown,
and Fletcher's lightweight Douglas.

10 p.m.
Alexander,, Henderson, Atkinson, Pearson, and

McRae have just arrived, having been on the road
fourteen hours for 140 miles. They have lost all

^ competitor haU-way up Amulree, which accounted tor so many failures. The surface is exceedingly rough.
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tish Five Days' Reliability Trial.—

r marks for the day, and have scarcely had any-

ig to eat. They report a fearful journey as far

Bonar Bridge. They have seen nothing of Hay

the remaining! absentees, who have probably retired

north of Lairg, where there is no railway.

Jp to date Salvesen and Thomson, both on 3^4 h.p.

umphs, are the only men who have lost no marks

l11. Fletcher is third (four marks lost), McGregor

1 (eleven), Dobson and Morrison equal sixth (four-

1), and Pratt eighth (thirty). All these perform-

es are probably better than any previous achieve-

it in any British motor cycling reliability trial.

iirth Day.—Invernese, Nairn, Forres, Elgin
Huntly, Aberdeen. Approximate distance
105 miles.

?o-day's run was comparatively easy. Fine weather

Dured the competitors, and for once the roads were

rly level. Yesterday's missing men arrived at

erness in the small hours, except Atkinson, who has

A Scottish Trials cdmpetitor climbing Berriedale, probably the most severe

hill on the route.

:ired. Hay on a Rex arrived at 4 a.m. Being

able to wake the porter, he burgled the window, and

;pt on a chair in the lounge. It appears that in restart-

y from a side road on a steep hill Hay went over a

,nk and 200 feet down the side of a ravine. He was

.uled up by four men, and finished after twenty hours

the road. Order for special prize, best perform-

ice : Salvesen and Thomson, both on Triumphs
)st no marks), and Fletcher on Douglas third (lost

ur marks). Muirhead has not been heard of since

sterday.

The little 8 h.p. Humber carrying officials has

me through the trial non-stop to date.

Douglas, Salvesen, Hay, Morrison, Niven, Dobson,
letcher, McGregor, Pearson, Thomson, Downie, and
ratt have gained full marks to-day. Bostock lost

lirty-five and Gainsford three. McRae, Henderson,
''ilson, and Alexander ar<» nniswiiig at time of writing.

H. Davison (3i h.p Rex) hon. sec. of the North
Islington Conservative and Unionist M.C., who

•4won a gold medal in the M.C.C. 24 Hours' Trial

on the 17th inst.

)
JULY 26th, igog.

Machines will be detained to-morrow night for

B. H. Davies and Gordon Gibson to examine their

condition. The police were out with watches and

a telescope near Nairn, but the official car spotted

them, and warned the competitors.

Fifth Day.—Aberdeen, LaurenceKirR, Brechin.
Perth, Stirling, Murrayfield Car [Terminus,
Approximate distance 149 miles.

The Scottish motor cycle trials were concluded

to-day (Friday), July 23rd. The distance ridden

was 140 miles via Brechin, Perth, and Stirling.

The road is

an easy one for

motor cycles,

but a furious

headwind met
the competitors,

and consider-

ably delayed

their progress.

They were also

hampered by
frequent heavy
storms of rain,

which fell at in-

tervals through-

out the day. Of
the twenty-six

starters (see
page 562) six-

teen have qualified for awards. The names of the

riders who qualified for gold medals and the names
of the machines they rode are as follows: No. 2,

H. H. Salvesen (3)^ h.p. Triumph)) No. 15, S. J. K.
Thomson (3^ h.p. 1907 Triumph). Both these com-
petitors secured full marks. H. H. Salvesen also

won the special prize tor the best performance by a

rider using British-made pneumatic tyres ; he rode
Palmer Cords.

Silver Medalsj N. 10, G. L. Fletcher (2^ h.p.

Douglas); No. 11, C. McGregor (5 h.p. 1909 T.T.
Matchless); No. 13, R. S. Morrison (4 h.p. 1906
twin Werner); No. 7, J. M. Dobson (5 h.p. 1908
Vindec); No. 20, M. Pratt {t,j4 h.p. 1908 Brown);
No. 16, G. Wilson {^j4 h.p. 1908 Triumph); No.

14, D. H. Gainsford (3 h.p. Advance, Roc two-speed
gear); No. 17, A. Downie (3^ h.p. 1909 Ariel).

Bronze medals have been awarded as follows : No.

6, W. Niven (5-6 h.p. 1909 four-cylinder F.N.) No.
I, W. W. Douglas (2^ h.p. Douglas); No. 12, A.

Pearson (3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph); No. 3, A. H.
H^y {3% ^-P- i'9°9 Rex); No. 9, A. G. Bostock

(1909 T.T. Triumph); No. 23, C. N. Henderson

(3^ h.p. 1909 T.T. Triumph); No. 19, G. Muir-
head (4 h.p. Matchless-J. A. P.)

All the above are in order of merit in accordance
with marks gained and the condition of the machine
at the close of the trials.

A. H. Hay wins the prize presented for the best per-

formance on a Rex motor cycle.

Those who finished the trials outside the maximum
schedule time were: No. 26, G. Alexander (3 h.p.

Midget Bicar); No. 8, B. P. McRae (3^ h.p. 1908
Triumph); No. 25, J. Donaldson (3^^ h.p. T.T.
Matchless-J.A.P.)

The remaining six competitors retired at various

points of the route for reasons I have already stated.
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machin
if\ the 6 days' A C.U. Reliability Trials that can
claim the following remarkable record is the

N.S.U.
fitted with N.S.U. Tw^o-speed Gear.

1. The only make represented by one model.

2. Ridden and entered by an owner-amateur.

3. AWARDED GOLD MEDAL.
4. A standard pattern throughout.

5. Awarded full marks.

6. Performances on all hills officially reported "EXCELLENT.'
7. Machine and two-speed gear finished in excellent condition.

NOW NOTE THIS:-
This performance will be more appreciated when the fact is

pointed out that the 4 h.p. N.S.U. model de luxe was purchased by

Mr. F. C.Wood—the rider—only two days before the commencement
of the trials, and that it was an ordinary istock model taken from
the window.

s>

N.S.U.

MOTOR
CO., Ltd.

rr-

i^^^/^
;x

\^
-r^iS'~~%i

.^

Officeb and
Showrooms

:

186. Great

Portland St,

London, W-

Goodi and Repairs

:

83-85,

Bolsover St.,

._.j

4 H.p. N.@.U* nnocSvl De Lux®.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cydt.
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*A1
at

Lloyds

'

132, Monument Rd.,

Birmingham.

July i6th, 1909.

" It may interest

you to know that we
have found your
magnetos wonder-
fully satisfactory and
on our machines
which we have run
ourselves we daresay
we have in several

cases done over
20 000 miles with
harrlly any replace-

ments to speak of.

We have also had the
same experience with
customers who have
given the Magneto
reasonable attention
as regards lubric-

ation, but those who
are a li ttle careless in

this respect have had
some trouble."

THE LLOYD
MOTOR AND

ENGINEERING
CO.

You can well
understand why
all the leading
makers fit

BOSCH.

Scooped
the pool/'

BOSCH
MAGNETOS.

In the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials

Bosch Magnetos were fitted to

the machines which secured

TWO GOLD MEDALS
Presented by " The Motor Cycle,"

MISS M. HIND'S CUP,
A. J. WILSON'S CUP,
M.J.SCHULTE'SCUP,
A.C.U. TEAM PRIZE,

27 GOLD MEDALS
ou t of a possible 3

1

ALL Silver Medals,

Both Certificates.

"2,000
miles

without a
misfire."

" DunoUie,
Livcipool Road,
AinsMale. 19/7/09.

Messrs. The Bosch
Magneto Co.-, Ltd.

Dear Sirs, — The
following may be of

interest to you. On
Monday last I paced
Mr. J.B Hart-Davies
from Garstang ^ to

Land's End on his re-

cord ride. On Wed-
nesday I rode home
to Southport from
Bristol. On Friday
and Saturday last I

competed in the

M.C.C. 24 hours (450
miles) Trial, gaining
second place (only

three marks behind
the winner). On Sun-
day I rode home
from Taplow. The
total distance covered
by me in the 5 days
was 1,500 miles, and
during this mileage I

have never touched
the Bosch plug nor
experienced a single

misfire. The plug has
now done upwards of

2,000 miles of hard
work the engine being
run for a large num-
ber of hours at a
stretch, and it is a
wonder to me that a
plug could stand such
a continuous strain.

I sliJiU certa nly use

no other tliiui the

Bosch plug as 1 am
convinced it is ab-
solutely trustwo! thy.

Yours faithJuliy,

(Signed)

HUGH GIBSON.

The Bosch Magneto

Co., Ltd.

23, Store St., London, W.C.

Tel: " Bomae;, London."
'Phones: Gerrafd 8610 (2 lines

In answe-rinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Scottish Five Days' Reliability TriaL —
The official, Gar—'Gordon Gibson's 8 h.p. Humber

—

came right through the trials and completed the whole

course without an involuntary stop; this despite the

fact that the selected course was the most arduous I

TH^\

mom^cm 567

have ever known. The Scottish Trials course was far

more exacting than the one selected for the A.C.U.
1,000 miles trials. It is therefore not surprising that

the performances on some of the precipitous hills were
somewhat disappointing. Basil H. Davies.

m

9
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING,
THE M.U. MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS' SCHEME.

The Motor Cycle Committee of the Motor Union has been
in communication with the Wat Ofl&ce on the subject of

military motor cycling. The chairman, of the committee has
had an interview with the authorities, with the result that

they have expressed their willingness to accept the services

of a limited number of motor cyclists at the ceivalry manoeuvres
in September next. Motor cycling members of the Motor
Union who would like to take part are requested to com-
municate at once with the secretary, 1, Albemarle Street,

Piccadilly, W., stating whether they have had any military

experience, and what machine they propose to use. The
mancBuvres will i^ake place in the neighbourhood of Oxford,

from September 18th to the 23rd. Motor cyclists will be
attached to the staff as dispatch riders. They will be pro-

vided with quarters, and they will have free messing and
6s. 6d. a day for expenses, petrol, etc. The War Office

regard this as purely experimental, as they are anxious to

test the usefulness of the motor cycle for military purposes.

THE AUTO CYCLE LEGION.
Early this month a letter appeared in various daily paper*

regarding a new motor cycle corps proposed to be formed.
Mr. F. Straight, the Kecretary of the Auto Cycle Union,
has now add-x-essed a letter in reply, pointing out that the
A.C.U. has formed the Auto Cycle Legion, with a view to
placing at the disposal of the War Othce a body of motor
cyclists able to take an intelligejnt part in the defence of
their country in a time of national danger. The A.C.L. k
therefore already covering the ground suggested by Capt.
E. Trevor Wright, and in the A.C.U. secretary's opinion it

is undesirable to form another motor cycle corps which would
necesBarily tend to weaken an existing organisation.
The following commands have already been established :

London, Essex and Suffolk, Bradford and district, Man-
chester and district, Oxford and district, Glasgow, Kent,
and Reading and district, and motor cyclists desirous of
joining will be gladly put into communication with the
commandant of either of the above districts.

THE IRISH END-TO-END RELIABILITY TRIALS on the 13th inst.

J. Lavery and J. Stewart putting the finishing touches
to their machines previous to the start.

C. E. Murphy, the winner, with his 31 h.p.

Triumph.
Competitors refreshing themselves at one of the

eontiols.

INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB BETWEEN
The above event was successfully run off last Saturday at

Irondown Hill, near Deddington, Oxfordshire. Teams of six
were selected to represent each club. The results were
worked out on A.C.U. formula, the Birmingham team easily
proving winners. The first six best times were also made by
the Birmingham men, who are now becoming quite au fait
with hill-climbs and similar competitions.
Owing to obvious reasons, it was impossible to publish the

venue of the climb broadcast, consequently there were few
ST)ectators. and there was no difficulty ia keeping the course
clear. The results are :

BiKMINGHAM TeAM.

Name. Machine.
Edwards (3^ Triumph)
Southam (3^ Triumph)
Troman (3^ Triumph)
Raper (3^ Triumph) ...

Fowler (5 Rex)
Heath (7-9 Peugeot) ...

Fowler made the fastest

Total Figure
weight. Time. of merit.

... ol21bs. ... 42.2s. 64.4

... 319 lbs. .. 44.4s. .. 65.4

... 336 lbs. ... 48.8s 69.2

... 312 lbs. .. 47.8s. .. 73.0

... 305 lbs. .. 37.6s.' .. 89.4

... 385 lbs. ... 42.6s. .. 109.0
time of the day ; he literally

BIRMINGHAM AND OXFORD M.C.C.

appeared to fly up the liill. Edwards on his 3^ h.p. Triumph;
for the second time this year made the best performance on
formula ; he is awarded Mr. Norton's prize, value £1 Is.

Southam made third best time on his 35 h.p. Triumph, and
would probably have done better but for the fact that he
had a new cylinder out for the first time.

Oxford TIeam.

Name. Machine.
Smith (2|- X.S.U.) ...

Braithwaite {6^ Triumph)
Betteridge (3^ Triumph)
Salter (3^ Triumph) ...

Matthews (3^ Triumph)
Moore (3^ Brown)

Braithwaite made the fastest time of the Oxford team on
his 1907 Triumph, Betteridge coming second on liisi 1S09
Triumph ; both made very clean climbs. Smith on his

2| h.p. NiS.U. made the best performance on formula, and.
considering the size of his engine, he made a very good
show. '

Totiil Figure
weight. Time of merit.

... 305 lbs. . .. 60.2s. ... 65.6

... 305 lbs. . .. 53.8s. ... 80.2

... 301 lbs. . .. 54.0s. ..^ 85.4

... 319 lbs. . .. 58.0a ... 86.5

... 319 lbs. . .. 60.2s. ... 90.1

... 312 lbs. . .. 60.2s. ... 91.8
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ENTRIES FOR THE BROOKLANDS MEETING.
Saturday, July 31st.

,2.0.—THE JUNIOR MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.
No. of Bore and

Entrant and machine.

McNab (3i h.p. Trump-J.A.P.)
Abbott, jun. (3^ h.p. Triumph)

F.

A.
P.

L.

U.

w.

w.
A.
E.

J.

S.

A.
W.
O.
J. T.

2.30.-

A.
R.

W. Bischoff (5 h.p. F.N., " EfEendi

C. Miuiro (3^ h.p. N.S.U.)
Schmk (4 h.p. N.S.U.)
Dewtir (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Grrdua)
0. Bentley (3^ h.p. Rex)
G. Fenn (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. W. FitzHerbert (5 h.p.

Smyth (3^- h.p. Rex) ...

Garrett (3-^ h.p. N.L.G.)
Rowell (M. and M.) ...

Pollard (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex)

C
F.

F.

Bashair(3i h.p. W.H.B.)

-THE AUGUST

cylinders. stroke.

. 1 ... 86x85

. 1 ... 84x86

. 4 ... 60x57

. 2 ... 63x80
. 1 ... 82x94
. 1 ... 84x85
. 1 ... 85x85
. 1 ... 82x89
. 1 ... 85x88
. 4 ... 50x67
. 1 ... 82x89
. ! ... 85x85
. 1 ... 72x77
. 1 ... 81x88
. 1 ... 82x89

1 ... 84x86

JUNIOR HANDICAP, for cars.

F.N.)

3.O.—THE SPRINT RAGE, for cars.

3.20.—THE AUGUST MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP.
F. A. McNab (3^ h.p. Trump-J.A.P.

Abbott, jun. (3^- h^.p._ Triurnph
Bischoff (5 h.p. F.N., "Effendi")

(5^ h.p. N.S.U.)

R.

W
C.' MunBp
Schink (4 h.p. N.S.U.)
Dewar (3^ h.p. Triumph)
W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith
G. Fenn (3^ h.p. Triumph)
C. W. FitzHerbert (5 h.p.

C. Smyth (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian)

Gradua)

F.N.)

A.
P.
L.

G.
W.

A.
E.

J.

W.
W. H. Wells (6 h.p. Indian)

S. F. Garrett (3^ h.p. N.L.G.)
W. Pollard (3i h.p. Quadrant)
0. C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex)
F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex)
J. T. Bashall (3i h.p. W.H.B.)

3.45.—A PRIVATE MATCH.
(

4.10.—THE JULY SENIOR
HANDICAP, for cars.

4.35.—THE SENIOR MOTOR CYCLE
F. Toman (5 h.p. Laurin-Klement)

C. Munro (5^ h.p. N.S.U.)
Schink (8 h.p. N.S.U.)
G. Partridge (6 h.p. N.S.U.) ...

Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.)
G. Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.)

Wells (5 h.p. Indian)

Wells (6 h.p. Indian)

Colver (7 h.p. Matchless) ...

Collier (7 h.p. Matchless) ...

Arnott (7 h.p. Minerva)
Applebee (5 h.p. Rex)
Bashall (7 h.p. Bat)

1

1

4
2
1

1

1

1

4
1

2

2
1

1

1

2
1

85x85
84x86
50x57
75x84
82x94
84x86
85x85
85x88
60x57
82x89
70x80
70x83
85x85
81x88
82 X 89
76x80
84x86

cars).

PRIVATE COMPETITORS'

L.

G.
H.
J,

A.
W.
W.
H.
C.

F.

F.

W.

H.
H.
V.
R.
H.
A.
H.

HANDICAP.
... 2 ...

2
"... 2 ".'..

... 2 ...

... 2 ...

2

... 2 "...

... 2 ...

... 2 ...

... 2 ...

• • Ci •••

• •• ^ •••

80x90
75x84
80x99
75x90
80x94
80x94
70.x 80
70x83
85x85
85x85
82x85
76x80
85x85

5.0.—THE RELAY RACE, for cars.

Monday, August 2nd>
.
— THE SECOND ROADSTER MOTOR

HANDICAP.
R. Abbott, jun. (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Aldington (5 h.p. Eland)
Schink (8 h.p. N.S.U.)
Dewar (3^. h.p. Triumph)
W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith
G. Fenn (5 h.p. Rex)
C. W. FitzHerbert (5 h.p.

W. Genn (2| h.p. Eland)
Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.) ...

Gradua)

F.N.)

2.0.

A.
G.
G.
W.
F.
A.
E.
W.
J.

A. G. Forster (3^ h.p. N.L.G.)
J. C. Smyth (3i h.p. Rex)
W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian)

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian)
^

J. Liscombe, jun. (4 h.p. Laurin-Klemerit)

H. A. Collier (7 h.p. Alatchless)

0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex)

2.30.—AUGUST SENIOR HANDICAP, for

1

2
2
1

1

2
4
2
2 .

1 .

1

2 .

2 .

2
2 .

1

cars.

CYCLE

84x86
75x75
80x99
84x86
85x85
76x80
50x57
85x60
80 X 94
84 X 86
82x89
70x80
70x83
70x80
85 X «5

82x89

3.0.—THE JULY JUNIOR PRIVATE COMPETITORS'
HANDICAP, for cars.

3.30.— L'HE SECOND CHAMPION MOTOR CYCLE PLATE.
No. of Bore and

Entrant and machine. cylinders. stroke.

G. Schink (8 h.p. N.S.U.) 2 ... 80x99
W. Dewar (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1 ... 84x86
J. Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.) 2 ... 80x94
A. G. Forster (7 h.p. N.L.G.) 2 ... 80x94
F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua) ... 1 ... 85x85
H. V. Colver (7 h.p. Matchless) 2 ... 85x85
H. A. Collier (7 h.p. Matchless) 2 ... 85x85
C. R. Collier (7 h.p. Matchless) 2 ... 86x85
F. H. Arnott (7 h.p. Minerva) 2 ... 82x85
W. H. Bashall (7 h.p. Bat) 2 ... 85x85
3.50.—THE SECOND GRAND PRIX RACE, for cars. .

4.15. — THE SECOND RACE FOR THE 0'GORMAN
TROPHY, for cars.

5.O.— I'HE AUGUST WINNERS' HA.NDICAP.
For all winners at August Meeting except the Second

O'Gorman Trophy.

M.C.C. LONDON-LAND'S END-LONDON RUN.
The following entries have been received for the above run,

which starts at 4 a.m. on Saturday next from Cranford Bridge,
the competitors returning on Monday, August 2nd. Mr.
Harry G. Bell, the trials hon. secretary, informed us that at
least a dozen more entries were expected before the list wa«
closed

:

Harry G. Bell (3^ Triumph)
Owen Summers (6 Acacia)
F. A. Hardy (3^ Norton) .

E. Gwynne (7 V.S.)

A. T. vStanton (3^ Bradbury)
E. Clark (2'! Douglas)
G. Purchase (35 Triumph)
D. S. Baddeley (7-9 Baddeley)
L. A. Baddeley (3^ Yelladab)
Stanley Webb (3i Triumph)
G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas)

>-•••.—<

A.C.U. QUARTERLY TRIAL.

The third Quarterly Reliability Trial of 1909 takes place
to-day (Wednesday) over the usual course from Uxbridge t©
Banbury and back, a distance of 125 miles. The competitors
will be timed on Dashwood and Amersham Hills as before.

The luncheon stop is at the Red Lion, Banbury.
Tlie entrants are :

W. W. Douglas (2| Doughis)
W. Watson (7 Vind.'C Special)

G. Brough (5 Brough)
F. Mussell {b\ Rex)
Dr. C. B. Moss Blundell

(3^ Nondescript)
H. Karslake (3^ Nondescript)
W. Cooper (3^ Triumph)
H. Crole-Rees (6 Advance)
J. V. Robinson (2| Douglas)
Hugh Gibson (3^ Triumpa)

R. D. T. Wood (3i Triumph)
J. L. Norton (3^ Norton)
A. Brown (3^ Midget Bicax)

R. Beir (N.S.U.)
H. D. Teage (3| Premier)
G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)
R. W. Walker (3i Premier)
H. G. Partridge, (2^ N.S.U.H
A. H. Haden.f^

)

E. A. Colliver (3i Triumph)
J. Forgan Potts (3^ Triumph)
James Cycle Co. (3^ James)
James Cycle Co. (3^ James)
F. C. Wood (4 N.S.U.)
W. J. Akerman (2^ N.S.U.)
Howard Smith (3^ Triumph)
D. F. Steeves (2i N.S.U.)
A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury)
R. Measures (5^ Triumph)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
H. Bevir (3| L.M.C.)
J. A. Wake (3^ P. and M.)
C. J. Janssen (2 Moto-Reve)

S. Kempson Jones (3^ L.M.C.)
V. Underbill (3i L.M.C.)
P. W. Bischoff (5-6 F.N.)
J. Seyfried (3^ Triumph)
G. Simpson (3^ Bradbury)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
A. W. Wall, Ltd. (Roc)
Eric Myers (3^ Scott)

F. W. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
F. W. Applebee (5 Rex)
H. G. Potts (3i Triumph)
R. C. Griersbach (3^ Triumph)
A. G. Fenn (6-7 Bat)
H. H. Bowen (7 Bat)
H. Berwick (3^ Excelsior)

W. Hewitt (3^ Excelsior)
C. H. Crole-Rees (6 Advance)
J. Weller (5-6 A.C. tricar)

G. Seymour (5-6 A.C. tricar)

J. Portwine (5-6 A.C. tricar)

P. Eagles (6 N.S.U. and side-

car)

Six Days* Trials. A Correction.
G. E. Stanley did not pedal his 3^ h.p. Premier up the

test hill, Blaenau-Festiniog, as stated in the Auto Cycle
Union judges' report of the Six Days' Trials. As a matter
of fact, his machine had no pedals, and we are assured
that he made a clean ascent of the hill.
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Middlesbrongh M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the Gjers cup and club medals on
Wednesday, the 21st inst., proved an unqualified success.

The trial was over a distance of 205^ miles, and the competi-

tors were allowed llh. 20m. to cover the course, including

oive hour stop at York for dinner. A most difficult trial was
planned, the men travelling from Marton Bungalow (the

elub's headquarters) to Guisborough, Ruswarp, Scarborough,

York, Wetherby, Harrogate, Ripon, Northallerton, Eller-

beck, Yarm, Leven Bridge, and thence to Marten Bunga-
low, which course contains, amongst others, two very

trying hilk, namely, Birk Brow and High Leven Bank.
The competitors were : E. Young (3^ h.p. Bradbury), R.
Archdale (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. A. George (3^ h.p. Rex), J.

Benjamin (2 h.p. Moto-Reve), W E. Price (3^ h.p. Premier),

Bennett (5 h.p. Norton), G. R. Sanderson (3^ h.p. Triumph), .J.

E. Grafton (3^ h.p. Rex), E. Rees (3^ h.p. Triumph), J.

Bellerby (3^ h.p. Minerva), Wm. Danby (3^ h.p. Auto Moto),

E. Nock. J. Tenford, J. Turner, J. H. Dale, and H. Fair-

grieve (3^ h.p. Triumphs), R. Richardson (2 h.p. Moto-Reve),
and J. Tennick (3^ h.p. Brown). J, H. Dale was awarded

With the appearance of daylight and the Cheshire roads
matters improved considerably, and the going was first-raw.

The awards for the competition are as follows : 1st, the
Hutton Shield and club gold medal ; 2nd, prize value £2 2s. ;

3rd, prize value £1 Is. The following five riders ran to

schedule time throughout, so necessitating another competi-
tion to find a winner : H. T. Wanklyn (3^ h.p. Triumph),
Jack Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.), J. A. Stacey (3^ h.p.

Triumph), T. Durant (3^ h.p. J.A.P.), and T. Dunstan
(3^ h.p. Rex). The following five riders having covered the
course at an average of seventeen miles per hour qualify for

the club's bronze medal : F. Dover (3^ h,p. Triumph), S.

Sawer (3^ h.p. Kelecom), H. W. Fawley (3^ h.p. Triumph),
W. Barber (3^ h.p. Barber), and D. Bradbury (3^ h.p.

Norton).
Manchester M.C.

Although the weather conditions were very imfavourable, a

successful hUl-climb took place on Saturday last. The venue
was, as ia«ual, in the Longendale Valley, close to Woodhead.
Rain fell heavily most of the afternoon, accompanied with a
gusty wind. The results on the handicap are : 1st, D.

The Manchester

Motor Club's hill-

climbing c m -

petition in the

Longendale
Valley, close to

Woodhead.

A. .^. Moorhouse,

who rode a 5 h.p.

Twin- cylinder
Rex, is seen ready

to start.

the cup and gold medal, and also the Triumph gold medal
for the best performance on a Triumph machine, whilst other
prize winners were : 2, E. Young,, motor cycle riding outfit

(presented by Stewarts, Ltd.) ; 3, R. Archdale, motor cycle
head lamp (presented by W. Armstrong) ; 4, W. A. George
(special prize presented by R. Richardson). T. Almgill
acted as judge, and J. Dickenson as timekeeper.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The club's reliability trial which took place on the 17th
inst. created much local interest. The course was from
Sheffield to Holyhead and back, a • distance of 324 miles.
This had to be covered at an average of eighteen miles per
hour. Fifteen riders faced the starter, Mr. J. W. Gouid,
at midnight on Friday, the 16th. The night ride over the
Derbyshire hills to Macclesfield proved most trying, the
roads being for the most part greasy ; moreover, a stiff head
wind was blowing, causing the smaller-powered machines
to have rather a rough time of it over the Oat and Piddle.

Thomas (5 h p. twin Peugeot) ; this rider also made fastest
time. 2nd, P. Butler (5 h.p. twin Dot). 3rd, C. Kettle
(3^ h.p. Triumph).

Essex M.C.

The members' hill-climb took place on Saturday last at
Lippetts Hill, near High Beech. The results were :

Single-cylinders.
Time in sees.

J. Norton (3^ h.p. Norton) ... X
R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown) ... 2|
F. G. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) ,16

Forjnula.

34.7

37.0

44.6

TMT:N-CTLiyDRE.S.
F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex) ... 4^ ... 55.9
B. Siffken (5 h.p. Rex) ... 9| ... 59.7
F. A. Applebee {5 h.p. Rex)... X ... 61.6

F. A. Applebee made fastest time of the day.

Pajsbbnger MACHrNTBS. Time
P. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex, single gear) X ... 58.2
R. M. Brice (5^ h.p. Brown, two-speed) ... 14f ... 72.1
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Dlub News.

—

Newcastle M.C.

It has been decided to hold a non-stop run on August
Bank Holiday to include a hill-climbing competition.
Members are asked to communicate to the president any
suggeetions they can make for motor cycle events at the
N.E.A.A.. gymMiana, which will be held at Gosforth Park.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Saturday, August 21st, is the day fixed for the aimual open
hill-climb. The name of the hill will be made known a few
days before the competition. This year two classes only will

be included—^Claas I., for touring motor bicycles, single, twin,

>r four cylinders; Class 1 1, y for Tourist Trophy, racing, and
special machines. A committee of scrutineers will inspect the

machines and equipment in Class I., and their decision as to

whether the machine can be classed as a full touring mount'
x>nforming to the rules will be final. Two cups and
medals are the awards offered, whilst four extra prizes will

be awarded for the best performances on formula and time
by members of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Appli-

cations for entry forms and particulars should be made to

W. F. Grew, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry. Several motor
cycle members attended the R.A.C. Warwickshire meeting
jn Saturday last, the visit to Warwick Castle and the con-

cert and tea at Leamington being much appreiated.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

By permission of Col. Wardlaw-Ramsay, a speed contest

tvas held on the avenue of Whitehill Estate, Lasswade, on
jhe 17th Lnst. The avenue is of magnificent surface, and
ilmost level, with the exception of one short hill of a
gradient of about 1 in 14. The results are as follows :

Mile flying start (open to machines with engines of 505
.c. or under).—'1, A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex), Im. 9|s.

;

I, A. H. WUkie (5^ h.p. Triumph), Im. lOfs.'; 3, R. A.
Macmillan (5 h.p. F.N.), Im. 20^s.

Mile flying start (open to machines with engines of 1,000

;.c. or under).—1, A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex), Im. 7|s.
;

I, C. McGregor (5 h.p. Matchless), Im. lO^s. ; 3, A. H.
vVilkie (3i h.p. Triumph), Im. 13^.
One-third of a mile slow race (run off in heats).—Winner,

D. S. Turnbull (5 h.p. F.N.)
Half-mile race (open to machines with engines of any

capacity, run off in heats).—Winner, Campbell McGregor
5 h.p. Matchless).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

Owing to the success of the last novel hill-climb promoted
by this club, it was decided to held another one on the same
lines as before, and it proved quite as successful. The indi-

^ridual and aggregate times were as follows :

Rider and machine. m. s. Position.
W. Grange (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
J. A. Tindall (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

H. Fortune (2^: h.p. Ariel)

E. R. Davies (3^ h.p. Rip)
H. Addison (3 h.p. Triumph)
W. Fawcett (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph)
C. Wilson (3i h.p. Rex Speed

King)
*J. Bramley (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

G. Mackay (35 h.p. Triumph and
sidecar)

J. E. Brooke (5^ h.p. Triumph and
sidecar)

F. Milner (3^ h.p. Triumph)
T. Atkinson (3 h.p. Triumph) ...

Pt. Breare (3^ h.p. P. and M. and
sidecar)

W. Tm-ner (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

tF. Mackay (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) — )

* Disqualified. t Non-starter.
The next competition will be held on August 14th, and will

take the form of speed trials.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The 100 miles non-stop reliability trial for the Dennis-
Bayley Challenge Cup Competition took place on Saturday
over a course of 20^ miles, which the competitors had to

cover five times in all—^three times in one and twice in the

reverse direction, 'i'hp competitors were started on the first

three circuits at 2.15 by Mr. Scothern (hon. timekeeper).
The first of the competitors arrived on the second circuit

\vithin a few minutes of time. It was then noticed that there

28-is.

36s. 2 71
62|s.

1

54Js.

48|s. 2 14

31is.

30|s.

49-is. 2 16i

56is.
1

56is.

38is.

1

2 22|

48s.

76s.

36s.
1 52

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

were several absentees (Fairbum missing, also the holder of

the cup—Pearson). Pearson came through twenty minutes or

so late—belt trouble on hills.

Tliird circuit.—Still two more missing. Smith punctured
badly, and Pearson fifty minutes late—magneto troubles.

Third circuit.—Competitors remaining in the running all

arrived to time except Pearson, sixty minutes late.

After this third circuit all competitors stopped for tea,

their machines being locked up. After tea a start was made
in the reverse direction. Abojxt twenty minutes after the start

*'W>. ^^tj^^" SV^^^C3JS<i

The 100 miles non-stop trials of the Nottingham and District M.C.C. for the
Dennis-Eayley Challenge Cup. Competitors preparing tor the start.

Reilly came back with punctured back tyre. Next to retire

was Gee—ran out of petrol at eighty-five miles. The last

half-circuit commenced with six competitors still in the rim-
ning, namely, Lole. Claude Johnson, Birley Johnson, Geo.
Brongh, and Oswald Parker.
At the finish the stewards quickly checked the timesheets,

and in less than half an hour the re.«ult was declared by
the judge, Mr. Henry Bircumshaw

:

1, Geo. Brough (5 h.p. Brough), cup and gold medal.
2, F. P)irley Johnson (3^- li.p. Humber, two speeds), gold

nndal.
3, A. E. Lole (5-6 h.p. F.N., four cylinders), silver medal.

Yarmouth Club's Twelve Hours Reliability Run.

A 200 miles twelve hours' reliability run was held on the
15th inst. round Norfolk. The course was Gorleston, Yar-
mouth, Cromer, Hunstanton, Ely, Newmarket, Bury, Scole,

Beccles, Oulton, and Gorleston. Out of sixteen starters fifteen

completed the journey, of whom twelve arrived within the
twelve hours allowed. The result was :

Marks lost.

2

... 4

... 9

... 10

... 14

... 19

.... 23

... 40

... 55

... 56

... 65

... 33
F. E. Bear

Rider and machine.
H. A. Lock (3i h.p. Triumph)
A. Wyatt (4 h.p. Roc)
L. Cowing (4i h.p. F.N.)
E A HallinsteiTi (2| h.p. Wanderer)
H. R. Mayo (5 h.p. Vindec-Special)

G. IT Cross (2J hp. Anglian)
F. ,G. Galley (3^ h.p.' Brown)
H. Collins (5 h.p. Roc)
N. Adcock (5 h.p. F.N.)
R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. F.N.)
F. C. North (4 h.p. Roc)
C. F. Lacy (5 h.p. F.N.) . . _ ...

The three who fini.'ihed outside time were
wood (5-6 h.p. F.N.), bi^oken footrests and lost his way ; S. G.
Allen (Sg h.p. Triumph), broken belt and lost his way; V.
H. Blake (2-2- h-p. Ariel), exhaust valve mechanism jammed
and broken vaive.

University of Birmingham M.C.

This club is holding a petrol and lubricating oil con-
sumption trial of twelve hours running time around Birming-
ham on Bank Holiday, August 2nd. Members may enter
for the consumption or reliability trials separately or together
as both are run off at the same time. A gold medal will

be awarded for the best performance in both trials. The
chairman's prize will be awarded for most points in the
reliability trial. Mr. West's prize will be given fr best
figure of merit in consumption trials. A start will be made
at the New University at 8 a.m. sharp, and competitors aro
expected to be there by 7.30 a;m.
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Club News.

—

Bolton andlDistrict M.C.C.

The results of the re-run reliability trial are as follows

:

1, J. Fishwick (5^ h.p. Triumph) ; 2, S. Groom (3^ h.p.

Rex) ; 3. J. Nuttall (5 h.p. Vindec).

Bradford M.C.C.

The annual twenty-four hours' reliability trial for the
Wm. Briggs Cup, value twenty-five guineas, reeulted as
follows : 1, T. G. Bullus (3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), cup
and gold medal; 2, Felix Scriven (3^ h.p. Rex), gold
medal; 3, Chas. Sydney (3^ h.p.

Phelon and Moore), gold medal.
'

Messrs. J. Bottomley, 0. Bocock, E.
W. Lee, and W. Gilliard, qualify for

bronze medals, and a special gold medal
given by the R.O.M. Tyre Co. goes
to T. Bullus for best amateur time
schedule by non-trade rider. A prize
given by the president (Mr. Johnson) .-,

,

<.-

goes to J. Bottomley for best perform-
ance outside gold medal winners.

Richmond and District M.C.

The reliability trial for the Carp-
mael Challenge Cup has been post-

poned until September 5th, when a
run to Winchester and return will be
made. Full particulars will be for-

warded in due course to all members
of the club. A picnic was arranged
for Sunday last on Newlands Corner.
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WalthamstowSM.C.

The second annual competition for the Dinner Cup, over
a course of 100 miles on the London-Newmarket road, was
held recently. Twe.lve competitors started, and nine suc-
ceeded in making non-stop runs qualifying for the gold
centre silver medals. The destination of the cup and gold
medal was decided by a further ten miles run, during which
the competitors were timed over a secret two miles, the com-
petitor running nearest to the time allotted being declared
the winner. Those who made non-stop runs were : J. H
Ken- (5 h.p. twin Rex), V. R. A. Wain (3^ h.p. Rex), Dr.

.*>.'»»i»' •**.; » »

Start of the Yarmouth and District M.C.C. Twelve Hours' Reliability Trial from Gorleston-on-Sea.

(Photograph kindly sent by Dr. V. H. Blake.)

Western District M.C. (London).

Mr. F. H. MuUett having resigned the secretaryship of the
club, JNIr. Edwin W. Macbay has been elected in his place.
Mr. Macbay's address is 9, Whitehall Road, Hanwell, W.
The competition for the Wingrove medal resulted in W. F.

Ritchie (5 h.p. Vindec) and T. J. G. Babbage (4^ h.p. twin
Minerva) tying for first place, both arriving dead to time
and making non-stops both ways. S. Wood (3^ h.p. Triumph)
was third, 20s. late, non-stop runs. It is expected that the
tie will be nm oflf at an early date.

North-west London M.C.C.

The correct results of this club's hill-climb on A.C.U.
formula are as follows :

Glass I.—^Single-cylinder, any capacity.

E. A. CoUiver (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ... -f- 4|s. .. 90.00
W. 0. Bentley (3^ h.p. Rex) + T^s. ... 90.64
A. W. Bentley (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... X ... 92.63
J. P. Le Grand (3^ h.p. Rex) -fl3s. ... 101.17

Class II.—Multi-cylinders, any capacity.

5. R. Tyssen (5 h.p. Vindec) + 9?s.

Glynn Rowden (8 h.p. Bat) ... ... X""

Miles Brunton (5 h.p. Rex) -l-27s.

C. M. Simpson (5 h.p. Vindec) ... -i-20|s.

A. S. Phillips (5 h.p. Vindec) ... -1-27|p. ..

A. Bnmton (5 h.p. Rex) ...
'

... -f32|£.

The climb was held on Cop Hill, Princes Risboro'. The
results given on page 549 last week were worked out on a
different formula.
A petrol consumption trial held on the 17th inst. attracted

fourteen entries, and was most successfully carried out on a
very sporting course near Stanmore. The results, subject to

being passed by the committee, are as follows :

1, S. R. Tyssen (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 2, E. A. Colliver (3^ h.p.
Triumph); 3, G. H. Hollis (3^ h.p. Triumph); 4, T. G.
Blundell (3^ h.p. Triumph); 5, C. A. Stern (4 h.p. N.S.U.);
6, H. V. Bate (5 h.p. Vindec and sidecar* : 7, H. H. Ber-
landina (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 8, Glyn Rowdon (8 h.p. Bat)

;

9, H. V. Davidson (2^ h.p. Rex) ; 10, F. Fox (5 h.p. Rex).
The winner's mileage works out at 102 miles per gallon.

The petrol was supplied by Messrs. Beard Bros., of Crickle-
wood. The club is very greatly indebted to Mr. R. G.
Booth, who at great personal inconvenience assisted with his

car the whole of the afternoon.
An inter-club hill-climb has been arranged with the Oxford

M.C.C, to be held on August 14th.

On September 11th an inter-club competition with the St.

Albans and District M.C.C. will be held. Particulars will be
published later.

108.00
140.41

143.07
146.14
156.41
217.29

H. Samuel (5 h.p. Vindec and sidecar), F. A. Applebee
(oi h.p. Rex), A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury), G. Whitter
(3'

-.--.-- -- - _.---.-
(5^

Seed for

Davison
and W.

h.p. Rex), F. W. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex), R. J. Lisles

2 h.p. Hiunber tricar), and J. W. Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir
tricar). In the final ten miles, R. J. Lisles succeeded in

finishing within three seconds of the schedule time, and was
declared the winner of the gold medal and silver dinner cup.

V. R. A. Wain was second, qualifying for the special prize

given by the hon. secretary, Mr. J. W. Percival.

Motor^Cycling Club.

The following official awards have been made in connec-

tion with the twenty-four hours' reliability run for motor
bicycles, a report of which was published last week. The
official award.5 confirm the report as far as the winner of

the cup and ihe medals for private owners are concerned.
Silver cup presented by F. G. Jenkins and W. H. Wells :

H. Karslak© (3^ h.p. own make De Dion engine, N.S.U.
two-speed gear).

Gold medals presented by E. Gwynne and C. J.

three best performances by private owners : H.
(3^ h.p. Rex), Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph),
Price (3^ h.p. Rex).
Gold medals presented by M.C.C. to every competitor

completing full distance in twenty-four hours : J. S. Barratt
(5-6 h.p. Chater Lea-Peugeot), G. Brough (5 h.p. Brough),

C. Burton (3^ h.p. Vindec Special), C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p.

Triumph), A. H. Forbes (3^ h.p. Triumph), E. Pond (5 h.p.

V.S.), F. G. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), and A. J. Stevens

(3 h.p. Wolf)
Newcastle'and District M.C.

The team trial of three was held on the 18th inst. The
route chosen this year was from the club garage via Spenny-
moor. West Auckland, Barnard Castle, and Bowes, to Pen-
rith (about seventy-eight miles out), and back by Alston,

Haydon Bridge, Hexham, and Corbridge, to the club

garage (sixty-four miles), being a total of 142 miles. There
were twenty-one starters, making up seven complete teams.

The object ot^ the trial was of a sporting nature, the three

riders in each team starting together and finishing together.

It was thus incumbent on each individual member of a team
doing his utmost to get his fellow members through the

trial. The winning team was decided on accuracy of arrival

of complete teams at the luncheon stop at Penrith, and at

the club garage, based upon twenty miles an hour.

The winning team who timed in within four seconds of

minimum time was as follows : R. B. Smith (3^ h.p. N.S.U.),
Stan Hudson (3^ h.p. Premier), and R. Archdale (3^ h.p.

Triumph).
The second team was G. W. Raper (6 h.p. .N.S.U.), D. M.

Mallett m h.p. Excelsior), and C. Reinhart (3| h.p. N.S.U.)
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THE 1909 BRADBURY ON THE ROAD.
HAVING lately carried out a test of the 2,^2 h.p.

1909 model Bradbury motor bicycle, we are

in a position to speak very highly of its

capabilities. The machine which the makers

sent to us for trial was not a new
one by any means—^we should say

it had been ridden several thousand

miles—but the way it romped up
hills was an eye-opener. This

was partly due to the big jet in the

carburetter (proved by the rather

high consumption), but this jet

always enabled the engine to start

readily at walking pace. There
was no need to warm up the engine

on the stand when starting for a run,

for it never refused to start with

the throttle barely open. The
engine is a ball bearing one of

87 mm. by 87 mm., with inter-

changeable mechanical valves larger

than any other engine of the same
power, it is claimed. We cannot

confirm this statement, not having

had occasion to inspect them during

the time the machine was in our

possession.

The crank case forms the basis of the frame, and is

constructed of a special steel casting, and open only

on one side. This results in greater rigidity and
strength. The flywheels are large, and render the

engine extremely flexible. With this machine it is

possible to crawl up to the foot of a hill, suddenly

open the throttle and air lever, and away the machine
bounds at full speed.

The frame is very low, the handle-bars extended

well back, and footrests are fitted. These latter,

however, would be much, more comfortable if placed

a little lower. The spring forks are of special pattern,

but the springs of the machine sent us were apparently

intended for a rider of heavier 'weight, for there was

The 1909 pattern 8} h.p. Bradbniy, with 87x87 mm. ball hearing engine

very little movement in them. Still, we have formed

a very good opinion of the Bradbury after a test of

250 to 300 miles, for we never found a hill it could

not climb, and the speed was always quite sufficient

for our purpose. We camiot truthfully say that the

machine was silent, for someone had unwisely enlarged

the silencer outlet holes, although a cut-out is

fitted. The actual machine we tried was afterwards

successful in completing the 1,024 miles reliability
'

trials of the A.C.U.

M.C.C. 24 Hours

Reliability Trial,

July 17th.

On the right,

Harold Karslake

(3 h.p. nonde

script), winner of

the Silver Cup

presented by

Messrs. F. J. Jen-

kins and W. H.

Wells. Left,

Hugh Gibson (3|

h.p. Triumph),

who was a close

second. Harry

G. Bell, trials

hon. see. (centre.)
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SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
The

was awarded to Mr. J S. Barnwe3l, private owner,
whose machine was fitted with a g^enuine

ROC CLUTCH
and 2-speed gear conversion set.

A. W. WAI.L, I.TD«, Roc Motor Cycle Works,
Aston Road and Dartmouth Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Send for booklet describing Roc Conversion Set, adaptable to any make
of machine.

L.M.C. ABTO-VARIA PUILEY
A rider's convincing testimony to its advantages

S^h.p.L.M.C.
Price :

45 Guineas.

The IDEAL
TOURING
MOUNT.

Engines and
Machines overhauled
—made equal to new

f^cw pattern

3 h.p. cyiinder.

Gentlemen, Tipton, Staffs., 4th July, igog.
You may possibly be interested in hearing the result of a fxuthei

test to which I put your Automatic Variable Pulley yesterday. With
the object of testing my old 1906 Quadrant which, as you will

remember, you have recently overhauled, I rode down to Sunrising
Hill with two friends, and succeeded in climbing the hill without any
pedal assistance. The way the pulley responded to the gradient was
astonishing, the engine speed remaining practically constant, even when
rounding the sharp bend on the steepest bit at a slow pace. There was
not the least trace of slip, although the engine was on full throttle.
My friends admired the pulley very much, and had previously scoffed
at the idea of my machine making the ascent. I had eight springs in
pulley, and machine was in full touring trim, my own weight being
about 13 stone. Yours faithfully, H. T. P.

Fit any standard engine. Price 25/-

\;^B^SSSL

Important to

Owners of
" Quadrants "

(Einningham Make).

REPLACE-
MENT

FITTINGS
from Stock.

MAGNETO
convetsion sets.

List Free.

Excellent seccnd-harid

QUAUHANTb
for disposal.

nachmes ^''mSI^\^^^W^''^''^''''W^''''''"'^'''\E''ff^^//^A WkMMi/M\ Designer of the
designed by ^—^^ —

i

gy/ \m j:^^ original
nr. Vv. d. Lloyd. ^^ ^"^^0^ Quadrants.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,
Manager-w.j.LLOYD L.H.C. Works, 132, Plonumcnt Road, Birmingham. Teiegrams-"Obiigmg.

^^>-.*'^^^^t»i*!i««i»yiBr>»yir>«y^^yi»'.^

In answering Ihest advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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THE

STANDARD

EST

FTER

ESTS

SUCCESS

UPON

SUCCESS

REUABILin
8IX DAYS' TRIAL.9.

W. H. BASHALL, ESQ.
H. H. BOWEN. ESQ.
Mr. T. H. TESSIER ..

GOL-D MEDAI.
GO&.D MEDAI-
GOL.D MEDAL.

Mr. T. H. Tcssier also awarded the Silver Cup presented by Miss M. Hind for

BEST PERFORMANCE OF A TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINE

HILL CLIMBING
W. H. BASHALL, ESQ., ALL HILLS, EXCELLENT
H. H. BOWEN. ESQ.,

Mr. T. H. TESSIER
>»

>>

EXCELLENT
EXCELLENT

"The behavioup of the Bat Machines on all the Hills throughout the Trial has been

QUITE REMARKABLE ," {The Motor Cycle, July i^h, 1909.)

BRADFORD OPEN HILL CLIMB, w. H. bashall, esq FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY, alio

July 17th, 1909. winner of SILVER CUP.
" He literally flew up the hill. The ascent naturally created a stir amongst the numerous spectators, and Bashall

was HKARTIUV A>»PL.AUDEP," {The Motor Cycle, July 21st, 1909.)

SPEED
BROOKLANDS. ^^'y ^^^^ ^^^g ALL COMERS' HANDICAP. piRST

H. H. BOWEN, 3^4 h.p. BAT.

Distance, 8^ miles. Winner's Speed, 62| m.p.h Standing Start. REC^^RD
T. T. HANDICAP. h. h. bowen, 34-4 h.p. bat. FIRST
RECORD TRIALS for 500 cc. Engines. ^ « bowen 3^ 4 h.p. bat. p|RST

Kilo Speed, 65.023 per hour. 1 RECORO
Mile Speed, 64.283 „ J

Kt^CPKU
"It will be noticed that three records were broken, probably the most surprising being the

WONDERFUL SPEED ATTAINED BY H. H. BOWEN ON A SINGLE-CYLINDER Boscii Magneto

Ignited J.A.P." {The Motor Cycle, July 21s.' , 1909.)

COMFORT
ALL RIDERS OF BAT

SPRING FRAMES A FORKS - FIRST
MODELS : 3i-4 h.p., £47 10s. 6-7 h.p., £58. 7-8 h.p., £60.

J. A. P. Engines. Automatic Lubncation. Gear-driven Magneto, protected in Tank and
punning on Ball-bearings. Low Build. Comforlablo Footboards.

THE BAT MOTOR MANF. CO., Penge, London, S.E.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Al' letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Appreciatlon^ot a Variable Gear.

[415ki.]—AS there are so many motor cyclists on the look-

vi for a gotid two-speed gear, it might not be inopportune
o give my experien(;es with the Root and Clarke engine-

haft gear which I have fitted to my machine. Although
uite light in weight, the gear wheels are very broad, and
b has stood up to the strain of a 7 h.p. engine for over

,000 miles without showing a sign of wear. The clutch

3 very sweet in action and apparently capable of being
lipped indefinitely, though onoe in, its grip is perfect.

'he gear is abeolutely fool-proof.

FRANK THOMAS.

ThejFuture^of Passenger Motor Cycles.

[4153.]—I and a party of six passenger motor cycle

wners, i.e., sidecars and forecars, will be at the Swan's Nest
lotel, Stratford-on-Avon, on Saturday, August 7th, at

p.m. It would be interesting and instructive if other

Midland sidecar and forecar enthusiasts would muster at

he same time and place, to compare notes on fitment in

he way of gears, lamps, and tyres. I shall, therefore, be

lad if you will give this letter prominence.
A photographer will be in attendance to photograph each

chicle and its occupants, and, if you so wished, copies of

hese could be sent to your paper for publication, with a

hort description of the machine and its service. The meet-

ig will be quite unofficial, and there will be no function of

ny sort W. A. MILLINGER.
W© shall be pleased to receive the photographs and will

give them our best consideration.

—

Ed.]

Sunday Competitions.

[4164.]—I, with the majority of my club's members,
m feeling very annoyed at the resolution recently passed
ly the A.C.U. condemning "Sunday" competitions. Surely

he affiliated clubs are at liberty to hold competitions (not

ill-climbs or races) without the grandmotherly legislation of

he A.C.U., and I am of the opinion it is exceeding its

lowers. Of course, I refer to closed meetings, not open
ompetitions.

Our members are nearly all employed in offices or are in

uch a position that they cannot take Saturdays just when
hey choose, and even when two o'clock comes there is

iinch, change, getting home, and getting to the rendezvous,
'his all means time. Now how is it possible, after allowing
or contingencies, say, to make a start at five o'clock and,
un off a 200 miles reliability trial in schedule time ; it is

tnreafionable, and furthermore, theee supporters of our com-
letitions are after all the '

' live
'

' members.
What harm can there be in starting at a certain time on

Sunday for a schedule run to a spot selected, lunching, and
;etting back at a certain time? We do not parade with
.rmlets and flags, but simply hold a harmless reliability

un. What is the difference between that and going an
•rdinary touring run?
The sooner the A.C.U. rescinds such "silly" resolutions

ho better, otherwise, my club seriously contemplates with-
Irawing its support. We look forward to reports of our
loings in your valuable journal, as they tend to increase

our membership, and I sincerely hop© you will not pander
to the A.C.U. in this matter, as it still inserts the Sunday
doings of affiliated clubs in the R.A.C. Journal. I apologise

for this lengthy letter, but I can assure you we feel very
angry in this matter. WILSON PROSSER,

Chairman Western District M.C.

The M.C.C. Twenty-four Hours'JReliabllity Trial.

[4155.]-—Might I suggest that the next time the M.C.C.
hold this trial it favours a route where it does not
cover the same ground twice during the night. I live on
the Henley-Oxford main road, and on the night of July 16th
I was kept awake the greater part of the time by the
machines roaring through the village with their cut-outs

open. I should not have minded if they had only come
through once. I am not an anti-motorist, as I ride a motor
cycle and drive a car. SURGEON.

[4155.]—I feel that some recognition is due to Mr. Hugh
Gibson for his very sportsmanlike behaviour in the above
competition. As is stated in your report, he was only two
marks from me on the losing side after the third round, and
stood a very good chance of winning, as he had a much
better watch than I. Yet on the two last rounds he was
sportsman enough to give me the exact time five miles from
home, so that we should both have an equal chance as

regards time. It is such instances as this that promote the
good fellowship which exists amongst motor cyclists, and I

cannot find words to express my admiration. I may perhaps
mention that I had only met him once previously, when on
the last London-Edinburgh run we rode together from
Stamford to Edinburgh.

It may interest your readers to know that the machine
I rod© has done nearly three years' hard service, arid has
don© about 18,000 miles without once failing me. The only
adjustment during the trial was to replace two links in the
Whittle belt at Oxford on the fifth round. I think it is

safe to claim that this is as little as any other competitor
did to his machine. HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Repairs and Replacements.

[4157.}—Referring to the letter of Dr. Charles S. Patter-
son, M.B., M.R.C.S., in the issue of July 14th, 1909, I am
glad to be able to state that 1 have proved the Humber
motor bicycle to be interchangeable. I have one of their

1909 3^ h.p. models, which I find to be an excellent
machine, and will take sidecar anywhere. On two or three
occasions I have wanted replacements, and in each case I

have received them per return, and they have fitted exactly,
so that I could put them in myself, and what is more I

have found the Humber Co. a most obliging firm. At Whit-
suntide I was passing through Coventry, when I thought
my machine required a little adjustment ; I took it to th©
works, and the firm immediately put three mechanics to
work at it, who found out that the engine simply required
cleaning, which they did while I waited, and for which
they made no charge. I think th© doctor might do worse
than purchase a 1909 Humber.

WALTER BUCKERIDGE.
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Hih Climbing.

[4158.]—In the issue of The Motor Cycle dated July 14th,

1909, a correspondent writes of Mow Cop Hill, near Congleton

Two enthusiastic motor cyclists journeyed there from Wms-
ford, Cheshire—Messrs. Arnold Stubbs and Clement Kitchen.

We were both riding 3^ h.p. Standard 1907 Triumphs, geared

5^ to 1. Mr. Arnold Stubbs negotiated the hill successfully

with pedal assistance at the second attempt.
_

The first

attempt failed, and the failure was due to a slipping belt.

Mr. Kitchen also^ successfully climbed the hill, after repairing

a burst tyre and putting in a new belt fastener.

We agree with all your correspondent says about the con-

dition of the road surface, especially just as we began to

climb the last and steepest portion. It was simply awful.

In fact, we spent a few minutes removing some of the

biggest boulders to give us a better chance.

The innkeeper at the Railway Hotel assured Mr. Stubbs that

[lis was the first single-geared machine that had ever climbed

the hill. Needless to say we both very proudly entered our

names in the visitors' boo-k spoken of by your correspondent.

We referred back carefully, but failed to find any previous

record of a single-geared single-cylinder motor cycle ever

having climbed the hill. The date was Wednesday, July 14th.

ARNOLD- STUBBS.
CLEMENT KITCHEN.

Passenger Machines in the Thousand Miles Trials.

[4159.]— I am surprised that no passenger vehicle gained

an award in the 1,000 Miles Trial, as I feel that I could

have pulled my twin and sidecar through, but perhaps I

am underestimating the difficulties of such a i&st. It may
interest your readers to know of the satisfaction I have ex-

perienced with my twin Rex de Luxe and Mills-Fulford

fixed wheel sidecar. I ' have been riding this combination

continually this summer, and have had excellent results.

On the level I can do thirty-five miles if required, and take

most ordinary hills on the top gear, and any hill (up to now)

on the second speed. My two-speed is a Rex Roc adapted

gear, and has worked very sweetly indeed. I use a Whittle

belt, and as I have had previous experience of rubber and

canvas belt-, for sidecar work, my opinion is that a Whittle

will wear out several rubber ones.

I have read a lot of correspondence about skidding, and

must say that I have ridden fixed wheel sidecars both in

1907 and 1909, over very greasy surfaces, bad corners, and

tramlines, and have not had anything approaching a skid.

With regard to steering, if care is taken in adjusting the

sidecar in line with the cycle, on© can release the steering

bar on the level for some distance, but of course when steer-

ing round a corner to the left particularly (sidecars are

usually fixed on the left) the speed should be kept down so

as to negotiate it without any undue strain on the com-

bination. With regard to safety, I have ridden at varying

speeds over bad roads with heavy passengers and have never

had broken tube or connection—and the explanation I think

is a first-class machine and sidecar, and careful and firm

adjustment. It is advisable to keep an eye on nuts and

bolts, as vibration will work nute loose.

I have not the slightest connection or interest with any

firm in the motor trade. W. A. MILLINGER.

The Lightweight Question Again.

[4160.]—It seems a little late in the day to be called upon

to defend the lightweight motor cycle, but it is impossible

to let the remarks of " Ex-lightweight " in your issue of July

14th pass without comment. I have used motor cycles since

their inception, and have owned most of the best-known makes,

but till the present year I did not know what comfort, ease

of handling, and economy of upkeep in a motor cycle meant.

My experience of these things has coincided with my pur-

chase of a lightweight. Perhaps "Ex-lightweight" and I

are somewhat at variance as to what we mean by a " light-

weight." He had a 1^ h.p. motor; mine is a Douglas 2| h.p.

But he says he now wants a machine weighing from T60

to 180 lbs. The Douglas weighs just 100 lbs., and from it

I get everything, and a great deal more than he gets from

his 3^ h.p. As my last mount was a 1908 machine, I claim

to know what a really good 3^ h.p. motor cycle is; but for

everything that makes motor cycling enjoyable the_ heavy

single-cylinder motor cycle is not to be compared with the

light 2i h.p. twin. I have covered over 3,500 miles with

mine, and that in Scotland, where the roads are calculated

to bring out any inherent vices of an engine, so that I may
fairly claim to know something of the possibilities of the

machine.
My only previous lightweight was a 2 h.p. Clement-Garrard,

and I confess that I did not like it ; but the Douglas sacrifices

neither comfort nor stability to lightness. Mine has footrests,

2iin. Palmer Cord tyres, spring seat-pillar, and Brooks double-

sprung saddle. It is, in fact, positively luxurious to sit upon.
The wheelbase is long, and the saddle position low. Then it

starts at once—almost as easily as a push-bicycle, in fact. As
for speed, I find that I can now get from 5 to 35 m.p.h. out

of it. It takes me up any hill that my 1908 inachine would
take me up. It does not side-slip, and there is no vibration
whatever from the engine. To ride it is like perpetual free-

wheeling.
I write this letter rather reluctantly, and it is only a sense

of fair-play that induces me to do so. In Scotland the Douglas

Ivan B. Hart-Davies, of Rugby, on arrival at Land's End, after his record
run from John-o'-Groat's in 33hrs. 22mins. How long will the record
stand ? We may be able to answer the question in the next issue.

is not yet well known, and one has a certain amount of selfiflh

satisfaction in owning a good thing that other folk have nol

had sufficient gumption to pick up. But the^ makers of motoi
cycles get (deservedly) plenty of abuse from we riders, and I

think that praise, when it is merited, will probably prove ar

equally effective stimulant to good work.
GEORGE A. MACKAY.

[4161.]—In reply to your correspondent " Ex-Ldght-
weight " [letter 4140] I should like to ask him if he is

aware that there are other lightweights than 1^ h.p., viz.,

2 h.p. Moto-Reve and 2f h.p. Douglas. As soon as he ha;
given either of these machines a 500 miles trial I venture
to say he would not readily go back to the heavyweight.
T recently purchased a 2| h.p. Douglas which is eminentlj
satisfactory in all respects as regards easy starting, speed,
hill-climbing, and getting about amongst traffic in busy
thoroughfares. If " Ex-Lightweight " would like to test

his 3^ h.p. against my 2| h.p. Douglas through traffic and
on a long journey I shall be very pleased to meet him any
time by appointment^ and feel sure the little Douglas wili

not be second throughout a fifty miles journey.
AN 863.

[4162.]—I am afraid that letter 4140 may mislead in-

tending motor cyclists as to the merits of a good lightweight.

I am the amateur owner of a lightweight, and although it

is a lightweight it leaves nothing to be desired in regard tc

reliability, comfort, speed, and power. I suppose this is

all that is required for touring purposes. This lightweight
will easily carry me (9 stones 9 lbs.) and a passenger on the

carrier (12 stones) up such steep inclines as Ashley Hill.

Bristol, without pedalling and without a two-speed gear.

The arrangement of the engine—being a twin-opposed

—
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PONDER OVER THIS.

ONE AND ONE ONLY-

3, 4, 5, etc., H.P.

Engines

have to be

pedalled up hills. ^ ^

Vide f 'J^-w- 4"^PMmiimi^^^L
Six Days' Trials. v^ ^%

AND IT WON

GOLD
MEDAL

MOTOSACOCHE
was entered in SIX DAYS' TRIALS,

AND IT FINISHED.

There is NOTHING WONDERFUL about this for a

MOXOSAOOOHE^
but we would like to draw your attention to the fact

that it was an

ABSOLUTELY STANDARD ENGINE
Verbum sat sapienti.

65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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RELIABLE
ACCESSORIES

AT

" ROM "
COMBINATION NON-SKID.

The tyre that gl\es absolute

immunity from side slip under any
road conditions. Exceptionally
durable and very resilient.

Equally serviceable for summer
or wint«c use. No leather in it^

composition — which makes the

tyre " dead "—^yet practically un-

puncturable.

OUR PRICES—
Cover

(Beaded.)
36 X 3 .. 52/-
36 X 2| .. 65/-
36 X 3i .. 57/6
28 X 3 . . 54/-
28 X sj .. 57/6
28 X 2I .. 60/-

Wired-on Covers 1 /- per cover less

than above prices.

Butt Ended Tubes 2/

ji^Rjf*

date luxurious motor. Thousands in use, giving

every satisfaction ! I 16/6. Postage 6d.

"MATCHLESS"
FOOT BRAKE.

Working on back belt rim, very
powerful. Complete with pedal
on stud, which fixes in place of one of the

crank case bolts. Price, complete 16/6,
Postage 6d.

"Matchless"
Spring-Fork
Attachment,
Converts an old

pattern motor cy-
cle into an up- to-

£.

t

Belting
Every good make in

stock, includins;

Shamrock, Stanley
Dermatine, Whittle,
Continental, etc.

The "Gamage"
Box Spanner
Sets

For Motor Cycles,

2/3 per set.

State make of
cycle whrn order-

ing. A very neat
and handy set.

^n^iiiii!^''

The
' Gamage

'

Motor
Pliers.

\ very han-
ly tool icr

not irists.

Pliers, wire
cutters, b r-

ner nipper ,

Nickel - pla-

ted, 2/6.
Postage, 3d

f »
The "PATCHQUICK" PATCHES

" ElaSteS
" thoroughly amalgamate with the tyres, and will neithei

Mntnrrvrlit *^'^^^P °°' come off when the tyres get hot. They
IVIOlor t>ycic require no Vulcaniser, are fixed in five minutes, and

Expanding ''''' expand when tyres are inflated.

Luggage

Carrier.

Price in leather

10/6.

In Fibre, 3/6, Price 6d. and 1 /- per tube. Patches 2d. each. Repair
OutfitSi 3/- Can be sent by post or rail.

Flying
THE WHY AND WHEREFORE.

(JT Motor Cyclists who follow the subject

of aeronautics should read " Flying," a

breezy non-technical book for amateurs

dealing with the first principles of

human flight by means of aeroplanes.

<|T Clearly illustrated with photographs

and drawings.

On Sale at all Booksellers,

Price 1/- net,

or post paid 1/2, from

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., E.C.

A Book Every

Motor Cyclist Needs.

^ The demand for a reliable handbook on the modern
Motor Cycle, and as free as possible from technical

expressions, is fully met in "Hints and Tips for

Motor Cyclists."

fT Reprinted from the useful series of articles bearing

the same name, the book contains over 2S0
paragraphs of valuable information and wrinkles,

compiled by the practical and experienced motor
cyclists attached to "The Motor Cycle"

TT /* i» strongly bound for hard and constant seroiet,

and suitable in shape for carrying in the pocket*

Order, with remittance, should

be sent to

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

20, Tudor St., London, E.C.

In anewermg this advertisement it it aesirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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mpletely overcomes the vibration from whicli the

erage 3^ h.p. heavyweights suffer. The engine never fails,

d barring stoppages with punctures or belt troubles I am
lling to go any jorrney of 150 miles in a day in England
Wales, and run close to schedule at three or four checks
twenty miles an hour average, and I am as certain of

tting to my destination as I should be in a train. I say

is because I have ridden my lightweight—a 2| h.p.

)uglas—many thousands of miles.

ARTHUR J. LUMBERT.

Silence.

[4-163.]—Letters 4034, 4076, and 4141 concerning silence

ve interested me. The writers may like to hear of my
periments concerning silence. After trying all kinds of

ercers, mostly of the cylinder kind, with one, two, and
ree fans in them to chop up the sound, I have at last

md an efficient silencer. It consists of 5ft. of l^in. dia-

jter tube fittad to an engine 82^ x 89 mm. with 5 to 1

ar ratio. A butterfly valve is fitted in the extreme end
the pipe. The following are fractions of a square inch
which the butterfly valve is opened.
I can run the machine at fifteen or twenty miles an hour
a good road on a valve opening of -j^in., twenty to thirty
les per hour on ^in. opening. The exhaust is so silent

at the hum of the magneto chain can be heard quite
sily, and people stop to look at the machine as I pass by.
Although the valve when closed fills the tube, to the one-
ndredth part of an inch, the engine will run well at about
3 miles per hour, and fire about once in three. Opening
e valve to half a square inch or more, the, noise made is

ly like a large car. The momentum of the exhaust gas
mg the tube has a tendency to scavenge the engine and
iiate the heat. There is absolutely no exhaust sound up
a quarter of an inch opening of the valve.

HENRY GRAFTON.

The Berlin Track Disaster.

[4164.]—^I enclose a cutting from a daily paper describing
3 above, which you may probably have read. The disas-
)us accident, to my mind, is yet another instance of the
ly of these excessive speeds, which a few men in this
imtry (probably for personal gain, e.g., £50 cups and
)phies) are still willing to uphold. Motor cycles have now
iched a pitch of perfection sufficient to enable them to
Q speedily and consistently throughout all weathers and
er nearly every class of road, and many of us have yet to
im the advantage of breaking some previous record by
e-fifth of a second round som« track.
It was once mentioned in your columns by a professional
ler, as a defence of. long-distance records on tracks, that
obably no amateur would siicceed with his touring machine,
t before treating such a remark as other than a joke, I

ould like to hear what percentage of motor cyclists have
ught machines with the idea of sitting on them for any
ne approaching twenty-four hours.
No doubt while there are cups given for such performances
) shall always have the cup-hunters. Probably, when the
ick speeds reach about 90 to 100 m.p.h. on an average, a
ally grave will be offered as an inducement to professionals
compete. CLEJSIENT G. CADY.
/e have read several reports of the above regrettable
disaster, and, although some mentioned that the dead and
dying lay all around and other similar sensational state-
ments, we believe the fatalities were whittled down in
subsequent reports to three. We would remind our corre-
spondent that men will always be ready to race, whether
on horse or motor cycle, in yacht or flying machine, and
a man was even unfortunate enough, a few days ago, to be
killed whilst reposing in his armchair by the chimney of
his house falling upon him. It so happened that in the
Berlin disaster the spectators suffered most.

—

Ed.]

Lubrication.

[4165.}—
';
Oile's " letter [No. 4058] regarding the oiling

1908 Triumph is interesting, and to expect a machine to
n sixty to_ eighty miles without lubricating is, to say the
•fit, tempting providence. Of course, it must be remem-
red^ that when a machine is sent out from the makers it

variably has a liberal supply of oil in the crankcase, and
this be further added to by the rider, which is usually

the case, it naturally follows that the engine will run for a
longer period without needing fm'ther lubricant. " Oile

"

does not say how -much he had in the crankcase when he
started, or what quantity was found in the crankcase after

the abnormal runs.

I presume the oil tap does not leak, and that the same
was turned right off, as with this type of machine, if it I>e

left on, the oil will continue to run down into the crank-
case. I would like to ask what condition the cylinder was
in immediately after the long runs? Also, did "Oile"
record his mileage upon a cyclometer? H.G.

[4166.]—jNIr. McMinnies's interesting article in a recent,
issue, particularly the paragraph criticising the " rough and
ready " system of lubrication in vogue on present-day motor
cycles, has prompted me to mention the result of my experi-

ments, extending over a long period, with a view to perfect-

ing a really automatic system of lubrication.

it is readily acknowledged, by those who have closely

studied this question, that any method based merely on a
drip feed is inaccurate, wasteful, and inefficient. Recognising
this, also that a pimip and sump add unnecessary complica-
tions, I concluded that the only way to maintain a constant
minimum level of oil in crank case was to utilise the well-

known principle of the bird water fountain. No good purpose
would be served by stating here the various difficulties

encountered in adapting this principle ; but with certain modifi-

cations, which are the subject of a final application for a

patent, and which it would be inadvisable to detail at present,

the most gratifying and successful results have been obtained.

Utilising the present hand pump for filling, a small, auxiliary,

airtight tank, containing about twelve pumpfuls of oil, is

attached close to the crank case of engine, a feed pipe con-

necting crank case with tank. The feed is self-starting and
uninterrupted by any needle or other valve.

The action of this system depends upon the air pressure in

crank case, i.e., the down stroke of piston causing air pressure

in crank case forces a few bubbles of a,ir into the airtight

auxiliary tank, thereby releasing from the partial vacuum in

the tank a corresponding quantity of oil which is immediately

drawn into the crank case by the upward stroke of engine

piston. This operation is repeated until the level of oil in

crank case covers the feed hole, thus forming an air seal,

preventing further admission of air to auxiliary tank until

the supply of oil in the crank case is consumed.
The advantages of this method of automatic lubrication are

:

(1.) The supply of oil is accurately proportional to

engine consumption.

(2.) The flow of thick "air-cooled" oil is unaffected

by cold, the tank being warmed by its proximity to the

hot crank case.

(3.) Economy of consumption and consequent freedom

from charring.

(4.) No complication or working parts.

(5.) Extra oil given when hill-climbing.

I may say that the above system has been in use on my
2^ h.p. engme during this season, giving perfect satisfaction.

A charge of twelve pumpfuls sufficed for a long run recently

of 240 miles, leaving a quantity remaining in tank on com-

pletion of the run.

The result of my placing practically this invention before

two of the principal British manufacturers of
_
motor cycle

engines has not been encouraging; but I live in hope that

when the system is more widely known by my long-suffering

fellow motor cyclists its adoption by progressive manufac-

turers will speedily follow. E. ALLAN GLEN.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"5799" would like readers' experiences with the Centaur

chain-driven motor bicycle, its faults as well as its good

points.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsioility in any way for
loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photograph-,
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graT)hs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
en-velope is enclosed for the purpose.
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A
THE 3| h.p. EXCELSIOR MOTOR BICYCLE.

S already announced in The Motor Cycle, the feature of the machine is better than these. Thc
firm of Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., Coventry, sparking plug is fitted over the inlet valve cap, and

has recently revived the manufacture of the

Excelsior motor bicycle. The management of

the concern very kindly placed at our disposal a few

weeks ago a brand new machine which had never been

ridden except for a test ride to see

that everything was in order. This

we commenced riding at once, and
from the first were favourably

impressed with its behaviour.

The engine is 82 x 89 mm.,
with mechanically operated inlet

valve and Bo'Sch magneto, gear

driven. The magneto is placed in

a most accessible position, and
during the time we rode the

machine we did not i^otice

any noise arising from the mag-
neto driving pinions, which are

enclosed in an oiltight case form-
ing part of the crank case of the

engine. The frame is low, well

built, and highly finished, tanks
being in duplicate—that is to say,

they are fitted one on each side of

the top tube, and so constructed

that they entirely enclose the tube
and present a very neat appear-
ance. One petrol tank is connected
to the other by means of a branch
pipe, and it is possible to run on
both or one tank as desired. In the case of a, some-
what absent-minded rider it is advisable for him to run
on the large tank, and provided both are full when he
starts he will have the smaller one to fall back on if the
larger one becomes empty when there are no petrol

stores in the vicinity.

The spring fork is the well-known Druid, and there
is no question of doubt that this renders the machine
most comfortable to ride on rough roads. The wheels
are the standard size 26in. x 2^in., and, of course,
any tyre can be supplied to order. Those fitted to

the machine we rode were Dun lops, and they, gave
no trouble in the course of about 500 miles. The
front brake and exhaust valve lifter levers and rods
are spjendidly designed and work beautifully. No

the paraffin compression tap over the exhaust valve.

The engine is particularly well balanced, and at high

speeds one cannot detect any undue vibration, while it

v.-ill run almost as slowly as it is possible for the

The 1909 pattern 3J h.p. Excelsior, with 82>:89 mm. engine, Bosch magneto, Druid spring torkS; Lycett

saddle, and Brown and Barlow handle-bar controlled carburetter.

machine to be balanced with a gear of about 4^ to i.

The carburetter is a Brown and Barlow >vith handle-

bar control. Any description or remarks with regard

to this well-known device would be superfluous, as

practically every motor cyclist knows its capabilities.

It will suffice to say that, with the aid of the handle-

bar levers, the machine can be regulated to run at

widely varying speeds, and with a fairly heavyweight

rider in the saddle— 13 to 14 stones—it will climb

main road hills at high speed. To those motor cyclists

who are on the look out for a reliable mount at a

moderate figure we can recommend theigop pattern

Excelsior, which is manufactured and sold by Bayliss,

Thomas, and Co., Coventry. It possesses all the

essential details of a modern single-geared motor cycle.

»••—f^

HANDLE=BAR WATCHES.
MOST motor cyclists carry a watch on the handle-

bar,, especially when on tour, for it is sur-

prising how the time slips away when riding

along with no fixed object, simply admiring

the scenery. Some watches, however, will not stand

the vibration of a

motor cycle for

long. On the ^^_^ _^
other hand, it is - j^^A^. ^»>ff3 JfSm i^i-^

hardly wise to use
an expensive
watch. There-
fore there is an

opening for a

strong/, serviceable uri:ti^^^= V,li;^; Hfeilf ---"la

watch, which must

be non-magnetic. The " Wunda " watch and holder

recently submitted to us is a marvel of cheapness.

The watch keeps good time, and the nickel-plated case

has been well thought out. It will be seen from the

illustration that a spring is fitted to absorb some of

the vibration, and another good point is the secret

fastening used. It is sold by Bransom, Kent, and
Co., Ltd., 40, Great Eastern Street, E.C.

Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Ltd., 55, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W., have submitted to us a new
pattern Clair silencer. The cut-out fitted is variable,

and by its use almost perfect silence or any degree of

noise can be obtained. The silencer for a 3^^ h.p.

engine is rather large, but it mil keenly interest readers

who would like to make their motor cvcles silent.
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commonly designated " the car on two |wheels," has been
silently and surely proving itii utility during the igog season.
In the recent six days' trials three machines fitted with the
ROC live axle clutch and two speed gear completed the
distance without loss of marks. The performances of
these machines were specially conspicuous at the official

hill climb observations, ifi^-^ifififififif

ROO and Economy.
At the Ayr and District Motor Club's Trial, a'jtwinXROC
came out first on formula, and also ran the greatest

distance to the gallon, viz., 85 3 miles. -^ -^ -^ -^ if

Booklets describing— (1). ROC Military Models.
4 h.p., Single Cylinder.
5-6 h.p. Twin Cylinder.

(2). ROC Conversion Sets.

Will be posted to anyone on receipt of a postcard.

A. W. WALL, LTD., Roc Motor Cycle Works,

Aston Rd. and Dartmouth St., BIRiVIINGHAiVl.

MOTORS.
A.C.U. Six Days' Trial. 6 J.A.P.'s won Gold Medals.

T. H. Tessier on 7 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. W. H. Bashall on 7 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. .H. H. Bowen on 7 h.p.

BAT-J.A.P. A. D. Draper on 3J h.p. MATCHLESS J.A.P. A. Weatherilt on 3i h.p. ZENITH-
GRADUA-J.A.P. F. W. Barnes on 3i h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA-J.A.P. Mr. T. H. Tessier on 7 h.p.

BAT-J.A.P. winning the silver cup.

" The Motor Cycle " says—" The behaviour of BAT-J.A.P. machines on all hiUs throughout the trial has been

remarkable."

B.M.C.R.C, July 14th. H. H. Bowen on BAT-J.A.P., 4 h.p., side valve engine, BROKE THE RECORD for single cylinder

machines up to 500 cc. 65 miles per hour.

All Comers Handicap. J.A.P. 1st. H. H. Bowen on BAT-J.A.P. T. T. Handicap. J.A.P. 1st. Speed in both, 62| m.p.h.

Bradford M.C.C. HiU Climb. W. H. Bashall on BAT-J.A.P. machine made fastest time, winning the silver goblet.

N.W.L.M.C.C. Hill Climb. J.A.P. 1st in twin cylinder class. G. Rowden on BAT-J.A.P,

Send for free illustrated catalogue of J.A.P. Motors, Patent Carburetter, Automatic Lubricator, etc.,

JOHN A. PEESTWICH & Co., t.^
Telegrams: "PRESTWICH," Tottenham.

Lansdowne Road,

Tottenham, LONDON, N.

Telephone: i822 Tottenham.

In answering this advertisement it is. iiesirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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ALL
RUBBER."

THE BEST IRSURANCE

AGAINST SIDE SLIPS.
FIT

KEMPSHALL
TYRES.

GOLD
MEDAL
"AUWAYS GRII ** NEVER SLIP.

Highest honours were recently gained at the Antwerp and St. Petersburg Exhi-
bitions, Kempshall Tyres being awarded a GOLD MEDAL at each exlubitiou.

Motorists should keep a look-out tor the NEW KEUPSHALL DGTAOHABLB BIM.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (OF EUROPE) LTD,
I, Trafalgar Buildings, Nor humberland Ave&ue, London, W.C.

Telephone—No. 244 Gerrard (two lines). Telegrams—" Studless, London."

Agents tor the United States—Messrs. CRYDER & CO. 583, Park Avenue, New Yjrk.

|CJ>.C.

"ALL
BRITISH."

UNPRECEDENTED SUCCESS OF

MOTORINE
In the AX U. Six Days' Trial.

EVERY Gold Medal Winner, but one, used Motorine,

EVERY Silver Medal Winner, but two, used Motorine^

BOTH Winners of Certificates used Motorine.

EVERY Winner of a Special Award used Motorine.

In brief, Motorine was used by all but three of

the competitors who finished in this severe trial

THE JUDGES COMPLETE REPORT ON THE TRIALS IS BEING REPRINTED IN FULL, AND

A COPY WILL BE SENT POST FREE TO ALL INTERESTED, ON APPLICATION TO :

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO., LTD., BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.
L»
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A.C.U. 6 DAYS.

IISS M. HIND'S CUP
won by Mr. T. H. Tessier on a Bat machine, using ROM Tyres.

MR. A. J. WELSON'S CUP
won by Mr. W. W. Douglas on a Douglas machine using ROM Tyres.

Also 9 GOLD MEDALS and

4 SILVER MEDALS
won on ROM Tyres.

LONDON—PLYMOUTH.

SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL
won by Mr. H. A. Cooper on a Rex machine using ROM Tyres.

BRADFORD M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL.

4 GOLD MEDALS
on ROM Tyres,

HERTS COUNTY HILL CLIMB.

FASTEST IN EVERY CLASS
on ROM Tyres.

BROOKLANDS-ALL COMERS' HANDICAP.

1st, 2nd, 4th, and Sth
on ROM Tyres.

T.T. HANDICAP.

1st and 3rd
on ROM Tyres.

Also 3 NEW RECORDS CREATED.
LEEDS -LONDON AND BACK.

SILVER SHIELD
won by Mr. T. Bullus on a P. & M. machine using ROM Tyres.

Also GOLD MEDAL.
BRADFORD M.C.C. HILL CLIMB.

SILVER CUP
won by Mr. W. H. Bashall on a Bat machine using ROM Tyres.

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY
made by Mr. W. H. Bashall on a Bat machine using ROM Tyres.

FASTEST TIME FOR SINGLES
made by Mr. 0. C. Godfrey on a Rex machine using ROM Tyres.

Illustrated Catalogue of ROM Tyres sent free on application.

fiom Tyre & Bubber Co., Ltd.,

31, Brooke Street, Holborn, London, EX.
Telegrams—" Romdom, London." Telephone—1513, Holborn.

Manchester—H. Reed & Co., 306, Deansgate. Edinburgh—N.S.U. Scottish

Agency, 167, Morrison Street. Preston—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County

Garage (opposite Central Station). Birmingham—Thos. Clayton & Son, Ltd.,

125-6, New Street. Leeds—A. J. Greenwood & Co., 39, Guildford Street.

N.E. London—Godfrey & Applebee, 165a, Hoe Street, Walthamstow.
Lincoln—W. J . Binks & Co., St. Bendick's Square.

Tn. answering this advertisement it is desiraNe to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

umns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,

) lines. Name and address must be counted.

us

—

Ta-o lines (16 words or less) costs i/O

Taree lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3

Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

th3 cas3 of Trade Advertisements a series of

rteen insertions is charged as twelve.

\11 advertise nents in this section should be

jompanied with remittance, and b3 addressed

the oITicss of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

ensure insertion letters should be posted in

le to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

ventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

3inesday afternoon previous to the date of

blication.

All letters relating to advertisement? should

,te distinctly under what heading and in what

ue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
?or the convenience of ourchasers of second-hand

tor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

;ts, as many readers like to know what machines are

sale m their immediate neighbourhood before going

ther afield.

an showing division of England into Sections.

orthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham,

e

MR. HART DAVIES
< used our

FAMOUS .

SEARCBLIGBT
when so handsomely breakicig

the

John-o'-Groat's Record.

He chose the BEST LAMP— full

of EFFICIENCY and devoid of

FADS.

It was not a special lamp—in

fact we did not know what lamp

Mr. Mart Davies was using until

after Record was beaten.

SECTION II.

ork and Lancashire.
SECTION HI.

arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, SlaiioiJ,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

;ottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

:orfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge. Huntingdon, .'n ' Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Vorcester, Hereford, Radnor, iirecknock, Monmouth
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembmice.

SECTION VII.

y,< ucester, Oxford, Buck ngham. Berks, Wiits and Hants,

channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

rlertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, tnd Sus=e>-.

SECTION IX.

jnmerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cnmv.-all.

^
SECTION X.

jfotland
SECTION XI.

xeland and Isle of Man.

A NEW MODEL

R E^ X
obtainable only through the

PREMIER
MOTOR CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.
This SPECIAL model has all the improvements and

-

refinements of the 1909 REX, IN ADDITION TO
WHICH there are included a NEW DISC FREE
ENGINE CLUTCH (pedal starting), J.A.P. AUTOMATIC
LUBRICATION. It carries a SPECIAL GUARANTEE,
viz., all mechanical parts are guaranteed for 5,000

MILES running. Any part failing or proving defective

in material or workmanship during that distance will

be IMMEDIATELY SUPPLIED FREE from OUR
STOCK.

40 ONS."S

COMPLETELY
EQUIPPED,

DELIVERY, irst orders within 7 DAYS.
Demonstration model is now on view at our works.

N.B.—This SPECIAL MODEL CAN ONLY bs

obtained from the PREMIER MOTOR GO.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For- the convenience of advertisers, letters ma\

adJressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" O
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appe
the advertisement. Replies siiould be addressed,

'

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lone

is added to the address, then to the number given,
' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "WE
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pe

may deal in perfect safety by availir.g themselves o
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with

'

Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this receipl

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance o

goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of i

registration. The time allowed for a decision after ri

of the goods is three days. For all transactions exce

£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged,

deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and ch

and money orders should be made payable to Uifff

Sons f.imited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Realars who renly to adva.tisements and rcceii

answer to their enquiries are requested to regar

silence as an indication that the eoods advertised

already been disposed cl Pcivertisers rtien recei

many enquiries that it ii (.uiie impossitle to icply tc

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
Westmoreland.

23.h.p. Hobart. good order, new tyres ; must
4 offers.—Youns. Cafe, Leayes Park, Newcai

"I
Q08 Roc, two speeds, free, handle-bar control

X%/ Whittle, and spare.?; £26 cash, no offers.—

S

Arm.?, Greatham, Durham.

FOR Sale, 3ih.p. White and Poppe Engine, tc

tank. No. 6 Chater - Lea fittings, 26in. v.

French grey, new except engine; £27.—Below.

23.h.p. Ariel, Fleet engine, two-speed and free, IS

4 261n. wheels, enamelling and plate gocd;
10s.—Below.

Olh.p. Brown, 82 by 90 engine; trial; £14,—Be

31h.p. N.S.U., magiLCto. 26in. wheels, newly ei

2 led and plated; £25.—Below.

ANY Reasonable Trial on any above.— .J. Potts,
whistle Cycle and Motor Depot, Main St.

^-Yh.p. Twin, Peugeot engine, Nala two-speed,
t' tyres, footboards, perfect condition, £26;
gonieiy .sidecar for same, £3 : approval ; deposit,

tram, jun., Rotlibury, Northumberland.

MOTOR Cycle, 3ih.p., Chater-Lea No. 6, 1

clutch, spring forks, B.B. H. control, Cli

Dreadnought tyres, in perfert going order; must
going abroad.—Brown, 10, Jervis St., Hebburn-on

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

DOUGLAS, Lincoln Elk, and Norton motor oy
stock.-Gourlay, Fallowfield

21h.p. Peugeot, very low, 26in. wheels; cheap.-
2 well, Bamfird, near Rochdale.

21.h.p. 1908 Res Featherweight, magneto, exi

2 order; £16 10s.—Seville, Oulton, Leeds.

CROSS for Triumphs in Rotherham; standard
in stock, £48.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

1 Q08 5h.p., Vindeo, Peugeot, Bosch, racing i

LtJ £28.—Cross. Triumph Agent, Rotherham.

2J,h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, new; £43; alloi

price exchange.—Dall, Barrow-in-Furness.'

4h.p., Amac, magneto, free engine, non
£17.—White, Pool Works, Burgess St., Sh(

1 Rex. Sjh.p., new Shamrock-Gloria belt, h

bar control.; £27 10s.—40. Great Moor St.

AL.IL OUR OOODS ARE SENT
OJ»i Af»F»RO"VAl.

Premier Motor Go. Ltd.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAIV!

Telephone 4310. Telegrams: "Primus, B'ham

//( answering t.hest advertisentenis it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

1 Q09 2J,h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, new; £43; alloi

T> OC, 4h.p^^ Amac^ mag;neto, free engine, non

1 Q08 Rex. Sjh.p., new Shamrock-Gloria _belt,^li

ton.

£14.— Sfh.p. Rex. Palmer cord tyres, tubes, Ian
accessories, splendid goer.— 6, Eccleshall Rd.

field.

TRIUMPH, late 1907, H.B. control, good com
ridden 4,000 miles; £24 10s.—Kerr, Ma

Halifax.

MUST Sell Immediately.—New 1909 3ih.p. Rex,
spares, complete; £29.—Pilkington, Marble

Southport.
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5TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE
p. 1908 Peugeot and sidecar, good condition, 2iin.
yres, £29, any trial ; 2J or 31i.p. part exchange pre-
—Hamilton, 5, Wellington Hill, Horfield, Bristol.

p. Peugeot, specially built, extra low, and in new
londition, 24 by 2i Palmer cords, Bosob magneto,
slides. Brooks B150 saddle, polished brass tor-

;ank, enamelfed yellow chrome; cost owner over
ash o4ers invited.—H. Ward, 8, Gloucester Place,
or.

SECTION VIII.

ford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, ^ent,
I Sussex.

p. Excelsior, low; £6.—Berry, 125, Canal Ed.,
Mile End.

Twin Iris, spray; nearest JE12.— 53, Fort Rd.,
Jermondsey.

p. M.M.O., in good condition; £10.—Leach, 52,
Eeplingham Ed., Southfields.

, 2}h.p., good condition. — Seen at 37, Knight's
lill. West Norwood. £11 10s.

fou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
ou can get them at Wauchope's.

p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, nearly new; £14.
—Lyons, 11, Avenue Rd., Goldbawk Rd.

p. Rex, good running order, adjustable pulley

;

£9 lOs.-H., 15, Eadlix Rd., Leyton, E.

p. Lightweight, Peugeot engine; must sell, £6
10s., offers.-86, New King's Rd., Pulham.

p. Zeniths on show at Sherwell's, 46, York St.,

Westminster, with or without Qradua gears.

15b.—3ih.p. Minerva, Mabon clutch, little used;
argain.—Thompson, 11, Brecknock Ed., N.W.

Lurquin, height 30in., footboards, studded tyres,
t, new condition ; £30.-6, Whitechapel Ed., E.

ICE.—2ih.p. Singer, magneto ignition, handle-bar
ontrol; £4 153., bargain.—283, Clapham Ed., S.W

p. Eex, powerful machine, last, take sidecar ; sac-

rifice £13.-31, Portland Ed., Netting Hill, W
158. (Must Sell).—2h.p. Minerva, just enamelled
wants adjusting.—518, Kingsland Ed., Darston

^TON.—3ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, most ex-

ellent condition, quite equal to any 1909 model

STTON.—3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, fine ma-
hine, low, thoroughly reliable; exceptional bar-
JIO 10s.

JTON.—Clearance of good sound reliable ma-
hines at £8 each. Stand expert examination.
31yde, H.B. control, 2ih.p. light Chater-Lea-Scout,
Kerry, fine machine. Secure one of these genuine
IS at once. Do not delay.

S'TON.-Bradburys and Moto-Reves from stock;
rials; easy payments.—619, Lea Bridge Rd., Ley-
ondon.

7 3ih.p. Peugeot, magneto, J.A.P. carburetter,
)w buUt; £27 10s.—Sands, High Ed., South Wood-

MPSTEAD Bargains on page 45; finest stock
guaranteed.- 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678,

J.A.P. , Chater-Lea, fast, powerful, E.O.M., Wata-
rata, spring forks; £25.—Chilton, High St., Wat-

N Alcyon, TrufCaults, Clinchers, no tank, excel-
mt machine; £16.-39, Hillfield Park, Muswell

Bradbury, splendid condition, long bars ; a bar-
:ain, £9.—Sproul, 355, High St., Stratford Bridge,

UPSTEAD.—7-9h.p. Peugeot, magneto and spring
forks, two-speed gear: £25.-5, Heath St., Hamp-

tfPSTEAD. — 5h.p. Vindec Special, magneto and
spring forks, two-speed gear, all accessories; £28.
[eath St., Hampstead.

MP8TEAD. — Motosacoche, good condition, late
model, all accessories; bargain, £16.—Rey, 5,
St., Hampstead.

MPSTEAD for F.N.'s, 1909 models from stock;
high price allowed for your old mounts.—Below.

r, Hampstead, sole London and district agent for
Jincoln Elks, all models in stock; exchanges. —

MPSTEAD. — Great Bargains ; look to page No.
15; all machines guaranteed; exchanges speci-
-Eey, 5, Heath St.

WPSTEAD. — 4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., new condition;
£28, -with all accessories; bargain.— 5, Jieath St.

MPSTEAD.-1908 4h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea sprint?
forks, magneto, all accessories, very low ; £25,

n.

MPSTEAD.—1909 Moto-Reve, spring forks and
magneto, all accessories

;
great bargain, £28, as

Below.

MPSTEAD.-Minerva. 3ih.p., splendid condition,
spring forks, all accessories, 1907 model; £13.—

5, Heath St.

P. P.N., new condition, just overhauled, new tyres

;

£12; climb anything.—34, Trossachs Rd., E.
3h.

DEAL WITH

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
ENGLAND'S LARGEST DEALERS,

HALIFAX and LONDON.

3 h.p. ROVER, low built, handle-bar control,
long bars, smartly enamelled cream. In X? -1 K
splendid condition ^AO

igog BRADBURY, magneto ignition, spring
forks, practically new, not done 200 miles; jPQQ
a bargain SOO

rgoS BRADBURY, latest Bradbury spring
forks, only done 500 miles, will climb any- i?OC
thing ;

" a beauty " S-^O
MINERVA, 4J h.p., igo7 model, Longuemrure, X?00

2Jin. Continental tyres, spring forks .
X^O

MINERVA, 3i h.p., vertical engine, 26in. i?'j C
wheels, spring forks aiAU

REX, 3| h.p., igo6 model, spring forks, spray, OH C
good order throughout 36AO

ALCYON, 4J h.p., twin, Minerva, spring forks, 0-4 rj

very good dondition *" '

REX, twin-cylinder, 5 h.p., spray, low buUt, 04 n
spring forks * A I

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring iorks, good ^-j f)

KERRY, 5 h.p., low, 26in. wheels, coil and iP'j Q
accumulator ignition 3iAO

MOTO-REVE, 2.h.p., igo8 model, twin- £OK
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order .... ^^^

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car- PQ
buretter *'*'

RIP, 3J h.p., Peugeot engine, spring frame, P-j Q
Long, spray carburetter, footrests, low built ^i >-O

RILEY, 3jh.p, 26in. wheels, spray, trembler, i?'l A
good tyres, low built, long bars SiAT:

60 /- deposit secures und'er-inentioned, balance 5 /-

weekly

—

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2ih.p., geared pulley £6
PHSNIX, 2% h.p., J.A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, i\ h.p., coil and accumulator £5
EXCELSIOR, 2^ h.p., spray £8

TRICARS.
REXETTE Tricar, S-roh.p., two speeds and 1?CA

reverse, open frame, water cooled, perfect ^tl"

We carry an exceedingly large stock of new and
second-hand motor cycle accessories at London.
Prices lowest.

QCI / Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in. f%r\ 1

Vyj/" wheels, Dunlop tyres. ^v/ "

04 C Screw-cutting Lathe, 6Jin. centres, 6ft. 04 C
^-^t* bed, back geared, compound rest, "iAO

22 change wheels, overhead reverse

motion.

Of* Forecamage, PHCENIX, practically no
~»' new, rgog model, not ridden above ^^

fifty miles.

SPECIAL. BARGAINS.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1

Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) 3/6
Mudguards, sin., well finished (per pair) 2/11
Trinote Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality pair 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends „ 6/6

We have special facilities for the repairing of mag-
netos at London. Best work. Moderate charges.

Cl.iNCHER TYRES,
ai/e FOR 25/

/ 26 X ajin. ) Clincher studded
Genuine | 26 X 2in. J Covers.

Maker's price, 31 /fe Our price 25/-

AU brand new igog goods, and in no way faulty or

perished. APPROVAL.
Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5/S ; Grey, 6/-

Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowances on Old Covers.

High-Class Motor Cycles Wanted tor Cash.

NOTE THE ADDRESSES :

Powell St.,v^etdal^'a!l, HALIFAX.
Telephones: 4^3 day. qo4 night.

Telegrams: "Petrol, Halifax."

,ri36, Great Portland Street '°ltrS''
Telephone -i

52 Mayfair. UONDON, W.

MOTOR ^BICYCLES ^FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD Bargains on page 45 ; finest stock

guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678.
P.O.

3ih.p. Rex, just been done up, rery smart and reli-

4 able, footboards, handle-bar control; £16 lOs.—
Below.

3|h.p. Eex, enamelled cream, low and fast, take side-

car, new non-skid back, handle-bar control; £12,
or ofiler.— 139, Balaam St., Plaistow, E.

KERRY, 2ih.p., condition perfect; £9, or near; on
view.—Meager Bros., 58, Shepherd's Bush Ed.,

London

3.h.p. Minerva, Dunlops, Riches tubes, all acces-
1^4 series;* bargain, £11.—Patterson, St. Albans Ed.,
Watford.

31h.p. Eoc Pattern, Chater-Lea motor bicycle, light,

2 low built; £8.—Dymchurch, Mellison Ed., Toot-
ing.

3.h.p. Brown, complete, and in excellent condition,
/*4 lamp, bag, horn; £10.-128, High Ed., S. Tot-
tenham.

31h.p. Excelsior, 26in. wheels, low built, Longuemare,
2 Tery powerful; £10.-128, High Ed., 8. Totten-

ham.

31.h.p. Twin Peugeot, spring forks, magneto. Palmer
2 tyres, all in excellent condition; £20.— 128, High

Rd., South Tottenham.

O 3.h.p. PhcEnix, two speeds, magneto, handle starting,
/^4 a real gem. suit doctor; £18.-128, High Ed., 8.

Tottenham.

21h.p. J.A.P.,' low built, £10 lOs. ; lih.p. Minerva,
2 long bars, very good condition, £5j 3ih.p. M.M.C.,

vertical, girder fork.s, £6; 2fh.p. Precision engined ma-
chine, £5; first cash takes.—128. High Ed., 8. Totten-
ham.

21h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea, low, very fast; £8 lOs. ;'

2 seen after seven.—Wood, 249,, Eotherhithe New
Ed., S.E.

Slh.p. 4-oyl. F.N. Motor
a investment for cash.-

London.

3 h.p. Kerry, free engine,
lightweight and cash.-

Homerton.

Cycle; £16 lOs. ; a worthy
-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

girders, low; £15, or
-Motorist, 15, Sidney

take
Ed.,

41h.p. Givaudan,
J5 tion; £15.

Middlesex.

twin, spring forks, splendid condi-
— Taylor, High Ed., Wealdstone,

perfect going
worth double.

-

order; £6 10s., a
-T. Clair, Clapham

31h.p.
2 throughout

;

STANDAED
F.R.S.

Surbiton,

»lh.p. J.A.P.,

HUMBEE, 2ih.p.,
genuine bargain

Ed., S.W.

£27 lOs.-7h.p. 1908 Matchless, all accessories, perfect
order.-Write, Gumming, 8, Culford Gardens, Lon-

don, S.W.

DO Not Miss ThisI—3ih.p. 1907 Eex, in first-class

condition; £11.—R. Nye, 83, Drewstead Ed.,
Streatham.

3JLh.p. CLE., low frame, magneto ignition; £12 lOs.,

2 first cheque.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London.

Eex, accumulator, spring forks, good order
£13 10s.—Martyn, 21, Woodstock

Ed., Croydon

3 h.p. N.8.U., magneto, low built, 26in. tyres, perfect

condition; £18; approval.—Eagles and Co., High
St., Acton, W.

Triumph, June 10th, 1909, also new
lamp, etc.; £44.—Clarke, 169, Ewell Ed.,

S.W.

2ih.p. J.A.P., thorough running order and condition;
2 £9, bargain.—Address, L. Atkins, 50, Newland

Ed., Worthing. \

4? K , or offler.—Laurin-Klement Motor Bicycle, mag-^O neto ignition, going order.—Page, 162, Acre
Lane, Brixton.

012.—Triumph motor cycle, in splendid condition;* seen by appointment.—Write, G.S., 63, Stepney
Green, Mile End.

TEIUMPH, 3ih.p., magneto, Mabon clutch, all acces-

sories, guaranteed perfect ; £30.—Evans, 46, High
St., Hampstead.

TEIUMPH, from works fortnight ago, ridden 60
miles; £45.—Piatt, 10, Milton Mansions, Shackle-

well Lane, N.E.

3ih.p. Crownfleld-Givaudan and sidecar, in perfect

2 condition; £12.-39, Bishop's Rd., Cambridge
Heath, London.

31.h.p. Vindec Special, magneto. Continental Model de

2 Course tyres, Gloria belt, perfect condition; £15.

—Matthew Lang.

23.hp. Calvert, low, comfortable position, reliable; £6
4 10s.—Matthew Lang, 290, Ewell Ed., Tolworth,

Surbiton.

21.h.p. Motor Cycle, good running order; £6, or

2 nearest oiler.—Barton, 2, Porten Rd., Blythe

Rd., Kensington.
'

31,h p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, low built, nearly new
;

bar-

2 gain, 14 guineas.—Simpson,^ 6, Battersea Rise^

Clapham Common.

Oii.li p. Clyde, magneto, Longuemare, gooji condition

;

/*4 £10; after 7.—Poole, Killowen,

Woodside Park, N.

Holden Ed.,

In answering these advertisements it is a^siraile to mention " The Molar Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[AMPSTEAD Bargains on cage 45; finest stouk

guaranteed.-5. Heath St., Hampstead. Tel. : 2678,

h.p. Heavy Twin J.A.P., No. 6 Chater frame, Talmer
cords, and sidecar, nearly new; bargain, £36,-129,

gh St., Croydon.

ih.p. Buchet, spring forks, Voltoo, everything per-

4 feet. £8 lOs. : 2h.p. Fafnir, bargain, £4. — 8,

nton Rd., Acton.

3.h.p. Minerva, in splendid condition ; examination
4 invited; new Goodrich and accessories; £14.-74,
lombo Rd-, Ilford.

EUGEOT, 5:6h.p., Chater-Lea No. 6 frame and fit-

tings, 23in. tyres, new condition ; £24.-47, Cam-
i Grove, Peckham.

h.p. N.S.U., late model, accumulator ignition, low
built, guaranteed; £13 10s.; approval.—Eagles and

., High St., Acton.

3.h.p. Kerry, Chater-Lea, E.N. carburetter, long bars

;

4 verv cheap, £5, lowest.—Beach, 11a, Forte.-is Rd.,
mtish Town, N.W.

NGLIAN, 2fh.p. De Dion, two-speed Anglian gear,

- latest design, like new; £26.-30. Colebrooke Row,
ington, London, N.

[OTOSACOCHE, new condition, spring forks, horn,
carrier, toolbag, perfect; £24.—Mac, 190, High

, Stoke Newington.

ih.p. Werner, twin-cyl., accumulator, Michelins,
2 searchlight lamp, good running order; £15,-20,
ssex Rd., Brixton.

ih.p. Triumph, all necessary spares, tyres, and belt,
2 very good, mechanical condition guaranteed

;

5.—Vallance, Lewes.

h.p. Motor Cycle, in new condition ; selling through
illness; can be seen any time; £16.—Randall,

idge Rd., IJxbridge.

Ih.p. Rex, low built, Longueiuare carburetter, 26in.
2 new Continental tyres; £10 10s.; approval. —
igles and Co., Acton.

» ARGAIN.—3h.p. Kerry, spring fork, handle-bar con-
» trol, footre.sts, very powerful, etc. ; £8.—H. C. Hine,
, Thorold Rd., Ilford.

'"INDEC, 5h.p,, twin, magneto, TrufEault forks,
Mabon clutch; what cash offers P— 29, Montford

ace, Kennington, S.E.

•Ih.p. N.S.U., new last December, magneto, spring
'2 forks, lin. belt, 26in. tyres; £23 10s.; approval.
Eagles and Co., Acton.

ih.p. Triumph, 1907, with new piston and cylinder,
' 2 very fast ; any trial.—L. Hudson, Jesmond, Ar-
igton Rd., Eastbourne.

I h.p. Humber, new back tyre, perfect running guaran-
' teed; £10 cash, or nearest offer.—E.Ht.W., 60,
hitley Rd., Eastbourne.

BSOLXJTELY Like New.-3ih.p. Long Low Rex,
^ powerful, splendid climber; sacrifice £10; after
-21, Claremont Sq., N.

^OVEE, 3ih.p., free engine, B. and B. carburetter,
splendid hill-climber; £13.—A.B., " Barcroft,"

escent Rd., New Barnet.

S7HITTLE'S.-4-Cyl. F.N., late model, magneto,
T spring forks, fast, reliable, absolutely new con-
ti.on; great bargain, £25.

rrniTTLE'S.-Faiiy 2i-3h.p. Lightweight, twin, as
' new; extra cheap; to clear, £10 10s.—Whittle's
otor Exchange, Earlsfleld.

>3.h.p. Noble, enamelled French grey, very low and
'4 smart machine; any reasonable ca,sh offer.—549,
!ven Sisters Rd., Tottenham.

TOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druid spring forks, all
-*- improvements as new; 25 guineas.—Dr. Rowse,
Frog.more House," Watford.

IGHTWEIGHT Peugeot, 2Jh.p. Whitley engine,
-^ long handle-bars, and low position; £8 10s. ~— 22,
le Avenue, Bruce Grove, N.

• Ih.p. Kerry, Palmers, just overhauled, Longuemare,
'2 climb Cudham, spares; £15.—Vallins, 60 Nut-
oft Rd,, Peckham. After 5.

>3.h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva, Palmer tyres, Eadie fit-
'4 tings, splendid condition; £13 10s.—Moore, 44,
euniker Gardens, East Ham.
>3.h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea fittings. Palmer tyres,
^4 26 wheels, nearly new; £10 10s.—26, Church
rescent, South Hackney, N.E.

ih.p. Quadrant, magneto, Sjh.p. Quadrant, forecar;
'2 offers; exchange Triumph, Vindec two-speed.—
), King George St., Greenwich.

J
h.p. Vindec, magneto, good condition, fast, powerful;

' any trial, £24; sidecar to fit, £3; seen any time.—
rrow, 83, Rye Laiie, Peckham.

ih.p. Motosacoche, nice light machine, good running
-4 order; £16 10s., lowest cash price.-Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.

J-6hp. Twin Rex, handle-bar control, adjustable pul-
' ley, splendid order; bargain, £15; room wanted.—
oombes, 737, High Rd., Tottenham.

>3.h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, per-
"'4 fe"t: £1?; pho'-o.-Ful' particulars, 8, West-
ew Gardens, Maybank Ed., Woodford.

t-CYL. F.N., magneto, new Palmer tyre, just been
overhauled, guaranteed perfect must sell'- £25.--

tacey, 16,-Cam.pbelI Rd., W. Croydon

EXCHANGES
liberally quoted and CASH OFFERS

considered on any machine.

CARS.
1 6 h.p. Remo £185
10-12 Brush .. 49 10
b 10 f-ord .. 39 10

6J Humberette 39 10

TRICARS.
4J Bradbury.. £29 10

4J Rover, wr.c. 22 10

5 Humber . . 33

5J Rexette . . 29 10
.All ready to drive away, and excellent value.

60 REXES IN STOCK.
\\ e can also supply
IriOTO-REVES, DOUGLAS, N.S.U.'S, ROCS, BATS,

BRADBURYS, VINDECS. P. & M.'s.

" POPUI.ARS."
1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, a beauty, NEW £48
1909 two-speed HUMBER, new 39
1909 3i h.p. REX Tourist, second-hand. . .

.

(ofiers)

1909 T.T. TRIUMPH 40
1908 T.T. TRIUMPH, nearly as new 34
1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX DE LUXE .... 29 10
1908 3i h.p. Tourist REX (new) 29
1908 REX, 3.6 h.p. R.A.C. rating 17 10
r9o8 3J h.p. Magneto REX Racer, 24in.

wheels, special hill-climber 28
3i h.p. two-speed PHELON & MOORE 22
1908 3J h.p. Magneto MINERVA 22
1908 3I h.p. 2-speed Magneto FAFNIR 28 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .. 13 10
1906 3i h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V 15 10
3 h.p. SI.NGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto.

.

19 10

3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount.... 14 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars 15

3J h.p. ARIEL, spray, 25in wheels 14
3J h.p. EXCELSIOR, H.B. control, torpedo 9 10
l.i h.p. REX, handie-bar control, Amac .. 11 10
2j h.p. ARIEL, low machine 12

2i h.p. M.M.C., vertical, spray, good 8 15
2 J h.p. BUCHET, long bars, low seat .... 5 15

2i h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, spray, goes well 6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, torpedo tanks, low 6 10
2-1 h.p. ARIEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount.

.

9
2 h.p. Magneto SIMMS 5 10
i| h.p. THOMAS, Phelon and Moore spray 4 19

SIOE-CAR IVIACHINES.
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
r9o8 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer cords 32 10

5i h.p. 2-.speed REX DE LUXE 32 10
5.^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch 27 10
rgog Twin N.S.U., two speeds, NEW 60 15
6 h.p. Twin REX and Forecar 22 10

5i h.p. Twin RE.X, new tvres, black finish.. 17 17

5 h.p. Twm ZENITH, spring frame 16
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar 20

4J h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto 28 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, R.O.M. ienition .. 17 10

Five 5^ h.p. Twin Rexes, spring forks,

long bars, low frames, aluminium finish

blue lines, 26in. wheels. £17 17s.
Grand sidecar machines.

Brand New rgoS 3| h.p. N.S.U 29 gns.

Brand New rgog Two-speed HUMBER .. 37.,,

Amac Carburetters. Liberal exchange.

EASY RAYMENXS.
5/ weekly and

/ " any of these

ready for the road

:

h.p

3 Lloyd's .

3 Clyde .

4 Antoine
3 Humber
3l Rex .

3 Brown .

4 Atelier .

£13 10
15
15 10
10
10
12 10
13 10

reasonable deposit secures
machines. All tested and

h.p.

3 Quadrants

.

4 Coronet .

.

2j M.M.C. ..

3J Werner .

.

IJ Thomas .

.

2I Humber ..

3 Bradbury.

.

£10
15
9 5

13 10
7
8 10

10 10
Monster List on application.

PHtENIX TRIMO, 2 speeds, magneto £27 10

NEW CLINCHER TYRES, all sizes, 17/6
NEW INNER TUBES, all sizes, 4/11.

OE LUXE SIDECARS, 2iin. Tyres ; every-
thing of the best £6

foreign order terms : 25 per c«it. deposit,

balance against bills of lading. Packed, F.O.R.
Halifax.

1908 Magneto IMachines Wanted for Spot Cash.

> "^^ HalifaxMptoi*JJxchangel
''

. ''^LARGEST '.REX'ipEALEfiS'--"'' ;,'-

2
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
3.h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, engine, carburetter, I

4 and saddle, all new, long handle-bars ; take i

-Talbert, 46, Surrey Sq., Old Kent Rd.

£* fi lOs.— 2ih.p. Humber, chain drive, long bars,
3i^\t saddle, Dunlops, perfect order, very fast

powerful.—Brown, 4, Broadway. Mortlake.

6 h.p. Zedel, magneto, in tank, Chater frame, M'
D., covers, tyres, everything good, and in thoru

order; £25.-17, Tamworth Park, Mitcham.

3 Ih.p. Minerva, spring forks, B. and B., H.B.
2 trol, splendid condition ; photo ; best offer.

N. Mattingley, 71, Burghley Rd., Hornsey.

A RECORD Breaker.- 16-20h.p. Bat-Jap Motor
cycle, capable of very high speeds, splendid cc

tion.—Particulars, Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

3 Ih.p. Twin GriSoB, perfect condition, magneto
2 accumulator ignition, spring forks, non-.skid t;

—Jeutsh, 84, Delancy St., Camden Town, N.W.

ZENETTE, Qradua gear, magnetc ignition, 1

splendid condition, most reliable; £35; boi

later model.—Es3ha,v, Pyrford Lodge, Woking.

3 ih.p. Quadrant. Mabon clutch, spring forks,

2 trie headlight, as new, £20; flexible sidecar,

lot £23.—Brown, 66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

2 h.p. Minerva Bike, £8; 2Jh.p. ditto, £10; Mill

forecar, fit any bike, £3 10s. ; Sin. centre lath

new, £4.-36. Stroud Green Rd., Finsbiiry Park.

TWIN-CYL. Minerva, 4ih.p., 2iin. tyres, Micl
non-skid behind, excellent condition, low frj

£22, or offer.-Jackson, Motorist, Worcester Park.

EAGLES and Co., N.S.U. Agency, High St., A(
hare a few brand new 1908 N.S.U.'s at very

prices ; exchanges entertained ; deferred payments.

SELLING, a bargain. £5 IDs.-Reliable 2h.p.

erva Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea, in splendid ci

tion, and licensed.— 18, Napolean Rd., Twickenham

3 Ih.p. Triumph, 1908 model, well kept, handli
2 control, magneto, etc. ; £32 10s. ; splendidly

plete.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London

EXCELSIOR. 3ih.p., perfect condition, long ha
bars, footboards, Swan back saddle pin;

oliers.—Apply, A.D.W., 94, Nightingale Lane, S.'V

TRIUMPH 1909 Models in stock; good allowance
second-hand.—Harvey and Co., 47, South Lam

Rd., Vauxhall Station, S.W. Telephone, 3134 Ho

Q3.h.p. Royal, Enfield, B. and B. carburetter, Wata
/W4 belt. Brooks non-skid back, condition guarant
£12.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest (

4 h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea, only three months old,

quite like new, Bosch magneto, handle-bar cor

Druid spring forks, footboards, new non-skids and
lamp, horn, spares; £32.—Eastern Garage, 418, 1

ford Rd., Forest Gate.

23.h.p. Minerva, in very fijie condition, hand!
4 control, Millennium stand, carrier; £12.—Eai

Garage, 418, Romford Rd., F'orest Gate.

3 ih.p. Rex (1907), in really good condition, sj

2 forks. Palmer cords, nearly new, lamp,
horn; £15.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., F
Gate.

3 h.p. Hobart. Chater-Lea, magneto, Amac carbun
handle-bar controlled, torpedo tank, footboards,

low, only three months old; £23.—Eastern Garage,
Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

4ih.p. Minerva Twin (October, 1908), spring f

2 magneto, Amac handle-bar controlled carburt
' stand, carrier, spare petrol tank, tools, spares, 1

light, horn; £28.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford
Forest Gate.

"8 C108 Rex, SAh.p. T.T. engine, exceptionally powt
JLtJ magneto, spring forks, handle-bar control, i

retiuements. headlight, horn, spares ; £25.—Eastern
age, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

Q3.h.p. Noble, spring forks, Longuemare carburi
^^4: Palmer cords, accessories; £10.—Eastern Ga
418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

3 ih.p. Peugeot, Chater No. 6 frame and spring f

2 24in. tyres, foot brake, band brake. Brooks 1

padded, everything the best, built late 1908; £2
Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

TRIUMPH, 1908, a perfect machine, and quite
new, fully equipped ; £34.—Eastern Garage,

Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

THE Eastern Garage Co., 418, etc., Romford
Forest Gate, have a large selection of second-

machines, all of which have been thoroughly overh;

and tuned up ready for touring ;
give us a cal

Phone, 10, Stratford. T.A. : Egaraco, London.

F.N. Ifh.p. Lightweight, magneto, spring f

handle-bar control, recently overhauled, with 1

horn, and spares; £12.—F.B., 53, College St., Islin

N.

Qlh.p. Triumph, magneto, 1909, head clip, nev
O2 Hanmer lamp, horn, new cords, spare tube
trial; £29, or offer.- 69, Sandy Hill Rd., Plums
Kent.

5 h.p. Vindec, Bosch magneto, guaranteed, two-i

free engine, Millford non-skid sidecar, perfect

ning order ; £37 10s.—O'Donnell, " Apollo," Paddii

St., W.

3 ih.p. Fafnir, overhead tappets, No. 6, Contin
2 unpunctured Bates band, fast, easy starter, s

I

did condition: £15, or close offer.— 37, Bonfield
' Lewisham.

In answeriii£ fhesit advertisements it is ch'sirable to mention " The Motor Cxide.
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5TOR BICYCLES FOii ;SALE..
Huiiiber, splendid condition, new cover on back,

3 new on fr^nt, long handle-bars, low seat, good

g order; £9.—Court, 29. Mortimer St., Heme Bay.

7s.—Quadrant, 2ih.p., Longuemare, good tyres,

in periect order (or esciiange). Telep^^^ne,

Central—Marshall, 170, Pentonville Rd., King's
N.

,p. Globe, Bat spring forks, low saddle, long bars,

non-skid, Suarpe's silencer, two belts, all bear-

iist re-bushed, trembler; £11.—Eouard, 29, Church
)lio.

ENDID 3h.p. Clyde Motor Cycle, in perfect con-

lition ; any expert examination ; magneto ignition,

ers; bargain, £12 lOs.-Sheppard, 101, Kingsway,
ike.

JEIiSIOR, 3ih.p., 1909, new June, done 500,
)erfect tyres, unpunctured, new Polkey lamp ; £35,
r; buying twin.—Deacon, 53, Gwendyr Ra., West
igton.

p. Motor Cycle, long bars, low seat, spring fork,

stand, and accessories, as new; cost over £40,
;e £15, or offers; wanted, lightweight.—Gannon,
sford. '

8 Triumph, rubber studded tyres, rubber belts, with
Autoclipse lamp, and two new Veritas covers

;

)r near offer.-14, Dalgarno Gardens, North Ken-
1, W.
p. N.S.U. Lightweight Twin, 1909, ridden 300
miles, Bosch magneto, mechanical inlet valves,

forks, guaranteed as new; £33 10s.— ±i.agles and
cton.

.TER-LEA-FAFNIR, 3ih.p., magneto, new Miche-
ins, spring forks. Whittle belt, thumb control,
irds, good condition; £18.-11, Delacourt Rd.,
leath.

Sarolea Twin, excellent condition, new Palmer
vre, two new accumulators and plain coil, three
'and spares; trial; bargain, £18.—Wilcox, Book-
iurrey.

—3ih.p. Clarendon, long handle-bars, low. position,
ootb^.ards, fast, good condition, recently over-

; by appointment.—Francies, 7, Paulton Sq.,

a, S.W.

p. Quadrant for sale, Simms-Bosch magneto, ne^
last October ; a honest bargain to anyone want-

first-class machine, £25, or otters.—35, Athelstan
largate.

p. White and Poppe, low Chater-Lea frame, Amac
carbnrecter, fine condition, with accessories ; sac-
£14 10s., or nearest offer.- 172a, Earlsfleld Rd.,
eld, S \V.

p. Rex, spring forks, low, long bars, footboards,
thorough running order ; only wants seeing ; ex-
ispection invited; £12.—V.. 68, Greevale Rd.,
Jail. S.E.

p. Brown, 1907, splendid condition, climb any-
thing, just overhauled, what offers? also 2h.p.

, fast running, £7, or offer; bargains.— 94, Church
fillesden.

N.S.U. , twin, brand new, Bosch magneto, 26in.
rheels, lin. belt, 1908 specification; £38; ap-
; exchanges entertained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U.
r, Acton.

p. Rex, 190B, good condition, nearly new coil,

accumulator. Clincher back tyre, and Liermatine
spring seat-pillar , easy starter: £10.—Hansford,
er, Bcgnor.

p. N.S.U. , brand new, magneto, lin. belt, 26in.
wheels, 1908 specification; £30; approval; ex-

is entertained.—Eagles and Co., High tit., Acton.
556 Chiswick.

p. 1907-8 Quadrant, spring forks, adjustable pul-
ley. Clincher studded, low frame, excellent con-

; £16 10s., with sidecar, £19 15s.—84, Roden-
Rd., Clapham.

9 TriTimph Motor Bicycles; delivery from stock:
also a good selection of second-hand motors.—Wil-
ycle and Motor Co., 110. Wilton Rd., Victoria
1, London, S.W.

)WN, 2ih.p., long, low, easy starter, footboards,
jonguemare, new Dunlops, in excellent order anci
ion; no offers under £12.—Payne, Railway Cot-
Hayes, Middlesex.

7 3;h.p. Quadrant (Birmingham), absolutely equal
to new; £22, or near offer; wanted, castor wheel

•, exchange push bicycle and cash.—H., 6, St. Agne^
Kennington, S.E.

p. Twin Minerva, new last June, fitted with al!
the latest appliances, winner of club hill-climbs,

ondition as good as new.—Brown and Son, 16
3unie St., Brighton.

p. Minerva, 1907, smart appearance, with spares,
£12- 2ih.p. De Dion, Chater frame, 1908. Ad-
puUey, spares, as new, £15.—Worland, 58, Rath-
»t.. Canning Town.

TENHAM.-Moto-Reve, 1908, excellent condi-
lon, £20 ; also 4h.T). Roc, magneto, free en.gine
vo-speed, £22.—Matthew's Cycle Stores, 96, West
Rd. 'Phone, 1722.

^ili-P-. perfect condition. Palmer cords, Mannin:
ittachment, spares ; owner obliged give up ridins

:

itment by letter to C.S., St. John's Cottage, Souti.
d., Hampatead Heath.

•1909. 5-6h.p., not scratched or soiled, deliveret"
ith May this year, splendid machine, not done 50C
£35, including new Dunlop spare cover.—Applv.

irbnght Rd., Southfields.

dUtO I/U WW 11 Balance 5/- per week,

2f h.p. Singer, mag. £8 I 2| h.p. Stevens .. £7

3i h.p. Rex £10 I 2f h.p. R. and P. £9

3f h.p. Dux £10 I 3 h.p. Clarendon £10

2 h.p. Rex £6 1 sj h.p. Chater-Lea £10_

3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £8 I zl h.p. King £9

2i h.p. Whiteley . . £9 I 3J h.p. King £9

FARRAR'S "HALIFAX"
SIDECARS. _^,

FARRA'RS
MOtOR WORKS''

Each £4 IT 6 Each-
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifuUj' sprung with dojable

C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

3 h.p. N.S.U., Bosch Magneto £16

j h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

5i h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £25

3^"h.p. 1907 REX, Rom tyre fie'lS

rgo8 51 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, mf gneto £35

3i h.p. BROWN, M.- ).V., fine goer £1S

4h.p.ANTOINE, M.O.V., fine goer £12

5-6 h .p. ROVER Tricar, splendid goer £19

Sl h.p. BROWN, magneto, 26in. wheels £19

1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £23

3J h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks £2b

"1908 Magneto REX, single cylinder £19 (.>

3i h.p. 1906 REX. M.O.V., spring forks . . £15 15

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £27 10

5^ h.p. TWIN REX, a beauty £17 17

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £12 J?,

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £22 10

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £32 10

1908 IVIagrne-to REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), bbck and
goil finish, Bosch magneto, £19 19s., or exchsnge.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

Grips like the proverbial seaside landlady

33% cheaper than any other high-class belt.

fin., 9d. fin., 1/. fin., 1/3. rin., 1/6 per foot.

Delivery from stock. No waiting.

ENGINES.
""

2f h.p. KING £115
2i h.p. STANDARD £1 15

3i h.p. AUTO-MOTOR £2 5
2 h.p. QUADRANT £1 10
2^ h.p. GEM £1 10

SPECIAL. BARGAINS.
1909 Amac or B. and B. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27/-

3^ h.p. Quadrant enguis sets ,, 37/6
Rigid Sidecar, extra good condition £3 15
Osborne four-speed gear £1 15
Osborne Free Engine Clutch 15 /-

Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
rgog Bosch magnetos. D.'\2, brand nev^ ..£40
Low frame with Roc clutch £3 10
rgog Premier magneto, brand new £4
Send tor Price List ot Accessories—Pounds Saved.

CUINCHER TYRES.
AU sizes, 17/6 each.

Genuine rgog 26 x 2in. and 26 x 2iin. Clincher

Rubber Studdecl Covers. All brand new, 25/- each.

Tubes with valves, all sizes 5/6 post free, no waiting.

High-class !Vlachine3 Wanhd. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, gio. Night, roY.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., two speeds, Bosch magneto, Price's-

stands, lin. belt, Autoclipse lamp, ideal sidecar
diarhiae, in perfect order throughout, not a wreck; £23
-93, Hessel Rd., West Ealing.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, ball bearing engine, accumu-
lator ignition. Palmer cord and Clinchers, most re-

liable machine; bargain, £15 10s.— ,J. Chapman, 47.
iighbridge St., Waltham Abbey.

31.h.p. Vindec, magneto, N.A.B., separate generator
2 lamp, horn spares, excellent condition ; open to

expert examination; £15 10s.—Seen, Smith and Francis,
Surbiton Rd., Kingston, Surrey.

6 h.p. N.S.U., two-speed, magneto, N.S.U. sidecar to-

match, extra fast, powerful, lamp, spares, splen-

did combination ; £35.—Frank, Woodbine Cottage, Cam-
bridge Rd., Ashford. Middlesex.

31h.p. Kerry Motor Bicycle, perfect order, dirt cheap.
2 £10 10s. ; 4h.p. . xcelsior tricar, new tyres, per-

fect order, £15; 2h.p. Minerva, £5 10s.—Phillips and.

Walters, 86, South Lnd, Croydon.

QUADRANT, 35h.p., spring forks, practically brand
new condition tm-oughout, grand touring machine,

spares; genuine bargain; only wants seeing; £17.-29.
Montford Place, Kennington, S.E.

SPLENDID Opportunity for anyone seeking a goodi

lightweight. Almost new Motosacoche, in fine

order; exceptional bargain, £23 cash; write or call. —
C, 12a, Station Rd., West Croydon.

LIGHTWEIGHT i^'.N., had very little wear, mag-
neto,- spring forks, all accessories, and spares,,

grand goer, £^0 ; also Motosacoche, in g..od order, £16
—24, Woodford Rd., Forest Gate, E.

31h.p. Brown, magneto, two-speed gear, suitable for

2 sidecar, £24; 3h.p. Triuuipn, magneto, Palmen
tyres, just been thoroughly overhauled, engine as new.

£27 10s.—Jeffery, High St., Guildford.

4-5h.p. Laurin-Klement, twin, B.B. carburetter, H.B
control, spring forks, magneto recently overhauled, iii:

perfect running order ; also rigid Chater-Lea sidecar

:

£28 10s.— 32, Catlord Hill, Catford, Kent.

3ih.p. Aster, Chater-Lea frame, trembler coil, Longue-
2 mare carburetter, long handle-bars, very low seat.

I all in grand condition, only, wants seeing ; best offer

over £lo.—d. Moors, 42, High St., Dover.

3ih p. De Dion, Roc clutch, and two-speed gear,.

2 spring forks, Chater-Lea fittings, handle - bar

control, verv low built; must sell; £20, sacrifice.— 17.

; Kenmure Ed., Mare St., Hackiiey, London.

MINERVA Motor Cycle and Chater-Lea sidecar

(brand new, and this year's make), low position,

No 6 frame; £15 15s.; wanted. Sunbeam push cycle.—

J. Sallows, 23, Lillington St., Belgravia, S.W.

3 h.p. Singer, belt drive, Simms-Bosch H.T. magneto,
handle-bar control. Brooks anti-vibratory saddle

(BlOO), bag, spares, tools, lamp, in perfect condition,,

and ready for the road; bargain, £18.—Priestley, Rams-
gate.

BAT-JAP, 7h.p., condition good, Dunlops, four butt

tubes, adjustable and ordinary pulleys, three belts,

Hella lamp, spare inlet, complete, and exhaust pumP'
and automatic oilers; £30.-167, Forest Rd., Waltham-
stow.

3jLh.p. Fafnir, perfect condition, trembler,, two accu-

2 mulators, two lamps, pedals and foo'lr.ests, ad-

justable pulley, carrier. Price's stand, two toolbags,.

spares; £12.—Hobbs, 33, Mornington Crescent, London.
N'.W.

ONLY £16 10s. for my S^h.p. Minerva, spring forks.

Amac handle-bar controlled carburetter, Cbnchei
stud, Rideasy saddle, good hill-climber, fast, and reliable

;

letters, appointment. — Gurney. 20, Campbell Rd.,

Br.giiton.

5- 6h.p. Res de Luxe, magneto, clutch, four month-f-

light use. unused eleven months through illness why
selling, almost as new, guarantee; £24; • ofiers above;

cost £52 10s., receipt.—Treehurst, South Farm Rd..

Worthing.

MAUDES' Motor Mart have six only brand new guar-

anteed 3h.p. N.S.U. 's, with magneto ignition, to

offer; makers' price £37, our's £25 5s. nett, cash only;,

only six left.—To be seen on the road at 136, Great Port-

land St., W.
51hp N.S.U., with two-speed, late 1907, £20, no.

2 offers entertained; N.S.U. lightweight, 1908.

magneto, weight 84 lbs., guaranteed. £15, no ofiers; twin.

Werner, new coil and accumulator, lamp, horn, £10,

offers.- Gotto, Pcrtslade.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., late 1907. magneto, 1909 handle-

bar control carburetter, spring forks, Palmer tyres,,

cord back, Mabon clutch, absolutely perfect throughout:,

only ridden 1,000 miles; carefully kept; £28. — 294..

Kennington Park Rd., S.E.

3 h.p. Kelecom, L-w frame, Ukantes stands, footboards,,

enamelling and plating perfect, £12 12s. ; 3ih.p.

Kbsmos, splendid condition, £14; good allowance for

old machine: 1909 Triumphs, Moto-Reves.—Godfree a,.

124, Romford Rd., Stratford, E.

MOTO-REVE, 1909, as new, faultless, low built,

ridden 300 miles, spring forks, adjustable pulley

handle-bar control, trin cyclometer, Lucas lamp, new, lot

of sundries; cost, with extras over £46, bill shown; take

£33.-EmeiT, 33, Beethoven St., Queen's Park, London.

5ih p 1908 N S.U. and coach-built sidecar, magneto,.

2 spring forks, two-speed gear, and free engine, in

excellent running order, 2-iin. tyres throughout, nice-

taking appearance, and a magnificent example; ±35 the-

complete turn.iut.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Heet bt.,.

London.

In answering thr.^-p advertisements it is desirable to mention " Th-: Idotor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
> AEGAIN.—3ib.p. White and I'oppe, Chater frame,
y spring forks, pedals, new rubber studded baeli,

100, new condition, £16; also Liberty sidecar, £4; can
seen any time.— 176, St. George St., London, E.

>lh.p. M.M.G., Chater No. 6 frame, no pedals, spring
•2 brass-edged footboards, comfortable and reliable

achine, perfect condition; JE16 10s., no offers; sidecar

r same, £5 10s.—E.F.S., 5, Tarver Ed., Walworth, 8.B.

>h.p. Quadrant, surface carburetter, built fol- adver-
' tiser, 1905, with latest spring forks, two accumu-
tors, new rubber belt, Clincher tyres, Brooks saddle,

'

100, spares, and tools ; seen and tried by appointment

;

5 10s.—2,874, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TE liEACOOK, 121, Beaufort St., S.W., wishes to
L sell his 5h.p. Vindec Special (1908), two-speed
ai, handle-bar control, Michelin studded back tyre,

itt-ended tubes, lamp, horn, etc., enamelled grey, Truf-
ult spring forks, perfect condition ; £45.—Garaged at
auchope's.

>EACTICALLT New 3h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2i
Peter-Unions, 26in. wheels, all tools, lamp, horn,

0., enamelling and plating not scratched, fine running
der, guaranteed not done 150 miles; selling, ill-health;

24 10s., all complete, great bargain.—Benn, 105, Bol-
ver St., W.
>h.p. Triumph throughout, just been thoroughly over-
* hauled, replated and enamelled, new tyres, Miche-
1 front. Clincher rubber studded back, new lamp,
nerator, and horn, stand, carrier, toolbag and tools.-
len at 7. Park Hill Ed., Croydon. Trial by appoint-
ent any evening, except Thursdays, after 6.15.

[h.p. Vindec Special, Trufiault forks. Clincher studded
' tyre front wheel, Michelin steel studded rear, fitted

ith stand, carrier, toolbag, and spares, Stanley-Derma-
ae belt, adjustable pulley, cane upholstered sidecar

ted. Palmer tyre on wheel, extra wide mudguard fitted

;

10, bargain.—Pond, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead,
ondon.

rENITH Motors, Ltd.—Clearance bargains. New
^ Zenette, Gradua gear, 1908; new Zenette, Mabon
atch, 1908; new Zenette, free engine, 1908; new shop-
iled Zenette tricar, with three speed gear, 6h.p. J.A.P.
igine; also 1908 Triumph, fitted with Gradua gear.—
articulars and prices on application, 1, Church St.,

eybridge.

^-6h.p. Twin Peugeot, No. 6 Chater frame, latest
' Chater stand, carrier, footrests, foot brake (pedals
tied), and thumbslide control, guaranteed genuine,
5W tyres. Palmer cord and Michelin, H. Longuemare,
,n. IDermatioe, Advance pulley. Brooks saddle, two
icumulators, enamelling and plating perfect, fine ma-
line; 25 guineas, or near.—27, Montford Place, Ken-
;ngton, 8.B.

SECTION IX.

omerset, Devon, Dorsetj and Cornwall.

•h.p. Tuckville, twin-oyl., air-cooled; £15, or exchange
9 cinematograph. — Mockridge, George St., Bridg-
ater.

t/TOTG-REVE, latest model, splendid condition; £26;
'-1. owner getting 2-seater.—Lillicrap, 7, Carlisle Av.,
lymouth.

>ih.p. Peugeot, Dunlops, low position, Watawata
i'2 belt, sound condition; £9.-40, St. Michael's
.v., Yeovil.

~kUADEANT, 1909, 3ih.p., perfect, unscratched, Pal-
38 mers, Eiches, Brown-Barlow carburetter; £36.—
. Thorne, Brunswick, Tiverton.

> 3.h.p. Brown, spring forks, 26in. Palmers, lamp, horn,
1^4 toolbag, Dermatine, two spares, long, low, power-
il; £10.—B. G. Eeeves, Clevedon.

L/TINEEVA, 3ih.p. engine (De Dion), new Palmer
rX cords, belt, etc., spring forks, splendid condition;
bargain, £13 138.—Varcoe, West End, St. Austell,
ornwall.

tlh.p. 4-Cyl. F.N.. 1908 improvements, footboards,
2 recently overhauled, new magneto (cost £6 10s.),

oes 100 miles gallon, good tyres, spare tube, valves,
;c. ; £27 ; reason for sale.-Moore, Elmside, Sherborne.

r>EX, 3h.p., everything in good condition, £8 15s.;
l\> Excelsior lightweight, lih.p. Minerva, good condi-
,on, £6 15s.; Victoria ditto, IJh.p. i^afnir, engine alone
orth more, 65s. ; offers, exchange.—Edwards, Corpora-
ion St., Taunton.

SECTION X.
icotland.

^LASGOW.—Templeton Bros., 535. Sauchiehall St.,J carry a large stock of second-hand machines; low
rices.

^LASGOW.—Eoc (two-speed), 9h.p. Bat, 3ih.p. N.S.TJ.J lightweight Eex. etc., etc.—Templeton Bros.

>l.h.p. Fafnir, fast, low, powerful, all spares, almost
-'2 new; no time to ride.—Laurie, Kirkcowan, Wig-
own shire.

>lh.p. Brown, Clincher tyres, spring pillar, splendid
• 2 hill-climber, pe.feot condition; £10. — Emond,
7, Well St., Paisley.

>l.h.p. Alert, No. 6 frame, accumulator ignition, 26
n/r, ^ ^ Avons, Antoine engine, Advance pulley, all
909, less engine, saddle, spares; exchange high-grade
ycle; £6, offers.-Broadfoote, Plantainside, Sanquhar.

t7DINBUEGH.-The permanent Scottish motor cycle
r .J^^Jl:. ^«^' ^-S-. Moto-Eeve, Griffon, Norton, Eoc
icnith Minerva. We stock all these, and can supply
ny other make; liberal exchange allowances.—Alex-
nder's Motor Exchange, 110. Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

"
Down Under
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you will find what
YOU want. Write
for anything you

mig^ht want.

Hiarh-class Machines Wantad fior
Spot Cash.

RELIABLE SINOkES.
igoo VINDECS from £48 10
1909 3} h.p. N.S.U., magneto, NEW £36 10
1909 Two-speed HUMBER, NEW 39 Gns.
1908 Magneto REX, single-cylinder £17 10
1908 Racing REX, 24in. wheels £83
1907 3J h.p. Magneto ROC £27 10
2jh.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control .. £12 15

3i h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto £19 19

3i h.p. WERNER, used with sidecar £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUIMPH MINERVA, spray £9 10
2 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, trembler ..£80
3J h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine £9 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26in. wheels £13 10

3i h.p. light, low REX, Amac h.b. control £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray £8

3J h.p. REX, J ohn-o'-Groat's model £10 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount . . £16
3 h.p. REX, long bars £7 15

2i h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars £9 10
rgoe 3f h.p. REX, spring forks. Long £15 10

3J h.p. ROVER, M.O.V., spray. Palmers .

.

£13 10
2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition .... £7 10
2j h.p. BUCHET, spray, long bars £9 10

si h.p. ARIEL, vertical, M.O.V £15 15
1906 si h.p. REX, spring forks £14 10
1907 3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speed £21
rgoS 3J h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spring

forks £23 10

deposit and balance in weekly payments
of B/> secures a good reliable motor

cycle up to value of £ri.

SREED KINGS ettid QUEENS.
r909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
1909 Twin VINDEC £64
4-cyl. F.N., 1908 model £27 10
rgoS Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE. R.O.M £16
5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

AMAC CARBURETTERS with

^ handle-bar control from 29/-.
Latest racing type, 32/-

Bxchanges promptly made from stock.

HIOH-CLASS SIDECARS
to suit all makes. Beautifully plated, enamelled,
and upholstered, to suit right or left side. Three-

bolt fastening, z^in. tyre, £6.

INAISCBLLANEOUS.
£ s. d.

Roc Conversion Set (Triumph) 9 17 6
SYRENS—" What a shriek " 6 11
Second-hand XL'ALL spring forks 11 6
Duck Voiced Horns, double twist 5 3
Minerva, spring forks, as new 1 17 6
COWEY Speedometer 4 4
NEW XL'ALL spring forks 17 6
Swan-neck seat pillars 4
Separate Generator Headlights 8 6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge..066

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

3in. 2/11, 4in. 3/6 per pair.

100 GUARANTEED E.LC. ACCUMULATORS.
20 hour, 7/6, 25 hour, 9/6, 50 hour, 17/6.

England's Best Robber Canvas Belting, with fastener,

fin. 9d,, Jin. lOd., Jin. 1/-, rin., 1/4 per foot.

NEW CLINCHERS 17/6
SPECIAL—NEW 26 X 2 COVERS. . 12/6

TUBES, 4/11 each. 26 x 2i „ .. 18/6

GERALD COI.L.I
^ 37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town HalL)

6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

1 Q09 (April) 3ih.p. Eex, magneto, perfect; :

M-U allowance for bicycle.—Little, 184, Merrion
Dublin.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
BEAUTIFUL 5h.p. Tricar, perfect; sell cheap.-

Eidley Rd., Forest Gate, E.

h.p. Sarolea, open frame, wheel steering, two s.p«

£14.-13, Victoria Ed., Charlton, S.E.

RALEIGHETTE Tricar, 3ih.p., late pattern;
bargain.—Stimpson, Stratlord-on-Avon.

TEICAR, in excellent condition ; to be sold, a
gain.—Moor View, Barton Ed., Torquay.

h.p Eex Tricar, perfect condition, foot clutch;

—36, Stroud Green Ed., Finsbury Park, N.

h.p. Twin Eex Litette, magneto; sell, or excl

motor cycle and cash.-315, Hessle Ed., Hu

51h.p. Clement-Garrard, three speeds, just the '

2 for serious touring.—27, Kingsbury Ed., Dal

REXETTE, open frame, two-speed, exceptional
£16; trial; write first.—Gumming, 39, Croi

Hd., S.W.

4h.p. Tricar, Kent-two-speed, handle starting,

clutch, coach-built; £18.—Cooke, 45, Sankey
Warrington.

6 h.p. Quadrant Carette, latest model, free engine

speeds, air-cooled; trial; £33.—Glendene, St

Ed., Leyton.

MINEEYA Tricar, 3ih.p., perfect condition, P;

tyres; £15; trial given.-99, Sandringham
Dalston, N.E.

GAEEAED, three speeds, worm drive, coachbuil

cellent tyres; £22, bike part.— 2, Boundaries
sions, Balham.

6 h.p. Carette, Longuemare, new tyres, excellent 1

£27 lOs. ; 4h.p. Eover tricar, £21.-31, L
Ed., Stockwell.

1 fih.p. Eexette, specially built, real beauty ; i

J-V Fullest particulars. Manning, 360, Green I

Finsbury Park.

RUNABOUT, 3ih.p., wheel steering, handle sta

very good condition, light; £12 10s.—128,
Ed., 8. Tottenham.

4ih.p. Eiley, free engine, coach-built, fine oond

2 excellent running order; exchange for

£15.-128, High Ed., Tottenham.

41 h p. Twin Minerva, coach - built front, pan
^ seat, Pahners; £20. - 128, High Ed., Tottei

01 8.—Tricar, 4ih.p., Phojnix two-speed and free

oW gine, coach-built front, good running.—83, H
head St., Southport.

MUST be Sold, 3i-4h.p. Humber tricar, free ei

good condition; £12, or near offer; seen any ti

110, Pages Walk, S.E.

REXETTE, 6h.p., two speeds, wheel steering,

built, brass lamps; £29; open to any
Hieatt, Witney, Oxon.

LATEST Eex Litette, 6 h.p., twin, water-cooled

speeds, magneto, clutch, perfect; £39.-406,
ratt Lane, Wandsworth.

TWIN Kerry, 5-6h.p., Fitall gear, coach-built,

did condition; £25, exchange motor boat.—

I

Gorhambury, Addlestone.

6h p 2-Cyl. Tricar, Fafnir engine, wheel ate

coach-built two speeds; £35, or exchange. -

Croydon Ed., Beckenham.

6ih.p. Quadrant Carette, latest model, perfect (

2 trial given to genuine buyer; £30.— 9, Col

St., New North Ed., N.E.

6h p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea, very fast, as

perfect ; £23 ; appointment by letter.-Moto:
Barrett, Parade, Brentwood.

REX Tricar, 6h.p., twin, almost new, bucket

back. Palmers, lamps, spares; any trial; £2
offer.-50, Crown St., Lowestoft.

TEICAE, 3ih.p. Phoenix, thorough order; Ba(

£7 immediate sale; going away.—J., 20, Pe
Mews, South Kensington, London.

8 h.p. De Dion, like new, driven like car, perfec

tyres, grand touring machine; take £50, cost

louble.—479, Green Lanes, Harringay.

3i-4h,p. Humber Tricar, good order, fan-cooled

2 engine, new Clincher A Won on back wheel

10s., cheap.—Oldfield, Stonewell, Lancaster.

ROVEE Tricar, 45h.p.. free engine, two speeds, i

cooled; £25. or exchange good motor cycle,

leto preferred.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

ti

Qlh.p. Light Tricar, Kynooh engine, wicker car

'3 2 Dunlops front, spare wheel, 50 amp. ba1

ihoto, trial; £12.—Eadford, Motors, Stafford.

£.25, or near offer.-Tricar, 7h.p. Buchet, three-i

lamps, tools, spares, and insurance poll

3.E.C., Holmlea, York Ed., Weybridge, Surrey.

S-lOh.p. Tricar, twin, water-cooled, two speeds, c

built, seats three, climb anything; £35; excl

lower power and cash.— 7, Albany St., Camberwell

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A Review of the Scottish Trials.

F the Scottish Trials of 1909 are not to rank as the

most exacting trials ever held for motor bicycles
in Great Britain, it can only be because the
distance was less than that of an A.C.U. Trial,

amounting approximately to 760 miles instead

1,000. In all other respects Mr. B. H. Davies,
10 described the trials for The Motor Cycle, agrees
th us that the trial was very considerably more
irching than any other motor cycle trial, for the
lowing reasons:

(i) Amulree Hill is far worse than any hill the
C.U. Trials have attempted. It is very long, verv
!ep, includes the Avorst kind of double corner, and
July 19th a fearful gale was blowing straight

wn it.

(2) The time schedule was ver}' severe. Com-
titors Avere required to average twenty miles per
ur, Avith only ten minutes margin, early or late, over
ig control sections, e.g., in the Scottish Trials OA-er

fifty-mile section maximum time Avas 2h. 40m.,
lereas in an A.C.U. Trial it Avould be ^h. 8m.—

a

nferenoe of nearly half an hour. This \vas a stiff

it of all low powered machines and of any high
wered machine encountering any trouble whilst in
section.

(3) The weather Avas very trying for practically the
lole of the trial. The roads Avere exceedingly bad,
the second day especially. No day passed withr

t some rain, and when it Avas not wet and greasy,
)lent headwinds usually halved the horse-power of
2 machines.

(4) A good many of the 760 miles Avere ovei^ very
agh surfaces. Thirty miles especially of the Betty-

hill to Lairg road were in such a condition that man\
motor cyclists would have called them unrideable.

As the above description makes plain, the Edinburgh
M.C.C. frankly ran these trials on a novel principle.

It argues that most important reliability trials are

held with the desire of getting all the riders through

on a level, provided they have no really serious or

constant trouble. When the amateur reads the report

of such a trial he finds that the bulk of the entrants

have Avon goid medals, and though he knoAVS that

a handful of the machines are head and shoulders

above the others, yet the report does not enable him
to identify these machines. The Edinburgh M.C.C.
resolved tO' make its . trial so severe that it should

really differentiate good from ordinary machines, and

ordinary from inferior machines. Its award list

shoAvs that it succeeded, as only two machines came
through with an absolutely clean sheet, and even those

lower down the list are distinguished the one from

the other by the number of marks lost. The motor

cycling community will - welcome a trial held on this

plan, although we must admit it weighs heavily upon

good machines Avhich have a lot of tyre troubles ; for

example, down towards the bottom of the list will be

found several good machines, ridden by good riders,

whose penalties Avere incurred by serious tyre troubles.

In studying the re'suhs published last Aveek it should

be remembered that the riders were almost exclusively

amateur, and included some really excellent sports-

men, also (loAV be it spoken) some of the biggest

duffers.

Needless to say, the run Avill be repeated next year

on very similar lines, and Ave have no doubt there Avill

be a 'greatly increased entry. Amateurs will be

attracted from England by the sporting nature of the.
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Scottish roads and the grandeur of the scenery; even

in Wales and Devon there is nothing to equal the

moorland scenery of some of the big " straths
'

' up

North and such panoramas as the view of Dornoch
Firth from the shoulder of Altramain Hill. The
English industry may also be spurred into supportng

the event liberally. We are told that many a Scotch

enthusiast hinted to Mr. Davies that the English

firms dare not send their own men to ride in a Scotch

trial with the machines they send up to Scotland for

sale. This, of course, is arrant rubbish. Twenty-
six English trade riders would have made a better

sho'W than the twenty-six riders who went through this

year, and the majority Avould have scraped up Amulree

even at their first attempt. The English mak(

abstained because they are rather overweighted w
open competitions, and they did not know how t!

first experiment would materialise. But next ye

they cannot afford to ignore a trial Avhich knocks su

simple rides as London-Edinburgh into a cocked h

and is more exacting than the Shrewsbury Trial. T
two OT three English trade riders whO' travelled No;

fox the trial acknowledged quite frankly that the fi

three days were more trying than anything they h

experienced on English soil. Personally, we shoi

like to see the A.C.U. hold another End-to-end r

next year, and the Scottish Trial starting from Wi
a few davs later. We shall see.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION.

Compression Improvements.

I have just received an advance proof of the judges'

report in the Scottish Trials, and I notice an improve-

ment of vital importance, which was also emphasised
in the A.C.U. Trials, viz., that the modern motor cycle

engine can retain its compression for long periods.

Experienced riders will remember how, after we had
run a new machine for a few hundred miles, its com-
pression had usually almost disappeared, and, in spite

of all our efforts, it never again touched its primeval
standard. To-day a first-class motor cycle engine will

often support the rider for whole minutes on the pedal
after it has been run several thousand miles, even
though the exhaust valves have never been ground in

this distance. Owners of obsolete engines should first

make sure their pistons are a good fit ; then, if modern
rings, modern two-piece exhaust valves, and modern
compression washers are fitted, the obsolete machine
will often emulate the performances of a 1909 first-

rater in this respect. The improvement is largely due
to experiments and uniformity in castings. Piston
rings, cylinders, and valves' are also not only better

made, but made of more suitable materials.

The Secondary BraKe.
I was much amused by the futility of the average

secondary brake fitted by many riders in the A.C.U.
Trials in compliance with the regulations. We are
ail aware that in practice most riders rely exclusively
on their belt rim shoe brake, which is more than sut!i-

cient for all purposes on a machine that is properly
driven. If the secondary brake gives no trouble, and
sets up no friction, the rider sometimes allows it to
remain on the machine as a useless but law-complying
excrescence; more often, perhaps, he contemptuously
removes it altogether, knowing that it can never con-
ceivably be of any real use, and that it always contains
possibilities of trouble. I heard one trade rider in

the Six Days' Trials cursing his secondary brake up
and down; he was obliged by the rules to carry it,

it wa,s of no use whatever, and at the moment it was
rubbing and causing friction, just, before one of the
big hill-climbs. "I put it on," he explained, "just
before the trial, because I had to; and it Avill go
quickly into the dustbin as soon as I get to Ux-
bridge." I don't suppose the A.C.U. could alter the
law that compels us to carry two brakes, even if it

were inclined to, which it isn't; and if it could, it

would be a bad thing, as sundrv machines have cht

drive, and so are debarred from using the best mo'

cycle brake there is. In the meantime I know fn

experience that even the belt rim brake can occasic

ally go amiss, and that it is good to have an emerger
brake in reserve. The thing to do, therefore, is to p;

vide a front wheel brake or -a secondary rear win

brake, which shall not be a mockery or a sham,
often wonder why motor cycle front wheel rim bral

A tricar belonging to J. L. Baird, of Helensburgh, at the hairpin bend o
" Rest and be Thankful," between Arroehar and Inveraray. The gradient i

about 1 in 4 at this point, and the surface is very bad, being full of ruts an
covered virith loose stones.

are usually so worthless. I have known reliable frc

wheel motor cycle brakes, i.e., brakes which did r

bralie, but which gave no trouble. . On my pedal eye

I have a Bowden front wheel rim brake, which is fi

of power, and gives no trouble. It seems to me th

careful design and manufacture could soon produ
a front Avheel motor cycle brake which would
really efficient. We want more leverage, shoes wi

better frictional qualifies, and rims with a proper bra

ing surface, not to mention accessible adjustments.

The A.C.U. Trials.

I must congratulate the A.C.U. on acquiring t

courage to deliberately seek out some of the worst hi

it could for its Thousand Miles Trial this ye£
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3asional Comments.

—

lis is the surest method imaginable of encouraging

ange-speed gears, and if a similar plan is adopted

xt year, very few will dare to compete without the aid

variable gears. At the same time the climbing in

2 trials was distinctly disappointing. I secreted

?self on an insignificant hill, which I have not yet

in mentioned in any report (Holywell Hill, between

Asaph and Chester), about threequarters of a

le, averaging perhaps i in 13. Among other items

interest noticed on this very ordinary ascent, I saw

jr two-speeded machines change down on to their

ver gear; I saw thirty or forty men pedal pretty

rd ; and I saw over a dozen men fail outright, some

them on duplicates of machines which win hill-

mbs every month. The facts about the hill-climbing

wers of motor cycles to-day are that almost any

w machine will climb almost any main road hill

;t; that when an engine is either hot or badly car-

nised, it will fail on quite insignificant gradients;

d that only the possession of an emergency gearing

n enable the motor cyclist to climb every hill he

tnes to Avith ease and certainty.

Time Margins in the A.C.U. Trials.

in the big car trials each entrant is penalised a

irk for every minute spent on adjustments during

nning time. The nature of things renders such stern

;atment of motor cycles for ever impossible, simply

cause they cannot be continuously observed. Let

just notice, however, how very far our trials fall

low the car standard. The average daily run is 180

les. Riders lose no marks provided they cover this

an average speed of between sixteen and twenty

les on hour. At the lower speed the 180 miles

cupy eleven and a quarter hours; at the higher

eed nine hours. Ergo, each competitor has two

d a quarter hours daily at his disposal for un-

nalised repairs. In addition, he has an hour before

irting, and, further, many of the competitors save

much on minimum time over the more open routes

that they snatch an average of a further two hours
daily. It is, therefore,, possible for a rider on a fairly

fast machine to spend about thirty hours on adjustments
and repairs in the course of an A.C.U. six days' trial

without losing a single mark. A competitor in the

Scottish Car Trials who spent this period in repairs

would lose 1,800 marks. Now I am not implying
that the average competitor in the A.C.U. Trials actu-

— ~.\..t...

.

The winning team in the A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.r The two-
speed Phelon and Moore machines scored a well deserved and
popular win, the riders being W. Milnes, R. Moore, and W. Pratt-

The July camp at Carmarthen. Two motor cyclists attached to the TthBatt.
Welsh Regiment (Cyclists) who rendered excellent service.

ally utilises this spare time in tinkering. As a matter

of fact, the majority of the riders spent it in chatting,

smoking, refreshments, or cleaning their machines;
and many a rider came through this year practically

without touching his machine at all. But in all

A.C.U. Trials a few men gain medals whose machines

are not absolutely first-class; and, in justice to the men
and machines who came through without trouble,

I think the conditions ought to be made much more
strenuous. To this end I should suggest an increase

of the minimum speed to eighteen miles an hour

(instead of sixteen) and the rigid observance of the

rule about being ahead of minimum time. The Edin-

burgh rule would do excellently, viz., that half a

dozen secret checks will be instituted during the trial,

each half-way through a long section, and that any

competitor caught fifteen minutes ahead of minimum
time should be disqualified from receiving any award
except a certificate. On this scheme only the riders

who get through without trouble could win medals.

Adjustable Pulleys.

I wonder how many riders utilise adjustable pulleys

on my plan. I now make it a rule to carry two belts,

say a lin. and a %in. I use the pulley adjustment

solely for taking up belt stretch or reducing the lenf' iv

of the belt after a pull through. When I come to

an exceptional hill I slip off the inch belt and fit the

narrower one, changing again at the top of the hill.

I find this is on the Avhole less troublesome than using

one belt and an adjustable fastener, and as the narrow
belt is always clean it invariably takes me up bad hills

without slipping, whereas if I lower the gear for the

broad belt, which is often already rather greasy, the

combination of gradient, greasy belt, and small

pulley often produces slip on the worst knuckle of the

hill. Owners of machines at present fitted with

^in. belts should not exceed this size in procuring g

spare, or a certain amount of grip will be lost by the

belt projecting above the flanges of the pullevs.
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Motor Cycle Engines on Flying Machines.

ON the 25th ult. the whole country was ringing

with the news that an aeroplane had been suc-

cessfully flown across the Straits of Dover from

France to England. M. Bleriot is to be con-

gratulated on being the first to cross the English

Channel with the aid of a flying machine. Our reason'

for writing this- short article and publishing a few illus-

trations is to draw readers' attention to the fact that

ig

The three -cylinder V type Anzani engine (as used on Bleriot's aeroplane) was first used in a small
size, on motor^bicycles, and appeared with great success in Continental speed events two years ago.

the motor cycle has had a good deal more to do with
the perfecting of the aeroplane than a great many
would suppose. First of all, the illustration on
page 581 of M. Archdeacon's experimental motor cycle

flying machine should be studied. As a real matter of

fact this experimental machine, which was built by
M. Anzani—the one-time champion motor cyclist—to

M. Archdeacon's instructions, was an attempt on M.
Ernest Archdeacon's part to solve the problem of the

heavier than air type of flyin

machine, or, to be more correct

the machine was used to study the

effect of the propeller at speed. It

will be noticed that the propeller

on this aero motocyclette—which,
by the way, accomplished a speed
of 50 m.p.h. on the Acheres Road
in September of 1906—is fitted in

front of the motor cycle, and in the
same position as the propeller on
the historic aeroplane called the

"Monoplane Bleriot XI.," which
carried its inventor from Calais to

Dover last week. The same engine-
maker who made the twin-cylinder
engine illustrated on page 581,
which was used to propel the aero

motocyclette, also made the engine
used on the " Monoplane Bleriot

XI." It is a 25 h.p. air-cooled

Anzani, with exhaust release ports,

similar to the three-cylinder engines
used on pacing motor cycles for the
last two or three years. It will

therefore be seen that the motor
cycle has had a considerable part

to play in the perfecting of the successful monoplan
And this brings us to another illustration which w
published in the Spring Xumber of The Motor Cyc
This was entitled " A Glimpse into the Future," ai

was the product of Mr. F. Gordon Crosby, whose dra
ings are more often seen in the pages of The. Autod
than they are in The Motor Cycle. Accompanying t^

drawing was an article entitled " The Possibilities

the Motor Cycle --T.eroplane," by " Mota
cyclist," who said in the course of the artic

that, " as a humble student of the work
the flying pioneers, and also as an arde
motor cyclist, I have given considerab
thought to the possibilities of a light, lo

powered aeroplane. The kind of idea ^

all have in our minds is a motor bicycle wi
tolding wings and a propeller." "Mota:
cyclist " was careful to say that, althou|

fascinating, he was afraid the idea was f

from realisation. However, " Bleriot XI.
seems to be a nearer approach to his ide

than anything which has yet flown, an
although far-fetched and even looked up(

at the time by those who wrote and pu
lished it as far from realisation, there mi
be more in the idea than was expecte
It is, of course, impossible to controve

the laws of nature, and experts on the su

ject tell us that certain details in tt

construction of these machines render foldii

wings or planes hardly practicable. The idea

a motor cyclist starting along a road, getting up spee

and then extending the machine's wings or plane

throwing over a clutch to disconnect the engine fro

road wheel and start the propeller, is very difficu

to attain, and not what is really needed tostart an aer

plane. However, we have shown enough to prove th

the motor cycle has had more than a supernumera:

part to play in the production of Bleriot's aeroplan

This drawing entitled " A Glimpse into the Future," appeared in the last Spring Number of " The Motor Cycl^"
and the dream has been rendered much nearer realisation by M. Bleriot's cross-Channel flight.
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MojorCycle Engines on Flying Machines.—

Side by side with the perfecting of planes and their

lifting power will come the development and improve-

ment of the petrol engine until some day in the future

it may be possible to attain the ideal put forth b_v

" Motair-cyclist. " Most of the earliest flying machines,

.and even many of those now being experimented Avith,

are fitted Avith very much more powerful engines than

the three-cylinder 25 h.p. Anzani engine. As the

first flight across the> Channel was accomplished with

the aid of one of the smallest aeroplanes yet constructed,

it is reasonable to suppose that in course of time weight

and horse-power will be further reduced. ^^'ill it

then be possible to attach a flying device to a motor

cycle and use ro^d wheels or planes and propeller at

will? Time alone can show, but the idea is certainly

not wildly impo-ssible, as Channel flight itself was
proved to be an impossibility not long since.

Patriotic Britons will doubtless experience a feeling

of disappointment that the honour of first crossing the

Channel has been lost to their country, but it is satis-

factory to note that at least one British invention had
to be requisitioned to enable M. Bleriot to accomplish
his feat. The Bowden wire mechanism, in fact, plaved

a vital part in the control of " Bleriot XI.," its flexi-

bility and lightness rendering it peculiarly suitable.

Anzani (the maker of M. Bleriot's engine) is liere seen carrying out experi-

ments in 1908 with an aero motocyclette on behalf^of M. Archdeacon. A
speed of 50 m.p.h. was attained with the machine shown.

THE NEW MOTO-REVE MAGNETO.

IN
accordance with a suggestion miade Jn The Motni

Cycle a little time ago, the Moto-ReAe Company has

altered and improved its magneto in detail, fixing

the contact breaker externally, and thereby following

the lines adopted by well-known magneto manufacturers.

The accompanying illustration shows hoAv this has been

.\. Fibre cam. D. Steel roller. . B. Rocking arm or bell crank.
C. Platinum screw on bell crank and lock nut. E. Spring holding

cover and condenser connection. F. H.T. terminal.

carried out. By reference to it it will be seen that

the fibre cam A attached to the bell crank B carrying

the platinum screw C makes contact with the steel

roller D, thus causing the points to separate. Both
platinum points have been made adjustable, and the

whole magneto has in general been made more
accessible. If any fault existed on a Moto-Reve it was
the inaccessibility of the magneto contact breaker

points, and champions of this most excellent little

machine will welcome the improved type of magneto,

as on a twin-cylinder machine it is even more important

to keep the contact points in perfect order than it is

on singles. The finish and workman.ship are excellent.

and leave nothing to be desired.

R. Goldberg (4 h.p. 1909 Twin N.S.U.), winner of the Johannesburg Motor
Cycling Club's Hill-climb, Consumption Test, and Reliability Trial, which
took place on June 27th and 2Sth. He obtained highest possible marks in
each event, and was the only one of the twelve competitors to do so.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes of

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Coil Connections.

My motor cycle is a 1904

pattern Quadrant, and is at

present fitted with a trembler

coil, and I wish to try a plain

coil instead. The one I have
IS a Nilmelior, with the usual

four tei'minals—^three at one end
marked P, M, C, and one at the

other end marked B. Will you please

tell me how to connect wires ?

—T. H.
The coil should be connected up as

follows : P = accumulator, M = frame,

. C = contact-breaker, B = sparking
plug

Licences. Paraffin as a Fuel.

(1.) What is the amount of

the licence for a tricar, or a
two-wheeled sidecar (such as the
Lowen type)? (2.) Is there
any workable method yet in-'

vented of using paraffin instead of

petrol for motor cycles?—G. S.

(1.) The Inland Revenue licence for a
tricar weighing under 3 cwts. is 15s. ;

for a two-wheeled sidecar, which with
two wheels to the motor bicycle makes
four wheels, £2 2s. Some county
councils will i^gister a two-wheeled
sidecar as a trailer for 15s. (2.) From
time to time tliere have been several

paraffin carburetters on the market for

motor cycles, but these have dis-

appeared, as it has been found that
paraffin causes excessive sooting of the
engine and valves.

Contact Breakers and Speed. Wear of Bearings.

(1.) Kindly tell m© if, vrhen

9' I

using a trembler coil, a greater
speed is obtainable with make

-2J and break contact breaker or
with a wipe contact. At pre-

sent on my machine I have make and
break, but thought of fitting wipe
contact. Also on the former is it

advisable to have the points far apart
or close together? (2.) My engine has
a knock, which is noticeable when
wheeling it along, but, if driven with
ordinary care, is never noticed while
running, even on hills. Will you
kindly say if it will do it any harm
to run it for, say, a month or so before

' I rebush it?—W'.H.
(1) The highest speed and the best
efficiency can be obtained from a non-
trembler coil and make and break con-
tact breaker. If you fit a wipe contact
breaker you will lose in efficiency to an
enormous extent, although starting may
be rendered slightly easier. It is the
best plan to have the points adjusted
as lightly as possible in each case, as
this saves the platinum from wear and
pitting. If you adjust the contact

screw with the engine luuniug on the

stand you cannot get fur wrong. (2.)

The knock you refer to is most probably
due to wear of the engine bearings, or

you may be deceived by the clatter of

the valves or the click of the cams. If

there is a distinct knocking noise the
bearings must be worn, but it is not
absolutely necessary to have them
rebushed at once.

Misfiring at High Speeds.

I have a 3^ h.p. Eex (accu-

mulator) which is in perfect

condition, and will carry me
up ©very reasonable hill splen-

didly ; in fact, it goes up hill

better than on the flat. When going
up an incline the engine works with
perfectly even strokes, but as soon
as I start going on flat or down liill

and get up a good speed, the machine
seems to be going too fast for the
engine, as it were, and it misfires

badly. I have to keep switching
off, and then it starts all right again
until speed gets up. The ignition is

correct, and, as far as I know, every-

thing is in perfect working order

with the exception of the above.

—

S. N.
The trouble may be due to the carbu-
retter, which does not admit enough

:-::!iSSSI^S'^&I^Wa^SSi^T-

Campbell MacGregor, hon. sec. of tlie Edinburgh
M.C.C. He competed in the Scottish Five Days'
Reliability Trials from Edinburgh to John-o'-
Groat's and back, gaining a silver medal with

his 5 h.p. 1909 Matchless. ^ I

air at high speeds. Probably a larger

chok© tube would cure the trouble.

Another likely cause of the misfiring

is the mal-adjustment of the contact

breaker points. Hints on how to

adjust the contact points have many
times be©n given in thes© columns, but
we may remind you to adjust them

with the engine running on the stand
and let them bear together as lightl;

as possible. If your machine has ;

trembler coil, this may also be in

correctly adjusted, and the abovi

remarks will apply in this case.

Engine Refuses to Start.

I have a last year's 3^ li.p^ motor bicycle, but cannot gel

> it t-o work. I have had th(

-2J plug out, and find it sparks al

right, but the engine does no
fire. I have also dismantled carburette

(A mac, worked by levers on tank)

but there is no stoppage, and petro

flows freely. What I do get is ;

very sharp " chug " or puff in thi

carburetter, sounding almost like ai

explosion in the silencer. I havi

tried it with air inlets open, als<

with extra air inlets closed, and witl

White's economiser fitted to reduci

air supply, but all I get is the sharj

puff in the carburetter. Can yoi

tell me what is wrong?—B.J.

First of all, we should recommend yoi

to check the timing of the spark an(

also of the valves, as it ' looks ver;

much as if something had gone wrong
in this part of the machine. Befor
you do this, however, it would be a

well to notice whether the inlet valv^

opens and closes properly.

Attention to a Magneto.

My Bosch magneto has givei

I
' perfect satisfaction for nearl;

2,000 miles, but am I neglect

ing it by merely oiling i

©very 100 to 150 miles? I ar

careful to keep the contact-breake

cover clean, but wonder if I hai

better trim the contact points o

have anything done to the magneto
or can I leave it alone with con

fidenc© that it will work well for •

much longer mileage ?

—

Peeping Tom
So long as your machine starts easily

accelerates quickly, and attains a big.

speed, there cannot be anything wron,

with the magneto, but it would b
advisable to remove the contact-breake

cover and remove all the surplus 01

and dirt wdth a rag or toothbrus

soaked in petrol. If the contact point

are quite black and pitted, trim thei

with a fine jeweller's tile, or one c

those sold for the purpose. The o:

reservoirs should be sv/illed out wit
paraffin from time to time. There ar

screws underneath the reservoirs t

allow the paraffin to drain away. It i

also a good plan to remove the carbo

brush occasionally, and rub the end c

the pencil which bears on the slip rin

with fine glass paper.
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Ldcenees.

Ho"\T many carriage licences

shall I require? Up to a few

weeks ago I have had a tri-

car, now I have purchased a

motor bicycle, and am keep-

ig them both. I intend to make use

E both as th© fancy takes me,

)metimes one and then the other,

hall I require another carriage

cence?—H. L.

I -vvill require a separate carriage

nee for each of your machines. The
; is 15s. each.

Care of Accumulators and Rubber Belts.

(1.) Will you kindly let me
jT] know the best way vo empty

'f and store accumulators? I

iJ want to put them away for

about twelve months. (2.)

.Iso should rubber and canvas belts

6 dressed with anything?—S. C.

We should recommend you to dis-

rge the accumulator through a test

p, empty out the ;acid, and then fill

the cells with plain water. (2.)

aber belts require no dressing, but

long life they should be kept free

n petrol or oil, and should always

fitted to run in one direction.

Speeilometeis.

I have been trying to get a

IT] speedometer from to about

? 40 mm., hand travelling two-
1-1 thirds round the face, maxi-

mum hand odometer and trip,

ut can hear of nothing such as 1

^ant except a Stewart car size, and

his the makers refuse to adapt to

6in. wheels. Can you tell me of any

ikely to suit me? I have heard of

he Klein speedometer, but can-

LOt find any address of a factor or

aaker. Do you know it?—J.H.
3 speedometer mentioned is the

adlad, made under Klein's patent,

.ainable from Messrs. ilarkt and

,, of 6, City Road, E.C. The same
>ple sell the Jones, which would,

believe, do what you require. There
also the Cowey, which we have
>ved from practical experience to be

reliable article, but it has no trip

order or maximum hand. It is

,de by the Cowey Eng. Co., 1, Albe-

rle Stre€t, Piccadilly, W\

Cleaning Leather Belts.

I ride a Rex tricar with

belt transmission, two-speed

gear and Roc clutch, and
although I find the Watawata
belt raost efficient it someti'ines

-ommences to slip when roads are

wet. This, I find, is caused by
small particles of grit becoming im-

bedded in the leather. Can you
suggest a remedy?—J. P., 1909.

Le best plan is to procure one of the

ecial belt cleaners called the Warren,
lich consists of a V-shaped metal
se lined with file card. The file card
ts as a splendid cleaner, and if the
vice is nailed or otherwise secured

a strong wooden handle, and the

^aner carefully applied to the under-
ie of the top line of the belt while it

running on free engine the effect is

agical. Be careful to see that the
e card is so fitted to the handle that
e nap of the file card runs the same
ay as the belt, otherwise the handle

=SHS

may be jerked out of the operator's
grasp. A good plan is to let the
handle bear against a fixed portion of

the frame. The belt should be dressed

occasionally with Collan oil.

Measuring a Gradient.

Is there any simple means
by which one can calculate the
gradient of a hill? or can any
simple instrument be attached
to a motor cycle that would

indicate it? Even an approximation
would be most interesting, but one
hears the wildest (at all events the
most widely differing) estimates of

hills in one's own locality.—CE 891.

The simplest way of calculating the
gradient of a hill is to use a light plank
of wood, a spirit level, a few bricks,

and a foot rule. Get the plank level

on the hill by means of the level,

propping it up with bricks, measure
the height of the extreme end and the

distance, then you will easily calcu-

late how many feet it rises one foot.

We know of no reliable gradometer
which can be fitted to a motor cycle.

Altering the Gear Ratio.

I have an old 2| h.p.

^in Humber motor bicycle, chain

> drive, 28in. wheels, and free

-^ engine. I have lowered frame,
and am thinking of fitting

24in. or 26in. wheels. Would this

alter gear? and what gear should

you advise for this district (Don-
castor), which is fairly flat? I weigh
12 stones. The number of teeth on
wheels are as follows : On engine
shaft 17, large chain wheel on
bracket 45, small chain wheel (17

teeth), chain wheel on back hub 38.

Please inform me what number of

teeth would be most suitable on back
hub for mv weight with 24in. or 26in.

wheels?—B.E.
If you fit smaller wheels to your motor
bicycle you will lower the gear. If the

engine is in good order and the com-
pression good, a gear of 5^ to 1 should

be quite low enough. At present it is

siigiatly lower than 6 to 1. By fitting

26in. wheels you would reduce the gear
to 6.4 to 1. We should not advise
you to fit smaller wheels than 26in.

diameter on account of increased
vibration and difficulty of obtaining
such small tyres. If you find after

fitting 26in. wheels that a 6.4 to 1 gear
is too low—which is certain to be the
case—you could fit a new sprocket on
the engine-shaft with 18 teeth in placs
of the present one with 17 teeth..

READERS' REPLIES.
Engine Failures on Hills.

In reply to "W.H.," whose 2| h.p
inclined Minerva engine fails on hills,

I used to own a similar engine which
failed me on a certain hill under simi-

lar conditions to those mentioned by
"W. H." I put the trouble down to
overheating, till I ultimately dis-

covered that it was due to lack of

petrol. The frame of my machine
being high, and the wheelbase ehort,

it was impossible to reach down to

flood the carburetter while running.
I therefore had a tiny hole drilled in

the top of the needle, and a thread
from that point to the top bar of the
frame enabled me to keep the carbu
retter on the flooding point, and thus^

easily surmount the portion of the hill

which had previously seemed too
steep for the engine. Let me add that

I had every satisfaction from thp
engine in question, and now regret

having parted with it.—Ex XS 4.

If "F.J.M." will send his full name
and address and stamped envelope, f»

reply will be sent to his query.

The Id. Edition of " The Autocar."
Beaders of " The Motor Cycle " who are

interested in motor cars are reminded

that a Penny Edition of " The Autocar
"

is now obtainable of all Newsagents and
Booksellers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the 3d. issue.

Motor cycHsts attached to the-^D Squadron of the YorksWra Hussars YeoiMnry-^tanleyL.GJerti<m

(7-9 h.p. Bat) and John H. Dale (1909 Triumph), both active members of the Middlesbrough aofl pistrtot

M.C.C. The camp is at Helmsley. The adjutant, Captain Walker, referred to the motor cyoUsts as the mosi

useful men in camp.
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A.C U. Quarterly Trials

THE third quarterly trials for motor cycles during

1909 held by the Auto Cycle Union took place

on Wednesday last. The weather at the start

was not promising, but for the most part it was

good, the sun bursting forth at intervals. The course

was the usual one, starting from the Chequers Hotel,

Uric S. Myersf(Twin-cylinder Two-stroke Scott) who made a non-stop run.

Oxbridge, and continuing via Dashwood, Wheatley,

and Islip^ to Banbury, returning to Uxbridge vid

Bicester, Amersham, and Beaconsfield. The competi-

tors were timed on Dashwood and Rectory Hills,

Amersham, as in the past, but the times made are not

officially communicated to the press; in fact, no com-
petitor now receives any more marks for speeds- in

excess of twenty miles an hour,^ but an average spe

of sixteen miles an hour must be maintained on t

timed ascents. The competitors were despatched frc

the Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, at 9.30 a.m., a

encountered a strong headwind all the w^ay to Banbui
This Avas particularly noticeable on Dashwood, a

greatly impeded the riders in their ascent of tl

somewhat formidable gradient.

Everybody was pleased to see A, G. Reynolds abc

again after his accident during the Six Days' Tria
He was busy at the start taking notes of the machin(
Lunch was partaken at Banbury, and the assemt

of riders and machines made an imposing sight in t

yard of the Red Lion Hotel.

On the. return journey A. G. Fenn (6-7 h.p. B;

retired owing to tyre trouble. He made a valia

attempt to complete the trial on a totally deflated ty

but found it impossible, and eventually, owing to t

shock jarring spokes loose, the rear wheel collapse

and he was forced to abandon the trial. This was p
ticularly bad luck, as Fenn was well in the runni

for the special cup. H. Berwick, jun. (3^ h

Excelsior), retired near Berkhamstead, owing to

broken ball race on engine-shaft.

The following made non-stop runs, subject to offic

confirmation at the next committee meeting of 1

A.C.U.
R. D. T. Wood (3>^ h.p. Triumph).

J. L. Norton (3J^ h.p. Norton).

A. Brown (3^ h.p. Midget Bicar).

G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier).

A. H. Haden (3^^ h.p. New Comet).
E. A. Co'lliver (3% h.p. Triumph).
F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.)
Do'Uglas Steeves (2^ h.p. N.S.U.)
A. T. Stanton (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

W. Pratt (31^ h.p. Phelon-Moore). ,

H. Bevir (3 h.p. L.M.C.)
H. D. Teage {^fi h.p. Premier).

The start from the Chequers Hotel, Uxbridge, last Wednesday morning.
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Quarterly Trials.—

W. Walker (3^^ h.p. Premier).

-Underhill {t,^ h.p. L.M.C.)

W. Bischoff (5-6 h.p. F.N.)

Seyfried (3^^ h.p. Triumph),

ic Myers (33^ h.p. Scott).

W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Marshall (3^^^ h.p. Triumph).

G. Potts (314 h.p. Triumph).

Burr (6 h.p. Southey).

Weller (5-6 h.p. A.C. tricar).

Seymour (5-6 h.p. A.C. tricar).

Portwine (5-6 h.p. A.C. tricar).

C. Griersbach (3^ h.p. Triumph),

ven competitors made one stop.

'W. Bischo'ff carried a passenger on the carrier of

5-6 h.p. four-cylinder F.N., as did also C. H.

; Rees on the Advance. The former completed

rial without a stop, but the latter evidently suffered

jast one stop, as his name is not among those

Jig a non-stop run. R. G. Bell (4 h.p. T.T.

U.) stopped on Rectory Hill; cause unknown. F.

\pplebee (5 h.p. Rex) suffered a sooted sparking

near High Wycombe, and S. Kempson Jones

h.p. L.M.C.) stopped on Dashwood ; belt

ling.

le judges were J. W. Brooker, H. G. Cove, and

7. Reynolds.

=2BD
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W. Hewitt, jun., ascending Rectory Hill, Amersham, on his S^h p. Excelsior

••-<-

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING.
CIRCULAR letter was issued on Wednesday

last from the War Office to all Territorial
' Force County Associations. The gist of the

circular is that it has been determined to widen

scope of the existing Territorial organisations by

[ormation of a reserve which shall include all able-

.ed men of suitable age who have shown them-

es prepared to take part in the land defence of

-country. The scheme, of course, embraces prac-

Lly all classes, but the reserve force will consist of

e classes, styled respectively the Territorial Force

irve, the Technical Reserve, and the Veteran

srve. The second is the one in which will be

)lled both autocarists and motor cyclists,

hat portion of the circular which deals with the

hnical Reserve reads as follows

:

" The Technical Reserve \vill consist of individuals

who, though they may have never served in any of the

military forces of the Crown, would yet be able, in a

time of national emergency, owing to special aptitudes,

to render valuable service of an auxiliary character in

connection with the national forces. For instance,

members of the medical and veterinary professions,

civil engineers, and especially electrical engineers,

railway and telegraph personnel, the owners of motor

cars, motor cycles, , balloons, aeroplanes, etc., and

many others can, if duly registered and organised for

the purpose of national defence, render service of the

greatest value.

It appears that the organisations which control the

pastimes under the head of the Technical Reserve will

take a prominent position in the formation of the Force.

The three Auto-

Carrier Tricars at

the top of Dash-

wood. All made

non-stop runs,

which we believe

establishes a

record for passen-

ger motor cycles.
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Police Traps.

Cromer-Holt road, about two miles

out of Cromer; on the Cromer-Ayl-
sham road, also near Cromer, and at

Overstrand, on the Cromer-Mundesley
road.

A Wise Decision.

As a result of the recent track

disaster at Berlin, reported in our

last issue, the German authorities have
prohibited motor pacing of cycle

racers for the time being.

Kindness Unrewarded.

The rider o^ a 3^ h.p. N.S.U. who
borrowed an accumulator at Whet-
etone on the 4th ult. is asked to return

it to Mr. F. F. Smith, 80, Hewitt
Avenue, Noel Park, Wood Green,
without delay. The N.S.U. registra-

tion number is known. Mr. Smith's
address was handed to the borrower
together with the accumulator, and
that is why he is unable to account
for the delay in returning it.

A Fresh Speed Limit.

An inspector giving evidence in a
police court case a few days ago at

- Bedworth, Warwickshire, where a

motor cyclisit was summoned for driving

to the danger of the public in

Bedworth Market Square, stated that

it was his intention to summon every
motorist who exceeded six miles, an
hour at that point. Motor cyclists

should note this state.nent, as their

only course in future appears to be to

dismount and walk through the Market
Square. Those who are acquainted with
the town of Bedworth will not consider,

it a particular hardship to avoid the
place altogether unless important busi-

ness necessitates a visit.

Standard Machines in Competition.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
has drawn up regulations for its opeii

hill-climb on the 21st inst. which
should settle the question 'of standard
machines in competition. There are .

two classes—I. for full touring
machines, II. for all other machines.
A committee of scrutineers will

examine every machine in Class I. both
before and after the competition, and
check over its specification with the
regulations defining a full touri; g
machine. Moreover, the cylinder wiu,
have to be removed if the scrutineer.s

decide. This should encourage amateur
riders to compete, for all will stand an
equal chance (which cannot be ^said of

most competitions in the past), and we
congratulate the Coventry. Club com-
mittee on their earnest endeavours to

make the hill-climb of a really sporting
nature.

AUGUST 4th, ic
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THIRD QUARTERLY TRIALS,

LONDON^LAND'S END AND BACi
B'ROOKLANDS RACING

A Reliability Trial in New South Wales.

The Motor Cycle Club of New South
Wales held a reliability trial on June
7th, covering a distance of eighty-four

miles, a considerable part of which
was over mountainous country. There
were thirteen competitors, an L.M.C.
machine ridden by Eoy Hughes secur-

ing the prize for the most meritorious
performance.

Wake up, England I

In British military operations during
the past two or three years, motor
cyclists have rendered excellent work in

despatch carrying from outlying troops,

and many times the commanding
officers have spoken in the highest

terms of praise of the work performed
by motor cycle despatch riders. Many
foreign countries long ago recognised
the utility of motor cycle despatch
carriers, and have ior some years
employed squadrons of motor cyclists

in military nranceuvres. At last it is

announced that the War Office will

accept the services of a " limited

"

-number of motor cyclists at the cavalry
manoeuvres near Oxford in September,
but even at this late stage it is

explained that the move is regarded as
" purely experimental," as the authori-
ties are anxious to test the usefulness of

the motor cycle for military purposes.
However, we have no doubt about the
success of the experiment.

Fully Illustrated.

Quarterly Trials Notes.

P. W. Bischoff, who compel
the Auto Cycle Union's third Qu£
Trial of 1909, on Wednesday
carried an extra passenger seat
the luggage carrier of his four-cj
F.N. Notwithstanding the
weight, the F.N. succeeded in
ing both Dashwopd and Eectory
Amersham, which is something
test of hill-climbing.

The End-to-end Record.

As we hinted in the insci

under I. B. Hart-Davies's photc
on page 574 last week, another a1

was made a few days ago to be
Land's End to John-o'-Groat's
cycle record, but owing to a fa

ride came to an abrupt finish

sixty miles had been covered. T.

was the rider who started o:

a1>tempt. This time he took goo(

to ha-ve his Rex machine and ^

sealed by The Motor Cycle, bui

was not with him, for he starl

pouring rain, and the treacherou
face was the cause of the fall.

ever, he is not giving up altog

and in a day or two will make as

attempt, when we are to again
the pleasure of sealing his

bicycle, which, we are told, is tc

standard pattern 3^ h.p. single

der machine as used on his last

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials last Wednesday. Competitors halt at the top oi Dashwood.
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lub News.

—

North West London M.C.C.

The date of the inter-club competition with the St.

Llbans and District M.C.C. lias been altered to September
th. This competition will consist of a 50-60 miles reli-

bility team trial on the lines of the M.C.C. team trial for

'he Motor Cycle cup at Daventry, with a speed-judging and
ow riding contest added. If a suitable course can be found
hill-climb will also be included.

Coventry and Warwickshire M,C.

With reference to the open hill-climb on the 21st inst., it

as been decided to restrict the single-cylinder machines in

lass I. (for full touring machines) to 500 c.c. and the twin-

(rlinder machines to 750 c.c, these being the limit sizes in

le forthcoming Tourist Trophy Race. Higher-powered
lachines can be entered in Class II., which is for Tourist

'rophy and special racing machines. The regulations and
itry forms are now ready and can be obtained on applica-

on'to Mr. W. F. Grew, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Huddersfield and District A.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 25th ult. to North-
llerton and back, a distance of 116 miles. Owing to in-

sssant rain only six started, but all got through. A. Liver-

Bdge (3^ h.p. Minerva) won the president's silver cup and
lub gold medal, and W. W. Gabbott (3^ h.p. Trimnph) the

[ub silver medal. Other competitors were R. Heaton (3^ h.p.

>at), J. P. Crosland (5^ h.p. Raleighette tricar), and L.

>yson (3^ h.p. Bradbury). The checking arrangements were
I the hands of W. A. Lockwood.

Bristol Bicycle and M.C.

The above club carried out a penalty run on the 24th

It., the .route being from Bristol to Cirencester and back,

distance of about seventy-two miles. The weather was
!1 that could be desired. There were eleven entrie-s, and
le following made non-stop runs : Eli Clark (2| h.p.

•ougla-s), T. R. Mereweather (2| h.p. Douglas), F. Bevan
ij h.p. two-speed Rex and sidecar), and E. J. Prosser
>^- h.p. two-speed Phoenix Trimo). All the competitors com-
leted the journey very near to schedule time. The com-
littee will make their awards shortly.

Bradford M.C.C.

The following competitions have been decided upon :

August 9th.—A reliability competition, 150 miles., open to

II members who have never won a gold medal for reli-

bility. Route: Bradford, Harrogate, Ripley, Ripon (30m.

top), Richmond (2h., dinner), Boroughbridge, Wetherby,
*ool, finish White Cross, Menston. Medals, gold, silver, and
ronze.

August 22iid.—150 miles passenger trials, open to any
kassenger vehicle. Trophy, the Phelon and Moore Cup.
/ledals, gold, silver, and bronze. Course : Shoulder of

lutton, Charlestown, Harrogate, Boroughbridge, Topcliffe,

ieeming Bar, Boroughbridge, Wetherby, Harewood, finish

ihnulder of Mutton. Speed, eighteen miles per horn'.

Speed trials for three gold medals are arranged to te run in

on junction with the Leeds M.C.C. flying kilometre. The
iate will be announced later.

Surrey M.C.C

On July 21st the above club held a reliability run
to Arundel and back, and what would have otherwise been
a good run was somewhat marred by a dog, which ran into
a competitor's machine and caused a nasty fall. As several
stopped to render this rider assistance and did not check
their times the majority agreed to compete again. One
competitor was driving an A.C. tricar, and the injured man
was taken on board. Despite the somewhat hilly road, and
extra weight, the tricar came in to time within half a
minute.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances the hon. secretary of
the above club has found it necessary to relinquish some
part of his duties, as he finds it impossible to spare the
necessary time required for both the general work and the
organisation of competitions. The committee would therefore
bo glad if in future all matters relating to trials and com-
petitions, etc., be sent to Howard Smith, the Dingle, Four
Oaks, who has been elected to the position of trials hon.
sec. The annual hill-climb will take place on August 14th
(Saturday), at Coalport, near Ironbridge.

Essex M.C.

The next event of importance is the twenty-four hours' ride
from Woodford to York and back on Friday and Saturday,
August 27th and 28th. Entry forms and full particulars are
about to be issued, and Mr. Harold Fuller, of Wynndale
Road, Woodford, the hon. secretary, will be pleased to give
intending competitors any information about the run. This
.was a very popular event last year, and a large entry is

expected. A silver cup is oiiered, to be .won outright by
the rider adhering closest to schedule time throughout. In
addition, gold medals will be awarded to all those who com-
plete the journey in schedule time, and silver ones to those
who complete the distance in twenty-four hours.

Lincolnshire M.C.C.

There was not quite such a good entry for the Palmer Cup
Reliability Trial on July 24th as the members of the
club had been led to expect, but there was a very interesting
competition, which was quite successful. The start was at

Wragby, a town about eleven miles from Lincoln, and the
course, of a little over thirlsy-eight miles, was a circular one,
through Homcastle and Louth, over the worst part of the
Wolds, and had to be traversed three times. There was a
gale blowing against the riders for two-thirds of the triangular

course. A schedule time was set of 3m. 10s. per mile, with
a slight margin either way, and secret checks were used. On
one or two occasions competitors let themselves go, and tins

proved the midoing of several who had been riding very con-

sistently. One of the worst hills was Cawkwell, which is very
severe, having a gradient in one place of one in five and a

half, but all the machines mounted well. R. S. Osborne

(35 h.p. Osborne, variable gear) got up very well, and
managed to do second best performance,' the winner being
— James (4^ h.p. twin Minerva). Other competitors who rode
well were —• Turner (lightweight Lincoln Elk) and A. Nissler

(four-cylinder F.N.) Mr. Rackham attended on behalf of

Mr. E. J. Mitchell, the donor of the cup, and lent very
valuable assistance in conducting the trial.

Competitors in the Twelve Hours' Reliability Trial, organised by the Middlesbrough and District M.C.C, for the Gjers Cup and club medals.

(See last week's Club News, page 569.)
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The Future of Motor Cycling.
By B. H. DAVIES.

I

HAVE come in for some keen criticism on account

of my article on " The Motor Bicycle of ^the

Future," printed in the Spring Number of The

Motor Cycle. Various kind friends have called

me insincere and dishonest for finding fault with the

machines of to-day, which they see me riding far and

wide in my own person with such evident gratification

and convenience. Let me, therefore, explain why I

cannot regard the machines of to-day as representing

finality. For myself, I am more than satisfied with

them on mechanical grounds. I find no difficulty in

starting them, even uphill; I find the expense of run-

ning them is ridiculously microscopic; I find them

thoroughly reliable; I find myself able to climb any

hill on them with tolerable ease and certainty. Yet I

regard them as very far from ideal.

The Riders of the Past.

Motor cycling is young as yet, and its appeal up

to date has been made to a very limited class of men.

An extremely large percentage of riders or interested

nibblers are young, dashing, athletic, vigorous, ,and

possess something of a mechanical bent. For ten

years or so riders of this class have demonstrated the

etficiency, the reliability, and the economy of motor

bicycles to a somewhat incredulous public. The public

is now becoming conviaiced.

Riders of the Present-

The bulk of the riders of to-day are still young,

dashing, athletic, vigorous, and mechanically-minded.

But amongst them there remains a strong leaven of us

old stagers, who are growing into middle age, who have

got wives and probably babies at home, who are begin-

ning to push something qf an embryo corporation in

front of us, and who have lost a portion of our old

dash and agility and daring. We now leave to others

the thrilling dash round the bend of a fearsome hill,

with the wall of the tyre where the tread should be,

and the left or right ear tipped over sideways till it

nearly fouls the bumps on the road. We are not quite

so powerful at heaving a machine off its mark as we
used to be, not quite so graceful in vaulting into the

saddle as the impatient engine gathers impetus and

way. We do not dive in between a couple of carts or

two suspicious bullocks half-way up a steep hill with

the old verve and aplomb. We are liable to streaks

ot lumbago across the small of the back after 200 miles

in the saddle, to touches of cramp in the fingers and

wrists after they have gripped a steel bar for a day

and a night. We want machines even more docile than

the present handle-lever-controlled tourist mounts; we
want a less gymnastic mode of starting ; we want the

engine to start us up a grade, instead of our having

to start it; we want to be able to potter up the long

curly ascent when the roads are slimy, strewn with

traffic, and so forth ; we want absolute, not compara-

tive, freedom from vibration ; and we want a lot of

other things we dare not ask for yet.

Riders of the Future.

Every year the ranks of the old crocks are reinforced

by a host of business men who face their novitiate in

middle age. Thousands of men are compelled to take

many 'long and solitary journeys on either business or

pleasure, and they all hate the railroads. Railwa
travelling is dull, expensive, and unhealthy. Mote
cycling is interesting, healthy, exhilarating, and cheaj

-Each succeeding year will see an increased influx c

motor cycling novices who are neither brave nor stron

nor young. They will feel the disabilities of the pr(

sent standard ultra-efficient 3^ h.p. tourist mount fa

more keenly than we old stagers, who welcome it s

heartily as a vast improvement on the machines w
have used in former years. If these middle-age
novices are to be kept true to the faith, if the influ

of such riders is to be not only maintained bi

augmented, the motor cycle, in some of its forms £

any rate, will have to be modified and improved t

suit them. The young athlete will always be satisfie

with the efficient 3^^ h.p. and 5 h.p. of 1909, if nothin

better is offered him. But he is in a minority. If th

sporting and industrial sides of motor cycling are t

advance with equal strides, the great mass of middle
aged sobersides will have to be considered. An^

methinks the present state of three movements-—th

lightweight movement, the variable gear movement, an^

the two-stroke engine movement—are full of promis

A good load. Mr. J. McDougal (hon. treasurer of the Hull A.C.C.) and
family on their 6 h.p. Twin Sarolea and sidecar, fitted with Mabon
clutch. The total weight of driver and passengers is thirty stones, yet

the clutch is able to start the machine from rest on a fair gradient.

for the paterfamilias type of rider, and possibly evei

for the materfamilias type of rider. The clubs an(

the industry must form their own judgment. But a

a rider of some experience, who stands midway betweei

the two parties in respect of age and physical vigoiii

1 think the manufacturers of motor cycles will miss ;

great opportunity if they do not immediately concen

trate themselves upon the interests of the more stead)

going riders and potential riders whom I have tried t(

describe. We don't all want to dash uphill at fort

miles an hour; sO' long as we can climb all hills com
fortably at a fair speed we shall be satisfied.
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LEITEESTO

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his eorrespondents.

Al" letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle." 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Chain Transmissions

[4167.]—Among the interesting facts shown by the 1,000
lies trials was the wonderful condition at the finish, eo far
i th? drive was concerned, of the machines fitted '•'ith chain
ansmission. Surely the time has come for the Dulk of
otor cycle manufacturers to abandon the unsatisfactory belt
.ive and fit a chain or shaft drive. If motor cycling is

ways to remain popular recruits must come from the great
jdal riding community and others wavering on the brink.
tie otherwise nearly perfect motor cycle will fail to attract
large numbers until, like a ca,r, it has an almost perfect

•ansmission. Riders and possible converts await it.

WAITING.

Engine Speed and Vibration.

[4168.]—In reply to letter 4131 re above, my own experi-
ice is the exact antithesis, in that as the r.p.m. decrease
' the engine vibration appears to increase, and this on a
odern machine. This also appears to be borne out by the
llowing : I was recently afforded the opportunity of try-

g a high-powered single-cylinder racing machine, and
und that to attempt to go at anything like slow speed
suited in the most abominable jerking and vibration at
'ery pulsation of engine. Now I presume that if the
-me machine had been geared considerably lower the vibra-
3n would have been greatly reduced, if not altogether
iminated, even at very slow speed.

ALEX. J. McGAW.
*robably the compression was abnormally high also.—Ed.]

Lubrication.

[4169.]—In your issue of the 21st ult., under the heading
:

" Notes on the Six Days' Trials," there is a paragraph in

hich Mr. A. T. Stanton's retirement is put down to the
ct that he was supplied with " varnish " instead of lubricat-

g oil, and the concoction he received was poured into his
.nk from a Vacuum tin.

We have at considerable expense adopted the system of

jaling our cans and of calling public attention to the fact
lat when Vacuum oil is purcliased in tins, the purchaser
lould ta,k6 particular notice that the tin is sealed with a
sad seal bearing our monogram and trade- mark, and on the
de of the can we print in large type " Refuse this can if the
ial is broken." There is therefore no excuse if motorists buy
iir oil in unsealed cans, and we strongly deprecate this
ractice.

There must, of course, be many thousands of our empty
ins lying about in garages or elsewhere, and the probability
' that many of these cans are refilled with inferior oils.

We have prosecuted in some cases of this kind, and intend
) continue to do so wherever we find anyone making
'audulent use of our packages, but if all motorists would
estroy our cans when empty and refuse to hxyj an unsealed
in, there would be no further trouble in this direction,
'he remedy is therefore with the motorist.
We hope you will consider this matter of sufficient public
iterest to give it publicity in your editorial columns.

VACUUM OIL CO., LTD.

Peek's End-to-end Record,

[4170.]—In reply to Mr. Edmund G. Burton on this

topic, I am still awaiting the committee of enquiry upon my
ride, suggested by Messrs. Brunton and Field, which will be
heartily welcomed by me ; but after they have verified my
performance mile by mile they must publish in TLe Motor
Cycle such verification.

For Mr. Burton's special edification, , I will state once more
that I rode one machine from start to' finish, but whether he
accepts my word and tliat of the committee, which I hope by
this time has formed some shape, does not matter—I should
advise him to closely examine the photographs of my start

and my arrival. T. PECK.

Heavyweight Riders,

[4171.]—I feel I must not be left out in the ^ cold in this

list, as I am one of the .minority, weighing 18 stones 3 lbs.

plus riding extras. My mount is and has been my very
trusty Triumph 1906 pattern 3 h.p., and v?hich now has

carried me over 14,000 miles. Recently overhauled, it had
up to May vSlst cost me just 7s. 8d. for lan up-to-date spring

and bridge for the front forks. This is a fact, excepting, of

course, tyres and belts. The former are the original Clincher
with a Bates on the front and a Shamrock studded on the

back. The inner tubes (Clincher) are also the original.

I have never had to walk home, never had a belt fastener
" draw," and cannot speak too highly of the courtesy and
splendid treatment received from the Triumph Co., in which
I have no interest ; neither am J connected with the trade.

WILSON PROSSER, F.C., Chairman W.D.M.C.
P.S.—Even my i^ares are as purcliased. Original valve

sprrags and plug still in use. The Stanley hook cannot be
beaten.

Standard Machines in Competition.

[4172.]—As much ado has been made lately in regard

to standard machine classification in hill-climbs with special

reference io the Sutton Bank event, it is pleasing to not-e

that the air has been cleared by this discussion, and at last

we are favoured by a truly enjoyable and correctly classified

sporting hill-climb.

With perfect weather and a wind blowing briskly up the

course, the Bradford Motor Cycle Club open hill-climb up
"The Steep," Denholme, was one of the best ever witnessed.

It speaks volumes for the well-nigh perfect engines of the

Rex and Triumph in the racing class that they should make
exactly the same time up the hill, and that the tie was
settled by another run up the hill with a difference of only

a fraction of a second between them, the hill being three-

quarters of a mile long and the steepest gradient 1 in 6.

A murmur of admiration arose when the Scott purred up
the hill, perhaps not as fast as some others, but there are

not a few of us who are content to ascend mountains in a

matter of fact businesslike manner, which would be exceed-

ingly difficult to classify in an open hill-climb, except, per-

haos, under petrol consumption and silence.

H. W. TURNER.

[4173.]—In the letter published a week or two ago I

notice Mr. W. E. Holmes says that the Rex Co. state that
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their Speed King model "is not a touring mount." On
referring to the Rex Co.'s letter [4114], I find that they
say absolutely nothing of the sort.

As a matW of fact, I have just examined the Speed King
Rex after its successful run through the Six Days' Trials.

In my opinion it is one of the most beautiful little touring
machines imaginable, being fitted with 2^Ln. tyres, steel

mudguards, a large Lycett saddle, and long handle-bars, giv-

ing a moet comfortable touring position. Its weight is

about 145 lbs., and this machine having come through the

trials so well proves its ample strength.

Surely cutting down unnecessary weight is as important as
getting the best out of an engine, and any attempt to reduce
weight, as in the .case of the Rex Speed King and the T.T.
Triumph, is most praiseworthy, and should be given every
encouragement.
With regard to JMr. Holmes's last paragraph, surely this is

not intended to be taken seriously. Light machines
(such as the Speed King Rex) have been used by several

makers for some years, and their vdns in hill-climbs have
always been recognised. As the Rex Co. state in their

letter, Sutton Bank was the first occasion upon which they
entered a mount of reduced weight, and their wins are

every bit as" genuine as, for instance, those at Newnham
last year. . W. A. JACOBS.

[4174.]—From letter 4145, Mr. Holmes seems to be of

opinion that Godfrey's was the only machine that was not
standard in the Sutton Bank hill-climb. He no doubt is

unaware that any competitor could have protested before the
hill-climb was over, and the fact that no one did so seems
to point to the fact that others feared exposure, too. Any-
how, the Speed King passed the judges, and it is not in

' accordance with custom in most branches of sport for a prize

to be returned after a final decision has been given. I do
not ride a Rex myself, and have no interest at all in the
firm, but I do object to the unsporting spirit which cannot
admit defeat. It was the same thing after the 1907 Tourist
Trophy Race, when champions of the second machine voiced
their complaints against the winner.
Why should the winner alone be singled out for disqualifica-

tion? He beat all the others, most of them at their own
game. I presume Mr. Holmes wants Godfrey to resign his

prize to Marshall, who was riding a type of machine not
listed in the Triumph catalogue. The catalogue in my pos-
session, at any rate, has details of everything in the standard
machines, but not a trace of the T.T. model, and I think I

am right in saying that not every T.T. is a counterpart of

those sold to privileged amateurs. At any rate, improve-
ments to be brought out in the future in these machines are
" tested " not merely privately, but in competitions for

standard machines. Even the 85 by 88 mm. engine is not
kept secret until it is embodied in a standard machine.

FAIR PLAY.

Hill Climbing.

[4175.]—-Having read an account in The Motor Cycle
under the above heading of two change-speed geared
machines climbing Bow Brickhill Hill, near Fenny Strat-
ford, three members of the Northants M.C.C. rode there
on their single-cylinder geared machines to attempt an
asoent. C. T. Underwood made a clean ascent (first attempt)
of both sides of this hill, after a practically non-stop run
from Northampton (two minor stops being made). S. E.
Temple and H. F. Andrews, who were less successful, kindly
acted as marshals at the corner.

According to a Brickhill motor cyclist, this constitutes a
record for single-cylinder, single-geared machines. The
machine which climbed the hill was a standard " bought-
over-the-counter " Triumph, with the exception of a pro-

tected device of the rider's own design, which takes the form
of a variable carburetter jet which is shortly to be placed on
the market. A brief description may interest readers.

No alteration is necessary. It is simply screwed into the

carburetter in place of the single jet, and the operating lever

projects a convenient distance to enable it to be moved while
the machine is iu motion- The device consists of two jet

tubes side by side, the orifices of which are of different

sizes—one large for big hills, and one small for level roads
and ordinary hills. The movement of levers shuts the sunply
off one tube and opens the other at the same time. It is

very simple, and there is nothing to get out of order. This

device has been in use a considerable time, is very satis-
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factory, and will probably meet the requirements of a numbei
of motor cyclists.

I may add that the machine was fitted with a Grose steel

studded back tyre, which I find very satisfactory, having

had nine months' hard wear without a puncture. From th<

performance mentioned, readers will judge how little thi

tyre slows the machine, the gear used being 4| to 1.

C. T. UNDERWOOD.

Controlling a Motor Bicycle from the Sidecar Seat.

[4176.]—I think the enclosed photograph will interes

the lady readers of your excellent paper, especially thos

who like motor cycling, but who don't like riding the cycle

made for ladiee

The photograph is of Miss Edith Lance driving a 6 h.p

N.S.U. from a rigid sidecar. The steering is extreme!
easy, and the great advantage it possesses is that it is im

material what coloured dress the lady wears, as she is quil

free from dirt in the sidecar, and there is no fear of ski<

ding, whereas riding the cycle itself dirties a light coloure

dress in wet weather, and the machine is liable to skid.

Of course, it is not necessary to have such a high-powere

engine, but Miss Lance often takes a passenger, who of cour«

has to sit on the saddle. Her brother also drives a simih

cycle from the sidecar, and the pair are objects of muc
comment in Herefordshire. L. P. MANNING.

A Dissertation|on Design.

[4177.]—I was pleased to find Mr. Davies calling the attei

tion of your readers to the necessity for the multiple j(

ca^rburetter. .
I mentioned it some time ago in your corn

spondence columns, but without exciting much responsi

'"^Ixion" advanced the time-worn argument that since tl:

modern motor bicycle will run from six to forty miles p(

hour nothing further is required. But I think pilot jets ai

unsatisfactory and clumsy makeshifts, that cost more 1

adjust and keep in order than they are worth.

Another point I advocated was some means of varyin

the compression from the saddle, particularly desirable no

that high compression engines are increasing in
_

numbe
One would be able to run more slowly up hill andin traffic

and it is well known that lowering the compression mak(

the engine quieter, which is what we want in crowde

streets. The compression may easily be lowered by insertin

extra or thicker washers beneath the valve caps. Perhaj

some of our clever accessory makers could work out the idei

"Ixion's" plea for spark control from the handle-bar^

well worth attention. The modern high compression machir

is very apt to knock on the slighest provocation. Curiousl

enough I wrote recently to the Bowden people for the vei

fitment he mentions, but they could not supply it.

I cannot, however, support the writer in asking for gei

transmission. Apparently, its one advantage would be 1

enable us to "mud plug" in comfort (is it possible to ha^

any real comfort in such circumstances?) Now, I take i

he" writes for the mass of motor cyclists and not the faddist
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and I would ask what proportion do serious or continuous
hard riding in winter such as cannot be managed fairly satis-

factorily by fitting a larger belt? The motor cycle, like the

open car, is a fair weather machine for most of us, and he
would be just as profitably engaged in devising a Cape cart hood
or other method of enabling the rider to face the elements.

His anxiety reminds me of a similar state into which the

enthusiastic photographer sometimes gets when he loads up
his* camera with cumbi'ous and costly devices with which he
raay go months and not find the necessity of using. Of
course, special work requires special cameras, and there such

devices become rational, and so with motor cycles. If I

had to mud plug throughout the winter willy-nilly I should
prefer to keep two machines rather than handicap one
machine with a transmission that is not, in my opinion, suit-

able for general riding. Such a necessity does not face the

,vast majority of riders, however. Consider a few of the

objections to gear transmission. Many readers will be able

to add to the list : (a) All the stresses on the frame must be

greater, necessitating greater weight (why should the De
Luxe machine be a heavy monster?) ; (b) no simple gear

changing unless further weight and complication ; (c) diffi-

culty of dismounting back wheel ;
(d) helplessness if a break-

age occurs (not very infrequent) ; (e) noise
;

(f) high engine

position, or else universal joint.

One other addition would be a luxury, viz., a clutch with

pedal starting. Handle-starting is an abomination to all

car drivers. Why have it on a motor cycle when starting

from the saddle can be so easily arranged with the existing

pedal gear? How often in a pretty district one stops the

machine, with feet resting on the ground, to view the scenery?

With handle starting, one must get off, fish out the handle,

bend down and coffee grind, or else put up with the

roar of a free-running engine. With pedal starting how
much nicer! Similarly in stopping to ask questions, con-

verse, etc. But a certain section preach that as handle start-

ing is universal on cars it is the thing for motor bicycles

;

forgetting all the time the many efforts designers have made
to abolish the handle for some method of starting from the

seat.

A query. Could any reader tell me what he has found

best in the goggle line? I hate riding continuously with

goggles, but want something that can be put in position

quickly with one hand when meeting or- overtaking other

traffic. H. M.

Sunday Competitions.

[4178.]—Let us examine "Anti-Humbug's" letter in. the

issue of July 21st, and your paragraph of June 16th. The
A.C.U. lias no rule prohibiting clubs or individuals holding

competitions on the Sabbath, and the committee, in its

wisdom, simply' made a statement that it did not approve
of Sunday competitions—^^tliat is all. This is exactly the

position that the N.C.U. took up with push-cycles twenty
years ago with respect to road racing. Of course, the N.C.U.
uever interfered with clubs, and road racing flourishes all

over the country. (Take, for instance, the Bath Road
Hundred this August Bank Holiday, with eighty-Ave entries

!)

There is bo need for the A.C.U. to "speak right out and
forbid them," as is suggested. The A.C.U. has done its

duty, in so far as the public are concerned, in merely appealing
to clubs to refrain. THE WANDERING 'WORM.

Automatic v. Mechanical Inlet Valves. Two-stroke Engines.
Silencers.

[4179.]—I intended sending a few notes regarding the

letter from John Okill on "Automatic r. Mechanical Inlets

Valves," appearing in a recent issue. From the descrip-

tion it is rot clear as to whether he used different inlet

springs for his tests of strength, or simply used the spring
of the balance as an inlet spring. By looking at the illustra-

tion, it would appear that the latter was the case, and I

would beg leave to point out that this being so the action
n^aist be unsatisfactory from two- causes. First, the inertia

of the moving parts of the spring balance would have the
result of retarding the action of the valve ; and, secondly,
to increase the tension of a given spring by merely com-
pressing or extending it is very bad practice. There is a
certain proportion of working load to maximum which gives
the best re.'iults with a spring, and to either under or over
load it will impart its action. Then again, the proportion
of the spring itself greatly modifies its action. For an
inlet valve it is best to have as much wire in it as possible,

so that the tension of the spring shall not appreciably varj
through the opening stroke of the valve. If the wire length
be short then the spring may leave its seat readily enough,
but as it opens the tension of the spring will increase so

rapidly that the valve will not be able to give enough open-
ing. The design of the valve itself, and its proportion also
greatly affect the result. In most cases the valve is both
too small and too heavy. Where both the inlet and exhaust
valves are placed side by side it is impossible to have the
inlet as large as it should be. Where automatic inlet valves
are to be used the best place is in the head of the cylinder.

Here they can be of ample size, while the exhaust valve can
be removed without having to unship the inlet pipe. I have
made engines with automatic inlet valves as large as eight
inches diameter which showed no low line on the indicator

. card, and which also showed remarkably quick closing, thereby
avoiding any blow back at the inlet pipe. All things being
equal, there is nothing to be gained by the use of mechanical
valves. The trouble is that there has been so much bad
practice in the automatic valve.

I am much pleased to see that others are taking up the
two-stroke engine advocacy, and I shall look with interest

A dusky rider of a Roc. This motor bicycle is the property of Mr. F. G.
Haynes, of Fort Johnston, Nyasaland, and his boy servant rides it daily, and
flnds no difficulty in managing it ; in fact, we should say that the tubular

steel footrests hive quite a comforting effect to the boy's bare feet.

for " Two- Stroke's " report on his two-stroke cycle engine.

I also have several two-stroke motor engines designed, but

am placed so as not to be able to prosecute them just yet.

"T.H.C." [letter 4076] is wrong in supposing that the

small outlet holes in the silencer must be greater in total

area than the area of the exhaust pipe, for this reason : it

must be remembered that the exhaust, in the case of a

single cylinder, only takes place during about a stroke, whereas
there are four strokes time in which the exhaust can escape

from the body of the - silencer. The great thing is to have
the chamber into which the exhaust first enters the silencer

from the engine large enough, so that, supposing there was no
outlet, the pressure would not be above, say, two pounds on
the inch. The ideal silencer should have a chamber of un-

limited size for the exhaust to expand into, but this cannot
be in practice. INCANDESCENT.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Will J. M. Pooley kindly note that he omitted his full

postal address from the letter sent for publication? On receipt

of these particulars the letter shall have attention.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"AW 354" would like to know if there is a revenue tax

on motor cycles in South Africa, and the cost of petrol per

gallon.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Trailing Carriage.

The trailing carriage A has secured to its axle B a tubular

framework C. A complementary framework D is secured to

the frame of the machine by clamps E^ stays F running

from an intermediate point to the saddle-pillar clip G. The

frames C and D are pivoted together at H to allow for the
necessary turning movement.—A. E. Abrahamson, No.
6,321, 1908.

A Lady's Motor Bicycle.

A motor bicycle suitable for use by ladies is produced by

disposing the parts
as shown in the draw-
ings. The smaller
figure shows the
machine with pro-
tecting shields A in

place. A feature lies

in the pipe B, by
which the
gases, after

through the
C, are conducted to
the rear of the machine
before being dis-
charged.—A. and A. Dufaux et Cie., No. 26,254, 1908.

exhaust
passing
silencer

A Spring Mounting for Wheels.

Secured to each rigid fork end A is a tubular casing B
within which is adapted to slide a tube C, having a lug D,
to which is attached one end of the wheel spindle E. The

tube C is closed at each end by a cap
F, and into it projects a spindle G,
fixed to the casing B, and around
which is arranged a coil spring H,
which, together with a second spring

^_^ J, absorbs the vibration. Between the
tube C and casing B is arranged a cradle

or cage carrying anti-friction balls at regular intervals, and
the casing B is, of course, slotted to permit of the sliding

up and down of the lug D and tube C under vibration.

This springing device can be readily attached to existing

machines, but renders a front rim brake inoperative. It

would, however, be suitable for a front band brake if the

band was attached to lug D.—F. C. Southard, No. 27,322,

1908.

Handle-bar Control Mechanism.

The object of this invention is to provide a handle-bar for

use with Bowden
control mechanism in

which the cables are
. , ^"<-—^j/xc

enclosed within the •
i- 'i/''' " •-'i^

bar and are not sub-

jected to sharp bends.

A lug A is pro-

vided with suitable

cavities to receive

the handle-bar stem
B and the two parts

C and D of the bar
itself. The parte C
and D have only
gentle curves, and at

their ends carry
ordinary invented
lever mechanism E
and F. Further
Bowden control de-
vices G and H are
attached to the bars
at convenient points,
and the cables after

passing through the bars issue through the lug A. Lamp
brackets J and K are carried by the lug A and secured by
nuts at their lower ends.—A. Sharp and C. Williams, No.
6,643, 1908.

N o X c c e.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of copy in the form of manuscriot, drawings, or nhotog'-aphs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawintcs," and i>hoto-
graphs will only be returned provided a stampad addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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"THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST."

A.C.U. JULY QUARTERLY TRIALS.

3 Machines entered.

3 Machines obtained Non-stops.

uA-C J J The only Passenger

Machines to come through

IS THE TRICAR DEAD ?

AUTO-CARRIERS, LTD., Martell Road, West Norwood,)S.E.

-^ -^^ ^*^ -""^ """^ "^ - -1 — - inrii <Tw m-iin Ti Jirti naft n—i mtm imi mn " "^^ '^^^ -

"IXION," the well-known contributor to "THE MOTOR CYCLE," writes:

" ' IXION ' would be much obliged if

Messrs. Brown and Barlow would quote
for a set of spare jets for their

standard motor cycle carburetter. The
ones he repuires are Nos. 30-34.

He would like to take the opportunity of con-

gratulating Messrs. Brown and Barlow on the

excellence of their latest carburetter. He has tried two
others on his present twin-cylinder machine, and has dis-

carded them both in favour of a B. & B., which he finds

gives a higher maximum output of h.p., far greater

delicacy of gradation in control, and more economy of

fuel."
B. & B. CARBURETTERS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM :

Messrs. BROWN BROS., London.
EAST LONDON RUBBER CO., London. Sheffield, and

Bristol.

CHATER lea, Ltd., London.
HOBDAY BROTHERS, London.
THE SERVICE CO., Ltd., London.
BRANSOME, KENT, & CO., London.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., London.
BRISTOL MOTOR ACCESSORIES GC, Bristol.

L. J. LONG & CO., Bristol.

MANCHESTER MACHINISTS CO., Manchester

GREAT EASTERN RUBBER CO., London, etc., etc.

BowDEN License. Price List sent post free on application to

BROWN & BARLOW, Ltd., 16 & 17, Loveday Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

In crn>;ii>ering these advei'tisements it is desiiaih to mention ''he Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

lDVERTISEMENTS in these

imns—9d. per line ol 8 words ; minimum,
lines. Name and address must be counted.

IS—

-

Two line; (i6 words or less) costs i/G

Tnree lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

he case of Trade Advertisements a series of

teen insertions is charged as twelve.

.11 advertisements in this section should be

)mpanied with remittance, and be addressed

he offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

ensure insertion letters should be posted in

B to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

entry, on the Thursday morning, or if sen;

London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by tho

dnesday afternoon previous to the date of

lication.

il letters relating to advertisements should

e distinctly under what heading and in what
e the announcement appeared.

LASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
)r the convenience of purchasers of second-hnnd

X cycles, the advertisements are classifted into dis-

s, as many readers like to know what machines arc

sale m their immediate neighbourhood before going

aer afield.

n showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION 1.

Cumberland, tXirhaiu.rthumbeiiand,
Westmoreland

SECTION II.

k and Lancashire.
SECTION 111.

narvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafiord.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

ttingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

folk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
rcester, Hereford, Radnor, iirecknock, Monmouth
Glamorgan, Carmarthen. Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

•ucester, Oxford, Buckingham. Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

rtlord, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey. Kent, aad Susfe- .

SECTION IX.

nerset, Devon, Dorset, and t>)rnwali.

.. SECTION X.
aland.

SECTION XL
land and Isle of Man.

MR. HART DAVIES

used our

FAMOUS . . .

SEARCBLIGflT
when so handsomely breaking

the

John-o'-Groat's Becord.

He chose the BEST LAMP— full

of EFFICIENCY and devoid of

FADS.

It was not a special lamp—in

fact we did not know what lamp

Mr. Hart Da tries was using until

after Record was beaten.

A NEW MODEL

obtainable only through the

EMIE
MOTOR CO., I.T1>.,

BIRMINGHAM.
This SPECIAL model has all the improvement? ,ind

refinements of the 1909 REX, IN ADDITION TO
WHICH there are included a NEW DISC FREE
ENGINE CLUTCH (pedal starting), J.A.P. AUTOMATIC
LUBRICATION. It carries a SPECIAL GUARANTEE,
viz., all niechanical parts are guaranteed for 5,000

MILES running. Any part failing or proving def.^ctive

in material or workmanship during that distance will

be IMMEDIATELY SUPPLIED FREE from OUR
STOCK.

PRRI^F COMPLETELVrnBl^bi EQUIPPED,EQUli

DELIVERY, first orders within 7 DAYS.
Demonstration model is now on view nt our works.

N.B.—Tilis SPECIAL MODEL CAN ONLY be

Obtained from the PREMIER MOTOR CO.

AL.I. OUR GOODS ARE SENT
ON APPROVAL..

Premier Motor Oo. L!i
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM 1

D

Telephone i^io. Telegrams: "Primus, B'ham.'

In. answering these advertisements it is deslraVe. to mention '

^ NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav

adjressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" CM
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra'

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be
for forwarding i-eplies. Only the number will appe;
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "

600, c/o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lend

is added to the address, then to the number given,
' The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. ^«
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pei

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "

Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this receipt,

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance of
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of is

registration. The time allowed for a decision after re
of the goods is three days. For all transactions excee
£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged,
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and che
and money orders should be made payable to llifie

So;is limned.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receivi

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
silence as an Indication that the goods advertised
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receiv

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

one by post,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL]

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
Westmoreland.

1 QO8 Rex Featherweight, condition new; £
J-*J Brown, 18 Shildon St., Darlington.

31.h p Magneto, low built, perfect running order

;

2 —Holzapfel, North Elswick Hall, Newcastl
Tyne.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

OXJGLA<S, Lincoln Elk, Norton, and Ariel n
cycles in stock.— Gourlay, Fallowfield.

3h.p. Singer, magneto, belt drive, vertical engine

;

trial: nearest £15.—Joyce, Edith Place, Ds
ton.

EISEMANN L.T. Magneto, Minerva oarbuietter,

studded non-skid, 24 by 2i.—Batten, Hampden
Bolton.

21h.p. Lloyd, Longuemare, trembler coil, Watai
2 very good tyres, stand, carrier; £11.—Evering;

Pocklington.

3ih.p. 1907 Kex, in splendid order, £16; also 3J

2 Chater-Lea frame, £12.—Frank Ellis, 101, W
Ed., Halifax.

13.h.p. F.N., magneto, excellent condition, not r

4 used ; bought tricar ; £20 ; seen by appointme
Kelly, Wetherby.

"I
Q08 Phelon and Moore, and Mills and Fulford ci

JlXJ wheel sidecar, coach-built: offers.—Poster,

Saints St., ISolton.

MINERVA Motor Cycle, 2}h.p., in good run
order, new tyres, Advance adjustable.—Wi

Draper, Leyburn, Yorks.

5h.p. Antoine, spring forks, 2iin. tyres, Rom coi

breaker, excellent condition; £15.—Pilkini
Marble Place, Southport.

NEW 1909 Bat. 3j-4h.p., used once, guaranteed
feet : cost, with extras, £50, accept £36.—Ben

34, Dicconson St., Wigan.

PHELON and Moore, two speeds, magneto,
handle starting, H.B. control, good condition;

153.-448, Leeds Rd., Bradford.

HTIMBER, 3ih.p., two-speed gear, new May, onli

a few hundred miles; client buying car; £4(

nearest offer.—Dean, Carnforth.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., reliable machine, magneto igni

enameUing, plating, and tyres good; 20 gni:

—Dean, Carnforth.

"1 Q09 3-5h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, free engine. Pa
J-tJ cord, run 200; cost 50 guineas, take £40;
ing car.— G. W. Leader, 74, Dunning Ed., Mid
brbugh.

TEItTMPH, new free engine model: immediate
livery.-Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Livei

(sole agents for Triumph and Douglas lightwf

motors).

£40.— 6h.p. N.S.U., new Easter, fully equipped,
500 miles, won two thirds Bradford M.C.C.

hill-climb ; inspection invited.—Clark, Cyprus, Thae
Bradford.

The Motor Cycle."
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1909, 5b.p. twin, standard pattern, Druid spring
ks, run under 400 miles; £45, cost with extra?
35, bargain. — Carwin, 27, Garstang Kd., Ful-
reston.

,LY New 4h.p. Military Rob, handle starting,
) speeds, Jree engine, unpunctured ; cost 50
accept £50: any trial here.— iliilard, Salter

sterfleld.

Lloyds, vertical engine, spray, £6 19s. lid.;
ih.p. Coventry Eagle, vertical engine, long bars,
lie, £5 19s. lid.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
?, Halifax.

9s. lid.— Ijh.p. Thomas, Phelon and Moore,
spray carburetter; 3ih.p. Rex, belt drive, Amac
ar control, £8 19s. lid.—Halifax Motor Ex-
Westgate, Halifax.

TEATED Lisi, of second-hand Kex motors, and
ister list of triciirs and motor cycles on appli-
Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

Minerva Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., magneto, handle-
ar control, TrufEault suspension front forks, as
new.—Marriott, c/o Daisy Cottage, The Green,
le-Fylde, Lanes.

Fafnir, new condition, complete for tour,
iUmerous unused spares; £16; write particulars;
le bargaiu.—Motorist, c/o Connell, Knowl Cot-
ghtclifie, Halifax.

Pwin Eex de Luxe, 1909 model, two-speed, free
rine, adjustable pulley, magneto, handle-bar con-
V six weeks ago, not done 400 miles: £38.— S.
Cottingham, Hull.

Triumph, late 1908, excellent condition
tiToughout, studded tyres, all spares, H.B. con-
iable pulley

;
genuine bargain ; only wants see-

5.-87. Wallgate, Wigan.

Kerry, low, long handle-bars, accumulator igni-
on, Longuemare carburetter, thorough running
lontgomery flexible sidecar, upholstered green
-29, Clive Ed., Middlesbrough.

VIPHS and N.S.U.'s, 1909 models, in stock;
' make supplied; accessories; new 1909 twin
ightweight, offers; enquiries, inspection invited,
een Engineering Wks., Huddersfield.

3ih.p. Phelon and Moore, two speeds, chain
rive, handle starting, new Eom tyre, handle-
;rol, in perfect condition, £35; also sprung
)ach-built forecar to fit same, £5.—Crosland, 8,
Ed., Huddersfield.

Sidecar anywhere.—Roc, 4h.p., fine conditijn,
gneto, following parts new—Clincher .studded,
irburetter, H.B. control, Whittle belt, and Druid
orks, all fitted last three weeks; bargain, £26;
;ar.—49, Cawdor St., Stockton Heath.

(LAS Lightweight, British made, twin eyls.,
gneto, spring forks, a revelation in comfort,
starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vibra-
write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74. Bold St.,

1. Sole Agents for Douglas and Triumphs.

RVA and Eex.—We carry the largest stork of
pare parts in the provinces for these machines,
?er new machines from stock at low prices;
change, or gradual payments ; charged accumu-
r hire. Is. per week. — Cookson -Hrcs., 511,
Ed., Old Trafford.

SECTION III.

on, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
ord, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
oneth.

Triumph, slightly soiled, guaranteed perfect.—
ttarston, 26, Bridge St., Chester.

Eex, low. perfect; any trial; £16; take pedal
ycle and cash.— G., Academy Art, Mill St., Can-

Minerva, spring forks, brand new Clincher
:ront, Michelin car back ; trial winner ; £20.—
1, Ilkeston.

MPH, 1908 standard, splendid machine, prac-
ally new, only run 800 miles, guaranteed per-
•5.—Moss, Wem.
Raleigh-Fafnir, armoured rear tyre, excellent
idition. fast, poweriul, tools, spares, etc. : £8
oto; trial.—Lidderdale, Weeping Cross, Stafford.

New Model, 31i.p. Eadford, 76 by 80 mm. en-
le. Palmers, Whittle belt, adjustable pulley,
triple control: £16 10s.; photo; stamp.—Ead-

itors, Stafford.

Triumph, 1909 engine, . little u.sed, condition
.8 new, A Won tyres, searchlight lamp, spares, ac-
; first offer £40.—Weaver, 214, Newhampton
Wolverhampton.

SECTION IV.

gham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
hamptonshire and Warwickshire.

. Quadrant, new end of 1906, little used; £16.
-Guyver, Stratfcrd-on-Avon.

Moto-Eeve, new Easter, 1908. never any faults;
4.—Woodhouse, 67, Toothill Ed., Loughborough.

N.S.tJ. Lightweight, lih.p., magneto isnition,
splendid condition; £13.— Guyver, Stratf . rd-on-

rwin Tourist Rex, magneto, as new, little used;
21 10s.—Letters, 70, Grove Lane, Handsworth,
nam.

Booth's

Beautiful

Bargains.

1908 3| h.p. N.S.U.'s.

SIX, brand new, packed in crates, as received from
makers, fitted with magnetos, 26in. wheels, staad
and carriers, tool boxes and tools. List price £46.

Our Price jE32—or near offer, or exchange.

ALL Oi)P. IVIA0HIN£S ARE TESTED.
1909 sJh.p. HL.Min.R. Dew £45
1909 3I h.p. BR.'\DI^.URY, new £46
1909 si h.p. REX, two speeds, new £52 10
1908 si h.p. REX Tourist, new £29 10
1908 3I h.p. N.S.U., brand new £32
1908 3I h.p. MINERVA £17 10
1909 4 h.p. ROC, two speeds, new SSO 8
rgoS 3 h.p. REX, magneto £17 10
1909 3* h.p. BRADBURY, nearly new .... £35 10

1909 4 h.p. ROC, two speeds, magneto,
nearly new £37 10

1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto £25
1908 3^^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nearly new. . £25 6
rgoS 3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, smart £22 10
1908 3J- h.p. REX Tourist, magneto £25
1907 3^ h.p. REX, magneto, a^in. tyres . . £18 10

3i h.p. THOS. SILVER, magneto £18 10
5 h.p. Twin ROC, Roc clutch, magneto . . £29 10

5^ h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc
dutch, handle starting £27 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, two speeds. . £22 10

4J h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto £22 10

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 190S £35 8
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, low buflt £14 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels . . £12 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, and Sidecar £19 19

3J h.p. REX, 1906, 26" wheels, spring forks £12 12

3i h.p. REX, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £11 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, 25" wheels, handle-bar control £9 10
2% h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., low £8 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., sm^rt £6 15

3i h.p. REX, cost 50 guineas £8 15
Send for list of other bargains—best, biggest, and
cheapest stock. Cash buyers receive special quotations.

£2 19s. and a push cycle secures

—

2 h.p. HUMBER. 2 h.p. PIEPER.
2 h.p. WERNER. 2 h.p. LIBERTY.

COROKET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.

t2/6 12/6

The best variable speed pulley on the market.

Loose flange securely held in any position by a simple

yet ingenious contrivance. Gear can be altered

without the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated
bv hand. Buy a " Coronet " pulley and gear your
machine suitable for hfll-dimbing.

Special terms to the trade.

CARBd«ETTEK^.
BROWN ANO BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine
to handle-bar control. We keep a large stock of

carburetters. Be up to date. Price reasonable.

3* h.p. EXCELSIOR, good order 55/-
4' h.p. ANTOINE, magneto fitted £7 ie
31 AURORA, M.O.V. 70/- | 2 MADISON. . 30/-

2i BUCKET 55/- I 2J AUTO .... 50/-
2" WERNER 30/- | 2 STANDARD 30'-

2I h.p. DE DION, water-cooled head 60 /-

4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled £12 12
8 h.p. Twin JOWETT, open frame £18 10

4 h.p. REX, free engine £13 13
5 h.p. SAROT.W4 \^,\-^.r^A^„Ar,T $13 13

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
kHARtES STREET, off Square Road;

^Phoiic 1063. BALIFAX. :?^S^^|^«

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5 to 6h.p. N.S.U., 1908, in excellent condition; genu-

ine bargain.—Evans, 31, • Hillaries Ed., Gravelly
Hill, Birmingham.

1 Q09 Triiunph, spare t^re, tube. Miller mud shields,
-!-«-' two lamps, two generators; £42.—Stevenson, 3.
New St., Birmingham,

31h.p. Eex, 1906 pattern, re-enamelled and plated,
2 powerful on hills; £15.—Particulars, Parsoas,

Engineers, Leamington.

£14.—3i-4h.p. Campion, twin Peugeot engine, smart
and sound machine, in good condition.—Eedmile.

42. George St., Grantham.

TEIITMPH, 2ih.p., splendid lightweight, £10; 3ih.p
Antoine, fast, low, £6; engme, B. and B. carbur-

etter, £3 10s.— 290, Harnall Lane East, Coventry.

Slh.p. Triumph, late 1908, with 1909 engine and
2 etceteras just fitted; £35; all accessories in-

cluded.—Applv, view, E. W. Evered, Church Hill, Soli
hull.

3ih.p. M.M.C., Coventry Eagle frame. Whittle belt,

2 spring forks, low machine, in guaranteed fine
running order ; £7 10s., or nearest offer.—Holly Cottage.
Y;i rdley.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Triumph, Palmer cord back, spares, tools.
J- *J lamp, generator, guaranteed perfect ; any exami-
nation ; £41 10s., near offer.—21. College Ed., Saltley.

Birmingham.

MOTOR Cycle, 3ih.p. Stevens, B.S.A. frame, spring
forks, two accumulators, long bars, spares, just

overhauled, splendid order; bargain, £15. — Ordish,
Avenue, Solihull.

"I Q09 Ariel 2i-h.p. Lightweight, almost new, magneto,
-L«/ handle-bar control, headlight, horn, every spare;
cost £41. one puncture, take £30.—Seen Boult's Gar-
age, Moseley, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolli, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

5 h.p. Twin Res, cantilever, spring forks, 26 by 2i
Palmers, perfect order; £13 13s.—3a, Bridge St..

Cambridge.

31,h.p. Rover, 26 by 2i Palmers, spring forks, per-
2 lect order; £11 II3., as new.—Ellwood, Jesus Bat-

tery, CamlDridge.

PHELON-MOORE, 3ih.p., two speeds, magneto. Pal-
mer cords, splendid condition; £25, offers.-Free.

Sidgegate Lane, Ipswich.

FOR Sale, Vindee, 5h.p., 1907, two speeds, excellent

condition, 2i tyres, carrier, horn, toolbags; trial

by appointment: price £26 10s.—Cocks, Sturton St..

Cambridge.

31h.p. Ormonde, Longuemare caTburetter, Bowdeu
2 handle-bar control, 26in. wheels, brand new Clin-

cher non-skid, spring handle-bars, all accessories, too
powerful for owner; exchange for lower power, cash
adjustment.—Payne, St. George's, Norwich.

SECTION VI.

Worcestersliire, Herefordsliire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmoutli, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TRIUMPH, 3Ah.p., new last month, perfect : nc offer,

£44; immediately buying car. —James, hatter,

Jiidderniinster.

PREMIER, 1909, lamp, horn, etc., complete; cost £47
last week; delivery too late; best offer.-Box 2,894.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrj'.

1
08 3ih.p. Tourist Eex, ball bearing engine, mag-

neto, handle-bar control, exceptional condition

;

£25.—Erne.^t Cook, Eoregate Press, Worcester.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

3JLh.p. Quadrant, spring forks, splendid condition ; £16,
2 or near cfler.-Fair, 201, Cheltenham Ed., Bristol.

5-Sh.p. 4-cyl. F.N., new June, 1908, magneto, spring
forks ; offers invited. — L. Horwood, Mortimer,

Berks.

3ih.p. Eex, very little used, £15; also Fairy light-

weight, new, take £18.—Eastleigh, Cookham Rise,

Berks.

F.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.p., 1908 model, perfect; any trial

or examination
;

price £26.—Baker and Sons,

Motor Wks., Reading.

31h.p. Triumph, 1908 model, Mabon chitch, perfect

2 condition; £38.—Baker and Sons, Motor Wks.,
Reading.

3ih.p. Hmnber, 1909 model, two-speed, not ridden
2 200 miles; £40.—Baker and Sons, Motor Wks.,

Reading.

31h.p. Minerva, twin-cyl., excellent condition; £16.—
2 Baker and Sons, Motor Wks., Reading.

23.h.p. We.stfield, Chater-Lea frame. Palmer cord tyres,

4 I iruid spring forks, spring seat-pillar, in good
condition; price £12.—Apply, W. O. Leach, 54, King's
Ed., Eeading.

KEERY. 2ih.p., grey, tank lined green. Clincher and
Michelin, nearly new, just overhauled, perfect

i^dei, stand; trial; £8, rr near offer.- D., 11, High

St., Maidenhead.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'^
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MOTOk BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, and sidecar, condition like

2 new; offers wanted.—Dixon, 6, Longmead Av.,
Gloucester Ed., Bristol.

4ih.p. Stevens Engine, with clutch, silencer, and
2 Longuemare carburetter, also sidecar.—Barradell,

33, Clarence Sq., Cheltenham.

5h.p. Twin Kerry, 2i tyres, two accumulators. Whittle
belt, Longuemare, first-class running order; bar-

gain, £20.—Bell, .12, College Green, Bristol.

41h.p. White-Poppe, Chater-Lea fittings, with or
2 without Ariel sidecar; £20, or offer; gold watch

taken in part payment, etc.- 3, Essex St., Reading.

3h.p. Quadrant Motor Cycle, in good running order,

good hill-climber, and fast ; exchange for cycle and
cash, or anything useful.—Barwell, Privett, Alton, Hants.

"I
Q08 3ih.p. Magneto Minerva, spring forks, studded

-Lf/ tyres, B. and B. carburetter, handle-bar control.
Brooks BIOS saddle; £24, or nearest.-Shorland, sur-
veyor, Tewkesbury.

1,000 Miles Only.—3ih.p. Minerva, new condition
throughout, faultless, powerful machine, quite £5

spares; nearest offer £20; tried any time.—Slades, 67,
Cotham Brow, Bristol.

"I
Q09 3ih.p. Vibrationless Kex, cost, complete with

-LiJ all best spares, month ago, £46, splendid condi-
tion: must sell; what offers? sacrifice; trial given. —
Whitehead. Kenward, Slough.

VINDEC Special. 3ih.p., magneto, TrufEault spring
forks, new belt, good tyres, excellent machine, first-

class condition; genuine bargain, lowest £20, no ofEers.

—H. Bacon, Shinfield, Reading.

3.6h.p. R.A.C. Featherweight Magneto Rex, 1908,
very smart and fast, and little used, with expensive

fittings, ideal machine for beginner; 17 guineas.—J. N.
Spokes, Bayworth, Foxcombe Hill, Oxford.

31h.p. Matchless-J.A.P., August, 1908. Druids, J.A.P.
2 automatic carburetter, practically unscratched,

guarantee 50 mile.s an hour ; will ride 40 miles to intend-
ing purchaser; £32, or very near offer.-Lieut. Du Bou-
lay, St. Peter's, "Victoria Rd. N., Portsmouth.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

5h.p. Twin Iris, spray; nearest £12.-53, Fort Rd.,
Bermondsey.

WERNER, in perfect condition, or useful exchange.—
46, High Rd., Willesden Green.

3h.p. Clyde, magneto ignition, in good running order;
£9 15s.-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

Olh.p. Minerva, spring forks, perfect order; photo^2 sent; £7 10s.— 7, Stoke Newington Rd., N.

31.h.p. Rex, low, in good going order; £10.-Phipps,
2 8, South View, Park Lane, Waltham Cross.

SBORNE Four-speed and free engine, shop-soiled;
what offers?- Turpins, 29, Preston Rd., Brighton.o

HUMBER 3h.p. Motor Cycle, in good condition, run-
ning order; £8 10s.— 28, Chatham Hiil, Chatham.

2
H
P.O

h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, low, just overhauled,
spares; £7 10s.—46a; Evelina Rd., Nunhead, S.E.

AMPSTEAD Bargains on page 34; finest stock
guaranteed.- 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2678,

STOPI—4h.p., magneto, spring forks, H.B. control,
non-skid' chenTl • mns^: cell —5H7 nioTilTom TJ/l

s.w.
non-skid; cheap; must sell.—283, Clapham Rd.i

Qih.p. Rover, with sidecar, free engine, new tyres-^2, £20. or near ofler.-Geary, 245, High St., Houn-
slow.

£10.—3ih.p. Excelsior, 26in. wheels, low frame, ex-^ cellent condition.—23, Lyndhurst Ed., Thornton
Heath.

18.—Quadrant, 3-ih.p., Mabon clutch, spring forks,cV ndden only few miles.— 66, Grand Parade, Har-
rmgay.

i:TAMPSTEAD.-7-9h.p. Peugeot, m-agneto and spring
-«--i- forks, two-speed gear; £25.-5, Heath St.,' Hamp-
stead.

TTAMPSTEAD.-Sh.p. Vindec Special, magneto and
^f- spring forks, two-speed gear, all accessories ; £28
—5, Heath St., Hampstead.

TTAMPSTEAD. — Motosacoche, good condition, late

"i .,
Model, all accessories; bargain, £16.—Rey, 5,

aeath St., Hampstead.

XXAMPSTEAD for F.N.'s, 1909 models from stock;
-»--»- high price allowed for your old mounts.—Below.

RET, Hampstead, sole London and district agent for
Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; exchanges —

Below. *

XXAMPSTEAD. - Great Bargains ; look to page No.AA 34; all machines guaranteed; exchanges speci-
ahty.-Rey, 5, Heath St.

XXAMPSTEAD.-4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., new condition;
J-O- £28, with all accessories; bargain.— 5, Heath St.

HAMPSTEAD.-1908 4h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea spring
forks, magneto, all accessories, very low; £25

bargain.

XXAMPSTEAD.-1909 Moto-Eeve, spring forks and
-»--«- magneto, all accessories ; great bargain, £28, as
new.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD.-Minerva, 3ih.p., splendid condition,
spring forks, all accessories, 1907 model; £13.—

Rey, 5, Heath St.

3i h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, igo8 model, magneto,
two-speed gear, and free engine, in splendid running order >

32 guineas. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR Si

3 h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH ; very low.ist £18 10s. At
Wauchope's. Guaranteed.

,

ijh.p. Magneto MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, 1909
modelj spring forks, Rover frame ; 20 guineas. First
cheque secures. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

si h.p. WHITE AND POPPE, magneto ignition, spring
forks, Chater-Lea fittings

;
great bargain at 19 guineas.

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

si h.p. BROWN, 1908 model, two-speed gear and free

engine, chain drive ;. 19 guineas. In first-class order.

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

6 h.p. Twin-cylinder BROWN, four-speed gear, powerful
machine ; 21 guineas. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

4 h.p. ROC, two-speed gear and free engine, 1908 model,
magneto ignition, stand, horn, etc., nice machine

;

26 guineas. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

si h.p. 1909 MINERVA, grey finish, magneto ignition,

nearly new ; 29 guiheas. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

si h.p. ZENITH, 1909 model, Gradua gear, magneto
ignition, Driud forics ; £35.

7 h.p. 1909 V.S., two-speed gear and free engine, mag-
neto ignition, TrufEault spring forks, good smart mount

;

£48. Guaranteed. Cost recently £66 los. At Wauchope's.

3j h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908 model, magneto. Whittle belt

drive, nice smart machine, but little used ; £32 IDs.

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

5^ h.p. N.S.U., two-speed gear and free engine, complete
with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar ; the complete combina-
tion 30 guineas.

3J h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, several extras ; £27 10s.

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

rfh.p. 1908 Lightweight F.N., magneto, spring forks
Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

3 h.p. BRADBURY, magneto ignition ; £17 IDs.

2j h.p. F.N., magneto, spring forks, sound second-hand
machine ; only £12 10s. Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

3 h.p. NORTON, good serviceable mount, wiU Justify
your immediate attention ; £10 lOs. Guaranteed. At
Wauchope's.

3J h.p. WHITE AND POPPE in Chater-Lea frame, low,
smart, a truly modem production : 14 guineas. Guar-
anteed. At Wauchope's.

2i h.p. REX Featherweight, vertical engine, magneto
ignition ; £13 15s. Marvellous value.

3J h.p. CLE., magneto ; £10 10s. This is more a gift
than a sale. At Wauchope's.

ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, handy lightweight, a graceful
and useful machine ; 15 guineas.

Also dozens of other various makes other than those
advertised. Inspection is cordially invited. Good sound
bargains from £6 10s. Exchanges entertained.

AUCHOPE'
9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,

L.ONDOM, E»C.
(Off Ludgate Circus, and three minutes' from the Hulborn

Viaduct).

'Phone 5777 Holborn.

Telegrams: " Opificer London."

H
P.O.

AMPSTEAU Bargains on page 34 ; flu

guaranteed.— 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Te

4 h.p. Stevens, spring frame, very low, rou
tanks, thorough order; nearest £12.-27, M

Ilford.

21h.p. Clyde, magneto, low, good running oj

2 nearest.—Motorist, 218, High St., Stoke
ton, N.

MOTO-REVE Lightweight, twin, magnate
forks; £28, as new.— 8, Barrett St., M

Sq., W.

4? K 15s.—3ih.p. Rex, Longuemare, fast, an(
^fJ good condition.—A. Cowell, 16, Moi
Redhill.

21.h.p. J.A.P. , spray, low, and fast, wants tun
2 pression perfect; Offers.-119, Gladst

Watford.

MOTO-REVE, quite new, late 1908, magnel
forks, footrests; £24; trial.-M.E., 48, A;

Westclifl.

23.h.p. Fairy Lightweight, twin, spring fori

4 good condition; £7.—Somerville, 86, B
Lee, S.E.

23.h.p. F.N., new condition, just overhauled, n
4 £12; climb anything.—34, Trossachs

Dulwich.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater throughout, perfect 22
as new; £11 lis., offer.-25, Southamj

Pentonville.

i)3.h.p. Stevens, low, footboards, copper tank;
^4 exchange higher power.—H.S., 33, St.

Rd., Bow, E.

31h.p. Peugeot, Chater No. 6, new in Februi
2 or otter.—Apply after 6.30 p.m., 48, £

Rd., Hoxton.

21h.p. Quadrant, surface, splendid conditi
4 almost new, Richs tubes; £11 10s.— 11

Ed., Dartford.

£5.—2ih.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, new Dunli
cover, less accumulator, brake.—23, Ha;

Brixton, S.W. •

012 10s.—4ih.p. Stevens motor cycle, useful^ powerful, reliable.-Apply, 304, Garra
Earlsfield, S.W.

9 h.p. Jap-Bat, sidecar, magneto, H.B. contri

frame, as new.—Ashdown, 17, Montpe
Kentish Town.

3 h.p. Werner, Michelins, Syntonic coil, con(

ceptional; £9, bargain.—H.B. , 15, Ni
Parade, Balham.

EAST Terms.—Any make of motor, new o

hand, supplied on easy terms.—268, Hor
Holloway, London.

31.h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, low built, nearly ;

2 gain, 14 guineas.—Simpson, 6, Batters
Clapham Common.

MOTOE Cycle for sale, good going order;
vrith licence; a bargain.-38, Herman

Kent Ed., London.

J.A.P., 2ih.p., fast, good hill-climber, good c

£7 10s. ; exchange higher power, ma:
Ardgowan Ed., Catford.

31h.p. Ariel, clutch, accumulators, also fore
2 condition; £18.—Write, D. Sheppy, J

Priory, Arundel, Sussex.

ZENETTE, 3ih.p., the most comfortable toi

chine, on view at Sherwell's. 46, Tork S
minster. 2283 Victoria.

BAEGAIN.— 3-ih.p. Eercley, latest design, ^

erful. perfect running order; £7 15s.—20
wick Sq., Camberwell, S.E.

WHITTLE'S.—4-Cy!. F.N., late model,
spring forks, fast, reliable, absolutely

dition; great bargain, £25.

WHITTLE'S.—Fairy 2i-3h.p. Lightweight,
new; extra cheap to clear, £11 10s.—

Motor Exchange, Earlsfield.

SJLh.p. M.M.C., Chater, spring forks, Palme
2 wata. Brooks saddle; £13.-7, Charlw(

sioiis. Grove Ed., Balham.

Blh.p. Spring Frame Bat, De Dion carbure
2 feet condition throughout; £16 10s.—

I

Holwood Ed., Bromley, Kent.

Q3.h.p. Noble, enamelled French grey, very
'*W4 smart machine; any reasonable cash ol

Seven Sisters Ed., Tottenham.

Oh.p. Minerva-Eadie, perfect condition, lam
^ forks, good tyres; £8 10s., or £6 and pui

480, Garrett Lane, Earlsfield.

"I Q08 Bosch Magneto 2-J-h.p. Eex, in abso
LtJ condition; must sell; £15 5s.; and hg
etc.—58, Wallwood Ed., Leytonstone.

alh.p. Minerva, spring forks, accumulator,
2 reliable, and in grand condition; £16,

Barnes,' 15. Atherton Ed., Forest Gate.

NEW 1909 Minerva, fitted spring forks, just c

client cannot take delivery ; will sacrifice

-Eivett, 236, High Ed., Leytonstone.

Q3.h.p. Zedel, Longuemare, accumulator igni
/v4 running order and condition; £7.—Jas.j,

ington Green Mansions, Green Lanes, N.

Ill (innwering ihtst Oydvertisements it i^ desirable to mention " The Motm Cycle.
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
DAR, upholstered red pegamoid, two speeds, clutch,

tarting handle, excellent tyres, footboards, three

,
spares, legal limit (20 stones up) with ease ; must

rial run given.—Motor, Guyvers, Takeley, Essex.

p. Tricar, fast, two-speed gear, free engine and
clutch, new back cover, new butt-ended Michelin
two acetylene lamps, machine in good condition,

'erhauled; £14.—Motor, Loddiswell, Thurlow Park,

ly.

BNIX Trimo, late model, 5-6h.p., magneto igni-

ion, very nicely and fully equipped, all lamps,
spares, etc., hardly been used ; low price £45 ac-

for quick sale.—Catley, c/o Hurlook, 73, Den-
aill, London (one minute from Camberwell Green).

Twin N.S.U. Tricar, wicker seat, B, and B. 1909
arburetter, H.B. control, engineshaft, two-speed
fan, Whittle and Continental lin. belts, spare
tube, valves, plugs, etc., Dueo headlights, separ-

nerator, perfect, £40. or near ofier ; also ditto,

juilt forecar, and back wheel two-speed gear, £43,
r ofler; appointment.—W.B., 2, Emerson Ed., Har-

8 Litette, 6-7h.p., twin, water-cooled, magneto,
two speeds, coach-built. Whittle belt, adjustable
brand new, Michelin tjTes on all wheels, steel-

d non-skids on back, fast and reliable, in perfect
and practically unscratched, complete with lamps,
tools, and spares ; owner getting car

;
price 40

s, cost £85 last year.—A.. 3, Leaside Av., Mus-
[ill.

ilDECARS AND FORECARS.
ONET Sidecars, built of genuine Chater-Lea lugs,

it either right or left side.—Booth's Motorics.

,ONET Sidecars must not be confused with the
£4 19s. lid. type; they look beautiful.—Booth's
.66, Halifax.

lONET Sidecars; price £5 17a. 6d. ; fit firm as a
ock; guaranteed free from side-slip. — Booth's
ies.

,ONET Sidecars; £5 17s. 6d. ; supplied from stock
suit any make of motor cycle.—Booth's Motorics,

X.

;ONET Sidecars; £5 17». 6d. ; special attention is

lirected to the luxurious system of springing. —
s Mjtories, Halifax.

iONET Sidecars; £5 17s. 6d. ; comfortable as a
notor car. Converts motor cycle into an ideal
machine; superior to some £8 8s. makes.—Booth's

ies, Halifax.

ID Sidecar, good condition ; £4, bargain.—Case,
Jeweller, W'oolston, Hants.

lECAR, upholstered, suit Bat or similar make, one
lyre missing; £3.—Kawlius, 223, High Ed., Kil-

lECAE, Mills and Fulford, wheels 28 by 2, no
iyres, first-class condition ; cheap.—Birtwisle, Hart-
Dheshire.

NTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, in goed condition,
suit Eex machine; price £5.—J. Flewitt, Farn-
Widnes.

ECAE, wicker body, upholstered green ; bargain,
£3 10s.—1, Claremont Terrace, Eastwood Ed.,

^gh, Essex.

ECAE, rigid, 26in., left, upholstered green, ex-
jellent condition; sacrifice £3.—Motorist, 32,.Fitz-
d., Eegent's Park.

ECAE, Montgomery flexible, good condition, suit
Findeo; 7 guineas, or near offer.—HinchUfE, Sand-
near liittlehampton.-

EASY Sidecars, for narrow doors, wholesale and
retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, Wat-
t., Newington Green, London, N.

NTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, left side, 26in.
wheel, 2in. Dunlop tyre, new condition; £4 10s.
be seen at Corbett's Garage, Sutton CoJdfield.

W" Sidecars for any piake of motor cycle, 24in.,
26in., or 28in. wheel, smart, good delivery from
; approval; £4 17b. 6d.—Farrar, Square Ed'., Hali-

Guinea Sidecar, this year's model, built through-
out with genuine Chater-Lea fittings; £6 8s.;

ntment.—137, Broomwood Ed., Clapham Common,

CPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant

;

entirely different to other makes ; write us ; our
1 are right—Orchard Mills, Belinda St., Hunslet,

'": li-.EYEES, having been ordered abroad, wishes
1°

, P°^'' of his brand new Chater-Lea sidecar,
It last month at a cost of £12; will sacrifice for
3.-36, Trollop St., Battersea.

BID de Luxe Sidecars (new), enamelled and plated,
luxuriously sprung, everything of the best, fit any
me, 26 by 2i tyres; £6: cheaper quality, £4 17s
second-hand sidecars taken in exchange.—Halifax

r Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

Fi-'^-^J^-^
Sidecars from stock. No other sidecar

like them. Lowest built, therefore safest. Give
lat wibley wpbley sidecar and have an Oakleigh as

fn^J°°^Vv^° sideslip. Thousands of testimonialsau over the world. Better value than ever now.heavy tyres fitted. Price still the same, £5 and
part brazed and built with genuine Chater - Lea

^cKo -S" ^°?^ J^^'^r whant.-Oakleigh Motors,
65a. Eosendale Ed., West Duiwich ,

FARRAR'S

NUAL SALE.

to all cash buyers from all the following goods fori

14 DAYS ONLY.

4?^ nAWM sec'jres any
d&O U\MW il Balance 5/-

2j^ h.p. Singer, mag. £8 I 2| h.p. Stevens

Of these,

per week.

£7

3i h.p. Rex £10 I 2f h.p. R. and P. £9

3f h.p. Dux £10 I 3 h.p. Clarendon £10
2 h.p. Rex £6 I 3i h.p. Chater-Lea ElO

3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £8 I 2J h.p. King ^9
2^ h.p. Whiteley .. £9 I 3I h.p. King £9

FiRRAR'S "HALIFAX"
SIDECARS.

Bach ^4 IT 6 Each.
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

--^^h.p. REXRTTE, two speeds £22

j;25 U

£16 le

5* n.pi KKXiiTTE, two speeds

3-i- h.p. 1907 REX, Rom tyre

iqo8 3J h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speed?, clutch, magneto £35

3I h.p. BROWN, M.O.V. , fine goer £13

4 h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V. , line goer £12

5-6 h.p. ROVER Tricar, splendid goer £19

Sl h.p. BROWN, magneto, 26in. wheels £19
' rgoS N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £23

3I h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks- £26

iqo8 Magneto REX, single cylinder £19

3^ h.p. 1906 REX. M.O.V., spring~'rK~ . . £15 15

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutchT^ £27 1

si h .p. TWIN REX a beauty £17 17

'-i h .p. REX, M.O.V., spray £12 12

6 "h.l). TWIN REX and Sidecar .
.". £32 10

"

h r> •i>TJy PR LUXE nnH Sidecar £32 10

Shigle-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rrting), black and
goll finish, Dosch mggneto, £19 19s., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the fineit rubber belt on the market.

Grips like the pro\erbial seaside landlady

^3% cheaper than any other high-class belt.

gin., 9d. -.'in., 1/. |hi., 1/3. lin., 1/6 per foot.

Deliverv from stock. No waiting.

ENGINES.
2| h.p. KING £1 15

2i h.p. STANDARD £1 15

3i h.p. AUTO-MOTOR £2 5
: h.p. QUADRANT £1 10
2 i h.p. GEM £1 10

<S(>ECIAL BARGA8NS.
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £4
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £4
Rigid Sidecar, very good £3 15
Mabon Clutch, almost new 37/6
1909 Amac or B. andB. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27/-

3J h.p. Quadrant engine sets „ 37/6
b'sborne tour-speed gear £1 15

Osborne Free Engine Clutch 15 /-

Long Handle-bars, plated 5 /G

ReK Pattern Handle-bars, drop end=; P/f.

Low frame with Roc clutch £3 10

1909 Premier magneto, brand new £4

Send far Pri«e List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

CS-INCHIER XYRES.
All sizes, 17/6 each.

Genuine iqoo 2-6 x 2in. and 26 x 2iin. Clincher

Rubber Studded Covers. AH brand new, 25/- each.

Tubes with valves, all sizes 5
'6

J

]2St free, no '^'aitm^j_

High-dass Machines WaeUed. Cash Waiting.

Albion WorkSiScguare Roi.g SHALIF'AX.
Telephone Nos. : Day, 919, Nisht, loY.

P

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
TAKEN in exchange for our Halifax sidecars.—See

centre column. Mills-Fulford, £4; Montgomery
flexible, £4; coach-built, £4; Ariel, £3 15s.—Farrar.
Square Rd., Halifax.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
WHAT OfEers?—2fh.p. Singer tandem tricycle (lady-

back), in good running order.—E. Tamplin, 12,
King St., Twickenham.

3ih.p. Quadrant Tricycle, with compensating steering,
2 not been 600 miles, in excellent condition, few

spares: cost over £70, best offer.—Aiu.u., nl, GiUiiig-
ham. Dorstt.

QUADCARS
6 h.p. Phffinix Quadear, magneto, two-speed, rererse;

any examination ; spares, wheei steeriu.; ; £40. —
Hallett, ChagS.i 1.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—5h.p. Auto Moto, 2-8eater, single-cyl.,

nearly new, 650 by 65 tyres; £12.

PALMER.- 6h.p. Darracc^, 2-seater, wire wheels, cardai
drive, smart little car; £25.

PALMER.—8h. p. Regal, tonneau, 5-8eater, single-cyl.,
three speeds, reverse, cardan; £35.

PALMER.— 10-12h.p. De Dietiroh, tonneau, 2-cyl.,
magneto and electric ignitions, four speeds, re-

verse ; £55.

PALMER.—12h.p. M.M.O., tonneau, 2-cyl., three
speeds, reverse, 810 by 90 tyres, reliable car; £40.

ISALMEE.—17-21h.p. Mors brougham, 4-cyl., side en-
trance, pressed steel frame, magneto; £150.

PALMER.—40-50h. p. Lorraine-Dietrich, side entrance,
magnificent touring car; cost over £1,000, £325.

PALMER.- 16-20h.p. Prunel, side entrance, 4-cyl.,

,

direct top drive. Palmer cord tyres; £125.

PALMER.—14-16h.p. Germain, Roi des Beiges, ton-
neau, 4-cyl., M.O.V., light, economical car; £110.

PALMER.—16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side en-
trance, Cape hood, screen, six lamps; great value,

£145.

PALMER.— ICh. p. Panhard, 6-seated limousine, 4-cyl.,
Centaure engines; bargain, £100.

ALMER.—10-12h.p. Daimler delivery van, 2-cyl., veij
roomy, detachable body, solid tyres; £60.

PALMER.— 12-ieh.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl., four
speeds, reverse, well made body, solids; £65. fl

PALMER.—10-12h. p. geared Benz waggonette, 2-crl.,
four speeds, artillery wheels, seats eight; £15.

PALMER.—12-1 6h. p. Peugeot waggonette, seats 16,
2-cyl., four speeds, reverse, Dunlop tyres ; £45.

PALMER.—8h. p. genuine De Dion car, two
reverse, engine under bonnet, solid tyres ; £35.

PALMER.—Ail above cars are in running order, and
expert examination is welcomed.

PALMER.—L. N. Pahnei, 190, Melhson Rd., Toot-
ini,". 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Cars seen here any

day. Thursdays and Sundays before 2. Photos and de-
tiils per return; exchanges entertained; easy terms
arranged.

ROVER, 6h.p., new 1907, little used, in splendid con-
dition, Stepney, and spares; £70.—Dean, Carnforth.

EDWARDS.—Oldsmobile, 9h.p., seats five, convert to
two, grand condition; £75.

EDWARDS.—Ariel, 8-lOh.p., twin-cyl., Buchet, seats
four, convert to two; £68; part exchange enter-

tained.—Corporation St., Taunton.

4ih.p. Genuine De Dion, 2-seater, very reliable, spares;
2 £20.—B. Hartley, Simpson Hill, Heywood, LanoB.

51_h.p. Humberette, two speeds, re-upholstered and
2 painted, good condition.— 17, Milnrow Ed., Roch-

dale.

7 h.p. Car, two seats, three-speed and reverse, De Dion
engine, new tyres, good condition ; £30.—Waite,

Burgh, Linos.

BENZ Motor, seat three, going order, solid tyres, eco-
nomical; Uxbridge; £7 10s.—2,923, Tue Motor

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

7 h.p. 2-seater Oar, engine front, belt drive, two speede
and reverse, tyres 700 by 80, new condition ;

photo

:

£27.—Bathe, 295, Goldhawk Rd., London.

DAIMLER Pattern Car, 10-12h.p., four speeds. 5-

seater, excellent condition; photo, particulars; £60
—62, Colvestone Orescent, Dalston, London.

6-8h.p. Humber Car, equal new; £55; expert examina-
tion ; would take motor cycle, sidecar, and cash.

Don't write, call and see.—Hill, Princes Ed., Buckhurst
Hill.

9 h.p. Riley Tricar ae Luxe, magneto and accumulators,
painted green, large tool box, spares, just over-

hauled: £75.—Further particulars. Frost, High St.,

Qrayi

8-lOh.p. Horley Car, 2-seater, White and Poppe en-

gine, painted primrose and blacky- high side doors,

just revarnished; £85.—Further particulars of Frost,
" White Hart," Grays.

A HANDSOME 2-seater Car, in first-class condition,

7ih.p., £55; exchange considered, bicycle, side-

ear, tricar.—Jackson, 23, Bolton Ed., Walkden, Man-
chester.
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(With apologies to Messrs. Andrew Lang
and Rider l-Iaggard).

The MEW Si h.p.

BRADBURY,
£46.

o ! the hour is nigh,

And the morn is bright,

^hen my MOTOR shall fly

Like the arrow's flight,

et the shrill bird's cry

Waken them that sleep;

eigh, oh ! for a ride

On my BRADBURY sweet.

^^ // ycu ais interPiled we shall be pleased

to mail you the BRADBURY Motor
Booklet, giving useful hints as to driving

and describing the Best British-built

Motor Cycle, and send you name of our

nearest Agent.

IRADBURY & Co. LTB.

01.DHAM.
WARDED 18 GOLD MEDALS.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLII'SE.—20-321i.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxuriou

body, canopy, two screens, perfect: £165.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side en
trance, splendid order; £95.

ECLIP.SB.—16h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl.. tonneau
hood, pressed frame, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE.— 12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2-seater, liood, vers
good condition ; £45.

ECLIPSE.— 61i.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed stee'

frame, .splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.-6ih.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, Victorif
hood, excellent condition throughout ; £42 10s.

ECLIPSE.-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tonneau.
excellent condition; £65.

ECLIPSE.— Bib. p. Eegal, 2-seater, three speeds, good
as new; £36.

ECLIPSE.—6h. p. Vauxb'all, 2-seater. three speeds and
reverse, very good condition; £18.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
pressed steel frame ; . bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats in-

side, splendid order ; £92 10s.

Ii^CLIPSE.— 9h.p. tonneau car, 1-cyl., in good ruu-
J ning order; £25.

ECLIPSE.— 6h.p. Humberette, 2-cyl., three speeds,
good little runabout; £22 10s., bargain.

ECLIPSE.—Yh.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32.—Eclipse
Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld Ed.,

Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135, Putney.

O.T.A.V.—Several shop-soiled and second-hand. Sih.p.,
latest pattern ; prices complete from £50 to £85.—

Long Acre Autocar Co., 117, Long Acre. 5011 Gerrard.

GENUINE De Dion throughout, feur-wheel Eunabout
8h.p.. air-cooled, 2-cyl., two-speed, live axle, bevel

drive, wheel steering, slight re-assembling; £22; seen
any time.—22, Catford Hill, Catford.

"I
Ali-P. 2-cyl. Beaufort, perfect order, handsome and

-L" reliable car, magneto, automatic carburetter.
Stepney wheel ; seen any time : photo on application

;

offers wanted.—Eichford, 153, Fleet St., E.C.

1 Ah.p. 2-cyl. Beaufort, splendid car for hiring pur-
XVf poses, removable canopy top. Stepney wheel, and
all spares, handsome reliable car ; photo on application

;

offers wanted.—Eichford, 153, Fleet St., E.C.

41.h.p. Benz Car, solid tyres, three speeds, good
2 climber, and in thorough good condition: £10, or

exchange for motor cycle, not less than 3b.p.—J. Sal-
way, Shepton Beauchamp, Ikninster, Somerset.

"I Al^-P- Argyll, detachable tonneau, Clement engine,
-L" M.O.V., equal wheels, three speeds, Qovan gear,
fair order, but wants slight overhauling; accept £28;
can be seen at Coach-builders, 95a, Askew Ed., \V.

MOTOE Cars, Daimlers, 14-18h.p., 4 cyls., three
speeds, detachable roomy tonneau, Ader chassis,

£80; Gladiator, 10-12h.p., 2 cyls., 4-seated, tonneau, £70

;

Oldsmobile. 6h.p., extra detachable wicker seat, £17;
offers entertained.-Walter Sturgess, Cycles, Leicester.

"I /|-12h.p. M.M.C. Car, 2 cyls., three speeds and re-
X.\J verse, side entrance body, wind screens, and de-
tachable canopy top, smart, reliable car, in thorough
working order

; price £70, or nearest ofler for quick sale

;

trial.—T. Cheeseman, 76, Manor Ed., Wallington, Surrey.

4-SEATED Car (Deoauville), 2-cyl., cardan drive, direct
drive on top, four speeds and reverse, Dunlop

grooved tyres, two spare covers, non-skid on back, com-
plete with lamps., in perfect running order ; can be seen
and tried any time during the next two weeks at 2,
Eochester Ed., Earlsdon, Coventry.

DENNIS Car, complete, less engine and gear bos,
seats five, leather upholstered, guaranteed in good

condition, a bargain, £15; one car cover, 1,010 by 120,
as new, £4. or exchange ; one Panhard chassis, less en-
gine and gear box, perfect, £15; one Daimler car, lOh.p.,
2-oyl., four speeds and reverse. Cape hood, steel frame,
in good condition, £30, or near ofler. 'Phone, No. 41.—
Address, \V. Thorpe, Brighton Ed., Crawley.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Policy

from 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, Insurance Broker",
Ongar.

INSUEANCE for Motor Cycles of every description
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,

NoiTvich ; fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accidents,
15s. ; please write for particulars.

TUITION.
MOTOE Driving, 10 lessons, 21s.; up-to-date car;

any time.—Trafalgar Motors, 39, East St., Baker
St.. W.

ENGINES.
23.h.p. Engine, M.O.V., made by B.S.A., ball bearing,
4 nearly new.—Davies, Eiohmond Ed., Stechford,

Birmingham.

SALE or Exchange for motor cycle, 8h.p. Aster, water-
cooled engine, coil, accumulator.— 69, Augusta

St., Victoria, Mon.

CASH, instalments, or exchange.—Genuine 2ih.p. De
Dion engines, 50s. ; various engines, all powers,

new and second-hand; 8h.p. M.M.C, grand, with car-
buretter, etc.; re-borings, repairs; 2Jh.p. converted to

3ih.p. ; see numerous testimonials; prices- suit smallest
pockets; 12 years' Coventry experience.-The Eecord
Motor Co., Wembley, Middlesex.

OFFERS
Any reasonable cas
offer for any machin

considered.

Don't be afraid.

EVERY machine teste
before despatch.

IN STOCK.

1907 Magneto ROC, 4 h.p. £27
rgoy REX DE LUXE £27
T908 MINERVA, 3J h.p., magneto £23
igay 3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto £21
rgoe 3I h.p. N.S.U., two-speed £22
rgoy 5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks .... £17
rgoy 3I h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V £16
Twin ANTOINE, ROM ignition ' £16

3f h.p. REX, M.O.V., long bars £15
Ditto, ditto, green £15
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., M.O.V £15
CORONET, 4 h.p., very low £15

3i h.p. REX, low and light model £13

2i h.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control £12

3J h.p. REX J ohn-o'-Groat's model £10
2j h.p. BUCKET, long and low £9

2I h.p. ANTOINE, vertical £9
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray £8
3 h.p. REX, vertical £8
2 h.p. PEUGEOT, vertical, spray £8

desposit and balance in weekly paymei
of 5/- secures a good reliable motor cy

up to value of £11.

AMAC CARBURETTERS, with handle-bar conti
from 29/- ; latest racing type, 82/-. Exchanj
promptly made from sto^. ,

HIGH-CLASS SIDECARS to suit aU makes ; be:

tifully plated, enamelled, and upholstered, to s
right or left side, three-bolt fastening, ajin. tjnre, i

MISCELLANEOUS.
Roc Conversion Set (Triumph) £9 17

SYRENS—" What a shriek " 6y
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring Forks .... 11/
Duck-voiced Horns, double-twist 5)

MINERVA Spring Forks, as new £1 17
LLOYD'S Automatic Pulley, fit Minerva.. 12/
REX Auto. Variable Pulley 11/
COWEY Speedometer £4 4
New XL'ALL Spring Forks 17/
Swan-neck Seat-pillars 4/
Separate Generator Headlights 8/
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge . . 6/

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays,

sin. 2/11, 3iin. 3/6 per pair.

100 E.LC. ACCUMULATORS. Guaranteed.

20-hour, 7/-; 25-hour, 9/6; 50-hour, 17/6.

50 10-hour NEW PREMIER ACCUMULATORS
Guaranteed. 7 /9-

England's Best Rubber Canvas Belting, with fastem

fin. 9d., fin. lOd., |in. 1/-, rin. 1/4 per foot.

ALL A PRICE TYRES.

The following sizes IN STOCK. BEST MAKI
24X2i 26X2i

I

- ^ Ig^
26X2 26X2j| fO/D
^^^,%8X2,^^'^^^) 18/0

NEW 1909 stuff. A few for replacements.

26x2 and 2j, 12/6 and 13/6.

BERALD COLLIEI
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.) LiEEDS
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^.{«^ri
ignition;>attery

HELLESEl^
>RY BATTERIES

DEAL FOR TOURING.
NO CHARGING

NO ACID

NO ATTENTION

AND
NO TROUBLE.

OLD MEDAL
>NDON to EDINBURGH
ON-STOP
QUARTERLY TRIALS,

Over

^0 Miles per Hour
on Hellesen "Flash" Battery

at Brooklands, June 16th.

ion Bank, 1st and Fastest Time,

toklands Hour Race • Ist.

toldands Easter Handicap - Ist.

And numerous other successes.

NCLUSIVE PROOF OF SPEBD AND
LASTING QUALITIES.

rite for Catalogue and Descriptive
Booklet free, on application.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.C.

ENGINES.
ENGINES for Cycles, cars, boats, and aeroplanes.—

Send for particulars to Advanoe Motor Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., Northampton.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
TREMBLERS, for all makes of engines, with solid

pure Platinum tips. Is. 3d. eaun. — Mereditli,
G.O.M., Birmingham.

IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tips.
—Meredith G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

DREADNOUGHT Contacts, cure misfiring; fitted
2s. 6d. each.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St., Mayfair.

GUENET Coil, single trembler, second-hand ; cost
50s., a Dargain, iSs.—Marrass, 5,^, Freehold St.,

Hull.

4 Volt. 20 amp. Celluloid Accumulator, new; cost 20s.
a-iept 9s. od. ; approval.—Lane, 175, High ;Col-

born, W.C.

VOLTOO Coils, Midget, 13s. 6d. ; ordinary, 18s. 6d.

;

iiigh speed trembler, 25s. ; all new.—Ajax Electric
Co., Ilford, E.

UNUSED 40 Amp. 4 volt. Accumulator, celluloid;
cost 30s., take 15s. 6d. ; approval. — Perry, 21,

Baronsfield Rd., St. Margarets, Middlesex.

JEBRON. Registered 291 - 289. vastly superior to
platinum, cures misfiring ; best contacts for blades,

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

JEBRON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2. DAV,

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair ; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.-
From the inventor. J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

bert Rd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hours), C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts.—Any parts fitted re-
turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure

;

special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted.
Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

MOTOR Ignition Repairs.—Coils, accumulators, ma?-
netos repaired by skilled workmen ; quotations and

lists free.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.

R.O.M. Synchronised and Ideal contact breakers,
strongly recommended by '' The Motor Cycle."

Catalogue free.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Rosebery
Av., London, E.C.

MAGNETOS.—Any make repaired on the premises by
skilled workmen ; magnetos re-magnetised quickly

;

work guaranteed.—The Vic'oria Garage and Electrical
Co., Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your Bosch magneto for
repairs to tue makers only; report and estimate

submitted ; repaired machines guaranteed equal to new.
—The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 23, Store St., London,
W.C.

ACCUMULATORS, Magnetos, and Coils repaired,
lowest prices ; work guaranteed : estimates given

;

repairs executed in two days; Mayfair accumulators,
15a, 10s. 6d. ; 20a, 15s.; guaranteed one year; second-
hand accumulators, from 4s.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St.,

Mayfair.

TYRES.
Two Dunlop Wired Covers, 26 by 2i; 5s. 6d. each.—

Clover Cottage, Shakespere Drive, WestclifE.

TYRES.—A quantity of good second-hand motor cycle
|

and car tyres, any size, from 4s.—Jones, Albion Saw
Mills, Downs Hlace, Hammersmith.

COVERS.—Pair brand new 810 by 90 covers, 60s.

each ; also two 870 by 90 ditto, 50s. each ; cost

double, never used.—28. Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich.

Q/!? Dozen Clincher Covers, all sizes, 17s. 6d. ; rubber
/vO ctudded, 25s. each; Clincher tubes, all sizes, with
valves, 5s. 6d., post free.—Farrar, Square Rd., Halifax.

CLINCHER Tubes, all sizes, 4s. lid. each; Clincher
A Won covers, all sizes, 17s. 6d. We have just

bought threequarters of a ton of brand new perfect motor
cycle covers; any size per return: approval against cash.

—Halifax Motor Exchange, ^^'estgate, Halifax.

NON-SKID Bands of all makes from lis., including
vulcanising to your own cover ; re-treading from

15s.; repairs according to extent: new illustrated cata-

logue of non-skid bands, re-treading, etc., sent free.—
Continental Motor Co., 32, Rosebery Av., E.C. 'Phone,
Holborn< 1513. T.A. : Bromitch, London.

REPAIRERS.
for repairs.— 64. Grosvenor Rd..
438, P.O., Ealing.

Hanwell

E
R

ACER, Ltd.
W. Tel.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinder ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed ;

pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

NGINE Repairs in all branches.—Overhauling, re-

bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

APID Delivery and reasonable charges.—Lists free

—Acer, Ltd.

CYLINDERS Ground and new pistons fitted, com-
plete ; 27s. 6d.—White's, Brooks Allejr, Liverpool

Royal, 3782.

ANY cast or wrought iron parts repaired equal tc

new at nominal cost, by oxy - acetylene pro<-ess

broken cyls. a speciality ; no charge if unsuccessful. -
Stansell's Acetylene Co., Engineers, Carbide Importers,
Exeter. '

Repairs
You have doubtless noticed our adven

in this paper o. 14th, showing a dilapida-

ted cell renovated by us. Below we give

another illustration, and could show you
hundreds more.

We make a speciality of Repair Worit,

and all Repairs turned out by us are

Equal to New Accumulators.

Our prices are very moderate, and the

quality of material and workmanship is

the best that is possible to obtain.

For Promptness and High Class Work
we cannot be beaten.

Send your old cell along to us, quota-
tion posted same day as cell received.

BEFORB REPAIR.

AFTER REPAIR.

40 Page List with Repair
Tariff Post Free.

We also Repair Coils and Magnetos

in the same High Class manner.

RICHFORD 81 CO.,
ACCUiaULATOR SPECIAIiISTB

(Dept. M], •
153, Fleet Street, LONDON, E.C.

In answerinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycte"
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Tyre Sfoppmg.
MR. HARRY SHACKLETON,

East Parade, Keighley,
• wites

:

"My tyre was reinforced, and ihe top had
come away partly. I put some of the stoppin-;

on it. It is as s:ood as vulcanizing, as it is

quite firm, and holds all right. Shall certainly

recommend it to my friends."

NOT A LIQUID—
but a plastic substance. Better mends

in half the time, at half the cost.

Another indispensable—
THE

'cb; reliance
motor cycle
repair outfit
containing every requisite for the

speedy repair of motor cycle tyres,

including a liberal supply of the famous

RELIANCE PATCHES—
each patch faced with a layer of pure

Para rubber.

PRICE 1/9 THE OUTFIT.

THE COUNTY
CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON—48, Great Eastern Street

MANCHESTER—285, Deansgate.

GLASGOW—128, Eenfield Street.

REPAIRERS.
OXY - ACETYIiENE Welding.—Broken cyls., lugs,

flanges, water jackets, broken gear wheels
; general

lastings repaired.

o
o

Aluminium, copper,XY - ACETYLENE Welding,
etc., specialities.

XY-ACETYLENE Welding.-Repairs guaranteed and
returned promptly.

OXY-ACETYLENE Welding, also cyls. lebored, new
pistons and rings fitted, rebusliing, motor, gas en-

gine, and general repairs and alterations of all descrip-
tions.—Address enquiries to West London Welding Co.,
Esses Place, Chiswick. Tel.: 536. Chiswiok.

CRACKED Water Jackets of Motors successfully re-

paired by Lea's metallurgical process. — Lea and
Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

"D EPAIRS of every description promptly executed at
SX reasonable prices

;
quotations given ; workmanship

guaranteed: adjustable pulleys, no tools required, 12s.
6d.—Broughton, Waterloo Rd., Hunslet, Leeds.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and motor cycle
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders re-bored,

new pistons and rings fitted ; don't hesitate ; send
straight to us.—Hamlin, Motor Wks., Bridgwater.

BIRMINGHAM.—Overhauling, cylinders re-bored, re-

bushing
;

pulleys, valves, any make ; "accumulators
charged and repaired ; frames cut down ; ideas carried
out: prompt attention.—Priest and Co., Bishop St.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compressicm means power ; cyl. re-

bored and new piston fitted; guaranteed fit

4-l,000in., bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.—
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

BIRMINGHAM Motor Cyclists.—All repairs cheaply
and intelligently carried out under personal super-

vision. We are compression specialists; cyls. rebored,
and new pistons fitted from 12s. 6d.—Tennant Engineer-
ing Co., 53. Tennant St., Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.
BARLOCK Typewriter, for motrr cycle, any condition

;

stamp.— 68, Murray Rd., South Ealing.

AJA Typewriter, nearly new, for motor cycle ; stamp.
-68, Murray Ed., South Ealing.M

GIVE gramophone and little cash for motor cycle

;

stamp.— 68, Murray Rd., South Ealing.

GIVE nearly new motar cycle for .small car, one out
of order not objected to: stamp.— 68, Murray Rd.,

South Ealing.

GIVE Talking Parrot, speaks Hindustan and English,
mimics and poetry, value £30, for tricar, or motor

cycle, or small car.—Frank Edwards, 68, Murray Rd.,
1
South Ealing.

GIVE Motor Cycle, nearly new, for small car.—Frank
Edwards, 68, Murray Rd., South Ealing.

LADY-BACK Motor Tandem, for magiieto, single.—
H., 5, St. Mary's Sq., Ealing.

5h.p. Vindec Special, for tricar, or lightweight motor
cycle.—Smith, 6, Chrrrch St., Cirencester.

EXCHANGE Brand new gent's green enamelled cycle,
£8 8s., for modern side^.-ar.-Millard, Chesterfield.

CONTINENTAL Cover, new, 26 by 2, for trembler
coil and accumulator.- 2, Albert Hill, Bishop Auck-

land.

EXCHANGE new Chater-Lea Plain Coil for spring
forks, i Whittle or Strates.-Bott, 291, High Rd.,

Ilford.

23.h.p. Engine, M.O.V., B.S.A. make; sell, or exchange
4 for sidecar, 28in. wheel.—Davies, Richmond Rd..

,
Stechford.

41h.p. F.N., 4-cyl., magneto, late 1908- exchange twin
2 magneto, or sell £28.—Ben Hur, 69, Greenside

Rd., Croydon.

EXCHANGE motor car, 4-seater, 6-ih.B. Aster, for
good motor cycle, or an aeroplane.—Rowland Cole,

Cradley Heath.

EXCHANGE 6^h.p. Aster tricar, excellent condition,
wheel steering; or sell £25.-2,891, 'liie Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

BRAND New Gent's Bike and little cash for genuine
2Jh.p. Minerva or De Dion engine.— 6, Milton Rd.

South Wimbledon.

LADY'S and Gent's Standard Trinmphs (push bikes),
unused, for a good motor cycle.— Godfree, 124, Rom-

fcrd Rd., Stratford.

SMALL 4-seater M.M.C., guaranteed, for twin cycle
and sidecar : photos, particulars.—Morgan, photo-

grapher, Eastbourne.

4h.p. Antoine, with Phelon and Moore twc-speed gear,
Palmer cord and Clincher A Won tyres, in excellent

order; £14.—Heap, below.

*>h.p: Clyde, handy machine; £10.—Heap, below.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, £4; Millford trailer, £2.-
Heap, below.

rj HATER-LEA Pacing Tandem Cycle.-Heap, below.

USEFUL Lathe; would accept good S.S. lathe in ex-
change for any of above.-Heap, Grove Garage,

Ilkley, Yorkshire.

I

"piXCHANGE excellent 3ih.p. twin Peugeot for up-to-
-L' date lightweight; full particulars: mutual ap-
proval.—A. Haward, Eldon Lodge, Hewlet Rd., Chelten-
ham.

OUR FAMOU
SEARCHLIGK

and the GROAT'S RECO
OUR TELEGRAM TO MR. IVAN B. HART-DA

" Did you use our Searchlight

breaking Groat's Record ?
"

THE REPLY—
" Yes, your lamp burned grandly,

dickered all night. Hart-Da

Later Mr. Hart-Davies kindly \

"Thanks for your wire witl

ence to my recent End to End
ride. T have no objection to y(
vertisinsr the same if you wish to

since the lamp in question is t

which I have had in daily use

DURABILITY !

DR. C
RAFFERTY'S

LAMP IS ALSO
OUR MAKE

!

MEM.—BUT
THE THREE
OTHERS

FAILED !

last year and a half. This Ian

bought and paid for in the ordina
of business before I had any i

going in for the Record.

It may interest you to kno
the only two lamps which did r

before our start of blinding d

country lanes from Wigan to 1
bury, were Dr. O' Rafferty'

my own.

Times and times over, the Ion

of light saved us on the nu
corners ; and as there were fiv(

riding in siugle file, it was highly i

ant to have good lamps.

I have no objection to gi

testimonial where credit is due, a

I think you fully deserve.

„ Yours faithfully, J. B. Hart-D

Mr. Hart-Davies selected for his strenuous un^

ing, the ONE PERFECT BRITISH SEARCHL
His selection is backed by all good judges. Here is i

testimonial received by the same post.

—

"Glenallen, Northwick Park'

Harrow-on-H
Jul}

I have one of your splendid Searchlights (30/-

Cycle Size), but have had the misfortune to bre

mirror If you will let me know the price of a ne

I will forward remittance. Please be as expediti

possible as I am starting for a tour around Scotlan

must have the mirror. A word about the lamp.

perfect. Have ridden my motor cycle about 6,ooo_

lamp on all the time, and there is not the least sig

rattle anywhere. The Generator also perfect, n<

minute's trouble have I had with it. In fact 1 wou
be without the combination.

Yours faithfully, E. LEIGH'

OUR SEARCHLIGHTS ARE SENT ON TF

Let us give you Illustrated details.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., L
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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FTHAT were described as the July and August

^ meetings were commenced on Saturday last.

Three motor cycle and five car events were

on the card for Saturday, and some good
rt was witnessed, although it still appears difficult

the handicapper to bring the riders together in a

ich at the finish. A strong wind was blowing under

members' bridge and along the railway straight

d against the riders. This' caused the highly geared

:hines to labour somewhat, and may possibly account

some degree for the one or two easy wins. The
or car racing will be described in TJie Autocar of

urday next. The first race was very ^i'ell contested,

. previous performances had been very accurately

ged by F. Straight, the handicapper, although

-Evans's wins in the other two races were rather a

ir. A remarkable feature was the fact that the

^ust and Senior Motor Cycle Handicaps were both

I by Lee-Evans and the Indian at a speed of

ctly 60V2. miles per hour, which is really remark-

5 considering the difference in the distances and
handicap allowance. The machine was the one
i in the Six Days' Trials, with a new piston in

:e of the one which seized on the last dav.

The Junior Motor Cycle Handicap.
The entrant of the winner to receive 7 sovs., or a cup a

option; the entrant of the second 3 sovs., or a cup a
option ; and the entrant of the third 2 sovs., or a cup a
option. Distance, about 5^ miles.

For motor bicycles, the cubic capacity of whose engines doe
not exceed 500 cubic centimetres.

No. of Cubic
cylinders, capacity.

.. 2 ... 499 .

.. 1 ... 340- .

.. 1 ... 449 .

.. 1 ... 449 .

Start.

65s.

80s.

40s.

35s.

Position. Rider. Machine.

1. L. C. Munro (N.S.U.)
2. W. W. Genn (Eland)

3. J. C. Smyth (Rex)

4. W. 0. Bentley (Rex)
5. A. R. Abbott, jun.

(Triumph) 1 ... 476 ... 45s.

6. W. H. Basliall (Zenith) ... 1 ... 4£2 ... 48s.

The following also ran: J. T. Bashall (W.H.B.), F. A
McNab (Trump-J.A.P.), D. F. Steeves (N.S.U. ), E. C. W
FitzHerbert (4-cyl. F.N.), 0. C. Godfrey (Rex), P. W
Bischoff (4-cyl. F.N.), A. G. Fenn (Triumph). S. F. Garret
(N.L.G.). W. Dewar (Triumph), W. Pollard ^Quadrant), am'
A. F. Rowell (M. and 'M.)

The winner's speed was 50 m.p.h.

This was a close race between Munro and Genn, 300 yard
separated second and third, then three riders finished clos

together, with the remainder far in the rear. The winner'
machine had Bosich magneto ignition, Shamrock-Gloria belt

and Continental tyres, 26in. x 2^ia.

Jus^^n^k ^M^^^.:*52S»««^K

C. Munro (4 h.p. N.S.U.), who accounted for the first race at Brooklands

n Saturday—the Junior Motor Cycle Handicap. Speed 50 miles per hour.

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian), who had a field day at Brooklands last week

end, winning five events. It will be noticed that mudguards are fitted.
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The August Motor Cycle Handicap.
ilje entrant of the winner to receive 7 sovs., or a cup at

option ; the entrant of the second 3 sovs., or a cup at option

;

and tlie entrant of the third 2 sovs., or a cup at option.

Distance, about 5^ miles.

For motor bicycles, the cubic capacity of whose engines

exceeds 350 cubic centimetres, but does not exceed 750 cubic

centimetres.
No. of

Position. Rider. Machine. cylinders,

1. G. Lee-Evans (Indian) ... 2

2. A. R. Abbott, jun. (Triumph) 1

3. J. C. Smyth (Rex) ... 1 •

4. C. E. Bennett (Indian) ... 2 ..

5. W. H. Bashall (Zenith)... 1 .

6. L. C. Munro (N.S.U.) ... 2 ^ ... —-

The following also ran : W. Dewar (Triumph), J. T. Bashall

'W H B.), F. A. McNab ([Trump-J.A.P.), A. G. Fenn

(Triumph), A. P. Applebee (l=lex), D. F. Steeves (N.S UO,
k C. W. FitzHerbert (F.N.). 0. C. Godfrey (Rex), S. F.

Garrett (N.L.G.), and P. W. Bischoff (F.N.)

The winner's speed was 60^ m.p.h.

The critics declared before the race that Lee-Evans was a

sure winner, and so it proved, for man and machine were

irresistible. Lee-Evans used a gear ratio of 3^ to 1, Bosch

magneto, and R.O.M. tyres 28in. x 2in.

Cubic
capacity.

638 .

476
449
616
482
743

Start.

scratch
45s.

40s.

scratch

48s.

20s.

The leather helmet which is wisely worn by a number of Brooklands riders.

It has proved worth its weight in gold to more than one racing motor cyclist.

The Senior Motor Cycle Handicap.
The entrant of the winner to receive 7 sovs., or a cup at

option ; the entrant of the second 3 sovs., or a cup at option;

and the entrant of the third two sovs., or a cup at option.

Dis^tance, about 8^ mile.=.

For motor bicycles, the cubic capacity of whose engines

exceeds 500 cubic centimetres, but doee not exceed 1,000

cubic centimetres.
No. of

Position. Rider. Machine. cylinders.

Cubic
capacity.

638 .

796 .

964 .

743 .

726 .

Start.

65s.

80s.

25s.

90s.

100s.

1. G. Lee Evans (Indian) ... 2

2. H. G. Partridge (N.S.U.) 2

3. H. V. Colver (Matchless) 2

4. L. C. Munro (N.S.U.)... 2

5. F. A. Applebee (Rex) ... 2

6. F. Toman (Laurin-

Klement) 2 ... 905 ... 60s.

The following also ran : C. R. Collier (Matchless), W. E.

Cook (N.L.G.), H. E. Parker (N.L.G.), H. Martin

(N.S.U.), W. H. Bashall (Bat), and C. E. Bennett (Indian).

The winner's speed was 60-^- m.p.h.

This race again proved an easy thing for Lee Evans, for

he won ea.sily by three parts the length of the .straight. One
hundred yards separated second from third.

AUGUST 4th, lyoy.

Monday's Racing.
The Second Roadster Handicap, the Second Chan

pion Plate, and six events for motor cars made up
good programme for this day, although more pr<

minence was given to the car races. Very good pe
formances were accomplished in all the events, an

this was made easier by the wind dropping after tt

first race had been decided. We fail to see how son

of the machines in the Roadster Handicap complie

with the regulations, for most of their silencers we;

certainly misnamed, and but for the conditions prints

in the programme as a heading to the race we shou'

certainly have asserted that some of the machines we
racers in disguise. If not racers, they were far remove
from standard touring motor bicycles as usually use

on the road.

The Second Roadster (?) Handicap.
The entrant of the winner to receive 7 bovs., or a cup

option; the entrant of the second 3 sovs., or a cup at optio:

and the entrant of the third 2 sovs., or a cup at optic

Distance, about 8-^- miles.

For motor bicycles, the cubic capacity of whose engir
does not exceed 1,000 cubic centimetres. " Machines must
standard touring motor bicycles as usually used on the roa
They mUst be fully equipped for the road, and fitted with r

less than 2^in. motor cycle tyres, two brakes, metal mu
guards, toolbag with contents weighing not less than 3 lb

stand and touring saddle, and with a petrol tank holding
least one gallon of petrol. All machines must have eJBicie

silencers, and no cut-outs may be used."

No. of

Position. Rider. Machine. cylinders.

Cubic
aipacity.

638
964
482
663
482
616

Start

. 35s.

scrii t

. 105s.

,. 150s.

85s.

40s.

E. Pari
Triumph

1. G. Lee-Evans (Indian) ... 2
2. H. A. Collier (Matchless) 2 .

3. F. W. Bashall (Zenith) ... 1 .

4. G. Aldington (Eland) ... 2
5. 0. C. Godfrey (Rex) ... 1 .

6. W. H. Wells (Indian) ... 2
Also ran : R. Lord (Rex), A. G. Fenn (Rex), H

(N.L.G.), W. E. Cook (N.L.G.), A. R. Abbott, jun.

and E. C. W. FitzHerbert (four-cylinder F.N.)
The winner's speed was 575 m.p.h.
This event again proved that Lee-Evans and the Indi

have- been under-rated by the handicapper. There was
opposition for first place, although the issue was clof

between Collier and Bashall.

The Second Champion Plate.

The entrant of the winner to receive 8 sovs., or a cup
option ; the entrant of the second 4 sovs., or a cup at optioi

and the entrant of the third 3 sovs., or a cup at option.
_

For motor bicycles the cubic capacity of whose engir

does not exceed 1,000 cubic centimetres. Distance, abo

8 miles.

Position. Rider. Machine.

1. C. R. Collier (Matchless) ..

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

H. V. Colver (Matchless)

L. C. Munro (N.S.U.) ..

No. of Cubic
cylinders. capacity

... 2 .. 964

... 2 .. 964
.. 2 .. 995

... 2 944

... 2 -. . 964
.. 2 .. 944

... 2 .. 964

H. E. Parker (N.L.G.) ...

H. A. Collier (Matchless)

W. E. Cook (N.L.G.) ...

W. H. Bashall (Bat)

The winner's speed was 69^ m.p.h.

This event provided an exciting duel between C. R. Coll

and Colver, the issue being in doubt up to tlie last 20 yar<

The third man was about the length of the straight behir

The last event of the day was the August Winners' Han
cap, wherein Lee-Evans found himself pitted against thi

cars. These were: H. J. D. Astlej'.s 59.2 h.p. Nap
(scratch), Sir Geo. W. Abercromby's 69.5 h.p. Napier (1

start), and P. C. Kidner's 20.1 h.p. Vauxhall (Im. 12s. stai

Lee-Evans had Im. 46s. start. This event was finely ci

tested, and travelling along the straight for home it Inol

odds on the big Napier getting home first, but. rid

grandly, Lee-Evans just kept in front to the end. "i

Vauxhall was third and the smaller Napier last, very ht

behind the winner. Ijee-Evans aver<iged 60| m.p.h.,

received a well-deserved ovation for his fine performance.
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LONDON TO LAND'S END AND BACK.
EVERE as is the test, both for man and machine,

provided by the Motor Cycling Club's annual

run to Edinburgh and back at Whitsuntide,

most members who have taken part in both

Is agree that the run to- Land's End and back in

ipetition for the cup presented to the Club by its

jident, Mr. Charles Jarrott, is far and away the

der task of the two. The course is more varied,

ch makes the ideal of exact punctuality more
icult of attainment, and west of Exeter it is more
uous than any stage on the North Road, while in

neighbourhood of Land's End itself, the combina-

1 of corners, hills, and holiday traffic serves as a

7 severe test on the skill of the driver. On
urday last the strenuous nature of the run down
greatly increased by the hindrance of a very strong

terly wind, which on the exposed portion of the

i, especially on the north side of Dartmoor, and

:he high country between Launceston and Bodmin,

t the riders of the smaller powered cycles extremely

y maintaining schedule time.

Arms, Cranford Bridge, near Hounslow, for a fou

o'clock start. Four riders (G. L. Fletcher, W. W
Douglas, J, V. Robinson, and Eli Clark) used 2 ^ h.p
Douglas machines, and there were eight men mountec
on T,j4 h.p. Triumphs, viz., H. G. Bell, Stanley Webb
G. Purchase, H. Gibson, W. Cooper, C. C. Cooke
F. G. Smith, and E. Peppercorn. W. Mussell rodi

^ 3/'2 h.p. Rex and J. Winslow a 5 h.p. of the sam^

make, and the remaining starters were F. A. Hard
(3>^ h.p. Norton), Owen Summers (6 h.p. Acacia)
A. T. Stanton (3^2 h.p. Bradbury), E. Gwynne (7-'

h.p. V.S.), G. Brough (5 h.p. Brough), D. S. Baddele
(7-9 h.p. Baddeley), L. A. Baddeley (^j4 h.p. Yelle

dab), and H. Karslake and C. B. Moss Blundel

(3^ h.p. nondescript machines).
All the starters got going in eighteen minutes, an

Mr. F. T. Bidlake, who acted as ofificial timekeepei
travelled the course as the guest of Mr. T. Pears o
his 15 h.p. Rover, and was thus able to synchronis

the records at all the intermediate timing places.

Immediatelv after the start H. Karslake was in diffi

London-Land'

End-London, 55

miles. The stai

from Cranfor

Bridge at 4.

a.m. on Saturda;

last. Immedi

ately behind th(

centre rider i

Mr. Charles Jar

rott, the donor

the cup offered ii

this competition

he scheme of scoring for the cup consists in the

rding of marks for the closest approach to exact

tualitv, and for this purpose three secret checks

arranged at positions not specified in advance, the

information given to the riders being that such

ks would be within thirty miles of Basingstoke,

'd, and Mitchell on the down journey, and within

ce distance of Redruth, Exeter, and Andover on
return. Additional controls were provided at

bury, Sherborne, and Launceston to ensure that

ompetitor over-ran the time table, for a penalty

isqualification fell upon anyone being found at

3art of the journey fifteen minutes too soon. There
however, no trouble of this sort on the down
ey.

Two Dozen Competitors.
the twenty-four entrants, all save one mustered

small hours of Saturday morning at the Berkeley

culties, and lost half an hour, but by Basingstoke was

up with his time standard, and there waited with his

paired companion (H. Gibson) to assist in a tyre

repair. In the first three miles Brough punctured on

a nail. Later in the day, near Bodmin, Karslake

sheared the shaft of his two-speed gear, and was forced

to retire. Up to the first secret control (two miles

west of Basingstoke), at 5.52 a.m., only one competitor

was out of the running (G. L. Fletcher), who broke

the tappet of the exhaust valve, and, though later able

to proceed, he did not land at Penzance until some
hours after the control closed. The brothers Baddeley

appeared to hit off the required time with the greatest

precision, and all the twenty-two men were through

the Land's End and back portion of the route in sixteen

minutes, so that the analysis of this sheet must show
very close running. The hills round Chard affected

the regularity of several men. Hereabouts Summers,
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London to Land's End and Back.—
began a series of disasters, which, although " not

stopping him finally, caused him to arrive at the
Exeter control an hour late. Persevering, he enjoyed
the luxury of a hohnail puncture repair at Land's End.
Winslow lost a little time through over-lubrication,

and twice replaced sooty plugs, and Robinson also had
a little delay from the same cause, which affected him,
unfortunately, just in the neighbourhood of the timing

station three miles east of Honiton. At this point

H. G. Bell was within five seconds, of absolute

punctuality, and his journey down was without incident.

He varied his gear from 4 to i to 4^ to i at Salisbury,

changing his belt to suit the altered pulley. Between
this control and Exeter C. C. Cooke was stranded
with the bearing of his front wheel adrift, and a

stripped thread on the adjusting cone prevented further

progress. A midday halt was called at Exeter, and.

under the control of Mr. E. Gould the imen were
restarted from Exeter Bridge at 1.12, having now
covered 159 j4 miles, and everyone felt the severity of

the opposing gale on the next stage to Okehampion.
Approaching the third secret control, Mussel] broke

a belt fastener, and Moss Blundell smashed his exhaust

valve. His delay pot him late on the Penzance to

Land's End stage, so that he ran into a fog, lost his

way, and finished over three hours late. The stage

between Penzance and the End was peculiarly fatal.

Baddeley punctured at the very End, Hardy had tyre

failure at Buryas Bridge, and Eli Clark had his belt

rim break in Sennen. Nineteen men finished at

Penzance, returning to Land's End for- the Sunday,
spent divorced from locked up machines.

Th« Return Journey.
By daybreak on Bank Holiday there was a scene of

Considerable activity in Taylor's garage at Penzance,
foT the nineteen men eligible for the return journey

were allowed an hour's access tO' their machines
previous to the start at 5 a.m. The tuning up process

was. in every case completely satisfactory, and a

punctual start was effected for the homeward journey,

which was twenty miles shorter than the_Saturday run,

owing to the Land's End and back portion being

already covered.

International Auto Cycle
The third race for the International Tourist Trophy

is to be held in the Isle of Man on Thursday, September
23rd. The regulations have already been published in

these pages. The cylinder capacity limit for single-

cylinder engines must not exceed 500 c.c, and multi-

cylinder engines 750 c.c. The total distance of. the

course is 158 miles 220 yards. The start will be from

A glorious dawn illumined the eastern sky, and :

run throughout was favoured by brilliant wea.ther,
'

wind having shifted to the north, keeping the rid'

cool, without the heating effects of a following bree
Moss Blundell was early in difhculties, and was
first to retire, while near Redruth D. S. Baddeley v

forced to quit his brother's company, and give

further riding, o\ving to complete breakdown of

magneto. After Redruth one of the thirty mi
stages containing a secret checker was entered upc

and fully one half of the men went astray, head
by the trials honorary secretary him.self. Fortunate
the unknown location of the timekeeper was very

:

on in the stage, being only six miles west of Bodm
and before this point was reached the wanderers h
returned to the course, and had hurried into pui

tuality, so absolute that Bell passed the milestone

the tick of seven, and several others were within li

than half a minute of accuracy. Hardy was the n(

man reported disabled, but this was the only incidc

reported to Launceston.

As on the down journey, a halt of ih. 15m. was ma
at Exeter, where another control commenced. Stan'

Webb executed a marvellously rapid substitution of

sound for a punctured air tube, and W. Cooper h
a broken front fork spring jury-rigged in Exeter,

the hidden check close running was again the ru

and thereafter the home run was free from incidei

save that Webb ceased near Salisbury, Douglas tackl

two punctures in quick succession on Salisbury Pla;

and the third control was hit off to a nicety m
Andover at the si>-'tieth milestone. In the last lap

good deal of traffic dodging was required Eight mi
from the finish Purchase broke a valve stem, but t

majority of finishers reported faultless running, a

the fifteen who completed the journey at Cranfo

Bridge between "jh. 23m. and 7.46 p.m. were: H.
Bell, O. L. Sumners, L. A Baddelev, E. Gwvnr
A. T. Stanton, W. W. Douglas, W. Mussell, G.>i
chase, J. V. Robinson, G. Brough, H. Gibson, '^

Cooper, J. Winslow,. F. G- Smith, and E. Peppe'rcoi

Among these is the winner of the cup, but his ident;

cannot be determined until the Club Committee adjui

cates upon an analysis of the timing returns.

Tourist , Trophy Race.
St. John's, thence to Ballacraine, Kirk Michael, a

by the coast ro^ad to Peel, and back to St. John's. Ei

competitor will be despatched at 10 a.m. Entrif

accompanied with the fee of five guineas, must

received bv the se^^-retary of the Auto Cycle Union, K
F. Straight, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W., not lat

than September ist.

> «P O<

Club News. {See 'also page ^Sy.)

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A reliability trial to Whitby and back is fixed for Satur-

day next for the Palmer Tyre Challenge Cup. Entries close

Thursday. 5th inst., to the hon. sec, Mr. F. Boxhall, 165,

Goltman Street, Hull

Motor Cycling Club.

Comraunications from July 31fit to August 21st should be
addressed to the hon. treasurer, Mr. R. C. Davis, Standish-
gate, Southvvood Eoad, New Eltham, S.E., a§ the hon.
secretary will be away on holiday.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The supplementary regulations for the Coventry ai

Warwickshire M.C. open motor cycle hill-c'imbing comr
tition are now in the hands of club secretaries for distrib

tion among their members. Unfortunately, there is a sli'^'

error in the. re9;iilations respecting standard touring machin
in Cla,ss t'.' ' The regulations say metal motor cycle mu
guards at least 4in. wide. This should read 35in. wic
The committee found after the regulations had been print

that the average metal motor cycle mudguard did not exce
"in. Will intending competitors kindly note?3.1

Hiffe & Sons Ltd., London and Coventry.
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The Tourist Trophy Race.
THURSDAY, September 23rd, is the date of the

International Auto Cycle T.T. Race in the
Isle of Man. The start is to take place at

10 a.m. from St. John's, the course being as last

to Ballacraine, Creg Willey's Hill, Kirk Michael,
by the coast road to Peel and back to St. John's
map, p. 596, and contour accompanying this article).

ipetitors will make ten complete circuits of the
:se, making a total distance of 158 miles 220 yards.

;le-cylinder machines must, not exceed 500 cubic
imetres, and twin-cylinder machines 750 c.c. In
'ious jears, the single cylinder machines have com-
d in a different class from the multi-cylinders, but
year all will compete together for the one prize

e International Tourist Trophy, presented by
Marquis de Mouzilly St. Mars. Once and for

time the question will be settled as to which is

most efficient 1909 motor bicycle, the 3^ h.p.

le-cylinder or the 5 h.p. multi-cylinder. Con-
lently the greatest interest attaches to this year's

:, especially as on the occasion of the two previous

33^ h.p. single-cylinder machines have averaged
itter speed than the multis, and withal on a lower

consumption of petrol, as will be seen by the particu-

lars published on the next page. It must, however,

be considered that the amount of fuel measured out to

the multis was not thought adequate by those who
made and bestrode them. The singles were allowed

one gallon per hundred miles and the multis one

gallon per eighty miles. Had petrol consumption

been unlimited, a different result might have been

recorded.
Definition of a T.T. Machine.

All motor cycles entered must be touring machines,

without pedalling gear, fitted with two brakes, tool-

bag weighing (with contents) not less than 5 lbs., motor
cycle tyres (not less than 2in.), metal mudguards (not

less than 2 3./in.), touring motor cycle saddle, tank

to hold not less than 1% gallons of petrol.

New regulations introduced for this year's event

discard the petrol allowance (although it would be
interesting and instructive if the A.C.U. checked and
announced the consumption of liquid fuel), and there

will be two depots along the route at which spare

tyres, petrol, and lubricating oil may be taken in

during running time.

to'jr section of the T.T. course. The highest point is Creg Willey's Hill, which has an average gradient ot 1 In 14i, and rises to 800ft. above sea level-
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Tourist Trophy Race.—

No race will be held unless twenty entries are

received, and the entrance fee of five guineas per

machine must be received by the secretary of the

A.C.U., Mr. F. Straight, i8, Down Street, Piccadilly,

W., by the ist prox. The A.C.U. will also hold a

1907
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Position. Name and machine.

1. 0. R. Collier (3^ h.p. Matchless)
2. J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
3. F. Hulbert (3i h.p. Triumph)

hill -climbing competition on the Island a day or

after the race, provided the necessary permission c

be obtained.

The following particulars of previous Tourist Trop
Races will be of interest

:

SINGLE-CYLINDER CLASS.
Total nett Miles

time. per hour.

h.

4

4
4

m. s.

« 81

47|
491

19

27

38.2
36.5

35.4

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Norton)
w " ' - -

W
W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Vindec)

M. Heaton (5 h.p. Rex)

Fastest circuit—H. A. Collier, 23m. SgS.

TWIN-CYLINDER CLASS.
4 21 52| ... 36.2

4 53 4i ... 32.3

5 11 3^ 30.5
Faintest circuit—H. Rem Fowler, 22m. 6|s.

1908.—SINGLE-CYLINDER CLASS.
J. Marshall (3i h.p. Triumph) 3 54 50^ ... 40.4

C. R. Collier (3i h.p. Machless) 3 57 61 ... 40.1

Capt. Sir R. K. Arbutlmot, Bart., R.N.

Petrol Miles
consumption
gal. pt. oz.

1 6 10
1 3 2i
1 6 Oi

per gtillon.

9^i
... 114

90

1

2

1

6

3

13
7

17

87
77

... 107

1

1

2

3

15
11

... 117.6

... 109.5

(3^ h.p. Triumph)

H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot)
W. H. Bashall (6-7 h.p. Bat)

R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. F.N.) ...

4 7 57 ... 38.2

Fastest circuit—J. Marshall. 22m. 2Cs.

MULTI-CYLINDER CLASS.
4 5 581 • 38.6
4 8 15 ... 38.2

4 11 2f ... 37.7

Fastest circuit—W. H. Bashall, 22iii. 27s.

3 15 107.2

1 6 18} .. 86.3

1 6 16 85.1

1 4 19 90.8

->-•••-<-

AUSTRIAN VOLUNTEER MOTOR
CYCLE CORPS.

ON the 25th ult. the newly formed Volunteer

Motor Cycle Corps, which has already grown

wonderfully in favour, held its first military

test. Taking into consideration the short

time the test

occupied, the

number of par-

ticipants was
not large, as

only a total

number of twenty

"Inembers took

part. Of these

no less than
niiieteen went
through the
whole of the test

from 9 a.m. to -^

2 p.m., o-ne oulv

(the rider of a

lightweight) fail-

ing.

The course
selected was a

difficult one,

and it was
rendered more
difficult by the

fact that it had
been raining

during the pre-

ceding night, and consequently the roads traversed

were heavy and treacherous. The participants made
use of various vehicles, some used lightweight motor
bicycles, others 6 h.p. bicycles, while one or two
drove sidecars and small cars.

The test consisted of reconnoitring the grou:

around the railway station, etc. At the conclusion
the test the founder of the 5th Division of the Imper:
War Ministry (Oberst Hofer) spoke in praise

the manoeu\res. The newly formed volunteer mol
cycle corps comprises about 100 riders at the prese

tim.e.

The smart uniform of the Commandants of the

Austrian Volunteer motor cycle corps.

A COURIER RUN IN GERMAN^
For September 26th the Silesia-Posen branch of t

Cierman Motor Cyclists' Association, with the suppc
and, indeed, co-operation -of the militar}' authoriti<

will organise. interesting military courier runs over t

Breslau-Posen and Thorn-Po'Sen roads for the purpc
of ascertaining in what degree light and heavy mot
cycles are suitable for orderly express duties. Ea
rider will carry a despatch, and have to deliver it

,a given rider in waiting at the stage terminus, w
dashes off with the message at once. All the ride

may continue the journey, and in the event of anyo-

overhauling the relief rider within fi\'e kilometres he
entitled to receive back the despatch. Anyone may al

demand a despatch from any other despatch bear

overtaken, the object of the run being to^ have t
messages forwarded by the fastest bearers.

[It would appear fro-m the foregoing that there is f

greater enthusiasm in German and Austrian milita

motor cycle circles than there is in England.—^Er

Tn the Essex Motor Cycle Club hill-climb on Ju
24th at Lippet's Hill, the single cylinder class w
won, both on time and formula, by a 3!^ h.p. NortO'

fitted with Simms magneto and Clincher tyres. Tl

Norton was only ^s. behind the fa.ste.st time of tl

dnv. which was made by a 5 h.p. twin-engined mot
cycle.
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

(

Hill-climbing Extraordinary.

I do not think the A.C.U. Trial ought to pass into

omparative oblivion without mention being made of

>ur remarkable hill-climbing achievements, which

Land out head and shoulders from the general

mediocrity. There were machines entered which every-

ody knew would climb well; instances are the two-

peeded machines, the mounts of men like Godfrey and

larshall, and the high-powered machines which had
djustable pulleys. Others also

limbed well when under official

bservation, but by dint of reduc-

ig pulleys and changing belts,

'our machines, however, surprised

le acute observer. Chief among
lem stands the Motosacoche,

-hich twice passed a car in which

was seated, when we were doing

:>mewhat better than legal limit

p grades of about i in 20, while

eference to our complete report

'ill show that it shone on the test

ills as well. Then I think the

iats astonished everybody. It will

e news to- many readers that these

lachines had fixed pulleys giving

gear of about 3^ to i. Granted
iieir high power, the ability to

egotiate Wenlock, Dinas, Festi-

iog, and Birdlip under adverse

onditions with a racing gear proves

tiat these machines are tremen-

ously efficient. Thirdly, a word
f praise is due to the Douglas
lachines. They are not perhaps

-bsolute featherweights, either in

lower or avoirdupois, but they

arried normal riders, and their

lower is only 2 3,;^ h.p., while the

i^ay in which they kept up Avith the

an throughout shows that they

/ere not under-geared. Yet they

limbed the hills excellently, their

orizontal twin-cylinder engines

lulling like 'Trojans. Fourthly,

he Moto-Reve was a worthy
aember of my respected quartette.

Vhenever I saw it on a hill, its

nicroscopic twin-engine was puli-

ng steadily and smoothly. Incidentally, I never

eard one engine out of the above quartette knock or

lank on a hill. Readers will note that the above
uartette co'nsists of machines which in theory were
ery ill suited by such a route as that adopted for

be six days.

Magneto Position.

Before 19 10 designs are settled for good or ill, I

k'arit to make a last appeal to manufacturers to con-
ider the placing of the magneto. The magneto must
)e kept both clean and dry if it is to^ be perfectly
eliable and produce the highest efficiency. There
ire signs that the low down position in front of the
ngin-^ IS frning to become standard, simolv because

of its neatness and simplicity. But this is a position

in which the magnetO' can seldom be clean and dry for

long perio'ds together. Its becoming standard would,

therefore, be an e\ent to deplore in my opinion. There
are many alternatives.-. The small platform abaft the

engine is technically far superior. The tank position,

obtained by a long overhead be\el dri\e, has at least

as much in its favour as against it. I hope two or three

of our largest manufacturers will very seriously con-

The course for the Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man, measuring nearly sixteen miles in circuit.

Starting from St. John's, it will be covered ten times.

sider an alternative position for 1909. Covers are all

very well, but after many experiments with different

methods, I am inclined to call the gear-driven magneto

.
placed abaft of the engine distinctly superior to any.

It may be news to many of our readers that the

Service Co., of 292-293, High Holborn, is as well-

known in the photographic world as it is among the

motor cycline community. The company has one of

the largest and best class photographic connections in

this country. It has just revised its photo-

graphic list, and those motor cyclists who are also

interested in photography would be well ad\'ised to

write for a copv. . .

B3
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Speed and Power.
. By R. W. Ayton.

at 1

joyfully

exclaims the
average rider

;

" book me five shillings' worth at once." Or words to

that effect.

As a matter of fact, there is no reason why he
should not have a generous allowance thereof with-

out undue expenditure. There are comparatively
few engines on the road at the present time Avhich
are absolutely incapable of attaining a fairly high rate

of revolution or of delivering a satisfactory power out-
put, however poor may be their present performances.
Except in the case of a small minority of weaklings,
most of the engines at present

classed as "poor" (in various

degrees from " rotten " to " fairly

good ") are capable of substantial

improvement at small cost.

Improving an Old Machine.
Take the case of the novice who

I found the other day vainly trying

to surmount a local test hill

(gradient about i in 9) with a
recently purchased second-hand
machine fitted with an automatic
valved 2^^ h.p. engine of good
make, 1904 type. Gear ratio was
reasonable, compression fair. Start-

ing was very easy, the engine firing

directly lifter dropped, and con-
tinuing to do so regularly at almost
walking pace. Nothing much
wrong in the carburation depart-
ment evidently.

Inviting him to " have another
try," I stationed myself a few yards
up the first gradient. He got
away promptly, and gathered speed
well—at first. But from where
I stood it was evident that accelera-

tion ceased before he had covered
the few dozen yards of comparative level, and to face

such a gradient with a small engine lazily rolling

over at a mere thousand a minute or less is hopeless.

sent
. him up again. By the time he struck th

gradient the little engine Avas fairly buzzing round

and if the owner has fitted the replacements recono

mended he now probably climbs that hill without eve
the half-dozen turns of the pedals with Avhich h
assisted at the summit on the occasion in question.

Strength of Valve Springs.
'^'

To any reader who may be ser\'ing his novitiate o
a machine of similar type I Avould say do not forg^

that there is only one strength of automatically operate

inlet valve spring from Avhich you can secure goo
all-round results. Every mile you travel tends t

slightly further AA'eaken the spring you have in us€

Consequently, replace in time if you Avish to kee

T^ îi^-rg -

irvi-.T'i^rr ?-:.^^r!r:-Ĵ --yr-'v''rm!-fras^'T^?S'^^ ~srnrs''Q «

—

'^^^^^Txrssr^fmsi jg^'T—'/^r'ri-"^-' -F!M«RyS?^

\

\

\

A long forgotten inlet valve Avas dug out from its

carbonaceous cavern and carefully cleaned. The
much worn spring, in places reduced to about half its

original gauge, Avas gently pulled out, and the opening
of the valve, almost doubled by pounding of steel

cap on cast-iron guide, brought within limits by means
of a T^in. Avasher from my tool box. With a few
words of advice touching a new spring and cap, I

B4

Competitors in tlie Senior Motor Cycle Handicap a( the last Brooklands meeting. The nearest rider is

F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Kex) who finished fifth.

speed and power up to the mark. Failing a suppl;

of suitable springs from the maker of the engine, ;

good tip is always to fit a spring as strong as can b<

used Avithout impairing easy starting and slow running

A little experimenting in this direction may yield sur

prising results.

For A^ery high engine speeds use a short, strong

Avell-tempered " buffer " spring, occupying the annulai

space between the true valve spring and the guide,

and of a length allowing the valve to open quite ^in,

before the cap comes into contact with its free end.
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ed and Power.—
lis will save much wear and consequent undue
rease of lift, Avill secure prompt closing, and last,

: not least, will greatly reduce liability of valve

rakages.

Most modem engines are, of course, fitted with

chanically operated inlet valves. Sometimes a

tinct advantage can be secured by fitting slightly

OTger springs to these, so as to seat the valves more
)mptly and firmly. Unduly strong springs will,

,vever, inevitably exact a penalty in the shape of

)ken valves, particularly if the cams have steep

ving faces or are undercut at this point. Many
the more ancient engines of this type conld do

h new timing gear, as considerable advance has

^n made during the last few years in the art of

ve setting for speed and power.

Valve Setting for Speed and Po'wer.
Broadly speaking, exhaust valves are now made to

;n earlier and close later than was formerly the

e, whilst the induction valve is made both to open
i close considerably later. A good setting for our

pose would be as follows : Exhaust valve, opens
' early, closes 15° late; inlet valve, opens 30° late,

ses 35° late in racing engines and 25° late in touring

;ines.

\.nother common defect, tending to limit speed and
vex, is bad balance. A simple and practical

thod of correcting this was recently described in

se pages. For any but racing machines, and
ecially on touring machines unprovided with a two-

ed gear, a high compression engine is a d<3ubtful

ssing. In some of the strongly built engines of

er types, however, the compression is very low,

1 may be raised somewhat without seriously impair-

the all-round efficiency of the machine. In such

es the addition of a, cap or junk plate on the piston

he expedient usually resorted to. This should be

lowed, in order to keep down weight, and where
pistcHi can be safely drilled this should also be

le, in order to preserve approximate balance.

Jpon the important subject of the ignition it is

)OSsible to say much within the limits of an article

h as this. One might safely affirm that, setting

le the numerous classes wherein ignition is effected

high tension magneto, more machines ha\e their

ed and power limited by defective ignition

Daratus than from any other tAvo causes combined,
ulty wiring, imperfect connections, "wipe contacts

"

inadequate design and material (their name is

ion, and they dwell among the tombs of departed

:iencies), wrongly adjusted trembler coils, extrava-

it badly condensed platinum-devouring coils of both

in and trembler types, defective "earthing"
angements, mal-adjusted or untended " make and
aks," and poor accumulators exhibiting in various

[rees the manifold shortcomings of their touchy and
icate race—all these affiictions exist to chasten the

rit of the novice, to enrich the vocabulary of the

•gain hunter and the pocket of the garage man.
'Vhatever your especial troubles, let your remedies
radical. Tolerate no imperfections in any depart-

nt, and let anything in the nature of a defect be
Lthema unto you. Should you wisely decide to

lace your current-wasting, defective old coil w.ith a
re reliable and economical article, do ncvt for -the

e of charity, sport, or whatever most appeals to you
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sell the old one " cheap " to he of the short purse and
confiding disposition. The wretched remains have
only one legitimate application. The wood and wax
will render them an excellent firelighter for a cold
morning.

Multi=point Ignition.

Of all classes of motorists, the motor cyclist stands
to derive the greatest benefit from the adoption of

multi-point ignition or simultaneous sparking at two
or three points as far apart as the construction of the
engine may permit, The reason for this is that in

these high speed engines the spread of ignition through
the mass of the charge, rapid as it may be, is under
most working conditions not nearly fast enough to

ensure combustion being completed before the exhaust
valve opens. This is the reason why the spark has
to be so excessively advanced for high speeds,
although such advances obviously entail a reduction
in the degree of compression attained before the
passage of the spark and a serious amount of undue
back pressure or negative work thrown upon the
ascending piston. Even under these conditions com-
bustion is frequently incomplete when the exhaust valve
opens. The blow-pipe flame character of the issuing

blast can be easily observed by running the engine
minus exhaust pipe, and may be taken to represent a
waste of heat (e.g., power) which has been generated
too late to allow of its conversion into work in the
cylinder.

Consequently, if we simultaneously fire the charge
at a number of points well apart from each other it

follows that these local explosions will merge or blend,
and thus obtain complete combustion, in a fraction of
the time taken to secure a like result from any single

point, more especially when the I'atter is situate at one
side of the combustion chamber, as is usually the case.

Therefore, in order to maintain a high engine speed,

we are no longer compelled to " advance the spark
'

'

to such an extent as formerly
;

yet we shall attain a

higher maximum pressure in less time, and expansion
during the impulse stroke will become actual, instead

of merely nominal, as at present.

The adoption of the principle in question will result

in a substantial increase in power and fuel economy,,
provided that the application be properly carried out

'

and suitable plugs employed.

A Proportional Gain in Po'wer.

As many readers will no doubt be aware. Dr. W.
^^'atson, Professor of the Royal College of Science,

has certified that in a water cooled four-cylinder engine

he obtained an increase in power of twelve per cent,

and upwards by the use of two plugs sparking simul-

taneously, arranged one on each side of the combus-
tion chamber. Remembering the fact that motor
cycle engines are commonly run at much higher speeds

than usually obtain in car engines, it is particularly

interesting to the motor cyclist to note that the propor-

tional gain in efficiency was found to increase with

the speed of the motor. Not only can I confirm

this, but from the experience gained during the experi-

ments which led to my patenting the system in 1906,
and also since that time, I can affirm that the still

higher results obtained from the use in triangular

arrangement of three plugs sparking in series are

sufficient to amplv justifv this seeming complication.

I am aware that very few engines are so constructed as

B7
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Speed and Power.—
to permit of such an arrangement being

employed, but am endeavouring to

secure facilities for the effective con-

version of standard engines.

The higher pressures and tempera-
tures attained by the use of this system

•naturally tell on the plugs, which are

even normally the most vulnerable podnt

of the modern motor engine. Having
carefully considered the nature and
Cctuses of the many troubles and
failures experienced in this department
both on cars and cycles, I have been
led to design a new type of plug which
is calculated entirely to obviate the

tendencies to set up pre-ignition and
to sudden failure, both of which weak-
-nesses appear to me inherent in plugs

of standard patterns, more particularly

when used in high speed cycle motors.

The long-suffering editor will be invited

to test and report upon this alleged

improvement directly the makers are ready to supply.

SparKing Plugs to be Avoided.
Meanwhile, with the memories of many failures

prompting, I would offer a word of advice : If you
wish for reliability, do not be persuaded into using

for speed work plugs which have long wires, arms,
or points projecting far into the combustion space.

Every millimetre on the length of such parts represents

an added danger—an increased risk of elusive and oft-

times mysterious troubles, such as falling off in power,
sudden stoppages, and the like. Failures of this

class I have on so many occasions traced to the
use of such plugs that I now shun the latter as I

wo'uld the plague. " Taking the spark into the

mixture " is all very well in theory. The more satis-

Mr. C. A. Crow sends us the above photograph shjwing he and his brother
starting out equipped for their 1909 summer (?) tour. He adds that it is not
generally known that a complete suit of bliek oilskins can be bought for

under ten shillings.

factoay practice, however, is to keep the electrodes in

close neighbourhood to the metal which is to conduct
away their superfluous heat, and to see that the mixture
gets to the spark.

Carburation.
To the reams that have been written on the subject

b8

Four of the competitors about to leave Penzince at 5 a.m. on Bank Holiday Monday in the M.
London-Land's End-London Run lor the Jarrott Cup.

of carburation there is little need for me to

Automatic and semi-automatic carburetters contini

bloom and boom at intervals, but the majority of t

devices have realised that " brief life is here

portion." Seeing how the capabilities of many
engines have been restricted by ill-considered attei

after the unattainable in this direction, the n

cyclist may still feel thankful for the small m
represented by the "air lever" on his handle-

The position, in fact, is very much what it wa
the autumn of 1904, Avhen, after patiently testing €

type submitted, 1 reported to a well-known firr

manufacturers as follows

:

" Carburetter.—This question has remained

settled. Do the directors think that a so-cj

' automatic ' carburetter would be an attrac

or will the average customer be convinced of

superiority of the controlled type? My
preference is, of course, for the latter.

Throttle might be with advantage controlled :

the handle-bar. ..."
In setting a carburetter for maximum speed

power the thing to go for is the largest diami

throughout consistent with the necessary flexibilit

the engine and control over proportions of fuel

air in the mixture. There should be no reductio

area at any point in "full open " positions.

No matter in what form of competition you eng

do not gear your engine too high.

In conclusion, I hope that one or other of the ]

going hints may be of service to some of your rea

in " keeping their end up " in co^mpetition.

Motor cyclists who are also golf enthusiasts

be interested to know that the golf club carrier w
was recently reviewed in Tlie Motor Cycle has 1

taken in hand by Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eas
Street, E.G., and will be marketed in future ui

the name of the Bogie golf club carrier. A descrij

circular illustrating the device, which is certaini

very practical method of carrying clubs, will be
on application to the firm at the above address.
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A selection of questions of general interest received fromoui
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes o
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must bf

used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shouU*
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St..

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Lubrieanls for a Motor Cycle.

{a) Can I use castor oil as

^Tj a lubricant for (1) cylinder

5 and (2) bearings of mv 1909
-2J Triumph? (&) What should be

the lowest flash point of a

cylinder oil for an air-cooled engine"'

—BK 423.

, 1 and 2) It is not desirable to use

getable oil, except in cases of emer-
ncy when no other can be obtained,

d then the cylinders should be cleaned

t in two or three days' time. (b)

le lowest flash point should not be
ider 450° F. The finish point of most
ally good oils is nearly 550° F. We
ylse motor cyclists to be most care-

1: in the selection of an engine lubri-

nt, and, once having found a sati:--

ctor.y oil, always to use that brand.

Leakage past Valve Seating.

I have a 3^ h.p. White and

^ Poppe engine, and cannot get

> proper compression, the reason
-^ being the inlet valve and de-

tachable seatings. I take oft

seating .and grind in valve, but when
bolting up again (one bolt each side)

and using copper asbestos washer,
the seating springs up each side with
the pull of bolts, thus preventing
the valve taking a proper seating,

and allowing leakage. What woulJ
you advise?—F.il.

robably the washers you use are too
ird. Obtain a new one and when
ghtening down the seating be care-

il to screw up each nut one turn alter-

itely. This should prevent one side

ninging up. You could also try

linting the joint with fish glue, but
you still cannot get good compres-

on write the makers of your engine.

Exhaust Whistles.

I have ordered a 1909

Q Triumph machinej and want
^ to have a whistle or organ

horn fitted to the exhaust. I

shall be glad to hear from you
as to which is the better, and whether
it would be possible to fit one to a

Triumph motor cycle, and kindly say
if same should be fitted to the exhaust
box or exhaust tube.—F. R.
6 should say that it would be possiblo
it hardly desirable to fit an exhaust
liistle to act as a warning for your
achine. Being a single-cylinder, it

3uld give a series of unpleasant
rieks, and it would also exert a good
;al of back pressure. The same
marks we should apply to the organ
Gabriel horn (to which we presume

)u refer). Consult Brown Bros..
._d., Great Eastern Street, E.C., on
is question.

Carturetter Control and Slow Running.

(1.) Mjr 3^ h.p. motor cycle

is fitted with Amac carburetter
with handle-bar control. Thi.'<

slows by drawing the two
levers together. When raised

•as much as possible, ought I to be
able to cut off the entire supply of

gas? At present with levers in

above position and spark fully

advanced, machine runs fourteen or

fifteen miles per hour on level. (2.)

The main air intake is. facing tl.e

side of the machine. W^hat would
be the effect of turning the opening
towards front of machine (if it will

turn)? (3.) In reading instructions re

machines with magneto, these
generally say that spark should, as , a

rule, be fully advanced. In goirg
through traffic I find my machine'
travels too quickly if set in this

position, ysfith other levers as stated
above. Does .any harmful effect

follow if the 'magneto spark is .'et

for slower sparking?—DI24.

H. S. Wallis, 2J h.p. King, passing H. P. Storey, and
winning tha Ave miles open hmdicap at the Cambridge
Elimmoth Show on August Bank Holiday.

(1.) The throttle lever when quite

closed should prevent any gas entering
the cylinder. .. This will economise
fuel, and also enable you to use the
engine as a brake when descending
hills. (2.) You had better leave the
air intake as it is. If you turn it to the
front it will probably draw in a lot of

dust, and probably too much cold air.

(3.) The reason your machine travels

too quickly in traffic is because you
cannot throttle down sufficiently (see

first query and reply), although the
running position of the magneto lever

depends on now the spark is timed.

Do not retard the ignition in traffic

unless the engine knocks. It will do
no harm to slightly retard the timing.

Power on Hills.

I have a 3^ h.p. ^linerva,

"^ 1908, Eisemann magneto, geared

^ 5-i to 1. ]\Iy weight is !
-2J stones, but the machine ir

weak on liills, although it -wiji

attain a high speed on the flat. ^'Cpin-

pression is^ good, valvei? in good
order, firing all right, and I hrtvc

varied the timing a
,

little. I have
also tried .an Amac carburet;ter.

Would raising the compresision give

me more power on hills? Tie cylin-

der, I think, would stand it,;—W. J.

Hill-climbing depends " chiefly on good
compression. If your engine will not

bear your weight on the pedal for half

a minute, you should turn your atten-

tion to the condition of il) the ^valves,

(2) washers under valve and compres-
sion taps, (3) the piston rings and the

fit of the piston in the cylinder. Tj e

gear is about right for your weight, ard
we should not recommend you to alter

the ratio of the compression. You
might, however, try a slightly larger

jet, but if the engine overheats leturn

to the original one.

Altering the Type of Ignition.

I am the owner of a motor
cycle with accumulator igni-

tion, make and break contact,

plain coil. (1.) Would you
kindly tell me (assuming that

I could find a reliable method oj

driving it) 'whether I should get a

spark and a good one if I connected^

a four volt dynamo to the existing

wires which are nov/ connected to

the accumulator, e.g., leave wirings

contact breaker, coil, etc., exactly

as at present, but substitute dynamo
for accumulator. (2.) I have an old

telephone magneto, and have re-

wound the H armature, and it now
at a moderate speed lights brilliantly

a four-volt lamp. Could I use thit;

as mentioned above? (3.) Would coil

be damaged at high speeds by too

large a current passing?—J.H.L.L.

,(i. ) Such a system of ignition is quite

possible, and, in fact, it was prac-

tically on the market for motor cycles a

few years ago. The particular system
which we have in our minds necessi-

tated a special coil and an extra large

condenser. (2.) It is possible that the

machine referred to might do, but it

would not be so satisfactory as a mag-
neto. Probably for a very slightly

increased expenditure you could buy a

second-hand magneto by a well-known
manufacturer, which would suit yoa
infinitely better. (3.) There is a risk of

the coil being damaged unless a compli-

cated cut-out and governor are provided.

B9
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Various Queries.

(1.) Is a machine weig'aing

112 iIds. too heavy to start by
mounting in the usual way
and pedalHng? (2.) Will a

Watawata belt run satisfac-

torily with a 2-|in. pulley on the

engine? (3.) Are springs sold for

fitting on the forks of existing

machines quite reliable and satisfac-

tory? I mean such as the Match-
less. Are they sufficiently free from
side play?—J.B,

(1.) No, a 112 lbs. bicycle is not too

heavy to start by pedalling on level

ground. (2.) We should not advise an
engine pulley under 3in. in diameter.

(3.) Yes, it is, we believe, quite free

from side play.

Under-powered for 11} Stones.

I ride a lightweight twin,

?' I

which, though excellent on the
tiat or slight gradients, I find

1—1 too weak on hills and against

strong head winds. My
weight is about 11^ stones, but my
area of wind resistance very great,

as I am over six feet in height.

Compression is excellent. Carbura-
tion is, I think, right, though the
machine will not take full air to give

best running with full ga.s. Petrol

level correct. (1.) W^puld increase in

size of jets give increased power?
(2.) Do you think increasing the

degree of compression by adding a

thin plate to top of the piston

would give me an appreciable in-

crease of power? If so, would an
eighth of an inch be about right?
Would you advise it being convex,
as that seems the favourite piston

top just now? Would this materi-
ally increase the difficulty in start-

ing? (3.) As an alternative to this,

would it be posible to bring the

attachment of th piston rod nearer
io the ciicumference of the Hvwheel.
so as to increase both the down
stroke and the up stroke, and so

increase both the amount of gases
and the degree of compression? If

so, how much do you think one could
gain? A ^-in. or more?—H. S.

(1.) A larger jet would give mort
power, but might probably tend to

overheating (2.) We should not re-

commend you to increase the compres-
sion. The engine is so i^mall that it

might not increase the difficulty in

starting, but it would probably render
the engine more liab e to overheat.

(3.) Not without running into a good
deal of expenre, which we should say
would not be worth while. We are

afraid the only thing to do would be
to get a slightly more powerful
machine, as experiments of this kind
are often likely to run one into great

expense without attaining the desired

result^;.

Engine Knocking and its Causes.

About a year ago I began to

read your valuable journal

with a view to buying a motor
—I cycle. Since that tims I have

constantly read in the letters

of "knocking," and have naturally
been very curious to know what it

is. Friends could not exactly explain
it. but I " would soon know it when
it came." I have ridden my

Bio

machine 2,600 miles so far, but it

was not until I had reached 2,300
that, when trying a very steep hill,

my machine suddenly gave forth a
sweetch, sweetch, sweetch. W^hen 1

so described it an experienced motor
friend told me it was "knocking."
I should be very grateful ifyouwouU
answer the following que.'^tions : (1.)

Why have I since that time experi-
enced knocking on every ride?
Latterly it has been very constant,
and at even slight hills. (2.) Even
supposing that I have had more than
the average carbon deposit for the last

600 miles (I cleaned it all off at 2.000
miles), why should my machine give
signs of knocking when I restart
after a stop and knock badly on
ordinary hills? If "compression is

jwwer," if carbon deposit raises com-
pression, and if again the compres-
sion of my machine is (as it actually
is) perfect, I presume it ought to be
less likely to knock? (3.) But what
exactly is knocking? Does it do the
ihachine any harm? If so, in what
way? (4.) Once a machine has be-

gun to knock will it do so again more
easily under like conditions? Will
it, in other words, "grow on" the
machine like a bad habit might grow
on?—D 4139.

It is difficult to find out wiiether yc
actually experience knocking or tl

screech of a bearing in want of oi

Probably, as you say, you have an e:

cessive amount of carbon d3posit c

the cylinder head and pi.ston. Up i

a certain point it is practically tn
that a small amount of carbon depos
is more beneficial than otherwise
when it gets excessive it causes ove
iieating, and overheating in tui

causes flakes of carbon deposit to b
come white hot. This produces pr
ignition, and what happens is that tl

piston has to rise against tlie full for(

of an explosion, with the result th;

you hear a noise which may be be^

described by the word " clink." _Th
noise comes either from excessi\
carbon deposit or from the cylinder r-

quiring oil and being, at the san
time, excessively overheated. Thi
we think, describes what "knocking
is, and the harm it does results in tl

looseness of the bearings, and possibi
in very bad ca.«es with the bending <

the connecting rod. Once the noise :

removed there is no reason why
should occur again. Knocking is ah
caused by—;{1) Play in the bearings

(2) wear of the piston and cylinder

(3) spark too much advanced ; and ('

too much air in the mixture.

The iW.C.C. London to Land's End and bacis run, 555 miles. Tliis year a day's rest w-s arranged
between tlie outward and homsward journeys. The pliotograph shows most of the competitors at Land's End.
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CORRECT
TIMING

of valves and ignition is absolutely

essential to smooth running in a

twin-cylinder engine. Hence the

number of disappointed owners of

twin

In th

lachiines.

e case orf the

«

THE LUXURIOUS
UGHTWEIGHT,

two things ensure exactness. The

valves are equipped with adjustable

tappets, thus permit ing the finest

possible adjustment ; the special de-

sign of the magneto secures syn-

chronized firing at all speeds (see

" The Motor Cycle," Aug. 4, p. 581 ).

Write a postcard for fully

illustrated details. Our offer

of a free demonstration run

still holds good. Can you

accept ?

The MOTO REVE Co , Ltd.,
138-142, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.

S. & H. ,

S.G. Detachable and Adjustable Fasteners.
Very flexible. Accurate fit. For Jin., ^in., lin. S.G. Belts.

Piotected Design.

British Manufacture.

S.E,

Rubber- cf,^' .

Studded, t,™

SHAMROCK-EXCELSIOR TYRES
outclass aU others.

ONLY 5000 MILES.
Mr. Sioroni on July 27th writes :

"lam pleased to mention that the last Shamrock
Gloria Belt has run me over 5,000 miles and is still in use.

The Shamrock- Excelsior Tyre fitted to my back wheel is

giving every satisfaction ; so far I have had no punctures."

AU s'zes made. Write for I^ists.

S.E. BANDS FITTED TO OLD COVERS

21/- each.

(^'ulcanized

on.)

S.E.

'^ Butt End

Tubes.

Quickest and
Easiesx to fit.

Sole Manufacturers

:

THE HANOVER RUBBER Co.
29/31, Old street, London. E.G.

7/1 answering tJiKxe advcrtitteinoits it is desirable lo mention " 7V(e Motor Cycle." BII
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Good luck

tD it—and to the cyclist ^. ^^
who uses it!-It is LYGETT^S ^'^^^

LYSO
The Leading Rublier Belt.

—We say "Rubber" advisedly, because it is practically all pure
rubber—not composition—despite the present high price of rubber.

IT" t

The REAL The TRIED Belt,

—We do not claim perfection for this Belt without practical and exhaustive TESTS It

will interest every cy:list to learn that this Belt has been undergoing tests of all kinds

since last March and we have made quite sure that it is a real LEADER before proclaiming

it to the motoring world.—Regarding its performances

TOM PECK says

:

John-o'-Groat's record o

SLIP OR. STRETCH

" You ivill be pleased to hear that I used your nen' ' LYSO ' Belt with the

Patent Fastener on mv Motor Cvcle when I bro'ke the Land's End 'O

May 24th and 2'^th. The BELT gave'EVERY SATL'^FACTION. IT DID NOT
AND ONLY ONE BELT WAS USED THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE RIDE.'

Sff^ I'U^RR'VIM' AlV esa'VT'C • "Up to the present the ' LYSO' Beit has run
• 'C/Q ar JC4jt»«.» a. ua-i^l^ aa.J » • about 1800 miles on a heavy 6 h.p. Twin. The

last £,00 miles were run through Derbyshire, .during verv wet and muddy week, .and the Belt was not st^ared

at all. It is without doubt the MOST FLEXIBLE RUBBER BELT that has yet been produced. I

c^nslder it was this quality which enabled me to score fastest time in the Birmingham M.C.C. Hill
LH.nb at Ankerdine-. The Belt pulls steadily, is still apj>arently GOOD FOR .4N0THER 1800
MILES, and IS MY MOST CHERISHED POSSESSION IN THE MOTOR LINE.
Wishing you every success.

'

who used our new " LYSO " Belt in the Essex Hill
Climb, and WON FIRST PRIZE, says: "AM

QUITE ENTHUSIASTIC OVER THE WAY IT PULLED."
—^This " LYSO " Belt is positively the strongest, most flexible, clean, durable,
and CHEAPEST BELT on the market. Study the Ulustration—note the Ribs
underneath and above, the new suction holes at sides, the gap-less Fastener,
etc., and think of the enormous benefits these improvements bring. Although
it is the best belt that is made—and therefore should be the most expen-
sive—we have decided, in the matter of price, to err on the sensible side,
aid market it at a price which places it within purchase of everyone.
We are making the two most usual sizes at present—in |" size our

RRBCE is 1/6

MR. NORTON,

per- -Foot,
and in i" size, 1 /lo per foot, and this price includes our well-
known Patent Fastener as illustrated. Other sizes follow.
—Toil should have one without delay when you will realize the
tru:h of oui: last week s assurance " You re in for a . cod thiny.

'

(Dept. 9), 'The Saddlery,'

BIRIVIENGHAIVI.
" Where the omfortaljle Saddles

comfi from

J
' 'a

^^

HERE
IT IS I

and this is its
PATENT FASTENER

B12 /.(. aH'-<iverin,/ this acvcftls inent it is desirable to mention, " TJte Mo/or Curie.'
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A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trial (July 5th to 10th.
Table showing marKs gained by the survivors.

Hider and Machine.

Relia-

bility

Marks.
Possible

1000

A. D. Draper (3-J- Matchless)

C. WilHams (3+ Triumph) .

G. H. Lake (si Triumph) .

^^'. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)

P. P! illips (2| Dougif s)

W. 0. Buitley (3^ Rex)
F. G. Eoddington (3iRex) .

W. H. Wells (5 Indian).

W. Pratt (3i P. and M.) .

.

.

.

R. Moore {3i P. and M.)

W. Milnes (3^ P. andM.) . . .

.

Thos. Canbv"(3| P. and M.)

J. Slaughter (3^^ Triumph) .

.

W. H. Bashall (6-7 Bat) .... .

.

H. H. Bowen (6-7 Bat) .

.

.

.

T. H. Tessier (7'Bat) .. • ....

W. Smith (2 Moto-Reve)

G. L. Fletcher (2 Moto-Reve) . .

A. J. Sproston (5 Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (U Rex)
F. Southam (3i Triumph)
R. W. Duke {^ Triumph)
F. C. Mustard (3i Triumph)
J. 0. M. Dixon (5 Vindec)

J. Holrovd {\\ Motosacoche) . . . .

J. F. Crundall (31 Humber)
F. Edmond (3^ Humber)
A. V. Sumner \Zh Humber)
0. Parker (3^ Hiimber)

P. J. Evans (3^ Humber) . . .

.

F. C. Wood (4'N.S.U.)

W. F. Newsome (3i Triumph) . .

J. Marshall {U Triumph)
Gordon Gibson {2\ Triumph) . . .

.

G.E. Stanley (3i Premier)

A. Weathefilt (3i Zenitli Gradua)

F. W. Barnes (3i Zenith Gradua)
J. W. Morris (3i' Bradbury)

G. Simpson (3J Bradbury) .

.

Brakes

50

Con-
I

HiU-
;
Con-

veni- ; climb-l dition.

ence. ing.

80 75 100

P. Piatt (3^ Bradbury)

J. Eastwood (3i Bradbury)
G. E. Carrow (3|- T.T. Triumph)
Robert King {Z\ Triumph)
F. S. Barnwell (U Triumph)
T. Woodman (7 V.S.) ...... .

H. B. Lewis (3^ Triumph) . . .

Robert Fletcher (3J Premier) . . .

Rev. Basil Aston (3i Triumph)' .

A. J. Steven3 (3 Wolf)
J. Miller (4 Zenith and sidecar) .

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
918

1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000

1000

ICOO
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
879
1000
1000
1000
1000

989
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000

1000
98G

787

1000

991

1000
'lOOO

1000
! 000
938
1003
1000

1000

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

48

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

50
50

50

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
45

50
50
50
50
50

50
45

50
50

50

50

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
45

50

80 50
80 50
80 —
80 65

80 55

80 50
80 -

80 65

80
80
80
80
80
80
75

80
80

80

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
SO-

SO
80
80

80
80
80
80
80

80
75

80
80

75

80

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

80

75
45
75
70
65
75
75

75
65

50

50
50
70
60
75
25
"5

GO
35
50
30

50
70
65
60

70
30

75
30

60

20
70

75
40
30
15

60

45

100 20

Acces-

sibility

20

100
100

100
100

100

95

100

100-

100
100
100
ICO
100

100

100

95

100

100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

100

100

100
100

95

100
95

100
95

75

90

95
100
95
100
100
95

100
100

100

Silencer

20

20
20
20

I

20 I

20 I

20
I

20

20 I

20
i

20
I

20
20
20
20

20
20

20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

20
20

20
20

20

20

20
•20

20
20
20
20
20
20

20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20

20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

20
20

20
20

10

15

15

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20

Total.

1345

1320
1320
1270
1335
1325
1320
1183

1333

1345
1315
1345
1340
1335
1345
1340

1345

1330

1315

1320
1320
1340

1330
1345
1295
1224
1330
1305
1320
12S5

1309
1340
1335
1330
1320

1340
1285

1345

1281

1017

1315

1271
1340
1265
1345
1310
1283
1285
1325

1315

Remarks.

Repaired petrol pipe at Worces-
ter, penalised 18 marks.

Penalised 2 marks for faulty

front brake.

Lamp-bracket broke oif, penal-

ised 5 marks.

Penalised 5 marks for oil over

crank case.

Penalised 5 marks for oil over

crank case.

Penalised 5 marks, front brake
detective.

Penalised 5 marks for oil over

crank case.

Penalised 5 marks for broken
higgage carrier, 5 marks for

broken lamp-bracket, and 5

marks for brake block missing.

Penalised 8 marks for repair dur-

ing lunch interval, and 5 marks
for mudguard fastening broken.

Penalised 20 marks for broken

front forks, 5 marks for broken

lamp-bracket, and 5 marks
for loose back wheel bearing.

Penahsed 5 marks for fractured

oil pipe, and 5 marks for dirty

and oily machine.

Penalised 5 marks for oily engine

Penalised 5 marks for oily engine

Penalised 5 marks for oily engine

Penalised 5 marks for broken
front brake.

Finished outside maximum time

on fifth and sixth days.

G.M., gold medal. S.M., silver medal.
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The Next Brooklands Meeting.

Saturday, October 2nd, is the date
of the next race meeting at Brook-
lands. Details of the events for motor
cycles will be announced later.

Two Wins on Saturday and Two on Monday.

Last week we were inaccurate in

stating that Lee-Evans vfon five events
at the last Brooklands meeting on a
5 h.p. Indian, as his successes totalled/
four, not five.

Germany's Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

Germany's trade returns show that
during the first half of the current year
she imported 99 motor cycles, or 110
fewer than in the corresponding period
of 1908. Her foreign sales, however,
were augmented, L116 motor cycles
being sent out, or 95 more than in the
preceding year, the respective values
being £33,550 and £31,900.

The A.C.U. Quarterly Trial.

_
In the last Quarterly Trial, sixteen

single-cylinder motor bicycles, five

twin-cylinder, and one four-cylinder
made non-stoiD runs, three "single-

cylinder tricars obtaining full marks
. in the passenger class. The contest

for the silver cup in the four trials of

1909 has now reached its semi-final-
stage, and the scoring is as follows

:

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. (J. Marshall),
296 marks; Premier Cycle Co., Ltd.
(a. E. Stanley). 295; Triumph Cycle
Co., Ltd. (W. F. Newsome), 289; R.
Griesbach (private owner), 283; N.S.U.
Co. (R. J. Bell). 275; and W. Pratt,
271,

Two Motor Cycles Stolen.

The following particulars describe
t\yo

_
Triumph motor bicycles stolen

within the last fortnight, and will
enable readers to identify them if

offered for sale. The first" was taken
from Muswell Hill, and is the property
of G, Howe, Park House, Sydney Road".
New Southgate, N. The engine
number is 2.207. Date of delivery,
29/10/"07. Cylinder head chipped near
exhaust port.

The second is W. Dewar's T.T.
Triumph, and vras stolen from the
garage at Brooklands on Saturday.
July 31st, l-etwee-i 4.20 and .5.30 p.m!
The engine number is 5,951 ; frame
number. 140,2j5. The machine is
mmus mudguards, stand, and carrier,
tyre.s are ]:»unlop 2.iin., and carburetter
IS S'pecially cat oway in half
crescerits on \oV\ side-. There are
two holes iir the induction pipe fitted
with hub lubricators, and the bottom
fin of cylinder is broke-^ helow irlet
valve Mr. Dewar's address is 14,
Anthill Road, Grove Road, London, E
BI4
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SPEED AND POWER.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE,
REGULATIONS.

The Isle of Man Race.

If the necessary permission can be
obtained, an op^n hill-climb will be
held in Manxland on September 24th,
the day aft€r that of the T.T. Race.
The Auto Cycle Union will, of course,
organise the event if it is held.

The London to Plymouth and back Run.

The committee of the A.C.U. has
seriously considered the question of

allowing the three riders? who were
disqualified for excessive speed in the
London to Plymouth twenty-four hours
run from taking part in i.nj future
competitions promoted by the Union.

'

The Speed of Motor Cycles on Hills.

In the Bradford M.C.C. open hill-

climb at The Steep, Denholme, the
tullowing speeds were accomplished by
the winners of the different classes":

Single-cvlinder standard class— E. S.

Myers '(3^
_
h.p. 1909 Triumph), 36

m.p.h. Twin-cylinder standard class

—

Felix Scriven (5 h.p. Rex), 38.7 m.p.h.
Racnig singles—F. Mackay (3^ h.p.

triumph), .43 m,p.h. Open-to-all class— 1, W. H. Bashall (8 h.p. Bat). 48
m.p.h. ; 2, J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex). 47.8
m.p.h.; 3, 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex).
45 m.p.h. (fastest single-cylinder). It
is interesting to compare the above
speeds with regard to the power, and
it also shows hnw big an fdvajitage
special speed models have over the com-
paratively heavy tourist machine.

Straying Horses on the Road.

At Pving's Heath PoUce Court, or
the 30. h ult., James Corbett, Manoi
Farm, Wythall, was summoned foi

allowing five horses to stray in Shaw
Lane, Hollywood. Two motor cyclists

made a complaint to a police constable
and the five horses belonging to th«
defendant were found straying in Shaw
Lane off the main road. Defendani
isaid he took every care to keep th€
animals in his field, but someone had
left the gate open. The magistrate.'
fined defendant 2«. 6d. and costs. At
the same court on the same day S.
Hargreaves was summoned for driving
a motor bicycle at a speed dangQrous
to the public at King's Heath. He
w'as alleged to have travelled at a

speed of thirty miles an hour. Har-
greaves denied the charge, estimating
his speed at about eight miles an hour.
He ako stated that the engine was not
firing at the time the officer held up
his hand. The magistrates fined the
motor cyclist 20s. and c-sts. Although
it would not be fair to fine an owner
of horses for negligence on the part of
another person, the inconsistency cf
the two fines is apparent to anyone,
and shows that the magistrates "^have
one scale • of fines for danger to one
section of the public, and another Lcala
for motor speed alhged to bo
dangerous. Magistrates seem to regard
all motor cyclists r.s men of mear.c.

t<^ST:^."ty-r" T-j's^-^STTO^

One cfths hairpin bends on Amulree Hill, showing incidentaly two Scottish Trial comoefito". "bus'." This
exceptionally severe climb, which includes stretches of 1 in 5, and two shjro corners, demands a two-speed
gear, although it his been climbed three times in succession by a 3i h.p. single geared pedalless touring bicycle.
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uratti Trophy Trials.

e Muratti Trophy Open 400 Miles

bility Trials m connection witli

Ulster Centre Motor Cycle Union

eland -have now been fixed for the

last days m the present month.

-end Sidecar Record.

Land's End to ^John-o'-Groat's

r bicycle and sidecar^ record was

lished last week by Vivian Olsson,

otal time being 65h. 14m. This is

rst time such a long and arduous

d has been attempted on a pas-

>r motor cycle.

int Driving of a Horsed Vehicle.

C. Lucas, a native of St. Helier,

y, was charged on the _27th
_
ult.

driving a horsed vehicle in a

3SS manner and causing an acci-

to Col. Joseph Espin Dickinson,

was riding a motur cycle. The
strate said that accused had been

ly negligent, and that he would

r have to pay a fine of £6 or go to

for a fortnight. The fine was

laid, so we can only presume that

s is paying for his little escapade

fortnight's confinement.

decars in the U.S.

hough it may seem a curious fact

ritish readers (writes a Pittsburg

r), outside Chicago the sidecar is

Lcally unknown. Greater Pitts-

with its 600,000 inhabitants, can-

loast of a single sidecar ; in fact,

/ord. when used always requires a

ly explanation as to its meaning,

the production of an illustration

sidecar - excites considerable

;ity. This is not surprising when
:akes into consideration that the

fheel on pedal bicycles Vwis in use

had attained the height of its

arity in England before anyone
ance fitted it to a modern safety

,6. Even now it is seldom seen in

;e.

London-Land's End-London Run.

ne comparisons between last and
year's event are interesting : S.

ost won the Jarrott Cup, London-
's End and back run, and also

Motor Cycling Club Challenge
London-Edinburgh and back, in

His performance has been re-

1 this year by F. G. Smith. Frost's

st approach to punctuality on last'

s run in any one of the six timed
s was ten seconds. Smith's

st in this year's run was 16s.,

lis consistent running throughout
him the cup, which he richly

ves. Last year S. G. Frost
er of cup), 0. L. Summers (runner

md H. G. Bell (third in order of

, each got within 10s. of punc-

y at one or other of the timing
This

,
has, however, been

a by several riders in this year's

H. G. Bell, the '

trials hoai.

>f the club, as reported in last

s Motor Cycle, arrived absolutely
on time at one timing point, and
1 5s. at another. Serious mis-
ation at two other points, how-
lost him the cup. G. Brough at
Doint was only 2s. out, and at
er 4«., and G. Purchase got
1 3s. at one point. A. T.
an, W. Mussell, and G. Pepper-
3ach got within 15s. at one point.

V^^

Scottish Five Days' Reliability Trials.

We are informed by the lion, secre-

tary of the above, Campbell McGregor,
that J. D. Morrison (6 h.p. Matchless)
qualified for a silver medal and certi-

ficate, not R. S. jNIorrison, as stated
in oar report of the event. The com-
mittee would like to take this oppor-
tunity of thanking the F.N., Rex,
R.O.M., and Triumph Co.'s for their
very kind support, also the numerous
friends who assisted in checking.

Mont Ventoux Hill Climb.

This event is to take place on the
4th and 5th September. There are
three classes for motor cycles : Class
1, under 2 h.p. ; Class 2, over 2 h.p.

;

Class 3, tricars carrying two persons,
no engine limits. Any touring
machine which can climb this hill

without pedal assistance can truly be
classed as a real hill-climber. Motor
cycles which have performed well on
the hill up to the present have been
high-powered racing machines, which
can only be manoeuvred round the
cornel's by very expsrt riders. Giuppone
(now the driver ,of a racing car) once

FUTURE EVENTS

Aug -British M.C.R.C. Fifth Members' MePt-
ing at Brooklands.

Aug. 21—Coventry and Warwickshi'-e M.C. Open
Hill-climb for Motor Cycles.

Class I. Full Tounno; Machines.
Class II. T.T. and Special Machines.

Aug. 27 and 28—Essex M.C. 24 Hours' Ride.

Woodford to York and bark

Aug. 30-31 — Muratti Trophy Open 400 Miles
Reliability Trials in connection with
the Ulster Centre M.C.U.I.

Sept. I.—Entries close for the Tourist ftopny
Race on Sept. 23rd.

Sept. ^3—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR
MOTOR CYCLES IN THE ISLE OF
MAN.
Limit cylinder capacity.

Singles : 500 cubic centimetres.

Twins : 750 cubic centimetres.

Oct. 2nd.—Race meeting at Brooklands.

climbed the liill on a lightweight by
dint of hard pedalling, and we believe

that several other lightweights have
climbed it with laborious pedal assist-

ance, but the ideal mount for a hill of

this kind is a good motor cycle with
variable gear. As there are signs that
the British-built pedal bicycle is gain-

ing favour in France, we should say it

would be to the advantage of any
manufacturer of a good variable-geared
motor cycle to compete m this event,
and to demonstrate to our French
cousins that the motor cycle as made
in England is almost a perfect touring
mount. The popularity of tlip motor
cycle is nothing like so great in France
as it is in England, due in all pro-

bability to motor cycle manufacturers
having turned their attention to the
manufacture of small cars. Many
names which a few years ago were a

household word in English motor
cycling circles are now no longer

heard of, except in connection with
voitnrette manufacture. Even the
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annual Tour de France trial has been
postponed, either through lack of
entries, or enthusiasm, or both.

Records.

Hitherto the only classes of records-
recognised by the Auto Cycle Union
have been those for machines with
" engines not exceeding 76 x 76 " and
machines with "any size engine."' It
has now, however, been decided to
recognise records made in a number
of other classes, namely, those made
by machines with engines' having a
cylinder capacity not exceeding 275 cc. ;

not exceeding 344 cc. ; not exceeding-
600 cc. ; not exceeding 750 cc. ; not
exceeding 1,000 cc. ; and exceeding:
1,000 cc.

The Quarterly Trials.

We are asked to state that the reason
Mr. W. Hewitt, jun. (3^ h.p. Excelsior),

failed to obtain an award in the last

A.C'.U. Quarterly Trial was that he had
lost no marks, when, unfortunately, a
rider who was in front on one of the
test lulls dismounted just as Hewitt was-
about to pass him, and a fall resulted,
doing more damage to the machine
than stated in the official report, or
that he was aware of at the time.
This accounted for the disarrangement
of the gear and the slipping of the belt.

Motor Cycle Racing at Cambridge.

At the Cambridge Mammoth Show-
Sports at the beginning of last week,
the three miles open motor cycle handi-
cap was won by H. P. Storey (2f h.p.

Cocks); 2nd, P. V. Wallis (2f h.p..

King) ; 3, H. Martin (2| h.p. Martin)

;

4, VV. Hodgkinson (21 h.p. J.A.P.)
Winner's time, 5m. 17^s. Harry
^lartin afterwitrds attempted the five-

miles track record of 8m. 29|s., and
was successful in clipping 2|s. off the
record. A three miles open scratch race
was won by P. V. Wallis, H. Martin
finishing second, H., S. Wallis (2| h.p.

King) third, and W. Hodgkinson
fourth. Winner's time, 5m. 23s. The
last ev&nt, a five miles open handicap,
resulted in a win for' H. S. Wallis,.

11. P. Storey being second, P. V.-

W-allis third, <ind H. Martin fourth.
Winner's time, 8m. 39|s.

Quadrant Motor Co. v. O'Brien.

On Tuesday, the 3rd inst., at the
Birmingham Assizes, Mr. Justice Brag,
sitting without a jury, gave judgment
in a case in which the Quadrant Motor
Co. claimed damages from E. S. O'Brien
and Ada O'Brien, his wife, trading as
the Challenge Cycle Co., Coventry, for
breach of contract. The breaches were
in respect of contracts made between
William Priest, of the Quadrant Motor
Co., and the defendant O'Brien for the
manufacture of bicycles. The plaintiffs
sought a declaration that they were
entitled to the name Quadrant, and the
defendants counter-claimed for damages-
stated to have arisen partially out of the
dift'erence between the contract price for
the bicycles and the market value.
Defendant also sought an injunction
restraining the plaintiff company from
using the name Quadrant. A settlement
was itrrived at, and judgment was agreed
to for the Quadrant Motor Co. in the
two actions for £500 and costs, and also
in the counter-claim, the Quadrant
Motor Co. to have the sole right -to the
use of the name Quadrant.

!-
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END-TO-END SIDECAR RECORD.

AUGUST nth, igog.

MR. VIVIAN OLSSON, with Mr. Charles Talbert

as passenger, has succeeded in establishing a

motor bicycle and sidecar record from John-

o' -Groat's to Land's End. The machine used

was a 7 h.p. twin-cylinder two-speed V.S., and the

sidecar a Mills-Fulford fixed wheel. Mr. Olsson

prepared for this record in a very systematic way. He
chartered the services of a timekeeper, D. K. Hall,

who gave the word' to start at 1.35 a.m. last Thursday,

and also travelled to Land's End to check the rider at

the finish and examine the seals around the cylinders

and frame which he had fixed at the start. These

were found to be intact. Mr. Olsson had a supply

of postcards on which were printed the following :

JOHN-O'-GROAT'S TO LAND'S END.

Mr. Vivian OLsson and Mr. Charles Talbert arrived

here at- and left

at ...:

Riders' signatures

Witnesses

1909.Dated this day of August,

These postcards, duly signed, we began to receive

immediately after the start, and thereafter they arrived

regularly, showing the excellent progress being made
by the record breakers.

DingAvall was reached at 8.25 a.m., Blair-Atholl

at 2.10 p.m., and here a thirty-five minutes' stop was
made. At 10.15 P-M- Lanark wa.5 reached, the riders

resting here until 2.30 a.m. Friday. Pressing onwards
Carlisle was the next stopping place, the time of

departure J -30

:1, and a forty

5

arrival being 6.30 a.m., ai:id time of

a.m. At 1.50 p.m. Wigan was reachef

minutes' halt was madejiere. At 10.15 ^'"' Friday
evening the record breakers reached Worcester, and
rested here until 3 a;m. At Bridgwater the time was
9.15 a.m., and a thirty minutes' stop was made.
The journey's end was reached at 6.49 oh Saturday

evening, the total time elapsed since the departure from
Land's End being 65h. 14m. The motor bicycle ran

with great regularity. Two punctures were experi-

enced in the back tyre, and the operating rods for

the low gear were adjusted once. The sidecar

attachment gave some trouble, on account of the bolts

supporting the front pK>rtion shearing twice. The
first time the passenger just saved himself from going

out backwards. With the exception of some rain near

Denny, the weather was perfect during the whole trip.

Up tO' the present there has never bet-n an attempt to

establish a Land's End to John-o '.-Groat's passenger

motor cycle record, so that ^Ir. Olsson may feel proud
that his first attempt has proved so entirely satis-

factory. His average speed, including all stops,

was between fourteen and fifteen miles per hour.

M

^Xfi
i-— jv'' -

iSi* ^^ fH«J i, »' - _.i>. ^^-iiJX ^.1 .. w/i> \Sv^^Y^.i ^^.^ii^^^f^nSiO^Si^

Vivian Olssoo, 7 ii.p, two-^peed geared V.S. and Miils-Futford rigid sidecar being clieclced in at Land's End by timekeeoer D. K. Hall
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NO INLAND REVENUE LICENCE.
"The Motor Cycle" helps to

A T Spalding Pett}f Sessions on the 3rd inst., Theo-
A philus BuckAVortli, of Reform Street, Crowland,

cycle agent, was summoned for using an un-

licensed motor cycle at Crowland on July 5th.

—

efendant denied the offence.—Inspector Brackenbury
ated the case.—Defendant claimed that 'he was
empt as he used his motor cycle solely for business

urposes.—Supt. Burton maintained that the cycle

as not solely adapted for business purposes, as he

)ntended it niust be.—Defenda;it said he had always
lid until he saw a paragraph in The Motor Cycle

the effect that photographers and newspaper boys

ing motor cycles in their business were entitled to

remption. This was a great point with the R.A.C.
id A.C.U., and he dare say they would appeal

^ainst it if he were convicted.—Supt. Burton: We
lall be quite prepared to meet it.—The Magistrates

tired, and were absent for some time. On their

I'tum the Chairman said the majority of the bench
ere of opinion that the case should be dismissed.

—

upt. Burton : Might I ask your worships on what

secure the disnriissal of a case.

grounds it has been dismissed?—The' Chairman!:
Because we find it is used entirely for business pur-
poses. That is the opinion of the majority of the
bench.—At the close of the court, Supt. Burton asked
the bench to state a case. The point would arise

again, and it would be better to have it settled.—The
Chairman said the majority on that question was that

the cycle was used entirely for business purposes.

—

Supt. Burton: That is the point. I maintain that it

does not come within the meaning of the section. It

is not adapted solely for use in business.—The Chair-
man : Do you want a case.—Supt. Burton: Yes. It, is

a point that should be settled.—^The Chairman said

Mr. Marples would look into the case.—^Supt. Burton
said the man declined to take out a licence, arid said

that he used the cycle entirely for business purposes,

and that was their worships' decision. On that he was
dissatisfied.—^The Chairman intimated that the Clerk
would look into the matter. We understand that the

Superintendent has decided to risk the ratepayers'

money and lodge an appeal.

M.C.C. London = Land's End = London Run.
The Results.

A T a meeting of the committee of the Motor
*\ Cycling Club held on Friday evening last the

checking sheets and timing records of the

London to Land's End and back reliability

Dmpetition were analysed. Owing to a discrepancy

etween the route card and the correct mileage between

[itchell and Redruth, the intermediate punctuality

leck at this point was cancelled, and the award was

lade irrespective of the scores in this control. The
ophy presented by Mr. Charles Jarrott AA^as awarded

> F. G. Smith on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, whose score

as a total of only 2m. 22s. deviation from exact time

at the five special controls. Second place was
occupied by H. G. Bell on a similar machine with a

total of 3m., and L. A. Baddeley was third with

4m. 42s. It is a remarkable fact that Smith, by win-

ning both the Edinburgh and the Land's End competi-

tions, repeats the performance of S. G. Frost last year.

Gold medals were awarded to the second and third

men above named, and also to E. Gwynne, G.
Purchase, A. T. Stanton, W. W. Douglas, G. Brough,

H. Gibson, W. Cooper, and J. Winslow, silver medals
to Stanley Webb, J. V. Robinson, and E. Peppercorn,

and a bronze medal to O. L. Summers.

CLUB NEWS
Newcastle and District M.C.

The above club held its fourth annual two days' reli-

bility trial for the N.S.U. cup on the 1st and 2nd nist.

The route set for the first day was from the club garage,

rewcastle, via Kelso, Moffat, New Galloway, and Newton
tewart to Stranraer, where a stay was made for the night

—

distance of 222 miles. The second day the route was
rom Stranraer, via Castle Douglas, Annan, Canobie, Lang-
olm, Hawick, and Jedburgh, to the club garage again-
further distance of 204 miles, the total mileage being 426|.

At Stranraer there were five competitors standing equal

s regards marking, which pointed to a very keen struggle

3r the premier position. They were G. W. Eaper, E.

)rosier, R. Ellis, R. B. Smith, and E. L. Bates.

The weather remained fine and dry for the second day's

ourney, and ten competitors checked into ^Langholm for

inner, and later at Otterburn for tea, and ultimately at

he clubhouse at the finish of the trial.

Winner of N.S.U. cup and special gold medal, presented
iy Mr. Robson Crosier.—G. W. Raper (6 h.p. N.S.tJ. twin).

Winner of A.C.U. special medal.—R. Crosier (3^ h.p. Ariel).

Winner of silver cigarette case, presented by Sir R. K.
Lrbuthnot, Bart., R.N., for rider who has not previously

<ron a club prize, doing best performance.—J. J. Hall

3^ h.p. Triumph.).
Winners of club gold medals, riders not losing thirty

narks between eight controls, half a minute late or early

tn schedule time representing lo.=s of one mark.—Robert
Sllis (3^ h.p. Special Rex), R. B. Smith (4 h.p. N.S.U.

,

ingle), Geo. Dyson (3^ h.p. Premier), C. Reinhart (3^ h.p.

Triumph), and E. L. BatesN.S.U.), T. Smith . (3^ h.p.

(5 i:.p. N.S.U. and sidecar).

Winners of club bronze medals, riders completing the

course under fortv-eight hours.—J. J. Hail (35 h.p.

Triumph) and T. W'. Hall (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

Hull A.C.C. Reliability Trial to Whitby and back. Some competitors leaviBg

» the Newland control.
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Club News.—
Manchester M.C. Reliability Trial.

The I'fSuJts of the above club's reliability trial on the 31st

ult. to Dolgelly have been returned as follows : Single-

cylinders—1, J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 897.2 marks ;

non-trad© members' prize, A. Moorhouse (3^ h.p. Triumph),
890 marks, also winning the timed hill-climb on formula.

Twin-cylinders—H. Bead (5 h.p. Dot), 885 mark^ ; non-trade

members' prize, J. Smith (5 h.p. Rex), 790 marks; Eastwood

(3^ h.p. Bradbury), mad© fastest time in the hill-climb

en roxite. Maximum number of marks, 900.

Western District M.C. (London).

Owing to the unfavourable weather and greasy condition

of the roads on the 24th ult. the annual hill-climb fixed to

take place on that date was postponed. It has now been
decided by the committee to hold th© event on Saturday,

August 28th. Separate classes will be arranged as follows :

Class 1, lightweights ; Class 2, toiiring machines with single-

cylinders of any capacity ; Class 3, touring machines with
multi-cylinders of any capacity ; Class 4, for racing machines,
including Tourist Trophy models, Speed Kings, etc. Messrs.

I. Babbage and H. J. M. Hughes have been appointed to

act as judges. Results will be decided on A.C.U. formula.

Entries should reach the hon. secretary, Mr. F. H. Mullett,

53, Kingsley Avenue, West Ealing, W., not later than
Monday, the 23rd inst.

Scarborough and District M.C.

On the 2nd inst. the above club h©ld its second annual
speed judging trial at Snainton. The competitors had to

run over a measured half-mile, first at twelve miles an hour,

and then at twenty miles an hour. First prize was won by
Mr. Dale, of Middlesbrough, who was only three-fifths of a

second out on the 20 m.p.h. test; the second prize was won
by Mr. C. Pugh, 10s. out. Mr. V. Topham officiated as

timekeeper. After the competition the members adjourned
to the New Inn, Snainton, for tea. In the evening Mr.
Ringi'ose, of West Ayton, opened the club quarters in

Hibernia Street, which consist of a motor cycle garage with
a reading room and library above. An exhibition of excel-

lent lantern slides was given by the secretary.

Leeds M.C.C.

The hill-climbing competition held on Saturday last was
originally arranged to be held on Otley, Old Chevin, but
one of the residents near by requested the officials to change
the venue as his wife was very ill. He very kindly offered

to present a cup at some future date for competition. A
police sergeant told the officials of another hill, Norwood
Edge, and all the competitors rode there—about five miles
from Otley. One corner of th© hill was found to be very
tricky—almost as bad as Sutton Bank. Several competitors
sustained falls in negotiating this corner. Th© results were :

1, G. Mackay ; 2, Shaw ; 3, A. B. Hughes. Fastest time
was made by the trials hon. sec, -A. E. Bagshawe.
Next Saturday the annual speed trials will be held at

Temple Newsum in conjunction with th© B^radford M.C.C.

AUGUST nth, igog.

Falkirk and District M.C.

A hill-climbing contest was held on Preston Hill, near
Linlithgow, on the 31st ult. The hill selected has two bad
corners, the second of which, known as the " Devil's Elbow,"
is very sharp, and is immediately followed by a fair gradient.
The difficulties in negotiating this second corner were greatly
increased by a quantity of loose metal at the comer, which
accounted for several of the competitors coming to grief.

After the competition the members adjourned to St.
Michael's Hotel, Linlithgow, where they were entertained to
tea by the club. The following is a list of the winners and
their machines in th© order in which they finished.

aass 1—R. Shanks (1| h.p. F.N.) Class 2—A. H. Alex-
ander (3^ h.p. Rex), D. R. Kelly (3^ h.p. Triumph), and R.
H. Salvesen (3-^ h.p. Triumph). Class 3—J. A., Une (4^ h.p.
F.N.), J. M. Dobson (5 h.p. Y.S.), and D. S. Cousins (5 h.p.
V.S.) Class 4 (Mitchell Cup)—Winner,' R. Shanks (1| n.p.
F.N.), A. B. Blane (1| h.p. F.N.) Class 5—D. S. Cousins
(5 h.p. V.S.), G. Kern (6 h.p. N.S.U.), and J. M. Dobson
(5 h.p. V.S.)
D. S. Cousins made the fastest time of the day on hie

5 h.p. V.S. It was a fine exhibition of skilful driving, his
machine taking him up the hill at a great pace, and picking
up after turning the corners in splendid style.

Ulster Centre M.C.U.L

A hill-climbing competition in connection with this centre
took place on the 7th inst. at Magheramorne, Co. Antrim,
under the following conditions : Each competitor to make a
timed trial ascent of the hill, the difference in the times
recorded to represent the handicap, and any rider who in the
hill-climb exceeded his trial time by five per cent, was to-

be considered out of the contest. The timing was done by
a new electric apparatus recently acquired by the centre, and
tills worked without a hitch. The hill proved one of the
best ever selected, the surface being good and the corners
not too dangerous. Details :

Trial times: J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph), 56s.; F. H.
Maclean (3^ h.p. Triumph), 56s.; S. P. Con-y (3^ h.p.
Triumph), 57s. ; J. J. O'Rawe (3^ h.p. Rex), 57^8. ; A. V.
Blake (3^ h.p. ~ ' - -- ----- - - -

Triumph), 60|s.

Placings

:

Compe title

time.
1. J. S. Garrett (3^ h.p. Rex)... 66|s.

2. A. V. Blake (3^ h.o. Triumnh) 58is.

3. S. P. Corry (3^ h.p. Triumph) 57s.

4. F. H. Maclean (3^ li.p. i'rmmph) 56^s.

5. T. T. Maclean (3^ h.p. Triumph) 60|s.

6. J. J. O'Rawe (3^ h.p. Rex)... 57|s.

7. J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) 57^s.

Officials : Starter, R. G. Lindsay ; timekeeper, E. B.
Waring ; stewards, J. J. Kennedy, R. W. Sloan, L. MacLaine,
and H. JJenby.

The open 400 miles reliability trials for the Muratti Trophy
will take place on Monday and Tuesday, August 30th and
31st. Entry forms and all particulars can be had from the
secretary, E. B. Waring, Grand Central Hotel, Belfast.

Triumph), 69s. ; T. T.
J. S. Garrett (3^ h.p. Rex), aSfs.

Maclean (3i h.p.

x), 681-6.

Ha-ndi- Nett
cap. time.

. 12|s. ... 54s.

3s. ... 55|s.

. Is. ... 56s.

. scratch ... 56is.
• 4|s. ... 66^8.

Us. ... 56is.
. scratch ... 57^6.

«*'-«' Sf'"'^

A police sergeant telling a Leeds M.C.C. official of another hill, the one at
Otley, Old Chevin, not being available for reasons stated above.

Competitors in the Leeds M.C.C. annual hill-climbing competition last

Saturday photographed at the viaduct over Ludley reservoir.
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[lub News—
Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held the Yarmouth and back competition
Ji the 17th ult. The course was Walthamstow, Newmarket,
S^orwich, Acle, Yarmouth, and back : distance, 250 mile.*.

Out of thirteen starters, nine comjDleted the journey to

;chedule time, viz. : J. W. Percival (5 h.p. Fafnir tricar),

?. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Eex), F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Erx
md (sidecar),^ W.. H. Applebee (4^ h.p. ilinerva and rido-

^ar), J. ^H. Kerr (5 h.p. Eex and sidecar),' G. Whitler

3^ h.p. Rex), H. Hudson {3^ h.p. Peugeot), W. S. Low
3^ h.p. -'Eex), and D. Fairhead (3^ h.p. J.A.P. Eoyal).

On. August 28th the competition for ]\lr. C4. West's prize

vill be held on a circular course of about twelve miles to be
x>vered four times.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The hon. sec. of the ]\Iotor Cycle Hill-ciimb, W. F." Grew,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry, has received O-ie or two
etters "'regarding the regulations for Class 2, an I as there

-;eems to be some doubt with regard to the equijDment of

machines in this class we are requested to point out to in-

ending competitors that all machines in Class 2 will require

o be fitted with exhaust pipes and efficient silencers.

Entries at ordinary fees will be accepted up to first post

tn-morrow (Tlmrcday) ;'iid at double fees up to Saturday next
first post. Several well-known riders have already entered,

md a fiuccessful competition is practically assured. We hope
to publish a complete list of entrants and their machines
in the issue of August 18th. In the meantime intending com-
petitors are asked to send in their entries without delay.

Ayr ard District M.C.

The above club brought off a double event on Monday
afternoon, tlie 2nd inst., when twenty-two members took

part. The first item consisted of a speed-judging competition,

the participants starting from the headquarters of the club

and riding to Giltreehill Brae, a disitance of seven and a

quarter miles, at various speeds ranging from ten to twenty
mile< an hour, the dift'erent speeds being balloted for before

starting. The winner was Q. Clark (5 h.p. Rex), who was
Im. 65s. fast.

The second event was a hill-climb on the hill above
mertioned. and tliis proved bv far the most interesting and
exciting of the three climbs organised by the club this year.

Ti e hill, which is over half a mile in length, is extremely
steep, and has two right and left-hand bends, on vchich

some of the members came to grief, but, fortunately, without
sustaining any serious injury. The result was based on the

Capacity x Gear x Time
formula, , and the competitors

Weight
were divided into two classes, the results being as under-
noted. -A special prize for the fastest time of the day w^s
won by A. P. Walker on a 5 h.p. Yindec Special.

CiiAss I. (all imder 520 cc. capacity).

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

Jas. McClure (3^ h.p. Triumph)
John Meredith (3,^ h.p. Triumph)
W.Munro (S^ h.p. Brown) ...

Class II. (all over 520 cc. capacity).

A. P. Walker (5 h.p. Vindec Special)

A. Sommerville (5-6 h.p. Roc)
3.>f

Q,. CLirk (5 h.p.- Rex)

Figure of merit.

3.6

11.37

19.2

ty).

X
9.1

39.5

Southampton and District M.C.
A speed-judging competition held last Wednesdav resultedma win for A. G. Butler, E. Prince being second', and W.

Winckworth third.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold its annual hill-climb on Saturday
the 21st inst. The hill will not be announced till the
day of' the competition. This year there will be three classes
—(1) single class touring machmes, (2) twin touring machines,
and (3). single racing class..

J. Eastwood (1909 35 Bradbury), who made fastest time in the
M5n3hesi3r M.C. hill climb, and also accomplished a non-stop
run in the same club's reliability trial. (See below.)

Manchester M.C.

This energetic club held a one day's reliability run on
Saturday last. The course mapped out was a most arduous
one, made more difficult by the heavy roads and almost in-

cessant rain. The competitors numbered ten motor cyclists

and six autocarists, and were despatched from a point close

to Manchester shortly after 8 a.m. Rain continued all the

way through Chester, Wrexham, Chirk, Oswestry to Llan-
fyllin, 76§ miles, where engines were stopped for the first

time while one hour was allowed for lunch. Then by way
of ]\Iallwyd and Dinas ^lawddwy to Bwlch Oer-drws, where
a hill-climb took place up this famous hill. The surface,

generally good, was in a very bad condition, yet three motor
cyclists made a clean ascent. J. Eastwood, 3^ h.p. Brad-
bury, made an absolute non-stop run ; he also did fastet^t

time on the hill. Other competitors to get through were
A. Moorhouse. 3^ h.p. Triumph ; H. Reed, 5 h.p. Dot ; and
J. Smith, 5 h.p. Rex; the remainder retired. The formula
results will be announced later. ^

THE BIRMING'IA'^J v. OXFORD M.C.C. INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMBiNG COMPETITION.
The winning team of the Birminsham uI.C.C. The Oxford Representatives.

Biy
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The Editor does not hold himself responsitle for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters should bs addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full r.cme and adircss.

Silence.

[4180.]—I can corroborate all previous letters r-e the

Clair silencer. Some three montlis ago I fitted one of

these to my 4 h.p.- Bat. and as in Mr. C. Lake's case, my
machine is ninety per cent, quieter than formerly. That
awful, nerve-destroying. G-atling gun effect is entirely

eliminated, and one can now distinctly hear the valves
closing. T(j prove its efficacy one ha® only to open the
cut-out.

I scarcely need add I have no interest in the makers
beyond being a SATISFIED PURCHASER.

[4181.''—Referring to letter 4163 in the issue of the 28th
ult., this is a matter of great interest to me. The distinct

bark of my 35 h.p. is my great bugbear ; with less

noise mv enjoyment would be considerably enhanced.
Explanations are, however, wanted to fully understand how
this butterfly valve at extreme end of 5 feet of exhaust
pipe is operated. Is tlie valve opening instead of the holes
found in all other exhaust boxes?

I should be glad if Mr. Grafton would give us a little

more enlightenment, or tell us where this exhaust trap
can be purchased. J. FALLOW.

[4182.]— I have read with interest the recent corre-
spondence on silencers, and have thought that my personal
experience might prove of assistance to those v^lio are on
the look-out for a really silent exhaust box, giving no back
pressure.

I had tried several, including some home-made ones, until
recently, when I obtained a St. Denis silencer of suitable size,

from United Motor Industries, Ltd., Poland Street, London,
and which after ample trials I can thoroughly recommend for
absolute silence. The first thing that struck me was the
speed I got out of my motor, proving the superiority of the
silencer over what I was using as regards back pressure.
The';6 silencers are strongly made, and at about the usual
price of such articles. E. RYE.

»

Cardiganshire Police aid Motor Cyclists.

[41'83.]~.Seeing farther reference being made to "the
roads leading to Aberystwyth and the police," I think that
if you will permit me to state my case, you will see that
the- comments in The Autocar are not altogether uncalled for.

Last month I was a competitor in a reliability run from
Cardiff to Aberystwyth and back in connection with the
Cardiff M.C., and during that run, on rounding a corner,
about eight miles out on the return journey, I came across
a pohceman, and was called upon to stop. I was then
accused of riding round the corner at the rate of 30 m.p.h.,
the result being that I was fined £2 and £1 Is. costs, and
my licence endorsed, for riding to the danger of the public.
Considering the very sharp bend of the road, and the loose
surface, my contention is that it was impossible to do any-
thing like 20 m.p.h. ; and also, seeing that there was no
habitation of any description and not a soul to be met for
miles but the policeman, I have yet to learn how I rode
to the danger of the public. I may also add that another
of our members was timed over a stretch in the same run,
proved to be doing 20-^ m.p.h., and was only fined £1 and
14s. 61. costs. Is this called justice? H. J. RATCH.
B20

Where Improvement is Needed.

[4184.]—It is quite refreshing to read the inteilige-r

views as expressed b_y >.ir. Edgcomle. which I fully endoT.se

as I consider the so-called carbon deposit to be ninety je

cent, road 9ust.

On a- recent tour of 887 miles I found, on running fron

Birmingham to Soutliampton and taking my cylinder oiJ. a

'much deposit as I found on reaching Durham from Wey
bridge—probably more. Hampshire I consider the very wois

county for dxisty roads.

Two rubber pipes of requisite j?ection for main ar-(

auxiliary air, led, as suggesed by Mr. Edgcombe, tojiandlc

bar via frame, would no doubt' overcome this bugbear.

For the above reason I always when coasting shut the ai

right off with petrol full on.

H. P. LEWIS, Captain "Royal Mail."

Sunday Competitions.

[4185.]—I entirely agree with "Anti-Humbug's" lette

regarding Sunday competitions. Personally, I am not
competition enthusiast, but I think the A.C.U. is very un
reasonable to try to ban any competition" that may be hel.

on a Sunday. Every motor cyclist cannot enter competition

on a week-day. Personally, I cannot see any difference be

tween a party of motor cyclists going for a run of about 10

miles, and a party holding a reliability trial, speed-judgina

or a consumption trial. I think that riders in a competi

tion of that description are no more likely to bring the spor

into disrepute than a party that is out for a run only.

H. W. BEECH.

[4186.]—"The W^andering Worm" in letter 4171

says there is no need for the A.C.U. to speak right out, bu
when this body passes a resolution condemning Sunda
competitions, this ban has a detrimental effect, as instanc

the paragraph page 452 in June 16th issue which calle

attention to the "regrettable" action of certain clubme
in the matter.

Again, it places firms or individuals who offer cups
medals in a quandrous position.

Were it not for the Sunday usage of motor cycles some c

our largest firms would not be of the magnitude they arc

and as pointed out in letter 4154 July 28th issue, by Mi
Wilson- Prosser, Sunday is the only day a large number c

motor cyclists get to hold their harmless competitions.
"Wandering Worm" refers to the N.C.U.'s attitud

twenty years ago, thus confirming Mr. Wilson-Prosser'
reference to the A.C.U. 's attitude as grandmotherly legisls

tion.

The A.C.U. in its duty to the public (referred to b
"Wandering Worm") is acting most unfairly . to a larg

section of motor cyclists affiliated to it, to whom it woul
be better to protect than condemn—the "public" mus
surely be very grateful to them for their attitude.
Meantime, if "Wandering Worm" is on the committe

of the A.C.U., let him propose "that the resolution of th

A.C.U. condemning Sunday competitions be rescinded," an
we can assure him we shall not taunt him that "even
worm can turn."

ANTI-HU:.IBUG.
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Federated Malay States Race Meeting.

[4187.]—On page 403 of the issue of May 26tlr I \vas very
ad to see an iliuj^tration of the competitors in the Ipoh
erak) Federated ilalay States race meeting, held on April

h last. Will you kindly permit me to say that the gentie-

m who supplied j'ou with the result of the races has done
injustice to two competitors in the races, and I liope to

allowed to correct the mistake?
Event 1.—This race vv'as won by Mr. Low Hcot Kee on

3j h.p. Minerva in 2m. 39s., beating iNIr. G. i'. POTSons,
e next fastest, by |s.

p]vent 2, an open handicap with, a flying starL—In this

ce, ]Mr. D. J. Marquess, on a, 3^ h.p. Rex, proved succers-

1, his time being 2m. 38fs., and was awarded the first

ize.

I hope you will kindly publish the above in justice to the

'O competitors.

Perak. ONE OF THE COMPETITORS.

The Six Days' Trials.

[4188.]—(n looking down the columns of the A.C'.U. list

marks lest there is one thing that does not in the least

rprise me, and that is the number of competitors that
ffered accidents, damaged pedals, or footrests. I fully

ree with "Vigilant" when he speaks of bringing the

Dtor cycle into disrepute, and it certainly will be i^o ii

me of the competitors who were riding in the recent trials

ill ride in the same manner. I witnessed the riders about
'o miles out of Whitchurch (Cheshire), and one party ccn-

ting of three took the corner on the right hand side, very
rrowly escaping an accident.' I consider they were going
from sixteen to twenty miles an hour at a point where it

IS impossible to see if anything was approaching on account
the high hedge. I -myself am very fond of an oocafiona)
rint, but not around a dangerous corner. The only way
counteract this is to ride with greater caution around

mgerous parts of the roads, and upon motor cyclists it

incumbent to do so. J. A. P.

<THt)

Standard Machines.
[4189.]—Our attention has been drawn to a paragraph
jpeiring in " Ixion's " notes under the abf)ve heading, and
iv, if allowed to go unchallenged, is likely to hit the
roducer of the small makes unfairly.

To explain. Believing the X.L.G. to be possessed of a

eful turn of speed, we introduced it at Brooklands. It is

o.v common knowledge that it won the first motor cycle race
eld there, and has won cons>istentlv ever since. Brooklands
ing a racing track, we naturally entered racing models

) compete vsrith racing models.
Our touring models, while embodying the special features
hich have made for such satisfactory results, so far as
3eed is concerned, are, of course, equipped in a suitable
lanner to secure to the rider the maximum of comfort on
le road.

It is therelore incorrect for your contributor to base any
rgiiment as to the genuineness or otherwise of a machine on
le premise which he advances that he could use one of our
ncir.g machines for road competitions. The specifications of

ur touring and our racing machines are entirely different,
nd are clearly set out with illustrations in our catalogue.
We have felt this letter necessary in justice to there
wne;s of N.L.G. machines who may desire to enter com-
etitions open to standard touring machines .

THE NORTH LONDON GARAGE.

The Lightweight Question Again.
[4190.]—I feel it my duty to say a lew words in praise

f the 1\ h.p. lightweight. I am an amateur owner, and
f my Motosacoche daily for my work. I have had it for
year now, and have just returned from a 545 miles tour

ver all sorts and conditions of roads, including the Peak
>istrict. Potteries, and the cobble-paved towns of Lanca-
ure, finishing up along the grand old North Road into
iOndori. During the whole time I adjusted the platinum
oints twice (ignition, accumulator, and coil), this being
re only adjustment required. I had no punctures and ro
elt troubles, tho-ao;h perhaps I should say I freshened up
!re ends of the belt three or four times. I had to pedal
n some hi'ls in the Peak District, but it wa? rltoq-e''-cr
most enjoyable tour, and a credit to the ]\Iotosaroche.

Jeedless to say, I am not interested in the trad% but only
satisfied user of a splendid little machine. M. R. C. S.

6og

[4191.]—Your correspondent, "Ex-Lightweight," in The
Motor Cycle of July I4th last, make-s an interesting and not
unfair comparison between light and heavy motor bicycles,
.summing up in favour of the latter.

I am, however, ona of those vsrho aisagiee with him, but
do not do so without giving him credit for his opinions.
The que-stion .turns, of course, upon what one reeds. I

have ridden motor bicycles from their earliest days, and
have tried nearly every type in that period. While admitting
that the heavy machines have their good points, I personally
am going back to the lighter types, mainly because they r.ie

BO handy, safe on greasy roads, and remarkably economicil.
Moreover, it must not be forgotten that lightweight mo! or

bicycles have been remarkably improved of late, the use of

a small magneto making them simplicity itself.

I have been riding three different makes of light motor
bicycles this season, but most of my experierce has been
with the 2 h.p. Moto-Reve. As it does not exceed 90 lbs.

or so in weight, it is difficult to ask for more in this respect,

while the power is ample if one takes the tronble to keep
the machine in good order. Certainly mine is sufficient for

average needs, as it climbs gradients of one in feven without
difficulty, while attaining a good thirty-five miles on the
level. What I like, to6, about the machine is the go itle

turning movement of the engine, owing to its having two
cylinders. With a machine of this type there is less

temptation to " let her go," which, unfortunately, becomes
an expensive proceeding in these days of Swiss stop-watches..

Perhaps the usual disclaimer as to trade interest is

unnecessary. A. J. McKINNEY.

In the last A.C.U. Quarterly Trials C. J. Janssen, a Danish rider, made his

debut on a Moto Reve.

[4192.]—It is with great reluctance that I write on the

above question, as I am a lightweight enthusiast myself, but

I should not like to make such claims as " AN 863 " does. He
states he would be pleased to meet any 3^ h.p. machine in a

traffic riding test and on a long journey. Well, granted that

a lightweight does score in traffic (though I find my heavy-

weight perfectly manageable), I would remind him that

only a very small fraction of one's riding is done through
traffic, and, further, that a 'fifty miles road scramble would
not do any good to the sport or prove the worth or otherwise

of a machine.
At present I ride a 35 h.p. medium weight, and am per-

fectlv satisfied, but if I had the money to buy another
machine, the Douglas would be one of the machines I should
consider before I made my choice. It will be seen, therefore,

that I am perfectly unbiassed.

I am constantly riding in the company of others with high

and low-powered machines, and find on the road I can keep
up with even the fastest twin, simply because the rider has
more power than he wants, on the level. But I know that

I should be hopelessly left if he liked to " let her out " a bit.

In the same way, I have no doubt a Douglas could keep up
a comfortable touring speed in the best of company, but if

it came to a question of surmounting freak hills, or seeing
who could do the greatest possible distance in the shortest

possible time, the lightweight would be sure to be left. It

would not be a fair test. 2| |h.p. against 3^ h.p. or 5 h.p.

E. M. OLIVER.
B21
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Interchangeability.

[4193.] — Referring to the letter of. Dr. Charles S.

,

Patterson. M.B., M.U.G.S., in your number of July 14th, I

am ^kid to be able to state that I have proved the" Humber'
motor bicycle to be interchangeable. I have one' of their

1909 3^ h.p. models, w^hicli I find to be an ex~ellent machine,

and will take sidecar anywhere. On two or three occasions

I have wanted replacements, and in each case I have received

them by return, and they have fitted exactly. "What is more,

I have found them a most obliging firm.

At Whitsuntide I was passing through Coventry, when I

thought my machine required a little adjustment. I took it

to their works. They immediately put tliree mechanics at it,

who found out that the engine simply required cleaning,

which they did whilst I waited, and for which they made
no charge. I think the Doctor might do worse than purchase

a 1909 Humber. WALTER BUCKERIDGE.

Lubrication.

[4194.]—^Might I make a suggestion as to the lubrication

of motor cycle engines and the carbonisation nuisance?
Under the present system of pump and splash, what happens
is this. A charge of oil is pumped in. The crank case then
liolds a lot more oil than is necessary for proper lubrication.

Some of this oil gets on to the top" of the piston, and is

trapped there. After a few miles' running the oil gets low
in the crank case, and not enougli is thrown up into the

cylinder to lubricate it properly. Consequently the' piston

gets hotter than it should, and promptly carbonises the
trapped oil. This happens every time a fresh charge is

pumped in.

Makers shield themselves behind " high compression," while
I am convinced that it is nothing but the imperfect system
of lubrication. '

Given a drip feed lubricator, pressure fed from the
exhaust, or a pump on the lines of that on the Stanley
steamer, the nuisance of taking' the engine down every, 1,000
miles would vanisli, .:nd the consumption of oil be greatly
reduced.

I .should be glad to hear some other riders' opinions of this
subject. 4169.

The checking point at Salisbury in the Lond>n-Land's End-London Run. The
rider m the foreground is A. T. Stanton (3J Bradbury), one of the survivors.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill Climb.
[4195.]—I enclose copy of a letter I have addressed to the

hon. secretary of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C •

To Eric W. Walford, Esq.,
Hon. sec. Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.

Dear Sir,— I have had forwarded to me from the hon. sec.
of the Bradford M.C.C. a batch of circulars re your open
climb, which you propose to hold on the 21st inst.
As a rider who sometimes competes in open climbs, I

beg to strongly object to the enforcing of some of the regu-
lations which appear on your circular, as by .so doing I
consider you are giving your own members a tremendous
advantage.
The regulation which I consider is the one to be most

cavilled at is No. 18, which states that the ratio of gearing
must be stated on the entry form, and checked at the
scales, and then remain unaltered.

B22

Now, seeing that you give ab.solutely no particulars of th
hill, such as gradient or length, how in the name of all tlia

is wonderful is a competitor to arrive at the correct gea
ratio to u.se in the competition? Supposing a competitc
enters for both classes, and finds in his first ascent that hi

gear is too low, why, in the interest of true sport, shoul
you prevent him from making any alteration he may thin
fit to the ratio of his gear?

In the case of your own members, who will assuredl
be acquainted with the hill, you give a great advantags
as they will know from experience what gear is suitabh
That the .venue of the climb is as a matter of fact know

to your own members mav be concluded from the wording <

Reg 10.

Personally, I am of the opinion that it is folly, an
asking for accidents, not to a low competitors at lea.st on
trial ascent, especially if the hill has any curves, for i

is to be remembered that machines are faster a lot thi

year than last, and bends which could be taken "all out
without practice last year may lequire more careful manag
nieut to negotiate this year.

Further, I should like to know what chance you expec
a moderate powered twin -of , say, 4 h.p. or 5 h.p. to ha-v

in Class 2? It is a foregone conclusion that a machine c

this type cannot win on formula, neither is it to be expecte
to beat a machine of, say, 9 h.p. on time.

You cannot possibly efficiently cater for the large variet

of machines which are ridden to-day with only two classej

Six or eight classes at least should appear on the programm
of an open event.

I write this letter not as a personal grievance, but o
behalf of what I feel must be a large number of mote
cyclists, and I know from experience, as Trials' Hon. Set

of the Bradford M.C.C, that regulations such as have bee
framed by the Coventry and W'arwickshire M.C. are boun
ultimately to create discontent amongst competitors.

FELIX SCRIVEN.
[We are assured that the venue of the competition is on]

known to a sub-committee of four members of the Coventr
and Warwickshire ]\1.C.

—

Ed.]

Passenger Motor Cycles.

[4196.]—Some short tiir.e back I read with great interes

an article and some correspondence in your columns heade
"Is the Tricar Dead?" Being the proud owner of a

"A.C." tricar I can say to the above question, " Emphat'
cally no!" I bought one ct these machines about thre

monthy ago, and although I knew nothing whatever abou
motors I started driving it the day it was delivered, an
have never yet been hung up on the road. I have don
several long runs with my wife, and only recently did fift

miles one day, seventy 'the next, and on the third day tli

tricar came tlirough the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials of 12

miles with a non-stop, and immediately after I had to dri\

it home about twenty-five or thirty miles more. It wer
with clockwork regularity all the way through, and finishe

right up to time. It seems very light on tyres, petrol coi

sumption about forty-five miles to the gallon, but I unde
stand' the machines are capable of doing sixty, and tl

makers are confident I shall get this out of it as ^soon ;

they have adjusted the carburetter, which they are no
doing. It has a good turn of speed, being capable of averai

ing twenty-five miles an hour, and is a very good hil

climber. It is beautifully sprung, and my wife says si

finds it as comfortable as a car. Being air-cooled there a

no winter troubles in the way of freezing to look forward t

For anyone who wants a cheap, light, and reliable runabo
this is the machine for him. I live near Guildford, ar

would be pleased to show the tricar to anyone and give
short trial run. I have no connection with the make
(Auto Carriers, Ltd.), but write simply as a very satisfii

and enthusiastic private owner.
RONALD C. LAMPSON

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Remo " would like readers' experiences of the 3^ h.

Premier motor cycle.

"Excelsior" would like to hear from any rider w
has converted a 3^ h.p. old pattern Excelsior motor bicyi

to modern design.

A postcard unsigned bearing the St. Leonards-on-Sea po
mark asks for experiences with the Root and Clark t'w'o-spe

gear, and address of the makers.
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Gold Medal Award, and

Absolute Reliability.

3IX DAYS TRIALS

!

GOLD MEDAL awarded for best performance en privately-

owned machine was fitted with the genuine ROC Clutch and
Two Speed Gear Conversion Set.

SCOTTiSH TRIALS: Northampton, 26th July, 1909.

It is with great pleasure that we testify to the absolute
reliability of the Roc clutch and two speed gear used in these
trials. It was generally acknowledged that this was the most
severe test that has ever been held, and with a 3 h.p. engine to
average 20 miles an hour (no time being allowed for stopping at
controls) over the worst roads possible to find, it goes without
saying that there cannot be any spare time for adjustments, in
fact, not a single adjustment of any kind whatever was necessary,
except to straighten a footrest which became bent owing to a
bad fall. THE ADVANCE MOTOR MANUFACTURING- CO. , LTD.

Both above results were accomplished on ROC Standard Conversion Sets. These sets are now adaptable
to ANY make of machine. Time for fitting only occupies a few days. The new ball bearing arrangement
is the finishing touch to the greatest improvement ever added to the motor cycle.

Write for booklets of—
(1) ROC Military Models: 4 h.p. Singie Cylinder; 5-6 h.p. Twin Cylinder.

(2) ROC Clutch and Gear Conversion Sets, with live axle hand startinv.

A. W. WALL, LTD., Qoc Motor Cycle Works, Aston Dead and Dartmouth St., BIRMINGHAM.

r PONDER OVER THIS,
ONE-AND ONE OMUY.

3, 4. 5, etc., H.P.

Engines

have to be

pedalled up hills.

Vide

Six Days' Trials

AND IT WON

GOLD
MEDAL

MOXOSAOOOHB
was entered in SIX DAYS' TRIALS, AND IT FINISHED.

There is NOTHING WONDERFUL about this for a MOTOSAOOCHE but we
would like to draw your attention to the fact that it was an

ABSOLUTELY STANDARD ENGINE.
Verbum sat sapienti.

65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

//( nii^u-rr'oiq llii'-^e advert lie iiif iii.i it (x dr.<i/-alli: to im--ntiOii " 7'7ie Ji[-^*'-'r C]/rh.'\ B23
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-of thi; skilful tourist.

The success

of your tour

depends upon
equipment
And, as in every undertaking, upon MENTAL
eciuipment very largely.

Therefore make " Useful Hints and Tips for

Motor Cyclists " your inseparable companion. It

will go into any of your jacket pockets, a vest

pocket with a squeeze, or occupy the smallest
space (4|in. x 6in.) in the kitbag.

It is full of useful wrinkles and selected para-

graphs of information from "The Motor Cycle"
on all points connected with the running, man-
agement, and repairing of motor bicycles and
tricars.

Fill in .and post the form below, and save tink-

ering, trouble, and waste of time. Perhaps the

best feature in the book is its absolute ease of

reference.

You can turn it

up in a second in

Hints and Tips
For Motor Cyclists.

ORDER FORM,
To Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, E.G.

Please send me one copy of " Hints and Tips

for Motor Cyclists." Remittance value 1/2

herewith.

Name

Address

IlIFFE & SONS LTD , 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

//( an.-<H'pnru/ Un.<. aclv<:it'is> invnl U ].< Uitfiraliit to nivntion ' 77/t M'J'r Cycle.
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B. &B.
THE HALL MARK

OF THE BEST.

Efficiency,

Lightness,

and

Strength

with

Low Petpol

Consumption.

Bowden Licence-

BROWN & BARLOW, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

A.C.U. July Quarterly Trial.

ONE 3ih.p. MIDGET
Bicar entered and

Made NON-STOP RUN.

OOIVIPAOT AND REI.IAB

Special features.—Patented channel steel
girder frame, Druid spring forks, spring
footboards, gear driven H.T. magneto,
"Amac" carburetter, handlebar control,
variable pulley, stand, large petrol and
oil capacixy, low and comfortable riding
position.

PRICE 38 GUINEAS.
Gradual Payments arranged. Write for list of our

latest model with geared handle starting.

J. T. BROWN & SONS,
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS,

Oxford Street, HEADING.

Bowden
Twin -lever

Handle-bar

Control.

The

BOWDEN

Petrol

Strainer

•

—

G

Prevents choking

of the carburetter.

PRICE 3/=,

PRICE, complete with

Bowden Wire Mechanism,

from 8/8.

Ditto, ditto, with stan-

dard carburetter attach-

ments, from 14/6.

MIBACULUM
cures punctures

automatically.

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.,

29, Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Road,

LONDON, E.G.

THE

9

has again shown its

constancy,
by making a Non-stop Run, and gaining

full points, in the Third Quarterly

Trials, held on Wednesday, July 28th,

the machine being the same as ridden

by Mr. Pratt, who was one of the

winning team in the recent 1,000 Miles

Reliability Trials.

Sole London and District Agents—THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.,

292, High Holborn, W.C.

PHELON & MOORE, Ltd.,

CLECKH EATON, YORKS.

Jn answering these advertisements it is iesirnhle to ment'ion " The Motor Cycle." B25
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

lumns—9d, per line of 8 words ; minimum,
ro lines. Name and address must be counted,

lus

—

Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/O
Three lines {24 words or'Iess) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

1 the case of Trade Advertisements a series oj

irteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

icompinied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycl3," Coventry.

) ensure insertion letters should be posted in

me to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

)ventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by the

'^ednesday afternoon previous to the date of

iblication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ate distinctly under what heading and in what
sue the announcement appeared.

:lassification by locality.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
3tor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

cts, as many readers lil^e to know what machines are

: sale m their immediate neighbourhood before going
rther afield.

an showing division of England into Sections.

section I.

Cumberland, Durham,orthumberland,
VVestmareland.

SECTION II.

3rk and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

irnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
ottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
jrfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
orcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth

Glamorgan, Carmarthen. Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Icucester, Oxford, Buckngham. Berks, Wilts and Hants
L-hannel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
ertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
)merset, Devon, DorFet. snH Cornwall.

SECTION X.
otland.

SECTION XI.
;land and Isle of Man.

LARGE STOCKS

!

NO "CROCKS'!
AT THE

PREMIER
WORKS.

The following have all been EXAMINED
at our Works. Any machine may be had
on APPROVAL.

Second-hand Machines in Stock.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.
REX Tourist, 1909, magneto, 3^ h.p., good as new £34
TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, 3i h.p., good condi-

tion, perfect running order £26
VINDEC, si h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, just

overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated £25
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, two-

speed gear, perfect order £25
N.S.U., zj-h.p., magneto, two-speed gear, 1907 .. £21
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, 1908, perfect £22
ROC, 3* h.p., magneto, clutch, good order £14
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., low Chater-Lea frame,

handle-bar control attractive motmt £14
REX, 'o6t 3 i h.p., good order £10
REX, '05, 3J h.p £9
LINON, 3* h.p., very good order £8
EXCELSIOR, 2i h.d., very powerful £8
MINERVA, 2i h.p £6 10
WERNER, IJ h.p., running order £4

TWIN-CYLINDER.
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 1909, like new £42
N.S.U., 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, two-speed £34
ROC-PEUGEOT, magneto, 5 h.p., 1908 £35
ROC, 1909, run 300 miles only, special bargam .

.

£41
REX, 1906, splendid condition , £15
REX, 1906, excellent order and condition £14
KERRY, 5 h.p., low saddle, handle-bar control .

.

£17
FAIRY Lightweight, 1909, ridden 200 miles .... £24
MOTO-REVE, very little used £25

TRICARS, ETC.
LITETTE, 1908, water-cooled, grand order and

condition £45
CHATER-LEA tricar, Garrard engine, excellent

machine £10
HUMBERETTE car, fine bargain £30

Fullest particulars of any of above on application.

WE STTPPLY ALL MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES.
EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

OUR LOW SEAT-PILLAR.

/^ Fits all makes.

^' - -— ) Carries any weight.

Converts the old high
frame machines irito

'' ' )^--"^
c modem designs.

Nickel-plated, 5/6 each.

Special Long Handle-bars for use with above, if required
6/6 each.

Discount to Trade. Sent on Approval.

ALL OUR GOODS ARE SENT ON
APPROVAL.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone 4310. Telegrams, " Primus, Birmingham."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, irtters mav

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " O:
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra
and three stamped ancf addressed envelopes must be
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appe;
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "

ora, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if

" Lond
U added to the address, then to tlie number given
The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM, -wa
Persons -who hesitate to send monev to unknown per

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of
Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited with "
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this receipt,
upon intimation or the arrival and acceptance 'of
goods, tlie money is forwarded less a charge of is.
registration. The time allowed for a decision after rec
of the goods is three days. For all transactions exceei
^10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged,
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and chec
and money orders should be made payable to llifie
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
silence as an indication that the eoods advertised 1

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive
miny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to (

le by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Comberland, Durham,
Westmoreland.

1ih.p. Motosacoohe, perfect order; cheap.—J. Weall
4 Denwiok, Alnwick.

4ih.p. 4-cvl. F.N., masneto, perfect, 1907; £2
4 Pickering, Hart Ed.. West Hartlepool.

TRIUMPH, 1908, perfect condition, Dunlop t
(new). Premier searchlight; £36.—J. Morlev, 1

don Sq., Whitley Bay.

1 009 Bradbury, 3ih.p., new June, only done
J-*J miles, all accessories; illness reason selling; i

—20, Whitehall Terrace, Sunderland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

08 Triumph, in grand condition; £33. — Gi
Triuiupn agent, Botherham.

07 Triumph, handle-bar control : £25, complel
Cross, Triumph ajjent, EctherUam.

OUGLAS. Lincolii E'.k, Norton, and Ariel m
cycles in stock.—Gourlay, Fallowfleld.

31.h.p. Riley, fine motor cycle, £15; also smart tra:

2 £2 IDs.-20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

T-8h.p. Minerva, 1908. will take sidecar anywhen
perfect order, spares; £30.-14, Fir St., Sheffl

1 Q09 Rex, 3ih.p., new; quick sale, accept £29,
-i-iJ gain; no ofiers.—Cochrane, Victoria Bri
Manchester.

DOUGLAS, 1909. 2fh.p., twin-cyl., new, ridden
miles only; take £26.—Cochrane, Victoria Bri

Mancliester.

23.h.p. Kerry, new tyre and accumulator, 26 by 2,
4 grey, fast; for cash, £10.—Barker, Aldboro

Darlington.

TEIUMPH, 1909, like new, Cowey's 8peedom(
lamp, and all spares ; £40.—Smith, IDS, Hodf

St., Sheffield.

REX, late 1908, Tourist, ball bearing engine,
feet ; reasonable ofier wanted.—W rite, 39, Bed

Ed., Southport.

Oh.p. Minerva, Barlow carburetter, copper torj

/W taak, spring forks, low, French grey; £9. —
Hall St., Soutlipoit.

REX, 34h.p., 1908 (new), Amac H.B. control: of

or exchange Triumph or twin Vindec— S. L. I
shall, Knaresborough.

TEIUMPH, 3jh.<p., magneto, handle-bar control,

condition, all accessories; sacrifice £27.-23, 0:

St., Leigh, -Lancashire.

6 h.p. Twin Maxim, J.A.P. engine, and Montgoi
sidecar, perfect ; £30.—Wtiiteley. o3. Hartini

St., Barrow-in-Furness.

HUMBEE, 3ih.p., two-speed gear, new May, only

a few hundred miles^ client buying car; £4
nearest offer.—Dean, Carnforth.

TEIUMPH. 3h.p., reliable machine, magneto ig^-i

enamelling, plating, and tyres good; 20 guii

—Dean, Carnforth.

19
19
D

!6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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rOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Twin Sarolea, with forecarriage, nearly new, in

•feiH order ; £35, or oii'er ; owner buying car.—

8, West Bank, Stamford Hill, N.

3ih.p. Triumph, perfect condition, 'N.A.B. seat-

jillar, spares, new Palmer cord bark; best offer.

The Motor Circle Otnces, Coventry.

iVhite and Poppe, Enileld frame. Brooks saddle,

)w position, Lcnguemare carburetter, condition
£14 10s.—73, Clmrch St., Camberwell.

Featherweight, ?ih.p., 1908, magneto, tyres un-
Mtured, absolutely perfect condition; £16, genu-
torist, 89, Orford Ed., Walthamstow.

Lightweight, Werner engine, condition as new,
ight 84 lbs. ; £12 10s. cash, or easy terms ar-

-115. Boundary Rd., St. John's V ood.

Res (1907), in really good condition, spring
forks, Palmer cords, lamp, and horn; £15.—
Garage, 418, Komford Ed., X<ore.st Gate.

) Bargain.—6-8h. p. Fairy motor cycle, good
idition, spare accumulator, pump, and tools; £14.
Hall and Co., Garage, Blackheath, S.E.

4-cyL F.N., 42-h.p., footboards, all spares, several

efinements, in perfect order; £29.—Harvey, 47,
lambeth Ed., Vauxhall. Tel.: 3134 Hop.

ES and Co., N.S.TI. Agency. 275, High St..

ton. have a few brand new N.S.U.'s at very low
(.xohanges entertained; deferred payments.

6h.p Twin N.S.IT., spring forks, magneto igni-

ion, two speeds and free engine, spare tyre, belt,

ools, etc. ; £33.-33, Bridge Ed., Usbridge.

fh.p. Eoyal Sovereign, in splendid condition,
t, and reliable; £12, 35h.p. Kerry, in new con-
iroughout; great bargains.—51, Burnt A.sli Ed.,

[Via Motor Cycle, low, fast goer, excellent con-
ion, £14; also in.p. motor cycle, in good going
nd condition.—Hewett, 99, Churchfield Ed.,
;v.

4jh.p., excellent condition, handle-bar control,
y flexible, tools, spares, complete ; £24 ; seen
d by appointment.—Fabrique, 72, Vincent Sq.,
ister.

Quadrant for sale, Simms-Bosch magneto, new
ist October, a honest bargain to anyone want-
rst-class machine, £25, or ofiers.—35, Athelstan
rgate.

25h.D. Lishtweisht. Palmers, spring forks and
,ar. BlOO saddle, not run 2,000 miles, grand
lachine, perfect order; £20.—Shrimpton, St.

Dhanet.

'^.S.U. Twin, brand new Bosch magneto, ' lin.
t, 26in. wheels, 1908 specification; iB38,; apprc-
hanges entertained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U.
Acton.

l-EEVE. late 1908, spare back wheel and tyre,
ngine overhauled, perfect condition ; £24. —
6a. High St., Hampstead. Telephone, 2085
jmpsteadL

^ON.—To commence motor cycling buy a second-
id machine from ma. Wlieu you have learnt I
lange it for a new one, and allow you more than
me for it.

?0N. — 3-jh.D. Quadrant, spring forks, most ex-
lent condition, quite equal to any 1909 model;

?0N. — 3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, fine ma-
ne, low, thoroughly reliable; exceptional bar-

JOs.

CON. — Clearance of good sound reliable ma-
nes at £8 each. Stand expert examination,
rde, H.B. control, 2ih.p. light Chater-Lea-Scout,
erry, fine machine. Secure one of these genuine
at once. Do not delay.

PON. — Bradburys and Moto-Eeves from stock

;

lis; easy payments.— 619, lea Bridge Ed., Ley-
don.

N.S.TT., brand new, magneto, lin. belt, 26in.
•heels. 1908 specification; £30; approval; ex-
entertained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.TT. Agency,

., Acton. ^

Twin Kerry and Sidecar, in perfect order,
little's belt lamp, horn, and full set of spares
s; £25, complete, would separate.—71, Gibbon
igston, Surrey.

NEE, 3h.p., very low, Michelin tyres and tubes,
idjustable pulley, C.A.V. coil, spares, .splendid
1

: £9 IDs., or cycle and cash.-33, Cadogan
Victoria Park.

•SACOCHE, magneto, spring forks, tandem
es. Bates non-skid, verv little used, perfect con-
ccesscries; £24 10s.—Eason, Post Office, Strand-
, Chiswick, W.
lobart, Chater-Iica, magneto, Amac carburetter,
idle-bar controlled, torpedo tank, footboards, very
' three months old; £23.—Eastern Garage, 418,
Ed., Forest Gate.

De Dion, Eoc clutch, and two-speed gear, spring
Jrks. Chater-Lea fittings, handle-bar control,
built; must sell; £20. sacrifice.- 17, Kenmure

re St., Hackney, London.

RE Deciding on anv motor bicycle or tricar
' on or write to Pullman Bros., London Ed.,
London, who have the best selection of ma-

1 London; motor bicycles fiom £4.

AUDES'
HALIFAX and LONDON.

BRADBURY, 1909 model, magneto, spring
forks, practically new, not done 200 miles

ROVER, 3 h. p., low built, handle-bar control,
smartly enamelled, in splendid condition

MINERVA, 4i h.p., rgoy model, Longuemare,
2-^in. Continental tyres, spring forks ....

BAT, 3J-4 h.p., spring frame, footrests, 26in.
wheels, low built, vertical, long bars ....

BRADBURY, rgoS model, latest Bradbury
spring-forks, in Ar condition throughout,
only- done about 500 miles, will climb
anyth.ng

MINERVA, 3 J h.p. vertical engine, 26in.wheels,
spring forks

REX, 3^ h.p., r9o6 model, spring forks, spray,
good order throughout

ALCYON, 4J- h.p., twin Minerva engine, spring
forks, very good condition

TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low built,

aluminium finish, splendid condition
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring lorks, good

tvrrs, etc

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., rgoS model, twin-
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order ....

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car-
buretter

RIP, si h.p., Peugeot engine, spring frame,
Longuemare spray carburetter, footrests,

low built, unscratched
RILEY, 35 h.p., 26in. wheels, spray, trembler,

low built, long bars, etc

£26
£14
£23
£15

£25
£16
£15
£17
£17
£10
£25
£9

£18
£14

Ti^lCARS.
REXETTE Tricar, 8-ro h.p., two speeds and i?CA

reverse, open frame, water cooled, perfect ~tJ"

E.NGI ^E.S
AUTO-MOTO, si h.p., A.O.I.V., in good work-

ing order £3 10
CUNARD, 3 h.p., A.O.I.V., ia good working

order £3

60/- deposit secures under-mentioned, balance 5 /-

weekly

—

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., soray £8
SINQER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2J- h.p., geared pulley £8
PHCENIX, aJ-h.p., J.A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, iS-h.p., coil and accumulator £S
EXCELSI0R,"'2t-h.p., spray £8

We carry an e.xceeclingly large stock ot new and
second-hand motor cycle accessories at London.
Prices lowest.

QA/ Beautiful Forecsr Attacnment,
»'"' wheels. Dunlop tyres.

26in. 90/-
PH C Screw-cutiing Latiie, 6 J in. centres, eft. i?-j K
*'-*-'J bed, back geared, compound rest, *A«J

22 change wheels, overhead reverse

motion.

£Q Forecarriage, PtJtEI^IX, practically pc
*-' new, 1909 model, not ridden above ^O

fifty miles.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1

Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) 3/6
Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) 2/11
Trinote Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality pair 5 /6

Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends ,, 6 /6

We have special facilities for the repairing of mag-
netos at London. Best work. MorVr-ite r^T^o.-

CUINCHER TY«ES.
31 /6 FOR 25/-

Genuine
f 26 X 2:}in. )

\ 26 X 2in.
J

Clincher studded
Covers.

Maker's price, 3r /6 Our price 25 /-

All brand new 1909 goods, and in no way faulty or

perished. APPROVAL.
Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5/6 ; Grey, 6/-

Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowances on Old Covers.

High-class Motor OvclPS Wanted tor Cash.

NOTE THE ADDRESSES:

Powell St., vSaHal HALIFAX.
Telephones: 433 day. 904 nig;ht.

Telegrams

Also
at
Telephone 55

Petrol, Halifax.

136, Great Portland Street
<°?^^'°'^'

Mavfair.

Street),

l-ONOOiSI, W,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Vindec Special, two-speed gear, B. and B. car-

buretter, with Mills-Fulford easior wheel sidecar,
ideal combination, carefully u.sed, conaition as new; £40
—A.D., 14. Sheldon Rd., Crickeewocd, jN.W.

4 h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea, quite- like new, Bosch mag-
neto, handle-bar control, Druid .spring forks, foot-

boards, new nou-.skid and belt, lamp, horn, spares ; £32.—
Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

I Olh.p. Ariel Lightweight, splendid condition througli-
]^2 out. Dunlop tjres, easy starting, reliable, fast ir

required, just the thing for a beginner ; £20, or neares
[

cash ofier.—Marriage, flarptree, iierton Park, Surrey

5 h.p. Rex, Fuller coil, three accumulators, new tyres.
Nonpariel gear, headlight, stand, all in perfect

j

condition aud running order, quantity spares; death
'causes sale; first reasonable oiler.—H. Kirk, The Elms,
• Mnrtlake.
I

41h.p. Minerva Twin (October, 1908), spring forks,
2 magneto, Amac handle-bar controlled carburetter,

stand, carrier, spare petrol tank, tools, spare.-;, head-
light, hern: £28.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Ed..
Forest Gate.

LATEST 4ih.p. Chater-Lea Motor Cycle and sidecar,
magneto, spring fcrks. No. 6 frame, etc., only four

months old, and cost £55, sacrifice £27 ; wanted. Sun-
beam pu.sh cycle.—J. Sallows, 23, Lillington St., Bel-
gravia, London.

T> AEA Avis. — 3b. p. Advance, variable gear, pulley,

I

-CV Palmers, Derniatine, footrests stand, lamp, horn,

]

carrier, spare new tyre and valves, perfect condition, and
ready for touring; iO guineas.—Rolie Goode, 163, Stock-
.sell Ed., S.W.

7 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, spring forks,,

spring fcotboards, tcp tube 28in. from ground; will

ride 40 miles to intending purchaser ; very compact, and
not troublesome; £25: expert examination invited.- 9,
Moreton Terrace, Pimlico.

3J,h.p. White and Poppe, Chafer No. 6 frame, spring;

4 footboards and .seat-pillar. Brooks saddle. leather
non-skid back, Dunlop front,' new leather belt, spare
valves and cover: anv examination; price £15.—Page,
74. East Hill, Dartf.jd, Kent.

4jLh.p. Stevens, Chater-Lea frame, very low, with 2&
2 by 2i Palmer cord tyres and plated wheels, new

Bradbury spring forks, also footboards and variable

puUev; .sacrifice £18; all as new.—Apply, H. Sweetland
13, Angus St., New Cross, S.E.

PEACTICALLY New 3h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2i
Peter-Unions, 26in. wheels, all tools, lamp, horn,

etc., enamelling and plating not scratched, fine running
order, guaranteed not done 150 miles; selling, ill-health

:

£24 10s., all complete, great bargain.—Benn, 105, Bol-
sover St., W.
5 h.p. Twin Chater-l'euge.it, very low, handsome foot-

boards, tyres equal new, both with unpunctured
detachable tubes, just fitted new bushes, handle-bars,

contacts, mudguards, etc., Longuemare, accumulators,
many spares ; cash offers wanted.—186, Peckham Eye-,

S.E.

TO Speed Merchants.—Tourist Trophy Triumph, 1909.
the identical machine which won the Easter Plate-

at Brooklands, Easter, speed nearly 60 m.p.h., complete
with two toolbags full of spares and tools, lamp,
born, generator, tyres new, just been re-enamelled; a

splendid barciain, price £45, or nearest ofier.—Apply,
W. H. Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

31.h.p. 1909 J.A.P., Chafer frame and spring forks,

2 J.A.P. speed gear, splendid for sidecar work,

J.A.P. automatic lubrication and carburetter, handle-

bar control, 26 bv 2iin. tyres, unpunctured, carrier,,

stand, spare inlet and exhaust valves, complete with
.springs and cotters, everything complete, new in June-

this year, ridden 150 miles, too fast for owner; would
exchange for lower power and cash, or sell' £35, cost

£50.-13, Weighton Ed., Anerlejs S.E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

23.h n. Antoine, Dunlops, spray, complete, splendid

4 'climber; £10, exchange Sih.p.—Skellern, Salt-

ash.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

MOTO'^ACOCHE,' 1909, magneto, new in May, Clir-

cher tyres, spring forks stand, carrier, etc. ; £23..

—Ferguson, 8, Montagu Terrace, Edinburgh.

DE DION Lightweight, vertical, 1909 Brown and
Barlow carburetter, handle-bar control, tyres per-

fect, tubes unpunctured, Ukantes stand, fine appearance

low, comfortable, ridden 100 miles last week; £20, or

nearest ofier.—Brown, Paxton, Berwick-on-Tweed.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
MONET Wanted.—Water-cooled tricar, two-speed, run-

'ning order; offers.-Leigh, Ash, Dover.

_£»14_4-th.p., open frmae, wheel^steering, three-speed ;-

M.

triaf run.—481, Katherine Ed., Forest Gate.

jLh.p. Water -tu^.icu ^.,..^1 ^...,.^.^ -^- ,

• 2 car tyres ; £20.—Lees, Priory Hardway, Gosport.

In diiffwering these advertisements it ).? defirahJe to mention " The Motor Cycle.

61hp Water-cooled Aster-Century, three speeds, new
2 car tyres ; £20.—Lees, Priory Hardway, Gosport.

6hp Tricar De Dion engine, coach-built, wheel steer-

ing, new tyres. -Talbot Hotel, Mapplewell, Barns-

ley.

TETCAE Ariel 3ih.p., fan-cooled. Palmer tyres, splen-

did condiJf.in ; a bargain, £25.-Cliurehill, Earles-

town.
B29;
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
TEICAB., in excellent condition, to be sold ;

no reason-

able offer refused.—Moor View, Barton Kd., Tor-

i|iiay.

4]Lh.p. Phojnix, two speeds, coach body, excellent c«n-

2 dition; £20, bargain.—1^, 25, Beaumont St.,

C:;i?'-d.

OHCKNIX 5-6h.p. Tricar, latest, coach-built, like new

;

JL quick sale, £35.—Oocurane, v^icvoua Bridge, Man-
jshester.

6h p Twill Antoine, Cluiter frame, Oppermann gear,

condition perfect; £22 10s.-73, Church St., Cam-
berwell.

X>EXETTE open frame, two-speed, exceptional order;

IX £16; trial; write flrst.-Cumming, 89, Cromwell
Ed., S.W.

TRICAR, 5h.p., water-cooled, magneto, two-speed, new
1908, splendid order; £30.—Dr. Blomfield, Roberts-

bridge, Sussex.

BARGAIN (£27).— 6h.p. latest spring frame Eexette,

two speeds, wheel steering.—D., 79, Camberwell
Grove, London.

41h,p. De Dion Engine Tricar, forecarriage very good
2 condition; bargain, £25.—Chapman and Co., Ltd.,

Au-ustus St., KW.
6h.p. Twin Antoine. Chater frame, bucket seat, Opper-

mann gear, Peter-Union tyres; £22 10s.—73,
Church St., Camberwell.

SEVEN Tricars for sale, liberal exchanges with mag-
neto motor cyclHs.—Particulars, Halifax Motor

Exchaiigf, Westgate, Halifax.

RELIABLE Humber Tricar, chain drive, powerful,
^plciidi'l tvres, handsome forecur ;

photo; £13,
otiers.—72. W'almsley St., Hull.

REX Tricar, 6h.p., twin, almost new, bucket seat

baik, Palmers,' liuuiis, spares; any trial; £23, or
offer.- 50. Crown St., Lowestoft.

PIICENIX Tricar, 3ih.p. Minerva engine, Chater-Lea
two-speed gear, in exipllent running order; £30.—

Hudson, Sarratt Hall, Eirkmanswonn.

LAGONDA, 10-12h,p., water-cooled, three speeds and
reverse, good conaition, perfect running order ; £45,

or oft'er.—H.M., 10, Church St., Enfield.

BARGAIN.-Must be sold within nes;t fortnight, 6h.p.
twin Ri'.x trirar, go.;d as new.— vVrite full particu-

lars, Su'ly, engineers, 10, Old Town, Clapham.

9h.p. Riley Tricar, splendid condition, three speeds
and reverse- £60; motor cycle or lower power tri-

car part payment.— 785, Hign Ed., Lej'tonstone.

31h.p. Ealeighette Tricar, water-cooled, coach-built,
2 two speeds, two new tyres, car back wheel and

tyre; £25.-Crosland, 8, Heaton Ed., Mudder.sfield.

K-6h.p, Eexette Tricar, two bucket seats, coach-built,
<-' toipedo back, lamps, spares, tools, good order;
bought 4-seater ;' £25.—Setchell, Dockyard, Sheerness.

PHOiNIX Trimo, 4ih.p., coach-built, chain drive, two
speeds, free engine, very fast, grand condition

;

£25, or offer.—29, Monttord Place, Kennington, S.E.

TEICAE, 4sh.p., Phcenix coach front, two-speed and
free, handle-bar control; £18; wanted, motor bi-

cycle, cash adjustment.— 83, Hawkshead St., Southport.

BAEGAIN.—3ih.p. Humber, fan-cooled, large clutch,
in grand condition, lately overhauled ; take gent's

pu<h cycle and cash.—Silvey, 18, Lonsdale Ed., Barnes,
S.W.

K-6h.p. Sarolea, Chater, three speeds, clutch, wheel
*J control, tyres new, perfect, ready for touring; trial,
appointment; £38.—Eandall, 102, Martin's Ed., Short-
lands.

6h.p. Quadrant Tricar; what off'ers? sale, or exchange
lightweight, or three-speed ordinary and cash.—

For particulars write, Cartlidge, I'ark Grove, Knares-
borough.

DE DION Tricar, 6-8h.p., two-speed, coaoh-built,
water-cooled, 760 car tyre back, perfect order,

lamps, wheel steering; trial. — Lister, Kaye Cottage,
Mortimer.

QUICK Sale Wanted.— 5^h. p. 1907 Magneto Eex,
Whittle, two speeds, tools, accessories, spares,

eompletp. perfect; £25; appointment.—32, Bartholomew
Ed., N.W.

-yHEEE-WHEELED Eagle Motor, for one, 4^h.p. De
-»- Dion engine, two speeds. Water-cooled, handle start-
ing; oflers.-Potter, 21, Leicester Grove, Blackman
Lane, Leeds.

TTUMBEE 3i-4h.p. Tricar, free engine, air-cooled,
-^-«-- handle starting, nearly new tyres, just overhaul-
cd, go anywhere; £25, or near ofler.-Harris, Empire
Pala<!e, Hackney.

i?h.p. Eexette, good condition throughout, recently over-
^-^ hauled, and in first-class running order ; £29, genu-
i"e bargain; owner buying car.—Butt, Orchard Cottage,
Bourton. Dorset.

Ql.h.p. Rover Tricar, free engine, handle starting,

, M, •

<'^J^':''"t<^ly perfect, thoroughly reliable, excellent
1 •U-chmber; £20: motor cycle part payment.-619. Lea
Pridge Ed., Leyton.

'T'EICAE, 5-6h.p. 1906 Eexette, cost (including spares)
-ft- £120. insurance policy; £25. or nearest offer- or

TTirt exchange push bicycle; full particulars supplied —
Doctor Owen, Criccieth.

nnwo Bargains.-4J-h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds,
-»- w.c, tyres good order, £16; 5ih.p. Eexette two
speeds,^ w.c, coach-built, tyres good order, £22 10s —
17, Milnrow Ed.. Eochdale.

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED.

4i h.p. W.C. ROVER, two speeds, wheel
steering £22 10

4\ h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open
frame £29 10

Ditto ditto fine condition £35

$i h.p. W.C. REXETTE, two speeds, open
frame £27 10

Ditto ditto one of the best £35
5 h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, open

frame .- £33

4i h.p. PHCENIX TRIMO, H.T. magneto,
two speeds £27 10

Cash offers considered.

1908

10-12

8-10

6ih

A
4

OARS.
16 h.p. REMO, four-cylinder, Bosch
magneto £185
h.p. Two-cylinder BRUSH, detach-
able tonneau £49 10
h.p. Two-cylinder FORK, detachable
tonneau - £39 10

.p. HUMBERETTE, two-seater, blue £39 10
All have three speeds and reverse.

3)^ WE HAVE JUST PURCHASED
of a Ton of Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle

Covers. Best make. All sizes. 17/6 each.

Mew Clincher A Won Covers 17/6, Tubes 4/11.

1909 R£X£S. 1909.
All models in rtock. Liberal exchanges.

"PORUfi-ARS."
rgog T.T. TRIUMPH £46

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, a beauty, New £48
1908 3J h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, spring forks £30 10

1909 3I li.p. REX Tourist, done '^o miles. Offers.

1908 T.T. TRIUMPH, nearly as new £34 10
1908 ^J. h.p. REX DE LUXE £27 10
1908 si h.p. Tourist REX, Nevv £29
1908 REK, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating £17 10
1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX Racer £29 10
iqo7 3i h.p. Magneto REX £21

si h.p. Two-speed PHELON AND MOORE £22

3i h.p. Light, Low REX, long bars £12 10
5 h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels' . . £13 10
iqo6 si-h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .. £15 10
3' h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount . . £14 10
32- h.p. ARIEL, very powerful, spray .... £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15
3i h.p. EXCELSIOR, H.B. control, torpedo £9 10

3i- h.p. REX, handle-bar control £11 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber. . £9 10

2-J- h.p. LLOYD'S, vertical, spray £6 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, sprav, goes well £6 '10

2ih;p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2i h.p. Light ARIEL, low buUd £8 15

Monster List on .Application.

SIDE-CAFE IVIACHINES.
igog 3 h.p. REX DE LUXE, done 50 mUes. Offers.

igoS Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
rgo8 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10
5.5- h:p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10
5-J- h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
igog Twin N.S.U., two speeds, New £60 15
6 h.p. Twin REX and Forecar £22 10
5i h.D. Twin REX, new tyres, black finish £17 17
3 h.p. Twin ZENITH Bicar £19
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
4' h.p. Four-cylinder F.N,, ma.spieto £28 10
6 h,p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM' ignition . , £17 10

Eight 5| h.p . Twin Rexes, spring forks, long bars,

low frames, aluminium finish blue lines. 26in.

wheels «ir ITS.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES •

EASY PAYBVBENTS
5

weekly and reasonable deposit secures any
/ of these machines. All tested and ready

for the road :

3 h.p. Quadrant £10
4 h.p. Coronet £15
2? h.p. Werner £8 10
S^rh.p. Werner £13 10
ij h.p. Thomas £3 (V

|

2 h.p. Humber £8 10

3 h.p. Lloyd's

3 h.p. Clyde
4 h.p. Antoine
•^ h.p. Humber
3!^ h.p. Rex
2j- h.p. Lloyd's

4 h.p. Atelier

£13 10
£15
£16 10
£10
£10 10
£7 10

£13 10 I 3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

100 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carbure'tters.

Liberal exchanges,

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2.Un. tyres, every-
thing of the best £6

^^' Halifax Motor Exchange,
. "LARGEST REX DEALERS

V:;°"l'i;i:t!a«.15,Westgate, Halifax,

TRICARS FOR SALE.
31h.p. Singer Tricar, magneto, two speecU

2 uover and belt, etc., tyres like new, in
condition; sacrifice £21.—Motorist, c/o Mrs.
Holt Ed., Fakcuham, Norfolk.

O/^ Guineas.—Light tricar, 6h.p., three speed.^
Ovf (-client londition, smart appearance.— i'

ticulars, Malyon, 94, Customs, E.C., or Becmeac
borough Ed., Westcliff, Essex.

9 h.p. Eagle Tricar, De Dion, water-cooled, whe
ing, two speeds, very comi citable, uphclst

leather, very fast, will climb any hill ; £iJ, cr
—NewbJld, 171, Normanton Ed., Derbj-.

4ih.p. Tricar, water-cooled, wheel steering, eoa
2 splendid condition, chain drive, three spci

clutch, Michelins, as new, climb anything, lam]
£35; trial given.—404, High St. N., Manor Pai

PHOENIX Trimo, coach-built, Sjh.p., two spe(
tyres. Palmer cord rear, simre covers, tubes

gears, and full accessories ; £30.—Apnly, letter, J
dentist, 7, Brockley Ed., or 80, Shaftesbury A

KEI?,EY Tricar, 3!h.p., Anglian two speeds
front, just overhauled, everything in excell

dition, tyres nearly new, good climber; £20, or
change for motor cycle. — Evans, 92, Ashbro
L^pper Holloway,

51h.p. Excelsior, fast, powerful, water-cooled
2 built, Mabon clutch, footboards, 26 by

studded back, foot brakes, Watawata, trembler

;

condition new, £23, or Sih.p. cycle and cash.—
ford Sq., Mile End.

K-6h.p. Water-cooled Humber Tricar, wheel
«-' coach-built body, two speeds, free engin
clutch, Dunlops, ear non-skid on back, three
etc., a very reliable machine; genuine bargain,
8. Fearn, Alfretjn, Derbyshire.

REALLY Exceptional.—9h, p. Genuine De Di
Tricar, inclined wheel steering, irne engini:

starting, two speeds, chain drive, bucket seal

frame, do 40 an hour easily, climbs nearly every
top gear

;
price for instant sale £35.—Alvaston

Derby.

SIDECARS AND FORECAE
EW Sidecar, 26in. wheels. Palmers; £4 lOf

omery, 12. Glouce.ster Ed., Peckham, S.]

liiLS-FULFORD Forecar, cost £14, nearly
10s., or useful exchange.—Wicks, Iver, I

N
M

R

MONTGOMERY Sidecar, good condition, m
£4.—Marshall, 86, St. George's Ed., 1

Lond.in, S.E.

SIDECAE, 26in. wheel, left side, good condii
12s. 6d., lowest.—Markham, 91, James E(

pool Ed., London, N.

SIDECAR. Montgomery flexible, good condit
Vindec ; 7. guineas, or near ofler.—Hinchl

field, near Littlehampton.

IGI-D Sidecar, for left
,
side, upholstered i

leather, fit anv machine, with 26in. wheel;
—Eagies-ard Co., High St., Acton.

FITEASY Sidecars, for narrow doors, whole:
letail. — Middleton and Co., Manufactur

son St., Newington Green, Lcndon, N.

SIDECAE and Twin Motor Cycle (less engir
£13 13s., separate offers, or exchange I

dem.—108, Bennerley Ed., Battersea Else.

NEW Sidecars for any make of motor eycl

26in., or 28!u. wheel, smart, good delive

stock; approval; £4 17s. 6d.—Farrar, Square I
lax.

MILLS-FULFORD Forecar, spring frame,
class condition, fit any standard motor c;

10s. ; owner buying car.—Thomas, Fnlwell Park,
ham.

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable,
entireV difierent to other makes ; write

•prices are right.—Orchard Mills, Belinda St.,

Leeds.

TAKj<;N in exchange for our Halifax sidec

page 31. Mill.s-Fulford, £4; Montgomery,
£4; coaoh-built, £4; Ariel, £3 15s.—Farrar, Sqi
Halifax.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, this year's model, br;

and cost £11 lis., sell £5 7s. 6d. ; als

water-cooled De Dion engine, etc., £6 5s.—F. G
Trollop St., Battersea.

SIDECARS, best value in England ; competitio
inspection invited: prices £4 15s. and ;

also two second-hand, price £4 each.—C. A. Eds
Holloway Ed., London, N.

RIGID de Luxe Sidecais, enamelled and pla

uriouslv sprung, everything of the best,

machine, 26 by 2' tyres, £6: cheaper qus

17s. 6d. ; second-hand sidecars taken in exchang
fax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. .

THE One and Only Sidecar for you is the (

none better whatever you pay, £5; no nee
nirr3; genuine Chater-Lea fittings used. We .sr:

for money. We're not one of the get rich qui

fi'id hang the customer. We treat everyone witl

We don't press von to buy, but come and have i

one. there's nothins to nay.—Oakleigh Motors, I

liosendale Ed., West Dulvrich.

330 In answerivg these advertisevients it is drsiraMe to mention "' The Moti r Cyrlf
"
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MOTOR TRICYCLES.
E DIOX Tricycle, less engine, coil and accumulator,

in grand condition; £4 10s., bargain.—Alfred

nly.. Park House, Hitchin.

.p. De Dion Motor Tricycle, two speeds, free, just

overhauled, 2iin. tyres, handle-bar controlled; £13;
horn, pump.—274, Bramall Lane, Sheffield.

OTOR Tricycle for sale. Quadrant, 3ih.p., magneto
ignition, belt, Peter-TJnion tyres; cost £64; has

run 200 miles, almost un.soiled, acetylene lamp

;

e £20.—Apply to Mr. Hyde, The Garage, Motting-

i, Eltham, Kent.

TRAILERS.
JAILER, splendid condition, Palmer tyres; best

offer.—10, Coalpit Lane, Nottingham.

JAILER, good condition, 26 by 2i Clinchers; bar-

gain, £2.—West, White Hill, Hants.

;V0 Trailers ; 30^. each ; in good running order. —
Deeming, Motor Garage, Atherstone.

CARS FOR SALE.
i.LMER.— 12h.p. Daryea, 3-eyl., epicyolic gearing,

two speeds, reverse, go.cl running order; £20.

^LMER.—8h.p. De Dion, 5-seater, two speeds, re-

verse, expanding clutches, engine under bonnet;

lLMER.— 8h.p. Regal, tonneau, 5-seater, three speeds,

reverse, good all through ; £35.

i.LMFR.— 12h.p. AI.M.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, 810 by 90. tyres,- splendid condition ;

^LMER,— 12-16h.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl ,

tour speeds, reverse, solid tyres, very strong; £65.

LLMER.— ISh.p. Prunel landaulet, 4-cyl., M.O.V..
direct top drive, in magnificjjnt order; £125.

i.LMER.—40h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich. 4-cyl., magneto,
plendid latest type car, do over 60 ni.p.h. ; £325.

LLMER.— 12-14h.p. Humber, 4-cyl., tonneau, seats

ave, raked steering, push pedals; £85.

lLAIER.- lOh.p. Panhard, limousine, seats sis, Cen-
taiire engine.s, four speeds, reverse

;
grand bargain,

lLMER.— 16-22h.p. Germain tonneau, Roi des
Beiges, 4-cyl., M.O.'V., Cape hood; £110.

lLMER.— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side en-

trance, magneto, hood, screen, six- lamps; £145.

lLMFR.— 22h.p. Bleriot monoplanes, type Calais-
1 )over : delivery in eight weeks ; 600 guineas ; free

)n.

lLMER.-L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellis3n Rd., Tooting.
'Phone, 208, Streathaui. Cars seen here any day.
sdays and Sundays before 2. Photos, details, per
n. Easy ter.ns arranged : exchanges entertained.

—Touring Car, 20h.p., 4 cvls., compulsory sale;
great bargain.—283, Clapham Rd., S.W.

)VER, 6h.p., new 1907. little used, in splendid con-
dition. Stepney, and spares ; £70.—Dean, Carnforth.

p. AUdays, 2-seater, hood, lamps £38 ; tricar, motor
ycle part.- 14, Zermatt St., Ohapeltown, Leeds.

h.p. Humberette, two speeds, re - uphoLstered and
painved, good condition.— 17, Milnrow Rd., Roch-

i,p. Decauville Car, in splendid condition ; £40. or
a>;cep^ good motor cycle.—London House, Cradley
h.

h.p. Star, tonneau, 2 cyls., excellent oonc^ition

:

' £45 ; tricar, motor cycle part.—20, Potternewton
Leeds.

k— 9h.p. Oldsmobile,, latest type, wheel steering,
detachable tonneau, grand climber, mechanism
as new.—Below.
—7-9h.p. New Orleans, 2-cyl., detachable tonneau.
Stepney, and fine lot accessories, splendid cbndi-
—Below.
LLY and Co., Engineers, 10, Old Town, Clapham
(Battersea 1781), offer above finest value in Lon-

M.C., 8h.p., single-cyl., 2-seater, three speeds, re-
verse, .splendid order; £26.— \\iiittle, 406. Garratt
, Wand,sworth.

INUINE De Dion Car, 6h.p,, tonneau, two speeds
and reverse, good order ; £20 ; photo,—Evans,

aham, Watford, Herts.

p. 1908 Riley, 2-cyl., 2-seater, detachable wheels,
with spare wheel, lamps, headligui, etc., condition
new; £89, bargain.—Below.

li.p. Oldsmobile, fitted with Dunlop tyres, good run-
ning order; £15.—Below.

li.p. Singer, 1907, 2-seater, 2-cyl., White and Poppe
engine, gate change, excellent order ; bargain,
exchanges entertained. '— Harold Lambert, 26,

ico Rd., S.W.

?. Humberette, three-speed, reverse, new tyres, side
lamps, headlight, etc., splendid hill-climber, very

; oar, perfect all round; £32.—M. W. Groom, Tow-

i.p. De Dion-Regal, 2-seater, detachable dickey,
latest type, exceptional condition, recently over-

d and re-painted; £38.—White, Regal, 1, Bedford
Clapham.

FARRAR'S
ANNUALSALE
10% discoun't

to all cash buyers from all the following goods for

7 DAYS ONLY.

secures any of these,

Balance 5/- per week,

zj h.p. Singer, mag. £8 I 2^ h.p. R. and P. . . £9

£3 DOWN
3i h.p. Rex £10 I s h.p. Clarendon £10

3-1 h.p. Dux £10 I 2f Minerva, M.O.V. £10

2 h.p. Rex £6 I 21- h.p. Humber £6

3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £8 I 2J h.p. King
, £9

2i h.p. VVhiteley £9 I 3i- h-P- King £9

2-} h.n. Stevens £7 I

FARRAR'S "HALIFAX"
SIDECARS.

Each £4 IT 6 Each.
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £22

54 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £25

3^ h.p. r907 REX, Rom tyre £16 16

rgoS 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto £35

3* h.p. BROWN, M.O.V., line goer £13

4 h.p. .^NTOINE, M.O.V., fine goer . £12

5-6 h.p. ROVER Tricar, splendid goer £19

31 h.p. BROWN, magneto, 26in. wheels. £.19

rgo.^ N.S.LJ. Lightweight, magneto £23

3| h.p. igoa N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks £26

roo8 Magneto REX, single cylinder £19

-i h.r^. ioo6 REX M!0.V., spring torks .. £15 15

HEX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £27 10

5* )i, p. TWIN REX a beauty £17 17

-ih.r. REX, M.O.V., spray £12 12

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £22 10

h h.p. RE.X UE LU.XI-; nnri Sidecar £32 10

1908 IVIa.g:ne-(o REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R..-\.C. rating), bbck and
goU finish, Rosch mggneto, £19 19s., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECL\L" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber oelt on the market.

Grips like the proverbial seaside landlady

33% cheaper than anv other high-class belt.

gin., 9d. :?m., 1/. Jin., 1/3. lin., 1/6 per foot.

Delivery from stock. No waiting.

ENGINES.
2j h.p. KING £1 15
2|- h.p. STANDARD £1 15

3J h.p. AUTO-MOTOR £2 5
2 h.p. QUADR.\NT £1 10
2^ h.p. GEM £1 10 ,

SF3EOIAL BARGAINS.
Mais-Fulford Sidecar £4
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £4
Rigid Sidecar, very good £3 15
Mabon Clutch, almost new 37/6
rgoq -Amac or B. and B. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27 /-

3J h.p. Quadrant engine sets ,, 37/6
Osborne four-soeed gear £1 15
Osborne Free Engine Clutch 15 /-

Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Fandle-b-^rs, drop ends f'/6

Low frame with Roc clutch £3 10
rqoq Premier magneto, brand new '£4

Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saveil.

CI.INCHER TYRES.
AH sizes, 17/6 each.

Genuine igoo 26 x 2in. and 26 x 2jin. Clincher

Rubber Studded Covers. All brand new, 25/- each.
TuIt^s with valves, all sires 5 '6 nnst free, no wa'ting.

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR.
Albion Works, Square Rd.) HAUBFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, gig, Night, roY.

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—20-32h.p. Darracq, two igniiious, luxurioj

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £iC5.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side en
trance, splendid order; £95.

ECLIPSE.— 16h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cv' tonnear
hood, pressed frame, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE.—12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2-seater, ho,:d, ver

good condition ; £45.

ECLIPSE.— 6h. p. Siddeley. 2-seater, pressed ste«

frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.— 6ih. p. Swift-Be Dion, 2-seater, Victcri
hood, excellent condition throughout ; £42 10s.

ECLIPSE.— 9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tcuneai
excellent condition ; £65.

ECLIPSE.— 6ih.p. Regal, 2-seater, three speeds, gzo.

as new; £36.

ECLIPSE.—6h. p. Vairxhall, 2-.seater, three speeds an
reverse, very good condition; £18.

ECLIPSE.—14h. p. Forman, 4-cyl.,
.
side entranct

pressed steel frame ; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.—10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats it

side, splendid order: £92 10s.

ECLIPSE.—9h. p. tonneau car, 1-cyl., in good rui

ning order; £25.

ECLIPSE.— Bh.p. Humberette, 2-cyI., three speed:

good little runabout: £i:2 10s., bargain.

ECLIPSE.—7h. p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seat-er, £32.—Eclips
Engineering and Motor Cj., 255, Earlslield Rd

Wandsworth. 'Pnone, 1135, Putney.

6 h.p. Oldsmobile, two speeds, reverse, good conditioi

very quiet; £10; exchange small engine an
dynamo.—Bentley, Ludham, Norfolk.

6 h.p. Rover, 1906, grooved Dunlops, splendid condition
trial; sacrifice £47 10s., lowest, bargain, or ei

change with cash.— 61, Denmark Hill, CamberweU.

REGAL, 8h.p. De Dion engine, 2-seater, three speed;

reverse, excellent running order and condition, hv
lamps, spares, tools; £48.-4, Frances St., Woolwieh.

£45.— 6h.p, Wolseley, 2-seater, Stepney wheel, electri

lamps, full kit tools, spares, etc., all in very goo
condition.—Hitchcock, 6, Coppergate Chambers, Yorl

O.T.A.v.—Several shop-soiled and second-hand, 5ih.p
latest pattern: prices complete from £50 to £85.-

Long Acre Autocar Co., 117, Long, Acre. 5011 Gerran

UNABOLTT, 4h.p. Antoine, open frame, bucket seal

jL«( wheel steering, two s^peeds, clutch, handle starting

£15, or exchange good motor DiKe.—Sinclair, Walto
Rd., East Molesey.

6 h.p. Wolseley, Cape hood, bucket seats, perfect an
splendid order, lamps, spare tyre and tubes : an

examination and trial ; a bargain, £55.—Schafer, c/

iJonald, Wills Rd., Goldhawk Rdi, Shepherd's Bush.

4-SEATED Car (Decauville), 2-cyl., cardan drive, direc

drive on top, four speeds and reverse, Dunlo
grooved tyres two spare covers, non-.skid on back, con
plete with lamps, in perfect rnnumg order ; can be see

and tried any ti ne during the next two weeks at 2

Rochester Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry.

"1 Q08 6-7h.p. Laurin and Element (develops hiuc
J-tJ more), 2-cyl., magneto, thermo-syphon, equal t

new, little used (by myself only), smartest and most r(

liable 2-seater on the road, hood, spares; £120, c

nearest offer; good allowance for motor cycle or trio.ai

—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, London.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Polic

frorn 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, In.surance Brokei

Ongar. -

INSURANCE for Motor Cycles of every descriptio

arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Brr kei

Norwich : fire. 2s. fd. ; third party, 7s. ed. ; accidenti

15s.; please write for particulars.

FINANCIAL.
R.O.M. Tyre Shares.— 50 £1 fully paid particip din

preference shares for sale at 45s t-ach. in ^i;e I0I

or would sell part. The increasing reputation li V i

company's tyres is phenomenal, and, considering tf

small capital of the company, the shares are likelv t

be T<'orth a much bigger price by the end of tlic yeai

-Letters to D., 14, Dysons Rd., Upper Edm ntor

Middlesex.

TOURING.
WANTED, a motor cycling conipani( n frr auv icrl

night; range, August to SeiuemhT: trmiii;' o

moderate lines.—L.CC, 51, Kensington M.ins.oa.., Loi
don.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
CYCLE and M.tor Cvcle Business fir sale, ex'^i

tional position in larare town romimnding lars

di.strict, at very low rent splemii-l cvipr-lnnity for gi c

man; satisfactory reason for selling.—No. 2,948, :/ 7i

Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

COUPLINGS,
UNITO Conpling, npirly new: 12s. 6'1.. rr nearef

cffer.— \\ a. Russell, 103, Aucl;eutos..an Tenao
Springbnrn, Glasgow.

n'

In an-iwering thes"- advertisements it is dtsirahli:, to mention "The Motor Cijrle' 3 I f.
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BUILT AS
I I

r'TRUEflSAWALL'-j-

Just as every brick in a wall

is fitted truly into place, so

every single part of the new

BRADBURY

35s.—Barnard, 57,

MOTORCYCLE
goes to make a perfect—THE

PERFECT—whole.

The Bradbury is built upon a

specification drawn up with

the view of producing a

thoroughly trustworthy
machine for hard wear, giving

a minimum of trouble to the

rider. That Is the BRADEURY
3i H.P. MOTOR CYCLE.

Send addressed envelope for

BRADBURY MOTOR BOOKLET,
giving hints to riders, and particulars

of the Best British Built Motor.

j BRADBURY & CO.

LD.,
f

OLDHAM.
I

II II II ii

ENGINES.
2h.p. Quadrant, perfect, spares

;

North Bd. Av., Brentwood.

31i.p. Auto, lionguemare carburetter, coil, accumulator;
bargain, £2 Ss.—Marshall, Helenslea, Cowdenbeath

N., Fife.

BEAND New 3ih.p. White and Poppe engine, with
Bosch magneto, complete; bargain.— 54, Albany

Rd., Cardiff.

Th.p. Twin Peugeot, B. and B. carburetter, trembler
coils, chain sproi ket, .some spares, little used ; ex-

change water-cooled tricar engine, 5-6h.p., or offer.—No.
2,946, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CASH, instalments, or eschar.Ke.-Genuine 2ih.p. De
Dion engines, 50s. ; various engines, all powers,

new and second-hand; 8h.p. M.M.C., grand, with car-
buretter, etc. ; re-borings, repairs ; 2fh.p. converted to
SJh.p.; see numerous testimonals; prices suit smallest
[)ockets ; 12 years' Coventry experience.—The Record
Motor Co.. Wembley, Middlesex.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
TREMBLERS, for all makes of engines, with solid

pure platinum tips Is. 3d. each. — Meredith,
0.0. M., Birminsham.

IT is a fact.—Pure plati:iuin is best for contact tips.

Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

DREADNOUGHT Contacts, cure misfiring ; fitted

23. 6d. each.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St., Mayfair.

JEBRON, Registered 291 - 289, vastly superior to

platinum, cures misfiring ; best contacts lor blades,
screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

J'EBRON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted ; Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2. DAV,

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair; old screws jeb-
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

bert Bd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Conta.;ts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hours), C. B. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry'

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted, re-

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted

;

Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

PLATINUM Contacts, warranted pure, Is. per rivet,
fitted; post freo. Is. Id.; returned same day.—E. C.

Potter, Jeweller, 72, Myddelton St., Clerkenwell.

ACCUMULATORS.—Write for list; magnetos, coils,

accumulator repairs; pure platinum fitted, Is. 3d.—
County Electrical Works, Brentwood Ed., Romford.

MOTOR Ignition Repairs.-Coils, accumulators, mag-
netos repaired by skilleci workmen

; quotations and
lists free.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.

"D .O.M. Synchronised and Ideal contact breakers,
-tV strongly recommended by " The Motor Cycle.'
Catalogue free.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Rosebery
Av., London, E.C.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos reDaired, any make,
accuiiiulators repaired and charged, best wcrk-

manship, moderate charges.—Xel. : 453. Glover Bros.,
Electricians, Coventry.

MAGNETOS.-Any make repaired on the premises by
skilled w orkmen ; magnetos re-magnetised quickly ;

work guaranteea,-The Victoria Garage and ElectriJa.
Co., Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

ACCUMULATORS, Magnetos, and Coils, repaired,
low est prices ; work guaranteed ; estimates given

;

repairs exenuteu in two days ; Mayfair accumulators.
15a, 10s. 6d. ; 20a, 15s.; gtaranteed one year; second-
hand accumulators, frDm 4s.—Fellows, 49, Hertford St.,
Mayfair.

TYRES.
PAIR 26 by 2 Continental Covers and Tubes, not run

five miles, new; 35s.— 14, Fir St., Sheffield.

1,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new tyres; gratifying allowances.—Booth's Mo-

torics.

2,000 CUnoher Tubes, with valves, 5s. 6d. each; Clin-
cher covers, 17s. 6d. ; 24 by 2, 14s. 6d. ; Peter-

Unions, 18s. 6d. ; CUncher studded covers, 25s.—Booth's
Motories, Halifax.

3,000 Continental Tyres and Tubes, Shamrock rub-
ber studded i-'almers, R.O.M. non-skids : old covers

wanted in exchange ; right firm for tyres.—Booth s Mo-
tories, Halifax.

i>/?IN. by 2iin. Palmer Cord C:.ver, nearly new, per-
/V V» feet, off Triumph; bargain, 26s.— Ill, Grove Lane
Camberwell, S.E.

0£? Dozen Clincher Covers, all sizes, 17s. 6d. ; rubber
/^IJ studded, 25s. each; Clincher tubes, all sizes, with
valves, 5s. 6d., post free.—Farrar, Square Rd., Halifax.

CLINCHER Tubes, all sizes, 4s. lid. each: Clincher
A Won covers, a'l sizes, 17s. 6d. We have just

bought I of a ton of brand new perfect motor cycle
covers, any size per return ; approval against cash —
Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

"VrON-SKID Bands of all makes from lis., including
-^^ vulcanising to vour own cover ; re-treading from
153.; repairs according to extent; new illustrated cata-
logue of non-skid bands, re-treading, etc., sent free —
Continental Motor Co., 32. Roseberv • Av., E.C. 'Phone
Holborn, 1513. T.A. : Bromitch, L"ondon.

'

ASURETHINt
SATISFACTION AT COLLIER'2
I can quote you for anything 1

the Motor Line.

HIGH-CLASS MACHINES WANTED FG
SPOT CASH, 1908 and 1909 models.

LOOK AT THESE
RELIABLE SINGLES.

igog VINDECS from
rgog Two-speed HUMBER (New)
1908 Magneto REX, single-cylinder
rgoS Racing REX, 24in. wheels
1907 3i h.p. Magneto ROC
2j h.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control

31^ h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto ....

3^ h.p. WERNER, used with sidecar ....
2" h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, spray

3i h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26in. wrheels.

.

3i h.p. light, low REX, Amac, h.b. control
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray

si h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model
4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount .

.

3 h.p. REX, long bars
2j h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars
1906 3f- h.p. REX, spring forks, long ....

3I h.p. ROVER, M.O.V., spray. Palmers .

.

2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition ....

2j h.p. BUCKET, sprav, long bars
3i h.p. ARIEL, vertical, M.O.V
1906 3i h.p. REX, spring forks

1907 si ^-P- N.S.U., two-seated
igod 3"ih.p. Magneto MINERVA, spring

forks

£48
39 gl

£17
£33
£27
£12
£19
£13
£9
£9

£13
£12
£8.

£10
£16
£7
£9

£15
£13
£7
£9

£15
£14
£21

£23

jp- ^* deposit and balance in weekly paymen
^i 'S of 5/- secures a good reliable motor eye

up to value of £ir.

SPEED KINGS and QUEENS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 ]

rgog Twin VINDEC £64
Four-cylinder F.N., 1908 model £27 1

1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 1

Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 1

6 h.p. Twm ANTOINE, ROM £16
5^2 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 1

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetter

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ;
Ama

from 29/-. Exchanges promptly made from stoc:

TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit all makes. Beai
tifully plated, enamelled, and upholstered ; to su

right or left side ; three-bolt fastening, 2{' tyre, £

MISCELLANEOUS.
Three-note Horns 8/-

The Latest in Headlights 16/f

The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs 2/-

Lever Belt Punches 2/i

Roc Conversion Set (Triumph) £9 17
SYRENS—" What a shriek " 6/:

Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11 /(

Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/!

MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17
COWEY Speedometer £4 4
NEVi' XL'ALL Spring Forks 17 /(

Swan-neck Seat-pUlars i/-

Separate Generator Headlights 8/1

Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge . . 6/(

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays
;

3in. 2/11, 3jin. 3/6 per pair.

100 GUARANTEED E.l.C. ACCUMULATORS ;

20-hour 7/6, 25-hour 9/6, 50-hour 17/6.

England's Best Rubber Canvas Belting, with fasten(

fin. 9d., fin. lOd., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/4 per foot.

NEW CLINCHERS 17
SPECIAL—NEW 26x2 COVERS .. 12

TUBES, 4/11 each. 26x2i „ .. 13

GERALD COLLIER
37, Park Cross Street,

Facing Town Hall.) IbEEDJ

In av^wering thoxc advprtispments if is dpf^'urihle to mention " The Motor Cycle."



THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FUND.

As announced in the last issue, the International

T.T. Motor Cycle Race is to be held in the

Isle of Man on Thursday, September 23rd, and
Avill,-we hope, be a most successful event.

Readers will recollect that last year when the race

was held the Royal Automobile Club held a car race

about the same time. This resulted in the committee

of the Auto Cycle Union being saved a considerable

amount of expense in organisation. This year, how-

ever, there will be no car race; consequently, all the

cost of organisation will fall upon the A.C.U., and

the committee therefore respectfully invite all who are

interested in motor cycling to subscribe towards a fund

for defraying the expenses incurred in connection with

the preparation of the course, conveying officials to the

Isle of Man, and the sundry expenses which are

unavoidable in the conduct and organisation of an

important event like the Tourist Trophy Race. Last

year The Motor Cycle, at the suggestion of the secre-

tary- of the A.C.U., Mr. F. Straight, opened a sub-

scription sheet for motor cyclists, which was called

the Tourist Trophy Shilling Fund. This was fairly

successful, but nothing like so successful as it might
have been. This year we Kope that those interested

in motor cycling, such as secretaries of clubs, will

write to the A.C.U., 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.,
for a subscription sheet. In addition to publishing

the total amounts collected by hon. secretaries of motor
cycling organisations, pour encourager les autres,

The Motor Cycle will contribute is. for every ^i up
to ;^ioo sent in by club secretaries or others. Con-
tributions should be addressed to. TAe Motor Cycle,

Coventry, before the date of the competition, the 23rd

prox. Readers who send for these collecting sheets

should bear in mind that the T.T. Race is a competi-
tion promoted in the best interests of the pastime and
with a view to improving motor cycles in general.

Had there been no T.T. Races probably readers would
not be riding such efficient rnotor cycles as they are
doing now. Therefore, while collecting the nimble
shillings for the fund, they are helping indirectly

towards the production of the ideal motor cycle, and
not, as many think, assisting manufacturers and the
Club to hold a race for their own particular gain and
glory. The two previous Tourist Trophy Races in

the Isle of Man have been very sporting, and we hope
the event will always remain so.

Motor car manufacturers, by assisting the Tourist

Trophy Fund, will in reality be helping themselves,

because the more motor cyclists there are in the

country the more autocarists there will eventually be,

for the simple reason that a motor cyclist is usually in
'

his first stage of automobilism, and does not always

remain a rider of a single track machine. In course

of time many motor cyclists accumulate wealth, or

rather sufficient of it to become ambitious enough to

purchase a motor car, and it is quite reasonable to

suppose that had they not adopted the pastime of motor
cycling in the first instance they might never have

become motorists at all. Car manufacturers would,

therefore, not only assist the A.C.U. by subscribing,

but, indirectly, help themselves. One or two car

manufacturers we know see eye to eye with us, and
have already done a considerable amount of work in

the way; of assisting motor cycle competitions of all

tinds. Would there were many more such.

BI
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THE 5=6 h.p.
AMONG those people who are of the opinion that

the tricar is not dead are Auto-Carriers, Ltd.,

Martell Road, West Norwood, S.E. Since we
last described the interesting little vehicle, for

the production of which they are responsible, their

works have been considerably extended and the vehicle

itself has undergone a good many improvements. The
engine is now fitted with magneto ignition as a

standard, the magneto being placed behind the engine

and driven by means of a chain, which is placed in a

protected position. By undoing one bolt the tension

^SreiLE AUGUST i8th, igog.

The A.C. Carburetter dissembled. The letters are referred to in the

accompanying article.

of this chain can be altered. The carburetter, designed

by Mr. John Weller, the designer of the Weller car

which created a considerable amount of comment a

few years ago, also calls for special attention.

Referring to the accompanying, illustration, the com-

plete carburetter is represented by A, and it will be

seen that the upper portion B is attached to the lower

portion, or float chamber C, by means of wing nuts.

When the wing nuts are removed and the carburetter

dismounted, all the parts fall out into the 'rider's

hand, therefore nothing more accessible can be

imagined. The throttle P is of the sleeve \'arieLy, and
to detach it from the upper portion of the carburetter

B it is only necessary to remove the set-screw G. In
the lower part of the carburetter the choke tube E is

inserted. This is a driving fit, and consequentlv its

txxV.WVV^^

A.C. TRICAR.
position relative to the sleeve D can easily be altered.

The float F is an annular one. ' The needle I reposes
in a recess provided for that purpose in the- outer
casing" of the float chamber, while the Y-shaped f-.ting

H, which serves as a balancing arrangement, merely
rests at the bottom of the carburetter with a needle
between the fork at the end. The level of the petrol
can be altered by an
ingenious device con-

sisting simply of a

screw in which is the

valve seating, which
reposes immediately
above the petrol

union. The carbu-
retter works extremely
well, and, being con-

trolled by one lever,

is of the simplest type'

possible.

These are the chief

alterations in the

A.C. tricar, ajid,

after going through its

mechanical - details,

w'e were taken for a

short run in this inter-

esting little vehicle.

It runs very silently,

is comfortable, has a

large steering lock, "ET
and is decidedly a good hill-climber. It was first of

all taken up College Road to the level Of the Crystal

Palace, which it ascended almost entirely on the top

speed. It was then put at Jasper Hill, gradient i in 5,

which it surmounted on the - low gear without any
sign of a falter. That the A.C. tricar is a practical

touring vehicle we are quite confident. Though the

engine is air-cooled, the excellent fan-cooling system
works admirably. Manv of our readers may not be
qware that the A.C. tricar is very largely used far

commercial purposes. Machines of this type are

driven about London by inexperienced youths, and the

reports of their running are excellent. The non-stop
performances of the three A.C. tricars in. the last

Quarterly Trial constitutes* a record.

Section of the one lever

controlled carburetter fitted

to the A.C. tricar.

i\J>

The latest-pattern A.C. tiller-steered tricar. The two iUustrations serve to show how easily the pleasure pattern tricar can be transformed into a three-wheeled
runabout with luggage-carrier at the front.

B2
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TOURING with a sidecar is fine sport! I had

made up my ntind to dispense with the services

of the railway company for my 1909 holiday,

being the possessor of a 1909 5 h.p. two-speed

o-eared twin Vindec motor bicycle and a Mills-

Fulford castor wheel sidecar. My experiment was -a

great success, and will undoubtedly be repeated. A
packed railway carriage on a broiling hot day is not

exactly the most ideal mode of travel. As it is neces-

sary to take a considerable amount of luggage when

one has a lady passenger, this was my first considera-

tion, and in order to minimise weight I had a box

constructed of flaxite, a light fibre material as used

for the manufacture of dress trunks, which, with three

coats of paint and one of varnish, has proved to be

all one could desire, 'and moreover fairly inexpensiveT

This was securely bolted at the rear of the sidecar to

tubes attached to the base as per illustration, and, in

order to carry a spare supply of petrol and lubricant,

a board was clipped to the sidecar frame underneath

the seat, to which a tin box was secured, just large

enough to take a half-gallon can of petrol and a quart

of lubricating oil. I was more than once thankful

for carrying the latter when T found my oil tank empty
amongst the Somerset hills and several miles from a

town. A half-plate camera was securely packed with

its full complement of slides in the case fixed to

luggage-carrier, the stand being strapped to the inside

tube of sidecar, a couple of spare inner tubes and a

cover completing the outfit.

A Hill at Lewes causes a Stop.
Everything being in apparent good order, mv wife

and I left Eastbourne at 6.30 one fine morning last

month, but trouble commenced early, as for some
unaccountable reason the machine was not pulling at

all well on the hills, and much to my surprise refused
to climb School Hill, Lewes, on the low gear (9 to i),

although the engine appeared to be firing perfectly.

As matters did not improve, a stop was made at a
Hove garage, where it was found that the back hub
was excessively hot, and after breakfast had been dis-

cussed the rear wheel was removed from the frame
and the trouble quickly found, as the cones had tight-

ened themselves and made the axle practically a
fixture. In fairness to the machine, I think I should
add that this was probably caused by towing a heavy
broken-down tricar and passengers a distance of nine
miles the previous week-end. The wheel was soon
replaced, and after adjusting the low speed, which had
been slipping slightly, we left Hove at 1.30 in better
spirits, hopino; to reach Bournemouth before nightfall.
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Touring with a Sidecar.

A bad skid was experienced soon after leaving, owing
to a kind and considerate market gardener refusing to

keep to his correct side of the road, compelling me to

apply brakes sharply to avoid a collision, but fortu-

nately no damage was done.

We spun merrily along through Bramber and Steyn-

ing. and near Petworth encountered a h.«rd of bul loots,

which gave us rather an exciting time, being very diffi-

cult to pass, but after this incident we quicklv made
Petersfield, Botley, and Southampton, and crossed Red
Bridge into the New Forest, through which we had a

delightful run, arriving at Bournemouth at 7.30. After

spending a day or so amongst these lovely surround-

ings, a start was made for South Devon on the follow-

ing Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock. Rain greeted

us at Wimborne, but only proved to be a shower, and
we continued our way to Blandford and Sherborne,
where petrol was taken in. A prophet had warned me
that the hills between Yeovil and Honiton would give

me a trying time, but. thanks to my excellent low gear,

I experienced no trouble whatever in surmounting them
with passenger aboard, although ?he climbs out of

Crewkerne, Yarcombe, and Chard I found to be tough
customers. At the summit of one hill I noticed a small
hostel called the Windwhistle Inn—a name that struck

me as most appropriate, as unfortunately we had been

•:^>Ms..mmmf^r£M:s.Tvrm.ms!sm^smm^m.~^^

The writer with his V.S. sidecar combination.

bothered with a strong headwind, and to hear it

whistling and screeching through the trees at this spot

was most uncanny. 'We were not long in reaching Honi-

ton, and the ever faithful city of Exeter was passed

through at 3.15. Our next stop Avas Dawlish, where we
were glad of a cup of tea and a short rest. There is a

steep climb out of this town and a bad descent into

Teignmoiith, but journeying via Newton Abbot we

rea(;hed our destination—^Marldon, a small village neai

Torquay—at 6 o'clock.
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Touring with a Sidecar.—

Here we spent an enjoyable week, the_. steep hills and
narrow winding lanes and bad road surfaces thoroughly

testing machine, sidecar, and gear.
;

I might here

mention that, curious as it may seem, at each place

I stopped in Devon to replenish the petrol tank a

measure was an unknown thing, and one young
mechanic at Honiton informed me _ that "Us always

measures it near enufif with a -stick." I do not suggest

that all garages in Devon act in the- same easy-

going fashion, but can vouch for the fact that I saw it

used at three in different parts of the county.

The return journey was commenced in fine weather,

and with the machine running as well as ever we left

Equipped for the tour.

Marldon at 6.30 in the morning, experiencing a

delightful ride over Little Haldon into Exeter, Honiton
Here we halted for breakfast,being reached at 8.20.

or at least a second one, leaving well satisfied with
the Dolphin Hotel, where we were served both quickly
and well. After Honiton we -were again amongst
the hills, but had a capital noii-stop run through to

Sherborne, where petrol was taken aboard. Bourne-
mouth was reached at 2.45 after a really excellent

run of 125 miles.

The Last Stage of the Tour.
We spent a couple of days at Bournemouth, con-

tinuing our waydiome on the morning of the third day.

We sped through the New Forest, and soon found our-

selves at Petersfield. The scenery onwards to

Steyning is particularly fine, and I was -tempted to

make several stops tO' expose a plate. The surround-
ings of Midhurst and Stopham are especially attractive.

^^'e arrived in Brighton before three, and here met a

friend, who accompanied us the remainder of our
journey to Eastbourne, where we halted at 4.30 after

a no trouble run. My wife and I voted it the best

and cheapest holiday we ever spent, and I have
nothing but praise foT the machine, gear, and sidecar.

Our tyre troubles were nil,, so I may be permitted to

mention the equipment. The front wheel and side-

car were shod with ordinary Ptter Union co'vers, which
have not punctured once, in 2,500 miles, and show-

but little wear. The back tyre is a Michelin non-skid

light car tyre (650 by 65 mm.), which completed 800
miles without trouble, and it is the -only tyre that I

have yet found to stand the strain of a 5 h.p. engine

and sidecar. The lin. Stanley Dermatine belt was
also faultless. In conclusion,- 1 can most thoroughly

recommend the Vindec-Mills-Fulford combination

to anyone requiring a reliable' and speedy sidecar out-

fit, and wish to add that I am in no way interested in

any one of the products mentioned, but my experi-

ence may be of service to others, as I well rem.ember

the troubles I had with another passenger outfit in my
novitiate.

Ernest U. Redway.

->-«©«»-<-

THE BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB,
THE fifth of the successful series of racing events

held by the British Motoi" Cycle Racing Club
will take place to-day (Wednesday, August 18th)

on the Brooklands Track at 3 p.m. As the

competition season is drawing to a clo-se, two important

events only will figure on the programriie. These are :

1. Record Time Trials.—Distances, one kilometre

and one mile. Flying start. Each member will be

allowed one trial over the above-mentioned distances,

and best performances will be noted for the under-

mentioned engine sizes : Class A, for engines not ex-

ceeding 275 c.c. Class B, for engines not exceeding

344 c.c. Class C, for engines not exceeding 500 c.c.

-Class D, for engines not -exceeding 750 c.c. Class E,
for engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Certificates

officially certifying the best performance made in each
of the above classes' will be given. The Club gold
medal will be awarded in each class for the best

aggregate performances made during the season at these

meetings. In the event of world's record being estab-

lished, a Brooklands' certificate will be issued.

2. One Hour's Race.—Four classes. Class B,

machines with engines not exceeding (lightweight not

exceeding no lbs.) 344 c.c. Class C, machines with

engines not exceeding 500 c.c. Class D, machines
with engines not exceeding 750 c.c. Class E, machines
with engines not exceeding 1,000 cc. First prize in

Classes C, D, and E, a silver cup each, presented by

Messrs-. A. G. Forster, W. Krause, and W. H. Wells.

Class B (lightweights-), sih'er cup presented by Mr.

A. J. Wilson. Second and third prizes, sih'er medals.

Certificates tO' all finishing the ride recording distance.

Five starters in each class to be the minimum for a

cup tO' be awarded.
It is proposed to hold on Saturday afternoon,

October 9th, at 3 p.m., a two hours' record race for

all classes, giving members' an opportunity of putting

up performances of fifty miles, 100 miles, and two
hours. The distances and times are as follovvs : Fifty

miles, 53m. 20s. ; 100 miles, ih. 56m. 17s. ; two

honrs, 103 miles 280 yards. Silver cups for the best

performances in each class, and silver medals for

standard time and distance will be aw^arded.
>_«®»^-<

Motor cyclists who' have been experiencing belt

troubles should write to- the Continental Tyre Co.,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C., who will be pleased to send

gratis a section of their new motor cycle belt.
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A Case of Overhauling.
An illuminating sample of the obstacles which beset

the path of the epistolary diagnosis came under my
notice this week. A rider asked me to look at his

machine, informing me that it was running badly,

and that he fancied the carburetter was flooding a
little, but that otherwise everything was Ai. When we
set about the machine in company, I found ample ex-

planation of bad running. The choke tube of the

Longuemare carburetter had been lost, and the

vaporiser reassembled without it, so that the engine
was receiving a huge excess of extra air. The mag-
neto contact breaker was full of small brass filings,

and investigation proved that a small screw in the

contact breaker had been broken, and that its base
was ploughing up the face of the end-plate of the

armature. The crankshaft was so badly out of truth

that the flywheels were rubbing against the side of the

crank case, which explained the enormous compression
in which the owner had rejoiced. The magneto chain
had an enormous amount of backlash. When we are

in a position to reassemble the machine, I daresay
other minor derangements will be brought to light,

but I. have said sufficient to show that no newspaper
adviser is necessarily to blame when he fails to cure
a complicated case of trouble by letter post. I may
add that the machine in question is a very old one,

which has been badly handled by colonial repairers.

Smash°proof Brakes.
I wonder how many motor bicycles go through a

year without a tumble? I am not speaking exclu-

sively of sideslips and collisions, but include every
form of fall, including blowing over when on the
stand and^ being, dropped during careless handling.
I fancy very few machines attain their first birthday
without a fall . of some sort. When we look at the
machines of to-day, we notice that most of them are

provided with footrests, which, by reason of their

protruding position, take the brunt of every fall. So
far so good. We notice also that the better of the
two brakes (the back belt rim shoe brake) is almost
invariably mounted on one of these footrests, and
mounted in such a way that a bent or broken footresf
deprives the rider of his main brake. These things
ought not so to be. It is good to save vital portions
of the mechanism by protruding footrests, but it is

distinctly bad when a bent or broken footrest leaves
the rider with but a single brake, and that brake
fitted to comply with an obsolete law, and being itself

useless to all intents and purposes. The foot brake,
at any rate, ought to be so made and fatted that
only a. very bad smash indeed could disorganise its

working. The same applies to the control of many
variable gears and free engines. I saw a machine last

week which had been rendered absolutely unrideable
by a very insignificant tumble indeed. All that hadr
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happened was that a flat-footed stand had been let

down on an uneven road, and the machine had
toppled over when the rider brushed against it in light-

ing his pipe. But as it happened the footrests carried

a rather flimsy and complicated control set for the

operation of a two-speed gear and free engine, with

the result that the machine could not be driven on
either gear, and had to be shamefully carried to its

destination in the guard's van. Bad design, gentle-

men ! We want more makers who ride. Or, if I

were in the trade, I should be rather inclined to pay
a high salary to the biggest duffer of a motor cyclist

1 could find amongst my customers to ride one of my
machines in all weathers, and see how many weak
points his driving and treatment could discover in it.

Dust-excluding Carburetters.
With the knowledge that dust has a good deal to

do with carbon deposits, several correspondents have
written me on the subject of dust-excluding carbu-

retters. Gauze protection is, after all, only a make-
shift, and not very satisfactory at that. It certainly

excludes dust, if it is of fine mesh, but the air aper-

tures have to be enlarged in area to atone for the

obstructing wires, and the gauze holds the dust it-

arrests, and needs very frequent wiping down with a

brush or rag dipped in petrol. A-carburetter may be

protected from choked jet or jammed slides simply

by a wise choice of its position on the machine. The
real need for protection arises from the rapidity with

which road dust enters the engines, pits the valves,

grinds the piston rings, and is deposited in carbonised

incrustations on the cylinder head. These mishaps
occur no matter where the carburetter is set, and.
owing to them, there is a need and a demand for a

protected carburetter. Werner Freres and the Rex
Co. tried to solve the problem years ago by putting

their carburetter inside the tank; the idea was good,
as the air orifices could be placed in a very sheltered

situation indeed, but it has since been discarded, and
the devices were highly inaccessible. I believe the
correspondent who suggested on page 554 that a -pipe

be carried neatly out of sight from the air intake to

the centre of the handle-bars was on the right lines.

A funnel or airscoop could be quite unostentatiously
fitted in some such fashion as this, and would only
collect "dusty air" when riding in the wake of some
other dust-raising motor. I heard an amusing retort

on this point last week. A motor cyclist complained
to the makers of his carburetter that it would not work
when full of dirt. They replied they could not con-
struct a carburetter that would work when full of dirt.

He replied that this was not what he wanted ; he would
be quite content with a carburetter which could never
under any circumstances get full of dirt! There is a

thought in that. [Why not use the large diameter
frame tubes to convey the air?

—

Ed.]
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A selection of questions of general interest received from our
readers and our replies tliereto. When particular makes of

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Clutch Slipping on Steep Hills.

I have a Mabon clutch on my
3 h.p. Triumph. This slips

badly on steep hills. I have
tightened it up by the spring,

and have regulated the oil

supply. What should I do now?
What oil should be used?—J. P. W.

You are evidently oiling the clutch

excessively. If you inject too much
oil, or if the oil is too thick, the

clutch will not grip on steep hills,

and the remedy is to clean it out with
paraffin. Often it is only necessary to

inject a small quantity of paraffin to

thin the oil and cure the slipping.

Avoiding Police Traps.

Kindly let, me know the

best way to get from Ealing
to Derby. I do not wish to

go through Warwickshire, or

any district infested with

police traps. I was thinking of

going through St. Albans. Which
is the best way to St. Albans from
Ealing? Would you kindly let me
know of any police traps there may -

be on the route you suggest from
Ealing to Derby?—R.W.

We suggest the following route :

Ealing, Harrow, Bushey Heath, Els-

tree, St. Albans, Luton, Bedford,

Higham Ferrers, Kettering, Market
Harborough, Leicester, Loughborough,
and Derby. We do not know of any
police traps on this route.

Carbon Deposit causes Pre-ignition.

I have used a 1908 3^ h:p.

N.S.U. and sidecar for 1,500

miles. Lately it has started

backfiring. It runs about 500
yards, then stops, the engine

backfiring of its own accord. I have
had the machine examined at a

garage, but the people could not find

the <a.use.
.
They have fitted a new

Bosch plug, but there is v€ry little

improvement. They say the, magneto
is working correctly and the carbu-

retter in good order. What can
possibly be wrong? Even after stop-

ping there is no trouble in starting.

I am eagerly awaiting youx opinion.

—

C. D. J.

All we can suggest is that the cylinder

head and piston are covered with
carbon deposit, which becomes incan-

descent after the engine has been
running some time, and thus causes

excessive pre-ignition. If cleaning the
cylinder and piston does not effect a
cure, as we imagine, iave your magneto
carefully overhauled to see that the
cam and contact-breaker mechanism are
not excessively worn.

A Variable Gear for a Pedalless Machine.

Would you kindly let me
j^ know whether there is on the

^ market a variable pulley which
J automatically adjusts itself to

the load, within limits, that
would prove a useful and satisfac-

tory fitting on my 1908 Triumph. I

am in the habit of riding my
machine fitted up so as to get maxi-
mum comfort out of it. The pedal
gear I have completely removed and
replaced with spring footboards, and
I often carry travelling kit on the

carrier. With a gear of 4^ to 1 I

get on excellently, although this

does not give me much margin on
hills of 1 in 7, which I occasionally

come across in the Bath district.

My weight is about eleven stones.

—

C.S.
An automatically variable engine
pulley is made by the Lloyd Motor
Engineering Co., 132, Monument
Road, Birmingham. This device we
proved to be quite satisfactory on the
occasion of a trial some months ago.

Putting a Motor Cycle out of Action.

I notice in a recent issue of

"^Ti The Motor Cycle an account

^ of a machine being stolen out
-iJ of a shed at the back of the

owner's house. I have made
arrangements for keeping mine in a

locked-up shed in an hotel yard, and
to guard against any such theft as

mentioned above, could you suggest
any precaution? Of course, anything

done to the machine that is universal

would be useless. Could you or the

Bosch Co." tell me of anything I

could do to the magneto to put the

same out of order, something simple?

Or would it be possible to obstruct

in some way the flow of petrol to

the carburetter, say by a small

screw in some way that of course

would have to be taken out every

time the machine was required for

use?—F.H.
Of course, the best thing you can do
is to insure the machine against theft.

You can easily put the magneto out of

action by comiecting the switch screw

by means of a fine wire to the spring

holding on the brass cover. You can

easily arrange this so that it could

hardly be noticed. There are many other

more obvious methods of putting the

machine out of action, such as taking

the wire off the high tension terminal,

or if you use a detachable fastener,

why not remove the belt altogether

from the machine each time you have
finished with it?

Pedal Starting. Sidecais.

i have a 3^ h.p. Triumph,^ but do not appreciate running

^ alongside it and then jumping
-LI into the saddle. (1.) Would

it be possible to start the bi-

cycle while sitting in the saddle if 1

had a Roc clutch, Mabon clutch, or

a Gradua gear fitted? Which is the

best? (2.) I am thinking of getting

a sidecar. Would a two-speed gear

be necessary to take about 25 stones?

(3.) Is the Lowen sidecar better than
the Montgomery? Having two
wheels do you not think the former
less liable to skid? Would a side-

car necessitate a car licence?—P.G.
(1.) None of the devices mentioned
allow of pedal starting while back
wheel rests on the ground. The
Nala, V.S., and N.S.U. per-

mit of pedal starting. (2.) A two-

speed gear would be necessary to get

any real pleasure out of the machine
in a hilly district. (3. Whether you
have a one or two-wheeled sidecar is

a matter of personal choice. Both are

good, but we may mention that a

rigid pattern sidecar will not skid.

No extra licence is required for a

sidecar unless you use a two-wheel

one, which will convert your machine
into a four-wheeled veliicle.

Weak on HiUs.

I liave a 3 h.p. Bradbury
with Longuemare carburetter.

The machine has good compres-

sion, and goes well on the

level, but will not climb hills

as it pulls up. The plug also gets

sooted up quickly. The engine runs

best with the air lever wide open

and the throttle fully open, but if I

attempt to close the throttle a little

the engine slows down directly.

Can you please give me some tips?—

B.W.P.
It looks very much as if the flow of

petrol to the carburetter is partia,lly

obstructed, or may be some foreign

matter has got into the carburetter.

If you take off the feed pipe and dis-

mantle the carburetter you will be

able to verify this. When the carbu-

retter is clean if the engine fails

on hills it may be due to you using

too high a gear, or to wrong manipu-

lation of the control levers. If :!^ou

partly close the throttle without closing

the air lever also, naturally the engine

will stop. On hills ^ry closing the air

lever gradually immediately you notice

the engine slowing down. This will

enrich the mixture and enable the

engine to pull better.

B9
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Magneto Ignition. .

(1.) I have a Fulmina mag-
^jT] neto, which has been in use

^ for two seasons and given great

JJ satisfaction. But I • think the

spark is not so " vicious " as it

once was, and, although there is a

lot of magnetism about, I think it

possible that it would be aa improve-

ment to get the magnets remag-

netised. Does the lessening of spark

point "to this want? (2.) Also can

you explain to me why the position

of armature which produces a spark

with the least movement of the

armature is not the position
.
of

maximum spark? That is, in the

former position, and when the wheel

of armature is turned ever so

slightly, a spark is produced at the

plug. But in this position if the

armature is revolved as rapidly as

possible, the spark will only jump
about ^in. Retard from this posi-

tion about ^in., and the spark will

jump a gap of about ^in., but has to

be moved twice as fast to produce a

spark at all at the plug.—S. B. .

1.) Gradual lessening of the spark

seems to indicate that the magnets will

soon require to be remagnetised. (2.)

The magnetic field is distorted while

tlie armature is in motion. At the

extreme limit of range the spark tends

t.0 become v^eak, and the distortion is

such as to move the point on whiich

the maximum . electrical effect can be
obtained in a backward direction ; con-

sequently it is quite possible that there

is one point at which the ;gin. spark
can be produced with very slight move-
ment, whereas there is another point

further back at which a much stronger
spark will be obtained, but only when
more rapid rotation is given to the
armature. For a detailed explanation
we (refer you to " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them."

Improving an Old Pattern Machine.

(1.) I have a Raleigh with

^^ 3 h.p. Fafnir engine, which
^ is running very well, but is

-^ noj; too comfortable on rough
roads. Would you advise me

to have the engine fitted on to an-

other frame in order to get the
extra comfort when riding? If so,

what frame would you siuggest? (2.)

Tliere is, I think, a .slight leakage of

compression by the large nut, which
coimects induction pipe to engine.
After running for some time I notice
quite a. quantity of oil on the outside
of the nut. This seems as if there is

leakage of oil past the piston rings.

If, when I examine the rings, I find
tnem bright all round, may I presume
that rings are all I'ight? (3.) The
inlet valve is ground well in, both
surfaces being bright ' and clean.
There is an asbestos washer on the
underside of the valve seating, but
not one above where the nut holds
the inlet valve clown. Should there
be one in this latter place? If so,
what kind? What tension should the
spring on the inlet valve be, and
how should it be tested? My inlet
valve, when spring is fully com-
pressed, opens a good deal more
than -j^in. ; is this right?—C. R.

(1.) A new modern frame of low
design, with spring forks, would make
BIO

things much more comfortable for you.

We suggest the Chater Lea frame, and
should advi.se you to correspond with
the Chater Lea Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 116, Golden Lane, E.G.- {2.)

Perhaps you are oiling a little too

freely. Probablv if you fit a copper
and asbestos washer at the top of the
inlet valve, the leakage will cease. If

the rings are bright all round, you may
be quite isure that they are satisfac-

tory. Even if they are a good fit when
the engine is ' excessively oiled, the
lubricant will sometimes get jiast the
rings. (3.) There is no fixed rule for

the strength of the inlet valve spring,
but the makers of the engine would
supply you with a spring most suitable.

Likewise, the correct opening of the
inlet valve can only be determined by
experiment. -^in. is top much for a
fast running engine, and you would
most likely obtain much better results
with a ^in. opening.

A Loss of Power on Hilis.

I have a 3 h.p. (Birmingham)

qI Quadrant, surface carburetter

> and accumulator ignition. On
-2-1 a level road the macliine runs

well at a moderate speed (eight

to twelve miles per hour) with spark
lever advanced halfway, throttle open
a little, and air lever just open. For

J:^:^.,££>S.'-CM

Liiie a penny In a cheese ! The inlet valve
head of a reader's machine having snapped off,

fell into the cylinder, and was jammed through
the piston on the upward stroke. This is an old
trouble, hut latter day engines usually have a
stop to prevent the valve head entering the
cylinder in case of breakage. We fegret to

have to admit however, that there is a modern
appearance about the piston illustrated.

quite a slight incline I have to give
more gas and more air and advance
the spark, or the engine slows down.
But for a steep hill, even quite a
short one,> full throttle and corre-

sponding air generally fail to take
me up witliout pedalling, i.e., the
engine seems to lose power and some-
times stops quite suddenly or begins
to misfire. Similarly on the level, if

I advance the spark fully, for speed,
it generally misfires in the same
way. I have cleaned out the carbu-
retter and enlarged the air inlet to
same, so as to facilitate vaporising,
and I have fitted a variable pulley

AUGUST 18th, igog.

(L.M.C. Auto-varia) to improve hill-

climbing, but there still seems to be

this loss of power. The cylinder ai.d

piston are in perfect condition, and
the compression is as good as one
could wish for, so the loss is not
there. Is it that my weight—14

stones or a little over-—is too much
for a 3 h.p. engine, or is there any-
thing wrong with the ^adjustments?
The engine generally starts quite
easily, even when cold, by running a
few yards, with spark lever advanced
halfway, but will mot st;rrt firing at

all if the spark lever is put back, as

usually recommended. I never have
any trouble with premature ignition
or backfire, even when the engine is

hot.—G. A.
If you have a surface carburetter we
ascribe some of your trouMe to this.

The surface carburetter being designed
to work w^itli a lighter spirit than is

now sold to the public, it may be
necessary to let a little fresh spirit

into the carburetter from the tank
every time you want to start or restart.

Another thing you might turn your
attention to is the adjustment of the
contact-breaker. Note wlfether the cam
or any of the parts are worn. The
fact that the engine misfires at speed
and runs regularly at slow speeds seems
to indicate that the contact points
should be adjusted closer together.
Bear in mind that the tension of the
valve springs and the correct opening
of the valves are important.

Tyres on Lightweights.

Will you kindly say if you
consider the l|in. tyre, fitted

generally to lightweight cycles,

big enough for rough roads, or
would you recommend 2in. for

greater comfort, and, if so, is there
any counterbalancing disadvantage?
Will the Ifin. rim of, say, the Moto-
~sacoche take a 2in. tyre? W^ould a

spring seat-pillar be a better device
for rough roads, or do you think
either necessary.—W. B. L.

For greater comfort and extra reli-

ability we should recommend a 2in.

tyre. The only disadvantage is a

islightly^ increased liability to side-slip

and slightly reduced speed. . Probably
a 2in. tyre will not fit l|in. rims; it

depends on the make of tyre, so we
suggest you write the makers of the
tyre you refer to. A spring seat-

pillar with a large size spring saddle
would, of course, be of advantage.

READERS' REPLIES.
Misfiring at High Speeds.

Regarding " S. N.'s " enquiry, page
582, when the engine seems to trip

itself up at the higher speeds, especially

downhill, it is usually due to weak
valve springs. A washer about Tsin.
thick, tried fii'st on exhaust and then on
the m.o. inlet valve, to pack up and
stiffen the springs, often works wonders.
—J. M. Oliver.

The Id. Edition of " The Autocar."
Readers of " The Motor Cycle " who are

interested in motor cars are reminded
that a Penny Edition of " The Autocar'"

is now obtainable of all Newsagents and
Booksellers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the 3d. issue.
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* What's in

a frame ?

'

So far as a motor cycle is concerned,

and particularly a lightweight, we can

truthfully answer—EVERYTHING !

Instance the case of the

SILENT

OTO
LUXURIOUS

The frame, illustrated above, has been

specially designed to secure strength,

rigidity, and lightness. Strength—for

safety's sake; Rigidity—to ensure

that none of the power of the twin

engine is lost in transmission. Low
saddle position and ample space for

a large tank are also obtained by
this registered design. Finally, note

the correct position of the adjustable

footrests, low engine position and

neatness.

May we ofier you a trial run ? Full details free on request.

THE MOTO-REVE CO., LTD.,
138-142. GRAY S INN RD , LONDON, W.C.

S. &H.

/;? §^

IMPORTANT TO ALL MOTOR CYCLISTS

irC!llKl[EW°

ALL RUBBER

MOTOR CYCLE
TYRE

THOSE STUDS
ARE

RUBBER.
READ
THIS

9/10, Snmmerfleld Gdns ,

Muswell Hill, N.
TI18 B.F, Goodricli Co., 14/6/09

London
Dear Sirs,—No doabt you will be
pleased to hear tliat I "was success-

ful ixi the Plymouth-London and
back Trials, and that the pair of

tyres supplied by you haye proved

satisfactory in every way.

They show practica ly no signs of

wear, though they have run close on

1,000 miles; also their stability on

greasy roads la marvellous.

/ The machine I rode was a 5 h.p. twin

Eex, two speed model—total weight

of myself and machine, 802 lbs.

I hope Bhortly to be competing in

the Six Days' Trials, when I shall

use the same pair of tyres, and
hope to be as Buccessful as

I was in th« London-
Plymouth.

Yours faithfully

(Signed)

E. O'lI.VGAN

Price—covet
only, 23 x 2^

40/-
Goodrich Anti-skid Motor Cycle

Tyre, 26 x 2i.

fitting Non-skid
Band to existing

cov»r, 21 /

IT IS EASILY
— THE FASTEST —— THE TOUGHEST —— THE SAFEST —

AND THE MOST ENDURING
OF ALL IV30T0R CYCLE TYRES.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE B.F. GOODRICH CO., LTD.,
7, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.G.

Obtainable from all Cycle and Motor Dealers.

^ ^
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." BII
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A Frame Missing.

Oil the 8th inst. the shop of J.

Horner and Co., 21, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C, was
entered and a new 1909 3^ h.p. Eex
de Luxe motor cycle frame. No. 20398
removed. The above firm will be glad

of information which will lead to its

recovery.

Six Days' Triil.

The A.C.U. Committee has sent a

donation to the Stafford Infirmary as

a slight recognition of assistance given

to one of the competitors in the recent

Six Days' Trial who met with an acci-

dent and was well looked after by the
cfii'cials there. A donation has also

been sent to the Shrewsbury Borough
Police Fund, in appreciation of the

valuable assistance rendered by the
police officials at Shrewsbury during
the Trials.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

135 motor cycles were imported last

month of the value of £3,578, and
parts value £4,799, total £8,377, as

compared with £7,775 in July last

year. The value of the imports dur-
ing the seven months ended 31st July
was £43,737, representing £27,202
worth of complete machines, and
£16.535 worth of parts. The imports
during the corresponding period of

1903 were valued at £43,982, and in

19D7 £58,033.

Exports Booming.

128 British-made motor cycles were
exported last month of the value of

£4,388, and parts value £2,376, a total

of £6,764, compared with £4,314 in

July, 1908, and £4,645 July, 1907. The
great increase in the exports of motor
cycles and parts during the seven
months ended 31st July will be seen
from the following figures :

1908. 1909.

475 701

1907.

Number

—

392
Value

—

£13,864 £16,172 £24,202
Value of parts

—

£16.913 £12,627 £18,898
Total—

£30,777 £28,799 £43,100

Re-exports of Foreign Motor Cycles.

Forty-nine motor cycles of foreign
make were re-exported from this
country during July, the value being
£297. Parts were valued at £2,314.
The total value of re-exports during
the seven complete months of 1909
was £12,137, parts representing no
less than £10,389 of that amount.

B14
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FUND.

INTERESTING PASSENGER MACHINES^
(ILLUSTRATED).

The Wi^an Police.

At the Wigan Police Court on the
5th inst. a motor cyclist was fined 5s.

and costs—£1 4s. in all—(licence

endorsed) for recklessly and danger-
ously driving a motor cycle in the main
part of the town. A constable's esti-

mate of the speed was twenty-five
miles per hour.

Inland Revenue Tax Exemptions.

It will be remembered that in the

last issue we published a newspaper
report of a police court case in which
]Mr. T. Buckvvorth. of Reform Street,

Crowland, was summoned for using
an unlicensed motor cycle at Crowland
on July 5th. The summons was issued

at the instigation of Superintendent
Burton, of Spalding. Defendant
claimed that he was exempt as he
used his molor cycle solely for busi-

ness purposes. He produced a copy

Master Crawley, of Bedford, is only just old
enough to hold a driving licence, but he can
manage a Triumph with the greatest ease, and
his father frequently sends him on journeys of

over one hundred miles.

of The Motor Cycle in court giving
particulars of correspondence which
passed between the R.A.C., A.C.U.,
and the London authorities on the
subject of exempiiion. The Chairman
of the Bench said the majority were
of the opinion that the case should be
disriiissed. Superintendent Burton
was not satisfied with this decision,
and asi^ed the Bench to state a case,

and we were inform ?d later that the
superintendent had decided to lodge
an appeal. As far a-s we can see there
is no particular reason why a superin-
tendent should go out of his way to
sp^nd the ratepayers' money on decid-
ing knotty legal problems which have
already been fairly well discussed else-

where. We have been in correspond-

ence with Mr. Buckworth all along
in connection with the case, and re-
commended him some time ago to
become a member either of the A.C.U.
or M.U., and we now understand from
Mr. F. Straight, secretary of the
A.C.U., before whom the' whole of

• the facts have been laid, that the
committee of the Auto Cycle Union
has decided to recommend the R.A C.
Legal Cases Committee to defend thj
case if an appeal be lodged.

The Tourist Trophy Race.

Seven entries have already been
received for the T. T. Race in the Isle
of Man on the 23rd prox. As the
whole of the expense of arranging the
event will fall upon the shoulders of
the A.C.U. this year, motor cyclists
are asked to contribute. Sie this
week's leading article.

Foreign Tourists visiting LngUnd.

When touring in xome continental
countries British motorists may use
their own numbers, but foreigners
visiting this country have to re-register
their machines and obtain new num-
bers, and are also subject to the In-
land Revenue licence. What encour-
agement for foreign tourists to visit
these shores

!

Passenger Vehicles.

Two very interesting passenger motor
cycles are illustrated and described in
tills week's issue of The Motor C'l/ch.

One i.s the A.C. tricar and the other
the Chater Lea motor cycle and side-
car. The detail improvements in the
former bring it right in the forefront
of passenger vehicle design, while in

the latter we- have the last thing in

sidecar outfits with chain transmission
including a three-speed gear and free
engine clutch. Those who contempiate
the purchase of an up to date passenger
motor cycle should not fail to read
bo;h these articles.

Whit will Win?

Opini:ns are divided as to the chances
of a single-cylinder against the twin-
cylinder machines in the T.T. race.

Although in the two previous races
single-cylinder machines have averaged
a better speed than the multis, it must
not be forgotten that the limited

,

allowance of petrol did not permit ths
machines to make their best showing.
This year, with unrestricted petrol

a'lowance, it is asking a lot for a single

of 500 cubic centimetres to beat a

rnulti-cylinder of 750 cubic centimetres
^-but we shall see. A well-known
rider has estimated that this year's

winner will average fifty miles an hour.
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pen Hill-climb at 3irnsley.

The annual open hill-climb at

Baiusley for the Littlewood Trophy
a.:es place on the 11th prox. Mr. F.

korah is the secretary, his address
being 49, Park Eoad, Barnsley.

he Sidecar End-to-end Recoid,

The identical sidecar driven by Mr.
Olsson on the occasion of his estab-

shing the End-to-end sidecar record

is to be seen at the V.S. company's
premises, 178, Great Portland Street,

W. All motor cyclists interested are

welcome to examine it.

lotor Cycle Thefts.

The police have infornaed a reader
who was unfortunate enough to have
his mount stolen the other day, that
motor cycle thefts are rapidly on the
increase. Motor cyclists, therefore,

should take steps to see that their

machines are either locked or are

stored in safe places.

'olice Traps.

Police traps are in operation be-
tween Inverness and Nairn, and from
Forres to Nairn. There is a measured
nule on the Elgin side of Forres, in

which several motorists have been
caught.

In Warwickshire, near Coventry,
there ifi a trap between Gibbett Hill
and Cannon Hill.

Two miles ^ out of Nairn, east and
west on Glasgow-Nairn road. ?very
day between the hours of 12 noon and
4 p.m.

More Kindness Unrewarded.

Another motor cyclist informs us that

he acted the Good Samaritan on the

4th inst. four miles from Barnet, to a

rider of a motor bicycle and sid«^

with lady passenger who were stranded

through the accumulator bemg ex-

hausted. Our correspondent's name is

G Bennett, of 85, Sumatra Road,

Hampstead, N.W. He is a member of

the A.O.U. and the North-west Lon-

don M.C.O., and knows the number of

the sideear belonging to the person who

borrowed the accumulator. This regis-

tered number has been sent us m con-

fidence, and we hope the offender will

not compel us to draw other motor

cyclists' attention to his discourtesy m
retaining a borrowed article lent him

with the sole idea of assisting him out

of his trouble.

Mew Cluh lor French Motor Cyclists.

There has been just established in

France a club for motor cyclists, which

is to be known by the name of the

Motocycle Club de Paris. The address

is 34, Rue Marbeuf, Avenue des Champs

Elysees. Members are divided into two

categories—active members, who pay an

annual subscription of 25 francs, and

honorary members, whose subscription

is 15 francs. After the list of founder

members has been completed, an

entrance fee of 5 francs vdll be charged,

except for members of the Touring

Club de France. Its object, of course

is the encouragement of the pastime ot

motor cycling, and the club will organise

weekly runs under the leadership of a

member of the committee, and an

important annual competition, to which

the title is to be given of " The Grand

Prix de France des Motocyclettes."

=^HE)

The Jairott Cup Competition,

F. Mussell's name should be added
to the list of gold medal winners in

the M.C.C. London to Land'e End
and back run.

„ Inter-club Teanl Race.

At the New Brighton Tower Grounds
last Saturday, at the N.C.U. (Liver-
pool centre) championships, a motor
cycle team race between the Liverpool
Motor Club and the ^Manchester M.C.

• was included. Three thousand specta-

tors watched the proceedings. The race
was over a distance of two miles, and
the team representatives were : Liver-

FUT13RE EVENTS.
Aug. 1 8—British M.C.R.C. Fifth Race Meeting

at Brcoklands. Start 3 p.m.

Aug. 21—Coventry and Warwicsshire M.C Open
Hill-climb for Mo*cr Cycles. '

Class I. Full Touring Machines.
Class II. T,T and Special Machines.

Aug. 27 and 28—Essex M.C 24 Hours' Ride.
Woodford to York and back.

Aug. 30-31—Muratti Trophy Open 400 Miles
Reliability Trials in connection with
the Ulster Centre M.C. U.I.

Aug. —A.C.U. Annual Race Meeting.

Sept. r.—Entries close for the Tourist Trophy
Race on Sept. 23rd.

Sept. 4—M.C.C. Members' Petrol Consumption
Trial. Start 4 p.m.

Sept. 5—Mont Ventoux (France) Hill-climb.

Sept. 19—Semmering Hill-climb (Austria)

Sept. 23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR
MOTOR CYCLES IN THE ISLE OF
MAN.

Oct. 2—Race meeting at Brooklands.

Oct. 9—Proposed Two Hours Record Race a.

Brooklands organised by the British

M.C.R.C.

pool—C. Lenty (3^ T.T. Triumph), F.

C. Jones (3i Rex Speed King), G. H.
Owens (5 Peugeot), and E. F. Baxter

(5 Rex). Manchester—H. Reed (5

Dot), 0. Thoma.s {5 Peugeot), W.
Heaton (3^ Rex), and A. J. Moor-
house (T.T. Triumph). Two rounds
were decided, each team winning
four races. In the decider Jones
(Liverpool) opposed Reed (Man-
chester), the last-named winning easily.

Manchester thus won by the odd

621

point. In one of the heats C. Lenty
sustained a nasty fall which resulted
in a broken collar-bone and severe
facial injuries. A. J. Moorhouse, of
Manchester, made an attempt on the
mile motor cycle track record, cover-
ing the distance in Im. 9|s., beating
record by ^.

A Risky Experiment.

A motorist in Franoe, who was foimd
to be using false registration nmnbeis
for the purpose of deceiving the authori-
ties, has been sentenced to two months'
imprisonment, and the motorist from
whom he copied the number without
permission has been successful in secur-
ing damages against the offender.

Motor Cycle Racing at Norwich.

At the annual meeting of the Norwich
Amateur B.C. last Saturday, witnessed
by 4,000 spectators, a five miles race
for motor cycles was won by P. V.
Wallis (J.A.P.); time, 7m. 14|s. R.
0. Clark (F.N.) was second. Harry-
Martin attempted the one-mile flying

start record, and covered the distance
ill 77|s.—10s. better than previous best

for the track. He also lowered W.
Hodgkinson's five-n;ile record by 3|s.,

his time being 6m. 55|s.

An Exeitlng Adventure.

A most unusual accident occurred

last week to a Coventry motor cyclist

touring in Scotland. He was riding

in company with three other motor
cyclists beside Loch Ness at 11 p.m.

when the petrol tank stopper came un-

screwed and some petrol was jerked

out and ignited by the lamp. The
whole tank at once caught fire, and
the rider had just time to drop the
machine on its right side. The petrol

spilt out, and blazed for threequarters

of an hour before any of the quartette

could get near enough to the machine
to put out the flames. When they did

manage it, however, it was found that

the tank was only leaking in one top

corner, and the engine was started

again at about 1.30 a.m. Despite the

fact that the saddle had all gone, as

well as the toolbag behind, the handle-

bar grips, and control wires, ^the

machine was ridden to Glasgow by
wav of Ballaclulish and Gleucoe.

'^•^^•ic,^sr^'V<^v«:'':fi!^>^^'<'><f'lf^^ "

The Manchester Team which beat Liverpool at New Brighton on Saturday last by one point only.
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THE DOUGLAS CARBURETTER.
THE special carburetter used on the 2%. h.p

horizontally opposed Douglas engine is of the

single jet type, with the air and throttle open-

ings controlled by means of the usual handle-

bar levers and Bowden wires. It is shown in section

in the accompanying line drawing. The lid of the

float chamber A, which carries the needle valve balance

weights B, can be taken off for cleaning and adjusting

purposes by means of the nut on the float chamber
lid. As will be seen, the needle C and float are of

the usual pattern. The jet tube D has a round top,

and the petrol is dra)vn by the suction of the engine

over the piston throttle E through the outlet hole. The
throttle E, as will be noticed, is cone shaped, and as

the piston throttle rises and falls to close and open
the orifice, the space around the jet tube is varied, so

causing a variable suction on the petrol, or a variation

in the depression in the carburetter, which conduces
to easy starting, and a constancy in the quality of the

mixture. G is the main air inlet, and additional air

can be admitted by opening the piston throttle F,
which gradually uncovers a hole H ^in. deep by
f^vci. wide in the side of the chamber. The addi-

tional air passes along the passage J to the inlet pipe

opening L. The jet D can be cleared by a piece of

fine wire after removing the screw K at base. Another
screw M can be removed for clearing the passage

between the float and spray chambers. The carburetter

parts are readily dismantled, a small screw and
clamp N securing the additional air chamber to the

spray chamber cover,

which latter is screwed

into the chamber. In

the illustration the throttle

and additional air in-

let are shown
open.

Sectional drawing of the Douglas Handle-bar

controlled Carburetter.

THE MURATTI TROPHY TRIALS.

In connection with the Muratti Trophy Reliability

Trials on the 30th and 31st insts., the Ulster Centre
M. C.U.I, are giving gold medals to all riders securing

ninety-five per cent, of full marks during the two days.

THE IRISH END-TO-END RECORD.
Mr. C. E. Murphy, of Cootehill, a member of the

Ulster Centre M.C.U.I., was to make an attempt on
the Irish End-to-end record yesterday, his machine
being a 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph. We hope to give full

particulars of the ride in our next issue.

Motor cycle races at New Brighton on Saturday last. A. J. Moorhonse
(3J h.p. Triumph) who reduced Harry Rignold's one mile record for the track
by one-fifth ol a second. Rignold's time was 1 min. 8| sees.

and a silver medal to all who secure ninety per OMit.
The holder of the trophy is Mr. J. Stewart, Belfast,
.and should he succeed in winning it this year it will

become his own property.

The title of the firm of Hayes, Fenn, and Co. has
been altered to A. G. Fenn and Co., 27, Mortimer
Market, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.

EARLY ENTRIES FOR THE T.T.

Last week, seven entries had already been received

for the T.T. Race, which augurs well for its success.

The entries are:

Triumph Cycle Co. (3^ h.p. Triumph) (holders).

H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot) (holder of the twin trophy).

Norton Mfg. Co. (35^ h.p, Norton, 496 c.c.)

Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. J.A.P., 680 c.c.)

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian, 744 c.c.)

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian, 744 c.c.)

S. C. Ferryman (5 h.p. Norton, 742 c.c.)

Pullman's " Fireking " fire extinguisher has been
introduced to quell an outbreak at the beginning. It

consists of an ornamental metal tube i4in. long by
2in. in diameter, which is secured to the frame tubes
of a motor bicycle by means of spring clips. In case
of fire the contents of the metal tube are thrown with
a forcible sweeping motion into the base of the flame,
and the makers assert that neither the gas nor powder
evolved from it are harmful to either machine, body,
or clothing. An important point is that extinguishers
used in actual motor fires will be filled free of charge

;

thus the first cost is the only cost. The circular says
that leading fire insurance c<xnpanies allow a sub-
stantial rebate ofiF premiums when machines are fitted

with the " Fireking " extinguisher. It is sold by R.
M. Pullman and Bros., London Road, Norbury, S.W.
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The Motor Union and
rHE immediate response to the paragraph under

this heading which appeared in The Motor Cycle

of July 28th shows that a very large number
of members of the motor cycle section of the

ilotor Union are not only willing to assist at military

Qanoeuvres, but are also in many cases specially

[ualified to do so. Of those who offered to assist

,t the Army manoeuvres in September next a large

lumber have already undergone a considerable amount

>f military training, and, in addition to this, have

;ained a knowledge of the countiy whilst touring on

heir moto: bicycles, which is hardly to be found in

Officials of the Kotts. and District M.C.C. Petrol Consumption Trlsi

measuring the precious fuel. Dr. Ed. Bigg, the donor of the prize, is holding

the measuring glass.

le non-motoring civilian. Motor cyclists will therefore

elcome the statement of the Army Council that they

re considering at the present time " a scheme , for

tilising in connection with national defence the

Military Motor Cycling.
services of individuals, who, though not forming part

of the military forces of the crown, might yet be able

in time of national emergency, owing to special

aptitudes, to assist the military forces." The exact

conditions which shall govern the organisation of this

Technical Reserve have not yet been fully elaborated,

and it is therefore premature at the present time to

discuss the details of the scheme, but the Army Council
consider that much valuable experience, botii from a

military point of view and from the point of view

of the individuals who may ultimately be willing to

enrol themselves in the Technical Reserve, will be
gained if a limited number of civilian motor cyclists

take part in the forthcoming Army manoeuvres in

September next. Should this experiment prove
successful, it is probable that the Army Council will

put forward a definite scheme which shall enable all

those motor cyclists who are willing to place their

machines at the disposal of the country in case of

national emergency an opportunity of obtaining the

necessary military experience. The Motor Union
will therefore be glad if all motor cyclist members
who would be interested in such a scheme will com-
municate with the secretary, in order that a register

of such members may be kept, and in order that they

may be communicated with at a later date. For
the present experiment the Union received many times

the requisite number of offers. Those finally selected

have been chosen either in view of special qualifica-

tions which they would seem to possess or in order

to ascertain the respective merits, from a military point

of view, of the different types of machine wihich

they propose to use. Those selected include a tricar

and motor bicycles ranging from light 3 h.p. engines

to a heavier make of 9 h.p. It will be interesting to

which prove the more serviceable in thesee

manoeuvres.

ENTRIES FOR THE COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE HILL CLIMB.
A LARGE and representative entry has been received

\ for the above club's hill-climb next Saturday, at a

\ venue which will be announced to competitors on

Friday. Only two classes have been included, and

will be noticed that the entries are verj' evenly divided :

Class I. For motor bicycles in full touring trim, and fitted

ith an efficient silencer, spring front forks, two brakes,

etal motor cycle mudguards at least 3iin. vidde, touring

iddle, standard size roadster motor cycle tyres, toolbag

ith tools weighing not less than 5 lbs., stand, and motor
cle horn. Jjimit capacity, single-cylinders 500 cc., and
fin-cylinders 750 cc.

L. N&rton (5^ Norton)
. H. Wells (4.9 Indian)
L. Cooper (3^ Triumph)

eg. Samson (3^ L.M.C.)
of. Smith (3^ Triumph)
Lee-Evans (4.9 Indian)
W. Barnes (3^ Zenith

Cradua)
E. Stanley (3^ Premier)

>y W. Walker (3^ Premier)
D. Teage (3| Premier)

•ank White (5 Rex)
C. Bagphawe (5 Rex)
Lord (3^ Rex)
Winslow (5 Rex)
Smith (3^ Triumph)
W. Applebee (5 Rex)
Marshall (3^ Triumph)

. Creyto-i (3^ Triump-k)
A. Gorton (3^ Rex)

S. Davis (3i Rex)
W. Jones (U Wolf)
W. H. Bashall (3^ Zenith

Gi'adua)

R. H. Edwards (3^ Triumph)
R. T. Exshaw (3^ Zenith

Gradua)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
H. Bevir (3i L.M.C.)
E. S. Myers (3 Scott two-

stroke)

T. H. Tessier (5^ Bat-
J.A.P.)

P. Baker (2| Elec. Minerva,)

R. N. Corah (3^ Corah)
VV. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
Eli Clarke (g| Douglas)
T. Peck m Rex)
J. hena

siireke)

(35 Preme, twe-

Class II. For all Tourist Trophy and other special or
racing models. Exhaust pipes and silencers to be fitted.

J. L. Norton (3^ Norton)
A. Mackenzie Cott (7-9 King-

J.A.P.)
W. H. Bashall (7-8 Bat-

J.A.P.)

J. T. Bashall (3^ W.H.B.-
J.A.P.)

T. Silver (3^ Quadrant)
F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith

Gradua)
G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)

mH. G. Potts
Triumph)

F. C. Bagshawe (5 Rex)
A. G. Fenn (3^ Triumph)
F. A. Applebee (5 Rex)
0..C. Godfrey (3^ Rex)

T.T.

J. C. Smyth
King)

(3^ Rex Speed

J. P. Le Grand (3^ Rex)
W. A. Jacobs (3^ Rex)
W. O. Bentley (3^ Rex Speed
King)

J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
A. V. Sumner (5 T.T. Vindec)
H. D. Teage (3| Premier)
Geof. Smith (3^ Triumph)
E. Kickham (7 Leader-

Peugeot)
R. T.- Exshaw (3^ Zenith

Gradua)
J. W. Waring (8 Minerva)
G. Jones (6-7 Bat-J.A.P.)
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
F. C. Wood (4 two-speed

N.S.U.)

Weighing will take place from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
start of the competition is at 3 p.m. A special committee of
scrutineers will inspect the machines in Class I., and any
found to depart from the rules will be relegated to Class II.

->-«o«»—<-

MOTOR CYCLISTS AND OLYMPIC GAMES.
If there were any competitors in the 1908 Oiympic Gam^

who have ever competed under A.C.U. rules on a saotor
oycle will they kindly communicate with the Editor?
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CLUB NEWS.
Eastern Dlstrlet M.C.

The TOihpetition for the President's Trophy wae run off

on the 8th inst. Winner, J. Babbage, 4i h.p. Minerva

twin ; second, F. W. James, 3^ h.p. Cottereau-Minerva.

Cardiff M.C.

A reliability trial for cars and motor cycles will be held

to-day (Wednesday) and Saturday next, the 21st inst. The

start will be at 2.30 from the Power Station, Newport
Road, to . Newport, turn up Waterloo Hill, Stow Park to

Bassaleg, and back to Cardiff and Newport main road a,t

Tredegjir Park. The latter portion will be repeated until

such time as the timekeeper shall think fit.

1^ Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold a twenty-eight hours' run on

August 28th and 29th to London and back. The committee

hope that all clubs affiliated to the Northern League will

send a team of three riders to compete. Competitors will

start at three o'clock on Saturday afternoon, and are due
back in Middlesbrough at 7 p.m. next day. As the time

is rather short, the committee would be much obliged if any

club would be willing to check the competitors at Barnet

about 5 a.m. on the 29th in^t.

Slieffleld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The first final of a series of monthly bogey hill-climbs

arranged by the above club took place on the 7th inst. Com-
petitors were allowed six ascents to be run any time during

the three weeks previous to the final, which latter in this

case was postponed for one week owing to bad weather.

The award, the club rose bowl, is taken by D. Bradbury

(3^ h.p. Norton), whose nett time was 31^8. T. Durant
(3^ h.p. J.A.P.) comes second with 33s., and T. Dover

(3i h.p. Triumph) third with 33|s. T. Dover made fastest

time in 33|s., T. Durant coming seco'nd with 34s., and Brad-
bury third with 36^. As the handicapping committee have
now some data to work on the August event should see some
very close finishes.

Nottingham and Distrlet BI.C.C.

The above club held a petrol consumption test on the

14th inst. for the gold medal presented by Dr. Ed. Bigg.

The competitors had to run over a twenty-two miles course

three times,, and to complete each circuit in and between a

Nottingliam and District M.C.C. Petrol Consumption Trial. A group of

competitors.

minimum and maximum time of Ih. 10m. to Ih. aOm. At
the completion of the sixty-six miles the amount of petrol

consumed was measured, and the result worked out as per
table annexed :

1. G. Brough (5-6 Brough)
2. W. ReiUy (3^ Triumph)
3. F. B. Johnson (3^ Humber)
4. J. Fairbum (3^ C.C.R. -Smith)
5. L. A. Nolan (3J- Triumph)
6. C. H. Sewell (3i Triumph
7. A. E. Lole (5-6 F.N.) ...

F. Garratt (2^ N.S.U.)
J. King (5-6 F.N.) retired; two nuts missing, crank case.

G. H. Pearson (2^^- Bentinck) retired ; broke belt fastener
twice.

Total weight in lbs. Capacity of engine
of rider and machine in cubic centimeters

Formula used : -—

Gross Capa- Petrol
weight. city. used.

c.c. pts. ozs.

348 . . 662 .. 2 15
356 . . 476 .. 2 10

. 424 . . 487 .. 4 18

) 320 . . 452 .. 3 9|
. 324 . . 476 .. 4
. 312 . . 476 .. 4 5
. 388 . . 463 .. 5 3

280 not given '3 8
1

Distance, sixty-six miles.

Petrol consumed in ozs.

Barnoldswick M.C.

A most successful hill-climbing competition took place oi

the 10th inst. at Salterforth. The hill is situated midwa;
between Colne and Skipton just off the main road, and it i

an ideal venue for a competition of this nature. Results

1, James Windle; 2, W. Holden.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The Reliability Competition, to be held on Saturday next
the 21st inst., will be over the following route: Hul
(Haworth Arms), Beverley, Driffield, Bridlington, returniu]

vid Carnaby, Lissett, Beeford, Brandesburton, Leven, Lon|
Riston, Skirlaugh, Coniston, Sutton, Stoneferry, and Newland
Entrance fee, 2s. ; start 2.30 p.m. Awards : 1st prize, give:

by Mr. Geo. Wade, patron; 2nd prize, medal presented b;

Mrs. Crawford ; 3rd prize, 1 gallon motor oil. No priz

will be awarded if less than four starters (the competitioi

being declared void), no second prize if less than six, an(

no third prize if less than thirteen. The committee earnestl;

hope that all members will enter this competition, as th^

success of all competitions depends upon their being wel
supported. One of the conditions is that the machines an(

accessories used must be the bona-Ude property of the riders

A hill-climbing contest will take place on Saturday, tb
28th inst., at High Hunsley, South Cave; meet at 2.30 p.ni

at South Cave Station. The competition will be divided int(

the following classes : Class I., for motor cycles with engine
of a bore and stroke not exceeding 76 x 76 mm. ; pedallinj

allowed. Class II., for motor cycles made in 1905 or earlier

and with any size (single) cylinder
;

pedalling allowed ; am
question as to the age of any machine will be settled by th(

inspecting committee. Class HI., open for any single-cylinde
motor cycles

; pedalling not allowed ; entrants in Classes I

and n. are eligible to compete in this class. Class IV., foi

twin-cylinder motor cycles
;

pedalling not allowed. Class V.
for passenger motor cycles ; pedalling will be allowed i

machines are not fitted with a two-speed geax. There ar<

three awards in each class.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

The above club held a hill-climbing competition on Satur-

day la^t on a steep hill rising from the Severn valley at Coal
port near Shifnal. This hill, which is on a semi-privat(
road controlled by toll gates at each end, is rather difficull

to negotiate. It commences immediately the toll gate is

passed with a bend to the right, followed directly by a

sharper curve to the left over a bridge spanning the G.W.Pi
line ; then comes an easy bend to the right and a stiff stretcl

of about 1 in 8, then a long pull for about 200 yards. Thf
most difficult point to negotiate is about two-thirds of th<

way up. This consists of a miniature Devil's Elbow on-<
gradient of about 1 in 8. All the motor cyclists had t<

switch off for this ; in fact, it would be impossible to ge
round it on a motor bicycle without reducing speed.

H. Rem Fowler was strongly fancied as winner of tb
motor cycle class, and, judging by the way he took the haii'pi

bend, and the speed at which his twin Rex picked up after

wards, we quite thought he had made fastest time. How
ever, Fowler had a little trouble at the start with the mis
ture, and therefore, although he travelled well when h

passed us he did not get up speed so quickly as the 3^ h.f

Premo—^a new comer, fitted with an experimental two-cycl

air-cooled engine, made by the Premier Motor Co., BimiiDa^
ham. This machine, ridden by J. Leno, ascended in li

16|s., as compared with Fowler's twin Rex, which w^
fs. slower.

The other competitors were R. Pritchard (3^ h.p. Rej
time Im. 37s. ; H. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), Im. 41|s. (wl

rode a punctured rear tyre from the bend to the summiti
S. Smith (5 h.p. Norton), Im. 42s. ; H. R. Lane (3^ h.f

Triumph), Im. 45s. ; and A. Manning Lomax (3^ h.i

Triumph), Im. 46|s. The competition was supposed
start at 3 p.m., but owing to failure of the electrical timiil

arrangements it was nearly five before the competition startej

although a fair amount of practising was indulged in dur
the somewhat tedious wait.

Six compeHIoTS drove cars, varying in power from a

h.p. Sizaire and Naudin to a 40 h.p. F.I.A.T., the fast

time being Im. 35s. made by Mr. Kirk's 15 h.p. Talbd
Motor cyclists were requisitioned to take the competitoj
times up and down the hill, and generally keep the tii

keepers in touch with one another.
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I News.—
Great Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

a the 200 miles reliability run held last month, F. G.

ley. riding a 3^ h.p. Brown was placed seventh with

nty-three marks lost. His correct place was second,

ng four marks only. His checking card had been signed

fibly, and a figure 3 was taken for 5. He completed the

?n6y without any mechanical or tyre trouble.

Essex IW.C.

intry forms have now been issued for the twenty-four

rs' ride from Woodford to York and back, and it is

ed that a large number of members will make an effort

win the Palmer Tyre Cup. Gold and silver medals are

\g offered to all competitors completing the journey with-

schedule time. The route, which is not a very difficult

, is vid Cambridge, Huntingdon, Grantham, Doncaster,

acli Scriven, a well-known and suc^essfiil Yorkshire motor cyclist on his

Twin-cylinder Rex.

;aster, and York. The start takes place fi'om the Castle

Woodford, at 7 p.m. on Friday, August 27th, and
(inish at the same place at 7 p.m. on Saturday the 28th.

pner is being arranged previous to the iStart at the Castle

el at 5 p.m. Will those who would like to be present

625

please let the secretary know. On the 29th a number of

members are going for the 200 miles standard medal, leaving
headquarters at 8 p.m.

Motor Cycling Club.

A petrol consumption trial for standard types of touring
machines is to be held on the 4th prox., startihg at 4 p.Tn.

Meet at the Bull, - Gerrard's Cross, main Oxford Road, be-

tween Uxbridge and Beaconsfield. Three classes have been
arranged. I., for single-cylinder bicycles, II., for multi-
cylinder bicycles, III., passenger machines (including cars
but not trailers). Shell spirit at' the rate of 1 pint for

300 lbs. total weight, increasing to 1^ pints for 600 lbs., and
to 2\ pints for l,2001bs. in the passenger class, irrespective
of size or type of engine, due allowance being made for all

intermediate weights, will be supplied to the competitors.
Multi-cylinder machines in Class 11. over 150 lbs. in weight
will be allowed thirty per cent, extra spirit. The driver
covering the greatest distance on the spirit allowed shall be
declared winner in his class. Entries close on the 30th
inst. to the Trials hon. isec, Harry Ga Bell, 52, Station
Road, Finchley, N. Fee 2s. 6d.

Leeds M.C.C.

The official results of the hill-climb held on the 7th inst.

are published below. The following qualified to ride in

the final

:

Class I. (for single-cylinder full touring models).—1, P. H.
Cockcroft (3^ h.p. Triumph), X; 2, A. B. Hughes (3^ h.p.

Triumph), ^s.

Class II. (for single-cylinder T.T. and racing models).—1,

W. D. Shaw (3;^ h.p. T.T. , Triumph) X ; 2, F. Mackay
m h.p. T.T. Triumph), ^s.

Class III. (for twin-cylinder machines, racers allow 72%
to touring models).—1, Fred C. Bagshaw (5 h.p. Rex Speed
King), X,; 2, A. H. Hyde (7 h.p. Vindec-Special), 8|s.

(received lix% allowance).
These riders were again despatched up the. hill with a view

to attempting to improve on their respective times, and tjia

result worked out as follows : 1, J. A. Mackay (3^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph), l|s. faster, silver cup and gold medal ; 2,'

W. D. Shaw (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph). |s. faster, silver medal
;

3, A. B. Hughes (3^ h.p. Triumph), Js. faster, bronze medal.

Fastest time of the day was made by F. C. Bagshaw
(5 h.p. Rex).

>-«»••—<
In his now famous ride from John-o'-Groat's to Land's

End, we are informed, Mr. Vivian Olsson used only one
Shamrock Igin. belt, which gave every satisfaction. This
speaks exceedingly well for the belt, as all users of motor
cycles and sidebars fitted with this type of transmission can

fully appreciate. The Shamrock Excelsior tyres also be-

haved in an exemplary manner, although the roads, especi-

allj' over the Grampians, were excessively loose.

i
1

Scenes at the manoeuvres of the Austrian Volunteer Motor Cycle Corps, described on page 594 last week.

(1.) Studying the map. (2.) A despatch carrier. (3.) An officer delivering instructions.

BIQ
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UrSs TO THL EDITOIL,

The Editor does not hold himself responsibl

of machines are <>^ex4uDiicated. I had a sim
^^^^^ ^^^^

last year and oUed -\ P^^/^^^fa t H^S^^^^^^ "^ "^'^'

valves V^^^^,:;'ljt^j:t and acfually did forty-five

carbon. I then useo vviiuu
' ,

^ ^ more, but
rniles per pump, and Perhaps I ^o^^

f^ ^ iggg .imilar

?^i£|Jfi:^,^Srtriors^";
ing the cyhnier, and the compi ession

ri;,E^;^EP.AIRE.
ever.

The Quarterly Trials. _ 0„oTterly

rektiv "l' tie eccentric manner of a.-drng nrar;ks.
^^^^^

Having P^^f^^^^^-^^^'-^^if'.S Tepared to find marks
I was out of the running and quite P^ePP^^^^

^^^
deducted accordingly, but was "^

^^^^i^

J'
'V'^'f/ aiding one of

T% ^tt S u'uSw^MsrinrfU'nS
the

the three JN.b.U. ngnuvv 1^,11 ' , exception that one
other two identical

"^/9^^"^f̂ /^^^^t its S-ke shoe.),

of them was minus any kind o^ jinm^ t«
machine, which

I notice towards the end «* ^he list a t, n.p. >

.^^

failed on both Dashwood and Ef^;yj^i''',mps, received
a very dirty condition, owing to leaky oil pump.,

thirtf-five marks for reliabilicy

!

silencer in

.h'e -'-^iJott4rT,Srt..:e"fJs°t.Ti*s
,0. the sa.e

silencer.
TP.aders of your most excellent papsr

Perhaps some of the reaaeis 01 .>olii

p-reatlv ob ig:

can furnish a satisfactory explanation, and ^g^e^atlyj^..

Standard Machines i^l
ComPetiUon

think, perhaps, the following details about my

^^'°Tt engfnJt^lundard 85 x 85 .plain bearhig 4 h^TK 1909

J.A^. is regards the compression thi^s is exact y the

same as all the .tand.ir<^ 4 l.p
^J/^^^-.-liiritlTrilkd ifi

P^^ T^\£S^^^n^^^ '

' nt:^ fn S^QuaXly TriaS^y ffct, all my road work is

X": oS this engine, as 'it is ^ke -ly -e^^P-- my weight

ih(^ pfficiencv of the engine and machine. „i,;„^

qhonlrr^'Txion " at any time care to examine jny^machine

he verified.

B20

for the opinions of his correspondents.

, E C and Should .e accompanied h, the writer's fuU name and address.

AT TO A Tacobs [letter 4173] ma;
[42O0.]-What^ver ^,I^:-^ ^ ^^^Jdet I must emphaticalV

Si^y about the Speed
jy"f,^^^^„Xhi^ ^ which he won a

state that O. C. Godfreys
f^f

^nie on
^^^^^^^

Sutton Bank was not
^^^J^^^^f^aX^hort handle-bars, an

amateur could see the racing
«^f'^i;/^aer up the hill «

drilled lugs, all ^lJ''%l^J%,Tlih.rs.
highest possible speed. ^'^'^'^^ ' 'f "„tor cycle. Tliere ca

! hold no .l-'-ff-
'77,J^fthe trx^ng amateur suppor

be no disputing the fact ^kat the tour g ^.^^^^,y ^

the motor cycle industry. He has mau
^'J^.^^^^^ ^o tl

the evolution of the motor cycle and s

^^ ^^^^^ ^

respect and fair treatment of the tr^de in
^^^^

find him continua ly W"f^cl and led a^ray oy^
.^.^^ g^^

:ftlL^^'|:rfSr'?lCfrit'ronsiderat^ and son

^Vial; riders and ^^IV^^^'ntrfto^^xcludf^ienf

^^^lJt:Z%J^^^^' w.\. Holmes.

Transmission on Motor Cycles.

Moni 1 T am exceedingly pleased to see the letter sign
[4201.]— i .a"^,?^ceeu ugy F

^j^^ subject
"Waiting m the rs ue of AugJ^^t ^^ .^^^^^^^^^

chain transmission ^^ hich i trust wxp

convinced that this txansmission was not^ only n^^^

mical, but gave far better results than 1.he b^lt clri

the makers were quite willing to M the oeit ui
,

tta^°the"^ss s:i'jrrxh-he|hei^s^

airer y^'^ ' „, '^^^^5 on the track with the old en

sr^.u-h?is' ^oi-.oSJfr;^:^^
^^»"

-^''

'

the correct drive for a motor cycle. ,

A Reiiold chain costs no more than a tirst-class belt

I belkve with reasonable care will, outwear t^vo o
tj^^J;-

If a friction grip either on the engine-shaft or on the com

shaft be usel in connection with the chain so as to a

fsl4kt sSp when starting, there is absolutely no jar on

engine or undue wear on the tyres-m fact, it is

^Tt-gSk^n^'ot'oftke London daily ,P^per^ reg

to the last Brooklands ineet which says W^^ H. Ba

was coming well to the front, and kad kis be t noi u

wiuld proLbly have, altered ^tke results of tke finish

very significant considermg the fact that ^ c.^^
^^

machine actually won the race. w. n. ^

r4202.]-Why do some readers periodically ask tkat

nuestion "Why do our best makers continue to use theS when the chain is so much more mechanical.
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e subject has been well threshed out In The Motor Cycle,

1 ninety-nine per cent, decide in favour of the belt

account of—(1) smoothness of drive, (2) absolute silence,

ease of repair, (4) cleanliness and many other advantages.

ains are (1) dirty (and always will be until completely en-

sed in an oil bath case), (2) much more jerky than a belt,

prone to transmit more vibration to the rider, (4) difficult

i dirty to repair, (5) ailmost impossible to keep at the

rect tension, and (6) should the engine jam a bad spill

inevitable.

[ may say the above is not written without experience. I

re not ride in a light suit or flannels on a chain-driven

vcle I once owned, but on my motor bicycle with rubber

t drive I daily ride a short distance in white flannels in

!,eummer months, .and never get "speckled." Still, there
another outstanding objection to the single-geared chain-

ven machine, alsc the shaft-driven motor bicycle, and
it is the inability to rapidly alter the ratio of gear. This
'ect does not seem to be generally appreciated by riders

clamour for something better than the belt, but if

/V'aiting " had seen one of the A.C.U. Six Days'- Trials

npetitors pushing his 5 h.p. chain-driven bicycle up Bird-

simply because his gear was fixed, he would not be so

iciously waiting for all machines to have chain trans-

ssion. With an adjustable pulley and two belts of

ferent lengths one can change gear in two minutes, and
w in all districts in absolute comfort without any neces-

f to "push." Let me explain, however, that I do not
isider the belt by any means perfect ; still, having tried

kinds of transmission, I am convinced which is best at

isent. SEVEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE.

Reliability and Road Shocks.
4203.]—^e "Ixion's" comments on the so-called recent
lability trials. I am quite in accord with his remarks
to where reliability comes in where the rider has time
ictically every day to, replace nearly any defect which a

chine is likely to develop. Personally, I should be very
ry to have a machine when I set out on a 1,000 miles
ir with the prospect of an hour's tinkering every day.

?e letter 4168. Is not Mr. IMcGow confusing road shocks
th mechanical vibration? I find that when travelling

wly the inequalities of the road make themselves very
dent, and when accelerating to high speed the vibration

'ough the footrests, which is mechanical, is greatly aug-
nted. I can with pleasure recommend an N.A.B. spring
lar as highly conducive to comfort, being a most efficient

>ck absorber, care, when ordering, being taken to state

er's weight. H. P. LEWIS (Capt.)

The Actual Horse-power developed on the Road.
4204.]—The subject of the horse-power of motor cycles,

1 the method of computing same by a brake test, at a
tain number of revolutions per minute, has recently
ced itself upon my consideration, and compelled me to ask
'self the question, " Does the average motor cycle engine
i'elop these number of revolutions on the road?" So for

'iosity I set to work and made a calculation of the speed
should be travelling if, on the level, I allowed my engine
develop the standard number of revolutions per minute.
Faking the standard of an average Triumph, with 26in.
leels, geared 4 to 1, the h.p. of which is calculated at
iOO r.p.m., I find that the formula runs,

26in. X 22 X 1.800 x 60

4 X 12 X 3 X 1,760
i ^'orks out at about 34|—roughly, 35 miles per hour
insiderably above speed limit). _

K little calculation will show us that to run at 20 m.p.h.
;h above gear the engine must not make more than
30 r.p.m., which means, not 3^ h.p., but 2 h.p. or less,

^he N.S.U. singles are geared 4^ io 1, and their h.p.
calculated at 1,500 r.p.m., but with 26in. wheels this
rks out at 1,500 r.p.m. at about 25 m.p.h.
-he power of climbing hills is therefore all the more doubt-
with a high top gear, which doubt is very greatly

snsified if the machine is very literally a heavyweight. A
)-speed gear, such as the "N.S.U., is there'forfe almost
^erative. but in my opinion the reduction should be not
i than 50%, even for a top gear of 4i^to 1.

JOHN HODGKIN (REVD.)
most any gear can be used with an adjustable pulley.

—

Ed.]

Absurdities at Horsham.
[4205.]—I should like to point out an absurdity which

exists in Horsham. At the commencement of a narrow street
leading to the Brighton Road there is a small dilapidated
sign bearing a legend to the effect that a five-mile limit
is imposed. Further up the street there is another notice
suspended about the level of the eaves of the houses, which
a policeman told me bore the same words. If one looked up,
there was a danger of running into somebody, and if looking
(as one should do) straight ahead the notice could he easily
missed, especially as the earlier one is' nearly illegible.

I would also take this opportunity of calling the attention
of the police authorities to the fact that their plain clothes
officer on the trap outside Reigate might be instructed to
ask for licences in a civil manner, not as though every
motorist was a convicted criminal.

ARTHUR PENNINGTt)N.

The Wear of Motor Cycle Engines.
[4206.]— I see your contributor " Ixion " makes some

remarks regarding this year's ultra-efladent single-cylinder
engines. I entirsly agree with him, but I do not think he
has pointed out the chief disadvantage of such engines, I

refer to the rapidity with which they lose tune. ^r have
possessed many motor cycles, but my last single-cylinder of
vei-y well-known make required returning to the makers
about every three months or even less for a new gudgeon
pin and even pLston .to be fitted. This, doubtless, was
partly caused by overheating on hills as pointed out by
" Ixion."

R. S. Osborne negotiating Steep Hill, Lincoln, on a Z\ h.p. michin?. fitted
with Osborne variable pulley and sliding back whsel. the gradient is 1 in 4.

I also read a paragraph regarding Mr. Hugh Gibson's
fine ride during one week, in which you state his machine
pulled well at the end of 1,500. miles ; but ought this to be
remarkable? Surely the " lifo " of a first-class engine in the
hands of an expert driver ought not to go in a distance which,
as far as a car of good make is concerned, would merely run
in the bearings.

The motor cycle is in the majority of cases the poor man's
motor, and should, therefore, at least equal the wear of a car.

We do not have racing engines on our touring cars although
by doing so w© should at first obtain more power and speed.
They are unsuitable for touring, and so, in my opinion, and
I think that of many others, is the present ultra-efficient

single-cylinder cycle engine.
N I am now riding a twin-cylinder motor cycle, but am

anxiously awaiting a single-cylinder engine which will not
wear abnormally or overheat on these Devonshire hills.

DOUGLAS J. HOBGEN.
B2'
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A Savage Fine and the Result.

[4207.]—I am sure you will eympathise with me in the

following :

On the 9th of last month I took a quiet drive to Brighton—
my first and last—and, to my surprise and disgust, I received

a notice, at a week's later date, that proceedings would be
taken against me for exceeding the speed limit between
certain milestones outside Handcross.
Ye gods ! what a charge ! I can truly say a more careful

driver it woul 1 be impossible to find. My machine—a Phelon and
Moore fitted with Cowey speed indicator—went through all

villages on low gear and half-compression, and my average
speed through ten limits was not more than 8 m.p.h. How-
ever, being a member of the A.C.U., I placed the summonfi
with our solicitor, who dealt with it at Haywards Heath on
the 28th ult., and to my surprise and disgust I received a
letter from him saying I was fined £5 and £1 2s. 2d. coats.

Putting my speed at about 20 m.p.h., how unjust, how
wicked ! If this sort of thing continues it will be absolutely

impossible for one to motor. This has cost me, with solicitor's

fees, £7 3s. 2d. I regret to say I have now sold my machine
for half its cost, and hundreds more will follow suit should
they motor Brighton way. My advice is, dear pals, keep
away from Brighton. ' I have given up motoring until there

are different laws from those now in force. But your journal

will always find its way to a constant reader.

ARTHUR F. JEPFERIES.

Secondary Brakes.
[4208.]—Referring to "Ixion's" comment on the subject

of secondary brakes, in the issue of the 4th inst., we should
like to point out that, properly fitted, the Bpwden front rim
brakes as supplied by us are in every way suitable and
quite powerful enough for any motor cycle on the market.
We find, however, that in some cases a licensee, presumably
with the object of effecting a small economy, will use levers

and shoes wholly inadequate in conjunction with our Bowden
wire mechanism. In many cases these levers and shoes are

those used for pedal cycles, and it is not surprising that
botched up jobs of this kind should often prove unsatis-

factory.

We ourselves this year have had enormous trouble in

adapting our front rim brakes to front forks of apparently
every conceivable design. Of late there has been a veritable

craze for change in the matt-er of front fork design, and of

course when the average designer conceives a front spring
fork the very last thing he thinks of is how a brake is to be
fitted to it. It is to be feared he too often relies upon the
ready adaptability of the Bowden wire mechanism to get

him out of hie trouble, but we need hardly say there are

limits to that as there are to most things,

E. M. BOWDEN'S PATENTS SYNDICATE, LTD.

A Plea for Surface Evaporation.
[4209.]—"No. 13's" experiences in the recent A.C.U.

trials leads me to ask one or two questions. Let me first

Bay that I am a comparative novice at motoring. Last
October I invested in a 3^ h.p. Excelsior faicar, with M.M..C.
engine and surface carburetter.

Now I have had a lot of experience and fun with this

machine, but after I had once got used to her (why do
motorists always say "her" when referring to their machine?)
I found that I could do 27 m.p.h. on a good road vidth two
up, and take hills of 1 in 12 and 1 in 10 at a good speed.

The engine was an, excellent starterj and after a warming up
on the stand one push at the pedals was enough. The speed
on good roads was only limited by the amount of gas and
spark advance I gave her, and she always came home. The
variations of gas and air were infinite, and one oould crawl
or fly as wanted.

After a while I thought I would sell and get something
a little more powerful, but I found that a possible buyer
always condemned the machine and refused to buy because
she had a surface carburetter. I therefore fixed a spray,

and was told that if I did so I should get more power. I find

now that she is not a whit more powerful, and not as ready
at starting, and that the speed is not as easily regulated, while
there is more tendency to overheat. Now, with the old

carburetter, let the day be never so muddy and the rider

well splashed, the engine hummed away, and did not mind
at all. Same in dusty weather—^I never had to get off to
clean the carburetter, and never had an involuntary stop,
and, moreover, did not use as much petrol.

B22 -

I am constrained to ask if the modern carburetter is

advance on the old surface; is it worth the price? Lool
ai the small pipes subject to vibration and liable to fract

the trouble of tickling it from time to time, choking of

jet, and the fact that each one has to be adjusted to its

ticular machine, I am inclined to doubt it. True, you ha-

warm up the surface to get the best results, but does
the same hold good with the modern ones? Then ;

machine was not festooned with controlling wires, as witt
present-day handle-bar control, and the trouble of mo
levers placed conveniently on the tank is, I think, n
exaggerated. If " No. 13 " had been fitted with a surface

would not have required any paraffin.

To conclude, is not one of the most expensive and i

successful cars (Lanchester) of to-day fitted with a sui

(wick) type? If it is good enough for cars, why not'

motor cycles? The surface, in my opinion, is a " no troul
kind, and tiiat is the kind the average motorist wants-
one that always does its work without any fuss being n

about it. CYGNU
[There is a good deal to be said for our correspondent's a

ment. Bulk and weight were the chief things which
demned the surface type carburetter on motor cycles. J

that the battery space is seldom required, it might
someone to try an efficient type of surface or wi<;k ca

retter on a motor cycle. Carbonisation of piston
would doubtless be greatly reduced, owing to the majc
of the dirt and dust being left in the bottom of the
buretter, as riders of early types can testify.

—

Ed.]

Sunday Competitions.

[4210.]—I quit© agree with "The Wandering Woi
[letter No. 4178], and am sorry he has written over a
de plume. The following is a copy of the offending
paragraph which appeared in the li.A.O. Journal of '.

13th : "The question of the holding of motor cycle com]
tions on the highway on Sunday has been brought to
notice of the committee of the A.C.U. It wishes to j

that it strongly deprecates the practice, and it appeals t<

clubs to refrain as far as possible from promoting com]
tions on Sunday, particularly on the highway."

Evidently the A.C.U. is not allowed by " Anti-Humb
and others to make any suggestions, or intimate its v
or wishes in matters which affect motor cycling gener;

It is a pity so many affiliated members have recently
peared to take a delight in restricting the A.C.U. at
slightest provocation. Surely motor cyclists are sports
enough to recognise a governing body in a proper maij

If " Anti-HumlDug " and other members of his club
sider they derive no benefit from being affiliated to
A.C.U. let them dissolve, but first let them also cons

how many members would be likely to resign if such
solution took place.

I should like to ask "Anti-Humbug" if the competi
held by his club are really better supported when hel

Sunday than if they were held on Saturday ; also is it -r

impossible for him and the majority of the other men
to meet at headquarters at, say, three o'clock on Satu
afternoons? Further, is a reliability trial run in. a busi

like manner, and in a way likely to attract good er

when the riders do not Wear armlets, when no timekeef
arranged for at the destination, etc.? It amounts to
Because the club insists on holding its competitions on
day no notices or results are published in the press, anc

events cannot be properly organised.
ANTI-HUMBUG NO.

SUMMLiRY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
" BL 239," who is a motor cyclist with a scattered co

medical practice, wishes to hear from any qualified man
rides a motor cycle and would become a locum, tenens
August 28th to September 11th. Any qualified gent
wanting a fortnight's holiday with payment for his se

should write to " BL 239," c/o The Editor, The Motor
Coventry.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H. S." (West Kensington) would like readers' e

ences with Triumph, Matchless, and Bat single-cy

machines, including T.T. patterns.
"AM 1015." Roc twin, especially as to ease of sti

with handle.
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a two-spccd gear ior pleasurable riding. The ROC has by far

and away the lairgest sale in the world. It is adaptable to all

makes o¥ machines. The ROC combinations, live axle, clutch,

and two-speed gear with hand starting (car-control), is not only

a necessity for passenger work, but is the greatest luxury

imaginable for solo use. The time for conversion only occupies

a few days from receipt of machine. Riders who have once

tried the Roc system would never think of setting out on holiday

without it. In the latest type the Roc gear box is mounted on

a ball race which gives a remarkable smoothness

in running. The same device is incorporated in

the well-known 4 h.p. single to 5/6 h.p. twin

ROC military models. Write for booklets.

A. W. WALL, LIMITED,
ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,

Aston Road and Dartmouth Street, BIRiVllNGHAIVI.

GRIPS

!

WHEN OTHER NON-SKIDS FAIL.

NON-8KID mOTOR

CYCLE COVER,
'The altprnate steel and rubber studded t; re.'

BRITISH MADE
and

Unsurpassed for strength and durability,

WILL NOT 5KID ON WET OR DRY ROADS.
Constructed with rows of alternate
steel and rubber studs, which cannot
tear out or damage cover by rust—in
short, It is a "perfect" tyre, which
reduces the risk of puncture and
side-slip to a minimum, and maizes
motor cycling a pleasure on all roads.

Agents—Harrod's Stores, Brompton Road S.W.
Hunt's Stores, 104, Newgate Street, E.c!
Bond, Euston Road.
Reid & Evans, New North Road, EXETER
McLaren and Cox, High Street, N. FINCHLEY.
E. Young, London Road, NOTTINGHAM.
F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great Portland St.. W.

MAKERS—

J. LIVERSIDQE & SON, LTD.,

aK ?8S 196, Old St., E.C.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle." B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.

Thus—
Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/O
Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the cas3 of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their mimediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland

,

Westmoreland.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.-

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Glcucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Charmel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

LARGE STOCKS

!

NO "CROCKS"!
AT THE

PREMIER
V(/ORKS.

The following have all been EXAMINED
at our Works. Any machine may be had
on APPROVAL.

Second-hand Machines in Stock.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.
REX Tourist, 1909, magneto, si h-Pv good as new £34
TRIUMPil, 1907, magneto, 3J h.p., good condi-

tion, perfect running order £26
VINDEC, 3^ h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, just

overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated £25
VINDEC, 3J h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, two-

speed gear, perfect order £25
N.S.U., 2J h.p., magneto, two-speed gear, 1907 . . £21
N.S.U., 3I h.p., magneto, 1908, perfect £22
ROC, 3i h.p., magneto, clutch, good order £14
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., low Chater-Lea frame,

handle-bar control attractive mount £14
REX, '06, 3 J h.p., good order £10
REX, '05, 3J h.p £9
LINON, 3i h.p., very good order £8
EXCELSIOR, 2j h.p., very powerful £3
MINERVA, 2i h.p £6 10
WERNER, ij h.p., running order £4

TWIN-CYLIMDER.
REX DELUXE, 5 h.p., 1909, like new £42
N.S.U., 4 h.p., magneto, r9o8, two-speed £34

£35
£41
£15
£14
£17
£24
£25

ROC-PEUGEOT, magneto, 5 h.p., 1908
ROC, 1909, run 300 miles only, special bargain
REX, 1906, splendid condition
REX, 1906, excellent order and condition .

KERRY, 5 h.p., low saddle, handle-bar control
FAIRY Lightweight, 1909, ridden 200 miles ..

MOTO-REVE, very little used

TRICARS, ETC.
LITETTE, 1908, water-cooled, grand cffder and

condition £45
CHATER-LEA tricar, Garrard engine, excellent

machine '. '. £10
HUMBERETTE car, fine bargain £30

Fullest particulars of any of aljove on application.

WE SUPPLY ALL MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES.
EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

BOSCH PLUGS.
BOSCH PLUGS. BOSCH.

BOSCH PLUGS. Oar BOSCH.

BOSCH PLUGS. Prieo, BOSCH.

BOSCH PLUGS. 3/- BOSCH.

BOSCH PLUGS. — BOSCH-

BOSCH PLUGS. BOSCH.

ALL OUR GOODS ARE SENT OH
APPROVAL.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone 4310. Telegrams, " FWmus, Birmingham.''

NUMBERED ADDRESS
For the convenience of advertisers, lette

adJressed to numbers at "The Motor Cyc
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for ]

and three stamped and addressed envelopes n
for forwarding repUes. Only the number wi
the advertisement. RepI es should be addn
030,' c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; cr if

U added to the address, then to the number
The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unkni

may deal in perfect safety by availing themsc
Deposit System. If the money be deposited
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this
upon intimation of the arrival and accept,
goods, the money is forwarded less a charg
registration. The time allowed for a decision ;

of the goods is three days. For all transactior
£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is ci
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry,
and money orders should be made payable
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

answer to their enquiries are requested to
silence as an indication that the goods adv(
already been disposed of. Advertisers cfien
many enquiries that it is quiieT impossible to
OJe by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Dur
Westmoreland.

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, 1907, splendic
trial allowed; handle-bar control.—Ai

son's Motor Garage, Bellord, Northumberii

MOTOR Bargains.—4h.p. Roc, 1908, singl

5ih.p. Rex de Luxe, 1907, £25; both T
3h.p. Singer, £16; all magnetos; 3h.p. Rex
3ih.p. i'nelon-Moore, perfect, all guaraut
ofleis considered.—Walker's Cycle Works, F

SECTION IL
York and Lancashire.

CROSS lor Triumphs in Rotherliam ; stand
£48 ; latest iniproTements.

DOUGLAS, Lincoln Elk, Nort'on, and
cycles in stock.—Gonrlay, Fallowfield.

3II1.P. Fine Riley Motor Cycle, £15; 3h.

2 Dion, £13.-20, Potternewton Lane,

2ih.p. Singer, magneto, £8, or good px
i little cash.—27, King James St.,

I

£ 6.—2}li.p. Minerra, good condition, with
brake.—16, Uucie St.. Lonssig-nt, M;

4h.p. Kerry for sale, cheap; -want 2ili.p.,

vertical engine.—Hougn, 45, Zetlant
port.

WOLF Lightweight, 2h.p., stand, tools,

new; £17 10s.. cost £22 10s.—220,
HnlL

TRITTMPH, Sih-p., magsieto, 1907, bong:
little used; £27.-1, Prospect Terrace,

York.

3ili.p. Kelecom; any trial; all spares anc
2 particulars; £14, lowest.—37, Peet £

Wigan.

T> EX de Lnxe Twin, magnate. Roe clntc
-tv perfect condition; £25.—Faiker, Ro
Bolton.

4h.p. Bicycle, splendid working older,

Itauled; must seU; £10, ofier.—16, Q
Wigan.

1 Q08 Trixunph. Clincher tyres, lamp,'h
JLt/ spares, absolutely perfect; £30.-17
Bla-ckbmn.

H Q09 Bra-dbnTT, new last month, perfe
J-J/ sacrifice £38.-215, Barnsley Rd.
Barnsley.

1 QOS Fhelon and Moore, Sih.p., magi
JL«/ spare tube, valves, lamp, horn.—Fost
St., Bolton.

1 Q09 Rex, 3ih.p., new; quick sale, ace
JLZf gain; no offers. — Cochrane, Vi(

Manchester.

DOUGLAS, 1909, 2Jh.p., twin - cyl., ne
miles only; take £26.—Cochrane, Vi

Manchester.

31h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, perfect
2 new, fast, powerful; bargain, £14

St., BlackpooL

B24 In answering these advertisementi it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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OR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.. fast, and good hill-climber, tyres as
it; £10, or offers.—Marshall, 6, ^Miitby At.,
Ltne, York.

PH, 3':h.p., magneto, handle-bar control, new
ition, all accessories; sacrifice £27.—23, Organ
I, Lancashire.

oc, 1909, perfect condition, lamp, tools, all
jlete, not ridden many miles.—Johnson, 319
Rd., Sheffield.

riumph. new condition, lamp, generator, horn,
lis, belts, perfect, particulars; £34.—Cochen
roW-in-Fuiness.

r.S.U. Lightweight, magneto, in excellent con-
ion; bought ilay, 1909; £16.—A. Kathbone,
iwtown, \Vigan.

i.p. Vindec, two-speed, free engine, spares, new
Imer cord on baiK ; £36; any trial.—Nuttall,
t'arnworth, near Bolton.

'OOL. — Triumph and Douglas motors in
at Hitchings, 74, Bold St., the sole agents,

ety of accessories at lowest prices.

'lON^LESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
uarket and British made; send for list and
s.-Hitohings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool
,3 for Douglas and Triumphs.

NG3, Ltd., specialise in Douglas lightweight
or cycles. Inquiries receive prompt and
ittention.—74, Bold St., Liverpool.

totor Cycle, splendid condition, low position,
)baid engine, fociboards: £12 10s., cheap —
oes St., \\ ardleworth, Eoohdale.

;o-Eeve, 1909, latest model, all grey finish,
forks, perfect condition, spare belt, etc. •

sale.—Tether, West Dock St., Hull.

.U., handle-bar control, etc., everything in
ect order; £22, or oSers; ride 50 miles to

Whitehead, 34, Clyde Si., Oldham.
loyds, vertical engine, spray, £6 19s lid
) Coventry Eagle, vertical engine, long
Idle, £5 19s, lld.-Halifai Motor Exchange.
lld.-l|h.p. Thomas, apray; 3ih.p. Eex, belt
3. Amac handle-bar control, £8 198 lid

—

;or Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

lTED List of second-hand Eex motors, and
list of tricars ana motor cycles on applica-
• Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax,
mph, T.T., perfect condition ; sell £40 or
ige either 1908 Triumph, magneto, J.A P
lall twin), and cash.—I'awcett, Eipon Ed

bought car, will accept reasonable offer for
icycle, i.N. engine, accumulator igcition,
lahner tyres, perfect order.—Lawson, Bur-

u-'^-.F-^-!
'"^^ P^° ssflt, footboards, rub-

it double-note horn, 2i tyres, good run-
-iu, or exchange lower power and cash —
Leeds.

^-cou.

in Peugeot. Trufiault spring forks, Eom
brenkpr. rubber belt, tyres good, &ne ma-

;o. Dock St., Leeds.

"®'^:to®''o1l^'^
*^'"^s ^eeks, fine machine,

' ^^'^ ''„.%i"-V- lightweight Howard, fastnew £12; arrarge exchange 1909 Phelon-
. Darley, near Leeds.

otor Cycle, twin-cyl. Peugeot engine, mag-
tion, spring forks, Eoc clutch, with twS-
.,
practically new condition; a bargain at

iarage, Briggate, Leeds.
"•^^fedin ai

'n°tUf'''-P-'„^^°i.™°'^el, ball bearing en-

nifpi^*
|""«y'. Crmd spring forks: onlv

Tt^ ^f^:,^'^^'"'^^--:?^^ ^"*'^h Cycle
'). Ltd., 143. Berry St.. Liverpool.
Phs^ standard and clutch models, 2ih p^.U. lightweight; deliveries from gtockand machines; write before buying else-
Jen Engmeenng \vk3., Huddersfield

In sno- ^fi'^'^e Minerva, spring forks,

Pii^h ,™i*^^'
^"?' ^^^"^'^^ examination, £16

Ol^™?^-''^ °^''^^' 2tt.p. Minerva engine
lielled, £7.-186. Derby St., Bolton.

l-ohl'^1'^'5^'^*°'^
ignition, thoroughly over-Nbushed, new Brown and Barlow carbu-tir control, tyies, belt, last May; genu-

l5.-Scott. 137. Westbourne Ay., Hull

i'^ph°''w?^'^,'?'
™asneto ignition, 20 inch|.noh wheels, girder forks, stand and car-

^^o»^^S'°'?®' = --?
bargain at £18; con-new.-Bndge Garage, Briggate, Leeds.

t^^V^-^}'^
'P^-"8 forks, two-speed gear

^f f nr'fl
'^''=,"1''' complete set of spares

iTh "'"^'-^ *5T8' °ew August, 1908-jThompson Yates Laboratory", University,

Itrol *ir!f^, ^^i'-i'-
^95?- magneto, han-

I ?ittl»\?SJ,®"?"^
condition, with lamp

i rllj^^^^A
tyres as good as new; anyi- Taylor, Gorse Lane, Mawdesley, near

TsEnf^^^'f®-^ throughout, spring forks

II oa'tJ^"' ?°f^ magneto. Adjust:
It JlrmJf^*

°° ^'^"^^ specially built f. r

rst^HvdL™^^^
coach-built- sidecar, £8
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*'CORONET" SIDECARS,
MODEL A, «4 ITa. «cl. CASH.

?^'l'l*°*..^®^*r^y^^^^
^*^^l tubing, luxuriously up-

tnnt?'^' Z*'!'^ K^f"*'^i!"y ^P™"e <»» double C
I fi^ »T' ^"f'^^^'^i''

^^^^« minutes
; no side slip ;

I

fit either right or left side. Fully guaranteed.

3-6 h.p. REX Lightweights, magnetos, B. & B
carburet, ers, handle-bar control, splendid hill-

ciunbers. ati? 17 u or exchange.
ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.

1909 ^J h.p. HUMBER. new £45 q
1908 WOLF Lightweight, nearly new.,.!*.". £13 10
1909 3i h.p. REX, two speeas, new . £S2 10
rgog^si h.p. REX Tourist, new '

"
£29 10

1908 3} h.D. N.S.U., brand new . .

.

' "

' £32
1909

3f
h.p. TRIUMPH, Continentals, Aew £48

1909 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Palmer cords, new £49
rgoS 3 h.p. REX, magneto £17 10
1909 3} h.p. BRADBURY, nearly new .

"
£35 Jo

1909 4 h.p. ROC, two speeds, magneto,
nearly new £37 |a

1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto"
'.'.'.'"

S2S
1908 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nearly new. . £25
1908 3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, smart .

.

£22 10
1908 3} h.p. REX Tourist, magneto £25 Q

3j h.p. THOS. SILVER, magneto £18 10
', rP- Jj^ ^^^' ^'^ clutch, magneto .. £29 10
5Jh.p. REX DE LUXE, liagnlto. Roc

clutch, handle starting £27 10
^, r"P' J^^m N.S.U., magneto, two speeds. '. £22 10
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto ...... £22 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, igoS ...... mI
3 h.p. QUADRANT, cost £45 £% IB
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels V.' £12 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, and Sidecar £19 19

^i k"^' ?^$' ^5"^' ^^' ^^heels, spring forks' £12 12
3t h.p. REX, 25 wheels, handle-bar control £11 10

^iV- ^i^J;^i5v?6' wheels, handle-bar control £9 10
2} h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., low £s 15
s h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., smart '.'.'.

£8 15
3t h.p. REX, cost 50 guineas £S 15Send for list of other bargains—best, biggest, and

[cheapest stock. Cash buvers receive special quotations.

1. TT^r^JS',:
^"^ ^ P"^ '^y^e secures—

a h.p. HUMBER. 2 h.p. pjeper
2 h.p. WERNER. 2 h.p! LIBERTY.

^S^i

siv T, .,
^^"^ 3J h.p. N.S.U.'s.

makers, fitted with magnetos, 26in. wheels, standana earners, tool boxes and tools. List price ^TsOur Price £32-or near offer or exch^nge.^'^

I tthv^Ivl^l^' f^,-'?°'!<3,?owe'rful .... £12 12
*? r^" i;iiC' fan-cooled, free engine £13 13
5^ h.p. REX, open frame, two J.,^ .

\ \ \\[[ IJj Jj
wuKUntil j^DJUSTABLB PULLEY.'

The best variable
speed pulley on the
market. Loose flange
securely held in any
position by a simple

„,„,.- /- t , y^* ingenious contri-vance. Gear can be altered without the aid ofspanners, lock ring easily operated bv hand. Buv a

f if^f'l
P^^ey and gear your machine suitabl.for hill-clmibmg. Special terms to the trade

BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC
* if^ ^f 9"°'® y°^ ^°'^ converting your mkchine
to handle-bar control. We keep I large stock of
^carburetters. Be up to date. Price r^sonable

MOTOR BICYCLES FOD SALE.
3i'^''-„J??™^^'.J^*^ ^^°^- carefully ustd, eiclUn*
hp^t «n .V?'^*'"^

throughout, studded tyres. Shamrock
^^ • In

^P.^i^es tows, horn, lamp, and generator- wo^
w«v/?^"V.'^'

to probable purchaser; no o&^V:'£3S-ilayfield, Wigan Lane, Wigan.
'T-Sh.p. Twin Minerya, new January 1909 abiohit»l»

lin.^Vst- 3h°i' N%°n«^°°,, "^^l?"'
^'endld side<^r m?

orrt?l' f^t \F- J-^°^ Bradbury, splendid running
aboT? k^r^ ^^fl and exchanges considered o»

Br°dge,^oSs
'^ Fieldmg, St. Qeorge'i Sq., Hebdea

M^?^yA?'l'^ Ilex.-We carry the largest itock of

can"rl^H?pr^^"*' '\-^^* proTinces for these machinei,
P^^i, t"^

^^"^ machines from stock at low price* •

lator's f^or wf^' 7 ^"'"•'^""^ Payments; charged^ ac^cuma:

Ches?e/°i,^,"Sld'Trarrd."'''--<'°°''=°° ^'°'- "L

S^-^r!^^^-~^^S- *'"° °°*' Druid spring forks, tri-KJ note horn, Cowey speedometer, Mabon clutch ad-

tt^nw^^'t '"Ta
^^•^- *y^^ ba^'^' incasing of Road

inw^.T^H 'f*°?'''''^ ^^^ "»''''«'' H-S- control, eiceedinglTlow and fast machine, finished grey, Tery smart -too
L7ent"i40' »r«r' °T ''^^'' ^^°^; co^ Xly'£6o!
86 OlTd^^H w ^°T^>^® by appointment.-Heywood
00, Ulydt Bi, W. Didsbury, Manchester.

SECTION III.

Canarven, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Maflord, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

w=i''hip?f£L-n?;,^L.^^«" '^°^^^' ^°°^ "<^--

'N"''J^".„^i^-P-' ^^°3 model, magneto, spring forks

Moss, Wem'T
'^°*'°'' "'''^ ^ ^°° milfs; Ver,^

Qlh.p Eei perfect £8; Ifh.p. Minerra, perfect, £3.

Stoneway. Brtg^nfrk""*"
'"'^ "' *"«^-S- ^"^«».

QAh.p. Quadrant, vertical, low, Brown-Bariow, Dun-
^ io» ^B ?/^/ -J^;°i^'

^^""^ ^''3k«. excellent condition;£5 10s.—Eadford Motors, Stafford.

5¥^'^i.7''^^
Bex, spring forks, equal to new, low,"^ Tery powerful, perfect; 16 guinoai lowest- an^

B^on.^'^^
Ple»8ure.-Hallam. Bath.? 'OeTge ' St^

G'^^^-.r-A^"^^
^^^^^' ^^"^^^^ starting, clutch, foot-

what oflersi v^'n ° w^,- '^*' «I«^t^i°g in good order;

Wrexham
William., 2, Brynhaul, Rhowobin,

/? h.p N8.U., Eom tyres. Premier seat-pillar, foot-v» boards, adjustable pulley, stand, carrier, spare Ri,h

aU Staff d
^

'
^^^ condition

;
£32 lOs.-Hunt, Tix-

rpEIUMPH 1909, run 800 miles. Palmw cords, £42*- new model Humber, successful in Six Days' Trialssingle speed, £40; N.S.U., 3ih.p., £18; 1riumph 1906grand "rder. £20; also ne'w Triliiphs knd H^bera instock.-Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derbyshire
"TiOUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin oyls

Ztl „,™?^S.^*°'
spring forks, a reyelation in comfort,'

«nnl«..^^V^f^°T?^/ and reliability, absolutely vibra^
tionless

;
wnte for list.-Hitohings, Ltd., 74, Bold StLiverpool. Sole Agents for Lirerpool and Birkenhead.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

T^^etlTbro^^^'^ ^^•^- ^-^-^ ''' -^^ -'^-

3^-''-b-^lY"' "'^a'" ^^''^' tip-top order; £12.-Clarke,^ Highbury xiace, Abbott's Lane, Coventry.

SaH,^"*^^'*"-^'?!,^--?"^.^-' handle-bar control;<^2 £20.-Morris, Ilia, London Ed., Leicester.

pHELON-MOOEE, 1908, handle-bar control, new non-
-*- skid, spares

: £37.-DaTie8, Sholebroke, Stretford.

I 4--5-'^-^i.o¥'''?,"^i °S^ condition, with accessories
; price1^2 £25.-Bent, 99, King Eichard's Ed., Leicester

Qlh.p Eex, 1908 magneto, but little used, and in per-
^^2 feet order; £24.-Holmes, Spencer St., Leaming-

fi^^P-^i^eira, in good running order, Watawata belt;

CoT^nt
^"^^"cas.-No. 2,978, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Qh.p. Ealeigh-Pafnir, H.B. control, electric horn, etc.,

Walk."KouSam^^^"'^^=
£15.-Nicoll, 83, Queen's

Qih.p. Singer, magneto. Palmer cords, long handles
dC *

very reliable; genuine bargain, £14.-MorriB
Photographer, Bourne.

o
,

J_h.p. Hobart, magneto, just orerhanled. grand sidecar^ machine; £16 10s.; exchange lightweight.—ClarkeChurch St., Eastwood. Notts. ^ ^ = <=""• '--'ark.e.

IGHARLES STREET. Off :§^l,a>c^Ro^;|,
^fPhone; 1062. HALIFAX;? 2 min.it.V wai*

::;;i

In answering these advertisements it is desirahh to mention '' The M^ljyde."

Deeping.

1 9°^A?K-^- ^A\- "^- 3klontgomery flexible sidecar,

ifn -^ ,?^°? clutch, spring forks, handle-bar control-
led, excellent condition; 29 guineas.-Jayes. 210 Mar-
tin St., Leicester.

B25
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, -piiiiK loik- attaohuient, New De-

parture liiili, !,•. Ill, suiuil. liiTie.jt order; £16 10s.—
\ , I odJiunse, \\ liitwell, O iklia^n.

13.h.p. F.N, new 1908, niaynelo ignition, non-skid
4 tyres, spare tyre, tube, beU, valves, etc.; £20.—

Orton-Sujith, Harborne. Biriuingliam.

'OTOU Cycle, twin Rex, 5-6h.p., spring forks, low
bailt, very po-» ertul ; £16; trial given.—Young, 64,

Tilton Kd., Small Heath, Binuiughaui.

TRIUMl'H, 3ih.p., new May. 1909, scarcely used,

owing to illness ; £40, cr nearest offer ; trial

allowed.—K. P. Seal, Centre View, Cogenlioe, Norlhants-.

3h.p. Hobart. low frame, 26in. Avheels, .A-mao carbur-
etter, spjres, etc.. splendid, new condition througli-

,out; bargain" £12 10s.—Abbott, 229, Court Oak Kd.,
Barborne, Birinmgliam.

231i,p. Minerva, Chater-I,ea, Palmers, new cyl. and
4 piston, rebushed througliout, very fast and Teli-

atle; £12 10s., with accuiiiulEtcrs and tccLs.—Saunders,
50, Alexandra Ed., Nortl:ajipion.

31h.p. Rex, fcotboard-i, pan seat, good order, £12;
2 3ih.p. Mi-ierva, inclined engine, frame, tank,

etc., £7; 2ih.p. De Dion engine, £2 10s.; exhaust-driven
fan. 10s.— Martin, Harrowby Rd., Grantham.

MOTOR Cycle, Continental record breaker, 4Ah.p.,

very low, fast, poweriul, specially built for side-

car, magneto, two-speed gear, \^ hittle belt, complete
with all accessories and many spares; £20.— 53, Tennant
St', Birmingham.

6h.p. N.SiU., late 1908, and new Millford sidecar, mag-
neto, spring forks, two-speed, free engine, fan-

ccoled, new tyres and tubes, Louiax non-skid, guaran-
U-ed inriHt: cost £75, bargain £37 10s.— 3, Goldsmith
Ed., Kiim's Heath, Binningham.

"I Q08 6h.p, N.S.U., two-speed gear, long handle-bars,
J- S' magneto, lamp, generaior, horn, all , tools, com-
plete, climb anything, terrific speed, .splendid passenger
machine: too powerful for owner; any trial; £30" cash;
exclumge Trimnph.—Dallaway, fruiterer. Cape, Smeth-

. wick.

APPROVAL AEywJies-e.-1906 5h.p.- Twin Kerry, £16
10,^.; 1907 4n.p. Hobart, magneto, £17; 1905 2J

h.p. Werner. £8 10s.; 1906 3ih.p. Quadrant, £12 10s.;

1907 twin Rex, £14, lO.s. ; all in perfect and reliable

condition.—C.C.R. Motor Wks., i\rd St., St. Ann's Well
Ed., Nottingham.

nnRiUMPH, 3ih.p., new June, 1908, perfect concli-

-1 tion. Palmer ccrd tyres, punctureproot bands in-

side, two bags of tools, spares, etc., I'almer cord cover

and tube, magneto parts, tube case, \vhittle belt, lamp,
and horn, valve complete, plugs, magneto chain, etc.;

£34.—Farmer, Willes Ed., Leamington Spa.

MINERVA, 3.'h.p., and sidecar, Chater-Lea, fr^e en-
gine, twc-speed, B. and B. carburetter, H.B.

control, new car tyre back. Palmer front, large BrooTJs

and back rest, Lucas lamp, large horn, wallets, quantity
spires and tools, perfect going order; cost £55; fuust
sell; nearest offer, £23.— Bennett, Builder, Bradford
St., Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

TRIUMPH, Palmer cords, run 150 miles only as

new ; 40 guineas, no offers.—Charlish, Bungay.

MOTOSACOCHE, in perfect, order and condition

;

must sell ; offers invited.—37, Searle St., Chester-
ton, Canibs.

p^h.p. Twin Peugeot Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea, also
t^ sidecar, equal n&w : £30 the lot.—'80, Cromwell
Rd., Luton, Beds.

3ih.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, in good running order, ex-
2 cellent hill-climber, tyres good; price £8.—H.

F. Hitchcock, Rattlesden, Suffolk.

1 Q09 Humber, two speeds, free engine, not done 500
-Lt/ miles, perfect as new, all spares; must sell; £32.
—Storey, 3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., Palmer cord tyres, perfect, new
lin. belt, low built, engine brand new Easter, 1909,

a sound machine, and cheap at £25, or exchange mag-
neto sin.gle.—Wallis, grocer. Hills Rd., Cambridge.

5 h.p. Twin-cyl. Vindec Special, two-speed gear and free
engine, Gow'ey .speed indicator and mileage, spring

forks, magneto, tyres rmpunctured, bought June this
year; cost £6.6, sell £44.—The Ashes, Stowmarket.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

"I
Q08 5h.p. Rex de Luxe, two speeds. Roc clutch, free

J-^ engine, handle-bar control, condition as new,
spares, lamp, together with sidecar, £35, complete. —
.jotham, St. Mary St., Cardiff.

MOTOSACOCHE (1908), dry cell ignition, Druid
spring forks, lamp, horn, stand, tools, carrier, etc. ;

£1/, no offers- excellent condition.—Akers, 28, High
St., Newport.

QUADRANT, 3ih.p., spring forks, long bars, foot-
rests, Whittle, new studded tyre, two accumu-

lators, . spare valves, all . .accessories, free engine clutch
;not fitted); approval, deposit, £16.—Lancefield, 128,
Caerieon Rl, Newport.

WAUCHOPES
ROCK BOTTOM VALUE.

There is a grand distinguishing feature of characteristic

excellence in ALL the goods associated vvitlr the name
ot

WAUCHOPE'S
OF 9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

which marks off that establishment as being one where
the best interests -of the cyciist and motorist are not only
receiving paramount consideration, but are, further, most

ABLY AI^D BRILLIANTLY
CONSERVED.

No one to whom motor cycles possess any meaning, or

for whoni they have any interest, can have failed to r.ote

with the liveliest satisfaction that in

MAKE, STYLE, AND CONDITION.
the various models to be had from Wauchope's are

mODELS AND TRIUEVSPHS
in more 'than name only. But there is something behind
thesfi facts, which claims the attention ot the wheeling
populace, and makes the name of

"WAUCHOPE'S"
a spell to conjure withal. .'\nd this " something " consists!

in the fact that ycm can bring your present rhachine to

9, SHOE LANE, LONDON, E.C.
and have its

FULL MARKET VALUE
duly placed to your credit, just as if it were so much hard
cash-, handed out straijht from the pocket. We ; have
doubtless made big strides in the way of

COIVllViERCIAL PROGRESS
since Esau carried throu.sh his famous transaction in

barter, away back in the days when the world was voung
;

but the

BARTER BY WAUCHOPE'S
is somrthing positively unique. For example : You are
the possessor of a machine of which in course of time you
have become weary. It is perhaps more " in your road "

than otherwise, and you would willingly get rid of it if

you .could do so

ON FAVOURABLE TERMS.
Well, your course, in order to the prompt accomplish-

ment of that object, is

SIMPLICITY PERSONIFIED,
Either call on or \*Tite Wauchope's. and you will be

offered a selection oi guaranteed Machines, comprising
such standard names as the

TRIUMPH LIGHTWEIGHT, F.N., PHELON AND
MOOfeE, VINDEC, WOLF LIGHTWEIGHT,
VINDEC "SPECIAL," BAT, REX, DOUGLAS'
MINEKVA, MOTO-REVE, MATCHLESS,
QUADRANT, ARIEL, MOTOSACOCHE,
PREMIER, etc.,

from which your field of choice is practically unlimited.
You need have no fear that your second-hand machine will

be ignored ; and you may absolutely

TRUST WAUCHOPE'S
to give youthe fullest cash credit for your present machine.
If you are' a lady or gentleman of shrewdness, you will^

perceive, without persuasion, that at WAUCHOPE'S
you are dealing in no ordinary emporium. On the contrary,

you are bestowing your confideiice where it will be esteemed,
and pursuing your enquiries where they will meet with
every consideration and courtesy. You will find that

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR
I HAVE the folUiwin^' motor cycles in t

give iuimediute delivery:

Olh.p. Triumph; £48.

Olh.p. Premier; £45.

3ih.p. N.S.U., nearly new; £37.
2

3Hi.p. Triumph, nearly new, £43.
2

T>OC, two-speed, lat« 1908; £27.

Olh.p. N.S.U., magneto; £21.

OJLh.p. Brcwn; £16.

Oh.p. Quadrant ; £10.

i^h.p- Minerva; £9.

PTTSH Cycles taken in part payment fi

above.—Robert Urown, Castle St., Ca

TRILM.PH, 1908 model, splendid condil
non-skids, spares, horn, and laniiJ ; £;

15, Temple St., iiwansea.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingha
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel

HlTE-POPl'E, 3;h.p., with Ariel
£15, no offers.- 3, Es.sex St., Rea

3ih.p. Rex, very little used, £15: alsc

weight, new, take £18.—EastleigU,
Berks.

31-4h.p. Humber Tricar, water-coolec
2 coach-built; £21, or neatest.—Ban

\\ indsor.

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, magneto. Palmers
4 £13 10s., nearest ctter.— 154, Soi

Reading.

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h p., new June, 1908
would exchange for 3sh.p. Trim

Mortimer.

31h.p. Humber-, chain driven, chitc

2 covers, running order; £10.—Kei;
ton, Bristol.

4 h.p. Antoine, spring forks, B. and B,

running order; £12, or nearest.—

St., Windsor.

09 Triumphs in stock ; cash instalni

—Kerridge, Triumph Agent, 9

Alton, Hants.

w
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WAUCHOPE'S
are able to serve you to the full bent of your expectation
and necessity, under what is conceded everywhere to

have proved itself.

A PERFECT ADMINISTRATION.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.

Telephone 5,777 Holborn. Telegrams. "Opificer, London."

In'UiisiWfi-fi.rf -tMse dSvertistme'nt's'-^tt' is dalrahh' t&''inn)tioh
'

st.^

VINDEC Special, 3ih.p., magneto, ei

splendid c'ondition, reliable ; £3C

Lodge, xateley, Hants.

FOR Sale, Minerva, 2h.p., new ignitioi

back tyre, engine perfect, and pow
excellent condition; £8.—Fcrdem Berke

23.h.p. Minerva, 1905. low seat, lonj

4. good tyres, tv,-o belts, spring for

instable; £12.—E. G. Judd, Cocuin,
Hants.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, in perfect condition
hauled, new Palmer cord tyres, mf

owner; a bargain, £18.— A. L., Hotel Mtj

mouth.

VINDEC, 5-6h.p., with Mills-Fulfor|
sidecar, nearly new; must sell;

for Douglas and rash.-Beard, St.

Gloucester.

13.h.p. F.N., 1908 model, as new, £20j
4 also 3h p. Chafer--Lea, very low^

£10, .or exchange and cash for small c\

'Hill, Hants.

"1Q09 35-h.p. Vibrationless Rex, cosll

J-tF all best spares, month ago. £46l
tion; must sell; what ofiers? sacrifice

f

Whitehead, Kenward, Slough.

TWIN N.S.U., magneto, in perfect coil

also sidecar to match same. Mill
wheel; sacrifice the combination £30,
-Motorist, 426, High St., Cheltenliani|

23.h.p. 1905 Minerva, good reliable

4 long bars, new tyres, two bell

Advance adjustable pulley ; owner gett|

E. G. Judd. Cocum, Barton Stacey,

1 Q09 8h.p. Bat, new April, little_ us^
i-*J sories and spares, m perfect

many extras; cost £70; owner gettiri

lowest, £45.— G. Watkins, Castle Coon

~i Q08 N.S.TJ., 3ih.p., spring forks, fod
X«/ carrier, new Clincher non-sldd I

cord on front wheel, I'ovelLand Hanij
siiures ; £21, or nearest cfEer.—H. L.

ton St.. Oxford.

6-7h.p. .Roc, twin Peugeot engine,
guemare, N.A.B., studded 2i-,byJ

light," large, £1 Is., horn, spares, pf
adjustable pulley: sacrifice £25.— S.

ley 'V^intney, Halts.

The. Moiof' Cycle."
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>H BICYCLES FOR SALE.
.p. Eex, B. and B., new June, tools, spares,

mirror, latest machine, as new; £32.—But-
urnliam Green Terrace, Chiswick.

1 Motor, Minerva engine, new Dunlop tyres,

t running order; £6, to be seen any time.—
iildford St, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.

H, 1909, in exceptionally good condition, and
used; £38, with spares and accessories.—
;leby, Loom Lane, liadlett, Herts.

ex (1907). in really good condition, spring

i,' talmer cords, lamp, and horn; £15.-
lage, ,418, Komford Kd., jb'orest Gate.

SAM.—4h.p. Boc, magneto, free engine, two-
excellent condition, £22 ; also 2fh.p. Kerry,
lews' Cycle Stores, 96, West Green Rd.

Luxe, 1907, twin, 5-6h.p., magneto. Roc
spring forks, spring seat-pillar, spare belt,

;; £28, or offer.—Matthew Lang, below.

indec Special, magneto. Continental Model
)ourse tyres, Gloria belt, perfect condition

;

r.-Matthew Lang, 290, Ewell Rd., Tolworth,

—2sh.p. Humber, chain drive, spring seat,

op, splendid condition; £5 10s.; appoint-
trutt. Field Cottage, Dennetts Rd., S.E.

ih.p., 1908 type, 24in. wheels, free engine,
ith Chater-Lea sidecar, fine condition ; otfers.

wglass, 96, Upper Richmond Rd., Putney.

ley Cycle, new Dermatine belt, back tyre and
just been overhauled and enamelled French

jries; what offers?-59, Stanley Ed,, Ilford.

line, magneto, spring saddle, and forks, foot-

, 2i Palmers, now, £17; also Ijh.p. light
', £4 10s.—Belbin, 199. Surges Rd., East

2ih.p. Singer, magneto ignition, chain drive,
clutch, spring .seat-pillar, spray carburetter,
£5 lOs.-J^letcher, 13, Coolhurst Rd., Crouch

ttle 2ih.p. Kerry, sound condition, splendid
g order, most reliable; only £9 10s.: bought
lury.—Lewis, 88, Long Lane, Aldersgate St.,

aadrant, spring forks, magnificent machine,
lutely perfect, specially selected engine, climb
£i6.-J.D., 58, Downs Park Rd., Dalston,

-2h.p. Minerva, Bowden exhaust lift, new
k tyre, everything in good running order,
seeing.— 16, Upper Ground St., Blackfriars,

s de Luxe, 5h.p., handle starting, Goodrich
led tyres, run 500 miles, medal London-
perfect; £36, no offers.— 19, DoUis Park,

H, 1908, guaranteed perfect, latest type en-
niachiue unscratched, complete, accessories
£34.—Ba,stern Garage, 418. Romford Ed.,

ghtweight Wolf, nearly new, spring forks,
Qroek-Excelsior tyres, lamp, horn, stand,
'ssories; price £18. — 28, iioward Ed., Wal-

n Vindeo, Truffault spring forks, handle-
)ntrol, magneto, new tyres, excellent condi-
icessories; £20.—Thornton House, Frimley
ey.

Cycle, 4h.p. Antoine, nearly new tyres, re-
l, low frame; a bargain, £10, or exchange
twin engine.—20, Pickering Place, West-

'e, A\

.

3ih.p., magneto, new belt. Palmers, stand,
", and numerous spares and tools, splendid
;
any trial; £19 10s.—Clements, Nurseries,

Mey.

art, Chater-Lea, magneto, Amac carburetter,-
-bar controlled, torpedo tank, footboards, very
new; £23.—Eastern Garage, 418, Eomford
Gate.

ex, perfect, low, Palmer cord tyres, foot-
ds, stand, carrier, and accessories ; exchange
iwer and cash, or sell £15.—Cross, 180, Liver-
Islington.

Luxe, 3ih.p., Roo clutch, etc., and Mont-
r flexible de luxe (red) sidecar, only done 60
£60, what offers?— G. A\ ayenberg. 53 New
London, S.w .

? r^on. Roc clutch and two-speed gear, spring
5, Chater-Lea fittings, handle-bar control, very
must .sell; £20, sacrifice.— 17, Kenmure Rd.,
lackney, London.,

COCHE, 1909, magneto, in grand condition,
lew, all tools, etc., or part exchange for 5h.p
,eto, etc., or sell £20.-J. W. Lewsey, 80,
3., Ponders End;

H, 1907, magneto, 1909, control and carbu-
T, footrests, etc., excellent tyres, new belt
nr--t-cla53 condition: £30, or offer. — 169,

Ed., Walthamstow.
n Peugeot, No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, oondi-
s new, bargain, £18: also Montgomery side-
;ered green, nearly new, £4 10s., no offers —
ictona Rd., Romford.

FARRAR'S
"HALIFAX'

SIDECARS.

I<^ FARRARS .

V MOTOR WORKS'

Each £4 IT 6 Each.
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

£3 DOWN secures any of these

Balance 5/- per week

zj h.p. Singer, mag. £7 I 2| h.p. R. and P. £8

3^ h.p. Rex £9 I 3 h.p. Clarendon £9

3f h.p. Dux £9 I 2j Minerva, M.O.V. £9
2 h.p. Rex £5 1 2* h.p. Humber £5

3 h.p. Nbble, iVi.O.V. £7 I 2j h.p. King £8

2j h.p. Whiteley £7 I 3i h.p. King £8
2j h.D. btevens i6 1

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
g h.p. PHOENIX TRICAR, two speeds.. £15
5 h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £21

5} h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £24
3-^ h.p. 1907 REX, Rom tyre £15 16'

1908 5j h.p. REX DE LUJ^, Roc two ^
speeds, clutch, magneto £34 q

3i h.p. BROWN, M O. V .. tine goer . .

.

"
' £12~0

4h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V.
, hne goer £11~0

/S-6 h.p. ROVER Tricar, splendid goer f.1« 6

3i h.p^ROWN, magneto, 26in. wheels £18
1908 N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £22

aJ h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto and spring

forks £25

IQ08 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18 O"IQ08 Magneto Kh.A, smgie cyiuiuei aio u

^ h.p. rqo6 REX, M.O.V., spring forks . . £14 15
OTJY nt? T ITYT? TTi^cmotn rlntrh f.9.R 10REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

[g'^ h.p. TWIN RH<K a beauty .T £16 17

^i h.p. REX. M.O.V., spray £11 12

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £21 10

6 h.p. REX DEaPaXE and Sidecar £31 10

1908 IVl£Ls-nei;o REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gol ' finish. Bosch magneto. £18 19s., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

Grips like the proverbial seaside landlady.

33% cheaper than anv other high-class belt.

fin., 9d. fin., 1/. |in.,l/3. 1 in., 1/6 per foot.

Delivery from stock. No waitin?.

ENGINES.
i| h.p. MINERVA £1 5
2 h.p. QUADRANT £110
2» h.p. GEM £110

SF>ECIAi. BARGAINS.
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £4
Rigid Sidecar, very good £3 15
rgog Amac or B. andB. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27 /-

3 J h.p. Quadrant engine sets „ 37/6
Osborne four-speed gear . . . . ; £1 15
Osborne Fre« Engine Clutch 15 /-

Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Hancile-bars, drop ends 6/8
Low frame with Roc clutch £3 10
1909 Premier magneto, brand new £4
Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

CILINCHER TYRES.
All sizes, 17/6 each.

Genuine 1900 26 x 2in. and 26 x 2jin. Clincher
Rubber Studded Covers. All brand new, 25/- each.
Tubes with valves, all sires 5 /6 post free, no waiting.

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
AM>ion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, 919, Night, loY.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 ih.p. De Dion, Roc clutch and two-speed gear, spring

2 forks. Chater-Lea fittings, handle-bar control,
very low built; must sell; £20. sacrifice.—17, Kenmure
Rd., Mare St., Hackney, London.

23.h.p. Minerva, spring forks, handle-bar control, non-
4 skid back tyre, adjustable pulley, lamp, horn,

stand, spares, splendid condition; £14.—Morris, 1,
Robert St.. Hampstead Rd., N.W.

3 Ih.p. Rex Motor Cycle and sidecar, two-speed gear,
2 iree engine clutch, ball bearing engine, good tyres,

Bosch magneto, little used; £30, no offers.-71, Boston
Rd., Boundary Rd., Walthamstow.

3 Ih.p. Jap, B.S.A., Amac carburetter, handle-bar con-
2 trol, adjustable pulley. Brooks BlOO tyres, and

rondition perfect. — Harvey, 47, South Lambeth Rd.,
V'auxhall Station. Tei. : 3134 Hop.

3 Ih.p. Minerva, 1907, spring forks. Advance adjust-
2 able pulley, three accumulators, lamp, horn, all

spares, etc., very Rttle used; £20, or offers ; after 7 p.m.
—63, Hornsey Park Rd., Hornsey, N.

LONDON.—Bradbury Agency.—A. T. Stanton, 619. Lea
Bridge Rd., Leyton (motor 'bus from City). Call

and try the best British motor cycle. My easy terms
will astonish you. Apply for particulars.

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., two speeds, lin. belt, magneto,
Autoclipse lamp. Price's stands, spares, tools, in

perfect condition throughout; not a wreck; £18, best
otter over.—93, Hessel Kd., West Ealing.

BEFORE Deciding on any motor bicycle or tricar
call on or write, to Pullman Bros., London Rd.,

Norbury, London, who have the best selection of ma-
chines in London ; motor bicycles from £4.

4 h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea. quite like new, Bosch mag-
neto, handle-bar control, Druid spring forks, foot-

boards, new r on-skid and belt, lamp, horn, spares ; £32.—
Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

N.S.U., 1908 3Jh.p.. magneto, handle-bar control,
Lucas lamp, waterproof overalls tyres, and every-

thing fine condition and running order; £23, or offer;
appointment.—B., 7, Elibank Rd., Eltham, Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1908, 1909 engine, January, gold medal
hill-climb, new studded tj'res and tubes. Premier

cantilever seat, lamp, tools, bags, spares, perfect ; £38.—
Letters, Mead, Ingram House, Stockwell Rd., S.B.

23.h.p. F.N., on Chater-Lea fittings, F.N. carburetter,
•i 26 by 2i tyres, spring forks. Brooks 100-7, ab-

solutely reliable; seen any time : must 'sell; £18, no
reasonable ofEer refused.—Baker, High St., Ealing.

HUMBER Motor Bicycle, 1909 model, new three
months ago, hardly ridden, magneto, two speeds,

absolutely perfect machine ; owner bought car ; sale with
accessories, £35.-53, Shirland Rd., Maida Vale, London.

"I 009 5-6h.p. 4-Cyl. F.N., late.st type, new May, u'n-
JLf/ soiled, too fast for owner, carefully used, foot-
rests, spares: price £40, cost £54, or exchange 1909
Triumph.—Write, A. Mackinnon, 18, Grassington Rd.,
Eastbourne.

RARA Avis. — 3h.p. Advance, variable gear, pulley.
Palmers, Dermatine, footrests, stand, lamp, horn,

carrier, spare new tyre and valves, perfect condition, and
ready for touring; 10 guineas.—Rolfe Goode, 163, Stock-
well Rd., S.W.

,

23.h.p. Clarke and Cluley, two belts, Longuemare,
4 trembler. Bat spring forks, Sharpe's silencer,

low saddle, non-skid back, lamp, horn, numbers, spares,
all bearings just rebushed; bargain at £ll.~-Konard, 29,
Church St., Soho.

7-9h.p. Peugeot-Chater, perfect condition throughout
guaranteed, fast, comfortable, footboards. Palmer

front, non-skid back, two pulleys, two belts, spares,
tools, \v ants seeing ; £23.—Mackintosh, 106, Lough-
borough Rd., Brixton.

3 Ih.p. N.S.U., 1908, two speeds, magneto, 24 wheels,
2 new Michelin back, front little worn, new lin.

belt, unused inner tube, spares, etc., just overhauled,
splendid order ; 30 guineas ; also Montgomery sidecar,
very good condition, £2 10s.—Wauchope's.

3 Ih.p. White and Poppe, Palmer tyres, unpunctured,
2 Longuemare, handle-bar controlled, Watawata

belt, two brakes, complete, with all accessories, also
sidecar, art cane, and Dunlop, unpunctured; £15 the
lot ; trials any time.— 1, Gascoigne Rd., Barking.

A BARGAIN, only wants seeing.— S^h. p. Clyde, fast,
powerful, reliable, Bosch magneto, B. and B. car-

buretter. Palmer tyre, plate and enamel like new, Lucas
lamp, horn, bag, stand carrier, new motor saddle ; sacri-

fice £12 12s.— 12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex.

5 h.p. 1908 Twin Vindec Special, complete with Mont-
gomery Modele de Luxe sidecar, new Michelin

non-skid tyre on back wheel, engine in thorough order,
new pistons, sidecar only used twice; cost £69, price
£35 complete: trial by appointment.—Jarvis, Moreton
Av., Harpenden.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., B. and B. handle-bar controlled
carburetter. Continental tyres, with Rich's detach-

able air tubes, only punctured once, two rim brakes,
acetylene head lamp, horn, tools, and all accessories,

little used, and in excellent condition; £20.—Burton,
150, High St., Hi.gh Barnet. 'Phone, 250, P.O., Barnet.

CROYDON.—Motor cycles to suit all from £4 up-
wards : several powerful machines suitable for side-

ear work; new Huiuber, two speeds, ready for delivery,

Clincher studded tyres ; new Arno, most comfortable ma-
chine : trials arranged ; twin Minerva, magneto, with
sidecar, cheap, second-hand: Quadrant, 3h.p., grand
condition, £10, or near offer.—Moore's Presto Wks.,
Tamworth Rd.

Jn answering these advertisemeiits it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B20
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£16 must sell at once.-Sih.p. Quadrant, spring f6rks,

eleotric head lamp, Valmer cord, fitted witl' Mabon
tluteh, perfect condition, only ridden few nales since

new.—Brown, Ironmonger, Grand Parade, Harnngay.

41hp Minerva Twin (October, 1908), spring forks,

2 magneto, Amac handle-bar controlled carburetter,

stand carrier, spare petrol tank, tools, spares, head-

lisht, born: £28.—tastern Garage, 418, liomford Bd.,

Forest Gate.

3.hp. Brown, vertical engine, just .been overhauled,

r^4. £10 10s.; 3in.p. Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, take

sid?car £10- IJh.p. Minerva-yuadrant, long bars, low

po.-^ition. perfect order, £5; 2ai.p. '••^P-. „lig'';t an^

low, very reliable, £10 10s.-128, High Ed., South Tot-

tenham.

TEIUMPH, late 1908, magneto, machine almost new,

very little used, Clinciier tyres, rubber studded,

unscratehed, and unpunctured, Triumph adjustable pul-

lev, handle-bar control, full kit tools, three note horn

brand new spare belt, everything oi the best, fast and
powerful, climb anything: any trial or examination;

sacrifice 35 guinea.s; appointment.— 101, S,.uth Nor-

wood Hill, S.E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, DeYon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

Ih p. Humber, 1909, two-speed, little used, perfect

2 condition; £39 cash.—Senior, Holsworthy, Devon.

TRIUMPH, late 1907, little used, perfect condition.

Clincher stud, spares; £25.-26, Union Ed., Exeter.

31h.p. Eex, spring forks, Longuemare, new tyres, per-

2 feet working order; £14, or nearest.—Kadford,
Pitt Farm, Uficulme. '

4h p. Twin Presswell, £15; forccarriage, £3; together

or separate, excellent condition.— 2,984, The. Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31,h.p. Rilev, in good running condition; owner naval
2 officer," ordered abroad; quick sale desired, £12,

or near ofl'er.—Veals, Waterloo St., Weston-super-Mare.

DOUGLAS 1909 2Jh.p. Lightweight, magneto, spring
forks, self-sealing tubes, horn, spares, absolutely as

new, not done 50 miles; any trial; £31 lOs.—MofEat, 5,

High St., Yeovil.

ROC, 4h.p., free engine, two-speed gear .motor cycle,

new Palmer tyres and tubes, fitted spring forks,

magneto. Military Model,, property of a gentleman, ma-
chine is in perfect running order, and is a reliable one,

£30, or near offers: Sih.p. Eiley motor frame, tanks,

wlieels, tyres Palmers, complete, less engi>ne, £4 10s.,

or ofiers.-Appty, Western, Cffcukne, Devon.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

<?14.—Eex, 3ih.p., spring forks, and seat, two accu-^ mulators, Palmer tyre, almcst new. — Gudgeon,
Netherby, Ayr.

3ih.p. Wolf, Amao H.B. carburetter, spring forks,
4 low. splendid condition.—D. Scott, South Wood-

end, Castleeary, N.B.

6h.p. N.S.U., and sidecar, two-spe.ed gear and free en-
gine, also spares, including two tyres, all in first-

class condition ; will exchange with light machine and
cash ; trial given. — Wilson, Salsburgh, by Holytown,
Lanarksliire.

5h.p. Twin, Sarolea engine, Chater-Lea frame, Eoc
clutch, two-speed and free engine, togetlier with

Montgomery Model de Luxe flexible sidecar, bicycle in
excellent condition, sidecar new ; would be sold together
or separately.—Can be seen by appointment at Helens-
burgh. Price £39.—No. 5,071, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle oJ Man.
3.h.p. Peugeot Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea frame, £8;^ 4 also twin 3ih.p. Peugeot engine, with carburetter,

and coil, £5.—Hadley's Garage, Donnybrook, Dublin.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
8-lOh.p. Eexette, two speeds, twin wheel, perfect order;

£34.-255, Earlsfield Ed., Wandsworth.

4ih.p. Eover Tricar, two speeds; best ofler accepted;
2 must be sold.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

6h.p. Litette, two speeds. Palmers, Michelins, first-

class order; £35.-39, Hillfield Park, Muswell Hill.

TEICAE, in excellent condition, to be sold : no reason-
able ofier refused.-Moor View, Barton Ed., Tor-

quay.

6h.p. Triette, 2-cyl., Clinchers, very fa.st, and new con-
dition; £22 10s.—Sidney, 852, Garratt Lane,

Tooting.

TEICAE, 4h.p., magneto, two speeds, wicker seat, free
engine; £25.—Taylor, 4, White Horse Lane, Step-

ney, E.

31h.p. Eunabout for one, wheel steering, open frame,
2 handle starting; £12.-128, High Ed., South Tot^

tenham.

TWO Bargains.— 4J.h. p. Humber Tricar, two speeds,
w.c, tyres good order, £16;' S^zh.p Eexette, two

speeds, w.c, coach-built, tj'res good order, £22108, —
17, Milnrow Ed., Eochdale.

A Sign of
the Times.

LARGE SALES OF

the 3J h.p.

Bradbury
-•V^B

And an unmistakable sign
of the times, too. It shows
that motor cyclists want the
best, and, what is more, that

they w^ill have the best.

BECQMMENDATIONS

of u.sers are the most fre=

quent means of making sales,

for -w^hen a man finds a good
thing he is not slow to talk
about it. Ask any rider of a
BRADBURY what he thinks

of his motor.

The BRADBURY is simple
to control, and with a mini«
mum of attention it 'w^ill do
everything a motor cycle
should, and a good deal more
than many are capable of.

You can put a BRADBURY
3| h.p. at the stiffest hill, and
it will surmount it with ease.

Send addressed envelope for the

Bradbury Motor Booklet^ giving
hints iu riders, and particulars of

the Best British Built Motor Cycle.

Sradbury & Co.
Ltd.,

Oldham.
AWARDED IS GOLD MEDALS.

TRICARS FOR SALI
PHCENIX 5-6h.p. Tricar, latest, coach-bi

quick sale, £35.—Cochrane, Victoria

Chester.

SELL or exchange for good motor bicycl

car, almost new.—Jones, Garage, Be
Hillhead.

"I
Q08 Eex Litette, 6h.p. twin, watcr-co:

Xt/ two speeds, as new; £35.-406, G
Wandsworth.

TEICAE, 5h.p., water-cooled, magneto, t

1908', splendid order; £30.—Dr. Elomf
bridge, Sussex.

^h.p. -Water-cooled Tricar, in splendid
t} speeds, g^^od hill-climber ; sacrifice.—

St., Gloucester.

31h.p. Excelsior Tricar, in perfect conditic

2 gain ; trial given.—AtKinson, 50, Lei

Clapham Common.

31h.p. Minerva Tricar, vejy powerful,
2 condition, new tyres; .£16 16s.—99,

Ed., Dalston, N.E.

4jlh.p. Minerva, twin, Trimo, coach-bi
2 tyres, fine touring machine; £19 10:

ltd.. South Tottenham.

3ih.p. Ealeighette, two speeds, water-c
2 car tyn- back, new front tyres; -jSi;

wheelwright, Stockport.

QUADEANT Carette, Sih.p., wheel
speeds, .<plendid order ; .£20.-^No. 2,9i

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

'h.p. Humber, open frame, tjn speeds ;>£
' " '

1 eight.—HollinghuRt, Castle '

Hil
lightw e

Colnbrook, Bucks.

9 h.p. Eiley, three speeds and reveise, nc
all wheels, perfect order; £35.— Maui

Portland St., London, W.
two-speed, ma
going abToad.

W

PHtEXIX Trimo, 4ih.p.
dition ; £iO, otters;

Hampton Ed., Teddington.

S^h.p. Tricar, three speeds, perfect cone
«-> rug. apron, etc. : £18, lowest.—Appl
35, Mosley St., Manchester.

SOCIABLE Tricar, seats side- by side

hood and rail accessories, ch^ap.—M.
mdra Ed., Hampstead, N.W.

EX, Tricar, Sh.p., twin, almost nevr,

back, Palmers, lamps, spares; any
offer.— 50, Crown St., Lowestoft.

3ih.p., coach seat, ' free engine, H.B. •

2 Shamrock, excellent condition; £1
— 68, Wellington Ed., Stockport.

6 h.p. Twin Eex Tricar, two speeds, cha

fitted new cylinders aiid pistons, per

sold at once.—10, Old Town, Clapham.

SEVEN Tricars and three cars for
changes with magneto motor cycle.-

Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hal

8 h.p. De Dion Tricar, bucket seats, ma
Lea open frame, wheel steering, ty

speeds; £20.—Storey, Bridge St., Cambrif

Sh.p. Quadrant Light Tricar, to seat oi

borne four-speed gear, excellent con

iug tyres.—Hobbs, Christ Church St., Fro

61.h.p. Aster Eibble Tricar, two-speed, c

2 tyres, Dunlops, absolutely perfect

£35 10s.— 69, Loughborough Park, Brixto

5 h.p. Water-cooled Tricar. £25; two pi

umph, 6s. ; engine^ switchboard, dyni

wanted.— 1, Hills Place, Eusper, Horsham

WHITE and Poppe, 4h.p., water-cooL
wheel steering, car controls : £^0; e

bicycle.-V. Smith, 1, BumJiam Terrace,

41.h.p. Eover Tricar, free engine, two
2 drive, water-cooled, coach front, con

any trial; £25, no offers.-93, St. George's

RALEIGHETTE, 6-7h.p., just fitted 7(

lops, back steel studded ; £48 ;
raotei

cash adjustment.— 103, Ki^ Edward Ed,,

TEICAE, as new, 7h.p., coach-built

climb anvthing: £30, or closest cas

as part; 50 niile trial.— 139, Balaam St

8h.p. De Dion, open, 780 by 90, whet

levers, buckets, new. oouditijn ; greal

powerful bike part 'exchange.—479, Giee

ringay.

6 h.p. Eexette, wheel, steering, water-co

studded tyre on bai k, two speeds, g

bargain, 25 guineas.—The Eoj-al Georg
New Ed., S.E.

SPLENDID Eiley Tricar, 1908 design

and gearing perfect, Grose tyres, G
accumulators ; price 50 guineas.—Mot(
Ed., Liverpool.

3lb. p. Eover Tricar, free engine, h
2 absolutely . perfect, thoroughly rel

hill-climber: £20; motor cycle part rayu
Bridge Ed., Leyton.

QUADEANT Carette, 63,h.p., eoach-bu
condition throughout, new t^Tes, opt

steering, free engine, two speeds-u .
£22

Coleman St., New N:rth Ed., N.E.

B30 In answerina these advertisemente it is desiruhh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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rniCARS FOR SALE.
car, 5-611. p., 2-cyl., splendid condition; any
_'\S'ernick, 244, High St.. Lewisham, S.E.

Sjh.p. Tricar, free engine, handle starting,

'ss, reliable, first-class condition from tyres

splendid hill-climber; 19 guineas.— 17, Ken-
Mare St., Hackney, London.

Jrant Tricar, free engines, two speeds, 1907;
rer £100 ; air-cooled, excellent condition, Pal-

yres front, non-skid back, 650 by 65 ; 30
Hen, 26, Spital St., Loudon, N.E.

Bexette, 2-cyL, water-cooled, very fast and
:ul, torpedo body, seats three, excellent con-

est trial and examination courted ; seen any
-M., 170, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

.p. twin Rex Triette, four speeds, handle
ig] steel non-skid back tyre, just thoroughly
in splendid working order ; trial by appoint-

t sell.— 66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

-Ribble Tricar, 4ih.p. White and Poppe en-

two speeds, coach-built, wheel steering, paint-

lolstered to match, tyres all as new, in good
ier; £30, or good motor cycle and cash.

•Humber Tricar, 5h.p., w.c, open frame,
steermj. two speeds, coach - built, painted

)!stered "to match, Palmers to front, car tyre

as new; £30, or good motor cycle and cash.

-5h.p. Twin Rex Tricar, footboards, enamel-
eam, tjreb all as new; a bargain, £18, or

and cash.

L Trimo, coach-built, Sjh.p., two speeds, new
Palmer cord rear, spare covers, tubes, lamps,
ull accessories ; £30.—Apply, letter. J. Miller,

Brockley Rd., or 80, Shaftesbury Av., W.

Q, under 2 cwt., three new Shamrocji studded
butt tubes, unpunctured, new Advance pul-

hittle belt, in perfect running order ; buying
No. 2,919, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry..

—4ih.p. tricar, coach-built, free engine, two
, climb any hill, tyres nearly new; or ex-

good motor bicycle and part cash, smart
farm stock.—Westley, 10, Hales St., Cov-

Chater-Lea, open frame, and two-speed gear.

lir engine, 4ih.p., chain drive, three band
sprung, footboards, in iii'st-class order; £15,

ar offer.-20, Pickering Place, Westbourne

complete, less engine, Chater open frame,
ards, tyres brand new, -splendid upholstered
se brakes ; can be ridden anywhere within
offers.—Letters, 247, Sayer St., New Kent

green enamelled, coach-built, 4h.p. water-
ed De Dion, Opperinaun three-speed, new
ains, special Dunlop back, first-class order

;

jr motor cycle and cash.—Rouse, Vfellington
ng. .

:nger Touring Tricai", twin-cyl., water-cooled,
built throughout, R.O.M. contact, car tyres,
red tread on back, three speeds and reverse,
£33, or near otier, cost over £100.-8, Vesey
igham.

made by Chater-Lea, Sh.p. J.A.P. engine,
cooled, coach-built seat, voiturette tyres, 28
y fitting of the best, guaranteed in perfect
cost more than double.—Plumptou, 88, Guild-

Liry St. Edmunds.

rvin, water-cooled, Stevens engine, wheel steer-
I!hater-Lea fittings throughout, three speeds
, R.O.il. contact, several spares condition as
Os., or exchange 2-seater car, cash adjustment,
im, Studley Rd., Luton, Beds.

Cent. Reduction on following new machines

:

lette, with free engine clutch, Zenette fixed
per cent, on Zenette Gradua gear and Zenith
). J.A.r.

; second-hand 1908 Zenette Gradua
,when new), take £30, excellent condition.—
jtors, Ltd., 1, Church St., Weybridge.

?E, 8h.p., two speeds, water-cooled, seats 3.
d Napier green (unscratched), upholstering
IV Kemp.=hall cover and tube on back, two
:8, one tube, spare accumulator, new coil,
h ba.sket, three lamps and horn, spares, jack,
splendid running order; £45. — Chadwick,

iVem, Salop.

DME 6-8h.p.« Coach-built Tricar, two speeds,
Vsyphon water-cooled, 9in. clutch, chain drive,
ng, handle .starting, everything built precisely
sed steel frame (Chater Lea throughout, built
1 from/4 m.p.h. to 35 m.p.h., climb any hill,
es

;
trial with pleasure ; expert examination ;

r-ilotor, Clifton Buildings, ^YoTship St.,

ECARS AND FORECARS.
r Sidecar, good condition; £3 10s.—Browne,
zywater, AA'altiiam Cross.

lOR Forecar, Syi.p. ; bargain, £10, no offers.
Bedford, 86, Basingstoke Rd., Reading.

^j ^^in. wheels, good tyres, and nicely up-
ed, basket; £3 15s.-l, Gascoigne Rd., Bark-

le ForecafViage, enclosed brakes, 26 by 2i
ers lamps, footboards, toolbox: cost £20
Iv S^'- sidecar part payment.—Stokes, 184a,
St., Nottingham;

LOWEST PRICES
ALWAYS OUR MOTTO-

BRADBURY, rgog model, magneto, i?Pfi 9
spring forks, practically new, not done ^'"vl

|y|
200 miles '"'

ROVER, 3 h.p., low built, handle-bar P-J A A
control, smartly enamelled, in splendid S^-lT)

condition I
MINERVA, 4J h.p.. 1907 model, Longue- i?pO •
mare, 2^in. Continental tyres, spring *^0 «
fqrks **

BAT, 3^-4 h.p., spring frame, footrests, OH C S
26U1. wheels, low built, vertical, long *AO
bars I

BRADBURY, 1908 model, latest Brad- •
bury spring forks, in Ai condition i?OK 11
throughout, only done about 500 miles, *"t/ W
will climb anything A

MINERVA, 3^ h.p. vertical engine, 26in.- O^ O
wheels, spring forks S^xO

REX, 3J h.p., 1906 model, spring forks, P-j fr V
spray, good order throughout S^Atl i^

ALCYON, 4* h.p., twin Minerva engine, OA rj **
spring forks, very good condition . . . . ^^ ' A

TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low 04 rj

buUt, aluminium finish, splendid con- 3i-»- I

dition "
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks^ i?-J fj E
good tyres, etc dJLKf b

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., rqo8 model, twin- POC ft

cylinder, spring forks, perfect order . .
^^O

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car- PQ
buretter *»'

RIP, 3^ h.p., Peugeot engine, spring 04 O O
frame, Longuemare spray carburetter, ^AO W
footrests, low built, unscratched ....

RILEY, 3|h.p., 26in. wheels, spray, jP'l A
trembler, low bu ilt, long bars, etc. . .

^iXT)

TRICARS,
REXETTE Tricar, 8-10 h.p., two speeds X?CA
and reverse, open frame, water-cooled, ^0\J
perfect

60/- deposit secures under-mentioned, balance lUI

5 /- weekly.
QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8 |
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6 1
BARTER, 2j h.p., geared pulley £6 1
PHCENIX, 2i h.p., J .A.P. engme £« *
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8 A
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels SB **

MINERVA, ri h.p , coil and accumulator . . £5 B
EXCELSIOR," 2} h.p., spray _£8_
We carry an exceedingly large stoA of new I

and second-hand motor cycle accessories at |^
London. Prices Ic^'cst. |

Qn/_ Beautiful Forecar Attachment, QA /^ ^^*^/ ~ 26in. wheels , Dunlop tyres .
»?v/ " I

PC Forecarxiage, PH(ENIX,"practically PC I*" new, 1909 model, not ridden ^^ p
above fift)^ miles f\

SPEOIAL. BARGAINS. ^Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6 I
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1 B
Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) . . 3/6 I
Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) .. 2/11 ^
Trinote Horas, best quality plating 7/3 f\
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
HeUa Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality (per pair) 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends. (per pair) 6/6

We have special facilities for the repairing of

magnetos at London. Best work. Moderate
charges.

CI.INCHER TYRES. M
31/6 FOR 25/. _

Genuine ( 26x2iin- \ Clincher studded B
( 26 X 2in. ( Covers. B

Maker's price,. 3r/6 Our price, 25/- fl

All brand new roog goods, and in no way faulty ^
or perished. Al PROVAL. A

Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5/6 : Grey, 6/- ^
Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.

Good Allowances on Old Covers. B
High-class Motor Cycles Wanted for Cash. p

NOTE THE ADDRESSES : R
Powell St.,v^ct?fa Hall, Haljfax.

Telephones : 433 day, 904 night. I
Telegrams : " Petrol Halifax." I

\^r 136, Great Portland St/IS:' T
Telephone 552 Mayfair. LONDON , W. ft

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
LIGHT Sidecar, 26 by 2, left side, wicker body; £3

lOs.-Chivers, Lyte St., Cambridge Heath.

CORONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., supplied from stock
to suit any make of motor cycle.—xsooth's Motories,

Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., comfortable as a
motor car; converts motor cycle into an ideal

winter machine; superior to some £8 8s. makes.—Booth's
Motories, Halifax.

SIDECAR, good condition, fit any frame, left side

;

lowest £3 12s. 6d.—Markham, 91, James Rd., Liver-
pool Rd., London.

SIDECAR, Montgomery flexible, good condition, suit
A''indec ; 7 guineas, or near offer.—Hmchilfl, Sand-

field, near Littlehampton

BIRMINGHAM.—Montgomery sidecar, right fitting,
upuolsterea green, apron, 2j tyre; £3 15s.—Hart,

44, Trafalgar Rd., lUoseley.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, 1909, good con-
dition, fit either side ; £6.—Bayne, Brownsville

Rd., Heaton Moor, Stockport.

FITEASY Sidecars, for narrow doors, wholesale and
retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, Wat-

son St., Newiugton Green, London. N.

MR. AYRES, having been ordered abroad, wishes to
sell his brand new Chater-Lea sidecar, delivered

last month; £6 6s.— 36, Trollop St., Battersea, S.W.

FORECAR, by Mflls-Fulford, good condition, coach-
built, new Peter-Dnion tyres, 26 by 2 ; £4, or ex~

change for sidecar.—K., 49, Fairfax Rd., S. Hampstead,

.

N.\V.

NEW Sidecars for any make of motor cycle, 24in.,

26in., or 28in. wheel, smart, good delivery, from
stock; approval; £4 17s. 6d.—Farrar, Square^Rd., Hali-
fax.

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant

;

entirely different to other makes ; write us ; our
prices are right.—Orchard Mills, Belinda St., Hunslet,
Leeds.

SIDECARS.—Best value in England; fitting free; in-

spection invited: prices, £4 15s. and £5 10s.; also
second-hand price, £4.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd.,
London, N.

RIGID Sidecar, upholstered green, complete with
apron, fit any machine, 26in. motor tyre, unpunc-

tured, good as new; sacrifice £3 18s. 6d.— 5, Powerscroft
Rd., Clapton, London.

012 12s. Sidecar, this year's model, only used twice,^ fitted with 26 by 2i Clincher tyre, and built

throughout with genuine Chater-Lea fittings"; £6 8a.

;

take Sunbeam cycle in part.—F.W., 137, Broomwood
Rd., Clapham Common, S.W.

RIGID de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and plated, lux-

uriously sprung, everything of the best, fit any
machine, 26 by 2^ tyres, £6; cheaper quality, £4
17s. 6d. ; second-hand sidecars taken in exchange.—Hali-
fax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

AREN'T You glad the summer's come at last, but
djn't be selfish. Take the wife or your best girl

out now in an Oakleigh sidecar. If you haven't eitfier

borrow someone. The price is only £5, and we use
genuine Chater-Lea fittings. We don't sell our sidecars

from private houses; Be careful of the people doing
this. Come and see us at once._ Second-hand sidecars

£3 18.S. 6d. ; trailers, £1.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., 65a,

Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
3 h.p. Automotor, De Dion frame, excellent condition

;

best ofier.—Letters, Motor, c/o Barrett, Parade,
Brentwood.

MOTOR Tandem Tricycle wanted; exchange portable
greenhouse, or deferred payments. — Richards,

Arragon Towers, Church St., Twickenham.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, a really good one, well upholstered, nearlj

new; 45s.—Robinson, 9, Belrow Rd., Coalville.

QUADCARS.
6 h.p. Rochet, Aster free engine, two-speed, Bozier

gear, in good running order; £25.—Dinger, 10,

Paulton Sq., Chelsea.

CARS FOR SALE.
5 h.p. Light Car; £12; London district.— vv rite, Won-

ham, Eastchurch, Sheppey.

51.h.p. Hupiberette, two speeds, re - upholstered and
2 painted, good condition.- 17, Milnrow Rd., Roch-

dale.

4-SEATED Car, 2 cyLs., 8-lOh.p., good going crder;

£20, bargain.—Robinson, 9, Belrose Rd., Coal-

ville.

2-SEATED Car, buckets, 6h.p., three speeds and re-

verse; trial given; £16.-66, High St., St. John's

Wood.

BARGAINS !—Sunbeam-Mabley car, less engine, £4
10s.; quad, less engine,, £2 10s.; Rotax 2-cyl. car

coil, 10s.—R. Nye, 83, Drewstead Rd., Streatham, Lon-
don.

6ih.p. De Dion-Regal Car, detachable dickey, abso-

2 lutely perfect and new condition, now repaint-

ing; £38; write for paiticulars.—Regal, 1, Bedford Rd.,

Clapham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B^I
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—12h. p. Duryea 3 - oyl., epioyclio gearing,

two speeds, reverse, good running order ; £20.

PALMER.—Sh.p. De Dion, 5 - seater, two speeds, re-

Terse, expanding clutches, engine under bonnet

;

£30.

PALMER.—8h. p. Regal, tonneau, 5-seater, three speeds,
rever'-e, good all through : £35.

PALMER. — 12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., three
speeds, reverse, 810 by 90 tyres, splendid condition

;

£40.

PALMER. — 12-16h.p. Panhard delivery van, A-cyl,
four speeds, reverse, solid tyres, very strong; £65.

PALMER. — 18n.T). Prunel landaulet, 4-cyl., M.O.V.,
direct top drive,' in magnilicent order; iil25.

PALMER.—40h. p. Lorraine-Dietrich, 4-cyl., magneto,
splendid latest type car, do over 60 m.p.h. ; £325

PALMER. — 12-14h.p. Humber, 4-cyI., tonneau, seats
five, raked steering, push pedals; £85.

PALMER.—lOh.p. Panhard, limousine, seats six, Cen-
taure engines, four speeds, reverse

;
grand bargain,

£100.

PALMER. — 16-2 2h. p. Germain tonneau, Koi des
Beiges, 4-oyl.. M.O.V., Cape hood; £110.

PALMER,—16-iOh.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., Bide en-
trance, magneto, hood, screen, six lamps; £145.

PALMER.— 6h. p. Ridley, 2-seater, single cyl., two
speeds, in splendid conditKjn, slow but sure; bar-

gain, £29.

PALMER.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Rd., Tooting.
'Phone, 208. Streatham. Cars seen here any aay.

Timrsdav and Sundays before 2. Pijotos, details, .per
return. Easy terms arranged ; exchanges entertained.

1Q-14h.p. Car, 4-cyls., detachable tonneau ; -£55: take
'V tricar, motor cycle pan.—20. Polternewton Lane,

Leeds.

8h.p. M.M.O., three speeds and reverse, artillery wheels,
comfortable -light car; £25.-128, High Rd., South

Tottenham.

5h.p. Gladiator, 2-seater, hood, screen, bonnet, Dun-
lops good order; cheap, £37.-204, Heyth.jrp -St.,

Southflelds.

7h.p. Car, two seats, . three-speed and reverse, De Dion
engine, new tyres, good condition; £30.—Waite,

Burgh, Linos.

51h.p. Oldsmobile, new back tyres, Al order • no
2, reasonable ofier refused.—Write, 2, Ullswater Rd.,

I' J liners Green.

8h.p. Argyll, detachable tonneau, recently thoroughly
overhauled and repainted, periect; £35.-10, Old

Town, Clapham.

"1 0-14h.p. Darracq, three speeds, reverse, 4-seater, ton-
-i-^ neau, excellent condition ; 55 guineas.—26 Spital
St., London, N.E.

HUMBERETTE, Beeaton, three speeds, lamps,
spares; £30, or motor cycle and cash.—220,

Spring Bank, Hall

6-8h.p. Darracq, splendid condition, small detachable
tonneau; offers, or exchange two-speed twin cde.

-Erisby's, Wells, Som.

M.M.C., 6-8h.p., 2-seater, three speeds, reverse, artil-
lery wheels, splendid order; cheap, £26—406

Garratt Lane, Earlsfield.

9-llh.p. Peugeot, 2-cyl., three speeds and reverse, 2-
seater, new tyres, perfect order; bargain, £50.-128

High Rd., South Tottenham.

^25.— Oldsmobile, 5.6h.p., 2 or 4-seater, 650 by 65
cfe* -Dunlop tyres, in periect running order : a bar-
gain.—80, Mitchell St., Rochdale.

Mh.p. Blake, 4-cyl., tonneau, three speeds and re-
Tetse, steel frame; any trial; perfect; £67 10s —

Sidney, 852, ^iarratt Lane, Tojting.

Mh.p. Simms, 4-cyl., magneto and coil ignition, side
entrance, Cape hood, wind screen, tyres very

good; £100, or near offer.—See below.

IKh.i). Darracq, magneto and coil, side- entrance, de-^ tachable limousine top, tyres good; £100.—See
below.

BABT Peugeot, 5h.p., 2-seater, in good running order
£27.—Sevenoaks Motor Co., Tulse Hill, Sevenoaks.

"I 0-16h.p. Darracq, 2-cyl., three speeds and reverse,
-L/W tonneau, iive-seat«r, smart car; £50, great bar-
gain.-128, High Rd., South Tottenham.

8h.p. Orel, 2-seater, three speeds and reverse, gate
change speed, bucket seats, equal new; £50, extra-

ordinary bargain.—28, Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich.

4gl7.—6h.p. Sirene 2-seateT car, 2-cyl., three speeds andoW reverse, cardan drive, perfect order, or exchange —
Jones, Albion Saw Mills, Down Place, Hammersmith.

1 (i^f- ^''^^^- ^'^"'^el, seats four, Iirebs carburetter,
-i-^.' Dunlops, hood, lamps, etc., a thorough good tour-
ing car; must sell; £55.-9, Parkholme Rd., Dalston.

(?h.p. Rover, late 1907, 2-8eater, with third detachable
«-l' seat, new tyres, heaps of accessories; £80; perfect
condition.—Campbell, White Hart Hotel, Bromley, Kent.

O.T.A.v.—Several shop-soiled and second-hand 5ih p
latest pattern; prices complete from £50 to £85 —

Long Acre Autocar Co., 117, Long Acre. 5011 Gerrard.

LEEDS.—4ih.p. De Dion, 2 or 4-seater car, two speeds
and reverse, wheel steering, tyres all good, first-

class running order; £24.—Leeds Motor Exchange 28
Dock St '

THE VERY BEST
[

at the lowest possible price is what 1 supply.

Try for yourself.

HIGH-CLASS MACHINES WANTED FOR
SPOT CASH, 1908 and 1909 models.

LOOK AT THESE.
RELIABLE SINGLES.

igog VINDECS from £48 10
1909 Two-speed HUMBER (New) 39 gns.

1909 4h.p. N.S.U. DE LUXE, NEW £39
1907 si h.p. Magneto ROC £27 10
2j h.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control £12 15

3^ h.p. N.S.U. , apring forks, magneto .... £19 19

3ih.p. WERNER, used with sidecar £13 10
2 h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, spray £9 10

3J h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine - £9 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26m. wheels.. £13 10

3i h.p. light, low REX £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O .v., sprav £8
Sih.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model £10 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount . . £16
3 h.p. REX, long bars £7 15
.2| h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars £9-10
rgoG 3 J h.p. REX, spring forks, long .... £15 10

3| h.p. ROVER, M.O.V., spray, Pahncrs .. £13 10-

2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition £7 10;

2j h.p. BUCKET, spray, long bars £9 10 •

3* h.p. ARIEL, vertical, M.O.V £15 15
1906 3J h.p. REX, spring forks £14 10

;

rgor 3i h.p. N.S.U. , two-speeds £21 0',,

1908 3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spring
forks £23 10

£^^ deposit and balance in weekly pay-.
ments of 5/- secures a good reliable

motor cycle up to value of £11.

TOUKIST TROPiiY WINNERS.
igog Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
rgog Twin VINDEC , £64
Four-cylinder F.N., rgoS model £27 10
igo8 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc chitch £27 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 29/-. E.xchanges promptly made from stock.

or left side
;

TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit all

makes. Beautifully plated, enam-.
elled, and upholstered ; to suit right:
three-bolt fastening, 2^" best make tyre.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Three-note Horns, shift a " Loco " 8/-
The Latest in Headlights > . . 16/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs 2/-
Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches 1 /tj

Roc Conversion Set (Triumph) £9 17 6
SYRENS—" What a shriek " 6/11
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
.Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/3
MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17 6

'

COWEY SPEEDOMETER .7 £4 4
New XL'ALL Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars . 4/-
Separate Generator Headlights 8/6
l^«x Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge . . '6/6

Enam.elled Mudguards, complete with stays :

3in. 2/11, 3jin. 3/5 per pair.

100 GUARANTEED E.LC. ACCUMULATORS
;

20-hour 7/6, 25-hour 9/6, 50-hour 17/6.

England's Best Rubber Canvas Belting, with fastener,

fin. 9d., Jin, lOd., |in. 1/-, lin. 1/4 per foot.

NEW COVERS, all sizes 19/6
SPECIAL—NEW 26x2 COVERS .. 12/6

TtlBES, 4/11 each. 26x2^ „ .. 13/6

GERALD COLLIER,
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.)

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLLPSE.—20-32h.p. Darracq, two igniti

body, canopy, Iwo screens, perfect;

EOLIPS:^.—14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.'
trance, splendid- order; £95.

ECLIPSE.-12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2-sea'
guOd condition ; £45.

ECLrP.SE.-6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, :

frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., side
chassis, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE:-6ih.p. Swilt-De Dion, 2-se:
hood, excellent condition throughout

ECLIPSE.—9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.i
excellent condition; £65.

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Vauxhall. 2-seater, thi
reverse, very good condition; £18.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Forman, -4-oyl., ,

pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet,
side, splendid order; 292 10s.

ECLIPSE.-9h.p. tonneau car, 1-cyl.,

ning order ; £25.

ECLIPSE.— 6h:p. Humberette, 2-cyI.,
good little runabout; £22 lOs., barg

ECLIPSE.— 7h.p. Pope-Tiibune, 2-seater,
Engineering and Motor Co., 255,

Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

QQh.p. Delaunay-Belleville 7-seated Tou;
f^ (j hood, wind screen, all aceessCTriea
spection; £400.—Box L5,942, TAe Motor
20, Tudor St., E.G.

"I
Q-24h.p. Milnes-Daimler Car, magneto

-LO six, just overhauled, detachable tc

2-seater in exchange, or g,jod motor oyo
Edwards, Towcester.

6 h.p. Car, thoroughly reliable, smart, 1

2-seater; no reasonable cash cflei

change entertained for his:h powered 4-cyl
ist, 137, St. Giles Rd., Herby.

_

RILEY Car, 9h.p., 1908, with detacbabl
_wheel compltte, hood, four lamps, B

light, tools, spares ; any trial or exainii
i-'lower, 56, East St., Baker St., W.

BARGAINS.—12h.p. Darraeq, 5-8eateT,
Dion-Prunel, 2 or 4-seater, £85; 6

ette, £39 ; all in splendid condition

:

examinations.—Wernick, 244, High St., Le

MlL^p. Buchet, 4-cyl., three speeds an
axle, tonneau body, coil ignitioi

stood running order, tyres very good, a 10
and spares; £55 for anick , ssle.—Lieut.,
Sevenjaks.

8-lOh.p. Progress Car, 2 cyls., three s,

really good condition, smart .Uttle
chmber; take good 2i or 3h.p. motor eye
ment, or sell £65.—TulUa, c/o Williams
Lancashire.

4-SEATED Car (Decauville), 2-cyl., card;
drive on top. four speeds and n

grooved tyres, two spare covers, non-skid
plete with lamps, in perfect running orQ€
and tried any time during the next tw
Rochester Rd., Earlsdon, Coventry.

1 QOS 6-7h.p. Laurin and Element
JiZf more), 2-oyl., magneto, thermo-sy
new, little used (by myself only), smarte;
liable 2-seater on ' the road, hood, spa
nearest oiler ; good allowance lor motor
—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton,

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send ior full covering Mot(

from 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, In
Ongar.

TNSURANCE for Motor Cycles of
-t arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Ins
Norwich; fire, 2s. 6d.'; third party, 73.

153.; please write for particulars.

LOST AND FOUN
CAMERA Lost on Sunday, August 8th

Sussex; finder rewarded.—19, Lessa
Common.

K
FINANCIAL.

,0.M. Tyre Shares.—50 £1 fully pai
-preference shares for sale at 45s. e;

or would sell part. The increasing rep
company's tyres is phenomenal, and
small capital of .the company, the share

be worth a much bigger price by the e

—Letters to D., 14, Dysons Ed., Up
Middlesex.

BUSINESSES FOR S

THRIVING Cycle and Motor Business
good living " profits, country ma:

whole concern £120, or offer; part pur
ments if desired.-Particulars, 96, Eid
Gate, London

B32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Hotel Accommodation and Charges.

ONE of the oldest motor cyclists in this cO'Untry,"

and probably one who has toured on a motor

cycle O'r car for as many miles as anyone

we know, has just addressed a letter to

us regarding the difficulty he experiences in

finding hotels to suit his pocket. He says he finds

all the R.A.C. and M.U. officially appointed houses

too expensive for his means, and avoids them. He
further adds that- he thinks something should be done

to enable motor cyclists who do not want the expensive

class of hotel to be in a position to readily find in

each town an hotel where the prices are moderate

and the comforts equal to those obtainable at home.

There is something to be said for our correspondent's

grumble. The motoring bodies have certainly

annexed all the best hotels in the country, and if one

is not prepared to pay tip top prices it is often diffi-

cult to find suitable accommodation. Before the

days of motor touring cyclists often experienced the

same difficulty, and the C.T.C. came to the rescue,

and fixed reasonable tariffs at majiy of the best hotels

in the country.' That tariff is still in existence, but

in many towns the once well-known sign of a- wheel

and wings has been pushed out by the more ornate and
imposing notices of motor clubs. _ Our friend makes
a suggestion that in this lies a chance for 'the A.C.U.
to distinguish itself by collecting information regard-

ing hotels, inns, etc., and publishing it for the benefit

of its members. Those who can afford top prices

and want corresponding luxuries will, of course, con-

tinue to use the officially- appointed houses of the

R.A.C, etc., but we agree with the writer of the

letter that there must be in every town and village well-

\>^"Ss

TTmI-^

conducted hotels and inns where the motor' cyclist

would be welcomed and where the prices have not
automatically ascended with the advent of the motor.
We recommend the suggestion to the bodies which are

endeavouring to attract motor cyclists to their ranks,

and shall be glad to render any assistance which lies

in our power. It ought not to be- a difficult matter
to collect the required infoi-mation, as local clubs
always know where suitable accommodation can be had.

The Use of the Carrier.

WE are sorry to notice a growing tendency to

make use of the rear carrier for the purpose
of carrying a passenger, and trust it will

not become abused. The carrier was' in

nine cases out of ten never intended to support
so heavy a weight as a passenger, neither is the

practice likely to improve the machine. Except in

the case of an expert rider, it is not ovier safe, and
sooner or later an accident may take place, due to

placing a heavy weight directly over the back wheel,

which tends to upset the stability of the machine.
In some cases, from what we have observed, the

machine is thrown considerably out of balance, and con-

sequently the steering io materially affected. It does

not look nice to see two riders on a machine con-

structed to carry one, and always gives, to our mind,

the impression of extreme insecurity and a certain

amount of discomfort, although one who has tried it

assures us that a motor bicycle is more comfortable to

i"ide, owing to the extra passenger's weight holding the

back wheel down. An occasional lift to a fellow

rider in distress is often expedient, but we deprecate

the use of carrier seats as permanent attachments on

niotor bicycles designed to carry one rider only.

BI
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The British Motor Cycle Racing Club.
FIFTH MEMBERS' MEETING.

such a downpour a;

HE inclement weather experienced

last Wednesday came \ery near

to spoiling the fifth of the plea-

sant members' meetings organ-

ised bv that voung and \'igorous

body,
'

the B.M .C . R . C .
Only

two e\-ents figured en the pro-

gramme, and so it was expected

that the riieeting would soon be

over. But at 3 p:m., j.u=t when

the energetic Reynolds had got

everything into working order,

the heavens opened and there fell

has not been endured even this

wet season. After a- little over half an hour the tracJc

was in such a condition that no racing could take

place, and Reynolds was almost postponnig the meet-

ing. However, it looked finer to windward, and so

tea was served, and at 4.30 the record time trials

began. Though the rain had ceased the weather was

cold, and a strong north-westerly wind was blowing,

so that the couditions savoured more of April than

August.

The men were started at the fork, and taking both

the kilometre and mile together, passed through two

posts between which were the contact strips at the

beginning of each section, so that each man covered

rr~

F. W. Dayrell (85x60 mm. Martin-J.A.P.), who covered 47 miles 1260 yards
in tlie hour at BrooldaDds last Wednesday, winning Chss 6.

precisely the same distance. This event was divided

up into four classes, and the participants were the

following

:

Class B (for engines not exceeding 350 c.c.)—D. F.

Steeves, two-cylinder N.S.U., 52 x 74 mm., 314 c.c,
and F. W. Dayrell, . Martin-J.A.P., 85 x 60 mm.,
340 c.c.

Class C (for engines not exceeding 500 c.c.)—'W. O.

B2

Bentley, Rex Speed King, 82 x 89 mm., 472 c.c.

C. Griesbach, Triumph, 84 x 86 mm., 476 c.c.

C. Godfrey, Rex, 83 x 89 mm.,' 481 c.c.

Class D (for engines not exceeding /D o c

R. O. Clark, four-cylinder F.X., 55 x 57

;R.
; o.

.c.)-

mm..

li&t

<*l^

% ^^^

Francis A. McNab (a fifteen stone rider of a 3J h.p. Trump-Jap) leading
Evans and Wells on the two Indians in the hour race.

540 C.C. ; L. C. !Munro, two-cylinder X.S.U., 75 x

84 mm., 742 C.c. .;
W. H. Wells, two-cylinder Indian,

70 X 83 mm., 638 c.c. ; G. Lee-Evans, two-cylinder

Indian, 70 x 85 mm., 6380.0.; G. C. Mead, two-

cylinder V.S., 75 X 76 mm., 672 c.c; M. Geiger,

two-cvlinder V . S

.

/.I 76 mm., 672 c.c. jF. A.

Applebee, two-cylinder Rex, 76 x 80 mm., 7260.0.

In this class a curious accident occurred to Munro.

He was just about to enter the kilometre when his

machine stopped. Thinking it was wet on the mag-

neto (which was most unlikely, as he had protected

this important piece of j.nechanism by means of a copy

of the current issue oi The Motor Cycle), he tried to

restart, and a'fter a few minutes disco\-ered that a cir-

cular piece of metal had blown out of one of the inlet

domes as cleanly as if punched cut by a machine.

Class E (for engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.) had

_only one supporter, W. H. Bashall, two-cylinder Bat,

85 X 85 mm., 964 c.c
We hope to give the results on our late news pages.

In the hour race there were four classes. Class B,

for lightweights, for engines not exceeding 344 c.c.

Classes C, D, and E were the same as in the preceding

event.

The starters were in Class B., Steeves and Dayrell,

whose machines were supposed not to exceed no lbs.

in weight. However, both scaled 125 lbs., so the do'^or

of the special lightweight prize, Mr. A. J. Wilson,^ will

be consulted as to their eligibility. In 'Class C the

starters were W. O. Bentley, F. A. McNab (Trump-

J.A.P., 85 X 85 mm., 482 c.c), T. M. Loughborough
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The British Motor Cycle Racing Club.—

(tour-cvlinder F.N., 50 x 57 mm., 448 c.c), and R.

C. Griesbach. In Class D, R. O. Clark, L.C. Munro,,

^toRole

«-^-^\?rT'^ ^^j^:jrf— VI.-—
;|:j«j^^^j5-™i^^

Undoubtedly the best performance in the hour race was that of H. H. Bowen
01 3 a-h.p. Bat«J,A.P., for he covered 59 miles 485 yards, beating all the twin
cylinder machines.

W. H. Wells, G. Lee-Evans, G. C. Mead, and M.
Gieger. Class E, H. H. Bowen (one-cylinder Bat,

631

84.5 X 89 mm.), W. H. Bashall (two-cylinder
Bat, 85 X 85 mm., 964 c.c), and W. H. S.

Sharpe (two-cylinder V.S., 80 x 95 mm., 952 c.c.)

Except when otherwise stated, the machines were the
same as tho'Se ridden in event No. i

.

The start took place at 5.48 p.m. at the fork. All
got off well, and at the end of the first lap Bowen was
leading, pressed hard by Bashall, while the others
went by in the following order—Evans, Wells, Bentley,
Geiger, Clark, McNab, Sharpe, Mead, Munro, Gries-

bach, Dayrell, Steeves, and Loughboi-o-ugh. At the
outset the struggle for first place lay between Bowen
and Bashall, and for , four laps Bashall led. Then
Bowen shot fo-rward and maintained the lead through-
out, finishing in splendid foxm. Evans and Clark had
a keen fight foT second place, but Evans proved to

be more successful than his rival.

Results: Class B.— ' Dayrell, 47 miles 1,260 yards.

Class C.—'Bowen, 59 miles 485 yards. Class D.—
Evans, 56 miles 880 yards. Class E.—^Bashall, 43
miles 1,300 yards. In Class C, the best previous per-

formance was by McNab—^48 miles 400 yards ; in

Cla.ss D, 49 miles 502 yards by Dee; and in Class E,
Bashall, 55 miles 1,576 yards, which, as it will be-

seen, was not improved upon last Wednesday.

During the race, Munro', who had got over the

trouble above referred to with the aid of a puncture
repair patch and some rubber tape, stopped to shorten

his belt ; Griesbach broke his petrol pipe and Clark
his oil pump, and Bentley ran out of oil. The latter

rider had a pipe from the crank case of his engine.,to

the inlet pipe between the throttle and the inlet valvif,

which drew in oil with the mixture from the crank else

into the upoer portion of ti-^p- engine. This device he

declares works extremelv well.

f?-;ssi"w^'ifi£Si^?:K^'^^'SiS?s?c-V'S&^";-^^^- ::«-~'^'^'^";?»>">xi^-rt=^7?s^ TL'^T"'^-'*t:*'"<;>* x^j^^-i " ^

W. H. Bashall and H. H. Bowen at speed. The first-named rider covered 43 miles 1,300 yards in the hour, which is 12 miles 276 yards less than on his last hour ride.

B^
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Long Distance
. . Trial Riding, f

^^

SELDOM take part in the long distance trials of the

present day for the simple reason that very rigid and
' complicated regulations have robbed them of their

old sporting interest. I have to do things to_ the

jcond.on my working days, and when I take a holiday

prefer to be my own master, and go as I please.

!ut no man does more long distance riding as a

latter of pure pleasure than I do. I nevei
^

feel I

ave been out for a run unless my route carries me

ell into three figures, and my ideas of motor cycling

re very widely removed from the fifty-mile "potters,"

rith a long steppage for tea and frequent brief

toppages for other refreshments, which pose as

runs "on the programmes of one or two clubs. But

Dng distance riding is exactly the same on principle,

'hether it is undertaken solitarily for pleasure or under

le eyes of officials partly for pleasure and partly in

he forlorn hope of a successful pot-hunt. Con-

equently I am attempting to set down a _few notes

elating to points some of our younger trials riders

re rather slow to grasp.

One of my favourite rides is a 220 mile spin to

isit some i-e'lations, returning a second 220 miles the

.ext day. It is obvious that when one has got a holi-

iay beginning at 9 a.m. one day and terminating at

I p.m. on the morrow, in' which one prefers to get

ight hours' sleep and has 440 miles to cover, any

erious delay on the road will sop up all the time

ntended for family intercourse, and I prepare for these

uns as thoroughly as if I were going to try my luck

n a twenty-four hours' trial. I have thirty-six hours

Lt my dispo'sal, out of which eight are booked for bed

uid twenty-two for riding. At the best I ha\-e only

lix hours for social intercourse, and there is no margin

or roadside adjustments and repairs.

Charicing Cross Roads.

The night riding is the period in which most ccm-
>etitors are outed from the long distance trials, and

;o I will commence by stating ho-w and where' I ha\-e

jot behind my private schedule in those months when
;he days are short, and I cover a big slice of my
iistance in the dark. A fruitful source of delay has

>een chancing crO'SS roads, instead of dismounting to

•erify^ the right turn. This does not matter by day-

ight ; either one will soon realise some feature of

:he landscape as being entirely new to one or else one
vill presently encounter a second signpost. At night

t is fatal to take a single turn one is not sure of.

rhe road looks extraordinarily different by lamplight,

md if it becomes necessary to retrace one's steps one
^s quite likely to fail to reach the point where the

original mistake was made. Hence I never in the

34

By B. H. DAVIESo

turning that I am not dead suredarkness take a

is right.

Lamp Precautions,

My other night delays have been with lamps.

Therefore I nowadays never take an untried lamp or

lighting accessory on a prolonged night ride. I stick

to an old, well-tried lamp, knowing that the burners
and the joints are sound, that the water reservoir is^

clean, and that the glass won't come adrift or the
,

clip of the hinged front fail me. I stick to an ancient

lamp bracket of intolerable weight but ample strength.

I mount two small generators on a patent tank clip,

where I can keep adjusting them ; two small generators

are a lot better than one"big one. I have an am.ple

supply of carbide in my side pocket and two or three

good burners, and the burners have been previously

tested for a gastight fit in their holder without the aid

of red lead or nostrum packings of any sort, while a

stylo pen pricker reposes in my pocket boot.

Routine Tuning.
Turning to the daylight work, I can immediately

class my delays under three heads. Routine matters
of tuning up should need no fresh emphasis in these
columns, and, needless to say, it is the height of

idiotcy to face a long distance run against time if the

machine is below par- in any way, or if any of the
more fragile parts, such- as contact breaker details or

valves, have been neither examined, adjusted, repaired,

nor replaced for months. I should not start with an
old exhaust valve, old cotters, or without cleaning cut,

the carburetter and oiling the magneto. Ca va sans
dire. None of these things ha\-e e-\-er interrupted my
progress for more than a few seconds, because I over-

haul the standard vulnerable points of the miechanism
some time during the previous week. No, my main
blunders have been connected with tyres and belts,

and on, se^•eral occasions had I been running under
M.C.C. auspices to Land's End or under A.C.U. con-
trol to Plymouth I should have cut as miserable a

figure as the rawest of raw novices.

Slow^ed by Grease.
Tyres cause delay in two main respects. One is in

relation to side-slip. Almost any tyre will stand up
on certain highways, such as the Great North Road,
provided the machine is modern, and it is not

desired to appreciably exceed legal limit. But several

times I have found myself pressed for time, faced bj

.most treacherous surfaces, and provided with fairly

plain treads. To- catch up tc an impaired schedule

under these conditions is never easy and sometimes
eabsolutelv impossible. Therefore, for any long dis-

tance run against time I now insist on a genuine non-
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:.ong Distance Trial Riding.—
ikid for both wheels. They slow you, especially on
lills, and more noticeably if they also possess the

(econd quality I am going to describe as essential.

But, after all, a twenty-four hours' run is not a timed
iprint, and we must ape the tortoise rather than the hare,

rhe tortoise—in motor cycling—often scoops the gold
nedal, while the hare is mending a puncture a hundred
niles back. So I use tyres of the solid studded or

deeply ribbed rubber variety. A rubber tread is

)leasanter than an entirely metal one if the roads keep
iry and hard, and the studded or deeply ribbed

)atterns are quite as anti-skidsome as the metal studs.

Heavy Covers.
-But punctures have hurried more of my runs than
inything else. Often and often one will go three

nonths without a puncture, and then suffer perhaps
rom ten in the next month. We cannot carry an

inlimited kit of spare tubes, and punctures have a

oathsome habit of coming in twos or even threes. It

s seldom that a hand solutioned repair is absolutely

eliable on a fast motor cycle, and good repairs are

.wkward in either darkness or rain. Hence I use a-

)race of real thick puddingy covers on long runs, with

. board-stiff tread, and some nail catchers as an extra

afeguard ; and now I seldom get delayed by my tyres.

i'l Transmission Trials.
' Finally, many of the younger competition riders put

00 much faith in their belts. A complete spare belt

s an essential safeguard. You may start out with a"

•rand new article that is guaranteed for 2,000 miles,

nd fitted at the correct tension. All sorts of things

lay nevertheless happen. You may have fitted the

astener screw too near to one side, and within ten

ailes it pulls out. Your belt is now too short. You
lave not got a spare length. You screw out your

.djustable pulley; and away down in the south-west

orner of England you hit some high hills, and your

ngine pits the exhaust valve, etc., etc. ^ You have

therwise forgotten, dropped, etc., some important

tern of your belt kit—^the pocket knife, the drill, the

)unch, the file. Or it comes on to pour with rain, and
our whimsical belt begins that permanent slip which
ometimes assails a trusted belt without rhyme or

eason, and seems to be incurable for the day. I

invariably carry a spare belt, and if that on the
pulleys be rubber, the spare is leather or vice versa.

I may never need it^so much the better; but if I do
it is there, and if my other belt should give out when
I am behind time, it only takes a minute to hook up
the spare.

Time Lubrication.
I have two points remaining of lesser importance.

One is the advantage of time lubrication. On a pro-

longed stretch of comparatively unfamiliar road, it is

impossible to mark the expiration of each twenty

miles section. Thus distance lubrication is sure to be
inaccurate. Some riders attempt to lubricate by the

feel of the engine, disregarding distance altogether.

This is all very well if you are a true expert. But if

your experience is not consummate, you will occasion-

ally be misled into thinking the engine wants oil when
it has plenty slopping about inside. Lubrication will

get on your nerves, and before you see home again

your cylinder and piston will be most unhealthily

caked with carbonised excesses. For the less expert,

lubrication on a time basis is a sound dodge. You
are averaging about twenty miles an hour; you have

a large watch on the handle-bar. Inject a charge at

timed periods to coincide with the usual distance

travelled on a pumpful. With a standard 3^. h.p.

single-cylinder this will be about one pumpful every

hour or half a pump every half hour.

A Good Stand Saves Time and Temper.
On such runs one dismounts rather frequently, per-

haps, to stretch one's legs, light a pipe, etc. Some
makes of stand are very tiresome, and require much
operation. There is seldom a convenient kerb on

which to rest the footrest. The road is highly cam-

bered, and you dare not leave the machine in the

centre of the fairway. You waste two or three minutes

hunting for a flat bit of roadway or a prop. Failing

a broad based stand with sharpish toes, and quick in

manipulation, it is a good plan to use a stand of the

drop-leg variety. Last year I carried besides my big

garage stand a drop-leg fitted to the near chain stay,

;

which only wanted knocking down by a gentle kick

whenever I dismounted. This year I use exaggerated

footrests and let the machine lie over on to them

One of these dodges saves time and temper.

^ 1^ o (

MOTOR CYCLE RECORDS.
'N view of the recent decision of the committee of the

Auto Cycle Union to recognise "Class " records

for motor cycles,^ the A.C.U. Competitions Sub-

committee has passed the following track records

made during the year 1909 at the Brooklands racing

track at Weybridge:

ass.

Maximum
Cubical

Capacity.

Rider. Machine.
No. of

Cylinders

Bore,

.mm.

Stroke.

mm.

Cubical
Capacity.

Time. Mile per Hour.

For
Kilometre.

For
Mile.

For
Kilometre.

For
Mile.

A 275 c.c. G. L. Fletcher Moto-Reve . .

.

2 50 70 274 48.641 79.213 45.990 45.447

B 344 c.c. No performance set up — — — — — — —

C 500 c.c. H. H. Bowen Bat 1 85 85 482 34.403 56.002 65.023 64.283

D 750 c.c. G. Lee Evans Indian 2 70 83 638 34.569 55.640 84.711 64.70.2

E 1000 c.c. W. E. Cook N.L.G. 2 80 94 944 29.465 47.570 75.92] 75.078

It is interesting to note, in view of the limit engine
zes in the T.T. Race, that a 500 c.c. single-cylinder

machine has accomplished, a better speed than a

750 c.c. twin.

B7
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The Royal Automobile

WE have received this week tlie carefully drawn

up report of the R.A.C lamp trials, held

on the 1 8th of last month. Only two motor

cycle lamps were tested, and as one of these

was illuminated by

acetylene and the

other by electricity,

they cannot be

compared. The
following remarks

occur in the official

report

:

C.A.V.- electric

motor cycle lamp.
—^Candle-power of

naked light, 5.

Con sump tion
, 3.9

watts. Pressure,

4.2 volts. Dia-

meter of front aper-

ture of lamp, 4^4'^n. Weight, i lb. i2czs.

of lamp from ground, 3ft. lin. Range, 78ft. Width

of beam at half range at 3ft. from ground, 7ft. ; at

4ft. 6in., 7ft. 3in. Distance at which lamp ceased
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Vandervell and Go's C.A.V. electric head lamp
for 4 or 8 volt bulbs.

Height

tO' dazzle, 29ft. Remarks on design and construc-

Club Lamp Trials.
tion, fair. Remarks on back reflection, no stray

light.

Solar acetylene motor cycle larnp.—Candle-pow^i
of naked light,

4.2. Consumption,

.43 cubic ft. per
hour. Diameter of

front aperture of

1 a m ^ , 4T^in.
Weight, 2 lbs. 7 oz.

Height from
ground, 2ft. 7 in.

Range, 51ft. Width
of beam at half

range at 3ft. from
ground, 8ft. 7in.

;

at 4ft. 6in., 7ft.

2in. Distance at

which lamp ceased
to dazzle^, 26ft.

Remaj-ks on design
and construction,

\'ery good. Remarks on back reflection, stray lig

thrown out rearwardly ; light issued round rim of front
also reflections from the body of the lamp

The Seabrook Solar Acetylene head lamp,
made by the Badger Brass Co.

A LONG LIST OF SUCCESSES.

WW. DOUGLAS has competed in most of the

important 1909 events, and has now a long
* list of successes to his credit. His per-

formances are all the more noteworthy when

it is considered that his machine is a comparative light-

weight of 2^ h.p. Below- are some of his successes:

A.C.U. Quarterly Trial (100 marks), certificate;

A.C.U. London to Plymouth and back (twenty-four

hours), silver medal; A.C.U. Sutton Bank Hill-climb,

second; M.C.C. London-Edinburgh and back (forty-

eight hours), special gold medal; A.C.U. 1,000 Miles
Reliability Trial, silver cup and gold medal ; Scottish

Five Days' Trials, bronze medal; M.C.C. London to

Land's End and back (555 miles), gold medal.

b3 .
^

T
ENTRIES FOR THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
HE following is a list of entries received up
the end of last week for the T.T. Race, to
held in the Isle of Man on September 23rd:

Triumph Cvcle Co. (3^/^ h.p. Triumph) (holders
H. Reed (5' h.p. Dot, 'holder of Twin Trophy).
Norton Mfg. Co. (3^/^ h.p. Norton, 496 c.c.)

Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. J. A. P., 680 c.c.)

C. B. Franklin (3^^ h.p. Triumph).
W. H. Wells (s'h.D. Lidian).

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian).

S. C. Perryman (5 h.p. Norton).
Ellis {Wo. h.p. Rex).

A. Applebee (Rex).

C. Godfrey (Rex).

Grinstead,

F. Jones (3^^ h.p. Triumph).
O. Bentley (3^/^ h.p. Rex).

R.
F.

O.

J-

t9<

WHICH IS THE BEST SIDECAR?
stiir continue to recei\'e almost dailyWE stiir continue to recei\'e almost daily th

time worn question, " Which is the best sic

car? " So long as the sidecar attachm<

remains with us there will always be cha
pions of the different types, for the simple reason tf

all have their respective ad^antages. Last year

ga\-e our experiences with the Montgomery flexible si

car, but this year we have tested with m.uch succf

Mr. Montgomery's latest attachment, the spring- wh
rigid- sidecar. With this - sidecar the steering

rendered exactly like that of a tricycle, and once
driver is accustomed to it all is plain sailing, provi'

the weights are properlv distributed and speed
reduced at corners. From experience we are inclir

to think that a rigid pattern sidecar requires m
power to propel it than the flexible type. The c

advantage of a rigid sidecar is its entire immunity fr

side-slip. The comfort of the soring wheel is undoubt'
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a:m>
A selection of questions of general interest received from our

readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes of

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.G., and whether intended for publication or not, must be
accompanied by a stamped addressed enveSops for reply.

Transferring Ownership.

Would you be kind enough

^ to tell me the fee for transfer

^ of registration numbers of a

_LJ 4^ cwt. Plicenix Trimo. I am
informed it is 5s. for transfer,

and another eays it is Is., so I am
in doubt.—A.W.

f the machine is registered as a motor
ycle (i.e., a motor vehicle not having
iiore than three wheels and weighing
ot more than 3 cwts. unladen) the cost

f transfer to your name will be Is.

f, however, it is registered as a car
s. must be paid.

Going Abroad.

I expect to sail shortly for

^ America, and purpose taking

^ my 34 h.p. 1908 Minerva with
-JJ me. Would you please tell

me if I shall have to pay
duty on it, and if eo, about how
much? Are there any laws to com-
ply with in taking a motor cycle into

that country?—H.il.
['he amount of duty you will have to

)ay is forty-five per cent, ad valoreiyi.

Provided the machine has been in the
jossession of the owner and in use for

lot less than twelve months, it may
)6 introduced duty free. ' A certificate

hould be obtained from the American
:onsul before departure, stating that
;he owner is a tourist, and that he is

lot introducing the. machine for busi-
less purpo-ses. The regulations vary
n different towns and states. The
ped limit in New York is fixed at
iight miles an hour.

Misfiring in' One Cylinder.

Could you aid me to locate a

? fault in a 1908 5 h.p. Rex with
magneto ignition? The back
cylinder will not run alone, and
will only pick up with front one

after running some way. Inlet valves
(springs) are same strength, and I

get a spark at both plugs, but not
very regular in back plug. Motor is

bad to start with back cylinder not
working properly. Wiring I think is

correct: Terminal No. 1 to back
cylinder.-and No. 2 to front.—W. 0.
here is no golden rule to find out why
16 cvlmder does not fire. What we
ould recommend you~ to do is to
amine the moving parts of the
agceto, and see that none are worn

;

so
_
see that the carbon brushes are

aking good contact. If you can find
thing wrong, and both cylinders do
)t fire on a strong mixture, try- a new
ug in the rear cylinder, and if no
iprovemcKit consult your local repairer.

Dust Choking Gauze.

I have a 1908 Triumph
motor cycle, and have con-

siderable trouble by dust get-

ting on to the gauze in the
carburetter. Can you let me

know how I can avoid this. I find

that on a dusty day I have to clean

the gauze once in every five or six

miles as the motor won't take any
air, and consequently I can't get

enough power out of it to climb a
hill. Do other riders of Triumphs
experience this difficulty? Does the
dust come from the front or back
wheel? I rather think it's the latter.

—C.B.
The best plan will be to remove the
gauze altogether and clean out the
engine more frequently. This is all

that we can recommend, as the gauze
is bound to get choked up sooner
or later, and even before this is the
case a good deal of dust passes

through. Although we have fre-

quently heard of the gauzes being
choked with dust, personally we have
not experienced this trouble in a very
long mileage.

A Loss of Power.

Kindly inform me as to loss

of power in my • machine.
Engine, 2^ h.p. Noble ; carbu
retter, F.N. spray; gear
to 1. The machine will not

. take hills at all ; . in fact, it slows
at the slightest rise, and seems a long
time picking up speed on the flat.

The compression is perfect. I can
stand on pedal for a few seconds, and
the pulley wheel cannot be turned
over with one hand. I haVe ground
in both vah^es, fitted new washers,
and added freight to float of carbu-

retter ; . also tried new springs on
both inlet and exhaust valves.—G. P.

Without seeing your machine it is

exceedingly difficult to say what is the
matter with it. However, we should
recommend you to try a slightly

stronger exhaust valve spring, which
may have the effect of increasing the

engine speed. Also check the level of

the petrol. It should rise to within
one-eighth of an inch of the top of the

jet. Make sure the carburetter and
feed pipe are quite clean, and then turn
your attention to the opening of the

valves. If there is any wear on the
cams, the tappets will not lift the
proper amount, and this will affect the
running considerably. Also note that
the clearance between tappet and valve
stem will barely admit a visiting card.

Do not gear too high.

5i

Unequal Temperature of Cylinders.

(1.) Kindly tell me why it

is that the back cylinder oi

my 6 h.p. N.S.U. is always
so much hotter than the front

one? Is this supposed to be
right? If not, how can I improve
matters? I have recently replaced

the two tappet rods with new ones
(the old ones being badly worn) so

I am getting as much lift as possible

I think, but with no better result.

(2.) Please inform me what my
petrol consumption ought to be for

this class of machine?—W.S.
(1.) This is very often the case with
a twin-cylinder machine. Being shielded

by the front cylinder, the rear one is

not cooled so well. It may, how-
ever, be due to unequal lubrication,

eo try oiling more frequently, but in

smaller quantities. Is the compression
of the two cylinders equal, and does
the opening of the valves in each case
correspond? (2.) Your petrol consump-
tion might be anything between sixty

and eighty miles to the gallon. If it

exceeds this, check the level, and try
more air or a smaller jet.

Passenger Attachments.

I have a 5-6 h.p. twin-

^1 cylinder Peugeot, and would
> like to buy some arrangement
-iJ to carry a passenger, but I

find myself in difficulties, for

I do not know what to get—a side-

car, forecar, trailer, or couplings.

Sidecars, I have heard, are very diffi-

cult to steer, and also that they are
very hard on the engine. Forecars,

besides heating up the engine very
much, have the disadvantage of

making one lose time when attach-

ing it. Trailers, also, have their

disadvantages. Firstly, they are not
a comfortable seat for passengers,

and ako are dangerous while turning
corners.—B. L.

If your idea is to purchase a passenger
attachments for use only occasionally

we personally feel more inclined

toAvards the sidecar. Though the steer-

ing is strange at first, if the sidecar

is properly attached, it becomes quite

easy after a little practice. You are

wrong in supposing that sidecars

damage the engine or machine, and
probably fewer disadvantages are ex-

perienced with this type of attachment
than with any other. You may give

up the idea of attaching and detaching

a forecar each time you would want
to use it. It takes too long. Trailers

we should place last on the list you
give.

B9
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Respecting a Second-hand Tricar.

I have just purchased
second-hand a 4^ h.p. water-

cooled Rover tricar. (1.)

There is no extra air fixed,

except on the induction pipe,

and I have to stoop down to reach it.

Is it necessary to use this, and should

I have a Bowden cable attached Avith

a lever on the tank? (2.) About how
many miles an hour should it travel?

(3.) Is it wrong when you wish to

cool your engine going down hill to

switch off, put it out of gear, and

open throttle full, or should I shut

the throttle. (4.) About how many
miles should you run before there is

need to scrape carbon deposit off

head of piston and grind valves in?

—G. D.

(1.) Whether or not it is necessary to

use the extra air inlet can only be

found out if the engine gives more
power when it is opened. If it does,

you can easily have a Bowdei.i cable

fitted to.work''it, as it is necessary lor

all extra air inlets to be closed for easy

startiysg. (2.) The machine should

'travel at a maximum speed of twenty-

eight to thirty miles an hour, and an

average of about twenty to twenty-

four miles an hour. (3.) The best way
to cool the engine , downhill is to close

the throttle. It is not necessary to

switch off and opsn throttle, as this c.rus-s

waste of petro'. (4.) There is no way
of telling exactly how many miles, but

when the engine begins to pre-ignite,

lose, power, and get hot, it is time to

take the cylinder off and scrape away
the carbon deposit. It usually happens
with an air-ccoled engine every 1.000

to 1,530 mile^^, depending on the

quality of the oil, the heat of the

engine, and whether there are gauzes

in the carburetter to arrest the dust.

Various Queries.

Kindly furnish me with infor-

mation on the following points :

(a) Best route from West
Hampstead to Oulton Broad.
(b) Should machine to be used

(3^ h.p. 1909 Humber, two-speed)
SLirmount all hills encountered eii

route v/ith sidecar and passenger
without any difficulty (weight of

passenger and driver 19 stones, no
lugeage)? (c) Could the journey
easily be accomplished in a day,
starting 6 a.m.? (d) Is flexible or

rigid car preferable, and which is the
easiest to drive? (e) Does it hurt
machine at all to start by handle and
low gear from a standstill, or is it

better to run alongside and start

from high gear?—H. IT.

(a) Your best route would be as follows :

Hampstead, Finchley, Barnet, Hatfield,
here turn right and go through Hert-
ford, Ware, and on through Puckeridge,
then take the right-hand fork and con-
tinue straight on till you reach the
Coach and Horses Inn, here turn right
and follow the Newmarket Road, and
proceed to the latter town (ten-mile
limit)

; _
after reaching the furthermost

extremity of the ten-mile limit, turn
right and take the Bury St. Edmund's
road, going through this town, Ixworth,
Scole, iHarleston, Bungay, where turn
right and go through Beccles and along
the Lowestoft road until Oulton Broad
BIO

DT©l(g€ILE

is reached. (h) The machine should

take all hills on the road. There is only

one at all serious, and that is at

Wade's Mill, which the machine should
do easily on the low speed (gradient

not exceeding 1 in 12). (r) The journey
can be easily accomplished in a day.

(d) It is a matter of personal taste.

Some riders prefer the rigid and some
tlie flexible. The former steers like a tri-

cycle, and once the driver is accustomed
to it possesses the advantage that it

will neser skid. (e) There is no reason
why you should not start on the low
gear from standstill ; it certainly does
not hurt the macliine. or the makers
would not fit the device.

Misfiring at Speed.

Can you help me with the
following? yiy engine is a
5 h.p. Humber tricar, single-

cylinder, water-cooled, auto-

matic inlet valve, Bosch mag-
ignition. Engine ^ .starts well

with ignition quarter-advanced, but
when I advance to threequarter mis-
fires badly. ^ On the road the engine
pulls well, but will not accelerate

beyond a certain pace, and when I

am running down a hill the car
over-runs the engine altogether, and
the firing will comjDleteiy stop, and if

neto

A new pattern Peugeot engine for motor cycles.

Dimensions, 84 x 86 mm., witJi meclianically
operated overliead inlet valve.

I see another hill ahead I have to
apply the brakes on the level so as
to get the engine to commence fir-

ing in time to ascend the next hill.

When declutching I do not need to
throttle down, as whenever I pull
out the •clutch the engine will mis-
fire, and will not go beyond its former
speed. The engine does not misfire
if I am on a long gradual rise, but
will gradually accelerate until I

have the spark advanced to the full.

If I were to declutch the engine
would at once commence to mi.«fire,

and would not accelerate. I have
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tried decreasing the inlet valve 1

to -gin. I have aho strengthen
the inlet valve spring by puttii

^in. washer on below the nut. T
inlet valve and exhaust valve sprin

are fairly strong. I may ^ay th

occasionally the engine will beha
all right, and will accelerate, b
that is the exception.—D.G.

You do not state in your letter if t

engine is apt to knock. If it does
eeems to indicate that the ignition

too far advanced, the result is that

ceases to fire when the advance le\

is set forward beyond a certain lim

Y^ou had better get the Bosch hai

book and check the timing with t

makers' instructions, and if the poii

are breaking pro}3erly when the m;
neto is advanced, you had better wr
to the Bosch Company and see wl
they recommend you to do. It is ji.

possible that the trouble may be-d
to carburation, the engine not getti

sufficient air when the spark
advanced. We presume the magnt
you fitted was a new one? If it

not, it is pofifiible that the cont;

breaker mechanism is somewhat wo;

and some small replacement may
necessarv.

READERS' REPLIES.
Refusing to take Air.

On re-reading the issue of the 1^

ult., I notice an appeal
"W. L. G." for advice re his li

Triumph, which refuses to take

ixaving experienced exactly the sa

trouble with my Triumph (1909), wl
continued to misbehave after I 1

cleaned everything cleanable, I at 1

found that the bowden wire from
gas lever had stretched and car

retter was giving hardly any cha

at all, owing,- to piston not be

raised high enough. If " W. L. (

will remove the air piston from
carburetter, and with his finger feel

gas piston in tlie carburetter, at

same time moving the gas lever,

will soon know if the length of wire

at faalt.

—

Wm. W. H. Edwards.

Leakage past Valve Seating.

We notice in TJie Motor Cycle

August 11th the letter from " F. i_

respecting the difficulty he is exp
enciiig in getting proper compressi

In 3'our reply yoii express the opin

that the washers used may be tco ha

We W'Ould, however, be glad if 3

would publish the information t

there should be no washer betwi

the valve seating and the cylinder.

is possible that the bolts holding
'

seating are bent, and thus do not h

the faces true. We have also 1

cases where the seating has b'

•strained owing to a washer liav

been used and not compressed equa
The seating, as you point out, sho

be screwed down as carefully

possible, screwing up each nut <

turn alternately. We think it wo
be better for " F. M." to return
cylinder to us for examination, if th

remarks do not assist him out of

trouble. We would add that

cylinder is evidently ore of our ol

pattern.

—

W^hite and Poppe, Ltd,
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A heavyweight rider says,

referring to the " Iwith

Gradua "

:

"I am absolutely satisfied with

it, as it will take me up any hUl

without trouble, and I have gone

out of my way to find bad hills.

The gear is wonderful, and the

manner it enables one to pick

up speed or to climb hills has to

be tested to be believed. My
weight is r6J stone, and as I

always carry a packed carrier-

bag in addition to a very

complete outfit of spares, there

must be at least iSJ stone on the

machine."

Another customer writes

:

"The points which I especially

admire are

—

(i) The " Gradua " Gear which

cannot give any trouble.

(2) Ease of control in traf&c."

H E

ADUA
Extract from a letter

received recently:

" My ' Zenith ' continues to be as

reliable as a grandfather's clock."

(the only infinitely variabie) ^^h^ Al E?

All machines tested on BROOKLANDS Track and Test Hill.

The

'ZENITH.'
Fitted with the

' Gradua ' Gear.

Zenith Motors
LTD.»

WEYBRIDGE.
Telephone No. 4, Weybridge.

The " Zenith-Gradua" holds

the Standing Start Record

for the Brooklands Test Hill.

It also won Two Events out

of Three, Oxford v. Cam-
bridge, and is the only motor

cycle to successfully carry

out an observed city traffic

ride.

< GRADUA 'GEAR
CONVERSSONSET
FOR TRIUMPH MOTOR BICYCLES.

l2 GnSa (including fitting).

The "Qradua" Gear Is essential fcr touring: or for business
machines. It enables the rider to comfortably neg^otiate city
traffic without dismouating-, to- climb bills at a reasonable
speed, and yet to travel fast if desired.

P.S.—A " Zenith-Cridua " is on view at The Service Co., High
Holborn ; and at Sherwell's, 46, York Street, Westminster.

Anotber addition to the Long List
of Successes.

SATURDAY, AUG. 14th, 1909,

" ZENITH-GRADUA."
First on Formula by 40
Points ! ! And Fastest Single.

PRINCE'S COP HILL CLIMB,

Going out of Town

TVien be sure that your tyres are of the

rigiit kind, of the right weight,^ and quality;

That is to say, be sure they are

otor Cycle Tyres
Michelin wired motor cycle covers of 2, 2^, and ^f^i^'^

are interchangeable : they will all fit the same rim.

The same remark apphes to the 2 and 2iinch beaded covers.

Your Agent can supply you.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mentior, "The Motor Cycle. BII
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It's the Tour that tells
and reveals the comfort possibilities of the Saddle

more thoroughly than any other experience awheel.

It has revealed to many thousands of riders the

advantages of the BROOKS PATENT COM-
POUND SPRINGS.

It will reveal to you those same advantages if,

before you set out, you go to your Local Agent
and instruct him to fit one of the various models of

BROOKS
ANTI-VIBRATORY

SADDLES & SEATS
These are all fitted with this exclusive feature,

they are all made of the finest possible materials,

and every detail in their constfuction is designed

to give that perfect comfort which alone makes
perfect pleasure possible.

Remember, no other Saddle can yield the same
advantage.-, for none other embodies in its con-

struction a spring which so effectually absorbs

vibration, yet totally eradicates the common fault

—a Tendency to bounce.

Hgnce be wise

—

66Say BROOKS r

Dcpt. B45,

J. B. Brooks & Co., Ld., The saddle specialists, Birmingham.

B12 In answering this advert iseitient it is desirable to mention^ "The Motor Cycle."
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How Hills are Climbed in Big Trials.

ne o-r twO' correspondents have complained to- me
they own duplicates of the machines which com-
d in the 1,000 Miles Trial, that the medal winning
hines climbed Wenlock, Birdlip, Festiniog, and
IS hills, whereas the privately owned duplicates

se less severe hills. Some of my postal friends

rt that they have lost all confidence in themselves

irivers, others appear convinced that tiie trade

'ide riders in the big trials with a very much better

hed edition of their tourist model than is sold to

general public. There is a third alternative to

e two solutions which possesses the merit of being

true one. If you were to^ watch a trade or crack

teur rider in one of the trials where dismounts are

aitted approaching one of the famous hills, co-n-

Lis that he has presently got tO' climb it under
ial observation, this is what you would see. He
Id dismount "some little distance from the foot of

hiill, and Avould remove the jet and cho-ke tube fro'm

carburetter, inserting a* larger jet, and probably
night fit a choke tube of larger, size. If a light-

;ht rider, he probably will have nO' need to alter

gear unless a terrific wind happens tO' be blowing
ight down the hill. But if he weighs 12 or 13
es he will open his adjustable pulley, and either

^t the fastener ox remove a bit of belt -ordinarily

lied up between a brace_of fasteners, or possibly

fresh belt of narrower section. Then, geared down
or 5 14 to I, accoa'ding to his weight, the severity

he hill, and the size of the boss on his crankshaft,

with a carburetter adjusted to supply a large

me of rich explosive mixture, he will soar up the.

like a bird. When safely ^over the summit the

ir jet, choke tube, and gear will be refitted in less

five minutes. Some such proceedings are em-
ed by practically every successful rider of medium
red machines in the big trials. The two-speeders

more powerful machines often have such a reser^^-e

ill work that they do not need five minutes' faking

before Birdlip.

Are such adjustments Fair ?
ere follows the pertinent question whether such
tments are unfair ; whether they delude the public

the hill-climbing capacity of the- machines that

old? I dO' not know whether the A.C.U. applaud
iractices oa- wdnk at them. If they wish to^ stamp
out, it is easily done, by timing each competitor'

three or four miles of le\-el road before" the hill

mbed. This was done at Dinas Mawddwy, with

moti^'eJ know not, but the precaution was foile':!

ise there was nothing to pre\-ent a man making his

tments three miles past the first timekeeper, and
still cO'\-ering his four miles in the fifteen minutes
ed. If these three miles had been a compulsory
arefully observed non-stop, the adjustments would

have been useless, because most motor cycle engines

would fail on- a hill like Dinas _ after three miles

on a low gear with a big jet. Personally, I regard

the tuning as_fair and permissible, provided nO' secret

is made of it. A machine w'hich could climb Dinas
in ordinary condition on the run, without any pre-

liminary adjustment, would be one of three types—either

it would be a Ioav compression two-speeder, or else it

would be a machine of rather higher horse-power than

most people want, or else it would not suit ordinary

ccuntiy SO' well as the standard machines of to-day.

If the A.C.U. compel such hills as Dinas and Birdlip

Ths result of a bad collision to a Midget Bicar. The strength of its sheet

steel frame is amply proved by tha effect of the impact, for, while the frame
appears to bs undamaged, the fork stem and wheal are very badly buckled.

to be taken without special adjustments in the course

of, say, a ten miles non-stop, they will evoke a type^

of machine we do' not \vant. The man who likes a

two-speeder or a twin of high horse-power need never

be afraid of stra;ight ascents, however steep. The
man who prefers a high geared high compression

medium powered single-cylinder engine will not

grumble if, before climbing a really exceptional hill,

he is obliged to pause for five minutes by the roadside.

I therefore describe the uni^'ersal tactics not in any

spirit of blame or distaste, but simply to^ inform

readers who have grumbled tO' me that they'^ are not

so bad drivers or "tuners up " as they fancy, and to

show them that they too m.ay romp up Birdlip Avhen

their rides take them over that formidable ascent.

>9

The lightweight question is again being \igorously

discussed in our correspondence columns, and \-arious

opinions have been published with regafd to the hills

which can be surmounted. As a proof that the Moto-

sacoche will take a rider over an a\-erage main road

in the southern counties without pedal assistance, we

mav mention the case of Lieut. T. S. Hugh Phillips,

who rode from Portsmouth to London and back at a

recent week-end minus pedalling gear.

B13
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The S^van Electric Runabout.
WHEN the first electric tricycle was illustrated

in The Motor Cycle last October quite a

number of enquiries were received for the

agent's address, proving that a runabout of

this type finds favour with a large section of our

readers. The electric tricycle which is the subject

of the accompanying illustrations has recently been put

on the British market by the Swan Electric Traction

Co., of 16, Percy Street, Tottenham Court Rovad, W.

blZS^>:£^Jl

The electromotor over the front wheel of the tricycle,

a telescopic proDeller shaft.

The drive is by

The car has been known in Germany as the Berliner

or Harborn electric runabout; the British company
will be known as the Swan Electric Tractiou CompanN

,

and the machines as the Swan runabouts.

The car is a three-wheeler, the single front wheel

being both driven and steered, while the back wheels

are merely trailers. Behind the two-seated body is

a large box or boot containing the battery of accumu-

lators, which are designed to give a range of about

fifty miles ofi o-rdinary roads. The
battery consists of twenty cells,

having a capacity of 120 ampere
hours. The current from the ••

"

battery is taken to an electric

motOir, which is set with its arma-
ture shaft nearly vertical above the

front wheel, which it drives through
a reducing spur gear and a

cardan-shaft with a final drive

through bevel gear to the frout

axle.

The controller is placed to the

right of the driver, the necessary
movements being made by a side

lever. Only one speed forward
and reverse is given, but the con-
troller has four steps, so that the
resistance is cut out gradually when
starting. The connections to the
motor and the switch are in, the

hollow sloping dashboard, which is an integral part

the plate, steel frame.

The arrangement of the electromotor C and t

telescopic uni\-ersally jointed spindle E will be und<

stood from the line illustration. The mudguard is

strongly built structure, which takes the place of

front fork, and its lower ends are connected by t

spring steel bars G, which allow a certain amount
freedom, but not sufficient to affect the m^eshing of t

gears F from the motor. The mctoT itself is of 1

four-pole type, with pfain series windings, and ri

at about 1,700 ^^ _^^^
r.p.m. The com-
mutator is placed

above it, and is

accessible for ex-

amination. In the

machine brought for

our inspection the

commutator ap-

peared clean, and
sho'wed no signs of

sparking.

The vehicles are

not intended for

general touring

work, but rather

as town runabouts,

and, in view of

this, their maxi-
mum speed is not

much over fifteen

miles per hour,

though they can be given a speed somewhat in ex

of this for short periods when required for tr,

driving. The car is steered by tiller, and the

trol consists entirely of the side lever and a b

pedal, Avhich also automatically cuts off the curi

The back portion of the frame is mounted on tf

quarter elliptical springs, and the machine runs

quietly, and starts without the semblance of a

simply gliding gently from a standstill. By a

slight modificatioai in the design of frame a s

van body can be fitted foT business purposes.

Section 0! the mDtor and driving
mechanism.

The Swan Electric Tricycle. The accumulators are stored under the pissenger's seat

I
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An Attempt on the £nd»to=end Record.
NUMBER of readers, will doubtless

have heard that Tom Peck made
a most plucky attempt to beat

the End-to-end motox cycle

record last week. Luck was
1 mot with Peck, -as he was

_-Jagain doomed to failure.

This rider has made one or

two attempts recently, but it is

only fair to the Rex Motor Mfg.

Co',, Ltd., the makers of the

machine he rode, to point out

that last week the failure to beat

le pre^'ious best performance was not due tO' the

achine or its accessories. Peck simply experienced

le hardest of luck, as anyone who reads the following

ill agree.

On his first record ride of 4oh. 38m., Peck started

cm Land's End, but he elected to start from John-

'-Groat's on the last occasion and ride southwards.

He was timed away from Wick by J. Robertson, but

ouble commenced early, for while travelling at a fair

ice he fell in descending Berriedale Hill, owing to

is wheel slipping in loose sand at one of the bad

>rners. This fall ultimately caused his retirement,

)r he had broken a bone in his wrist, but was quite

naware of 'the real nature of the a.ccident, although

le wrist was extremely painful, as can be readily

aderstood. Through his inability to steer properly

- unfortunately fell again at Lanark, but with extreme

luck and determination he stuck tO' his task, and it

as not until reaching Tewkesbury that the wrist was

ledically examined, when Dr. Elder of that town, at

eck's -request, placed the wrist in a plaster cast to

lable. him, if possible, to continue the journey

according to Peck's schedule, Tewkesbury is 643

dies from John-o'-Groat's, and' he arrived there at

.40 a.m. on the, morning of Tuesday, August 17th,

aving left John-o'-Groat's at 4.2 a.m. on the pre-

lous day. At this point Peck assumes that he was

alf an hour in front of the previous best.

Continuing through Gloucester, he managed to reach

jrkelev Road—a point about thirteen
_

miles from

loucester on the main road towards Bristol. .Here

le pain of his wrist was so great that he found he

>uld not grasp the right bar properly, and most

luctantly gave up. In record

ns naturally the speed is very

gh on deserted stretches of roads,

ich necessitates the handles be-

g gripped firmly in rounding
rners. Peck managed to steer

s machine back to Tewkesbury
th one hand, where he had the

ured wrist re-dressed and put in

splint, and^ afterwardis actually

de the machine gently to Coven-
where he called at The Motor

iclt offices to explain his

tremely bad fortune. We
amined the seals which we had
iced on the machine the pre-
>us week, and found them to

intact. The wires to which

\

the seals were attached were then cut and the
cylinder and carburetter removed, and we were
thoroughly convinced on examination that the machine
was capable of completing the run if the rider had
been able to do so'. Incidentally, we may mention
that the Rex Motor Mfg. Co'. recognise that the per-

formance is only an attempt on record, and are merely
desirous of giving the lie to ' any rumours that may
gain currency that the machine was the cause of Peck's

' retirement. It was really a most plucky performance
to motor cycle from Berriedale (Scotland) to Berkeley
Ro'ad (Glos.) in the time taken by Peck. It is not

only a remarkable feat of endurance, but toi ride with
a broken bone in one's wrist, which was rapidly
causing the arm to swell and give extreme pain, is

one of those instances of bulldog courage for which
Peck is noted.

Below will be found some particulars of times of

Peck's arrival and departure at various points on
the route :

John-o'-GrO'at's.—Left 4.2 a.m., Monday, August
i6th. Starter, Mr. J. _Robertson, of Wick.

Inverness.—'Telegram handed in at Tain at 9.32
a.m. addressed tO' Rex, Coventry :

" Peck ahead of

time here. Signed, Ross."
Telegram handed in at Inverness at 10.40 a.m.

addresserd to Rex, Earlsdon, Coventry :
" Peck left

here 8.45. Signed, P.alace Hotel."
Telegram handed in at Perth addressed Rex,

Coventry: "Peck left 12.46 p.m. Signed, Lindsay
and Fenwick."

Telegram handed in at Lanark at 4.16 p.m.
addressed to Rex, Coventry :

" Peck left four o'clock.

Had accident front wheel ; straightened same. W'^ired

Chinn, Kendal, procure another. Signed Cox."
Telegram handed in at Kendal at 8.22 p.m.

addressed tO' Hall, Coventry: "Peck left here eight

o'clock. Signed, Chinn."
At W^arrington the telephone was requisitioned.

Here Jones and Huggetts (Liverpool) and Harold
Williamson, of the Rex Co-., telephoned to W.
Williamson at Tewkesbury that Peck had left Warring-

ton at II p.m.
At the Bell Hotel, Tewkesbury, he arrived at 3.40

a.m. on August 17th, and was examined by Dr. Elder,

whO' bound his arm. He left at 3.55 a.m.

A belt-driven motor tricycle which was on the road about 1900. It had rear belt transmission, spring frame,

Akerman steering, exhaust valve lifter on the handlebar, and drip feed lubrication. This machine, including

engine and eoil, was constructed by Glover Bros., Spon Street, Coventry, who have an accumulator charging

and motor repair works.

:

'
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Aug. 25 .. 8.2 p.m.

,s 28 . . 7.56 j>

Sep. 1 . 7.47 >>

fj, Speci'dJ Fesdxires —
I f^ '(^-<

LONG DISTANCE TRIAL RIDING.

THE COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE
M.C. OPEN HULL CLIMBING COMPETITION

(ILLUSTRATED).

Police Traps.

A police trap is working through
the villages of Gomshall and Share m
Surrey, and the trap up Guildford. High
Street is at present in active operation.

We have also received rumours of a

trap up Hospital Hill, Guildford.

Appoinime it of Timekeeper to the A.C.U.

Capt. R. K. Bagnall-Wild, R.E.,
was, at the last meeting of the A.C.U.
Competitions Sub-committee, appointed
official timekeeper to the Auto Cycle

Union for the electric chronograph at

Brcoklands.

a Mcd.l Winner.

C. E. Murphy, who broke the Irish

End-to-end record last week on a

Sj h.p. Triumph, has been declared

winner of the special gold medal
offered by The Motor Cycle to the
i\l. C.U.I. Ulster Centre in connection
with the End-to-end Ride, which took
place on the 13th ult.

*
A Victorian T.T. Race.

The annual 100 mile road race of the
Victorian ' M.C.C. was contested on
June 7th. There were twenty-three
starters, comprising five machines' of

2f h.p. and under, fourteen 3^ h.p.'s,

and four- 5 h.p. machines. Ihe first

two riders started from the same mark,
and got home within l^m. of each
other. The result was : 1st, C. L.
Steverrs (Triumph), time 2h. 32^m.

;

2nd, H. A. Tilburn (N.S.U.), 2h. 33im. ;

3rd, A. Milledge (Triumph), 2h. 37^m.
;

4th, E. H. Jenkins (Triumph), 2h. 32n-i.
;

5th, J. R. Duigan (Peugeot), 2h. 31^m.
;

6th, C. :S. Cox (Peugeot), 2h. 52|m.

Motor Cycles at the German Manoeuvres.

Some 120 members of the German
Motor Cyclists' Association will take
part in the Imperial German man-
oeuvres in Wtirtemberg from September
12th to 17th. They will recede
30s. a day as compensation, wit^ a

third -class railway pass for the
journey to and from tlie scene of the
manoDuvres, the pass including aliso

the frea transport of machines. More-
over, the Association insures them
against liability, and accident. The
volunteers employed at the end of
July in connection with reconnaissance
operations in the vicinity of Frank-
fort made a very favourable impres-
ision on the military authorities. At
the autumn manoe:uvres, too, of the
9th army corps in the Grand Duchy
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin from Sep-
tember 4th to 19th, an extensive use
will be made of motor cyclists for
orderly and reconnaissance work.

B16

Th3 Six Days' Trials.

The official results of the Six Days'
Trials stated that R. W. Duke (3^

h.p. Triumph) dismounted on Biaenau
Festiniog H^ill. ]Mr. Duke disputed

this statement, and a letter from the

secretary of the A.C.U. states that

the committee in conference with the

judges have again looked into the

matter. Further evidence having b.en

forthcoming, they have decided to

award Mr. Duke" full marks for his

performance on Biaenau Festiniog.

The Veto on Pacing Motor Cycles.

German motor cycle makers do not

take at all kindly to the contingent

prospects of motor cycles being pro-

hibited altogether on tracks, as they

have doubtliss learnt much from mcto_--

pacei races. Indeed, at a 'special

meeting convened by the Prussian
Government to consider the question

of motor-pacing (provisionally barred
in Prussia in consequence 'of the catas-

trophe at Berlin), one of the trade
representatives aptly pointed out that
the Italian Anzani, who, as a motor
designer, shared with Bleriot the
honours of the flight across the
Channel, was originally a pacemaker,
and owed much to his early experi-

ences in that capacity. The Govern-
ment may remove the veto on condi-

tion that steps be taken to reduce
speed and amply protect the public.

The Woodford to York Run.

The Woodford to York and back ru:

organised by the .Essex ilotor Clul:

which is t.) start from Woodford a

7 p.m. on Friday next, promi-ses to fc

a successful afi'air, as a good man
entries have been already received. Tli

competition has been most carefull

arranged, and the timing arrangement
have received particular utieiition. ]S

competitor who has been delayed b

trouble on tlie road will b-e allowed t

make up time, and everyone will 1

compelled to stop an hour at Granthan
The time fcr each half nf the jouiiif

will be eleven and a half hours,
competitors are due in York at 7 a.m.

D:in23g3s awarded to a Motor Cyclist.

A vScotch rider named Sim'
ilacLean, of Inverness, was receni

awarded £2 10s. damages . against tl

owners of a horse vv'hich was being
on the road, but was not sufficient

under control insomuch that as t

rider was about to pass the animal
turned" right in front of him, and
had no time to stop. In conseqivmi

there was a collision resulting in t

motor bicycle being damaged,
man who was leading the horse

undoubtedly at fault, because he ong
to have been between the horse a

the passing traffic, so that in the ev(

of the 'horse shying it would ha

tuimed ^ away from its leader.

American racers on the new Stadium at Springfield, Mass. (the home of the Indian motor cyclej
which was opened on July 31st before 4,000 spectators. A correspondent says that Americans considi
the Springfield track the fastest of its kind in the world. IB
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ILL-CLIMB.

THE ZENITH-GRADUA HAS A DAY OUT.

THE Coventry and ^Vanvickshire Motor Club was
again favoured with pleasant weather for its

third annual open hill-climbing competition for

motor cycles, which took place on Saturday last

at Newnham, near Daventr^^ One or twO' slight

showers of rain laid the dust, and made the conditions

A scene in Reynolds's Garage, Davenlrv. Basil H. Davies (left) and
Gilbert H. Spicer (right) who, with the other scrutineers, inspected every
machine at the scales.

most favourable for competitors and spectators. This
year a shorter course was laid on the steeper portions

of the gradient, the approximate length of the climb
being 400 yards, which included 166 yards with an

average grade if i in 6%.
In deference to the loudly expressed wishes of some

of the competitors, the bend at the top was excluded,
but we must confess that to us this objection was
inexplicable. Se'^-eral similar competitions have been
held on hills in various parts of the country, and in

many cases corners have been negotiated at speed

—

comers which are much more abrupt than the one at

Newnham. The objection that it is necessary to

switch off power before turning is not a sound argu-

ment against the inclusion of a corner in a hill-climbing

competition, because if the speed of the machine be

too great to allow the corner to be turned in safety,

speed should be reduced until it is safe. Herein lies

the skill, nerve, and judgment of the competitor.

Special precautions were taken to safeguard the

competitors and the public. The comer was strongly

protected by posts and .ropes, and six constables were

requisitioned to see that spectators did not impede the

riders on the hill.

The weighing-in took place at Reynolds's Garage,

Daventry, from 11 a.m. till 1.30 p.m. All machines
were inspected at the scales by a committee of

scrutineers, who also measured the gear ratio of each

machine, which w^as not allowed to be altered after in

spection. The committee also passed all machines
entered for Class I. (touring; machines). It speaks

well for the loyal manner in which the competitors-

adhered to the regulations, as there were only two

whose mounts failed to pass the scrutiny ; they were
permitted to compete in Class II.

The competition was announced to start at 3 p.m.,

and within a few minutes oi the ad^'ertised time Mr.

J. L. Norton opened the ball, followed at one-minute
intervals by the remainder of the competitors in Class

I., whose respective positions on time and on formula

are given in the table on next page.

The three riders of Zl h.p. Zenith-Gradua machines who between them
won seven awards out of twelve. From the left the names are W. H. Bashall,

F. W. Barnes, and R. T. Exshaw.

The organisation of the coijipetition worked with

commendable smoothness. Every official was at his

appointed' post, and as each rider carried a card up
the hill bearing the previous competitor's starting time,
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the cards were merely handed to the auditors at the

summit, who obtained the finishing time from the time-

keeper, made the necessary subtraction, filled in the

nett time, and worked out the formula results while the

competition was proceeding. The result was that the

placings of Class I. were known during the tea inter-

val, and those of Class 11. before 5.15 p.m.

Results.

The result of Class I. on formula was a distinct

score for the Zenith-Gradua machines, with their

infinitely variable gear and J. A. P. engines, as they

lifted five awards out of six, fastest time going to the

twin-cylinder Indian, cleverly ridden by Guy Lee

Evans. There was no doubt that the actual position

of the starting point was disconcerting to some of the

competitors, who had prepared for a lengthy course

of easy gradient in which to get up speed, but if at

every hill-climbing competition competitors require an

easy start, a well-known hill without corners, and un-

limited' previous practice, the event loses all sporting

interest, and greatly favours those who reside in close

vicinity to the chosen hill or possess ample leisure and

money to enable them to journey to the spot some davs

prior to the event.
Class I.

Differ-

H.P. on Posi- Posi- ence m
clnb tion on tion on time of

formula. formula, time. ascent
Name and machine.

R. T. Exshaw (Zenith-Gradua)...

W. H. Bashall (Zenith-Gradua)...

F. W. Barnes (Zenith-Gradua)...

R. Lord (Rex)

G. E. Stanley (Premier)

T. H. Tessier (Bat-J.A.P.)
Geoffrey Smith (Triumph)
Roy. W. Walker (Premier)

3.7

3.7

3.7

3.69

3.7

3.7

3.63

3.7

3.63

3.68

3.62

3.68

3.63

3.63

3.7

3.63

4.96

4.96

3.56

3.7

3.74

3.09

4.33

5.74

4.4

5.74

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

11

5

14
7

3

15
13
17
9

6
10

3

8
11

19
16
2

1

23
20
26
25
22
18
21
24
the

4.8

2.6

5.2

3.6

2.2

5.4

5
6.2

4
3
4.6

2.2

3.8

4.8

6.8

5.8

1.2

X
10.2

7.2

12.6

11.2

9.6

6.4

9

10.6

basis,

J. Marshall (Triumph)
R. Samson (L.M.C.)
J. L. Norton (Norton) ...

C. Cross (L.M.C.)

F. Smith (Triumph)
R. H. Edwards (Triumph)
R. M. Brice (Brown) ...

W. ' Creyton (Triumph) ...

W. H. Wells (Indian) ...

G. Lee Evans (Indian) ...

S. Davis (Rex)
R. W. Corah (Corah) ...

E. A. Gorton (Rex)
W. W. Douglas (Douglas)
H. Teague (Premier)
Frank White (Rex)

J. Leno (Premo, two-stroke, A.C
J. Winslow (Rex)
X denotes the fastest time, this being taken as

the figures shown in the last column being the additional
number of seconds taken in excess of the fastest.

After tea, which was served in a marquee erected

in a field at the top of the hill, the riders in Class II.

could be heard warming up their engines preparatory

to the uphill flight. In the case of G. Lee Evans
(who was fastest) and one or two others who made very

fast time, their sensations must have been as near an

approach to actual flying as it is possible to get with-

out actually leaving the earth.

On formula the Zenith-Gradua, ridden by its

designer, F. W. Barnes, and a private owner, R. T.
Exshaw, again scored. A. Mackenzie Cott (7-9 h,p.

King-J.A.P.) made fastest time. A touring Triumph
ridden by Geoffrey Smith, and W. H. Bashall's 7-8

h.p. King-J.A.P. secured the members' prizes.

Class n.

Name and machine.
H.P. on
club

formula.

Differ-

Posi- Posi- eiice in
tion on tion on time of
formula, time. ascent

in sees

F. W. Barnes (Zenith Gradua) ... 3.7 1 16 6.6

R. T. Exshaw (Zenith Gradua) ... 3.7 2 22 8.6

J. C. Smyth (Rex Speed King) ... 3.69 3 3 1.6

G. E. Stanley (Premier) 3.7 4 4 1.8

H. G. Potts (T.T. Triumph) ... 3.63 5 13 4.6

W. A. Jacobs (Rex Speed King)... 3.52 6 16 6.6

J. P. Le Grand (Rex Speed King) 3.52 7 18 6.8

J. L. Norton (Norton) 3.62 8 14 5.8

W. 0. Bentley (Rex Speed King) 3.52 9 15 6.2

0. C. Godfrey (Rex Speed King) 3.61 10 6 2.0

W. F. Newsome (T.T. Triumph) 3.76 11 4 1.8

Geoffrey Smith (Triumph) ... 3.63 12 23 9.0

J. Marshall (T.T. Triumph) ... 3.76
,

13 7 2.8

T. Silver (Quadrant) 3.92 14 21 7.6

P. Baker (Electric-Minerva) ... 2.78 15 24 11.0

H. D. Teague (Premier) 4.33 16 10 3.8

F. C. Wood (N.S.U. two-speed) 3.82 17 27 20.2

A. IVIackenzie Cott (King-J.A.P.) 7.81 18 1 X
J. W. Waring (Minerva) 6.58 19 12 4.4

H. Rem Fowler (Rex Speed King) 5.74 20 9 3.2

P. W. Applebee (Rex) 5.74 21 19 7.0

F. A. Applebee (Rex) 5.74 22 7 2.8

W. H. Bashall (Bat-J.A.P.) ... 7.4 23 11 4.2

G. Jones (Bat-J.A.P.) 6.25 24 25 12.0

E. Kickham (Leader-Peugeot) ... 7.04 25 2 1.0

F. G. Bagshawe (Rex Speed King) 5.74 26 20 7.4

W. W. Douglas (Douglas) ... 3.098 27 26 18.6

The heaviest combined weights of riders and

machines in Class I. to ascend the hill were J. Winslow

(5 h.p. Rex) and R. T. Exshaw (3^ h.p. Zenith-

Gradua), who both turned the scales at 402 lbs.

The lightest was W. W. Douglas (2^ h.p. Douglas),

267 lbs.

In Class II. the heaviest was F. C. Wood (4 h.p.

N.S.U., two-speed), 415 lbs., and the lightest O. C.

Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex Speed King), 261 lbs.

Fastest time in CIiss I. was inida by Guy Lee Evans, 4.9 Indian (twin),

wlio won the Silver Cup presented by tlie United IVIotor Industries, Ltd. He
is depicted rounding the bend at the Barn—gradient 1 in 10"3.

The largest engine used was A. Mackenzie Cott's

King-J.A.P., 85 by 95 mm. (1,078 c.c), and the

smallest a 2^ h.p. Douglas, 60 by 60 mm. (340 c.c.)

The fastest machine in Class II. (A. Mackenzie

Cott's 7-9 h.p. King-J.A.P., twin) completed the dis-

tance in 2.6s. less time than the fastest machine in

Class I. (Guy Lee Evans's 4.9 h.p. Indian, twin).

The fastest single-cylinder machines were J. C
Smyth's 3^2 h.p. Rex Speed King in Class II., G. E.

Stanley's 3^2 h.p. Premier and C. Cross's 3^ h.p-

L.M.C. in Class I.
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wnham Hill Climb.—

Mr. F. W. Barnes told us after the climb that he

irted with the Gradua gear at its lowest (about 9 to

, and gradually increased the gear to about 4 to i,

vvering it again on the very steepest portion of the

hill to 6 to I. The throttle and spark were left full

on from the start, and the engine was ahvays developing
full power, because, owing to the variable gear, the
rainiber of revolutions could be kept at their maximum
—a distinct advanta<i-p in hill-rlimb'-n'^.

This picture gives an excellent impression of the scene at the top of Newnham Hill. No. 20, S. Davis, 3J h.p. Rsx, is the rider who is ascending the steepest
adient, 1 in 6J average for 166 yards. Among other officials at tha summit is the Judge, Mr. John V. Pugh, J.P., who is seen standing on the left of the
)lice Sergeant in the background.

»••—

^

IRISH END-TO-END RECORD.
ITR. C. E. MURPHY is no stranger to the Irish

/I End-to-end course. In August, 1907, he rode

over it in companv with J. Stewart, of Belfast,

and in the recent competition for the Palmer
're Co.'s trophy he was one of the riders who secured

1 marks, and was only knocked out of the deciding

1-climb by a bit of ill luck. He is one of the most
thusiastic motor cyclists in the kingdom.
Murphy did not follow the course usually taken by
id-to-enders. It has been the practice to go into

iblin, chiefly because of the ease of obtaining sup-
es there; but the mo^e direct route, and the one fol-

ved by cyclists in the days of pedal bicycle records,

across the Bog of Allen to Navan. Besides being
>rter, the roads are better. On this account the time
t up by Murphy is hardly coxparable with the odd
:ords, but as he beat the time credited to A. J.

•

ttle in the early part of the present year bv nearlv

> hours, and his own figures of [907 by 2h. 42m.,
will be at once seen that his performance was an
;ellent one. Hi's time was i^h. 6m. for the journe^•.

The only incident of note in Murphy's jouniev was
eries of annoying punctures betw-een Cork and
blin. He started from the coastguard station at

ck Island at 5 a.m. He was clocked there, and
at Cashel, Navan, Banbridge, and at the finish,

irphy's mount was a Dunlop-tyred Triumph, and, a?

might be expected, it carried him through in a most
satisfactory manner.

' >-*^^^^;«w^^ff^^^ssw^^ ^^^'^ '*'^. ^'^'v^X

C. E. Murphy, who rode a 3| h.p. Triumph with Dunlop tyres, and created
a fresh record for the Irish End-to-end ride on the 16th inst. Mr. Murphy
is a member of the Ulster Centre M.C.U.I;
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"THE AUTOCAR" LEAGUE.
WITH a view to harmonising the somewhat

divided counsels of motorists in regard to

matters of public policy affecting their in-

terests, "The Autocar League" has been

formed. It is described as " an attempt to band together

the whole of the motorists of the United Kingdom."
No subscription is asked, and the only condition imposed

is that members will undertake to vote by postcard or

letter on any important matter concerning the welfare

of autoniobilism. If motorists see fit to co-operate in

this simple way (says our contemporary) the result will

be to weld them together and to give them a strength.

and weight which they have hitherto lacked. It

also hoped by this means to strengthen the hands (

existing organisations by putting them in possession <

definite information as to the views of the general boc
of motorists on matters of moment affecting the
interests. Our contemporary further adds that tl

names and addresses of the enrolled members will n*

be used for any other purpose than that mentionec
We hope that motor cyclists will participate in th

scheme, so that motorists generally may present ^

undivided front when their interests are attacked. Tl
matter will be dealt with more fullv in an early issu

-<

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB.
Results of Record Time Trials at BrooRlands on Wednesday last, Aug. 18th. (See pagre* 630-631 ).

Rider. Machine. No. of '

Cylinders,
j

Bore and
Stroke.

Cubical
Capacity.

W. H. Bashall Bat
G. Lee Evans ..,...! Indian

W. H. Wells Indian
R. 0. Clark " C " F.N. .

.

F. A. Applebee Rex
W. 0. Bentley ......

i
Rex

0. C. Godfrev Rex
M. Geiger .' V.S
G. G. Mead ........ V.S
R. C. Griesbacli .... Triumph . . .

F. W. Dayrell Martin .1 .A. P.

D. F. Steeves N.S.U

2

4
2

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

mm.
85x85
70x83-
70x83
55x57
76x80
82x89
83x89
75x76
75x76
84 X 86
85x60
52X 74

c.c.

964
638
638
540
726
472
481
672
672
476
340
314

Class.

E
D
D
D
D
C
C
D
D
C
B
B

Time m Seconds.

Kilometre.

32.721

35.097
39.467

41.106
42.42!)

41.963
42.392
43.988
47.243
45.223
47.894
;)3.560

Mile.

52.493
56.229
63.126
64.718

66.107
66.142

67.368
70.269
71.415

71.467

76.038

79.732

Speed in m. p.h.

Kilometre. Mile.

68.364 68.581

63.742 64.024
56.679 57.026
54.419 55.626
52.722 54.457
53.308 54.428
52.768 53.438

50.854 51.232

47.350 50.409
49.447 50.373
46.706 47.345
41.765 45.151

R. K. BAGNALL-Wn,D, R.E. (Official Timekeeper to the

F. Lindsay Lt.oyd f Clerk of the Course, Brooklands).
A.C.LT. for the Brooklands Electric Chronograph).

CLUB NEWS
21st August, 1909.

North-west London M.C.C. and Oxford M.C.C.

An inter-club hill-climbing competition between the above
clubs was held on the 14th inst. at Cop Hill, Princes
Hishorough, and a better venue for the purpose would be
difficult to find. The hill is straight, and spectators on the
high banks at the top are able to watch the competition from
start to finish. - Teams of five riders were selected tO' repre-

sent each club. When the results were worked out on A.C.U.
formula the Oxford team proved easy winners, the three best
performances being also made by Oxford men. Results :

OxFOPvD Team.
Total Fig. of

weight. Time. merit.

lbs. _

580 61.2s. 77.62
244 6Gs. 117.2
320 81s. 120.8

'E. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua)
G. F. Cooper (5 h.p. V.S.) ...

W. Mathews (3^ h.p. Triumph)
H. F. Smith (2| h.p. N.S.U.) dismounted on 1 in 5 portion.

H. A. Bishill (3-^ h.p. Triumph) dismounted on 1 in 5 portion.
F. W. Barnes made the' best performance of the: day on

formula, and also the best combined performance on time and
on. formula. He took the 1 in 5 portion in fine style.

G. Rowden (7 h.p.

Pliillips (5 h.p.

Time.

52s.

76.6s.

Fig
me:

131

147

North-west London Team.
Total
weight.

lbs.

Bat) 380
V.S.)

_

348
A. Brunton (5 h.p. Rex) dismounted on 1 in 5 portion.
— Simpson (5 h.p. V.S.) dismounted.
W. 0. Bentley (5 h.p. Rex) did not start.

G. Rowden made fastest time of the day.

Manchester M.C.

On Saturday last the above club held a petrol consul

tion test for liiotor cycles and cars. The course) was
usual one of twenty-five miles on Cheshire roads, start

from the Nag's Head, Bucklow Hill. Owing to the im

ment weather a less number than usual competed.
Motor cycle results.—1, H. Reed (3i h.p. Dot), 23

covered, 128 miles to gallon; 2, C. E. Kettle (3^

Triumph), 22§, 126.

The next club event will be on September 4th, whe
hill-climbing competition for motor cycles and cars will

held.

A group

competitoil

who took p|

in the

Hull and E^

Riding A.C.|

Reliability

jn

Saturday lal

I
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ilub News.—
North-west London M.C.C.

Will members who are away please notify the secretary

f they intend entering for the inter-team competition with

he St. Albans M.C.C." en Satm-dav, September '4th. A vsry

sorting course near Potter's Bar has been chosen,, and

irovided thei'e is a good entry the event should prove most
ajoyable. Mrs. C. C. Cooke will entertain the competitors

o tea afterwards.

Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club.

In connection with the penalty run recently held by the

bove club the judges have made, the following awards : E.
'. Prosser (3^ h.p. Phcsaix. Trimo), 103 points, gold medal

C. L. Stevens (3i h.p. Triumph) winner cf the Victorian M.C.C. 100 Miles
Road Kac3 on June 7th. Time, 2 hrs. Z2\ mins.

resented by ^Messrs. Douglas Bros, for best performance
y a private rider; Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas). 100 points,

J T. E. :Mereweather (2| h.p Douglas), 97, 2; F. Bevan
35 h.p. Rex and sidecar), 80. 3. Owing to the success of
he above event it is intended to hold a reliability trial on
he first Saturday in September, over a circular route of
bout twenty miles, which will be covered four times. Any
lotor cyclist in the district joining the club by_ 25tli inst.

I'ill be eligible to enter. The hon. sec. is JNIr. E. J.
'rosser, 1, Brecknock Eoad, Knowle, Bristol.

Wimbledon and District M.C.

The results of last week's speed judging trial was : 1,

Eric Lord (3^ h.p. Triumph); 2, A. Warrington (4^ h.p.
twin Minerva) ; 3, G. Aldington (5 h.p. twin Eland). A
hill-climbing competition is arranged for the 28th inet.,

entrance fee 2s. 6.1. I'he club has reduced the subscriptioa
to 7s. 5d. per annum, including affiliation. Will any intend-
ing member please communicate with 5Ir. E. A. Roberts,
at 33, Grifiiths Road, Wimbledon.

Ayr and District M.C.

This season's reliability trial was held on Wednesday, the
11th, over a circular course "of 185 miles, starting from^ Ayr
at 6 a.m., travelling to Dumfries, Castle Douglas, Kirkcud-
bright,- Xewton Stewart, Strani-aer, and home at 8.15 p.m.
via Ballantrae and Girvan. The roads were in good order
but for a heavy layer of dust and the usual sprinkling of

nails, boot protectors, etc. A considerable number cf

cattle droves in and around Dumfries so^mewhat impeded
progress. Five controls were arranged ior, with two secret

checks en route, the latter occasioning riders no small amount
of anxiety, the tendency for the most part being to rush
various stretches and arrive early, owing to the times being
fixed on an 18 m.p.h. basis.

Thirteen competitors started, and five finished dead on
time at all controls. Tlie others were counted out mostly
through, tyre troubles, with the exception of a twin rider,

who cracked a back cylinder clean in twO' at the bottom, -a.nd

another competitor who had trouble through excessive over-

heating. Gold medals for absolute non-stop runs have been
awarded to Matt. Brown (3^ h.p. Bradbury), Chas. Carver
(3 h.p. N.S.U.), and Cecil Henderson (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).

- Silver medallists : John Meredith (3^ h.p. Triumph), punc-
tures ; and D. 'Milligan (4 h.p. Werner), sooted plugs.

Mr. A. P. Walker's special prize tor the best all-round

performance was divided betwe'Sn Messrs. Brown and Carver.

Henderson being disqualified for this solely through losing

his generator eighteen miles out.

BIHIIil

II
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A new motor cycle club has been formed in New South Wales, called

the Western Suburbs Motor Club. A start has been made with a member-
ship of twenty-five. The photograph was taken at the top of Lapstone Hill,

oa the occasion of a run to Springwood ard back, a distance of 80 miles.

THE MOTOR UNION HANDBOOK.
The Motor Union has just issued to its members tlie

' British and Irish Handbook," compiled by that body,
rhe new publication is essentially a touring guide, and
hould be of tlie greatest \-alue to motor cyclists. At tlie

>eginning cf the book is a very valuable road map of

jreat Britain, divided into thirty-two sections and_ fur-

lished Avith a key map. The major portion of the

"olume is in the form of a touring directoTy of nearly

[,000 places in Great Britain and Ireland arranged
n alphabetical order. Under the name cf each town
ire given a useful table of distances, a note of the chief

places cf interest, the hotels and repairers O'fiiicially

ecommended bv the Motor Union, the Union's

honorary correspondent and local solicitor,, particulars

of the toll bridges and ferries in the neighbourhood,

speed limits, steamship charges, touring notes, and

other useful information.

y 4rp ®e5=-

It is \ erv u lusual foT fo'ieign-built motor cycles to

be fitted with a British-made magneto. Nevertheless,

the Simms Magneto Co. inform us that at the Cueno

Races in Italy, Borgo motor cycles were first, second,

third, fourth,' and fifth in Class i,_ and Semeria motor

c}'cles second, third, and fourth in Class 2, and all

were fitted with the British-made Simms magnetos and

sparking plugs.

_ B I 7
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LEITffiS TO THi EDITOR,.

's.>

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addre?s.

Silence.

[4211.]—Regarding letter 4181, the tubes can be purchased
from Brown Bros., Great Eastern Street, E.G. llie valvts

can be made of sheet iron or brass by a local man. When
the valve is set in a certain position it will increa.se the
speed of the machine about 12% as compared with the tube
off, but the valve must be adjusted for each speed. I should
think that such an exhaust would be just the thing for a

two-stroke engine, provided the exhaust port opens a little

before the inlet. What does Mr. Scott think.

HENRY GRAFTON.

- [4212.]—I am exceedingly glad you are taking up the
qu.stion of silence in the case of motor cycles. There is

not the slightest doubt that, both at home and abroad (as

regards India I speak from experience) the noise made by
the average machine does more harm to motor cycling than
anything else. The reliability of motor cvcles is generally
known, and the vibration bogey is being rapidly dispelled,

but the noise is indisputable. On nearly every macliine
there is plenty of room for a large and efficient silen-cer if

manufacturers would only take the trouble to bestir them-
selves in the matter. L.B.S.

A Savage Fine and its Result.
[4213.]—^I deeply sympathise with ISIr. A. F. Jefferies,

and should like to take this opportunity of warning other
motor cyclists. Intelligent use of a good map will often
disclose roads not trapped by the police, and in this instance
there is another route, more hilly, it is true, but free from
the bugbear of motorists.
As a native of the town where the sergeant (who is in

charge of thi-s noted trap) hails from, I am given to under-
stand that he has never worn the ruriform of the police
force, having gained notoriety and the position of sergeant
by these motor trapping m-ethods. WALTER CHARLES.

Sunday Competitions.
^ J4214.]r—I am with "Anti-Humbug No. 2 " in agreeing
with " The Wandering Worm's " letter, and am also very
sorry that he, as well as " Anti-Humbug No. '2," has written
under a nom de jjlume.
No one will object to the A.C.U. suggesting that Smiday

competitions should not be held, but, on the other hand, it

is noG nice to have pressure brought to bear to compel one
not to hold them.

I do not think clubmen wish' to restrict the A.C.LT.
in its endeavours to do good in any way, only sometimes its

endeavours seem a trifle strange, such as pointed out in 'Mr.
W. J_. Akerman's letter last week, re allotting marks, etc.,
in reliability competitions.
"Anti-Humbug No. 2" appears to lose sight of the fact

that all motor cyclists are not s6 lucky as himself with regard
to Saturdays, and depend principally on 'Sundays to have a
ride. I think he must be one of those riders who like to
ride and at the same time advertise themselves with large
Uibels on their machines, and by wearing annlets them-
selves. When such means attract good entries,' I think it is
time that other means were found. My experience is that
other road users think that a road race' is in progress when
riders and machines are so labelled. H. W. BEECH.
B18

Deposit in Cylinders.

[4215.]—I very frequently read in The Motor C'ljri

various remarks as to the deposit which is found
cylinders.

If it is of any service to your readers I shall be very happ
to make an analysis—free of cost—of the percentage
mineral matter in any of the deoosits- which riders may fin

in their cylinders, provided that the samples are sent throng
you and that a stamped self-addressed envelope is enclose
with the deposit for the result of analysis.

- I cannot engage to make a complete analysis as tha
would take up too much of my time, but if just the statt

ment as to the percentage of mineral matter is of any u.s

to anyone I am at your disposal. ANALYST.

An Old Complaint.
[4216.]—Perhaps you coukl find space in your splendi

paper to listen to a little difficulty that i^resents itself t

many motor cyclists in Ireland, and, indeed, I expect, i

other countries. Frequently when out riding I have to sto

in small towns for petrol. I am invariably informed that
can have a two-gallon can, but cannot have any less.

Now, very few cj'cle tanks, even when quite empty, wi
hold two gallons; mine most certainly will not. I haT
therefore to leave sometimes as much as a gallon and a ha
behind. This is really very wasteful, and maj' deter som
from going in for the sport.

I am writing in the hope that some enterprising manufai
turer may think it worth while to put on the market a on(

gallon tin of petrol. Such would be a great boon to manj
and would, I am sure, popularise the enterprising manufac
turer's brand of motor spirit. HIBERNIAN.
[Certain petrol firms put up their spirit in gallon cans, bi

they do not push the sale ; in fact, we seldom see one.-

Ed.J

The Lightweight Question Again.
[4217.]—On taking up The Motor Cycle and turning t

"Letters to the Editor" pages. I observe that I am crushe

by three gentlemen of more tlian double h.p. and 25 lb;

weight. I have never ridden the Douglas, though it is

machine that I admire very much. Naturally, I shoul

expect a 2| h.p. opposed twin weighing 100 lbs. to d

nearh^ as inuch as a 3^ h.p. weighing 160 lbs. The reaso

why I bought the little lightweight was this. The ager

who sold it me had got hold of the theory which wandei
round, that for half the weight you onlj^' require half tli

power. (I heard this theory first in 1903 in connection wit

a 2 h;p. }»Iinerva.) This agent explained the theory so we
that he made me believe it, and I bought the machine. Owin
to the question of £ ,s. d., I am still riding it, and sti

suffering from very doubtful starting, having to nurse tb

machine up even small hills, and various minor troubles,

have completed 1,000 miles on it, and the only advantages tlif

I can find are the ease of getting it in and out, and the fac

that it does not .squirt oil over one's trousers.

When I meet a kind friend on a Douglas, I shall try an

get him to give me a run, and then perhaps I shall be coi

verted, but until that day I still sign myself

EX-LIGHTWEIGHT.
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NON -SKIDDING

TYRES.
BEST for both SIDECARS and TRICARS.
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KEMPSHALL

—included FREE^forms all the equipment
necessary for the Motor Cyclist who wants
to get the BEST out of his machine.

—You cyclists who prefer the cleanliness and
neatness of a R.ubber Belt v/ith as little loss as

possible of the advantages of a Leather Belt, will

find your idea! in this, the LYSO-Belt.
•— It is made on the sound lines of the famous
RAWlDO Leather Belt ; it has the same shape
of section, a similar fastener, the gap-less join,

etc.; but, it has the intrinsic advantage of a
RUBBER body—pure Ruiijljer.

—Further, it has MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
through the RIBS on inner and outer surface,

and MAXIMUM GEIP" by means of the SUC-
TION HOLES at sides, etc.—a' distinct improve'
ment over anything else on the market.

—For the Racer ; for the Tourist ; for the Busi-
ness Man ; for the Hill Climber; THIS is the
PERFECT and essential Belt. It always Grips

—

never Slips—and conserves the Engine power.

—See what TOM PECK says about it in our Ad.
in August 11th issue

—Our price is moderation itself! only

lor the 5" size ; or 1 /lO for tlie 1", including fastener.
—Please state exact length required when ordering.

LYCETT'S CT),
* The Saddlery," , . BirmiJigtaam.

Suppliers of every AceeasoiT, from a Terminal to a Saddle.
R.H S.

B20

to your motor cycle.

You will have no need

to regret doing so.

''Kempshall Tyres" have

, gained a reputation

second to none for relia-

bility. Remember, they

"ALWAYS grip;

^^ NEVER SUP.'

Motorists should keep

a look oat for the

New Kempshall

Detacliable

Rim.

5J

KEIVIPS-HALL

TYRE CO. (OF

EUROPE), LTD.

C.D.C.

1, Trafalgar Buildings,

Northumberland Avenue,
LONDON, W.C.

Telepkone No. :

244 Gerrard (two iines)-
Telegrarns; " Studless, London."

Agents for fljs ITuitcd States:
Messrs. Cryder& Co , SRS, Park ATenue,

iS'ew York.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable io mention " The Motor Cijde.^'
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A Fortune Waiting in Glasgow.
[4218.]—^Perhaps you will allow me a few lines in your

widely read paper to place a few facts before your readers,

and at the same time to bring to the notice of some
mechanic the direct road t9 making money. In this city of

our.s (Glasgow) there is a want, very much felt by motor
iyclists, of a really first-class garage, where motor cyclists can

have their machines properly repaired, and secure, when
required, parts without having to send to England and else-

where for them. With our so-called motor garages, should

ane require certain parts, the usual answer is, "Haven't got

them; if you care to wait will send," etc., etc.

I tell you, isir, there is a small fortune waiting for some
enterprising firm or competent mechanic who would only

^ive the idea of opening a business of the kind a thought for

the requirements of motor cyclists. (Let it be the central

part of the city.)"

I hoi3e through the courtesy which you generally extend to

(TOur readers you will find a small s}3ace in your paper for this

etter, which may be the means of some firm settling in this

nty and meeting with the success which the opening of a

ihop for motor cyclists' requirements would, I am positive,

Dring them.
The great majority of motor cyclists in Glasgow will bear

ne out when I say the catering for their requirements in this

nt-Y at the present time is simplv disgraceful.

GLASGOW MOTOR CYCLIST.

Two-stroke Engines
[4219.]—I do not think that '\h\ ilclntyre's letter

4150, July 21st] ha.s successfully cleared up the difficulties

•aised in my last letter. The motor is apparently a three-

Dort, two-cycle motor, i.e., valveless. The only place where
I non-return valve would be of use to prevent a crankcase
>xplosion is in the transfer passage,, and there is no sign or

nention of such a valve in the design as published in The
Motor Cycle. [There is no valve in transfer passage, but
here are gauzes which prevent flame reaching the crank-
;ase.

—

Ed.]
With regard to flexibility, I hope to test this practically

nyself, but I will point out in passing what a very short
ime the mixture has to charge the lower part of the cylin-

ler compared to a foiir-cycle engine. In the displacer pump
notor, as arranged in the Dolphin car, the time of suction
s arranged to be longer than in a four-cycle motor, so that
it vei;y high speeds this type of motor would take in a
leavier charge, and therefore be more powerful. I admit
he inferior mechanical efficiency of the pump motor, but I

lonsider that this is amiply compensated for by eflSciency

n other ways.
There used to be on the market some years ago a two-cycle

notor of the type I advocate, called the Bichrone. and if

my of your readers have ever ridden such a machine it

vould be interesting to have their experiences with it.

H. E. RENDALL.

Tlie A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

[4220.]—I hope that next year the A.XJ.U. will impose
lomewhat stricter rules and conditions for the Quarterly
trials, and that the judges will be more exacting in allotting
narks. At present the results are most misleading to the
mblic. The " perfect " machine that wins the cup may quite
)ossibly do what hq,s actually occurred in the trials without
osing a mark—it may finish with a flat tyre, broken exhaust
ift or oil pump glass ; it will probably have waited about
en minutes to cool at the bottom of the test hills, and that
ti a non-stop run. It mav be as noisy as anything, with a
ut-out open, and yet get full marks for silence ; it may take
ver a quarter of an hour to get the back wheel out, or' twice
hat time_ to remove the cylinder, and it will get full marks
ar accessibility. It may want paraffin injections and pedalling
n the stand to start, and yet it will get full marks for ease

starting. In fact, the whole system of marks as at
resent administered is absurd, and fails to differentiate
etween the many good (but none perfect) machines.
For next year I should like to see a harder course, but

3rtainly something like the following ought to be carried out

:

Bbakes.—A test should be made on Stokenchurch lull, and
larks lost unless the machine pulls up dead. 'More marks to
e lost unless the brakes are up to date and perfect on an
samination -at the end of the trial.

Silencer.—Full marks for a really quiet silencer without
-it-out. -If cut-out is fitted, allow, say, 7 marks for a quiet
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machine when it is closed, about 3 or 4 if it is still noisy (as
many are). Tests to be made on full throttle before tLe
judges with the machine on the stanB. (N.B. -. By the end
of next year all competing machines would have a good
silencer.)

Stands.—Marks to be lost for a stand fitted on the back
axle ; also if it has to be bolted up on the mudguard. A
spring holding stand is about perfect.
Accessibility.—Any rider obtaining full marks should be

able to remove the back wheel in five minutes. The judges
should differentiate between those machines whose cylinder i.-^

readily detachable, and mark accordingly; if necessary, they
should insist on its removal. I .do not 'call a machine acces-
sible if you have to take the engine out of the frame to
remove a cylinder.

HiLL-CLijiBiNG.—Any machine should climb both hills at
16 m.p.h. after cooling and rushing. Therefore the hills

should be taken hot, and I suggest a stop halfway uj) Dash-
wood and a restart, average pace, including the stop, to be
18 m.p.h. This vsrill give an advantage to the flexible engine
and also to two-speed machines. (I do not ride one of the
latter mj'self.)

Ease 'of Starting.—Penalise any machine which has to be
eased by' injection of paraffin or petrol after the luncheon
stop, and which fails to start first push of the pedals.
Comfort.—Give marks for large and efficient saddles, com-

-fortable spring forks, and low footrests. Deduct marks if

machines have not these essentials.

^NlrDGUARDS.—Penalise machines minus belt guards, front
wheel side pieces (as the Rex and Humber have), and these
without front wheel mud flaps.

Condition.—Deduct marks for anything which has broken
or come loose in the day's run, and for dirtj^ engines.
Reliability.—Wliy should a machine which stops on a

hill lose marks for hill-climbing and reliability?

These points should be strictly in.sisted on "by the A.C.U.
and its judges, and they will help next year to brmg out a
really good machine and water down the full irarkers. Instead
of getting 100 marks in the last Quarterly Trial, I should
with many others have lest marks if they had been dif-

ferently awarded. I hope to see no " full markers " in the
Quarterly Trials next year. FULL MARKS.

[4221]—Will you allow m? in justice to the manufacturers
of my machine—the Advance Co.—to point out that although
mine was not recorded as a non-stop run in the above trials

this fact should not be regarded as detrimental in any way
to the machine itself." As stated in the report in The Motor
Ct/cJe. I was carrying a passenger on the back carrier, and
the total weight of machine, passenger, and self was 565 lbs.

C. H. Crole-Rees, who competed in the last A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, carry-
ing an extra passenger on his single-geared 6 h. p. Advance Twin.

On top of this I had to run with a 3|- to 1 gear, as I could
not then reduce it any lower, it was, therefore, not surpris-

ing that I had to drop my passenger on such hills as Dash-
wood and Rectory.

'

CECIL H. CROLE-REES.
p. 2

1
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[4222.]—I noticed in the description of the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials what a small percentage of single-geared

machines successfully climbed Dinas Mawddwy hill. I made

a special journey there last Bank Holiday to make an

attempt mounted on a 5 h.p. twin Tourist 1G09 Eex minus

pedals. •
„ ,1

•
i.

•

The machine was geared 4 to 1 and m full touring trim,

and myself v/eighing llist. 4 lbs. It may interest your

readers to know that I climbed the hill first attempt quite

clean at a good pace. There was no wind, but the niud

was bad in places owing to the rain. I really cannot under-

stand.why so many machines failed, as no doubt they would

be geared much lower than my machine. I '
think this

speaks volumes for the Eex machine as legards power.
_

1

find the plugs soot up fairly frequently, although I drive

carefully and use a good oil (Price's A.) Can any of your

readers with any experience of the 1909 twin recommend a

good plug.

I should like to warn any riders contemplating a tour

round Dolgelly as the roads in some places are absolutely

unrideable owing to heavy traction engine traffic. I myself

had to push my twin up the three miles from Dolgelly to

Cross Foxes Inn on the road to Dinas. I trust you will

find room m your interesting paper for this warning, as no

doubt many motor cyclists inspired by the review of the

trials will be making a tour via the hill and the above-

mentioned road. FRANK H. CHRBIES.

Lubrication.

[4223.]—I am pleased to see that ]\lr. E. Allan Glen's

letter [4165], July 28th, has re-opened this much debated

question. If his invention accomplishes all he claims, I

should like to see him prove it by demonstration on Brook-

lands or any other track. It would be interesting to hear

whether water-cooled as well as air-cooled oil may be used.

ARTHUR PRATT.

s^PME.)

OTOHOfClLII AUGUST 25th, igog.

[4224.]—I am much obliged for the interest a number

of your correspondents have taken in my oiling experiment,

and would like to reply to those who have written upon the

subject up to now.
In reply to Mr. J. Metcalfe, my engine did not usually

gum up. It only "stuck" after the phenomenally long

distances run without oiling, when, I take it, the oil was
practically exhausted in the crank case, and the piston was

almost upon the point of "seizing." As I stated, how-

ever, paraffin easily freed it, just as though it were gummed
by excessive, oiling, and I ran a distance of fifteen, miles

home with no ill effects. In the case of my engine, sinoke

did not issue when I injected one pumpful after the long

runs mentioned. I would also add that my oil tap was a

good fit, and was closed properly on the occasion menticned,

as on all others! Mr. Metcalfe's experience
_
is certainly

an interesting one, but is not identical with mine.

Replying to Mr. C. Fortescue Reade,_ my piston rings

were new, and were only being " worlced in." I still think

that the unwonted stiffness in starting, after two successive

distances of sixty-two and eighty-two miles with only .one

pumpful between, was caused hj threatened seizure. A
stiff piston, when trying to start," after only a few minutes'

stop, the engine being still hot, is, I think, a fairly good

indication of this. When the piston - xings have become
worn I will lookout for the stiffness IMr.Reade. mentions.

In reference to " H. G.'s" observations, my machine was
not a new one, but was nearly a year old when I attempted

the oil "starving" experiment. The engine had been cleaned

fully a month before, when three pumps of oil were put into

the crankcase (the usual amount after emptying), so it is

niost unlikely, that there was a surplus of oil there, especi-

ally as the starting was usually easy, paraffin or petrol in-

jections not being required. The astonishing thing to my
mind is that after the exceptionally long dii^tances run with-

out oiling the engine continued, then and afterwards, to run
well, although only one pumpful was injected after these

distances, and not two or three pumpsful. The cylinder was
not removed for inspection, as the motor continued to work
so well, a charge being given thereafter every thirty miles.

It should be remembered, though, that the speed all this

time was extremely moderate, principally owing ta daily

traffic riding, and during the long mileages above referred

!to I only touched legal limit occasionally. " H. G." asks

B22

for particulars of my method of mileage computation. Well,
every run, no matter if only of two or three miles, was care-

fully recorded in my pocket diary, and all the distances were
taken from the "Cyclists' Touring Club Route Book," which
I have found to be reliable. The only mi.';take which could
have been made was that of omission, which would make
the performance of the engine even more remarkable ! Had
there been any doubts about it I certainly would not have
written to Tlie Motor Cycle on this subject.

I might add that two montlis after the three charges
above mentioned were put into the crank chamber, I emptied
it out (the mileage being 950), and it stood a quarter of an
inch high in a quart oil tin. I make it that there was a

little under one pumpful in the crankcase, but, of course, a

considerable quantity would adhere to the flywheels, cylin

der, piston, etc. (Ten miles had been covered since the last

half-pumpful was put in. I oil in half charges now, about
every fifteen miles.) When a further distance of 250 miles

was covered (three pumps having been again injected, after

emptying the crankcase), the engine was taken down for

removing carbon deposit, and I was told there was just the

right amount of oil in it, and that the oil was not dirty.

The deposit was just the average amount in 1,200 miles.

This would go to show that for 15-20 m.p.h. a pumpful each
thirty miles is enough.
The only reason I tried such distances as sixty to eighty

miles without oiling was to see how far I could go at a

moderate speed before the engine actually showed signs of

requiring oil, as my previous machine always did so by fall-

ing off in speed if a pump were not given every eight miles

at the outside ! My experience was, as already related, that

the only sign was stiffness of the piston (not through gum-
ming), after a few minutes' stop. If this only occurs after

sixty or eighty miles, the inference is that about every thirty

miles is not too little. I should add that the engine never

smokes, except when three full charges are put into the

crankcase after cleaning out or emptying it.

Another thing which I wifsh to make clear is that the

distances mentioned as having been covered without oiling

are not necessarily continuous runs ; they really are the

aggregate of several runs, principally short. ' Howev.sr
possibly the machine would have run nearly as far on a sing!

journey if not driven above eighteen miles per hour, anc

if many liills were not encountered en route.

To conclude, the distance run between each pumpful (aftei

the fir.st three pumps referred to were injected) was af

follows : 15 miles, 13, 12^, 22^, 15^, 22, 19i, 18^, 21, 19^
22, 29, 30, 62, 82^, 29^, 35^, 36, 31|, 34, 29^, 31^_, and there

after "about every 30 miles. The starting was stiff after th(

two longest distances, but easy on all other occasions. It

will be noticed that the amount of lubricant given aftei

tlie two occasions mentioned was even less than usual.

OILE.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
J. E. Newing Avrites, tliat he has had a splendid^ run fron

V/althamstow to Land's End and back on a 4^ h.jD. Bradbur;
tricar, with passenger and luggage, taking every hill on th

TOfld. Owing to the splendid quality of the R.O.M. tyre

fitted to his machine he had no punctures whatever en route.

Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd., write: "In the recent!;

concluded A.C.U. Six Days' Trial all but three of the com
petitors who completed the trial were using one or other

our three grades of Motorine. It has come to our notice tha

two malicious and absolutely imfounded rumours with regar(

to this success are .floating aroimd. We are said, in the firs

place, to have been supplying oil superior to our regula

brand, and, in the second place, that we were giving it a

away. We may say, firstly, -that the oil used by the coH
petitors was in every respect absoluteljr identical with tha

offered for sale ; secondly, that, with the exception of on

half gallon given to -a prominent trade rider, every drop ^^a

paid for to Mr. Luff Smith at usual rates."

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped address©!
envelope is enclosed lor -the purpose.
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U
The best free engine clutch ?

The best two=speed gear ?

The best form of control ?

The best method of starting ?

The best for pas^senger work ?

^ Conversions are now being carried out at the

ROC works for the inclusive charge of twelve
guineas. Who would be without one ?

^ ROC military models :

4 h.p. single-cylinder ball bearing M.O.V.
5/6 h,p. twin „ ,, ,, „

are world famous. They are distinguishable

from other high-class touring machines by the
patent clutch and gear—the low, safe, duplex
frame design—the splendid spring fork—their

workmanship, and their convenient management.

*iy
Write for booklets.

A. W. WALL, LTD., Roc Motor Cycie WorkSi
Aston Road, and Dartmoath Street,BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLISTS
who are also

PHOTOGRAPHERS
will be interested ia

The favourite Journal for all Camera Use.s.

EVERY TUESDAY. ONE PENNY.
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers-

kiVv^wti
SPARK
PLUGS

For perfect ignrtion should always
be used.

Wholly different from other plugs,
and unequalled in construction.

The enthusiast will find a certain
satisfaction that he has never
heretofore obtained.

5/-
each

per post

STEPHENSON'S
20, Canning Place,

LIVERPOOL.

THE BOWDEN
Beit Rim Brake

THE

BOWDEN

Petrol

Strainer
prevents choking

of the carburetter

CAN BE FITTED BY BUYER.
ADAPTABLE to ANY PATTERN of MACHINE
PRICE, complete (with lever and length of

Bowden Wire Mechanism),

17/8 to 21/- Price 3/-

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.,

29, Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Rd., E.G.

In answering these advertisements it is de-'<irable to mention "The Motor _ Cycle." B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these

columns—9cl. per line of 8 words; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.

Thus—
Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/G
Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the eas9 of Trade Advertisements a series of

tliirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the officss of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the ofRces of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

to London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of pur<:hasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are
for sale in their mimediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoieland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropsiiire, Monuomery, and Alerioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and- Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor,- i3recknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Glcucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts~aiid Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Esse.T, Middlese.'*:, Surrey, Kent, and Susse:^.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and ("^rnwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
[reland and Isle of Man.

PREMIE
BARGAINS.

The following have all been EXAMINED
at our Works. Any machine may be had

on APPROVAL.

Second-hand Machines in Stock.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.

REX Tourist, 1909, magneto, 3J h.p., good as new £34
TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, 3A h.p., good condi-

tion, perfect running order £26
VINDEC, 3.V h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, just

overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated £25
VINDEC, 3J h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, two-

speed gear, perfect order £25 C
N.S.U., 2I h.p., magneto, two-speed gear, 1907 . . £21
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, 1908, perfect £22
ROC, 3i h.p., magneto, clutch, good order £14
CLARENDON, 3 h.p., low Chater-Lea frame,

attractive mount £10 10
REX, '06, 3 1 h.p., good order £10
REX, '05, 3J h.p £9 C

LINON, 3* h.D., very good order £8 t

MINERVA, 2i h.p £6 IC
REX, J ohn-o'-Groat's Model, perfect running order £5 IC

TWIN-CYLINDER.
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 1909, like new £42
N.S.U., 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, two-speed £34 C

ROC-PEUGEOT, magneto, 5 h.p., 1908 £35 C
ROC, 1909, run 300 miles only, special bargain .

.

£41 C

REX. 1906, splendid condition £13 C
KERRY, 5 h.p., low saddle, handle-bar control .

.

£17 C

FAIRY Lightweight, 1909, ridden 200 miles .... £24 C

MOTO-REVE, very little used £25 C

TRICARS, ETC.

LITETTE, igoS, water-cooled, grand order and
condition £45 C

CHATER-LEA tricar, Garrard engine, excellent
machine £10 C

HUMBERETTE car, fine bargain £30 C

Fullest particulars of any of above on application.

WE SUPPLY ALL MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

TRIUMPHS FROM STOCK.

The PRE
—the perfected two-stroke 3i h.p. Motor Cycle—will soor
be ready for the market. It wiU have the simplest anc
most reliable engine ever produced. It will be faster and ;

better climber than any other machine of less than twicf

its nominal power. On its • first public appearance
(August 15th) IT WON the Sutton Coldfield A.C. HU:
Climb, beating the Twin Rex, Twin Norton, Triumphs,

and others. It was ALSO FIRST ON FORMULA.
N.B.—We can book orders for the Premo Engine for

delivery in rotation, beginning in 14 days.

ALL OUR GOODS ARE SENT ON
APPROVAL.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

AST©N ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone 431c- Telegrams, " Primus, Birmingham."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of advertisers, letters n

ad Jressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle

"

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for regis
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
for forwarding replies. Only the number will ar
the advertisement. Reple's should be addressed
OM, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if
"

!_<

ii added to the address, then to the number giv.
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

2t^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown

nay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves
Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited witi
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this recti

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of
registration. The time allowed for a decision after
of the goods is three days. For all transactions ex
fto in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charge
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and
and money orders should be made payable to 111

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and reci

inswer to their enquiries are requested to reg;
lilenca as an indication that the eoods advertise
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often rec
amy enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply
3 le by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durban
Westmoreland.

21h.p. 1909 Twin N.S.U., magneto, perfect 00

2 Ter,r little used ; £32.—Apiily, Hodgson's
Northumberland St., Newcastle-. n-Tyne.

3ih.p. Minerva, late 1906, standard model, ad
2 pulley, spring forks, lamp, etc., good coi

sacrifice £14, or nearest oHer.— 130, Westce Ed,
Shields.

TRIUMPH, 1908, absolutely'perfect condition
- out, show machine: cost with extras and

£52, genuine bargain, £35, or best ofler.—Morley,
3q., Whitley Bay.

F.N., lih.p., lightweight, 1908, very good co

splenuid hiU-climber, magneto, spring f(

seat-pillar, handle-bar control, B. and B. cart

Palmer back, spares; £18.—Wilson, Linden Cotta;

ington, Morpeth.

13.h.p. F.N. Lightweight, magneto, handle-b
4 trol, new last year, in grand order, 17 g

5h.p. twin Res, winner in LOuipetitions, £15; soli

lor Triumph, Humber, and N.S.IT. motor cycles

for booklets.—Turvey and Co., The Motor People,
land.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

DOUGLAS, Lincoln Elk, Ntrtm. and Ariel

cycles in stock.— Gourlay, FalloTtfield.

S.U., 3h.p., magneto, two-speed, spring fcrk

cost £45.—Harrison's, 73, Bold St., Live]

h.p. Fafnir, steel non-slrids, powerful : ?tainp,

£8 IDs., push b-ke p.Jt.—2. Frte;;cia St.,

ih.p. Brown, run 400 miles, speedcmeter, 1

2 new; £22.—U. Sinclair, Stepney Ed., Sear!

ih.p. Ariel, good condition, two accumulalo
2 trial; £9 10s.— W oociward, Langiord St.,

h.p. Perry for sale, cheap; want 2ih.p., smal
vertical engine.—H.ujh, 45, Zetland St., So

N
3

£8
St..

3
2
4
4 h.p. Chase, vritu all spares, good- condition;

oflers, bargain.-Herbert Green, KiJaicarsI
field.

2h.p. Minerva, very fast, perfect, reliab

pusii cycle, cash ; stamp, piioto.—72, ^
HuU.

'

_

-

PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., two speeds,

later, with sidecar; £20, or offers.—Jililns,

town, Sheffield.

REX, 3ih.p,, registered May, 1908, magneto
forks, splendid condition; nearest £22.-

net Terrace, Leeds.

3ih.p. Ees, 1906, spring forks, all ace?
2 cently overhauled; trial; cheap, £12.—

ham Ed., Preston.

4 h.p. Eoc, masneto, free engine, good conditin

or exchange f;r lightweiglit and cash.—

E

man, Bothwell, Leeds.

PEUGEOT, 10-12h.p., 4 cyls., tonneaa, 4-sents

srrei'n, spares: £65.—Stockport Garage
ton Ed. N., .Stockport.

-(.

B24 In answering these advcrthemento it is desiralile to inention " The Motor Cycle,
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rOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IPH, 3ili.p., 1907 model, in first-class condition,

iph'te witn all tools, privately owned ; £29.—
Bros., liTtham.

eh p. Twin, Hoc two-speed and free, handle

tins, fitted to Millord sidecar (rigid) ; oilers.

Ideii'St., Bolton.

Pwiu, 5-61i.p., condition faultless, new tTes and
3S; any trial here; £18, or near cfler.—Hodgson,
au'dra Ed., Morecambe.

Magneto Brown, grand condition, Longuemare,
and-carrier, footrests, complete, low, yery fast ;

Alountfield, Prestwich.

'win, brand new, two speeds, magneto, free en-

', sprint forks ; open tor ciier^.— otockport Gar-

iifl.iivon Ed. N., Stockport.

,POOL. — Triumph and Douglas motors in

k at Hitchings, 74, Bold St., the sole agents,

riety of accessories at lowest- prices.

TIONIiESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
market and British made; send for list and
als.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool,

nts for Douglas and Triumphs.

IINGS, Ltd., .specialise in Douglas lightweight

otof cycles. - Incimries receive prompt and
attention.—74, Bold St., LiverpooL

!at, spring frame, engine as new, grey finish,

front wheel, otherwise perfect ; satisfactory

£8, no olfers.—27, Alfred St., Olaham.

JEE ilotor Cycle, magneto, .spring forks, two-

>d gear, lamp, and accessories, cnjy run 500
35 ; owner buying car.—Dean, Carnforth.

Bercley, Amao carburetter, handle-bar control,

rcett's saddle, suitable for sidecar work; £1/
jffer.- Galloway, 6, South Parade, Doncaster.

LAS, 2ih.p., new last year, thorough going
:der, been little used, spring forks; price £18,

r.—3,030, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

G.B., low, fast, recently overhauled, Sharpe's
ilemerV also coach-built forecar for same, seat

), bargain.—P. Bilbrough, Belmont, West Park,

IPH, 1908, as new, studded tyres, butted
?s, perfect, horn, spares, tools ; £33 the lowest

;

ghtweight.—255, \\ aterloo Ed., Hightoun, Maii-

of[er.-1909 lightweight 2ih.p. twin N.S.U., no
:her use ; ride 40 miles to purchaser ; lamp,
., complete.—W. Swinburn, 40, Cardigan Lane,
Ed., Leeds.

Bat-J.A.P., September, 1908, magneto. Roc two-
?d gear, handle-bar controlled, J.A.P. uarbur-
t ridden 500 miles.—Jackson, 12, Eoyal Ex-
Middlesbrough.

3ih.p. Bradbury, as new, perfect coi.dition
iroughout, done 1,000 miles, Dunlop tyres un-
, spares, etc.; £30, or nearest otter. — Jes,
dweller, Wigan.

IPH, S^h.p. ;iate 1908). delivered -February,
i09, excellent condition, lamp, horn, tools, all

ncluding new Stanley-Llermatine belt; £36.—
Hanover Sq., Leeds.

30 Twin, 5h.p., magneto, Br;wn and Barlow car-
etter. Clincher tyres, late 1908 machine, many
landle-bar control : bargain, £32. — Baxter,
Lower Walton, Warrington.

Bradbury, 2ih.p., excellent condition, handsome
ppearance, good climber, real good tyres, Lon-
low seat, long bars, adjustable pulley, lamp

;

—Bainbridge, Molmfirth, near j :i ddersiielrt.

5ili.p. Jlinerva, handle-bar control. Brooks sprin.cr
3at, spring forks, lately re-enamelled, good run-
ler: owner leaving England; lamp and tools
; £20.-A. B. Knowles, Moreby Hall, York.

"win Peugeot, Chater-Lea throughout, Chater
ins forks, XPall spring saddle, done under 800
25. or close offer; also Montgomery flexible
£4 103., -bargains.—Blamire, Forshaw St., Bar-

i. lid. each. Want slight adjustments.— 3ih.p.
ex, 2h.p. Thomas, 2-Ah.p. Lloyds, 3h.p. Llovds,
aventry Eagle, 2ih.p. Antoine, 2Jh.p. Bradbury;
h order.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate,

TEATED List of second-hand Rex motors, and
lister list of tricars and motor cycles on applica-
ilitax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

Minerva, spring forks, adju.stable puUev, 26in.
heels stand, carrier, lamp, spares, etc., with
a iulford art. cane rigid sidecar, Dunlop tyres,
>n, all in good condition; accent £25 the lot.—
Duttill, 35. Highgate, Beverley.

EVA and Rex.-We carry the largest stock of
I'.we parts in the pvcvinces for these machines
rer new machines from stock at low .^prices;
cnauge. -or gradnal^payments ; charged aocumu-
p/i"'A-,,L°- J'^^ week. - Cookson Bros., 511,
R<J-. Old Traflord.

Brown Motor Cycle, absolutely as new. afcn-
Mlator Ignition, Dueo non-skid on back, bag,

i 'iQ'vfn**'^'^''^
elf'tiH- lamp, horn, bougiit net

h „, 1
•
anrt C'ost £37 fcT spot cash; used onlyw miles: .sell for £20. or near oiier ; absolntelV

Ungden Tel." 2?*"' '''°* .a^^-^l^ere.-Cording.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
n

"CaRONET" SIDECARS,
MODEL A, «4. irs. Sd. CASH.

Built of best weldless steel tubing, luxuriously up-
holsterecJ, and beautifully sprung on double C
springs. Attached in three minutes ; no side slip ;

fit either right or left side. Fully guaranteed.

FOUR ONLY.
3-6 h.p. REX Lightweights, magnetos, B. & B.
carburetters, handle-bar control, splen.did hill-

- climbers. £17 17 or exchange.

1908 3| h.p. N.S.U.'s.

SIX, brand new, packed ui crates, as received from
makers, fitted with magnetos, 26in. wheels, stand
and carriers, tool bo.Kes and tools. List price /^46.

Our Price £32—or near offer, or exchange.

ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.
igog vi h.p. HUMBER, new £45
igo8 WOLF Lightweight, nearly new £13 10
igog 3i h.p. REX, two speeas, new £52 10
igo8 3-1 h.p. REX Tourist, new £29 10
igo8 3I h.p. N.S.U., brand new £32
igog 3-J h.p. TRIUMPH, Continentals, new £48
igog 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, Palmer cords, new £49
igo8 3 h.p. REX. magneto £17 10
igo8 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto £25
igo8 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nearly new.. £25
igo8 3 h.p. N.S.U.. magneto, smart £22 10
1908 31^ h.p. REX Tourist, magneto £25
igo7 3J- h.p. REX, magneto, 2jin. tyres .. £18 10

3I- h.p.'THOS. SILVER, magneto £18 10
5 h.p. Twin ROC, Roc clutch, magneto . . £29 10

Sl- h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc
clutch, handle starting £27 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, two speeds.. £22 10
4* h.p. Tw^in ISIINERVA, magneto £22 10
3-i h.p. TRIUMPH, igo8 £35
3 h.p. QUADRANT, cost £45 £6 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £12 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, and Sidecar £19 19
3J- h.p. REX, igo6, 26" wheels, spring forks £12 12
35 h.p. REX, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £11 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £9 10
2| h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., low £8 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., smart .... £615
3j h.p. REX, cost 50 guineas £6 15
Send for list of other bargains—best, biggest, and
cheapest stock. Cgsh buvers receive special quotations.

£2 IDs. and a push cycle secures

—

2 h.p. HUMBER. 2h.p. PIEPER.
2 h.p. WERNER. 2 h.p. LIBERTY.

TRICARS.
4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, powerful £12 12
4^ h.p. REK, fan-cooled, free engine £13 13
5i h.p. REX, open frame, two speeds £29 10
5I h.h. REX TRIETTE, igog model, air-

cooled, art cane chair, two speeds,
free engine, magneto, handle-starting,
cost £66 a few weeks ago £37 10

8 h.p. FAFNIR, two cyls., open frame £35
Forecarriage attachment, with tyres £3 15
5 h.p. Twin ROC, magneto, Roc clutch,

handle-starting, fitted with new sidecar £30

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable

speed pulley on the

f9 / ft ^^^^^^^^S!^ market. Loose flange
^/ ^ .^^^^^^^^fii^fc securely held in any

position by a simple
yet ingenious contri-

vance. Gear can be altered without the aid of

spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buv a
" Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hUl-climbing. Special terms to the trade.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs,
Minervas, supplied without the necessity cf sending

old pulley for pattern.

<'GRIPSKIN" BELTINQ.

o- c

o- O' _ c

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle,

perfect drive, the best leather belt on the market, _

Longer life than rubber.

fin., 9d. ; fin., lOld. ; Jin., 1/-; lin., 1/1.
Special terms to the trade.

CARBURETTERS.
BROW!<< AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine
to handle-bar control. We keep a large stock of

carburetters. Be in to date. Price reasonable.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
CHARLES 5TREET, off %uare Road, i

HODGSON, of Bradford, has the following for sale:
F.N., Ifn.p. magneto, spring forks, spring foot-

rests, geared pulley, in new conaition, £20 ; Hex, 3ih.p.,
climb anything, £10 ; N.S.U., 3jh.p., magneto, every-
thmtr in perfect order. £20 ; tricar, 5h.p. Antoine, foot-
boards, two speeds and free engine, handle starting, sur-
mount any mil witn two up, £25; carburetters, F.N.,
Louguemare, N.S.LT., any 7s. 6d. ; N.S.U. free engines,
new, £1; Advance pulleys, new, 10s.; horns, very loud,
13-iin. long, 4s.—Hodgson, The Cycle Man, 10, Horton
Ed., Bradford.

SECTION IIL
Canarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

09 Triumph, deliyery from stock ; Palmer cord tyres

;

£48.—Altrincham Garage, 1, Church St., Altrinc-19

TRIUMPH, 1909, 3ih.p., can supply from stock; no
wailing.—Bacon, 65, New St., Wellington, Shrop-

shire.

SJlh.p. Eex de Luxe, Eoc clutch, magneto, as new
2 £26, or exchange Triumph.—CondlifEe, Kidsgrove

Stoke.

"I
Q09 Triumph, two months old, for 1909 magnet(

-Lt/ twin, two-speed; sell £42.—Cecil Eice-Oxley
Shrewsbury.

F.N., 3ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, excellent condition
buyer could ride away; £19.—Wynne, Coedpoeth

near Wrexham.

6 h.p. Rex, blue finish, Eoc clutch, ' magneto; anj
trial; £30, or ex^' '}n';e two-speed Humber.—Cond

lilfe, Kidsgrove, Stoke

2 h.p. Minerva, B.S.i accumulator, also new push
cycle; exchange both for higher power.—Bower.

Ohurch Ed., \vilmslow.

31h.p. Vindeo Special, magneto, Truffault, full equip-
2 ment, irieprcachable condition; nearest £25.—

Garrow, Police Office, Alfreton.

CLEMENT-GAREAED, lih.p., in good condition, less

accumulator, low. Clinchers ; £5.—Dooley, South
St., Greenhill Lane, near Alfreton, Derbyshire.

B.S.A. Motor 05'cle, Fafnir engine, spring seat-pillar,

back and front brake, perfect going order ; bar-
gain, £10. or exchange.—Spence, Optician, Ilkeston.

31h.p. Eover, chain driven, free engine, in very gcod
2 condition, 26 by 2i tvres, Goodrich, very reli-

able; £10. worth more.—H. Wyatt, " Fir.s," Whitchurch.

MOTOSACOCHE. spring forks, accumulator. Brocks
saddle, splendid running order, new tyre on back,

stand-carrier; 15 guineas cash.—Frank, Price St.,

Burslem.

3 h.p. N.S.U"., magneto, electric lamp, tools, spares, new
detachable non-skid band, new Shamrock - Gloria

belt, spare tube; £20.—Bradford, Bridge Ed., Welling-
ton, Salop.

Blh.p. Motor Cycle, Whitley engine. Palmer cord
2 tyres; £12. would take good second-hand push

bicycle in part pay neiit—Bacon, Plough Ed., Welling-
ton, Shropsnire. •'

eih.p. Twin Peugeot, C.L. frame, new 2i Palmer tyre,

:J spring forks, HB. -control, new Stanley belt, first-

lass running cr:lfr: £16 10s. quick sale.—Moore, 22,
Vicarage Place, Walsall.

3JLh.p. Eex, very low frame, long bandies, tcrpedo
4 tank, Lycett's belt. Brown-Barlow. PetPr-Unions

back (new), new accumulator, powerful; £7 19s.—Music
Sepository. Oakengates, Salop.

ANTOINE 6-7h.p. Twin, as new, Chater-Lea tLjcugh-
out, Continentals, Model de Course, rew, long

base, low built, new Amac H.B. control, oil, acrurou-
lators, re-enamelled and plated; must sell; £25.—Chet-
wcod. Hospital St., Nantwich.

HLTMBEE, latest single speed 1909 model, success-

ful six davs trials, £35; N.S.U., 3ih.p., magneto,
perfect, £18; Triumph, 1906, grand machine, £20;
also new Triumphs and Humbers in stock ; exchanges.
—Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

23.h.p. F.N., 1908, magneto, spring forks, used for
4 long distance touring, specially reliable, fast,

5Te;^t hill-climber, panniers, two spare Glorias, spare tube,

unused Broadhurst searchlight, ride 80 miles to pur-

chaser : 20 guineas.—Eorke, Bron Aber, Criccieth.

DOUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin cvls.,

magneto, spring forks, a revelation in c<5m*ort,

ease of .starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vibra-

tionless! write for li.sts.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74. Bold St.,

Liverpool. Sole Agents for Liverpool and Birkenhead.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

iPhbnc 1062. HALIFAX. 2 minutes walk' 4,

from Station.

ih p Triumph. 1907, in excellent order; price £25,

a uo offers.—202, Eugby Ed., Leamington.

09 Triumph Motor, new end of April, in splendid

condition; price .£38.— GujTer, Svratford-on-Avon.

I?i amtveriuQ these a:Tlvertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle.

8
19
Olhp Ariel Lightweight, gcod order, spares; £12, or

/^2 best offer.—Woodstock, 68, Broad St., Birming-

ham.

31hp. Minerva, in good running order, Watawata belt

;

2 10 guineas.—No. 2,978, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUMPH, 1908, R.O.M. back, Clincher front, very

fast, perfect ; JE33.—Bioscope, Grand, Birmingham.

"I
Q09 Twin Rex de Luxe, not delivered, cannot ac-

J-t-' cept delivery; oflers.—Box 3,032, The Motor Cycle
OiHces, Coventry.

4-CTL. F.N., good order, just overhauled at cost of

£5; price £15, or best offer.—"Woodstock, 68, Broad
St., Birmingham.

1
08 Triumph, lamp, tools; open expert examination;

owner bought car; £35; trial any time.—Moles-
worth, Ketton, Stamford.

"1009 Himiber, latest, two-speed Druid forks; accept
J-t/ £38 10s.; also Montgomery sidecar, £5 10s.—358,
Stratford Bd., Birmingham.

INERVA 2Jh.p. (develops 3ih.p.), new Palmers,
Chater-Lea frame, accessories; trial; £11 10s. —

Lewis, 23, Arden Rd., Handsworth.

51.h.p. Twin N.S.XJ., magneto ignition, in excellent
2 condition; absolute bargain.—C. Evans, 31, Hill-

aries Rd., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

4h.p. Magneto Roc, excellent condition, 2i heavy Con-
tinentals, unpunctured. Brooks non-skid on back;

18 guineas.— 2, Dolman Rd., Erdington.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Triumph, condition perfect as new, com-
JitJ plete with accessories, spare tyre, etc.; £40,
lowest.—Oswald House, Queen Victoria Rd., Coventry.

L.M.C., brand new, shop-soiled only, finished dark
green, ma'gneto, and spares; £55.—Thomas Clay-

ton and Son, Ltd., 125 and 126, New St., Birmingham.

"J
Q09 3ih.p. Triumph, Palmer cord back, spares, lamp,

JL t/ generator, guaranteed perfect ; any examination

;

trial; £41 10s., near ofEer.—21, College Ed., Saltley,

.Birmingham.

CLEMENT-GARRARD, 3ih.p., twin, condition as

new, three accumulators, spare tyre, belt, etc.,

change speed gear, all spare parts and tools; £20.—An-
trobus. Tower St., Birmingham.

6h.p. N.S.U., two speeds, free engine, magneto, all

spares, tyre, speedometer, castor wheel sidecar

;

sell cheap; exchange small car (motor bike, 3ih.p., and
cash).—91, Court Rd., Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

6h.p. N.S.XJ. , late 1908, magneto, spring forks, Lomax
non-skid tyres, as new, guaranteed perfect through-

out, little used, many spares; bargain, £27 IDs., or

nearest.— 3, Goldsmith Rd., King's Heath, Birmingham.

REX Twin, 5h.p., 1908, scarcely used, as new, and
unscraftched, two-speed. Roc clutch, and free en-

gine, faultless, also brand now Montgomery flexible

car;- combination cost £70, sell £45, or separately.-
Secretary, Y.M.C.A., Leicester.

APPROVAL Anywhere.-1906 5h.p. twin Kerry, £16
10s.; 1907 4h.p. Hobart, magneto, £17: 1905 2|

n.p. Werner, £8 lOs. ; 1906 3ih.p. Quadrant, £12 10s.;
1907-twin Rex, £14 10s.; all in perfect and reliable
condition.—C.C.R. Motor Works, I'ord 'St., St. \nns
Well Ed., Nottingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

BARGAIN.—Motosacoche, grand condition; £18.—
Cox, 25, St. Andi-ews St., Cambridge.

TEIUMPH, 2ih.p., excellent condition, plenty spares

;

inspection invited.— 6, Cornhill, Wisbech.

5h.p. Twin Eex, long handle-bars, very fast, ready for
road; £14.—West Hill, Bury St. Edmunds.

FOE Sale, Motor Bicycle, Triumph.—Apply for par-
ticulars, H. J. Finch, Crofton, Sudbury, Sufiolk.

£15 only for my Sjh.p. Minerva, spring forks, every-
thing in perfect running order.—jjrown. Motorist,

Thetford.

OJJi.p. Ariel, perfect running order, two accumulators,
r^Z good tyres, lamp, etc.; £16.-16, WilloughbT
Rd., Ipswich.

2h.p. Enfield Lightweight, in good running order, spray
carburetter, Clincher tyres; £6.-37, Seaile St..

Chesterton, Cambs.

TRIUMPH, 1908. with 1909 piston and cylinder re-
cently fitted, new Rom back tyre, new belt, spares,

excellent condition; £35.-29, Cauldwell Hall Rd.,
Ipswich.

SPECIAL Racing 51i.p. Twin Rex, magneto, excep
tionally low and fast, everything perfect as new.

handle-bar control, B. and B. ; best ofi'er.—3a, Bridge
St., Cambridge.

K}8 10s., 3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, guaranteed; ££^ 10s., 2h.p. Peugeot, perfect conditi_,n, guaranteed;
£4 lOs., lih.p. Universal lightweight, suit beginner; £28
6h.p. Antoine tricar, Chater-Lea open frame, wiee'
steering.—The Motor and Cycle Exchange, Corn Ex-
change St., Cambridge.

1 Q09 Triimiph, free engine, condition perfect, CoweyA t/ speedometer, aind watch, lamp and generator, un-
used, N.A.G. spring saddle-bar, large valise, with de-
tachable fitting for touring. Clincher studded tyrSs, as
new ; open to every examination ; price £45 ; owner
buying car.—Apply, H. W. Longhurst, The Cottage
Bromham Park, near Bedford.

'
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Second-hand Motor Cycles quoted below are offered by
Wauchope's, of 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G., at sacrifice

prices. First cheque secures each bargain, subject to

their being unsold on receipt.

3J h.p. N.S.U. (No. 132R) fastmjchine; £15. Guaranteed.

3 h.p. TRIUMPH (No. 1616), ball bearing engine, nice
machine ; very lowest price £15. Guaranteed. At
Wauchope's.

2jh.p. 1909 MATCHLESS (No. 1618), property of a
doctor, on sale. Offers. Owner's address supplied.

2| h.p. F.N., magneto ignition (No. 1614), spring forks
;

£12 IDs. Guaranteed.

3jh.p. CHATER-LEA Motor Cycle (No. 1560), through-
out, nice low built machine ; left on sale at Wauchope's

;

£16 10s.

Z h.p. BROOKLANDS Motor Cycle, complete, on sale

^No. r585)
;

price £16 10s.

3jh.p. rgo/ MINERVA (No. i6r3) ; £15.

2j h.p. BRADBURY, magneto (No. 1625) ; £17 10s.

3ih.p. BROWN (No. 1547), two-speed gear; £18 lOs.

Guaranteed.

lih.p. MOTOSACOCHE, an ideal lightweight; £15 15s,

Guaranteed.

S h.p. SAROLEA and Sidecar (No. 1372), coupled up ; £19.

3jh.p. CLE. (No. 1554), magneto ignition, low frame;
£10 10s.

ijh.p. PHCENIX TRIMO (No. r623)
; price £22 IPs. _

6 h.p. QUADRANT Tricar (No. irri), coachbuUt seats,

open frame, two-speed gear ; £22 10s.

5j h.p. Twin-cylinder N.S.U. Motor Cycle (No. 1607),
comp\ete with two-speed gear, spring forks, coachbuilt
sidecar. Guaranteed; £33 10s.

3jh.p. CHASE Tricar (No. 1606), two-speed gear, free

engine ; £25.

5-6 h.p. F.N., 1909 model, new (No. 1627); price £38,

Guaranteed. At Wauchope's.

^^h.p. REX, r907 model, magneto ; £18 (No. r,S5o).

2^ h.p. BUCHET, running order ; £5 15s. (No. 1566).

2th:p. HUMBER'(No. 997) ; £5 15s.

MONTGOMERY Sidecar (No. lerg) ; £4 15s.

rjh.p. CLEMENT-GARRARD, an ideal lightweight;
£9 9s. (No. 995).

4 h.p. BAT (No. 1584) ;
price £13 10s.

PHOENIX Forecar Attachment; £8 (No. 1x17).

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto ignition, ball bearing engine
;

price £18 10s. Guaranteed.

5 h.p. BROWN (No. 1528), four-speed gear, twin engine,

an ideal machine for passenger work ; 20 guineas.

S h.p. V.S., 1908 model, magneto, Truffault forks, standard
model (No. 1577). Offers.

3 h.p. SIMPLEX, brand new machine, Fafnir engine, spring
forks, low built ; £28 10s. (No. 1398).

2i h.p. r90^ew BR.ADBURY (No. r 2o6) ; Iowest£1610s-

2| hlpTHUMBER (No. 739) ; £12 10s.

3J h.p. Twin WERNER (No. r443) ; £12 10s. ; free

engine clutch, chain drive, Chater-Lea fittings. Guar-
anteed. _ ^

4J h.p. Twin MINERVA~(No. i5'34)~r9o8 model71E22~
6 h.p. MATCHLESS (No. 1559), twin, magneto, low frame

;

£27 10s. Guaranteed.

3J h.p. PHOENIX Cob, two-speed gear, suit lady or gent

;

£32 10s. Guaranteed.

3 h.p. TRIUMPH (No. r465), ballbearing engine ; £17 10s.

3* h.p. GRIFFON (No. X04r), twin ;ngine ; £19.

2Sh.p. MINERVA (No. 146 7), X907 model ; £12 10s.

6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring frame; £25 (No. 936).

6 h.p. L. and C. on sale. "Offers.

ijh.p. Lightweight F.N., spring forks (No^ rsqe), mag-
neto, handsome lightweight; £17 iOs.

£21.

Guaranteed.

7 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto

5T!pT Twin
£12 10s.

ANTOINE,
Guaranteed.

powerful engine (No. 1542)

,

5 h.p. PEUGEOT (No. r628), in Chater-Lea frame, nice
machine ; £19. Guaranteed.

3J- h.p. 1907. TRIUMPH (No. r637), Mabon free-engine
clutch ; £26 lOs. Guaran teed.

(No. r636) 5-6 h.p. F.N., 1908 model ; £33 10s. ; on sale.

li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE (No. r633) ; £17 10s. Guar-
anteed.

3 h.p. rgoS TRIUMPH (No. 1638), standard model,
handle-bar control ; £29. Guaranteed.

3i,h.p. ZENITH (No. X639 ) ; £16 1 0s.

5 h.p. REX~ DE LUXE, two speeds, X909 model (No.
1646); £40. Guaranteed.

ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE (No. i65r). Offers.

zi h.p. TRIUMPH, J.A.P. engine (No. 1660} ;
price £12 10s

Guaranteed.

2j h.p. r909 DOUGLAS, standard model, as new ; 30
juineas. Guaranteed.

ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 model, spring
r662)

;
price £18. Guaranteed.

forks (No.

ygy-tvy^rBvyg^fc. ^, ^q^ Ludgaie Circus).

'Phone, 5777 Holbom. Telegrams, " Opificer, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
"I QO8 Eex, 3ih.p., £10; also 2ih.p. motor, J..^
Xtf gine, £8; both in .splendid condition.—

J

18, Foster Hill Ed., Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carm:
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

23.h.p. Brown, excellent condition, nearly new
4 Wilkm,son, Llantwit Major, Cardiff.

23.h.p. Minerva, Longuemare, fa.st, hill-clitn
4 good condition; photo seat.—Eobathan, Gi;

Malvern.

Q 3.h.p. F.N., just overhauled, new tyre, tube, ar
z** photo, stamp; £14.—W. H. Hancock,
ton, Evesham. -

MOTO-REVE, 19 '9. with spring forks, perfee
state particulars; cash price.—Miles, Eil

House, Leominster.

O 3.h.p. Star, good condition throughout, and in^ 4 running order, spare belt, horn, etc. ; £8.
man, Homend St., Ledbury.

1Q09 Premier, near'y new. White and Poppe
M.*J lamp, horn, tools, spares, etc., not do
miles; £42.-35; Beauchamp St., Cardifi.

"I
QOS Triumph, unscratched, double kit, spar'

-LtJ alls, Cowey's speedometer, new inner.s, r

back, fast, climbs trees; trial given; £38.—'Pho
Redditch.

TEILTMPH (1907), splendid condition, fitted wi
able pulley, handle-bar control, 1909 fork,

and mud flap, nearly new Clincher studded tyrt

medal London-Edinburgh ; great bargain, £27
i'assey and Hall, Eoss, Herefordshire.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, j'

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islan

LATEST Triumph, with free engine, in stock-
ling and Plenty, Ltd., Newbury.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle; £9; full particulars; trla

borough, 21, Broad St., Banbury.

3 h.p. Fafnir, good condition; £10, or near
Croft, Eutland Ed., Maidenhead, Berks.

3ih.p. Humber, chain driven, clutch, neai
2 covers, running order; £10.—Kempe, Lo

ton, Bristol.

3ih.p. Werner, twin-cyl., most reliable and fa

4 chine; £15 15s.—T. Baker and Sons,
Works, Reading.

31.h.p. Midget Bicar, in perfect order, new bell

2 did tyres etc. ; £16, lowest.—Roberts,
monger, Basingstoke.

31h.p. Triumph, 1908 model, Mabon clutch, s;

2 well kept, like new machine; £38.—T. Bal
Sons, Motor Works, Reading.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, perfect, new heavy
spare tDelt, accumulator; 15 guineas; exoh

Urry, Bitterne, near Southampton.

4ih.p. F.N., 4-cyl., guaranteed perfect, and in
2 did order ' and condition, and a flier

;

Browne, 10, Thames St., Windsor.

7-9h.p. Toulist Trophy Model Vindec, splendid
tion, set of spares ; trial by appointment

;

at £43.—Bishop Morris, Garage, Oxford.

31h.p. Humber, 1909 model, two-speed, not us
2 miles, fully guaranteed; £36 10s., no

T. Baker and Sons, Motor Works, Reading.

N.S.U. Twin-cyl., 6h.p., 1908 pattern, new Jul:

1909, perfect condition; price £30 to quick

—Capt. Cheverton, Eeumore, Newport, Isle of W
TRIUMPH, 1909, complete, spare parts, lamp

and new tyre and tube ; any examination
owner going abroad.—P. H. Edmunds, Twyf^rd,

1Q08 3fh.p. Rex, handle-bar control, magneto,
t/ able pulley, accessories, excellent condition

or near ofEer.—Oldfield, Firs, Gosbrook Ed., Cav'

Reading.

CHOICE.—Sh.p. Eex, absolutely perfect;
Chater-Lea, very low, 13 guineas each; re

sain, or exchange horse and cart or trolley.

Fruiterer, Gosport.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, in perfect order, very pc

low build, with new Shamrock non-skid tyi

vance pulley, three brakes, head lamp, spares : ani

the first cheque fof'ii24 buys this bargain.— -

Lambourn, Ramillies Barracks, Aldershot.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,

and Sussex.

MOTO-EEVE Lightweight, magneto, almost n
feet.—8, Barrett St., Manchester Sq.

WHITE and Poppe, 4h.p., water-cooled, two
ear control; £18.—Below.

EXCELSIOR, 3ih.p., two speeds, three brake
condition; £12.— 60a, Trinity Ed.,- Upper 1

O 3.I1.P. De Dion, perfect condition ; bargain,
/^4 24, Oressingham Ed., Lewisham, S.E.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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I BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iixp. 1907 twin, 5-6h.p., magneto, Roc
=prms forks, cantilever seat, twin tyre,

;26, cr ofier.—Matthew- Lang, 290, E>ell

ry, fast, lew, spring forks, H.B. control,

on non-skids (unpunctured), Brooks BlOO,
nearly new; trial; £12.—Bert, 16, Maisala
I.

TE, 1908 model, spring forks, new Sham-
dded tvre, carrier, starting tank; adjustable
condition; £22 10s.—Turpin, 29, Treston

.v., brand new, magneto, lin. belt, 26in.

5, 1908 specification; £50; approyal ; ex-

tained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. Agency,
ton.

er, thoroughly overhauled, cylinder re-bored,

e two-ring piston fitted, Longuemare; £12,
lange entertained.—2, Park Terrace, Stafiord
ton.

, 1909, splendid 'condition. Shamrock back
Dnt, spare vaive. Aiitoclipse lamp, about

price £38.-Miller, 44, LongSeld St.,

S.W.

9 Fafnir, magneto, long, low, spares, abso-
perfect throughout; a bargain, £15; seen

3lT, Bos 5,988, The Motor Cycle Office.?.

., E.G.

Lor Cycle, Mabon free engine clutch, with
;omery sidecar, guaranteed in perfect order

;

:ion; only wants seeing; £21.—Pordyce, 69,
denham.

j.TJ., 1908. magneto, 24in. wheels, Hella
horn, spare belt and accessories, in good

ly trial ; cheap.—Gentry, baker, Station Par-
n Green.

ry, 80 by 90, with sidecar, perfect running
er, adju.stable pulley. Dreadnought back,
; £15; would separate.—Eoyston, 41, Na-
a.st Ham.

n Minerva, B and B. carburetter, handle-
Dntrol, Mabon clutch, spring forks, Contin-
ccndition ; bargain, £j.9 iOs.—Lavington,

\.y., Barnet.

4h.p. Roc, late 1908, two speeds, free en-
i.jj. control, magneto, siiares, practicallv
,able sidecar; £36 10s., ccst £55 10s.— 8,
1, Clapiiam.

2;h.p., been well cared for, condition al-

i new, Xl'all spring forks, lamp, butt-ended
i bought Triumpn

; quick sale, £12. — 29,
d., Croyc'on.

I Quadrant, in good condition, spring forks,
lU-ciimbcr, Longuemare carburetter, Wata-
loney wanted ; apply after 7 p.m.— 61, St.
Brixton, S.W.

I, 4h.p., 2-cyl., Michelin studded tyre, new
r belt, spring forks, spray carburetter, splen-
irder; sacrifice £14.—A.P., 134, Shooters'
lackLeath, S.E.

e JJion, Chater-Lea, handle-bar control
ghout, new searchlight and accessories, per-
u; £15, or exchange sidecar machine.— St.
jhliam, Watford.

:;OCHE, 1909, magneto, in grand condition,
ew, all too'3, etc.. or part exchange for 5h.p.

or sell £20, — J. W. Lewsey, 80,
End.

to, etc
.

, Ponaers

prize winner, splendid machine, fast, prac-
new, studded tyres, Fuller coils, three ac-
beadlight ; entertain exchange, low power.—
1ms, Mortlake.

VE, 1909, twin cyls., magneto, ridden only
les, faultless condition, upp-unctured, many
ding belt, inner tube; £27 10s.—Bristow,
Av., Worthing.

mber, chain drive, clutch, starting handle,
idecar machine, absolutely perfect, tyres,
new, electric horn, tank gauges, clean en-
, Twickenham.

\, low built, 26in. wheels, accumulator.
ontrol, new Bates non-skid bands, recently
17 : appointment after 7 p.m.—Motor Cycle,
Ed., Catford. S.E.

Dion, Roe clutch and two-speed gear, spring
Chater-Lea fittings, handle-bar control,
must sell; £20, sacrifice.— 17, Kenmure
Hackney, London.

3.;h p., Albion free engiro. new J Whittle,
>, butted tubes, with new rigid sidecar,

Id condition, and spares; £20.—A. Crowe,
isters Rd., Tottenham, N.

Chater-Lea frame. Brown and Barlow car-
, R.O.M., Riche's tube, Watawata, low and
r condition; will take sidecar: £25.—Bos
otor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

pecial, 5ft., magneto, TrufEault forks, es-
condition, back tyre, tube, and belt (new),

een any time; £25.—Apply, North-
Northwood, Middlesex.

Uey;
Vorks,

va 1908. ;ow built, torpedo tank, fast
able, two brakes, Amac carburetter, two
/-jaiw and toolbag ; £10 lowest; appoint-

Russell Av., Wood Greeu.

APOLOGY.
We herewith pubh'cly apologise for the

delay in delivery of our "Halifax" sidecars.

We have put down additional plant and
can now deliver from stock. No waiting.

FARRAR'S
"HALIFAX"
SIDECARS.

FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS'

Each £4 17 6 Each.
liest weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously

uoholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars o^request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

£3 DOWN
2} h.p. Singer, ma'

sec rss any cf these.

Balance 5/- per week.

£7 I2? h.-^. 'Stevens ^6

3 J h.p. Rex i9 I 2| h.p. R. and F. £8

3 1 h.p. Du.x ^9 I Miner\-a. M.O.V. i9

h.p. Rex 4 5 I 2i h.p. Humber £5

1 h.p. Nob p. M.O.V. £7 I 2? h.p. King £8

2^ h.p. VVhiteley £7 I 3* h.p. Kins £8

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
4* h.p. PHOENLX TRICAR, two speeds.. £15

h.p. REXETTE. speeds £21

51- h.p. REXETT E, two speeds £24

3i h.p. igoy REX. Rom tyre £15 16

rooS 5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two ^

speeds, clutch magneto £34

3i h.p. tsROVV.N, iVi.O.V.. tine peer £12

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V. , tine goer £11

-6 h.p. ROvER Tricar, splendid goer £18

31 h.p. BROWN, magneto, 25in. wheels. £18

iQo8 N.S.U. Lightweight. ma.QTipio. £22

3 J h.p. igoS N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks £25

too8 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

h.n. ioo6 REX M.O.V., sprinsr forks .. £14 15

KJ2,X Ut. LUAh., magneto, clutch £26 10

5i h.p. TWIN REX a beautv £16 17

= i h.p. REX. M.O.V., spray £11 12

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £21 10
h n. RK.X DK LU.Xl-: and Sidecar . . . £31 10

1908 IVIa.s'ne-t-o REXES.
Sinsle-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R..\.C. rating), black and
gol ' tinisn, Bosch mpgneto, £17 IDs., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

^3°'o cheaper than any other high-class belt.
Q<1. 1 /. gin.. 1 /a. Tin., 1/6 per foot.

124.

ENGINES.
i| h.p. MINERVA £1 5
2 h.p. QUADRANT £1 10
2| h.p. KING £1 15

SPECIAL. BARGAINS.
Rigid Sidecar, very good, coach built .... £3 15
igog Amac or B. andB. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27 /-

3i h.p. Quadrant engine -sets ,, 87/6
Osborne Free Engine Clutch ' 15/-
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
rgog Premier magneto, brand new £4
Send for Price List ot Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.
Tubes with valve, all sizes, post free, 5 '6

High-ciass IViachines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone No;. : Day, gro. Nisht. loV.

Jn answering these' advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BEFORE Deciding^on any motor bicycle or tricar

call on or write to Pullman Bros., London Rd.,
Norbury, London, -who have the best selection of ma-
chines in London; motor bicycles from £4.

1 QOS Moto-Reve. spring forks, not ridden I'^O mi'es,
i-fJ Rich's tubes, spares, including Rich's tube,
valves, plug, H.B. air control, etc. ; bargain, ±'57.—iiox
No. 3,031, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrs*.

41h.p. Genuine De Dion, thoroughly overhauled, photo,
2 any trial giren, £20 ; also forecar attachment, fit

3ili.p. Brown, perfect order, no tyres, £2, or near offer.—

He Hands, Higu St., West Tarring, Worthing.

6 h.p. N.S.U. Twin and Sidecar, exhibited last Stanley
Show, Bosch magneto, lin. belt. Palmer tyre, two

speed gear and free en.gine, new condition, all acces-

sories ; £45: any trial—Eagles and Co., Acton.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., new August, 1907, in perfect

order, lamp, horn, spares, carrier, etc., good tyres,

enamelling and plating perfect; any trial or examina-

tion; £26.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston.

21h p N.S.U. 1909 Twin Lightweight, Bosch mag-
2 neto, me'chanieal inlet valves, spring forks, handle-

bar control, geared pulley, guaranteed as new: £32 10s.:

upproval.-Eagles and Co.. 275, High St., Acton.

FAFNIR, 3h.p., Chater-Lea frame, in splendid condi-

tion througnout, tvres practically 1 i-v, new belt,

liaht low and fast, all snares, most reliable machine;
£12:' exchange entertained.—43, Southbroolc Rd., Lee.

41hp. Twin Minerva, spring forks, Michelin steel

2 studded and Palmer unpunctured, new Bror.lcs

-saddle, two belts, lamp, horn, and spares
;

a bargain,

£20. -Ellis, Grocer, Canbury Park Rd., Kingston, Surrey.

HUMBER Motor Bicycle, 1909 model, new three

months aso, hardly ridden, magneto, two SP'?'?!!?;

absolutely perfect machine : owner bougtt ear ;
sale with

accessories, £35.-53, Shirland Rd., Maida \ ale, London.

1 O09 2Jhp. Zedel, not ridden 600 miles, just over-

I Xt? hauled tyres good, spare accumulator and ac-

cessories. Advance adjustable pulley; £25, or ctrers.-

Stephen, 15, Langland Gardens Hampstead. London,

N.W.
4hp Antoine Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea fittings, new

Clincher studded tyre on back, Amac .carburetter

new coil and accumulator, very low; bargaui, £14 or

best offer.-J. Chapman, 47, Highbridge St., ^A altham

Abbey.

4h D N S ur. Twin, new la.st December, Bosch magneto,

N S ur spring forks, lin. belt. Shamrock studded

tyres, tank enamelled crimson, with gold lines, new con-

dition ;. £27 10s. : approval.—Eagles and Co., High ht.,

Acton.

NSU., 3h.p., fitted with patent bucket seat, foot-

boards Bowden control, magneto, new Shamrock-

Gloria tyres, in perfect co-dition; offers, cr exchapge

f..r more powerful machine.—Wiiysall, £, Giange i-.u.,

Ealing.

31hn Triimiph, late 1908 model, ridden about 400

2 miles, perfect order, as new, £38: also new Oak-

leigh sidecar, never used, £5, cr 40 guineas complete wuh
bicTcle.-Apply, G. Holder, 7, Pelham Place, beatcrd,

Sussex.

OSh.p. Werner Motor Cycle, enamelled French grey,
'

/54 bargain, must sell, £4 15s. : trembler coil, 4s. ed.;

plain. Is. ^6d. : brass car lamp, 4s. 6d., horn, 2s. C i.
;

spring seat-pillar, 2s.-Lee, 217, Glyn Rd., Lower Clap-

ton. N.E.

A Ih.p. Minerva Twin (October, 1908) SE^ng forks,

4t2 magneto, Amac hancfle-bar controlled carburetter,

stand, carrier, spare petrjl tank, tools, spares, head-

light, horn ; £28.-Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Ed.,

Forest Gate.

ROYAL Enfield, 2ih.p. Minerva engine, 26in. wheels.

Palmer cord back, Clipper front, band brakes to

both wheels, Lithanode accumulator, 30 amp eiiamelling

-nd plating excellent; price £10.-Page, 74, East Hill,

iJartford, Kent.

DE DION Motor Cvcle for sale, Chater-Lea fittings,

78mm. bore cjdinder, 2iin. tyres, new Michelin

rear new belt, two horns lone electric), head lamp, stand,

etc.; what offers? ca?h wanted.—Motor, 28, College Ra.,

Bromley, Kent.

BEGINNERS' Bargains.—1907 2ih.D. Minerva, equal

to new, completely fitted up, searchlight, two belts,

new accumulator, low price, ^12; also 3ih.p. Ariel, m
excellent condition, £12, first caller.—Hurlock, ; a, Den-

mark Hill, S.E.

VERT Fast Quadrant, 3ih.p., little used, perfect,

'oing order, new tvres, car lamp, tail lamp, speed-

ometer, cyclometer, two accumulators, spring forks, stand,

carrier, complete; £12 lOs.-Architect, c/o Thomas, 92,

High St.. Barnet.

4h p Ormonde, engine perfect, splendid hill-climber,

either tor single or sidecar work, tyres perfect c:m-

dition, two belts, lamp, horn, luggage carrier; price £14

cash: appointment by letter.—Curtis Brown, 116, Peas-

cod St., Windsor.

31hp Res, as new, Dermatine, Longuemare; 4h.p.

2 Roc, free ensine clutch, B.B., H.B. control; both

perfect running order, and hill-climbers: .sidecar, uphol-

stered green: cash needed; best offers takes them: call

Thursday after 6 ; any time Sunday.—T^ ills, 54, Shep-

herd's Bush Rd., W.

41hp Minerva. 1908, enamelled grey, condition as

2 new, fitted with Bowden H.B. control, tyres in

excellent condition, car tyre on rear wheel, footboards,

must be sold this week; £24, or near offer: winner of

local hill-climbs ; chance of a lifetime for a bargain.—

Brown and Son, 16, Granbourne St., Brighton.

B2gThe Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3Hi.p. J.A.P.. Chater-Lea frame, extra wbeelbas.e,

2 .T.A.P.

t.

offer.—

3II1.P.
2 1

5h.,

•2 .T.A.P. automatic lubrication, also speed gear,

new in June, very fast, spring- forks, etc.; a perfect

bargain. £34- can be seen after seven.—Mason, 19, Tlie

Giebe, Blacklieath, S.E.

TRIUMPH, 1909, free engine clutch, in absolutely

new and perfect condition, ridden about 600 mile:

complete with everything for touring, non-skid tyres

both wheels; cost £55, sell for £48, or near
Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

3h.p. 2-Cyl. 2-stroke 2-speed Scott-Jowett, not ridden
150 miles. Bosch, Palmers (unpunctured), spring

forks and footboards, water-cooled; list price £57 10s..

immediate sale, £20 less.—Box L5,971, The Motor Cycle
Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G.

N.S.U., 1908, two speeds, magneto, 24 wheels,

new Michelin back, front little worn, new lin.

belt, unased inner tube, spaies, etc., just overhauled,
splendid order ; 30 guineas ; also Montgomery sidecar,

very good condition, £2 10s.—Wauchope's.

F.N., 4-C5'l., 4ih.p., adapted as tricycle with Manning
attachment, no side-slips, perfect condition, Palmei

cords, and extras, cost £62, will take £25; owner obliged

to st.p riding; view by appointment.—C.S., St. John'.-

Cottage, Southend Rd., close Hampstead Heatrh Station.

i.p. Norton, twin Peugeot, Druid forks, B. and B.
handle-bar control carburetter, adjustable pulley,

good tyres, 2vin. Shamrock-Excelsior, 2jiu. R.O.M. com
bination, stands, brakes, lamp, horn, bag, snares, lov

build, long base, most comfortable, starts easily, run:
lieautifally, smart appearance.—L25, 30, Elm Grove Rd.,
Barnes.

PEUGEOT fl908), Si-h.p.. twin-cyl., genuine Peugeot
throughout, in new condition, not been more than

500 miles, an ideal' machine to ride, light, low, most
comfortable, very fast, engine perfect, tyres splendid,
all spares, including new belt and pulley ; examination
invited; £27 10s., or exchange lower power and cash.—
43, Southbrook Rd., Lee, S.E.

6J3.h.p. Kerry, just painted and varnished, engine over-
t^ 4: hauled, new piston and bearings fitted. B. and
B. carburetter, with handle-bar control, also H.B. con-
trol, of ignition, Xl'all spring forks, long handle-bars,
low seat-pillar, new Fuller coil, good Clincher tyres,

spares and accessories, splendid machine ; readv for the

road ; any particuars or trial given ; 1 5 guineas, or

nearest cash otfer.—Hugh Adams, West Lodge, Buck-
hurst Hill, Essex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

04.—35h.p. 1904 Rex, in running order, new Palmer^ and accumulator, engine been re-bushed.—Reynolds,
Broadway, Dorset.

TWIN Magneto N.S.U., perfect running condition,
costly reiinements; £25 10s.; full particular; ex-

change single.—Miller, Redlands, Weymoutli.

31.h.p Riley in good running condition ; owner naval
2 officer, ordered abroad; quick sale desired, £12,

or near offer.—Veals_ Waterloo St., Weston-super-Mare.

I^li.p. Twin Rex, four speeds, powerful, Montgomery" sidecar, all good condition ; will sell cheap, or ex-
change anything useful.—White, Brinsea House, Con-
gresbur-y, Somerset.

REX Twin, 1907. practically new. Advance pulley.
Rich tubes, spaie tyre, tube and belt, footrests,

carrier, lamp, horn, tools, etc.; bargain, £20;—Wood,
. 21, Bathwick St., Bath.

3JLh.p. Ariel, Amac, H.B. control, spring forks, long
2 handle-bars, engine just overhauled and re-

enamelled, receipt shown, two Hellesen's batteries, in
splendid order; what offers over £12.—Read,, Beaminster,
Dorset.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

FAIRY Twin Lightweight, perfect ; cash offers.-
ticulars, No. 2.997, The Motor Cycle Offices,

entry.

3h.p. 1908 N.S.U. (magneto), in perfect running con-
dition, been in good hands; £22 10s., or nearest

oiler.-" Gazette," Jedburgh.

31.h.p. Spring Frame, two-speed gear, with sidecar,
2 perfect order, very low; £22, or nearest offer.—

Douglas, Laighcartside House, John,stone.

I Q08 Featherweight Rex, in good condition, not run
JL eJ" 500 miles, spare valves, etc. ; need more power for

I.OWEST PRICES

Par-
Cov-

-Alec Bain, Ash-sidecar ; will accept nearest olfer to £16.-
lea, ,polmellington, A,yTSliire.

4h.p. Bat. Stevens engine, Amac carburetter, Clinclier
tyres, Riche's tubes (one spare), two E.P.R. accu-

mulators. Lycett's leather: belt, headlight, all new, en-
gine re-bushed; bargain.—S.A,B., 19, Montrose St., Clyde-
bank, N.B.

THE Largest Stock, largest variety, and the best
makes!—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Rex, V.S.,

Moto-Reve, Norton, Roc. Excelsior, Zenith, Douglas,
Minerva. We can supply you with these or any other
make; some special bargains presently in superior
second-hands.-Alexander's, 110, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
TRIUMPH, Tourist Trophy. 1909. practically new

;500 miles)^ superb spares, accessories ; £40

;

owner getting car.—Triumph, Limavady, Co. Derry.

ALWAYS OUR MOTTO.

8 BRADBURY, 1909 model, magneto, l?OC V
jUI spring forks, practically new, not done S'^V' eui
'" 200 miles ; . .

'•

I

ROVER, 3 h.p., low built, handle-bar 04 A A
control, smartly enamelled, in splendid *1T?
condition B

MINERVA, 4i h.p.. rgoy model, Longue- POO B
A mare, 2iin. Continental tyres, spring 3i6(0 «
1^ forks **

I

BAT, 3^-4 h.p., spring frame, footrests, OA C S
25in. "wheels, low built, vertical, long- TJl^O g
bars S

BRADBURY, rgoS model, latest Brad- »
ybury spring forks, in Ar condition X?pK 11

throughout, only done about 500 miles, *^t^ *»

I

will climb anything tk

MINERVA, 3* h.p. vertical engine, 26iri. 04 C
wheels, spring forks SiAU

REX, 35- h.p., T906 model, spring forks, 04 C 9
1^, spray, good order throughout XAt» Q^ ALCYON, 4i h.p., twin Minerva engine, OA rj "

If
spring forks, very good condition .... ^A I ^

TWIN REX, 5 h-P-, spring forks, low CAH n
builtr aluminium finish, splendid con- *-* I B
dition '•

E QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, X?-! f) P
good tyres, etc A> LXJ iL>

i

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., 1908 model, twin- fOt^ 1
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order . .

^^^ B
HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car- PQ B

buretter ^"^ •
SRIP, 3i h.p., Peugeot engine, spring OA Q C

frame, Longuemare spray carburetter, *AO W
' footrests, low built, unscratched ....

MLEY, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels, spray 04 A,
trembler, low buUt, long bars, etc. . .,

^AT?

TRICARS,
B];XETTE Tricar, 8-10 h.p., two speeds X? Cf)

and reverse, open frame, water-cooled, ^0\J
perfect

MbO/- deposit secures under-mentioned, balance lUI

5 /- weekly. ""
a QUADRANT, 2 h.p., sprav f8
a SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
9 BARTER, 2i h.p., geared puUev £6
Si PHCENIX, 2ih.p., J.A.P. engine £10

LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8 f\
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6 **

I

MINERVA, rJ h.p , coil and accumulator . . £5 B
T'-XrFLSIOR." 2} h.p., spray £8

Wii carry an exceedingly large stock of new B
and second-hand motor cycle accessories at Z,T London. Prices lowest. |

Ion / BeautUul Forecar Attachment, QA / a
^^/ "

^

26m. wheels, Dunlop tyres. ^^/ "_

PC Forecarriage, PHCENIX, practically PCt B
3^" new, rgog model, not ridden **" "

/% above fifty miles „__ €\

tJ SF»eOIAU BARGAINS. ^B Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7 '6 B
B F.R.S.Xamp, brand new, bargain £1 B
fl Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) . . 3 /6 fl
' Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) .. 2/11 - ^^ Trhiote Horns, best quality plating 7/3 %\

Treble Twist Horns, verv noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided gLasses 16/9
Long Haudle-bars, best quality (per pair) 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends (per -pair) 6/6

We have special facilities for the r-epairing of

magnetos at London. Best worli. Moderate
charges.

Hffl Ct-INCHER TVRES. [Vi"'" 31 /S FOR 25/- '"

£ Genuine | 26x2,vin. \ Clincher studded K
9

I 26 X 2in^
I

Covers. S
B Maker's price, 31/6 Our price, 25/- B
*' All brand new T009 goods, and injio way faulty

/l or perished. APPROVAL. /%
Tubes with valves,. Red quality, 5/8 ; Grey, 6/- .

fi Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES. |
B Good Allowances on Old Covers. s

m High-class Motor Cycles Wanted £or Cash. E

R NOTE THE ADDRESSES : ^
IPowelB St,viS Hall, Halifax.

|Telephones : 433 day, 904 night. ' fl
Telegrams : " Petrol Halifax." B

T ^,^r 136, Great Portland St/°ftS'' ^
ft Telephone 552 Mayfair. l.O.NDO^^, Vif. A

6
8

3
O
S.E.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Triette,- 2-cyl., Clinchers, new condition;

-Sidney, 852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

-lOh.p. Resette, two .speeds, twin wheel, perf
£34.^255, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth.

h.p. Open Frame Wheel Steering Tw.>spei
: coach-built.-Motor, The Ham, Old Wim
ih.p. Rover, water-cooled, two speeds, buc'
2 £20; seen and tried.—55, Park Wi^k,

PEN Frame, 6h.p., three speeds, reverse, i

tion ; £40 ; Motosacoche part.—61, Dean

i 'I^RICAE, in excellent condition, to be sold;
-t able olfer refused.—Moor View, iSaiton

j

quay.

1 1 CJ08 Res Litette, 6h.p. twin, water-cooled,
Xt7 two speeds, as new; £35.-406, Garr
Wandsworth.

RILET, 9h.p., three speeds, reverse, splent
tion ; £45, or near olfer.—Ecper, Cherifon

Rd., Taunton.

5 ih.p. Garrard, water-cooled, three speeds,
2 thing for serious touring; £25.-27,-;

Rd., Dalston.

lOh.p. Rexette, seats three, splendid conf)

tyres; £40; exchange.—26, Lansdowue ]

Norwood, S.E.

BAT Tricar, 3-ih.p., fan-cooled, new Clinc
Palmer back, splendid order ; bargain, £2

Hampton Wick.

8

h
RALEIGHETTE, Sih.p. Fafnir, water-coo

top condition; £25 tor quick sale.—Hen;
wright, Stockport.

WOLF Tricar, three-speed gear box, we
coach-built, splendid condition ; £20

High St., Watford.

REX 5-6h.p. Tricar, equal to new, two spe
steering: £55, or typewriter in part pa

Albany Rd., Cardiff.

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, non-sk
all wheels, perfect order; £35.—Maudes

Portland St., London, W.

3 Ih.p. Excelsior, free, coach seat, footboar
2 grand condition; £14 for quick sale,

lington Rd. N., Stockport.

4 h.p. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, coach-1
lamp, spares, .splendid condition; £1£

Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

6 h.p. Twin Kerry, open frame, two speeds,
coach-built ; appointment ; 14 guineas.-

rillas, Clapham Rd., S.W.

MUSWELL HILL.—1908 Rex Litette, ti

cooled, magneto, two speeds, well
accessories; £38 10s.—Below.

MUSWELL HILL.—Humber, 6h.p., open fi

.steering, chain drive, two speeds, perfe

I

t rder ; 43 guineas.—Archer, 3, Leaside Av., Mi

ARIEL-MINERVA, magneto, three spee
starting; fan-coded, perfect; £25, cos

I \«thers, 22, "O ardour St., W.
3 h.p. Humber, with forecar, less front

wheel, summer or winter mount; £7 15
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, liii<

throughout; £60; motor cycle or light

exchange.— 785, High Rd., Leytonstone.

4 h.p. Fafnir, two-speed gear box. Chafer
B. and B. carburetter; splendid bargain,

Townsend, 162a, Da'stou Lane, London.

3111. p. Runabout, free engine, open frani
'2 h.p. twin Minerva, co'ach-built, pan d

- ":ift.-128. High Ra, Tottenham.£18 10.'

9 h.p. Riley Tricar, magneto and accumulate
splendid condition; any trial; all to;ls,

£75, or near oft'er.—Frost, High St., Grays.

6 h.p. Tricar, three speeds, free engine, whij

fast, trembler ; £20, or 3ih.p. motor cyq

preferred.—45, Charles St., Commercial Rd.,

4 h.p. White and Poppe, car controls, two
steering; also 4ih.p. Simms ditto.

Smith, 158, Fulham Palace Rd., Hammersi

022 lOs.-4h.p. Humber tricar, two spel^ ccoled, etc., tyres as new, climb '&to:J_\

change for smart turnout.—Wilding, Stafi"

4?13.— 6h.p. Rexette twin, two speeds, chaiill

cv footboards ; any examination and trtaj

liable, spare cover; no offers.- 10, Old Towf

TRICAR, 6h.p., 2-e:vl. Fafnir, coach-^iilt,.

Palmer cord tvres, complete; £o5, bl
£130.—Bailey, 151, Beulah Hill, Upper Nif

3 Ih.p. Excelsior Tricar, fitted with Bron
2 and- free engine, all in- splendid covj

trial; £20; going abroad.—Phillips, Spa Lan

5 h.p. Kerry Engined Coach-built Tricar,

free, fan-co-oled, tyres excellent, steel s^

splendid condition ; £30 ; photo.—Welwyn,
Kent.

SPLENDID Beeston Humber Tricar, 3|

cooled, coach-built front, bucket seat rei

car gear, metal plate clutch, electric lampsj
thing ; buying car ; offers.—Jackson, Claren
ton.

B30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to rnention "The Motor Cycled
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'HICAHS FOR SALE.
Tricar, bucket seats, Stevens engine, chai

two speeds, for sale, or exchange tor lig^

' ; cfiers -n-anted.—Dance, 2, Percy Ed

;tte, 1907 model, live frame, torpedo ba.-k

ter, exceptional condition; bargain, £25;
bike p;irt payment.— Sinclair, Walton Rd.
y-

D Riley Tricar. 1908 design, 51i.p. engine
laring perfect, Grose tyres, Guenet coil anc
5; ) "ice 50 guineas.— Motorist, 273, Pari
>oI.

Lagonda, 10-1 2h. p., three-speed. Cape hoc
t, jast overnauled. m grana condition, tod
ing; exchange entertained; photo; £35.-
lon Hill, Enfiell.

rifar, Chater-Lea , pen frame, wheel steerin;

i-built bucket seat, three-speed, -R-ater-coolf

•

st iujprovements, equal nev,- ; £27.—Privaii
euue, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

exette, 2 - cyl., water-cooled, very fast ani
111, lorpedo body, seats three, excellent con
st trial and examination courted ; seen an'
•M., 170, Queen's Rd., Peckham.

! Riley Tricar, new condition, coach-buili
speeds, reverse, Bowden control, all acce
luxurious, sprung all wheels; £60; 4-cy.
Mhange.—164, Coventry Rd., Hay lUills.

Sjh.p. Water-cooled Tricar, unpunctured
aly new car tyres, two speeds, silent chain
>s ; £30, or exchange powerful twin bike an
idelin, 65, Earl.sljall ltd., Eltham, S..^.

irplea Open .Frame Tricar, Chater, threi
wheel control, ready fcr touring; sell £5[
1909 motcr bike, 5-6h.p. jb .iV. wanted; ap
Eaudall, 102, Martin s Lane, Shcrtlands.

, under 2 ewt., three new Shamrock studc'c

c

3utt tubes, uniiunctnred, new Advance pui
dttle belt in perfect running order; buying
fo. 2,919. The Motor Vycte Oiiices, Coventry.

Tricar, 3i-h.p., Anglian two speeds, coacL
just overhauled, everything in excellent con-
nearly new, good climber; £20, cr will ex-

lotor cycle.—Evans, 92, A.shbrook Rd., Upper

PIBLE 3ih.p. M.M.C., front wheel complete
forecar, baud brakes, double sprung Ion;

led, spares ; sell, cr exchange modern bike,
h p., magneto preferred.—Booker-Hill, .St.
iry, Bungay.

E, 5-6h.p., fast, good climber, greatly im
conditicn better than new ; cfler wanted

:

ise ; any examination or trial; goocl mot.
j.iymeat; worth seeing.—Edwards, Oakwcc
.11, Birmingham.

RT Tricar, .5]rp., water-cooled, two speeds
gine, handle starring, Bcsch magneto, chain
.steerin.g, open frame, ccaeh-built bucket

Umber, .tplendid condition ; £39.-411, Strat
i.ifkaill, Birmingaam.

ooled Tricar, two speeds, coach-built body
cream, lined green, dashboard, nearly nev;

Dunk p on rear wheel, complete with spares :

est oU'er; pedals to pash.—Thorp and Simp
leare St., Nottinghani.

6h.p. Bradbury Tricar, water-cooled, tw(
metal-t..-metal clutch, coach front, 26 bi

crds, etc., new May. 1908, perfect: co.st €
' £24 10s., or exchange 3 h.p. magneto biki
level 34h.p. magneto 1908 Bradbury bike

,

t., Pitsmoor, Sheffield.
'

LEA Tricar, 4ih.p., water-cooled Forma.'.
!, t!:ree-speed gear box, foot clutch, latest
control, automatic air valve, Bowden spark
ric lamps, all in good condition, engine ana
IS season, will carry two adults and child ; a
can be seen any day after 2 ; £35 ; anv

254, Barking Rd., .East Ham.
Trimo, coach-built throughout, speeia
seals, spring foctb.ards, 3ih.p. Minerva,
ooled, Hans Eenold chain drive, hand
engine, two speeds, three new 26 by 2i
cord rear, new accumulator, lamps, and
rear light, handle-bar mirror, snare tyres,
chains, repair outfit, full acres.scries,

iverhauled and ready for touring; price
Miply, J. Miller, dentist, 7, Brockley Rd ,

Shaftesbury Av., AV.

CARS AND FORECARS.
-Montgomery flexible sidecar, gocd order;
'- -119, Donegall £t.

c^ach-built, 2,6in-. wheel, brand new; £4.-
Churchend, Finchley.

lEEYTlexible Sidecar (see Leicester sec-
"cretary, T.M.C.A., Leicester.

}^^' ,^'°™pensating, new tvre, right cr
10s.—Irancis, newsagent, Brentwood.

ecar, upholstered green, 26in. wheel good
a; £3 15s.-MiIns, Chapeltown, ShefQeld.

,:q?^l*°^n7'^''^'' '^"' 26 by 2i, nearly new,
Qdded; £4.-29, Lower Hastings St., Lei-

ch-built Sidecar, 26. by 2i tyre, brand new;
oargaim-Lewis, 23, Arden Ed., Hands-

IMPORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

r r r i" li" per

1/1 1/4 1/9 - 2/4 3/6 foot.

May be obtained wholesale
from—

.

Messrs.
East London Rubber Co.-r-

29, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

Bransom Kent & Co., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

Ch-ater & Co.,
ror, Uxbrid'^e Rd., Shepherds Bush.

CUTHBE & C'O.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

J. Bridger,
Tamworth Rd., Croydon.

TiMSON Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. Lohmann,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.
16, Great Eastern Street,

LONDON, E.C.

M^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to viention " The Motor Cycle."

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
LIBERTY Sidecar, 26in. Dunlon, left, faultless £4

Triumph frame, tank, £3 15s.—25, Tamworth Park'
Mitcham. '

ILLS-FULFORD, complete, 26in. wheels excellert

, A 'n°?'^'*i°"'
^^ 10S.-15, Little Essex St., E:ings-

land Rd., N.
> &

KIGID Roomy Sidecar, 26in. new Dunlop, mahoeanv
toolbox; £4 lOs.-Wright, Cedar Lawn, Knott's

Green, Leyton.

CJIDECAR, 26in. wheel, upholstered green, Clipper^ tyre, band brake, .splendid condition ; £4 10s -
A.P., 134, Shooters Hill Rd., Blackheath.

"PITEASY Sidecars, for narrow doors, wholesale and
cV-^^i}- ~ Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, ^Val-

son St., Newmgton Green, London, N.

"]V['EW Sidecars for any make of motor cycle '24in-L^ 26in., or 28in. wheel, smart, good delivery frcni
stock; approval; £4 17s. 6d.-Farrar, Square Rd'., Haii-
I3S.

QIMPSON'S Sidecars are re'.iable, comfortable elegant-^ eutirelv diflerent to oc.cer makes; write us-" our
prices are rigut.-Orchard Mills, Belinda St. Hu'nslel
Leeds. '

TJIGID de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and iJated Inx-
-Ll' unously sprung, everything of the best, fit any
machine, -25 by 2i tyres, £6; cheaper quahtv, £4 17-;
bit.: second-hand sidecars taken in excuange —H : t'a <Motor Exchange, AVestgate, Halifax. '

" ~
'

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
jO^h.p. Singer Tandem Tricycle, lady-back, recently

I ^^ °^''^'^^^'^^"''''^> Pi^rfect running order; £5, cr rear-
!
est.—Taniplin, Twickenham.

'M'OTOR Tricycle, two speeds, free, just oven t.nledx.JL rea-.ly lor road; £li, cr near olfer, or part ex-change.—Machin, 274, Bramall Lane, ,SIiif-.iei,l.

"POR Sale Abingdon motor tricycle, equal new, B and
f'n

^^'^^'^'-'T^^^^d'^, handle-bar control, Minerva engine
ijh.p., box fitted between wheels for tools spare tvres'
etc.; cash £15, cost £50.-Milward, Uoveleys, "Uttcxeter'

CARS FOR SALE.
"pALMER.— 9h.p. Jackson, 2-seater. bucket «eats
r;„,.l^'''^ssed steel frame, latest, in beautiful condition

'

£105.

PALMER.—12h.p Duryea, 3-cyl., 2-seater, two speeds,
artillery wheels, cheap and good; £20. , .

T>ALMER.—8h.p. De Cion, swing seat body, seat five
-*- engine under bonnet, solid tyres; £35.

PALMER.-8h.p. Regal, tonneau, seat iive, sing^e-^yl
weed wheels, direct trp drive; £35.

"pALMER.-12h.p. MM.C, tonneau, seat five 2-cvl
J- 810-90 tyres, very fine bargain; £40.

"DALMER.— 6h.p. Ridley, 2-seater, siiigle-cvl.. tv.u
-L speeds, wire wheels, cardan drive; cheap, '£20.

PALMER.-12-16h.p, Panhard Delivery Van. 4-cvl
four speeds, solid tyres, strong body; £65. ' '

PALMER,— 18h. p. Prunel Landaulet. side enframe, 4-
cyl., very fine car for hire; £125.

PALMER. — 40h. p. Lorraine-Dietrich, side enlr^nce
car, latest model, guaranteed over 60 'm.p h ;

£325.

PALMER.— 12-1 4h. p. Humber, tonneau, seat five, 4-
cyl., nearly new car, silent, reliable; £85.

PALMER.— lOh. p. Panhard Limousine, seat six, 4-
eyl., Krebs- carburetter, wheel control; £100.

PALMER.— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, side entrance, 4-

cyl., magneto, hood, screen, perfect; £145,

PALMER.— 17-21h. p. Mors Limousine, 4-cyl., mar-
neto, pressed steel frame, late model, verv silent;

£150.

PALMER.— L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Rd., Toot-
ing. 'Phone, 208 Streathara. Cars seen here avj

day. Thursdays and Sundays before 2."' Photos, detaiU,
per return. Easy terms arranged; exchanges enter-
tained.

M-16h.p. Good Touring Car, must be sold, cheap.— C7,
WellLigion St., Woolwich.

1 Ali-P- 2-cyl. Ariel, seats four, grand little touring car;
-Ivf £55.-9, Parkh.lme Rd., Dalstcn.

£45.—20h.p. 4-cyL touring carj accept cycle or tri-

car in part.—283, Clapham I.-., S.vV.

h.p. 1906 Rover, wire wheels. Duulcn grooved; trial;
sacrifice £47 10s.-61, Demtoark Hill, S.E.

£50,— 6h.p. Clyde, 2-seater, two-speed. Aster engine,
many improvements.—Sully, 10, Old Town, Clap-

jam.

8-lOh.p. Beeston Humber, 2 cyls,. racing model, ele-:-

tri" lamps; £59; smaller car part.—C/o Brockley
Cycle Wks.

SMALL ' 2-seater Car, excellent condition: £18, or ex-

change f;T good motor cycle.—H. Eykyn, engineer,
Kenilworth.

"j Q-14h.p., detachable tonneau, four cyls., four speeds;
-L/W £55; tricar, motor cycle part.—20, Potternewtcn
Lane. Leeds.

LANCHESTER. ?-se=<ter, 20h.p- R.A.C.. perfect
;
90

guineas: wanted, Triumph.— 5, Pitts Head Mews,
Park Lane, W.

B3T
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M.O.V., side en-

2-seatef, hood, very

pressed steel

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—20-32h. p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxiiiious

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

E0LIPSE.-14ii.p. Star, 4-oyl.,
trance, splenmd order; £95.

ECLIPSE.-12h.p. National, 3-cyl.
good condition; £45.

ECLIPSE.-eii.p. Siddeley, 2-seater,
frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.-10-12]i.p. J.P., 2-cyI., side entrance, long
chassis, hood, perfect order; £30.

ECLIPSE.— 14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speeds,
in excellent order; £36.

ECLIPSE.-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-oyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
excellent condition; £65.

ECLIPSE.— 6h. p. Vaushall, 2-seater. three speeds and
reverse, very good condition; £18.

ECLIPSE.— 14h.p. Forman, 4-oyl., side entrance,
pressed steel frame ; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.—10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats in-
side, splendid order;' £92 lOs.

ECLIPSE.—9h. p. tonneau car, 1-oyl., in good run-
ning order; £25.

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Humberette, 2-cyl., three speeds,
good little runabout; £22 10s., bargain.

pCLIPSE.—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32.-Eclippe
J-^ Engineering and Mcior Co., 255, Earlsfield Kd ,

VVand.sworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

^Ih.p. Aster, 2-seater, wind screen, re-upholstered and^^ painted two speeds, splendid condition; £20.—
2 6. Church Gate, Loughborough.

^35.-8h.p. Argyll, detachable tonneau, exceedingly
« .

gpod condition, smart appearance, economical and
efficient little car.—Below.

fii-'^-P; I^e Dion-Regal, new condition and appearance,
r\\ detachable dickey; closest examination invited;
latest type of this make; £38.-Sully, 10, Old Town,
ulapham.

1
^h.p. Blake, 4-oyl., tonneau, three speeds and re-

^1 ^l^/n'
^^®®' l^'^™® :

'^"y *"al
;
perfect

; £67 10s.-
bidney, 852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

1 A"12h.p. Eheda Cab, Gnome engine, 2-oyl., three

rm^
speeas and reverse, good hire or station cab; £65.-Thomas, Sandfield Ed., Thornton Heath.

"OANHARD 7-llh.p. Centaure engine, Krebs oarbur-
etter 5-seated tonneau body. Cape hood, wind

screen; £45.-Bailey, London Ed., Eedhul.
KAlLp. O.T.A.V., magneto, hood," electric lamps, pale
TT ^"^^S?

body, a hamly, simple, economical 2-seater.—Hame, Newstead, Buttonstone Lane, York.

"DILEY de Luxe, 9h.p., double front seat, mahogany
r" °?., J"*^ ^°^' perfect condition; £55; seen any
time.-Chester Fox, 3, Corsica St., Highbury, N.

TXOELET Car, 2-seater, 8-lOh.p., twin-cyl., White andJ-A Poppe eiigme, high siae doors, all in good condi-
tion; trial and examination; £85.—Frost Hieh St
Grays. ° '

Kh.p. Alldays, 3-seater, two speeds and reverse, fine

Y condition, spare cover and tube, £24 ; 6Jh.p Gladi-
ator, detachable tonneau, £60.-Eawnsley, draper, Servia
Ed., Leeds.

i^Jh.p. De Dion, 2-seater, fine condition, three speeds" and reverse; thorough bargain, £50; motor cycle
or tricar part payment.-17, Kenmure Ed., Mare St
Hackney, London.

TyOLSELET, 6h.p., two bucket seats, good condition,
» t last, good hill-climber ; would take motor cycle

or tricar m part payment; price £45.-Louis B. Davis, 3New St., Birmingham.

Q-lOh.p Eexette, water-cooled, seats three, in new con-y dition, good reliable car, climb anything, two
lamps, spare tools, new tyre back ; any trial • £42 lOs —
Darby, 257, Wick Ed., Homerton.
Qh.p. M.M.C., three and reverse, 4-seater, £25; 12-16
'-' h.p. Darraoa, 2-oyl., three and reverse, £50; 9-11
n.p. Peugeot, three and reverse, magneto, 2-cyl £50 —
128, High Ed., Tottenham. Photo and particulars.

XyOLSELEY, 12h.p., 2-cyl., 4-seater, four-speeds and
in , r.s^'^^se, Dunlop tyres, perfect condition, splendid
hill-climber; price £60; would take tricar or mot j
cycle m part exchange.—Louis B. Davis, 3 New StBirmingham. ' '

r^EEAT .Sacrifice.-10-12h.p. Humber 1907 CarVJI hardly scratched, hood, screen, speedometer, lamps'
Stepney, all tools, spares, £165; also 6h.p. Eover, good

^Phone°°'20 b'-^^.''"^°^*^'~"^^'^^°^'^'
'^^' Denmark Hill.

Q-lOh.p 4-Cyl. Humber Car, 2-se<ited, glass screen,
V-' and detachable covered body, good tyres mecha-
nically sound, appearance like new, spare cover and tube
gas lamps, etc., complete ; £70, ridiculously cheap. -
Eiddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk.

A GENTLEMAN, having bought a 4-seater, is willing
•^^i-, to sacrifice his miniature racing type 5-6h p Aster
engmed car, long bonnet, wire wheels, raked steering
painted French grey, bucket seats, for £38.-Ekaside'
vVidmore Ed., Bromley, Kent.

'

TTEEALD, 20-24h.p., 4-cyl., side entrance body Dun-JLX lop lyres, head lamps, side and back lamps, spares
etc., very little used, practically new, paint perfect-'
price £125 ; would "take tricar or motor cycle in part pay-
ment.—Louis B. Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham

SEE HERE!
I mean " Biz," Write me for

anything "Motorical."

HIGH-CLASS MACHiNES WANTED FOR
SPOT CASH, 1908 and 1909 models.

LOOK AT THESE.
RELIABLE SINGLES.

1909 VINDECS from £48 10
1909 Two-speed HUMBER (New) 39 gns.
iQog 4h.p. N.S.U. DE LUXE, NEW £39
1907 3J- h.p. Magneto ROC £27 10
2| h.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control £12 10

3I h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto .... £19 19
3* h.p. WERNER, used with sideear £13 10
2 h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, spray £9 10

3i h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine £9 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26in. wheels. . £13 10

3i h.p..light, low REX ? £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray £8

3J h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model £10 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount . . £16
3 h.p. REX, long bars £7 15

2i h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars £9 10
1906 sfh.ti. REX, spring forks, long bars . . £15 10

2i- h.p. KERRY, spray £11
2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition £7 10

2i h.p. BUCKET, spray, long bars £9 10

3J h.p. ARIEL, vertical, M.O.V £15 15
1906 3i h.p. REX, spring forks £14 10
1907 3j h.p. N.S.U. , two-speeds £21
1908 3.V h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spring

forks £23 10
1908 4J h.p. Twin MINERVA, Roc gear £32

deposit and balance in weekly pay-
ments of 5/- secures a good reliable

motor cycle up to value of £11.

TOURIST TROPHY WINNERS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
1909 Twin VINDEC £64
Four-cylinder F.N., rgoS model £27 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16
5j h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,
with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 29/-. Exchanges promptly made from stock.

£ ^% TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit allB^ makes. Beautifully plated, enam-^^ elled, and upholstered ; to suit right
or left side ; three-bolt fastening, 2|" best make tyre.]

MISCELLANEOUS.
Three-note Horns, shift a " Loco " 8/-
The Latest in Headlights 16/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs 2/-
Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches 1 /6~
Ignition Plugs from 3/6 to 9d.
SYRENS—" What a shriek " ' 6/11
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/3
MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17 6
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £4 4
New XL'ALL Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-neck Seat-pUlars 4/-
Separate Generator Headlights . . . " 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge .. 6/6

. Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

3in. 2/11, 3jui. 3/6 per pair.

100 GUARANTEED E.I.C. ACCUMULATORS :

25-hour 9/6, 50-hour 17/6,

England's Best Rubber Canvas Belting, with fastener,

fin. 9d., fin. lOd., -Jin. 1/-, rm. 1/4 per foot.

;NEW covers, all sizes, best make 19 /6
SPECIAL—NEW 26 X 2 COVERS . . 12/6

TUBES, 4/11 each. 26x2^ „ ,, 13/6

eERAUTcOLLIEB,
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.) ILEEDS.

k

B3«

f

CARS FOR SALE.
8-lOh.p. Progress Car, 2 cyls., three speeds,

really good condition, smart little i.ar, {

climber;' take good 2i or 3h.p. motor cycle in
ment, or sell £65.—Tullis, e/o Williams Bros.,
Lancashire.

4-SEATED Car (DecauvUle), 2-cyl., cardan dri
drive on top, tmir speeds and reverse,

groo cd tyres, two spare covers, non-skid on hi
plete with lamps, in perfect running order; cai
and tried any time during the next two weel
Rochester Ed., Earlsdon, Coventry.

1 008 6-7h.p. Laurin and Klement (develoXt/ more), 2-cyl.. magneto, thermo sypho;
new, little used, well looked after, smarte.st, m
able 2-seater on the road, hood, spares; trial gi
guineas for immediate sale; motor cycle or tri

payment.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyt
don.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycl

from 18s. 6d. per annum.—Ba.ss, Inusrano^
Ongar.

INSTTEANCE for Motor' Cycles of every de
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance

Norwich ; fire. 2s. 6d. : third party, 7s. 6d. ; a
15s.; please write for particulars.

FINANCIAL.
R.O.M. Tyre Shares.—50 £1 fully paid part

preference shares for sale at 458. each, in
or would sell part. The increasing reputation
company's tyres is phenomenal, and, cunside
small capital of the company, the shares are
be worth a much bigger price bv the end of
—Letters to D., 14. Dysons Ed., Upper Ei
Middlesex.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
CYCLE, Motor, main road,, good workshop,

tures, stock ; £45, a bargain.—Bos 3,023,
CycU OlSoes, Coventry.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
YOITNG Gentleman desires position in soui

business, willing to take interest in san
£100.-Verden, Y.M.C.A., Leicester.

A LADY highly recommends a very, superi
man as under chauffeur, well trained

-Apply, H.B., 27, Heath St., Hampstead.

SITUATION Wanted as assistant manager
lished garage works, fully qualified en;

sales experience, expert driver, steady, hard w(
holding similar position, highe.st te.stimoniaLs
soiial references.-No. 3,024, The Motor Cycl
Coventry.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
IF Your Motor does not pull as it shoulc

cannot do better than to let me overhaul
pistons, re-boring, re-bushing, replacements,
competitive prices in con.sistence with reliabi
Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton.

ENGINES.
4ih.p. De Dion Water-cooled Engine, spita

2 ofiers.—90, Banner St., E.G.

HELON and Moore, must be first-class
approval, cash.—Full particulars to jittlet

2JLh.p. Givaudan, as new, fast, splendid
2 machine; £4.-61, Wanstead Park Al

Park.

Qlh.p. Rex Engine, less piston and tapji
f^ 2 tandem fitment, lOs., new.—A. Spencer,

'

Wilts.

3AS.—2h.p. Quadrant Engine, spare valves,^ trolled ignition, perfect. — 57, Northl
Brentwood.

3-4h.p. Air-cooled Engine, standard mak8r,|
date ; approval.—Particulars, Burrell,

Eochford, Esses.

ENGINES for Cars, cycles, boats, and aeB"'
Send for particulars to Advance Motor

j

Ltd., Northampton.

MADISON, Littleover, Derby.—Genuine Md
_ facturing 3ih.p. air-cooled en,s;ine, witJ

mare and lever control;, price £4 19s. 6d., hi

4 h.p. Buchet Engine, overhead valves, craj

silencer, B24 Longuemare oarbiiretter,
forecar, very powerful; £6.-24, Av'oodl'ord

Gate, London, E.

NEARLY- New 3h.p. Engine, done about
complete with exhaust box, etc., saorifl|

or -exchange for good forecar attachment, 00
brakes, tyres, etc. ; approval willingly : reason.|

bought 4ih.p. engine.—Shirley, Coventry Ed

IGNITION APPLIANCl
TREMBLEES for all makes of engineSrI

pure platinum tips, Is. 3d. each. -^|

G.O.M., Birmingham

IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for cpi|

Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Bim
EEADNOTJGHT Contact cuie misfirji

2s. 6d. each.—Fellows, 49, Hertford Sf

P

D
In answering these advertisements it is deslrahle to m,ention " The Motor Cycle."



The Tourist Trophy Race.
^HE date of the Tourist Trophy Race is drawing

near, and in a little more than three weeks
from now we shall be in a position to declare

I the name of the winner and the make and type

of machine he rode. From all we can hear,

number of entries will be large, but The Motor
cle being published on the same day as the date fixed

the closing of the entry list, we can only give the

nes of those received up to and including Monday
These will be found elsewhere in this issue.

ere is one item in connection with the race which
"ancy may have escaped the notice of some of the

rants, and that is the dimensions of bore and stroke

jome of the engines ^on machines which have been
red are so dangerously near the limits of cubical
acity laid down for the race that some of them ma.y

e unknowingly overstep the mark. That is to say,

suming the bore and stroke of any engine entered is

id on paper by the dimensions to work out at 499
ic centimetres, it is possible for the wear which
s place between the time it is assembled and the
pletion of the race to account for the odd cubic
:imetre. An engine which may not honestly exceed
size when it is newly machined may with several

dred miles of practice spins, and the mileage of the

; itself, be found to be in excess of the limit. We
It this out so that those who may have ordered
hines to very close limits may not be deceived into

belief that an engine which complies with the rules

new will remain the regulation size for several

red miles.

he donations to the. Tourist Trophy Fund are
ng in very slowly, and we would take this oppor-

of reminding our readers that every 20s. they

contribute will mean a still further increase of is. to the
Fund, as The Motor Cycle has promised is. for every
;£i contributed up to ;^ioo. Donations already
received are acknowledged elsewhere in this issue.

"The Autocar League."

AS
was briefly mentioned last week, a league of

motorists has been formed by our contem-
porary. The Autoccvr, for the purpose of band-
ing together the whole of the motorists of the

kingdom. Motor cyclists will, of course, be
welcomed to the ranks of the league, as it is only by
means of presenting an undivided front that a league

such as the one outlined can bring to bear the neces-

sary weight and influence to secure reform in any
direction where the interests of motorists are attacked.

One motor cyclist who has enrolled wrote to

The Autocar last week as follows: "At present things

are so hot in this quarter (Sussex) that, being a man
of very moderate means, I am afraid to drive, and my
machine is now laid by till a more convenient season."

This rider is afraid that motor cyclists are to be left

out in the cold. However, he and others need have
no fear. The Motor Cycle is about to issue an enrol-

ment form on similar lines to the one already sent out

by The Autocar.

Although we do not recommend the extreme policy

pursued by the correspondent referred to, we think

that motor cyclists can in many instances influence the

actions of county authorities who are in the habit of

ordering pernicious police traps to be set on deserted

stretches of road for the purpose of collecting sums

of money in so-called fines. They can also by uniting

under One banner help themselves in a way that would
be quite impossible by any other method.
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THOSE who have only read accounts of record

rides over the classical End-to-end route can

have little, idea of the enormous amount of

preparatory work an attempt on present day figures

involves. It was not until I seriously set to work to

arrange for my attempt on record that I realised what

heavy correspondence meant. First and foremost

I had to consider the machine on which success or

failure rested, and for a long time I hesitated whether

I would ride my Triumph on Avhich I had done over

5,000 miles or order a new one. Finally the lot

fell on a new machine with a specially large tank,

and 1 never regretted the

choice, for not even a nut

shook loose, and the engine

was not touched from start

to finish. At the very outset

I found myself faced with a

serious difficulty, for I had
been presuming that the

Triumph Company would
assist me in every way, but

they straightway refused to

help me at all, and I Avas

left with the pleasing alter-

native of letting the matter

drop OT arranging the long

ride myself. This was per-

haps a blessing in disguise,

since I had at any rate a free

hand, and was able to arrange
exactly what I wanted. I

had prepared my time
schedule for thirty-eight hours,

with, ten minutes stops every

130 miles, and relied on hav-
ing a good square meal at

Wigan, the intermediate food
consisting chiefly of porridge,

. bacon and eggs, a boiled

fowl, and milk pudding, etc., whilst at each checking
place a packet of sandwiches was handed to me, made
up of bread and butter and potted meat, to mun-qh
on the way. Each checker was also supplied with
telegraph forms to wire time of departure- to the next
control, and since every man concerned had a printed
schedule of distance and time, he could soon work
out my average, and know when to expect me. During
the night the telephone took the place of the tele-

graph, Exeter being in constant communication with
Gloucester and , Wigan. Over the rest of the details

I will draw a veil—^my test runs before breakfast, the
angry clients who rang me up on the .telephone to
know whether I had retired from business, and mv
AIO

^

The writer immediately after his

time. Few record breakers have
Hart-Divies did.

THE

End-to-end Record,
By IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.

constant anxiety concerning the weather, for I wa:

backing my luck in starting from North to South.

A Change in the Weather Conditions.

However, luck was with me, for I left Rugbv 01

the Friday evening on the night express in torrent

of rain from the south-west, only to arrive at Wic
on Saturday to find a keen-edged nor'-easter blowin
with bone-dry roads. Such luck cannot last, I thought
and went in to peruse the visitors'" book at Groat's, t

read the details of the famous rides of the past, sue

as G. P. Mills's motor and cycle records, and thos

created by G. A. Olley, Tor
Peck, Arthur W. Bentley, an

others who have made th

long journey.

I consider that such a boo

should not be left about, fo

it is the reverse of encourag
ing to the green aspirant fo

record honours. However,
scribbled my name, shi

the book with a bang, an

Avent off to bed at the ear

hour of six. Strange to sa)

I fell asleep immediately, an

was engaged in a franti

struggle to co'ax a x h.p

Mouse over the last fort

miles to Land's End at

average- of thirty-five whe
" Half past one, sir," brougl

me back to life. I was soo

into my motor kit- an

enjoying a meal with thrt

keen ri^lers, one of them M
Robertson, of Wick, who n<

arrival at Land's End Hotel in record only AVaS tO time me OUt, b
finished such a long ride as fresh as

ij^tgn^ed tO ride SOUth wit

me. . There Avas just tin

for a pipe, and before I could realise it the recoi

ride had commenced.
From the first no time Avas lost, and in half a

hour from the start Wick Avas reached. Thereafti

my attention Avas fully occupied Avith corner worl

especially in descending Berriedale. Hereabouts

parted company with Mr. Robertson, he ha\'ing renden

me yeoman assistance during the first hour's ride. Dow
the Ord I flew, trickled through Golspie, following tl

confetti Avhich had been laid for me on the doubtf

corners, and picked up Mr. Herlihy close to Bon;

Bridge, o-nly to lose him a few miles further on havii

an argument with a nail Avhich I had missed by inche

Near Dingwall the float stuck up, and I Avas strahd-f

^^^B ss^ss^m
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a.m. in a remote part of Scotland withoiit6.30

etrol, so I had perforce to wait for Mr. Herlihy, get

Dime from- him, raid a garage irL Dingwall which was

ickily open, and before many_ minutes had passed

as sitting down to an excellent breakfast at the Lc^'at

rms, Beauly, whilst Mr. Morrison attended to the

lachine. In twelve minutes we were off en the run

> Perth, Mr. Adamson being my companion

lis time on a fast T.T. Triumph. Near
:viemore my back tyre sat down so suddenly

lat I nearly followed, its example,, a big

one or a piece of iron going right through

le cG'ver and both sides of the tube.

aturally, we made a poor job of it, being

I a hurry, and had in consequence to pump
up every twent}'-five miles.

The Road over the Grampians.

The Grampians were in a disgraceful

ate, " nothing but loose stones forming the

ad, and I \-aried proceedings between
>dging boulders and riding on the grass at

,e side—a risky proceeding, since the

>ulders were often partly hidden and only
scernible at the last moment. Perth ho've in

ght, and I could almost smell my lunch,

hilst poor Adamson, I am sure, must have
; ii thinking of it for many miles, for he
arted without breakfast, owing to- my early arrival at

eauly. Here the tyre was promptly changed by Mr.
xFarlane. machine and man "stoked," and we were
on running through Stirling. Lanark was passed {t,^6

iles) at three o'clock, and here I again filled up with
;trol. Half past four saw me at Lockerbie doing my
^t to eat three eggs and slabs of bread and jam in

Q minutes.

Outside Lockerbie the back Dunlop picked up two
t nails at the same time, and some minutes were

wasted in trying to make the tube hold air, but a look
round soon discovered the second nail, and thereafter
all was peace from the puncture .fiend until Land's
End.

Scotland was soon left behind, and now the reco.rd
began to appear a safe thing, barring accidents. The
excellent machine made light of my weight, and so
far the weather had been magnificent. Shap proved

ThD End-to-end record holder leaving the Lovat Arms, Beauly, after breakfasting.

light work, and with an " Easv " through Lancaster

»ipSS!»S5)ra'"N?'*^T'St^

)ne of the acute bends on Berriedale, which hill is descended if the rider travels southwards.
jwas that Tom Pe3k. riding a Rex, came to grief last month, as already reported.

;asy

and Preston we ran into Wigan at 9.30, just in time

to avoid lighting up. Alter supper a council of war
was held, for I now had to tackle the worst section of

all in the dark—^twistv roads, narrow lanes, and at

least twenty points at which we could lose our way.

The Most Difficult Section of the Ro ate.

Luckily, in view of Mr. Bentley's harrowing experi-

ences, I had arranged for confetti to be laid by

a friend named Rupert May,
and, bidding J. H. Brereton

good-night, we were soon " hop-
ping " it six strong through the

night. Nearing Tarporley I took

a wrong "turning, and pulled

up suddenly, receiving the full

weight of- one of my followers who
was unable to stop in time in the

middle of my back, luckily with-

out any further damage than a

crumpled number plate. This

contretemps laid my assailant's

machine out and reduced our

numbers, foT which I was secretly

thankful. But a greater surprise

was in store for us. It appeared
that the confetti could not be seen

in the dark, and Rupert Mav, J.

C. O'Rafferty, and H. Potts, on
discovering this, hurried to Tar-
porley to guide me through. I

almost fell on their necks in my
joy, for I had been dreading

this section. Details were soon

arranged ; May was to lead and
I to follow, Avhilst the rest had to

hurry along in the dust and dark

ATI

Here
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as best they could. From what I gathered afterwards,

the " back seats " were not in favour, and I know that

I had my work cut out to get round the \'arious corners,

steering by May's back. It Avas a marvel tO' all

of us how he managed tO' ^see sO' well, and
never made a false

turn. Had he done so

and suddenly stopped

we should all have
piled ourselves up
on top of him, for I

W'as steering by his

white coat, and he
was riding by my
light, which threw a

splendid beam some
distance ahead. In

the early hours when
no one A\as about

two of the party

failed to get round
a corner, and fell

with a clashmg and"

grinding of metal.

O'Rafferty punc-
tured in Kidder-
minster, and did a

To show there are two prominent moior
cyclists oi the name of Davies. Ivan B.
Hart-Davies, the End-to-snd record holder,
is on the left, while the other is Basil H.
Davies, a reguLir contributor to thj columns
of this journal.

quiox

r- e a c h. i n g

marvellously

repair,

Gloucester onJy five

minutes after me.
Poor Gibson came a

heavy cropper on a

nasty corner near Kidderminster, Avhich I just suc-

ceeded in scratching round by the skin of my teeth,

and for a few minutes I thought he Avas seriously hurt.

However, he pluckily remounted, and continued right

through to Land's End. AH
through Bridgnorth and Kidder-

minster we were anxiously watch-

ing fo- the dawn, which seemed
as if it Avere never coming ; but

the darkness of the night was to

some extent relieved by the

furnace flames of the Black
Country, proving at any rate that

we were on the right ro^ad. Per-

haps the night seemed longer than
usual OAving to the strain of fast

driving mile after mile in clc-se"

company, and it was Avith feelings

of relief that Ave saw the Malvern
Hills slipping past on the right,

with Tewkesbury close at hand.
Now the light rapidly strengthened
as if to make up for its former
tardiness, and in a few minutes
Ave were sloAving up at the Bell
Hotel in Gloucester Avith C. F. A.
Cooper on guard.

Porridge, bacon, and eggs,
cooked to a turn by my brother
Aubrey, soon vanished, and, re-

inforced by F. C. Mustard, fresh
from the Six Davs' Trials, the
last two stages were entered on

AI2

with every hope of success. Once more the miles

slipped by ; Clifton Suspension Bridge loomed up and
disappeared. Red Hill was pushefl behind, and before

long we began to pick up the Exeter contingent of

fo'llowers, several of Avhom, Avarned by the telephone,'

came out to meet us, Avhilst Mr. Williams, of Exeter,

kindly sent out a car to guard an awkward turn, and
also stationed a man.Avith a Avhite flag to guide us

to Deller's Cafe. I certainly did not need much
guiding, since my appetite had been troubling me
for some miles, chiefly oAving to the fact that I spent

my time in Gloucester laughing at the dirty faces of

my folloAvers, especially O'Rafferty 's. I can only

conclude that they were too polite to^ return the com-
pliment, since I had not shaved since the previous

Saturday, and one glance at a mirror Avas sufficient to

drive me to the Avash basin. More porridge, Avhich

I shared with Gibson, ham and eggs ditto, and Ave

were heading for the tw^isty Cornish lanes and Land's
End.

Nearing the End.

There is a iTasty little hill oiJt of Exeter once you

have slithered down the heavily Avatered tramlines,

but "Miss Triumph" took her load to the top, as

if she had only run 5 miles instead of close on 800.

Once again thirty-four miles Avere devoured in the first

hour, but the claims of live stock, frisky horses, anc

corners innumerable demanded caution with the goal

almost in sight. A short stop in Bodmin for petrol

was made, narrow Camborne safely negotiated, 'anc

the throttle Avas closed a trifle, since the record was

safe, and I was Avell in front of time. Penzance Avai

passed at 12 o'clock, and I could picture to myself tht

timekeepers listening for the sound of my engine, sinC't

there was a thick sea mist, and it Avas difificult to se<

more than 100 yards. Hoav long those ten mile;

seemed ! But at length I turned the corner, anc

Land's End at last. I. B. Hart-Davies seated in the centre of a group of motor cyclists who acted as

followers and assisted him to annex ths record.
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uld dimly see the dark shadow of the hotel, with

adowy' figures running excitedly to and fi'O. " 12.22,

d you have beaten the record by yh. 16m.," was the

nouncement, and my ride was over "thirty-three

urs of glorious life " was my mental comment, and

ne that you will never experience again " was added

an afterthought.

The attentions of the photographer had first to be

isfred, and then lunch claimed us, Avhilst the cavah

ie of followers poured in—Hobgen on the 6 h.p. Bat,

ider of a 2 h.p. MotO'-Reve, Hugh Gibson (who had
Duncture and then lost his way, going right through

; south of Cornwall), F. C. Mustard (who had

ipped to wash the dust out of his throat, presumably

:h water), and others who had joined in the hunt at

"ious points.

Reflections on the Ride.

Of the trusty Triumph 1 cannot speak too highly.

le figures prove its worth, for a machine that can

•ry a fourteen-stone rider over every variety of road

im John-o'-Groat's to Land's' End at the speed

luired to break a record deserves unbounded
lise. I feel that the honour must be divided

;ween the machine, the weather, and my followers

i helpers. The weather must have been specially

ented for the occasion, whilst every man was in

appointed place and did his share ungrudgingly,

was a complete surprise to me to find such keenness

d enthusiasm from one end of the kingdom to the

ler, and to all who assisted I tender my heartiest

inks. The record has been beaten, and will be

beaten again, and I can only hope that the next man
will be equally favoured by luck. To this combina-
tion of circumstances 1 owe it that I finished so fresh.

In fact, beyond a slight swelling of the hands, due no
doubt to vibration, I felt as fit as when I started;

there is therefore little doubt that the modern machine
is not the nerve-racking vehicle its detractors assert it

to be. Moreover, J. Robertson told me before start-

ing that Tom Peck was quite fresh at the finish when
he timed him in at Groat's in May. I thought the

Scottish scenery magnificent, especially down to Brora,

whilst the approach to the Grampians is grand.
Naturally, one missed much of the beauty, owing to

the vileness of the " road
'

' and the necessity for keep-
ing a careful eye on the corners and sheep, but a ride

over the Scottish portion at a gentler speed is a pleasure
I hope to experience at a later date. It was my first

experience of Scottish scenery, for I had never been
north of Perth before, and perhaps a Scotch mist
would cause me to alter my views.

It is pleasing to be able to record no mishaps or

inconvenience to the general public, for the roads wefe
singularly deserted and free from traffic. This,

perhaps, can be partly accounted for by the fact that

1 started at 3 a.m., and therefore only had one after-

noon, which was chiefly spent on the broad high road
over Beattock summit and Shap. Such a speed as

I averaged does not necessarily mean reckless driv-

ing, and all motorists will doubtless be able to appre-
ciate the distinction. Late in the afternoon we returned

to Penzance for tea and dinner, and caught the 10.30
next morning for home and arrears of business.

> <5 a«

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

The Tourist Trophy Race.

Never have we been able to look forward to such a

T. Race as we are promised this year, and I hope

e of the big clubs will organise a trip to the island

inclusive prices, so as to attract a good muster of

-etators. I should like to see Marshall and Collier

ht out the rubber, but the inclusion of the t\yins has

ide the event extremely open, and I doubt if either

irshall or Collier are 'feeling remarkably sanguine

out finishing first, though probably each of them

convinced he is just a bit too hot for the other,

ho said Lee Evans ? I happen to know the Indians

lich have been winning at Brooklands are the same

ichines which have been used all the year on the

ids. Wells is just doing a little missionary work

the .present, until he can get regular deliveries from

; big Hendee factory. A machine that can do

Iter than sixty miles per hour on Brooklands and

o gain a gold medal in the Six Days is a formid-

le competitor in a road race. Then there are

eral very dark horses in the twin-cylinder class,

i altogether I am more than doubtful whether the

Deriment of lumping twins and single-cylinders

:ether will be repeated. If I may presume to offer

word of advice to one or two amateur entrants I

/e heard of, it is this:' You have not just got to get

fastest bat obtainable out of your engine, but you

'e to keep it up for a good many hours on end. I

cy several who will dazzle us the first time round

will be travelling badly on the second circuit, and
out of it altogether on the third. The fuel limit for-

bade such a generous carburetter adjustment as is now
permissible, but the need of combining stamina with
pace will have a very similar effect, and many car-

buretters will be adjusted in the Isle of Man almost as

stingily as if there were a fuel limit still in existence.

Carburetter Air By°passes.
A good many riders are accustomed to run down

steep hills with the throttle shut, using engine com-
pression as an auxiliary brake, though more with the

idea of cooling the engine than of utilising additional

braking facilities. It is astounding that the modem
motor cycle is minus an air by-pass, i.e., a means by
which pure air is fed into the cylinders when the throttle-

is shut. If the rider has a switch he can switch off and
leave the throttle open, so cooling the engine but

wasting fuel. This is better than sparking with the

throttle shut, but is not maximum efficiency, because

fuel is being wasted. T'he idea is that when the

throttle is shut a fresh air by-pass should be opened,

which has three advantages

:

(a) The engine is cooled.

(6) No fuel is being vaporised.

(c) The switch, "with those possibilities of trouble

which it always connotes, can be dispensed with.

(d) The engine acts as a brake.

Yet I doubt if three standard makes are provided

with this simple and desirable fitment.

A IS
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A selection of questions of general interest received from 01

readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must 1

used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shou
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must
accompanied by a stainpoil aiidresssd envelope for reply.

The Reason for Coiling Petrol Pipes.

A friend and myself have
different opinions as to the use

of the coils in a petrol feed

pipe. My friend says that the

coils are to lessen the flow of

petrol to the carburetter and stop

flooding. I maintain that they are

to serve as a spring to prevent break-

age of the pipe. We have decided to

take your decision as final.—W. F.,

Sussex.

Your explanation is perfectly correct.

The coils in the pipes are to prevent
breakage, and, in the event of breakage
close to the union, to allow a fresh

joint to be made without unduly
shortening the pipe.

Inland Revenu3 Tax Exemptions.

Please inform me whether 1

am exempt or not from the In-

land Revenue licence for a
motor cycle? I am in the in-

surance business, and have a

long and straggling country district

to work, and I ufe my motor cycle

for this work. I judge from the case

at Spalding I am exempt, but would
like to know for certain.—E.L.H.,
Holywell. ''.

Unless you can satisfactorily prove to
the Inland Revenue authorities that
you use your motor bicycle solely and
entirely for business purposes, and
never, on any occasion, for your own
pleasure, you cannot be exempted from
the tax.

Shipping and Freight to Melbourne.

What is the cost of sending
a motor bicycle to Australia,
also cost of duty? Should the
motor cycle be entirely close

i

in a wooden box? In Mel-
bourne the price of a first-class

machine is £70 to £75. Do you
' advise me to send one out there, or
instruct my friend to purchase when

. landing?—M. Groves, Bolion.

The cost of shipning a motor bicycle
to Melbourne is 47s. The duty is 25%
ad valorem iov a British-made machine,
"^TiAZOyo ad valorem for a machine of
foreign manufacture. Full particulars
regarding shipment to Australia can
be obtained from Davies, Turner, and
Co., Ltd., 52, Lime Street, E.G.
They v/ould probably undertake to
pack the machine for you. It should,
of course, be packed securely in a
wooden case. We advise purchase in
Melbourne. Nothing can be saved by
ishipping a new machine to Australia
after freight, duty, etc., are paid.

A16

Chronic M ifiring.

I have an old pattern 3|

h.p. Rex motor bicycle, and
it has misfired from the time -

it was newly purchased. I

have tried everything I can

think of to rehiedy it, but have
failed up to now. I have fitted a

new trembler coil, ako a new .wipe

'contact breaker to the engine, tried

various-sized spraying jets in the

Longuemare carburetter, but it still

misfires. Have tried different spark-

ing plugs, the timing is correct,

petrol tube is clear from tank \iO

the carburetter, and valves appear
to work freely. Engine has plenty

of power for hill-climbing, but 1

cannot get more than about eighteen

miles an hour on the level, gear 5^
to 1. Engine misses at all speeds

whether the spark is advanced or

retarded. If you can suggest a

r8medy I shall be much obliged.—

H. Skinner, Dover.

We should recommend you to carefully

adjust trembler on coil, see that accu-

mulators are fully charged, then look

to both inlet and exhaust valve

springs. If the springs are by any
chance too weak the engine will mis-

fire exactly as if the ignition v\rere

wrong. If you can by any means get

a magneto fitted to the engine you

wiil find it will make it far more rel

able. The machine is quite capable (

travelling at a good speed.

Clutch Leathers on Tricars.

The clutch of my 6^ h.]

tricar gives me a lot of troubl

The leathers burn out quickl;

some times in 100 miles. I ha\

tried all soits of lefthers, an

all dressings as advised in " Hints an

Tips," and by " Ixion " in 1907. 'il

fact is the clutch is too small (5i'i

by lin.), but there is not sufficiei

room to enlaige it. Can I with safet

try brake Iming, such as canvas, fibn

or copper? I can put the clutch

and out very gently, as it is operate

by hand, and there is no spring. Ca

you suggest a cure, other than enlarj

ing clutch? I can remove old leatht

and fit a new one in an hour, but

course it is a dirty job.—B.W.J
Staflford.

You might try a canvas or compositio

brake lining on the clutch, such

Frond's patent, w^hich can be obtaine

from almost any of the well-knO'^\-

accessory dealers. We have never heai

of it being tried in connection with

tricar clutch, but it would be an exjjer

ment worth attempting. Have vou trii

using the very best quality sole leatht

and dressing it with " Collan " oil
"^

fairly frequent intervals?

The tea interval was a popular feature at the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.'s Motor Cycle

Hill-climbing Competition at Newnham, near Diventry. Offlcials, competitors, and spect'itors are

-

here seen enjoying their tea and the splendid view obtainable from the field at the summit.
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0. C. Godfrey (3| h.p. Rex Speed King) at the

;uminit of Newnham Hill, Diventry. Godfrey

obtained sixth position on time, a companion
nachine ridden by J. C. Smyth making the

astest single-cylinder time of the day.

Misfiring in One Cylinder at Slow Speed,

I have a twin-cylinder

^ Vindec, 1907 model, and can-

> not get both cylinders to fire at

-LI low speeds. If I slow down to

about twelve or fourteen miles

an hour, the rear cylinder immedi-

ately stops firing. Both inlet valve

springs are of an equal tension. I

should b& much indebted to you if

j'ou could advise me what to do.

—

R. 0. HASTiNas.
le trouble .is probably due to the

ilure of the carburetter to supply a

3h enough mixture at slow speeds to

sure regular firing. Fitting such a

svice as the White's Economiser may
(ssibly cure the trouble, or, if you
n reduce the space round the jet of

,6 carburetter in any way a.nd enlarge

e ^additional air openings to compen-
te, you will probably be able to run
lito slowly with extra air closed.

Touring in Devonshire.

I am cont-emplating visiting

I

Lynmouth shortly on my 7-9

h.p. Bat-J.A.P. and sidecar;
-^ total weight of passengers 21

stones. I have only a single

gear with adjustable pulley, and I

am a little doubtful whether I should
be able to get up Porlock Hill and
also the hill out of Lynmouth towards
Minehead. Do you think I could gei:

up these hills, and if so what gear
do you think I should use ? I kno'vr

the road from Minehead to Lynmouth
well, having travelled on it several
times by coach, and from what I

remember of Porlock Hill it would
be almost dangero'us to attempt it

"with an empty sidecar on account of
the bend half-way up it. Am I cor-
rect?

—

Engineer, Lanes.
1^ should advise you to gear quite as
w as 6 to 1 for these excessively
eep hills, and it is even then doubtful
with a gear as high as this you would
inib them with a jDassenger. It would
rtainly be difficult to negotiate the
>rner on Porlock with no weight in

16 sidecar, but with a low gear and
-re you should be able to manage it in
fety. Your machine is a powerful
le, and a trial of these ascents would
rtainly be interestin.g. Why not have
two-speed gear fitted?

One or Two Silencers.

Do you think I can render
my 3^ h.p. motor cycle more
fiilent if I were to fit a second

-^ silencer beyond the present
one? The present silencer is

in front of the crankcase. I propose
to leave it just were it is, and carry
a pipe from the outlet to the back
of the crankcase, and there fit a
second silencer. Would this cause
back pressure, the exhaust having
to pass through two silencers?

There is 4in. clearance between
bottom of crankcase and the ground.
Would that allow for a lin. pipe
to be carried underneath the crank-
case, and would the pipe be likely

to catch obstructions on the road?

—

W.B.G.
We should recommend you to remove
the present silencer and fit another
one. There would be no object iir

having two unless you remove all the
baffle plates from the present silencer

and ufe it simply as an expansion
chamber. There is sufficient clearance
underneath the crankcase if machine is

ridden only on good roads.

Advice re Purchase of a Second-hand Machine.

I know nothing whatever
about jnotor cycles, but 1

thought of buying a second-
-^ hand one so that I could ride

to my work and return home
daily—about thirty miles the double
journey. A few stiffish hills in it.

I intend riding the machine all tho

year round. (1.) Can you give me
any advice as to the most suitable

type and power" to buy? Could I

get one for £10 that would not

always be breaking down? (2.) Can
you give me some idea of the cost

.

of petrol, say for 200 miles per

week? (3.) How much should it

cost for the upkeep per week, repairs

included ? I expect you cannot answer
the third question definitely, but
perhaps you can give me some idea

of the average total ccst.—T. Mills,
Cleckheaton,

(1.) W^hat you had better get is a

single-cylinder machine of about 2| to

3 h.p. £10 is a low price for a good
second-hand machine. It would be
advisable to study the miscellaneous

advertisement columns of The Motor
Cycle and write to some of the best

known dealers, and ask them to let

you know what they have on theii

books at the price you are prepared to

pay. (2.) An average motor cycle of

2| to 3 h.p. will cover about eighty
miles to the gallon of petrol. The pre-

sent jDrice of petrol is Is. 3d. to

Is. 4d. per gallon. (3.) You should
have no difficulty in running a

machine 200 miles a week for 5s. to

7s. 6d. per week. It is impossible to

estimate repairs, but these should be
few and far between if machine is a

good one to start with and in good
order. If you care to send us a

numbered list of the machines which
"you think might suit you, keeping a

copy by you for reference, we will

place them in order of merit, but
second-hand machines should 'always be
examined by an expert before purchase,
failing that adopt the deposit system.

READERS' REPLIES.
Clutch supping on Steep Hills.

I notice in reply to a query in

The Motor Cycle regarding Mabon
clutch slipping that

'^ over-oiling is men-
tioned as the likely

cause. I am in-

clined to think the
Bowden wire is ad-
justed too tightly at
the stop. This would
put the pressure of

tho clutch spring on
the fork and wire
instead of the clutch
plates, and would
have the same effect

as keeping it partly
disengaged. I en-

close an illustration showing the in-

correct method of adjustment by dotted
lines. You will see from this that it

is possible t<v entirely free the engine
by tightening tha wire too much at
the stop.—A. Mabon.

Loss of Power on Kills.

In reply to "G.A." in the issue of

August 18th who enquired re 3 h.p.

Quadrant, I have one and substituted
rigid for the spring forks supplied,
also a spray carburetter for the sur-

face type. I should advise "G.A."
to do the same, also to rewire t^i©

machine, especially the contact breaker,
replace worn contact breaker parts,

fit new valve springs and check
timing. Fit the release valve outside
contact case, solder a copper pipe to

the nut on hollow shaft and stop up
present holes and so avoid dirty wires
and contacts. „ Check inlet valve for

wear on guide and stem. My Quad-
rant will take me anvwhere.—G. F. C.

An unoKieial weighing in at Daventry on
August 21st. V. A. Hoiroyd, chief marshal of

the Newnham Hill-eUmb, on the scales. Weight
2S9i lbs. minus his four-cylinder F.N.

AI7
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Gear Ratios and Flexibility.

OF all the hill-climbing ccnipetitions that have
been held from tim-e to time it is very question-

able whether any real good has been done in

the development of motor cycles from, the

amateur owner's point of view. These cc^mpetitions

are usually held on hills which permit of a good fly-

ing start ; therefore the steepest gradients can be

rushed and taken at very fast speeds. The course

is usually kept clear of other traffic, and there is

nothing to ohstruct the riders in their ujDward flights.

The engines have generally been specially tuned up

—

in fact, in only a few cases are they engines which are

fitted to touring machines. It is nO' uncommon sight

to see a few rider spectators on standard machines
attempt to climb a hill either before or after the

contest, and if the hill is a steep one such machines
moa'e often than not fail to- get up without pedal

assistance, whereas the same makes of machines in-

\ariably romp up the hill in competition.

Generally speaking, an engine specially tuned up
for hill-climbing competitions is unsuitable for every-

day u^'i. Such an engine is not flexible, and cannot
be slowed down nicely to suit various conditions, such
as traffic. High speeds and hill-climbing power have
usually been gained at the expense of comfort and
ease of control.

Change Speed Gears Wanted.
MoGt motor cycle engines are necessarily light and

of comparatively small dimensions. The majority of

motoT bicycles have a fixed gear ratio, so that . speed
and hill -climbing depend upon the engine being power-
ful and flexible enough to do all that is required
without an alteration to the gear ratio. Motor cars

have two or more gear ratios Avhich can be varied "at

the will of the driver, and in addition the engine is

usually more flexible and powerful than a motor cycle
engine, so that there is not much difficulty nowadays in

tackling the worst hills in the country.
In the opinion of the writer a motor cycle should be

so designed that it is the equal of a motor car in hill-

climbing without recourse to excessive power. The
obvious course is a change speed gear bo-x or some
method of altering the gear ratios whilst running. My
requirements in a motor cycle for daily use under
all conditions are to be able to take the very worst
corners on hills safely at a speed which depends upon
the state of the surface and .the traffic, and yet be
able to pick up speed after the corner is passed.
No mptor cycle has yet been m.ade which will do all

these things without a variable gear of some sort.

Al8

By ENGINEER.

In theory the so-called infinitely variable speed gea

is ideal, for hill-climbing and general touring purposes

In any contest between equally skilled riders where th

horse-poAver of the engine^ the weight of machine an

rider, and the wind resistance are equal the inflnitel

variably geared motor cycle must win against the or

with a fixed gear ratio. This is only commonsenst
for the following reason. Every professional teste

or amateur tuner up of petrol engines knows that thei

is a certain crankshaft speed at which an engiii

develops its maximum power. In modern engines th

power curve usually rises in a straight line, and keep

on rising until very high engine speeds are obtained-

E. Kickham, 7-9 h.p. Leader-Peugeot, on the steepest part of Newnham.
This rider accomplished the second fastest time of the day at the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C.'s Open Hill-climb.

in fact, much higher speeds than are desirable whe

sustained effort is required from the engine. An a

cooled engine will run for a very considerable peric

at a high speed and develop satisfactory power, bi

a certain point is usually found above which it is n<

desirable to run, because the engine soon overheat

For practical purposes it may be assumed that th

critical engine speed is the best to run at for ar

sustained effort. If such an engine is fitted in

a bicycle which has an infinitely variable speed ge;

and a speed counter is connected to the engine-shaf

the best results can be obtained from that bicycle 1

simply altering the gear ratio whilst running, and 1
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COVENTRY ""^SV'oT'c'lub"*^ HILL CLIMB.

Against the pick of machines and cream of riders.

Class I.

(Touriag
Machiiiei.)

-On formula. OPEN (^°°
"'^c-. 'Sr^tt TySi)

•

1st, 2nd 81 3rd, ZENITH GRADUAS, SJ h.p.

The ONLY Zeniths competing.

Class 11.-On formula. OPEN f^^^t^r).
(For any special

or racing models.) 1st 81 2nd, ZENITH GRADUAS, SJ h.p.

The ONLY Zeniths competing
C"'^ ^as'inTLri"''"'').

Class I.—Private Owners.
1st on formula—ZENITH GRADUA.
Fastest Time—ZENITH GRADUA.

Club Members.
1st on formula—ZENITH GRADUA.
Fastest Time—ZENITH GRADUA.

Class II.—Private Owners.
1st on formula—ZENITH GRADUA.

Club Members.—No ZENITH con-ipeted.

* GRADUA' GEAR
CONVERSION

SET
FOR TRIUMPH MOTOR BICYCLES.

12GnS. (including fitting).

P.S.—A " Zenith-Gradua " is on
view at The Service Co., High
Holborn; and at Sherwells, 46,

York Street, Westminster.

Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

Weybridgc.

In an-nvering this advcrtlismenf it is de-^ircbte to mentW7i " T/ie Motor Cycle.'" J- ig
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The Time for the Tour
is now—no other period of the year is so

suitable or so full of pleasure possibilities.

BefDre you set out, however, there are
many details which should claim your
attention—not the least of these, the
question of equipment.

You naturally desire efficiency in this

direction—

BROOKS BAGS
will give you that.

Individually, they are invaluable as recrp-
tacles for every class of luggage—collec-
tively they form an ideal motoring
equipment.

We illustrate two, the others are of equal
interest, and are all fully described in our
latest Bag and Saddle Manual which we
will send you free^ Dept. B /15.

J. B Brooks & Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

Supposing
the Saddle is not a

Brooks, it cannot yield

that perfect comfort
which is essential to

the success and enjoy-

ment of your Tour,

because it cannot em-
body those exclusive

features which make
perfect comfort possible.

Take one only—the

BROOKS PATENT
COMPOUND
SPRINGS

as fitted to every msdel
of the

BROOKS
ANTI- VIBRATORY

SADDLES
& SEATS
These absorb vibrati-)n

as none other can, and
totally eradicate all

tendency to boun e

—

Tnat means a saddle of

perfect ease—a seat of

perfect luxury, and

—

Remember, that is only
one of the merits which
make for its superior-

ity-

There are many others,

and you should learn

more of them by a

study of our Saddle
Manual, which ws will

send you free.—Dept.
845.

J B. BROOKS
& CO., LTO.,

BIRMINGHAM.

A20

BROOKS ANTI-
VIBRATORY
SADDLE—
B 105 P
wit 1 padded to).

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyd
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Ratios and Flexibility.

—

:hing~the speed counter the engine revolutions may
illowed to keep up to the above mentioned critical

?d. No better result than this can be obtained.

! a hill is being climbed with a variably geared

bine and the engine speed rises above the critical

it the gear ratio can be raised until the maximum
btained, and then if the engine still runs faster than

critical speed it means that there is a reserve of

er, and the engine would stand a higher maximum
• \yithO'Ut fear of overheating. Overheating takes

;e when the rider tries to flog the machine along on

high a gear, and therefoa-e a lower engine speed

I the critical one.

his critical speed is also usually the best for

;st petrol consumption. In hill-climbing competi-

3 it is noticeable that the machines doing fastest

;s usually occupy low po'sitions in the foa-mula table,

ough petrol consumption is not taken into account.

v would also show excessive petrol consumption

le fuel were measured, and this goes to prove that

engines are not highly efficient,

hose who study the subject carefully will, 1 think,

?e that a straightway rush up a hill is not a fair

of a machine's capabilities. It is no uncommon
g for competitors tO' protest against sharp bends

I hill ; they say they are dangerous, and that they

lot negotiate the curves safely. Of course, they

lot with a single geared machine, and if they slow

down for -the corner they possibly cannot pick up
again. Hill-climbing_ competitions should be arranged
on hills which are as twisty as possible, in order to

make it impossible for ridiciilonsly high powered
machines to attain such a speed that they become a
sonrce of danger to- the riders. On reaching a bend
the engine should be flexible enough to enable the
curve to be negotiated safely and tO' pick up again.

If similar slowing and restarting tests were introduced
in all climbs it would be obvious to the prospective

purchaser that a machine that could be safely handled
at corners would be most useful for touring purposes.
A hill-climbing competition has been announced by

the A.C.U. 'to be held in the Isle of Man after the Tourist
Trophy Motor Cycle Race on the 23rd inst., and I

would suggest that the most tortuous hill in the island

be selected for this event. We should then see a real

test of flexibility. There is a good road leading out of

Ramsey up which motoi' cars have been raced foT the
Graphic Trophy. Another is just beyond Glen Helen
on the Kirk Michael side, and there is also the hardest

test hill in the island, i.e., the mountain climb from
Ramsey to the Bungalow. I fear the latter would be
too big a test for air cooled engines, although it would
prove whether the cooling ribs are really sufficient

for cooling an engine on a long mountain climb.

I hope some of the suggestions thrown out in this

article may meet with the approval' of those who are

making the arrangements for the hill-climb.

Mewnham Hill-climbing Competition. A scene in tlie yard oi Reynolds's Garage, Daventry, on August 21st.
competitors and their machines.

Officials cheeking and weighing the

A2I
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A FEW SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED
1.
2 LIGMX^WE^IGHX

AND

3 K.p. MOOEM^S
SEND POSTCARD FOR PARTICULARS AND CLEARANCE PRICES,

DEPT. !V!.G.,

Worksj Bournhrookp Birmingham,

PgB—

B

IIH ' l»WI|i

LUCKY

EDINBURGH MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FIVE DAYS' TRIAL.
Rider of Palmer Tyres, FIRST CLASS MEDAL and SPECL\L
PRIZE PERFORMANCE ON BRITISH MADE TYRES.

AC.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Awards to riders of Palmer Tyres, SIX GOLD MEDALS,

TWO SILVER MEDALS, 1908 and 1909 (to date.)

68 MEDALS and 10 CUPS WON ON
PALMERS.

Write for descriptive booklet

—

HE RAI.IVISR TYRE LTD., 119, 121, 123 Shanss"tei!ry Avenue, Lond33i, W.C.
Depots—London, Paris, Glasgow, Birmingham, Coventry, Nottingham, and Amsterdam.

l.kiiU^jJitBaiMltm-Jiyj i JOHlWMiln iU-umi .
.>j» iii»h« i«,j—

A24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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1 End-lo-enl Record.

kVill J. C. Smith, of SchuU, who
led A. J. Kettle in the Irish End-to-

1 Kecord on June 12th, kindly oom-
nicate with the Editor?

eminiscence of the 1908 End-to-end Trial,

jordon Gibson, who is touring in

! North of Scotland, iniorms us that

sasv one of the old 1908 A.C.U.
•ows still in use and in a very con-

cuous position at Brora one day last

ek.

or Cyclist Banned at FallowSeld.

We understand that Harry Rignold,
11-known a few years ago as a

)minent racing motor cyclist, was
used permission to nde at Pallow-

d Sports by the Manchester Athletic

lib on Saturday last. Rignold had
m billed all ov^r the city as one of

; attractions of the meeting, and the

a naturally caused a great stir. JNo

i6on has been given.

man Motor Cycle Trials.

Fo-morrow (Thursday, September
i) a big trial for motor cycles and
ail cars will be held by the Lorraine

inch of the German Motor Cyclists'

sociation. Machines must be in

1 touring trim, and will be divided

o five classes, comprising machines
m 3 h.p. to 8 h.p. The start will

at Metz and the finish at Strasburg.

[Qometre Race Meeting.

Six motor cycles, five N.S.U.'s and
6 Puch, wcxc entered for the one
lometre Race Meeting organised by
3 Frankfort Motor Club. Eugen
ienezers, on an N.S.U., won the

36 in 32.6s., which is equal to a

3€d of 68^ miles an hour. A. Noll,

isseldorff, on a Puch, was second in

,4s. The metting was well attended,

3 Grand Duke of Hesse and his

nsort being among the spectators.

ice Traps.

We are informed that from August
i,h till September 26th all motor cars

d motor cycles will be timtd from
? Green Man, Sparham, to Bawdswell,

d the Bell Hotel, Bawdswell, to the

ire and Hounds, Foxley. Both these

itions are on the main road from
u'wich to Fakenham.

[n the vicinity of Maidstone, on the

hford and London roads.

Dn the road between Banff and
tcduff. All the traps in Banff-

re appear to be about four miles in

gth, and the twenty miles limit is

idly enforced.

^ measured 220 yards in Whitehall,

N., usually worked on Sundays.

:n the Albert Bridge Road and
ttersea Bridge Road, worked alter-

ely by three policemen.

A-^ithin five or six miles of Helston,

the Truro-Ealmouth-'Helfton road,

1 anywhere between Helston and
Lizard. These roads are inter-

tenfly trapped.

Setween Pitlochry and Dunkeld,
ough Auchterarder, and a timed
mile speed limit near Dunkeld.

ne mile north of Petersfield, on the

li London-PortEmouth ro?d, begin-

at a spot known as Adhurst Hill,

et. Over twenty motorists were

d at Petersfield last week.

pir©Ig(CTCIL]l

The Return of Borrowed Parts.

Will the motor cyclist who borrowed
a Darop sparking plug and a spanner
from a gentleman on the London-
Folkestone road flii August 7th kindly
return, the articles to C. Smith, 19,

Cheriton Square, Balham, S.W.? We
are pleased to s<iy the owner of the
borrowed acciunalator referred to last

week has recovered his property through
the instrumentality of The Motor Cycle.

Are Special Motor Roads Wanted?

A memorandum explanatory of the
Development and Roads Improvement
Funds Bill w as issued on Tliursday even-

ing last. The Road Board is the section

which is of the greatest interest to

motorists. This board is to be given
power to construct new roads which
it is intended will be primarily con-

fined to motor traffic, and the spe?d
limit will not apply on such roads.

The question is, are special motor
roads required or desired bv motorists,

and particularly by motor cyclists?

We think not, because the present
roads are. ge.rerally speaking, suitable.

If the suggested motor roads are ever

Sfi ^fi J^lA ^fi Sfl Afl SA JUfi jSfi Sfi A/' ^fi JSfi ^^ jSA >S^
c"y r)K rlS^K rtfi x/K rIK r)K ^K W ^K C'fV \/S: l>h ^b, tfti

FUTURE EVENTS.

Sept. I.—Entries close for the Tourist Trophy
Race on Sept. 23rd.

Sept. 4—M.C C Members' Petrol Consumption
Trial Start 4pm

Sept. 5—Mont Ventoux (France) Hill-climb.

Sep^. 12—Semmering Hill-climb (Austria).

Sept. 23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR
MOTOR CYCLES IN THE ISLE OF
MAN.

Oct. 6—Race meetmg at BrooKlands.

Oct. 9—Proposed Two Hours Record Race at

Brooklands. organised by the British

M.C.R.C

Oct. 16—A.C.U. Fourth Quarterly Trial" of 1909,
Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

-gi^-^l>-gf-^g--gH^-|g-#IHg-li--^Hg--^g-lf-#

constructed, it is probable that the

present speed limit on ordinary roads

will be reduced. In other words,

'motorists may be told that speeds in

excess of some ridiculous limit, which

may be fixed, are only permissible on

the special roads which have been con-

structed for their use. On ordinary

roads they will be expected to travel

at the sneed of a market gardener's

cart. A 'bill to spend the money col-

lected from motor and petrol taxes on
improving the present reads would be

far more sensible, and would, we feel

sure, meet the wishes of the bulk of

motorists. We do not want special

motor roads ! We want the present

ones made suitable for modern traflBc

conditions.

Bluejackets* Sports on Whale Island.

A motor bicycle potato race was in-

cluded in the H.M.S. Excellent sports

on Whale Island last Saturday. There

were over 8,000 visitors. In the potato

race the oflScers had to start and ride

to top of track, take a potato from a

table, and return and put potato in a

bucket. Lieut. Hart won, riding a

3i h.p. Triumph. Other competitors

rode Brown, Triumph, Vindec, and
' White and Poppe engined motor cycles.

Hill Climb in tbe Isle of Man.

The A.C.U. has decided to hold the

hill-climb which is to follow the
Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of

Man at Kiwague HiU, on Friday, Sep-

tember 24th. There will be four classes,

as follows: Class I., for genuine stan-

dard touring machines not exceeding
750 cc. Class II., for single-cylinder

T.T. niodels as used in the race. Class

in., for multi-cylinder T.T. models as

used in the race. Class IV., for pri-

vately owned machines with engines,

not exceeding 750 cc.

Motor Cycle Stolen.

With regard to the theft from F.

Horner and Co.'s premises on August-
8th, mentioned in the issue of the 18th
ult., through an error in punctuation^,

we were led to believe that a frame-

only was removed. We now learn that

the loss was more serious. A new
3^ h.p. Rex motor bicycle, numbered
on frame 20398, was stolen on th&
night in question.

Brooklands October Meeting.

In view of the success which attended
the meeting held on Wednesday, 30th
June last, and as a result of numerous
representations made to Major Lindsay
Lloyd on the subject, especially by
B.A.R.C. members, it has been decided
to alter the date of the October meet-
ing to Wednesday, October 6th. Two
motor cycle events will be run—(a) the
autumn handicap, cylinder capacity
limit 500 cc. ; (b) the October handi-
cap, cylinder capacity over 450 and
under 1,000 cubic centimetres.

German Motor Cycle Corps.

The Imperial Treasury and the mili-

tary officials have fixed the following:

rate as pension for disabled volunteer

motor cyclists. The average yearly
earnings of a motor cyclist will be
assumed to be £182. The army pension
allowed for total disablement on this-

income is £95 yearly during life, with
a contingent extra war pension of £15.
A motor cyclist's pension might there-

fore amount to £110 per annum.
Married men will not be enrolled in the
Corps, because in the event of a.

motor cyclist being killed his family
would not be entitled to receive more
compensation than the family of an
ordinary soldier.

Spesd Limit applied for in Saxmundhim (Suffolk).

At a meeting of the Saxmundham
Urban District Council, held on Aug.
19th, it was unanimously agreed to-

petition the county council to reduce
the speed of motor vehicles in Sax-
mundham to ten miles an hour. One
member of the council said that he
thought motor cars and motor cycles

were driven through the town at a
reckless pace, whilst another confined
his remarks to motor cycles. The
Chairman reminded the council that

in some districts where police traps
were set traders were petitioning to

have them removed because trade was
leaving the towns near where they

were set. The Clerk to the Rural Dis-
trict Council said that a car which

, passed his office nearly shook him out
of his chair. Perhaps the urban
council's offices and- furniture are not
of the most substantial construction,

or maybe the motor car referred to
was a steam tractor.
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Essex M C. T>venty=four Hours' Ride.

AuJitfl '^fay^Ai^ibuAt iXaii— "-*"- **^

SPLENDID weather favoured the club for its annual ride

from W&odford tO' York and back, which took place on

Friday and Saturday last. The following took part :
A.

E. Parsons (5 Acacia Special), G. L. Andrews (2 Moto-

Reve), C. J. Janssen (2 Moto-R^ve), F. A. Hardy (3^ Norton),

E. E. Hardy (5 V.S.), A. V. Deacock (2 Moto-Reve), W.
Pratt (3i Phelon and Moore), W. Cooper (3^ Triumph), W. ii.

Wells (5 Indian), G. Lee Evar.s (t) Indian), E. C. Wood
(4 N.S.U.),

'

G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas), B. C; Siffken [o

Rex), E. G. Smith (3^ Triumph), A. G. Peppercorn (3^

Triumph). W. H. Applebes (3^- Rex), E. W. Applebee (5 Rex
and sidecar), B. A. Hill (2? Dou<;las), W. Pershke (8 Colibri

car), and M. Kraiise (7 V.S. car).

The riders were accompanied by two official cars. The first,

a 14 h.p. Austin, kindly lent by L. B.

Feeney, started fifteen minutes ahead
cf the first man, with Timekeeper Ebble-

white aboard. ' The other car was a
15 h.p. Rover, placed at the disposal of

the club by F. J. Jenkins, who was
accompanied on the run by R. H. Head.
The Rover car started last, and took

the hon. secretary through.

The route was from Woodford via

Bishop's Stortford, Cambridge, Hunt-
ingdon, Stamford, Grantham, Retford,

Doncaster, and FerrybridgBj to York.
Arrangements had been made for food

at Grantham on both journeys and at

the Windmill Hotel, York. The cO'uree

was well marked by arrows and coloured

lautems, red meaning a left turn and
green a riglit. The latoterns made it

very easy to follow the road daring the

night. We occupied a seat on the

liuver car, and veiy soon began to- pick

up the men. Among the earliest in

trouble was W. Pratt, trying to light

his lamp, and this seemed to be the

erase of delay t,o a good many. At
St imps Cross, just before Cambridge,
wc caught the Austin err busy witl?

tyr^s, so we took Ebblewhite on to

set the watch at Cambridge. On the
"way to Huntirgdon E. J. Bass, the

trials secretary of the Essex Motor Club, was seen trying

to pulverise the twenty-four hourn' pedal tricycle record.

Several suffered trouble before Huntingdon. Parsons

liad belt trouble, but was npverthelejss in to time.

Pratt co^^ld not get his lamp to burn, and was compelled to

retire. He rode, +o Grantham, and spent the rest of the

day assisting wi'^a the checking. Apparently the who'e
ponulation of Wansford Bridge had turned out to take the

times there, and all the competitors got a good cheer as

they pulled up. At Stamford one enthusiast had put up a

big notice "To York," and there was no d''ffi"ulty in finding

the Colsterworth Road. At Grantham everyone was ready
for the hot supper at the George. Deacock, Pershke, and
Krauze had fallen out from unknown causes.

Eroin Cm.ntham to Doncaster was the most trying part
of the journey, as there was a very thick fog, and several

men lost their way. Five miles from Doncaster the riders

were stopped for a secret check. Ferrybridge was the only
place not properly marked. The following checked in at

York : Janssen, the two Hardys, Cooper, Wells, Evans,
Wood. Fletcher,

,
Smith, Peppercorn, the two Applebees,

and Hill. Parsons had run out of petrol near Doncaster in

consequence of having lost his vvay in the fog, and this,

coupled with belt troubles, caused his retirement. Pepper-
corn had been in collision in the fog, and had to be medi-
cal'y treated at York.
On the return journey the unfortunates were picked up.

Siffken found that he was out of the running, and instead
of jeturning to town started off for Scotiand for a holiday.

A, secret check was placed, five miles from Doncaster; The
fog had now cleared off, and it was very pleasant running.
Lunch was ser.yed at Grantham. Here we learned that the
Austiiicar had got as far as RetfOrd, and had there experi-

enced .nore trouble, which liad caused another stop. At
Stilton there was a secret check being worked by Pratt.

At Woodford a large crowd had again assembled, and the

following men were checked in within twenty-four houi's :

Janssen, E. A. Hardy, W. Cooper, Wells, Lee Evans, Wood,
Fletcher, Smith, Peppercorn, F. W. Applebee, and Hill.

The final results will be iesued when the committee have
examined the^ whole of the time sfieets. In a competition of

this nature, where times are taken at secret checkfi as well
as the known places, it is impossible for the results to be
known until th=^ committee have had an opportunity of

going, through the figures.

W. H. Bashall asks us to state that the reason he
made comparatively slow time in Class 2 at Newnham on
August 21st was because the petrol pipe of his 7-8 h.p.

Bat-J.A.P. unfortunately broke.

-\«- «dr

Some of the ridsrs who took part in the Twenty-four Hours Run of the Essex Motor Club on Friday
and Saturday last. Our photograph was taken at Woodford.

TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
THE following are the entries received up to date

for the Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Race, to be|

held in the Is-le of Man on September 23rd :

The entrias total forty-eight, and it is confidently!

expected that the number will reach between fifty and|

sixtv before the list closes this evening.

J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
(holder)

H. Reed (5 Dot) (holder of

Twin Trophy)
Norton Mfg. Co. (3^ Norton,
496 c.c.)

Noel E.
'

Drury (5 J.A.P.,
6J0 c.c.)

C. B. Franklin (3i Triumph)
W. H. Wells (5 Indian)
W, H. Wells (5 Indian)
S. C. Ferryman (5 Norton)
R. Ellis (3^ Rex)
F. A. Applebee . (Rex)
O. G. Godfrey (Rex)
W. Grimstead (5 Rex)
J. F. Jones (3i Triumph)
W. 0. Bentley (3^ Rex)
C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph)
Jas. Stewart (3^ Triumph)
H. A. Collier (6 Matchless)
H. V. Colver (3^ Matchless)
C. R. Collier (5 Matchless)
W. H. Bashall (Bat)

J. T. Bashair(Bat)
Hugh Gibson (3^ Triumph)
T. A. Carter (5 Rex)

A. J. Sproston (5 Rex)
Jas. Adamson (3^ Triumph)
L. C. Munroe (6^ N.S.U.)
R. M. White (3i Brown)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)

,

J. Baxter (5 Rex)
J. C. Smyth (3^ Rex)
R. Lord (3^ Rex. two-stroke)!

G. E. Stanley (5^ Premier)
B. B. Jones (3| Premier) i

Wm. Heaton (3^ Rex)
H. L. Cooper (3^ Triu'Tph):!

F. 0. Bagshaw (5 Rex)
A. ,J. Moorhouse (5 Rex)
Rera Fowler (5 Rex)
ThoF. Greer (5 Rex)
C. Wilson (3^ Rex) ,

N.S.f". Motor Co. (4 N.S.U.
F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith)'

'

H. H, Bowen (Bat) ''

G. L. Fletcher (Bat)

W. Ne\<^ome (5^ Triumph.)]

A.,G. Fenn (^ Triumph);
P. BMler (5 Dot)
H. D. Blake (34^ Triumph)-
W. ' G. McMinhies &
Triumph)
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ARE SCRUTINEERS NECESSARY ?
By B. H.

APROPOS of the recent hill-climb controversy,

readers may be interested to hear my experi-

ences as a scrutineer at the recent Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. hill-climb. In company

ivith three or four others I was deputed to examine all

:he machines at the scales, and to transfer to the

racing class any machines which were not tourist

iiounts. Our instructions were to debar any machine
A'hich did not comply with a touring specification pub-

ished in the regulations. For instance, machines

nust have 3/^2in. mudguards, spring forks, two brakes,

curing saddles, standard size tyres, 5 lbs. of tools,

stand, and horn. We were further supposed to see

hey pO'Ssessed efficient silencers. These regulations

:ompelled competitors to enter np machines which did

lot fit this specification. Some twenty special

nachines, with flimsy accessories, special tyres, frames,

;tc., were only entered in the racing class, although

;everal of them had competed previously in at 'least

lalf a dozen so-called tourist classes, and 'had proved

ictorious. So far the institution of a scrutinising com-
nittee was a complete success. In fact, we only

(bjected to two machines. The nett results of employ-
ng scrutineers were, therefore, that some twenty

pecial machines were automatically relegated to the

acing class.

Efficient Silencers and Cut=outs.

In one department of our instructions we were abso-

utely helpless. We were instructed to see that the

ourist machines pO'Ssessed efficient silencers. It is

nipossible to judge this detail at the scales, and the

ule was futile since competitors were allowed to open
heir cut-outs on the hill. The only satisfactory way
f penalising special silencers is to seal the cut-outs at

he scales, and then to post observers on the hill at

itervals of fifty yards, and to disqua^lify any machine
?hich is reported to be noisy by a majority of observers,

t is no use testing the silencers anywhere else than on
he hill, for so'-ne of the pedalless machines cannot be
un on the stand at the weighing yard, and if the

ntrant be ordered to run his machine on the road, he
all naturally throttle down the engine. This part of

he regulations caused me some discomfort, as when,
ay, six machines of one make were brought before us,

DAVIES.
we noticed that one or two had drilled larger holes in

their exhaust boxes, whereas others were using the

standard silencer. As a matter of fact, certain

machines figuring in the prize list were using special

silencers of the apologetic order, but the committee

did not see their way to post observers on the hill when
they had not announced such an intention on the

schedule. I should, therefore, recommend officials at

future climbs to seal the cut-outs at the scales, and to

post silence observers on the hill itself during the

climb. If this method had been followed at Newnham
I think one or two successful machines would certainly

have been disqualified.

Assisting the Genuine Amateur.
Though scrutineer committees undoubtedly are useful

to the extent detailed above, it is obvious their value

is limited. For instance, we had no power or oppor-

tunity to disqualify machines consisting of a special

racing engine mounted in a genuine tourist frame ; and
undoubtedly such machines passed through our hands
on August 2 1 St. Several machines of this description

were ridden in the touring class, and I cannot invent

any mode of debarring them. None the less, things

are better than they were. The amateur can bring to

a hill-climb nowadays the machine he uses in his

ordinary road work, and be assured that, all the

machines he has to beat will be of equal iveight with

his own. The only tiling he has to fear is that a

machine of similar make and weight may possess a

racing engine ; and most of the big firms are now
ready to supply the amateur with one of their racing

engines to special order. Whether the genuine amateur
prefers this state of things to undisguised racing on
the fastest machine he can buy, beg, borrow, or steal

is an open question. I am inclined to think the touring

class, with a committee of scrutineers to limit it, is

the best alternative, for it means that the sporting

amateur need only possess a single machine. If all

limitations are removed, it means that the hond-fide

amateur motor cyclist must be the possessor of one
machine for roadwork, and another with light frame
and flimsy accessories for competition work ; and,

genuine amateurs are in the minority who can afford

to own more than one machine at a time.

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FUND
A S already announced, the Auto Cycle Union

r\ respectfully invites all who are interested in motor

cycling to subscribe towards the above fund.

The Motor Cycle is coiitributing is. for every

Qi up to ^100 sent in by club secretaries or othei'S-

^Contributions should be addressed The Motor CucJe,

Coventry. Collecting sheets can be obtained .from the.

editor. The il/ofor C?/c7e, or the Secretary', the A.C.U.,

8, Down Street, Piccadilly, W.', \ye have pleasure in

cknowledging the receipt of the following sums, and
lOpe that next week the subscription list will c.well to

tiuch large proportions.

G. A. Burnand ... .Iv' ',.lv ';.. 1 6

Lieut. F. Hastings Bostock, 'E^I^i'^Hf '-. ^'-:V'.- '3 -
-

L. Bunting .. ..- •^^;TO'la^.f''^
' }_:_

:.
l- '

Thomas Greer ... ... ... ... ... 10

The A.C.U. announce the receipt of the following

sums

:

Cambridge University M.C.C.
Collier and Son and employees
R. E. S., Spender ... : ...

W. Cooper
Phelon and Moore and employees
Dr, H. R. Mayo
Vacuum Oil. Co.
Dr. E. W. Brewerton

£1 1

2 9

5

10 6

1 15 (S

1 in
5

2 2

It is pleasing to note that the entry list promises to

be large. In fact, it is already longer than that of

any previous race, so that a most interesting and
instructive event is practically certain. Already public

interest, especially in the Isle of Man, where the race

is to be run, is being centred in the event, and the

hill-climb to be held on the following day.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible fof the opinions of his correspondents.

Ai: letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Pi-e e tioi of Th.ft.

[4225.]—I notice a corres23ondent, " F. H.," asks how to
put his motor cycle out of action. The simplest and most
effective method that I know of is to insert a dunwny
sparking plug (i.e., one with the points broken off). I have
heard oi a case where this remedy was the means of baulking
and securing the thief. H. N. i).

Hotel Accommodation and Chargei,

[4226.]—T'liere are plenty of small hotels with usual home
comforts and tariff of, say, 3s. 6d. to- 4s. for plain but
substantial tea, clean beds, and meat brealdasts, hoots, etc.,
in most towns and fair-sized villages, but many of them k:ck
accommodation for motor cycles. Arrange agents could, how-
ever, be made for storing them in cycle depots or covered
yards in the immediate neighbourhood, and I would suggest
that a suitable form' be issued to tourists, and more par-
ticularly commercial travellers Mdio' work their ground on
motor cycles, to place with the proprietors of such establish-
ments, a list to be compiled from those who were willing
to make terms. Y 168.

[4227.]—I am glad you have voiced the question of hotel
accommodation and charges. Last summer I had the mis-
fortune to be stranded late at night and was overcharged,
but by threatening to report the matter to one of the motor
organisations I obtained a rebate. Another motorist, when
charged 6s. for a c<)ld luncheon, adopted the plan of paying
half-a-crown and giving his card, saying they could summon
him for the difference, with the result that he heard no
more of it.

At the same time, I think you ought to voice the matter
of extortion which garage proprietors make for attempts at
repairs to motors. I recently had the misfortune to get
into one of these shops, where they kept my machine
for three weeks, altered the inlet valve so that the engine
caught fire twice, and nearly lost me the machine, lost me
over 12s. worth of tools, and in the end I had to send two
men with a car to tow it back, and for all this I received
a bill for £12 odd. It took two men a week io put the
machine to rights.

This is not the only occasion, as I had .similar extortion
meted out to me when buying a new cylinder top for an
Antoine^ engine,, and again when exchanging an old engine
and cash for a new one, which turned out to be faulty.
There seems to me to be more sharks awaiting the novice
in things pertaining to motors than ever existed in horse
dealings.

I am glad to note the formation of "The Autocar League."'
which organisation will I hope help to counteract the evil
ways of such men. As things are, it is driving men out
of the field and bringing the whole trade into disrepute.
Unfortunately, I notice a spirit of cowardice in the motor
journals, as they attempt to keep back from the public the
fact that such proceedings are going on.-

THECLA W. ALBUM.
[The Deposit ^System is open to all readers of The Motor

Cycle, and is especially recommended when dealing with
unknown persons.

—

Ed.]

A26

The L'ghtweight Question.

[4228.]—I have been liding a Sj h.p. motor bicycle foi

the pasc six months with a friend whose cycle . is onl}

I5 h.p. His work was quite easy as regards starting ant

handling the machine generally, and he seems to keep wit!

me on nills, etc., witnout any trouble. I have since in

vestei in one 01 these little machines and find motor cyclinp

is quite a pleasure? to me. I have a motor bicycle now nolf

a car on two wheels, and would not go back to the heavy 1

weight for anything. - PLEASURE.
•

Nj Fortune waiting in Glasgow.

[4229.]—I hope you will allow me space to refute the

statements made by "Glasgow Motor Cyclist.-" The number
of motor cyclists in Glasgow is extremely small for three

reasons. Firstly, the weatlier conditions. We seldom have

a week without rain in summer ; in Avinter it rains eveiy

day. Secondly, up to last year no machines were made that

were really suitable for Scotch roads. Thirdly, all Glasgo-^i

lives in flats. This means that machines must be kept at

a garage—always a fairly expensive item. I hope I have

anade it clear why it is impossible for any firm to make
fortune -out of motor cycles in this town, or to keep a large

stock of spares. G 1361.

[4230.]—I was somewhat surprised to read the letter

from a Glasgow motor cyclist in last week's issue of The
Motor Cijde, for while in Glasgow in' May last it was ray

good fortune to find there a large establishment devoted
almost exclusively to the sale, storage, and repair of motor
cycles. I refer to Tenipleton Bros., Sauchiehall Street. I

saw there more machines of different makes stored and being

overhauled and repaired than I have ever seen at any other

garage ; a complete factory, with enamelling and plating

plant, was in full swing, and manv of this firm's own speci-

alities such as lamps,' brackets, brakes, stands, etc., were

being manufactured. I was pleased to see that the mechanics
were real motor cycle men, and not, as is so often' the case,

"car men," who look at the motor bicycles as small fry, or

cycle makers who call themselves experts, but are far

from it.

The T. B. garage is opposite Charing Cross, so could

hardly be more central, and the wonder is that a " Glasgow
Motor Cyclist " has not noticed the very place he appears

to be looking for. As for making a fortune out of the

business, all I can say is that, judging by what,was charged

to me for what work was done for me, there is no fear oi

this particular garage being closed on that account for many
many years. J. VAN HOOYDONK.

A Motor Driving V/heel.

[4231.]—Why not a motor driving wheel? A pedal bicycle

weighing 25 IIds. will carry a rider at 30 m.p.h. ._A tandem
weighing under 40 lbs. will carry two riders at this .speed.

A light engin-e weighing, say, 30 lbs. will supply^ the power
to carry a bicycle and rider up a steep hill. Yet a- motor
car to carry four passengers may weigh two or three tors and
cost £500. It is a monstrous machine. Why? Is it Jiot

because as soon as the frame, is .placed upon four points cf

support the frame must be stronger and heavier, the engine
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HUNT'S The City iViotor& Cycle House,

NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C.

RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

Li^ndon'
THE

North road
DUST AND

RAINPROOF
OVERALLS.

These meet a long-

, felt want
; they can

beinstantlysUpped
on over the ordi-

nary trousers, they
fasten round waist
with a leather strap
and buckle. Being
made in one piece
they are a great
protection to the
stomach, also it is

impossible for the
rain to drive in as

ivith the ordinary ovt?ral!s. Made in three lengths
—short, medium, and long. Shaped to go over
boot. Patent Side iasteners. Price, in fawn
ivaterproof material, 16s. 6d. Postage 6d.' __

rHE " ACME " WATCH
HOLDER.

Will not rust. Made in

iluminium. Will fit all

landle-bars. Complete with
ingersol watch tliat is speci-

illy constructed to stand
/rbration. Watch can be set

ind wound without removing
;ame from case. Each watch
las a written guarantee given
vith it for i2lmonths. Prce,
»mplete, 8/6. Case only, 3/8. Post free.

THE LODGE PLUG.
Suitable for magneto or accu-

mulator ignition. Spark brought
well away from all cold metal
surfaces, enabling; maximum
power to be obtamed from spark
and extremely weak mixtures to
be fired. Three spark points and
centre rod all of absolutely pure
nickel and substantial in size.
The spark will not burn them
away. Porcelain sleeve round
central electrode, whicli keeps hot
enough to prevent the deposit of
soot or any condensation, and
this without the possibility of

preigniition common to plugs with
porcelains. Each plug guaranteed.
Post free.

TYRES.
The Clincher A Won
iubber-studded Cover,
ize26x2 or 26x2 Jin.,

8/11.
The Bates Rubber-
tudded Cover, 26 x 2in.,

8/11 ; 26x2}in., 30/6;
6x2|in., 37/-.
The Grose Steel-

tudded Cover, 26 x ain.,

0/-; 25x2|in., 34/-
;

6x2} in., 39/-.

Special Clearance Line of Continental Covers.
'rice, 26x2 or 26x2jin., 18/11.
Postage on covers, 5d.

BOWTtEN HANDLE-BAR CONTROL LEVERS.
Sinu Jear only, 4/6 ; ditto, with 4ft. of conl-
incd cable and stop, 6/4. Double lever, 6/-;

'rejecting

'rice 4/-.

ditto,with two lengths each
ft. ot combined cable and

two stops, 9/8. Post free

THE HUNT
MAGNETO COVER.
Manufactured of best

patent leather, far superior
to rubber as i'. does not
crack or perish. Will fit

all types of magnetos.

Price 2/-. Postage 2d.
extra.

Protects the magneto
Irom dust, dirt, rain, etc.

The H.S. All-rubber
oggles, including one
St each of smoked and
lain glasses. Price
/ll. Postage 2d.

IHustrated Catalogue Free,
City agents for the MINERVA MOTOR CYCLES.

All models on show. Immediate delivery. Cash
or instalments.

i he Minerva improved 1909-models, fitted wuh
I'ofh magneto ignition, sent ou>t for cash, com-

• plete with Lucas 1909 lens mirror projector, Lycett
new toolbag with tool roll, loud horn, Lycett
carrier. Price's stands, bag of tools.

Cash lirice, with Bosch ignition— 2 J h.p., £36 ;

3J h.p., £37 ; 4l h.p., £45 ; 8 h^.p., £48 10s.

Catalogue post free. v

The "WOLF" MOTOR CYCLE. ALL BRITISH
Manufacture. England's Premier Lightweight.

Supplied on the Instalment System.

SPECIFICATION. Engine—A. J. Stevens' li h.p.

R.A.C. formula over 2 h.p., bore 2|-in., stroke 2|in.

Carburetter—New design, spray, float feed with
adjustable air lever and throttle. , Belt—Best
chrome leather. Jockey Pulley—Ball bearing, with
adjustment for taking up belt when riding. Coil—
"Fuller." Accumulator—"Premier." Controls—
Valve lift and switch from handle-bar. Ignition air

and throttle from tank. Tank—Petrol capacity, 5
pints, sufficient for 70 miles. Oil capacitv, | pints,

sufficient for 1 12 miles. Frame—Specially built of

the highest grade materials. Wheels—Best tan-
gent, 26in. Tyres—-"Wasp" No. i, ijin. dia-

meter, fully guaranteed ; made specially by the
Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. Brakes—Powerful roller

or inverted levers to front and back wheels.
Finish—Best black enamel, four coats, lined in two
colours. Weight—About 70 lbs. Price £19 19 0.

Full range of models on view. Free trials arranged.

City agents for MILLS & FULFORD SIDECARS.
Stocked to fit all makes of motor cycles.

r-

v^^^lp
Prices from £7 19s. 6d. Immediate delivery.

Catalogues post free

The "COMPACT"
TOOL ROLL.

Size 15 X 7Hn.
A useful little accessory,

keeps all the tools clean

and separate. Can be
carried in the ordinary

tool bag, is fitted with
pocket for spares, manu-
factured of soft pliable

leather and has strong

leather binding strap.

Price 3 /-. Postage 2d

THE R.O.M. PUNCTURE PROOF COMBINATION
RUBBER ^ND STEEL NON-SKID COVER.

Give absolute immunity
from skidding under
any road conditions.

Are long of life, and yet
resilient.

Are capable of being
ridden equally well in

summer or winter.
Present the greatest

possible resistance to

puncturing materish,
and yet have no
leather in its com-
position (1 e a th er
making the tyre
"dead)." •

Price, 26 X
55/-

4 X

ICOMBINATION)
^NON SKID^

931975

24 X 2i 54/6.

26 X
57 6
54/-

2, 52/-;
; 26X2J,
2i, 53/-;

28 X 2-^in., 60/.
Carriage paid.

THECOWEY SPEED INDICATOR & MILEAGE
RECORDER (Guaranteed).

Protection from Prosecution.—To the careful

rider the Cowey is invaluable, for the exact rate at

which the cycle is travelling can be seen at a

glance, and it is impossible to unkno.wingly exceed .

the maximum leKil speed. Motorists general/ly

know the difficulfiy of correctly estimating the

speed at which they are riding, and have been
" trapped" when travelling—as they imagined

—

well within the limit.

Registers a

speed up to

60 miles per
hour. Mileage

, recorder re-

ikis ters up to

Jio.ooo miles,

/then auto-
matically
starts again.

The indicator

can be easily

attached by
any motorist, and once fitted requires no attention

or adjustment whatever. It will continue to

rende? good service as long as it is attached to the

cycle, for it is constructed throughout of the best

and most suitable materials by expert British me-
chanics at Kew Gardens.

Price, in Niekel, 84/-, carriage paid.

THE NEW MODEL
MUD PROTECTOR.

With Side Wings.

Manufactured of best
patent leather, strengthened
with iron supports. It is

attached by means of

thumb screws to front mud
guard, and can be fitted

to any make of machine
in one minute

;
protects

both rider and motor from
all dust and mud thrown
tip by the front wheel.

Price 5/-.

Postage 4d. extra.

THE " PATCHQUICK " REPAIR OUTFIT.
Containing "Patchquick " patches, which amal-

gamate with the tyre, and are not affected by heat

or friction. Used in conjunction with the "Patch

quick fix," a repair can be executed that is equa

to any vulcanising process. Price 3/-. Post free

In answering tJiis advertls?ment it is desirable to mention The Motor Cycle.' A27
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ALWAYS

GRIP."

"NEVER

SLIP."

KEMPSHALL
TYRESGOLD MEDAL

should be fitted by all motor cyclists who do not
>Mrant to risk their necks.

A28

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. OF EUROPE). LTD.,
1, Trafalgar Buildings, Northumberland Avenue, London, W.C.

Telephone—No. 244 Gerrard (two lines). Telegrams—" Studless, London."
Auents for the United States—Messrs. Cryder & Co., 583, Park Avenue, New York.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to jnention " The Motor CycU.'^
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'must be more powerful, tyres and wheels must be heavier,

springs must be stronger, and s& on, until the 40 h.p. car

is the outcome ? It would seem as if the^ really light fast

car were impossible. Witness the progress of Phoenix Motors,

Ltd., from the car on cycle lines to the car on car lines.

But if two pedal bicycles or two tandems were placed side

by side and a separate driving wheel carried the motor and
tanks—placed by preference between the two back wheels of

the cycles—a light passenger machine with light frame, light

wheels, light tyres, and at light expense would be evolved.

Two, bicycles would carry the riders, and only the driving

wheel would be relatively heavy and require a relatively

heavy tyre.

Perhaps seme of j'our exjjert correspondents can say if

two Moto-Reve engines, placed one each side of, or suspended
from, the axle of the driving wheel, would not be sufficient

to carry four riders up a gradient of 1 in 6. If so, why not
a motor driving wheel?

__ C. S.

Irish End-to-end Record.
[4232.]—With reference to the description in last week's

issue of The Motor Cycle regarding my ride in the Irish

End-to-end Record, I would like to say that the route, I took
was believed by me, and others whom I consulted, to have
been the one used by all who' have made attempts on the
record, as M'ell as by Mr. A. J. Kettle, the late holder. As
regards this route being shorter and the roads better, this

is not so. I used a Cowey speedometer, and I find the

The Irish End-to-end Record. C. E. Murphy checking and having (he
tanks ol his Triumph replenished at Cork on August 16th.

distance to be almost the same ; but as regards the roads, I

am perfectly satisfied that I could make a great deal better
time v'ld Dublin than by the route I took. The roads from
Portarlington (forty-eight miles) are not nearly so good, and
even puttmg this on one side you have to traverse a number
of very narrow country roads with nothing but turns, which
really means that you are only able to average about twenty.

I can speak, with experience of both routes, as I was a
competitor for the Palmer Cup Trophy on the 13th ult.,

which I succeeded in winning (and not knocked out in tlie^

hill-climb as stated), besides the coveted medal presented by
The Motor Cycle. . C. E. MURPHY.

Police Methods against Motorists.

[4233.]—Tn The Autocar of August 7th there is a good
deal with regard to police persecution of motorists. On
page 222 are the following words with regard to Perth and
Forfar, "Police activity is very virulent and not too
scrupulous." Now could not your valuable paper give,

say, at the head of Current Chat a weekly list of counties
in Avhich this extravagant persecution is carried on. I am-
sure that if all motorists were to make a point of carefully
avoiding such counties the loss to tradesmen in those
counties would be so great that their outcry in consequence
would have its effect on the police.
At the same time to show that I have no prejudice against

the police as a body, who are thoroughly dutiful men, I

should mention that I have personally never come to trouble
through them and have always found them most obliging.

I think myself that most of the trouble is owing to that
small section of the motoring fraternity, "the road hogs."

Also to a certain extent it is due to ignorance of one's
own speed. Before I got a speedometer I honestly thought
I was going at 10 m.p.h. or less in villages, etc., but since
investing in one I found that my machine (a twin) would not
fire at less than 15-18 m.p.h. with any regularity. Since
then I have parted with that machine and got one more
amenable to-orders.

In conclusion, I would sum up as follows :

First.—Let all motorists shun counties where trapping
seems overdone or unfair.

Second.—Let all motorists combine against the road hog,
even to the extent of informing the police.

Third.—Let everyone be in a position to estimate his speed
accurately, by speedometer or otherwise.

I am in no way whatever connected with the sale or make
of any speedometer. E. F. L.

Sunday Competltons.
[4234.]—Replying to letter I^o. 4210 regarding competi-

tions held on Sunday—personally I am in favour of Saturday
competitions, and can take part on either day. However,
when a club is organising a programme of events the wishes
of the members have to be studied. I do not know whether
" Anti-humbug No. 2 " knows the position of the members
of the Western District M.C., but I will inform him. The
very large majority are connected with business, which pre-

vents them taking part in competitions held on Saturday.
That is our sole and only reason for holding our competition
on Sunday. " Anti-humbug No. 2 " appears to know the

feeling in the club more than myself towards the A.C.U. in

this matter. Is he aware at the half-yearly meeting of this

club the resolution passed by the A.C.t". was strongly con-

demned by all pi'esent with only one dissentient?

With all due respect to " Anti-humbug No. 2 " there is a

touch of glory about his views. He appears to think a

competition cannot be held unless riders wear armlets and
machines carry numbers, and there are flags and bunting at

the start and finish, which to me seems quite unnecessary.

I fully appreciate the value of the A.O. U. as a governing

body, but consider the resolution passed most unreasonable,

and trust same will be rescinded in the near future, af

Sunday events are in no way detrimental to the pastime.

HARRY E. YOWLER,
Captain Western District M.C.

Petrol Consumption.

[4235.]—Are the performances - of the first and second

machines in the consumption trial held by the Nottingham

and District M.C.C. on the 14th ult., and described in

The Motor Cycle of the 18th, in any way miraculous?

It appears that the winner, a 5-6 h.p. twin Brough, with

cylinder capacity of 662 c.c,, averaged between 16^ and IS

m.p.h. over a circular course, doing sixty-six miles on 5

pints 15 ounces of petrol. This works out at 192 miles per

gallon, and, supposing the gear to have been about 4 to 1

and road wheel 26in., is equivalent to about eight explosions

per minim of petrol. The performance of. the second, a

3^ h.p. Triumph, is little less remarkable, this machine hav-

ing averaged 211 miles per gallon.

I do not know at all what the course was like or whether

any hills had to be climbed, but the circular course pre-

cludes any help from the wind. I should have thought that

in ordinary practice 115 miles per gallon was very good for

a twin of 660 c.c, and 130 miles per gallon rather unusual

for a 3i h.p. Triumph.
The performances quoted above are so very much better

than the average that it could hardly fail to be of con-

siderable interest to many of your readers to hear how it

is done. The speed, of course, is much lower than the

average of such machines on the road, but the petrol con-

sumption is almost exactly half the touring average of a

well-timed machine. The other four 3^ h.p. machines in

this particular trial averaged -127 miles per gallon—a most

remarkable difference from Nos. 1 and 2.

We should all like to be able even feebly to emulate these

performances of Messrs. Brough and Reilly. From London

to Edinburgh on something under two gallons of petrol

for a 3i h.p. Triumph would be really economical.

F. C. JAMES.
A2 )
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

[4236.]—The Motor Cycle Committee of tlie Motor Union
have had under consideration how they might best combat
the proposed exj^ssive taxation on motor cycles. Amongst
other suggestions put forward was one that, inasmuch as the

text of the Finance Bill apparently makes no distinction

between machines of the type of the Motosacoche and heavy

tricars, a tax of so much per unit of h.p. would be much
fairer than a tax of £1 all round. This idea has the great

merit that it would give relief to the riders of low-powered
lightweights, and also to that class of. riders by whom taxa-

tion is most severely felt, viz., those who have purchased

old machines (second-hand) for a few pounds. I have not

the actual rating of all machines before" me, but I should

imagine that a tax of 2s. 5i. per h.p. by R.A.C. formula

would work out roughly somewhat as follows : Lightweights
not exceeding nominal 2 h.p., 7s. 6d. ; old machines 2| h.p.,

10s. ; modern machines 3^ h.p., 12s. 6d. ; twins (unlimited),

£1. I should very much like to have the opinion 'of

individual riders on this point.

F. W. HASSARD-SHORT,
Chairman ilotor Cycle Committee of the Motor Union.

[It is only fair to state that the above letter was unavoid-
ably held over, for two or three week.

—

Ed.]

The Newnham Hill-climb.

[4237.]—I think all trae sportsmen must have felt a
little disgusted at the amount of grumbling heard from cer-

tain unreasonable competitors at the recent Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. Climb—grumbling which has been the
sequel of several climbs this year. It seems to be tho
regular thing for a handful of riders to growl whenever they
do not win. Although I did my best I did not have tho
luck to win a prize at Newnham myself, but I must admit
I thought the event exceedingly sporting, and was not a
little pleased at certain novelties in the arrangements.
At the average open hill-climb we see -phenomenal speeds

registered by a little group consisting principally of trade
riders. The venue of the hill has generally been semi-
public knowledge for weeks, and these experts visit it in
advance, arrange their gear, etc., to suit that particular
hill, and as a consequence they divide the prizes amongst
themselves to the exclusion of the amateurs or the struggling
trade riders who have come from a distance and have per-
haps never seen the hill before.
The Coventry Club surprised those very wide-awaie

'

gentry. It refused to publish the venue, and all that
competitors knew was that they would have to climb an
unknown hill. The wide-awake group took it for granted
that Newnham would be the venue, that- the start would
take place in the village at the foot, and that they would
tiave a known distance and gradient upon which to work
up ispeed. When they got on the hill they found they were
to be started two-fifths of the way up, "so that they only
had about fifty yards of 1 in 25 in which to get up speed,
and that all their real travelling was to be up a real hill.
As a consequence they were all caught napping with stan-
dard gears which were too high for the job, and were beaten
to th6_ wide by machines prepared to face any gradient, and
that, if necessary, from a standing start.
In other words, they found themselves in exactly the same

position as any amateur who suddenly encounters an un-
known hill-climbing job on his tours. One would have
imagined they would have been sportsmen enough to grin
at their own discomfiture, especially as they were all in
the same boat, but not a bit o'f it. They ai-e' accustomed to
have everything cut and dried at a hill-climb ,so that they
can make sure of dividing the prizes between them, and
when on one single occasion in the course of several years

-

a sportmg club so arranges matters that there is an abso-
lutely fair field and no favour, the air is blue with furious
complaints and innuendoes.

Personally, I devoutly hope that other clubs will adopt
a similar plan, and make it impossible for a select few to-
rely on scooping every award in the list. It would possibly
be to the advantage of both the sport and the industry if
some

_

of these men who grumble were permanently to
abstain from competitions and leave the events to be con-
tested by men who know how to take an occasional licking
without growling.

UNSUCCESSFUL COMPETITOR.

Surface Evaporation.

[4238.]—The letter of "Cygnus" interested me a g(X)d

deal, for I gave a lot of attention tO' the question of surface
and spray carbiu'etters in the early days (1S03-1902) of motor
cycles. The " surface " was then very unfairly condemned
by many riders. When any trouble arose the carburetter

was blamed, but the fault was generally with the ignition.

About this time I built several precisely similar machine,';,

fitting some with surface and others with spray carburetters,

and found the "surface" ones always pulled far better on
hills, and proved the more satisfactory machines to their

owners. The chief point I consider in favour of the surface

IS that it traps the road dust, and the life of the cylinder is

more than doubled. I had one little l-g h.p. engine surface

machine through my hands that did over 20,000 miles before
the original set of rings was renewed. On the other hand,
1 have known a 2 h.p. engine with spray carburetter fitted

rather low down in the dust that required a new set of

rings in less tlian 1,000 miles, and the cylinder was coni-

pletely worn out 'with the first year's riding.

The dust trouble is even now on up-to-date machines not

fully guarded against, lb is a curious thing that I have
never seen the matter alluded to in any motor paper till

about twelve months ago. though I am sure the free entrance
of dust into the cylinders through the carburetters must
have caused a lot of undue wear in the bulk of motor cycle

engines. Possibly dust may have some relation to the M-ear on
the cylinder spoken of by other correspondents.

L. S. HICKS.

Standard Machinse in American Competitions.

[4239.]—I have followed with interest the discussion in

y^our paper on the subject of standard machines in com-
petition. It is evidently very much the same in England
as it is in America. In this countiy the really important
motor cycle events are won by trade riders mounted upon
special racing machines. These racing machines are very
different from the standard product, being very much lightsr,

having engines of higher compression and differing structu-

rally in several important points. Furthermore, I hardly see

how any different results could be expected. In motor cycle

competitions you can hardly blame the manufacturer if he

tries to get the very highest possible speed from a given

cylinder capacity^ Furthermore, from our experience we
have found it is almost impossible to draw a sharp line of

demarcation between the standard touring machine and the

special racing one. This i"s due to the fact that what one

man considers a standard touring machine another may not.

jMany of our riders prefer to ride as a touring mount the

racing motor cycle. ilany of our riders, probably like

many of yours, wish to be in the position to be alway^s ready
for a road race. On this account they prefer to ride a light

machine driven by a special high compression engine.
In our Federation of American JMotor Cyclists we practi"-.

cally govern everything by piston displacement and let the

best man win. We believe this is the only solution of the

difficulty. ?,iake your private owner class, and make your
rules so strict that only^ private owners can ride ; but if

they are private owners of their machines let them do any-

thing they wish to their mount.
Our definition of a private owner is :

" A private owner is one "who has never competed in motor
cycle competitions as a trade rider ; who actually owns the

motor cycle used in competition ; who is not connected in

any^ way, either directly^ or indirectly, with any person, or

firm who manufactures, assembles, sells, or repairs motor
vehicles ; who has never recei»/ed, either directly or in-

directly, any compensation whatsoever^lor engaging in motor
cycle competition or exhibition, or who has never sold or in

any way realised pecuniary benefit from a prize."

E. L. OVINGTON, President F.A.M.C.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will the gentleman w-ho left a motor cycle for a small

repair with the N.S.U. Motor Co., 186, Great Portland
Street, W. , bearing the registration number LC 472, kindly

communicate with the Editor?

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. B. v.," Launceston, would like readers' experiences

with the 3^ h.p. IMinerva, particularly- as regards hill-climbing

and wear on engine.
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GRIPS

!

WHEN OTHER N0N-5KIDS FAIL.

D)"^
NCN-EKID mOZOR

CYCLE COVER,
•The alternate sfee^ and r"bher sfudded tj re.

BRITISH MADE
and

Unsurpassed for strength and diirabilily.

WILL NOT SKID ON WET OR DRY ROADS.
Constructed with rows of alttrnate
steel and rubber stud*, which cannot
tear out or damage cover by rust—in
short, It is a "perfect" t>re, which
reduces the risk of puncture and
side-slip to a minimum, and makes
muter cycling a pleasure on all ro&ds.

Agento—Harrod's Stores, Brompton Road S \Y.
Hunt's Stores, 104, Newgate" Street, E.c!
Bond, Euston Road.
Reid & Evans, New North Road, EXETER.
McLaren and Cox, High Street, N. FINCHLEY.
E. Young, London Road, NOTTINGHAM.
F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great Portland St.,'w.

MAKERS—

J. LIVERSIDQE & SON, LTD.,

?8M'; 196. Old St., E.C.

I

The Only Coupler

on the Market . .

WHAT A MAN WHO SELLS THEM
SAYS:

" I should be glad if you will let me have
the Telco Couplers ordered on 'phone to-day
as soon as possible. I have been riding for
the last two months, and have covered 1,500
miles, and iind that it is absolutely satis-

factory. It steers easily ; my arms do not
ache so much after 200 miles run with Coupler
as they do when riding singly. Your Coupler
is far in advance of any other make, both in
design and workmanship, and it is a pleasure
to sell an article of this kind."

W. E. EOYCE, 23, Grand Parade, Highgate, N,

Write for Lists

—

TPf Cf\ r^f\ 102. WESTCOMBE HILL, 5
* *-'-*-'^^^-' ^-.V.^., BLACKHEATH, 8.E. R

THE BOWDEN
Belt Rim Brake

THE —

BOWDEN

Petrol

Strainer
prevents choking

of the carburetter

CAN BE FITTED BY BUYER.
ADAPTABLE to ANY PATTERN of MACHINE
PRICE, complete (with lever and length of

Bowden Wire Mechanism),

17/S to 21/- Price 3/-

Ivr. cr.sivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Mot^r Ct/de."

E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd.,

29, Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Rd., E.C.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

ilumns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,

ro lines. Name and address must be counted.

lUS—
Two line3 (i6 words or Ie;s) costs i /O

Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2 /3

Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

i the ca33 of Trade Advertisements a series of

lirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All adveriisements in this section should be

;companied with remittance, and be addressei

I the oiTicss of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

ensure insertion letters should be posted in

me to reach th3 oflices of " The Motor Cycle,"

oventry, on the Thursday morning, or if seni

1 London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

nblication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ate distinctly under what heading and in what

3ue tlie announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of ourchasers of second-liand

otor cycles, the advertisements are ciassiBed into dis-

lets, as many readers like to know what machines are

r sale in their immediate neighbourhood before goiii.

irther afield.
,

Ian showing division of England into Seetiooc.

section I.

Cumberland, Durham,

PREMIER
MOTOR CO., LTD.

BARGAINS.
The following have all been EXAMINED

at our Works. Any machine may be had

on APPROVAL-.

Second-hand Machines in Stock.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.
REX Tourist, 1909, magneto, 3.V h.p., good as new £34
TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, 3J- h.p., good condf-

tion. perfect running order £26
VINDEC, 3A h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, just

overhauled, re-euamelled, and plated £25
VINDEC, 3i h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, two-

speed gear, perfect order £25
N.S.U., 2J h D., magneto, two-speed gear, 1907 .. £21
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., magneto, 1908, perfect £22
ROC, 3I h.v.. magneto, clutch, good order £14
CLAREN-DON, 3 h.p., low Chater-Lea frame,

attractive mount £10 10
REX, '06. 3 J h.p., good order £10
REX, '05, 3i h.p £9
LINON. 3i h.D., very good order £8
MINERVA, 2i h^ £6 10
REX, John-o'-Groat's Model, perfect running order £5 10

TWIN-CYLINDER.
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 1909, like new £42
N.S.U., 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, two-speed £34
ROC-PEUGEOT, magneto, 5 h.p., 1908 £35
ROC, 1909, run 300 miles only, special bargain . . £41
REX 1906, splendid condition £13
KERiRY, s h.p.. low saddle, handle-bar control . . £17
FAIRY Lishtweight, 1909, ridden 200 miles .... £24
MOTO-REVE, very little used £25

TRICARS, ETC.
CHATER-LEA tricar, Garrard engine, e.xcellent

machine £10
HUMBERETTE car, fine bargain .' £30 C

Fullest particulars of any of above on application.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters m;

adJressed to nunabers at "The Motor Cycle'
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registi

md three stamped and addressed envelopes must b

for forwarding replies. Only the number will api

he advertisement. Repl es should be addressed,

ojo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lor

i added to the address, then to the number give
' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3W~ DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pmy deal in perfect safety by availing themselves

O posit System. If the money be deposited with
Mitor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this reccir

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of

r_>gistration. The time allowed for a decision after

of the goods is three days. For all transactions n:(

fro in value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is cffargC'

deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and c

and money orders should be made payable to Ilifi

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and recei

answer to their enquiries are requested to regai

ilence as an indication tliat the goods advenlsec
ilready been disposed ol. Advertisers often rece

n.ny enquiries that it is quUe impossible to reply t

J ;e by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAl|

SECTION I.

Northumberland,* Cumberland, Durham
Westmoreland.

f>3.U.li. Sinper, maj
/5 4 £7.— tiib.son.

rneto, good order,

Wordsworth St.,

splendid
I'enrith.

"j Q08 3ih.p. Minerva, spring forks, £3 span;?^

Xt/ new bunl
.anltlesbroujiti.

niagni'to ignitio

£18.—Forster, N
41,h.p. Minerva, 1907, twin,

2 belt and lyres, B10C74;
'Jross, iJurham.

Kh-p. Twin Vindec and rigid
t/ if t Condition, tyir^ sooa
.irinkall. Castle St., Carli-le.

Ql.hp 1909 Twin N.S.TJ., magneto, peTfect coi

/C 2 very little used: £32. -Apply, Hodgson's (

:\crlhuuiberland St., Newvaftle-ou-Tyne.

.sidecar, 1908 moil

B. and B. ; £35,

Stafforc

Northumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

ifork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

:arnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton
Warwick.

SECTION V.

STorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Glcucester. Oxford, Buckngham, Berks, Wilts and Hani.

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susee:

.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorfet, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI. -

Ireland and Isle of Man.

In answrrinn the&e

WE SUPPLY ALL

EXCHANGES.

MAKES OF MOTOR CYCLES.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

STOCK,

£50 woirth for

supplied only by the

P R
MOTOR CO., has FREE ENGINE CLUTCH in back
wheel, J.A.P. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION, and

BAND BRAKE on-front wheel.
Despite these valuable additions the price is the same as

the ordinary Tourist Model,

?neto Ignition, back ty

Thornton St.. West Hartlepou

TEIUMi'H, 31i.p., mag
Shamrock, iront tyre Clincher, new belt

order; £22.—Sae,

41:2 cl

J|_|h,p.

«>iii.:O2

A32

GUilMEAS.

—

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATION & SPECIFICATION.

GUAi^ANTEED FOR 5,003 MBLES.

SEND FOR LIST OF SHOP-SOILED
ACCESSOR I ES.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone 4310. Telegrams, " Primus, Birmingham."

advertisements it is deslrahle to mention "

lutch, H.B. centre I, in splendid order, iilsi

w;;eel sidecar, nearly new, just finished holidii!

'ot £30.—Waloisley, Thorntcn Rd., Carlisle.

F.N. Lightweight, magneto, handle-b

trcl. new last year, in grand order, 17

5h. p. twin Br X, winner in competitions, £15 ; .sole

for Triumpn, Humber, and N.S.U. motor oydc

for booklets.—Tnrvey and Co., The Motor People,

lana.

..p. Fafnir-Chater-Lea, Bosch magneto. An
baretter, non-skid tyres, S.G. belt, witk

airier, hern, etc., new June, pertpft runniiii:

ipprcval; expert examination invited, excellent

tiling ; nearest £32.—L. Learmount, Gosfatl]

castle.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

Id 08 Twin Rex, all complete, almost new; £

tJ Pcplar St., Bolton.

Twin N.S.U. Lightweight, only <3

£29 10s.—Below.

09 2h p. Moto-Reve, £29, done 400 mi't'^^

Plmnix Trimo, two-speed, in perfect ore

all three guaranteed, perfect.—Ewbank and Co.,

ford. .

09 Triumph (almost new), studded tj'res;

time; £43. -Hyde, Aughton St., Ormsl;

REX, 2ih.p., 1908, mapneto, good conditu^

10s., bargain.—33, Lord Duncan St., Sail

K A Guinea Rex, free engine, H.B. control, Gl;

tJ\y cer, plates, etc.; any trial; £20.—ivn:

h.p., 1906, in splendid running order

1 Q09 2; h.p.
-Lt/ miles

19^

Rex, handle-bar control,

£12, ofiers.—F. Hirst, 13,

RES, 3„ , . _

cord, accumulator ; £12.-83
port.

firth.

MINERVA,
powerful,

Sheffield.

The Motor

Hawkshead St

good eondit'fii

Greenfield Bil

7-8h.p., 1908, in perfect ord

suit sidecar; ofiers invited.— I'll

Cycle.
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)TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DS. — 5ih.p. N.S.U., lar„'e pan seat, footboards,
jutle-note Join, good running order; £20.

DS.— 5-6h.p. Rex, footrests, tj'res as new, spring
at-pillar, just overhau'ed; £16 16s.-

3S.-4h.p. Twin Peugeot, Tru^ault ?pring forks,
.O.M. contact breaker, nice condition; bargain,

)S.—3ih.p. Fafnir, water-cooled, fitted Osborne
ur-speed pulley, spring , handle-bars, etc.; £13

)S.-3ili.p. Bex 26in. wheels; £9 9s.; exchanges
tertamed.—Leeds Motor Exchange, 28, Dock St.,

-Clement Lightweight, good running order, li
h.p.-W. Henry, 7, Newcross St., Weaste, Man-

. Humber, chain drive, footboards, good condi-
tion; must sell; sacrifice £8.-48, Oakhill Rd.,

2Jh.p. N.S.U. Twin Lightweight, new: list £43
offers wanted.— 31, Somerset Ed., Almondburr,
-field.

:ENT-GABEARD, just rebcred, new piston, two-
?ed gear, V belt; bargain.- \\ nite, 22, Brooks
liveriiool.

M., 1908, handle-bar control, new non-skid-
-ould exchange 1908 Triumph.-Davies, Shole-
tretlord.

MPH, 3ih.p., handle-bar control, new tyres, new
tawata,

'

spare bell, belt carritjr, perfect; £28 —
Alderley Jidge.

ai'H, 3ih.p., 1909, absolutely new, run less
n 200 miles: must sell; £42; any trial —G
th, Fockiington.

il'S, 1909, new April last, complete with lamp,
h.rn, spare belt, in excellent condition; £37 —

1, Snip Hotel Yard, Wigan.

tPOOL. — Triumph and Douglas motors in
k at Hitchmgs, 74, Bold St., the sole agents,
riety of accessories at lowest prices.

.TIONLESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
market and British made ; send 'for list and
als.-Hitchings, Ltd., 74. Bold St., Liverpool,
uts for Douglas and' Triumphs.
tPH, 3ih.p., late 1908, magneto, handle-bar con-
,
perfect condition; £32 ca.sh : tvres equal to

: trial allowed.—P. Lee, Pocklington.

SOILED 1909 Magneio Rexes, all models in
k: imniediate deliveries; liberal exciianges.-
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Jdalifax.

J.A.P. and J.A.P. carburetter, handle-bar con-
I, Price's stands, in fine order ; fir,st cheoue £7
—Jackson, 39, Warwick Ed., Batley. "

:i'H, 1908, horn, studded tyres, two spare and
tube, plags, and valve, etc. ; £33, or with
eedometer, £36.-16, Actjn St., Wigan. -

Zenette, 1909, magneto, Gradua gear, spring
ime, perfect condition, spares, new in March

-

in, Edge Lane, Stretford, Manchester.
ER Motor

.
Cycle, magneto, spring forks, two

ert gear, lamp, and accessories, only run 300
>5; owner buying car.-Deau, Carriforth.

vin Bex. magneto, Mabon clutch. Brown and
ow carburetter, handle-bar control, with new
ertect oraer.—49, Aughton Ed., Birkdale.

RATED List of second-hand Eex motors, and
i.er list of tricars and motor cycles on applica-
itax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

months old, 2fh.p. Douglas, like new, Whittle
(-(lutinental non-skid, .spares, etc. : £28 10^^ —
63, Union Ed., Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire.

te 1907, black finish, twin Eex, Eoc clutch
ri-L^'a sidecar (all spares), perfect, climb any-
11 invited; £30, or nearest cfler ; sell separate.
Iving St., Batley.

vance Chater, spring forks, three aecumula-
stand. Autoclipso lauip, tyres good, spare
v^, good running order; particulars; £15 —
Primrose, Bmgley.

r'H, 2ih.p. J.A.P. engine, J.A.P. lubricator,
carburetter, handle-bar control, spring-

extra heavy tyres (cost £3), Brooks BlOO^-
iorshaw St., Barrow.

•^.S.y., tirin, magneto, ju.st overhauled, witi-'
Kers spring forks, 24in. wheels, tyres little

Si,""Tv''P'''°'^l^'^l5'' >^itl^ accessories; £25 —
34, Hall Lane, Hindley.

idbury. 1908, spring forks, condition as new,
^?n-p. Ariel ligntweigiit, grand order, £9 -

^lim. -wheels, tyres good, engine wants slight
or exchange.-53, Traflord Ed., Salford.

'win Minerva, new condition, spring forks

) J \?^'^-' '''' ^^^'- coil and accumulator and
i^. and B. handle-bar control, horn stand car-
er nwer power and cash.-Motcrist, Hoyland

l\fi*^
Eex -We carry the largest stock of

e parts m the provinces for these machines
ne^' machines from stock at low prices-

Jnge, or gradual payments: charged aocnmu-
•• ?,•, -.-^n,

I"'^ ^^'''''^- - Ccokson Bros., 511
Ola Trattord.
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"CclRONci" SIDfi.CAnS,
MODEL A, iE4 17s. Sd. CASH.
BuUt of best weldless steel tubing, luxuriously up-
holstered, and beautifully sprung on double C
springs. Attached in three minutes ; no side slip •

fit either right or left side. Fully guaranteed.

OASH OFFER
accepted for Two Brand New

|

ia09 3t h.|o, TRBUIVIPHSi
1S03 31 h.;!. N.S.U.'s.

SIX, brand new, packed in crates, as received from
makers, fitted w,th magnetos, 26in. wheels, stand
ana carDers, tool boxes and tools. List price £46.

Our Price S32—or near otter, or exchange.
'

ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.
1909 si h.p. HUMBER. new £45
1908 WOLF Lightweight, nearly new ...'.'.' £13 10
1909 3J h.p. REX, tW5 speeas, new £52 10
1908 3i h.p. REX Toarist, new £29 IQ
1908 3J h.p. N.S.U., brand new ' £32
1909 3J h.p- TRIUMPH, Continentals, new' £48
1909 si h.p. TRIUMPH, Palmer cords, new £49
rt gofe h.p. REX. magneto ~.

. . £17 10
1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto £25
1908 3J-h.p. N.S.C, magneto, nearly new.. £25
1908 3 h.p. N.S.U. , m-igneto, smart £22 10
1908 3^ h.p. REX Toirist, magneto £25
1907 3i h.p. REX, magneto, ajin. tyres .. £18 10
3J h.p. THOS. SILVER, magneto £18 10
5 h.p. Twin ROC, Roc clutch, magneto .. £29 10
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, Roc

clutch, hancle starting £27 10
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, two speeds. . £22 10
4i h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto £22 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, iqo8 ' £35 q
3h.p. QUADRANT, cost £4s £6 15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £12 10
5 h.p. Twin REX, and Sidecar £19 19
3I h.p. REX, 1906, 26" -wheels, spring forks £12 12
si h.p. REX, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £11 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £9 10
2| h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., low £8 15
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., smart £6 15
si h.p. REX, cost 50 guineas £6 15
Send for list of other bargains—best, biggest, and
cheapest stock. Cash buy.ers recei.ve special quotations.

£2 10s. and a push cycle secures

—

2 h.p. HUMBER. 2 h.p. PIEPER
2 h.p. WERNER. 2 h.p. LIBERTY.

T« lOARS.
4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-o^oled, powerful £12 12
4I h.p. RE.X, fan-cooled, free engine £13 13
5^ h.p. REX, open frame, two speeds ,

.

£29 10
5l h.h. REX TRIETTE, 1909 model, air"-

cooled, art cane chair, two speeds, •

free engine, magneto, handle-starting'
cost £66 a few weeks ago £37 -jo

8 h.p. FAFNIR, two cyls., open frame .' £35
Forecarriage attachment, with tyres £3 15
5 h.p. Twin ROC, magneto. Roc clutch,

handle-startmg, fitted with new sidecar £30

12/(

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable

speed pulley on the
market. Loose flange
securely held in any
position "by a simple
yet ingenious contri-

vance. Gear can be altered without the aid of
spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buv a
" Coronet " puliey and gear your machine suitable
for h U-climbing. Special terms to the trade.
Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs,

Minervas, supplied without the necessity cf sending
old pulley for pattern.

"ORiPSKI*^" B^'LTINQ.

ffll

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle,
perfect drive, the best leather belt on the market!

Longer life than rubber.
|in., 9d. ; Jin., lOJd. ; -Jin., 1 /- ; rin., 1 /t.

Special terms to the trade.

OARBU»B-rTE.RS
BROWN AND BARLOW, AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine
to handle-bar control. We keep a large stock of
carhnrr.tters. B-^ un to date. Price reasonable.

BOOTH'S MOTOR[ES,*
^CHARLES STREET^? i)frSquare Roa(l,r

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T>OC (brand new), military model, 5h.p., twdn two
f^n ^F^r 'P'fSneto, spring lorks, free engine;' cost£bO, £45, auick sale.-26, Oflterton Lane, Stockport.

SECTION III.

Canarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, aiid
Merioneth.

Oh.p. Traimph-MinerTa, good going order; price and-^ particulars.-Newport, Tattenhall, Chester.

JiEIUMPH, 1909 model, special tyres, little used,A^ splendid condition, guaranteed perfect; £39.—Mossi

Qlh.p. Kerry, perfect condition, fast, reliable, climb
7„T +. T^'ni'"V-

^""""Sam, £12.-Sudlow, Rilshaw Lane,
.V msioiu, Cheshire.

Olh.p Chater-Lea Motor Cycle, perfect, left blade of

^nt^Pw.„°''R-f'"'*'!?'
^'*- exchange cycles.-Minshall,

.5toneway, Bridgnorfii. '

13EApBUET new this month; £38; perfect; trial-L» allowed: lamp horn, etc.-J. Knowles, Tailor,
Blackheath, Birmingham.

Qili.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engine, Longuemare oar-^^ buretter, m running order; £9 lOs.-On view,
.radior Garage, Stafford.

^i-'^-P- -^"el, and 3h.p. Haskard, excellent condition;

y:f^
hesi cfter, or exchange magneto single or 4-cyl.-

3,065. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

XXITCHINGS. Ltd., specialise in Douglas lia;litweight
-*-'- motor cycles. inquiries receive prompt and
courteous attention.— 74, Bold St., Liverpool.

"PjOTJGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin cyls.,J-^ magneto, spring forks, a revelation in comfort
.. , .

"" ^';.7 ''"'' ''""'"'^ilit'-, absolutely vibra-
tionless; -write for lists.-Hitchmgs, Ltd., 74, Bold St.,
-^jic.jji^ul. ^uie iigeiiis jor jjiverpool and Birkenhead.
q^RIUMPH, late 1908, nearly new, £32; Peugeot 2|
JL h.p., Bcsch magneto, sacrifice 14 guineas; Blickens-
'lerfer typewriter, as new, £10.-London House, Cradley

"TiRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, handle-bar control, newJ. belt, studded tyres. P.E.S. lamp, plating perfect,

'^;'°V n^ ''V^'^M'? P"""!; £29.-Edwards, 13, Queen
bt., Wellington (Salop).

' > ,
-*

Rj-6h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, winner threey gold medals, perfect, spares, headlight, and foot-
boards gfuiges, etc. ; £27 ; lower power part.-Partioulars,
Barratt, Fairfield, Buxton.

1 O 08 Triumph, just overhauled by makers, unused
J-Y ^J'-R.S. Col nial lamp, front wheel stand, spare

S? f'-n'^'-D'^T
Pal;iier tyre; £35.-Hill, Ashleigh,

Stapenhill, Burton-on-Trent.

lyriNEEVA, 3ih.p., late 1908, magneto, Brown and
-i-T-l- Barl.Av handle-bar control, solid brass torpedo
tank, accessories, little used, good going order; must
sellr sa-crifice £24, or nearest offer.-Grant, Bull Ring
Ludlow. "'

"Vr.S.U., 3Jh.p., late 1908, magneto, two speeds, free
x-t engine, with sidecar fitted, quantity of spares and
tools, ab.solute perfect condition; open expert examina-
tion and trial

; £35, or oaer.-36, Littledale Ed Egre-
mont, Cheshire.

'

"POWERFUL Two-speed Phcenix-Minerva 4J-h.p. Motor
-»- Cycle, Longuemare carburetter, long handle-bars
etc., in perfect order, most suitable for hilly district
or sidecar work; genuine bargain, £14 10s.—L S Pearn
Alfreton, Derbyshire.

Qlh.p. Magneto 1909 Bradbury, condition excellent,t^z unpunctured, all tools, lamp, separate generator,
handle-bar mirror, magneto cut-out, extra toolbag, horn
etc.; price £28. no offers; without a fault; tried any
time.-Douglas Noble, 55, George St., Altrincham.

ROC, 4h.p., practically new, two-speed, handle start-
mg, magneto, spring forks, H.B. control, new

Michelm steel studded, unpunctured detachable tubes,
ideal machine for sidecar; any trial; £29, or exchange
for latest Douglas lightweight with cash adjustment.—
Ml rsran, Mma View, Port Dinorwio.

51.h.p. Twin N.S.XJ., 1908 model, Bosch magneto, Pal-
2 mer cord tyres, back one just new. Shamrock lln.

belt new, with Chater-Lea sidecar, the set equal to new,
guaranteed perfect, and to climb any hill; 30 guineas
only, or would ente'-tnin eyiiiano'p for a lower power
Triumph or Bat preferred.—Pugh, Station Hill,, Buxton'.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

2 h.p. Minerva, good condition, extra air; £9 10s. —
Mobbs. Headlands, Kettering.

3ih.p. 1909 Humber, two-speed, shop-soiled; £37 10s.
2 —Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

4 h.p. .Antoine, very low, £6 ; 25h.p. Chater-Lea, both

I

going :rder, £5.-25, Eaglan St., Coventry.

"PIXCELSIOR. 3h.p

I

-Ci tion: £8

.^., 3h.p.,
trial: £10

ju.;t overhauled, in good condi-
-137. Broomfield Ed., Coventry.

"p.N., 3h.p., single cyU fa.?t, good hijl-climber
;
^a^y

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

Louis Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

KEX. twin--vl., 1907 "model, long wheelbase. spring

forks. Clincher tyres, very fast, splendid hill

climber; price £16.—Louis Davis, 3, New St., Birming.
ham.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
>_lh.p. Minerva, in good runring order, Watawata belt

;

->2 10 guineas.—No. 2,978, The Motor C'ycic Offices,

!oventry.

rEItTMPH, 1909, new July, unscratched, perfect;
£40.—oampson, Knighton House, Uueeu s Kd.,

Joveutry.

L>ib.p. 1907 Eex, splendid condition, and going order;
L>2 fl2 10s., bargain.—Lloyd, boot manufacturer,
jeamington.

F.N., 4J:li.p., 4-cyl., Palmer cords, excellent condition

;

£22 10s., exceptional bargain.- 22, Victoria Terrace,
jeamington.

! Q09 Triumpli, free engine clutch, Dunlop tyres,
L'Ul nearly new; £45, or oiJera.—Bos No. 3,071, The
lotor Cycle Offices, CoTentry.

QUADRANT, 21i.p., single oyl., fine little runabout,
*» good condition, Clinciier tyres; £8.—Louis Davis,

, New St., liirmingham.

I Q09 Humber Motor Cycle, delivered month ago, ac-
Lt/ cept £i8 lOs. ; also Montgomery sidecar, £5 10s.

-358, Stratford Ed., Birmingham.

51h.p. Aster, Chater-Lea, spring forks, 26in. wheels,
->2 £12; Ifh.p. Minerva, Lcnguemare, torpedo, £6.

-Koberts, Eotiier St., Stratford-on-Avon.

MTINEEVA, 3h B., single cyl., Clir.cher tyres, splen-
-tX did condition, fast, good hill-climber; price £11
Os.—Louis Davis, 3, New St., Birmingiiam.

3 Ih.p. Wbite and Poppe, Chater-Lea No. 6, by good
-^ 2 maker, comparatively new, and in perfect order

;

:15.—" Motorist," King's Mount, Wilson St., Newark.

Jih.p. Eex, perfect, spring forlcs, spare cover, two
>2 bags, stands, carriers, lamp, accessories; £14, or

Her.—Webster, 123, Bowyer Ed., Saltley, Birmingham.

I Q07 3ih.p. Minerva, Zi tyres, Mabon clutch, lamp,
Lt/ horn, watch, accessories; £17 17s., or best oii'er

;

lutch, £2.—Hart, 44, Trafalgar Ed., Moseley, Birming-
am.

)3.h.p. Excelsior, perfect condition. Palmer cords, new,
^ 4, perfect condition ; reason for sale, buying tri-

ar; genuine bargain, £18.—Mecrow, King Edward Ed.,
lugby.

i/flNEEVA, 7-81i.p., new late 1908, with No. 2 ten
-TX guinea Montgomery flexible sidecar; £55; seen
ny time ; sound bargain.—Stokes, 'VValton tJi., Sutton-
n-Ashfield.

M GOD l-Jh.p. Motor Cycle, low frame, long handle-
iJT bars, in excellent condition

;

first remittance £5
laa it.—Central Novelty Co., 93, Cornwall Buildings,
Jirmingham.

lyr.S.TJ., 1908, 3ili.p., magneto, splendid condition,
L~ nevf Eom tyres, butt-ended Michelin tubes, lamp,
:enerator. carrier, spares, long handles; £30.—T. Black,
iherwood St., Nottiagham.

I Q09 Minerva, magneto, spring forks. Brown and
Li/ Barlow, several spares, including belt and valves,
verything perfect, very little used; £29 10s.—Kendall,
?he Drapery, Northampton.

31h.p. Eiley, vertical, spray, trembler. Bates heavy
2 rear, Dunlop front, overhauled, enamelled,

dated, spare cover, tube, valves, plugs; bargain, £10.—
12, Livingstone St., Leicester.

r> l.h.p. Minerva (1908), magneto, spring forks, in per-
l)2 feet order, scarcely used this season, not done
;0 miles, just fitted with new cylindtr, usual accessories,
amp, horn, eta ; £20.—Lockwood, Park Ed., Peter-
lorough.

1-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908, Clincher, and three spare
tyres, like new, butted tube, spring forks and foot-

ests, spare valves, magneto parts, cylinder, watch, horn,
Uitoclipse lamp, stand, carrier, perfect condition, quiet
nd powerful; £29, or exchange Triumph.—Motorist,
itechford.

A PPEOTAL Anywhere.— 3ih.p. 1908 Minerva, mag-
ti- neto, £20; 5h.p. twin Eex, £18 10s.; 3h.p. N.S.U.,
oagneto, £18; 5h.p. twin Sarolea, £16 10a.; also Quad-
ant, Eoo, and plenty others; repairs, replacements,
iverhauling; lowest charges.-C.C.E. Motor \vks., Eord
it., St. Anns Well Ed., Nottingham.

rWIN N.S.U., 5ih.p., magneto, two speeds, Amac
carburetter. Tee Bee, hand starting, footboards,

kittle, Eom band. Eiche's tubes, perfect; also, Mont-
;omery sidecar, detachable frame, non-skid device; sell

eparately, or exchange lower power and cash; will ride
lali way meet purchaser.—Kelham, Bourne.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

EX, 3ih.p., 1906, little used, been stored; trial
after 6; £13.—Eex, 34, Emery St., Cambridge.

19

33,h.p. M.M.C., Chater-Lea No. 6 special heavy tyres,
2 torpedo tank; £14.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

08 2ih.p. Ariel, perfect order. Clincher tyres,
spares, lamp, etc.; £16.—List, Carr St., Ipswich.

rEIUMPHS, two In stock, one with Triumph free
engine clutch.—Crawley, Triumph agent, St. Mary's,

iedfcrd.

3JLh.p. Minerva, with sidecar, perfect running order,
2 magneto, spring forks; £23 10s.—Alex. Clarke,

*Iildenhall.

ft/fOTOSACOCHE, in grand order, very low frame, two
LvJL accumulators, spares; £15.-37, Searle St., Chester-
on, Cambs.

A34

REX MOTOR CYCLES. You can get them at WAU-
CHOPE'S. Immediate delivery from stock. Call and mspecl
these models, or write and secure exchange terms. Lists on

application. Single-cylinder models, 40 guineas.

DOUGLAS MOTOR CYCLES, one model only, 2 J h.p.

twin-cylinder engine, lightweight roQ lbs. 36 guineas.

You can get them at WAUCHOPE'S. Second-hand
machines taken in exchange. Delivery from stock.

BAT MOTOR CYCLES. All models supplied. You can
get them at WAUCHOPE'S. Good market value fop
second-hand machines of any make in exchange. Lists on
application.

ROC MOTOR CYCLES, twxi-speed and free engine. You
can get them at WAUCHOPE'S. Exchanges entertained.
Immediate delivery from stock. 48 guineas.

TRIUMPH MOTOR CYCLES. You can get them at
WAUCHOPE'S. Lists on application. Exchanges enter-
tained. Immediate delivery from stock. P^iJe £48.

QUADRANT MOTOR CYCLES. You can get them at
WAUCHOPE'd. Delivery from stock. £47.

We also supply Matchless, V.S., N.S.U., Moto-Reve, im-
mediate delivery. Motosacoche, Brown, F.N., Bradbury,
immediate delivery. Rex Speed King, immediate delivery.

Ariel, immediate delivery. Rex de Luxe, immediate de-

livery. Rex standard, 3J h.p., immediate delivery. 4J h.p.

F.N.. immediate delivery. Also Lightweight F.N., two-
speed size, £40.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

'Phone—5777 Holbom. Tele. :
" OpLficer, London."

WAUCHOPE'S,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI
"I
Q09 Triumph, new at Easter, Clincher studded t

A, Zf very little used ; trial run at any time ; all ai

sories; £41 10s.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunt;

23.h.p. F.N., splendid condition, just overha'
4 spring forks, magneto, new back tyre, new

£17 10s.—English Cycle Wks., Stoke i'erry, Norfo

31h.p. Quadrant and sidecar, spring forks, nc-w
2 and belt, perfect order, new condition, sps

genuine bargain, £22.—Champion, 3, Ipswich St.,

market.

MINEEVA, 3ih.p., 1908, spring forks, excellent
dition, Frankonia lamp, £21 ; Montgomery

car, nearly new, £6 lOs. ; must sell; no room.— i'i

Jeweller, Ely.

GEEAT Bargains.— 5h.p. twin Eex, absolutely per
£12; 7h.p. twin, long, low, fast, £15; 2Jh.p.

fon-Zedel, as new, £8; 5h.p. twin Peugeot, £1
Walkers, Motor Mart, Ipswich.

GEAND Bargain.— 3ih.p. Fafnir, new Mate
silencer, handle-bar contrcJ, brand new uni

tured Continental tyres, 26in. by 2in., brand new C
pede belt, two new accumulate rs, 20 and 10 amps,
cellent condition; buying twin; £16, or nearest oil

Scrutton, Alderton, Woodbrioge, Suffolk.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Br
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmart
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TEIUMPH, 1909, standard, £48; free engine D
6 guineas extia; can deliver from stock.—Wit

Stourbridge.

MOTO-EEVE, 1908 model, twin-cyl., magneto,
:ork.s, stand, lamp, hern, etc., perfect condii

£19.—Hopkins, New St., Ledbury.

1 Q08 Triumph, 3ih.p., just re-fttted with new enf
A.*J etc., and I'almer ccrd tyres, now same as

price £30.—Parry, Bank House, Haverfordwest.

MOTOSACOCH?], 1909 model, magneto; cost £
June ; in periect order ; reason for selling,

ireater power; £i;4,—H., Morgan, Coed-y-Gric,
Vale.

"BCfeOS Triumph, best standard on the road, beai

Xt/ condition, £38; also Montgomery Eegent
•urriagp, to suit same; expert examination. — Tu
Cowbridge.

0T03AC0GHE, excellent condition, Druid
two Lucas lamps. Palmer tyres, spare

stand, carrier, toolbag ; £17; dry cell ignition.—

i

28, High St., Newport, Mon.

AEIEL-MINEEVA, 2|h.p., lightweight, engine

hauled by Minerva Co. this summer, new tyre?,

lamp, separate generator, and horn, tool, and spares

and fast: a cinch; 12 guineas.—Jones, Eagle B
Stourbridge.

BAT, 1908, ridden 4.000 miles, engine 4h.p. J.

1909, driven 1,000 miles, petrol and oil g:

J.A.P. automatic carbi:retter, lubricator and pulley,

den autolock for throttle, Bosch magneto and cu

stand, carrier, new E.O.M. non-skid back tyre, C(

ental front, 'UTiittle belt and spares; what oflersr

£55.—Gold, Lansdown, Newton, Mumbles.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, B^

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Island

3i-h.p. Eex, very little used, £14; also Fairy
weight, new, take £16.—Eastleigh, Cookham

Berks.

£10.—3h.p. Humber, free engine, chain drive,

bars, perfect order; seef any time.—Mills, Fi

Leclilade.

31,hp Cyclone, M.O.V., 26iu. wheel, trembler,

2 tubes and tyres; £6.—Blanchett, 27, Bi

Eow, Salisbury.

31h p. Werner, twin-cyl., most reliable and fas

4 chine; £15 15s.—T. Baker and Sons,

Wks., Beading.

31h.p. Triumph, 1908 model, Mabon clutch, spi

2 well kept, like new machine; £38.—T. Bakf

Sons, Motor Wks., Eeading.

Qih.p. Humber, 1909 model, two-speed, not use

02 miles, fully guaranteed; £36 Ids., no oi

T. Baker and Sons. Motor Wks., Eeading.

ROC 4h.p., special ball bearing engine, two-.spee

tree engine, new E.O.M. tyres, sound, reliabl

chine; £28.-0. J. Eamstedt, Seymour Hotel, Glow

5 h.p. Eex, magneto, cantilever seat, spring fork;

16s.; also 3h.p. Triumph cylinder, valves, an

ton rings, 15s.—A. Browne, Ferry View, Bourne

Bucks.

3ih.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, cane sidecar, two-speei

2 and free engine, new condition throughout;

or oiler. — Dixon, 6, Longmead Av., Gloucestei

Bristol.

08 Triumph, ridden under 2,000 miles, .=;?

condition, spare tyre, complete, ,
usual spait

accessories ; owner going abroad ; price £30. -
Pangbouine, Berks.

31.h.p. 1909 Humber Motor Bicycle, new, neve:

2 magneto, two-speed gear, all latest improwi
list price £45, to clear, £57 10s.—J S. Willwa:

Sons, L'd., St. Augustine's, Bristol.

In answering these advert Ise7ne7its it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

I
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R BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£ (1907), spring forks, Palmer cords, 1909,

e-bars, firsi-rate condition, all accessories

;

n Garage, 418, Romford Ed., Forest Gate.

ill p. Kerry, pjwerful, 26in. wlieels, lew, new
Dn; sacrilice £11 10s., or with sidecar £15:
.2, London Place, London i'lelds, Hackney,

nerva, low, fast, in faultless condition, coni-

with accessories; £12; any trial; part ex-

idered.—112, Navanno Mansions, Hackney,

I Sarolea, Palmer and Clipper, Whittle,

forks, good si';.ecar machine, powerful ; £16,
irer power.—28. Bertoaji Kd., Hendon, Lon-

^ —3;h.r. motor cycle, Dunlcps, Brown and
'

foot^joards, Wataw^ata belt, lamp, horn,

fast, reliable; dB6.— 66, Grange Rd., Ilford,

[)., 4-cyl., new Palmer cord on taok, fine kit

Is, lamp, horn, perfect ; must sell ; buying

, accept £26.^Ij0cke, draper, Peuge, Crystal

'ugeot, Chater-Lea, racing type, very fast,

t)le, almost new; can be seen by appoint-
.-Dagwell, 71, Glrildford St., Chertsey,

aadrant, spring folks, magnificent machine,
utely perfect, "specially selected engine, cliinh

!15.—J.D., 58, Downs Park Rd., Dalston,

-PEUGEOT, 5h.p., twin, very low, smart,

lue footboards, tyres perfect, spares ; must
asonable cash ofier refused.— 186, Peckhaaj

H. (1-ate 1908), had very little wear, appear-

ind all working parts perfect; will send on
£32. — Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd..

ladrant, spring forks, spring seat-pillar, P.i'-

!, Longuemare, quantity of spares, absolute

iition; £17,- or near ofler.— 13, I'alace Rd.,

ent.

ih.p. Twin, magneto, two speeds, all latest

ovements, also M,.ntgomery sidecar; £37;
ate ; almost equal new.—F. Hill, Princes Rd.
Hill.

umph, not been ridden 1,000 miles, and well

a Inr. studded tyres, Lucas headlight, Tri
snares; £39.—Eastern- Garage, 418, Romford
Gate.

HAM.—4h.p. Roc, free engine, two-speed,
:to, excellent condition, £22; also 2-Jh.p

1.—Matthew's Cycle Stores, 96, West Green
> 1722.

S.V., 4h.p , magneto ignition, spring forks,

horn, two snare butt-euders, inner tubes,
perfect; bargain, £25.—Apply, 234, Black-
Isliugton.

i'UL 4h.p. Motor Bike, magneto. No. 6 frame,
er-Lea, uandle-bar contrcl, B.iS. carburetter,

, perfect - going crder ; £13 10s.— 237, Hert-
Idtuonton.

built this season, low,

; take £13 10s. ;
goin?

lightweight, magneto,
c burs, weight 70 lbs.

ve.

908 Brown, new September, handle-bar con-

s; nearest offer £18, or exchange for twin,
erva preferred ; stamp, reply.-Montrpse, ^_

, Fastbourne.

i.COOHl'l 1909, magneto, in grand condition,
new, all tools etc.. rr part exchange for 5h.p.
leto. etc., or sell £20. — J. W. Lewsey, 80,
ci. Ponders End.

•X, 1904, perfect running order, excellent con-
I, new back tyre, complete, and belt, Longue-
bretter ; trial given; 10 guineas.—Hostler,
rich Rd., Charltrn:

H. 1909. only delivered end July, run 150
guaranteed absolutely perfect ; £44 ; wall

or second-hand part iiayment.—No, 3.072, 'rhe

Offices Coventry.

.erry, Chater-Lea, F,N. carburetter, Clincher
kng handle-bars, perfect condition; £8,

'han'^e push bike ; after 5 p.m.— Hartley, 64,
Finsbury Park, N.

h.p. Br.wn and Sidecar, two accumulate rs,

e valve, tube, cover, and belt, 26in. wheels,
uip. horn, and tools; bargain, £25, or near
Erpingham Rd., Putney.

ry Engined, 26 by 2i, low, long bars, grand
£15; 3Ui.p. M.M.C., Palmers, Chater-Lea,
copies of "Motor" and "Motor Cycle," tr

The Gardens, East Dulwich.

ex. 3ih.p,. Albion fre« engine, new f Whittle,
vres, butted tubes -.vith new rigid sidecar,
iidid condition, and spares; £20.—A. Crowe,
Sisters Rd., Tottenham, N.

5h,p,, twin, not ridden 1.000 miles, mag-
spring forks, Palmer cord, all accessori->s

;

ir ofier ; appointment.— Motorist, Strathmore,
Rd.. Worcester Park, Surrey.

Deciding on any motor bicycle or tri"ar
n or write to Pulltuan Bros.. London Rd.,
london, who have the best selection of ma-
tondon; motor bicycles from £4.

FANCY
PRICESb

FARRAR'S 'HALIFAX'
SIDECARS.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each £4- IT 6 Each-
Best vveldless^ steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranleed twelve
ndouths. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

PX f^AlAfN ^®^ ""^^ ®"^ ^^ these.!

Balance 5/- per week.

2j h.p. Sinafcr, mag. £6 I2I h.n. Stevens . . . £5

3I h.p. Rex

3| h.p. Dux
2 h.p. Rex

19 1 2j h.p. R. and P £7

i'9 I 2^ Minerva, M.O.V. £8 1i» I 2t iviiiierva, ivi.w.v.xo iu

£5 I 2^ h.p. Humber . . £5
on I _ rt u _ I.- . 1?Q

3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £7 I 2| h.p. King £8

2J h.p. Whiteley £6 I 3h h.p. King £8

1909 "PREmiER" IVIAGNETOS.
Absolutely the finest magneto.

£3 -15s eeich.
DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

50/- and a good push bike secures either :

I
2-^ h.p. Stevens.

I
2i h.p. Humber.

2J h.p. Singer.

2 h.p. Rex.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
4f h.p. PHOENIX TRICAR, two speeds.. £15

s '~h.p. REXETTE, two speeds £21

5i h.p. REXETTE, two speeds

3i- h.p. 1907 REX, Rom tyre "£15 16

1908 5| h.p. REX DE LUXE,
speeds, clutch, magneto

Roc two
£34

3.1 h.p. BROWN, M O.V.. fine t;,oer £12

4 h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V., nne goer £11

5-6 h.p. ROVER Tricar, splendid goer.

3I h.p. BROWN, magneto, 2 Sin. wheels.

£18

£18

iqoS N.S.U. Light, eight, ma;jnelo tc2

34 h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks £25

I 108 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

h.D. iqob REX. M.O.V., spring torks £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

i^h.p. TWIN REX a beauty £15 10

-i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 ID

h.p. TWLN REX and Sidecar £20

t. h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar : £31 10

3i h.p. FAFNIR, two speeds, free engine,
" spring forks £16

3 h.p. QUADRANT, handle-bar control £5 15

ONE ON1.Y.
1908 LINCOLN ELK, magneto ignition,

brand new £25

1908 l\na.e:neto REXES.
Sin^le-cvlinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold firiisn, Bosch mpgneto, £17 lOs., or exchange.

'EARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

^3% cheaper than any other high-class belt.

^in . 9d. *

"

1 /. 1/'^. Tin., 1 /6 ner foot.

ENGINES.
3} h.p. AUTO MOTOR £2 5

} h.p. KING £1 15

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1909 Amac or B. and B. Carburetter, H.B.

control , each 27,'-

3I h.p. Quadrant engine sets 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Send tor Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers" 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes, post free, 5^6

High-class Machines Wantsd. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd. 9 HAWIFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, 9r9, Ni-ht, loY.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h p. Record. Chater trame, long bars, footboards,

3 low, torpedo tank, accumulator, tast and power-
ful, new Goodrich on back ; ready to ride away ; seen
any time; £13 10s.—26, Halstead St., Brixton.

M0T03AC0CHE, special low, long frame, footrests,

paraffin tank, cut-out, and all improvements, perfect
order, and new condition, rew spare cover, belt, etc.;

photo; £25.—A. Scott, 82, Hazlewell Ed., Putney.

Q3.h.p. Lightweight, low, torpedo tank, very good con-
/^ 4 dition, and running order, £8; also Ijh.p. light-

weight, only weighs 66 lbs., perfect order, good tyres,

£6 10s.—Gardner, 43, Eric Rd., Chadwell Heath, Essex.

4-CYL. P.N., magneto, perfect running order and con-

dition, recently overnauled, spares, etc., ofiers, or

exchange magneto single or twin. Iriumph cr Roc pre-

ferred,— Glenrcsa, Coleshill Rd., Teddington, Middlesex.

23.h.p. Genuine De Dion-Bat, and sidecar, I'almer,

4 iJunlcp, Advance pulley, very low, reliable, eco-

nomical, really gccd fomhinalion, tools, all spares; £18;
will sell separately.—Brachtr, oO, Guilford bt., London,
W.C.

SJLh.p. De Dion, Roc clutch and two speeds, boauti-

2 iuUv tprunn' Cliaiei-Lea fittings, handle - bar

control, very low built, mc st reliable; murt sell; £20,
sacrifice.— 17.- Kenaiure Rd., Mare St., Hackney, Lon-
don.

VS , Sh.p., twin, sound as a bell, very fa?t, climb
anything; what cfEersv Minimum £30. Write for

list of spares, going cheap; any reasonable p-' position

entertained.—Stanley Phillips, 84. Alexandra Rd., South
Hamp-stead.

31,h.p. Oracle-Chater (late 1908), powerful, long, non-
2 .skids, studded back, handle-bar or lever control,

just overhauled, stand, carrier, accessories; £17; trial.

—Hatch, Williamson House, Queen's Rd., BiKkhurst
Hill, Essex.

31,h p. Raleigh-Fafnir, two-speed, H.B. c:;ntrGl, Voltoo,

2 Continentals, Hiche's -tubes, brass tanks, re-

cently overhauled, and rigid sidecar, all acces.scries ; £18,

or nearest ofler; must sell.—Hoddle, 45, Crofton Rd.,

Camberwell.

VINDEC Special, in perfect condition, 5h.p., twin

cyls aojustable pulley, good brakes back and

front, -magneto, searchligat, carrier, bags, tools, spares,

etc. ;
genuine bargain, £25.-Motor Wks., Loftus Rd.,

Shepherd's Bush.

3ihp. Triumph. April, 1909, all necessary spares. King
2 of me Road lamp, outer cover, speedometer, spring

seat-pillar, footboards, perfect condition; trial; £40;
officer ordered abroad.—Lieut. G. P. Bowles, Torpedo

Boat 053, Sheerness.

3 h.p. Clyde (lightweight), Bosch magneto, plate and
enamel like new, B. and B. carburetter. Palmer

tyre Lucas motor lanip, carrier-stand, toolbag. I'^rge

horn, number p)ates; sMrifice £11 lis.— 12, Market

Sq., Horsham Sussex.

/C*hv 1908 Twin Phanomen, Nala two-speed, Bcrh
V> magneto, with 1909 Lowen coach-built sidecar, ex-

cellent condition, £10 worth spares and accesscr^es ;
cc st

over £100, bought car; nearest £50.—Newbury, 12, Con-

way Rd., Southgate, N.

1 O09 Trimiiph, 3ih.p., standard model, in very nice

X«7 condition, including all accessories and several

extras : £39.-On sale at Wauchope's. Owner s name
and address submitted if required.-Wauchope s, 9. Sh;e

Lane, Pleet St., London.

TRIUMPH 1908, new, in magnificent condition,

Clindier trres. rubber studded, unscratched,

handle-bar control, brand new spare belt, three - note

horn, tools, etc. ; any trial or examination ;
sacrifice

£32.-32, Rosebery Av., E.G.

frame, new
rims. Brad-
new, ready
—Apply, H.

carburetter,
re-enamelled
footb.ards,
a. C. Rey-

41,h p. Stevens Engine, new Chater-Lea
2 Palmer ccrd tyres, 26 by 2i, plated

bury spring forks, fcotboards, very low, as

for road; sacrifice £18; variable pulley also.

Sweetland, 13, Angus St., New Cross, S.E.

QUADRANT, 3ih.p., magneto, B.B-

spring icrks. Clincher tyres new,

French grey, and plated, long handle-bars,

machine in iirst-class condition; £18 10s.-

nolds, RcokstDue, \Yoodford Green, Essex.

5-6h p Twin Peugeot. No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, latest

GhHter stand-carrier, footrests, and footbrake,

handle-bar control. Brocks saddle. Advance pulley, Im.

Derniatine. nerfeH condition, and locks equal to new;

£20.-27. Montford Place, Kennington, S.E.

31hp Fafnir (80 by 80), Chater frame (No. 6) Druid
2 -ip-ing forks, footrests, handle-bar control, rub^

ber studded tyres, Goodlad's speedometer, Autochpse

lamp, stand, carrier, spares, very fine condition; ±19.-

Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

4hp Roc delivered October. 1908. two speeds, hand

starting, magneto, Druid spring forks, Goodlad

speed indicator, cvclomtter. luggage carrier, spare valves

and magneto narts, suitable fcr sidecar; rric^ £36 -
Box L23. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St-, E.G.

yINDEC Special, 5h.p., twin, magneto, 1908, Truf-

fault forks, Michelin steel-studded tyre on rear

wheel Clincher rubber studded on front, Gloria belt, 6in

adjustable pulley, complete with lamp, horn, tooK and

spares ; £30.-Apply, Pond, 349, West End Lane, Hamp-
stead.

31hp Brown, with Chater-Lea sidecar late 1908,

2 Brown-Barlow H.B. control, spring forks, perfect

condition, sidecar fitted, apron. Bowden band brake,

luggage board and tool box : trial by appointment; £30,

or nenre-t oSer.-Letter, Moiris, 15, Greyhound Rd.,

Tottenham.

The Motor Cycle." A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h.p. 1908 Twin Vindec Special, eoiuplete with Mont-

gomery Modele de Luxe sidecar, new Miolielin
non-skid tyre on back wheel, engine in thorough order,
new pistons, sidecar only used twice ; cost £69, price
£65 complete; trial by appointment.—Jarvis, Moreton
Av., Harpenden.

1 Q09, delivered in June, dme 892 miles, 3ih.p. F,x-
A.*J celsior, cost £60, accept- £35, faultless order, com-
plete with Cowey speedomever, Mabon tree engine, Auto-
clipse lamp, and generarcr, new R.O.M. studded tyre;
reason for sale, too powerful for owner ; first cheque
secures.—Hurlock, 73, Denmark Hill. 'Phone, 20, Bris-
tjn.

"I Q09 Triumphs from stock, £48; 5h.p. twin Sarolea
J-t/ end sidecar, £22 10s., complete; 3h.p. Kelecom,
splendid machine, in good order, £12; 2-Jh.p. 1907 Min-
erva, tyres unpunctured, adjustable pulley, two brakes,
speedometer, Matchless spring forks, as good as new;
£15 10s.— Godfree's. 124, Romford Rd., Stratford.
'Phone, Stratford, 24 3.

6h.p. Rex de Luxe, twin, and sidecar (left), free en-

gine. Roc clutch, handle starting, magneto igni-

tion, spring forks and seat, twin wheel, handle-bar con-
trol, cantilever saddle, adjustable pulley, two brakes,
lamps, spares, absolutely sound and reliable, climb any-
thing; expert trial given; £36, or exchange for light-

weight and cash.— \\ inch, Madeira Mount, Woodford
Green, Essex.

5h.p. V.S., 1909 model, two-speed gear and free en-
gine, Trunault forksj maijueto, also Mills and

Fulford 1909 castor wheel sidecar, this machine is fit-

ted with Michelin non-skid back wheel. Whittle belt,

horn, reflector, two butted tubes, separate generator
lamp, with several extras ; oilers : owner's name and ad-
dress submitted if required.—'ftauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London.

5h.p. Twin N.S.IT., late 1908, two-speed gear, mag-
neto, practically new, not ridden 800 miles, en-

gine, gears, etc., in perfect condition, plating and
enamel as new, ideal machine for sidecar work, excep-
tionally powerful and fast, tyres 'unpunctured, new Auto-
clipse searchlight. Price's stand, lin. new Shamrock belt,

spare valves, belt, springs, numerous tools, etc. ; £35,
or lower power part exchange (Triumph preferred). —
S.B., 43, Southbrook Kd., Lee, S.E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
3h.p. Rex, 26in. wheels, metal studded back tyre, good

order.—Below. £7 7s.

3h.p. Quadrant, splendid motor, spring and girder
forks.-Below. £10 10s.

3h.p. Plumber; particulars post; £8 8s.; part exchange
good value.—Batten Bros.,. Cullompton.

3sh.p. Rex, pefect order, spring forks, adjustable pul-
ley; £14 10s. or nearest.— Spear, Beacon Hill,

Bodmin.

£9.— 2ih.p. J.A.P., in B.S.A. frame, perfect condi-
tion, guaranteed to climb Ridgway without assist-

ance ; any trial.—Reynolds, Broadway, Dorset.

31.h.p. 1909 Triumph, fitted Roc, two-speed geaT,
2 pannier, bags, lamp, horn. Palmer cord tyrea,

spare tube and Michelin cover, other spares ; also Mont-
gomery sidecar, flexible, fitted to above, combination
regularly used in hilly country, carrying 24 stones cost
over £75, cash £59, or separately £52 and £8, ofiers.—
L. H. Higgon, Royal Artillery, Verne, Portland.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

TRIUMPH, 3^1. p., 1908, good condition, R.O.M. and
Palner cord ts'res ; offers wanted.—Chapman, Ken-

nedy Drive, Airdrie.

4h.p. Antoine, H.T. magneto, B.B. H.B. control, spring
forks, low machine, perfect, condition as new;

£18.—Muir, Motor Agent, Newmains, N.B.

N.S.XJ., 3ih.p., magneto, footrests. spring forks, sp'en-
did condition; £21 10s.; owner bought lightweight.

—Scobbie, 59, MoUinsburn St., Springburn.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, accumulator, in new condi-
tion, fitted spare torpedo tank, Palmer tyre en

rear, numerous spares; £18.—Baird, cycle agent, Mother-
well.

"1 Q07 Rex, 3ih.p., spring forks, magneto,' Mabon-L^ clutch. Brooks BlOO, Rich tube back, lamp,
horn, spares, and numbers ; seen by appointment ; £20,
or near offer.- Gauld, c/o Russell, 103, Auchentochan
Terrace, Glasgow.

THE Largest Stock, largest variety, and the best
makes!—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Res, V.S.,

Moto-Reve, Norton, Roc, Excelsior, Zenith, Douglas,
Minerva. We can supply you with these or any other
make: some special bargains presently in superior
second-hands.—Alexa.ader's, 110, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4h.p. De Dion Tricar, Chater frame. Whittle belt; £12,

or cycle and cash.—Birdsey, Hertford.

Oih.p. Runabout, free engine, open frame; £12.

41h.p. Twin Minerva, Trimo front, fine machine; £18
2 10s.; exchanges; photo and particulars. — 128,

High Rd.. Tottenham.

Olh.p. Humber Tricar for motor cycle, or push cycle,
*-'2 cash adjustment; sell £14.-72, Wahnsley St.,
Hull.

% MC

!
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MONEY SAVED
MONEY EARNED.
Put your confidence in an established firm.

For their own benefit they will give you best value.
You see, it's cheaper than advertising.

BRADBUKlf, 3i h.p., vertical engine,

rgog model, Bosch magneto,handle-bar
control

ROVER, 3 h.p., low built, handle-bar
control, smartly enamelled, in splendid
condition

MINERVA, 4| h.p. 1907 model, Longue-
mare, 2|in. Continental tyres, spring
forks

BRADBURY, i(jo8 model, latest Brad-
bury spring forks, in Ai condition
throughout, only done about 500 miles
will climb anything

MINERVA, 3.V h.p. vertical engine, 26in.

wheels, spring forks

REX, 3i h.p., icjo6 model, spring forks,

spray, good order throughout
ALCYON, 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, Minerva
spring forks, low built

TWIN REX, •, h.p., spring forks, low
buUt, aluminium finish, splendid con-
dition

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spruig forks,

good tyres, etc
,.

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., rooS model, twin
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order . .

HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car

buretter
RIP, 3* h.p., Peugest engine, spring

frame, Longuemare spray carburetter,
tootrests, low built, unscratched ....

N.S.U., 1908 model, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels,
\ cry little use, owner ordered abroad

secures following, balance
5/- per week :

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray . . .- £8
SINGER. 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2i h.p., geared puUev £6
PHCENIX, 2i h.p., J .A.P. engiiie £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, tl h.p., coil and accumulator . . £5
EXCELSIOR, 2Jh.p., spray £8
CUNARD, 3 h.p., spray £9
MINERVA, 3jh.p., vertical £12
REX, 3|- h.p., beehive silencer £9
_HUMBER, 2j h.p., chain_drive £9_

OQ / _ Beautiful Porecar Attachment, Ort / „**"/ " 26in. wheels, Dunlop tyres, O^/
REXETTE TRICAR, 8 h.p., two speeds and
reverse, foot clutch, open frame, wheel steering,

£48. Motor cycle part.

DARRACQ CAR, r8 h.p., four-cylinder, live

axle, three speeds and reverse, four-seater, tyres

880 x r20 back, 870 x 90 front, all practically
new, £79, or exchange. ,

£36

£14

£23

£25
£16
£15
£15

£17
£10
£25
£9

£18
£26

@F>E09AI- BARGAINS.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers

F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain
Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) .

.

Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) . .

Trinote Horns, best quality plating
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided gl.asses

Long Handle-bars, best quality (per pair)

Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends (per pair)

Amac Carburetters, handle-bar contn 1,

latest pattern ,

(9 /- allowed on old carburetter)

.

Brown and Barlow Carburetters, latest

type, handle-bar control
Exchanges promptly made from stock.

7/6
£1

3/6
2/11
7/3
6/6

16/9
5/6
6/6

29/-

30/-

CUIIMCMER TYRES.
31/6 FOR 25/-

Genuine ) 26x2,iin. 1 Clincher studded

( 26 X 2in. ( Covers.
Maker's price, 31/6 Our price, 25/-

All brand new roog goods, and in no way faulty

or perished. APPROVAL.
Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5/6 : Grey, 6/-

Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowances on Old Covers.

High-class Motor Cycles Wanted for Cash.

NOTE THE ADDRESSES :

Powell St.,v^S l?:„. Halifax.
Telephones :

Telegrams :

» Victoria Hall,

433 day, 904 night.
" Petrol Halifax."

^^^°
136, Great Portland St.^lt^et):'

L.ONDO««, W.
at
Telephone 552 Mayfair.

6

6

TRICARS FOR SALE.
l.h.p. Quadrant, two sueeds, Longurinare, cc
2 new tyres, thorouijn repair.— below.

4JLh.p. Bover, w.c, two speeds, chains, meti
2 spring frame, £20 each; offers.— 31, La

Stockwell.

WHITE and Poppe, 4h.p., w^ater-cooled, tw
car control; £18.—Below.

EXCELSIOR, 3Ah.p., two speeds, three bra
condition; £12.—60a, Trinity Ed., Upper

41.h.p. Noble, coach-built, good tyres, Osbci
2 speed pulley, neriect order ; £20 ; seen

pointment.—41. Stan.sfield Ed., Brixton.

h.p. Triette, 2-cyl., Chnchers, hew condition;
- —Sidney, 852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

LEEDS.— 5h. p. Humber tricar, open I'rani^

built, wheel steering, two .speeds, tyres
£30.

LEEDS.—45h.p. White and Poppe tricar, cr:

two speeds, wheel steering, tyres as new

LEEDS.—3ih.p. Ealeighette. tricar, open ir
speeds, -fine condition ; a real bargain at

LEEDS.— 5h. p. Triette, ju.st overhauled; £2(

Motor Exchange, 28, Dock St., Leeds.

6 h.p. Eiley Twin, three .speeds and reverse,

condition, spares; £48.-147, High Ei

Green, N.

51h.p. Two-speed Magneto Rex Triette,
2 month; any trial; £48.-22, Victoria

Leamington. _

"I 008 Eex Litette, 6h.p. twin, water-cooled,
-Li/ Eoc clutch, as new: £35.-406, Garra
Wandsworth.

3ih.p. Eex Tricar, in splendid condition, witl

2 £14, lowest. — Fairhead, builder, Jlelv

Walthamstow.

6 h.p. Twin Tricar, free engine, footboard.*,

condition; £16, or reasonable ofEer.—201,
Town Ed., IST.W.

SJLh.p. Tricar, eoach-built, two speeds and frt

2 driven, fan-cooled ; £20 ; trial.—Atkins,

den St., Leicester.

1 /\-12h.p. Lagonda, water-cooled, three speedsX" sonable ofler refused; must sell—38,
dens. East Dulwieh.

£13.—3;h.p. Excehsi.r, M Us-Fulfcrd foreoar,

spare belt, going order ;
photo, stamp.

Poole Ed., Hcrnchurch.

TRICAR, 4h.p., in excellent condition; £14
double; only wants seeing.—Apply, W;

Harrow Rd., Leytonstone.

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, non-skii

all wheels, perfect order ; £35.—Maudes',
Portland St., Londcn, W.

RUNABOUT, open, wheel steering, two speed'

seat; £15, cffefs; exchange motor bike.—

Walton Rd., Ea.st Mclesey.

3ih.p. Excelsior Tricar, coach-built, two-spf-i

2 epicyclie, leather studded back wheel; £1

Eu;.3ell, East St.,_ Barking.

£13.—3ih.p. Humber, two speeds, free engine,

disc clutch, go.d tvres: any trial;- must st

High Ed., Gcod nayes, Ilfcrd.

NEW 5h.p. Kerry, two sneeds. A Wons, rxtr

back, faultless £45, near offer; Longuema
17s.—Camery, Doj^nton, Bristok

TRICAR, open frame, wheel steering, down for

inii ; owner net time to flni.sh ; will ace

cash cfler.—76, Station Ed., Old Hill.

41h.p. Rover Tricar, two speeds, free engint

2 cooled, new t.-re*; exchange magneto mot

or sell £20.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

9 h.p. Riley Tric^ir, magneto and accumulator i

splendid condition ; any trial ; all tools, spa

£75, cr near offer.—Frost, High St., Grays.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater frame, three-speec

mann gear, Perer-Unio?^ ij'res, built up i-

gain, £22 10s.—73, Church Si;., Camberweil.

Qlh.p. Tricar, nearly new Palmer cord tyres,

O 2 running order ; trial given : money wante

£12 10s.—Smith, 286, High Rd , S. Tottenham.

PHCENIX Trimo Tricar, 3i:h.p., eoach-built, g

dition, or exchange lady-back tandem,
mot.T cycle and cash.— 21, Alfred St,- Bow Ed.,

HUMBER, 5h.T).. single eyl., water-cooled, tw

Clincher tyres ; cp?n any trial; .spiencht

tion; £25.—Louis Davis, 3, New St., Birming

HUMBER Tricar, 34h.p., water-cooled, two sp(

free engine, gcod order, tyres almo: t w
10s., a bargain.-Rae, Thornton St., West Hartli

TJEXETTE, 6h p., water-cooled, wheel steeriii

-CV drive, coach-built, good condition, new tyre

Warrington.— 3,074, The Motor Cycle Qffices, C

HAYING Bought Car, wiU accept reasonable

6h.p. Quadrant Carette, latest model, excel

chine; exchange, or cash.—Myrtle Villa, Shobn;

ton-on-Trent.

LATEST 10-12h.p. Lagonda, mechanically e

new ; will give 50 mile.s trial ; sacrifice £5

magneto cycle part.—I'artieulars, apply, R.. El:

wood, near Matlock.

A38 In cmswering these advei'tisejnents' it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
-.pen frame, Ti-lieel steering, air-cooled, fan, two-

ec'. gear box, new lienolds chains, large art cane
cod condition; £22 10s.—Osborne, 716, Lea
Id., Lej'ton, E.

TTE, lOli.p., twin-cj'l., -n-ater-cooled, two speeds

I reverse, twin tyres on back, Dunlcp tyres

ut : cpen any trial ; price £45.—Louis Davis,

St., Biriflingliam.

AIN.—Latest spring frame Kesette, eh. p., two
ed.s, vvlieel steering, buckets, lamps, tools, liand-

iign, perfect; examination; £26 10s.—D., 79,
ell Grove, Camberwell.

Open Frame Tricar, two speeds, wheel steer-

ig, car engine, reliable, spare valves, four covers,

es, chain, etc.; £15; boaght car; seen any
sles, Wojdside, Takeley.

:!hater-J.A.P. Tricar, bucket seat, open frame,
speeds, iine hill-climber, new tyres, good con-
mps, spares; £25, or offer; London.—No. 3,067,
)r C'ycte Offices, Coventry.

l", 6h.p., twin,- coach-built, three-speeds and re-

;e, all accessories, tyres 700 by 85, whole ma-
finc condition ; seen and tried by appointment

;

as.—Ingram, Lyndhurst. St. James Kd., Sutton.

' Tricar, 4h.p., water-cooled, Mabon clutch, free
igine, Broolcs BIO, spring teat-pillar, accessories,
>rfect running order : trial given ; any reasonable
pted.—Apply, 12, Edward St., City Rd, London.

'win. under 2 cwt., three new Shamrock studded
<, butt tubes, unpuuctured, new Advance pul-
Whittle belt, in perfect running order; buying
—No. 2,919, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

E,_ must be sold, Sh.p., water-cooled, free en-
', wheel steering, three-speed, etc., in splendid
; price £35 ; would take new motor cycle, or
ble goods in exchange.— 11, Dereham Ed., Nor-

[GHETTE Tricar,, new last year, scarcely used,
li.p. water-cooled Fafnir engine, two-speed gear,
ive, new condition throughout

;
price, with

d aoce.s.sories ; £45.—Box 3,076, jthe Motor Cycle
)oventry.

Stevens Water-cooled Tricar, coach-built car,
ppermann three-speed, chain drive. Hermetic car
Lick, Clincher studded fronts, in excellent order

;

nld consider exchange for good mot.r cycle.—
, EJing Richard's Ed., Leicester.

Sh.p. Tricar, water-cooled, thermo-syphon system,
:li-built, Chater-Lea frame, two accumulators,
er and tube, wheel steering and control, Miche-
iid, Hele-Shaw clutch, and quantity of spares

;

rphy. 790. Eomford Ed.. J^L^mor Park, E.

ims, water-cooled engine, magneto, large fly-
el and clutch, three speeds, worm drive, Kemp-
3 on back. Palmer cords on front like ne\.

,

,d controlled same as car ; trial and examina-
ce £37 10s.—Page, 74. East Hill, Dartford,

Riley Tricar, twin-cyl., water-cooled, three
ds. reverse, wheel steering, 700 by 85 car tyres
ired). set Lucas lamps, all spares and acces-
;rything in splendid condition ; accept £43 cash,
xchange hign grade motor cycle.—31, Newton
:khill, Birmingham,

iley Tricar, splendid condition, fast and power-
just overhauled by makers, coach-built, wheel
iirooved Dnnlops, and non-.skid back new, acety-
ls, three spare tubes (fine), and all spares, tour-

: £43, offer, or motor cycle and cash.— Guest,
Polo Ground, Charlton Park, Kent.

'EST Tricar on read.—1908 5h.p. Riley, twc
ds, water-ccoled, cpen frame, coach-built, red,
iition, not done 1,000 miles, non-skid back,
are chains, tools, complete, everything perfect,
road; baigain, £50, "^accept good' ligMweight oi
part exchange.—Ernest Howell, Tisbury, ..ilts.

;xette, in splendid condition, open frame, wheel
ring, water-cooled, two speeds, Blerict head and
\ two side lamp*!, all fitted to one generate r,

ket fitted on plated canicr—in tact, everytliin.'
ud ready for t.airing; what ofliers ; . must bi
nng car.—B., Milford Lodge, Belmont Ed
am.

BOUT, 6-8h.p. M.AI.C. - engine, three-wheel
de seat ibucket), two speeds, iree engine, metal-
clutch, starts like car, gimmetal driving wheels
enng, dashboard, tanks, bonnet, radiatcr, ncn
)ack wheel, machine not run 50 miles; cmnci
[ new and cheap, £35, or nearest.—Address,
te Ed., Weaste, Manche.ster.

aECARS AND FORECARS.
iOMERT Flexible Sidecar, condition as new;
t^cheque £5, cost £10.-Read, S3, Derby St.,
-Trent.

909 Spring Wheel Sidecar (Crowsley patent),
.Rpx. Bat, N.S.TJ., Minerva; £6 10,s.—Logan,
-risoiu.

;rry Forecar, light, strong, fast. Clincher tyre=.,
let; £12, ofler.—Confectioner, 193, Garratl
nagworth.

'^^',1'FORD Sidecar, upholstered, good con-
n. Palmer, 26 by 2 ; £4 4s.-Deane, 51, Bon-
Briston.

f Forecar, long stays, band brakes, steering
nn, upholstered seat; £3 lOs.-Hart, 31, Van-
Deptford.

IMPORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

r r r i" i^- ner

1/1 1/4 1/9 .2/4 3/6 foot.

.^!^
^A^

.%M^. m
mfc>-

May be obtained wholesale
from—

Messrs.
East London Rubber Co.,

29, Gt. Easter.T St., E.G.

Branscm Kent & f o., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

Chater & Co.,

ror, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.
Cuthee & Co.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

J. Bridger,
Tamworth RcL, Croydon.

TrMSON Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. LpHMANN,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

F. REDDAWAY & CO , LTD.,
16, Great Eastern Stre )t,

LONDON, E.G.

iSiiSi.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAR, good condition, fit any frame, left side •

lowe,,t £3 12s. 6d.—Markham, 91, James Rd,, Liver-
pool Rd,, London, N.

CORONET Sidecars from stock, suit N.S,U.'s, Rexes,
Minervas. Triiunphs, and other makes; £4 17s. 6d,

—Bootn's Motories, Halifax.

CORONET S-decars, £4 17s. 6d.. supplied from stock
to suit any make of motor cycle,—licoth's Motories,

Halifax.

CORONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., comfortable as a
motor car; converts motor cycle into an ideal

winter machine; superior to some £8 Ss; makes.—Booth's
Motories, Halitax.

UNREDEEMED.-Latest Chater-Lea sidecar, quite
new, 26 by 2i tyre; £5 lOs.—Matthews, pawn-

broker, London Rd., West Croydon.

FITEASY Sidecar;, for narrow doors, wholesale and
retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, Wat

sou St., Newington Green, London, N.

FORECAR Attachment, splendid condition throughout,
Dunlop tyres and tubes, only run 50 miles

;
photo

;

£6 cash.—Patchett, Cherry Farm, Holbeach.

FORECAR, Perry's, upholstered cane body, two band
brakes, tyres in fair condition, car equal to new;

genuine bargain, £/ lOs.—Priestley, Ramsgate.

MILLS-FULFORD Rigid Sidecar, left side, only run
100 miles, condition as new; must sell; what

oflers, cash?—H. Stell, 37, Starkie St., Keighley.

BRAND New Sidecar; cost £12 12s., fit any ma-
chine, sacrifice £5 5s. ; taken for debt ; must sell.

—Redskin, 54, Hemberton Rd,, Stockwell, London, S.W.

FORECAR Body, coach-built, upholstered and painted
green, new, net unpacked; cost £10, sacrifice £4

10s. to clear.—431, Dudley Rd., Wolverhampton. Tel.;
518.

FORECAR Body, cane, upholstered green, with springs,
quite new, bankrupt stock; cost £6 10s., sacri-

,ice £3 15s., a bargain.—431, Dudley Ed., Wolverhamp-

.

con. 1?

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar (this year's), 26 by 2i tyre,
art cane body, wide mudguard, scarcely soiled, higii

vrade article; £6 6s.—Maude, 6, Killearn Parade, Cat-
ford,

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant;
entirely different to c4her makes; write us;" cur

prices are right.—Orchard Mills, Belinda St., Hunslet,
Leeds.

SIDECAES.-Best value in England: fitting free; in-

speciion invited; prices, £4 15s. and £5 10s.; also
second-hand price, £4.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd.,
London, N.

SPRING Frame Phcenix Forecarriage Attachment,
coach body, large box under seat, 26 by 2i wheels,

wing mudguards; photo; £4 15s. — Cogan, Duston,
Northampton.

STANTON'S £5 5s. sidecars fit any motor cycle. They
are perfectly built by skilled mechanics, and are

equal to any 10-guinea sidecar on the market.— Stanton,
319 Lea Bridge Ed,, Leyton, London.

STAMFOED HILL.—Our improved model sidecar at
£0 10s., with Michelin tyre, are giving great satis-

faction ; supplied from stock ; duplex steering Mills-

Fulford, £4 10s.-128, High Ed., Tottenham.

rO-GUINEA Sidecar, brand new, this year's model,
/^ and made throughout with genuine Chater-Lea

fittings, 26 by 2^; Clincher tyre; £6 8s.; wanted. Sun-.
beam cycle.—F,W., 137, Broomwood Ed., Clapham Com-
'.non, S.W.

RIGID de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and plated, lux-

iirioiKly sprung, everything of the best, "fit any
machine, 26" by 2^ tyres, £6: cheaper quality, £4 17s.

6d. ; second-hand sidecars taken in. exchange.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, "W estgate, Halifax.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars are honest all through. Built
of .^ceuuine Chater-Lea fittings ; five years' guar-

antee. Delivery from stock. Beware of imitations.
None genuine without the name en basket; price £5;
spring wheel model. £8. "R rite for li^t,— Oakleigh
Motors, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Rd,, We.?t Dulwich.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, Palmer tj'res, splendid condition ; best

ofler,— 12, Coalpit Lane, Nottingham.

TRAILER Body, perfect, and new, with springs: 17s.
i- 6d., worth double.—431, Dudley Rd,, Wolverhamp-

-j'on.

TRAILER, very strong, double connection bars, good
condition; cost £16, bargain, £2 10s.; sidecar

wanted,—MacKenzie, Byfleet,

QUADCARS.
T-8h,p, Phoenix Quadcar, splendid new tyres, four

lamps, tools, etc. ;
offers.-Moldgreen Engineering

Works, Huddersfield.

6h,p Phojnix Quadcar, good order ; expert examina-

tion ; two speeds, reverse, magneto, spares.—Par-

ticulars, Hallett. Chagford,

CARS FOR SALE.

£
20
don.

25 -Oldsmobile 5-6h,p. car.-8.0, Mitchell St., Roch-

dale.

h p 4-cyl 5-seated Car, sound condition ;
great

bargain, £38.-Matthews, pawnbroker, West Croy-

Tn answering these advertisements it is desirable I0 mention " The Motor Cycle. A39
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
51i.p. 1908 Twin Viucleo Special, complete with Mont-

t'oiuery Modele de Luxe sidecar, new Michelin
non-skid tyre on back wheel, engine in thorough order,

new pistons, sidecar only used twice ; cost £69, price
£35 complete; trial by appointment.—Jarvis, Moreton
Av., Harpenden.

"I Q09, delivered in June, djne 892 miles, 3ih.p. Es-
-i-Zf oelsior, <ost £60, accept £35, faultless order, com-
plete with Cowey speedometer, Mubon tree engine, Auto-
clipse lamp, and generavcr, new R.O.M. studded tyre;

reason for sale, too powerful for owner ; first cheque
secures.—Hurlock, 73, Uenmark Hill. 'I'lione, 20, Bris-
tjn.

1 Q09 Triumphs from stock, £48; 5h.p. twin Sarolea
-LfJ end sidecar, £22 10s., complete; 3h.p. Kelecoin,
splendid machine, in good order, £12; 23h.p. 1907 Min-
erva, tyres unpunctured, adjustable pulley, two brakes,
speedometer. Matchless .=pring forks, as good as new;
£15 10s.— Godfree's. 124, Romford Ed., Stratford.

'Phone, Stratford, 213.

6h.p. Rex de Luxe, twin, and sidecar (left), free en-

gine. Roc clutch, handle starting, magneto igni-

tion, spring forks and seat, twin wheel, handle-bar con-
trol, cantilever saddle, adjustable pulley, two brakes,

lamps, spares, absolutely sound and reliable, climb any-
thing; expert trial given; £36, or exchange for light-

weight and cash.—\v inch, Madeira Mount, Woodford
Green, Essex.

5h.p. V.S., 1909 model, two-speed gear and free en-
gine, Trunault forks, magneto, also Mills and

Eulford 1909 castor wheel sidecar, this machine is fit-

ted with Michelin non-.skid back wheel. Whittle belt,

horn, reflector, two butted tubes, separate generator
lamp, with several extras ; offers ; owner's name and ad-
dress submitted if required.—^^auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., liOndon.

5h.p. Twin N.S.XJ., late 1908, two-speed gear, mag-
neto, practically new, not ridden 800 miles, en-

gine, gears, etc., in perfect condition, plating and
enamef as new, ideal machine for sidecar work, excep-
tionally powerful and fast, tyres 'unpunctured, new Auto-
Elipse searchlight. Price's stand, lin. new Shamrock belt,

spare valves, belt, springs, numerous tools, etc. ; £35,
or lower power part exchange (Triumph preferred). —
S.B., 43, Southbrook Rd., Lee, S.E.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
3h.p. Rex, 26in. wheels, metal studded back tyre, good

order.—Below. £7 7s.

3h.p. Quadrant, splendid motor, spring and girder
forks.—Below. £10 10s.

3h.p. Plumber; particulars post; £8 8s.; part exchange
good value.—Batten Bros.,_ Cullompton.

aih.p. Rex, nefect order, snring forks, adjustable pul-
ley; £14 10s. or nearest.— Spear, Beucon Hill,

Bodmin.

£9.—2ih.p. J.A.P., in B.S.A. frame, perfect condi-
tion, guaranteed to climb Ridgw'ay without assist-

ance ; any trial.—Reynolds, Broadway, Dorset.

3ih.p. 1909 Triumph, fitted Roc, two-speed geax,
2 pannier, bags, lamp, horn, Palmer cord tyres,

spare tube and Michelin cover, other spares ; also Mont-
gomery sidecar, flexible, fitted to above, combination
regularly used in hilly country, carrying 24 .stones • cost
over £75, cash £59, or separately £52 and £8, offers.—
L. H. Higgon, Royal Artillery, Verne, Portland.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1908, good condition, R.O.M. and
Palner cord tj^es ; ofi'ers wanted.—Chapman, Ken-

nedy Drive, Airdrie.

^h.p. Antoine, H.T. magneto, B.B. H.B. control, spring^ forks, low machine, perfect, condition as new;
£18.—Muir, Motor Agent, Newmains, N.B.

N.S.TT., 3ih.p., magneto, footrests. spring forks, sp'en-
did condition; £21 10s.; owner bought lightweight.

—Seobbie, 59, MoUinsburn St., Springburn.

MOTOSACOCHB, 1908, accmnulator, in new condi-
tion, fitted spare torpedo tank. Palmer tyre en

rear, numerous .spares; £18.—Baird, cycle agent, Mother-
well.

1 Q07 Rex, 3ih.p., spring foiks, magneto, Mabon
J-tJ clutch. Brooks BlOO, Rich tube back, lamp,
horn, spares, and numbers; seen by appointmeait ; £20,
or near offer.— Gauld, c/o Russell, 103, Auchentochan
Terrace, Glasgow.

THE Largest Stock, largest variety, and the best
makes !—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Rex, V.S.,

Moto-Reve, Norton, Roc, Excelsior, Zenith, Douglas,
Minerva. We can supply you with these or any other
make; some special bargains presently in superior
second-hands.-Alexa.ider's, 110, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4h.p, De Dion Tricar, Chater frame, Whittle belt; £12,

or cycle and cash.—Birdsey, Hertford.

Olh.p. Runabout, free engine, open frame; £12.

AX.^-V- Twin Minerva, Trimo front, fine machine; £18
j:2 lOs.

; exchanges; photo and particulars. — 128.
Hi.gh Rd.. Tottenham.

O Ih.p. Humber Tricar for motor cycle, or push cycle,"2 cash adjustment; sell £14.-72. Walmsley '

St.
Hull.

rj

MONEY SAVED
IS

MONEY EARNED.
Put your confidence in an established firm.

For their own benefit they will give you best value.

You see, it's cheaper than advertising.

BRADBUKlf, 3i h.p., vertical engine,

rgog model, Bosch magneto,handle-bar ^QC
control »nJ\J

ROVER, 3 h.p., low built, handle-bar
control, smartly enamelled, in splendid XP-f A
condition *AT!

MINERVA, 41 h.p., 1907 model, Longue-
mare, 2|in. Continental tyres, spring i?OQ
forks 3i^O

BRADBURY, iyo8 model, latest Brad-
bury spring forks, in Ar condition
throughout, only done about 500 mUes POK
will climb anything A,^iJ

MINERVA, 3V h.p. vertical engine, 26in.
Jp-J C

wheels, spring fnrks 3iAv/
REX, 3| h.p., i(jo6 model, spring forks, £-4 C

spray, good order throughout dbAcF

ALCYON, 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, Minerva C4 C
spring forks, low built XAO

TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low
built, aluminium finish, splendid con- PH fT

dition 3iXI
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, P^4 A
good tyres, etc , ^ X V/

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., rgoS model, twin X?OK
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order . .

^^^
HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car- PQ

buretter ^*^
RIP, 3J- h.p., Peugest engine, spring

frame, Longuemare spray carburetter, PA Q
tootrests, low built, unscratched .... *'XO

N.S.U., 1908 model, 3J h.p., 26in. wheels, i?QC
very little use, owner ordered abroad ^""
£^ rSOyWiy secures following, balance

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., sprav '.

. £8
SINGER. 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2i h.p., geared puUev £6
PHCENIX, 2-5- h.p., J-.A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, li h.p., coil and accumulator . . £5
EXCELSIOR,' 2 J h.p., spray £8
CUNARD, 3 h.p., spray £9 .

MINERVA, 3;h.p., vertical £12
REX, 3:f h.p., beehive silencer £9
_HUMBER, 23 h.p., chaiii_drivc £9

_
Qt\ I Beautiful Forecar Attachment, Q(f| /O*^/ " 26ia. wheels, Dunlop tyres, O^/
REXETTE TRICAR, 8 h.p., two speeds and
reverse, foot clutch, open frame, wheel steering,

£48. Motor cycle part.

DARRACQ CAR, rS h.p., four-cyhnder, live

axle, three speeds and reverse, four-seater, tyres
880x120 back, 870x90 front, all practically

new, £79, or exchange, r

@F>EOaAU BAFCGAIf^S.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1
Mudguards, 4in., well finished (per pair) . . 3/6
Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) . . 2/11
Trinote Horas, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality (per pair) 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends (per pair) 6/6
Amac Carburetters, handle-bar contnl,

latest pattern 29/-
(9/- allow-ed oh old carburetter).

Brown and Barlow Carburetters, latest

type, handle-bar control 39/-
Exch.Tnges promptly made from stock.

01.INCB-SER TYRES.
31/6 FOR 25/-

Genuine ( 26x2.!.in. 1 Clincher studded
( 26 X 2in. ( Covers.

Maker's price, 31/6 Our price, 25/-
All brand new 1009 goods, and in no way faulty

or perished. APPROV.\L.
Tubes with valves. Red quality, 5/8 : Grey, 6/-

Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
Good Allowances on Old Covers.

___ High-ciass~Motor~Cyetes Wanted^lor Cash.""

NOTE THE ADDRESSES :

P©weii St.,v'c^?'a hIu, Halifax.
Telephones : 433 day, 904 night.
Telegrams : " Petrol Halifax."

^at 138, Great Portland St.^1 ^^^^^^

Telephone 552 Mayfair. L.ONDO««, VV,

6

6

TRICARS FOR SALE.
ih.p. Qnadraut, two speeds, Longuf-niare, coi
2 new tyres, tkoroa,gn repair.— Below.

4JLh.p. Rover, w.c., two speeds, chains, iu<ta
2 spring frame, £20 each; oflers.—31, Lan

Stockwell.

WHITE and Poppe, 4h.p., water-cooled, twi

car control; £18.—Below.

EXCELSIOR, 3ih.p., two speeds, three brak
condition; £12.— 60a, Trinity Rd., Upp.r

4 ih.p. Noble, coach-built, good tyres, O.wbcn
2 speed pulley, perfect order; £20; seen

pointment.—41. Stansfield Rd., Brixton.

h.p. Tiiette, 2-cyl., CLnchers, iiew condition;
—Sidney, 852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

LEEDS.—5h.p. Humber tricar, open frame,
built, wheel steering, two speeds, tyres i

£30.

LEEDS.—4ih.p. White and l^oppe tri>-ar, coa
two speeds, wheel steering, tyres as new;

LEEDS.—3ih.p. Raleighette tricar, open t'rai

speeds, fine condition; a real bargain at £

LEEDS.— 5h.p. Triette, just overhauled; £20
Motor Exchange, 28, Dock St., Leeds.

6 h.p. Riley Twin, three speeds and reverse,

condition, spares; £48.-147, High Ed,
Green, N.

5 Ih.p. Two-speed Magneto Rex Triette, m
2 month; any trial; £48.-22, Victoria

Leamington.

| Q08 Rex Litette, 6h.p. twin, water-cjoled, n
JLt/ Roc clutch, as new; £35.-406, Garrat
Wandsworth.

31.h.p. Rex Tricar, in splendid condition, with
2 £14, lowest. — Fairhead, builder, Melvil

Walthamstjw.

6 h.p. Twin Tricar, free engine, footboarils,

condition; £16, or reasonable offer.—201,
Town Rd., N.W.

3 Ih.p. Tricar, coach-built, two speeds and fret

2 driven, fan-cooled; £20; trial.—Atkins, 7i

den St., Leicester.

1 /\-12h.p. Lagonda, water-cooled, three speeds;x" sonable offer refused; must sell.—38, Tl

dens. East Dulwieh.

£13.—3;h.p. Excelsior, M Us-Fulfcrd forecar, 1

spare belt, going order ;
photo, .staujp.-

Poole Rd., Hornehurch.

TRICAR, 4h.D., in excellent condition; £14,
double; only wants seeing.—Apply, Wai

Harrow Rd., Leytonstone.

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, non-skid,

all wheels, perfect order ; £35.—Maudes', 1

Portland St., Londcn, W.

T> UNABOUT, open, wheel steering, two speeds,

XL seat; £15, ctfefs; exchange motor bike.—

S

Walton Rd., ^ast Mclesey.

3 ih.p. Excelsior Tricar, coach-built, two-sneec

2 epicyclic. leather studded back wheel; £14
Rutsell, East St., Barking.

£13.— 3i-h.p. Humber, two speeds, free engine,

disc clutch, god t-vres: any trial; must .sell

High Rd., Gcod nayes, Ilfcrd.

NEW 5h.p. Kerry, two speeds, A Wons, extra

back, faultless £45, near offer ; Longueuian
17s.—Camery, Doynton, Bristol.

TRICAR, open frame, wheel steering, down for 1

in,"^' ; owner net time to finish ; will arcf

cash ofEer."—76, Station Ed., Old Hill.

4 ih.p. Rover Tricar, two speeds, free engine,

2 cooled, new t,-res; exchange magneto motoi

or sell £20.— 3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

9 h.p. Riley Triciir, magneto and accumulator igi

splendid condition ; any trial ; all tools, spare

£75, cr near ofler.—Frost, High St., Grays.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater frame, three-speed

mann gear, Peter-Unior lyres, built up 190

gain, £22 10s.—73, Church St., Camberweil.

Oih.p. Tricar, nearly new Palmer cord tyres, ii

O 2 running order ; trial given ; money wanted
£12 10s.—Smith, 286, High Rd , S. Tottenham.

PHCENIX Trimo Tricar, 3ih.p., coach-built, goc

dition, or exchange lady-back tandem, or

mot:r cycle and oa.sh.—21, Alfred St, Bow Rd., E

HUMBER, 5h.P., single cyl.,, water-cooled, two

Clincher tyres: CP?n any trial; splendid

tion; £25.—Louis Davis, 3, New St., Birmingha

HUMBER Tricar, 3ih.p., water-cooled, two spec

free engine, gcod order, tyres almort new

10s., a bargain.—Rae, Thornton St., West Hartlep

TJEXETTB, 6h p., water-cooled, wheel steering,

-tV drive, coach-built, good condition, new tyres;

Warrington.-3,074, The. Motor Cycle Offices, Co

HAVING Bought Car, will accept rea.sonable ot

6h.p. Quadrant Carette, latest model, excellej

chine ; exchange, or cash.—Myrtle Villa, Shobnall

ton-on-Trent.

LATEST 10-12h.p. Lagonda, mechanically eql

new; will give 50 niile.s trial; sacrifice £5Qi
magneto cycle part.-Particulars, apply, R.. Else^

wood, near Matlock.

A38 In an.m-ei-ing these advertisements' it is desirahle to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
cpen frame, wheel steering, air-cooled, Ian, two-

>ed gear box, new Benolds chains, large art cane

rood condition; £22 10s.— Osborne, 716, Lea
Rd., Leyton, K.

JTTE, lOh.p., twin-cj'l., -water-cooled, two speeds

d reverse, twin tyres on back, Dunlcp tyres

jnt : open any trial
;

price £45.—Louis Davis,

St.', Birmingham.

iAIN".—Latest spring frame Resette, 6h.p., two
>eds, wheel steering, buckets, lamps, tools, hand-
!sign, perfect; examination; £26 10s.—D., 79,

veil Grove, Camberwell.

Open Frame Tricar, two speeds, wheel steer-

?, car engine, reliable, spare valves, four covers,

bes, chain^ etc.; £15; bought car; seen any
lisles, Wojdside, Takeley.

Chater-J.A.P. Tricar, bucket seat, open frame,
3 speeds, fine hill-climber, new tyres, good con-

amps, spares; £25, or offer; London.—No. 3,067,
tor Vyae Offices, Coventry.

Y, Sh.p., twin,- coach-built, three-speeds and re-

se, all accessories, tyres 700 by 85, whole ma-
finc condition ; seen and tried by appointment

:

eas.—Ingram, Lyndhurst. St. James Ed., Sutton.

F Tricar, 4h.p., water-cooled, Mabon clutch, free
'Ugine, Brooks BIO, spring .-eat-pillar, accessories,
)crfect running order : trial given ; any reas.jnable
epted.—Apply, 12, Edward St., City Ed., London.

Twin, under 2 cwt., three new Shamrock studded
es, butt tubes, unpunctured, new Advance pul-

Whittle belt, in perfect running order ; buving
3.—No. 2,919, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

4.R, must be sold, 5h.p., water-cooled, free en-

le, wheel steering, three-speed, etc., in splendid
n ; price £35 ; would take new motor cycle, cr
able goods in exchange.— 11, Dereham Ed., Ncr-

DIGHETTE Trioar,_ new last year, scarcely used,
ih.p. water-cooled Fafnir engine, two-speed gear,
Irive, new condition througluut

;
price, with

nd accessories; £45.—Box 3,076, Tke Motor Cycic
Coventry.

. Stevens Water-cooled Tricar, coach-built car.

3ppenuann three-speed, chain drive. Hermetic car
back, Clincher studded fronts, in excellent order

;

ould consider exchange for good mot.r cycle.—
9, King Eichaid's Ed., Leicester.

9h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, thermo-syphon system,
aoh-built, Chater-Lea frame, two accumulators,
iver and tube, wheel steering and control, Miche-
skid, Hele-Shaw clutch, and quantity of spares

;

Murphy. 790. Eomford Ed.. Manor Park, E.

Sims, water-cooled engine, magneto, large fly-

leel and clutch, three speeds, worm drive, Kemp-
re on back. Palmer cords on front like neA^,
md controlled same as car; trial and examina-
Tice £37 10s.—Page, 74. East Hill, Dartford,

. Eiley Tricar, twin-cyl., water-coole(3, three
^eds. reverse, wheel steering, 700 by 85 car tyres
tured), set Lucas lamps, all spares and acces-
verything in splendid condition ; accept £43 cash,
exchange hign grade motor cycle.—31, Newton
arkhill, Birmingham.

Eiley Tricar, splendid condition, fast and power-
1, just overhauled by makers, coach-built, wheel
,
grooved Dunlops, and non-skid back new, acety-

ips, three spare tubes (fine), and all spares, tour-
er: £43, offer, or motor cycle and cash.—Guest,
Polo Ground, Charlton Park, Kent.

:TEST Tricar on read.—1908 5h.p. Eiley, two
?eds, water-ccoled, cpen frame, coach-built, red,
Qdition, not done 1,000 miles, non-skid back,
spare chains, tools, complete, everything jjerfect,
ir road; baigain, £50,nccept good ligjitweight oi
ie part exchange.—Ernest Howell, Tisbury, ..ilts.

Kexette, in splendid condition, open frame, wheel
•ering, water-.ooled, two speeds, Blerict head anO
ip?, two side lamps, all fitted to one peneiatc r.

a.sket fitted on plated carrier—in fact, evervthim
and ready for tjuring ; vhat offers;, must bi
uying car.—B., Milford -Lodge, Belmont Ed
Jiani.

iEOUT, 6-8h.p. M.M.C. engine, three-wheel
njlc seat (bucket), two speeds, rrce engine, metal-
clutch, starts like oar, gvinmetal driving wheels

leering, dashboard, tanks, bonnet, rail later, ncn
back wheel, machine not ran 50 miles; o\\nci

cip
; new and cheap. £35, or nearest.—Address,

iste Ed., Wea.ste, Manchester.

IDECARS AND FORECARS.
rGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, condition as new;
rst cheque £5, cost £10.—Eead, 83, Derby St.,
on-Trent.

1909 Spring Wheel Sidecar (Crowsley patent),
It Eex, Bat, N.S.U., Minerva; £6 10s.—Logan,
F.risoin.

Kerry Forecar, light, strong, fa.st. Clincher tyre*.
)erte t; £12, ofier.—Confectioner, 193, Garrati
V aridsworth.

.iS-FTTLFOED Sidecar, upholstered, good con-
iion. Palmer, 26 by 2 ; £4 4s.—Deane, 51, Bon-
1-, Brixton.

RY Forecar, long stays, band brakes, steering
'™n, upholstered seat; £3 lOs:—Hart, 31, Van-
t., Deptford.

IMPORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

r ¥ ¥ I" ij-" ner

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6 foot.

^Jk^' '<^T^'

May be obtained wholesale
from—

Messrs.
East London Rubber Co.,

29, Gt. E.^stern St., E.G.

Branscm Kent & Co., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

Chater & Co.,

lor, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.
CUTHBE & Co.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

J. Bridger,
Tamworth Rd., Croydon.

TiM50N Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. LOHMANN,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd..

Gt. EaMern St., E.G.

F. REDIJAWAY & CO , LTD.,
16, Great Eastern £tre )t,

LONDON, E.G.

B

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDECAE, good condition, fit any frame, left side

;

lowe,t £3 12.S. 6d.—Markham, 91, James Ed., Liver-
pool Ed., London, N.

COEONET Sidecars from stock, suit N.S.TJ.'s, Rexes,
Minervas. Triumphs, and other makes; £4 17s. bd.

—Bootii's Motorics, Halifax.

COEONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d.. supplied from stock
to suit any make of motor cycle.—jscoth's Motorics,

Halifax.

COEONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., comfortable as a
motor car; converts motor cycle into an ideal

winter machine; superior to some £8 8s. makes.—Booth's
Motorics, Halifax.

UNEEDSEMED.-Latest Chater-Lea sidecar, quite
new, 26 by 2i tyre; £5 10s.—Matthews, pawn-

broker, London Ed., West Croydon.

FITEASY Sidecar;, for narrow doors, wholesale and
retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, Wat-

son St., Newington Green, London, N.

FOEECAE Attachment, splendid condition throughout,
Dunlop tyres and tubes, only run 50 miles

;
phcto

;

£6 cash.—Patehett, Cherry Farm, Holbeach.

FOEECAE, Perry's, ' upholstered cane body, two band
brakes, tyres in fair condition, car equal to new

;

genuiBe bargain, £/ 10s.—Priestley, Eamsgata

MILLS-FULFOED Eigid Sidecar, left side, only run
100 miles, condition as new; must sell; what

ofllers, cash?—H. Stell, 37, Starkie St., Keighley.

EAND New Sidecar; cost £12 12s., fit any ma-
chine, sacrifice £5 5s.; taken for debt; must sell.

—Eedskin, 54, Hemberton Ed., Stockwell, London, S.W.

FOEECAE Body, coach-built, upholstered and painted
green, new, net unpacked: co.st £10, sacrifice £4

10s. to clear.—431, Dadley Ed., Wolverhampton. Tel.:
518.

FOEECAE Body, cane, upholstered green, with springs,
quite new, bankrupt stock; cost £6 10s.. sacri-

.ice £3 15s., a bargain.—431, Dudley Ed., Wolverhamp-

.

con.
'

>v

CHATEE-LEA Sidecar (this year's), 26 by 2i tyre,

art cane body, wide mudguard, scarcely soiled, higii

vrade article ; £6 6s.—Maude, 6, Killearn Parade, Cat-
xord.

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant

;

entirely different to other makes; write us; cur
prices are right.—Orchard Mills, Belinda St., Hunslet,
Leeds.

SIDECAES.-Best value in England; fitting free; in-

spection invited; prices, £4 15s. and £5 10s.; also
second-hand price, £4.—C. A. Edgar, 123, HoUoway Ed.,
London, N.

SPEING Frame Phcenix Forecarriage Attachment,
coach body, large box under .seat, 26 by 2i wheels,

wing mudguards; photo; £4 15s. — Cogan, Duston,
Northampton.

STANTON'S £5 5s. sidecars fit any motor cycle. They
are perfectly built by skilled mechanics, and are

equal to any 10-guinea sidecar on the market.— Stanton.
319 Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, London.

STAMFOED HILL.—Our improved mode] sidecar at

£6 10s., with Michelin tyre, are giving great satis-

faction ; supplied from stock ; duplex steering Mills-

Fulford, £4 10s.— 128, High Ed., Tottenham.

rO-GUINEA Sidecar, brand new, this year's model,
1^ and made throughout with genuine Chater-Lea

fittings, 26 bv 2i Clincher tyre; £6 8s.; wanted, Sun-
beam cycle.—F.W., 137, Broomwood Ed., Clapham Com-
aion, S.W.

RIGID de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and plated, lux-

uriously sprung, everything of the best, fit any
machine, 26' by 2i tyres, £6: cheaper quality, £4 17s.

6d. ; second-hand sidecars taken in_ exchange.—Halifax
Motor Exchange, AVestgate, Halifax.

OAKLEIGH Sidecars are honest all through. Built

of genuine Chater-Lea fittings ; five years' guar-

antee. Delivery from stock. Beware of imitations.

None genuine ' without the name en basket; price £5;
spring wheel model. £8. W rite for li=;t.— Oakleigh

Motors, Ltd., 65a, Eosendale Ed., West Dulwich.

TRAILERS.
TEAILEE, Palmer tyres, splendid condition ; best

ofier.— 12, Coalpit Lane, Nottingham.

TEAILEE Body, perfect, and new, with springs: 17.s.

6d., worth double.-431, Dudley Ed., Wolverhamp-
ton.

TEAILEE very strong, double connection bars, good
condition; cost £16, bargain, £2 10s.; sidecar

wanted.—MacKenzie, Byfleet.

QUADCAHS.
7-8h p PhcBnix Quadcar, splendid new tyres, four

lamps, tools, etc. ; offers.-Moldgreen Engineering

Works, Huddersfield.

6h p Phcenix Quadcar, good order ; expert examina-

tion ; two speeds, reverse, magneto, spares.—Par-

ticulars, Hallett Cliagford.

CARS FOR SALE.
£25.-01dsmobile 5-6h.p. car.-8.0, Mitchell St., Eoch-

dale.

t>Ah.p. 4-cyl. 5-seated Car, sound condition:^ great

I71 ansu-ering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

rgain, '£38".—Matthew's, pawnbroker, West Croy-

A39
don.

The Motor C>/cIe."
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—9h.p. Jackson, 2-seater, bucket seats,

pres.-ea steel frame, latest, in beautiful new condi-
tion; £105.

PALMER.— 12h. p. Duryaa, 3-oyl., 2-seater, two speeds,
artillery wheels; cheap and good, £20.

PALMER.—8h.p. Do Dion, swing seat body, seats five,

eHgine under bonnet, solid tyres; £35.

PALMER.-8h.p. Regal, tonneau, seats five, single
cyl., nood wheels, direct top drive; £35.

PALMER.—12h.p. M.M.O., tonneau, seats five, 2-cyl.,

810 by 90 tyres, very fine bargain, £40.

PALMER.— 6h.p. Ridley, 2-seater, single cyl., two
speeds, wire wheels, cardan drive ; cheap, £20.

PALMER.— 12-1 6h.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl.,

four speeds, solid tyres, strong body; £65.

PALMER.—18h.p. Prunel landaulet, side entrance, 4-

cyl, very fine oar for hire; £125.

PALMER.—40h. p. Lorraine-Dietrich, side entrance car,

latest model, guaranteed over 60 m.p.h. ; £525.

PALMER.—12-14h.p. Humber, tonneau, seats five, 4-

cyl., nearly new car, silent, reliable; £85.

PALMER.—lOh. p. Panhard limsusine, seats six, 4-cyl.,

Krebs carburetter, wheel control; £100.

PALMER.— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, side entrance, 4-

cyl., magneto, hood, screen, perfect; £145.

PALMER.— 17-21h.p. Mors limousine, 4-oyI., magneto,
pressed steel frame, late model, very silent; £150.

PALMER.-L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Rd., Toot-
ing. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Oars seen here

any day ; Thursdays and Sundays before 2
;
photos, de-

tails per return ; easy terms arranged ; exchanges enter-
tained.

M.M.C., three speeds, reverse, seats four; £25.

NOT 1908,
BUT 1909.
N.S.U.S, ALL MODELS

I WILL SELL CHEAP FOR CASH.
TREMENDOUS ALLOWANCES.

gh.p.

9 llh.p. Peugeot, 2-seater, three speeds, reverse; bar-
gain, £50 ; smart.

10-16h.p. Darracq, tonneau, three speeds, reverse;
/W v\orth money, £50.

EXCHANGES Entertained.—Photos, particulars, 128,
High Rd., Tottenham.

PEUGEOT, 10-12h.p., 4-cyl3.. tonneau, 4-seater, hood,
screen, spares; £65.—Stockport Garage, Wellington

Rd. N., Stockport.

DE DION, 4ih.p., 2-seater, with Cape hood, good run-
ning order; £18 10s., worth double.—431, Dudley

Rd., Wolverhampton.

M-16h.p. Good Touring Car, side entrance, cheap, oi
would excliange for good 2-seater and cash.—65,

Wellington St., Woolwich.

LEEDS.—4ih.p. De Dion car, 2 or 4-seater, fine order;
£22 ; exchanges entertained.—Leeds Motor Ex-

change, 28, Dock St., Leeds.

6h.D. Oldsmobile Car. seats four: sell cash, or ex-
change ofEers entertained.— VV. Baylett, Holly Cot-

tage, Burlington Rd., New Maiden.

7-9h.p. Oldsmobile, 2 or 4-seater, in good running
order, lamps, bell, tools; trial given; £28, or offer

—C/o Knight, Riverhead, Sevenoaks.

9h.p. 2-cyl. V-engined, 2-seated, 1908 pattern Riley,
with hood, lamps, tools, etc., tyres like new; £75.—

Mann, Egerton, and Co., Ltd., Norwich.

6h.p. O.T.A.V., 2-seater, cost £105 August, 1908, with
bood, spare f^over, tools; £38 lOs., as new; exchange

Triumph.-W. Searle, 4, Crampton Ed., Penge.

9h.p. Sizaire, racing type, perfect order, hood, lamps.
Stepney, speedometer; £105, lowest; 1909 motor

cycle part.—Graham, 12, Spring Rd., Wrexham.

SACRIFICE.—10-12h.p. 2-Cyl. Ford, side entrance,
screen, hood, and lamps, almost equal to new con-

dition in every respect; £40.-334, Clapham Ed., S.W.

HORLET Car, 2-seater, 8-lOh.p., twin-cyl.. White and
Poppe engine, high side doors, all in good condi-

tion; trial and examination; £85.—i'rost. High St.,
Grays.

4JLb.p. De Dion, licensed, 2-seater, Dunlop tyres, nearly
2 new, 26 by 3, good working order; £17 10s., or

nearest offer; will sell separately, or exchange.—Swin-
burne, Glanton, Northumberland.

"I /\-12h.p. 4-cyl. Leader Car, two speeds, reverse, thor-XVf oughly up-to-date, side entrance. Cape hood, four
lamps, painted green; sacrifice £85.-0. F. Halsall 110
Wilton Rd., Victoria Station, S.W. '

'

9h.p. Peugeot, 2-seat«r, 2 oyls., three speeds, £39;
lOh.p. Star, tonneau, 2 cyls., three speeds, £39;

8h.D. M.M.O.. tonneau, three speeds, £29 ; good tricar,
motor cycle part.—20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

6h.p. Argyll Car, three speeds and reverse, live axle,
seats four, less tyres; £10; M.M.C. engine, also

quantity frames, coils, accumulators, tyres, eto.-^Fairy
Motors, Ltd., Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E.

RENAULT, 10-14h.p., 2-cyl., just thoroughly over-
hauled, 4-seater, hood, screen, detachable rims, one

spare and tyre complete, lamps, accessories, smart, re-
liable car.—Lacy Hulbert and Co., Ltd., Boreas Works,
Beddington.

WOLSELET, 12h.p., 2-oyl., 4-seater, lour speeds and
reverse, Dunlop tyres, pertect condition, splendid

hill - climber; price £60; would take tricar or motor
cycle in part exchange. — Louis B. Davis, 3, New St.,
Birmingham.
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LOOK AT THESE.
RELIABLE SINGLES.

1909 VINDECS from £48 10

1909 Two-speed HUMBER (New) 39 gns.

i909 4h.p.N.S.U. DE LUXE, NEW £39
1907 3i h.p. Magneto ROC £27 10

z| h.p. MINERVA, handie-bar control £12 10

3I h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto .... £19 19

3I h.p. WERNER, used with sidecar £13 10
2 h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, spray £9 10

3i h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine £9 10

3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26in. wheels. . £13 10

3i h.p. light, low REX £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray £8

3i h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model £10 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount . . £16
3 h.p. REX, long bars £7 15

2i h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars £9 10

1906 3|h.D. REX, spring forks, long bars . . £15 10
2i h.p. KERRY, spray £11
2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition £7 10

2i h.p. BUCKET, spray, long bars £9 10

3I h.p. ARIEL, vertical. M.O.V £15 15

1907 3^ h.p. N.S.U., two-speeds £21

3I h.p. PHELON & MOORE with Sidecar,

two speed and magneto €35
1908 4J h.p. Twin MINERVA, Roc gear £32

3 deposit and balance in weekly pay-
ments of 5/- secures a good reliable

motor cycle up to value of £ri.

TOURIST TROPilY WINNERS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
r909 Twin VINDEC ; £64
Four-cylinder F.N., rgoS model £27 10
rgoS Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16

5J h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 29/-. BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit any
make. Beautifully plated, enam-
elled, and upholstered ; to suit right

or left side ; three-bolt fastening, 2J' best make tyre.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Three-note Horns, shift a " Loco " 8/-
The Latest in Headlights 16/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs , 2 /-

Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches 1/6
Ignition Plugs from 3/6 to 9d.
SYRENS—" What a shriek " 6/11
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/3
MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17 6
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £4 40
New XL'ALL Spring Forks 17 /6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars : 4/-
Separate Generator^ Headlights 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge . . 6/6

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

sin. 2/11, 3iin. 3/6 per pair.

XVDCO '^O"'' IVIsKsRS'
liriLO. THROWOUTS.

ALL NEW AND PERFECT.
All except 26 x 2J, 19/6.
24 X 2j and 26 X 2J, 20/6.

ALL BEST MAKES. Send for Lists (free).

GERALD COLLIER
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.)

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—20-32h. p. Darracq, two i>initionR, lux'

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

ECLIPSE. - 14h.p. Star, 4 - cyl., M.O.V., sidi

trance, splendid order: £95.

ECLIPSE.—12h.p. National, 3-cyL, 2-Eeater, hoor
good condition; £45.

ECLIPSE. — Sh.p. Siddeley, 2-seater,- pressed
frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPS'p;.-10-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., side entranw
chassis, hood, perfect order; £30.

ECLIPSE.—14h. p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-ct1., tlu:eef

in excellent order; £36.

ECLIPSE.—9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., toi

excellent condition; £65.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p. Vauxhall, 2-seater. three spee(

reverse, very good condition; £18.

IpOLIPSE. — 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl.. side ent
i pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.—10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, foiir sea

side, splendid order; £92 10s.

ECLIPSE.—9h. p. tonneau car, 1-cyl., in good
ning order; £25.

ECLIPSE. — 6h.p. Humberette, 2-cyl., three 6]

good little runabout; £22 lOs., bargaia. '

ECLIPSE.—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32.-E
Engineenug and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld

Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

GENTLEMAN'S Handsome 4h.p. M.O.I.V. To
Model (V.S.82), dual magneto, accumulator

tion, 26in. by 2iin. Peter-Unions, Riches detach

live axle, foot clutch, electric light, very low, iau

length; 22 guineas; photo.—North Lodge, Teddiu

London.

4-SEATED Car (Decauville), 2-cyl., cardan drive, (

drive on top, four speeds and reverse, D
grooved tyres, two spare covers, non-skid on back,

plete with lamps, in perfect running order ; can bi

and tried any time during the next two weeks i

Rochester Rd., E*rlsdon, Coventry.

"1 Q08 6-7h.p. Laurin and Element fdevelops :

jL*J more), 2 cyls., magneto, thermo-syphon,
spares, equal new, little used, well cared for, ama
most reliable 2-seater on the road; 100 guineas fo

mediate sale ; convincing trial ; motor cycle or 1

part payment.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd., Ls
London.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle I

from 18s. 6d. per annu n.—Bass, Insurance Bi

Ongar.

INSURANCE for Motor Cycles of every deBCii:

arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Br

Norwich ; fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party, 73. 6d. ; aoeid

15s.; please write for particulars.

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taug!

one month.—Particulars, Stimpson, Stratfor

Avon.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
IMPORTANT !—Colonial, foreign, and coimtry re

should communicate with R. Nye, Aldhurst, I

stead Rd., Streatham, London.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
CYCLE and Motor Business Csmall), showing

living profi-ts, country market town ; stock, 1

fixtures, etc., £120, or offer; part exchange high-

notor cycle.—Particulars, 96, Ridley Rd., Forest '

London.

MOTOR and Cycle Business for sale, establishe

ye^rs, main road of growing market town of i

13,000. good house, with gateway entrance to w
<tock and fixtures about £300.—Address, Box 3,061

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOR and Cycle Business for disposal, main
S.W.; garage for 12 cars, three inspection

large front shop, house, and garden, workshops,

complete equipment of tools, eto.^ house arrange

separate half houses, producing £30; splendid disi

'^verythin.g at valuation; owner retiring; low ren

Letters, 5, Crewsdon Rd., Kennington.

ENGINES.
21.h.p. Engine, Kelecom, like new, perfect order

2 worn; £2 173. Bd.-W. Ledward, Pentrich, E

31.h.p. Aster, good condition, heavy flywheels, ci

2 gills, also E.O.M. contact.—Taylor, Shipbo
Tonbridge.

6 h.p. Twin Kerry Engine, fitted with carburetter,

control, silencers, etc. ; £9 lOs.—Allen, 7, Lin]

St., StockwelL

41h.p. Aster, water-cooled, in perfect order; for

2 or exchange fox 6h.p. water-cooled.—57, 1

room Lane, Sheffield.

ENGINES for cars, cycles, boats, and aeroplai

Send for particulars to the Advance Motor
Co., Ltd., Northampton.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.—lih.p. Clement, lih.p. Minen
h.p. Trent, Ifh.p. Minervn. ''ii.p. OuKdivint,.;!

Buchet, etc., to clear, cheap.—Motor Accessories, J
St., Coventry.

A40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '^' The Motor Cycle."



"The Autocar League.'*

SO
many motor cyclists have written to The Autocar

regarding " The -Autocar League '

' that we feel

compelled to address our readers again on
the subject for the simple reason that most of

the writers appear to be in doubt as to the

motor cyclist's position in regard to the formation of

the league.

As we have said before, motor cyclists are eligible

-to join—in fact, they are hea,rtily welcome'—and else-

where in this, issue Avill be found a form for motor
cyclists to fill up and forward to The Motor Cycle

offices.

To those who feel disposed to fill up and return this

form to us we should like to point out that the motor
cyclist's case will receive our most careful considera-

tion, and only where their interests and those of car

owners are identical will they be asked to vote.

On the other hand, motor car o^vners will not be
asked for their vote or opinion on any matters which
only affect the interests of motor cyclists.

In a few instances these interests will not necessarily

be identical, but we shall know as practical motor
cyclists where they are likely to harmonise and where
possible discord might arise.

No one will deny that motor cyclists have to a great

extent escaped the police attentions, which is one
of the evils the league is to combat, in cases where
prosecutors become persecutors. The reason they
have escaped is probably because those Avho are

out to persecute only desire the money -paid

in fines, and have not the real safety of the public
so much at heart as they would like others to

believe. Motor cyclists are seldorh wealthy men.

and probably the Dolice and those who instig-ate

quarter-mile traps in ten-mile limit areas are aware
of it. On the contrary, tho'Se who own motor cars,

particularly large and speedy ones, must necessarily
be more worth plundering. We all know that motor
cyclists have not escaped scot free—some have been
most unjustly fined from time to time—^but generally
the persecuting type of magistrate prefers a ^^lo fine

paid by one wealthy person to ten ;£i fines collected
from those of more moderate income.

There is therefore hardly the same necessity for

the motor cyclist's league in case of police persecution,
but there are many other points where combination
would prove beneficial, and on these points we think
motor cyclists oug-ht to combine.

Assisting Existing Organisations.

ANY combination or league of motor cyclists

which we have a hand in organising will not
interfere in the slightest with associations
already existing; on the contrary, their posi-

tions will be strengthened. On any occasion
when the opinion of the bulk of motor cyclists would
assist the bodies which cater for motor cyclists, we
shall be only too glad to render every assistance in our
power by showing the secretaries or their committees,
through the pages of The Motor Cycle, what is the
unanimous desire of the members of the league

Naturally, we shall only ask motor cyclists to vote
on questions of vital importance, and, as we have
already stated, in no case Avill they be asked to record
their opinions when . the matter is not of interest

to them as motor cyclists. That the large
|

number of motor cyclists will materially strengthen the

BI
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eague whenever they are called upon for an opinion

s obvious to anyone.

The number of motor cyclists in the kingdom must

>e in the neighbourhood of 70,000, and if they will

idopt our suggestion and combine for the common

,veal the motor cyclist's condition will naturally be

nuch improved.

The only thing we ask readers to do is to fill up the

"orm, stating the horse-power and type of machine

:hey use, and to give their name and address for entry

SEPTEMBER 8ih, igog.

in our referendum register. The names and addresses

sent to us will not be used for any other purpose than

to take a vote on any important matter affecting the

rights or interests of motor cyclists, . and will not be

used for advertisement purposes either in connection

with ourselves or anyone else.

We particularly point out that the list will be kept

quite private, because many people quite naturally

object to the publication of their names and

addresses.

^-•••-<-

MAGNETO SWITCHES.
STRANGELY enough, it is comparatively rare to see

a switch fitted to the modern magneto fired motor

bicycle. Every magneto of well-known make is

fitted with a small screAv immediately over the contact

breaker adjacent to the spring holding on the brass

cover of the make and break. To this screw it is

intended to attach the earth wire from the switch,

so that when the said wire is connected to the frame

by means of the latter the magneto is shorted, and

consequently put out of action. So rare is the fitting

of a switch nowadays that w^e are constantly receiving

letters from correspondents w^ho write to ask us if it

will do any harm to fit one. Of course, this is

impossible, as shorting is the only correct way " to

switch off" the magneto. On all machines Avhere

the throttle is not a perfectly gastight fit a switch is

advisable, as in the event of the valve lifter wire break-

ing it would be difficult for a novice to stop suddenly.

->-•••»-<-

BROOKLANDS OCTOBER MEETING.

ON Wednesday, the 6th prox., at Brooklands,

seven events for cars ^^^ll be held and two for

motor cycles. Particulars of the latter events

are as follows

:

The Autumn Motor Cycle Handicap, for motor

bicycles, the cubic capacity of whose engines does not

exceed 500 cubic centimetres. Starters barred.

Distance about 5^ miles.

The October Motor Cycle Handicap, for motor

bicycles the cubic capacity of whose engines exceeds

450 cubic centimetres, but does not exceed 1,000 cc.
Starters barred. Distance about 8^ miles.

In each event the entrant of the winner to receive

ten sovereigns or cup at option, the entrant of the

second five sovereigns or cup at option, and the entrant

of the third three sovereigns or cup at option. To
close September 27th, 1909, at t^velve noon. Entrance
los. 6d., p.p. Twenty-five entries, or the races may
be \^oid at the option of the executive ; or, if not void,

the number and value of the prizes may be reduced.

CONTINENTAL TOURING.
ONE or two queries have reached our office lately

respecting the French Customs duties on a

motor bicycle and sidecar. • It is well known

that a member, or affiliated member, of one of

the motoring organisations can obtain a triptych

which will pass a motor bicycle through the Customs

free of charge, provided the machine is brought out

of the country within three months from the date of

its introduction, but it is not general knowledge that

different regulations govern the introduction of a motor

bicycle and sidecar. A letter of enquiiy addressed by

us to the Motor Union has brought the following

interesting reply, which we publish for the benefit of

those who may contemplate taking a sidecar to France.

(1.) Customs.
(2.) Taxes.

(3.) Licences.

(1.) A motor tricycle is assimilated to a motor car, and T^ill

only be admitted into France if the amoimt of duty be
deposited or a triptych issued by an authorised body be

produced.
A motor bicycle with a forecar or sidecar is considered as

a motor tricycle.

The only distinction made by the Customs between a motor
tricycle and a motor car is in the rate of duty applied. For
the motor tricycle it is the same as for an ordinary cycle,

viz., 220 frs. per 100 kilos., approximately equivalent to lOd.

per lb. On a motor car manufactured elsewhere than in the

United States of America the duty is at the rate of 50 frs.

per 100 kilos., equivalent to £1 Os. 4d. per cwt.

What guides the Customs in deciding whether the cycle
duty or the car duty is to be applied is the weight. A
vehicle weighing under 125 kilos. (2 cwts. 1 qr. 26 lbs.) is

charged at. the cycle rate. One weighing 125 kilos, or over
is charged at the car rate.

(2.) A motor cycle is exempt from the payment of taxes
for a period of three montlis, provided the owner obtains
from the Customs officials on landing a " permis de circula-

tion," for which a fee of sixty centimes is payable.

(3.) The law provides that no motor-driven vehicle (and
this includes even motor bicycles) shall be used on the public
roads in France without (i.) a certificate of registration, and
(ii.) a licence for the driver. The law does not make any
exception in the case of foreign drivers. These certificates

and licences are granted by the officials of the Service des
Mines at the principal ports, and also at the Prefecture of

each department.
The certificate issued to the driver of a motor cycle is

somewhat different from that issued to the driver of a motor
car, but the cost is the same. On every driving licence

issued to the owner of a car or motor cycle the Government
claims a fee of 20 frs., and there are other subsidiary expenses
for stamped paper, etc.

It frequently happens that an English motor cyclist lands

in France and goes ahead without troubling to get the pre-

scribed certificate and licence—just as a- French motor cyclist

or motorist sometimes lands in England without troubling to

get his licences. Such a person, nowever, is not in order,

and though it is quite likely that he will not be discovered,

nevertheless, if any accident were to happen, he would—at

all events in France—immediately be asked to produce his

papers, and if he could not do so he would be in an awkward
position. The French police f.gents would probably lock him
up pending enquiries.
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General.

UNDER this heading the judges compare the

severity of the last trial (July 5th to nth) with

the trials of previous years. The spirit shown
throughout the trials by competitors was excel-

lent, and the judges have only the complaint to make
that there was too much mutual assistance, and give

warning that they will enforce the rules against

friendly assistance next year. They intend also to be
more severe on competitors who habitually arrive at or
near controls ahead of their time. Penalisation will

be more against the machine than the rider, as the

trouble arises partly from the difficulty e:v'perienced

with some makes of throttling them down' to run regu-

larly at low speeds. Several regrettable accidents

occurred entirely through competitors riding too fast

in dangerous places, and their machines were damaged
sufficiently to put them out of the trial.

Clothing.

The average general appearance of the riders has
never been better, and competitors, with few exceptions,

looked less like mechanics than formerly.

Frames.
As was the case last year, the frames, fittings, mud-

guards, stands, carriers, etc., were in excellent condi-

tion throughout the trial. This does not, however,
apply to the sidecars, which, with the exception of the
Puch, all suffered. daniage to their frames, and had to

retire in consequence. This trouble is due to the fact

that most motor cycle frames are not built to stand
a sidecar attachment.

Bearings and Free Wheels.
With hardly an exception, these were all in good

condition at the completion of the distance. True,
there was not a great deal of rain, but there were pientv
of trying surfaces to find out weak spots. There is still

room for improvement in free-wheel clutches, and the

Triumph guard over the hub sprocket is a step in the

right direction. More thari- one rider complained that

his pedalling gear was quite useless, it giving a free-

wheel both Avays.

Engines and Tanks.
With a few exceptions-, the engines finished in excel-

lent-condition. Whilst the majority kept clean through-
out, there were one or two which were notably the

reverse. It is a point that makers would do well to

bear -in mind, .that exterior cleanliness is an important
item, as nothing. is more likely to create a bad impres-
sion amongst a motor cyclist's friends—some, perhaps.

SYNOPSIS
OF

THE JUDGES' REPORT
ON THE

SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

prospectiA-e owners—than the sight of a dirty engine.

Several retirements were due to engine troubles, such

as a broken connecting rod bearing or crankshaft,

timing gear defective, or to weak tanks and tank
fittings. V\^ith regard to the last-mentioned, -fhe trouble

was due to the metal not being stout enough to stand

the vibration caused by bad roads, and to the fact

that the tanks themselves were not firmly secured to

the frame. The one machine fitted with a ball bearing

to the big end of the connecting rod retired through

the breakage of that special feature. In the case of

the broken crankshaft, this, was discovered^to be due to

a flaw which had apparently existed from the time the

engine was built.

Transmission.

As in previous trials, the chains on the chain-driven

machine.s came through well. They had no breakages,

nor were adjustments necessary, and the chains at the

Lieut. Hirt {3J h.p. Triumph), winner of the potato race at the blue-

jackets' sports on Whale Island, referred to on page 659 of the last

issue.

finish were barely slack. The team prize was awarded
to the Phelon and Moore machines, but it must not

be concluded that their success was due to chains

alone. Rubber and canvas belts were in general use,

although there ' were several leather ones in evidence

which had been cut and trimmed up specially for the

hills. Many competitors carried two rubber belts—one

the correct lengthfoT the higher gear, the other for the

low gear for the hills^and changed them when they

altered the pulley. The triumph of the adjustable

pulley is complete, its use in one form or another
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dges' Report on the Six Days' Trial.—

nng practically universal, and rightly so. There are

veral types still remaining which are difficult to adjust

ith tools usually carried on a motor cycle.

Tyres.
On the whole, tyres were less troublesome than for-

erly, although, singularly enough, as last year,

:veral competitors had aU the misfortunes, the rest

:actically none. There is no question that 2}4in. tyres

e advisable for 5 h.p. and over; in' fact, for general

1-round riding they are an advantage for machines

>wn to T,}i_ h.p., weighing, say, 170 to 180 lbs.

''ith "a heavyweight rider big tyres are particularly

icessar}^ Several competitors had to change their

ick wheel covers before the conclusion of the trial,

.e fabric weakening partly on the side and partly on

.e tread, and commencing to bulge when tightly

flated.

Light'weights.

The sensation of the trial wa-s the splendid perform-

ices of the lightweights, and of the Motosacoche in

irticular. This machine successfully surmounted
'ery hill with occasional pedalling assistance. .The
^oto-Reve and Douglas machines had no difficulty

. keeping up the twenty miles per hour average,

hilst the Motosacoche was only once late, and then

>t through any mechanical failure. A special feature

the Douglas machines was the normal condition of

eanliness of the exterior of .the engine.

Silencers.
The judges this year, as an experiment, permitted

le fitting of relief ports on silencers, but they did
)t permit anything in the nature of a cut-out on the

;haust pipe. With the exception of one make of

O'tor cycle, the silencing in general was good,
though still a long way short of the really quiet

ount. Amongst the quietest machines in the trial

?re the Douglas, the Indian, and the Triumph.

Free Engines and Variable Gears.
The Trium.ph free engine clutch, of which there

5re one ot two in the trial, is a simple and practical

fitment, which with a little slipping will start the
machine on quite a respectable gradient. The back
hub contains a miniature multiple disc clutch running
in oil, as in the case of a car clutch, the extra
weight in the back hub being about 10 lbs. The
Mabon clutch is a somewhat similar contrivance,
readily fitted to the engine-shaft. They completed the
trial satisfactorily, and were in good condition at the
finish. Amongst the variable geared machines the
P. and M.'s came in for a great (ieal of attention.
\^'ith the exception of one member of their team of
three the hill-climbing was good—never exceptionally
fast, yet with an ample reserve for emergencies. The
Zenith-Gradua gear handled by one rider , did verv
well, but the other machine of the same make was
not so successful. The latter had a smaller engine,
which m'ay have accounted in part for the difference.
The Humber two-speed gear made on the Roc principle
would ha\-e shown to better ad\'antage had there have
been less trouble with slipping belts. As a matter
of fact, the belt rims and pulleys on this make are
too small—a defect which is in course of being rectified.

The clutch operating the low gear required too fre-

quent adjustment, and this defect also has since had
the attention of the makers. The judges are of
opinion that the spread of motor cycling depends on
sijence, comfort, ease of starting, and ability to climb
hills under all conditions. They regret Vnar there
were not more variable geared machines entered ; also
greater ^'ariety. Motor cycles now occuiy the same
position that "push" cycles filled some years ago
when free-wheels and two-speed geai habs were
scoffed at.

Ignition.

The Bosch magneto was practically universal, and
gave no trouble. The Triumph magneto guard is an'

effective protection from wet and mud, but it requires

the exercise of care in going up and down steps and^

kerbs to avoid damaging the underpart. Whilst
manufacturers will persist in fitting the magneto in a

low position forward of the engine protection will be
necessary, or unsightly thick grease must be smeared

l;^

-sSh ^ „ iviS sfesCC ^".«jLvS;£2^;3^J

Motor cycling is extremely popular with omcers of His Majesty's Navy. The above riders were competitors in the potato race at the sports on Whale
isisna. The conte;tants had to ride to the top of the track, take a potato from a table, and return and drop it in a bucket.
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Judges' Report on the Six Days' Trial.—

on the terminals. A better position is undoubtedly
required for the magneto where it will be free from
wet and dust.

Lamps.
The regulation that required competitors to carry a

motor cycle lamp and generator complete throughout
the trial proved exceedingly valuable, for, as last

year, there was a crop of damaged lamps and broken
brackets, but not so numerous as formerly. The
proportion of failures to successes was considerably

less, showing that improvements have been effected.

The chief Aveak points were 'the front hinged frame
and glass and the loop at the back that slips on to

the bracket on the machine. The failure of the

brackets was simple; they just snapped in half, more
often than not because the lamp was heavier than a

motor cycle lamp need be. There was no opportunity

xm. the present occasion to test the efficiency of- the

lamps, but this may be provided for next year in the

Six Days' Trial.

Accesaories and Novel Fittings.

The general appearance of the machines of several

competitors was improved by carrying spare belts and

tubes in suitably designed and specially constructed"

leather bags. These prescribed, the spares in good

condition, and they were ready for immediate use when
unpacked, which was a matter of a few moments. The
Bradbury machines were fitted with a useful arrange-
ment to facilitate tyre repairs to the back wheel. The
whole of the back mudguard from the seat stays to

the number plate, together with the back carrier and
its stays to the hub, could be removed in two or

three minutes by undoing two pairs of butterfly nuts.

Two useful tyre protectors were to be seen, and both

gave immunity from punctures to the fortunate

possessors. One was a steel band clipped to the

mudguard stays and closely encircling the tread of

the tyre. The other was a flexible guard suspended
from the crank bracket and hanging just in front of

the back wheel, almost touching the ground. The
idea is that the nail tipped up by the front wheel as

it goes over it stands up on end long enough for the

back wheel to run up against it. The protector hang-
ing from the bracket sweeps it away, or at least knocks
it down again where it ca,n do no harm. An interest-

ing novelty fitted to the Advance twin-cylinder machine
was a pedal operated exhaust valve lift. This fitting

has its special advantage on high powered twin-

cylinder motors of relieving the strain on the hand.

The judges Avere J. W. G. Brooker, H. G. Cove,

A. Geo. Reynolds, and Archibald Sharp,

A CRITIQUE OF THE
By B. H. DAVIES.

THE judges' report of the 1909 Six Days' Trials

suffers, in my opinion, by comparison with the

similar document of 1908, which was a com-

plete novelty, both in respect of frankness and

practical commonsense. However, it is instructive

reading, and adds to the obligation under which the

gentlemen who sign it have already placed us by their

indefatigable and efficient labours in the trial itself. I

make the same general complaint about it which I

uttered last year—what a pity it is not even more

frank! We poor journalists, with the terrors of the

libel law hanging over our heads, dare not write half

we know or a quarter of what we think. A sirigle

clause in the entry agreement would enable the A.C.U.

judges to be absolutely outspoken, and from what I

know of the sufferings of certain private owners with

various details here obscurely criticised, I cannot but

REPORT.

think that to name offending machines and offending

details of otherwise good machines would be for the

public weal. Those responsible for the faults would

have to mend them swiftly, or lose their business, and,

what is more, they would mend them, and would take

energetic steps to show us they had done so.

Hardy Annual Faults

This does not apply to every offending machine or

affending detail, some of which will certainly be

reformed before next year's trials ; but certain faults

reappear annually on the same machines with sickening

consistency, yet the machines are only mentioned, and
not named, in the report. There is, for instance, the

machine with the adjustable pulley of the Sandow-with-

a-crowbar type, perpetuated because its makers will

not pay royalty on a clever patent ox evolve a sound

device of their own. There is 'the perm.anent fyee-Avheel

both ways, which has distinguished certain machines
since the year i of the motor cycling era. There is the

irremovable back wheel, the inaccessible cylinder or

carburetter, the dicky, frictionful brake, the flimsy

lamp bracket, the inefficient front fork, the cuss-

provoking stand, the unprotected magneto, etc., etc.

All these have been hardy annuals on one machine or

another for several years past. All who have owned
the guilty machine know about them ; we journalists

know about them. We cannot tell the public because
of the libel laws, and the disgusted purchasers can
only tell a small circle of acquaintances. If these

defects were specified and named, the public would
bless the men who told them. However, the number
of these faulty details is being annually reduced, and
perhaps by the time the A.C.U. sees its way to be abso-

lutely outspoken, none of them will survive.

The motor cyclist's outfit is pretty well covered in

the report, together with threatenings of extra

stringencies for 1910—not a day too soon, either. I

hope the General Committee will see their Avay to adopt

stricter time rules, as foreshadowed, for next year.

A Most Important Omission.
There is only one serious omission in the report,

and that relates to comfort, which is only mentioned in

connection with big tyres. Spring frames were chiefly

conspicuous by their absence, and the most successful

machines were not ahvays comfortable. The spring

fork on one make was either screwed up till devoid

of spring, or else required frequent lubrication. That
on another make caused the rider's hands to " dither

"

perceptibly and violently all day long, and clashed

frightfully over bumpy roads; Two makes of spring

fork competing were so obviously and immensely
superior to all the other brands that they certainly

deserved special commendation. As the judges

estimate that comfort is one of four- conditions needed

to ensure a vast increase in the popularity of motor

B7
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rcling, 'this omission is rather surprising. Every

cperienced motor cyclist will endorse their remarks

pon the need of easy starting and the ability
_

to

imb steep hills under all conditions, both of which

aply a variable gear. As a matter of fact, the easy

arting was universal this year, and the hill-climbmg

otoriouslv bad. I think the fact that not a single

lachine proved chronicallv difficult to start might have

een mentioned, as one of the great advances upon

908 ; and also the fact that what successful hill-

limbing was vdtnessed was usually obtained by playing

bout with the carburetters, cooling down the engines,

nd either changing belts or adjusting pulleys. Few

lachines tacklod the test hills on th-e run without

renaration.

In conclusion, if I may arrogate without any

landate the position of spokesman for the amateur

C£iD^/5=i^ SEPTEMBER 8th, igog.

motor cyclists of the country, we are all jolly grateful

to the A.C.U. judges. They must often find their

task a thankle.ss one, as they come into closer contact

with those they seem to oppress than with those the_\-

benefit; and we whom they benefit so enormously are

unkind enough to offer many criticisms, just because

their task is so important, and because we owe them so

much, that we want to owe them even more. We ought

to hold an annual dinner, at which we could give them

alia very hearty vote of thanks for their -most arduous

and completely honorary labours, and for "the effi-

ciency with which those labours are performed. But as

we do not get that opportunity, I liaA-e the pleasure

to propose on paper a \-ery hearty vote of thanks to

them all, coupled especially with the name of A. G.

Reynolds, who, I am gratified to hear, is practically

recovered from the nasty 'accident he met with when

watching over our interests.

ANOTHER END-TO=END SIDECAR RECORD.
OR less than a month the

Land's End to John o'-Groat's

sidecar record, established by

Vivian Olsson on a 7 h.p.

V.S. and Millford sidecar, has been

allowed to stand. Arthur W.
Bentley, who held the motor bicycle

End-to-end record for nearly tweh'e

months, is the new claimant to the

title of record holder, he having

clipped 6h. 7m. off V. Olsson's

time. A. W. Bentley started with

lis brother Horace as passenger on Monda}- evening of

ast week at, 7.50 from John-o'-Groat's, reaching Land's

ind at 6.57 on the Thursday morning, the total time

)ccupied being 5 ph. 7m., as compared with the

)riginal record of 6^h.. 14m., which
las stood since August 7th last. J. r — — —^. ^ -

ilobertson, of Wick, held the watch
It the starting point, J. Taylor, of

Penzance, being the timekeeper at

:he English end. As is usual in

present day record attempts, the

/ital parts of the machine were
sealed before the start. The Motor
^ycle being invited to perform this

:eremony. Bentley 's mount was a

5 h.p. twin-cylinder two-speed 1909
Rex, with Millford sidecar. Some
details of the machine will be of

interest. The ignition was Bosch F|
magnetO', the tyres ' Shamrock
Excelsior, belt Shamrock-Gloria.
saddle Lycett, carburetter Brown
and Barlow, while the illumination
at night was entrusted to a pair of

Lucas lamps. The weather was by
no means favourable, but suitably

clad in oilskins and sou'-westers, the
record breakers manfully battled the
elements. The wet weather was
the cause of belt troubles, and
naturally rendered the ride much
more arduous, particularly with a

sidecar and passenger.

b8

The following telegrams sent to the Rex Co. and
.submitted to us will ser\-e to show the progress made
by the brothers Bentley

:

-Bentleys left Groat's at 7.50

-Bentleys left here 4.45

Wick, 9.1 p.m., Aug. 30th.-

p.m.— [Signed) Robertson.

Inverness, 10.30 a.m., Aug. olst.

a.m.—(Signed) Palace Hotel.

Perth, 11.38 a.m.. Aug. 31st.—Bentleys left 11.30. Rain
all way. . Belt troubles.—(Signed) Lindsay and Fenwick.

Lockerbie, 5.50 p.m., Aug. 31st.-—Bentley left 5.45 all right.

Chinn met him.—(Signed) King's Arms.

Warrington, 8.37 a.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentley, Alaorhouse, and
Chinu left Warrington 3'a.m., going well.—(Signed) Francis.

Tewkesbury, 1.41 p.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentley left 1.30 p.m.
Machine going well.—(Signed) Charles.

Bridgwater, 6 p.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentleys passed through
six o'clock, going weH.—(Signed) Moorhouse.

Arthur W. Bentley (on right) and his brother Harace ready to start from John-o'-Groat's Hotel

in an attempt—which proved successful—to beat the End-to-end sidecar recsrd. The bicycle wil»

be recognised as a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder wo speed Re/
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.Yellington (Somerset), 7 p.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentleys left

Wellington 6.45, going well.—^(Signed) Stone.

Caunton, 8.10 p.m., Jept. 1st.—Left Taimton 6.25 and
Wellington 6.45, going well.—(Signed) Stone.

lSeter, 9.14 p.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentley left at 9 p.m.—
(Signed) Lord.

iXETER, 9.39 p.m., Sept. 1st.—Bentley left nine to-night,,

going well.—(Signed) Moorhouse.

2nd.—Bentleys arrived Land's

>—

'ENZANCB, 9.50 a.m., Sept.

End 6.57 to-day.—(Signed) Taylor.

As these pages went to- press Bentley had not

returned from Land's End with his machine, so as yet

we have been unable to examine the seals we placed
on the machine. We have no doubt, however, that

they will be intact. If Mr. Bentley arrives back in

time, some further reference to the ride may appear

on our centre pages.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Colonial Models.
I was considerably surprised last week when inspect-

ng a batch of British-made motor cycles on the eve

:>i being shipped out to one of our colonies to notice

:wo grave defects about them from the colonial rider's

3oint of view. Tliey had vital parts of the mechanism
Aidiin about 4in. of the ground. I should have
:hought that by now the veriest novice maker knew
:hat in most of our colonies big boulders and large

itones are pretty freely strewn about the roads, and
hat such things as magneto brackets and engine crank

rases ought not to be placed where a big stone is sure

;o hit them. The other point may be more debatable,

liough I do not think so. They all had rubber belts,

rhree facts militate against the efficiency of rubber
Delts in the colonies. The extreme heat causes them
SO- perish before they are worn out.

tVater splashes are by no means un-

:ommon in almost every colony, and
n some the machine has frequently

o be pushed through a " drift "
;

n both cases 'a rubber belt will not
jrip until it has been dried. Lastly, -

K>ads are less carefully graded than
lere, steep ascents are frequent, and
anall engine pulley.s are -essential.

k rubber belt will stand a small

sulley for a brief period, e.g., tem-
X)Tarily in an A.C.U. trial to climb
Dinas or Festiniog. But let any
reader try to run a fairly wide rubber
3elt on a small engine pulley con-
;inuously, and he will soon discover

:hat, owing to its failure in flexi-

Dility, as compared with a built up
ieather belt,, it has to be run very

:ight, or it willbe perpetually slip-

ping; and as soon as a rubber belt

is run continuously in 'an extremely
;aut condition, the pulling througlr

trouble commences. In addition,

rubber belts will break up sooner on small _diameter

pulleys. I deal wdth these points, in the hopes
that makers will tumble to the situation and
save future purchasers some of the aggravation experi-

enced by tliose who ha^•e been through the mill.

Rubber belts are magnificent for home use, but if we
had to use very low gears in a tropical climate the

rubber belt makers would soon find their occupation
gone. _

The Private Owner of Many Machines.
I long ago abandoned as hopeless the task of dis-

tinguishing the genuine private owner. There is no
absolutely certain mode of procedure which can enable
any official or club to weed out the shamateur from

the private owners' classes. But the impossibility of

drawing an absolutely hard and fast line need not

deter us from approximate segregation. And in this

connection I should like to confess I am rather puzzled

by two or three instances. I see men riding as private

owners who bring out a different machine every week
—in some cases even a different make of machine every

week. I see others figuring as private owners whom
I know perfectly well to be engaged in the motor trade,

and not uncomiected with the interests of the machine
which they bestride in competition as private owners.

I even remember one instance of a rider's photograph
appearing in a motor journal as the winner of a private

owner's special prize when he was interested to the

extent of about ;^2.ooo in the machine he was depicted

with, and that not as a shareholder, but as a principal

!

Whittington-in-Lonsdale, North Lanes., is a village of 150 souls, and boasts five motor cyclists. From left

to right they are J. Watson (3i h.p. Excelsior), F. Middleton (31 h.p. Triumph), J. Jenison (21- h.p. Minerva),
T. Jenison (3 h.p. Triumph), and Rev. J. Hodgkia (4 h.p. Ji.S.U.")

I think some of our clubs want waking up in this

respect. The amateur rider is taking a very enthu-

siastic interest in the sporting side of the ho'bbv just

now, and the cleaner we can keep the sport, the better

it will be for the trade themselves in the long run. A
big win by a doctor, a lawyer, a parson, or other

obviously amateur owner, does a firm more good than
twenty wms with- a rnechanic up. I think it would 'be

rather a sound plan if a table of the professions

followed by the successful riders in the next i^ooo

i\liles Trial were published. I recommend the idea

to our friends of the A.C.U. , who, of course, are

quite as interested as I am—if not more so—in keep-

ing the pastime as pure as possible.

B9
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A selection of questions of general interest received rom our
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes of

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must be
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope fot- repSy.

NMsy Valve Tappets.

Would you kindly inform

m& how I can stop the click

of my valve tappets? My
m.achine is a 3.^ Ii.p., 1807

pattern. It runs splendidly.

When I wheel my machine along

the tappets drop w'ith a loud clack,

which is very annoying. The tap-

pets lift direct off their respective

cams. If you could suggest a

remedy I should be much obliged.—
R.D.S., Puckeridge.

The noise is caused either by the

tappets striking the bottom of the

SOME ENTRANTS FOR THE TOURIST
TROPHY.

J.F.Jones (Pwllheli), 3A h.p. T=T. Tiiumph,

Eosjh magneta, Dunlop tyres.

valve stems, or the valves falling

suddenly upon
^

their eeatings. The
amount of noi'e depends on the shape

of the cams. You can reduce the noise

by brazing or fitting a cap on the

tappets, thus reducing the distance be-

tween tappet and valve. If, however,
the trouble is due to the shape of the

cams there is little or no cure. One
way to reduce noise is to- fit fibre discs

to the top of the tappets. Rather a

difficult job in the case of a motor
cycle, and the fibre would, we are

afraid, soon wear. Light springs

under the tappets holding them
gently up to the valve stems will

reduce the noise to some extent, but
great care is necessary to get the right

strength of spring, or it will interfere

with the rapid and perfect closing of

the valves, a most important point in

the case of high speed engines.

BIO

Continental Touring.

I propose at the end of this

moi,tli to go with a friend

touring in the South of France
on motor bicycles. I under-

stand that there are a number
of formalities to be gone through prior

to the introduction of a motor
bicycle into France. Perhaps you
woald be kind enough to tell me if

there is any means whereby one can
avoid passing the driving test on
arriving in France.

—

Cosmofolitax,
Gloucester.

The best way to get over the ditficulty

is to become a member of the Auto
Cycle Union or Motor Union, which
will allow you t-o have access to the

well-organised touring departments of

these organisations. You vv-ill then be

able to take your machine into France
without paying any deposit, and have
your licences procured for you and most
of the formalities gone through before

you leave England. (See page 663.)

Change Speed Gear Slipping.

I have been having tro-jb!e

"^ with the gear of my P. and
> ^i. thiouga the oil getting on
i-^ the rings. Last m.onth I

pumped some thick graphite

grease into the recesses of the rings,

Since then it has been slipping very
badly, although I have taken the

gear to pieces aiid cleaned out the

grease and_ put some Price's thick

yellow in, but after the first mile it

was just as bad as ever. The gear

does not appear to be w.orn at all,

but the wedge bars do not expand
the rings to their fullest. Can yon
suggest a remedy? Do you think

filling the recess of rings fully with

grease would be the cause of grease

getting on the rings, or .should the

rings be only half filled? Would you
recommend Ful'^r's earth being put

on the rings?—OK 15.

First of all, note the rang^ of your
change-speed lever. If this is exces-

sive it seems to point that the wedge
bars are hardly thick enough, and do
not expand the rings properly. If,

however, the range is short, this is

not the case, and if you again wash
out the expanding rings and their

surrounding races with petrol thor-

oughly and put in fresh grease, we do
not think you will find- the trouble

recur. Fuller's earth is not necessary.

When changing speed raise the exhaust
valve lifter till the engine has quite

slowed down and then engage. This
should also help to cure the trouble.

Belt Turning Over and Loss of Power.

Can you explain the cause

^ of a rubber belt turning over in

^ tlie belt rim? I have reversed
-^ it and cleaned it and had the

engine pulley trued. I have a

one year old 5^ h.p. Fafnir engine,

accumulator ignition, governed on
the inlet valve.' When new, it used

to climb anything on half throttle,

b.it always overlieated considerably.

Tins I 'attributed to a 6in. wi(5e

mudguard to front wheel, which I

liad fitted to enable me to keep

."^^ .^^7>

W. 0. Bentley (HimpsteaZ), 31 h.p. Rjx
Speed King, Bosch magneto. Brown and Barlow
cirturetter, Dunlop tyres.

myself clean. I use machine' for

business purposes. Kow it will not

do more than twenty miles an hour

on full throttle, and fails on every

hill. Engine has a B. and B.

carburetter. I have fitted new
exhaust valve spring and opened

holes in- the silencer. Engine is

clean, and there is no carbon on

piston. Compression is perfect, I

use \"acuum oil, and have always

done so. Have tried ever}d:hing in

" Hints and Tips," and have asked

a number of riders. Can you tell me
hov/ to make a gauge to try the

pulley groove, to .see that it is kept at

the correct angle'? Shall be glad of

your help.—B. S. Weagg, Battle.

The pulleys are either out of line or

groove in rear pulley is too vertical on

side nearest spokes ; also when the

engine pulley was trued the groove may
have been altered in, angle or made too
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3^-4 h.p. Single-cylinder, £47 10s.

THE

is fitted with SPRING FRAME AND SPRING FORKS, in which ball-

bearings are utUised to mininaise friction, and the contrivance is so

efficient as to enable riders to undertake long journeys without that

tired feeling {caused by excessive vibration present in most motor

cycles). It is fitted with AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION, which is entirely

self-feeding and perfect in action, allowing no excess or deficiency of

oil, but a continual and perfect feed at all engine speeds. J.A.P.

engines are fitted to all models, which are the most perfect engines

made. BOSCH MAGNETOS are fitted and driven by bevel-geared

shaft, mounted on ball-bearings. The magneto is fitted above the

engine in the tank, and entirely protected from all wet and dirt, and

every other component part is specially selected for its particular

function, and the whole has' been aptly termed "THE PULLMAN CAR
OF MOTOR CYCLING." It must not be taken that, as the BAT has

beaten all single-cylinder records (SSJ MILES IN THE HOUR), it is

purely a racing machine. This would be erroneous, and has been

disproved in the 1,003. miles RELIABILITY TRIALS, fi:om which it

emerged gaining THREE GOLD MEDALS AND SILVER CUP. In

these trials its tremendous reserve of power was exhibited on all the

hills, and freely commented upopi in the press. FASTEST TIME OF
THE DAY was made by the BAT at the SUTTON BANK, ASTON,
AND BRADFORD OPEN HILL CLIMBS, and yet the BAT can be

driven slowly through the densest traffic, or round the trickiest comer

with ease.

THE BAT MOTOR MANFG. CO.,

•Peeige, London.

6-7 hip. A.O.V., £53. 7-8 h.p M.O.V., £60.

Indian's irresistible

rides to victory

cccomplishfed by
ths sud of

MAGNETOS
Hendee Manufacturing Company,

12, Fieldsway House,
Highbury Crescent, N.

Dear Sirs, August 13th, 1909.

It may interest you to know that the " Indian " motor

cycles, which have been so successful in speed and reliability

trials this season, are fitted exclusively with the Bosch magneto

ignition, and I think have very effectually proved that the mag-

neto is in every way more suitable for high speed as well as

reliability thau the old t}'pe of coil and accumulator ignition.

What I consider a most marvellous feature about your

D.A.V. type machine is that there is absolutely no misfiring or

irregularity in the running of the engine when they are speeded

up to over 5,000 r. per m. in the testing room.

It was suggested tome last spring when in America that

I might find for track racing the coU and accumulator to *e
faster, but I am pleased to state that these same machines

fitted with the Bosch magneto have made faster times in this

country than' they have ever made in open competition in

America fitted with coil and accumulator.
Yours trulv,

(Signed) W. H. WELLS.

INSIST ON BOSCH FOR YOUR MOUNT
AND RESOLUTELY REFUSE IMITATIONS.

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,

23, Store St., London, W.C.
Telegraphic Address

:

" Bomag, London."
Telephones :

Gerrard86io (2 lines).

^
BII In answering these advertisements it \s desirahle to mention " TJie Motor Cycle.
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At the

Journey's end
there is no item of Touring Equipment
which will be more keenly appreciated

than the

BROOKS
CABftlER BAG.

This has been designed for general all-

round service—it is made of the finest

waterproof canvas on special fibre

board—is roomy, strong and liglit, and
fitted with a special dust-excluding

arrangement.

A unique feature is the removable inside

case which, " at the journey^s end," can

be lifted from its outer covering with the

absolute certainty that both the Bag and

its contents, are perfectly clean and
dustless.

It is attaci e ' to the Carrier by means of

adjustable aid detachable clips and, to

the rider who studies comfort and con-

venience, it will prove of the greatest

value.

Write us now for particulars. Dept. B45.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

Supposing

^

the Saddle is not a

Brooks, it cannot yield

that , perfect comfort
which is essential to

the success and enoy-
ment of your Tour,

be:ause it cannot em-
body those exclusive

features which make
perfect comfort possible.

Take one only—the

BfiOOKS PATENT
COMPOUND
SPRINGS

as fitted to every model
of the

BROOKS
ANTI- VIBRATORY

SADDLES
& SEATS
These absorb vibration

as none other can, and
totally eradicate all

tendency to bounce

—

That means a saddle ol

perfect ease—a seat of

perfect luxury, and—

•

Remember, that is only
one of the merits which
make for its superior-

ity-

There are many others,

and you should learn

more of them by a
study of our Saddle
Manual, which we will

send you free.—Dept.
B45.

J. B. BROOKS
& CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.

BROOKS ANTI
VIBRATORY
SADDLE—
B 105 P
with padded top.

BI2 In ansivering i7iese"ncheriisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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[. A. Collier (Plumstead), 5 h.p. Twin Match-
;-J.A.P., a.o.i.y., Bosch magneto, Longuemare
buretter, Dunlop tyres.

low. Eacli or all would account for

belt turning over. Better verify

obtain new engine pulley and belt

It is difficult to account for the
ng off in power and overheating of

engine, unless valve gear is worn
valves do not lift sufficiently, par-

iarly exhaust valve. Any of the
-known belt makers will supply you
1 a tin gauge to test the correct

le of the groove in the pulleys. Try
ett's or 0. and W. Ormerod, Ltd.

Engine Braking.

As a novice in motor cycling

j^ and a new subscriber to your

^ paper, I should be obliged if

^ you would give me informa-

tion on the following : In a

?cent issue of The Motor C-jjcle you
iformed an enquirer that if he
losed the throttle and cut off the
apply of gas to the engine, the

iigine would act as a brake in de-

fending hills. Could you explain to

le how the engine thus acts as a
rake ; also will not this cutting off

lie supply of gas stop the engine and
ecessitate a restart at the bottom
f the hill?—W.E., Abbeytown.
) engine acts as a brake when
ottle is shut, because it ceases to

pel the machine, its compression
1. internal friction retarding the pre-

ss of the machine. Before reaching
bottom of the hill the current is

tched on or throttle gently opened,
I, of course, if everything is in

er engine commences to fire again
I propel the machine.

Winner in 1907, C. R. Collier (Plumstead),
h.p. twin cylinder Matchless-J.A.P., a.o.i.v.,
osch magneto, Longuemare carburetter, Dun-
p tyres.

?

!©ro!s((iciis

Misfiring due to Contact Points or Coil.

My mount is a 3^ h.p.

N.S.U., with accumulator
ignition and plain coil, and
have not been troubled before

with misfiring, to which it has
h;tely taken a. fit. I have tried

everything, and find after cleaning
the tips of make and break that it

runs well for about ten or fifteen

miles, then starts misfiring badly.
which I think is due to a deposit of

something like solder on tlie ends of -

platinum tips, not black or pitted.
I have tried adjusting them to touch
as lightly as possible, but the engine
will not fire at all unless they touch
heavily. I have filed tips

'
before,

so do not think they were only
capped with platinum.—F.E.E.

It seems most likely that the points
require new tips of genuine platinum
or iridium, but the trouble may be
due to the failure of the condenser in
your coil. We^ should advise you to
lay the trouble before the N.S.IJ. Co.
Try another coil on the machine ; it

will soon tell you if the last mentioned
trouble we have suggested is the fault.

A Machine for Sidecar Work.

I am in doubt as to whether

?' to purchase a single two-
speeded machine or a twin

—^ two-speeded machine. I am a

good amateur mechanic, and
can manage a single-cylinder machine
easily. Do you, or do you not, con-

sider that the extra complication and
weight of a twin would be more than
counter-balanced by the additional
ismocthness .of running and con-
sequent extra comfort of a twin?
I ask this because writers appear to

think that the modern single is

jerky. I\Iy present mount is a 1906
3^ h.p. single-cylinder Quadrant. 1

want comfort and sufficient power
for all hills with a two-speed gear
when used as a solo. Do you think
a single with two-speed gear would
be powerful enough to take a side-

car over hilly country at a reason-
able speed?—C.W.

As you intend using a sidecar we have
no hesitation in recommending a twin.
Of course, a single-cylinder would do
very well, but you want the maximum
amount of power possible for a passen-
ger machine in a hilly country. We
do not think you will find the modern
twin to be too complicated for you.

Speedometers, Clutches, etc.

I should be" much obliged if

?'
I

you would give Ae your valu-

able advice on the following :

-^ I have just bought a 3 h.p.

Triumph, second-hand. (1.) Do
you recommend the use of a speed-

ometer? (2.) Is a clutch a great

advantage for other purposes than
traffic driving? (3.) Can you re-

commend Motor Union for motor
cyclists? (4.) How often ought oil

to be pumped into the crankcase?

(5.) Do you recommend a spring

seat-pillar?—E. Dewar. Perth.

(1.) Yes, a speedometer is most useful

in these days of police traps and per-

secution. (2.) A clutch is of great

advantage for starting and in traffic,

but a variable speed gear is more use-

(>75

H. V. Colver (Plumstead), 3i h.p. Matchless-
J.A.P., m.o.i.v., accumulator and coil ignition,

Longuemare carburetter, Dunlop tyres.

ful. (3.) The institution mentioned is

quite satisfactory, and has a section
devoted to motor cyclists. (4.) We
should oil the machine mentioned in

your letter to the extent of about one
pumpful every fifteen miles. (5.) A
spring seat-pillar is highly recom-
mended provided it does not increaee
the height of the rider's saddle.

Belt Fasteners Pulling Through.

I have been using Jin.

qI rubber belts, and I have been
? troubled by fasteners pulling
-2-1 through. I have not had

much experience of leather

-belts. Could you tell me if they

would be likely to give less trouble?

I am not a speed merchant, but want
all-round ' service and reliability. I

should not mind the scraping and oiling

processes, which, I understand, leather

belts require. I suppose also leather

is harder on the pulleys. Taking
everything into consideration, should

I get better wear and freedom from

breakage with a leather belt?

—

H 3266.

You will find that a first-class leather

belt will last longer than a rubber

belt, but it entails more trouble to

keep in order. It must be periodically

scraped free of grit, and, then dressed

with Collan or some suitable oil.' A
leather belt is hard on the pulleys if

it is allowed to get gritty. Certainly,

you should have freedom from, breakage

with one.

S. C. Perryman (Birmingham), 5 h.p. Twin
Norton, m.o.i.v., 75 x 84-5 mm., Bosch magneto,

B. and B. tarburetter.
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K Months Index to "The Motor Cycle."

A veiy complete index to Tlia Mctor
Cycle from January to June is now
2eady, price 3d. Subscribers will lind

8 copy inserted with each issue.

1 Good Warning,

A good warning of the furlong 15
m.p.h. at Bromley^ Kent, the other
•day, was provided by th'fe word
"trap" written in white tyre paint
across the tarred road at the top of

Bromley Hill. It was so effective that
ihe police relinquished timing.

fnhnd Revenue Licences.

We may remind new readers of The
Motor Cycle that motor vehicles on
vhich Inland Revenue licences are
laken out during the last three months
of any year- are only subject to half
the usual licence fee, ?o that, from
October 1st till December 31st the
Inland Revenue licence for motor
cycles will cost 7s. 6d.

rhe Autocar League.

The attention of readers is called to
Uiis week's supjjlemeht referring to
"The Autocar League." We urge all

motor cyclists to sign the slip at the
foot of the form and return to us, as
by so doing the league will be able to
eafeguard the interests of motor
cyclists in addition to those of auto-
carists. The subject is also referred
to in the leading article this week.

isle ol Man Eegulitions.

All owners of cars and motor cycles
m arrival in the Isle of ]\Ian are sup-
posed to register their machines at the
afRces^cf-'-th-e I.O.M. Highway Board,
A-'.iidl Street, Douglas, within, twenty-
four hours of landing. There is no
charge, as motors can be used in the
island for thirty days without paying
the local taxes. Many visitors are
apparently unware of this regulation.

Hotor Cycles on Bridle Paths.

A correspondent to The Autocar,
ivriting under the nom-de-jyUime of
"_D. D.," enquires whether a motor
bicycle can be legally driven along a
bridle-path. This is a query we can-
not remember having seen before, and
we think it will probably inteiejt other
readers to know that if it has been
customary to use the road or path for
bridle purposes only, the owners of the
property (if the road is a private one)
should be able to obtain an injunction
to restrain motor cyclists from using
such road. However, if the motor
cyclist can show that the road has
been used at any time by pedal bi-
cycles, carriages, or for any other pur-
poses, it would be difficult to prevent
notor cyclists from travelling along it.

Indians for the British Market.

Encouraged by the success of Indian
motor cycles in English competitions,
the Hendee ^Manufacturing Co. has
leased premises at 184, Great Portland
Street, W., which will be opened on
the 1st prox. Mr. W. H. Wells is to
take charge of the branch. Great
Portland Street is becoming the Hol-
born Viaduct of the motor cycle indus-
try, for already the F.N., N.S.U., and
V.S. motor cycle manufacturers have
depots in that quarter.

Bristol E. & H.C.

On Saturday next a reliability trial

will be held over a circular route of

about twenty miles, to be covered three
times. Start from the Bank at Filton
tram terminus, vki Filton railway
arch, Hambrook, Winterbcurne, Iron
Acton (turn left), to Rudgway, on to
main Gloucester Road, and back to
starting point. ' Three prizes will be
awarded.

A Motor Cyclist and Aviator.

It is not generally known that G.
H. Curtiss, the American aviator who
Avon two prizes at the Rheims flying
week, is the head of the motor cycle
manufacturiiig company bearing "his
name. Cartiss was the motor cvclist
who, at Ormonde, Daytona, about three
ytars ago, was declared to have ridden
a mile at a speed of over 120 miles an
hour. His monstrous mount had eight
cylinders, and was rated at 40 h.p.
Curtiss's first flying machines were
l^ropelled by motor cycle engines.

Sep. 8. .7.31 p.m.

„ 11.. 7.24 „

„ IS.. 7.15 „

Henryk Weiss (5 h.p. Tvirin-Rex), winner of the
Warszawa-Lublin-Warszawa race, the motor
cycle championship of Warsaw. The distance
vjas about 178 miles, covered by the winner
in 5h. 2m. 43s. A Rex rider was second in
5h. 3m. 20s.

The Large E try for the T.T.

Surely no one could have expected
such a large entry for the 1909 Tourist
Trophy, and it once again proves
the ever-increasing popularity of motor
cycling. The Jarge amount received in

tees, viz., .£283 10s., will go a long

. way towards defraying the expenses o:

organising the race. The make o!

machine most represented is the Rex
with seventeen riders, next the Triumph
with twelve riders.

Erratum.

The paragraph on page 660 last week
anent W. H. Bashall really referred

to his performance at Brooklands in

the hour race on the 18th ult. We
pointed out in the report of the event
that Bashall only covered 43 miles 1,300
yards in the hour, which is twelve
miles less than he has travelled in the
same time on the. same machine, not
knowing when this statement was
made that a bi'oken petrol pipe caused
some delay in the last ride.

,

The T.T,

What an interesting and exciting

race the Tourist Trophy promises to

be ! With fifty - six competitors
mounted on the pick of "the motor
cycles of, England, France, Belgium,
Germany, and America, the event is

truly an international one, and the
race will be worth travelling a long
way to witness. Single-cylinder and
twin-cylinder machines are fairly

evenly divided, and there is still

much speculation as to whether a

single of 530 c.c. will prove faster than
a twin of 750 c.c. One prominent
manufacturer's opinion is that another
win - on a single cylinder is too much
to hope for. Still, there have been
many surprises in the jDast.

The Hil! Climbing Competition in the Isle of Man
Last week it was mentioned that

four classes would be formulated for

the above competition, but it has now
been decided to add a further class,

making five in all. We are sorry for

some reasons that the A.C.U. has
chosen a perfectly straight hill for the
above most important trial in the Isle

of Man. As a pure test of speed up-
hill a straight course is undoubtedly
correct and the safest for the com-
petitors, but a hill with two or three
hairpin bends is the best test of the
flexibility of a touring machine. This
is just where the average single-

geared motor bicycle is behind its

confrere^ the variable geared car. To
get up steep winding hills it has to be
rushed instead of ridden at a comfort-

able speed that is suitable to the
corners and gradients.
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A WORD ABOUT MOTOR
CYCLE HEADLIGHTS.

Why not do away with that oil or acety-
lene lamp and have electricity. You will
find it ever so much more cleanlv, and it

requires practically no attention. The illus-

tration shows our Model C. Headlight.
When not in use this lamp is easily detach-
able. It gives a powerful and really ample
driving Light.

SIZE : Glass, 4in. : Bell, sin.

PRICE, 18/6. Nickel or Brass.

Model "C

Our illustrated Cata-

logue, containing

particulars of our

various Electrical

Specialities for Motor

Cyclists, will be sent

post free on receipt

of a postcard.

THE NEW C.A.V. MOTOR
CYCLE MAGNETO,

capable of giving an intense spark at

very low speeds, is Light, Neat, and
Efficient.

12 Months' Guarantee with each Machine. Made in

three distinct types—for Single Cyl. Engines, £4 10s. ;

Twm Cyl. do., £5 , Twin Cyl. V Type, do., £510s.

C. A. VANDERYELL & Co., Warple Way, Acton Vale, I, W.

lV
'Phone: 544, Chiswick. Wires: " Vanteriaj London."

O^wiver^s of
THE LUXURIOUS
LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTOR CYCLE.

May we send particulars of the ALL-GREY Model?

THE MOTO-REVE CO., LTD.,
158-142. Gray's Inn Rd., LONDON. W.C.

DOCTORS—
who find it convenient and quiet for night

visits.

LAWYERS—
who find its sweet running a real nerve-

soother. .

NAVAL OFFICERS—
who appreciate its ease of handling ashore

and afloat.

ARMY OFFICERS—
who are good judges of a good article.

CLERGYMEN—
who desire to cover their parishes comfort-

ably and with dignity.

OTHER PROFESSIONALMEN—
who value the motor cycle's assistance, but in-

sist upon SILENCE & SMOOTH RUNNING.

MOTO -REVE
S. & II.

In answering these advertisements il is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B15
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Vacuum
Mobiloi

AT

:

(

RHEIMS.

Grand Prix de la Champagne
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th.

* * *

Gordon Bennett Gup,

1st and 3rd.
* *

Speed Prize, 30 kilometres

1st and 2i\d.
X- -x- *

Prix du Tour de Piste

2i\d and 3rd.
* * *

1

Passenger Prize

1st and 2i\d.
* * *

Altitude Prize

1st and\2i\d.
* * * \

Prix des Mecanlcieas
2ftd. \

ALL
LUBRICATED

t

BY^

Vacuum
Mobiloil

(I

Bl6

WHITTLES'
(PATENT)

LINK-GRIP
Non-sHp Endless Leather Belts for

MOTOR CYCLES, FANS, Etc.

Trebles the life of the PuiJsys=

WHAT MANY OF OUR
CUSTOMERS SAYs

" Have had belt in use for over three

years."

" Done upwards of 20,000 miles."

" The only belt for heavy passenger

work."

" Five times cheaper than any other."

"The poor man's belt."

" No sign of slip."

"The 'no trouble' belt."

" Have not taken belt off pulleys for

two years."

"The best belt on the market."

" The ideal belt for heavy passenger

work."

I?i answpr'ina these advertisements it is

Send for new Booklet with full directions and copies of recent

testimonials.

Thos. Whittle & Sons, Ltd.,

Bosc and Crown St., WARRINGTON.

Telephone 365Y. Telsgcams—" Belt," Warrington.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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i Real Hill CUmb.

Since writing the preceding para-
^aph, we are advised by the A.C.U.
jhat a second hill-climb is to be held

>n Snaefell on the afternoon of the
24th inst., the one at Ivewaigue being
ixed to start at 10 a.m. What a real

:est of hill-climbing the long climb up
Snaefell will prove. Engines which
lave a tendency to overheat quickly
Dr knock badly at slow speeds will

orobably find this climb too much for

;heui. The hairpin bend at Ramsey
las been included.

lont Ventoux Hill-climb.

This once famous French climb only
secured a small entry this year, chiefly

nving to an understanding among the
n;ijoiity of manufacturers not to com-
Dete in races and hill-climbing competi-
;ions. On Saturday a French motor
;ycle named the Excelsior secured the
jremier award in both classes. In Class
L. it climbed the 13^ miles of the ascent
n ^2i-a. 8s.. and in Class II, in Ih. 9m.

=CfHD .

®T©IE(CY€ILE

r»«R»«M»H«&*5"- >-aA

B. Vickers-Jones (Coventry), isf h.p. Twin
Premier, m.o.i.v., 66 80 ram , B and B. car-
buretter, Bosch magnetD, Dunlop tyres.

24|s. The record for the climb is held
by a Brasier car—19m. 8s. The
gradients vary from 1 in 11 to 1 in 7^.

J^f^ ^(^ J^fi Jifi ^^ ^fl ^^ ^P Slfl SJfi ^fi ^(^ ^fl Slf^ ^fi w

FUTURE EVENTS.

Sept. II—Open HiU-climb at Barniley for the
Littlewood Challenge Trophy.

„ 12—Semmering Hill- climb (Austria).

„ 23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR
MOTOR CYCLES IN THE ISLE OF
MAN.

„ 24—Hill-cUmb on Kewaigue Hill, Isle of
Man. Five classes. Start 10 a.m.

., 24—Hill-climb up Snaefell. Start 2.30 p.m.

Oct. c—Race meeting at Brooklands (two events
for motor cycles).

„ 9—Two Hours' Record Race at Brooklands,
organised by the British M.C.RC.

„ 16—A.C.U. Fourth Quarterly Trial ot 1909,
Uxbndge to Banbury and back.

iHHH'^,^^t^ir^i'^^^iHHHHH'e^,f

Barnsley HiU-climb Postponed.

The open' hill-climb for the Littlewood
Trophy (holder, J. Marshall) 'has been
postponed until the 30th inst., owing
to unforeseen circumstances. The con-
ditions and entry forms will be circu-

lated this week.

The Next M.C.C. Event,

The next important event to be held
(in about a month's time) by the
M.C.C. will be a gymkhana, for which
purpose Mr. Arthur Du Cros has
kindly offered the use of his park near
EdgWare.

Tourist TroDhy Race.

The Ulster Centre M. G.U.I, has
decided to offer a gold medal for the
first Irish rider to be placed in the
T.T. Race. In addition to the names
already published from Ireland an
entry has been received from Mr. F.
H. Maclean, Belfast.

677

Cylinder Capacity.

Owing to an unfortunate error, the
size of Mr. Bowen's Bat-J.A.P., which
made such a splendid performance at

the last members' meeting of the
B.M.C.R.C. at Brooklands, was given
as " 84.5 X 89 mm.," whereas a stan-

dard engine was used, the bore and
stroke of which are 85 x 85 mm. The
engine was a istandard Sg h.p., with side

by side mechanically operated valves.

Southampton's Antagonism to Motor Vehicles.

The Southampton Bench last week
fined their own fire brigade captain
for driving the town's motor fire

engine at thirty miles an hour. The
captain urged that it was necessary
for him to practise driving at this

speed. It would be rather provoking
to the magistrates if, supposing one of

their residences caught fire, the fire

brigade captain refused to do more
than crawl to the scene of the con-

flagration. Driving to the common
danger does not apply to horsed engines.

H. Lister Cooper (Southampton), 3 J h.p. T.T.
Triumph, Bosch magneto, Dunlop tyres.

The International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race.
lATEST DETAILS. SOME AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES. THE AWARDS SETTLED.

CONTEST ON SNAEFELL ARRANGED.
A HILL-CLIMBING

The rules and regulations have now
leen finally settled. The following are

lie latest amendments to the rules and
he most recent news about the race
n general. The competitors will be
taned from St. John's at 10 a.m. at

uilf-minute intervals. Any shape of

luudle-bar will be permitted. The
iiiichines will be weighed (for statistical

luipoces only) and examined by the
ifficials at the enclosure, St. John's,
rem 10 a.m. on Wednesday, the 22nd
nst. Immediately after these opera-
ions have been concluded, the brakes
-nd silencers will be tested. The com-
letiiig machines will not be allowed to
any trade numbers. Practising over
he course Avill only be allowed on \t'eek

lays up to 10 a.m. It is not desired
ibsolutely to prevent riders from using
lioiv iniichines at other times, but the
^.C.U. wishes it to be known that driv-
ng at excessive speed or to the annoy-
ince or discomfort of the public will dis-

[ualify a competitor from taking part
n the race and render him liable to
uspension from fiiture competitions,
'o enable those taking part in th€ race

to hear clearly other competitors who
are trying to pass them, the participants

will be required to wear ear guards.

The Numerous Awards.

In addition to the splendid trophy
presented by the Marquis de Mouzilly
St. Mars there will be a silver cup
(value £5 5s.) awarded to the first

private owner to finish, a silver cup
(value £2 2s.) to the second private

owner to finish, prizes of £40, £20,
£10, and £5 in cash, Mr. Brooker's
prize for the competitor who runs the
most consistently, and silver medals to

those riders who complete the course
witliin the time limit and who are

not eligible for the above awards.
Tyre stations, where petrol, oil, water,
etc., may be obtained, will be established

at Kirk Michael and St. John's.

Messrs. R. Todd, J. W. G. Brooker,
A. Sharp, H. G. Cove, and V. Hart
have been invited to act as judges,
and Messrs. A. G. Reynolds and A.
V. Ebblewhite and P. C. Glazebrook
will act as timekeepers. A.C.U. head-
quarters at Douglas, Hotel Sefton.

Two Hill Climbing Competitions.

On the day following the race

(Friday, 24th inst.), there will be two
hill-climbs. The Kewaigue and Rich-
mond hill events will begin at 10 a.m.,

after which the competitors will pro-

ceed to Ramsey, where lunch will be
served, when at 2.30 p.m. a hill climb
will take place from that town round
the famous hairpin bend and up the
mountain road to the Bungalow at the
foot of Snaefell—a course about six

miles in extent. The awards will be
made on the j^erformances on both
hill-climbs. The classes will be the
isamc; in each case, but in each class

there will be a sub-division for private
•owners. A gold, silver, and bronze
medal will be awarded in each class

provided ten entries are received, and
the entry fee will be 10s. 6d. From
the above it will be seen that the Isle

of ]\Ian Week will be full of attrac-
tions, and, provided the weather is

fine, a m?st interesting time is expected.
Shorn of its petrol limit the race should
be most exciting, while the hill-climbs
should provide really good sport.
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FUND.
The donations to the above fund have now reached the

sum of £59 8s., made up as follows

:

Amounts previously acknowledged in The
Motor Cycle ...

JEBROX
P. S. White
E. M. P. Boileau
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
M. J. Schulte ...

Mrs. M. J. Schulte

S. Bettmann
Triumph Cycle Co.'s employees
Robert Todd
Price's Patent Candle Co., Ltd.

British M.C.R. Club
Victor Hart
E. A. Hardy
E. Straight
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders 10

Amounts promised

:

S. Manchester M.C.C. (per E. Doodson)
' M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre)

Shilling Etjnd.

H. P. Beasley ...

H. P. E. Harding
D. K. Hall

£14 19 6

1

2
10

10 10

2 2

1 1

1 1

2 19
3 3

5 5

3 3

10
10
10

10

12

1 1

2

5

2 6

C}/de Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and Coventry. Aa
already announced, The Motor Cycle is contributing Is. for

f

Total £59 8

Owing to the additional expense incurred this year in

organising and holding the race, the Auto Cycle Union will

gratefully acknowledge any donations, however small, towards
the fund. Collecting sheets can be obtained from the

Secretary, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly, W., or The Motor

liZU~i.K^

York Uounty M.C.C. speed trial in the grounds of Temple Newsam. Scene

at the start. The winner, C. S. Allan (1909 Triumph), is in the foreground.

,
every £1 up to £100 sent in by club secretaries or others.

Cheques, postal" orders, etc., should be made payable to the

Auto Cycle Union, and may be addi'essed to the club or th©

Editor of this journal as above. All contributions will be-

acknowledged in these columns.

'•^ <

MURATTI TROPHY RELIABILITY TRIALS.
THE annual open competition for the Muratti Trophy,

under the auspices of the Ulster Centre of the Motor
Cycle Union of Ireland, took place on the 30th and
3lst ult. The first day's ride was from Belfast to

Ballycastle, going by the coast and returning inland. This
course was traversed twice, the total distance for the dav
being 236 miles. Checking stations

were arranged at Larne, Ballycastle,

Ballymena, and Belfast, and 10 marks
were allowed for each of these. At
the end of the first day, J. Stewart
(3^ h.p. Triumph), C. E. Mui-phy

(3i h.p. Ttiuniph), and 0. C. Godfrey
(35 h.p. Rex) claimed to have secured
the maximum number, the other com-
petitors who lost marks being J.

Coulter (3^ h.p. Triumph), T. Greer
(5 h.p. Rex), B. J. McManus (3^ h.p.
Triumph), W. J. Andrews (3^ h.p.
Rex), and F. Jones (3^ h.p. Minerva).
On the night of the 30th the machines
were in control in the Ulster Motor
Works, through the courtesy of Mr.
Stanley Corry.

Second Day's Ride.
The route arranged for the second

day vKas from Belfast to Dublin and
back, a distance of 208 miles. The
checking stations were at Banbridge,
Dundalk, Drogheda, and Dublin.
McManus, Greer, and Jones did not
start for the second half of the ride,
having had some trouble the previous
day. The finish was at the Show
Grounds, Balmoral, and prompt to
time Stewart, Murphy, and Godfrey
arrived, each claiming to have secured full marks. The com-
mittee met afterwards to go into the check books, and it

was reported that at one of the controls a mistake had been
made in the times recorded. It was considered advisable,
therefore, to investigate the matter before proceeding to place
the riders, and a further meeting was called for the 2nd ii:st.

Correspondence was read regarding the difference in the
times, and after consideration it was decided to endeavour

to have the timekeeper present at next meeting, which was
provisionally arranged for September 7th. We' hope to

announce the awards in bur next issue.

So far as the competition itself was concerned, it proved
most enjoyable, the A^eather being ^ood and the roads in

perfect order ; and, notwithstanding the smallness of tlie

Muratti Trophy Trials, 444 miles. The start from Dublin on the last stage of the second day's run. From
left to right—W. J. Andrews (SJ h.p. Rex), 0. C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex), J. Stewart (3i h.p. Triumph), and
C. E. Murphy (3J h.p. Triumph). The three last mentioned gained full marks, and it so happens that all are
entrants for the Tourist Trophy.

entry, the greatest interest was taken in the contest, the
finish on each day being vfitnessed by a large crowd of inter-

ested spectators. So far as we can learn, the committee
are experiencing trouble in separating Stewart and Murphy,
and it will be recollected that these two riders were equal

in points last year in the same conteat, and although an
extra two hundred miles were ridden, no change took place,

and they were, ultimately declared joint holders.
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THE M.C.C. CONSUMPTION TRIAL.

As regards weather, the ]\Iotor Cycling Club was par-

ticularly unfortunate on Saturday last on the occa-
sion of its annual consumption trial. Last year the
event was held on a rainy afternoon over a circular

course about five miles in extent in the neighbourhood of

Gerrard's Cross, and this year the elements were still more
ur.kind, as rain fell almost continuously
the whole time. The competitors were . ' ""

weighed at the Bull Hotel, and when at

laet the rain eased off a trifle the men
were sent round the course. Leaving
the inn the second turning on the right
was taken, a dangerous S bend on
rather a steep hill descending into

Fulmer was negotiated, followed by a

ehort stiff ascent out of the village, and
then the road became more or less level.

Bearing always to the right another
descent followed by a steep climb wa.

encountered, then more level, and th
main road was reached. Shell motor
spirit was doled out to the riders at tha

rate of one pint for 200 lbs. total weight,
increasing to 1^ pints for 600 lbs. and
to 2\ pints for 1,200 lbs. in the pas-
senger class, irrespective of the size or
type of the engine, due allowance being
made for all intermediate weights.
The multi-cylinder motor bicycles over

150 lbs. in weight were allowed thirty

per cent, extra fuel. The machines had \'_

to be driven at the rate of 20 m.p.h.,
J? .^

and the competitors had to complete ;^y
the course in not less than fifteen 't>,vV' . ..-

'
,

"

mmutes and not more than twenty
minutes. No pedalling was permitted
after crossing the starting line. The
starters, together with their petrol allowances, and
weights of their machines and themselves, were as follows :

Class I., for single-cylinder motor bicycles, W. A. Jacobs
(35 h.p. Baby Eex), 21ozs. 4drs., weight of machine 174 lbs.,

weight of rider 157 lbs. ; J. S. Holroyd (1^ h.p. Motosacoche),
I80ZS. 3drs., 103 lbs. and 156 lbs.

Class II. (for multi-cylinder machines), R. C. Davis (5^
h.p. twin Griifon), 51 ozs. 2 drs., 2^9 lbs. and 151 lbs. ; G.
L. Fletcher (2| h.p. twin Douglas), 20 ozs. 1 dr., W5 lbs.

and 158 lbs. ; B. C. Cumberland (5-5 h.p.. four-cylinder F.N.),
30 ozs., 1 dr., 222 lbs. and 152 lbs. ; W. W. Douglas (2-| h.p.

twin Douglas), 19 ozs. 4 drs., 122 lbs. and 157 lbs : ; E. C'ark
(2| h.p. twin Douglas), 20 ozs. 3 drs., 124 lbs. and 183 lbs.

;

H. G. Bell (2 h.p. twin lyioto-Eeve), 18 ozs. 2 drs., 104 lbs.

and 149 lbs. ; L. A. Badde'cv (2 h.p. twin Moto-Eeve),
18 ozs. 2^ drs., 99 lbs. and 155 ibs. ; J. V. Robinson (2| h.p.
twin Douglas), 20 ozs. 2 drs., 150 lbs. and 154 lbs.

Class III. (for passenger machines) was represented by P.
James (8 h.p. Chater-Lea and sidecar), total weight 6 cwt.
1 qr. The tanks were emptied, and the allowances poured in.

It was still raining when the competitors were started by
F. J. Jenkins. One or two, owing to air locks in the petrol

pipe, had a difl&culty in getting away. One of these was

!«• tS»ix'

R. C. Davis [51 h.p. Griffon) starting. He proved the ultimate winum

the Bell. As soon as all the men had got going F. J. Jenkins
drove his smooth running 15 h.p. Rover car round the course

in the reverse direction to that in which the competitors
were travelling. The roads were exceedingly heavy, and it

seemed certain at tho outset that many would not travel far

on their allowances. Holroyd was encountered stopped on
the first hill, and Bell, Baddeley, Clark, and Douglas were
seen at Fulmer. Cumberland's F.N. was also seen at this

spot, a sparking plug having failed after the second lap.

Neither W. A. Jacobs nor J. S. Holroyd completed the
first round. Fletcher, Cumberland, Davis, and Robinson
completed the first and second rounds, and eventually Davis
(5j h.p. Griffon) was proved to be the winner, having covered
three aiid threequarter rounds. Robinson came second, three
and a half rounds, and Fletcher was third, having covered
two and threequarter rounds. James's Chater-Lea and
sidecar covered two and a half rounds.

Competitors

in the M. C. C.

consumption trial

on Saturday.
From left to right,

J. V. Robinso^^

,

W. A. Jacobs,

J. S. Holroyd,
R. C. Davis,

W. W. Douglas,

Eli Clark, and
H. G. Bell.
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CLUB NEWS.
Surrey M.C.C.

A twelve hours' reliability run to Weymouth and back has

been arranged for Wednesday, the 15th inst. ; start Bush
Hotel, Farnham, 8 a.m. Members are reminded that they

must give notice to the hon. secretary, Mr. Edward Cox,

164, High Street, Guildford, not later than Saturday next,

enclosing entrance fee, 2s.

York County M.C.C.

The annual speed trials were held on the Low Road in the

grounds of Temple Newsam, by permission of the Hon. G.

Wood. The principal event was for the Charge
Challenge Trophy—holder, H. Wilson, Harrogate,

who did not defend it this year. The distance

was a quarter of a mile, flying start. The club's

electrical timing apparatus was used, and in the

capable hands of A. E. Simpson answered per-

fectly. Much amusement was caused by a rider

who, whilst competing in his heat, was unfor-

tunate enough to run over a fowl. He had, of

course, to pull up, but it was a curious sight

to see him return along the course and gather

ap a handful of feathers as evidence to the judge
that he had met with an obstruction, and thus

be allowed another trial. After some good sport,

C. S. Allen (3^ h.p. Triumph) was declared the

winner, and holds the trophy for one year. The
starter was H. Noble.

Western District M.C. (London).

The start for the Petrol Consumption Test fixed

for Saturday next, the 11th inst., will be from
Gerrard's Cross. Members are asked to be at

the Bull Hotel not later than 3.30 p.m. A circuit

of about seventeen miles, via Slough, including

two businesslike hills, has been chosen, and com-
petitors will be required to cover this once.

Two classes will be arranged—Class 1 for single-

cylinder machines, and Class 2 for multi-cylinder

machines. Tanks will be filled at the start, and
on completion of the circuit the amount required
to again fill the tank will be carefully measured.
The entrance fee is 2s. 6d.

The results of the annual hill-climb, as published last

week, have been confirmed by the committee.
Tlie run next Sunday is to Leith Hill.

Leeds M.C.C.

Some thirty-five members took part in a team trial to

Bridlington on Saturday last. The captain of each team
had to say what time they would arrive in Bridlington, and
the team arriving nearest to the stated time were to be
declared winiiers. The weather was glorious, and the

different teams were despatched at intervals by P. Cock-
croft. There was a good crowd to see the start, and each
team left with the good wishes of their respective friends.

The result being so close, it has been withheld until the
next issue.

Essex M.C.

The results of the twenty-four hours' ride from Woodford
to York are as follows, showing the number of minutes and
seconds by which the riders varied from schedule : G. Lee

. Evans. 28m. 24s. ; G. Fletcher, 32m. 17s. ; F. G. Smith,
36m. Is. ; W. H. Wells, 43m. 12s. ; B. A. Hill. 43m. 56s.

;

F. C. Wood, 81m. 12s. ; W. Cooper, 88m. 13s. ; F. W.
Applebee, 138m. 30s. ; F. A. Hardy, 156m. 24s. ; C. Janssen,

181m. 8s. ; and A. Peppercorn, 388m. 15s. The remainder
of the riders did not complete the iourney in time. The

ix

^t?^'-\

Competitors in the WorcestersMre M.C.C. reliability trial to Rhayader and back. Aneni
the discussion which is now going on as to holding Sunday competitions, we are told

that this competition was held on Monday, 30th ult., but a member of our staff who
happened to be touring in that neighbourhood is very much mistaken if he did not see

the competition in progress on the previous day.

Palmer Cup has therefore been awarded to G. Lee Evans,
and gold medals are awarded to all those whose times are

given above.

Bradford M.C.C.

On September 12th a 150 miles reliability trial for members
who have not yet won a gold medal for reliability has been
arranged. Awards, Rex Cup (value ten guineas) and gold,

silver,- and bronze medals for first, second, and third.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A fuel consumption trial was held on the 1st inst. The
course was one of thirty-one and a half miles, starting from
Marton Bungalow. The prize, which was kindly provided
by Mr. J. Bellerby, was won by J. H. Dale (1909 Triumph),
his consumption working out at a gallon per 198 miles.

Leeds M.C.C.

team trial to

Bridlington on

Saturday last, in

v/hich some thirty

five me

m

bers

took part.
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) News.

—

North-West London M.C.C.

[embers are r€mincled of the picnic lunch on September

1. The spot chosen is one of great natural beauty.

Bradford M.C.C,'

he winner of the passenger motor cycle reliability trial

rred to in the last issue was S. Johnson (De Dion Bouton

C. L. Bedford (5 h.p. Vindec and sidecar) was second,

J. W. Leach (5 h.p. Rex tricar) third.

The Harrogate and District M.C.C.

he above club is holding a reliability trial on September

1, and would like a control at Kirkby Lonsdale. Will

e' local motor cyclist act as checker? The competitors

due at Kirkby Lonsdale about 3.30 p.m. Letters should

addressed to H. W. Fortune, St. James's Chambers,

rogate.

Northamptonshire Motor C.C.

he annual hill-climb was held on the 28th ult., the club

ig unluckily compelled ^to seek ?. venue outside the county

ndaries. A hill close to the town was originally selected,

the county police offered no objection, but as the district

ncil, under whose jurisdiction the road was, refused their

:tian, the club had to go outside the county, so that local

ftsmen were deprived of the opportunity of witnessing

event, and the participants and spectators spent their

ley elsewhere. An easy hill on a lonely road, free from

fie and remote from houses, was selected, and good per-

iiances were recorded.

Position on
forniul?..

... 1

... 2

Time.
M. S.Rider and machine.

TNa'in-cylinder Class
Gainsford (6 h.p. Advance) ...

Leadbeater (5 h.p. Rex)
3^ H.p. Rex A'Nd TRirsiPH Class.

*Lees (S^ h.p. Triumph)
'^Underwood (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Osborn (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Barratt (3^ h.p. Rex) '. ... 1

54i

bli

5U

64i.... 15|
" Old Crock " Single-cylinder Class.

9|
121
16«

1

3
2

4

20|

44i
52

56i

1

3
2

4

5

*Jolley (3 h.p. Triumph)
""Andrews (3^ h.p. Minerva) ...

L. Allen (3^ h.p. Minerva)...
Pilgrim (2| h.p. Brown)
Gainsford (3 h.p. Advance) ... ... 1 28

Passenger Class.
Smart (6 h.p. Advance ti-icar) ... 1

Mineards (3^ h.p. Triumph sidecar)... 1

Swindall (5 h.p. Phoenix Trimo) ... 1

Barratt (3^ h.p. Rex sidecar) 1

It had been agreed beforehand that if two riders in any
is were close together for the fastest time prizes, they
uld ride up the hill again alongside each other. Conse-
ntly two classes required a deciding heat, Lees riding
derwood in Class 11. and Jolley riding Andrews in Class

Exciting results were seen in Class II., three extra
Bnts being required before Lees was finally declared the
mer. The first time Underwood started with his petrol

shut, and Lees in sportsmanlike fashion offered a second

1

4
2
3

rmi. This time LTnderwood caught Lees on the finishing line,

a dead heat being recorded. At the third attempt Lees won
by a few yards. In Class III. Andrews failed to achieve the
speed of his timed ascent, and Jolley won easily on his

three-year-old machine.
A gold medal for the highest efficiency of the day, consider-

ing weight, speed, and horse-power, was won by Lees (3^ h.p,.

Trimnph).

Bolton and District Motor Cycle Club.

The above club held a successful reliability trial on
Saturday, the 28th ult., the trial being to Skipton and
back, a distance of 120 miles. Results :

\
A. Richards {2| h.p. Minerva), non-stop
J. Fishwick (3^ h.p. Triumph) non-stop
H. Dootson (S^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop

Points.

100
100

, 100
, 100

100
100

P. Philipson (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop
H. Ashton (5 h.p. Rex), non-stop
J. Nuttall (5 h.p. Vindec), non-stop ...

J. Entwistle (3^ h.p. Triumph), retired carbu-
retter trouble. '

S. Groom (3^ h.p. J.A.P.), one stop belt trouble 95
The event will be re-run over the same course on Saturday
next, the llfh inst., starting from Crofters at 1.30 p.m.

Brighton and District Motor Cycle Club.

A very interesting afternoon's sport was witnessed by the

members of the above club on Saturday, 28th ult., when a

match between ]\Ir. J. Harwood {Z^ h.p. Triumph) and i\ir.

F. T. Turpin (3^- h.p. Bradbury) was decided on Saddlescombe
Hill, a rather steep gradient. The conditions were the fastest

time in three aiscents each to be the winner, and as the
competitors had three consecutive dead heats the last attempt
was very exciting, resulting in a win for Mr. Turpin on his

Bradbury. It might be added that Mr. Turpin carried
weight on his machine to make up the difference in the
rider's weight, one condition of the match. The timing was
electrical. The club is holding a speed-judging competition
on Saturday, the 11th, and would always welcome any other
motor cyclists in the district at its competitions.

•••—<-

Motor cyclists who write to manufacturers on any subject
should be particularly careful to write clearly their names
and addresses. A. C. Davison, tank manufacturer, Camden
Town, informs us that he received recently two letters

—

oi\q

from Canewdon, Essex, and the other from Bala, North
Wales—to which he is unable to reply oaring to the signatures
and addresses being quite illegible.

Under the heading of " An Exciting Adventure," in the

issue of August 19th, we published a description of how a

motor cycle caught fire in Scotland through the petrol leaking

from the top portion of the tank and being set on fire by
the flame of the acetylene lamp. The Continental Tyre pnd
Pvubber Co., Ltd., write: "Although the flames were licking

round this machine for threequarters of an hour, the belt,

which was one of our manufacture, was very little damaged,
and was used the next day a distance of seventy miles over

hilly country."

At the foot of Dashwood. Competitors in the Western District M.C. hill-climblug competition referred to in last week's " Club News.'

B17
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EVERYTHING points to the motor cycling week

in the Isle of Man being a great success. The

entries for the Tourist Trophy Race on the 23rd

have eclipsed all previous records by reaching

a total of fifty six, of which twenty-eight are_ single-

cylinder entries, twenty-five twin-cylinder entries, one

four-cylinder, and tAvo not specified. Of the above

twenty are private owners. The entries received since

our last list was published include a Scott, a Peugeot

(to be ridden by the famous Giuppone, entered by J.

Taylor, Birmingham), a 5 h.p. Tee-Bee-J.A.P.

=^HD

(entered by a private owner), and another Irish entry (no

confirmation received). It suffices to say that this year's

T.T. Race will, provided the weather is fine, prove

to be not only the most sporting event of the year,

but also probably the best of this series of motor

cycle races yet held in the island. It is expected,

therefore, that interested spectators will flock over to

the island in their hundreds, and, though as far as we
can hear at present, the railway companies have made
no special arrangements, the LxDndon and North-

western has its usual excursion to Douglas during

the month of September, leaving Euston at 12.30

midnight on Friday and at 10.30 a.m. and 5.30 p.m.

on Saturday for three, eight, ten, fifteen, or seventeen

days at 25s. return for the double jonmey third class

and steerage or 29s. return third class and saloon.

The L. and N.W. Railway and the other railway

companies are being approached, and if any special

excursions are to be - run they will be announced in

these pages. On the day after the T.T. Race a

hill-climb will be held on Kewaiglie and Richmond
Hills. Kewaigue is situated about one and a half

miles from Douglas, and is reached by following the

road on the south side of the harbour towards Castle-

town. Half a mile from the first milestone from
Douglas the right fork is taken, and then the climb
begins. The road rises from 77 to 255 feet in about

half a mile (maximum gradient about i in 9), and
then falls to 195 feet (gradient about i in 34), the

climb finishing up Richmond Hill, which rises .to

approximately 471ft. The hill is said to be quite

straight. The following classes have been form u-
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T.T. RACE WEEK
lated: Class I. for genuine standard toui

machines not exceeding 750 c.c. Class II. for sii

and Class HI. for multi-cylinder machines which t

actually taken part in the T.T. Race. Class

for privately owned machines with engines not exce

ing 750 c.c. and Class V. for all comers, open

machines with engines the cubical capacity of wh

does not exceed 1,000 c.c. Besides these two inter(

ing events, the beauty of the island and the fact t

it possesses good roads should be a further inducem

to many motor cyclists to witness the race. Visitc

however, should bear in mind that the Isle of M
is not the driest spot in the British Isles, and cloth

to withstand the wet should be taken.

THE COMPLETE ENTRY LIST.
The entries total fifty-six, or nineteen more tl

were received for the 1908 T.T. Race. They are

-J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
(holder)

H. Reed (5 Dot) (holder of

Twin Trophy)
Norton' Mfg. Co. (3^ Norton,

496 c.c.)

Noel E. Drury (5 J. A. P.,

680 c.c.)

C. B. Franklin (3^ Triumph)
W. H. Wells (5 Indian)
W. H. WeBs (5 Indian)
S. C. Ferryman (5 Norton)
R. Ellis m Rex)
F. A. Applebee (Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (Rex)
W. Grimstead (5 Rex)
J. F. .Jones (3^ Triumph)
W. G. Bentley (3^ Rex)
C. E. j\Iurphy (3^ Triumph)
Jas. Stewart (3^ Triumph)
H. A. Collier (6 Matchless)
H. V. Colver (3i Matchless)
C. R. Collier (5 Matchless)
W. H. Bashall (Bat)

J. T. Bashall (Bat)
Hugh Gibson (3^ Triumph)
T. A. Carter (5 Rex)
A. J. Sproston (5 Rex)
Jas. Adamson (3^ Triumph)
L. C. Munroe (5^ N.S.U.)
R. M. White (3^ Brown)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)

»-<

J. Baxter (5 Rex)
J. C. Smyth (3^ Rex)
R. Lord (3^ Rex, two-stro!

G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)
B. B. Jones (3|- Premier)
W'm. Heaton (3^ Rex)
H. L. Cooper (3^ Triumph)
F. C. Bagshaw (5 Rex)
A. J. Moorhouse (5 Rex)
Rem Fowler (5 Rex)
Thos. Greer (5 Rex)
C. Wilson (3^ Rex)
N.S.U. Motor Co. (4 N.S.I
Eric Myers (3^ Scott, iv

stroke)

H. H. Bowen (Bat)
G. L. Fletcher (4 Indian)
W. Newsome'(3i Triumph)
A. G. Fenn (3i Triumph)
P. Butler (5 Dot)
H. D. Blake (3^ Triumph)
W. McMinnies (3^ Triump
J. Giuppone (3^ Peugeot)
R. 0. Clark (F.N., fou

cylinder)

J. Lang (5 Te^-Bee-J.A.P.
H. Martin (5 Martin)
S. W. Dayrell (5 Bat)
J. Leno (3^ Premo,

strolte)

A. N. Other ( )

tw

HOW TO GET TO
As numbers of motor cyclists will be journeying lb

the Isle of Man for the T.T. Race, we give below par-

ticulars of two or three of the routes to the island, via

Live^-pool, Heysham, and Fleetwood. From Liver-

pool to Douglas the Isle of Man Steam Packet Co.'s

boats sail as under, Sundays excepted :

Septemljer—1st to Monday 2Gtli.

From Douglas.

Daily 9 a.m. & 3.30p.m.

THE ISLE OF MAN.
The fares are: LiverpooLox Fleetwood to Douglas <

~ Ramsey, first-class saloon return los., third-cla

steerage return 6s. Motor cycle fares.—Single journi

with passenger, motor bicycles, 2s. 6d. ; motor bicycl

with trailer of sidecar, 5s. ; tricars, 7s.

Fleetwood to Douglas.

Feom Livebpool.

Daily...10.30 a.m. & 2.45 p.m.
Extras.

4th 9.45a..m.

10th 12.50 night
25th ...5.30 p.m. & 12.50 night

Extras.
Every Monday ... 12.30a.m.

(Sunday night)

September—Tve^day, 21st to 30th.

From Liverpool.

21st to 24th 11.30 a.m..

25th ... 10.30a.m., 5.20p.m.,
and 12.50 night

27th ...10.30a.m. & 2.45 p.m.
28th, 29th & 50th 11.30 a.m.

B18

From Douglas.
21st to 24th 9.0 a.m.
25th 9 a.m. & 3.30p.m.
27th 9 a.m. & 3.30 p.m.
27th .. .12.30a. m."-(Sun. night)
28th, 29th & 30th... 9.0 a.m.

Douglas dep.

Fleetwood due. .

.

3.^0 p'.ir

6.40 p.n

. /6.10 p.m. 1st to nth.

FleetwoiGd dep... 10.50a.m.
Douglas due 1.10 p.m.

a

al.40 p.m. 13th to 25th.
' ' '.40 p.m. 13th to 25th.

Fares same as Liverpool to Douglas.

From September 15th to 27th.

Hetsham to Douglas.

Heysham d-ep. ... 3.0 p.m. 1 Douglas dep 9.0 a.:

Douglas arr 5.40p.m.
j
Heysham arr 11.40a.!

We are advised by the Premier Cycle Co., Coventi

that they have recently had the pleasure of supplyii

a Premier motor bicycle to Sir William Miller, Bai
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The old way and the new way.

^ The old way was to start with frantic pedal exertion, or to vault into one's

saddle—the aid of a stand was often indispensable. The ROC invented
the new way.

^ When you see a rider, or a rider and passenger, start on a gradient

from rest and glide away without concern, you wonder there are left

any who are content to go on using the old way.

^ You know that for starting, for stopping, for climbing, for traffic, the ROC
live axle way is the best way of all. You know it is at least the most
popular, and the other firms now using it by license is proof of its worth.

^ But you may not know how easily this invention can be added to YpUR
machine. The ROC gear box is now improved by its mounting on ball

bearings, giving remarkable smoothness in running and long life. The
complete conversion occupies but three or four days. Deliveries of

sets for Triumph machines from stock. Send your machine now and
get the benefit for^ autumn and winter use. The inclusive charge is

twelve guineas. It doubles your pleasure.

^ Get particulars also of the famous ROC Military models. 4 h.p. single

and 5/6 h.p. tv/in.

A. W. W^ALL, LTD. J Aston Road, and Dartmouth street, BIRA\INGHAA\.

For the lover
of comfort there has never been a happier combination
than the 6 h.p. Twin N.S.U. and the practically-built

•N.S.U. Sidecar
With this attachment you can take any corner to

right or left at a high speed
;
you can negotiate a

highly cambered lane with perfect ease, and, owing
to its sensible adjustment conversation can be

enjoyed without unduly raising the voice-. It's

superbly finished too. Why not drop us a line ?

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED,
Offices and Showrooms—186, Great Portland Street, London, W.
Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Big
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THE SPLENDID SUCCESSES WITH THE

NITH-
GRADUA'

Mark it as the

LeadingTouringMachine
All machines tested en BROOK LANDS Track and Test Hill

The

'ZENITH.'
Fitted with the

'6radua' Gear.

AT COVENTRY it showed its quali-

ties as a hill-climber, which is the

essential feature of a touring mount.

7 first awards out of 10. A machine

which will do this, and yet be fast on
the level, commends itself to everyone.

The Gradua Gear is very light on
belts ; it is the exception to pull out a

fastener even on the track. The extra-

ordinary results which an infinitely

variable gear give, can hardly be believed

without a trial.

We can arrange a trial by appointment

at Brooklands.

"TRIUMPH"
CONVERSIONS.
12 Gns. (fitted).

ZENITH MOTORS, I.TO.,
WEYBRBDGE. ('Phone No. 4.)

P.S.—A " Zenith-Gradua ", is on view at The Service Co.,

High Holbom ; and at Sherwell's, 46, York St., Westminster.

\

^

>

I

\

LUCKY
a Eh a Mt^^

AL
a*^" TYRE .-V^='B"*.-o"B-ir'B

EDINBURGH MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FIVE DAYS' TRIAL. «;

Rider of Palmer Tyres, FIRST CLASS MEDAL and SPECIAL !"

PRIZE PERFORMANCE ON BRITISH MADE TYRES. !

A.C.U. SIX DAYS, TRIALS.
Tyres, SIX GOLD MEDALS,
1908 and 1909 (to - date.)

Av/ards to riders of Palmer
TWO SILVER MEDALS,

68 MEDALS and 10 CUPS WON ON
PALMERS.

Write for descriptive booklet

—

THE RAMMER TYRE, UTD., 119, 121,123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.
Depots—London, Paris, Glasgow, Birmingham, Coventry, Nottingham, and Amsterdam.

III answ'!ring these advertisements it is desirahle to m.enf.ion "The Motor Cycle."

i
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The Editor does not hold himseli responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should bs addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

HaM-solutioned Patches.
4240.]—Perhaps you can offer an explanation of Mr.
H. Davies's remarkable statement in the issue of August

ih, under the heading of "Long Distance Ti'ial Eiding,"
t is seldom that a iiand-solutiuuecl repair is reliable on a
t motor cycle." i^lthoiigh I ride at fairly high average
>eds I have never been troubled by a patch coming off, or
king, and I do not see why anyone else should be if he
)s the right patches and puts them on properly. A.T.B.

Meet of Passenger Motor Cyclists.

4241.]—I think the thanks of those who attended the
et of passenger motor cyclists at Stratford-on-Avon on
gust 7th (which was a great success) are due to Mi\
llinger, who not only suggested tho meet, but also made
ne very good suggestions, which if carried out will, I am
•e, tend to still further popularise this very useful and
xpensive fonn of motoring. I am soriy that no formal
:e of thanks was made to him at the time.

H. MORLEY.

Val ;e Trouble.
4242.]—Mocst riders 'of this year's machines will, I think,
ree that the valves break much too frequently. The
•ewed-in stem type nearly all break at the thread. The
'BIS are of good thickness, but of course the strength is

luced at the thread, i.e., where the stem is screwed into
; head, and where the greatest heat is. Ihis portion should
made much thicker, but I think it would be much better
pass the stem right through the head and up to the

sulder, and rivet it over under great pressure. If properly
ide, I do not think it should either work loose or leak,
d I think it would last indefinitely. Does anyone make a
Ive in this manner? ALL BUT SATISFIED.

The Sineerest Form of Flattery.

4245.]—Would it not be better if designers, instead of
Dying their neighbours' machines, tried to improve their
n mounts? Nearly every other motor bicycle one sees is
:opy of the Triumph. I suppose this is due to the magni-
5nt success of these machines. But although they are
3t-class there is still room for great improvement. It is

aeraliy thought that magnetos should be protected from
id, dust, and' weather, but

_
we find them on our premier

Lchine placed so as to get all three.
En The Motor Cycle of June 23rd yo^u publish a memoran-
m from the Rex Manufacturing _ Co. describing their Speed
ng models, 'which says :

" . . . Holes are also pressed
all parts where .lightness can be obtained without loss of
'ength." If this can be done on racing machines, which
3 made to travel at full speed regardless of road surface,
en M'hy is it not done on touring mounts which are driven
refully?

Do makers really think that because a lever governs the
ark it is less inconvenient on the- side of the tank than
similar lever governing the throttle or air? If not, M-hy
nt they provide magneto handle-bar control?
Now one more complaint and I am done. Why is the oil
nk always put in front of the petrol tank, so that the rider
-s to bend down to manipulate the pump ? If the* oil tank
^re put OA^er the petrol tank, as in the Davison tanks, the
imp could be placed within easier reach of the rider's hand.
Perhaps it is useless for me to complain. Designers seem
be somnolent. Perhaps only a Bleriot will'wake them.

IK 375.

Hill Climbing.
[4244.]—Being interested in these " impossible to

climb " hills I went out to ]\Iow Cop from Stafford with the
intention of climbing it, a feat- which I managed first time,
right from the station to the top. i was using a 5 h.p.

twin pedalless machine geared 4 to 1. The surface of the
hill is in rather wor.se condition now than it was when the
writers of letter No. 4158 rode up it. It has just
recently been laid with new metal, or rather a mixture of

cinders and gravel, for about ten yards on the steepest por-
tion of the hill, E 927.

[4245.]—During a tour in the Highlands last month I
climbed Bealach-nam-Bo (the Pass of the Cattle), which
takes one over from Loch Kishorn to Applecross, and is, in
fact, the only road leading to Applecross. When in
Applecross I was told that I was the first motor cyclist that
had been over the pass ; at any rate, I was the first to

visit Applecross.
It would be interesting to hear if any of your readers can

claim to have climbed this hill or if any have attempted to
climb it. The road rises on either side from the sea
level to 2,053 feet in five miles on one side and in six miles
on the other. The gradients near the summit are very stiff,

and the surface is terrible. The machine I was riding is a
1908 Triumph fitted with a Nala gear.

I should like to mention that during my tour I used
R.O.M. tyres, and have no hesitation in saying that they
are the only tyres I know of that would have withstood the
terrible road surfaces I encountered. The road is shown on
Route 330 of " Inglis's Contour Road Book of Scotland."

C. R. NANSON.

Silence.

[4246.]—In reply to letter 4211, _ we think that the
(Scavenging action of the 5ft. exhaust pipe, as fitted by IMr.

Grafton, would prove particularly advantageous to a two-
stroke engine. This idea, which was first introduced by Mr.
J. Atkinson, M.I.M.E., in the Crossley gas engine, was
fitted in 1904 to the early two-stroke motor cycle, illustrated
in The Motor Cycle of May 12th, and proved most effective.

Although jNIr. Atkinson found it necessary to have 65ft.

of exhaust pipe we consider that an effective scavenging
effect is gained by the passage of the exhaust at a max'mum
speed of 100ft. per second through a straight pipe 5ft. to
6ft. long.

The only objection to this device is the difliculty of arrang-
ing for such a long exhaust pipe in place of the more compact
arrangement of the ordinary silencer.

THE SCOTT ENGINEERING CO.

[4247.]—From correspondence in The Motor Cycle I see
that this question has been taken up again. In one way
the experiments referred to show a great improvement, i.e.,

the tendency to make larger expansion chambers and to
procure a gradual outlet of the gases through flattened pipes,
as is found on most cars.

The drilling of extra, holes in the silencer provides a too
sudden escape of the gases, and ' this, together with the
"ring" of the metal, helps to increase the noise. These are
the main points to look after, then it will make very little
difference how_ many plates are fitted inside so long as no
back pressure is created.

I have found the simpler a silencer the better it is,

cheaper to make, and easier to clean out. Sometimes the

B2J
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weiebt is also a consideration. My silencer for a 4 h p.

85 by 95 mm: engine, which runs up to 3,000 r p.m on the

iroad (3,600 on the stand), is very effective, tberetore the

following particulars may be of interest : Internal diameter

'of exhalst pipe 1-?,^.. round box 3m. by 11m., held to-

gether by a lin. pipe, having four rows of 5-32m. holes m
iit fifty holes in all. The outlet is an elbow pi«ce reduced

:to' fin. diameter. This latter is only screwed on to the pipe

;to prevent the gases exhausting straight on to; the back

tyre, but there is no difference noticeable when it is removed.

I
The back pressure is not measurable. Your paper is very

much appreciated here in our motor cycle club. K.u.

' BeTlin.

An Old Complaint.

14248 1—I sho^lld like to say a few words m reply to

i letter No. 4216. August 25th. I cannot understand why

i" Hibernian" should find any difliculty in obtainmg petrol

3in less quantities than two gallons. Perhaps it is because

ihe calls 'at hotels for it. I have had no troub e m this

; way and I have .toured nearly all the South of England

^and a good part of the Midlands.
,. t i +

; I also supply petrol myself, and many a time I have put

•as small a quantity as one quart into
g ^^^^'^f^'^^^ENT.

Two Stroke Engines. w^ /loio

r4249.]—I have great pleasare in replying to letter 4^iy,

iand am rather sorry I have not ^^^ccessfully dispelled Mr.

[Eendall's obiections. With reference to the first objection

'the editor has already answered this, but in the larger and

(earlier type of Scott engine non-return valves were htted

(with grekt success. In his second he brmgs forward one_ of

;the time-worn arguments against this type of motor, allegmg

'loss of power owing to inefficient suction. The exe?llent

'i
example set at various times with this motor ought to have

; sufficed as an answer, and I can assure our friend that there

lis no loss of power from this cause.
_

^ I was pleased to see ^Ir. Eendall intends personally to

'test the Scott machine, as I think that, in this way he will

^et all his previous obiections at rest. Personally, I am ot

"the opinion that several readers of The Motor 6,yc/e_ woirld

!be grateful for his experience with this motor, seeing he

I advocates the displacer type so strongly.

P. MORPJSON MacINTYPvE.

Surface Evaporation.

[42501—While partly, agreeing with what " Cygnus " says

in the issue of August 18th about surface carburetters 1

shoiuld like to give my experiences of a surface carburetter

extending over three years and for many thousands ot miles,

winter and summer alike.
,i\ ^- i i i

I like a surface for the following reasons: (1) Ao chokecl

iets;^(2) perfect regulation of gas and air ^ (3) no flooding ot

carburetter after evejy stop
; (4) less overheating of engine^

But I dislike it for the following reasons : (1) Great ditii-

culty in starting in cold weather with anything except Iresh

petrol ; (2) difficulty in finding correct position for air, lever

when first starting ; (5) nuisance of having continually to open,

needle valve to carburetter to keep it filled to correct level,

and sometimes forgetting to shut otf, with consequent floodmg.-

and waste.
. i 4.

I must admit the surface carburetter has certain advantages,

but I consider they are far outweiglied by its disadvantages.

Its disadvantages in cold weather are very great. As a case

in point, I may mention I once pedalled my machine eight

miles through snow owing to the petrol being too dense to

vaporise. Of course a surface was quite satisfactory years

ago, when the spirit was only .680 ; but now, when most ol

it is .720 to .725, it makes all the dift'erence.

I have had no experience of the wick type, which I believe

is the most satisfactory of all.

I hardly see the point of the remark " Cygnus makes

about the machine being "festooned" with wires for handle-

bar control. Two short wires, quite out of the way, that is

aJl—fewer even than the old type levers.

I consider that, provided the petrol' is properly strained

through very fine gauze, the jet type is much tlie best for

all-round work. And after all that is what we motor cyclists

v^rant—a machine that will work equally well both winter

and summer. ^- H. DICKMAN.

SEPTEMBER 8lh, igo{

Magnetos and Sparking Plug Gap.

[4251.]—Occasionally I read m Tht Motor Cyrh-

reference to the adjustment of the points of the spai

plugs used with iruigneto ignition, and- there appears to

within limits, some latitude in the size of gap that is ad

sible. However, the closer the points the better the runn

as might be expected. I ride a 5 li.p. twin Norton-Pen^

and since cluinging from accumulator to iriiij^ueto ign

have set my plug points (ordinary J. A. P. plugs, single p
good enough for anything) one-hundredth of an inch aj:

using an engineer's feeler gauge for the setting. I n

have the least trouble when starting or running, and '

careful oiling scarcely ever get stopped. I have not ton(

the magneto, beyond careful, cleaning and oiling, .in a

1,500 miles running, Mdiich I understand is not an uncom
achievement. A friend of mine—a doctor—wlio lu\s mag
ignition in his car, and whom I advised as above, wn
" We were hampered considerably by the failure of

magneto . . . but since receiving the feeler gauge

adjusting sparking plugs properly have had no far

trouble, either in running or in starting. She starts at oi

AB66

A Reminiscence of the Six Days' Trials.

[4252.]—Owing to the impossibility of writing
_
to

^

man individually, I shall be very grateful if you will kii

allow me a little space to heartily thank, on behalf of

Shropshire M.C.C., the competitors and officials in the rei

1,000 miles trials, and also all others who so generously

scribed for a silver cup to be presented to them. The

has now arrived, and is a magnificent one—an acquisr

•jfef

Survivors in the Woodford to York and back 24 hours run. F. A, Har

(3i h.p. Norton) and F. C. V/ood (4 h.p. N.S.U.)

indeed to a club which viras only formed this year. A meet

of the committee will shortly be held to determine what f(

the competition for its ' possession shall take, and will

announced in The Motor Cycle under "Club News."

It is hoped that Slu'ewsbury will again be chosen as

centre for the trials, when it will be a pleasure to

S.M.C.C. to help the oflB.cials and competitors in any i

they can. HAROLD G. POTTS, Captain S.M.C.C

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"S. G. L." would like readers' experiences with Pal:

Cord motor cycle tyres.
" Excelsior " wishes to thank those readers who so kir

answered his enquiries.
" H. W. W." would like readers' experiences with

cooling on a 6 h.p. J.A. P. engine used to propel a sid&

Will the fan prevent engine overheating when it is ruii

free engine clutch in traffic?

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawin.9;s, and photo-
graphs will onlybe returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.

B22
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Going out of town
for a few days ?

Then be sure that your tyres are of the

right kind, of the right weight, and quality.

That is to say, be sure they are

Motor Cycle Tyres.
Michelin wired motor cycle covers of 2, 2J, and 2 finch section

are interchangeable : they will all fit the same rim.

The same remark applies to the 2 and 2Jinch beaded coverSi

Your Agent can supply you.

THE
GENTLEMAN'S
MACHINE

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
65, HOLBORN VIADUCT, E.C.

AND
IT
IS
A
WONDERFUL
LITTLE
MOTOR CYCLE
ASK
ANY
Udi2/lv« B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.

Thus—
Two lines (i6 words or le;s) costs i /G

Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofTices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach ths offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale m their immediate neighbourhood before going

further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

PREMIER
MOTOR CO., B-TD.

BARGAINS.
The following have all been EXAMINED

at our Works. Any machine may be had

on APPROVAL.

Second-hand Machines in Stock.
SINGLE-CYLINDER.

REX Tourist, 1909, magneto, 3^ h.p., good as new £34
TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, 3! h.p., good condi-

tion, perfect running order £26
VINDEC, 3-I h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, just

overhauled, re-enamelled, and plated £25 LO
VINDEC, 3J h.p., magneto, Truffault forks, two-

speed gear, perfect order £25
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, 1908, perfect £22
ROC, 3J h.p., magneto, clutch, good order £14
REX, '061 3 1 h.p., good order £10
REX, '05, 3i h.p £9
LINON, 3*- h.D., very good order £8
MINERVA, 2I h.p £6 10

TWIN-CYLINDER.
REX DE LUXE, 5_h.p., 1909, like new £42
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 1908, with 1909 improvements, ab-

solutely perfect £38
N.S.U., 4 h.p., magneto, 1908, two-speed £34
RdC-PEUGEOT, magneto, 5 h.p., 1908 £35
ROC, 1909, run 300 miles only, special bargain .

.

£41
KERRY, 3 h.p., low saddle, handle-bar control .

.

£17
FAIRY Lightweight, 1909, ridden 200 miles .... £24
MOTO-REVE, very little used £25

TRICARS, ETC.
CHATER-LEA tricar, Garrard engine, e.xcellent

machine £10
HUMBERETTE car, fine bargain £30

Fullest particulars of any of above on application.

r(

WE SUPPLY ALL MAKES OF MOT.OR CYCLES,

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, an

'

VVestm.oreland.
SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,- Stafford,

Shropshire, JVIontgomery, and iVIerioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,. Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VIL
Gicucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SECTION iX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
.'Jcotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

TRIUMPHS FROM STOCK.

£50 worth for£42.
THE REX TOURIST

supplied only by thePRE I E R
MOTOR CO., has FREE ENGINE CLUTCH in back
wheel, -J.A, P. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION, and

BAND BR.4KEon front wheel.
Despite these valuable additions the price is the same as
the ordinary Tourist Model,

4-0 GUINEAS.^^
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATION & SPECIFICATION.

GUARANTEED FOR 5,000 MILES.

1909 BRAND NEW N.S.U.
3 J h.p.. List price ;^43 lOs. Our price £33.

SEND FOR LIST OF SHOP -SOILED
ACCESSORIES.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telepone 4310. Telegrams, " Primus, Birmins;ham.'

NUMBERED ADDRES!
For the convenience of advertisers, lett

adJressed to numbers at " The Motor Cy
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for
and tliree stamped and addressed envelopes
for forwarding replies. Only the number w
the advertisement. Rcpl'es should be addr
o JO, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if

i
. added to the address, then to the numbe:

' The Motor Cycle," 20J Tudor Street, E:C,

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unkn

may deal in perfect safety by availing thern;
Deposit System. If the money be deposited
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this

upon intimation of the arrival and accept
goads, the money is forwarded less a charg
registration.

_
The time allowed for a decision'

of the goods is three days. For all transactioi
£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is cl

deposit matters are" dealt with at Coventry,
and money orders should be made payable t(

jons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and

tnswer to their enquiries are requested to
ilence as an indication that the goods adve
ilready been disposed oU Advertisers often
niny enquiries that it is quite impossible to
1 le by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR i

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durl
Westmoreland.

Iihrp. Clement-Gairard, low, handle control, (

photo; £10—Lamb, 13, Eden Vale, Su

FOR Sale, new 1909 Rex; price 35 guineas

ordinary bargain, or would exchange.-
Kendal.

5-7h.p. Twin, Peugeot engine, Nala two^
niile.s, 25 tyres, footboards, less belt:

proval, depo.sit.—Bertram, jun., Rothbury, N
land.

TRIUMPH, 1908, fitted Albion 1909 cl

2,600, only 20 this year; no time; goc

bargrain,' £36.— 14, Sandrlug-ham Terrace, jie:

castle-on-Tyne.

REX de Luxe twin, first-class condition,

control, footboards, enamelled silver g

exchange Triumph, or 3ih.p. Eex de hi
Lowthian Rd., West Hartlepool.

13.h.p F.N. LightweigM, magneto, banc

4 trol, new last year, in grand order, 1

5h. p. twin Rex, winner in competitions, £15;
for Tiiumpb, Hiimber, and N.S.U. motor cj

for -booklets.—Turvey and Co., The Motor Peo:

land.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

CROSS for Triumphs, in Rotherbam; s

stock; £48.

1 C|07 Triumph, magneto, spring forks, fii

-M-*y £24.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

TWTN Res, perfect condition ; sell or esel

power.—36, Ivory St., Leathley Rd., Hin

BOLTON.— 2b.p. Werner, M.O.V.. 26in.

built, perfect order; £7 10s.-66, Sha

Bolton.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., masneto. handle-bar co

did condition; £20.—Moss, 549, Std

Manch.ester.

31h.p. Antoine, perfect, reliable; £8 lOr^.

2 10s. for pedal cycle; stamp, photo.—

ley St., Hull.

23.h.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engine, Chi

4 £8, or ofiers, bargain.—Cookson, 30C

Rd., Blackpool.

6 h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar, two-speed gear.

Whittles, perfect; cost £70, lowest £

Eekington, ShefBeld.

T>EX, 3Ab.p,, 1906, M.O.V., spring forks,

-CL cumulatoT, fine running order; £12.—
head St., Southport.

3ih.p. Brown, 1908, magneto, perfect, r,

2 ley, complete; must sell; £18, near

Mountfield, Prestwich.

Qh.p. Water-cooled Motor Cycle, lightwei

/W condition, tjTes unpunctnred ; £10, or

Carr, Vicarage, Gcole.

3ih.p. Rex, new engine, footboards, iu '•I

2 nini,' order, tyres good; £12.—J. Hu
St., Market Weighton.

B24 In ansivcriny thae advertisements it is deslrahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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iR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
p. Frontier, Larquin and Coudert vertical

le Lonyuemare (jarburetter, Stanley belt.—

66, Glen St., Colue.

I 3h.p., 1906, spring forks, two accumula-
o'od condition; ±;19.—Hitcliings, Ltd., 74,

iverpool .official agents).

purchased the following trial run motor
onb run in trials, hill-climbs, etc., appear-

,
reliabmty unsurpassed, viz.

:

p. 1909 Arno Motor Cycles, magneto igni-

haudie-bar contrci, very low built, exactly
£45, my price £35.

1909 Arrto motor cycles, magneto ignition,

exactly a.s listed at £37 10s., my price £30.

p. 1909 Lincolnshire Elk, Druid spring
magneto .ignition, i'almer tyres, carrieu

ip Crbss-o'-Clifie, gradient 1 in 6i ; listed at

ce £25.

I. Lincolnshire Elk, magneto ignition. Pal-
res; my price £25.

p. 1909 Quadrant, magneto ignition, perfect
latest iiunrovements ; listed at £47 10s.,

5.

.p. 1909 K.S.U., magneto ignition, latest
listed at £43 10s., my price £32 10s.

[achines are turned out with new tyres, and
iiai to new m every way, yet better than
' have been tried in competitions. I have
'W left, so if you want one wire to save dis-
,—Hitchens, Lancashire Motor Exchange,
Morecambe. T. A. -. Motor, Morecambe.

)C Two-speed Free Engine 4h.p. Motor Cycle,
eto; excliange higher power 1909 magneto,
—Isaac, Upperhend Row, Leeds.

ED Singer, 2}h.p., Roc gear, magneto, spring
powerful and reliable machine; £17 10s.—
.td., 74, Bold St., Liverpool.

'GS, Ltd., specialise in Douglas lightweight
cycles. Ipquiries leeeivfe prompt and

tention.—74, Bold St., Liverijool.

)N:LESS Douglao, the best lightweight on
rket and British made ; send for list and
-Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool,
for Douglas and Triumphs.

LED 1909 Magneto Rexes, all models, in
immediate deliveries; liberal exchanges.—
or Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

lTED List of second-hand Rex motors, and
list of tricars and motor cycles on aijpliea-
X Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

Rex, two-speed and free engine, splendid
nd condition, little used, privately owned

;

t Tarr's, 16, Cemetery Rd., Sheffield.

i Motor Cycle, magneto, spring forks, two
sear, lamp, and accessories, only run 300
owner buying car.—Dean, Carnfprth.

id new), never used, 5h.p., twin, military
two speeds, magneto, sprmg forks, free en-
r close offer.—26, Offerton Lane, Stockport.

[S.—Choice of two motor* cycles, 1907 and
.n good condition throughout ; cheap ; trial
ladwick and Sons, ironmongers. Wharf St.,

to Darlington in 13 hours, non-stop, last
)n 3h.p. ITafnir, magneto. Clincher tyres;
earest £15.—Young,- 4, .Blackwellgate, Dar-

: de Luxe, 1907, magneto. Roc clutch (new),
ace adjustable pulley, 2i Shamrock studded
-Hesketh, 82, Campbell St., Farnworth,

Twin Minerva, spring forks, black finish,
n 4C0 miles, perfect; £28 10s.; exchanges— Harry Fielding, Market St., Hebden
lS.

VE, 1908, magneto, Druid spring forks,
finished,

, in splendid order, grand hill-
).-A. Ives, 27, Sunbourne Rd., St. Michael's
cs..

t, .2ih.p. J.A.P. engine, J.A.P. lubricator,
. carburetter,

' handle-bar control, spring
xtra heavy tyres (cost £3), Brooks BlOO^;
irshaw St., Barrow.

and Moore, 3Ah.p., and sidecar, accumula-
oently overhauled by makers, perfect order

;

ge, offers, Triumph preferred. — Lake, 9,
TJnderclift'e, Bradford.

aeto Rex, H.B. control. Continental and
n tyres, detachable tubes, searchlight, horn,
I

; ride 50 miles to probable purchaser ; any
r of speed events.— 5, Blantyre Rd., Liver-

hless-J.A.P. (1908), Phcenix two speed and
magneto, sprung frame and forks, first-
on, fast, lamp, adjustable nuUey, Brooks
: sell; £32 10s. cash.— 34, Lowerhead Row,

^ and Rex.—We carry the largest stock of
parts in the provinces for these machines,
lew machines from stock at low prices;
Se, CT gradual payments; charged accumu-
^^A,}^- 1'" '^eek. — Cockson Bros., 511,
Old Trafford.

TREIVIES^DOUS DEIVIAND FOR
-"COROS^ET" SIDECARS.-
We have I.'.id down a special plant for the produc-
tion of High-class Sidecars, and the unique system
we employ enables us to turn out great quantities
at about half the usual price charged by some
makers. We guarantee our Sidecars to be identical

in quality to some makes sold at £g. We use
genuine Chater Lea lugs, double C springs, best
vveldless steel tubing, best tyres. They fit either

right or left side ; detached in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. Q± each.
Delivery from stock to suit any make of machine

—

Rexes, Triiamphs, IViinervas, N.S.U.'s, Rocs, etc., etc.

ALL OUR MACHINES Ah'^ TESTED.
rgog ^i h.p. HUMBER, new £45
rgoS WOLF Lightweight, nearly new £13 10
rgog 3i h.p. REX, two speeds, new £52 10
190S 3I h.p. REX Tourist, new" £29 10
1-908 3? h.p. N.S.U., brand new £32
1909 3.V h.p. TRIUMPH, Continentals, new £48
1909 3| h.p. TRIUMPH, Palmer cords, new £49
it gob h.p. REX. magneto £17 10
rgoS 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto £25
igoS 3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nearly new. . £25
1908 3" h.p. N.S.U., magneto, smart £22 10
1908 3J h.p. REX Tourist, magneto £25
1907 3i h.p. REX, magneto, 2j^in. tyres . . £18 ip

^\ h.p.'THOS. SILVER, magneto £18 10

5 h.p. Twin ROC, Roc clutch, magneto .. £29 10
5.V h.p. REX DE LUXR, magneto. Roc

clutch, handle starting £27 10
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, two speeds. . £22 10
4.V h.p. Twin MINERVA, magneto £22 10
3.V h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908 £35
3'h.p. QUADRANT, cost £45 £6 15

4 h.p: ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £12 10

5 h.p. Twin REX, and Sidecar , £19 19
3 J h.p. REX, 1906, 26" wheels, spring forks £12 12

3J h.p. REX, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £11 10
3 h.D. FAFNIR, 26" wheels, handle-bar control £9 10

2l n.p. IMINERVA, M.O.V., low £8 15

3^ h.p. EXCELSIOR, very powerful ..:... £6 15

3i h.p. REX, cost 50 guineas £6 15
Send for list of other bargains—best, biggest, and
cheapest stock. Cash buyers receive special quo-tations.

£2 10s. and a push cycle secures

—

2 h.p. HUMBER. 2 h.p. PIEPER.
2 h.p. WERNER. 2 h.p. LIBERTY.

TRI'CARS.
4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-oroled, powerful £12 12

4I h.p. REX, fan-cooled, free engine £13 13
5i h.p. REX, open frame, two speeds. ...... £29 10
5i h.h. REX TRIETTE, rgog model, air-

cooled, art cane chair, two speeds,
free engine, magneto, handle-starting,
cost £66 a few weeks ago £37 1

8 h.p. FAFNIR, two cyls., open frame £35
Forecarriage attachment^ with tyres £3 15
5 h.p. Twin ROC, magneto. Roc clutch,

handle-starting, fitted with new sidecar £3)

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable

speed pulley on the

In /£i ^pS^^^—^i^iS^ market. I oose flange
^/ w^gl^^^s^^j^^ securely held in any

position by a simple
yet ingenious contri-

vance. Gear can be altered without the aid of

spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buv a
" Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable

for hUl-clknbmg. Special terms to the trade.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs,
Minervas, supplied without the necessity of sending

old pulley for pattern.

"GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

Made from selected parts o^' hides, correct angle,

perfect drive, the best leather belt on the market.
Longer life than rubber.

fin., 9d. ; fin., lOid. ; fin., 1/-; lin., 1/1.
Spr-cial terms to the trade.

CARBU»=»EXTERS
BROWN A)4D BARLOW. AMAO.

Let us quote 5'ou for converting your machine
to handle-bar control. We keep a large stock of

carburetters. Be ud to date. Price reasonable.

BOOTHS lOTORlfiS,
CHARLEiS STREET, offS(iuare Road, •

iPhohc :I062/ HALIFAX. 'Syr^lS!^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5- 6h.p. Twin Rex Model de Luxe, Bosch magneto,

Longuemare (£26) carburetter. Roc clutch, handle
starting, tivin tyres, spring saadle, recently overhauled,
good condition, speedy; an trial.—Chadwick, Lonsdale
St., Bury.

3 h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, new tyres, belt, spare
cover, tube, Lucas lamp. Price's stands, Tam-

bourang, horn, goggles, suit, accessories, watch clip

;

£15, or near offer; must sell, going away.—Stanley,
i'rincess St., Goole.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.r., 1908, Palmer cord back, excellent
run.'iing crtler, engine and magneto spares, also

horn and Premier lamp, with separate generator, and
new spare Clincher cover; £32.—Walter Gunson, Scot-
forth Rd., Lancaster.

LIVERPOOL.—Intending purchasers of Trinmphs and
Douglas motors should, to obtain the protection of

the makers' guarantees, buy only from the otticial agents.
—Hitctiings, Ltd., 74, Bold St. (the firm wiih over 30
years' highest reputation).

"1 Q08 Triumph, 3ih.p., fine machine, recently fitted
-Lt/ with 1909 piston, also included F.R.S. lamp and
generator, £35; Montgomery sidecar. Model de Luxe,
cost £14 10s., very little used, £10, will sell separately.
—Lamb, jeweller, Pocklington.

31h.p. Triumph. 1907 model, engine and magnetti
2 just been thoroughly overhauled, and machine

replated. new inner tubes, cover on back wheel, belt and
footrests, as good as new; nearest offer to £28.—Ben-
nett. 34, Dicconson St., Wigan.

TRIUMPH, 1908-9, excellent machine, 1909 domed
piston, and improvements, all tools and spares,

lamp, horn, two Riches and new spare Micheliu tubes,
spare belt, and two spare covers, new Dunlop on back

;

£36.-Swales, 6, King St., Wigan.

TWIN Br.:,v,'n, 1908, 5ih.p., magneto, spring forks and
seat-pillar, Fit-all two-speed and free. White

e^onomi.ser, very quiet, Montgomery flexible sidecar,
tyres Continental, R.O.M. combination, and Palmer
(new), lamps, accessories; giving up riding; £37 10s.—
B., White House Hotel, Hull.

EXCELSIOR, new, 1909 model, 3ih.p., ball bearinsr
engine, Druid spring forks, Bosch magneto, ad'-

justable pulley, cut-out, etc., only slightly shop-:-oiled

;

£37 [usual price £45 13s.); unique opportunity to get
a high-grade up-to-date mount at wholesale price. —
Ajax Co., 1, Berry St., Liverpool.

SECTION III.

Canarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby;,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, aiid

Merioneth.

£ 30.-1909 Lightweight 2ih,p. N.S.U., magneto,
perfect order.—Thos. Booth, Frodsham.

TRIUMPH, 1909 model, special tyres, httle used,
splendid condition, guaranteed perfect ; £39.—Moss,

Wem.

"I
Q09 Motosacoohe ; £25, cost £42; scarcely used;

-L«7 exceptional offer.-The Nook, Pelham Rd., Mill
Lane, Liscard.

2JLh.p. Motor Cycle, Minerva engine, Longuemare ear-
2 buretter, in running order; £9 10s.—On view,

Gradior Garage, Stafl'ord.

31h.p. Late 1907 Res, very low, perfect, and re-
2 liable; accept nearest £13, absolute bargain.-

Sellman, Mill St., Cannock.

5ih.p. N.S.U. Twin, nearly new, not done 1,000 miles,
2 footboards, headlights, and all fittings; £34, no

offers.-Richards, Engineers Ruabon.

51h.p. Twin Rex, magneto, spring forks, spring seat,
2 new belt and Continental on front wheel, fast,

and good climber; £23.-41, New Rd., Uttoxeter.

3 h.p. Radford, new model, us^d trials only, perfect,
£14; Kynoch tricar engine, as new, £9; any

trial; clearance bargains; photos.—Radford Cycle Co.,
Stafford.

TRIUMPH, 3h.E., magneto. B. and B.. handle - bar
controlled carburetter, rubber studded tyres, abso-

lutely reliable; £20.—Smith, 39, Rudgrave Sq., Egremont,
Cheshire.

POWERFUL Two-speed Phcenix-Minerva 4ih.p. Motcr
Cycle, Longuemare carburetter, long handle-bar=,

et<!., in perfect order, most suitable for hilly district
or sidecar work; genuine bargain, £14 10s.—L. S. Fearn,
Alfreton, Derbyshire.

REX Featherweight, 2ih.p., magneto, 1308, H.B
control, condition perfect, S.E. rubber studded

back. Dunlcp 1909 studded front. Rich detachable tubes,
all unpunctured. Brown adjustable pulley, carrier-stand,
sp.ares; £18.—Bird, Knypersley Hall, Congleton.

DOUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin cyls.,

magneto, spring .forks, a revelation in comfort,
ease of starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vibra-
tionless; write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St.,

Liverpool. Sole Agents for Liverpool and Birkenhead.

51h.p.' N.S.tr., with N.S.TJ. sidecar, magneto. Roc
2 spring fjrks. Roc clutch, and two-speed gear,

handle starting, all new inner tubes, one spare Riches,
all new tyres, with one R.O.M. steel studded spare, Autc-
clipse lamp, Cowey speed indicator, B. and B. carbur-
etter, H.B. control, I^.B, mirror, new lin. Watawata
and one Whittle belt-;, adjustable pulley, toolbags and
tools, only done 1,000 miles, all in best condition,—
Foster, Electric Bakery, Darlaston, Staffs.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B25
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION IV.

Nettingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

Roc, 6h.p., twin, 1909, spring forks; cost £60, £35,
or nearest cash offer.—Beljw.

MINERVA, 2h.p., M.O. valTes; first P.O. has it; £3
10s.-Below.

CLYDE, 3h.p. Antoine engine, long bars, low seat,

going order; £7 10s.— St. Edmund Garage, North-
ampton.

"I Q09 Triumph, Sih.p., new end of April, in splendid
-»- 1' condition ; price £38.—Guyver, Stratford-on-Avon.

4h.p. Twin, Peugeot engine, low built machine, fast
and reliable, good condition; £16.—iJirt Morris,

Bourne.

1 Q07 Minerva, Sih.p., splendid condition, climb any-
-LiJ thing, spring forks; cheap, £12.-42, -Victoria
St., West Smethwiok.

3ih.p. Ariel, spring forks, lootrests, two accumulators,
2 new condition ;

good reason for selling ; £1'8.—J.
G. P. Deacon, Lutterworth.

TRIUMPH, 1908, Clincher and Lomax non-skids,
little worn, splendid condition, spares; £30.—Tay-

lor, Trinity St., Peterborough.

I Q09 Triumph, free engine clutch, Dunlop tyres,
M-*y nearly new; £45, or offers.—Box No. 3,071, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

QUADRANT, 3;h.p., 1907, Birmingham make, in
sound condition; £15,—J. Bastable, 19, Middleton

Rd., King's Heath, Birmingham.

1 009 Humber, latest model, two-speed, Druid forks,
JLif studded tyres; accept £38 10s.; exchanges en-
tertained.— 358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

"IVr.S.U., Sjh.p., twin, magneto, 1909, run few trials,
-l-'i othetwise perfectly new; cash £33. Telephone,
1180.—R. Cripps and Co., Ltd., Nottingham.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Triumph, grand condition, lamp, spares;
JL tf must be sold

; guaranteed perfect ; new April

;

seen after 6 p.m.; offers.—21, X!ollege Rd., Saltley, Bir-
mingham.

31h.p. Rex, low built;, rubbered footboards, tyres as
2 new, spring forks, easy starter, excellent going

order; £23, or offer.—Sandler, Waterworks, Papplewick,
Nottingham.

1 Q08 Motosacoche, handle-bar control, accumulator,
-It/ lamp, extra new belt, spares, etc., in splendid
running and new condition; £18.—Holdsworth, 214,
High St., Lincoln.

"IQ07 Triumph, splendid condition, H.B. control,
-Lt7 latest B.B. carburetter. Continental tyres, low

.built, spares, lamp, horn, pump; sacriiice £16.—R.L.,
171, Brunswick St., Leicester.

£17.—3ih.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Advance pul-
lev. spring forks, new 2-guinea lamp, climb any-

thing, front Continental, back Palmer.—Tommis, i,

Palmerston Rd., Northampton.

TRIUMPH, 1909, Triumph free engine, Pakner cord
tyres, self-sealing tube in back wheel, Autoclipse

lamp, horn, spares, condition as new; cost over £60, a
bargain. £45. — Fred Percival, Long Causeway, Peter-
borough.

TRIUMPH, 1908, 1909 engine, all accessories, also
Mills-Fulford castor wheel sidecar, 1-4 guinea pat-

tern, all tyres nearly new, splendid condition; £42.—
Lambouxne, 59, Willows Crescent, Cannon Hill, Bir-
mingham.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., magneto, B. and B. handle-bar con-
trol, variable pulley, new cylinder, generator, lamp,

-horn, tools, spares, in grand condition; £22 10s. cash;
bought higher power for sidecar.—Lewin, 22, Highlield
St., Leicester.

33.h.p. N.S.U., 1908. magneto, perfect condition,
4 spring forks, handle-bar control, footrests, horn,

lamB, stand, carrier, magneto cover, and unused spares,
tyres unpunctured; accept £25, or near ofier.—Martin,
Brooklyn Villa, Henrietta St., Bulwell, Nottingham.,

4-OTL. F.N., 4ih,p., 1908, Clincher and Three Spires
tyre, like new. butted tube, spring forks and foot-

rests, spare valves, magneto parts, cylinder, watch,
horn, Autoclipse lamp, stand, carrier, perfect condi-
tion, quiet and powerful; £29, or exchange Triumph.—
Rogers, Motorist, Stechfoxd.

1 C|09 Triumph, with Triumph hub, plate clutch, new
X«-' at Easter, overhauled in August by makers, will
do 56 m.p.h. by speedometer, first Triumph on formula
Newnham Hill-climb, spares, Dermatine belt, valve com-
plete, plug, fasteners, belt punch, usual tool roll, tyres
R.O.M. front. Clincher back; £46.— Geoffrey Smith, 37
Northumberland Rd., Coventry.

ANTOINE twin-cyl. 6h.p. Motor Cycle, Chater - Lea
frame, Dxuid spring forks. Palmer cord tyres,

great bargain, £18 10s. ; Mitchell motor cycle, 2-ih.p.'
lightweight, low built, almost new, £9 10s.; Talbot-
Stevens, 2ih.p., vertical, low built. Clipper tyres, bar-
Eain, £8; Zenith bicar, 3ih,p. Fafnix engine, Palmer
tyres, spring frame, £10 10s.; tricar chassis, low built
Clincher tyres, complete, less engine, will take twin ac-
cept £7.—Brown's Motor Stores, 12, Bull King, 'Bir-
mingham.

B26

The following Motor Cycles are offered by Wauchope's,
of 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, London, E.G., at Special Low
Prices to clear. First cheque secures each bargain, subject
to their being unsold. Inspection cordially invited.

No. X692.—3Jh.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard
model, complete, with lamp, horn, and Cowey
speedometer

;
guaranteed £45

No. 1637.—sJh.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto,
Mabon free engine clutch

;
guaranteed £27 10

No. X679.—ifh.p. Late Model F.N. Lightweight,
magneto igniuon, spri ng* forks

; guaranteed .. £17 10
No. r679.—2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, direct drive, mag-

neto, and Druid spring forks, latest 1908 model £19 18
No. r372.—5 h.p. SAROLEA and Sidecar, ready

for the road £19
No. r6^2.—6h.p. J.A. P. and Sidecar, Phelon and
Hoore two-speed gear, Chater-Lea fittings,

spring forks
;

guaranteed 29 Gns.
No. i5o6.

—

sh h.p. CH.\SE Tricar, two-speed gear 20 Gns.
No. r6i8.—6 h.p. 1908 N.S.U. and Sidecar, coach-

built, two-speed, and free engine, magneto,
spring forks

;
guaranteed £35

No. rOgg.—3J h.n. rgog HUMBER and Sidecar, , '

not done sixty miles, two-speed gear and free f
engine clutch ; guaranteed. The combination £.39

No. r623.—3^h.p. PHCENIX, Minerva, Tricar .. 20 Gns,
No. r68i.—3|h.p. GREENgMotor Cycle, watar-

cooled engine, magneto £25
No. r7oo.—3 h.p. xgo6 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring

forks ; guaranteed £21
No. 1704.—5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, fitted with
Nala two-speed gear, magneto

;
guaranteed . . £22 10

No. r649.—2| h.p. FAIRY
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. r4Sr.—4 h.p. TWIN WERNER
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. X467.—2| h.p. MINERVA £10 10
No. r6r7.—rjh.p. QUADRANT; guaranteed .. £15 15
No. r665.—3.1 h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, handle-bar

control, spring forks, standard model 29 Gns,

No. r443.—3* h.p. TWIN WERNER, free engine
clutch, chain drive ; guaranteed £10 10

No. r545.—7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea fittings £15 15
No. r6o6.—7-9-h.p. V.S. and Sidecar, 1909 model,

two-speed gear, and free engine, spring wheel,
Mills and Fulford sidecar £59

No. 693.—2j h.p. R. & P., vertical engine;
guaranteed £8 10

2i h.p. GRIFFON, vertical engine £10
No. 16x3.—3J h.p. rgo7 MINERVA £16 10
No. X664.—3* h.p; ROC, free engine clutch

;

guaranteed £15 15
No. r452.—5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto

ignition, spring forks, and seat-pillar
;
guaranteed £17 10

No. r6o5.—2j h.p. BROWN, vertical engine;
guaranteed £10 10

No. i68z.—4J h.p. rgo8 Four-cylinder F.N 30 Gns.
No. 1584.—4 h.p. BAT £12 10
No. 1698.—4^ h.p. MINERVA and Sidecar, twin-

cylinder engine, X908 model. The lot £25
No. 1680.—3^ h.p. M.M.C., Nala two-speed gear,

magneto ignition, finished grey • guaranteed . . £19 19
No. r528.—5 h.p. TWIN BROWrN, foirr-speed

gear, low frame, 1908 model £19 19
No. 1625.—2jh.p. BRADBURY, magneto 20 Gns,
No. 1631.—3^ h.p. Three-speed N.S.U. , rgoS model,
xnagneto Offers

No. 1639.—3 h.p. ZENITH BICAR £15 16
No. 1650.—2j h.p. rgog M.A.TCHLESS, light-

weight, magneto, spring forks, standard model . . Offers

No. r577.—5 h.p. 190S V.S., two-speed gear,

TruSault forks, magneto Offers

No. r683.—4^ h.p. rooS N.S.U., only once used,

twin engine, magneto ;
guaranteed £25

No. 922.—3J h.p. PHCENIX COB, suitable for

lady or gentleman, two-speed gear £32 10
No. 1559.—6 h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto ignition,

J .A.P. engine
;
guaranteed Offers

No. i5o6.-r-iJ h.p. F.N., spring forks, m?gnf.to,
latest model £17 10

No. r534.—4jh.p. 1908 MINERVA, R.O.M. con-

tact breaker
;

guaranteed 20 Gns.
No. 1636.—5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N. ;"guaa-anteed 30 Gns.
No-. r634.—7 h.p. MATCHLESS, twin engine, mag-

neto, low frame, latest rgoS model guaranteed £25
No. i6r6.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH '. £15 15
No. 1465.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, very low price . . 15 Gns.
No. 1644.—2iii.p. F.N.

;
guaranteed 15 Gns.

No. 1560.—3J h.p. CHATER-LE.A.
;

guaranteed £17 10
No. r576.—^3 h.p.. TRIUMPH, magneto ignition

;

guaranteed £17 10
No. r'S42.—6 h.p. ANTOINE ".

. . £12 10
No. r62S.— <; h.p. TWIN PEUGEOT

;
guarant d £32 IC

No. X550.—3^ h.p. 1907 REX, magneto £18 10
No. 1651.—lih.p. 1908 MOTOSACOCHE ;

guaran-
teed £17 10

No. 1037.—2| h.p. MATCHLESS^ Offers

No. 9x8.-3* h.p. EXCELSIOR and Sidecar Offers

No. 1705.—x| h.p. F.N., magneto, spring forks £17 10

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE tANE, FLEET ST. (off Ludgate Circus),

I.ONDON, E.O.
Telephone 5777 Holbom. Telegrams; " Opificer, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR
SECTION V.

Norfolli, Suffolli, Cambridge, Hu
and Bedford.

TRIUMPH, 1907, in first-class condition
control; £25.—A. Godfrey, 25, London

FOR Sale, 3ih.p. Excelsior motor cycle,
tion; £6, worth £10.—Rose, Wick

Cambs.

23.h.p. Givaudan Racing jilotor Cycle, e
4 fast and low; offers invited.—37, Searl

terton, Cambs.

4ih.p. Bat, perfect condition; £20, or e;
2 coach-built tricar, cash adjustment.-

Motor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

£14.—Sih.p. 1906 Rex, Longuemare, latel
^^ brand new back tvres, very fast.—F.
West Hill, Bury St. Edmunds.

Sih.p. Brown, splendid running order,
2 overhauled, new cylinder and piston;

trial.—Whiting, Garboldisham, Norfolk.

4 h.p. Roc, late 1908, magneto, two speed
gine. Clincher studded tyres, everythi

as new, all spares; £28.—3a, Bridge St,, Cai

3ih.p. Magneto Triumph Motor Cycle, aj
2 mer cords, spares, new lamp and horn

tried any time; £34.—Young, Cheveley Rd., :

5 h.p. Twin Vindec Special, this year's mod
June, run 600. two speeds and free en{

forks, long frame and handle-bars, absolute
£40.—The Ashes, Stowmarket, Suffolk.

"I
Q09 Zenette, Gradua gear, spring frame, 4

-I-*-' engine. Bosch magneto ignition, Co\
ometer. Clincher studded tyres, perfect rum
ridden 500 miles; cost £60, accept £45.—Fra
brooke, Thetford.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radno
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carl

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

"I Q09 Triumph, splendid condition, all spa
J-iJ latest lamp; £38-.-Davies, 164, High
Stourbridge.

TRIUMPH. 1909, standard. £48; free enf
6 guineas extra; can deliver from stock,

Stourbridge.

"I
Q09 Triumph, not ridden 100 miles, deli

J-*J month; what cash olfers?—Collier, 52,

St., Abertillery.

"I
Q 09 3ih.p. Triumph, perfect running (

J-iJ much used, Lucas lamp, horn, and 1

any trial; £39,—Folkes. Lye, near Stourbridg

31.h.p. Brown for sale, splendid condition, w.

2 Wolf lightweight, first-class order, £9,
offer.-Brady, 1, RouiiUy Crescent, Canton, Ci

FIRST Cheque £10 secures my 3h.p. Quadra
forks, new tyre, tube, horn, acciunulai

order, spare cover and tube.—Robbins, Port St.,

MINERVA, 1908, 3ih.p., spring forks,

stand, carrier, perfect going order, slov

most reliable, spare tube, belt, valves, springs,

points, etc., in cases; £32 10s.—Smith, arohit

avon.

6 h.p. N.S.U., Roc two-speed gear, magnei
forks, free engine, etc., late 1908; this t

equal -to new, and has not been ridden 500 i

10s.; sidecarriage, jDerfect condition, £3. -

Bromsgrove.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham,'
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Isl

Ih.p. J.A.P., in good order.—White, Oakl
2 tage, Hu:x,3t, Beiks.

3Ih.p. Quadrant, new tyres, belt splendid
2 vexy fast, poweiful, and xeliable ; £22

Wokingham.

3 Ih.p. Werner, twin-cyl., most reliable and
4 chine; £15 15s.—T. Baker and So;

Wks., Reading.

3 Ih.p. Triumph, 1908 model, Mabon clutel

2 -well kept, like new machine; £38.—T.

Sons, Motor Wks.. Reading.

3 ih.p. Humber, 1909 model, two-speed, ngt
2 miles, fully guaranteed; £36 10s., Jic

T. Baker and Son,s Motor Wks., Reading. _ .

MOTOSACOCHE (1908), accumulator, new
belt, engine just been overhauled by mak(

etc.; £18, or near offer; splendid machine.—Pa
ham, Hants.

3 ih.p. Quadrant, 'spring forks, splendid cli

2 gine perfect, very little used, lamp!

carrier, and stand, complete, thoroughly . o'

studded tyre; £15 15s. Tel.: 134.-T. Milnei
buiy.

NOW I—If you require 1909 Triumphs, I a
you immediately. I have also to dispone

Ariel, with magneto, spring forks, steel stui

tyre, original front ditto, sacrifice £14.—Surplic

Rd., Bournemouth.

2

In ansiuering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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H BICYCLES FOR SALE.
^fiS Lightweight, magneto, spring frame

ks Clinchers, footboards, tools, lamp, horn

;

noarlf new.—Collins, 6, Compton St., Lon-

—3hp Fafnir, enamelled French grey,
"- -(.ntrol, adjnstable pulley, lamp, all

ct; 14 guineas.—Palmer, 6, Flaxman Ter-

3ihp., 1908 pattern, splendid condition,

accessorifis, lamp, wat^'h, etc., tools, spares

;

2 10s.—\Vernii:k, 242, High St., Lewisham,

rant, spray, spring forks, trembler coil,

Millpunimn stand, good tyres, tools, spare

iube; trial: £7 lOs.-Wake, 13, Gladstone

unph, 1907-8 pattern, little used, new May,
spares and extras, perfe(_t condition; bar-

ncas -3,113, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

.0.

1 p. Twin, magneto, two speeds, all latest

peiiients, also Montgomery sidecar ; £37
;

te almost equal new.—F. Hill, Princes E.d.,

;ill.

7 Bex, spring forks, just fitted latest Os-

four-speed and free engine, splendid condi-

tubes; £14; sidecar, £2 10s. — Sharp,

ted.

XJ., brand new, magneto ignition, lin. belt.

wheels. 1908 specification; £30; approyal

:

:ertained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. Agency,
ton.

chless, 3ih.p., splendid condition, latest

vements; price £25; property of an officer

id.—Guest, Officers' Polo Ground, Charlton
ich.

ant Bargains, in second-hand motor cycles

I get them at Wauchope's. Splendid bar-

neas.—3,113, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Dndon, E.G.

mph, not been ridden 1,000 miles, and well

for, studded tyres, Lucas headlight, Tri-

ipares; £39.—Eastern Garage, 418, Romford
Gate.

i (1907), spring forks. Palmer cords, 1909,
le-bars, first-rate condition, all accessories

;

a Garage, 418, Komford Rd., Forest Gate.

[ (late 1908), had very little wear, appear-
id all working parts perfect ; will send on
32. - Eastern Garage, 418, Romford Rd.,

:nir (80 by 80), Chater' frame (No. 6), Druid
; forks, footrests, handle-bar control, rub-

tyres, Goodlad's speedometer, Autoclipse
carrier, spares, very fine condition; £19.—

ige, 418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate.

Dion, Brown-Barlow carburetter, handle-
ontrol, Palmer tyres, stand, horn, lamp-
re; £12 lOs. - Holland's, High St., West
rthing.

.TJ. Twin Lightweight, 2^h.p. ; cost £43 few
ago; ridden about fifty miles; accept £30,
for P. and M.—C.T.C., 1. Windsor Rd.,

een, N.

I, late 1.908, unscratched, Shamrock tj'res,

1 spare belt, box Bosch magneto parts, valves,

y lamp, and generator; sacrifice £33 10s.—
St., W.

fnir, Chater-Lea frame, magneto, new Miche-
thumb control. Whittle belt, footboards, ex-
lition; £18.—Clayton's Garage, St. John's
ilackheath.

)tor Bicycle, 4h._p., spring forks, low, fast,

ondition. £13; 3h.p. motor cycle, in good
, condition good, £8 10s. — Hewett, 99,
Rd., Acton, W.
p. J.A.P., M.O. valves, magneto, spring
; Chater throughout, -handle-bar control, p^r-
did 56 at Brooklands.—Campbell, White
Bromley, Kent.

afnir, 26in. wheels, footboards, long bars,
. carburetter, foot brake, Dermatine belt,

covers, fast, and good climber; £11.-234,
, Kilburn, N.Nv.

e, magneto, splendid condition, good climber,
tie, spring forks, handle-bar control, etc.

;

ly ; oilers ; reason fcr disposal, bought car.
nbridge Rd., Maidstone.

yments.—£10 Is. 9d. down secures a Moto-
£12 4s. 4d. down a Bradbury; balance in
hly payments ; latest models on view.—Stan-
ea Bridge Rd., Leyton, London.

slU—Nearly new 3ih.p. Quadrant, Mabon
li. Palmer cord, spring forks, ready for tour,
^omery flexible sidecar for same, also as new,
own, 66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

COCHE, spring forks, acciimulator, horn,
,

tools, etc., complete set spares, just thor-
hauled, snlendid condition ; trial willingly

;

pson, 20, Cheriton Rd., Folkestone.

inerva, 1907, equal new, and looks it. two
', two accumulators, spare tube, new Good-
stud back, Palmer front, all accessories, etc. ;

!14.-74, Colombo Rd., Ilford, Essex.

NO FANCY
PRICES.

FARRAR'S 'HALIFAX'
SIDECARS.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each iE4- IT 6 Each-
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double I

C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve

months. Full particulars on request. Get one on
approval. You will be delighted.

0*7 T\A1a/M secures any of thesfi.l

JiO 1/UW 11 Balance 5/- per week.]

ij h.p. Singer, mas. £6 I2} h.n. Stevens .... £5

ii fa.p. Rex 49 I 2j h p. R. and P. . . £7

3| h.p. Dux 19 I 2i Minerva, M.O.V. £8 lOl

h.p. Rex t5 I 2i h.p. Humbcr £5

h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £7 I 2| h.p. King . £8

i^ h.p. \^'hiteley £6 I sJh.p. King £8

1909 ''PREiVIIER" MAaNETOS.
Absolutely the finest magneto.

£3 15s ea.cKt.
DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

50/- and a good push bike secures either

:

2^ h.p. Singer.
|

^ 2J h.p. Stevens.
2 h.p. Rex.

I
2i h.p. Humber.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
iqo8 N.S.U. Lightweight, ma.ineto £22

3i h.p. 1908 -N.S.U.

^

forks
magneto and spring

[ )o8 Magneto REX, single cyUnder . . .

.

\ h.p. T906 REX, M.O.V., spring forks

£25

£18

£13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

a h.p. TWIN REX a beauty £15 10

^i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £31 10

3J- h.p. FAFNIR, two speeds, free engine,

spring forks - £16

3 h.p. QUADRANT, handle-bar control £5 15

4 h.p. KING, Palmer tyres £12

3i h.p. r907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

rq78 5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto £34

^i h.p. BROWN. M.O.V., fine !?oer £12

h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., line goer £11

TRICARS.
6-7 h.p. SINGER, twin engine £32

5-J h.p. REXETTE, tine machine £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

ONE ONLY.
rgoS LINCOLN ELK, magneto ignition,

brand new £25

1908 IVIa-s-oeto REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold firiisn, Bosch mpgneto, £17 lOs., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
-\bsolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

33% cheaper than anv other high-class belt,

gin:, 9d. Jin., 1/. |in.,'l/3. lin., 1 /6 per foot.

SPECIAL. BARGAINS.
T909 Amac or B. and B. Carburetter, H.B.

control each 27 /-

3-i h.p. Quadrant engine sets „ 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Patteri) Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6

Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes, post free, 5/6

In answering these

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd.i H AUI FAX.

Telephone Nos. ; Day, grg, Night, loY.

advertisements it is desiraUt to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Olh.p. Ariel, everythiag in perfect order, low and
'>^2 fast. £9; also 3ih.p. Minerva, spring forks, H.B.
control, verv low. splendid condition, and grand hill-

climber.—Lindsey, 123, High St., Harlesden, N.W.

TKIUMPH, 2ih.p., well kept, and perfect order, new
Clincher tyres and S.D. belt, tools, spares, etc.,

just overhauled; owner giving up riding; £20 cash. —
Box L69, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

TOURIST Trophy Triumph, 1909 engine, complete
with two toolbags, spares, and tools, two pair

handle-bars, lamp, generator, horn, tyres as new; £38,
or near olier.—F. Hasloch, c/o G. Kyle, Eipley, Surrey.

31.h.p. Kerry, new condition, just overhauled, tyres
2 good, new Shamrock, splendid hill-climber, take

sidecar, too powerful for owner; £12, or near offer ; call

or write.—R.B., c/o Chapman, Garage, Waltham Abbey.^

31h.p. J.A.P., No. 6 Chater-Lea, new in June, J.A.P.
2 automatic lubrication, speed gear, electric lamp,

triple horn, handle-bar control, spares, very fast, smart
,
machine; £30.—Mason, "Cleveland," The Glebe, Black-
heath.

3 h.p. Humber, 1909, Bosch magneto, very low, latest

type frame, lin. Whittle, footboards and acces-

sories, only run 500 miles since a.ssembled, condition
perfect; bargain, 16 guineas.—W., 68, Grove Rd., ^^al-

thamstow.

21.h.p. N.S.U. Twin 1909 Lightweight, Bosch mag-
2 neto, mechanical inlet valves, spring . forks,

handle-bar control, geared pulley, guaranteed as new

;

£32; approval.—Eagles and Co., N.S.U,. Agency, High
St., Acton.

31h.D. Motor Mfg. Co., vei;y low, long bars, vertical,

2 powerful hill-climber, fast, round tank, Derma-
tine, sp^a5^ trembler, 26 by 2i tyres, takes sidecar, ac-

cessories ; bargain, £8 15s.; trial.— 17, Ford' Sq., Mile
End Gate.

F.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.p., 1908, with foreear attachment, no
seat, perfect condition. Palmer cords, lamp, horn,

tools, spares- cost £62. take £30; bargain; too fast for

owner.—A. Fort, 51, Whitfield St., Tottenham Court
Rd., London.

41.h.p. Minerva twin, hardly been used, very reliable,

2 lamp, horn. Price's stand, footrests, carrier,

spring forks, all tools, new spare valves, non-skid back,

£25; IJh.p. light F.N. Iiart payment.—Write, Wells, 96,

Fleet St., E.G.

4-Cyl. F.N. Motor Cycle, equal to new, magneto, spring

forks, handle-bar control, etc. ; £27, or will ex-

change for part cash and lightweight F.N., or other

good make; can be see nafter 7 o'clock.— 13, West View,
St. John's Rd., Wembley.

REX 5h.p. Special Twin Tourist, latest. 1909 pattern,

gold medal machine, condition better than new,

complete with spares; genuine sacrifice, £34; advertiser

buying Speed King.—inspected at Smith's, Rowland
Wts., 16, Haverstock Hill.

6 h.p. J.A.P.-Chater-Lea, with rigid sidecar, perfect,

almost new, Davisjn tank, Longuemare, Watawata,
footboards, £30, or near; also 2fh.p. Kerry, spring forks,

splendid condition, £12, bargains; seen after 5 p.m.—
Francis, 41, Cecil Rd., Ilford.

ZENETTE-GRADUA, 1908, magneto ignition. Palmer
cord tvres, infinitely variable gear, luggage carrier

and stand; cost £60, take £30; also some shop-soiled

models going at 30 to 40 per cent, reduction ;
bargains.^

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge.

31,h p Premier, 1909, delivered April, R.O.M. back,

2 all accessories, spare belt, tube, tyre, valves,

lamp, etc., splendid hill-climber; reasons for selling,

bought oar; accept 36 guineas; seen any time by ap-

pointment.—Ralland, Empire Theatre, Holloway.

GENTLEMAN'S Handsome 4h.p. M.O.I.V. Touring
Model (V.S.821, dual magneto, accumulator igni-

tion 26in. by 2iin. Peter-Unions, Riches detachables,

live axle, foot clutch, electric light, very low, immense
length; 22 guineas; photo.—North Lodge, Teddington,

London.

6h p Heavy Flywheel J.A.P. , Chater-Lea fittings, large

i3rooks saddle, 2iin. R.O.M. tyres, B. and B. car-

buretter, H.B. control, R.O.M. sjmchronised contact,

Mabon clutch. Watawata,. Chater-Lea rigid sidecar;

£35; bicycle made non-stop last A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

— Southeys, Berkhamsted.

13.hp F.N. Lightweight, spring forks, magneto, 1908
4 model; front tyre, stand, carrier, Lycett's belt,

saddle, toolbag, and horn, all new; perfect running order

and I'ondition fine hill-climber ; trial by appointment

;

£20 only, guaranteed.—Write, Faulks, 10, Hillmarton

Rd., Camden Rd., London.

BARGAIN.—7h. p. twin Peugeot, new Chater-Lea
^^ throughout, long handle-bars and footboards, low

built, with sidecar, Amac, H.B. control^ coil, two accu-

mulators, and belts, lamp, and horn; £28, or nearest

offer; good cause for selling.—"S^^ Richardson, 428,

Woolwich Rd., Charlton, Kent.

A f\ Per Cent. Reduction on following new machines

:

t:" Zenette, with free engine clutch, Zenette fixed

pulley: 30 per cent, on Zenette Gradua gear and Zenith

tricar; Sh.p. J.A.P.; second-hand 1908 Zenette Gradua
(£56 14s. when new), take £30, excellent condition.—

Zenith Motors, Ltd., 1, Church St., Weybridge.

ELEPHANT (autumn bargains, splendid condition,

cud guaranteed).—Rex lightweight, magneto, as

new, 15 guineas; 3ih.p. Rex, black flmish, 10 guineas;

3+h.p. Centaur, £10 ; 3h.p. Riley, handle-bar control,

£11- others from £5; exchanges arranged; machines

accepted for sale on commission.—Elephant and Ca.stln

Motor Mart, Elephant Rd., London, S.E.

A
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3JLh.p. De Dion, Koo clutch, and two speeds, beauti-

2 fully BprunR, Chater-Lea fittings, handle - har

control, -very low built, most reliable; must sell; £20,
sacrifice.—17, Kenmure Rd., Mare St., Hackney, London.

6h.p. N.S.U., late 1908, magneto, spring forks, two-

speed, free engine, starting from saddle, mirror
lamp, and brand new R.O.M. tyre rear, footboards,

mileage recorder, spare tube and belt, and other spares

pnd tools, perfect running oraer ; trial; £30; very suit-

able for sidecar work ; owner returning to America.—
St. Denis, 38," Circus Ed., St. John's Wocd, London.

THE very best medium to arrange exchanges is Wau-
chope's, of 9, Shoe Lane, E.G. The largest variety

of second-hand and new motor cycles ever witnessed

;

can be" inspected : new machines of most leading makes
staged side by side, demonstrating by inspection their

various qualities ; quotations on application ; inspection
cordially invited.—Waueh^pe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

London, E.G.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

3h.p. Hobart, Druid spring' forks, splendid condition;
£16 10S.-94, South St., Exeter.

81h.p. Olympic, new condition; fl4, cash ofiexs, or
4 good push bicycle part.—Beck, Angel Hill, Tiver-

ton.

31_h#. Quadrant, spring forks, adjustable mlley, new
2 back tyre an;1_ belt, excellent climber; £16.—

Dinham, Union St., Torquay.

TEIUMPH, 3h.p., just overhauled by makers, new
cylinder and piston, spring forks, lamp, horn,

spares, splendid machine; £18.—Hillier, Estcourt Ter-
race, Devizes.

"I Q09 PhelonJMoore, standard, property of naval officer
J-tJ going abroad, S.E. tyres, N.A.B. pillar, F.E.S.
lamp, horn, large padded Ero.:ks 105, handle cros,s-bar,
spares, etc., only ridden few times, perfect condition

:

price £45.— Guys, Cycle Depot, "Wej^mouth.

Slh.p. 1909 Triumph, fitted Eoo, two-speed gear,
2 pannier, bags, lamp, horn, Palmer cord tyres,

spare tube and Michelin cover, other spares ; also Mont-
gorhery sidecar, flexible, fitted to above, combination
regularly used in hilly country, carrying 24 stones ; cost
over £75. cash £59. or separately £52 and £8, ofEers.—
L. H. Higgon, Eoyal Artillery, Verne, Portland.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

GLASGOW.—Templetoh Bros, have large stock second-
hand lito 9h.p. bargains.—535, Sauchiehall St.

31h.p. Magneto 1907 Eex, B. and B. handle-bar con-
2 trolled carburetter, all iiccessorie.s, excellent con-

dition ; bargain.-Templeton's Garage, Glasgow.

31h.p. Quadrant, good
2 trailer; £16 cash;

Cycle Agent, St. Andrews.

Slh.p. Quadrant, spring forks, B. and B. carburetter,
2 handle-bar control. Palmers; £17.—Spiers, Selm

Kirknewton, by Midcalder.

/»-7h.p. N.S.U., excellent condition, just thoroughly
y overhauled; what ofiers?-J. Stanford Cavalier,
Concrete House, Tarbert, Loch Fyne.

Qlh.p. Bercley, French grey, enamel and plating as
*-'2 new, non-skid, splendid running order; £12 12<
—Ferguson, 8, Montagu Terrace, Edinburgh. "

I

'pHE Largest Stock, largest variety, and the l7e=t I

-•- makes !—Alexander's Motor Exchange. Eex Y S
Moto-Eeve, Norton, Eoe., Excelsior, Zenith, Do'ueia^'
Minerva. We can supply you with these or any other
make

: some special bargains presently in superior
second-hands.—Alexander's, 110, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
Olh.p. Eunabout, free engine, open frame; £12.

^ih.p. Twin Mine.-va, Trimo front, fine machine: £18
1^-1 lOs.: exchanges; photo and particulars. — 128,
Hj.gh Ed.; Tottenham.

h.p. Ghater-Lea-Eex Twin Tricar, two speeds, car
control; £13.-Write, 106, High St., ClaDham.

Ih.p. Eover, water-cooled, free engine, perfect order •

^ oflers, cash or bike.-87, Mildmay Grove, Isling-

Tunning order, with latest
enquiries ' invited.—Christie,

6
4
ton

Qlh.p. Ealeighette, perfect condition, B. and B^2 control; best offers.- 76, Farringdon St
cester.

'

H.B.
Lei-

^h.p. Eilf-v Twin, three speeds and reverse, splendidy coiKlition, spares; £48. - 147, High Ed. Wood
Green, N.

£10.—3h.p. Tricar, -wicker seat, Dunlops
order.—.Tones Albion Saw Mills, Down

Hammersmith.

3JLh.p. Bowden Tricar,
.2 taultless condition

tary Ed., Colchester.

5 h.p. Eiley, open frame, two sneeds, wheel steering car
tyres, excellent condition; £45.—Ball 408 Lin-

coln Ed., Peterborough.
'

' "^'^

nPEICAE, 6h.p., 2-cyl. Fafnir, coach-built, seats three
J. wheel steering. Palmer cord tyres; £50 cash a
bargain. --Bailey, 151, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood,
b.E.

perfect
Place,

splendid climber, two speeds,
£18, or best ofl:er.— 80, Mill-

MAUDES',
HALIFAX and LONDON.

England's Largest Dealers.

JJ.S.U., 32 h.p., rgoS, not done 50 miles, f OQ
guaranteed perfect ; . . . * mO

ROVER, 3 h.p., low built, handle-bar
co.ntrol, smartly enamelled, in splendid X?'f A
condition A/ XT:

MINERVA, 4i h.p.. 1907 model, Longue-
mare, 2iin. Continental tyres, spring I?pO

BRADBURY,' igos' model, latest Brad-
bury spring forks, in Ai condition
throughout, only done about 500 miles PpC
will climb anything .- X^O

MINERVA, 3^ h.p. vertical engine, 26in. .P-J fJ
wheels, spring fsrks <Aii.U

REX, 3|- h.p., rpoG model, springi forks, ^-J C
spray, good order throughout *»At>

AliCYON, 4 h.p., twin-cylinder, Minerva P-J C
spring forks, low built . . .^ XAc*

TWiN rex, 5 h.p., spring forks, low
built, aluminium finish, splendid con- P-^ fj
dition 3iX I

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray, spring forks, 04 A
good tyres, etc *Av/

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., rgoS model; rwin X?OC
cylinder, spring forks, perfect order .

.

*^t»
HUMBER, 2 h.p., spring forks, spray car- PQ

buretter ^^^
RIP, 3^ h.p., Peugest engine, spring

frame, Longuemare spray carburetter, i?-! Q
tootrests, low built, unscratched .... *'AO

N.S.U., rgoS model, 3J h.p., 2610. wheels, jPOfl
very little use, owner ordered abroad *'^"

jCQ DOWN ^^cures following, balance

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray .

.' '.

. £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2i h.p., geared pulley £6
PHCENIX, 2S h.p., J.A.P. engine £10
LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., vertical £8
WERNER, 2 h.p., 26in. wheels £6
MINERVA, ri h.p., coil and accumulator . . £5
EXCELSIOR,' 2} h.p., spray £8
CUNARD. 3 h.p., sprav £9
MINERVA, 3|h.p., vertical £12
REX, 3i h.p., beehive silencer £9
HUMBER, 2| h.p., chain drive . ._. . . -^fiS,

OA / Beautiful Forecar Attachment, OA / „
O'**/ 26in. wheels. Dunlop tyres. *'^/

REXETTE TRICAR, 8 h.p., two speeds and
reverse, foot clutch, open frame, wheel steering,

£48. Motor cycle part.

DARRACQ CAR, r8 h.p., four-cylinder, live
axle, three speeds and reverse, four-seater, twes
880 X T20 back, 870 x Qo front, all' practically^ new, £79, or exchange.

SF^EOIAL. BARGAINS.
Combined Tube and Belt Carriers 7/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, bargain £1
Mudguards, ^4in., well finished (per pair) . . 3/6
Mudguards, 3in., well finished (per pair) . . 2/11
Trinote Horns, best quality plating 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, very noisy 6/6
Hella Searchlights, best plating, separate

generators, divided glasses 16/9
Long Handle-bars, best quality (per pair) 5/6
Rex pattern ditto, dropped ends (per pair) 6/6
Amac Carburetters, handle-bar control,

latest pattern 29/-
(9 /- allowed on old carburetter)

.

Brown and Barlow Carburetters, latest
type, handle-bar control 30/-

Exchanges promptly made from stock.

CLINCHER TYRES.
31/6 FOR 2S/-

Genuine ( 26X 2lin. 1 Clincher studded

I 26 X 2in. f Covers.
Maker's price, 31/6 Our price, 25/-
AU brand new roog goods, and in no way faulty

or perished. APPROVAL.
Tubes with valves, Red quality, 5/6 : Grey, 6/-

Large Stock CONTINENTAL TYRES.
jGobd Allowances on Old Covers.

'

. 1 High-class Motor Cycles Wanted tor Cash.

NOTE THE ADDRESSES :

Powell St,vS^a£ii, Halifax.
Telephones : 433 day, 904 night.
Telegram^ : " Petrol, Halifax."

i^r 136, Great Portland St/°f t^ee^^'^
Telephone 552 Mayfair. LONDON, W.

TRICARS FOR SAl
9 h.p. Eiley, three speeds and reverse, ni;

all wheels, perfect order ; £35.—Ma
I'ortland St., London, W.

9 h.p. Eiley Tricar, magneto and ac<uinii
splendid condition ;' any trial; all tni

£75, or near offer.—Frost, High 8t., Or

TEICAR, 5ih.p. Quadrant, wfic.-i steerii

two speeds, good condition; £22.
motor cycle.— G., 68. Lytton "Ed., Lc.vtcji,

8 h.p. -Eexette, twin, water-cooled, thi
speeds, car tyres, new back tyre ; £Zi

part exchange.—Hawley, Ow.ston Ed., Ta

HALIFAX.—Seven beautiful two-speed
cooled, iTom £22 10s.; exchanges;

cation.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgat

4h.p. Excelsior Tricar for sale, carriage hx

and tubes absolutely new, Mabon
£11 lis., sacrifice.—Phillips, 86, South Ei

4 h.p. Solace, wicker forecar, free engiiii

Bo.sch magneto, 24in. wheels; £20
motor cyolt.—Taylor, 4, White Horse La

4 Ih.p. Tricar, two speeds, starting han
2 new, £22 lOs. ca-'h, or will pxch

motor cycle and part cash.—Westley, 10, I
entry.

ZENITH .Tricar, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., thr
coach-built: 75 guinea model; br;

slightly shop-soiled; sacrifice £60.—Zenith
Weybridg-5.

ALLDAYS Traveller Car, in good runnii
mulator and tyres nearly new, coi

about for two ; £30, or neaTe.st.—Hunstoi
Marsh, Glos.

QUADEANT, 6h.p., two engines, low
forecarriage, fast

;

'any trial ; thorou
£19; bought car.—Stones, Maldoii House,
Southend-on-Sea.

REXETTE; 6h.p., 1907 model, 3-.?eate

torpedo back, new condition throu
gotd mctor cycle part payment.— Sinclare
Ed., East Molesey.

6 Ih.p. Tricar, 1907, Chater-Lea open
2 built, water-cooled, throe speeds, v.

and all latest improvements ; £27.-22,
BTOce Grove, Tottenham.

TEICAE, 4h.p., coach-built, M.M.C.
Osborne four speeds and free, hai

everything in good condition, spares; £lf
Athletic Ground, Kensal Else.

1 008 9h.p. Eiley Tricar, new conditioi
JL»7 three speeds, reverse, Bowden cent
sf^ries, most luxurious car, sprung all wb
cvl. F.N. pan exchange.—164. Coventr
Mills.

6 h.p. Eexette, ooaoh-built, splendid cf

Palmer cords front, new spare Cont
£80 insurance policy; must sell; buying
nearest reasonable o-tt'er.—M. Love, .34, A
Eeading.

TEICAE, detachable, 4ih.p. twin Miner
ba.»ket car, new Dunlops on froftt

Dennatine belt, in splendid condition, pr
extra fr.Dnt wheel, £28.-W.A.C., 68, Twee(
ley, Kent.

3JLh.p. Minerva, cane body, good tyi

2 cUmber, £15; light car front axle,

and wheels. £3; back axle, differential, ani

complete with b:dy, springs, a,nd frame, ;

gineer, Tadcaster.

6 h.p. Ariel-J.A.P. Porecar, -picker seat, (

springs,- 2i tyres, B. and B., O.^Rorn

matine, front iork and tyre to convert to

spares, beautiful condition; bargain, £2
day; worth £40, must sell.—S.D., motorist,

Coulsdon, Surrey.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12h.p., water-coo
stayed, and very strong luaeliiin-, .iu;

and in" splendid condition, front tool box
lamp brackets, which replace front seat

-

single machine, two car lamps, two gener

horn, and electric speed indicator, numer,
spares; £50.—Needham, Anfield House, \y\

pool.

9 h.p. Singer, three speeds and reverse

fitted up with three lamps and electi

tool box, horn, quantity .of spares, Bot

tyres perfect, whole engine and gears, et

thoroughly overhauled and renewed by malo

£15; over £20 of spare parts; owner getti

lute bargain, £70.—Dr. Gouldesbrough,
I'alace Ed., S.E.

SIDECARS AND FOREC
LIGHT Eigid Sidecar, 26; £3 10s.-(

St., Cambridge H*ath.

4ih.p. Stevens En.gine, Millford forecar,

2 worth £16, sacrifice £12.-28, Mar
lake.

LIB-EETT Sidecar, Peter-LTnion, good

5s. : also 3ih.p. Kerry.—Vallins, 43, i

New Cross.

SIDECAE (coach-built), 26in. wheel,

ho'stered red (leftj ; £4 5.';.-256,

lesden Green.

bri

Hi

B30 In answering tJiese advertisements it is drsirahle to mention " The Mo/or Cycle.
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CARS AND FORECARS.
I Halifax Sidecars are sent on approval

;

ed 12 months; iuimeiliate delivery; to fit

cle.

Sidecars are superb value ^ £4 17s. 6d.
equalling others costing double.—Farrar's

lare Ed., Halifax.

flexible, as new, all fittings : sacrifice £3
lione, 668, Hornsej'.—16, Summerland Man-
II Hill.

good condition, fit any frame, left side

;

3 123. 6d.—jMarkliam, 91, James Ed., Liver-

idon, N.

upholstered, Eeflex-Clipper tyres, good
a; 453.; useful exchange value of 50s.—
'rizington.

LFOED Forecar, wicker upholstered, good
a, complete with brass lamps, etc. ; £6.—
St., Pinner.

Sidecars from stock, suit N.S.U.'s, Eexes,
3, Triumphs, and other makes; £4 17s. 6d.
tories, Halifax.

Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., supplied from stock
,ny make of motor cycle.—Booth's Motorics,

Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., comfortable as a
ar; converts motor cycle into an ideal
e : superior to some £8 8s. makes.—Booth's
lifax.

MED. — Latest Chater-Lea sidecar, quite
by 2i tyre; £5 10s.—Matthews, pawn-
m Ed., West Croydon.

Sidecar, for narrow doors, wholesale and
- Middleton and^ Co., Manufacturers, "Wat-
ington Green, London, N.

[EET Flexible Sidecar, for right hand,
3y, upholstered green, excellent condition,
5.—Southey's, Berkhampsted.

) HILL.—Our improved model sidecar at
with Michelin tyre, are giving great satis-
plied from stock—128, High Ed., Totten-

Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant:
different to other makes; write us; our
ht.-Orchard Mills, Belinda St., Hunslet,

—Best value in England : fitting free ; in-
invited; prices, £4 153. and £5 10s.; also
rice, £4.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Ed.,

Attachment, adjustable side stays, 2r
nd braked, wing guards, art cane chair, up-
rly new; £5 103.-59, Barking Ed., Can-

LFOED Castor Wheel Sidecar, left side:
I 17s. 6d.

;
good as new, only run 40

£8.-Dr. Goodden, 57, Southbouine Ed.,

Brown, 1908, upholstered, wicker body,
1 brakes, and Osbcrne speed pulley, Clin-
as new; £4 10s.—Jones, Garage, Belmont

i.

recar Attachment, tyres 26 by 2, practi-
lew, art cane wicker, upholstered green
itboards, band brakes; £6.—Egleton 77
N.

ahnost new, 26in. plated wheel, Dunlop
left side, three-bolt coupling, wicker, up-
green leather; sacrifice £3 15s.—Arrow
83, Eye Lane, Peckham.

Sidecar, this year's model, ipade through-
th genuine Chater-Lea fittings, 26 by 2

J

only used twice; £6 8s.; wanted. Sun-
ilar cycle.—F.W., 137, Broomwood Ed.,
mon, S.W.

;E Chater-Lea Sidecar, fitted with Eoths-
oach-built body, 26 by 2i Clincher tyre,
itest improvements: delivered last month
sacrifice £10 lOs.-H. Bertram, 14, Alford
rtn Ed., London.

—Eigid de Luxe sidecars, enamelled and
iixunously sprung, everything of the best,
e, 26 by 2i tyres, £6: art cane bodies, 15.s.
r quality, £4 17s. 6d. ; second-hand side-
BXchange.-HaUfax Motor Exchange, West-

Fancy Prices for sidecars.—£5 is plenty
especially as we use nothing but the best
y, Chater-Lea. Although we invented the
ver charged more than £5 lOs. Now our
£5, and we give better value than ever
1. Illustrated list free.—Oakleigh Motors,
sendale Ed., West Dulwich.

QUADCARS.
aix Quad, good condition, two speeds, re-
f^^,<^^ciiiinge good make motor cycle.—
L, Hitchman St., Fenton, StafEs.

Buix Quadcar, 2-cyl., bucket seats, wheel
water-cooled, in perfect condition ; £35 —
a.lbany St., Eegent's Park, London.
Quad, Sh.p., 2-oyl., magneto, two speeds,
3 tubes, two covers, and many other spares
3 new. guaranteed; great bargain, £60, or
• Cripps and Co., Nottingham.

IMPORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

ij" per

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6 foot.

.m̂. ^^'ek.

%i^' •^A(S»'

May be obtained wholesale
from—

Messrs.
East London Rubber Co.,

29, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

Bransom Kent & Co., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

Chater & Co.,

101, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.

Cr THBE & Co.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

[. iRIDGER,
Tamvsrorth Rd.j Croydon.

Hmson Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. LOHMANN,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.G.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

G t. Eastern St., E.G.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,
16, Great Eastern Street,

LONDON, E.G.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
4h.p. De Dion Motor Tricycle, water-cooled, two-speed,

chai.a driven, perfect condition; £35.—Kemp, Bun-
galow, ]y:ountfield, Sussex.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE.—6h.p. Eegal, tonneau, seats five, three

sjpeeds, reverse, 700 by 65 tyres, wood wheels; £35.

PALMEE.—12h. p. Duryea 2-seated car, 3-cyl., epicyclic
gearing, wood wheels, tyres all good; £20.

PALMEE.—5h. p. Velox car, two speeds, wire wheels,
light little car, in running order; £12.

PALMEE.—9h.p. Eexette, 3-seated car, 2-cyl., twin
back tyre, perfect woildng order; £35.

PALMEE.—12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, seats five, 2-oyl.,

810 by 90 tjTes, wonderful _condition at the pfice,
£40.

PALMEE.—Sh.p. De Dion, genuine, seats five, engine
under bonnet, solid tyres; £35.

PALMEE.— 12-16h.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl.,
carry about 25owt., magnificent condition; £60.

PALMEE.—10-1 2h.p. Daimler delivery van, carry
nearly two tons, convertible lorry; £60.

PALMEE.— 16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, 4-oyl.,
five lamps; great bargain, £125.

PALMEE. — lOh.p. Panhard, limousine, Centaure,
Krebs carburetter ; ofiered at clearance price £85.

PALMEE.— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side en-
trance, magneto, hood, screen ; bargain, £100.

PALMEE.—12-1 4h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., nearly
new Moseley tyres, raked steering ; £85.

PALMEE.—18-24h.p. Prunel landaulet, side entrance,
4-cyl., M.O.V., grand hire car; great value, £125.

PALMEE.—17-21h.p. Mors limousine, 4-oy]., magneto,
side entrance, pressed steel frame, silent, reliable

carriage; £150.

PALMEE.—40-50h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich, 1907, 4-cyl.,

magnificent vehicle; cost over £1,000, sacrifice for
£325.

PALMEE.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed., Toot-
ing. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Garage one minute

.ilertonEd. tram terminus, Tooting. Cars seen here
any day, Thursdays and Sundays before 2. Photos, de-
tails per return; easy terms arranged; exchanges.

PEUGEOT Car, 2-seater, sell oj exchange ; seen at
any time.—E. Griffin, Kendal.

h.p. Argyll, detachable tonneau, in very good condi-
tion; £35.-Sully, 10, Old Town, Clapham.

25.—6h.p. Pick, 2-cyl., 2-seater car, perfect.—Jones,
Albion Saw Mills, Down Place, Hammersmith.

REXETTE, 2 cyls., lOh.p., seats three, new tyres and
condition ; £45.—Curie, Stewart's Ed., Battersea.

Sh.p. M.M.C., light tonneau, good puller; £28, tricar,

motor cycle part.—20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

"I A h.p. Star Car, 2 cyls., tonneau; £35, ^want tricar,
JLXf Drummond lathe.—20, Potternewton Lane,
Leeds.

1 0-16h.p. Belsize, tonneau body, with hood, in good
JL/W order; £60, or near offer.-Coachman, The Hall,
Hathersage.

"I
f>-14h.p., 4 cyls., detachable tonneau, gate change;

-L/^ £55, smaller car, tricar part.—20, Potternewton
Lane, Leeds.

SGNBEAM Mabley, perfect running order; must sell;

room wanted; £16.—Warr, 154, Boundary Ed., St.

Helens, Lanes.

Sh.p. Darracq, tonneau, bucket seats, grooved Dunlopa,
ball bearings, smart car ; £28.—Pilkington, Marble

Place, Southport.

6 h.p. Beeston Humber, 2-seater, three speeds and re-

verse, in splenaid order; £35.—Storey, 110, Albany
St., London, N.W.

REGAL, 6h.p. genuine De Dion engine, 2-seater, thret
speeds, reverse, very smart; £45.-406, Garratt

Lane, Wandsworth.

9 h.p. Modern Type Oldsmobile, detachable tonneau,
handsome car, simple control; £35.—Write, 1,

Bedford Ed., Clapham.

9 h.p. 2-cyl. V - engined, 2-seated, 1908 pattern Eiley,
with hood, lamps, tools, etc., tyres like new; £75.—

Mann, Egerton, and Co., Ltd., Norwich.

HITMBEEETTE, Beeston, 5ih.p,, 2-seater, Cape hood,
wind screen, four lamps, fast, smart ; photo if

required ; £35.—King, 28, Fowler St., Camberwell.

PEUGEOT, 10-12h.p., 4-cyl., tonneau, seats five,

hood, screen, no faults; trial; £65, or near offers,

for quick sale; bargain.—26, Oflerton Lane, Stockport.

LATEST Type Ford. 10-12h.p., side entrance, 2-cyI..

hood and screen, car and tyres little inferior new,
mechanism, exceptional; £40.-334, Clapham Ed., S.W.

HOELEY Car, 2-seater, 8-lOh.p., twin-cyl.. White and
Poppe engine, high side doors, all in good condi-

tion; trial and examination; £85.—Frost, High St.,

Grays.

5 h.p. Panhard Stirling, three speeds, reverse, tyres
good, £20 or exchange good motor cycle; al.w

Sh.p. Auto motor cycle, £7 10s.—Smith, Plumber,
Wivenhoe

8

In answering these advertisements it is desirahh I0 mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—20-32h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxmious

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; J6165.

M.O.V., side en-ECLIPSE.-141i.p. Star,
trance, splendid order;

4-oyI.,

i95.

ECLIPSE.-12h.p. National, 3-cyl., 2-seater, hood, Tery
good condition; £45.

ECLIPSE. - 6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel
frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.— 10-121i.p. J.P., 2-cyl.,^ side entrance, long
chassis, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speeds,
in escellent order; £36.

ECLIPSE.-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
excellent condition; £65.

I;j^CLIPSE.— 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
-^ pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.— 10-1 2h.p, Gnome landaulet, four seats in-
side, splendid order; £92 10s.

ECLIPSE.—9h.p. tonneau car, 1-cyl., in good run-
ning order; £25.

ECLIPSE.— 6h.p. Humberette, 2-cyl., three speeds,
good little runabout; £22 10s., bargain.

ECLIPSE.—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32.—Eclipse
Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield Ed.,

Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

8h.p. M.M.C., 4-seater, two speeds and reyerse, two
nearly new tyres on back, two spare tyres, three

lamps, in good running order; £25.—Missin, Cotting-
ham, Hull.

"PJAREACQ, 9h.p., tonneau, painted red and lined,
-A-' three speeds and reverse, good hiU-olimber, all in
good condition; bargain, £35.-11111, Freemason's Arms
Dounshire Hill, Haiupstead.

T^XCELLENT 12h.p. Belsize Car, just overhauled,
J-^ Salsbury lamps, spare tyre, etc. ; £55, or exchange
powerful cycle and sidecar of recent date and cash -Full
particulars, 113, Oxton Ed-, Birkenhead.

Kih.p. Humberette 2-seater Car, engine, gears, tyres,
t-'a and condition as new, guaranteed in perfect
running order, most reliable; trial oflered; - ;£-40 or
nearest ofler of cash considered. — Haigh, Decorator,
Goole. = > >

/?h.p. O.T.A.V., 2-seater, 1909 model, practically new,
'-»' and perfect condition, splendid climber, light and
last with hood lamps, spare tyre (unused); £50, take
good motor cycle part exchange.—Saker, Ayehue Ed St
Albans.

\TrOLSELEY, 12h.p., 2-cyl., 4-seater, four speeds and
,,•,; ,.

'p'^i'se, Dunlop tyres, perfect condition, splendid
hill-climber

; price £60; would take tricar or motor
cycle in part exchange.—Louis B. Davis 2 New St
Birmingham. ''

"DARGAIN, £45 cash, for quick sale.-S^h.p. Darracq
-i-» oar, seats four, wind screen, nearly new, hood, re-
cently re-pamted and overhauled; owner buying larger
car; seen by appointment.—E. Luscombe, 3. Bridse Ed
Hammersmith, W. >.£>•'•,
^-SEATED Car (Decauville), 2-cyl., cardan drive, direct
^i: driva on top, four speeds and reverse, Dunlop
grooved tyres, two spare covers, non-skid on back, com-
plete with lamps, m perfect running order; can be seen
and tried any. time during the nest two weeks at 2.
Rochester Ed., Earlsdon, Coventrj'.

I

INSURANCE.
pLEASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Policy
-*- from 183. 6d. per annum.—Bass, Insurance Broker
Ongar.

TNSUEANCE for Motor Cycles of every description
J- arranged by Hugh J. Boswell,, Insurance Broker,
Norwich

; fixe, 2s. , 6d. ; third party, 7s. Sd. ; accidents,
15s.; inclusive policy, 18s. 6d.

; please write for particu-
lars.

TUITION.
"IITOTOR Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taught IniTX one month.—Particulars, Stimpson, Stratford-on-
Avon.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
' TMPORTANTI-^Colonial, foreign, and country readers
-»-- should communicate with E. Nye, Aldhurst, Drew-
stead Rd., Streatham, London.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
pOR Sale, extensive garage and repair shop, main
-i Portsmouth Road, long wharf for launch work, good
power machinery

; low rent.-H., 32, Durlston Rd., King-
ston, Surrey. "

(^YCLE and Motor Business (small), showing good
2^ living profits, country market town; stock, tools
Jlxtures, etc., £120, or ofier; part excliange high-class
motor cycle.—Particulars, 96, Ridley Rd., Forest Gate
London. '

IVfOTOR and Cycle Business for disposal, main road,
J.TA s.W.

: garage for 12 cars, three inspection pits
large front shop, house, and garden, workshops and
complete equipment of tools, etc., house arranged as
separate half houses, producing £30; splendid district-
everything at valuation; owner retiring; low rental —
Letters, 5, Crewdson Rd., Kennington. '

I

NOT 1908,
BUT 1909.
NEW N.S.U.'s.

ALL MODELS.

1

A SAMPLE
control, etc.

4h.p MODEL DE
'LUXE, handle-bar £QQ

LOOK AT THESE.
RELIABLE SINGLES.

igog VINDECS from £48 10
igo7 3^ h.p. Maa;netQ ROC, clutch £25
2| h.p. MINERVA, handle-bar control £12 10

3I h.p. N.S.U., spring forks, magneto £19 19
3 h.p. REX, to clear £? 10
2 h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, spray .... £9 10
3i h.p. REX, spray, vertical engine £9 10
3 h.p. LLOYD'S, low frame, 26in. wheels.. £13 10

3i h.p. lighti low REX £12 10
2 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V., spray £8
2 h.p. QUADRANT, 26in. wheels £8 10

3i h.p. REX, John-o'-Groat's model £10 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, very powerful mount .

.

£15
3 h.p. REX, long bars £7 15

2i h.p. ANTOINE, trembler, long bars . ...

.

£9 10
igo6 3I h.p. REX, spring forks, long bars.

.

£15 10
2i h.p. KERRY, spray £11
2 h.p. RALEIGH, splendid condition £7 10
2j h.p. BUCHET, spray, long bars £9 10
3* h.p. M.M.C., vertical, low, spray £12 15

3j h.p. ARIEL, vertical. M.O.V £15 15
1907 3i h.p. N.S.U., two-speeds £21

3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, two speed and
magneto, accessories £35

rgoS 4^ h.p. Twin MINERVA, Roc gear £32

£^^^ deposit and balance in weekly pay-
•^ ments of 5/- secures a good reliable^^ motor cycle up to value of £ir.

TOURIST TROPHY WINNERS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
1909 Twin VINDEC , £64
Four-cylinder F.N., 1908 model £27 10
1908 Twm REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16

5l h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,
with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 29/-. BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit any
make. Beautifully plated, enam-
elled, and upholstered ; to suit right

or left side ; three-bolt fastening, 2J" best make tyre.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Three-note Horns, shift a " Loco " 8/-
The Latest in Headlights 16/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs _ 2/-
Lever Belt Punches , 2/3
Screw Belt Punches 1/6
Ignition Plugs from 3/6 to 9d.
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/3
MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17 6
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £4 40
New XL'all Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars ' 4/.
Separate Generator Headlights . , 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge . . 6/6

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

3in. 2/11, 3jin. 3/6 per pair.

TYRES TYRE)
all NEW AND PERFECT.

All except 26 x 2J, 19 '6.

24 X 2i and 26 X aj, 20/6.
ALL BEST MAKES.. Send for Lists (free).

CONTINENTAL TYRES BY RETURN.
Send for list giving allowances.

GEBALD COUIEfi,
37, Park Cross Street,

I Facing Town Hall.)

ENGINES.
. —oine, good condr.™„
ninning.—52, Perry Hill, Catforc

B32 In anstvering th^se advertisements it ia desiralle to mention " The Motor Cycle,

Qih.p. Thaw Engine, good condition

TRENT Motor Cycle Engine, 2Jh.p., a
£2 15s.-J. O. Sutherland, Lower i

Shetland.

5 h.p. Aster, water-cooled engine, two-s
radiators;' £4; suit tricar.—Nicli

Builder, Worksop.

31.h.p. Simms, -with carburetter, ahsolui
2 ine bargain. — Particulars and

Raleigh St., Plymouth.

Olh.p. Peugeot Engine, -with Longnem
'^ 2 and silencer, in splendid conditic
nearest.—No. 3,112, The Motor Cycle Of

ENGINES for alL-New and seoond-hai
lowest prices; cash or instahnent^

bored and new pistons from 16s.; repairs
all tyres; see testimonials: 12 years' C
ence.—The Record. Motor Co.; Wemhley,

IGNITION APPLIAN<
IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for

Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, ]

TREMBLERS for all makes of engin
pure platinum tips. Is. 3d. eacl

G.O.M., Birmingham.

PREMIER Magnetos, brand new, 1909
cyl., £3 15s.; twin cyl., £4 lOs.-

Rd., Halifax.

UNUSED Magnteo Contact Breaker, ]

13s.; fibre ring. Is.; carbon. Is, '

Rd., LiTerpool

JEBRON, Registered 291-289, vastl
platinum, cures misfiring; best coni

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron 1

JEBRON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Je
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch raagret

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair;
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Oyer 10,000 fitte(

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted retu
From the Inventor, J. Edwards Bi

bert Rd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal tra(

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messr
(24 hours), C. R. Collier, H. V.

Martin, whe.i making their recent work

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any i
turned same day, Ig. 3u. each, wi

special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto s

Is. 3d. each.-Williams, 16, Wellington

PLATINUM Contacts (warranted puii
fitted; Is. each, post tree Is. Id.;

day.—E. C. Potter, jeweller, 72, Myddelto:
well,

MOTOE Ignition Repairs.—Coils, accn
netos repaired by skilled workmen;

lists free.—The Victoria Garage and Elect
Coventry. '

T>.O.M. Synchronised and Ideal con
-I-*j strongly recommended by " The I

Catalogue free. — Continental Motor Co
Av., London, E.G.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos repaire
accumulators repaired and charged

manship, moderate charges. Tel. : 453.-
Electricians, Coventry.

MAGNETOS.—Any make repaired on tl

skilled workmen; magnetos re-magn
work guaranteed. — The Victoria Garaga
Co., Ltd., Park Side, Coventry.

MAGNETO Repairs.—Send your Bosch
repairs to the makers only. Report

submitted. Repaired machines guaranteed
—The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 23, Stor
W.C.

TYRES.
HOLDTITE Patches, the absolutely on

on the market.

OLDTITE Patches, the only patch
come ofi, no matter what heat or

HOLDTITE Patches, small size. Is. per
free on receipt of Id, stamp.

URRIDGE'S Indiarubber Magneto Co
each, post free.

OLDTITE Solution, splendidly made;
ber tin.

SURRIDGE, 58, George St., Camber;
S.E.

UNUSED New Continental Cover, 26 bj

—Jones, Hendre, Penprys, Pwllheli.

by 2i New Heavy Continental Ri'obet

each.—Cuthbertson, 8, Garrick St.,
'.

LUCKY Farrar.—Bought two tons tyres
advanced ; Clincher covers, IVs. 6d. ; t

all sizes; Continentals and other makes ea
Square Rd., Halifax.

HALIFAX.—Clincher tubes, all sizes, Tvi

lid. each; Clincher A Won covers, .

have just bought i of a ton of brand new
cycle covers, any size per return ; approval
17s. 6d. each; 24 by 2i, 14s. lid.-HaUfa
change, Westgate, Halifax.

H

S
H
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THE T.T. AND TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
READERS will have noticed that among the

^ entries foT the Tourist Trophy Race published
' ^ last week appear three motor cycles fitted with

two-strote engines. One is the Scott, already

lirly well known ; the remaining two are* newcomers

—

le Premo and the Rex. The first named has a water-

ooled twin-cylinder engine, while the others have air-

[>oled single-cylinder engines. The maximum cyclinder

apacity in the T.T. Race is 500 cubic centimetres for'

ingle-cylinder engines, and 750 c.c. for twins, but

good many have overlooked the fact that, for the pur-

ose of placing two and four-stroke engines on terms

f equality when racing in competitions, the A.C.U.
ecided last year that the cubic capacity of a two-

troke engine should be multiplied by 1.25 in the case

f air-cooled cylinders and 1.32 for water-cooled cylin-

ers. The cubic capacity of the water cooled Scott

ngine when handicapped in this manner is 584 c.c.

nd the limit is 750 c.c.—a very wide gap, but the-

ingle-cylinder Rex and Premo machines being in the

eighbourhood of 470 c.c, - are, when the addition is

lade, considerably over the 500 c.c. limit for single-

ylinders, and were therefore considered ineligible for

le T.T. The A.C.U. has therefore decided to accept
Rex entry of a four-cycle single-cylinder machine

s a substitute, and the makers of the Premo' are fitting

cylinder of smaller dimensions tO' enable it to come
'ithin the limit. This is a satisfactory compromise,
'Ut it is a great pity that the -two-stroke engine should
ot have a chance to show what it can do' against four-

troke engines of equal size witbout a handicap.
* We may here interpO'Se that we are not criticising

le decision of the A.C.U., but merely commenting on

tlie facts of the case. The T.T. Race is being run on
a cylinder capacity limit. There is no fuel limit and
no formula will be used to decide the result. Why
therefore should not a two'-stroke engine be allowed
to compete without the handicap ? If without any
increase in weight or bulk it can on the average beat
the four-stroke engine for speed and hill-climbing
(which at the present stage we very much doubt), it is

a pity that it should have a handicap placed upon it.

The fuel consumption of a two-stroke engine is greater

than a four-stroke of equal size, but as there is no
fuel limit in the race under discussion that does not
count. In the case of a hill-climbing competition, the
results of which are decided on a formula, probably
the handicap framed by the A.C.U. is the fairest

method of placing all on an equality which can be
devised. This is because in most motor cycle hill-

climbing competitions the formula used is the A.C.U.
C X T

or Professor Callendar's formula, ——
, and

W
any

two-stroke engine is almost certain to win where cubical

capacity is such a big factor in the sum. The Tourist

Trophy Race is quite a different event from a hill-climb,

or, in fact, any other motor cycle competition, because

it is ostensibly promoted to improve the ordinary every-

day touring mount. By handicapping a machine its

best points are not brought out. A two-stroke or any

other type of engine might with encouragement prove

to be superior to types at present in vogue, whereas if

it never has a chance to shine, improvements will only

be effected by a slow and laborious process of the sur-

vival of the fittest.

BI
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International Tourist Trophy Race, September 23rd.

COMPLETE LIST OF ENTRIES,

THE following table is a complete list of all the

entries for the International Tourist Trophy

Race in the Isle of Man on Thursday of next
_

week. Never in the history of the race has

such a large and representative entry been secured,

and we congratulate Mr. F. Straight and the executive

of the Auto Cycle Union on their success. In addition

to the well-known makes of machines, practically all

of which are represented, there are names of motor

cycles which have not previously competed in a T.T.
Race. The Indian, Premier, Scott (two-strok'i),

Martin, and Premo (two-stroke) are all fresh aspirants

to T.T. honours. Let us hope the weather will bt

propitious and that no incident will occur' to mar
an enjoyable day's sport. "The battle of the cylin-

1

ders " promises to be as exciting as the race for the

Tourist Trophy itself, while all will agree that the

organisers have been very generous with the cash prizes.

Entrant.

Triumph Cycle Co.

H. Reed
Norton Mfg. Co. . . .

Noel E. Drury
C. B. Franklin

W. H. Wells

G. Lee Evans
S. C. Ferryman
P>,obert Ellis ._

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. .

Res Motor Mfg. Co.

W. Grimstead
J. F. Jones
W. 0. Bentley
C. E. Murphy
J. Stewart .

,

H. A. Collier

H. CoUier & Sons, Ltd.

C. R. Colher , .

W. H. Bashall

J. T. Bashall
Hugh Gibson ,

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. .

Rex Motor Mfg. Co.

James Adamson
N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd.

Brown Bros., Ltd.

Brown Bros., Ltd.

J. Baxter
Rex Motor Mfg. Co.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co. .

Premier Cycle Co. .

.

Premier Cycle Co. .

.

W. Heaton
H. Lister Cooper
F. C. Bagshaw
A. Moorhouse
H. Rem Fowler
T. Greer
Clifford Wilson
N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd.
Eric S. Myers
H. H. Bowen ,

Triumph Cycle Co.

Triumph Cycle Co.

P. Butler
A. V. Blake
W. G. McMinnies
Gordon L. Fletcher ..

H. Martin
H. Martin
R. O. Clark

J. Taylor
J. Lang
Premier Motor Co.

F. C. Wood
F. H. Maclean
H. H. Bowen

H.P. and
Make of Machine.

Zh Triumph .

5"Dot .

Z\ Norton .

5 J.A.P. ..

3J Triumph .

5 Indian
5 Indian . .

,

5 Norton
3|-Rex
o Rex
3J Rex
5 Rex
3* Triumph ,

3fRex
3* Triumph .

3| Triumph ,

6' Matchless

3| Matchless
5 Matchless

5 Bat .....

31 Bat
Triumph .

Rex
Rex
Triumph .

51 N.S.U. ...

3| Brown
3^ Brown
5 Rex
3^ Rex
3i Rex
3J Premier ,

3f Premier

5

5

Zh Rex
3| Triumph
5 Rex
5 Rex
5-6 Rex
5 Rex
3* Rex
4" N.S.U.
3* Scott, 2-stroke

3i Bat
3* Triumph
U Triumph
5" Dot
U Triumph

Triumph
Indian
Martin
Bat
"C'F.N. ...

3i

5

5

5

3^ Peugeot
5 Tee-Bee
3^- Premo, 2-stroke
3i N.S.U. .. ....

3 J- Triumph
5' Bat

Make of Engine.

Triumph
Peugeot
Norton .

J.A.P. .

Triumph
Indian .

Indian .

Norton .

Rex . .

.

Rex . . .

Rex . . .

Rex . . .

Triumph
Rex . . .

Triumph
Triumph
J.A.P. .

J.A.P. .

J.A.P. .

J.A.P. .

J.A.P. .

Triumph
Rex . .

.

Rex . . .

Triumph
N.S.U. .

Brown .

Brown .

Rex
Rex
White & Poppe
Premier
Rex
Triumph
Rex
Rex
Rex
Rex
Rex
N.S.U
Scott
J.A.P
Triumph .

Triumph .

Peugeot
Triumph .

Triumph .

Indian . .

.

J.A.P. . .

.

J.A.P.

"CRN.
Peugeot
J.A.P. . .

,

Premo, 2

N.S.U. .

Triumph
J.A.P. .

stroke

xNo.ot

Cyls.

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

2

1

I

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

2

4
1

2

1

2

1

2

Bore.

mm.
85
75
82
85
85
71.5

71.5

75
84.5

77.5

84.5

77.5

84
84
85
85
85
85
85
85 '

85
85
77.5

76
85
75
85
85
76
84
84.5

85
66
84
85
77.5

77.5

77.5

77.5

84.5

82
66.66

85
85
85
75
84
85
82.5

76
85
55
84

85
63
84

Stroke

mm.
88
75
94
60
88
89
89
84
89
79.375

89
79.375
86
89
88
88
65
85
65
65
85
88
79.375
80
88
84
85
85
80
89
89
85
80'

89
88
79.375

79.375
79.375

79.375
89
94
63~.5

85
88
88
75
86
88
93
82
75
57
86

80
80
86

Cubical

Capacity.

cc.

499
662
496
680
499
714.

714
742
499
749 •

499
749
476
493
499
499
738
482
738
738
482
499
749
726
499
742
482
482
726
493
439
482
548
493
499
749
749
749
749
498

1

496
585.3
482
499
499
662
476
499
497
744
738
540
476

494
498
476

Ridei.

J. Marshall
Entrant
J. L. Norton
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
F. A. Applebee
0. C. Godfrey
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
H. V. Colver
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
T. A. Carter

A. J. Spi'oston

Entrant
LesUe C. Munro
R. M. White
R. M. Brice

Entrant
J. C. Smyth
R. Lord
G. E. Stanley
B. V. Jones
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant ,;

Entrant
R. J. Bell

Entrant
Entrant
W. F. Newsome
A. G. Fenn
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
Entrant
F. W. Dayrell

Entrant
J. Giuppone
Entrant
J. Leno
Entrant
Entrant
J. D. A. Munro

* Private owners.
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ENGLISH MILES
I 2 3 *

Railways shown thus-

Roads "

HEIGHTS IN FEET 250.

Scene of Operations in

the Isle of Man.

THE TT. RACE.
On Thursday, the 23rd inst.,

there is the race for the Tourist

Trophy over the triangular

course, starting from St. John's,

and thence by way of Ballacraine,

Creg Willey's Hill, Kirkmichael,

Peel, and back to St. John's.

Competitors will make ten com-

plete circuits of the course, or a

total distance of 158

miles 220 yards.

Start 10 a.m. There

are fifty-eight com-

petitors.

Balkaigh
Old Chur^fh^

KIRKMICHAEL

THE HILL=CLIMBS.
Next day (Friday) atio a.m.. there

is a hill-climb up Kewaigue Hill,

near Douglas, and in the afternooai

at 2.30 another climb up Snaefell,

from Ramsey to the Bungalow.
There are seven classes in either of

these events, and the awards are for

the best aggregate times on the two
hills. \ -

-

William Stanford &Comp3ny. Ltd.
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Hair Pin Corner
-1

A Sporting Type of Hill-climb.

The average motor cycling hill-climb is shorn of

much interest because each comeptitor ascends solufi

against the watch, instead of riding neck and neck

simultaneously with a fellow competitor. There are

several hills up and down the country where there is

lots of room for two competitors to

ride side by side. Clubs which

hold events solely for sport could

enjoy a very pleasant afternoon by

running off a hill-climb in heats of

two riders apiece on one of these

comparatively straight hills, weed-

ing out the heat winners until only

two men were left 'tO' contest the

final. If desired, the ordinary type

of hill-climb might precede the

side by side sprints, formula and
fastest time prizes being first de-

cided, and the riders being after-

wards handicapped in -so many
seconds start for the neck and neck
class, according to^ the perform-

ances registered in the solitary

timed ascents. The advantage of

this type of climb is that quite an
easy hill will provide excellent

sport, provided it is straight and
fairly broad. Clubs that have
already held climbs of the normal
type up really stiff hills might
organise a handicap neck and neck
climb, basing their handicaps and
starts on the records of their pre-

vious climb. It is a fine sight to

see two riders flying up a gradient abreast at high

speed.

Tyre Troubles in Big Trials.

From four years' experience of jointed detachable
inner tubes I have good reason to know that there

are tubes of this type on the market which are every

whit as reliable as the endless tubes. For some
time past the gentlemen who frame regulations for

important trials have felt bound tO' leave an appre-
ciable time margin over each control lest they should
penalise the rider of a no-trouble machine foT being
afflicted by tyre troubles. I respectfully suggest that

the days of that necessity are passed, since every rider

can easily carry a stock of detachable tubes which
will relieve him fro'm the necessity of, ever repairing

a puncture by the .roadside. I put a stop watch
on a novice rider the other day when he was replacing

a jointed tube after a puncture, and the time occupied
from bringing his road wheels to rest until he restarted

with a nice rotund tyre was 4m. 35s. If such a

speedy replacement is within the power of a rider in

his first year, it is within the power of those who
compete in six-day trials, and consequently I think

that organisers may safely commence to ignore the

tyre factor in big trials and to frame their time regu-

lations on a closer schedule. If a cover collapses

hopelessly from wear in a week's ride the rider deserves

B4

byIxion:
to be penalised for using it, and there should be no

objection to any rider's repairing his punctured jointed

tubes after the day's ride is over without penalty.

Standard and Special Machines.
I have a letter from a correspondent attacking" myself

and one or two others for our campaign against the

Qun^alow Sf<3fiOf7 Hofel.

FINISH''

-HORIZONTAL SCALE .-

-VERTICAL SCALE.-

"T^L-^i^
A SIX MILE HILL-CLIMB. A contour section of part of ths mountain road wiiich crosses Snaefell in

the Isle of Man. Tliis course has been selected by the Auto Cycle Union for the se3ond hill-e'.imbing competition

to be held on the 24th inst., the day after the T.T. R^ce.

use of special machines in hill-climbs. He gives several

instances of these speed models having been used with

success in prolonged reliability trials, and says we
" have been nicely shown up." On the contrary, I

think recent events have rather justified the line certain

contributors to this paper have adopted re these' special

machines. I will tackle his point first. It is true,

certainly, that some hill-climb winning machines per-

formed creditablv in the Six Day^' Trial. It is also

true that if mv correspondent had been in the yard oi

the Chequers at Uxbridge on a certain morning just

before the start of the Six Days he would have seen

one rider changing a pair of wheels and tyres ; anothei

inserting metal washers under the base of his cylinder,

and slipping caps over his tappet heads, etc., etc. We
want to bar from hill-climb practice all fakes which

are not at the disposal of the private owner. Secondly,

it is an open secret that several hill-climbing cracks

have broken frames this season through rashly riding

them too much on the open road. Thirdly, at Den-

holme Steep and Newnham, where racers anc

roadsters were separated, the times in the tour

ing classes were very appreciably slower than th€

times in the racing classes; and amongst the prominent

machines in the racing classes were several which hac

previouslv competed more or less regularly in " stan-

dard tourist " classes.
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THE SIMMS
THE Simnis Magneto Mfg. Co., Kimberley Road,

Willesden, has probably had more experience

with the ignition poTtio-n of the motor cycle's

mechanism than any other firm in tlie British

[sles, being associated with its production as early as

[902. For the la^t two years the firm has devoted

tself entirely to ,the manufacture of magnetos and

sparking plugs, and a visit to the Welbeck Works is

>ne of absorbing interest. In the testing shop hundreds

>f magnetos are being run at 2,500 r.p.m. for a whole

iay, and for an hour or two the speed is accelerated

:o 4,000 or 5,000 r.p.m. Before testing, the_n-iachine

ras every part carefully gauged, and examined for

nechanical accuracy, and again after being run -all

iay the process is repeated. Such delicate operations
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as armature winding and condenser making require

the greatest care and can only be performed by highly

skilled workpeople, and as soon as these parts have left

the hands of the operators they are separately tested.

It is only by careful testing and supervision, and by
a well-established plant, that successful magnetos can
be made, and the Simms Co. not only exercises the

former, but possesses the latter. The moto-r cycle

magneto machine is known as the S.-A. type, which is

largely fitted to Triumph and other well-known motox
bicycles. Since last described it has undergone no
striking alterations, except that it is fitted with an
improved oil cap and a Ti^w^ H.T. terminal, which is

quite waterproof and remains unaffected even if the

machine is soused with water from a puddle.

MOTOSACOCHE IMPROVEMENTS.
RIDERS of these excellent lightweights have from

time to time experienced trouble through the

belt hooks pulling through the round twisted

belt, but through an ingenious arrangement, it

.s claimed, this small defect has been overcome by

:he aid of a steel combined hook and eyelet fixed to

^ach end ot the belt. In fig. i the device is shown
ready to be placed in position. To fix it the end

>f the belt is untwisted slightly and folded double,

:he eyelet B is laid centrally along it, and the centre

>f the loop and of the hook are marked on the leather.

Holes at F and D are then punched clean through

3oth sides, and near the hole F another ~hcle E is

nade. The hook is then inserted through the holes

E and F, and the belt end is again folded over, when
it will be found that the holes C and D correspond

rtfith the centre of the eyelet B. The hook A is

:hen pushed through, and the pull is taken not on the

leather alone, but also on the steel eyelet, thus render-

^^^WWiiSt^V^ jB^!SS-^?w,sS(!KS*?fr¥W«^^'<yi^V*««^S^R^^

ing pulling through practically impossible. In fig.

2, representing the other end of the belt, the same
procedure is followed, A being the hook and B^ the
eyelet. Motosacoche motor bicycles are no'W fitted as

a standard with strong stands of a practical nature,

which allow the back wheel to be removed with the
stand in situ. A further improvement consists of the

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

introduction of spare oil and petrol tanks, which are

merely light metal cylinders, which will fit into pump
clips attached to the top tube of the jaiachine. In

them just sufficient petrol may be carried tO' last about
twelve miles. The makers inform us that they have
sold a large number of machines this year.

After the race for the Tourist Trophy. The hairpin bend at Ramsey, included in the A.C.tT. six miles hill-climb up Snaefell on Friday afternoon next week.
About a third'of a mile higher up the hill, there is another acute bend, the "Goose-neck," almost as bad as tha one depicted.
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A MEET OF PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.

ON July 28th an enthusiastic motor cyclist, Mr.

A. H. Millinger, "Helsby," Alcester Road,

Mo'Seley, Birmingham, addressed a letter to

The Motor Cycle, and made the excellent

suggestion that Midland owners of passenger motor

cycles s-hould meet at Stratford-o-n-Avon on August

7th and compare notes on the fitments of their

respective mounts. This suggestion was warmly

received by numerous readers, some of whom readily

responded to Mr. Millinger's invitation. On the

date mentioned thirteen owners of passenger vehicles

foregathered at the Swan's Nest, Stratford-on-Avon,

and, a photographer being present, we are able to

pictorially represent on the next page some of the

owners with their passengers and machines. ' For this

courtesy we are indebted to Mr. Millinger, who has,

in addition, provided us with brief particulars of each

machine, and in some cases the owner's remarks on

the merits of his monnt are given.

Generally speaking, those who attended this meet
were of the opinion that the rear tyre of a motor

bicycle with sidecar attachment gave trouble at the

beads, and that stronger tyres are wanted for this

work. Belts were also troublesome in many cases.

Several praised the Whittle link belt for passenger

work, although it is qnly fair to mention that every

make of belt was not represented at this meet. Of
course, a change .speed gear and free engine were

voted a necessity for serious" touring. Tho'Se with-

out these adjuncts fitted to their machines found that

motor cycling with a passenger was not exactly ideal.

A similar meet will .doubtless be arranged next year

by one or other of the party, but it has been sug-

gested that the hour of. meeting should be fixed

a little later than 3 p.m. to enable riders from a

distance to have more time to reach the rendezvous.

Owners of passenger machines are asked to keep thjs

meeting in mind for another year.

THE END-TO-END
ON Monday of last week the Rex twin-cylinder

motor bicycle and Millford sidecar which Avas

successfully driven from John -o'- Groat's to

Land's End in record time by the brothers

Bentley was returned to Coventry for- an examination

of the seals we had placed ripen the engine, frame,

and sidecar, and these we found to be intact. The
machine had been sent from Penzance to Coventry by

rail, not because it was in an unfit condition to be

dri\'en by road, but on account of pressing business

engagements which necessitated Messrs. Bentley's

return to London by train immediately the ride was

concluded.

We are pleased tO' record that both motor bicycle

and sidecar A^ere in good condition, and to pro\e

At Land's End, the finishing point oi the record ride by the brothers Bentley
on a twin Re i and Millford sidecar. The End-to-end sidecar record seems to be
almost as much coveted as the bicycle record, for hardly had the news of this
ride been circulated than we were requested to seal another machine.

that the long jonrney from John-o'-Qroat's to Land's
End had not affected the pulling powers of the engine
one of the Rex representatives took us a short ride

in the neighbourhood of Coventry, and with twenty-
four stones on board;, the combination easily climbed
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Stoneleigh' Hill, which has a gradient of i in 8^3
at the steepest part. About half the climb was accom-
plished en the top speed, only the steepest portion

calling for a change of gear.

The Shamrock-Gloria tyres and belts stood the End-
to-end test remarkably well—in fact, the tyres never
punctured—but, owing to^ rain, which fell during half

the journey, the belts required some amount of atten-

tion in the way of shortening. ^Vhen one realises

that the riders had three nights of eight hours' dark-

ness each on the road the performance becomes much
more significant. The Bentleys, Avho took it in turns

tO' drive, reached Land's End at seven o'clock on the

2nd inst., and at 7.15 were on the Avay back to

Penzance, and caught the 11. 5 train to London. Next
day they were attending tO' business.

)» •S9 ® ^S=—^

From Douglas Bros.j^Kingswcod, Bristol, comes a

booklet of instructions published specially bv the Bosch
Magneto Co. on the management of the special magneto
fitted to the Douglas twin-cylinder motor bicycle. As
many readers know, this engine has horizontally

opposed twin cylinders. The magneto is described as

the DAi two-cylinder (Douglas). A copy of the book-

let will be sent free to any rider of a Douglas motor

cycle upon receipt of card.

Practically every car driver carries an emergenc}
spare tin of petrol nowadays as a permanent fixture

on the car. This tin is seldom opened unless the

tank starts a leak or through some unfoTeseen circum-

stance the car runs short of fuel. Under sucf

conditions motor cyclists are usually dependent or

others unless they have had the fo^resight to carr)

a small spare supply . of petroi. A neat blacl

enamelled cylindrical tank has now been introducec

by. Thos. Clayton and Son, Ltd., Birmingham
especially for the purpO'Se. It is i2in. long by 2in,

diameter, with a screwed filler cap at one end. Brasi

band clips encircle it for attachment to a convenien

frame tube. With one of these emergency tank;

fitted no rider need fear a broken petrol pipe, i

leaking tank, or other cause of a fuel shortage.
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F. E. Lee, Stoke-on-Trent 6 h.p. "N.S.U." Two-speen,

Palmer Cord tyres, tin. Whittle telt. Mills - Fulford

Castor wbeel sidecar. The celluloid wind screen greatly

adds to the comfort of the passenger.
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Two Routes from Salisbury,

Kindly advise me which is

the best route from Salisbury

to Nuttingham, and also from
Salisbury to Bolton.—H.S.T.

Salisbury to Nottingham : Salisbury,

Andover, Whitchurch, where turn leit

and go through Newbury, East Ilsley,

Abingdon, Oxford, and Banbury. At the

village of Princethorpe turn right for

Rugby, Leicester, Loughborough, and
Nottingham. Salisbury to Bolton : You
had better follow the same route to

Nottingham, and go on from there

through Ripley, Matlock, Bakewell,

Buxton, and Stockport, to Bolton.

Surface Carturetter causing Sluggish Starting.

I have a 3 h.p. Quadrant
bioj'cle with carburetter inside

tank. It is an old pattern,

but compression is good, also

spark at plug, but it is very

hard to start. Have tried a new
plug, cleaned contacts, charged accu-

mulator, but there is still the same
trouble in starting. Once going

there is plentj'- of power.—L. F.

The trouble is probably due to the sur-

face carburetter. At the present time
the petrol sold is much heavier than
when the machine was first designed.

You can obtain .680 petrol by applying
to your nearest agent, or direct from
Carless, Cape), and Leonard, Hope
Chemical Works, Hackney W^ick.

Backfiring. Spring Foi-ks.

(L) I have a 3^ h.p. 1908

? Minerva (accumulator) which
has given me great eatisfac-

-^ tion, but, should I run it on
the stand and stop it, it kicks

back and locks the chain. Of course,

it has a band brake on rear wheel,

and sometimes when above occurs it

takes a bit of work to get it slackened
again, and the rear wheel gees

round with a snap. What is the
cause and remedy? (2.) Kindly let

me know what kind of springs for

front forks would suit above
machine ?—R. W.

(1.) It would appear that you run the
engine too long on the stand, and
cause either the sparking plug points,

some sharp projection 'in the engine,
or particles of carbon to become red
hot, with the result that the charge
is pre-ignited and the explosion
drives the engine backwards. A
short circuit might cause the trouble.

(2.) We should advise you to purchase
the spring forks sold by the makers of

your machine.

BIO

A selection of questions of general interest received from ox.

readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes c

machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must b

used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shoul

be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St

E.G., and whether intended for publication or not, must t

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

, A Question of Gear Ratio.

I have a 1907 Triumph
which fully laden weighs
210 lbs. This includes speed-

ometer, pannier bags, large

tool roll, tank full of petrol,

oil, lamp, etc. My own weight in

motor clothes is 162 lbs., making a

total of 372 lbs. The gear at pre-

sent is the standard one of 4j to 1,

and I find some difficulty in climb-

ing several of the hills round here,

frequently having to pedal. I don't

think it is want of power, as I can
get forty-five miles an hour on the

level, and can go up a rise near
here of half a mile long with a

gradient Eomething like, say, Lud-
gate Hill, at over thirty miles an
hour, i.e., if I get a good rush at the

ENTRANTS FOR THE T.T. RACE.

J. L. Norton (Birmingham), 3i h.p. Norton,
82 >; 94 mm., B. and B. carburetter, magneto
ignition, Dunlop tyres, Druid spring fork.

foot. Would you advise me to fit a

4in. -pulley which would give a gear
of approximately 5 • to 1? Would
this cause overheating on long level

stretches keeping machine at legal

limit, and would it mean much more
wear to the engine and petrol and
oil consumption? My present petrol

consumption is 120 miles to the
gallon. Further, I find it difficult

at present to bring the machine down
to ten miles an hour, and think a
lower gear would help this.—H.S.,
Fife.

No, a 4in. pulley would not be too
small, especially if you use a flexible

belt. A 5 to 1 gear would not cause
overheating, but we should strongly
recommend you to fit an adjustable
pulley. It is most useful, not only

for altering the gear, but- for varyin

the tension of the belt. A lower geti

naturally increases oil and petrol cor

sumption, but not appreciably so.

Misfiring with Spark Lever Advanced.

I have a 1908 Rex Feathei

qI weight, which has taken latel

> to misfiring when spark levf

-^ is advanced more than aboi

half-way. The compression :

good, valve springs all right, carbi

retter quite clear, and plug all righl

Can it be due to conflict points (

the magneto being too close? Kindl

tell me the proper distance apart ft

them to be when current is breakiii

contact. At present I have difficult

to get thick paper between them
S.F.

The trouble is probably due to yoi

requiring a new fibre for contact breaks

lever. First of all try adjusting th

platinum points till they separate th

correct distance recommended by th

makers of the magneto. This is .5 mm
but the running is very little affecte

if the points break slightly less or moi

than this amomit. We presume yo

have ascertained that the platinui

points ineet quite squarely, and the sui

faces are clean. Also that magnet-o :

correctly timed.

Underpowered for Sidecar Work.

I intend fitting a ]\Ion'

gomery sidecar to my 3 h.)

Triumph (1906), gear 5 to

(1.) Will this machine
powerful' enough for tourin

in Derbyshire without much peda

ling?—^total weight twenty stone:

(2.) Which type do you recommen
for this machine, rigid, castor whee

or flexible? (3.) Are butt-ende

tubes any more trouble than enc

less ones? Do they wear as Ions

and would you carry one as a spare

—F.S.

(1.) We , very much doubt if tli

machine will climb the hills in Derb]

shire with sidecar and passenger ur

less a ^ two-speed gear is fitted, an

even then you would be demanding tfl

much from your little engine. 3^ h.T

is the smallest engine we recommen
for passenger work, even if a changi

speed gear is fitted. (2.) All typ<

mentioned are satisfactory, and ha\

their respective advantages. It

therefore, purely a matter of your ow
personal taste. (3.) Butt-ended tube

if properly fitted, give no trouble, an

we certainly recommend you to carr

one as a spare wiien touring.
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»lie C. Munro (Surbiton), 5i h.p. Twin N.S.U.,

ix84mm., Bosch magneto. Continental tyres.

Route from Ealing to Derby.

I notice you recommend a

route from Ealing to Derby
via St. Albans, Luton, and
Bedford. I am going to Derby,
and propose taking the follow-

ng route : Rickmansworth, Ayles-

lury, Buckingham, Towcester,

)aventry, LTitterworth, Leicester,

joughboi'ough, and Derby,
ecommend th i route?

cads good? Which is

Qteresting.— C.G.T.
B route via Rickmansworth, Ayles-

:y, and Lutterworth is quite a good
i, and is probably more interesting

,n through Luton and Bedford. On
i other hand, the first-named route

uld probably be the faster of the

Slipping a Clutch to Aid in Hill -climbing.

Do you think a free engine
clutch such as the Mabon
would fit a 2^ h.p. Rex, and
would it be of any practical

assistance in climbing hills? I

:now the makers say it can be
lipped a good deal, but I do not
:now if that in itself would help.

iVould it be quite* reliable and would
he extra weight of such fitment be
00 heav}^ for such a small engine? I

;an manage all ordinary hills with
ny machine as it is, but tliere are a
evv- mountain passes in this district

—

niles long—which cannot be rushed,
ind I am unable to pedal hard enough.
o keep the engine speed up.—A. M.,
south Africa.
clutch could be made to fit, and
uld be of assistance in climbing
Is if eased slightly when the engine
^ohitions fall off. This enables the
jine to pick up speed again. There
a considerable amount of overhang
th a weighty clutch on a small
?ine-shaft, but it would not affect the
ming of your engine materially. If

3 mountain passes you mention are
^eral miles long and very steep, yeu
'uld not be able to slip the clutch
lefinitely without causing consider-
le wear and friction. It would be
tter to get a more powerful machine
you cannot climb the passes without
lot of pedal assistance.

Mfsfiiing and Overheating.

I have a 3 h.p. Singer, Bosch

g^l
high - tension magneto, and

> Longuemare carburetter with
-^ a ten slot jet. It goes very

well on about half throttle,

but when I come to a hill and try

to give it threequarters or full

throttle it begins to misfire, and the
misfiring gets worse as I close the
extra air lever. The carburetter

does not ficod. The opening of the

inlet valve (automatic) used to be
more than ^in., but I strengthened
the spring with a washer as the

engine backfired into the inlet pipe
and carburetter. The rocking arm
in the magneto and the fibre ring

are worn Would this account
for advancing and retarding the

spark having little or no effect

on the speed of the machine,
about fifteen to twenty miles per
hour? The spark always seems to

me to occur at the top of the stroke,

whether lever retarded or not, and I

Hugh Gibson (Southport), 3^ h.p. Triumph,
85x88 mm., Bosch magneto, Dunlop tyres.

have noticed that the engine begins
to knock whene\''er I open the extra

air inlet more than half-way. After

a run of 100 miles a whitish deposit

seems to settle on the magneto points,

and then the engine misfires at slow

speeds. Would carbon deposit cause

the cylinder head to get red hot after

running a mile or two fairly fast?—
A. McIntosh.

If the rocking arm aird fibre ring in

the magneto machine are worn they
should be replaced without delay, and
a great improvement in running will

be noticed. The deposit on the

platinum points is, probably due to

their burning, and this could be obvi-

ated by keeping the -condenser con-

nections clean. These are formed by
the brass cap and the swring which
holds it in position. The magneto
machine would also be improved if

magnets were remagnetised by the

makers. Both ends of the spring

should be kept bright. Excessive car-

bon deposit will sometimes cause the
cylinder head to get red hot after

running. You had better, therefore,

have the cylinder taken off and the
piston and cylinder thoroughly cleaned.

^93

A Puzzling Case.

I ride" a 1^ h.p. Wolf, accu-

qI mulatoT, V belt, compression
> good, valves work well, igni-
L-^ tion correct, accumulators

fully charged^ no signs of over-
heating, and I have been careful

about lubrication. It starts easily,

goes like a bird for about five miles,

then slowly slackens pace to about
eight miles an hour, and I cannot
get any better pace out of it. It

will run at this rate for miles, but
no faster. Opening the throttle only
makes the engine race, but the belt

appears to grip all right.

—

Dr. R.
The trouble is one which is rather
difficult to diagnose—possibly it is due
to a partially choked carburetter.

Opening the throttle, cannot make the
engine race unless the belt slips.

READERS' REPLIES.
Fouling of Sparking Plugs.

In answer to Frank H. Crimes, I

would advise him to use Lodge plugs.

I used to have the same trouble with
my 1908 Rex, which has disappeared
since fitting these plugs.—E. B.
Stapleton.

MisBring in One Cylinder.

In The Motor Cycle for Aug. 25th I

notice an enquiry from "W.O." re

5 h.p. twin Rex which will only start

on front cylinder, and runs some dis-

tance before the back cylinder starts

up. I had exactly the same trouble
with my own twin Rex, and traced it

to the induction pipe. The collar

attaching pipe to rear cylinder had
come unsoldered (the rear cylinder

naturally ^ets hotter than the front),

and this cylinder was consequently
getting - a very weak mixture. When
the rear cylinder gets warmed up by
the front one, or the engine speed in-

creases, there is sufficient suction on
the carburetter to overcome the air

leakage through the broken joint, and
the rear cylinder starts up.

—

Cecil H.
DOBSON.

A. J. Hoorhouse (Manchester), =! h.p. Twin Hex,

77-5 X 79-375 mm., magneto ignition.

BII
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ON a long distance tour, when the rider would
be at the furthest point a thousand miles

from home, the preparations are naturally of a

somewhat protracted nature. The first success-

ful move was obtaining a month's holiday, and the

next was to get an absolutely trustworthy machine.
I had parted with my faithful 1908 Triumph just

before Christmas, but was awaiting delivery of a

1909 model of the same make, promised by my agent,

Mr. Eric Myers, for February ist. It is advisable

to be a member of a club fox touring abroad, and,

seeing that I required no' legal advice (7r aid, etc.,

but simply touring information and facilities, I joined

the C.T.C. A fortnight before starting I had my
luggage forwarded to an hotel at Nice (my objective),

there to await my arrival. Motor cyclists have been
urged by one or two writers not to venture on a long

tour with a machine they are not well acquainted
with. My machine had only been delivered a fort-

night, but I had no qualms in the Triumph—my fifth

motor cycle. So it was Avith perfect confidence that

I sallied forth on the ist March from my home at

Harrogate. I was bound for Southampton, and first

made for \^^etherby, where I was to join the Great
North Ro'ad. Before reaching Wetherby I was
delayed a minute or two by a slipping belt, caused
by snow on the ro-ad. Afterwards an uneventful run
through Doncaster, Bawtry, Newark, and Grantham
brought me in time to Huntingdon—a distance of

140 miles from the start. Here 1 elected tO' stay

the night, and was comfortably quartered at " The
George." My new mount was in a very dirty state

after the muddy roads I had encountered. Next
morning I was occupied for half an hour
in an endeavour to regain the Great North
Road, eventually proceeding by way
of Biggleswade and St. Albans. Here I

branched off and got hopelessly mixed up
in the by-lanes in trying to avoid London.
Somehow I managed to reach Staines, and
here I found the front wheel bearing rather
"creaky.", A cycle dealer removed the
wheel and detached the bearing cups to

find a quantity of liquid mud. New balls
were fitted and the bearings regreased, etc.,

and_ I was again on the way, reaching
Basingstoke in good time, and later arriv-
ing at Winchester.

Improvement in the Road Surface.
I experienced roads varying from slush

to mud, then to frozen ruts, and now I was
pleased to find them gradually improving
all the way to Southamption, although in
one part I had passed a number of young
fellows tobogganning on a beautiful road,
with pines on either side. I was soon
threading my way through the busy. streets

to the docks, from where I had to embark on t

midnight boat to Havre. I was annoyed to find th

I was forbidden to go on board or even to take r

machine on until eight o'clock. It now began to sn(

heavily, so I wheeled my machine into the shelter, ai

then went and booked return passage for self
{j,

8s. 6d.) and machine (ros.), and also got some mon
changed.
The snow had almost ceased, and all was busi

on the docks, as a ship from China had just arrive

Slowly the passengers filed down the gangway, repi

senting - all nationalities, from Chinese with th

circular caps and pigtails to the military man ho:

from India on leave, Avearing his solar topee. Unc
the buzzing and flickering arc lamps, with the sn

gently falling, the sight of these people—lascars a

w^hat not—looking after their voluminous luggage a

speaking hurriedly in so many foreign tongues v

impressive indeed.'

At eight o'clock I fetched my machine, and 1

men were soon busy " slinging
'

' it on board and la;

ing it firmly to the ship's side under the bridge.

Soon after midnight I heard a shufiling of feet a

a cry of " All right aft." ".Then let go forrard," a

in a few minutes we were steaming down Southampt
Water. Seven hours later (Wednesday mornii

found us at Havre with a regular unhealthy blizz;

blowing, Avhich was very disappointing to me, as

had looked forward to having perhaps some favO'

able weather. After getting a "permit" at a c

of sixty centimes (this, by the Avay, being the 01

formality I had to go through at the hands of
'

Customs, as I had got a Customs ticket frcra "

"•fe

The landing stage at Havre.

Bii
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ogate to the Riviera and Back by Motor Cycle.—
\C.),-I wasted time in the vain hope of the weather

.ring up. This it refused to do, so I "was advised

rain to Rouen, where it was sure to be better. I

pted this advice and booked second class for

len, which cost 6f. 25c. foT myself and 2.25 for

machine. The train did not start till twelve,

; boarded the train after lunch. After a tiresome

ney of about fifty miles I arrived at Rouen, putting

at the "Hotel de la Po'Ste," which I found very

ifortable.

Waiting for the Snow to clear.

'he following olay continued ver}' snowy and slushy,

ilso were the next four days. I therefore visited

various places of interest in Rouen, always keep-

an anxious eye on the weather,

unday, the 7th March, proved to be a glorious

, SO' I took a walk a few miles along the road to

t^tHEl

Auxerre. Women washing clothes by the banks of the river Yonne,

i^- foT the purpose of inspecting the condition of
roads. As they were fairly satisfactory, I

ided to start oft the following day. Looking over
mount to .see that all was in order, L noticed a
:y cut in the back tyre, a rubber non-skid,
text morning I started about nine o'clock, having
piously filled up with a supply of petrol, which
; two shillings a gallon. It is no easy matter
ning to ride on the right-hand side of the
i in the busy streets of Rouen, and was far from
isant at first. Once outside Rouen, I was rather
>ng time in reaching Vernon and Mantes, and then
1 found myself within a few miles of Paris. Stop-
l at a wayside shop to fill up with petrol, my
'hine was quickly surrounded by about a dozen
testers who were testing cars from some works near

The cute idea of turning the petrol injector
f the compression tap soon caught their eye, and
ad a busy tirne seeing that they did not fill my
nder head with petrol. One chap_ kindly found
ut and put it on my stand almost before I found
' one was missing. Then came the inevitable
stions—" What power? " " How fast can vou go? "

^95

" Where are you going to? " etc. The road approach-
ing Paris began to get rather worse and very diffi-

cult to find. Passing through St. Germain, I was
soon at Versailles. The cruel i^ave was heartbreak-

ing; the. tremendous holes in the road gave me the

worst half-hour I have had on a motor cycle. No-
body seemed to know the way without going through
Paris and its awful ^j^ftir, but at last I found a driver

of a small car, who put me on the right track. The
road surface varied considerably, but impro-ved

towards Melun, where I spent the night, thankful for

a fine day, and, considering the difficulty I had had
in finding the road and tim.e wasted in towns, I was
quite satisfied with only knocking off 100 miles.

Tuesday being a beautiful day and the roads in

perfect condition, I made splendid progress through
Monteau, Sens, Joigny, and Auxerre, in places doing

a good thirty miles an hour on a straight road mC'Stly

bordered with tall trees. I could easily hear the

peculiar " swish, swish " which I

had heard of. Petrol I was lucky
to get at IS. 6d. a gallon—the

cheapest so far.

A Succession of Tyre Troubles.
Soon after noon I felt my back

rim bump heavily on som.e village

setts, so I spent the next half-hour

in mending my first puncture, caused
by a sharp stone piercing the hole

in the cover which I had previously

noted. A few miles further on the

same thing happened again, but this

time in the countrv and on a lovelv

road, so, lazily lighting a cigarette,

I sat down and surveyed my punc-
tured tyre. Continuing my way a
few miles, the back tyre burst with
a deafening " bang." More rest,

more cigarettes, more work, and
then I was off again, but this time
riding very carefully. Soon it

appeared as if I was in for a real

bit of climbing at last, so, driving

with throttle nearly closed. I injected

a pumpful of Price's A, and slowly approached a
cliff which almost rose . sheer up from the end of

the road. My excitement grew as I got nearer and
nearer, so, kicking the cut-out open, I made a dash
forward, prepared for anything, and got the surprise

of my life. I had landed into a tunnel, with just

a speck of light appearing in the distance and no
lamps. My exhaust was making a tremendous din,

so, closing it, I had a look down for my levers, and
could not even see my handle-bars, let alone the

sides of the tunnel and the surface of the road ! It

was decidedly weird, and not a little startling at first.

To unexpectedly meet a 60 h.p. car half-way through
would most decidedly result in a nervous breakdown
for the lot of us. Unfortunately, I had no lamp on
my machine..

(To be oontinued.J

->—»«&-<^

The Lancashire Motor Exchange are making a

speciality of supplying motor cycles for export to the

colonies. Full particulars will be sent by the firm^

whose address is Lancaster Road, Morecambe.
B15
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Death ol the Founder of the Quadrant.

We sincerely regret to have to

record the death of Mr. Wm. Priest,

which took place at his residence,

Hampton-in-Arden, Warwickshire, on
Monday of last week. Mr. Priest was
the senior partner in the Quadrant
Motor Co., Earisdon, Coventry, and
many years ago founded the business

of the Quadrant Cycle Co., Birming-
ham, which grew to large proportions.

The deceased gentleman was one of

the first to recognise the possibilities

of the motor cycle, and the Quadrant
was one of the first all British built

machines which met with success.

]\Ir. Priest was very well known in

Midland business circles, and was atone
time president of the Cycle Manufac-
turers' Trade Protection Association.
When the Quadrant Cycle Co., Bir-

mingham, met with reverses Mr.
Priest, m conjunction with two of his

isons and INIr. T. Silver, commenced
the manufacture of the Quadrant
motor cycles at Earisdon, Coventry,
under the title of the Quadrant Motor
Co. We offer our sincere condolences
to the family in their bereavement.

Great Orme's Head climbed on a Motor Bicycle.

As long ago as 1904 J. Edge, Liver-
pool, climbed Great Orme's Head, Llan-
dudno, on a Bat pedalless motor bicycle,

but as far as we are aware until lately

no motor cyclist has accomplished
.Edge's feat. J. C. Bennett Mitchell,
Leeds, recently made two ascents on
a 3^ h.p. Bradbury, from which the

' pedals had been removed,^-one by way
of the Tygwin Road, which we are
told includes a stretch of 1 in 3^, and
the other by way of a new road from
the ]Marine Drive, which has two very
sharp hairpin bends. The second half
of the ascent has to be xnd an old
quarry road deeply rutted and of
rough boulder-strewn surface.

At the summit of Great Orme's Head, Llandudno.
J. C^B. Mitchell and his 1909 Bradbury.

Bl6

Petrol Imports.

7,527,242 gallons of petroleum spirit
were imported last month, duty hav-
ing been paid on 2,694,562 gallons.
From the 30th April to the 31st August
duty has been paid on 10,402,358
gallons of petrol.

"Imports of Motor Cycles.

Last month's imports
cycles and parts show a
provement over August last year, the
figures being £5,541 and £4,417 re-
spectively. During the eight months
ended 31st August, the import figures
were : ^

1907. 1908.
]\Iotor cycles

—

£42,189 £30,958
Parts thereof

—

£22,592 £17,441

of motor
slight im-

1909.

£29,891

£19,387

Total value

—

£64,781 £48.399 £49,278

Exports still Increasing.

The value of last month's exports of
British motor cycles and parts is more
than double the figures for the corre-
sponding month of 1908, viz., £9,054,
as compared with £3.906. During the
eight months ended 31st August,
British motor cycle exports are repre-
sented by the following figures :

Number of complete motor cycles ex-
ported

—

1908. 1909.

555 856-
1907.

462
Value—
£16,093

Parts thereof

£19,482

£19,053

£13,652

£30,517

£21,637

Total value-^
£35,575 £32,705 £52,154

Re-exports.

E,e-exports of foreign made motor
cycles and parts from this -country
have reached a value of £17,513 dur-
ing the eight complete months of the
present year. The 1908 figures for the
same period were £7,608, and 1907
£3,990.

A New Method of Timing.

A movement to put an end to the
objections regarding checkers' watches
reported to be inaccurate, in reliability
trials against time, and also com-
plaints regarding many riders training
over known courses, has been intro-
duced by the Bradford M.C.C., and
will be tried in two long-distance
runs down for decision this month. At
the start of each run all competitors'
watches will be sealed and times will
be taken from them by checkers en
routp.. If any rider declares his watch
to have gone wrong, the time -will be
taken from the checker's watch.

56,-70 15 . .7.15 p

„ 18. .7.8

„ 22.. 7.0

^Moreover, the course will not

divulged until time of starting, wl

each rider's schedule with times worl

out will be handed to him.

Police Traps.

A measured furlong from Lewish
Workhouse, on the road to Catford

There is a trap a:t Northwo
Middlesex, by the railway brid

approached by a dip on either si

Another slightly nearer Ham
possibly worked only at week-ends

There is a measured quarter o

mile on the open road two miles fi

Arundel, on the road to Worthing ;

the east. There are rumours that

trap is shifted from time to time,

works occasionally on both sides

Arundel.
The police trap referred to on

Norwich-Fakenham road in our is

of the 1st inst. apparently lacks c

firmation, as we have heard on gi

authority that the Norfolk police

not trapping in the open road, wli

no danger exists.

Between Sheffield and Hunting
motor cyclists are recommended
drive carefully at Wickersley
Bramley, and to exercise grsat caut

in jDassing through Retford, wher<

ten mile speed limit is enforced. Tl

is also an occasional trap from So

Muskham to Newark^, while the L
Bennington to Great Gonerby,
Ponton to Colsterworth traps are

tinuously working. The- latter

traps are worked very fairly, an'

certain mileage over the legal limi

generally allowed. In Colsterw<

itself there is a ten mile speed lii

and a trap is occasionally worked
'the village. There are occasional ti

at Stilton and Stukeley, while

police are active in the villager

Aloonbury, Buckden, and Fenstan

One of the private owners in the T.T. R|
A.V. Blake (lame, Co. Antrim)^ 3 J h.p.Triun

84 ; 86 mm.
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oHce Traps (continued).
,

Several motor cyclists were stopped

)y the police in Susses to have their

icences examined last week. This

lalppened near Ashdown Forest an(? in

)ther parts of the county, but we have

•eason to believe that this was merely a

;eneral examination of licences, and no
inies were taken.

A 220 yards trap half a mile beyond
iVoodford on the Epping Road. Plain

;lothes officers hide behind the hedge
)n the right. Any motorist exceeding

iwenty miles per hour is stopped.

Caithness, Contour, Route 322,

rhurso to John-o'-Groat's, from Castle-

own to Dunret, about three miles over

Dunnst Links. Route 325, Thurso to

kVesterdale, movable trap one mile long

Detween Thurso and Halkirk. Trap
'rem Westerdale to Halkirk four or

ive miles,

'he Pneumatic Tyre Majority Celebration.

On the opening day of the Stanley
5how a banquet and presentation, in

he form of a suitably inscribed silver

;asket, will be made to Mr. Harvey
Du Cros, J. P., as some little recognition

)f the unique services rendered to the

ycle and motor industries.

he British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

Owing to the T.T. Race in the Isle

)f Man taking place on the 23rd inst.

,

t has been considered advisable to

postpone the date of the sixth mem-
bers' meeting, originally fixed for

September 15th, until Wednesday,
September 29th.

'he State of Chatham Hill.

A correspondent wishes to warn
•eaders of the very bad state of the
oad on Chatham Hill. Riders ascend-
ng should keep strictly to the left,

Jut when descending take the centre
)f the tram track. He adds that
;ycling accidents are alarmingly
requent.

ipen Hill-climb on Amulree.

The Edinburgh M.C.C. has decided to

lold an open hill-climb on Amuli-ee on
3ctober 9th. It will be remembered
hat this ascent was included in the
Scottish Five Days' Trials, and proved
I stumbling block to nearly all. Every
lonceivable make of motor cycle has
)een catered for to attract a large entry,
en classes having been included. The
'rials hon. secretary is P. E. Tolfree,

\1, Falcon Avenue, Edinburgh.

'he Rule of the Road. '

With so many competitors in the
I'ourist Trophy Race, it behoves one
md all to adhere carefully to the rule
)f the road both in practice and during
'he race. By so doing accidents may
36 prevented. We are led to publish
this reminder, as we notice there are
juite a number of riders new to com-
petition and speed work among the
intrants. The danger of accidents is

ilways greater as the speed gets
ligher.

:he Western District M.C. Hill-climb.

We are asked to point out that the
Darticulars circulated among the mem-
3ers for the above event mentioned
:hat in filling up the entry form it was
lecessary to state whether a variable
2;ear was fitted or not ; therefore it

was contemplated that variable gears

=^H©
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would be used in some or all of the
classes. The riders of the Zenith
Gradua machines stated on their entry
forms that their machines were fitted

with variable gears, but it was not
until just before the start of the
event that they were informed that
they could only compete in a separate
variable gear class or in the racing
class, and this only on condition that
they used one gear all the way up the
hill. They declined to accept these
conditions, and withdrew from tlie

contest. In the report of the hill-

H. Reed, Viinner of the Twin-cylinder Trophy
in last year's T.T. Race. This year he will

ride a 5 h.p. Twin Dot-Peugeot, 75 ; . 75 mm.,
a.o.i.v., Amac carburetter, and magneto
ignition.

climb in the " Club News " pages of

September 1st, it was stated that the
Zenith Graduas were barred in the
competition. Later information, how-
ever, proves they were onlj^ barred in

the single-cylinder touring class, but
their riders naturally declined to com-
pete in any other class if they could

not use the variable gear with which
the machine is provided as a standard
fitment.

w cv w i^iT ^v t'S^ c'lv t^S^ c'S^ i?iy i>y fly tfiT cv c'y w

FUTURE EVENTS.
Sept. 23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE FOR

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE iSLE OF
MAN.

,, 24— rliU-climb on Kewaigue Hill, Isle ot

Man. Five classes. Start 10 a.m.

,, 24—Hill-climb up Snaefell. Start 2.30 p.m.

„ 29—British M.C.R.C. Sixth Members' Meet-
ing at Brooklands.

Oci, &—Race meetmg at Brojlciands (t'.vo events

for motor cycles).

,, w— Iwo Hours Reiord Race ai Brooklands,

organised bv the Britisti M.C.R C

,, 9—Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club Open
Hill-climb on Amulree.

,, to—A.C.U Fourth Quarterly Trial 01 1909,

Uxbndpe to Banbury and back

,, 16—MotDr Cycling Club Private Race Meeting
and Gymkhana on Brooklands track.

,, 23—Motor Cycling Club closing run of the

year to Brighton.
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Are Special Motor Roads Wanted ':

The Road Improvement Bill was fully
discussed by the R.A.C. and its asso-
ciated bodies ort the 3rd inst., and
the following resolution was unani-
mously passed: "That the General
Committee of the Royal Automobile
Club and Associated Clubs expresses
its satisfaction with the Development
and Road Improvement Funds Bill,

Part II., and further expresses the
hope that the attention of the Road
Board will be specially given to the
improvement and widening of exist-
ing roads for facilitating motor traffic

rather than to the construction of
special motor roads."

Tourist Trophy Trifles.

Some of the competitors have left their
practising very late. We know of one
or two entrants who were not expectmg
delivery of their machines until the end
of this week.
Anent the leaderette in the issue of

the 1st inst. relating to wear of cylin-
ders during the race,

, we note that
several of the twin-cylinder machines
are only 1 cubic centimetre short of the
limit. Truly this is cutting it fine. It
means that if both the cylinders have
worn a hair's-breadth by the end of
the race, the capacity of the engine
will exceed the limit.

The total number of entries received
for the race is fifty-nine. In allotting
the numbers, the fateful 13 has been
omitted. Of the fifty-nine entrants,
twenty-four are private owners of the
machines they will ride. Single-cylinder
motor bicycles nuinber thirty-two, twins-
tvifenty-six, and four-cylinder one.
The fact that so many riders of

single-cylinder machines have entered
goes to show that they fancy their
chances against the multi-cylinders of
greater power, and it would be impos-
sible to forecast the result with accuracy.

Giuppone will use one of the new
pattern 84 x 86 mm. single-cylinder

Peugeot engines, vrith overhead mechani-
cally-operated inlet valve.

Practising on the course commenced
last Thursday. Competitors are allowed
to practise up to 8 a.m., except on
Sundays.
America is represented in the race by

three Indian machines—two twins and
a single of 825 x 93 mm. (to be ridden
by G. L. Fletcher), which is new to
this country.

Snaefell, the venue of the climb on
Friday afternoon next week, is generally
regarded as the most severe test to
which motor cycles have yet been put,,

excepting, perhaps, the French Mont
Ventoux hill-climb. We heard a car-

owner last week offering to wager that
no single-geared motor bicycle could
climb Snaefell. We should not like to

make so sweeping a statement.

S. C. Ferryman and B. V. Jones ar&
using Simms magnetos on their twin-
cylinder machines, not Bosch as stated

in last v/eek's issue. It was expected
that a new twin Norton engine with
overhead mechanically-operated inJet

valves v/ould be ready in time for the
race, but Mr. Ferryman has now
decided to revert to his 75 x 84 mm.
a.o.i.v. twin.

In next week's issue we shall publish

the entries for the hill-climbijig com-
petitions on Kewaigue and Snaefell.
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THE INTERNATIONAL TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Officials.

THE following gentlemen have been selected tt)

act as officials in connection with the torth-

coming race and hill-climbing competitions in

the Isle of Man on September 2 3rfl:

Judges.—Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker, H. G. Cove,

Yictor Hart, J. W. Orde, Robert Todd, and Archibald

;Sharp.

Chief Marshals;—Messrs. F. C. Baisley, J. R.

Nisbet, R. D. F. Paul, and J. K. Starley.

Marshals.—Messrs. H. P. Beasley, H. G. Bell, E.

M. P. Boileau, R. S. Brooke-Hitching, S. W. Carty,

D. K. Hall, J. Haslam, Dr. H. R. Mayo, A. E.

Newton, S. W. Phillpot, H. C. Pickering, W. Pratt,

C. E. Rackham, A. J. Wilson, and the members of

the Manx Automobile Club.

Press Steward.—^Mr. F. A.. Hardy.
Timekeepers.—Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite, C. P.

•Glazebrook, and A. Geo. Reynolds (official timekeepers

.Auto Cycle Union and Royal Automobile Club).

Clerk of the Scales.—Mr. B. H. Davies.

Time Auditors.—^Messrs. J. Baynes, R. A. Tyler,

A.C.A., and F. Little.

Secretary.—F. Straight, 18, Down Street, Piccadilly,

London, W.
The T.T. Race Fund.

The above fund has now reached the sum of ^67
s.6%., made up as follows:

Amounts previously acknowledged in The
Motor Cycle ...£59 8

G. M. Mackay 2

Vanguard ... ... ... ... ... 03 6

Five Stourbridge Triumph riders (per

R. T. Davis) 12 6

10

5

2
5

3

1 1

3 3
1 1

1

. £67 16

Hunter Bros. (Clapham)
Leslie C. Munro
Robert Clayton
E. B. Hall
Norman Hughes
J. K. Starley
Indian Motorcycles
F. S. Barnwell
Miss Muriel Hind

Total

The expense of holding the race this year is much
greater than last, principally because the R.A.C. i<

not organising a motor car race in the Isle of Man;
therefore all the cost falls on the shoulders of the

A.C.U.," which feels justified in asking motor cyclists

to assist. The cash prizes amount to -£,?>2 7s. alone.

Donations, however small, will be welcomed, anc

collecting sheets can be obtained from the secretary,

J 8, Down Street, Piccadilly, W., ot The Motor Cyclt

Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and Coventry.

For every jQi up to ^100 contributed to the funr

Tlie Motor Cycle will give is. Cheques, postal orders,

etc., should be made payable to the Auto Cycle Union,

and may be addressed to the Club or the Editor of this

journal as above. All contributions will be acknow-

ledged in The Motor Cycle.

A Late Entry.
We have received notification from the A.C.U. thai

an additional entry for the T.T. Race has been

received. This was after the list on page 686 had

gone to press. The entrant is a private owner named
A. West, and he will ride a 3^-^ h.p. Triumph, 85 x

88 mm., cylinder capacity 499 c.c.

®<

.M.C.C. RACE MEETING & GYMKHANA AT BROOKLANDS.
LAST week we inserted a paragraph respecting

the Motor Cycling Club holding a gymkhana
meeting in Mr. DuCros's park. The idea has

gro'wn, and the club has now decided tc^ make
this event quite a new departure, and turn it into a

private race meeting and gymkhana at Brooklands
Track on Saturday, October i6th, commencing at

12 o'clock (noon). All members will be catered for,

especially the ordinary rider on the every-day motor
cycle who has never before had the luck tO' get a

•chance of a run on the track.

Preliminary Programme.
1. Motor Cycle Handicap Race. Two laps

of the track (about 5^ miles). For riders who- have
never ridden in a race at Brooklands. Engines not

•exceeding 500 c.c. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.
2. Motor Cycle Handicap Race. Same con-

ditions, but for engines between 344 c.c. and 1,000
c.c. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.

3. Motor Cycle Handicap Race. Open to all

of the members. Engines up to 1,000 c.c. Distance,
three laps (about ^% miles). Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.

4. Car Handicap Race. For drivers who have
never raced at Brooklands. Three laps of the track.
Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.

5. Motor Cycle "Circle" Race. Gymkhana
event. Entrance fee, is.

6. Motor Cycle "Life Belt" Race. A gym-
khana event. Entrance fee, is.

Race. A gym-

Race. Gymkhana

Gymkhana event.

Gymkhana event.

7

.

Motor Cycle " Tortoise
khana event. Entrance fee, is.

8. Car "Engine Starting"
event. Entrance fee, is.

9. Car " Bending " Race.
Entrance fee, is.

10. Car "Tortoise" Race.
Entrance fee, is.

The handicap will be decided on the system of a

preliminary run round the track, and any increase

in speed in excess of five per cent, wall disqualify.

Only members of the club can enter the competi-

tions, but members can introduce as many friends to

the track as they wish, and, at a later date, tickets

will be supplied on demand.
After October ist the club is willing to elect new-

members, th'i^ir first subscription carrying them on

to the end of 1910. This, therefore, is an advan-

tageous time to join the club, as new members will

not only get fifteen months' membership for one year's

subscription, but can also take the opportunity of par-

ticipating in this event at Brooklands. Full^notices will

be sent to all members through the post.

For this event only Mr. S. H. Fry is acting as

trials hon. secretary.

On October 4th Messrs. Phelon and Moore will

open their new London premises at 11-12, Mortimer
Street ,'-W.-
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DUBLIN 6 DISTRICT M.C.C. RACING AT FORTMARNOCK
The above club brought the year's competitions to a con-

kision on Saturday last with a race rneeting on the Velvet

trand at Portmarnock. Three events made , up the pro-

ramme, and in eacir of these F. J. Walker, on a twin-

ylindered 5 h.p. Rex, was the scratch man. Walker was
ery successful, winning two of the three events, and the

tiird was won by T. J. Dunphy, on a J. A. P. The handi-
apping, which was done by the club committee, was very

atisfactory.

Details.

Two miles handicap (out and home).—T. J. Dunphy, 3^
..p. J.A.P., 15s. start, 1; J. Healy, 5 h.p. twin Peugeot,
Os., 2; R. H. Taaffe, 5 h.p. twin Peugeot, 5s., 3. Won by
s., 14s. between second and third. Winner's nett time,

m. 13s.

Four Miles Handicap.^—F. J. Walker, 5 h.p. twin Rex.
cr., 1; M. J. Chambers, 2| h.p. F.X., 100s.. 2. Won easily.

Viuner's nett time, 5m. 49s.

Ten Miles Handicap.—F. J. Walker, 5 h.p. twin Rex.,
or., 1; R.Walsh, 2^ h.p. J. A. P., 140, 2 ; H. H. Taaffe,

h.p. twin Peugeot. 30s., 3. Winner's nett time, 15ni. 19s.
Back markers in ihe Ten LI Is- Kmlca? of the Dutlin and District

M.C.C. races Lt i'or...!ainoek Velv.it bt and.

MURATTI TROPHY
The committee of the Ulster Centre M. C.U.I, held a further

leeting on the 10th inst. to consider the result of above
rials. At the finish of the competition on August 31st, C. E.
lurpliy reported to the hon. secretary that he had been
larked l^m. wrong at the Banbridge control, and the time-
eeper was asked to attend the meeting in order to give soipe

iformation. He (the timekeeper) explained that he set his

ratch by the Post Office clock, but it transpired that one of

lie P.O. lady clerks informed him afterwards that the clock
?as Ig to 2 minutes fast on the morning of August 31st,

RELIABILITY TRIALS.
I

which was exactly the difference letween the watches Murphy
j

carried and the time ii.arKed on his cliecs booii. riowever,
!

tne committee decided to adnere to the times recorded in the
check books. It was also decided to deduct one mark for
each full minute a competitor was early or late. The riders

i
were finally placed as follows : 1, J. Stewart (3^ Triumph),

' 160 marks, Muratti Trophy (won outright) and gold medal

;

2nd, C. E. Murphy (3^ Triumph), 159 marks, gold medal;

j

3rd, 0. C. Godfrey (3^ Rex), 156 marks, gold medal ; 4th,

I
J. Coulter (3^ Triumph). 145 marks, filver medal.

CLUB NEWS
Barnsley and District M.C.C.

The following are -the results of the Barnsley and District

H.P. X T
I.C.C. hill-climb, worked out on the formula

W
lorsC'power v/as calculated on the Coventry and Warwick-
hire 'M.C formula, which is

—

D= X V"^ X N
H.P. = —

18000
Formula.

1. E.' Slater (3^ h.p. Triumph)
2. J. Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.)
3. T. W. B Durant (3i h.p. Durant-J.A.P.)
4. F. Scorah (3i h.p. Triumph)
5. E. H. Longley (Sg h.p. Peugeot)
6. F. Greenwood (5 h.p. Rex)
7. J. Oxley (2| h.p. Douglas) ...

8. T. Dunk (5 h.p. Rex)

Richmond and District M.C.
The annual reliability trial (motor cycle section) for the

l^arpmael Challenge Cup took place on the 5th inst., and
he holder of the cup, F. C. Wood (who only wanted one
aore win to make it his own) was again the winner. The
un was from Surbiton to Winchester and return, a distance
if 110 miles, and in the event of more than one competitor
aaking a non-stop run the cup was to be awarded to the
pe who adhered nearest to his stated schedule speed. Secret
ime checks were made at various places. The entry was
ery good, and included two new machines which will com-
ete in the Tourist Trophy Race. The following members
lade non-stop runs : _

Difference from Schedule.
F. C. Wood (34 h.p. N.S.U.), winner 6m. 43s.

Time.
42|s.

54|s.

45fs.
49.«.

51|s.

40t£.
58s.

39is.

1.

2.

3.

4.

C. Dibben (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... ... 9m. 50s.

. . 10m. 9s.

... 10m. 53s.

a medal to each

Dr. Brewerton (12 h.p. Lagonda)
J. S. Spring (3^ h.p. Triumph)

n addition to the cup, the club awards
>mpetitor who made a non-stop run.

Brighton and District M.C.C.
The undersigned team of three challenge any other team or
earns of three members of the above club to a reliability run

to Hartfield and back on 'the 26th inst., start from head-
quarters 10.30 a.m. : Messrs. C. Smith, J. Best, and R.
Wilkins. ' Particulars and conditions of the run will be
found on the club notice board, the losing team to pay Is.

per member into the club's prize fund.

Hull anl East Riding A.C.C.

Dr. W. H. Coates (president) has kindly invited the
members of the above club to tea at Bleak House, Patring-
ton, on Saturday next, the 18th inst.

A pace-judging competition has been arranged to be held
on the journey to Patrington, starting from ^larfleet tram
terminus at 2.30 p.m.
The judges' report in connection with the High Hunsley

hill-climb is now to hand, and reads at follows :

- Class I. (rp to 76 x 76 mm.).
Fig.

W. Crawford (2 h.p. IMinerva)
Mrs. Thomlinscn (2^ h.p. J.A.P. -Kestrel)

Cl.\SS II. (1905,011 E.^r,LIEK m.\ke).

W. Crawford (2 h.p. Minerva) ...

S. Missin (65 x 72 Rex)
W. Paniiell (77x77 Singer)

Class III. (single-cylinder, -\ny SIz;^^

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

of merit.

8.910
7.376

8.773

7.732
6.092

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Mrs. Thomlinson (2^ h.p. J.A.P. -Kestrel)

R.
G.
G.
R.
F.

Pearson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Bosville (3^ h.p. Triumph)
^lumbv (3^ li.p. Triumph)
N. Pilling (3t^ h.p. Triumph) ...

INIallison (3^ h.p. Bradbtirj-)

Class IV. .(twin-cylinders).

A. Evans (5 h.p. V.S.)
A. W. Ravnor (5 h.p. Rex)
A. Willis (5 h.D. Rex)
J. IMcDougall (6 h.p. Sarolea) ...

Class V. (passenger machines).

W. Crawford (6 h.p. Sarolea)

R. Akester (4^ h.p. J.A.P. -Rover)
A. H. Walker (5 h.p. Rex)
A. Evans (5 h.p. V.S. and sidecar)

J. McDoiigall (6 h.p. Sarolea and sidecar)

7.313
7.278

7.039
6610
6.449

5.713

5.764
4.948

4.778

4.338

8.641

7.777
7.427

6.685

6.093
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Club News.

—

Hertfordshire County A.C.

A hill-climbing competition (handicap) is to be held at

Aston Hill, on Saturday, the 25th inst. Class I. is tor

motor bicycles, entry fee 3s. 6d., which must be sent in by

Friday next.

Manches'er M.C.

The Manchester Motor Club held a hill-climbing com-

petition on Saturday, the 4th inst., which was the last :t

will organise this year. There was a capital entry ot motor

cvcks "and cars.
" The weather, however, was very un-

favourable, which has, unfortunately, been the case tor most

of the club events during 1909. There were two motor cycle

classes for machines with single and multi-cylmder engines.

The results on club formulae are as, follow :

H.P. X T ,,,..,
.

. Where h.p. = horse-power, 1 = time m seconds,

W
W ^ combined v/eight. H.P. calculated

D= X S X N
. Where D = diameter in mm.

2,000

m.m., N = number of cvlinders. Pv-esults :

Class 1.—1, A. J. Moorhouse (3^ h.p. T.T, Triumph) :

C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Class 2.—1, D. Thomas (5 h.p. Peugeot) ; 2, H. J. S:-ale

(5 h.p. Antoinc).

Class 1 (Novice).—!, E. -Jones (3^- h.p. Premier); Class 2,

F. W. Sixsmith (7 h.p! Matchless).

A. J. Moorhouse made the fastest tim^ of the day.

In the forthcoming T.T. race the club will be represented

by four members, viz.. P. Butler, W. Heaton. A. J. Mco •-

hduse, and Harry Reed (holder of the twin-cylinder trophy).

Vs^:^
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as follows :

S = stroke m

2.

Essex M.C.

The annual gymkhana takes' place on Saturday next, thh

18th irist., the venue being the Essex track, High Beech,

near Loughton, in the middle of one of the most picture.-que

portions of Epping Forest. The competitions are tim^d tc

begin at 3.30 p.m.. and a highly interesting programme ha>

been arranged. Full particulars may be obtained of the

hon. sec, Mr. Harold Fuller, Wynndale Road, Woodford.

Ladies are particularly invited to be present. Tea will hi

served during the progress of the sports'.'

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The Thames Valley run on Saturday and Sunday last was

quite as successful as the weather conditions allowed

Nineteen members and friends on motor cycles and cars leii

Coventry at 1.15 p.m. for Oxford, Henley-on-Thames, anc

Maidenhead. Doubtless if definite arrangements could havi

been made with the clerk of the weather, the muster wouk
liave been larger. At the start the clouds looked threatening

but after Banbury the weather was beautiful, and reniainec

so until the completion of the run. The headquarters a

Maidenhead were the New Thames, where everyone wa
made thoroughly welcome. On Sunday the launch, Lad\

Constance, chartered by the club, went up.stream vm Boulter',

Lock, which was, of course, crowded. The return journe;

was via Reading, Pangbourne, and Shillingford. The sectioi

of the Bath Road from Maidenhead to Reading cannot b

recommended ; it is not only uninteresting, but has ai

atrociously "pot-holey" surface. The ttne scenery of th

Thames Valley from' Pangbourne to Shillingford was, how

ever, some compensation for this poorly mended piece

road. Mr. A. P. Smith, the assistant hon. secretary, is t

be congratulated on the success of the run. which wout

have been certainly more largely attended had the weathe

been more settled on the Saturday.

/J

The Manchester Motor Club's competitions are always well organised and supported. Our picture shows a competitor, W. Manock (7 h.p. Peugeot), ready

to start in the last members' hill-climb ot the year. In this event, fastest time ol the day was accomplished by A. J. Moorhouse (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph).
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Club News.—
Wimbledon and District M.C.

The result of the above club's hill-climb is : 1, A. War-
rington (4i h.p. Minerva) ; 2, W. R. Wacher (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 3, F. Winters (4^ h.p. Minerva). The reliability

trial will be held at an early date.

Aterdeen and District M.C.C.

The club held a hill-climbing competition on the 4th inst.

at the Cairn-o'-i\Iount. The climb was from the Bridge of

Dye to the summit, and was undoubtedly the most severe

test of the year. The fastest time was made by P. Bischoff

on a 05 h.p. T.T. Triumph, the second being J. Bruce, also

on a 3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph.

Motor Cycling Club.

In +he petrol consumption trial on the 4th inst. only one
award has been made in Class 1 for single-cylinder machines,

W. A. Jacobs (3^ h.p. Rex), who takes a gold medal. The
gold medal in Class 2, for multi-cylinder engines, goes to

R. C. Davis (5 h.p. Griffon) ; silver medal, J. V. Robinson
(2| h.p. Douglas) ; bronze medal, G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p.

Douglas).

;. Potential members of the Motor Cycling Club need not
wait until early next year to join. Applications for 1910
membership may be sent in on or after October 1st, and if

accepted the new members will be able to take advantage
of the club's winter programme, including the annual dinner.

Newcastle and District M.C.

A hill-climb was held near Rothbury on the 5th inst., and
a very large muster of members and friends attended. There
was a good entry, and the competition was run off in three
classes—passenger vehicles, single-cylinder motor bicycles,

and tv/in-cylinder motor bicycles. The following awards
were made, based on A.C.U. formula, and gold medals were
awarded for fastest time in each class :

Passenger vehicles.—Fastest time, R.
N.S.U. and sidecar).

bicj'cles.—Fastest

GH9

.

Single-cylinder motor
(35 h.p. Rex Speed King)
Twin-cylinder motor

Raper (6' h.p. N.S.U.)
Passenger vehicles.—R.

Wilson (6 h.p.

time, R. Eilis

bicycles.—Fastest time, G. W.

Wilson and E. L. Bates.
Twin-cyliuder machines.—R. Crosier (2^ h.p. N.S.U.),

245; P. Roberts (4^ h.p. F.N.), 283.1; G. W. Raper (6 h.p.
N.S.U.), 392.7.

Single-cylinder machines.—R. B. Smith (4 h.p. N.S.U.),
178.5; R. Ellis (3-L h.p. T.T. Rex), 255.2; R. L. Keene (3A
h.p. Triumph), 277.6.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

The recent reliability trial for the President's Cup was run
over a distance of about 160 miles, the course being from
Bromsgrove to Rhayader and back. Secret controls were
arranged en route, and a time limit not exceeding twenty
miles per hour and not less than eighteen miles per hour
was fixed. A competitor arriving at controls before or after
the specified time was penalised 1 mark per minute.
The competitors were : L. T. Baylis (3^ h.p. Corah), non-

stop
; G. R. A. Deacon (3^ h.p. Rex), non-stop; H. B.

Denley (3^ h.p. Minerva), non-stop ; H. J. Folkes (3^ h.p.
Triumph), non-stop ; H. C. Pickering (2^ h.p. Rex), non-stop

;

F. H. Southam (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop ; T. Smith
(3i h.p. Rex), non-stop; W. E. Ward (3^ h.p. Triumph).

yoi

non-stop; R. T. Wood (3^ h.p. Triumph), non-stop; E.
Burgess (5 h.p. Rex), retired to assist Mr. Pollock; H. T.
Clarke (3^ h.p. Humber), puncture; T. W. Deakin (5 h.p.
Rex), puncture; B. Potter (7-9 h.p. Elite), puncture; N. C.
Pollock (5 h.p. Rex), tyre burst and left rim, retired; L. F.
Parkes (7 h.p. Mist), belt jumped off pulleys, delayed 3m. ;

and G. Sanders (3^ h.p. G.S.), sooted plug's, delayed 4m.

Sutton Colifleld A.C.

The annual reliability trial takes place on the 25tli inst.,

commencing at 2.15 p.m. The course chosen is a circular
one of about twenty-one miles (to- be covered five times),
starting from Sutton, thence to Lichfield, and passing
through Tamworth, where there will be a control. There
will be a tea interval of forty-five minutes' duration at the
Castle Hotel, Tamworth, where petrol tanks may be re-

plenished, but no adjustments to the machine will be per-
mitted. The competitor making a non-stop run and riding
nearest to schedule will be declared the winner. Valuable
prizes are offered, including a silver challenge cup, to be
won three times, whilst the second prize is a gold medal,
kindly promised by the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. Bronze
medals will also be awarded to all those making non-stop runs.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The final of the above club's annual reliability trial, which
took place on the 4th inst. on a circular course of -fifty miles
in the Derbyshire district, proved most trying on account of

the bad state of the roads, and again resulted in a tie between
J. Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.) and F. H. Dunstan (3^ h.p. Rex),
Doncaster, for first place. The awards for this competition
ai-e as follows : 1st, the club's shield and gold medal ; 2nd,
prize value £2 2s. ; 3rd, prize value £1 Is. J. A. Stacey

(35 h.p. Triumph) takes the third prize with a loss of ore
mark, and T. Durant (Chapeltown) with a loss of two marks
the club's silver medal as fourth prize. The ride between
Haslam and Dunstan will take place in the course of a
iew days. The above riders have each covered a distance
of 374 miles with an aggregate loss of less than five minutes.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

This club held a fifty miles open reliability trial and hill-

climb on Saturday last over a circular course, starting at

Fairmilehead. and' -finishing at the same plaoe. The trial

was conducted on a twenty miles per hour basis, two con-

trols having been arranged at the toot of Flotterstone Hill,

on which competitors were timed on both occasions, the first

being a slow and the second a fast climb. ]\Iarks were given

slow
according to the formula x 100 for hill-climb and 500 for

fast

reliability. The fastest climb was done by W. D. Cairns,

and the slowest by Percy E. Tolfree. A gold medal, pre-

sented by the N.S.U. Co., was awarded to the winner.

The -results are :

Rider and machine. Marks gained.

1. Percy -E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc) ... ... 286
2. W. b. Cairns (6 h.p. -LA.P.) ... ... 284
3. Ralph H. Salvesen (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 273
4. J. T. Borland- (6 h.p. N.S.U.) 204

Six other competitors too'k part, but were not placed.

The above club will hold an open hill-climb on the 18tb

inst. Further particulars may be had from Mr. Percy E.

Tolfree. trials secretary, 47, Falcon Avenue, Edinburgh.

w

Edinburgh M.C.C.

open reliability

trial and hill-

climb. The com-

petitors. P. E.

Tolfree, the

winner, is at the

extreme right. His

mount is a 5 h.p.

Roc-Peu-Jeoto
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The Editor does not hcia himseU responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Controlling a Motor Bicycle from the Sidecar Seat.

[4255.]—Referring to letter 4176, August 4th, and photo-
graph of Miss Lance driving a 6 h.p. N.S.U. from sidecar,

may I ask— (1) How Miss Lance starts the engine? Does
she always depend on some bystander to push the machine,
or must a friend always accompany her? (2.) Does she find

any excessive leverage on the length of handle-bar in tak-
ing sharp corners, and does she experience any trouble
through stretching of Bowden wires? Incidentally I noticed
two similarly steered machines driven by non-competitors
on the last day of the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials which were
very conspicuous on Birdlip. N.S.U.

Multi-point Ignition.

[4254.]—Referring to Mr. Ayton's article, " Speed and
Power," published in Tlic Motor Cycle on August 11th, when
he refers to multi-point ignition, I presume he proposes to
use a separate induction coil for each sparking plug, otherwise
I fail to see how the mixture will be fired simultaneously at

each point. The spark will always follow the path of least

resistance, i.e., through the cleanest and most closely
adjusted plug, and not half through each.
Perhaps Mr. Ayton will. give further details for the benefit

of readers of The Motor Cycle, including C. A. BARNES. •

[We have an article in the press on multi-point ignition,
which will be published as soon as space permits.

—

Ed.]

The End-to-end Record.
[4255.]— I read T\Ir. Ivan B. Hart-Davies's account of

experiences in his_End-to-end record ride with much interest
and congratulate him upon it, but should like a little' of
your space to make a few remarks thereon.
There are two points which I think call fox comment,

viz., the machine itself and th© way in which the record
was conducted to ensure success. As regards the machine,
it seems that after all we are a long way from, perfection if,

in the opinion of the writer of the article (who is a most
experienced and capable rider), there is a doubt about a
machine which has travelled 5,000 miles being capable of

breaking a 900 miles record.
Concerning the record itself, Mr. Hart-Davies's opening

words express my meaning exactly. He says, " ... the
enoi'mous amount of prepai-atory work." and further on,
"I realised what heavy correspondence meant." We read
that he beat the record by over seven hours. It follows
that any further reduction in time must be mainly accom-
plished by even more perfect methods of organisation. It
follows, sir, that only those who can acquire a new machine
and have a long purse stand any chance in lowexirig the time.
Those who have these advantages can do much in the way

of even better arrangements, such as a powerful car with
expert mechanics on board to follow and tend the adventurer
in all his troubles; small tent garages along the route with
soup kitchen attached, and flagmen at dangerous corners, who
could hand the rider a pae'ket of sandwiches, and a special
guide in busy towns to conduct him to his hotel, and whilst
the aforesaid mechanics look after the machine, our hero is

doing a Maskelyne and Cook trick by making "u" eggs
disappear in "t" seconds.
Why not hire the Brooklands track and be done with it?
Motor cyclists would think much more of the performance

of a man who started from one "End " all on his own and
without preparations reached the other "End" (of course,
in longer time), when they knew that his score was all off
his OWN BAT.

Fuel Consumption.
[4256.]-—In recent numbers there has been some corre-

spondence regarding fuel consumption. I wish to draw
attention to a performance which is, if not a record of mile-

age, certainly a record of cheapness. The jMiddlesbroiigh
and District M.C.C. held a fuel consumption trial on Sep-
tember 1st, over a fairly hilly circular course of 29j miles,

which had to be ridden in one^and a half hours. The winner
was Mr. Dale, who, riding a 1909 Triumph, only used 690
cubic centimetres of fuel, equivalent to 194 miles per gallon.

The fuel used Avas benzol (sp. gr. .882) which cost him 7d.

per gallon in two gallon tins, and was part of his fir.st tin,

and 'the record I claim for him is the riding of 27 miles for

one penny. The only alteration to the carburetter was the
fitting of a smaller jet. I must confess I am interested in

benzol manufacture, but in face of the above facts I ana
not at all ashamed to be so. J. BELLERBY. '

[4257.]— I am .sure most readers will agree with me that
F. C. James's letter, which appeared on September 1st,

regarding Messrs. Brough and Reilly's performances in the
Nottingham and District M.C.C. petrol consumption trial is

written in a sarcastic vein, and is a direct challenge to both
these sporting riders. Mr. Brough rode one of his own
machines (a 5-6 h.p.) and Mr. Reilly a 3^ h.p. Triumph.
The former's average over a circular course was 66 jniles on
2 pints 15 ounces of petrol, which works out at 192 miles per
gallon. Mr. Reilly's equally splendid performance worked
out at 211 miles per gallon. Instead of Mr. James's letter

congratulating them on their performances, this is an extract
from it : "The other four 3^ h.p. machines in this particular

trial averaged 127 miles per gallon-—a most remarkable
difference from No. 1 and No. 2."

On behalf of both riders I am prepared to deposit the sum
of £10 with The Motor Cycle against !Mr. James's £10 that
both these riders shall under "official observation " beat their-

own performances over the same course. The loser's £10 to

be given to some Nottingham charitable institution. Then, if

Mr. James will accept my offer, he will soon learn how these
performances are done. F. PERCY JOHNSON.

Hill-climbing Competitions.
[4258.]—- It appears to me that the hill-climb farce is

just about played out. Clubs are on the look-out for fresh

dodges to secure entries, the latest form of which is a gear
gamble for all except a variably geared machine.
The great desire seems to be to prevent the best inan and

machine winning, and thus do away with any sport there'

ever was in it. In ninety-nine cases out of every hundred'
a hill-climb is only so in name, it is merely a question of

speed; perhaps a bettex test would be to give the prizes to.

the man who could climb the hill on the highest gears ;

this, however, would still keep the variably geared type
from having a "fair" chance, which would be most un-
fortunate.

Nobody seems to remember the days when T.T. models
(the bane of every motor cyclist's existence) were unheard
of. Who Vion then? Had the amateur any chance against
Brice and the Brown for example? Everyone smelt his

petrol, asked him what he had in the "little tank," if he
used picric acid, etc., and yet when the macliine was even-
tually dissected- it proved to be ^'absolutely standard"- in

every detail. When all trade machines are picked from a

large stock, then and only then will the amateur have a

sporting chance against the trade. F. C. MUSTARD.
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Surface Evaporation.

[4259.]—Replying to letter JNo. 4250, Mr. Di-ckman puts

his finger on the weakest epot when he mentions the nuisance

of having continually .to open the needle valve of a surface

carburetter, but surely this could be overcome. If the same
time and grey matter had been expended on the surface as

on the spray type this objection would fall to the ground.

I do not think much of the other two objections, which could

both be overcome. I never experienced them. Be grade of

spirit, .680 can still be had if it be asked for, and if motor-

ists who have surface carburetters would ask their dealers

to get them a can they would find that it is worth the ex!tra

Id. or 2d. per gallon, even with a spray carburetter. JRe

the wires " festooning " the machine. M,uch improvement
in this matter has been lately made, but my remarks still

hold good regarding most machines. I am still of the

opinion that the present-day carburetter is not worth the

price asked for it.
^ CYGNUS.

Sunday Competitions.

[4260.]—Why does Mr. . H. E. Vowler in letter Xo.

4234 uphold all competitions taking place on Sunday if, as

he states, he is in favour of Saturday events? I am sure

that the large majority of members of the Western District

M.C. can, when neceissary, turn out on Saturday afternoons

for a competition, as is evidenced by the record turn-out for

the annual hill -climb on Saturday, the. 28th ult. , when
twenty-one members with their machines were present, and
that during holiday time. I know of several members who
are strongly opposied to Sunday competitions. Why not

consider all the members, and have such events as hill-

climbs, peti'ol consamption tests, and, say, the club's Coventry
and back run, on a Saturday? To have many all-day Satur-

day competitions, I admit, is not convenient to the majority

of the members, including myself, and I am quite in accord

with some of the long reliability trials being held on Sunday..
Under the circumstances which arose, however, I proposed
that the club's Coventry and back and Salisbury and back
events for the Triumph and G. B. Winter Cups respec-

tively, be held on a Saturday.
I think Mr. Vowler should discriminate between "glory"

and "enthusiasm." Does he accuse competitors in other
events of being partial to "glory" if they wear armlets or

carry numbers? Also does he think them unnecessary when
a big entry is received and the timekeepers and checkers
are unacquainted with the riders? Surely there should be
some organisation in a competition if it is to be made in-

teresting. Members do not take part with the sole object

=<ThT)

of pot-hunting. .Perhaps some disinterested reader wi"
kindly state, his viewis on the matter, anol act as judge. I
can only say that al' I do is in the interests of me cJub,
and with the object of getting large and sporting entries in
the different club events. In conclusion, I hope the A.C.U.
will not condemn the practice of holding some of the com-
petitions on Sunday. F. H. MULLETT.
Hon. Sec. Western District M.C, London. (Anti-Humbug

No. 2.)

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.
[4261.]—Perhaps it might interest those motor cyclists

who are always complaining about the price of petrol, delay
in obtaining spare parts, etc., to hear how motor cyclists

in Ceylon have to manage. There are two towns in the
island which contain a motor shop worthy of the name, so
that one has to carry a small workshop in one's toolbag un-
less one wishes to be stranded miles from any help. The
price of petrol is from two rupees, or 2s. 8d. per gallon,
up to about four rupees, or 5s. 4d. in the large outlying
towns.
Our best engineering firm charges two rupees for recharg-

ing an accumulator. The price of a seven foot length of
Whittle's belt (|ths_) is oiily £1 IBs., and other spare parts
are not procurable in the island at all, so that some of the
roadside repairs are rather quaint. Bungalow door-handle
knobs for the jet chamber of a carburetter, nails for belt
fasteners, bits of brass terminals fitted to retain loose gudgeon
pins, telephone wire for brake cables have all been seen—
even a length of "Whittle's" belt made by a Singhalese
carpenter to complete the unprocurable six inches. The
roads are mostly sharp ascents and descents, with hairpin
corners thrown in generously. Two-speed gears are a
necessity on anything under 5 h.p., and a fan would be found
extremely useful. The only consolation we have is that
when we write to the home firms for parts, etc., we are
always very well treated. T. DENHAM-TILL.

The Six Days Trials.

[4262.]—To me the awards in the above trials are a
grievous disappointment, so much so tliat I find myself
writing my first letter to the press.

My case is, full marks under all heads except hill-climbing,

for which very few got full marks, and I have been awarded
such low marks for this that my gold medaLhas vanished.
My performances on the test hills, as recorded in The

Motor Cycle of July 21st, are as follows : Dinas, dismounted ;

Festiniog, dismounted ; Birdlip, excellent. There is no

Climbing Mont Ventoux in the recent hill-climbing competition. This mountain pass in the French Alps is even more severe than the forthcoming hill-elimb of

the A.C.U. from Ramsey to the foot of Snaefell, being 13,} miles long with gradients varying from 1 in 11 to 1 in 7|. Aurus, the rider in the illustration,

completed the ascent in 42 min. 8 sees .on a French Excelsior motor bicycle.

B2I
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question about-it, I failed completely on Dinas, as did mnety

per cent; of the riders, but on Festiniog, owing to the hill

being obstructed by cattle (about which I complained to the

judges at the time), I had to dismount and run beside my
machine for about fifty yards of the hill—not altogether a

failure, I think. A clean ascent of Birdlip completed my
record. On this performance I liave been awarded 25 out of

a possible 75.

I observe other riders, whose records were certainly no

better, obtaining much higher marks. I could quote several

instances, but a couple will suffice. I take the records from

The Motor Cycle of July 21st, and they are, I take it, official

;

and I trust I shall not be accused of ill-feeling in repeating

them here.

Competitor No. 11 made the following performance : Dinas,

dismounted ; Festiniog, successful ; Birdlip, dismounted. I

relieve I am correct in saying that this competitor dismounted
and ran alongside his machine on Festiniog, yet his perform-

ince is "successful," while mine is "dismounted." Is this a
better performance than mine ? I do not think it is ; yet he
is awarded 50 marks and the all-coveted gold medal.
Competitor No. 19 failed on all test hills, and yet is

awarded 45 marks, and this in spite of the fact tliat he had
'

a change-speed gear.

I thought that it would have been only necessary to point

out to the powers that be the inconsistency of these two
awards with my own to have the matter immediately
rectified, but no, they " see no reason for altering their

decision."

I will conclude with what I consider another inconsistency. .

One competitor, whose tank developed bad leakage, had it

removed from his machine and repaired by outside assistance

at Shrewsbury headquarters, yet he obtained full marks for

reliability and a gold medal. J. O'M. DIXON.

Hotel Accommodation and Charges.

[4263.]—While cordially sympathising with all the senti-

ments contained in the leaderette on " Hotel Accommodation
and Charges," I must protest against the statements that
prices have automatically ascended with the "advent of the
motor." My opinion is that "the advent of the motor"
has had nothing to do with any increase in charges made at
hotels, or any increase in charges made in any other trade.
If there is any increase, it is chiefly due

—

First, as far. as hotels are concerned, to the increase in
taxes on all liquors and tobaccos, hotel licences, and com-
pensation charges.

Secondly, to the ever-increasing local rates and taxes,
licensed premises being looked upon by the local assessment
committees as a species of evergreen milch cow.
Thirdly, tc the increase of wages, cost of provisions, etc.

Naturally enough, proprietors of hotels (being merely
human), have found it impos,sible themselves to meet these
various demands made upon them for all this increased
expenditure, and have been unfortunately compelled to allow
the British public to participate in the pleasure (?) of sharing
the expenses with them.
The mass of officialdom (Governmental and local) which

now appears to xiominate the British Isles is being provided
for by the increa.^ed taxation I refer to, and is an enormous
expense per annum to the ratepayer. The public are at last_

awakening to that fact.

So when making use of hotel accommodation one must not
forget the reasons for what may seem a heavy charge, and
I trust in bringing the matter more clearly before your
readers I have not bored them.

THE ROAMING MAGGOT.

Inconsistent Fines.
[4264.]—Thinking it may be of interest, and that it may

also serve as a warning to readers, I beg to give you some
particulars of the extraordinary disparity in penalties in-
flicted at Haywards Heath.
On May 9th last, a day which will long be remembered

by some unfortunates, I rode to Brighton and back, and,
thanks to the particularly malignant style of police trap
worked in Hand Cross that day, the result was a coijviction
for a speed of seventeen miles per hour on the homeward
journey, through the Hand Cross ten miles limit, the fine
and costs totalling £3 10s. 7d. Now, last year, a friend
of mine was convicted at Epsom of a speed of., I believe,
thirty-two_ miles per hour, the fine and costs amounting to
£i 6s. First offence in both cases.

What puzzles me is why it should be possible for me to

be fined as above for a speed of seventeen miles per hour
and my friend only 26s. for a speed of thirty-two miles per

hour. There does not seem to be any rhyme or reason in it.

I should strongly advise readers who may be riding in

East Sussex to take extraordinary care in ten mile limits,

and should they be stopped by the police and asked to show
their licences, let them bear in mind that full particulars of

same, also number of machine, are noted, so that should the
rider pass through a trap and exceed the ten or twenty
mile limit, as the case may be, the police working the
trap have simply to note the number, without showing
themselves at all, and the only intimation the rider will

have that he has exceeded the limit will be the receipt by
him of a registered letter, notifying him that proceedings
will be taken. I did not receive the summons until over
two months after date of alleged offence.

The result of these methods is that motor cyclists, who
may be riding alone, have not the slightest chance of

defending themselves, liowever careful they may have been, and
whatever evidence the police may advance in reference to

their speed. The bench appears to scout speed indicator

evidence in most cases. TENMILIMIT.

The Use of the Carrier.

[4265.]—I noticed a few weeks back you wrote an article

deprecating the growing use of the luggage carrier for the

purpose of carrying a passenger. I think that this arrange-
ment is less strain on both driver and passenger than having
a sidecar attached. My remarks, of course, only refer to

cases where xider and passenger are used to the carrier

method of ridinp.

I can conceive no better way to carry two. persons, for the

speed and cost of upkeep are about the same as for a solo

mount.
I enclose a photograph of my brother and self on a

6 h.p. twin Antoine-Chater-Xiea, on which we travelled about

2,000 miles (on one belt). The machine was geared 3^ to 1,

and would take two to the top of Pebble Hill, Dorking.
The photograph is of interest, I think, as the dresses de-

picted were worn in the Churchy Pageant at Fulham, and
the motor cycle was used to take us to the performance
and back. G. F. HUNTEE.

EXPEEIENCES WANTED.
"H.H." wishes to know if any rider of a chain-driven

machine has been thrown or come to grief in any way
through engine seizure.

"

" N. G. L." would be glad if any reader
_
can suggest a

method of improving the hill-climbing qualities of a 3 h.p.

vertical twin Werner, geared 5^ to 1.

B22
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NEW

^MAc
Powerful.

Flexible.

Economic.

Easy to Start.

Adjustable nozzle ^^.^

remo ved and replac-

ei in 5 seconds.

Oie cable, two levers,

Handle-bar controlled,

Bowden Licence.

AMAG Motor Acces-

sories Co., Ltd.,

Talford Street,

Bl FEIVI I NGH AtVI.

^'V^A^''^^*V^''^*V''*'''''^\^~^^ -?

THE NON-TECHNICAL
FLYING JOURNAL.

(
Mr. Cody's
World's
Record.

ON SALE AT ALL

NEWSAGENTS & BOOKSTALLS.

One Penny.

Tourist Trophy

Competitors

please

note

:

For a few days prior to the race,

Mr. Bennett, of the

BOSCH
Magneto

Co., will be at the Hotel Sefton,

ready and pleased to give

advice and assistance to competitors

whose machines are fitted with

Bosch Magnetos.

Spare parts for every type of Bosch

Magnetos may also be obtained

from Mr. Bennett.

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,

23, Store Street, Tottenham Coifrt Road, London, W.C.

Telegraphic. Address :
Telephones :

In answering ihese advertiscm-nts if is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.

Thus—
Two lines (i6 words or less) costs i/G
Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the cass of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressei

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as-many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further a&eld.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

PREMIER
MOTOR CO., 1.XD.

ALL BEST IVIAKES OF iVSOTOR

CYCLES STOCKED.
EXCHANGES. DEFERRED

PAYMENTS.

section I.

Cumberland, Durham,Northumberland,
VVescmoieiaud.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford,

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

GlamorgaQ, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Glcucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
(reland and Isle of Man.

TRIUMPHS FROM STOCK.

£50 worth for£42
THE REX TOURIST

supplied only by thePRE I E R
MOTOR CO., has FREE ENGINE CLUTCH in back
wheel, J.A. P. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION, and

BAND BRAKE on front wheel.
Despite these valuable additions the price is the same as
the ordinary Tourist Model,

40 GUINEAS.-

—

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATION & SPECIFICATION.

GUARANTEED FOR 5,000 MILES.

1909 BRAND NEW N.S.U.
3J h.p.. List price ;^43 lOs. Our price £33.

THE PREMO
TWO-STROKE MOTOR.

The first perfected motor of fhis type.
We are nov? booking orders for this engine, which has
been subjected to prolonged Bench and Road Tests. It

is free from overheating and all other troubles formerly
associated with the two-stroke principle. Trade and

private enquiries invited.

GENUINE BOSCH PLUGS.
BOSCH,
BOSCH.
BOSCH.
BOSCH.
BOSCH.

Our Price

3/«
GENUINE

BOSCH.

BOSCH PLUGS.
BOSCH PLUGS.
BOSCH PLUGS.
GENUINE.
GENUINE.

THE PfiEMO iOW-SEAT PILLAR
Still enjoys a lively

sale.

FITS ALL MAKES.
Converts the old high-
frame machines into

modern designs.

Nickel Plated, 5/6 each.

Special Long Handle-bars for use with above if required.

e/6 each. TRADE DISCOUNT. SENT ON APPROVAL.

NEW ACCESSORY LIST ilUST OUT.

SEND FOR LIST OF SHOP -SOILED
ACCESSOR I ES.

B24 In answering the&e

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone 4310. Telegrams, " Primus, Birmingham."

advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

NUMBERED ADDRESSE:
For the convenience of advertisers, letters

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle

'

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for reg

and three stamped and addressed envelopes mus
for forwarding replies. Only the number will ;

the advertisement. RepI es should be addressi

000, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if

is added to the address, then to the number gi
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C.

Mr DEPOSIT SYSTEM. '

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknowi
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselv(
Deposit System. If the money be deposited wi
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this rec

upon intimation or the arrival and acceptanc
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge <

registration. The time allowed for a decision aft(

of the goods is three days. For all transactions e

£10 in value, a deposit fee of ;>s. 6d. is char,

deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and
and money orders should be made payable to I

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and re

answer to their enquiries are requested to rei

silence as an indication that the goods adverti:

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often rf

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to replj

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S/

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhai
Westmoreland.

NEW Res Lijrhtweight, 3.6 E.A.C. ratinR, n|

will accept £16 cash to clear.—Hayward,
gate, Darlington.

23.h.p. Brown, spring forks, low sprUng saddle
4 able pulley, H.B. control; £9 103.-23,

Av., Monkseaton.

31h.p. Latest Excelsior, absolutely new, witl

2 eessories; listed £45, will accept £40 to

Hayward, Skinnergate, Darlington.

31h.p. Minerva, late 1=J06 standard model, ai

2 pulley, spring forks, lamp, etc., good cc

nearest £13.-130, Croft Terrace, South Shield

41.h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., in real good order, Palm
2 both wheels, with usual accessories : gi

gain, only £24.—Hayward, SKinnergate, Darling

5 lb. p. N.S.TJ.. twin, magneto, perfect thn
2 flexible sidecar, spares, accessories ; .sat

reason for selling: bargain. £23: take 2jh.p.

part.—Moon, Westbourne Villas, Darlington,

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

BAEGAIN.— 5h.p. motor cycle lor sale.—Lpa:
Ardsley, near Wakefield,

3ih.p, Centaur, two-speed, £14; also Montgom
2 car, £2.-64, Whitworth Ed,, Eochdale.

"I
Q08 N.S.U., 3sh.p,, spring forks, grand co

J-t/ £21.—Cross, Triumph agent, Eotherham.

REX, 3ih,p, (1906), gOod running order, accui

£11.—Simister, 127, Church St., Blackpool

23.h,p. Simms, magneto, excellent condition, lo:

4 low, cheap.—94, Cambridge St., Ashtc
Lyne,

HUMBEE, 1909, two-speed,—May be seen on
tion to Bevan, 8, Brentwood Terrace,

Leeds.

TEIUMPH, 1908. lamp, horn, and spares, '

condition; £32. — Eev. Ellison, St. Anne'
Lanes.

BRADBUET, 3ih.p., magneto ignition, 190'

model, new; £35 to clear.—Wragg, 95,

St., Sheifield.

1 Q09 Humber, two speeds, practically ne

±t/ trial; £37.—Nightingale, The Poplars, Gr

near Preston.

HUMBEE, 3ih.p., free engine and clutch,

order, tyres in good condition; £12.-15, 1

St., Warrington.

LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.U., magneto, bought i

as good as new; 14 guineas.—A. Eathbone
Newtown, Wigan.

5-6h.p. .T.A.P., magneto, B. and B. carburet'

lorecar; £25, or exchange. — 42, Mano:
Headingley, Leeds. - -

13,h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycles, in goo.d

Haslingden. ' Tel. : 2Y.
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OH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
elec-ome, Ormonde frame, I'eter-Union tyres,

"ct order, suitable solo or sidecar, splendid

r handle-bar control; £14, sacrifice, wortli

OS, 170, High St., Slough.

h.p., 4-cyl., I9O85, perfect condition through-
milease only 457 ; compulsorj- sale ; cost with
I spares over £60, great bargain, £35, or best

fton, 32, Thornbury Av., Southampton.

'riumpli, 84 by 86, splendid condition, many
;res; £34, or ofler ; want twin engine, carbur-

leers, magneto complete, between 6 and Bh.p.,

aown make.—E. Batler, Gotham Park, Bristol.

i.p., 1909 machine, two speeds, handle started,

stable puUey. sprang forks, unpunctured Dun-
stand carrier, and spares ; sacrifice at £30

:

ring countrv.—Dr. Goodden, 57, Southbourne
aemouth.

E Opportunity to secure the identical 3ih.p
Isior ridacn by the editor and described in

Fcle," July 28th, standard specification, studded
absolutely perfect; 36 guineas. — Petersfiekl
^0., Petersfleld.

h.p. Hamilton, Chater-Lea extra low frame.
Continental tj-res Amac H.B. control carbur-
istable pulley, footrests. Brooks BIOS padded
?ine just overhauled, light, strong, smart ma-
?ar wanted.—38, London Ed., Southampton.

e, F. McNab'^ 85 by 85 Trump-J.A.P., winner
race, etc., Chater frame, Brooks saddle, J.A.
pulley, d.A.P. carburetter, JJunlop tyres,

belt, battery ignition, numerous spares, nia-

lerfect condition, ready for road; price £32.
Motor Works, Liphcok.

PH, April, 1909, perfect running order, com-
with all accessories, including Premier search-
spring seat, Cowey speedometer [lately new),

dshield over rear wheel, magneto switch, two
E.O.il. tyre. Triumph clutch in rear hub, all

ew, a truly luxurious m:unt, price £44; set

4s.—A. Arkell, Donnington, Stow-on-Wold.

SECTION VIIL
, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
ussex.

Jrown, in good going order; £8.-28, Euskin
., Manor Park, Esses.

Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
an get thsm at Wauchope's.

tEVE Lightweight, magneto, almost new.— C,
'tt St., Manchester Sq., W.
3e Dion, very smart and low; sacrifice £9.—
torist, 9, Acre Lane, Brixton.

Want Bargains in second-hand and new mold
you can get them at Wauchope's.

jh.p. Eex, B.B., new June, spares; £26.-
)tcrist, 72, Grantham Ed., Clapham.

Quadrant, magneto, spring fcrks, in grand
ng order; £20.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

De Dion Pattern Motor Cycle, everything as
7; £15.-1, Melbourne Ay., West Ealing.

yl., magneto, spring forks ; no reasonable offer
ed.-B., 67, Beaumont Ed., Chiswick.

T Bicar, 3h.p. Fafnir engine, 7 to 38 m.p.h.

;

—E. Karn, 106, Haverstock Hill, N.W.
?.N., 4-cyl., condition excellent, lamp, horn,
1 all tools; £25.-78, Gordon Ed., i^aling.

foble, engine rebcred, and machine in perfect
er; £9.-6, Trafalgar Ed., Dalston, London.

908 Magneto Eex, good order; £15; bought
.—Bird, 6, Amersham Vale, New Cross, S.E.

riumph iB200 plated .saddle), as new. in every
• perfect ;

£40.—" Wilmott," Eose Hill, Eust-

i.p. Minerva, M.O.I.V., spray, French grev, low,
fine order.-C. Smith, 19, Cheritou Sq.", Bal-

magneto, special finish, wheel steering, bucket
best offer above £28.—Horner's, Store St.,

Jndon Agency, 21, Store St.,- Tottenham Court
'Phone, 13456 Central. Special autumn ex-
ms.

3ndon Agency have for clearance motor cycles
£4 lOs. Send for list. Store St., W.C.
ondon Age'ncy, shop-soiled 1909 Eex motors,
lal or exchange terms.—Store St., W.C.
106 twins from £12; also Advance from £13;
p. Chase, and 5-6h.p. twin, *i "^ —Store St.,

Sumber, chain drive, Dunlops; £5 10s., genu-
bargam.—Motorist, 7, Lingham St., Stock-

Jinerva, Chater-Lea No. 6. beautiful machine

;

nee £18.—Letters, H., 16, Devonshire Sq.,

•vf.iumph, new July, 1907. two ignitions, fine
idition; £29.-G. Dale, 43, Charlton Village,

i-P., magneto, clutch, live axle, new condition

;

-Paradise, 129, Orchard Ed., Plumstead,

N.S.U.s,N.S.O.s,N.S.U.s
FOUR ONLY.

3 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycles to under-
mentioned speciHcations :

ENGINE—3 h.p genuine N.S.U., M.O.V
, 75 x 75 mm.

vertical in frame.
IGNITION—Magneto.
TYRES—Peter Union, 26 x 2 J.

CARBURETTEtR—Genuine N.S.U. (handle-bar controUec
15/- extra;.

FRAME—Low built.

GENERAL—Finished throughout in standard N.S.U
style.

We are in a position to offer these machines to the
public at the unprecedented low price of

£25 5s. Od. (Nett Cash Only).
It must be understood that we cannot at this price

eatertain either deferred payments or exchanges. The
prxe is so low to bring the machines within the reach
of all.

Never before has a standard niachme, perfectli' new
and guaranteed, been offered to the public at such :

low price. •

OTHER MODELS.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
r>3.h.p. Minerva, perfect order, low position: after 7,
-^4 cr appointment; £9.-42, \\ ellesley Ed., Chis-
wick

Essex

09 Triumph, new July, all spares, ridden 360 miles;
£40. — Hood, 64, Colworth Ed., Leytonstone,

"I Q09 Triumph, delivered July 16th, all spares, done
^*J 50 miles; £42.-546, High Ed., Goodmayes,
Ilford.

3ih.p. Eex, new tyres, climb anything; trial; £14, or
nff

-
- '

--
- - -

miles; no fault;" £35.-112, Hatfield Ed.,' St.

offers.-Leek, St. Margaret's, Christchurch Park,
Sutton.

09 Humber, two speeds, new July, ridden 1,00019
Albans.

2 h.p. Lightweight; £12 10s.; condition perfect,
enamelled grey, low Palmer cord.— 53, Faimer Ed.,

Enfield.

LOOK.— 5h.p. twin two-speed Kerry, spring forks;
best offer buys; cash needed.— 75, Manor St.,

Chelsea.

2ih.p. Twin Fairj', overhauled, with spares and acces-
2 sories; £10 10s.—Wright, Birklands, Horsell,

Woking.

8 h.p. Twin Orion Eacer, magneto, new condition; sell

cheap, or good tricar.—Dalby, 117, Pritchards Ed.,
Hackney. ^ .

•

Qh.p. Minerva, J.A.P. carburetter, non-skid back tyre,

Uaventry.

F.N., 2|h.p., in Chater frame, self-variable pulley, foot-
boards, grand order; £11 10s.— 16, High St.,

Jwanley.

rWIN 5h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, foot-

boards, grand order; £20.— Oliver, 16, High St.,

Jwanley.

TF You Want to arrange exchanges, now is your time,

don, E.C.

?rand machine for sidecar; £22 10s.—Waring,

-Go to \N auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-

F.N., IJh.p., magneto, spring forks, all perfect condi-
tion; £20; inspection any evening.— 198, Fulham

Rd., S,W.

£8.—3h.p. Ormonde, just been overhauled, splendid
hill-climber.—Chapman, Lyndhurst, Park Ed., En-

field Lock.

1 Q09 Moto-Eeve, special fitments; £30, or exchange
XeJ 1909 3ih.p. Minerva.—K, White House, Buck-
hurst Hill.

"I
Q09 2ih.p. LightweightCorah-Jap, spring fOrk^,.mag-

-LfJ neto
Canterbury.

neto; bargain, £22.—H., 5, i'ieldview Terrace,

03 .ô "2

-7- XI

l=»RIC^S3.
Maker's price. Our price Deferred

Payments.
£3<1.. £33
£32 £34
S3S £37
£37 £39
down, balance £2 per

3l h-P £40
si h.p £43
4 h-P £50
5i h-P £52

Deferred paj'ments—One-third
month. Exchanges arranged on best possible terpis

Let us mail you Catalogue. It's free for the asking.

See Miscellaneous Columns for List of Second-hand
Machines.

TO CORRECT
an impression which has been circulated recently in view
of the low prices, we believe, of these machines, we beg
to state that WE GUARANTEE
these N.S.U. 's to be sold through no fault whatsoever
and to be in every respect standard 1908 models, offers

subject to machines being still unsold.

TRADE DISCOUNTS TO BONA FIDE AGENTS.

Other Genuine Bargains from

—

Maudes' MotorMart
136, Great Portland St., LONDON, W.

Telephone : 552 Mayfair. Also Powell Street, Halifax

Call, and Inspect these machines on the road, their

running will astound you.

TKItTMPH, 3ih.p., 1908 engine, splendid condition,
new this year; £53.—E. Jones, 9/, Albemarle Ed.,

Beckenham,

Q3.h.p Humber, uowerful, fast, belt drive, good as
/W4 new; bargain, £8.-37, Walton Ed., Green St.,

Uliton Park.

3 h.p. Werner, Michelins, trembler, exceptional condi-
tion ; sacrifice £7.—Bartlett, 15, Nightingale Par-

ide, Balham.

MINEEVA, 2h.p., Chater frame. Palmer tyres, ex-

cellent order; £6, offer.—Alfred Stoke.s, 16, High
St., Swanley.

010.—Vertical Engine, long bars, low, trembler coil,^ three accumulators, perfect order.—24, Cornwall
Ed., Brixton.

BAT. 3ih.p. M.M.C., perfect condition, low saddle,

n-^w Palmer, and belt; £12. - 41, Ashford Ed.,
Cricklewcod.

21.h.p. Durkopp, spring fork^, long footboards, trem-
2 bier coil, 'Watawata belt; £8.-50, Luton Ed.,

Walthamstow.

"I Q07 Triumph, 35h.p., magneto, splendid machine,
A*/ in perfect order; sacrifice £27.-43, Wimbledon
Ed., Tooting.

33.I1.P. Ascot, Longuemare, just re-bushed, new Dun-
4 lop, perfect order; £10, offers.-50, Beresford

Ed., Kingston.

3 h.p. Quadrant, suring forks, low, reliable, good hill-

climber; £10.— Morris, 9, Fench Place, Shore-
ditch, London.

TEIUMPH, 1909, brand new, not soiled, complete
with tools; £42. — Boners, 7, Guildford Ed.,

Stockwell, S.W.

parts, and lamp; £18.—Wilton, Gennings, Hun-
31.h.p. Brown, recently overhauled, new inner tubes,

2 pa . " " " ' ~"' "
'

~
ton, Maidstone.

F.N., Ijh.p., Bosch magnetD, spring forks, thoroughly
reliable: £18, lowest.—Wates, 77, Mitoham Lane,

Streatham, S.W.

WHITTLES.—Vindec Special, 5h.p., twin, late model,
magneto, spring forks, two speeds, excellent

order; cheap, £26.

WHITTLES.—F.N., genuine. 4^5h.p.. 4-cyl., late

type, magneto, spring forks, very fine condition

;

sacrifice £25.

WHITTLES.—Antoine, 6'h.p., twin, Chater-Lea fit-

tings, with Liberty sidecar, splendid order, runs
well; cheap. £18 18s.

WHITTLES.—1908 F.N. l|h.p. Lightweight, mag-
neto, extra good: £17 10s.—Whittles Motor Ex-

change, Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711 Post, Wimbledon.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to jnention " The Motor Cycle.. B27
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MAUDES'.—Four 3h.p. N.S.U.'s, brand new 1908

models, with magneto ignition, ideal lightweights;

to clear at £25 5s. Remember, four only.

MAUDES'.— 5-6h.p. Eex de Luxe, Roc clutch, mag-
neto, spring forks, cantilever seat, splendid order;

£25.

MAUDES'.—4h. p. Antoine, Mabon clutch, low built,

26in. wheels, very gooa tyres; £16.

MAUDES'. — Deferred payments, terms Ihird down
and balance 10 per cent, monthly; no additions

in 110 ost cases.

MAUDES'.—Our -prices for N.S.U.'s; 3ih.p., £31; 3|-

h.p., £32; 4h.p., £55; 5ih.p., £37; all brand new
and perfect.

MAUDES'. — 3ih.p. Quadrant, low, 26in. wheels,

spring forks, spray; £12, first cheque secures.

MAUDES'. — Kerry, 5h.p., twin-oyl., 26in. wheels,

enamelling and plating very good condition; £15.

MAUDES'. — Fafnir, 1908 model, 3i-h.p., magneto,
Cliater-Lea frame, low built, spring forks, torpedo

tank; £20.

MAUDES'.—Rex, 5h.p., twin, very low, spring forks,

aluminium finish, splendid condition, thoroughly
overhauled; £17.

MAUDES'.—lih.p. Motosacoohe, good running order,

low built, practically a gift at £12 12s.

MAUDES'. - Werner, 2h.p.. B. and B. carburetter,

handle-bar controlled, splendid order ; £8.

MAUDES'.-Peugeot, 4ih.p., Chater-Lea frame, 26in.

wneels. very good tyres, perfect; £17.

MAUDES'.—M.M., 34h.p., magneto ignition,
^
1909

model, an exceedingly fast machine, the pick of

the American market; £20.

MAUDES'.—Humber, 2|h.p., chain drive, spray car-

buretter, very good order ; £8.

MAUDES'.—Singer, 3h.p., vertical 'engine, new tyres,

magneto, good running order; £15.

AUDES'.—Minerva, 2h.p., wants slight adjustments,
otherwise sound; £5.

AUDES'.—Ariel, 3h.p., 26in. wheels, very good tyres,

good order all round; £15.

AUDES' Motor Mart, 136, Great Portland St., Lon-
don. W. Tel. : 552 Mayfair, for best bargains in

motor cycles and accessories. A call will convince you.

23.h.p. Excelsior, complete, touring machine, excellent
4 condition, all accessories; £9.—Gregory, 1, Aoris

St., -Wandswoitii.,

21.h.p. Buc.het, overhead valves, low position, long
2 bars; £4 15s.; appointment.—20, Brunswick

Sq., Camberwell.

2h.p. Werner, good condition, Miohelins, Continental
belt, low, fast; £7.—Burrows, 212, Humberstone

Rd., Plaistow, E.

"I Q 09 (delivered June) 3ih.p. Excelsior, Cowey speed
JLJ/ indicator, Mabon clutch, Autoclipse lamp, R.O.M.
tyres; £35.—Below.
3ih.p. Ariel; real bargain; just overhauled, re-enam-

2 elled; £12.-Below.

2i.h.p. Minerva, 1907, perfect little machine for be-
.2 ginner ; complete, £11 5s.—Harlook, 73, Den-

mark Hill. 'Phone, 20, Brixton.

yINDEC, Sih.p., Mabon clutch, Truffault spring forks,
accessories, faultless; £17.-1, Cornwall Terrace,

Baker St., London.

23.h.p. De Dion, perfect, 26in. wheels; can be seen by
4 appointment; £13.—Address, C, 57, Kennelworth

Ed., Grove Rd., E.

M
M

13.h.p. F.N., 1908 model, perfect order, Xl'all saddle,
4 footrests, stand, spares; £18 18s.—Lufi, 13,

Kirkdale, Sydenham.
31h.p. Minerva, fine condition, new back tyre; £10, or

2 near ofler ; never given trouble.—19, Boscombe
Ed., Shepherd's Bush.

1Q08 5ih.p. Wolf, Sarolea engine, H.B. control, very
J-*J low, perfect order; £20.-4, Forest View Av.,
Whipps Cross, Leyton.

G.B. Motor Cycle, Sjh.p. Noble engine, low frame,
26 by 2vin. new tyres, complete, perfect order, ac-

cumulator ignition ; £20.—Below.

LADY'S 2h.p. 2-stroke light Motor Cycle, good run-
ning order; £10.

HUMBER, chain drive,
order; £10.—Below.

free engine, good running

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES,^ GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED
4jh.p. W.C. ROVER, two speeds, wheel

steering, Longuemere, trembler coil . . £22 10

4i h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open
frame, wheel-steering, foot clutch £29 10

Ditto ditto fine condition £35
SjH.p. W.C. RiXETTE. two speeds, op^n

frame, foot clutch, foot and side brakes £27 10
Ditto ditto one of the best, a filler £35
5 h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two spee'Jr, open

frame, Longuemere trembler coil .... £33

4J h.p. PHQiNIX TRIMO, H.T. m.agneto,
two speeds, chain drive £27 10

4i h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, Longue-
mare, chain drive, foot clutch £16 10

Cash offers considered.

RALEIGH, chain drive, two-speed, good running
order; £12; seen and tried any time.—Collier and

Sons, Matchless Wks., Plumstead.

I^h.p. Werner, good condition, in Chater frame; sell,
4 or exchange higher power, or anything useful.—

Holdstock, Sittingbourne.

4h.p. Military Model Roc, clutch, two speeds, Bosch,
splendid condition, 1907-8, little used; £26.-84,

Rodenhurst Rd., Clapham.

31h.p. Quadrant, splendid condition, spring forks,
2 spares, tools, lamp; £18- 10s., nearest offer. —

Harris. Capstone. Chatham.

3 h.p. Humber, perfect, Dunlops, £8; Amac handle-bar]
control carburetter, £1 ; wanted, good generator.—

200, Church Rd,, Willesden.
i

3 h.p. Humber, new back tyre, good going order, £5 IDs.

;

3h.p. M.O.V. Clarendon, a bargain, £7 lOs.—
Barker, Oxford Ed., Worthing.

5^ h.p. TWIN REX, H.B. control, spring lorks, and
brand new DE LUXE SIDECARwith art c:me body,
-latest improvements and 26x2i tyre, £22 lOs.

3 ^^
4

WE HAVE JUST PURCHASED
of a Ton of Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle
Covers. Best make. All sizes. 17/6 each.
New CUncher A Won Covers 17/6, Tubes 4/11.

Bargain list on application.

SHOP
1909 R

L.ED
. 1909.

All models ia struck. Liberal exchanges.
OFFERS CON'SIOE~R.ED.

" F»OF»Ul.ARS."
rgog 3J h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . .

.

Offers

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, roo miles only £39 10
1908 sjh.p. N.S.U., magneto, new £30 10
rgog 3I h.p. REX Tourist, done so miles. Offers.

1908 REX, 3.6 h.p.. R.A.C. rating" £17 10
igo8 3* h.p. Magneto REX Racer £29 10

1907 4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roe clutch £24 1

2f h.p. J.A. P. Racer, over'aead valves .... £16
^1 h.p. Light, Low REX, long ba» £12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
^ h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .. £13 10
1Q06 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .

.

£15 10

3 h.p\ SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

3 h.p. ZEDEL, 26in. wheels, fine mount .

.

£14 10

3^ h.p. ARIEL, very powerful, spray £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15

2i h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p. M.O.V. MINERVA, sprav, good £6 15

3 h.p ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10
3j h.p. REX, handle-bar control, .Amac £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber.. £9 10

2j h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2i h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15

2-J h.p. L'LOYDS, vertical, spray £6
Monster List on Application.

SIOEOAR IVIACHINES.
igog 7-9 h.p. T.T. DOT, magneto, as new .

.

£40
igog 5 h.p. REX DE LtlXE, shop soiled .

.

Offers.

rgoS 5 h.p. Magneto, V.S £29 10
1908 Twm Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
rgo8 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10

5J h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10
5ih.p. REX.DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
6" h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH Bicar . . . : £19
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £23 10
6" h.p. Twin ANTOINE. ROM ignition . . £17 10

Five 5i h.p. Twin Rexes, snring lorRs, long bars,

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.
wheels. iEIT tTs.

Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

EASY PA^YIMIENTS.

£3 DOWN
3 h.p. Lloyd's

3 h.p. Clyde
4 h.p. Antoine
3 h.p. Humber
3} h.p. Rex
2I h.p. Lloyd's

4 h.p. Atelier

£13 10
1

£15
£16 10
£10
£10 10
£7 10

£13 10

secures any of these
Balances/- per week.

2 J h.p. Kerry .

.

4 h.p. Coronet

2f b.D. Werner
3 j h.p. Werner
2 h.p. Thomas
2 h.p. Humber

£9 10
£15
£8 10
£13 10
£8
£8 10

h.p. Bradbury £10 10

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carburetters
in Stock. Liberal exchange. Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2|in. tyres, every-
thing of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt
attachment, 26 x 2J Clincher A Won tyres £6

^ Halifax Motor Exchangje,
^ "LARGEST REX IfEALERS.

V:i:^"t>«;;^t:c..l^.Westgate;Halifax,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR &A
HAMPSTEAD. — Special sale this week, enor

duction on all machines; do not fail to

obtain a great bargain at 5, Heath St.

HAMPSTEAD {£8 10s.)-Fafnir, 3ih.p., Clj:

good condition, with all accessories, Palnn.
bargain.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£7 10s.)-Hnmber, 3h,p., in
condition, with a'l new accessories; spe<

gain, first cheaue.

HAMPSTEAD (£28).—F.N., 4ih.p 4-cyl., 190
magneto, and spring forks, with all acccs

Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£21).-Minerva, 3ih.p. 1909
new condition, handle-bar control, with i

sories.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD. £25). — F.N., 4-cyl., splendl
tion, 4h.p. ; al.so 3:ih.p., 4-cyl., £18.-Bi

HAMPSTEAD (£25).-Moto-Eeve, twin, magns
spring forks, 1909 pattern, splendid c(

with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD (£22).—Lincoln Elk, brand ne
latest model, magneto, handle - bar

slightly soiled; special bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.-Sole London and district as

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock ; spec

to trade.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).—dinger, 3h.p., magne
non-skid on back, all in splendid order,

cessories.

HAMPSTEAD (£18).-F.N. Ifh.p. Lightweig
neto and spring forks, with all new aoc

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—Special bargain, rew or sect

Lincoln Elk; £22; 4-cyl. 1909 F.N.'s at

reduction.

HAMPSTEAD (£28). — V.S., two-speed geai

magneto and .spring forks, all accessories

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£15).—Peugeot, 3ih.p., sprin

with all new accessories, splendid bargi

Heatli St:

HAMPSTEAD (£15).—Motosacoche Lightwei
model, with all accessories, guaranteed

gain. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p

model, new condition, with accessories,

gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD (£25). — Lightweight 1909
model Wolf, not run 100 mile.?,- and gm

perfect.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£15). — Singer, 3h.p., magnt
condition; 4-cyI. F.N., £23, splendid or

bargains.

HAMPSTEAD (£14).—N.S.U., 3ih.p., good arc

all accessories; J.A.P., 4h.p., M.O.V., i

£21.

AMPSTEAD (£8).—Whitley, 3h.p., good 01

cessories ; Kerry, 3h.p., good running cc

£8 10s.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£25). — Moto-Reve, twin, r

spring forks all machines. — At 5, H^

Tel.: 2678 P.O.

31h.p. N.S.U., electric horn, tools, spares, a
2 skids, enamelling, plating unscratched;

Wells, Station Rd., Dovereourt.

BRADBURY Motor Cycles ; £46 ; exchanges
payments arranged ; catalogues free.-

Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BRIGHT and Hpyles, makers of the famous
motor cycle; £35 10s.; catalogues free.-

St., Camberwell.

3l.h.p. Twin Peugeot, Palmer tyres, Chater
2 copper tank, Longuemare; £18 10s.—73,

St., Camberwell.

rtlh.p. Noble, girder type frame, B. and B. (

rW 2 ter, 26in. wheels; £7 15s.—73, Church i

berwell.

31h.p. Triumph, 1907, just overhauled, ball

2 engine, lamp, horn, spares, tyres escelle:

gain, £26.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

Tj 007 Magneto Triumph, 1909 improvements, i:

it/ handle-bar control, excellent condition;

169, Markhouse Rd., Walthamstow.

VINDEC Special, 1907, 3Ah.p., magneto, in

condition, new belt, tools, etc. ; £23 «
Station Rd., FincWey, London, N.

TRIUMPH, 3Ah.p., 1909 machine, delivered _

lowest cash £4-0, no otters.—Box L118, fl

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

3ih.p- Minerva, Royal Enfield, guaranteed
2 £13. — Chamberlain, Victoria Dining

Epping Ed., Buckhurst Hill, Esses.

31.h.p. Rex, new last month, ridden only 50

2 condition perfect (buying car) ; 30 g

Prince, 9, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W.

MINERVA, lih.p., Palmer cords, two aocui

tools, lamp, perfect runni'in- 'rder; bargai

Penny, Chapel Rd., Cobham, Surrey.

LIGHTWEIGHT lih.p. Clement, B. and B.

etter, without accumulator; £4, bargain

23, Josephine Av., Brixton Hill, S.W.

H^

B28 In answering these u,dvertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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rOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ES and Co., N.S.tJ. Agency, High St., Acton,
e & tew brand n^w N.S.TT.'s at very low prices;

;s entertained; deferred payments.

N.S.U., brand new, magneto ignition, lin. belt,

6in. wneels. 1908 specitieation ; £30; approval;
entertained.—Eagles and Co., N.S.TJ. Agency,

h St.. Acton.

N.S.TJ., 1908, rhagneto, two-speed gear, with
ree engine, with Milliord sidecar, new condi-
>2; any trial.—Eagles and .Co., Acton.

Minerva, latest pattern, unscratched, and equal
lew, sprin? forks, two accumulators; £18; ap-
Eagles and .Co., High St., Acton.

N.S.TJ., twin, Bosch magneto, snring forks,
909. two-speed gear, free engine, -nith "Millford
£34 10s. : any trial.—Eagles and Co., Acton.

1909 Lightweight, Bosch magneto, spring
ks. Palmer cord lyres; £22 10s., "as new; ap-
Eajles and Co., N.S.TJ. Agency, 275, High St.,

Low Fast Motor Cycle; £12, or exchange for
roinary cycle oi Tcod make and condition, and
>, Victoria Ed., TJpper Norwood.

Dwin Ees, 1907, and sidecar (nearly new), in
eptional conciition; £20. cr close ciier.—Cornish,
St. Ann's Ed., Soiath Tottenham.

JPH. 1908. 3ih.p., magneto, spring forks,
ip, horn, spares, everything absolutely brand
1.—28, Eye Lane, Peckliam, London.

'entaur, in new condition, £15; expert examina-
1 ; spares, free en.gine : also 2ih.p. Kerry, £10

;

3.-85, LoitU5 Ed., Shepherd's Bush.

aagneto. No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, 26 by 2i Pal-
tyres, periect ; £16; take push bike part pay-

udritt, 37, Crawthew Grove, East Dulwich.

ilarendon, low, reliable, first-rate condition, new
ichers, spares; only £11; reasonable trial; seen
:ntment.—Write, Eeith, Golf Club, Eltham.

Quadrant, N.S.TJ. two-speed, spring forks, all
?cessc.ries, new belt, perfect conuition ; £19 or
r.-Eggleton, 124, Wnippendell Ed., Watford.

EEVE, late 1908, ridden 250 miles only,
'in;T forks, magneto, Shamrock-Gloria belt, ex-
andition.—"S.," Hainault, Downs Ed., Epsom.
Magneto Brown, free engine. Brooks saddle,
ibber studded tyres, spring forks, nearly new;
tmie; £26, or exchange.—18, Tresco Ed., Nun-

standard Triumph, date of engine, August 10th,
)09, run 125 miles; delivered a fortnight; £46,
res; b.^ught twin. — N. Dodd, Woldingham,

Brown, just been overhauled, new tvres, handle-
;., Michelin and Eiches ; £9 10s. for quick sale:
)r- same.—Heath, 36, Busaco St., King's Cross,

Quadrant, spring forks, magnificent machine,
'

soluiely perfect, specially selected engine, climb
£i5.-J.D., fc8 Downs Park Eu., Dalston,

yde, magneto, Chater frame, spring forks, Amac
luretter, Dunlcps, torpedo tank, low and fa.st

;

-5, Belgrave Mansioiis, Coldharbour Lane,

Avondale Motor Bike, good running order, for
le^, or exchange fc r an up-to-date sidecar to fit
.u., right side preferred.- Cassidy, 91, Tufnell

^N., magneto, 26in. by 2iin. ; any reasonable

,;
/^cnange Triumph, or single, tmn, mag-

Moto-Eeve, value £26.-la, Lyall Mews, Eaton

Minerva, F.N. spray, tanks, enamelled French
,

lined out, two brakes, stand, carrier, horn,
neudid condition; £4 15s.— 426, Hoe St., Wal-

m Combination, £18;' 3i-h.p. Quadrant, Mabon
-.h ihandle started), Pahner cord, spring forks,
tgomery sidecar, ail as new.-66. Grand Parade,

J.A.P. Pahners, spring forks and saddle (BlOO)
lar not run 2,000 miles, grand order, perfectml accessories; £20.-Shrimpton, St. Peters,

M.M.C., clutch, handle starting, low long
rN perxPct condition, climb any hill; £10- ap-

^
onlv.-Motorist, 126, ToUington Park, Fins-

'riumph Mabon clutch, extra heavv tyres Clin-

trr.^ S^^?-^ Triumph, Bosch iagneto, Pal-

rniam
^^'^"'^^'^ condition. £20.-Morgan, Bor-

^ENN'S 7h.p. J.A.P. Eacer, not run 90 miles,
^t machine made, capable of immense speed;

, W C
•^'

'
^O'^ti'^ifT Market, Tottenham

f, 2j.h.p.. reliable machine, excellent condition,

bral-e- iin™"'"' ^^J-rlometer, girder forks,

Ealino-'
°^ Dearest ofier.-Waite, 42, Lyn-

n,Tn!?t,5i?''"=;-.*
22: splendid condition, tyres

exchln^' l'¥*°' *"" particulars on appllca-

S^rey'*'
^'^^^ eycle.-112, Canbury Park Rd., i

FARRAR'S
" HALIFAX"

SIDECARS.

FARRAR'S
^OTOR WOR'<S'

SETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each £4 IT 6 Each-
No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Detached inside three mi lutes, and fit either left or

right-hand side of motor cycle.

Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. Vou will be» delighted.

secures any of these.

Balance 5/- per week.
2j: h.D. Singer, mag. £6 l2i!- h.D. Stevens £5

:3 DOWN
3i h-P. Rex {9 1 2j h.p. R. and P. . . £7

3f h.p. Dux £91 2% Minerva, M.O.V. £8 10
2 h.p. Kex £5 1 2| h.p. Humber . . £5

H 3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £7 1 2.1 h.p. King £8

2i h.p. VVhitelev £61 ^i h.p. King £8

1S09 "PREIVIIER" IVlas^ne-tos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
rgoS N.S.U. Lightweight, ma.fnieto. . , £22

3|- h.p. 1908. N.S.U.,
forks

magneto and spring
£25

iqo8 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

3^ h.D. 1906 REX M.O.V., spring torks £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch . . . . £26 10

5 J h.p. TWIN REX a heautv £15 10

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. REX DE LUXii and Sidecir £31 10

3^ h.p. FAFNIR, two speeds, free engine,
spring forks £16

3» h.D. BROM'N, magieto. H.B. control £20

3 h.p. MINERV.A., champion condition. . . . £11

4 h.p. KING. Palmer tyres £12

3I h.p. r907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

rq^S 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto £34

3* h.D. BROWN. M.O.V.. fine goer £12

4 h.p. .A.NTOINE, M.O.V., fine goer £11

TRICARS.
6-7 h.p. SINGER, twin engine, M.O.V. £32

5* h.p. REXETTE, fine machine £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled . £17
PHCENIX. two-speed £14

1908 IVIa.grneto REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold finisn, Bosch m?gneto. £17 10s., or exchange.

••FARR.\R'5 SPECIAL" BELTING.
•Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.
33^0 cheaper than any other higti-class belt,

fin.,' 9d. Jin., 1,/. |-n.. 1/3. lin., 1/6 per foot.

27/-

SPECIAU BARGAINS.
Amac carburetters, H.B. control

9/- allowed fir old carburetter
Brown & Barlow carb., H.B. control 28/-

3i h.p. Quadrant engine sets 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.
Tubes with valve, all sizes, post free, 5 '6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
A FEW Bargains for immediate clearance. End of

season's stock. First cash or cheque secures.

"I 3.h.p. De Dion-New Hudson. £6 IO3. ; 2Jh.n BrownJ-4 £10 10s.; 7h.p. Peugeot, in Chater-Lea frame!
£13 10s.: 2ih.p. Buchet, £5 5s.; 3ih.p. Bat, £12 lOs •

2ih.p. Humber, £5; 3h.p. E. and P., £8 10s • 6h p'

twin-oyl. Antoine, £12 10s. ; 2ih.p. Griffon £12 10s •

3ih.p. twin Werner, £10 10s. ; 2Jh.p. Minerva, M.O.V.,
£10. and others; inspection cordially invited — Wau-
chope's, 9 Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C., ofE Lud
gate Circus.

.
Bradbury, 1909 model, magneto ignition. Clin-

cher non-skid tyre, machine not used ; £39 10s.;
entertain open, frame tricar; appointment.—21 Wood
Vale, Forest Hill.

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 1909, only two months old. all
accessories and spare parts ; a genuine bargain, £55,

or near ofifer.-Apply, S. E. Hales " ' ~ ' —
ston Hill, Surrey.

Si'^-^--

14, Clifton Ed., King-

4-CYL. F.N., 5-6h.p., 1909 model, perfect condition,
tyres almost new, spare tube, vaive.s, etc. ; £29.—

Simmons, c/o Ward and Budd, builders, Sutton Court
Ed., Chiswick, W.

F.N. Bicycle, 2ih.p., complete in first-rate order, spare
long handle-bars and seat, tools, lamp, pump, etc. •-

£14, no offers.-Winchester Laundry
Child's Hill, N.^\.

72, Granville Ed.,

31.h.p. Minerva, spring forks. Palmer cords, two brakes,
2 BlOO saddle, AL.O.V., footrests, perfect condition,

exchange bn.p.— S. Arvans,£18; with sidecar,
Aldenham, Watford.

£22;

"I Q09 Humber, two-speed, live axle, perfect condition,
-«-«-' lamp, watch, horn, two bags, spare cover; £35.—
Thomas, Sunderland House, Ashchuroh Park Villas,

Qlh.p. Vindec, magneto.

Bih.p.
2 sa.

N.A.B., Autoclipse, tyres,
plating, and enamelling almost like new, perfect

order; £15; expert examination.—Smith and Francis, 5,
Surbiton Ed., Kingston.

WHAT Oflers for Two-speed and .iioc clutch, Ees de
Luxe twin, not yet delivered, having de'^ided to

buy car. don't want to take delivery.—Nicholls, Holbrook
Lane, Chislehurst, Kent.

Vindec Special, spring forks, Xl'all spring
saddle. Price's stand, new tyre and belt horn,

spares, etc. : 10 guineas ; excellent condition.—Sinclare,
Walton Ed., East Molesey.

O 3.h.p. Minerva Bicycle, splendid condition, Eadie fit-

^4= tings. Palmers, adjustable pulley, £12; also
sidecar. Palmer tyres, as new, £4 10s.—Moore, 44, Hen-
niker Gardens, East Ham.

Slh.prTTwin Alcyon, Grifion engine, spring forks,
2 uandle-bar control, low build, very fast, in per-

fect condition; take £28 for qtiick sale.— G. Nottingham,
Colwood, Warninglid, Sussex.

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea frame, spring forks^ faultless
condition, engine just overhauled, tyres practically

£12.—Fafnir,

5 h.p. 1908
ignition.

new, very fast and powerful, all spares

;

43. Southbro^k Ed., Lee, S.E.

Twin-cyl. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, magneto
only once used 'cw frame, machine as

new; lowest cash bargain, £25.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, Fleet St., London, B.C.

£10, or offer.-Clement-Garrard lightweight, 23h.p . 26
wlieels, 2in. A \\ on tvres, low built. BlOO saddle,

Triimaph bars, climb anything, .smart machine.—Motor,
13. Edinburgh, Popham St., Islington.

13.h.p. Lightweight F.N., magneto and spring forks,
4 1908 model, rubber studded tvres to both wheels;

lowest cash price £16 10s.; guaranteed.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.

GEAND Offer.—Owner going abroad. Almost new
on. p. Ascot motor cycle, not run 500 miles, all

up to date, very fast, only wants seeing; £17 10s.

—

Mant, 41, Lewin Ed., East Sheen, Surrey.

3 h.p. 3;elecom, engine just thoroughly overhauled, new
cylinder, new Amac carburetter, H.B. control,

tyre re-treaded, footboards, lew position; £12; app.int-
uient.—Springett, Haslemere, Billericay, Essex.

TWIN Griffon, Zedel engine, low racing frame, 26 by
2i tj'ies, new rawhide belt, tyres not punctured ; £18

10s., or will take single-cyl. machine in part payment.—
Motorist, 3, Salisbury Ed., Richmond, Surrey.

TRIUMPH, 1908, splendid condition, nearly new Pal-
mer cord back, Shamrock-Excelsior front, new

3-nly Watawata Beit, two spc.re belts, etc. : £34.—G.
Want, 21, Eichmond Crescent, Barnsbury, N.

M0T03AC0CHE, spring, forks, accumulator, horn,
stand, tools, etc.. coiiipieie set spares, just thor-

ouihlv overhauled, splendid conoition ; trial willingly;
£15.—Thompson, 20, Cheriton Ed., Folkestone.

.p. 1906 Triumph, spring forks, magneto ignition,
engine is like new, -nice haiKisome, medium weight

motor cycle ; price, very lowest, 20 guineas; guaranteed
—Wauchope's, 9 Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.C.

31h.p. De Dion, Eoc clutch and two speeds, beauti
2 IT"

3h.,

3.h.p. Kerry,

High-class Machines Wand. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HALilFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, 9tg, Night, roY.

In answering these advertisements it is desiraWv to mention " The Motor Cycle."

fuUv sprung. Chater-Lea fittings, handle -bai
control, very low built, most reliable ; must sell ; £20
sacrifice.- 17, Kenmure Ed., Mare St., Hackney, Lon-
don.

FN. carburetter, long bars, swan-necl
seaL-pillar, just overhauled and rebushed. ename

and plating first-class condition. Clinchers; £11: tria

ni.n hv appointment.— 59, Norfolk Ed., Seven Kings
Ilford."

F,2
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"1 QO8 N.S.U., 3i'h.p., 24in. wheels, magneto, two-speed,
LZf new Michelin back, front tyre little worn, new
lubber belt, new. unused sparfi- tube^ new unused valve,

springs, and. many, otlier spares.—At Waucliopes. £25.

5ili.p. Twin Eex de Luxe, magneto, Ed.o clutch, first-

2 class condition, £28 10s., or olier exchange
good 3ih.p. magneto ; alsO' fcrecairiage, good condition,

Clinchers, basket, £4 to clear.—306, High St., East Ham.

31.h.p. Eex, 1908 Show Model, nearly new, perfect,

2 all spares, accessories, li.Oaw,. tyres, clothing

(dust and rain, etc.), complete outfit ; any trial any
time; £30.— Stewart, 17.4, West Green Ed.. Tottenham.

O/l Down secures a Wolf Lig;htweig'ht ; £10 Is. 9d.

5t''± a Moto-Eeve; £12 4s. 4d. a Bradhury; £11
15s. 6(1. a Triumph; balance in 12 monthly payments.

—A. T. Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, Lon-
don, E.

Blh.p. Eex, magneto ignition, in perfect order, new
2 B. and B. carburetter, with Bowden control,, spring

fi.rks, practically new tyres, Palmer back. Continental
imiit: £18 18s.; any trial.—Victoria Motor Works, God-
aiming.

DOUGLAS, 2|h.p., 1909, Continental non-skids,

Acetyphote lamp, horn, spare valves, tools, spring

saddle-pillar, burglary policy, every accessory, all in

perfect condition; write; £31.—K. Greig, 2, Eavenna
Ed., Putney.

Th.p. Twin Peugeot, spring forks, spring footboards,
H.B. control, very low, just been overhauled; will

ride 40 miles to intending purchaser ; in splendid condi-

tion : £24 10s.; expei't examination.— 164, Tachbrock
St., Pimlico.

6h.p. J.A.P. (1909), magneto, Chater frame, spring,

forks. Bates rubber studded tyres, Autoclipse lamp,
everything best quality ; no reasonable oiler refu.sea

;

genuine; photo.—A. Eussell, Light Oaks, St. Jame.s's
Ed., Suttpn.

TEIUMPH (late 1908), Sjh.p., magneto, as new, 25in.
Shamrock tyres, very low, foovrests, H.B. control,

spring forks, lamp, spares, splendid machinei climb any
hill; £36, a bargain.—\V rite. Triumph, 151, Knight's
Hill, West Norwood.

BEAND New Motor Cycle, 1908, 5h.p., with E.N. en-
gine, Bosch magneto, all refinements ; cost £48,

will take £20, nearest offer; also a 22h.p. motor bike,
similar to above, cost £30, take £12 10s.—Motor, Clifton
Buildings, Vandy St., E.C.

Th.p. Twin Peugeot, No. 6 frame, Chater-Lea fittings
and- sidecar, £36, not run 800 miles; also 1908 5

h.p. twin Eex and sidecar, magneto, perfect order ; trial

;

-iving up riding doctor's orders; price £29; ofiers
wanted.—38, Sutton Ed., Southend.

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. 1909 F.N., fitted with either two-speed
gear or single gear, just overhauled, and in per-

fect condition throughout, new January last, and only
run 1,100 miles; cost over £65, price £35, no otters.—
K., c/o Drays Garage, Hythe, Kent.

1 Q07 Slinerva, 3ih.p.-, accumulator ignition, spring
-L*J forks, Peter-Union tyres, new Shamrock-Gloria
belt, lamp, horn, tools, spares, and sidecar to fit, all in
excellent condition; £15 the lot, no offers.—W. Bower,
53, Hallam St., Gt. Portland St., W.

VINDEC Special, Sh.p., two-speed gear, free engine,
latest Brown and Barlow handle-bar control. Pal-

mer cord, Whittle belt, Mills-Eulford castor wheel side-
car, all accessories ; 40 guineas, ' or sell separate.—Box
No. 3,145, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

tyh.p. Twin Motor Cycle, with sidecar, Buchet free en-
9 gine, Bozier two-speed gear, all in splendid con-
dition ; £30, or would arrange an exchange for 4i- 'or 5
ti.p. water-cooled motor cycle, magneto and free engine
preferred.-72, Dacre Ed., Plaistow, Essex.

31.h.p. Minerva (1907), Chater-Lea, B. and B. handle-
2 bar control carburetter (1909), Palmer and Clin-

cher tyres, Dermatine belt, just re-enamelled and over-
hauled; sell £15, or exchange sidecar machine, cash ad-
lustment.-41, St. Stephen's Ed., Hounslow.

1 Q09 Sih.p. Triumph, "scarcely ridden, Mabon clutch,
-»-«J' spare tube and belt, in carrier, lamp, and all
aoce.ssories, £40; also 2|h.p. Lurquin and Coudert, new
Chater frame, E.O.M. studded tyres, low machine, lamp
all accessories, £13 lOs.-Copus, 26, Halstead St., Brix-
ton, o. w,

A.^^'P-'^'fi'^ J^inerva, B. and B. handle-bar control,

f v ?^^-,^I S^ ^-^^ -^iiclielin and Continental tyres,
two Dutted tubes. Advance pulley, spring forks, three
accumulators, horn, head lamp, and nmnerous spares;
£20; trial, appointment.-Payne, 86, Oxford Gardens,
North Kensington, W.

1Q09 8h.p. Matchle,ss-J.A.P., M.O.V., Nala two-speedJ-«/ gear, ,J.A.P. auto, carburetter and lubricator,Cowey indicator, also Contracta sidecar fitted- can be
passed through ordinary side entrance doorway all as
new ;finMt passenger outfit procurable ; £bO.-E Eitchie
36, King Edward's Gardens, Acton Hill, W.

4-A-^-P- ^..^i"*
Minerva, low built, pan seat, excellent^^^ condition, cash bargain, £15 lOs. ; 2ih n JAP

vertical light, fast, £10 lOs. ; 3ih.p. Peugeot; magneto'
;pring forks, Palmer tyres, £20; 2-Jh.p. Phoenix, mag-
leto, two speeds, grand machine, £15; 2Jh p Brownwtical engine, excellent condition, £10 lOs'- 3J-h p'
Excelsior. M.M.C. engine, excellent oonditinn, £9 10s

•'

leveral machines, in perfect order, £5. We do eschamrps'
-128, High Ed., South Tottenham.

excnangc

S" MAUDES
OUR STOCK IS LIKE THE WEATHER-

ALWAYS CHANGING.
PCO 1909 MINERVA, 8 h.p., Roc two-^O^ speed gear and free engine, all im-

provements, finished French grey, I?KO
not done twenty miles 3JOa

COO N.S.U., 1908, 3i h.p., brand nev;',

an ideal mount
26in. wheels, Peter Union tyres, i?QO

pop BRADBURY, 1908. 3 h.p., accumu-*^^ later ignition, Bradbury latest

pattern spring forks, vertical en- i?00
gine, not done 200 miles A/^a

POA RIP, 3i h.p., Peugeot engine,, spring
*'^'^ frame, Longuemare spray carbu-

retter, footrests, as new, climb i?OA
anything Ai£i\J

i?pc N.S.U., 19O8, 3 h.p., brand new, and
*'^*-' perfect magneto, first cheque l?pK

secures 3i^U
P-JCREX, 1906, 3i h.p., 26in. wheels,
*'-*-'^ low built, spring forks, enamelling

and plating perfect, practically new 04 C
tvres to both wheels X-XU

4?14, ROVER, 2} h.p., low built, handle-
^-"-^ bar control, 26in. wheels, good

tyres, cream finish, splendid con- P-JA,
difinn * AT!

5 h.p., 26in. wheels,

Minerva spring forks, plated tank, P-J r7

condition Xll

£17

dition

P-j 7 ALCYON,
*'* • Minerva

first-class

i?:-( C MINERVA, 3* h.p., vertical engine, P-J c
*'-*'' 26in. wheels, A Won condition .... '^i-O

4?17 TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low
:**' built, aluminium finish., footboards,

a beauty

4?.Q-t
N..S.U., 3i- h.p., 1908 model, magneto,

*'*^-*- low built, brand new, all latest

improvements, Peter Union tj'res, jpO^

Pop MINERVA," '4;- h.p., 1907, twin,
A)&i^ Minerva spring forks, low, 2|in. CQO
£-j CENTAU R,! 'ii h.p.',' low' 'bui'lt," 'belt i?-j O
~-*-" drive, in a;ood condition d^i^u
PQ BARTER, 2J- h.p., spray carburetter, PQ*^ geared pulle>', a bargain *^

£40

£18

TRICARS.
REXETTE, 8-10 h.p., two speeds and

reverse, water-cooled, open frame, i?4.Q
in splendid condition *T)V/-

PHCENIX TRIMO Coach-bmlt Fore-

car, two-speed and free engine,, good i?-J Q
tyres to_ all wheels, a bargain .... "wXO

/_ DO WIN and 5/- weekly secures the
/ ~ follo\ying_:

WERNER, 2 h.p., vertical, 26in. wheels, Werner
automatic spray carburetter £8.

J.A.P, 2Jh.p.,good tyres, Stanley Dermatine belt £8
HUMBER, 3J-h.p., trembler coil, spray carbu-

retter, in good, condition £9
MINERVA, If h.p., in fair condition £6-

All machines guaranteed in good running order.

Brand New MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, 1909,
nine-guinea, model, to clear £7 15

ACCESSORY BARGAINS^
"""^

Genuine 26x2iin. CLINCHER Rubber-
studded tyres, list price 31/6 ; our price . . 25/-

CLINCHER 26x2iin. Tubes, post paid 5/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, a bargain 19/6
LUCAS King of the Road, brand new, com-

plete with generator, our price 30/-
HELLA Searchlight, best plated, divided

glasses, complete with generator ........ 14/1t
Trinote Horns, " What a noise !

" 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, will shift a tram I 6/6
Double Twist Horns, heavilv plated 4/6
Variable pulleys, heavily plated 12/6
Rex Pattern Long Bars," heavily plated 6/6
Straight Bars, heavy gauge tubing 5/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars, any drop 4/6
Mudguards, well finished, 3in. 2/II
Mudguards, 4in 3/6
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, nearly new 30/-
Brown and Barlow Carburetters, handle-bar

control, latest type 30/-
A.M.A.C. Carburetters, latest pattern 29 /-

We can make you the best allowance. Write us
before buying elsewhere, as we carry the largest
stock of rnotor cycles and accessories "in the world.

Note the address :

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephones : 433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams : " Petrol, Halifax."

Also at 136. Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

B30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI

SECTION IX.

i'

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwal
31.h.p. N.S.U., in first-class condition, magnoto

2 forks, with over £4 extras; £20. — Ee
Broadway, JJorset.

FOE Sale, 3ih.p. Ariel, in perfect running coi
lyres in gcou condition, new belt; £12, or

cHer.-120a, Middle St., Yeovil, Som.

,
"C^.N., 35h.p., 4-oyl., magneto, perfect conditioi

[-1- piston rings, gudgeon pins, all bearings cc

; adjusted, magneto recently overhauled, recent M
i non-skids b-tti wheels, reliable two-.speed gear, wi
1 engine, spring forks and saddle-pillar, all spares,
] ing butt-ended tube

;
garaged in Bath ; £24, or

j

Motorist, 1, St. Michael's Terrace, Helston.

I

SECTION X.
Scotland.

31.h.p. Eex, good running order; £11, oflerfi.;

4 going abroad. — Ingleside, Douglas Drive
' buslang.

31 h.p. Rex Motor Cycle, overhauled, fast m
4 capital condition; £13 10s.—JefE and Som

St., Coatbridge.

3 jib. p. Minerva-Chater-Lea, very low, fast, r

2 up-io-aate, overnauled; £16.—Drysd=ale, S'

Place, l-dinburgi!,

6 -Th.p. N.S.U., excellent condition, just thoi

cverhauled; wliat offers? — J. Stanford Ci

t Concrete House, Tarbert, Loch Fyne.

1 0.06 Eex, 3ih.p., spring forks, Longuemare,
Xt/' lin detachable back tube, studded back ty
accumulators, climb anything; £11. — Busseil
Auchentoshan Terrace, Springburn, Glasgow.

PEUGEOT, 7-9h.p., fitted to Minerva frame, vri

tw:-speed gear, tree engine, handle starting

den control, Xl'all spring forks, two pulleys, lin. ^

belt, flue machine for sidecar, in sjilendid order; si

£55, cost £60.—No. 5,138, The Motor Cycle Oflice

entry.

THE Largest Stock, largest variety, and tlii

mak^s ; — Alexander's Motor Exchange, Eex
Moto - Eeve, Norton, Eoc, Excelsior, Zenith, D
Minerva. We can supply you with these or anj

make ; some special bargains presently in .si

second-hands.—Alexander's, 110, Lothian Ed., Edii

5-61i.p. Twin-cyl. Eex, accumulator, with Mont
sidecar, flexible joints, tyres new, one a C

rubber studded, inner tubes new. Continental butt

spares—tw-o steel studded tyres, two Eicii det;

inner tubes .(new), two ordinary inner tubes, tlm
skin bands, large h:rn (just bought a few days ag
large lamps, one new, with separate generator, si

plugs, accumulator charging adapter, nuts and so
all sorts, all tools and bag, Cantilever seat; .si

<:pointment; price £20 the lot.—J. S. Muir, Gowi
Newmilns, Ayr.shire.

SECTION XI.

.'Ireland and Isle of Man.
FIEST Offer nearest £17.-1907 Eex, S^i.p., m

spring forks, only done 700, new ShamrcK
; and tyre, Clyno adjustable pulley. Bcsch magnet(
,' only month ago, Price's stand and Brooks BJO(
'L115, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, TudorSt, I

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4 h.p. Aster, Chater, two-speed, light, low, footl

£18, cr cycle and casii.—Jarvis, Hertford.

6 h.p. Eex. Triette, very fast, splendid machine, i

sacrifice £22.-852, Garratt Lane, Tootin

ill. p. Humber Tricar, free engine, two speet

2 tyres; 10 guineas.— 7, Slyne Ed., Lancas

TEICAE, must be sold, 7h.p., coach-built; no
able offer refused.— 139, Balaam St., Pla

h.p. Eexette, coach-built, splendid condition,

car; bargain, £20.-161, South St., Walwoi

h.p. M.M.C. Tricar, two-speed, free, overbai

Laystall ; £20, or nearest.—Fallick, Aiding

3

6

8-lOh.p. Eexette, 3 seats, two .speeds, twin wh
icct order; £32.-255. Earlstield Ed., Wane

41h.p. Eover, water-cooled, free engine, perfect

2 offers, cash or bike.—87, Mildmay Grove,
ton.

8-10h.p. Eexette, 3-seater, 2 cyls., spring frar

speeds; £37 10s.— 14, Zennatt St., Chaj
Leeds.

41.h.p. Water-cooled Humber, just re-bushed, ai

2 as new, .all spares; £27 10s.— 39, Cold

Lane, S.E.

6 h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater frame, three-speei

bucket seat; bargain, £19" 10s.—73, Chur
Camberwell.

51.h.p. Garrard Tricar, three speeds, worm dri

2 contrjl, water-cooled; £27 10s.—20, Potte
Lane, Leeds.

31h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, good tyres,

2 fa.st: any trial; £12 10s.— X\ estwood.
Grays, Essex.

REXETTE, 8-lOh.p., twin, water-cooled,
spares, extra tyres; £37 10s.— 61, Claren

King's Heath.

mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
^over, water-cooled, pprung frame, two ppeeds,

I tyres, thorough repair ; £18.-31, Xiandor

;well.

VA Tricar, 3ih.p., good order, Chater-Lea
>; £10, bargain.— 128, xueldiug Ed., Bedford
;wick.

TE, 6h.p., late model, new studded tyre, dark

red cushions, would pass for new; £22 10s.—
iVealdstone.

.adrant Tricar, perfect; £22; exchange good
. bike (Minerva preferred).—Harris, School-
rdon, Essex.

Runabout, free engine, chain drive, bucket
t, wheel steering; bargain, £11.-128. High
1 Tottennam.

Rover Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds, chain
ve, excellent condition ; sacriiice 15 guineas.

,
Newmarket.

Tricar, seats three ; £37 10s. ; would take
)n, K.N., Humber, magneto part exchange.—
k Ed., Croydon.

ley, three speeds and reverse, non-skid, sprung
heels, perfect order; £35.—Maudes', 136, Gt.

it., London, W.

5E, 3jh.p., handle starting, two-speed, excellent
dition : cheap, £16, or cSers.— 80, Sycamore
igton, Birmiiighaui.

3 wanted.—Excelsior tricar, just overhauled

;

forecar separai.e,y : excnange considered; full

.—Judge, chemist, ]jerby.

rrard Water-cooled Tricar, three speeds, worm
,
perfect going order, all accessories; £20, bar-
147, Hign St., East Ham.

;, Eiley, 4h.p., water-cooled, free engine, two
eds, perfect condition, climb anything.-— 13,
ne, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

, Chassis, including wheels, tj-res, band
IS, steering wheel, tank, etc.; £5 10s.; ap-
-6, Apsley Villa, Clapham Ed., S.W.

iter-cooled Quadrant Tricar, free engine, two
s, wheel steering, coach-built; any trial; £25;
small cariY'^. -Upper Kenniugton Lane.

TE, latest spring frame: cost £110; 6h.p.,
speeds, coach-built, etc., lamps, tools, perfect

;

;26 10s.—E., 79, Camberwell Grove, Cam-

X Trimo, 4-ih.p., yery little used, coach-built,
peeds, free engine; cost nearly £100; magnifl-
tiou; 20 guineas.—Glenmaye, Hampton Ed.,
1.

a-LEA Wide Tricar Frame, 29s. ; Chater-Lea
box, damaged, 10s. ; Chater-Lea sound tank,
ft. fin. Eenold chain, 4s.—Davis, ironmonger,
rk.

ioxette Tricar, bucket seats, new Dunlop on
ar, water-cooled, wheel steering, just over-
lod hill-climber; £31. — Moore, Eegent St.,

ugh.

!,, coach-built, Chater-Lea, open frame, Eiley
16 and two-speed, Eiley driving wheel, splen-
;ion; price £45. — Eishwick, Knutsford Ed.,
Idge.

irry, open frame, wheel steering, coach-built,
speeds, free, handle starting, fan-cooled, splen-
tion, tyres excelleni ; £30 ; photo.—Welws'n,
k, Kent.

I, Ghater - Lea, coach-built, 6h.p. J.A.P. en-
clutch and carburetter, two speeds, oar tyres

;

=re, perfect order ; £45.—Chalmers, St. Mary-
prquay.

i, two speeds, free engine clutch, Sjh.p. Hum-
good tyres, Mills-Eulford forecarriage ; any
thorough good condition; £13 10s.— 546, High
luayes, Ilford.

'TES.—To be cleared immediately, two 8h.p-
n-cyl. 3-seater Eexettes, one 5h.p. single-cyl.
ash, or exchange; what offers.?—The Ees Motor
Ltd., -Coventry.

•
J.S.—Two for sale, 4jh.p., water-cooled, two-
1. chain drive, perfect order ; trial ; leaving
D, or offer.-Howes, Glanaber, Livingstone Ed.,
eath, Birmingham.

lANT Tricar, 6h.p., two speeds, just thoroughly
lauled and guaranteed in thorough working
h full kit of accessories ; £30, or offer.—Eose
mley Ed., Twickenham.

h.p. Eex Litette, twin, water-cooled, magneto,
ich front, twin tyres, lamps, mirror, horn, good
;rial; £45, or near offer; buying car.—Fowler,
3ge, Clyde Ed., Tottenham.

iley, three speeds, reverse, splendid climber,
ition and tyres; worth £65, take 50 guineas
rood magneto cycle (Triumph) preferred, differ-
I).— la, .Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq., S.W.
ricar, extra large size, seats three, T>heel steer-
carriage built front car; will clear at £40, or
value in clcthes from tailor; seen at Enfield
-Box L102, The Motor Cycle Ofaoes, 20, Tudor

!win-cyl. Stevens Tricar, water-cooled, acoumu-
;or ignition, three speeds, free engine, chain
heel steering, coach-built bucket seat,- in good
, just wants slight overhaul; £30.—Tweedie,
man.

REMIER "•*»'^
Co., Ltd.

"PREMO" is the new title

for all our Specialities.

THE PREMO
SHOCK ABSORBER
Guaranteed to fit all makes.

All users enthusiastic in its praisf

, Patent applied for—No. 56:0.

-SENT on FOUR DAYS'
TRIAL.

30/-

THE
PREMO CARRIER.
Made of weldless steel

tube. Stra;ght-or curved
top members. To fit all

makes. Q/g,

THE
PREMO SEARCHLIGHT

Recognised everywhere as the leading
separate generator lamp.

BRITISH.
Workmanship, material, and finish
beyond reproach. Sent on four days'

trial.

Price 30/-, or without
generator, 24/-

Generator only, 6/-
Illustrated and described in our new

list, post free.

Second-hand Irmp taken in exchange.

THE
PREMO
RUBBER
HANDLE-
COVERS.

Price 2/- per pair. Fit over the ordinary handles and
ensure a firm easy grip and perfect comfort.'

THE PREMO
MAGNETO CUT-OUT

A vast improvement on the

crude switches used for same
purpose. No magneto machine
is safe without a PREMO CUT

OUT. 2/6.

THE REM BELT FASTENER

1'- ea.cH, 3 -For- 2/S.
Instantly detachable. Central roller removed by a touch

of the fingers. BRITISH, and the best PATENT applied

for.

"PREMO" is the new title ior all our Specialities.

All goods sent on approval. Send for " Shop-soiled" List

Complete New Catalogue of Premo Specialities, Post Free.

Trade enquiries invited.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
LATEST 1907 lOh.p. Lagonda Tricar, absolutely th(

finest machine produced, guaranteed perfect; 5C
mile trial given; sacrifice £50; cost £142; take mag-
neto cycle part.—Fullest particulars, apply, E. Else
Leawood, Matlock.

61h.p. Water-cooled Eexette, fast, good climber, thor-
2 ough order, many spares, extras, accelerate]

pedal, chain case, electric tail lamp, pedal clutch, ne-w

Michelins ; bargain, £35, or close offer; buying largei

car.—Clare, Bassingbourn.

4ih.p. Stevens Water-cooled Tricar, coach-built car
2 Oppermann three-speed, chain drive. Hermetic oaj

tyre on back, Clincher studded fronts, in excellent order;
£35 ; would consider exchange for good motor cycle.—
Bent, 99, King Eichard's'Ed., Leicester.

MUST be Sold.—Phoenix tricar, 3ih.p., fan-cooled
chain drive, two speeds, beautifully coach-built

-):dies, new tyres. Palmer cord rear, spare covers, tubes.
gears, lamps, tools, etc.; sacrifice at £18 for quick sale.—
Apply, Pryor's Nurseries, Ashby Ed., Brockley, S.Ji.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
CHATEE Sidecar, rigid, new, 26in. wheel; bargain,

£4 10s.— 6, Arundel Sq., Barnsbury, N.

MILLFOED, Palmers, cane basket, band brakes, etc.

;

£3 10s., or exchange.—83, Eye Lane, Peckham.

AEIEL Forecar, cane chair, in good order, less tyres;
£4.—H. Monk, 291, Portobello Ed., Netting HiU,

W. ..

SIDECAE, light, strong, Michelin tyre, good as new;
gift, £2 iOs.—Fairweariicr, 32, Green St., Forest

Gate, E.

SIDECAR, left or right, brand- new, not driven 20
miles, upholstered ; £4 4s.— St. Arvans, Aldenham,

Watford.

SIDECAE, left, upholstered red, apron, rubber mat,
lamp, horn, box underneath; £4.-8, Sandmere Ed.,

Clapham.

Jp/I 15s.—Easy detachable rigid sidecars, complete
S&'ob with mudguard, good make tyres.—Horner's,
Store St., W.C.

MONTGOMEEY (left) Flexible Sidecar, complete, with
apron; £4 lOs., or netir cash offer.- 13, Somerville

Ed., New Cross.

FAEEAE'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on approval
guaranteed 12 months; immediate delivery; to fif

any motor cycle.

TJIGID Sidecar, left, 26in., perfect order, £3 5s.;
-S\> coach-built ditto, new, £5 10s.—Lewis, 23, Arden
Ed., Handsworth.

FOEECAE, 26in. wheels, fit any machine, green up-
holstery, less tyres; £3.— Glennie, 197, Ecsemount

Place, Aberdeen.

CORONET Sidecars from stock, suit N.S.U.'s, Eexes,
Minervas, Triumphs, and other makes; £4 17s. 6d.

—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

COEONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., supplied from stock
to suit any make of motor cycle.—Booth's Motorics,

Halifax.

GOEONET Sidecars, £4 17s. 6d., comfortable as a
motor car ; converts motor cycle into an ideal

winter machine; superior to some £8 8s. makes.—Booth's
Motorics, HaUfax.

SIDECAR, good condition, fit any frame, left aide

;

lowest £3 12s. 6d.—Markham, 91, James Ed.,
Liverpool Ed., London, N.

HALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4 173. 6d.

each ; equalling others costing double.—Farrar's
Motorics, Square Ed., Halifax.

MONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, condition as new,
26 by 2-i tjTe ; £4 IDs.; seen by appointment.-

Dunn, AvaUn, Sutton - Coldfield.

STAMFOED HILL.—Our famous sidecars at £4
17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaction.—128, High

Ed., Tottfnham. Deliveries from stock.

FITEASY Sidecar, for narrow doors, wholesale and
retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufacturers, Wat-

son, St., Newington Green, London, N.

RIGID Sidecar, 26in. wheel, fit any machine, un-
scratched, scarcely used; £3 lOs., bargain. —

Roberts, chemist, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

SIMPSON'S Sidecars are reliable, comfortable, elegant

;

entirely different to other makes; write us; our
prices are right.—Orchard Mills, Belinaa St., Hunslet,
Leeds.

MONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, in splendid order,

adaptable tj either side, art cane chair, upholstered
;reen, waterproof apron to match; £6.—A. M. Barton,
Braintree. '

.

SIDECAES.—Best value in England; fitting free; in-

spection invited; prices, £'f 15s. and £5 lOs. ; also

-econd-harid price, £4.—C. A. Edgar, 123, HjUoway Ed.,
London, N.

HUMBEE Olympia Forecar, 3h.p., coil and accumu-
lator ignition, free engine and two-speed gear,

excellent condition; what offers?-Dudley Lodge, War-
wick Ed., Coventry.

HALIFAX.—Eigid de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled -and

plated, luxuriously sprung, everything of the best,

fit any machine, 26 by 2^ tyres, £6; art can bodies, ISs.

extra; cheaper quality, £4 17s. 6d. ; second-hand side-

bars taken in exchange.—Halifax Motor Exchange, West-

sate, Halifax.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable io mention " The Motor Cycle." B31
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ARIEL Foieear, cane b.;dy, sido stays, baad brakes,

. I'almers, .jTjlendid condition, fit any machine; £5,
or exchange tor right hand sidecar.—E. Coleman, 58,
Hassett Ed., Homerton, London.

1 Q Guinea Sidecar, this year's model, made through-
-I-'W- out with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, 26 by 2i
Clincher tyre, only used twice; £6 8s.; wanted. Sunbeam,
or similar cycle.—F.W., 137, Broomwood Rd., Clapham
Common, S.W.

THE Silly Season is about, to start, when nearly all

motorists put their macliines away for the winter,

on account ol side-slip, but only those who have bought
one of the world famous Oakleigh sidecars are free from
side-slip. The only sidecar with a £20 guarantee against
side-slip. Can we make your machine - free from side-

slip? If so, send along your orders. Delivery in three

days. All orders taken in strict rotation : price £5, with
genuine Chater-Lea fittings, and five years' guarantee.—
Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Bd., West Dul-

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
DE DION Motor Tricycle, comnlete, needs enamelling,

spring saddle pillarl tools; £10 10s.—Elldn, Weston
Ed., Staiiord.

4h.p. De Dion Motor Tricycle, water-cooled, twc-speed,
chain driven, perfect condition ; £35.—Kemp, Bun-

galow, Mountfield, Susse.^.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quad, Bh.p,, 2-cyl., magneto, two speeds, five

spare tubes, two covers, and many other spares,
everything like new; guaranteed great bargain, £60, or
near olt'er.-E. Cripps and Co., Nottingham.,

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.— 6h. p. Regal, tonneau, seats five, tliree

speeds; reverse, YOO by 66 tyres, wood wheels ; £35.

PALMER.—12h.p. Duryea 2-seated car, 3-cyl., epicyolic
gearing, wood wheels, tyres all ^Td ; £20.

PALMER.— 5h. p. Velos oar, two speeds, wire wheels,
lignt little car, in running order; £12.

PALMER.— 9h. p. Rexettc, 3-seated car, 2-cyl., twin
back tyre, perfect working order; £35.,

_

8h.p. Argyll; detachable tonneau, in very good condi-
tion; £35.—Sully, 10, 01d"Town, _ Clapham.,

6h.p. Clyde, Aster engine, whole car recently made
better than new; £45.-10, Old Town-, Clapham.

X>ALMER.— 12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, seats five, 2-cyl.,
810 by 90 tyres, wonderful condition at the price,

PALMER.— 8h. p. De Dion, genuine, seats five, engine
under bonnet, soUq tyres; £35.

PALMER.— 12-16h.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl.,
carry about 25cwt., magnificent condition; £60.

PALMER.—10-12h.p. Daimler delivery van, carry
. nearly two tons, convertible lorry ; £60..

PALMER.— 16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, 4-cyl.,
five lamps; great bargain, ±j.<;5,

PALMER. — lOh.p. Panhard, limousine, Centauie,
Krebs carburetter ; oflered at clearance price £85.

PALMER.— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side en-
trance, magneto, hood, screen; bargain, £100.

PALMER.— 12-14h. p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., nearly
new Moseley tyres, raked steering ;, £85.

PALMER.-18-24h.p. Prnnel landaulet, side entrance,
4-cyl., M.O.V., grand hire car-; great value, £125.

PALMER.— 17-21h.p. Mors limousine, 4-cyl., magneto,
side entrance, pressed steel frame, silent, reliable

carriage; £150.

"DALMEE.—40-50h.p.
^
Lorraine-Dietrich, 1907. 4-cyl.

£325.

£40.

magnificent vehicle; cost over £1,000, sacrifice for

T>ALMER.-L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed, Toot-
J- mg. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Garage one minute
Merton Rd. tram terminus, Tooting. Cars seen here
any day, ThuTsdays. and Sundays before 2. Photos, de-
tails per return; easy terms arranged; exchanges.

DARRACQ,- 6^h.p., good condition, three and reverse •

£30.—Baker, liellingten, Yorks.

/» Ih.p. Siddeley 2-.seated Car, good condition, splendidy -i hill-chmber; £45.-Usher, Borough Farnham
Surrey. '

^35 or exchange 5-seater tonneau car, 14-16h.p.^ ,
Humber engine, good condition.-83, Rye Lane,

Peckham. '

K"--^°-?-^-
Beeston Humber, 2 cyls.,', Dunlops, lamps, etc.,^ 2-seater; £5.9 ; motor cycle part.-6, Chalsey Rd,„

Brockley,

10
£50.

h.p. Mors,* 4-cyl., magneto, four and reverse, seats
five, equal 870 by 90 wheels, splendid condition-

Ci.p. M.M.C., 4-seater, single-cyl., artillery wheels
y. three speeds and reverse, fine condition; £25, bar-

Q-llh.p. Peugeot, 2-cyl., three speeds, reverse, . mag^^ neto, 2-seater, extremely good condition; £50.
"I Q-16h.p. Darracq, three speeds, reverse, 2-cyli/w 5-seater, very fast, powerful, grand order; £50 iJxchanges entertained on above.— 128, High Rd Tot-
ienham. '
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ALL MODELS

1909 N.S.U.'S
TO CLEAR AT LOW PRICES.

A SAMPLE
control, etc.

4 h.p MODEL DE
'LUXE, handle-bar j£QO

£31 and upwards, rgog N.g.U.'s.

£48J and upwards, 1909 V.S.
£35, 1908 P.&M., magneto and two-speed.
£25, ROC, rgo?, magneto, H.B. control.

£21, N.S.U., 1907, 3i, two-speed.
£20, N.S.U., 3i- magneto, spring forks.

£151, ARIEL,"M.0.V., 26in. wheels.

£15, REX, 3*, 1906, spring forks, M.O.V.
£1.5. ANTOINE, M.O.V., spray, vertica],

£12^, M.M.C., very low Chater.
£12J, REX, 3j, light low model, M.O.V.

£10J, REX, 3i-, John-o'-Groat's model.
£10.',, KERRY, 2-1, spray, 26in. wheels..
£9.V, BUCHET, 2*, long low mount.
£9.V, REX, si, spray, vertical.

£9.S TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine.

£81, QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels.
£7i, REX, 3 h.p., long bars.

£7, REX, 3 h.p., good value.

Extended Payments.
deposit and balance in weekly pay-
ments of 5/- secures a good reliable

motor cycle up to value of £ri.

TOURIST TROPEY WINNERS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15
1909 Twin VINDEC £64
Four-cylinder F-.N., 1908 model £27 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16
5* h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 29/-. BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

TOP-CLASS SIDECARS to suit any
make. Beautifully plated, enam-
elled, and upholstered ; to suit right

or left side ; three-bolt fastening, 2i-" best make tyre

MISCELLANEOUS.
^Three-note Horns^ shift a " Loco " 7/-
The Latest in Headlights 16/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs 2/-
Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches 1/6
Ignition Plugs from 3/6 to 9d.
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
Duck-voiced Horns, double twist 5/3
MINERVA Spring forks, as new £1 17 6
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £4 4
New- XL'ALL Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars ....'. 4/-
Separate Generator Headlights 8/6
-Rex Pattern- Handle-bars, heavy gauge .. 6/6

Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

3in. 2/11, 3Jin. 3/6 per pair.

ALL MEW ANiD PSRFECT.
All-exeept 26 x 2^, 19 /6.

24 X 2i and 26 X 2-^, 20/6.

ALL BFST MAKES. Send for Lists (free).

CONTSNENTAL TYRES BY RETURN.
Send for list giving allowances.

GERALD COLLIEB,
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Malh)

CARS FOR SALE.

R

In answerinp these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

ECLIPSE.— 20-32h. p. Darracq, two ignitions,
1

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £16

ECLIPSE. - 14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V.,
trance, splendid order; £95.. -•-.

ECLIPSE. - 6h.p. Siddela>v, 2-seater, pres
frame, splendid order; £52.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., =ide entra
chassis, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE. -14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., thn
in excellent order ; £30.

ECLIPSE.-9-1 Ih.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V.,
excellent condiuon; £65.

ECLIPSE. — 14h.p. Ecrman, 4-cyl.,- side
pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.— 9h.p. Rex, tonneau, in good
order; £25.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Sorex Cab, 4 seats, in
order; £87 ICs.

ECLIPSE.— 5ih.p. Beeston Humberette, two
climbs anything; £28 10s.

ECLIPSE.—7h.p. Pope-Tribune, 2-seater, £32,
Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfi

Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

ENAULT Car, 4ih.p. Dion engine, 2-seat(

turnout; £30.—Wood, 16, High St., Swa

9 h.p. Modern Type Oldsmobile, detachable
handsome car, simple control; £35.—^

Bedford Rd., Clapham.

1 ^b-p. 4-cyl. Germain, four speeds, 2-seater,

jLv» back; £40, or exchange modern motor c

Horner, 28, Buriey Bd., Leeds.

9 h.p,. Darracq, 2-seater, hood, screen, three spf

tyred, sound, reliable car, suit doctor; £5fl

—13, Peckham Bd., Camberwell, S.E.

CLEMENT, 9-1 Ih.p., twin-cyl., detachable
first-class order, including tyres; £45; 1

Triumph.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

6 h.p. De Dion, sound throughout, two speeds
verse, tvres never iiunetured; £36 cash.—

187, St. Ann's Bd., South Tottenham.

6 h.p. Decauville, three speeds, hood, extra S'

valuable spares, 3-seater, pretty car; sacri:

ofiers.—Artist, 72, Station Bd., Redhill.'

tTb.p. Car, two speeds, reverse; belt drive, engi]

i new equal tyres, flrst-class running crder

pearanoe;. £20.—Bathe, 295, Galdhawk Bd., Lq

LATEST Type Ford, 10-12h.p„ side entrancj

hcod and screen, car and tyres little infd
mechanism exceptional; £40.-334, ClaphaBi B

PIEPER, 2-seater, Boohet body, two speeds, b
bonnet, Dunlops, new water-cooled cylindf

.titling, g.:,od condition; £10.-30, London Ed
burn.

8 h.p. Peugeot 2-seater Car, three speeds and
excellent running order, complete, all ace

iaccept £35, or motor cycle in part exchange.—!
.Newmarket.

"1 Q-24h.p. Belsize, fine side entrance body,
^ -LO green, upholstered red, double hood, dotib.

ifive lamps, horn, etc.; bargain, £120.—Bou:3field

igate, York.

/^h.p. Wolseley, 2-seater, Stepney, new spare tu
h3 . silencer, excellent condition, revaruisbed
etc.; £49, cr exchange higher power.—26, Harb(
Birmingham.

ABGTLL, 8h.p., 4-seated, with detachalil

making excellent 2-seater, perfect order

;

exchange larger car with cash.—Bailey,. Goldhav
Shepherd's Bush.

WOLSELEY. 6h,p., two bucket seats, goo

tion, fast, good hill-climber ; would tal

cycle or tricar in part payment ; price £45.—.

Davis, 3, NSw-St., Birmingham.

"J
i>h.p. Darracq Car, 2-cyl., seats five, three sp

-L/v reverse, pneumatic tyres, artillery wheel
horn, tools, and registered ; sell for £45, big g
dingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 2Y.

WOLSELEY, 12h.p., 2-cyk, 4-seater, four sp

reverse, Dunlo.p tyres, perfect condition,

hill-climber; price £60; would take tricar or mc
in part payment.—Louis B. Davis, 3, New St.,

ham.

9 h.p. Darracq, 2-seater, three speeds and reve

good order; price £55, or exchange for deoe

bike and cash; would exchange Darracq, with
;4-cyl., with side entrance body.— 24, Woodfi
! Forest Gate, London, E.

6 Ih.p. Conqueror Car, ^two bucket seats, si

2 lapsable seat at back, cardan driven, cha

.levers at side, three speeds and reverse, vertics

under bonnet at front, artillery wheels, pneuina
in running order; sell for 20 guineas.—Cording
.lingden. Tel: 2Y. A gift.

MOTOR Cars at absolutely ridiculous prici

Clement, 2-seater, live axle, perfect runni

l£21; lOh.p. Ariel, 2-cyl., seats four, handsoi
icar, £47 10s.; 16h.p. Argyll, side entrance,^

'tip-top condition, £120; 12h.p. Prunel, hmouM
five, really good, £70 ; ditto, tonneau car, 4-seat(

carburetter, £68; 5-ih.p. Rexette water-cooled tr

speeds, absolutely as new, £27 10s.— 9, Parkho
I)alston, London.



n Inexpensive Form of Amusement.
T can now be truly said that the police do not do

their duty in protecting the public from danger.

We believe we are correct in saying that daylight

burglaries are extraordinarily prevalent, as a casual

glance at the newspapers will show. Accidents

the roads are far moTe frequent than they would be

rre the public properly safeguarded, and why?

mply because the police are hiding behind hedges

lich line the strai^htest and safest po-rtions of our

>roughfares timing motorists who commit the purely

rhnical offence of breaking the law. Very often this

ppens within a few yards of an appa-lTingly dangerous

Dss-ro-ad, at which it is absolutely imperative that a

nstable should be on point duty. Those unfortunate

Jtorists who- are caught tripping are fined out of all

opOTtion to the severity of the offence they commit,

d anything between ^^ and jQio may be expected

some of the Southern police courts. There are,

wever, cheaper forms- of amusement than motor

cling. Cruelty tO' one's wife, brutality to dumb
imals, and other wanton acts are held lightly by

s gentlemen on the bench, and; the newspapers are

11 of examples of the truth of this.

Only last week a striking incident was brought to

r notice. Fines of 30s. each were imposed by the

Dking magistrates on Saturday upon, Herbert Remnant
d Henry Townsend, farm labouarers-, for obstructing

s highway at Ripley. Wire caMe had been stretched

ross the road by the defendants at the height of three

it from the ground. To avoid an accident Charles

ce, a motor cyclist, had to fling himself from his

machine, which turned a somersault over the wire. Ser-
geant Amey said this sort of obstruction had occurred
before at Ripley. The defendants were severely

admonished and fined 30s.

It is past all comprehension that these men were
fined at all. Imprisonment with hard labour is what
anyone with any sense of justice would imagme would
have been imposed, while tO' find a really adequate
punishment is well rrigh impossible. Had not Mr. Tice
seen the wire the results of the accident cannot be
contemplated, as it is well within the bounds of possi-

bility that he would have been decapitated. A similar

incident occurred in Sassex tO' a personal friend of the

writer, but unfortunately too far from a village to

allow of the police being warned in time. The severity

of the offence and the smallness of the fine tell their

own tale, and we'may well ask where were the police?

Tke Autocar League.

A
LARGE number of our readers have sent in their

names and addresses for The Autocar refer-

endum register, and the forms are still steadily

coming in. A rather interesting point has

been raised by several who are not only owners
of motor cycles, but also of motor cars. These fortu-

nate motorists want to know under which heading they

will be classified. The reply is that they will be
classified under both headings, so that they will be

approached for their vote on every question brought up
before the League, whether it interests the motor cyclist

only, the motor car owner only, or both classes of

motorists.

All
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At 5.15 I arrived at a pretty little town, which 1

found tO' be Avallon on consulting the map. Seeing,

a motor cycle (the fifth only so far) outside a cycle shop,

I enquired of the man in charge if he had an inner tube,

as I had lost both air and confidence in mine. " What
size? " That was a puzzler. I knew no more than the'

man in the moon the size in millimetres, so, taking, him

outside, he spent a quarter of an hour in admiring-

little things on my machine, including the silencer

(which his machine lacked) and cut-out, etc. After"

a while he brought me a champion inner tube—

a

Michelin, red rubber, voiturette size, very .thick—for

which he charged i8fcs., including fitting. While

the tube was being fitted i proceeded to the "Hotel de

la PoGte et Voyageurs," where I was delighted to

find the book-keeper spoke very good English.

My run ot -about loo" miles was quite satisfactory,

considering the long time I was delayed by tyre

troubles. The day had been glorious, the surface

of the road even better, and the scenery had varied

from very flat to mountainous. At the early part of

the day I had noticed oxen

drawing ploughs, and the

number of magpies I saw

was extraordinary.

Avalion to Autun.

Rising early next morn
ing, 1 found it had been

raining heavily. At break-

fast I was surprised to have
my coffee brought to me
.in a bowl with no handle
at all -and with a soup spoon
to drink it with.

Calling at the cycle shop,

I Avas still more surprised

to see my muddy machine
transformed into a new
one, brightly polished and
cleaned 'beautifully. The
outer cover had also been
patched inside and the old
inner tube repaired. 1

now set off for Autun, but
after a few miles my
machine was as dirty as

ever again, as the roads
were in a wretched condi-

tion. The rain turned toi

sleet, and then at times tO'

snO'W, the road getting

worse and worse. ' On
tackling .

a gradual slops

my belt would race horribly,
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and then on just giving a gentle kick on the grour

the machine W'Ould glide away and get into a dei

rut, which meant a sudden pull up, and often a wa
to the to.p, as it was impossible to restart by runnii

alongside. Once at the top, the only method to sta

was to let the machine run on the stand- for a whi

to dry the belt rim and belt. Naturally I did -n

make good progress, so on reaching Saulieu I reste

I had ridden fifteen miles, and it had taken -r

just 2h. 20m. Consulting my map, I decided

train it to Chalon, and at the hotel had my first tas

of snails, which I had often seen but never tastC'

They tasted something like butter does when it com
into contact with a steel knife (which is nasty). Ne
day (Thursday) the elements were almost as bad, ar

I was told that the snow was all over the country, ai

even at Rome and Nice. So I decided finally,

take train to Marseilles. Entering the carriage,

tried in my poor French to ask a gentleman
remove his feet from the seat I wanted, and w
very much surprised and pleased to hear him sa

" Certainly, with pleasure,

-Good heavens ! I had be*

trying my awful French ,<

an Englishman. He prov;

a delightful travelling co)

panion, and there was n

a dull moment till i

arrived at Marseilles abc

midnight^ where we ba

each other good-bye. I

was going tO' San Remo.

130 Miles from Nice

Friday was glorious

blue sky and sunshine,

was only about 130 mil

from Nice, so' after a w£

in Marseilles I set off f

what I thought was a ni

easy ride. L had extrei

difficulty in finding t

road out of the town. T
road was vile and cover

with two inches of greyi

mud, which quite filled

all deep ruts and hoh

Crawling along at walki

pace,- I had a beauti

skid, which "made 1

number plate look re.ma:

ably silly. What a ble

ing handle-bar control

It was positively dangert

to take my hands off 1
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ars. Passing a workman on the road, he actually

sked me the time, as though -I could take my hands

[if the machine and start fiddling with my buttons,

tc, to get at my watch! I gave him a look which

ould have frozen a polar bear and passed bumpily

long. Misfiring here made itself apparent, so I

leaned the plug, and set off again, this time on the

X)tpath. Soon, however, I reached delightful

3untry, making for Aubagn-e. After Aubagne I lost

ly way. I had a beautiful French map of the

.iviera in my tool bag, but thought that I

3uld easily find my way with my small

;ale map. I was always climbing higher

id higher, and several times the houses

^low seemed like orange pips. Once a

ively view of Toulon Avith its harbour,

)rts, and battleships appeared. Absolutely

>st, I ahvays took the best road at any
;

inction. Almost reaching Brignoles, I

irned again, and soon began tb climb in

al earnest. Up and up, hardly ever

ising, with hairpin corners, and with a

leer drop on the outside without wall or .

rotection whatever. After two miles of \

lis I halted and ate some large raisins

id milk chocolate. Climbing again into :

le saddle, I Avas soon going slowly uphill

nd round the corners once more. TJiis

>ntinued for so'me time, and then came
le descent—^a most welcome change. A
anking noise somewhere behind caused me
> stop hurriedly ; it was my pedalling chain, Avhich

ad come off and got slightly twisted, so I put it in

ly pocket.

Looking at the petrol gauge, I Avas surprised to see

ily sufficient to last me for about twenty to twenty-

ve miles. I had absolutely no idea as to my where-

bouts, except that I Avas not far from the sea, as

lat could be easily seen every now and again after

long climb. As for oil, I carried a gallon of

rice's A with me. It was getting dusk, so I

uickened my pace, and soon got to Cuers, and, notic-

ig a larger towii, I decided to press forward, and
lere spend the night. A signpost for Hyeres shoAved

le my position, and, nearing that city, I passed

umerous golfers (mostly English) and French bliie-

Lckets. I AA^as feeling quite at ease, gazing admir-
igly at a large hotel up on the mountain, Avhen the

ext thing I kneAv Avas that the machine and I had
arted company, and I was rubbing my shoulder

igorously. Quite forgetting I was on a machine
t all, I had ridden_ into the gutter.

After dinner I had a quiet smoke and thought over
ie events of the day, ahvays to be remembered as
le most exciting and eventful of my experience. The
)nely feeling of seeing hardly a soul or hamlet of

ny description, the winding roads, some Avith their

emendous sheer drops down and no railing or guard,
nd, on top of it all, night coming on Avas most
npressiA^e. But, oh ! the compensations. The first

ieAv one gets of the -tideless Mediterranean ; the

orgeous blue that makes the English sea appear a
lete puddle. The tall and lovely trees and palms-,

nd every noAv and again sweeping past a lovely hedge
r clump of sweet smelling mimosa growing as wild

as the grass, and the medley of flowers and blossoms
that make the air as SAveet as a florist's shop. One must
keep a sharp look-out on the road, as there is every
possibility of being thrown into a clump of cactus
plants or aloes of a remarkable groAvth and variety.

Oranges and lemons were plentiful in the gardens, and
if one felt thirsty one could stop at some cottage and
buy aj3ranch of lovely oranges or sometimes tangerines.

On Saturday I was on the moA'e in good time, and
after breakfast had the pedalling chain refitted.

Starting at 10.15 (this time with my proper map), I

The PuMc Gardens. Nice.

made A^ery good time to Cogolin, and, just missing

St. Tropez, rode along the coast of the gulf of that I

name, soon finding myself at St. Maxime, with its

pretty little luggers Avith dark brown patched sails.

Striking inland, I steered for Frejus, and further

inland I had a long steady pull of about six

miles- I was again on a similar road to the one
I was lost on the day before, twisting like a snaTce, a

sheer drop do'wn on the O'Utside, and forever climbing.

Continually on the alert for vehicles (chiefly cars) on
the corners got rather trying, so I halted for a cool

smoke in the shade once or twice, a magnificent vieAv

always presenting itself. Consulting my map, I found
the road from Frejus to the Col de I'Esterel (Avhich I

was now climbing) in a distance of about six miles rose

from 21 metres above sea level to 676 metres.

j

- An Animated Picture. i

Once at the top of the Col, there was a long serpen-

tine road to descend (a free engine would be splendid

here), Avhich soon brought me to Cannes. Stopping for

a few hours at Cannes, I had a look round the busy
.harbour, with its beautiful English and Continental

yachts, with motor launches and dinghies passing to

and fro.

Reluctantly leaving Cannes, I traAelled along the

coast road, passing a car which was neatly jammed
betAveen a lamp standard and a tramcar. All along

the coast through Antibes and Cagnes a large number
of powerful cars were met with, which frequently

meant a friendly " dust up " at thirty-five or forty

on a good stretch of road, consequently the. journey

to Nice seemed very short. Turning to the right

brought me on to the world-renowned Promenade

A13
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des Anglais, with its beautiful palms and gorgeous

hotels. Turning to the left and through the Place

Massena, I arrived at the Avenue de la Gare, and

again to the left down the Rue d'Amerique, and I was,

at my hotel, the Hotel St. Gotthard and Beau

Sejour.

1 then saw that my faithful mount was safely stowed

away, and turned indoors.

I spent an enjoyable week at Nice, visiting Mentone,

Cannes, etc., not forgetting Monaco and Monte Carlo,

where after five hours' continuous playing I was only

40s. "out," and this amount a woman had coolly

picked off a number on which I had successfully

staked. Sometimes I had been ;^8 or ^^9 in pocket.

Nice is a charming place, and larger than I had
imagined. I was sorry I could only spend a week
there, instead of my anticipated fortnight, owing to

the delay at Rouen.
I was astonished at the small number of motor cycles

I had met with so far. I had only seen about a

n

Public Gardens at Mentone. The snow-capped mountains make a lovely background.

dozen, and practically all of them were being ridden

in towns or on the outskirts. Motosacoches were
most in evidence; also a four-cylinder F.N. and
two or three extremely neat twin-cylinders w'th electro

plated tanks. I should have enjoyed a hill-climb

immensely to com.pare the machines' _ capabilities.

The early part of the morning after breakfast was
often spent in the open air flower and fruit markets

—

quite a rendezvous. Here the country people bring

their produce and flowers to sell. The ladies pre-

dominate in their extravagant " creations
'

'—white kid

boots with red heels and beehive hats. (N.B.—^This

is chiefly for the benefit of lady readers.) The colours

were varied, some of which I am sure could never be
copied. The ladies, of course, looked charming with

their arms full of sweet-scented carnations or the

splendid roses and narcissi, which were then in full

bloom, or with a maid "at heel," carrying the vege-

tables and probably some " outlandish " fish.

There always seemed to be something going on

—

horse races, battles of flowers, carnivals, and motor
meets, all made the more beautiful by the dazzling

sunshine, and the lovely surroundings, along with the

A14

ever-pleasing background of the Maritime Alps, wi

their snow-capped summits.
On the occasion of a run to Cannes one day I h;

the front hub again dismantled, greased, and replace

This actually took the man two hours, so I w
agreeably surprised at the low charge—about eightee

pence. 1 had the footrest removed and the rod whii

threads through it straightened.

It was now a difificult matter to successfully p^i

my box. I had started with three spare Bos(

Triumph plugs in neat little boxes, but the latter h;

been rattled to almost pulp. The spare belt ai

fastener were in very good condition.

On Friday, March 19th, I awoke with the idea

starting on the return journey, but it was raining, ai

kept on raining intermittently until Saturday nigl

On Sunday morning I arose with the sun shinii

brightly into my bedroom and a beautiful blue s]

overhead, so I packed and labelled my luggage, ai

wrote a note to Thos. Cook and Sons to call ai

forward it to Harrogate by Grande Vitesse.

I started on the homewa
journey with a grand spurt dov

the Promenade des Anglais. The
were few people astir, and t^

road was broad. My trus

Triumph was to carry me
thousand miles back to Harrogat
and with no speed limits existii

can anyone wonder that I " let h

out " ? On gaining the main roa

I turned for oue farewell look

Nice, and then headed for Ms
seilles. Passing through Cann
again, keeping to the waterside,

rode heavily over a sunk sewer grs

ing in the roadway, which twist<

one of the brake blocks into t!

spokes, fortunately without dama^
Outside Cannes I noticed sor

large timbered buildings in cour

of construction, with some t:

mendous lettering, of which
caught sight of the word " Av:

teur," or something similar, so I took it to be an aei

plane garage in the making. This set my thougl'

wandering. Should I one day put up here on
Triumph 3^ aeroplane? I soon awoke from r

reverie, as I came to a fork in the road, and it w
so sudden that I nearly climbed a 'bit of i in i (t

signpost in the centre). The turning to the right w
the one leading to the Col de I'Esterel. Continua

doubling back on-the road I had just traversed, I ov<

took and passed a car after much fun at the come
I had got a nice lead, when, attempting to pick

after slowing for one of the hairpin bends, the engi

began to tackle the rise in the " hammer and tong:

fashion. Hastilv retarding the ignition a couple

notches did not stop it, so I ran alongside for a f

yards tO' give it a chance to pick up, which it soon d]

I immediately hopped into the saddle again, a

breasted the top without any further falter.

(To he continued.)

In the Surrey M.C.C. twelve hours' reliability tri;

F. A. McNab, riding a Trump-J.A.P. with Helles

dry battery ignition, won the gold medal.
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fiY'TXION
An Innovation.

I hear a prominent firm of motor cycle manufac-
urers are thinking of offering their 19 10 customers a

lovel extra in the shape of machines fitted with car

izes of tyres. They made an experimental machine
[tted with very large rims and tyres, and found that

his plan doubled the comfort and made punctures an
xtremely rare occurrence. There was, of course, a

light loss in speed and climbing powers, but the

lakers' opinion is that, from a steady-going rider's

loint of view, the disadvantages are more than com-
lensated for by the advantages. Some of my readers

all remember that A. G. Reynolds used to run a

% h.p. Bat in reliability trials, to which he had fitted

3in. car cover on the rear wheel, and that he was
ery enthusiastic about it, although he had so little

orse-power, and the machine scaled nearly 200 lbs.

fancy, if the firm adhere to their intention, they will

sceive a good number of orders for the big tyre model
uring 191-0, even though the cost will naturally be
igh. The only objection seems to be the increased

lability to side-slip with large-sized tyres.

Senii>racers for Road Work.
My experience of the ultra-light T.T. or special

acing models is that they are usually most uncom-
Drtable, because weight is usually pared off in just

:iose points which make for comfort. I am at present

iding one of these racing or semi-racing models, and
lough I do not appreciably exceed average physical

imensions, it is a misery to attempt a long ride upon
;, for neither frame, saddle position, nor handle-bars

re suited to my measurements. It has rigid front

Drks, short rigid handle-bars, and a road-racing

addle. Further, its engine has such an excessively

ligh compression that it is neither flexible on hills or

n traffic, nor yet easy to start ; it has simply to be
ushed down the road to obtain an initial explosion,

nd as it has no pedals and the piston gums up very

asily, I cannot warm the engine by running it on the

tand. I fancy a few sporting amateurs are inclined

buy similar models in the hope of securing superior

•ace and hill-climbing, without understanding that they

nust sacrifice in return a good deal of comfort and
onvenience. These racing models are all very well

or their special purposes, but the average rider will

ontinue to be better suited by the standard roadster

Qodels of most makes.

Hand'^made Tyre Repairs.
I see a correspondent has fallen foul of Mr. Davies

or recommending vulcanised tyre repairs, and if he
leant that satisfactory hand repairs were not per-

lanently satisfactory nowadays I think he is certainly

^rong. But there is a very big " if " attached to this

iroposition, for they are abominably unsatisfactory

inless they are thoroughly well done. A year or two
>ack the best solution was not heatproof, and I don't

are who applied a patch by hand, or what solution

e used, it was certain to give trouble before very many
liles had been covered. I think my personal record
a the old days stood at about 500 miles before leaking.

Solution has improved out of all knowledge lately, both

in rapidity and permanence of adhesion. I always

use Patchquick patches, and 1 find these, when solu-

tioned by hand with Patchquick solution, dry quickly,

and stand up well. None the less I agree with Mr.
Davies's advice in practice, especially for competition

work. A hand-applied patch is all right if it is well

and carefully affixed—the rock on which most failures

split is applying the patch before the solution is dry

enough, and I have often expressed my contempt of

that popular word "tacky." But probably ninety out

of every hundred amateurs are too careless or stupid

to make safe hand repairs with certainty, and therefore

a butt-ended tube is the immediate remedy for them,
followed by a visit to a vulcaniser. Everyone ought to

use detachable jointed tubes in competition, as chang-
ing is always quicker than patching. The very best

patches are not perfect, because a sensible competition

rider will see that he starts on new covers and tubes in

any competition of length and importance. I may
perhaps again remind riders that when tyre firms say

the solution should be "tacky" before patches are

applied, they mean that brightness should have dis-

appeared and moisture should have evaporated.

The Tourist Trophy Race.
A reader has suggested to me that the huge entry

secured for this year's Tourist Trophy Race has made
the event much rnore open, because with so many com-
petitors a good number of riders are sure to go round

without any trouble, and so we may see a surprise

—

some comparatively unknown rider may cover the

course without any loss of power or any stoppage and
defeat all the cracks. This is exceedingly unlikely.

To ride such a distance without trouble and without

losing power is a task that demands expert tuning

and expert nursing, and I fear on this account alone

a vast proportion of the entry may already be written

down as sportsmen who "also ran." But in previous

events several riders have invariably finished without

any trouble worth mentioning, and success really

depends upon corner work. Beyond doubt it was
Marshall's corner work which greatly helped to return

him a winner last year. The course bristles with

comers, and the man who can negotiate them without

losing a possible second is the man who, other things

being equal, will win. The only newcomer in whose
favour I shall venture to make a reservation is

Giuppone. None of our men can teach him anything

at the racing game, whether in tuning or steering or

nursing; and I have heard a very good account of

the new 84 mm. x 86 mm. Peugeot engine. Of course

some of our trade cracks are getting on in years,

and as years increase a man necessarily parts with

some of the reckless aplomb which leads him to take

sporting risks fifty times in an afternoon. But
Marshall, Collier, and Co. are as young-hearted as

ever they were, and if some amateur in his teens does

display a bit more daredevilry, I think superior

experience will beat him. My tip is to keep an eye

on the old stagers.

A13
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Are Blinkers Necessary?
[42-66.]—Will some of your readers who are horse owners

and understand horses better than the writer, explain the
reason for the use- of blinkers? Is it not a fact that most-

horses would cease to shy as soon as they could see what
was overtaking them on the road? Many drivers on being
overtaken transmit their nervousness to the 'horse by
suddenly tightening the reins, and then when the animal
hears even a very quiet engine coming from behind he
naturally becomes uneasy too. Could he but see the cause

he might act differently than otherwise is the case But let

us have expert advice upon this subject.

.

• HORSE SENSE.

Taxation by Horse-power.
[4267.]—I am glad to see that the question of the taxa-

tion of motor cycles by horse-power is again put forward.
Now that cars are to be taxed according to power, because
it is more equitable than the existing system, it is but fair

to apply it to cycles as well. I am afraid it is not a matter
that the majority of motor cyclists would be keen over, as

medium -powered machines of 3^ h.p. predominate. But 1

think all will agree that it is radicaliy unfair for- the 1^ h.p.

low-geared lightweight to be taxed at the same rate as the
most powerful machines on the road, and to graduate the
tax is but a matter of simple justice. The trailer also is

another subject of unjust taxation. F. ROLPH.

Sunday Competitions.
[4268.]—In defence of ivir. Vowler's letter [4234], I would

like to point out that this popular captain upholds Sunday
competitions as he is anxious to see as large a gathering as

possible, and in doing so I feel sure he is putting the
intere.^t of his club before his own personal feelings.

If the Western District hill-climb on Saturday, the 28th
ult., was a record turn out, there would have been (given
fine weather) an even greater record had it been held on the
following day (Sunday), when those who could not attend
on the Saturday would probably have been there.

Mr. Mullett appears to be writing on behalf of a favoured
few, as it is not possible to get a day off for this event,
and, indeed, impossible, in scm-e cases, to arrive at Dash'wood
Hill by four o'clock.

Mr. Vowler, in my opinion, was quite correct in his con-
demnation of armlets, for surely it is more harmful to race
about on a week-day bearing armlets than quietly running
without armlets on a Sunday. If Mr. Mullett favours com-
petitions, as he says, in some cases, on. a Sunday, why not
always? There can be no conscientious objection about this.

Does Mr. Mullett really know of "several" members who
object to Sunday competitions? If so, why not settle the
matter as far as his club is concerned by having a ballot of
every member's opinion?

EDWIN W. MACBAY.

[4269.]—Anent the controversy on Sunday competitions,
it will perhaps be interesting to readers to know that the
Harrogate and District M.C.C. has always endeavoured to
run its competitions on week-days. However, some little

time ago a certain section of the members stated to me
that as Harrogate was a "season town" it was as much
as their situations were worth to ask permission for Satur-
day afternoons off. Also it was very unfair to receive
them as members and make no provision for them. The
committee, therefore, instituted a few small evening competi-

Vi6

tions, and these proved very successful, but it was found

necessary to give these members something more than even-

ing events, so a big all-day competition was organised for a

Sunday.
This event proved, as far as enthusiasm and entries, the

most successful the club has held, and what is more, every

entrant was prepared to start directly his time was called.

This naturally was highly pleasing to the committee, whose
actions have been vindicated. This letter is written with

the intention of showing that at least in this district such

events are in request, and that the action of the A.C.U.
in recommending tliat Sunday events be not held is not

received with acclamation.

H. W.' FORTUNE,
Hon. Sec. Harrogate and District M.C.C.

Lulsrication.

[4270.]—The lubrication of motor cycle engines has been
(and is), the subject of much controversy and discussion,

and the ideas put forward from time to time to bring about

a satisfactory solution have been numerous and varied, some
showing cleverness and ingenuity.

If one could keep the oil in the crankcase at something
like a steady level, I am convinced that it would, tend more
to the welfare of the engine and proper running than most
riders are aware of. Such things as heavy deposits in

cylinder and on piston caused by carbonised oil and dust

from the road (which might be largely lessene-d by enclosing

carburetter in a small tank or box, after the style of the

old pattern Rex, 1906, I think) would be much less heard of.

i^nything in the way of unnecessary complication, such a3

pumps and pipe systems, as described in The Motor Cycl
December 16th, 1908, which, in winter with temperature
below 30°, would have a resistance to air-cooled oil something
like the secondary winding of an induction coil, these things

are not called for, and would be very undesirable.

Why not be able to actually see the oil level at any particu-

lar time. It has always seemed the simplest and most
reliable way to me, to fit at base of crankcase, a sight glass,

something like a petrol gauge. It coxild be fairly large in

diameter, with cock top and bottom if required, so that a

petrol squirt would remove any discolour immediately, and
placed near a metal surface' it would keep warm, and oil-

would not thicken in cold weather; it could also be pro-

tected from breakage.

The present system, hit or miss sort of thing, is very in-

adequate, and the above simple remedy, with oil level

marked plainly on the gauge by the manufacturer in the "first

place, could h& very easily kept constant (approximately) by
the inexperienced rider. One would soon notice the number
of miles that could be covered without replenishing, and an

occasional glance would be sufficient to keep engine perfectly

lubricated.

Oil a little under or over the mark would be of little con-

sequence, as I would venture to- say that any number of

engines are running with the oil at anything from lin. in

depth (or less) to the other extreme. Personally, I took

down a twin engine and found the oil was almost level with
the main shaft.

As things are at present, even the most experienced rider

is more or less in doubt about lubricating with road and
gradient constantly changing. Perhaps we shall see tome-
thing of the sort in the 1910 model*.

FRANK JAMIESON.
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Two-stroke Engines.

271.]—il see that the difficulty of crankcase explosions

he Scott engine may be overcome to a certain extent,

I should think the gauzes would need fairly frequent

iiing if the piston gets sufficient oil. My second argu-

t may be time-worn, but I think it is perfectly obvious

the displaced type of motor will get more ,
mixture

he working cylinder than the other types, and when the

ture is once in it is less likely to escape, thanks to the

)e of the top of the cylinder head.

fc high speeds the larger exhaust area and the position

he sparking plug in a pocket of mixture, free from ex-

it gases, should show up the displaced motor to advant-

I do not see why my experience with the Scott motor
ild be of any particular interest to anyone, except those

he Scott Ck>. Anyhow, I have not had a chance to try

yet, as there are none in our neighbourhood.
H. E, KENDALL.

The End-to-end Record.

272.]—Eeferring to letter No. 4255 by "Own Bat,"
jaring in last week's issue, I would like to mention that
ny End-to-end sidecar ride (since beaten by the Messrs.
tley) the onlv assistance I received was from Mr.
[ander, of Edinburgh. He mended a puncture for me,
very ably piloted me, mostly in the dark, over the tricky

I from Dunblane to Lanark. The feeding and sleeping
ngements which had been made by letter were of no
1, owing to my not keeping to iny schedule.
4th regard -to "Own Bat's" belittling of Mr. Hart
ies's record, I am sure that all motor cyclists who have
;rience of fast long-distance riding will agree with me
the keeping up of such an average speed over nine

ired miles of by no means good roads was a fine feat of

iranee by both Mr, Hart Davies and his machine. There
a to have been plenty of helpers in readiness, but I
gine they were not required to any extent, otherwise the
) would have been longer. VIVIAN OLSSON.
.S.—^I hope next year someone will have a go at Mr.
t Davies's record with a good twin-cylinder macliine.

273.]—I read a letter in The Motor Cycle last week
led by "Own Bat," which I should like to answer. It

rs to a performance which I, for one, consider one of
finest ever put up on a motor cycle. I refer to Mr.

rt Davies's End-to-end record.
irstly, dealing with his remarks about the machine. For
nn of this sort you must leave nothing to chance, and it

nly natural for the rider to choose as up-to-date a machine
possible; this, not because the old one will not do the
, but because the newer one naturally is more fitted for
task. Anybody with any knowledge of this record at
must appreciate this.

Then as regards the arrangements. This run is not a
pleasure tour by any means. I look at it as one of the
most arduous tests of man and machine possible. Let "Own
Bat" do it himself before he sees fit to rather minimise the
performance of one w^ho has done so well as Mr. Hart Davies.
He talks wildly and foolishly about a high-powered car to
follow the record breaker, small tent garages, flagmen, and
sucIt. further- twaddle, all too utterly foolish, and displaying
such an entire ignorance of this particular record as to be
unworthy of comment.

If " Own Bat " would like to put up a record on his own
without assistance, let him do so, but of what service is

this as a test of the motor cycle he rides I am at a loss

to know.
Firstly, the road is exceedingly difficult to find, and he

would lose hours in this way. Also I should like to ask
him how he would obtain petrol and oil at night? It is

not a one man job at all.

Also why should the rider not have friends to follow
him if they are good enough sportsmen to do so? And
there axe men who will do this, and a better sporting
action than this I find it hard to imagine.
As regards hiring Brooklands, this is not possible. Had

it been possible I should have done so before now myself.
No, honour to whom honour is due, and as one who has
been over this course more than once I should like to again
congratulate Mr. Hart Davies on a really excellent per-
formance.

I neither appreciate a man who has not the courage to
sign his own name to a letter of this sort, nor do I like a
man to endeavour to belittle another man's genuine effort.

ARTHUE W. BENTLEY.

Hill Climbing.

[4274.]—In answer to Mr. Nanson's letter [No. 4245], on
June 16th last, Mr. Oakey and myself climlbed to the top
of the pass mentioned, both, mounted on 5 h.p. Vindecs with
two-speed gears.

By the way, it would be interesting to know if Mr.
Nanson got np without a stop.

Can anyone claim an ascent of the Honister Pass from
the Buttermere side without pushing? Mr. Oakey and I

got over about three weeks ago with full kit of luggage and
overalls, etc., but had to run by the machines in places.

This is far the worst hill I have ever tackled.

I have climbed nearly all the bad hills in the country,
and among the worst in order of merit I should place :

Honiisteo" Palsis, Lynwood (between Beggar's Roost and
Lynton, starting from Cottage Inn), Amulree (Kenmore
side), Cock Bridge to Tomintoul, Porlock, Beggar's Roost,
Bealloch-nam-bo-Diabaig, Lynton (summit), Lynmouth,
Dinas Mawddwry, Bala, etc.

Any stout non-skid tyre is quite satisfactory on rough
mountain roads. M. E. D. DICKSON.

Views of Bealloch-nam-bb-Diabaig (the Pass of the Cattle), Scotland, referred to in letter No. 4245 on the 8th inst., and also letter No. 4274
which appears above.
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Surface Evaporation.

r4275.]-Replying to letters 4250 and 4259, it may

interest readers to know that I have been driving a 1904

U h.p. Rex with surface carburetter for over four years, ana

had at tirst the same trouble with the regulation otle
supply of petrol. This I overcame perfectly by fitting a

sn?all indicating fmger on the top of the needle valve, wh ch

enabled me to regulate the supply of petrol m a similar

manner to that employed in gas-lamp generators.
J

always

drive with the extra air opening on the top of the tanK

quite closed, and if a rich mixture is required for a hU a

quarter tnin of the needle valve is enough. I never have

an excess of petrol in the carburetter, but am always getting

fresh, which is instantly vaporised as it drips, and is carried

into the cylinder. I can also use a heavier spirit with this

moth-.-.d, whereas with my previous 2| h.p. Rex nothing

would do but Carless petrol.

I quite acn-ee with " Cygnus " that the present day carbu-

retter is not worth the price _ asked for it, and often wish

mv 4A h.D. tricar was fitted with a . „„„„my t5 n.p.
SURFACE CARBURETTER.

Motor Cycle Design.

14276 1—" Nearly every other motor bicycle one meets

is a copy of the Triumph." So runs letter No. 4243. Upon

what grounds does the writer base this assertion? Admit-

ting that one or two firms with a limited output have more

or less copied the Triumph, I should like to know in what

respects the following makes resemble it. Take the Rex

with its sensible aiding position, Roc with live axle, etc.,

Bat, V.S., F.N., Zenith, N.S.U., Indian, Minerva, P. and

M., Humber, and the lightweights. Is there any re-

semblance? Not a bit. But stay, they are all fitted wit-h

wheels, also an engine; most machines run better with this

last minor fitting. But did the Triumph Co. bring out

these items? I don't wish to attempt to belittle an excel-

lent machine, but I certainly think it absurd to say that
" nearly every other motor bicycle one meets is a copy of

the Triumph." With regard to magneto position, I have yet

to learn that the Triumph Co. were responsible for fitting

the first magneto in front of the crankcase. A friend of

mine had a 2| h.p. De Dion so fitted in 1904, and I person-

ally rode a De Dion tricycle with magneto fitted in almost

the same position in 1903. In the latter case the magneto

was low tension with reciprocating armature. But then the

real pioneers of magneto ignition were most certainly the

Singer Co. and Wait, of Leicester, makers of the Clyde
machines. These firms were regularly fitting magneto igni-

tion before the Triumph Co. made motor bicycles.

If the usual magneto position worries "J.N. 375,
'

' why
does he use a machine so fitted? There are heaps to choose

from with the magneto in a different position. Douglas,

P. and M., Chater Lea, Roc, N.S.U. (twins), Bat, etc.

Where does the copying come in? No, no, "J.N. 375,"

don't look upon all manufacturers as sleepy idiots who
require a Bleriot to wake them, but give them credit for

the improvements they have introduced, and which are not
copied. HUBERT J. M. HUGHES.

Continental Touring.

[4277.]—With regard to the article in The Motor Cycle
an Continental touring, my experiences in taking a motor
bicycle to France this summer might perhaps interest some
intending tourists. In view of a trip abroad I became a

member of the Motor Union and also the Touring Club
ie France (7s. 6d.). From enquiries I went prepared to
5xpend anything between £2 and £3 on landing in France
for licence to drive, registration, number plates, etc. My
ictual bicycle expenses were : Ireland to Southampton
[bicycle in crate), lis. ; Southampton to Le Havre, 5s. At
Le Havre I met with every consideration and civility.
While I was getting my heavy luggage through the dmiave
ind taking it to the station to forward by rail the foreman
Df the company (a most obliging official) landed my bicycle,
uicrated it, and stored the crate; charge, nil. I then pre-
sented my Customs ticket (obtained through the M.U. with-
out charge or deposit as the motor was only a bicycle), and
obtained a jK7'mis de circulation, price 6d. I was then
interviewed by a motor vehicle oflficial, who examined my
Customs ticket and permis de circulation, and asked me
how long I would be in France. Conversation with him
elicited the fact that payments for licence to drive, etc.,
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though legally cnargeable, were not enforced (as a mat

of courtesy, I presume) on visitors for short periods. Wl
I mentioned six weeks as my probable stay he seen

doubtful as to whether the licence duties should be enforc

or not, but I looked so guileless that I was permitted

proceed without further payments et me vaild en rente.

On one occasion only during my tour was I asked for

licence. I had left my bicycle in the open garage at M<

St. Michel for about three hours while I was seeing •

sights, and on my coming out again I noticed two gerl

men taking a great interest in my motor. When I w
forward they accosted me rather sharply, asking where

plaque (licence plate) was. I explained as best I cot

showing my permis. Customs ticket, and E'lglish lioen

and they became quite affable, and even servile.

During my stay in France I motored at least 2,030 mi

chiefly in the districts west of the Seine and north of

Loire. If I can give further information to any mo
cyclist I shall be happy to do so. IA5C

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.'
Will the einquirer who wrote to Bowden's Patents Syi

cate, Ltd., from "Gordon Street, Workmgton," forward

name and full address to the above firm at 29, Baldw

Gardens, Gray's Inn Road, E.C., to enable his enquiry to

answered? His letter of the 14th inst. was unsigned,

gave no number in Gordon Street.

Mr. J. Robertson-Brown gives the following brief parti

lars of a tour wliich he thinks is likely to interest reads

"The machine was a 5-6 h.p. four-cylinder F.N., with

pedals, fitted with a rigid sidecar. Two 12 st. passeng

spare two gallon can of petrol, one quart lubricating

and a respectable sized bag of luggage was the load carr:

The first day we rode from London to Bettws-y-Coed—
miles. We made this a centre for a week, camping out,

from there visited all the surrounding country as far

Llandudno, Bangor, Carnarvon, Festiniog, Beddgel

Penrhyn, etc. We then shifted our quarters to Llandu
for a few days, and while there climbed the Great Orn

Head by the road that passes St. Tudno's Church. Lea^

Llandudno we made for Harlech, Barmouth, Dolgelly, Al

dovey, Machynlleth, Aberystwyth, and Rhayader, wl

our tour ended. We covered about 700 miles, averas

seventy miles per gallon of petrol, and used one am
quarter quarts of Price's water-cooled lubricating oil.

plugs were not even cleaned, and the consistent running

the engine with such a load was most astonishing. We
no difficulty whatever in surmounting every hill."

INIr. W. Edwards writes : " My brother and I rece:

returned from a 1,000 miles tour through England
Whales, and as our combined troubles throughout the

were two punctures and two sooted plugs, we should lik

express our approval of the excellence of our niachi

Both mounts were 1909 L.M.C.'s fitted with Lloyd's A
varia pulleys, automatically reducing from 45 to 1 to 65 t

and the manner in which they adapted themselves to

various gradients was most gratifying. My brother's we
with luggage was 11 sts. 12 lbs. He averaged 110 n

to the gallon, and, with the exception of shortening the

twice, did not make a single adjustment of any descript

I weighed with luggage 14 sts. 10 lbs., and averaged
miles to the gallon."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Nemo" would be glad if tlie owner of the machine t

ing the registration P 1 B K would say whether it has a

speed gear only, a free engine, or both.
" T. E. W. " would like readers' experiences with m

driven tandem tricycles with double driving rear axles

single steering wheels.

[A number of interesting letters are held over, and wil

published as space permits.

—

Ed.]

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of minuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN DETAIL.
By "ROTATOR/

NE hears so many expressions of

good opinion of the leading

makes of motor cycles that I

fancy fair criticism of one of

our best makes will be an

interesting change, and very

likely helpful to designers of

motor bicycles in general. I

had better preface my remarks
by stating that I rode motor
cycles before the 1903 Motor

:t came into force, and have covered 11,000 or

,000 miles on Triumph 1906-7-8-9 patterns. I

ly add that I was induced to buy the first of this

ike by the most comfortable riding position enabled

the footrests, long handle-bars, and very low frame.

y 1909 model has undoubtedly given me the most

tisfaction—probably because of the extra pleasure

rived from the use of the hub plate clutch-^but in

few details the machine fails to come up to my
?al. Wliilst realising that riders' personal tastes

EFer considerably, I know I shall not be alone in

shing that the Triumph for 1910 possesses some or

, of the following alterations in detail.

Some Suggested Improvements.
The oil pump, it must be admitted, is not fitted in

; most convenient position. A novice told me the

ler day that he had to slow down to a crawl before

dare attempt to inject a charge of oil owing to the

'sition of tlie pump. Now, so far as I can see, there

nothing 1:o prevent either the pump being placed

arer to the saddle so that a vertical push is obtained,

, better still, to incline the pump towards the rider.

1 oil gauge would also be a blessing.

Several times this year I have stopped for petrol,

d the garage has not possessed a funnel with a

lall enough spout to fit the tank filler. There is

^nty of room for a filler twice the size. Further, the

lied edge of the cap cannot be tightly gripped with

gloved hand or on a very cold day. Why not shape

i top of the cap like the stoppers fitted to chemists'

iss phials?

The handle-bars are very graceful, but they would
improved, in my opinion, if the handles were

^pped still more at the ends, so that the rider's

nds assumed a more natural position. And I fancy

it larger grips would often be appreciated, especially

made of soft comfortable material. One's coat

eves have a nasty habit of catching in the inverted

'er mechanism. I have made several nasty swerves

ing to this. The brake and exhaust levers them-

ves might also be rounded off more to ease the

ain on the fingers.

Handle«bar Lever for the Magneto.
I am one of those who would like to see the magneto
vance controlled by a lever on the handle-bars, say

i left one. It is usually most necessary to slightly

:ard the ignition at an awkward moment on a rough
1 or corner, when one cannot very well remove a

nd from the bars.

It would also be a splendid idea to fit the rear brake
lependent of the footrest. . Three times in three

years I have side-slipped, and in each case I have
bent the footrest and put the best brake out of action.
The adjustable pulley is a most useful article, but

it would be so much handier if it could be altered
without opening the toolbag and disfiguring the pulley
spanner by hammering the end of it with the wrench.
The stand fastening is also open to improvement.

Unless a spanner be used, the stand frequently shakes
loose on a bumpy road. I much prefer a kick operated
stand, like the Lake and Elliot; it saves soiling the
fingers or gloves on a muddy day.
To open the cut-out, one has to soil and spoil after

a time a pair of brown boots. A double lever, one to
open and one to close the cut-out, is wanted.

Adjustable Main Air Intake.
With reference to the carburetter, I think it is

generally known that a carburetter when adjusted
perfectly for slow speeds is imperfect for high speeds,
and vice versa. I have fitted an adjustable main air

intake—somewhat crude—to my machine, with excel-
lent results. I can
now get the utmost
out of my engine,

and easy starting is

not impaired when
the air levers are .„,.,„_ _ ^.^».„-

closed. A simi- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ **\2)
lar arrangement , TTTTr^^^^ ,

.

.J ,9 ^, An adjustable main air Inlet, reeommended
carried out in the by "Rotator," which would improve many
Triumnh Co 's ex existing carburetters. For easy starting and

, , ^ Y"
'^

slow running, the air supply is parUy cut off,

eel lent style to thus enriching the quality of tho mixture

replace the air
^wn into the cylinder.

adapter at the base of the carburetter would, I am sure,

be welcomed, and render starting much easier.

Since all motor cycles have to be fitted with a horn
and lamp, why should not these be included in the

standard specification—of course at an extra charge?
Some riders want something different, but it would at

any rate put an end to the numerous complaints regard-

ing the attachment of these articles and lamp brackets

breaking, as a proper lug could be permanently
attached to the bar on which to fix the horn in a rigid

manner, and lamp and generator would be also

attached to brackets purposely made to suit them.
As regards finish, black enamel and plated parts

look very nice on a show stand, but after five miles or

the road there is little of the glitter to be seen. French
grey enamel is better, but is said to chip badly.

Belt fasteners have caused me some delay and
worry, and there is room for improvement, principally

in material and size of wearing surface.

My riding experience this year has taught me that

(i) the weight of the average touring machine is still a

hindrance to beginners
; (2) tyres which wear out in

a thousand miles are still fitted as standard; (3) high

compression engines require the piston and cylindei

scraping very frequently to prevent knocking and
overheating; (4) exhaust valve troubles have still to

be conquered; (5) a clutch or two-speed gear (or both)

are essential for machines exceeding 140 lbs. weight;

and (6) with the increasing speed of motor bicycles

vibration on rough roads is more pronounced, and
spring frames are badly needed. -
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A selection of questions of general interest received from
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shoi

be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor S

E.C., and whether intended for ptibhcation or not, must
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Fitting a Speedometer.

I intend fitting a speed indi-

catoi' to my twin Hex. As
I sometimes use a forecar,

would it be advisable to fix

flexible shaft to the back

instead of the front wheel to save

changing the position of the speedo-

meter 'when the forecar is used?

—

F. J., Glasgow.
We do not see why a speed indicator

should not operate just as well when
driven by the back as the front wheel,

except that some slipping takes place

at the back wheel, and. therefore the

indication of speed would not be quite

so accurate. A longer flexible shaft

would be required to allow the indica-

,tor dial to be attached to the handle-

bar.
ENTRANTS FOR THE T.T. RACE.

Jas. Stewart (Belfast), 3i h.p. Triumph, 85x88
mm., Boscli magneto.

Weights ol Machines.

How is it that the weights
of some lightweight machines
in "The Motor Cycle"
Buyers' Guide are so much
less than the official weights

given when the same machines are

entered for open competitions, con-

sumption and reliability trials?

—

Inqtjisitive.

The weights of the macliines in the
Buyers' Guide are supplied by the

,

manufacturers, and you will find there
is a footnote to the effect that they
are approximate. In consumption and
similar tests the weight of the
machine is taken loaded with petrol,

oil, and sometimes spares, lamp, horn,
and luggage, whereas when weighed
for the Buyers' Guide the tanks are

empty, and spares and often tools and
toolbags are not included.

A22

Taking a Mdtor Cycle to South Africa.

I am going to South Africa^ in October, and I should

> esteem it a great favour if you
-^ could furnish replies to follow-

ing queries : (1.) What would
be about the cost of taking a motor
cycle to Cape Town and on to

Pretoria? (2.) Is there any customs
duty to pay on. same on arrival? (3.)

Are roads around Pretoria fairly

good for the pastime?

—

Colonial.

(1.) The information you want can best

be obtained from a firm of sliippers.

Try Neall and Wilkinson, St. Mary
Axe, E.C. (2.) There is a five per

cent, ad valorem duty on cars entering
the Cape Colony, Natal, Orange River
Colony, Transvaal, and Southern
Rhodesia. A rebate of one-fourth is

allowed on cars of British manufac-
facture if a certificate to this eti'ect is

produced. We expect the duty and
rebate on motor cycles will be the same.

(5.) As motor cycling is indulged in

around Pretoria, the roads must be
fairly good.

Overheating and the Effect of Weak Valve Springs.

I am the possessor of a 3^
h.p. motor cycle (early 1908)

which I acquired four months
ago second-hand, the machine
having run then about 800

miles, and 500 since I bought it. It

overheats, especially on hills, and it

is most apparent when I have newly-
ground in the exhaust valve. I

lubricate every ten miles, though 1

don't think it is due to burnt oil on
cy.inder head, because I had it done
up after purchasing, and the over-
heating was just the same then as

now. What effect does a weak ex-
haust valve spring have on the run-
ning of an engine? Is it necessary
for the exhaust valve to be bigger
than inlet valve, for I notice more
than one firm fits interchangeable
valves. What is the correct angle
for belt pulleys? The pulleys on my
machine appear to be vvrorn.—T. W. S.

The effect of a weak exhaust valve
spring, is that it makes the valve close
late, and the engine consequently
loses power and sometimes overheats.
It is not necessary for the exhaust
valve to be bigger than the inlet

valve. Both valves on modern
machmes are interchangeable. The
overheating may be due to too rich a
mixture. Have you tried fitting a
larger choke tube and a perfectly fitting
throttle? The correct section for a belt
pulley -is 28".

Handle Starting.

My Phoenix Trimo has

qI cently taken a turn of bei

^ very difficult to start. I thi

-^ it is a fault of carburation, t

carburetter, even with all t

extra air shut off, getting too mil

air. The spark is all right. Once t

machine starts the engine fires a

runs well. Shall I fit a smaller chc

tube or increase the jet, or plug up o

of the air holes below the jet? T

Nala gear which I have gets very 1

after a few miles running, even

high gear. Can you say why t

should be? It is well lubricated.

it due to the clutch slipping, and,

so, how am I to remedy it?—B.Sc

A. J. Sproston (Tunbridge Wells), 5 h.p. Tw
Rex, 76 X 80 mm., Bosch magneto, Continent

tyres.

As the engine is hand stait-ed fron

counter-shaft and you do not obtaii

very rapid revolution on this accov

we should advise you to fit a slide

the bottom of the carburetter, wl

was recently mentioned in tl

pages and is fully described in " Mc
Cycles and How to Manage The:

The slide covers a more or less num
of the air holes, and enables ent

to be started with facility. We can

say if the gear gets hot owing t-o clu

slipping, but you ought to be able

tell this for vourself, as the engine

race on a hill instead of slowing d(

as speed of machine falls off. If

gear" gets very hot it is due to s(

internal friction, and can only

remedied by taking it to pieces

finding the fault.
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The " INDIAN" Motocycle is manu-

factured in Springfield, New England,

recognised by mechanics as being the chief

centre in the world for the production of

the finest machine tools, large and small.

The President of the Hendee Manu-
facturing Company, Mr. Geo. M. Hendee,

is well-known by all the old high-wheel

riders as one of the early Champions, both

in this country and America, and he has

been associated with the cycle and moto-

cycle industry since its earliest inception.

Realising the possibilities of the motocycle,

Mr. Hendee began, in 1902, to produce

the "INDIAN" Motocycle, in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Oscar Hedstrom, one of the

pioneer designers of motocycles in America.

The result was immediate and far-reaching,

for the behaviour of the " INDIAN " under

every condition was so satisfactory that it at

once distinguished itself from all other moto-

cycles before the public, its superiority in

appearance, power, and reliability making

it a favourite everywhere. The reputation

thus early established has been scrupulously

maintained, and each succeeding year has

seen added refinements and improvements

to meet the requirements suggested by the

ripened experience of builder and rider ; the

standard of quality, too, has been steadily

advEuiced wherever an opportunity offered,

no expense being spared to make the

" INDIAN " the most efficient and up-to-

date motocycle procurable.

The " INDIAN "
is built in the largest

factory in the world devoted exclusively to

the manufacture of motocycles, having an

output of upwards of 5,000 machines per

annum, which, during the season of 1910,

will be increased to 7,000.

What the "INDIAN" has done.—

In America during the past eight years the

"INDIAN" has won more competitions

than any other machine in the world, and

now holds all World's Records from J mile

to 100 miles, as well as the World's Hour

Record in competition. Not only has it

excelled on the track, but in long-distance

reliability trials the "INDIAN" has

always proved that it is sturdy and reliable

under the most severe conditions.

Before attempting to introduce the

"INDIAN* into England, it has been

deemed best to first demonstrate its capa-

bilities before the English public, although

in the 1907 and 1908 Six Days' Trials of

the A.C.U. the "INDIAN," ridden by

Mr. Hastings, won Two Gold Medals for

Reliability and the Special Prize for Best

Appearance at conclusion of the Trial. It

is now history that the two " INDIAN "

motocycles which have been in constant

use, both in track and road competitions,

have secured more awards this season than

any other two individual machines of other

makes, although almost invariably having

competed against machines of much larger

cylinder capacity.

We have pleasure in cuinouncing that

our LtDndon Depot will be opened at 1 84,

Great Portland Street, W., on Monday,

OCTOBER 4th, where a full line of the

1910 models will be on exhibition.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING
COMPANY.

W. H. WELLS, London Manager.

In answering this advertisement it is denirahlt to mention " The Motor Cycle." Aa3
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At the

Journey's end
there is no item of Touring Equipment
which will be more keenly appreciated

than the

BROOKS
CADBIER BAG.
This has been designed for general ail-

round service—it is made of the finest

waterproof canvas on special fibre

board--is roomy, strong and light, and
fitted with a special dust-excluding

arrangement.

A unique feature is the removable inside

case which, " at the journey's end," can
be lifted from its outer covering with the

absolute certainty that both the Bag, and
its contents, are perfectly clean and

dustless.

It is attached to the Carrier by means of

adjustable and detachable clips, and to

the rider who studies comfort and' con-

venience, it will prove of the greatest

value.

Write us now for particulars. Dept. B45.

J. B.BROOKS af Co., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

9

No other saddle is made to

that high standard of quality

in material and workmanship
which, for a quarter of a cen-

tury, has characterised the

productions that bear the

name of BROOKS.
No other saddle will yield

that perfect comfort which
alone will enable the auto-

cyclist to undertake the longest

rides without fatigue.

No other saddle embodies in

its construction the BROOKS
Anti-vibratory Compensating

Springs, which, in conjunction

with the specially designed

padded top, produce that

comfort.

In short—BROOKS— BEST
—and if you would have the

best, you should first write to

us for Saddle Manual, which
is bound to interest you, and

say BROOKS when you
specify the saddle on your
next new bicycle.

Dept. B.45.

tm

Ltdos SifHiin^Ihasnc

BROOKS
Anti-vib-atory

Motor Cycle Saddle—
BIOS, w.th Padded Top

^

A24 In answering this advertisement it is desirahle'>to mention " The Motor Cycle
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Butler (Manchester), 5 h.p. Dot-Peugeot,
<75 mm., Amac carburetter, magneto ignition.

1, Valve Grinding,

I should take it as a favour

^ if you could enlighten me on
*^ the following point. When^ grinding in exhaust valve,

rings appear all round seating
ad valve head. I use flour emery,
ad am careful to lift valve often
hen grinding. I have used both
irewdriver and brace, but the one is

3 better than the other. I have
ied using crocus, but it seems to
ive no cutting power.—0. W.
at we should advise you to use is

is's valve - grinding powder for

ding in valves, which may be
lined from Messrs. Richford and
52, High Holborn, W.C. It is

ler a good* plan to insert an old
imatic inlet valve spring under the
e head; then the valve will lift

f as soon as the pressure is relaxed,
re should be no rings with careful
ipulation and a liberal use of
ffin or thin oil. Perhaps it would
ist- pay you to get a mechanic to
T you how to effect this properly.

Charging from Primary Batteries.

Will you be good enough
>j to inform me what are the
r correct proportions to use of
^ chromic acid, sulphuric acid,

and water respectively, to
tain the best results from a
iller primary battery?—K. C, Ted-
n.gton.

makers of the Fuller mercury-
fomate charging battery inform us
the correct proportion of acid is

jllowe : One part strong commer-
sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) to
parts of water in a separate

il, stir carefully all the time,
it three pints of this solution will
squired for each cell (the specific
ity when made up will be 1.180).
do not recommend the use of

nic acid for their cells, but supply
•ornate paste in 3 lbs. and 4 lbs.

Their address is J. C. Fuller
Sons, Wick Lane, Bow, E.

I I Magneto Switches;' ""'\
; "^^"TT

J Does a switch d<) any.'Tiai'm
when: -fitted-; to;- a magneto r-if

it is only used for a moment

'

or two at a time? I propose
fitting a, swit^ch, in ' /which,

case do I connect insulating' wire to
the screw (Bosch) ^just, over ,the con- r:

tact breaker inarn'ediatety over the
spring holding •" cover "?. Should
high or low tension wire be i^sed?

—

C. F. J., Crouch .End. \;'\
-A switch fitted to "your magneto' will'
do no harm whatever ; in fact, the
Bosch magneto is provided with a
screw terminal for attaching th^ switch
wir6. The connections mentioned in
your letter are correct. Low-tension
wire should be used, and make sure
that the switch terminal is perfectly
insulated from the metal of the handle"-
bar when in "off" position.

Speed and Economy.

I am told by a motor cyclist
that the wear and tear on a
motor cycle engine are greater
in proportion at low speeds,

_

say eight miles per hour, than
at higher speeds, say twenty-five
miles per hour, for the reason that
the engine is designed to work at a
high speed, and, consequently, does
not work economically at low speeds.
I did not agree with him, and
decided to ask your opinion on the
subject.

—

Technicai,, Gosport.
We are of the opinion that your in-
formant is correct. A motor cycle
running at eight miles an hour might
b^ economical on the level, but up hill
with a fixed gear ratio, if it had to
be kept down to that speed, it would
certainly be most uneconomical.
Taking everything into consideration,
you would find an engine speed of
about 1,500 to 1,800 r.p.m. would be
the most economical. Every petrol
engine gives the best results when the
speed can be kept constant by varying
the gear ratio. Every make of engine
also has a critical speed at which the
best and most economical results are
obtained.

fi>^-f. t\£^ f^.^^i^^ ^ .^ 1 i ^. >. 1

C. B. Franklin (DubUn), 3i h.p. Triumph, 85x88
mm., magneto, Dunlop tyres

?

J. C. Smyth (Coventry), 3 J h.p. Rex, 84x89 ram.,
Bosch magneto, Dunlop tyres.

,
Belt Dressin?. Driving. Consumption.

(1.) Please instruct as to
method of keeping Whittle
belt in order, nature of dress-

ing, etc.? (2.) I drive my
Triumph iriotor cycle with the

spark right forward almost the whole
time I am riding, and adjust pace by
throttle, giving as much air as it

will take. Is this right? , (3.) What
is a fair average petrol consumption
in fairly level country but on poor
roads?—T. Patrick, Limerick.

(1.) Beyond the ordinary application

of Collan or castor oil to the leather

we do not think there is any, special

method employed for keeping the
Whittle belt in order, but the naakers,

T. Whittle and Sons, Rose and Crown
Street, Warrington, would tell you of

anything special. (2.) Your method of

driving the Triumph is quite correct

except that on hills the moment engine
shows the slightest sign of knocking
the additional air lever should be
gradually closed. (3.) An average
consumption would be eighty to ninety
miles to a gallon. A good light rider

would average 100 miles on the same
amount with a standard sized jet. A
consumption equivalent to 220 miles to
the gallon is supposed to be record,

but this performance was attained with
the aid of special carburetter adjust-

ments unsuitable for ordinary riding,

arid at a speed of about sixteen to
seventeen miles an hour.

READERS' REPLIES.
Belt Fasteners Pulling Through.

If "H 3226" will fit a new pattern
D-All fastener which has indentations
on the inner sides of V links, he will

have no further trouble. The pull is^

taken by the V links, not by the pins
as in most cases.

—

Jambs Allan
FOKUEST,

Will "W. J. S.," Leicester, send
his full name and postal address, also

a stamped envelope for a reply. to his

query, in accordance with the regula-
tions printed at the head of the pre-
ceding page?
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Sep. 22.. 7.0 p.m

„ 25. 6.52 ,.

„ 29.. 6.42 „

Next Week's Issue.

Next week's issue will contain a

detailed description, with numerous

3llustration6, of ix>-morrow's great lace

for the Tourist Trophy.

Military Motor Cycling.

A military correspondent complains

of a muddle in connection with the

employment of motor cyclists at the

military manoeuvres. On July 10 h

his adjutant handed him a notice call-

ing for officers, N.C.O.'s, and privates

who own motor cycles to send m their

Wm.'Grimstead (Leeds),55h.p. Twin Rex,

749 cubic centimetres capacity, B. and B. car-

buretter, Bosch magneto.

names. The notice stated that the

motor cyclists would receive infantry

rates of pay and allowances? and a

special allowance of 6s. 6d. a day.

They were to report on September 18th

and to leave on the 23rd. He handed

in his name to the adjutant the same

day. Soon after he sold his motor

bicycle and purchased a new one

especially for the manoeuvres. On
August 1st the adjutant was informed

that motor cyclists would not be
required. Yet we read in a daily

newspaper that the authorities are still

endeavouring to obtain the assistance

of motor cyclists, and that in response

to their first appeal only seventeen
names had been given in, and twelve
of these came from one battalion. As
our correspondent points out, could
anything be more hopeless? What has
happened to the Auto Cycle Legion?

Tde Wheel Club.

A new social club has been estab-
iehed in London called "The Wheel
Club," open to anyone associated with
cycles, motor cycles, or care. Rooms
tavc been taken at the Inns of Court
Hotel, Lincoln's Inn Fields, and there
it every prospect of the club being a
sucoees. Although members of the
Auto <^ycle Union are allowed to use

the Associate Members' rooms at the

R.A.C., the A.C.U. has no recognised

clubrooms of its own, so that the

Wheel Club is the only social club in

London for motor cyclists. The sub-

scription for town members (residing

within a radius of one mile) is £1 Is.,

country members 10s. 6d. Entrance
fee £1. That the new club has the
good wishes of the Auto Cycle Union
is apparent from the fact that the
secretary, F. Straight, has been
elected a member of the committee.
Application forms for membership and
further particulars can be obtained
from the secretary, F. G. Billett, 55a,

Cannon Street, E.G.

Seventy-two Miles in One Hour.

On the 6th inst., at the new
Stadium track, Springfield, U.S.A.,
the Hendee Mfg. Co. advise us that
''F. Huyck rode 71 miles 1835 yards
in one hour on a 7 h.p. Indian motor
cycle.

'

'

The End-to-end Sidecar Record.

Two motor cyclists started from
John-o'-Groat's one day last week to
improve on the sidecar figures put up
by the brothers Bentley. Owing to a
mishap they were compelled to return
to London, but contemplate another
attack before the end of this week.

A Manx Paradox.

The merest beginner in the study of
anthropology knows that man is a
biped and a calf is a quadruped. What,
then, is the Isle of Man? From the
Manx Arms which appear on page
687 in the last issue it would appear
that, contrary to all- anthropological
laws, man was a tripod. The atten-
dant quadruped is not shown in the
map. Bravo, sporting little island.
Long may you preserve your independ-
ence and make your own sensible laws !

-^g--gg--gg--^i--^HC--^g--gg-^HHHI--^g-il'-gg-ll

FUTURE EVENTS.
Sept. 23—THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE IN

THE ISLE OF MAN.
,. 24—Hill-climb on Kewaigue Hill, Isle oi

Man. Five classes. Start 10 a.m.
24—Hill-climb up Snaefell. Start 2.30 p.m.
29—British M.C.R.C. Sixth Members' Meet-

ing at Brooklands.
Oct 6—Race meetmg at Brooklands (two events

for motor cycles).

—Two Hours' Record Race at Brooklands,
organised by the British M.C.RC.

9—Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club Open
Hill-climb on Amulree.

it—^A.C.U. Fourth Quarterly Trial ol 1909,
Uzbrtdge to Banbury and back.

16—Motor Cycling Club Private Race Meeting
and Gymkhana on Brooklands track.

23—M.C.C. closing run to Brighton.
Nov. 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show, Roya?

Agricultural Hall, N.

Tojriit Trophy Trifles.

The proprietors of Farrar's Moto

Exchange, Halifax, have prepared

race card of the T.T. Race witl

columns for insertion of the times o

each round. Motor cyclists can obtaii

these cards free in the Isle of Man to

day, Wednesday, the 22nd inst., a

Hotel Sefton, Douglae ; Henry's, 15

Lock Promenade, Douglas ; Ballacrain

Hotel, Ballacraine ; and the hotel a

St. John's.

g^^^-gg--^g---X--^g--^g-"^g--^Hg--gg--X^^g^^^g^^gg^-^&

Clifford Wilson (Harrogate), 3^ h.p. Rex,

498i cubic centimetres capacity, B. and B.

carburetter, Bosch magneto.

It is worthy of notice that up to tl

present single-cylinder engines ha^

proved to be faster than twin or oth(

multi-cylinder engines, both in tl

Voiturette Races of 1908 and 190i

and in the T.T. Motor Cycle Rac(

of 1907 and 1908. Will the singl

cylinder motor cycle prove to 1:

faster in the Isle of Man to-morrow

Most of the Rex T.T. racers ai

equipped with the J.A.P. automat
lubricator, which should relieve tl

riders of all anxiety as to lubricatioj

Besides, it is not an easy or safe oper

tion to inject a charge of oil wh«
travelling at full speed.

The two twin Indian machines :

the T.T. are larger in bore and strol

than those used in English competitioi

during the last few months. Thf

only arrived from the States th

month, and on their trials wei

credited with exceptionally fast speed

While some of the competitors ha'i

been practising over the course ev(

since the roads were thrown open f<

ths purpose, others did not proceed 1

the Island until last week-end.

We omitted the bore and stroke of tv

engines from the list on page 686 la

week, the deficiencies being J. Lan;

85 by 76 mm. twin J. A. P., 738 cubic
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ist Trophy Trifles (continued).

acity ; and H. H. Bowen, twin

..P., 76 by 82 mm., 744 cubical

acity.

AMERICA'S HOPE II THE T.T.

W. H. Wells (Lonfior.), 5 h.p. Twin Indian,

1.5 X 89 mm., cliain drive, Bosch magneto,

. and J. tyres.

Che two-stroke Scott is the only

o-speed-geai-ed machine entered for

) race.

3ne or two competitors have wisely

ide use of speedometers in practising

er the T.T. course. Some very fast

fies have been recorded, notwith-

mding the numerous corners which
cefisitate slowing down. It is con-

ently expected that the winner will

erage forty-five miles an hour to-

>rrow. One of last year's competi-

ng thinks fifty miles per hour more
Dbable if the roads are dry.

There are a great many visitors in

& island, this year's event having
3ated far more interest than previous

:e.s for the Auto Cycle Tourist

ophy.

James Baxter, one of the entrants,

ide fastest time in the Edinburgh
.C.C. hill-climb last Saturday, and

imediately proceeded with his twin-

hnder Rex to the Isle of Man.

Seventy-five entries "have been re-

ived for the hill-climbing contests

Kewaigue and Richmond Hills and
laefell on Friday. See the two follow-

g pages.

The T.T. Race Fund has now reached

total of £99 9s., not including the

ter of The Motor Ctjcle, viz., Is. for

ery £ up to £100 sent in.

H. A. Collier's T.T. machine is

ted at 5 h.p.. not 6 h.p. as stated in

e list of entries published last week,
le bore and stroke are 85 by 65 mm.,
e same as his brother's Matchless-
A.P.

A. G. Fenn was to ride in the T.T.
ace, but is still in the London
ospital recovering from a fall last

3nth which resulted in water on the
p°. W. Creyton will ride in place

Fenn.

On Monday morning last fifty com-
petitors had officially reported them-
selves at the A.C.U. headquarters at

Douglas, and others were expected
that day.

It is to be hoped that Giuppone will

arrive in time to compete in the T.T.
Race, as many have been looking for-

ward to seeing this famous ridet iri

competition with our best British
riders. He was not in the island on
]\Ionday morning.

Users of Simms magnetos in the
Tourist Trophy Race can obtain assist-

ance from the Simms ^Magneto Co. 's

sales manager. G. E. Rpbert.s, who can
be found at the Sefton Hotel, Douglas.

Another First Aid Tricar.

The Cleethorpes Fire Brigade has
purchased an A.C. tricar for first aid

purposes at fires.

Motor Cyclists' Wants.

"W.J.B." would like readers to

send him the name of any town or dis-

trict where motor cyclists' wants are

not well catered for_, as he is thinking
of opening a garage.

The End-to-end Sidecar Record.

It has been pointed out to us in

connection with the making of the first

record ride by a passenger motor cycle

over the classic End-to-end route that
Vivian Olsson, who set the record on
his 7 h.p. V.S. with sidecar, drove
throughout the whole distance. Since
this ride was accomplished two other

attempts have been made to cut the

time, and one of these has been so far

successful, lliis was the ride of the
Bros. Bentley, who, however, took

turn-and-turn-about in driving, and,
our correspondent urges, this, it may
be allowed, made a considerable differ-

ence in the severity of the task ; in

fact, it is doubtful whether a com-
parison fair to both is possible be-

tween the two rides. As a matter of

fact, we have no proof that Mr.
Olsson did drive throughout.

Amulree Hill-climb.

' The rules and regulations for the-

Edinburgh M.C.C. open hill-climbing
competition on Amulree on Saturday,
October 9th, are now ready. Ten
classes have been included in the

event, embracing all types of motor
cycles. Furtiier particulars regard-
ing tlie contest vfill be found on page
719. Entry forms can be obtained from
P. E. Tolfree, 47, -Falcon Avenue, Edin-
burgh.

Excursions to the Isle of Man.

Special excursions to the Isle of

Man are being run from Liverpool by
the Isle of Man Steam Packet Co.,

Ltd., for the Tourist Trophy Rac&
and hill-climbing contests as follows :

Special day excursion, Liverpool and
Douglas. From Liverpool, a, Wednes-
day, September 22nd, at 12.50 night

;

6, Thursday, September 23rd, at 11.30
a.m. Returning from Douglas, a,

Thursday, September 23rd, at 5.45

p.m. a, s.s. Tynwalcl ; b, turbine
steamer. Viking. Daj' fares : Steerage,

4s. ; saloon, 6s. Four days' excursion
tickets will be issued on Wednesday,
September 22nd, by steamers leaving
Liverpool at 11.30 a.m. and 12.50
night, available until following Satur-
dav. Fares, Steerage, 5s. 6d. ; saloon,
8s.' 6:1.

Practising on the T.T. course. W. F. Newsome (3i h.p. Triumph) and H. V. Colver (S^h.p. Matchless)

approachinl Ballaeraine corner. Both these riders competed last year, and may be expected to be

among the leaders to-morrow.
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
LATEST DETAILS.

ENTRIES FOR THE HILL-CLIMBS. THE RACE FUND.

THIS morning (Wednesday) at ten o'clock com-
peting machines in the Tourist Trophy Race
must be presented for weighing .(for statistical

purposes only) at the A.C.U. enclosure at St.

John's. There is no weight .
limit. The riders will

be weighed at the same time. Immediately after these

operations have been concluded, the

brakes and silencers will be tested.

All competitors will be compelled

to wear ear guards during the race,

to enable them to hear clearly other

riders who are trying to pass them. .

The race proper is to-morrow

(Thursday), when at 10 a.m. com-
petitors will be started from St. ^
John's two at a time at half-minute

intervals. Numbers will be painted

•on each side of the tank, and the ff

riders will also carry numbers on
their backs. Competitors will be

timed over each circuit. Between
the start and finish of the race the

driver only shall be permitted in

any way to assist his machine, and
no spare parts other than those

actually on the machine at the

start shall be taken on during the

race. There will be two depots

along the route at which spare tyres,

petrol, water, and lubricating oil

may be taken in during running
time. After completing ten cir-

cuits, making a total distance of 158 miles 220 yards,

the machines must be taken to the enclosure under
supervision to be examined.

Latest from the Course.

Last week-end all the competitors had signed at

the Manx headquarters with the exception of the
following: J. F. Jones, H. Gibson, Carter, Baxter,

Clark, Giuppone, Lang, Leno, and West.
Rain fell in parts on Sunday night and in the early

hours of Monday, rendering practising difficult owing
to the greasy state of the roads. The east side of the
island was dry, and the west wet. W. O. Bentley
has suffered a slight accident whilst practising, owing
to grease at one of the corners. Li falling his chest

was bruised. On Monday morning, in consequence
of the treacherous surface, a number elected not to

practise, including the brothers Collier, who are

expected to put up a good fight. At Ballacraine,
among those who took the corner best were Newsome,
Marshall, Evans, and Wells. Competitors report that
the course is rougher than it was last year, especially
at Peel and the Ballacraine corner. There are many
rumours regarding speed, but the general idea is that
2im. for the whole course is about fastest.

Entries for the Hill=climbs.

For the hill-climbs on Kewaigue and Richmond
Hill, and Snaefell on Friday next, the following
entries have been received. The;first competition starts
at 10 a.m., and the second at 2.30 p.m. from Ramsey.

Class 1a.—For genuine standard touring machine.s, wit
engines having a cylinder capacity not exceeding 750 c<

No. of

No. Driver. Machine. cylinders. Bore. Stroke
1. F. W. Applebee (5 Rex) .".. 2 76 80
2.- E. S. Myers (3i Scott, 2 stroke) 2 2| 2^
3. J. Eastwood (3^ Bradbury) ... 1 87 87

1 87 87

1 84 86

1 85 85

2 60 60

2 65 65

1 87 87

A halt during practice on the T.T. course last week. Competitors discussing their chances in

to-morrow's great race.

4. P. Pratt (3^ Bradbury)
5. J. W. Robertson (3^ Triumph) ...

6. R. T. Exshaw (3i Zenith Gradua)
7. W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) ...

8. F. W. Dayrell (5 Bat)
9. J. Morris (3^ Bradbury)

Class 1b.—For genuine standard touring machines, wi

engines having a cylinder capacity not exceeding 760

Private owners only.

10. W. H. Bashall (3^ Zenith Gradua) 1 85 85

11. Hugh Gibson (3^ Triumph) .. 1 84 86
12. W. 0. Bentley (3i Rex) 1 84 89
13. F. A. Hardy (3^ Norton) ... 1 82 90

14. J. W. Robertson (3^ Triumph) ... 1 84 86

15. R. T. Exshaw (3i Zenith Gradua) 1 85 85

16. F. C. Bagshaw (5 Rex) 2 76 80
17. Quintin Smith (3i Triumph) ... 1 84 86

Class 2a.—For single-cylinder machines which competed
the Tourist Trophy Race, September 23rd, 1909.

18. J. T. Bashall {3i Bat) 1 85 85
19. G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier) ... 1 85 85
20. J. L. Norton (3^ Norton) ... 1 82.25 85
22. H. V. Colver (3i Matchless) ... 1 85 93
23. J. Adamson (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 85
24. J. Marshall (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88
25. F. W. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88
26. W. Creyton (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 88
27. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ Rex) 1 84.5 88
28. G. L. Fletcher (4 Indian) ... 1 82.5
29. James Stewart (3^ Triumph) ... 1 85 92
30. R. Lord (3^ Rex) 1 84
31. J. G. Smyth (3^ Rex) 1 84
32. W. G. McMinnies (3^ Triumph) 1 85
33. R. M. Brice (3^ Brown) ... 1 85 85
34. R. M White (3^ Brown) ... 1 85 85
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The Tourist Trophy Race.—

Class 2b.—For single-cylinder machines which competed in

the Tourist Trophy Race, September 23rd, 1£09. Private

owners only.

No.
35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Driver. Machine.
Robert Ellis (3i Rex) ...

H. H. Bowen [d-k Bat) ...

J. T. Bashall {d^ Bat) ....

Hugh Gibson (3^ Triumph)
Wm. Heaton (3^ Rex) ...

H. Lister Cooper (3^ Triumph
J. Adamson (3^ Triumph)

Xo. of

evlinde:s.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ore.

84.5

85
85
85
84
84
85

Stroke.

89
85
8o
88
89
86

Class 3a.—For multi-cylinder machines
the Tourist Trophv Race, September
Eric S. Myers (3^ Scott)

W. H. Bashall (5 Eat)
B. Jones (3| Premier)
PI. A. Collier (o Maichles.s)

C. R. Collier (5 Matchles.^j

Leslie C. Munro (5^ N.S.L.) ...

R. 0. Clark (4-cyl. F.N.)
F. C. Wood (3i N.S.U.)
G. Lee Evans (5 Indian)

W. H. Wells (5 Indian)

F. W. Dayrell (5 Bat)

J. Baxter (5 Rex)
H. Martin (5 Martin)
A. J. Sproston (5 Rex) ...

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

to.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

which competed in

23rd. 1909.

2

2

9S«

85

66
8o
85

75
55
63
71.5

71.5

85
76
76
77.5

2i"
65
80
65
65
84
57
80
89
89
65
80
82
79.375

Class 3b.—For multi-cylinder machines which competed in

the Tourist Trophy Race, September 23rd, 1909. Private
owners only.

W. H. Bashall (5 Bat) 2

T. Greer (5 Rex) 2

A. J. Moorhouse (5 Rex) ... 2

F. A. Applebee (5 Rex) ... 2

85 65
77.5 79.375
77.5 79.375
77.0 79.370

No. of
No. Driver. ^lachine. cylinders.
60. F. C. Bagshaw (5 Rex) 2
61. J. Baxter (5 Rex) 2

- Class 4.—All comers' class.- For any type
exceeding 1,000 cc.

No. of
No. Driver. Machine. cylinders.

7ig

Bore. Stroke.
77.5 79.375
76 80

of machine, not

62. J. T. Bashall (7-8 Bat)
63. W. H. Bashall {d^ Zenith Gradua)

G. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)
T. Greer (5 Rex) ...

B. Jones (3| Premier)
H. A. Collier (5 Matchless)

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

J. Scriven (5 Rex)
F. A. Applebee (5 Rex) .

70. 0. C. Godfrey (3i Rex) .

71. F. C. Bagshaw (b Rex) .

72. W. H. Bashall (5 Bat) .

73. T. H. Tessier (7 Bat) .

74. A. J. Sproston (5 Rex) .

7o. J. Morris (3^ Bradbury)

2

1

1

2

2

2

2
2

1

2

2

2

2

1

Bore.
85
85
85
77.5

66
85
76
77.5

84.5

77.5

85
85
77.5

87

The T.T. Race Fund.

Amount previously acknowledged in The
Motor Cycle

Bosch Magneto Co. ...

Stanley Show, Ltd.
S. W. Fowler Dixon
Norman Hughes (making 5s. in all)

C.K
Eastern Garage Co. ...

South Manchester M.C.C

Stroke.

85
85
85
79.375
80
65
80
79.375
89
79.375
65
85
79.375
87

£ s. d.

... 67 16

... 2 2

... 26 5

... 1 1

2

2

11
... 1

£99 9

»d«'<tlA^4h^^u)^U ^.''>^C^

ICompetitoTS in the Hull and East Riding A.C.C. Speed Judging Contest last Saturday. (See next page.)

T
OPEN HILL=CLIMB ON AMULREE.

HE Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club will hold an

open hill-climbing contest on Saturday, 9th

October, 1909, on Amulree Hill, Glenquaich.

Competitors must assemble at the foot of the hill

at I p.m., and the competition will start at 2 p.m.

Machines entered for the handicap classes will be

weighed from 12 a.m. to i p.m. at the foot of the hill.

There will be the following classes :

I.—Single cylinder, touring, handicap (pedalling allowed).

II.—Multi-cylinder, touring, handicap (pedalling allowed).

III.—Lightweight, touring, handicap, weight not exceed-
ing 125 lbs., exclude stripped machines (pedalling allowed).

IV.—Variable speed gear motor bicycles, touring handi-
cap (pedalling barred).

V.—Single-cylinder, touring, scratch (pedalling barred).

VI.—Multi-cylinder, touring, scratch (pedalling barred).

VII.—Single-cylinder, unlimited, scratch (pedalling
barred).

VIII.—^lulti-cylinder, unlimited, scratch (pedalling
barred).

IX.—Unlimited scratch (pedalling barred).

X.—Passenger class for three-wheeled vehicles and machines
with trailers, handicap (pedalling barred).

\N

In Classes I., H., and HI. the formula ———

•

C X T X G
will be used in deciding the winner. Competitors

having machines with variable speed gears must only

use one gear. Machines with automatically variable

pulleys must have pulleys fixed in one position in the

above mentioned classes (these pulleys need not be
fixed in any of the other classes). The gear ratio of

each competitor's machine will be measured after he
has ascended the hill. In Classes IV. and X. the

W
formula —

—

will be used in deciding the

D2 N3 V S X T
wmner.
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CLUB NEWS
Halifax and District M.C.C.

This club will hold a reliability trial on the 26th iiist. to

Kirkby Lonsdale and back. The course chosen is a stiff one,

starting from the tramshed at eight o'clock prompt, on to the

junction, back via Sowerby Bridge, then on to Keighley,

Skipton, Settle, Buckhaw Brow, first stop at the top, at

11.30 ; restart 12 o'clock, arrive Kirkby Lonsdale 12.45 for

dinner; returning 2 o'clock for St. Jude's, Halifax, due. to

arrive 5 o'clock.

First prize, £1 and special silver cup; second. 10s.; third,

5s., or value in each case.

Any non-members who would like to join in the run will

be cordially welcomed.

Essex M.C.

The third annual gymkhana was held on Saturday last,

and was in all respects the most successful of the series. Ideal

weather prevailed, and there was a record attendance of

members and friends. There were eight events on the pro-

gramme, but ther^ was such a large

number of entries that three events had
to be aba ndoned in order to finish before

dark. There were altogether twenty-
nine entrants, and most , of these were
entered for all of the events. Event 1

was a plug-changing competition. Com-
petitors had to ride one lap, dismount,
and remove a plug from the engine, and
exchange it for another one, which had
to be put in the engine, then ride one
lap to the finish. Burnt fingers were the

order of the day. Event 2 comprised
{a) tilting at the rings, (6) lemon cutting

and Turk's head cutting. Each competi-
tor had two runs, one for each section.

Six rings had to be lanced, and three

lemons and the Turk's head cut. Miss
Muriel Hind was one of the competitors

in this event on her 5 h.p. twin Rex.
Event 3 was an artists' race, open to

any type of motor. Competitors had to

ride half a lap, and dismount and obtain

an envelope from an official, then re-

mount, and finish the lap. The envelope
was then opened, and the competitor
had to draw upon the blackboard the

article written upon the slip in the en-

velope. When he had finished his

drawing, a lady previously chosen by him had to guess what

he Imd drawn, and write the name under the picture.

Upon the lady guessing correctly, the competitor had to

ride a lap to the finish, the fastest time being the winner.

This was a very funny competition, and some of the "pic-

tures " were masterpieces—airships which looked like wind-

mills, and sparking plugs which looked like -shovels. Events

4, 5, and 6 were abandoned. Event 7 was musical chairs

for motor cycles, and needs no explanation, but was one

of the most popular items on the programme.
The following are the results, subject i6 the figures being

passed by the committee : Event 1.—1 F. W. Applebee, 2 —
Cooke, 3 — Low. Event 2.—1 F. G. Smith, 2 — Lee, 3 F.

W. Applebee and B. Siffken tied. Event 3.—1 F. ,G. Smith,
2 G. Gray, 3 A. Curtis. Event 7.—1 F. G. Smith, 2 W. Pratt,

3 — Lee. Event 8.^ J. Van Hooydonk, 2 A. G. Reynolds,
3 Miss Hind and — Fry tied.

By the time Event 8 had been run, it was almost dark.
and an adjournment was made for tea. Everybody agreed
that the fixture had been a distinct success, and the tlianks
of tlie club are due to Mr. F. J. Jenkins (who acted as judge)
and Mr. A. Leroni (who officiated as starter).

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

A speed judging competition to Patrington, held on
Saturday last, proved one of the most enjoyable events pro-
moted by the club. The weather being fine, a good entrv
was secured, and on arrival at Bleak House, Patrington. the
residence of the club's popular president, Dr. W. H. Coates,
M.B., A.M.R., a most hearty reception and a sumptuous tea
were enioyed by tlie visitors. After a game or two on the
lawn and a look round Dr. Coates's aviary, a start home
was made about seven o'clock. The thanks of the entire club
are due to Dr. Coates for his kindness. The results of the
competition are : 1st, E. W. Forward ; 2nd, F. Boxhall.

Brighton and District M.C.C.

The above club held a speed-judging competition on
Saturday^ the 11th inst., which proved quite a success, some
ot the competitors running the correct timing quite close.

Results : 1, S. Hale, 5s. ; 2, W. B. Smith, 7s. ; 3, J.

Harwood, 10s. ; J. R. Brown, 16s. ; C. M. Brown, Im. 46s.
;

F. T. Turpin, 2m. 3s. ; R. Wilkins, 2m. 48s. ; H. C.

Saunders, 3m. 36s. ; and J. Best, 4m. 20s.

Members' attention is drawn to the challenge issued for

teams of threCj which will take place on the 26th inst.

Edinburgh M.C.C.

The E. M.C.C. on the 18th inst., held an open hill-climb-

ing competition on the Manor Hill, Peebles. There was an
entry of twenty-six, divided up into four classes. In the
fast scratch James Baxter and A. H. Alexander tied for first

place, but, on running this over again, the former, riding a

twin Rex, was declared the winner, making the fastest ascent

of the dav. In the tortoise scratch several riders failed to

EssexlM.C. Gymkhana last Saturday. Tilting at the rings.

keep their machines going, onlv three out of seven managing
W

the hill. The formula was usedLO crawl up
C X T X G

m deciding the winner in the handicap classes, i.e., weight
over capacity, time, and gear. X represents fastest time in

each class, and the number of seconds represents how much
others were behind fastest time :

SlNOLE-CYLINDER HANDICAP.

Rider and machine.

Campbell ilcGregor (3^ h.p. IMatchless
A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex) ... ..

R. H. Salvesen (3^ h.p. Triumph)
R. Mouat (3i h.p. Griffon)
J. B. Low (3^ h.p. Triumph)
M. Pratt (3i h.p. Brown)

Twin-cylinder
Jas. Baxter (5 h.p. T.T. Rex) ...'

W. D. Cairns (6 h.p. J.A.P.) ...

J. R. Alexander (5 h.p. Alex)
P. E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc)

Fast Scratch.
Jas. Baxter (5 h.p. T.T. Rex)
A. H. Alexander (5 h.p. Alex) ...

Campbell McGregor (3^ h.p. Matchless)
W. D. Cairns (6 h.p. J.A.P.) ...

R. H. Salvesen (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

R. Mouat (3i h.p. Griffon) ...

Tortoise Scratch.
P. E. Tolfree (5 h.p. Roc)
W. D. Cairns (6 h.p. Jap.)
A. H. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

used.

4.22

4.85
4.83

4.98

... 5.02

... 5.91

Handicap.
... 3.42

4.25

4.45

5.02

Fit; . of
merit.

377
303
268
229
211

183

325
251
243
207

Time
sees.

X
31

111

15|

181

23t

X

3i
18

X
Ifs..

3fs.
8is.

17is.

19|s.

2m. 55^s.

2m. 41|s,.|

Im. 56|s_
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Any N.S.U. model
is a winner : : :

For instance, in the Newcastle and District M.C. Hill-

climb, on the 5th irist., N.S.U. machines were conspicuous

by their successes and the variety of the competing

models.
,

Passenger class :

N S.U. 6 h.p 8i Sidecar FASTEST TIME.
Winner of GOLD MEDAL.

Twin-cylinder class:

N.S.U. 6 h.p. . . FASTEST TIME.
Winner of COLD MEDAL.

Multi-cylinder class

:

N.S.U. 2| h.p. Twin . . WINNER
on formula for greatest efficiency,

defeating twin-cylinder machines
of mucli higher power.

Single-cylinder class.

N.S.U. 4 h.p. WINNER
on formula, defeating many well-

known makes.

In the Richmond and District M.C. Reliability
Trial, on the 5th inst., the most conspicuous
feature was the WINNING OF THE CARP-
MAEL CHALLENGE CUP FOR THE THIRD
TiME BY MR. F. C. WOOD, WHO RODE
A 31 h.p. N.S.U.

You can find in the N.S.U. range (the most comprehensive ever offered)

just the model at just the price you want to pay—models from the

\\ h.p. Lightweight to the 6 h.p. Twin — every one a winner.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LIMITED,
Offices & Showrooms: 186, Gt. Portland St., London. W.

Goods and Repairs : 83-35, BolsDver St., London, W.
A.J.W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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ACCESSORIES.
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Famous All Rubber Goggle.

With unbreakable glasses, complete with
spare set.

With plain and smoked detachable glasses.
Original make.

Carnage's price . . . . . . 1/9.

MOTOR CYCLE HANDLE-BAR
REFLECTING MIRRORS.

f"^" ^;ri

The "Elastes" Motor Cycle Expanding
Luggage Carrier.

Price, in Leather, 10/6 ; in Fibre, 3/6.

" Matchless " Foot Brake.
Working on back belt
rim., very powi-rful.

Complete with pedal
stud, which fixes in
place of one of the crank case
bolts. Price compl ete 1 6 /6.

Postage 6d.

I " Matchless

"

Spring-Fork

Attachment.

Converts an old pat-
tern motor cycle into
aa up-to-date lux-
urious motor. Thou-
sands in use, giving
every satisfaction

! !

15/6.

The "Scenic"

Motor Cycle

Reflecting Mirror

3-inch brilliant con-
vex. Adjustable all

ways. Fitted with
locking nut. Price

4/11. Post 4d.

Postage 6d.

THE "NULITE" LENS-
MIRROR HEAD LAMP,

tor Motor Cycles and Tricars.

The original, not to be confused with
the many shoddy imitations now on
the market. The " NuUte " is an
exact copy in miniature
of the car and army
searchlights. It is of solid
brass and copper rivetted.
The divided front glass
does not rattle, cannot
crack through the heat,
prevents glare, and dit-

luses the rays, which are thrown a
hundred feet ahead. The powerful bril-
liant mirror lens is a work of art in itself

.

It weighs no more than an ordinary head-
light and altogether is the ideal and scientifically perfect lamp
Pncf complete with separate generator, length of AC /'c
tubing, side or back bracket fixing, brass or plated ^0/ O

The " Kingston."

Has convex 4 in. brilliant

mirror with ball socket
adjustment, with security

fixing belt. Very substan-
tial. Price 5/11. Post4d,
See what is behind you.

THE COWEY MOTOR CYCLE SPEED INDICATOR

Can be fitted to any machine, either spring or rigid

fork3. Will fit on either right or left hand side. Will
register up to 60 miles per hour. Fully guaranteed.
Price, with Odometer, £4 4 O, When ordering,
please give the following particulars. Name of

machine, h.p. of machine, size of front wheel, whether
spring or sohd forks. If spring forks, name of make.

THE COMPACT
MOTOR

CYCLE HORN.
Very deep and

sonorous note, well
made, good
finish,
throughout,
in nickel.

Price 8/6
large size,

and 5/9
small. Po?t-

age 4d

and does not tarnish.

Cheaper Model
15/11

" ItOIVI "

COMBINATION NON-SKID.
The tyre that gives absolute

immunity from side-slip under any
road conditions. Exceptionally
durable, and very resilient.

Equally serviceable for' summer
or winter use. No leather in its

composition — which makes the
tyre " dead " —
unpuncturable.

OUR

26
26
26
28
28
28

2

2

2i

Wired-on Covers 1 /- per cover
less than above prices.

Butt Ended Tubes 2/- extra.

K^vl^ll^Tow^vSu how^IIS^**;:^'-'^* ^:^'* *»"* ^^^--y '"<>**>' ^ycnst should wnte for a copy
mrtor cvcHst canTant^^^^^^^^ * ***''**'* ^*^® **" *»'• <^««* <>^ upkeep. Everything themotor cyciist^can want is listed. May we send on a copy? Qratis and post free anywhere.

Ill, answermg this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Club News.—
Bolton and District M.C.C.

In the final of the above club's reliability trial, which took
place on the 11th inst. over the same course to Skipton and
back, the results were : 1st, P. Philipson (3^ h.p. Triumph)

;

2nd prize divided, A. Eichards (2| h.p. Minerva) and J:

Fishwick (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial run on the 12th inst. proved to be a
surprise to most members. The course chosen was 149 miles
in length, and ran through some exceedingly interesting and
pretty country. The towns visited in-

cluded Ripon, Richmond, Leyburn, >—„;...-™-.^_^„,

—

.—^_

Hawes, Sedbergh, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Settle, and Skipton. The roads were in

eplendid condition except through Harro-
gate, Ripon, and Skipton, and one short
stretch of exceedingly muddy road.
This stretch brought no less than six off

their machines. The contestants were :

W. Fawcett (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), no
trouble; W. Broadbank (3^ h.p.

Triumph), no trouble ; H. Addison (5

h.p. Triumph), three skids ; T. Dearlove
(Sj h.p. P. and M. and sidecar), broken
valve and lost his way ; W. Aldon (3^

h.p. Premier), no trouble ; E. R. Davies
(3i h.p. Rip), no trouble ; C. F. Smith
(3^ h.p. Triumph), no trouble; R. Breare

(3i h.p. P. and M.), no trouble; F. F.
Topham (5 h.p. V.S.), no trouble; J.

Mackay (3^ h.p. Triumph), no trouble

;

E. ilyers (3^- h.p. two-stroke Scott), no trouble ; T. Atkin-
son (3 h.p. Triumph), no trouble; J. A. Tindall (3^ h.p.

Triumph), no trouble ; and J. Bramley {35- h.p. Triumph),
retired. It has been decided to again run the competition
on the 26th inst. over the same cou.rse, but with very
stringent conditions.

The fuel consumption test will be held during the month
of October. _

~

North-west London M.C.C. and St. Alians M.C.C. In':er-team Competition.

The above was held on Saturday, the 4th inst., consisting
of a non-stop run of forty miles, followed by a one mile slow
race. The result is as under. Number of marks possible,

110 :

Norlh-west London.—*Glynn Rowden (8 h.p. Bat), 107;
Mrs. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph), 98; W. G. Barton (3^ h.p.

Rex), 92; S. H. Hollis (3i h.p. Triumph), 91; C.
Williams (3^ h.p. Humber), 89; L. N. Tyssen (5 h.p. Vindec),
86; L. Joiner (3^ h.p. Brown), 79 ; H. V. Bate (5 h.p.
Vindec and sidecar), 78: H. Bean (3^ h.p. Triumph), 70;
total. 790.

St. Albans.—*W.' Pratt (3^ h.p. P.M.), 108; R. H.
Batchelor i3i h.p. Triumph), 98; E. Lee (3^ h.p. Triumph),
97; C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph), 93; B. C. Miller, 88;
Cornwall (tricar), 87; W. Cooper, 76; M. Brunton (5 h.p.
Rex), 66; A. Brunton (5 h.p. Rex), retired, 713.

* Qualify for special prize. The above figures have to be
passed by the committee.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The reliability trial promoted by the above club wns held
on the 11th inst. The weather was very bad up to the time
of starting, rain having fallen all the morning, and the roads
were in a treacherous state. Under the circumstances it

was creditable to have eight starters out of fourteen entries.
The route was a circular one of about twenty miles and had
to be covered three times, jassenger machines at the rate of
(Sixteen miles per hour, singles nineteen miles. Times were
taken at the completion of each round, and there was also
a secret check on each circuit, competitors being penalised
one mark for each half minute over or under schedule time

Launch party on the occasion of the Coventry and Warwiclishire M.C. run
to the Thames Valley.

At the start of the Harrogate and District M.C.C. 150 Miles Reliability Trial.

at all -checks, and five points for each stop. The following
was the result :

1, Eli Clark (2| h.p. Douglas), seven marks lost, non-stop ;

2, E. Kickham (2| h.p. Douglas), S. J. Fair (3^ h.p. Fafnir
and sidecar), and F. Bevan (5^ h.p. Rex and sidecar),
each nine marks lost, non-stop ; E. J. Prosser (3^ h.p.

Phoenix - Trimo), fifteen marks lost, non-stop; W. W.
Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), fifteen marks lost, non-stop ; P.
Gront (4 h.p. N.S.U.), twent}- marks lost, one stop, owing
to side-slip ; C. A. Forbes (2| h.p. Douglas), 116 marks lost,

ran out of petiol four miles from finish.

The three riders who tied for second place will divide
second and third prizes. C. A. Forbes was unfortunate, as

up to the time of his petrol giving out he had lost fewer
marks than anyone.

Sutton Coldfleld A.C.

The annual reliability trial, which takes place on Satur-

day, September 25th, is already attracting a goodly number
of entries. The committee wish to remind members that

valuable prizes are offered, including a silver challenge cup
and gold medals, etc., and it is hoped that every member
will make a special effort to enter in order to ensure the

complete success of the competition. Entries must be sent

in not later than Thursday, September 23rd (last post), to

the trials hon. sec, Howard Smith, The Dingle, Four
Oaks, who will be pleased to furnish intending members
with full particulars of the club and competition.

Yarmouth and District M.C.C.

Another gymkhana was held last week, when a variety of

interesting events were brought off :

Tortoise race, distance 250 yards.—Class A : 1, G. L.

Fletcher; 2, H. R. Williams; 3, H. A. Lock. Class B:
1, C. Duberby; 2, F. Worts; 3, H. R. Williams.

Bending Race.—1, G. L. Fletcher; 2, N. Adcock ; 3, G.

Boswell.

Saturday to Monday race.—1, G. L. Fletcher; 2, N.

Adcock ; 3, V. H. Blake. .

Musical chairs.—1, R. 0. Clark ; 2, H. Mayo ; 3, A. W.
Lincoln.

Academy race.—1, G. L. Fletcher; 2, H. Collins; 3, H.

A. Lock.

Rings and balloons.—1, H. Mayo; 2, H. A. Lock; 3, L.

Gowing.
Egg and spoon race.—1, G. L. Fletcher ; 2, R. 0. Clark

;

3, G. Boswell.

Bobbing for apples.—1, a. L. Fletcher; 2, V. H. Blake;

3, G. Boswell.

^25
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PISTON SPEED AND EFFICIENCY.
ON looking over the statistics of the recent Coventry

and Warwickshire Motor Club's hill-climb at

Newnham, it occurred to me to compare the

performances of the single and twin-cylindered

engines by noting the horse-power (by formula) per

lb. of total weight, and to see if it had anything to

do with the actual performances during the competition.

Finding that it was difficult to get any general idea

from setting the figures for each down on paper, I

h.p.

averaged the for all which completed the course

weight .

in from 29 to 2g%s. inclusive.

On plotting these on a diagram it was astonishing

to find that for a given speed up the hill the twins

required and had about 50% more formula h.p. than

the singles. It will be noted that there is a rapid rise

in the curve as the time diminishes, which might be

expected, and which is not wholly accounted for by

wind resistance. Probably the road resistance, owing

to the poor surface, increases rapidly with the speed.

It became apparent that either the twins must be

very inefficient or the formula did not represent the

actual h.p. developed.

The accompanying table was made from the formula:

gear

Piston speed varies as — x stroke, a correction

time

being made for wheels which were not 26in. diameter.

The highest piston speed is given as 100%, the

others in proportion.

Class I.—^Touring Machines.

4.9 h.p. Indian, 98%
4.9 h.p. Indian, 95%
5ih.p. L.M.C., 91%
3ih.p. Rex, 91%
S^h.p. Premier, 88%
SJfh.p. Norton, 87%

3ih.p. Triumph, 87%
3^h.p. L.M.C., 86%
S^h-p. Triumph, 86%
3ih.p. Triumph, 84%
3ih.p. Triumph, 82%

Class II.—T.T. and Racing Machines.

3i h.p. Rex Speed King, 100%
3ih.p. Rex Speed King, 100%
^h.^p. T.T. Triumph, 98%
34 h.p. T.T. Triumph, 98%
3ih.p. Premier, 98%
3|h.p. Premier, 94%

5 h.p. Rex, 92%
3ih.p. Norton, 91%
^h.p. T.T. Triumph, 89%
7 h.p. Leader-Peugeot, 86%
7-9h.p. King-J.A.P., 85%

With the sole exception of the Indians, the twins
have much lower piston speeds than the singles. Also
the racing singles had much higher piston speeds than
the touring singles.

Now piston speed is limited chiefly by two factors—
the ability of the carburetter to supply sufficient gas
of the right quality and the limit of useful power,
due to the increase of friction due to inertia forces.
Judging by the enlargement of air intakes on carburet-
ters, the former course seems to be the chief factor,
since the fastest piston speed was not over 1,500
ft. per minute. The limit due to inertia forces was not
approached, and with their better balance twins should
be capable of higher piston speeds than singles. The
above list does not, of course, include the variable
geared machines, since their gear cannot be used in
the formula, but it is worth mentioning that the only
one of the six awards on formula which did not go to
the Zenith was awarded to a Triumph with a free
engine clutch of the disc type.

A26

So much has been said concerning horse-power

formula that it is interesting to note that the Coventry

D2 X VS X N
Club's formula (while not handicap-

i8,ooo

ping the long stroke engines to the same extent as the

A.C.U. capacity rating, and not handicapping the

short stroke ones as much as the R.A.C. piston area
rating) gives results which do not differ materially from
those given by either of the other ratings mentioned,
there being almost no alteration of the first eight in

either class whichever rating is used, and no alteration

to the prize list would be made. This is all the more
surprising when it is taken into account that the
placings left no very wide margins between the
figures.

TIME
A plotted diagram showing the horse-pnwer required (by formula) per

pound of total weight, for all machines which completed the course of the
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.'s Hill-climbing competition in from 29 to
29|s. inclusive.

Appended is a list of the gears used. There are
several which have been mislaid, but in view of the
condition of the competition—that competitors were to

be asked to climb a hill without previous knowledge
of it—the gears on some of the machines seem to have
been chosen on no very sound practical or scientific

principles.

Class I.—Gear table.

3i h.p.

able

3^ h.p.

able

3^ h.p.

able
3J- h.p.

2| h.p.

3|h.p.

3i h.p.

4.9 h.p.

3^ h.p.

5 h.p.

3i h.p.

3i b.p.

Zenith Gradua, vari-

Zenith Gradua, vari-

Zenith Gradua, vari-

Rat-J.A.P., two-speed
Douglas, 6| to 1
Premier, 6 to 1
Brown, 5^ to 1
Indian, 5 to 1
Triumph, 5 to 1
Rex, 5 to 1
Rex, 5 to 1

Corah, 5 to 1

5ih.p.
31 h. p.

3i h.p.

3i h.p.

S^h.p.

3i h.p

4| to
4.9 h.p.

3i h.p. Norton, 4^ to 1
S^h.p. L.M.C., 4i to 1

3^ h.p. Premier, % to 1.

S^h.p. Premier, 4^ to 1.

5 h.p. Rex, 4i to 1

^ to 1
L.M.G., 4i to 1

R«x, 4| to 1

Triumph, 4| to 1
Triumph, 4| to 1
Rex, 4| to 1

Triumph, 4| to 1
Premo two-stroke,

Indian, 41 to 1

3^ h.p. Triumph, ^
3^ h.p
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JUDGES 01 6 m
"The Judges are of opinion that the spread of motor cycling depends on
silence, comfort, ease 01 starting, and ability to climb hills under

; vide report.all conditions

The ROC and only the ROC supplies these wants.

When you see a rider, or a rider and passenger, start on a gradient from rest

and glide away without concern, you wonder there are left any who are content

to go on using the old way.

You knov/ that for starting, for stopping, for climbing, for traffic, the ROC live axle

way is the best way of all. You know it is at least the most popular, and
the other firms now using it by license is proof of its worth.

But you may not know how easily this invention can be added to YOUR machine.
The ROC gear box is now improved by its mounting on ball bearings, giving

remarkable smoothness in running and long life. The complete conversion occupies

but three or four days. Deliveries of sets for well known machines from stock.

Send your machine NOW and get the benefit for autumn and winter use. The
inclusive charge is twelve guineas. It doubles your pleasure.

Get particulars also of the famous ROC Military models. 4 h.p. single and 5/6 h.p. twin.

A. W- WAI.I., L.TD., ;,ston ^Zir.*^^%'.Vr^oZ't'^%.ro.., B iR iVl INGHA iVI

.

Stevens 5-6 h,p. Twin.

M.O.V. Ball Bearings. 76 x 82.

CYLINDERS INTERCHANGEABLE.
PERFECT LUBRICATING SYSTEM.

Stevens Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Pclham Street, Wolverhampton.

1910 NEVir AMAC.

Powerful. Flexible. Economic. Easy to Start. Adjustable nozzh

removed and replaced in five seconds. One cable, two levers, handle-bar

controlled, Bowden Licence.

AMAC Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.,

Ta-l-Foi-d S-fcfeet, BIRIVII nGHAIVI.

In answering these advertisements it is de-sirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A27
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THE SPLENDID SUCCESSES WITH THE

Mark it as the

LeadingTouringMachine
All machines tested on BROOKLANDS Track and Test Hill.

The

'ZENITH,'
Fitted with the

'Gradua' Gear.

The gear is operated by one control.

It is the only gear which is infinitely

variable, including free engine

position.

The object of the gear is to obtain

that uniform engine speed which

Is essential to obtain maximum
efficiency.

The GRADUA GEAR enables the

load to be picked up with the

minimum strain on belt, tyres, and
engine, owing to the gradual in-

crease in gear ratios.

"TRIUMPH"
CONVERSIONS.
12 Gns. (fitted).

ZENITH MOTORS, UTD.,
WEYBRIDGE. ('Phone No. 4.)

P.S.—A " Zenith-Gradua " is on view at The Service Co.,

High Holbom ; and at Sherwell's, 46, York St., Westminster.

^VW^i"V.-»-«-tfVW^V^'V-"."WSi'V^" --^^iA%"i."-"^^^^u"s^.r-Vir^--^vvv-"

LUCKY

EDINBURGH MOTOR CYCLE CLUB FIVE DAYS' TRIAL.
Rider of Palmer Tyres, FIRST CLASS MEDAL and SPECIAL
PRIZE PERFORMANCE ON BRITISH MADE TYRES.

Awards to

TWO SILVER

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
riders of Palmer Tyres, SIX GOLD

MEDALS, 1908 and 1909 (to

Also winners of Murratti Trophy.

83 MEDALS and 10 CUPS WON ON

MEDALS,
date.)

PALMERS. I

A28

r Write for descriptive booklet

—

J
THE PALilVBER XYRE, LTD., 119, 121,123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

1i Depots—London, Paris, Glasgow, Birmingham, Coventry, Nottingham, and Amsterdam.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to m-ention " The Motor Cycle."
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Gear table.

3^ h.p. Quadrant, 44: to 1.

Piston Speed and Efficiency.

—

Ci^ss II.-

3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua, vari-

able

3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua, vari-

able

2|h.p. Douglas, 6| to 1

5f h.p. Premier, 5 to 1

5. h.p. Rex, 4-1 to 1

2| h.p. Electric-jSIinerva,

4| to 1

4 h.p. N.S.U. (two-speed),

-

3ih.p. Norton, ^ to 1

3^ h.p. Premier, 4^ to 1

3^ h.p. Res Speed King,

4^ to 1

3| h.p. T.T. Triumph, 4^ to 1

3=^ h.p. T.T. Triumph, ^ to 1

WHAT MAGNETOS HAVE
THE enormous increase in the number of motor

cycles during the last three years has doubtless

struck our readers with something akin to

astonishment. The reason for the increased

popularity is, we think, fairly evident. Previous to

the time when H.T. magnetos were fitted as a standard

the fickle behaviour of some accumulator ignited

machines led to many motor cyclists becoming dis-

gusted, while the fact that when motor cyclists were

seen repairing by the road side eight times out of ten

iti was due to faulty ignition did not encourage others

3^ h.p. Rex Speed King,

4i to 1

5^ h.p. Rex Speed King,
44 to 1.

31 h.p. Rex Speed King,
44 to 1.

31 h.p. Triumph, ^ to 1.

5 h.p. T.T. Rex Speed King,
44 to 1.

8 h.p. Minerva, 3^ to 1

5 h.p. Rex, 34 to 1

7 h.p. Leader-Peugeot,

3i to 1

7-9 h.p. King-J.A.P., -3^ to 1
7-8 h.p. Bat-J.A.P., 3 to 1
6-7 h. p. Bat-J.A.P., 2| to 1

^k.^

Of five machines which ran in both classes, two
improved on the times they made in the first climb,
and the rest were slower at the second attempt.
The results seem to show that, in spite of the many

factors which intervene to slow machines on a hill,

there is a very fair basis to go upon, and the formula
h.p. X time—

—

•—
• has a rational basis from observed

weight

results, the most efficient machines being those with the

highest piston speeds.

Club officials will also be most surprised to know
that, whether they use the A.C.U. or R.A.C. formula,
or the special one adopted by the Coventry Club, the

results will be practically the same.

J. L. MiLLIGAN, B.SC.

••-<

DONE FOR MOTOR CYCLING.
to go in for the pastime. Just at this critical period

the Bosch motor cycle H.T. magneto made its appear-
ance, and the firm responsible for its production, being
capable of turning out an almost unlimited number of

machines, quickly disseminated them throughout the

country, and transformed the motor cycle into a far

more reliable machine than it was previously. While
Vv'e do not say the Bosch was even then the only mag-
neto, it was the only one which really counted, since it

saved the situation by accurate workmanship and early

deliveries.

A COMPOUND PISTON RING.

A
CORRESPONDENT named Anderson, of Mel-
bourne, Australia, sends us a sketch and
description of a compound piston ring which
he says he has used with great success for

7,000 to 8,000 miles. After this long mileage, he
tells us, and Avithout

touching the rings,

the starting handle
of the engine will

bear his full weight

against compression
until he is tired.

The top groove of

the piston is widened,
when it will permit of an increase in width with-

out weakening the piston, and two rings are in-

serted instead of one. These rings are shallower

than ordinary ones, and are placed one on top of

the other, the diagonal slits being on opposite sides

and cut in the case of the top ring from left to right

and in the bottom ring from right to left. To
prevent the rings moving round on one another and
to permit the required spring each ring is drilled on
one edge and a small steel ball inserted between them.

Our correspondent contends that if gas escapes past

the slit in the top ring it is met by the flush surface

of the second one. This may be so, but he does
not explain why a compound ring is superior to a

single one, when wear in the groove and on the ring

allows gas to escape between the back of the ring

and the piston. That is the usual point on piston

and rings where wear takes place to a sufficient extent

to cause bad leakage, and is the reason why it is

necessary to renew the rings and turn up the grooves
in the piston to restore the compression.

AN INDICATOR FUNNEL.
Sendall's indicator funnel, illustrated herewith,

has been intro-

duced to obviate

spilling and waste
in filling up
petrol tanks. In
the spout of the

funnel is a cork A
connected by a

rod B to a red

signal marked
" Full." When the

tank is nearly

filled, the floating

cork raises the

indicator from
behind the screen

in time to prevent

waste throUj^h

overflowing — a

common practice

in the case cf shal-

low motor cycle

tanks. The makers are Sendall's, Tower Street,

Stockton-on-Tees.

A most interesting treatise on carburation has lately

been written by Mr. Walter Gillett, the inventor of

the Gillett-Lehmann carburetter. It bears the title of

"The Carburetter," and can be obtained for the sum
of 6d. from Carburation, Ltd., 25, Mount Pleasant,

Rosebery Avenue, E.C. Naturally, the action of the

Gillett-Lehmann carburetter is chiefly considered, but

the treatise is instructive, and motor cyclists can

improve their knowledge of carburation by perusing it,

A29
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A Rigid Wallet.

This invention con-

sists of a wallet A,
which may be m^de of

metal ' or other
material, and is rigid

in the direction of its

length. This enables

it to be secured to the
frame by means of a

pair of clips B, such

as are commonly used for holding inflators.—R. Marguerettaz,

No. 1,343, 1909.

A Spring Frame.

The frame A is on usual lines, but the front forks B
and rear stays C are

duplicated. The dupli-

cate members are

linked at the bottom,
the links carrying the
wheels G D respec-

tively. Between their

lower ends and fixed

abutments at their

upper ends the dupli-

cate members are pro-
vided with pneumatic

or other shock-absorbing devices E F.—A. Sharp and C.
Wilkins, No. 26,009, 1908.

A Weather Guard.

Tliis guard is of a
complete character,

and comprises up-

wardly extending
shields A, which are

continued beneath the
feet of the rider, as

shown at B. At their

extreme ends the
shields are connected
to the wheel guard C,

and a complete form of protection is thus obtained.—J. A.
Miller, No. 19,772, 1908.

The Quadrant Engine.

The exhaust and
j
inlet valves A and B

i are arranged respec-

( tively fore and aft of

the engine. The crank
case D is cast in one
piece, and provided
with a detachable side

plate D, which carries

the spindles of the
half-time gear wheels.
The half-time wheel E,
which operates the
inlet valve cam, also

drives the magneto
through a second gear
wheel F. The com-
plete mechanism is en-
closed by a perfectly
flush outer cover
plate, not shown.
—T. Silver and W.
Priest, No. 16,860,
1908.

A30

A Jointed Air Tube.

The construction 01

the joint is clearly

illustrated in the
drawing, and a free

though somewhat re-

stricted air passage A
is provided through
the joint.—J. Jelley,
No. 19,203, 1908.

A Lubrication System.

A nipple A is screwed into the crank

H chamber B, and communicates by means
of a pipe C with a valve D containing a

ball E and spring F. Tliis valve com-
municates by way of a tap G with the

ordinary compression tap H in the

cylinder head J. In operation, the oil

in the crank chamber is churned up into

a fine spray. On the suction stroke

suction is set up through the ball valve
D, allowing some of the oil spray to be
taken along the pipe C into the cylinder
head J. It is claimed that greatei

efficiency and reduced oil consumption
are obtained.—F. Hill, No. 26,912, 1908.

A Spring Head.

The fork A is in

rigid connection with
the handle-bar B, thus
permitting an ordinary
front rim brake to be
used, but the frame C
is mounted around the
head through the inter-

mediary of springs E
of graduated strengths,
which absorb the vibra-
tion. Anti-friction
bearings F are arranged
at the top and bottom
of the head to take
the weight of the
frame and keep the

- springs E in position.

—E. S. Bond, No.
8,831, 1908.

With regard to the paragraph recently published respecl

ing magneto switches, Mr. A. H. Haden, the maker of th

New Comet motor cycles, Princip Street, Birmingham, ii

forms us that he fits a switch to all his machines, operate
by the front brake lever.

"Analyst" has sent us a copy of an analysis of cylindc

deposit sent to him by a reader, and it is apparent from tii

large percentage of free oil in the deposit that the engir

has been very much over-lubricated, or the piston rings ha\

allowed the oil to get past. The analysis is as follows :

Mineral matter 19.80%
Free oil - _ ... 15.18%-
Other organic matter ... ... 65.02%

Total ... 100.00%
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U., CUnclier studded, ne^v cylinder, excellent

ier througliout; £12, exiiiange Sili.p.—Thistle-

Grassington.

Motor Cvcle, reliable, easy starter; oaly £7
ios. ; real bargain.—Particulars, Armitage, Clar-

3ridge, jo-vde.

. Twin Ees, fitted with forecar, splendid condi-

tion ; £20 : exchange good piano.—Lumb, En-
Id.. Eochdale.

. Genuine De Dion water cooled motor, silencer,

irburetter, coil, etc., in splendid condition ; £4
)pp, Carlisle St., Goole.

MPH, 3ih.p., 1909, clutch model, brand new,
st delivered ; offers invited. — Priest, Stonegarth,
Old Ed., Huddersfield.

. Minerva, spring forks, B. and B. carburetter,
mplete with spares; £26: trial by appointment,
halgh, 34, Bolton E,d., Atherton.

Eex, Sfh.p., spring forks, lamp, stand, all ac-

ssories. Marconi coil, C.A.V. accumulator, good
order.—Blat;kley, Sale, Manchester.

. O.T.A.V., magneto, hood, electric lamps, pale
reen body, a handy, simple, economical 2-seater.

, Newstead, Buttonstone Lane, iork.

'. Kerry Motor Cycle, handle-bar control. Clincher
rres, splendid condition, all spares, tools, etc.,

rhat offers.—Brown, 5, Walls St., Leeds.

. 2ih.p. Twin, magneto, 1909. new July, not run
any miles, otherwise perfeL-tly new; cash £30;
up.—Holland, Market Place, Kaslingden.

. Eagle Eunabout, De Dijn engine, two speeds,
ater cooled, car tyres, winner Manchester 350
)n-itop, 1908; £35.—Potter, Blenheim Sq., Leeds.

IFAX.—Illustrated list of second-hand Eex
motors, and monster list of tricars and motor
n application. —Motor Exchange, Westgate, Hali-

fFAX.— Owing to unforseen circumstances buyer
M' new 1909 4h.p. N.S.u. de Luxe, value £48,
take delivery, and is prepared to consider any
ole ofier.—Apply, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

IFAX.—Bargains for spot cash in motor cycles.

List free. A few at half price for quick reply.—
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

>EEVE, late 1908, all 1909 improvements; £25,
nearest offer, ^r give cash adjustment fbr 1908

I or Douglas.-14, North Maiiae Ed., Scarocro gh.

F.N. Lightweight, 1908, magneto, stand, car-
eer, new. front tyre. Glare electric headlight:
!., trial by appointment.—Forster, Highfield, Bur-
., Lanes.

MPH Motor Cycle, J.A.P. engine, 2ih.p., low
laie, long handle-bars, spray, in good running
£10. or nearest offer.—Apply, 377, Blackburn
icrington.

.p. Ees de Luxe, magneto twin tyres, Canti-
•ver seat, handle started. Hoc clutch, splendid
n, hardly used; cheap, £25. — Wileman, 144,
nse Lane, Leeds.

GLAS, 2-I-h.p. (the little Daimler), a few months
1, best condition, sp.ues. Continental non-skid,
belt; £28 10s.—AVhittaker, 63, Union Ed.,

wistle, Lancashire.

4h.p. Eoe, as new, heavy Palmer cord to back,
ietaehable tubes to botn. Whittle belt. Advance
)le: £35. or reasonablv close offer.—Carwin, 27,
g Ed., Fulwood, Preston.

SEVA 3h.p. Motor Cycle, and sidecar, cheap, in
?ood running order; will sell separate; owner

6h.p. Eover car, in gcod condition. — Joseph
Jessop, Waterloo, Huddersfield.

I. Brown, £44 model, new May, 1909, magneto,
spring forks. Brown adjustable pulley, lamp,
ad spares, fast and powerful, absolutely perfett,
ed: any trial; nearest to £30.—Capes, 351, Hedon
ill.

.. Sfh.p., 1908 model, magneto, spring forks, two
eeds free engine, excellent condition, new Stan-
re tyre, tube, belt, etc.: trial; £25, or exchange
onglas.-Bradbury, 35, Cavendish Ed., Chorlton-
rdy.

MliH, 3ih.p., 1907, engine and magneto just
'^a thoroughly overhauled and machine replated,
er tubes, cover on back wheel, belt and footrests,
fPnng pillar; £26 10s.—Bennett, 34, Diccon-
Wigan.

ly 80 Ormonde Motor Cycle. Anglian two-speed
;eaT, free engine clutch, Druid spring forks,
5eat-pi!lar, spring handle-bars. 2iin. back tyre
sily. B. and B. latest carburetter; £33.—Walker
St., Hull.

JPOOL.—Intending purchasers of Triuihphs and
uglas motors should, to obtain the protection of
2rs guarantees, buy only from the olfirial agents
ngs, Ltd., 74, Bold St. (the firm with over 30
"best reputation).

i-TIONLESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
* market and British made ; send for list and
lals. - Hitchings, Ltd.. 74, Bold St., Liverpool,
ents for Douglas and Triumphs.
ale, 1906 Twin Eex, just overhauled, adjustable
lev. lamp, horn, two belts, two accumulators.
V perfect; expert trial requested; £25, or would
exchange lower powered machine.—Harrison,
lerrace, Bispham, Blackpool.

CORONET SIOEGARS.

M

Before buying a Sidecar, send for illstrated circular,

explaining the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other makes. Delivery from stock tu suit Minervas
Rexes, N.S.U. 's, Triumphs, and any othe make. Attached
in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. 6d. each.

ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.
3* h p. rgog HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3* h.p. REX, 1908J, ball bearing, h.b. control . . £29 10
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45
3! h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, ajin. tyres, long bars . . £22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, igo8, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, 190S, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
^i h.p. THOS. SILVER, magneto, variable pulley £18 10
5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto . . £25 10
4I h.p. TWIN MINERV.A., magneto, spring forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto . . £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built £13 10

3i h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10
3ih.p. REX, 26m. wheels, M.O.V., h.b. control.. £8 15

Best cash offer accepted for the folio .vlng

:

3 h.p. FAFNIR, 26m. wheels, b.b. control £9 10
2i h.p. SPARK, 26in. wheels, magneto ignition . . £8 10

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR £6 15 3J h.p. REX £6 15

si h.p. QUADRANT £6 15 2j h.p. GARRARD £8 15
2 h.p. STANDARD £5 5 2 h.p. LIBERTY £5 5
Send for list of other bargains. Best, biggest, and

cheapest stock. Cash bu yers liberally treated.

TRICARS.

4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, powerful £12 1_2

4i h.p. REX, fan-cooled, free engine £13 1^5

5I h.p. REX, open frame, two speeds £29 lO

5I h.p. REX TRIETTE, fan-cooled, Osborne four
speeds, and free engine, ace. ignition £20 10

8 h.p. FAFNIR, 2-cyl., open frame £35
Forecar .'Attachment, with tvre^ £3 15
5 h.p.lTWIN ROC, magneto, Roc clutch, handle

starting, fitted with new sidecar £27 10

ENGINES.
si h.p. REX, rgoS, ball bearing model £5 10
3| AURORA, M.O.V. £3 5 , 2| DE DION £2 5
r J WERNER £1 10 . i* STAND.\RD .. £1 10

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.

The best variable speed
puUey on the market.
Loose flange securely held
in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.
Gear can be altered without

the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buy
a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable for

hill-climbing. ,Special terms to the trade.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern. .
'

" GRIPSKIN " BELTING.

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.

fin., 9d. ;
|m., lOid. ; |in., 1/-; lin., 1/1.

Special terms to the trade.

CARBURETTERS.
BRO\\rN' AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters. Be
up to date. Price rpas^nabl^.

^OOTH'StMOTORlES,
JCHARLES STREET,^ off Square Road,

'

iPhone 1062.- HALIFAX.. ^.SJK,^;^^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NEW Excelsior, 1909, 3ih.p., ball beariBg englH*,

only slightly shop-soiled, Druid ipring forks, etc.,

splendid machine ; descriptive list sent per retHrm
j

unique opportunity to get a high-grade motor at trail
price; £37, OBtial jirice £45 13s.—See below.

TEIUMPH, 1909, little ridden, perfect condition.
Premier projector and numerous spares; £38.—Be«

below.

OTO Eeve, 1908, guaranteed perfect, and um-
scratched; £27.—See below.

MOTO-EEVE, 1908, excellent condition, not beei
ridden more than 500 miles; £20.—Ajax C«.,

143, Berry St., Liverpool.

4 h.p. de Luxe 1909 Two-speed N.S.U., witk Cowty,
Lucas lamp and generator. Brooks saddle, witli

Millford castor wheel sidecar, new August 1st; sale, ei

exchange for 1909 lightweight motor cycle. — E. 0.
Parnsworth. Secretary Y.M.C.A, Wakefield.

TEIUMPH, late 1908, all tools and spares, P*lo«
lamp and generator, horn. Brooks saddle, an*

frame, bag, spare belt, excellent condition throughout
j

would ride 50 miles to probable purchaser ; 30 guineai,
a genaine bargain.— 167, Wigan Lane, Wigan.

DOUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin cyli.,

magneto, spring forks, a revelation in comfort,
ease of starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vibra-

tionless ; write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St.,

Liverpool. Sole Agents for Liverpool and Birkenhead.

5-6h.p. Twin Eex, low, long bars, two accumulator*,
aluminium finish, fast, tyres and condition fault-

less; first cheque £15; Osborne foui-speed and free em-

gine, only run 50 miles, 55s. ; hydranamo, nearly n«w,
cost 70b., take 40s.—31, EUesmere St, Moss Side, Man-
chester.

MINEEVA and Eex.—We carry the largest stock ol

spare parts in the provinces for these machinet.
can deliver new machines from stock at low priceii
cash, exchange, or gradual pajnnents; charged acouia*
lators for hire. Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 611,
Chester Ed., Old TrafEord.

FOE Quick Sale, 1909 Triumphs, clutch and standaH
models; 1909 N.S.U., 2ih.p., twin, lightweight,

also second - hand machines, large stock of acoessoriei.
Correspondence, inspection, and offers cordially invited.

—Moldgreen Engineering Wks., Huddersfield. Motoristi
in Wakefield district should communicate and deal witk
Alfred Mellor and Sons, Kirkgate, Wakefield. Fail
trading, moderate pri-.es, good workmanship. Aocei-
sories, petrol, one gallon, upwards. Oils, etc. Send
along your requirements

SECTION III.

Canarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

"I
Q07, 4h.p. Roc free engine, Simms-Bosch magneto;

l.*y £20.—Hughes, 8, Camorian Terrace, Portmadoc.

23.h.p. Kerry, in good running condition back tyi«
4 new; £8.—Amatt, 89, Ashbourne Ed., Derby.

BAEQAIN, Sjh.p. Hobart, recently enamelled ani
plated, gcod climber, excellent condition; £14.—

Haskard, Derby.

1 Q09 3iih.p. Triumph Standard, unscratched, new con-
J-*J dilion, with tools ; 38 guineas.—W. Priest, 29,
Claremont St., Old Hill.

new
Bann,

3ih.p. Kelecom. spring forks, adjustable pulley,

2 Amac, fast, powerful, accessories; £15.-

Pinfold St., Macclesfield.

5ih.p. N.S.U. T-win. nearly new, not done 1,000 miles,
2 footboards, headlights, and all fittings; £34, no

oifers.—Eichards, Engineers, Euabon.

HITCHINGS, Ltd., specialise in Douglas lightweight
motor cycles. Inquiries receive prompt and

courteois attention.—74, Bold St., Liverpool.

5 h.p. Rex, condition equals new, low, powerful, com-
plete, perfect, guaranteed; any trial; bargain,

£15 10s., or £13 IO3. and good push cycle.—Ashworth,
High St., Buxton.

"I Q08 Triumph, excellent condition, £31; 3ih.p. Eex,
JLtJ low built, very powerful, footboards, perfect con-

dition, a bargain. £9; easy payments arranged.—Limd
and Sergent, Stocknort.

"I QOS 3ih.p. Triumph, recently thoroughly overhauled
J.*J with 1909 fitments, lamps, horn, pumps, al'

spares, overalls, complete set tools and accessories-; £36,
or near offer.—Apply, Wells, Talacre, Prestatyn, N.
Wales.

TWIN Eex de Luxe, magneto, engine perfect conditioa
(will guarantee two months), handle-bar control,

cut-out. Advance pulley ; an ideal winter mount ; having
twin tyres, it cannot skid ; five to fifty-five miles pel

hour; £27 10s.—N. CoUey, Hillingdon, Bilston.

5h.p. Twin V.S., special Tourist Trophy model, conditios
equal to new, price £25; twin, 5h.p., Eex, £14;

2ih.p. J.A.P. , vertical, low and up to date, very fast and
iiowerful, £15; Dragon, 5h.p., runabout, two speeds and
free engine, in excellent condition, £20.—Thos. Wignall,
Banks, near Southport.

TEIUMPH, late 1908, engine '09, with Eoc clutch
and two-speed gear, Millford castor wheel sidecar.

Palmer cord back wheel, inch belt. Premier cycle lamp
with two generators and Ducellier car lamp, cycle meter,

etc., condition as, new; sacrifice 60 guineas: buying car.

—Legge, Queen's Pk., Chester.

In answering these advertisements it desirable to viention "The Motor Cycle.'' A3J
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TETUMPH, 1908, just overHaured by makers. Bunged,

F.E.S. Colonial lamp, front wlieel stand, spare

Bicli tube, new Palmer tyre; £30.—Hill, AsMeign,

Btapenhill. Buitoa-on-Trenfe

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^utland,

Northamptonshire and Warwiclishire.

SINGEE, Zh.p., chain drive, not ridden 100 miles,

perfect, fast; £12.—Birch, Spou St., Coventry.

TRIUMPH, perfect, new condition; £32; any triat—

DaUaway, FruU Merchant, Cape Hill, Smethwick.

1 fk09 3ih.p. Premier, delivery August 4th, only run

±»/ 250 miles J £36, offers.—Higgs, tobacconist, Stam-

toii.

ytf-OTL. FJH., 4ih.p., magneto, splendid order, Palmer
at coids; trial; £23;—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace, Leam-
ington.

L.M.O. Motor Cycle, new April, 1909^ fully equipped,

and perfect; £30, lowest.-120, Pershore St., Bir-

Biingham.

MOTOE Cycle, 3h.p., nearly new, vertical, low, Amac,
spares; £11.-229, Court Oak Ed., Harborne, Bii-

uingham.

Longuemaie,
lOs.-Grover,,

covers
Fenny

BAEGAIN.—3ih.p. Excelsior,
new, good throughout; £6

Stratford.

TEruifPH, 1909, June model, scarcely soiled, all

accessories; £42, or n«ar ofler:—23, King Edward
Bd., Coventry.

TEnJMPH, 3ih.p., 1907, 1909 engine, H.B. control,

perfect condition; £26.—Brears, 25, Lamartine
St., Nottingham.

Q0ADEANT, 1908, 3ih.p., magneto, H.B. control,

nearly new; £26; genuine bargain.—187, Altim
Rock Ed., Birmingham.

ROVEE, 3ih.p., m.o.v., 26in. wheels. Clincher tyres,

Brooke's sa^idle ; bargain, £10 10s.—Brown's Stores,

12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

5-6h.p. Twln-cyl. Ees, low built, 26in. wheels, spring
forks and seat-pillar, excellent order; bargain, £14

lO».-49. Milner Ed., Selly Oak.

CLYDE 2h.p. Lady's Lightweight Motor Bicycle,
magneto ignition, low built, spring forks, Dunlop

tyies, shop-soiled; £27.—See below.

CLTDE, SJh.p., magneto ignition, Michelin
used for trials; £15 lOs.-See below.

tyres;

CLYDE, 2}h.p., magneto
cellent condition; £10

ignition,
10s.—See

second-hand,
below.

CLYDE, 5-6h.p.,
Dunlop tyres,

—Be« below.

twin, magneto ignition, spring forks,
built very low, used for trials; £37.

HTTMBEB, 2|h.p., new tyre on back wheel, in splen-
did condition; £7.—Q. H. Wait and Co., Lei-

OMtei.

"DEX, 2|h.p., 1908, handlejiar control^ Boschniag-

Oo.,
neto, tyres almost new.—Garaged at Premier Motor
Birmingham. £18, or ofier.

3JLh.p.
a pulley.

Eei, good condition, accumulators, adjustable
_ . . accessories, spares, trial; £12 10s.—133,

Oakwood Ed., Sparkhill, Birmingham.

N£.V 24h.p. Twin, magneto, 1909. ran few trials,
otherwise perfectly new; cash £33. TeL: 1180.

—

E. Cripps and Co., Ltd., Nottingham.

1 Q08 Twin Eex de Luxe, 6h.p., Bosch magneto, handle-Xtf bar control, only little used; accept £22 lOs.—
Brown's Stores, 12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

F.N.. 1908

leather lined,

Jh.p. N.fl.U., late 1908, Albion clutch

1 Ah.p.
J.4 pulley, numbers,

magneto, spring forks, adjustable
, lamp, spares, £19; coat, frieze,

£1.-72. Harrowby Ed., Grantham.

forks,6n.p. n.D.u., laxe laua AiDion clutcb, spring
handle-bar controlled, 26 by 2i tyres, lamp, horn,

spares; £26 lOs.—Jayes, 210, Martin St., Leicester.

ROC, 4h.p. free engine, Bosch magneto, B. and B.
carburetter, handle-bar control, Whittle belt; great

bargain, £23 10s.—Brown's Stores, 12, Bull Eing. Bir-
mingham.

4h.p. Boo, magneto, free
tyre front, Shamrock

Advance adjustable pulley,
Wilcox, Dyke, Bourne.

engine, clutch, new Palmer
Special back, Eich's tubes,
good condition; £19. — P.

TDEX de Luxe, Sih.p.,

QUADEANT. 3ih.p., handle-bar control, spring forks,
stand, carrier, lamp, all accessories, complete just

overhauled, grand condition; £18.-13. Homer St Bal-
sall Heath, Birmingham. '

. - - . 1908, flrst-olass condition, two
speeds, magneto, brand new Kempshall back

nearly new Whittle, spares; what offers?- Willows Easi
Btookwith, Qainsborougn.

'

1 q09 Triumph, with Triumph free engine, new at
J.*/ Easter, overhauled in August by makers, will do
56 m.p.h. by speedometer, first Triumph on formula
Newnham Hill-climb, spares.—Dermatine belt, valve com-
plete, plug, fasteners, belt punch, usual tool roll tyres
E.O.M. front. Clincher back; £46, comiilete, or nearest
Dfier.—Geoffrey Smith, 37, Northumberland Ed., Coventry

Not 1733.—3l ^P- 1909 MINERVA, grey finish,

spring fcn&, magneto ;
guaranteed £28 10

Na, 1722.—3ih.p. 1908 MINERVA, spring, farks;

gnaranted £22 10

No. 1732.—3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, manufactured
in 1908, magneto, spring forks

;
guaranteed .... £27 10

No. 1728.—2i h.p. REX Lightweight, 1908 mag
neto ;

guaranteed £16 10

No. 1727.—2 h.p, MOTO-REVE, 1909 model,
cream finisb, magneto and spring forks

;

guaranteed £28 10

No. 1716.—3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH, magneto and
spring forks

;
guaranteed 19 Qns,

No. r729.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, ban-bearing engine
;

guaranteed ,..-... £15
No. r723.

—

zi h.p. TRIUMPH, Jap engine

;

guaranteed £12 10

3J h.p. rgoS TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks;

notreceived 30 Gns.

No. 1637.—ji h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto,
Mabon free engine clutch

;
guaranteed £27 10

No. 1679.—ij h.p. Late Model FJST. Lightweight,

magneto ignition, spring forks
;

guaranteed . . £17 10
No. 165a.—6 h.p. J.A.P. and Sidecar, Phelon and
Moore two-speed gear, Chater-Lea fittings,

spring forks ; guaranteed 29 Qns.
No. 1606.-3} h.p. CHASE Tricar, two-speed gear 20 Gns.
No. 1618.—6 h.p. 1908 N.S.U. and Sidecar, coach-

built two-speed, and free engine, magneto,
spring forks : guaranteed £35

No. 1623.

—

^i h.p. PHCENIX, Minerva, Tricar , . 20 Gns.
No. r68i.—3|h.p. GREEN Motor Cycle, water-

cooled engine, magneto £25 ft

No. 14R1.—4 h.p. TWIN WERNER : guaranteed £13 10
No. r467.—2} h.p. MINERVA £10 10
No. 1617.—1| h.p. QUADRANT ;

guaranteed . . £15 16
No. 1665.—3} h.p. rqo8 TRIUMPH, handle-bar

control, spring forks, standard modd S9 Qns,
No. 1443.—3i h.p. TWIN WERNER, free engine

clutch, chain drivr ; guaranteed £10 10
No. 1545.—7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea fittings £16 15
No. i6q6.—7-9 h.p. V.S. and Sidecar, 1909 model,

two-speed gear, and free engine, spring whed,
MiUs and Fnlford sidecar £59

No. 693.—2i h.p. R. & P., veitical engine

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAl
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
and Bedford.

HiUltlBj

1 Q 09 Triumph, Just received ; Immediate
S.iJ cash or easy payments.—Below.

1 Q09 Triumph,
J- if throughout

;

del

new
£41

at Easter, lerfect con
lOs.-Parker and Son, St.

s^^-^-

Hunts.

TWO Triumph Motors In stock, 1909, one witl

engine.—Crawley, St. Mary's, Bedford.

TRIUMPH, 1907, in first-class condition, han<i

control: £25.—A. Godfrey, 25, London Ed.,]

2ih.p. Kerry Motor Cycle, perfect, and powcrf
2 gine, as new; £11.—Woolsey, Photographei

Suffolk.

Wolf, Stevens engine, accumulator igi

new condition; £1; exchange magneto.

-

worthy. Walpole-St.-Andrew. Wisbech.

Oh.p. Minerva, m.o. valves, spray, new Darmatine^ tyres, accnmulator engine, and every part Be
sacrifice £9.—Drake, Haddenham, Ely.

TEIUMPH, 3^h.p., magneto, splendid condition^
clier tyres, as new; £27 cash, no offers.—

T

vens. North Lopham, Thetford, Noifolk.

3 h.p. Humber, belt drive, spray carburetter, Jirei

thoroughly overhauled, and new tyres, and
fitted; bargain, £8 10a.—Crisswell, Newmarket.

MOTO-EEVB, 1908, magneto, Druid spring
tyres perfect, back Thome's punctureproof,

engines as new, accessories, must sell; sacrifice £1
—Harvey. Builder. Watton.

"I
009 Zenette, Qradua gear, spring frame, 4h.p. J

-Lv engine, Bosch magneto ignition, Cowey s]

meter, Clincher tyres, studded, perfect running c

cost £60, accept £45; owner going abroad.—Prai
Carbrooke, Thetford.

, i.h.p. Single Peugeot,
; 4, Chater-Lea frame,

80 by 98,
low riding

Just overh
position,

No.
No.
No.
No.

No.
No.

Machines quoted in this column are offered by
WAUCHOPE'S, and carry their guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON.

Tdephone 5777. Holbom.

belt, spare rubber, two pairs footrests, fool-appiiec
and rim brakes, cut-out, new Cowey speedometer,
forks. Palmer cord tyres, almost unused, new
inners, new spare B. and B. carburetter, handl<
control, all necessary accessories and spares,
tank, holds two gallons, in perfect order, and verj

any examination ; price £25 ; owner kept oars for
and finds no use for motor bike.—Apply, D. Coplt
Thursley, Chancer Ed., Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
nock, Monmouth, Glam<H-gan, Carmar
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

recently orer

n

guaranteed £8 10
, magneto, cover, gear driven. Advance pulley, lin. 'W

2| h.p. GRIFFON, vertical engine ,. £10 0" '
"'

No. r6i3.—3J h.p. 1907 MINERVA £16 10
No. 1664.—3i h.p. ROC, free engine dutch ;

guaranteed £15 15
No. i4f2.—3 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto

ignition, spring forks, and seat-pillar
;
guaranteed £17 10

No. 1605.—2} h.p. BROWN, vertical engine

;

guaranteed £10 10
No. r682.—^4i h.p. 1908 Four-cylinder F.N.'. ... 80 Gns.
No. 1584.—4 h.p. BAT £12 10
No. 1698.—4i h.p. MINERVA and Sidecar, twin-

cylinder engine, r9o8 modd. The lot £25
No. r68o.—3} h.p. M.M.C., Nala two-speed gear,

magneto ignitirai, finished grey; guaranteed .. £19 19
No. 1528.—3 h.p. TWIN BROWN, low-speed

gear, low frame, 1908 model £19 19
No. 1625.—2i h.p. BRADBURY, magneto 20 Gns.
No. r63r.—3^ h.p. Three-speed N.S.U., 1908 modd,
magneto Offers

No. 1639.—3 h.p. ZENITH BICAR £15 15
No. 1650.—2i h.p. 1909 MATCHLESS, light-

wdght, magneto, spring forks, standard model . . Offers
No. 1577.—5 h.p. 1908 V.S., two-speed gear,

Trufiault forks, magneto Offers
No. 1683.—^4^ h.p. rQo8 N.S.U., only once used,

twin engine, magneto; guaranteed £25
No. 922.—3i h.p. PHCENIX COB, suitable for

lady or gentleman, two-speed gear £32 10
No. r359.—6 h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto ignition,

J.A.P. engine ; guaranteed Offers
No. 1596.—ijh.p. F.N., spring forks, m?gncto,

latest model £17 10
No. 1334.—4j h.p. 1908 MINERVA, R.O.M. con-

tact breaker
;

guaranteed 20 Gns;
No. 1636.—5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F^N.; guaranteed 30 Gns.
No. r634.—7 h.p. MATCHLESS, twin engine, mag-

n:jt\ low frame, latest 1908 raodd
;
guaranteed £25

No. 1616.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH £15 15
1465.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, very low price .. 15 Gns.
1644.—2j h.p. FJvI.

; guaranteed 15 Gns.
1560.—3J h.p. CHATER-LEA

; guaranteed £17 10
1576.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto ignition

;

guaranteed £17 10
No. 1542.-6 h.p. ANTOINE £12 10
No. 1628.—5 h.p. TWIN PEUGEOT

; guaranteed £32 10
No. T550.—3} h.p. 1907 REX, magneto £18 10
No. 1651.—ij h.p. 1908 MOTOSACOCHE

; guaran-
teed £17 10

No. 1037.—2| h.p. MATCHLESS Offers
918.—3th.p. EXCELSIOR and Sidecar. . . . Offers
1705.—1} h.p. FJI., magneto, spring forks £17 10

3 h.p. Triumph, in first-class order,
by Triumph; £22.—Below.

3ih.p. Triu-Tiph, fine condition. Palmer cords,
2 overhauled by Triumph; £27 10s.—Bek

Olh.p. Brown, spring' forks, magneto; £18.—Bi

5 h.p. Vindec, nearly new rubber studded tyres,

forks, magneto, in good order; £25.—Belc

5 h.p. Vindec, recently replated, enamdled grej

overhauled, a grand maehinCj^ with many
ments; £30.—Hitchings and Son,

3JLh.p. Brown, spray carburetter,
2 cash.—Hamar, Knighton.

1 Q09 Triumph, splendid condition, all spares,
-L«/ latest lamp; £38.—Davies, 164, High St
Stourbridge;

Evesham.

good condition

forks,

E
23.h.p. Minerva, vertical, Minerva spring
4 for road- sacrifice £8.—Adlington, jun..

Hill, Worcester.

*^lh.p. N.S.tr. and Sidecar, magneto. Advance
*J 2 accessories ; £30 ; any trial : only wants
bargain.-Earby. Capel Crescent, Newport, Mdi

3ih.p. Eex, excellent condition, spare tyre, tw(

4 all accessories; £10. or nearest offer; f

bargain.—Sturgess, Pencraig, Eoss, Herefordshi

MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks, two Lucas
stand, carrier, spares. New Departure hub

front brakes; bargain, £15 10s.; splendid cond
Akers, 28, High St., Newport.

Eex, ball bearing engine, 1909,
magneto and carburetter, Shainro

complete with stand, horn, tools, and spares,

condition.—Woodward, Laugherne House, Upper
Worcester.

-IQ08 3ih.p.
X*J clutch.

19^09 Standard Triumph, delivered
done 50 miles, full tool kit as

valve, handle-bar mirror, registered,

studded tyres; cause of sale financial

only lasi

suBPlieclr

Dunlop
difficulty

-No. 3,175, The Motor Cycle

5 h.p. Genuine Peugeot,
magneto, Truffault spring

Eoc

trial or examination.-
Coventry.

two-speed gear,

forks, 2iin. SI

rubber-studded tyres, new condition, new Micceli

P. and H. lamp, spare tyrea, valves, magneto,
splendid condition : any trial ; buying car: £27 ,
offers.-Ben George, Beethoven House, Tredegaf^

A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION VII.

ster, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

s, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

Kerry, fast, reliable, thorough crder, tyres

toed. Aoetypiiote; £8.—H. Barrett, The Moors,
TMn.

MPH, August, 1909, lamp, horn, etc.; £40.
-J. jut.uograpu ^o., ioi, Jaigii tit., Chelrenhain.

miles.

Hnmber, uhain drive, long- bars, low saddle, new
unlop on back, in good running order, recently

ed; £10.—Rayson, Albert Kd., Southsea.

Bargains.—F.N. Lightweight, £17; 3ih.p. Rex,
0: will take £25 for the two for quick sale, in-

spares and fittings.—Freshwater, Newport Pag-

3PEED 3ih.p. Rex, good running order, Longue-
ire, Palmers, Rich detachable tube, new Lycett
lare valves, pulley, etc., cash otters.—Wyatt,
Bournemouth.

'ihAS, 1909, Model B, perfect condition, only
?d two months, plate and enamel unscratched,
ly reliable ; 30 guineas, lowest.—Harri.son, 72,
Place, Cheltenham.

. 1909 Triumph, perfect condition, very fast,

tted 1910 valves, Palmer cord front, Dunlop
lare valve, tube, and racing pulley, lamp, horn,
nv tools; £38.—Priohard, Downington, Stow-on-
i."

2ili.p. Hamilton, Chater Lea extra low frame,
!W Continental tyres, Amac H.B. control car-

,
adjustable pulley, footrests, Brooks B105

saddle, engine just overhauled, light, strong,
lachine.— 38, London Ed., Southampton.

. Pebok, Chater frame, girder, Xl'all fittings,

;renibler coil, two accumulators, Hermetic tube
tyres good, pi.ston, rings, rod, gudgeon pin and

new last winter, Lomax belt; £13; seen run-
jowther, Huntercomb Manor, Taplow, Berks.

SECTION VIII.

ird, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
Sussex.

. Minerva, Chater, Palmers; £9.—Williams, 2,
SToriuan Rd., Merton, Surrey.

TWEIGHT 2Jh.p. Peugeot, splendid goer; £7
3.-478, High Ed., Tottenham.

. Minerva motor bicycle, rjerfect condition; £11.
hillips, 86, South End, Croydon.

iF Featherweight, unridden; £14 10s., bargain.—
A.nglo-Saxon, 31, Newgate St., City.

. Robinson and Price, new condition; £15, or
fler.— 5, Burlington Rd., Tottenham.

Vindec Twin, and castor wheel sidecar, as new.
-8, Barrett St., Manchester Sq., W.
Rex, good condition, and hill-climber; £9 10s.,
ofier.—224, Wood St., Walthamstow.

'. Twin Rex; cost £50, in extra fine condition,
£16 10S.-9, Parkholme Rd., Dalston.

1. Minerva, low built machine; £10 10s.; after
7.30.— 137, Launsdown Rd., Tottenham.

5ih.p. Wolf, Sarolea engine, H.B. control, low,
pares; £.0.-4, Forest View Av., Leytin.

1907 3J!h.r. Motor Cycle, in splendid condition;
.4 lOs.-Motor, 20, Clyde Rd., Tottenham.

I. J.A.P.. liglit, fast, reliable, good condition;
10.—Wade, 38, Rainbow St., Camberwell, Lon-

Rex, fine machine, everything as new; £17, guar-
iteed, genuine bargain.—Kirk, The Elms, Mort-

'MPH, faultless, engine as new ; any trial ; bring
ly distance; £20.-75, Belmont St., Kentish

I. Kerry, sound reliable machine ; cheap, with
footboards.- 7, Cedar Terrace, Knott's Green,

)y. 2i Clinrher or Palmer beaded edge cover, also
wicker sidecar body.- 15, West St., Pimlico,

I. Minerva, with sidecar; £17, complete, or sepa-
rate, £12 and £5.-31, Allen Rd., Stoke Newing-

magneto, H.B. control, spring fcrks, 26 by 2Jrin
?Sj 15 guineas.—Corporal Ferris, 20, Brunswick

)u Want bargains- in motor cycles, you can getm at Uauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-

^MPH, 1909, new; must sell at once; £42. -
anager. Export Dept., 119-121, Qiieeo Victoria

''^.

J^ant a good second-hand motor cycle, you can
Jt at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., Lon-

Pafnir, H.B. control, Chater-Lea frame, perfect
'Mition; any trial; £11 10s.-23, Aberdeen Rd.,

GOING!
GOING ! !

GONE ! S I

Your golden opportunity of obtaining a new
1908 N.S.U. Motor Cycle at a very much

second-hand price will soon be GONE.

SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGiNITION—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—24in. and 26in.
TYRES—Peter Union 2jin. section to singles, and 2jin.

to twins.
CARB.—N..S.U. float-feed type.
BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and

back pedalling brake.
EXTRAS—Combined stand J carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits

plugs, etc., all free.

PRICES

:

Deferred
Maker's price. Our price. payments.

GENERAL—We guarantee fully every machine sold.

3l h-P £40 £3l' £33
3i h-P £42 £32 £34
4 h.p. ....... £50 £35 £37
5l h.p £52 £37 ........ £39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

TO COLONIAL READERS.—We crate all machines
free, and pay freight charges to nearest port (3 h.p.

models excepted) at above prices.

FOUR ONLY.
3 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycles to above-

mentioned specifications :

We are in a position to offer these machines to the
public at the unprecedented low price of

£25 5s. Od. (Nctt Cash Only).
It must be understood that we cannot at this price

entertain either deferred payments or exchanges. The
price is so low to bring the machines within the reach
of all.

Never before has a standard machine, perfectly new
and guaranteed, been offered to the public at such a

low price.

HAVE WE RECEIVED YOUR ENQUIRY???
If not why not???

Exchanges considered on most liberal terms possible.

TO OORREOX
an impression which has been circulated recently in view
of the low prices, we believe, of these machines, we beg
to s'tate that WE GUARANT'EE
these N.S.U. 's to be sold through no fault whatsoever,
and to be in every respect standard igo8 models, offers

subject to machines being still unsold.

See other columns for our list of Second-hand molo'
cycles.

100 good Magneto Motor Cycles Wanted for spot cash
£r,ooo waiting.

Whatever you are requiring in the Motor Cycle line we
can supply on the best possible terms.

Maudes' MotorMart
136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

(off Oxford Circus), LONDON, W.
Also at POWELL STREET. HALIFAX.

Telephone : 552 Mayfair.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
21h.p. Minerva, good running order ; money wanted

2 at once; sell £6 10s.—Smith, 286, High Rd., S.
Tottenham.

51.h.p. Gerrard, water-cooled, three speeds, just the
2 thing for serious touring ; £25. — 9, Parkholme

Ed., Dalston.

FOR Sale, 3h.p. Kerry, Chater Lea, Palmer cords, low;
£14, accept gjod cycle and cash.— 165, Algernon

JJd., Lewisham.

4 h.p. Twin, Kerry "engined, approval, £15; 3ih.p.
..M.M.C., Palmers, £8 10s. ; ofEers.-38, The Gar-

dens, E. iJulwioh.

QUADRANT, 3n.p., good running order; £6 IDs.;
seen bv appointment.—Tnomason, 2, Broughtcn

Rd., West Ealing.

VINDEC, Sih.p., Mabon clutch, Truffault spring fcrks,
aecesscries, faultless; £17.-1, Cornwall Terrace,

Baker St., London.

23.h.p. GrifEon-Chater, Clinchers, low, guaranteed per-
4 lect order; a bargain, 8 guineas.—H. Keys, Sran-

ford-le-Hope, Essex.

3 h.p. Kerry, Clino'^er studded back, light, low: any
trial; guaranteed; £9.—Confectioner, 193, Garratt

Lane, Wandsworth.

31h.p. Minerva, splendid tondition, fast, reliable,
2 tyres, almost new, grey finish; £13.-330, Burdett

Rd., Limehouse, E.

3 h.p. Clyde, magneto, Brown-Barlow carburetter, ex-
cellent condition ; £8, or ofler.—Byhursi. Chit-

wick Lane London.

23.h.p. Bradbury (B.S.A. fittings), Lueas lamp, acces-
4 series; £12, or offer, bargain.— 4, Bruce Rd.,

Wealdstone, Harroir.

WHITTLES.—Vindec Special, 5h.p., twin, late model,
magneto, spring forks, two speeds, beautiful con-

dition; sacrifice £26.

WHITTLES.-F.N., genuine, 44-5h.p., 4-cyl., late
vype, magneto, snring forks, excellent order; bar-

gain, £26.

WHITTLES.—Antoine, 6h.p., twin, with Liberty side-

car. Chater-Lea fittings, powerful, good order

;

extra cheap, £18 18s.

WHITTLES.-1908 F.N. IJh.p. Lightweight, mag-
neto: £16 10,s.—Whittles Motor Exchange,

Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711 Post, Wimbledon.

41h.p. F.N., 4-oyl., late model, handle-bar control,
2 etc. : £25, or exchange tor more powerful 2-cyl.—

28, Cleveland St., W.

TRIUMPH, 34h.p., handle-bar control, adjustable
pulley, Palmer, mirror, lamp; £27 10s.—Williams,

11, The Chase, S.W.

1 009 Motosaooche, magneto, nearly new, £23; also 4i
i«? li.p. Aster, accumulator ignition, £13.—Twiddy,
Tubs Hill. Sevenoaks.

TRIUMPH, late 1908, Mabon clutch perfect condi-
tion as new, just overhauled; £38.—H.D., 36,

Beulah Hill, Norwood.

BRADBURY, 2ih.p., splendid condition, just over-
hauled, little used; must sell; £8 10s.—H. Thomas,

Birkbeck Rd., Enfield.

A BARGAIN.—3ih p. Two-speeded Rex de Luxe, and
accessories, exi eilent condition; offers.—Mycr, 71,

Warrington Crescent W,

4? /* 10s.—Werner, vertical engine, recently thorough!;'^vP overhauled, spray, 26in. wheels, low.— 59, High-
gate Rd,, Kenti.s)i Town,

1 009 Triumph, practically new, spare cover, belt.
JLiJ generator, 3-note horn; £35.—Waiwick, Altair,
Sutherland Rd,, W. Ealing.

31h.p. Triumph, 1907, new piston and cylinder, ex-
2 tellent condition £23, offer.-L. Hudson, Jesmond,

Arlington Rd., Eastbourne.

TRIUMPH, 3ih,p,, 1908 standard, done about 1,500;
first man witu cash has it; £30.—Dr. Grogons, 43,

Romford Rd., Stratford, Essex.

5 h.p. Rochet, twin Buchet, free engine, handle start-

ing, good condition; £12.—Nicholls, 3, Ravenstone
Rd,, Leytonstone Rd,, Stratford.

MINERVA, twin, 4ih,p., accumulator, 2i Continen-
tals; trial given; list £43, £25.—Williams, 95,

Marlborough Rd,, Wood Green.

ii)h.p. Quadrant. 3ih,p, Rex.- new tyres, spares etc. ; ro
'V reasonable offer refused ; splendid condition. —
Hornsey House. Sandwich, Kent.

5 h.p. Twin V.S., Truffault forks, magneto, not ridden
100 miles; best offer.—Mot-orist, Strathmore,

Washington Rd., Worcester Park.

£18.—3h,p, Kerry, with _forecar, powerful motor, in
good condition, tyres good; trials given. — E.G.,

19, Queen's Rd., St. John's Wood.

UNREDEEMED Twin Rex and Sidecar, all accef-
,scries, perfect running order; £18 10s.—Matthews,

Pawnbroker, London Rd,, Croydon,

2h,p, F,N,, in perfect order, many improvements, gps
lamp and motor suit; £9: seen any time. — 9.

Clareville Grove, South Kensington.

LIGHTWEIGHT Peugeot, Chater frame, Longiie-
mare, latest improvements : exchange Rex, or sell

cheap.—66 Kenilworth Court, Putney.

6 h.p. J.A.P,, Chater No. 6 frame. Palmer cords, .side-

car, spares, run 500 miles ; £33 ; exchange new
push cycles.—20, Godson Rd., Croydon.

In aiuicering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A.V5
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
J'AMPSTEAD.— Sal€, enormous reduction on all ma-
ll chines ; call and obtain great bargain at 5, Heath
b.

ITAMPSTEAD (£7 10s.)—Fainir, Sih.p. Chater-Lea,n good condition, with all accessories. Palmer tyres

;

jrgain.—Below.

ZTAMPSTEAD (£6 10s.)—Humber, 3h.p., in splendidn condition, with all new accessories; special bai-

iin, first c-eque.

ITAMPSTEAD (£23).— 4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908
TjL model, magneto, spring forks, with all accessories.

ITAMPSTEAD (£25).—E.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.p., splendidn condition, with all accessories, late model.

ITAMPSTEAD If27).—F.N., new condition, 4 - cyl.,H 1908 model, 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, all

:cessories.

T'AMPSTEAD (£18).—F.N:. 4-cyl., splendid condition,n all accessories; also one £21, better condition,
ceat bargain.

ITAMPSTEAD (£21).—Minerva, 3ih.p., 1909 model,
IX new condition, handle-bar control, with all aoces-
)ries; bargain.

ITAMPSTEAD (£22).—Lincoln Elk, brand new, 1909,H latest model. magneto, handle-bar control,
ightly soiled; special bargain.

ITAMPSTEAD (iBie).-F.N. Lightweight, magneto,n and spring forks, with all new accessories; great
irgain.

ITAMPSTEAD.—1909 New Triumphs in stock, Moto-H Reves and F.N.'s at special reduction, latest
lodels.

ITAMPSTEAD (£22).—Moto-Eeve, twin, magneto, andH spring forks, 1909 pattern, splendid condition,
ith all accessories.

ITAMPSTEAD.—Sole London and district agents forH Lincoln Elks, all models in stock ; special price
:ade.

ITAMPSTEAD (£12).—Singer, 3h.p., magneto, new
-1 non-skid on back, in splendid order, with acices-
iries.

ITAMPSTEAD (£18).-F.N. IJh.p. Lightweight, mag-
—i- neto ana spring forks, with all new accessories;
argain.

aAMPSTEAD (£27). - V.S., two-speed gear, 5h.p.,
magneto and spring forks, all accessories; grand

argain.

ITAMPSTEAD (£13).—Peugeot, 3ih.p., spring forks,
—1- with all new accessories, splenaid "bargain. — 5,
[eati^ -St.

ITAMPSTEAD (£13).—Motosacoche Lightweight, late
--i- model, with all accessories, guaranteed a bar-
3iu. Tel. : 2678 P.O.

ITAMPSTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
-X model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-
ains, guaranteed.

aAMPSTEAD (£25). - Lightweight 1909 Latest
model Wolf, not run 100 miles, and guaranteed

erfeot.—Below.

IAMPSTEAD ^£14). - Singer, 3h.p., magneto, good
condition; 4-cyl. F.N., £23, splendid ar<i«r, all

argains.

ITAMPSTEAD (^12).-N.S.U., 3Jh.p., good order, with
--*- all accessories; J.A.P., 4h.jp.. M.O.V., magneto,

ITAMPSTEAD (£6).—Whitley, 31i.p., good order, ac-
-X oessories; Kerry, 3h.p., good Tunning condition,
S 10s.—Below.

ITAMPSTEAD (£28).—V.S. Tourist Trophy, latest
-X model, with handle-bar control, quite new condi-
pn, all accessories

IITAMPSTEAD (£14).—Eiley, 3h.p., vertical, late type;
.X Kerry, 3h.p., £6, in good order, bargain.

ITAMPSTEAD (£12)n splendid condition, all accessories
3ih.p., spring . forks,

1908 Tri-

Minexva

mph. splendid order, £28.

aAMPSTEAD (£28).-Triumph, late 1908, splendid
condition, with all accessories ; Vindec .Special,

n'O-speed gear, £26.

aAMPSTEAD {£29).-5-6h.p. F.N., late model 4-
cyl., special bargain, with all accessories, grand

ondition.

HAMPSTEAD.-V.S., 1909, July. 7-9h.p.. two-speed
gear, with Millford spring wheel sidecar: ofiers

'anted.

SAMPSTEAD.-1909, May, 5-6h.p. F.N., specially
built low frame, comfortable footboards, finest

ondition; 36 guineas.

HAMPSTEAD (£16).-Triumph, 3h.p., accessories;
bargain house.—Only address : 5, Heath St Tel •

£78 P.O.

r> OC, 4h.p., free engine, two-speed, magneto, 2iin.
CV Dunlcp tyres, handle-bar control; £24.—G. Mat-

Tottenham.

r IGHTWEIGHT Triumph, fitted m.o.i.v. Mhierra,U Clincher tyres, in splendid order throughout • must
Hll, £6.—la, Northumberland St., W.

DOUGLAS, latest 2Jh.p. twin, Bosch magneto, Druids,
useU six times, better than new, with £6 spares

;

...9.-84, Bodenhurst Rd., Clapham.

A-6

Dunlcp tyre:

liews, 96, West Grten E,d.

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED
4^ h.p. VV.C. LLOYDS, open frame, two

speeds, wheel steering, Longuemere . . £22 10

4J h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open
frame, wheel-steering, foot clutch .... £29 10

Ditto ditto fine condition £35
5j h.p." VV.C. REXETTE, two speeds, open

frame, foot clutch, foot and side brakes £27 10
Ditto ditto one of the best, a flier £35
5 h.p. VV.C. HUMBER, two speeds, open

frame, Longuemere trembler coil .... £33
4j h.p. PHCBNIX TRIMO, H.T. magneto,

two speeds, chain drive £27 10
4j h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, Longue-

mare, chain drive, foot clutch £16 10
Cash offers considered.

5^ h.p. TWIN REX, H.B. control, spring forks, and
brand new DE LUXE SIDECARwith art cane body,
latest improvements and 26 .x zi tyre, £22 tOs.

X 2*~ WE HAVE JUST PURCHASED— of a Ton of Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle

4 Covers. Best make. All sizes. 17/6 each.
New Clincher A Won Covers 17/6, Tubes 4 /ll.

Bargain list on application. Approval against cash.

1909 REXES. 1909.
All models in stock. Liberal exchanges.
OFFERS CONSIDERED.

" PORUUARS."
1909 3J h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Lu.xe, too miles only £39 10
rgoS 3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new £29 10
1909 -^1 b.p. REX Tourist, done so miles. Offers.

1908 REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating' £17 10
1908 3i h.p. Magneto P. & M., two speeds £35
1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX Racer £29 10

1907 4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch £24 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
1908 3{- h..p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10
3.} h.p. Light, Low REX, long bars £12 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
-> h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels . . £13 10
T006 3Jh.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .. £15 10

3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

3J h.p. ARIEL, very powerful, spray .... £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15
2j h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p M.O.V, MINERVA, sprav, good £6 15

3 h.p ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10
3j h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber.. £9 10
2? h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2i h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15

2 J h.p. LLOYDS, vertical , spray £6
Monster List on Application.

SIDEOAR IVIACt-llNES.
1909 7-9 h.p. T.T. DOT, msgneto as new . . £40
1909 "s h.p. REX DE LUXE, 100 miles only Offers.

1908 5 h.p. Magneto, V.S £29 10
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10
5A h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
6" h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10

3 h.p. Twin ZENITH Bicar £19
6 b.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20
4I h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £23 10
^^' h.n. Twin ANTOINE;. ROM ianition .. £17 10

li'ive &* h.p. iwin Rexes, spring iorks, long Ijars,

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.

wheels. *i7 ITs.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

EASY PAYIVIEMTS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI
MAUDES'.-Four Sh.p. N.S.TJ.'s, brand new

models with magneto ignition, ideal lightw
to clear at £25 5s. Kemember four only.

MATTDES'.- 5-6h.p. Rex de Lnxe, Roc clntcl
neto, spring forks, cantilever seat ; £25.

M
tion.

AUDES'.—4h.p. Antoine, Mabon clutch, lo

26in. wheels, very good tj-res; £16. Souni

M
M
M
M

ATJDES'.—Deferred payments, terms one-thir
and balance 10 per cent, monthly.

AUDES'.—Our prices lor N.S.U.'s, 3ih.p., £
h.p., £32; 4h.p., £35; Sih.p., £37; all brai

AUDES'.—Kerry. Sh.p., twin-cyl., 26in.
enamelling and plating very gooa conditif-

AUDES'.—3ih.p. Quadrant, low, 26in.
spring forks, spray; £12, first cheque sei

MAUDES'.—Rex, 5h.p., twin, very low, sprin;
aluminium finish, .splendid condition, thi;

overhauled; £17.

MAUDES'.—Fafnir, 1908 model, 3ih.p., nil
Chater-Lea frame, low built, spring forke

AUDES'.—Peugeot, 7-9h.p., perfect order, t
built, long bar brass tank ; £22.

AUDES'.—Zenith Bicar, 3h.p. Fafnir engin
speed gefir, suit grandpa admirably; £17

M
M
MAUDES'.—Triumph, 1908, 1909, cylinder a

ton, Bosch magneto, as new throughout;

MAUDES'.—Fairy 2i-h.p. Lightweight, belt
low built, good order; £11.

MAUDES'.—Werner, 2h.p., B. and B. carl:

handle-bar controlled, splendid order; £8.

MAUDES' —Peugeot, 4ii.p., Chater-Lea fran
wheels, very good tyres, perfect; £17.

MAUDES'.—M-M., Sih.p., magneto ignition
model, an exceedingly fast machine, the

the American market; £20.

AUDES'.—Humber, 2|h.p., chain drive, spj

buretter, very goou oroer; £8.

AUDES'.—Singer, 3h.p., vertical engine, ne
magneto, good running order; £15.

AUDES'.—Minerva, 2h.p., wants slight adji

otherwise sound; £5.

AUDES'.—Ariel, 3h.p., 26in. wheels, vei

tyres, good order all round; £15.

£3 DOWN secures any of these.

Balances/- per week.

3 h.p. Llovd's £13 10 2-1 h.p. Kerry . . £9 10

3 h.p. Clyde il5 4 h.p. Coronet £15
4 h.p. Antoine £16 10 2f b.p. Werner £8 10
3 h.p. Humber £10 3i h.p. Werner £13 10

3}: h.p. Rex £10 10 2 h.p. Thomas £8
2^ h.p. Llovd's £7 10 2 h.p. Humber £8 10

4 h.p. Atelier £13 10 3 h.p. Bradbnrv £10 10

200 AMAC and BROWN i& BARLOW Carburetters
in Stock. Liberal exchanie. Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2^111. tyres, every-
thing of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt
attachment, 26 x 2 J Clincher A Won t3T:es £6

^iL" Haluax Motor Exchange,
- ; "LARGEST REX DEALERS

TS'^k?^tio«ifi.Westgate, Halifax.

M
M
M
M
MAUDES' Motor Mart, 136, Great Portlf

London, W. Tel. : 552 Mayfair, for best

in motor cycles and accessories. A call will

you.

6 h.p. Matchless, twin J_A.P., Palmer cord tyre

forks and frame. 100 saddle; bargain, £24,
— 69. Sandy Hill Rd., Plumstead, Kent.

EAGLES and Co., N.S.U Agency, High St.

have a few brand new IST.S. U.'s at very low

exchanges entertained: deferred payments.

31.h.p. N.S.U., brand new, magneto ignition,
2 26in. wheels, 1908 specilicatifln ; £30; a

exchange entertained.—Eagles and Co. N.S.tj.

275, High St., Acton.

33.h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto, two-speed get

4 free engine, with Miilford sidecar, ne
tion; £32; any trial.—Eagles and Co., Acton.

3ih.p. Minerva, latest pattern, unscratched, i

2 new, spring forks, two accumulators; :

proval.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.,

5ih.p. N.S.U., twin, Bosch magneto, sprin;

2 1909. t\vD-speed gear, tree engine, with
sidecar; £34 10s.; any trial-Eagles and Co.,

"VT'-S.U'. Lightweight, 1908. Bosch magneto, (

x^ as new; £17 10s.; approval.—Eagles a

High St., Acton.

REX, 3:Jh.p., spring forks. Rich's tubes, tw<

trembler, new condition, perfect order;

£12 15s.—T. 231, New King's Ed., Fulham.

33.h.p. _N.S.U., magneto, stand, carrier, foot
4 footbrake, in good condition; £19, or i

—3,180, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

23.h.p. De Dion, Longuemare, thumbslides
4 stands, Stanley belt, accessories, very Ir

£10 10s.—138, Lever St., City Rd., London.

TRIUMPH, 5h.p., handle-bar control, new
tyre, back wheel in good condition : ai

nearest £16.-24, Imperial Parade, Wimbledon.

2 h.p. Minerva, surface carburetter, tyres eg

engine excellent condition ; seen any tim
near offer.-S. Wihnshurst, 6, East St., Lewes.

MOTOR Cycle. 2ih.p., long handles, good hil

just been overhauled, in perfect conditic

Dolton, River Cottages, St. Paul's Cray, Kent

"1 Q09. Humber, free engine, two-speed, comr
JLtJ little used; owner going abroad; bargaii

Lawn and Alder, 1, Brackloy St., London, E.<

MINERVA, 3^h.p., low built, spring forks, h
control, excellent condition, lens mirror la

10s.—Vivid Motor Wks., East St., Bromley, K
5lLp. 1908 Vindec, fine condition, London

and retirn with sidecar, and other com
£27 10s.. cash only.—Olsson, Ea.st Hill, Oste|

"I 009 Triumph splendid condition; £40, o:

J- *y offer ;
private owner ; seen- any time.— "•'I

Acacia Motor Wks., Hermon Hill, South Woi

In answering fJi.p.se adverfl'iem.pnfs it is dp>iirahle to mention " The Motor Cyde.
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3TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[OST New, 6h.p. two-speed N.S.U., splendid side-

ai- luacliine, E.O.M. non-skid, many spares; £35,
himge Phelon-Mcore.—39, Birch Groye, Acton.

p. Sarolea, and upholstered sidecar, smart turn-

ut : exchange tricar and cash ; exchange enter-

or sell.—Cross, 180, Liverpool Ed., Islington.

Werner Motor Bicycle, sidecar, good running
rder. "Whittle belt; ) argiin ; must sell; gcing
; £10, near ofier. — 109, Broadway, Cricklewood.

8 3|h.p. N.S.U., magneto ignition, in flrst-class

ona.tion, lamp, horn, and spares ; £21 ; any tr-al.—
, Baker, Station Parade, 'Nvillesden Green, N.W.

p. Kerry, spring fork.s, long bars, perfect condi-
tion, lot of .spares; bargain, £6 15=. ; ctieap, but
must sell—Nicholls, 4, Euston Mews, iS'otting Hill.

p. Eex (1907). spring forks, Palmer cords, 1909,
handle-bars, flrsi-rate condition, all accessories

;

Eastern Garage, 418, Eomtord Ed., Forest Gate.

Twin Eex, in new condition, special low machine,
i. and B. handle-bar ccairol ; £iO, cr take lower
in part exchange.— 91, Greenleaf Ed., TValtiiam^tow.

p. Fafnir, B.S.A., very low, pertect. Brown and
Barlow. 1909, H.B. control, spring forks; any

•e to buyer; £15.-15, Counaug.it Ed., Leyton-

p. Jap Lightweight, perfect condition, all spares,
complete; £10; can be seen any time after 6 30-
ay alter 2.—Barnes, 2, Balms Ed., Southgate Ed.
on.

p., De Dion engine and carburetter, Chater
IraJie, Palmer tyres, spring forks, footrests, splen-
ndition; bargain, £11.— Squire, 37, HarthamEd,
ray.

tTMTH [late 1908), had very little wear, appear-
nce and all working parts perfect; will send on
al; £32. — Eastern Garage, 418, Eomford Ed.
Gate.

p. N.S.TJ., H.B. control, Bosch, stiring forks
two belts (Watawata and Stanley), all accessories

pares: £14.-Symons, St. Helens, Sandfield Ed,
:oji Heath.

9 Triumph speed indicator lamp, horn, handle-
bar mirror, Watawata and Shamrock belts as

,?^-7^JlS™3^' •^S- Ashchurch Park Villas, Shep-
BnsJi. W.
9 Triumph, not been ridden 1,000 miles and well
cared for, studded tyres, Lucas headlight, Tri-
horii spares; £39.-Eastern Garage, 418, Eomford
orest Gate.

8 5h.p. Twin Peugeot fud Sidecar, Chater - Lea
^?.\.^ frame, spring forks, two accumulators,

ondition, perfect; £27.-26, Landseer Ed., Hol-
Loncon, N.

UMPH, 3ih.p., 1908, Mabon plate clutch (also ad-
ustable pulley, Palmer cord back, excellent condi-
hroughout; £34, with clutch, £33.-The Dormers
Ed., Woodford.

.p. Minerva (October, 1908). spring forks mag-
neto, Amac carburetter, H.B. control perfect

ion, guaranteed; £28.-Eastern Garage, 48. Eom-
Id., Foresr, Gate.

p. Minerva, Eoyal Enfield frame, 26in. wheels,
1 aimer cord back, Clipper front, in excellent order
?pearance, trial and examination; £10.—Page 74,
HUl, Darticrd, Kent.

DEC Special, 5-7h.p., twin, magneto, Vindec two-
•peed gear and free engine, also Millford castor
sidecar, all spares; £35, or close offer.—Frank

. Ho,sier, Eastbourne. '

jT Quadrant. 3ih.p., little used, new tyres car
lamp speedometer, cyclometer, two accumulators,
j*''';^!. stand, carrier, complete; £12 lOs.-Archi-
32, High St., Barnet.

p.. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, Palmer cords,
two brakes, BlOO saddle, m.o.v., footrests, perfect
ion; £18, with sidecar £22; exchange 5h.p.-St.
^ Aldeaham, Watford.

)9 Twin, 5-6h.p., splendid going order, clutch, two-
speed gear, will be ridden to private gentleman« oetore purchasing, inside 30 miles London.—

. 53, Eichmond Ed., Bayswater.
r. 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, B.B. carburetter
iwks, new W illo-k bottom lamp and

spring
enerator,

'?KnL'^°w,*'^*^l*^'^' P""^^ £20.-Apply, Chauf.
Knapdale," Tooting Bee Ed., Tooting.
d:.wn secures a Wolf lightweight, £10 Is. 9d-. ; a

^Mrfo-Eeve, £12 4s. 4d. ; a Bradbury, £11 15s. 6d. ;imph balance m 12 monthly payme-nts.-A. T. Stan-
'is, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, London, E.

^f^rR^ ^1??'.^°.? ^^^^<:^ and two-speed gear, well

nw hn^;
C^at"-Lea fittings, handle-bar control,

^or!!i,
' "lojonghly reliable; .genuine bargain, £20Jienmure Ed., Mare St.-, Hackney, London.

J^rUINE 2ih.p. De Dion, Clincher tvres, Longue-
TkT^''^'' ^r'^' ^° ™i'^s t"al with pleasure;

ew^7 ?'*
i.^\'^ ^^ ^P- ^''^' Po-n-erful, done upew, £7 5.s.-Middleton, 21, Claremont Sq., N.

nTjir ^fVl^*' i°^^
'^"^''J' Chater-Lea, chain drive,

tvrp= o
'^*°^' ^PS':^ magneto, footboards, 2iin.

• tri'ni
°P'''°S._seat, spare^ cover^ sprockets, valve,i , ^ "'^. ^^""i ^}jcA±^ uuvci, byiocKers,

xrial any time; £20.—Page, Engineer, Eps

''biWf;!"'-';'
^light^eiglit, low, new Continental tyres,

1 Tin r^^'t'^V..^-^- control, just enamelled and
imnhl^''^« ?;7" H"'' ^1^' °r first best offer.-imphreys, 38, Chaucer Ed., Wood St., Walthamstow.

FARRAR'S

"HALIFAX"
SIDECARS,

FARRARS
MOTOR W"^»'

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each £^ IT 6 Each.
An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHMENT. Qiite Rigid.

No sicleslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Detached inside three minutes, and lit either left or

right-hand side of motor cycle.
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted. ^^
O'Z T^A1a/N secures any i»f thess

2^ h.p Singer, mag.

Balance 5/- per week

£6 \2lh.v. Stevens £5

ii h.p. Rex £9 I 2| h.p. R. and F. £7

3| h.p. Dax £9 I 2f Mmerva, M.O.V. £8 10

2 h.p. Rex i5 I 2| h.p. Humber £5

3 h.p. xNobie, M.O.V. £7 I 2j h.p. King £8

25- h.p. Whitelev £6 I j\ h.p. King £8

1909 "'PREIVIiE.R" IVl£«s-netos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
3| h.p. rgoS REX, ma,gneto, etc £22

Sh.p. FAFNIR, splendid goer £9

looS N.S.U. Lighti> eight. ma,<,'neio tii2

3|- h.p. iQoa N.S.U. , magneto and spring
forks ^ £25

too8 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

'5 h.p. IQ06 RHX M.O.V., spring lorks £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

slh.p. TWIN REX a beauty £15 10

i h.p. REX. M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar . . £20

6 h.p, REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £31 10

si h.p. BROWN, magneto. H.B. control £20

h.p. MINERVA, clfampion condition. £11

4 h.p. KING. Palmer tyres £12

3i h.p. rgoy REX, lovely goer £15 15

rq78 5| h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto . £34

3* h.p. BROWN, M.O.V.. fine r?oer £12

1 h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V,. pne goer £11

AMAC carburetters, handle-bar control,

single or twin outlet e?ch 25 /-

TRICARS.
6-7 h.p. SINGER, twin engine, M.O.V. . . £32

5* h.p. REXETTE, fine machine £24

5-6 h.p. RO\'ER, newly enamelled £17

fj. hi-. P^fRXTX tn-n-^npcd £14

1908 IVIa.s-"®**' REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), bl?ck and

gold firiisti, Bosch m?gneto. £17 lOs., or exchange.

"FARRAR'5 SPECIAL" BELTING.
."Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the marlcet.

33% cheaper than any other high-class belt.

|in.,'9d. fin., 1/. |in., 1/3. -' -">---'- -Tin., 1 /6 per font.

SF*ECiAl. BARGAINS.
I J- h.p. Minerva engine 25 /-

Brown & Barlow carb., H.B. control 28/-

3i h.p. Quadrant engine sets 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6

Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/3

Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all size 4/11.

Our Works are closed Sent. 25th to 28th inclusive.

High-class Machines Wantel. Cash Waiing.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd.i HALIFAX.

Telephone Nos. : Day, grg, Night, roY.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOT05ACOCHE, very good condition, accumulatcr

.one spare), spring handle-bar, stand, carrier,
lamp, sundry spjre pans, tools, etc.; £20: trial owner
s-oin- abr ad at cnce.—A.L., 37, Ellerker Gardens, Eich-
mond.

MiNEEVA, 1909 model, 3ih.p., magneto ignition,
all latest improve uents. not yet delivered from

makers, spring forks ; ccst over £38, accept £32, lowest
cash only: owiier ordered abroad.—Benn, 105, Bolsover
St., London. \>

.

31.h.p. 1907 Triumph, Silver Cup, medal winner, es-
2 cellent condition, new cylinder, piston, spares,

valve, plug, contact breaker, belt, eti-., horn, lamp, ne^
back tyre, climb anything; £25, lowest.— 30, Ferneroft
Av., Hampstead.

21h.p. J.A.P., nearly new engine, P.N. carburetter,
2 Chatir-Lea frame. 26in. wheels. Palmer cord,

new belt and accumulators, low seat and long handle-
bars, very fa.^t and reliable; £10 10s.—74, Piucott's End,
Hemel Hempstead.

>y-9h.T). Peugeot-Chater, Al condition throughout, tyres
» good, non-skid back, lootDoards, two pulleys, two

belts, very fast, will run very sL^wly, French grey, racy
Lippearance; £20, no offers.—Mackiiitosh, 106, Lough-
borough Ed., Brixton.

TEIUMPH. 3^h.p.. 1909 pattern, only ridden few
tiaies, equal to new. Palmer cord tyres, Autoclipse

lamp, with Lucas generator ; reason for selling medically
unfit to ride; accept £59; any trial.—Hickman, " Accar-
sane, ' Hook Ed., Surbiton.

08 Yiudec Special, in fir.st-class order, adjustable
pulley, steel studded Jiichelin back cover, spare

parts, tools and accessories, handle-bar control, spring
-orks, Truifault ; bargain at 25 guineas.—Seen at Pond's,
349, West End Lane, Lcmlon, N.W.

LATE 1908 6h.p. twin Phanomen, standard mcdel,
Jioscu iLiagnevo, Nala twc-speed. W'nittle .belt,

;iiany spares, suitable for sidecar; cost £68, condition as
new, exceptional bargain, £28.—Newbury, 12, Conway
Ed., Southgate, N. 'Phone, 219, Palmers Green.

PULLMAN'S Winter Prices.—Triumph, 3ih.p., mag-
neto, as new, £34 ; F.N., 2i-ii.p., £i2: twin Min-

erva, with Chater-Lea sidecar, £24 ; many other fcar-

sains, prices too low fcr extensive advertisements.—Write
for Jist to Pullman Bros., London Ed., Norbury, Lcnd.n.

1 Q09 8h.p. Minerva, M.LO.T., spring forks, Sham-
-I- «7 rock belt, Bosch magneto, Amac carburetter. Tri-
umph H.b. control, adjustable pulley, Autoclipse lamp,
automatic generator, ridden 40U miles, ideal passenger
machine; £35.—Draper, 13, Beresford Sq., Wcolwich.

magneto, 1909, two-speed and Millfcrd
heel, side..-ar, co.st £57 ; Triumph, magnetc,

3-ih.p., handle-bar control, new Eom covers, co.^t £h8
August, 1907; room wanted; no reasonable offer re-

fused; seen by appcintment.— 113, Hainault Ed., Leyton-
stone, Essex.

31.h.p. Eex. condition like new, spring forks. 26in.
2 wheels, long hancle-bars, lew position, new tyres,

butt-ended tubes, footrests, two accumulators, fast,, ab-

solutely reliable, large gas lamp, l.crn, stand, carrier,

toolbag, voltmeter, goggles, numbers spare belt, valves,

sacrifice £13.-12. Market Sq., Horsham Sussex.

THE Ea.stern Garage Co. invite cffers for their end-cf-

season stock of second-hand machines, which in-

clude: 4h.p. J.A.P., 4h.T). Antoine, 35h.p. Fafnir, 3ih.p.
Triuuiph (19071. 3h.n. Hcbart, Sh.p. Automotor, 2-Jh.p.

Noble, 2Jh.p. Minerva, 2-Jh.p. Eoyal Enfield, 2ih.p.

Buehet, etc., etc. Any reasonable ofi'er accepted.—Call
418. Eomford Ed. Forest Gate. Telephone, 10 Strat-

ford. Telegrams, " Egaraco," London.

41h.p. Twin Minerva, low built, pan seat, excellent

2 (onditiju, cash bareain, £15 10s.; 2Jli.p. J.A.P.,

vertical, light, fast, £10 10s. ; 3ih.p. Peugeot, magneto,
spring forks. Palmer t.vres, £20: i;?h.p. Phoenix, mag-
neto, two speeds, grand machine, £15; 2ih.p. Brown,
vertical engine, excellent condition, £10 10s.; 3sh.p.

Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, excellent condition, £9 10s.

;

seveiaJ. machines, in perfect order, £5. We do exchange.s.

—128, High Ed., South Tottenham.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

2ih.p. J.A.P., in B.S.A. frame, in first - class

condition throughout.—Eeynolds, Broadway,

HUMBEE,
castor wi

£8
Dorset

DOUGLAS, 2-Jh.p., 1909, new August 20th, 140 mile--

one sjallon peirol, little ridden, unscratched, good

reason selling, complete, all accessories; £32.—Thcrne,
Brunswi^:•k, Tiverton.

31h.p. Bradbury, magneto, Longuemare carburetter,

2 new Shamrock belt, switch, spares, easy starter,

in excellent running order; £20.—Farrant, High St..

Wellington, Somerset.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

23.h p. Griffon ; bargain, or exchange, with little cask
4 for Sjh.p.-Calder, 55, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

TEIUMPH 1908. new August, run 4,000, perfect

orf.er, usual fitments; £35.—Hetherington, Agent
Lockerbie.

3ih p Eex Motor Cycle, overhauled, fast machine
4 capital condition; £13 10s.—Jeff and Sons, Banl

St., Coatbridge.

0> f\ —3h p Eex, perfect condition, rebored and coac]

ot*/ painted last June, ha* been little used. — A
Anderson. 7, Victoria Place, Kelso.

The Mr.tnr Cj/rle." ^37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5h.p. Twin Rex, Bosch magneto, Brown and Bailow

H.B. carburetter, run 1,000 miles; bargain, £-27

10a.—" Teller," Braemoray, Denny, Stirling-shire.

"I Q09 Zenith Gradrua, J. A. P., Matchless silencer, heavy
J-tl non-skids, done 500 miles, spares, trial willingly;

£40, no oflers.—Apply. E.H., University Union, Glasgow.

SEVERAL good second-hand magneto machines going
cheap. All Res models in stock, clearance prices.

Also all Rex sundries.—Farrow, 32, Oowcaddens St.,

Glasgow.

"I Q09 Triumph, with Triumph free engine clutch,

-Lt/ not run 800 miles; reasonable demon.stration,

given; guaranteed perfect in every detail: cost £54 6s.„

accept £46, no offers.—Motorist, Ambleside, Ladybank.

THE Largest Stock, largest variety, and the best

makes !—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Rex, V.S.,

Moto - Reve. Norton, Roc, Excelsior Zenith, Douglas,

Minerva. We can supply you with these or any other

make; some special bargains presently in superior

BBCOnd-hands,—Alexander's, 110, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
N Motor Cycle, new magneto, new tyres, just over-

_ hauled by F.N. Motor Agency ; price £30, or ex-

change to value £35.—David Peplow, Lurgan, Ireland.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
ih.p. Rex W.O. Tricar, in splendid condition; £12,
:2 bargain.—15, Eengates Rd., Redhill.

h p Rex Triette, very fast, splendid machine, as new

;

sacriiice £22.-852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

-lOh p. Resette, 3 seats, two speeds,, twin wheel, per-

fect order; £32.-255, Earlsfleld Rd., Wandsworth.

hp Twin Tricar, perfect order, free engine; £16, or

reasonable offer.-201, Kentish Town Rd., N.W.

41hp. Rover, water cooled, free engine, perfect order;

2 offers; cash or bike.—87, Mildmay Grove, Isling-

ton.

8-lOh.p. Rexette, 3-seater, 2 cyls., spring frame, two

Leeds.

F

speeds; £37 10s. — 1 4, Zermatt St., OhapelV>wn,

8h p Res, 3 - seater, two - speed, coach-built, perfect

order; best offer accepted.-38, Westgate, Mans-
aeld.

HALIFAX.—Seven water-cooled Tricars for sale or ex-

change. List free.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax.

A h.p. Wolf Water-cooled Tricar, three speeds, coach-
i built, splendid condition; £20.—Ghilton, High St.,

Watford.

6hp Riley Twin, three speeds and reverse, splendid

condition, spares; £45. — 147, High Rd., Wood
Green, N.

51h p. Garrard Tricar, water-cooled,, three speeds,

2 worm drive, foot control; £25.-20, Pbtternewton
Lane, Leeds.

ROVER Tricar, 3ih.p., Falmer cords, wicker seat,

spleudid condition; £20.— b4> Bramfield. Ha., Ciap-
aaai Junction.

31h.p. Runabout, free engine, chain drive, bucket
2 seat, wheel steering; bargain, £11. — 128, High

Rd., South Tottenham.

A Ih.p. Rover Tri/ar, water-cooled, two speeds, chain
i2 drive, excellent condition ; sacrifice 15 guineas.

-Crisswell, Newmarket.

PHCENIX Trimo, magneto ignition, two speeds, very
powerful, excellent condition; £25, quick sale.—

Lund and Sergent, .*3toekport.

REXETTE, 6h.p., coach-built, water-cooled, free en-

gine, two speeds; genuine bargain, £28. — 103,
Heeley Rd., Selly Oak, Worcestershire. _

/I h.p. Bat Engined Tricar for - sale, good condition

;

i must be cleared; £9, or nearest offer; bargain.—
?8, Brockley R^se, Forest Hill, London.

5-6h.p. Sarolea Tricar, Chater. three speeds, wheel con-
trol, perfect condition; £38. or exchange 1909 4-

yl. F.N.—Emms, 32, Farnaby Rd., Shortlands.

REXETTE, 5-6h.p., water-cooled ; trial run: arranged

;

first-class condition ; sell or exchange motor cycle

md sidecar, or small car.—Scales, 18, Sun St., Finsbury.

RALEIGHETTE, 3ih.p., water cooled, free engine, two
stiidaed covers, any trial, £26; also 2ih.p. De

Dion, £9.-9. Hennicker Gardens, Boundary Rd., East
Sam.

6 h.p. De Dion, genuine, three speeds, coach built, es-
cellent order, trial given; £25, or exchange motor

ycle and cash.-Noble, 9, Surrey Row, Blaekfriars
M., S.E.

5 h.p. Zenith open sprung frame tricar, two speeds,
handle starting, Whittle belt, B.and B. carburetter ;,

335, or exchange twin and sidecar.— 122, Calford Rd.,
Jingsland.

rRICAR Chater -Lea, coach-built, 6h.p. J.A.P. en-
gine, clutch and carburetter, two speeds, car tyres

;

;o anywhere, perfect order ; £45.—Chalmers, St. Mary-
church, Torquay:

REXETTE, 6h.p., 1907 model, live frame, torpedo
back. 3-seater, esceptional condition, two speeds,

oot clutch: £25. motor bike part.—Sinclare, Walton
Id., East Molesey^

M AUDIE8'.
1908 N.S.U.S, BRAND NEW, NOT £31 & UPWARDS,

BUT £31 SECURES:
00-4 Brand navy si h-P- N.S.U., 26in.
aJOl wheels, magneto ignition, Peter i?0-|

Union tyres, wUl climb anything . .
^lOX

£-f Q 3 hp- BRADBURY, spring forks,^AO low-buUt, long bars, handle-bar '

control, B. &: B. brass tank, new
tyres to both wheels, foot brake. jC-[ O
An ideal mount AiAO

pqO N.S.U., 1908, 3jh.p., brand new,^Oa 26in. wheels, Peter Union tyres, i?QO
an ideal mount diO£d

pop BRADBURY, 1908. 3 h.p., accumu-^^^ lator ignition, Bradbury latest

pattern spring forks, vertical en- i?Op
gine, not 'done 200 miles Ji^ta

ppn RIP, 3i h.p., Peugeot engine, spring
3^u\J frame', Longuemare spray carbu-

retter, footrests, as new, climb £0(\
anything 3J^\J

I?pc N.S.U., 1908, 3 h.p., brand new, and
*^t» perfect magneto, first cheque i?pK

secures Ai^O
P-J C REX, 1906, 3ih.p., 26in. wheels,
*-'*' low built, spring forks, enamelling

and plating perfect, practically new X?-! K
tyres to both wheels X(1<J

CiA, ROVER, 2jh.p., low built, handle-
***' bar control, 26in. wheels, good

tyres, cream finish, splendid con- ^HA,
dition S-l**

P-j 7 ALCYON, 5 h.p., 26in. wheels,
*-• ' Minerva spring forks, plated tank, l?-j 7

first-class conxlition Ail. I

^^t^ MINERVA, 3i h.p., vertical engine, P'f C
*-*•'-' 26in. wheels, A Won condition X-lt»
P-l 7 TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks, low
*•»• • built, aluminium finish, footboards, CH'J

a beauty *-* '

PO-J N.S.U., 3V h.p., 1908 model, magneto,
*"-* low built, brand' new, all latest

improvements, Peter Union tyres, i?0-l

CQO MINERVA, "4i h.p., 1907, twin,
3i^a Minerva spring forks, low, 2iin. POO

tvres X.iii<i

P-fp CENTAUR, 3ih.p., low built, belt P-|p
JiL^i drive, in good condition * '•'^

PQ BARTER, 21 h.p., spray carburetter, PQ^^ geared pulley, a bargain ^"
TRICARS

P4,0 REXETTE, 8-l-0.h.p.,,twQ.speeds and.
*"*' reverse, water-cooled, open frame, £AX\

in splendid condition XrT**/

P-jQ PHCENIX TRIMO Coadi-built Fore-
*-'-*^ car, two-speed and free engine, good i?-fQ

t\'res to. aJl wheels, a bargain .... * XO
Cfl / DOWN and 57- weekly secures the
^^/ " following :

WERNER, 2 h.p., vertical,. 26in. wheels, Werner
automatic spray carburetter £8

J.A.P, 2ih.p.,good tyres, Stanley Dermatine belt £3
H UMBER, 3 J: h.p., trembler coil, spray carbu-

retter, in good condition £9
MINERVA, If h.p., in fair condition £6

All machines guaranteed in good running order!

Brand New MILLS-FULFORD Sidecar, 1909,
nine-guinea model, to clear_^._. ._. £7 1?

ACCESSORY BARGAINST
Genuine 26x2iin. CLINCHER Rubber-
studded tyres, list price 31 /6 ; our price . . 25/-

CLINCHER 26x2J:in. Tubes, post paid 5/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new, a bargain 19/6
LUCAS King of the Road, brand new, com-

plete with generator, our price 30/-
HELLA Searchlight, best plated,- divided

glasses, complete with geinerator 14/11
Trinote Horns,' " What a nofse I

" .*^. T/3
Treble Twist Horns, wi 11 shit a tram ! 6/6
Double Twist Horns, heavily plated 4/6
Variable pulleys, heavily plated 12/6
Rex Pattern Long Bars, heavily plated 6/6
Straight Bars, heavy gauge tubing 5/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars, any drop '. 4/6
Mudguards, well finished, 3in 2/11
Mudguards, 4in 3/6
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, nearly new ...... 30/-
Brown and Barlow Carburetters, handle-bar

control, latest type 30/-
A.A1.A.C. Carburetters, latest pattern 29/-

We can make you the best allowance. Write us
before buying elsewhere, as we carry the largest
stock nf rhotor cvcles and accessories in the w6r Id

.

Note the address :

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephones : 433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams: " Petrol. HaJifax."
Also at 136. Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

A38

I TRICARS FOR SALE.
TRICAE, in good condition, two-speed ?ea

fraiie, wheel steering, coach-built, Minerva
Lea frame : photo and price.— tt. A. Cross, Old

3 Ih.p. Excelsior Forecar, splendid condition
2 out, Brown's two-speed gear, free engim

going abroad; £20. or near offer.-Phillips, 81
ilinckley, Leicestershire.

QUADRANT Tricat 6h.p., two speeds, just th
overliauled and guaranteed in thorough

order, with full kit of accessories; £30, or ofli

Villa, Stanley Ed., Twickenliam.

RILEY. 5h.p., two speeds, 700 by 80' Dunlo
plete with lamps, apron, spare tyre, tool?

most new; no rubbish; any trial here.—Particu
bourn, 11, High St., Maidenhead.

6 h.p. Tricar, latest model Quadrant, overhaul
ough working order ; sell, bargain, exchar

neto cycle, adjustment; ofiers considered; boug
212, Shobnall Ed., Burton-on-Trent.

£25 for quick sale, 5ih.p. twin Res Triette
started, four speeds, starts like car, steel

back tyre, an ideal winter mount, just thoroug
hauled.—66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

5-6h.p. Kerry Tricar, Abingdon frame, two
tyres new, just been overhauled, propert

officer leaving, no reasonable offer refused.—To
at Phillips Bros., Birchett Rd., Aldershot.

"I Q08 Ees Litette, 6h.p. Twin, magneto, coa
1-iy water cooled, two speeds, Eoc clutch, ^^^li

idjustable pulley, any trial; sacrifice 40 guinea;
buyin.g car.—W. Hunt, Draper, Colchester.

6 Ih.p. 1907 Chater-Lea Open Frame Tricar
2 cooled, coach-built, wheel steering, all 1;

provements ; £25, or exchange for magneto mot
—22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

9 h.p. Singer coach-built tricar, twin-cyl., wate
three speeds forward and reverse, wheel

lieavy car tyres, condition as new, seen by appoin
W.P.S., 15, Alpha Ed., New Cross, London.

4 h.p. Kelecom engined forecar, wicker basket,
two-speed gear, first-class running ordei

graph; £21 lOs; would take good motor cycle

change.—Hamilton, 116, Almada St., Hamilton

RELIABLE 5-6h.p. Bradbury Tricar, w.c, tw
metal clutches. 2iin. P-almer cords, coac^

etc., new May. 1908, warranted; £23 lOs., or
bike and little cash.—13, Sun St., Pitsmoor,

4Ih.p., Stevens engine, Eiley two speeds am
2 wheel steering, handle starting, water ccol

band brakes, chain drive, climbs anything, ai

£22.—Chapman, 17, King's Parade, Uxbric
SouthaU.

5 Ih.p. Rexette Tricar, coact-built, water-coc
2 speeds, wheel steering, two brakes, tl;

overhauled, new Continenta! tyres,- extra hea\

good running order ; bargain, £29.-37, Palewe
East Sheen.

8 h.p. Twin - cyl. Stevens Txioar, water-cooled,

lator ignition, tnree speeds, free engin(

driven wheel steering, coach-built bucket seat,

condition, just wants slight overhaul ; £30.—
Moat, Annan.

SACRIFICE.-Splendid 6h.p. Eexette, wat
everything in first-class .condition, and r

the road, fast, reliable and good climber: a

accept £23 10s., or best offer: must sell; boug
tricar.—Arthur, 8,. Moss St., Paisley.

PHCENIX Trimo, late model, Bh.p., twin, fa

open frame, ccach built throughout, eai

Michelin car tyres, E.O.M. ignition, wheel
guaranteed perfect condition, spare tubes, spa

two P.E. 40 amp. accumulators, owner goini.

in October, view and trial by appointment; p
or near spot cash ofier.—J.D.S., 584, High Ed
stone.

SIDECARS AND FORECAI
SIDECAE, almost new, upholstered green,

tyre, new August; bargain, £4 15s.— 5, H
Hampstead.

FAEEAE'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on
guaranteed 12 months; immediate delivs

any motor cycle.

HALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4
each: equalling others costing double.-

Motories, Square Rd., Halifax.

SPLENDID Sidecar, Dunlop, nearly new
accept £4 4s., cost over double.—Short, Spri

Yard, Chesterfield..

0> (> 10s.—Light Rigid Sidecar, left side, 2
dWO adjustable througliout.-Brown, 140,

Lane, Hornsey, N.

SIDECAE, good condition, fit any frame, 1<

lowest, £3 15s.-Markham, 91, Fames E(
pool Ed., London, N.

CHATEE Sidecar, Minerva twin, 4ih.p^ it

acc'omulators, Mabon clutch; £33.—Willi
Marlborough Ed., Wood Green.

TTIfREDEEMED. — Late.^it Chater-Lea side,

U new. 26 bv 2i tyre; £5 10s.—Mattnew
broker, London Ed., West Coydon.

FITEASY Sidecar, fox narrow doors, wholi

retail. — Middleton and Co., Manufactui

son St.. Newington Green, London, N.

In answerbig these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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he* international Tourist Trophy
Race.

•AVOURED by beautiful weather, Thursday's race

* was an even greater success than the two races

which have gone before. The arrangements were
well carried out fro^n start to fbiish, the course

was well guarded, there was no hitch of any
and we do not hesitate to say that the Auto Cycle
Dn never handled any motor cycling event better.

also satisfactory to know that the greatest enthu-
n was exhibited by the thousands of spectators

lined the course, and in this connection it may. be
?d that much larger crow^ds witnessed the racing
year, both visitors and inhabitants, than ever be-

The organisers were lucky in regard to the cli-

c conditions. From Monday to Thursday the
her was all that could be desired, but immediately
the last man had finished rain came on. The

>ns from the race are many, and we do not attempt
ive them all now.
was generally expected that this year's T.-T. would

. battle of the cylinders, but we find that the race

j resolved itself into England versivs America,
duel was a mos+ interesting and exciting one, but
le end a Britislier on a British made machine
ed victorious. The race was by no means an
Jute triumoh for twin-cylinder engines, although
first and second positions were occupied by this

of machine. The single-cylinder machines showed
"prising turn of speed, and at one period of the race
;i: a competitor on a s.c. machine had worked into
nd place the result was very open. As it was,
single-cylinder machines occupied the third, -fourth,

fifth positions at the finish, which proves that the

I
j-n -a^

regulations limiting multi-cylinders to 750 c.c. and
singles to 500 c.c. were well chosen and not unfair to
either type, notwithstanding the great handicap under
which single-cylinder machines competed. It is in-
teresting to. observe that whereas the winning engine
has a very short stroke relative to the bore, the engine
which gained second place is totally different in
design, having a much longer stroke than bore. This
once again points to the fact that within reasonable
limits of bore-stroke ratio, power is governed by cubical
capacity alone, and there is very little to be gained
in the way of speed by adopting a long or. short stroke.

A point worth noting is that the first five machines had
mechanically operated inlet valves, those of the twin-

cylinders occupying first and second places being of
the overhead type. There were fifty-four starters in

the race, of whom twenty-eight rode single-cylinder

machines, twenty five twin-cylinder, and one a four-

cylinder. Of this number nineteen completed the

course before the expiratiorf of the time limit, and of

these eleven rode twins and eight single-cylinder

machines. Although the course is by no . means
an easy one,- abounding with corners, and not-

withstanding the fact that half the competitors were

novices at racing, it is pleasing to record that there

was no serious accident during the progress of the

race. Considering the difficult nature of the course

and the severity of Creg Willey's Hill, which had to

be climbed on each of the ten circuits, the speed of

the winning machines is nothing short of remarkable.

As a whole, the predominant feature of the

race is the extraordinary efficiency of the single-cylinder

engine as compared with the twin, putting on one side

all considerations except that of speed from given

cylinder capacities.

All
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Hill-climb near Salisbury.

A hill-climb at Homington Hill on

the 18th mst. for Salisbury and dis-

trict motor cyclists resvilted in a win

for H. Davis riding a 5 h.p. twin Rex.

His time was Im. 7|s. for half a mile.

Motor Cyclists in the German Army Manoeuvres,

The volunteer motor cyclists, 100 in

number, who took part in this year's

German Imperial Mjanoeuvres, had no

light task set them, what with the

F. C. Bagshawe (Leeds), who rode a 5 h.p.

Twin-cylinder Rex in the T.T. race, and did very

well in'the h":ll-olimbs on the following day.

wretched weather and the steep

gradients. From the second day on-

wards the roads were thick with mud.
But the volunteers spared neither

themselves nor their machines, and,
generally speaking, gave the utmost
satisfaction. Once again, however, it

was made clear that the lighter

machines could be better depended
upon than the heavier class, which not

infrequently failed where roads were
narrow and bad. In particular, the

Motosacoche type seems to have proved
the most effective for all-round work,
especially under trying conditions.

Two Hours' Race for Motor Cycles. «

On Saturday, October 9th, the

British Motor Cycle Racing Club will

hold a meeting at Brooklands, the
chief feature of which will be a two
hours' race for all classes of motor
cycles. Members newly elected for

the 1910 season will be allowed to com-
pete at this meeting.

The Military'Manceuvres in Oxfordshire.

The squad of motor cyclists who took
part in the great army manoeuvres last

week were reported to have been hard
worked, but they carried out their

duties to the" satisfaction of the com-
manders. The motor cyclists had very
little sleep, and the night mists were,

moreover, cruelly cold, wet, and im-

penetrable.

Next Week's Brooklands Meeting.

On Wednesday next, the 6th prox.

,

two motor cycle races will be included
in the Brooklands A.R.C. Meeting,
particulars of which have already
appeared in these pages. Entries
closed on Monday last.

Marvellous Pedalling Feat,

Once again the three-cylinder y)/

type Anzani engine has asserted itself.

This time it was used by Hoffmann
on his monster pacing motor cycle at
Munich, when he helped Paul Guig-
nard to wrest the hour pusli cycle
record from Wills, the Englishman.
The distance covered was 63 miles
255 yards, Wills's previous best being
61 miles 1,007 yards.

A Two-stroke Aeroplane Engine,

Engineer Grade, the only German
aviator who has succeeded in making
a flight of any length, uses a two-
stroke Grade for propelling his aero-
plane, the class of engine built into
the Grade motor cycle, only, of course,
much more powerful. Up to the time
of writing. Grade's longest flight lasted

some three minutes, and his greatest
altitude is nearly 100ft.

The Clashing of Competition Dates,

What a pity it is that the A.C.U.
and jM.C.C. have important events
arranged for the same day, viz.,

October 16th. The A.C.U. has the
Quarterly Trials and the jM.C.C. its

Brooklands private meeting. Both
are important events, the Quarterly
Trials having their value to the
trade, and the Brooklands meeting
providing a splendid opportunity for

those who have never ridden on a safe

track before. It is obvious that each
would receive a better entry if the
events were held on separate dates.

^fi ^fi ^fi A^ ^fi Afi Afi AA 'Slfi A^ _^fi ^fi ySA A(l A4 Afi
i?!v ^S: xii\ x!K rK x!^ fK ^K x>S: tiK x^S t'S^ ^K r>S: t'lT CS^

FUTURE EVENTS,

Sept. 29—British M.C.R.C. Sixth Members' Meet-
ing at Brooklands.

O^t. 6—Race Meeting at Brooklands (two events
for motor cycles).

,, 9—Two Hours' Record Race at Brooklands,
organised by the Br;t:sh M.C.R.C.

,, 9—Ed nburgh Motor Cycling Club Open
Hill-climb on Amulree.

„ 16—-A.C.U. Fourth Quarterly Trial of 1909,
Uxbridge to Banbury and' back.

„ 16—M.C.C. Private Race Meeting and
Gymkhana on Brooklands track.

,, 23—M.C.C. Closing Run to Brighton.

Nov. 12-20—Olympia Motor Exhibition.

,, 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show, Royal
Agricultural Hall, N.

CZTKi

Sep. 29.. 6.42

Oct. 2. . 6.36

„ 6.. 6.27

Tolls in Bavaria,

Bavarian motor cyclists are

jected to considerable annoyance
expense by the varied tolls impose

the parishes through which they ha

to ride. The cyclist who ven

into new districts is quite m the

as to what he may be called upo
pay ; the toll may be any sum
l^d. to lOd., this latter sum \

levied by a parish called Moo.sl

f^^%^HH^^f^'k^^^M^^HHHHkfA

After making fastest time in the Edinbi

M.C.C. hill-climb on Manor Hill, Peebles,

Baxter set off for the Isle of Man with his 1

Rex, but found the pace in the T.T. too hot

amateurs.

near Landsliut. There are strel

of some sixty miles where the

collected amount to as much as hi

sovereign. An automobile organ
lifihes a list of many of the p
where these tolls are levied, and
upon motorists to boycott them.

A British Success,

The result of the Tourist Tr<

Race is a decisive score for Br
productions. The fastest tw^in-c

der machine and the fastest single

British-made throughout, with

exception of the magnetos and
carburetter on the - twin-cyli

machine. Moreover, out of the

twelve in order of finishing ten

British-made machines.

Did Giuppone Expect to Win

!

Giuppone, that one-time expert n

cyclist, who finished twelfth in

T.T. Race, must surely have ui

estimated the performances of Br

riders, for he employed one of

smallest engines in the race, equi

with accumulator and coil ign

and Truffault forks. He still bel:

in a big enough carburetter, pin

his faith to a car-sized Longuen
It may be mentioned that Giup
was successful in a voiturette rac

Ostend on the 19th inst., leaving in
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^ely after the conclusion of the

3 for the Isle of xMan. He only-

two days' practising, so to finish

Iftli with an 84 x 86 mm. engine
1 a striking performance. Giup-

e is an adept in rounding corners

1 motor bicycle. He has not ridden

lotor cyc'e lately, but has lost none
his olu dash and daring.

Winning Enjine.

he J. A. P. engine used by H. A.
iier is exactly the same as the 8

85 X 85 mm. twin-cylinder J.A.P.
ine with overhead valves, except

t the cylinders are shorter. To

^,
'Vj,

'he 85 X b5 m.m. Twin-eylinder J.i»,P.

;ine used by H. A. Collier, the winner of tlie

jrist Tropliy.

t the required cylinder capacity
;he T.T. race the stroke was re-

id to 65 mm., this particular engine
ig selected by the makers, as they
e best able to reduce the stroke
at the same time get the proper
pression. Beyond shortening the
ke, the engine is absolutely stan-

i, and has the same compression
; is common to all standard J.A.P.
ines.

Year's Winners " out of it."

ast year's winners seemed to be
of it this year, although Marshall
to a late stage promised to have
ly in the matter. He finished the
; lap in the third position, which
kept until the sixth round, and on
next lap crept into second place,

)lacing Lee Evans, and was only a
minutes behind Harry Collier,

rshall was doomed to disaiDpoint-
it, however, for on the next time
ad the timing gear stripped—an
ost unknown occurrence with
Jinph engines.

T.T. Race : Some Interesting Observations.

^arry A. Collier, the Tourist Trophy
ner, will be remembs'red as ths
nty-four hours' motor bicycle record
ler. He has competed in all three
irist Trophy Races, and although
made the fastest circuit in IE 07 on
ingle-cylinder machine, he was not
Jsd in either of the two first races
the Tourist Trophy,
here were fifty-four starters in the
>,_and nineteen completed the course
hin the time limit allowed, which

means that all the nineteen either
maue non-stop runs, or v> ere not de-
layed more than a fev/ minutes. There
were comparatively few mechanical
failures, the withdrawals in most cases
being due to falls through slddding at
corners. Burst tyres also accounted
for several retirements, the covers in
some cases refusing to remain on the
rims at high speed. The last-mentioned
trouble proves the necessity of serious
practising beforehand.

The most serious accident during
the progress of the race happened to
A. J. Sproston, who fell in the first

quarter of a mile breaking his ankle
bone. He pluckily continued, and
completed the full course.

G. E. Stanley was also unfortunate,
as hs occupied fourth pos^t'on when he
sustained a fall which put him out of
the runnings Stanley had done won-
derfully well in practice sp.ns.

H. A. Collier's fifth lap was the
fastest ever accomplished en the
3allacraine-Peel-Kirkmichael-BRilacraine
course. His time was 18m. 9s. Rem
Fowler's previous best, accomplished
in the first Tourist Trophy Pi,ac9, with
a restricted fuel allowance was 22m. 6|s.

Single-cylinder machines last week
frequently covered the course in less

than twenty minutes.

C. B. Franklin was the fastest

amateur rider in the race, and wins
the private owner's silver cup.
Although fifth in order of speed, he
was but 26m. 54s. slower than the
wimier,

Colver'is Matchless-J.A.P. and Giup-
pone's Peugeot were the only accu-
mulator ignited machines in the race. -

Both completed the course, -jcmpying

727

tenth and twelfth positions retpsctiveiy.
Cliain-driven machines numbered thive,
the Indians and the Scott being
equipped with this type of transmis-
sion. All the re-mainder were belt-
driven with the exception of the F.N.,
wnich is bevel driven.
The two-stroke Scott was the lightest

machine in the T.T. Race. The rider,
E. &. Myers, surprised man}' by the
wonderful manner in which he could
attain high speed from a standing
start. A two-speed gear and free
engine is used on the Scott.

Police Traps.

There has been a trap working
between Newport (Mon.) and Cardiff,
somewhere between the seventh and
ninth milestones, but the police have
not yet been very strict.

Hill-climb on Amulree.

Saturday next, the 2nd prox., is

the latest date for receipt of entries
for the Edinburgh M.C.C. open hill-

climb on Amulree, that formidable
ascent which proved too much for all

the competitors in the Scottish Reli-
ability Trials. The competition is to
take place on the following Saturday,
at 2 p.m.

Over Seventy-one M^les in One Hour.

Regarding the paragraph on page
716 of the last issue, we are now
advised that the correct distance
covered by Fred Huyck on a 7 h.p.
Indian at Sjjringfield, U.S.A., on the
6th inst., was 71 mijes 620 yards.
During the attempt "Huyck had to
leave the track for a whole minute or
more owing to a broken chain, using
a spare machine until the chain of the
original one was repaired. The Hendee
Co. claim this ride as a record.

Tourist Trophy Race. A competitor at Ballacraine corner. Many were the styles adopted by com-

petitors in rounding this corner. The old stagers saved many seconds, sometimes minutes, by skUlul

corner work on every circuit of the course.

AI3
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by W'J'M.rawtGtt.

* *
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[Previous instalments appeared in our issues of September 15th and 22nd.]

I was now pas^sing throug-h what I took to be a cork

forest. The view at the top was magnificent, and

although I had passed here on my outward journey it

seemed totally different. At the top I propped up

my machine and had an enjoyable cigarette and

admired the view. Far away wexe the Maritime

Alps with their snow-bound summits, but the air was

so clear that they seemed quite close. Down below,

almost out of sight, could be seen white specks, pre-

sumably houses, dotted here and. there. Looking at

the surrounding country again, and then at my motor

bicycle, I felt as though we did not belong to this

earth at all : we seemed so O'Ut of place. Here I

was aware that something was approaching. It

proved to be the car I had left. As it passed I noticed

that the water was boiling. Remounting, I cautiously

descended the Col, reaching the ancient Roman city

of Frejus with its famous aqueduct.

The road now hugged the coast, and soou I renewed

my acquaintance with St. Maxime, and again tarried

awhile to admire the little village.

Again avoiding St. Tropez, I did not follow the

coast road, but struck a much better road inland,

^\•hich joined the Mediterranean just before reaching

Hyeres. Between Hyeres and Toulon the road was
much frequented by groups of sailors from the war-

ships. They were usually playing some game on the

road, and were so boisterous over it that I had to

dismount once or twice, as I could not attract their

attention quickly enough if I came upon them round

a corner.

Dusty Roads even Welcomed.
After leaving Toulon the roads, to my surprise and

joy, began to get almost dusty, but there were
stretches which were still a little "tricky" owing to

the grease. Continuing through Ollioules brought me
to le Beausset and its twisty but pretty road, to within

a few miles of Aubagne, where, by taking the road
to the right, I made for Roquevaire, and got on to

a fine road which avoided busy Marseilles.

The going was magnificent, the roads being dustless

and dry, and beautifully engineered, and so for mile

after mile I averaged thirty-five miles an hour with

perfect comfort and ease. The road extended in an
almost straight line, and several times almost lost

itself in perspective. The nice undulating surface

made it the more enjoyable almost all the way to

Avignon (a distance of over forty miles), and on the
way I passed through Aix, St. Cannat, and Lambesc,
where I caught glimpses of the river Durance. On
to Senas, Orgon, and across the river, I arrived at

Avignon, and enquiring for the best hotel, was directed

to the Grand Hotel d' Europe, which proved most com-
fortable.'

Here I reflected over what I consider easily the

most enjoyable run of the tour. The distance covered

A.14

was almost 200 miles, and nearly every yard -v

magnificent. On one portion in particular the seen

was almost bare of human habitation whatever, a

seemed to be given over to nature—^except in

spot only, and here it seemed as if man had inde

been jealous, for on a small peak, which rose abrup

from the surrounding country, rose a church steep

with its spire dominating the small A'illage wh
clung round its base as if in protection from the w
and rugged country which surrounded it. How (

the inhabitants live ? There was no railway within 1

miles. There seemed to be no fields or vineyar

Perhaps the place was only some ancient ruins,

lonely did it appear to be. Indeed, it might h;

been some monastery in the centre of Thibet, so (

off from the world was its situation. Wa-

splashes had been rather frequent on this run, owi

to the heavy rains : one in particular, where the ro-

was under water for over fifty yards, and the \\Si-

Avas running swiftly. Seeing a pedal cyclist appe
I waited to see what he would do. He risked

Wished he hadn't! A quick change came over 1

face as he began to get scared, the Avater rising

his front spindle. Then he Avaited to see the fi

but I Avas not having any. So I pushed my machi

up a small banking and rode betAveen the metals

a small railway line till I Avas forced off by soi

officials, as I Avas near a railway station. Getting

to an almost dry part of the road, I Avas able to n

a feAv yards, but Avas brought up suddenly at anotl

splash. This time I made a dash to get aero:

Splash ! the AA^ater Avent in all directions, even in r

face. Steam filled the air. My belt slipped and ga

me a really free engine, and horrors ! the machi

came to a stop in inches of Avater. Stepping smart

I . reached the opposite side twenty yards off, av

my feet almost dry, due to the overalls covering

the lace holes on my boots.

In the hotel courtyard next morning I noticed

of England's best cars—a six-cylinder Rolls-Roy^

Chatting with the driver, I learned that he Avas

Triumph rider himself. He told me that he had se

m.e leaving Nice the previous day, and he had prac

cally come the same Avay as I had, and Avas going

the same direction to just outside Paris. Biddi

him good-bye, I swmig out of the gateway and turn

to the right, keeping the River Rhone on my left, ai

headed for Orange. The roads again, I Avas plea

to find, Avere in perfect condition. Just outsi

Orange the stately Roman Arch Avas passed, and

belieA'e it is said to be the best in France, and

its antiquity is in a marvellous state of preservation

I believe it was soon after leaving Orange that

passed over a very Avide river, Avhich owing to t

recent heavy rains was SAAdrling under the narr

bridge at a good pace, carr}'ing small trees aij
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arrogate to the Riviera and Back by Motor Cycle.

—

ranches on its way. The bridge was one of the

inest I have ever seen.

A Fright.

Always keeping the Rhone on my left-hand and

learly always in sight of it, I worked my way North,

ieveral very 5usy little villages were passed close by

he river side. Once near a village I saw a caution

loard of some description with a word resembling

Casseris," and I wondered whatever the warning

/•as for. I gave another look back to see if I had
lassed anything. I need not have troubled, however,

or before I knew what had happened I was nearly

arown over the handle-bars, as I almost shot over a

irge and sudden dip in the road with a little stream

unning at the bottom. I kept a look-out in future

3.r those kindly notice boards, and some even stated

le distance to those "wash-outs " in metres.

The scenery was rather nice, but by no stretch of

pagination could it possibly compare with the views

f the previous day. Every now and
gain, however, could be seen, perched

p on the highest point for miles, some
ncient castle or fortress which seemed in

ains. How old they were I have no idea,
i

ut they seemed to be built vnth an eye
]

'

> repulsing any marauding band.
. ,

After passing through Montelimar I had
) dispense with my faithful large scale

>ad map, as it only gave the roads as

IT north as I had reached, so I brought

ut my old Bradshaw railway map, which
as the only one I had tO' pilot m.e home,
hrough Valence and St. Rambert, and
;opping just before reaching Vienne, I

icked my bicycle on the stand, and sat on
le grassy bank to enjoy a quiet smoke.
,ooking over the machine from where I

It I was surprised to notice that there was
o chain on my pedalling gear. I had been
ding for hours, so it might have been
dies behind. Where I sat the road was straight for

bout three miles, and a two-seated racing car whizzed
ast in a cloud of dust with about six spare tyres on
le back. It was going a good eighty miles an hour,

ad the suction made my machine sway on its stand,

his is not an American yarn ! Continuing my way, I

cached Lyons with its busy thoroughfares and large

umber of bridges which span the river. As I expected,
found great difficulty in finding my way on to the

)rrect road, but at last I got out: The road got worse
ad worse, till it finished in a tow path along the river

de. Back into Lyons again I happily discovered I

ad hardly any petrol left, so I filled up at a grocer's

lop. Almost every grocer's shop and ironmonger's
ave some petrol cans outside as a sign. Next time I

wnd the correct road, and duly arrived at Macon
: about six o'clock. I elected to stay the night at

le Hotel de France, and I had no sooner put my
achine under cover than rain came on and continued
r the best part of the evening.

The day's run had been satisfactory—about 175
iles—^without any trouble, except for one or two little

)rints alongside the machine owing to my losing the

idal chain, and one or two steep hills in the middle
certain villages with a ridiculous speed lin'it of

=<TTO
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under five miles an hour, which, needless to say, 1

hardly complied with, as the streets were practically
deserted and perfectly straight and wide.
Once I had obtained an excellent view of several

hundred cavalrymen performing some manoeuvres
or tournament. They presented a brilliant spectacle
as they wheeled this way and that with their swords
and accoutrements glittering in the sun. Sometimes I

passed large groups of soldiers halting by the roadside
with their swords stacked up and their horses tethered
or being led to some stream near by.

I had arranged for an early breakfast in the morn-
ing, so was very much amioyed when I got up to find

it had been raining nearly all the night through, and
was still raining. After an hour or so the rain ceased,
so I continued my way again, making for Chalon. The
previous evening I had discovered that I was only
sixty miles from Geneva, and I wondered if it would
be worth while to make a short detour, but the rain

decided for me, and I rode straight on. Chalon is on
the Rhone, although in this part it is called the Saone,

The Bay, Mentone.

the river emptying itself into the Mediterranean at

least 250 miles away. I was surprised to see some
torpedo boats or destroyers so far inland, and also

observed the large workshops of Messrs. Rochet-

Schneider, of armament fame.

Keeping the river on my right I was threading my
way along the crowded street when I was aware of a

gentle purring sound. A horn sounded, and a large

green car bonnet crept past me. It was the Rolls-

Royce which I had seen at Avignon, 200 rriiles away,

the previous morning. Knowing that the car was going

the same way as myself, I followed. In a short dis-

tance there appeared a large arrow on my left point-

ing out the road to Paris, so I was surprised when the

car passed it, but I kept behind, as I thought the driver

knew a better way. However, it appears that he did

not know the way at all, so I turned round and regained

the Paris road, which appeared in a long grey muddy
line.

(To be eoncluded next week.)

Tyres are the chief consideration in present dav

motor cycle trials, and it is not without interest to

know that Jas. Stewart, who recently won the Muratti

Trophy outright, used Palmers.



Wind Screens on Sidecars.

[4285.]—I notice om page 691 of your issue of September

15th a picture of Mr. F. E. Lee, of Stoke-on-Trent, with a

ceHuloid wind screen attached to his sidecar. I think it

would be of extreme interest to his fellow sidecarists if Mr.

Lee could be persuaded to give in the Correspondence

columns of your valuable journal his experiences with this

novelty. I am interested to know where such an article can

be obtained, and particularly how it is fixed to the sidecar.

1 should also like to know how the combination behaves

against a wind ; that is, whether it materially increases

the amount of work to be done by the machine. The last

point is of vital importance to me, since my machine is only

3^ h.p. with two-speed gear, and a strong head wind taxes

the power of the machine almost to the limit.

J. F. BRIGGS.

Punctures in the Driving Tyre.

[4287.]—I am very much surprised on reading the portion

of the judges' report on the six days' trial relating to punc-

ture protectors. I cannot imagine how anyone could for one

moment believe that the reason that punctures mostly occur

in the back wheel is that the front wheel tips the nail or

other puncture material up on end, and the back wheel

catches it before it has time to fall again.

If this is the case, how do you account for machines of

different lengths all, suffering the same, such as tandems,
triplets, and singles? Agtxin, how is it that punctures occur

in the back wheel of a tricar so persistently when there

is no front wheel directly in front of it? You very rarely

get a puncture in a front wheel or a sidecar wheel, because
it only rolls along the road, whereas the cause of punctures
in the back wheel is because, whether pedalled or propelled

by an engine, it is being forced round with a big drag on
the road. Therefore, as soon as it comes in contact with a

nail, etc., it naturally picks it up, and next time it comes
round it is driven into the tyre.

The best way tO' prevent the majority of punctures is to

fix a bit of steel wire across the. back stays to just miss the

tyre. This will prevent seventy-five per cent, of the punc-
tures, which are, I think, the greatest bugbear the motor
cyclist has to put up with. PATSY BOLLIVER.

The Land's End to John-o'-Groat's Record.

[4288.]—I think Mr. A. W. Bentley [No. 4273] comes
down rather hard on j'our correspondent who signs himself
" Own Bat " [4255]. There is no endeavour on the part of
" Own Bat " to belittle any record holder's performances, nor
does it necessarily imply he is without courage, because' he
uses a nom-de-plume. Mr. Bentley perhaps thinks abuse
is a weapon of argument.
When " Own Bat " mentioned " motor cars " and " tent

garages," he was only following his argument to its logical

conclusion. The End-to-end record is now purely a matter of

capital and organisation, and I believe it would be easily pos-
sible to find hundreds of motor cyclists who could emulate
either Mr. Hart Davies's or Mr. Bentley's feat given proper
weapons and organisation.

" Own Bat's " idea is a thoroughly sporting one, and would
be a true test of man's endurance apart from vast expenditure
and organisation. What chance has the average motor cyclist,

when the cost must be a new machine with special fittings

and expenses wliich must get up' from £20 to £30, to say
nothing of a band of followers to pilot and nurse the
competitor ?

The first man who gets through on his own bat (I like
the phrase), who carries food and petrol with him (if neces-
sary), and gets an odd hour's sleep in a barn, will have done
much more than the present record holder or any of his
predecessors. W. E. HOLMES.

[4289.]—I crave space to reply to Mr. Vivian Olsson and
Mr. Arthur W. Bentley on the above subject. I regret that
my letter (owing to its length) was not printed in its entirety,
and that part which related to the average speed was omitted.
This, of course, was the basis of my argument.

It will be well within the- memory of both the gentlemen
tliat some years ago Mr. Chas. Jarrott set up several records
from London to Monte Carlo on a 40 h.p. Croesley, and the
editors of several car papers deprecated these performances,
especially the speed bursts from London to Dover; and I

ask you, sir, as editor of TJir Motor- Cycle, can you justify

SEPTEMBER 2gth, igo(^.

a ride of 900 miles at an average speed above the legal limi1

If either Mr. Olsson or Mr. Bentley can, -I sliall be glad 1

see his line of argument.
As to belittling Mr. Hart Davies's record, such was ik

my intention. I quite agree that it was a splendid perforn

ance, and reflects great credit alike to man and mount, an

it was merely to the manner in which the run was conducte

that I objected to.

I congratulate Messrs. Olsson and Bentley on their ow
rides, and should like to say tliat ]\'Ir. Olsson's ride, with litt

or no arrangements and help, is the nearest approach to whj

I mean.
Mr. Hart Davies spent so much time on his machine an

so little off that a lowering of the record means a high,

average speed or better arrangements.
THE WRITER OF THE LETTER.

Motor Cycle Design.

[4290.]—The above correspondence comes at a very oppoi

tuae moment, as we are nearing the Stanley Show, wher

makers will be exhibiting their latest productions.

I think an opportunity arises for suggesting the idea c

asking the ?iIotor Union to give a diploma to the manufac

turer of the motor cycle which is considered the best i

design, transmission, control, safety, ease of starting, brakes

easy riding position, cleanliness, silence, and freedom froi

vibration. Perhaps the best method to gain unbiased opinion

would be to a«k the representatives of each of the town an(

country clubs, who would doubtless be present at the show

to record their opinion to the Motor Union, and th

machine that the majority favoured would be the chosen on

for the award. The cost of this innovation would surely b

readily defrayed by members of the trade, and its resul

would be of great interest to readers of The Motor Cycle

ARTHUR W. WALL.

Fuel Consumption.

[4291.]—In reply to Mr. F. P. Johnson's letter No
4257 in your issue of September 15th, I regret that b

should have thought that my letter was "written in

sarcastic vein," and would point out that the extract fron

the letter which he quotes—presumably as being sarcastic-

is merely a bald statement of fact, which emphasises th

excellence of the performances of Nos. 1 and, 2.

I feel sure that a trial of this sort, held by a club of th

standing of the Nottingham and District INI.C.C., would b(

conducted' under the close observation of the club official

and Mr. Johnson's suggestion that Messrs. Brough anc

Reilly should repeat their performances under "officia

observation" appears unnecessary, and not very polite t<

the officials of the club, or the competitors. Supposing tha

I had £10 to expend on a Nottingham charity, it is no

clear from Mr. Johnson's letter how the repetition of th(

performance would enlighten me as to how I might rui

double the distance per gallon of petrol that I am able t<

do now. The gentlemen whose machines performed s<

splendidly can no doubt remember how it was done, and i

they wish to inform the readers of TJie Motor Cycle as t<

how a very large saving in fuel can be effected, could do s(

without going to the trouble of repeating their performances
This would be an act of charity which would dwarf th<

one proposed by Mr. Johnson into insignificance.

F. C. JAMES.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" A B 929 " desires owners' experiences with the Zenith

Gradua for sidecar work.

"J. E." (Plymouth), 7-8 h.p. two-speed Bat and sidecar

Is the lin. belt strong enough for its work?
"J. H." (Lanes.), 1909 Quadrant, as regards power.

The, rider of a Motosacoche living in Nevern Road, Earl
Court, and who on the 17th inst. rendered assistance to H
Hill, the rider of a four-cylinder F.N., is asked to send his

address to the Editor to be forwarded.
' Capt. A.L.W." would like to know if there are an}

motor cyclists at Free Town, Sierra Leone, on the Wes1
Coast of Africa, and whether they will advise as to the best

type of motor bicycle for that district. Also, if the roac

up to the Civil Hill Station is either from condition of sur-

face or gradient rideable.

m
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(BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.)

RACE PRELIMINARIES.
V^^^^^

y\RRIVED by the Vihing on Tuesday,

the 2ist inst., in company with

about thirty other motor

cyclists. Though, naturally,

not so many visitors have come
over for the Auto Cycle T.T.

as for the Four Inch Race last

year, the number of people

who have arrived here with and
without their motor bicycles is

considerable. The islanders

take a great interest in the

Lce, and deeply deplore the fact that there is no car

'ent this year.

Shortly after my arrival I set out on the trusty little

^ h.p. Messrs. Douglas Bros, have placed at my
isposal for this week, for Bailacraine, and there met

good many of the competitors putting finishing

(uches to their machines. R. O. Clark and A.

^est were two very late arrivals, who crossed over with

e on Tuesday, and so have only had one morning's

ractice. I then drove the Douglas round the course,

ad was soon bumping over its rough surface towards

Creg Willey's Hill. The hill itself is in excellent

condition, and the little lightweight soared up it in

splendid form. From the summit to the wicked corner

at Kirk Michael the going is somewhat better, but it

is by no means perfect, and is passably good till Peel

is reached. From Peel to St. John's it is again bumpy.
It is a great pity the Highway Board has no steam
roller, as without it a really smooth surface cannot be

obtained. In the evening the competitors met at the

A.C.U. headquarters, the Sefton Hotel, and received

final instructions from Mr. V. Hart, one of the judges.

Wednesday morning I was up betimes, and after a

delightful eight mile spin I reached Bailacraine, and

round the corner of the hotel there the competitors were

coming in quick succession. Many did not turn up

at all, as they had practised enough, but several of

the experienced riders made several circuits, among
whom Godfrey and Giuppone created much interest

—

the former by covering the course in igY^m., and the

latter by taking the corner in a masterly manner.

Most of the others took the corner well, and only one

.had an insignificant tumble. A little farther on,

however, L. C. Munro was run into by Leno, who was

Competitors and

spectators assem-

bling at St. John's

on Wednesday

morning last for

the weighing.

The silencer and

brake tests were

conducted within

a mile of this

point in the direc-

tion of Creg

Willey's Hill.
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going round the course in the wrong direction. Poor

Munro suffered a broken arm, and was carried back

to Douglas in Mr. Williamson's car. Leno's case was

brought up before the judges on Wednesday morning,

and he was disqualified. Fortunately, this is the only

serious accident which has occurred since practising

was allowed.

Giuppone out of Practice.

I had a few minutes' chat with Giuppone at the con-

clusion of his last trial spin, and he told me he had

not ridden a motor bicycle for a year—properly speak-

ing, for two years, as his last ride was a kilometre long

up Gaillon Hill—so he was rather out of practice. He
thought the course was pretty and not too difficult.

SEPTEMBER 29th, igog.

were tested before'the same officials on the return, the

men being required to pull up or nearly pull up at a

given signal between two points. Some machines—in

fact most—pulled up quite nicely, others did not, but

all satisfied the judges. This concluded a busy morn-

ing's work.

The Day of the Race.

As the gallant little Douglas carried me down the

Peel road just after eight o'clock on the morn-

ing of the race at an easy speed, as I was

dawdling to let a friend catch me up, dozens of motor

bicycles passed on their way to the start. Here and

there hired flies were jogging along carrying spectators,

while several train loads were deposited at St. John"s.

and by the time the hour approached 10 a.m. such n

-2'*

*
f, <»£ >'&.5^^' -£>-" sT. _ s^tC-A *<" ~ f}^ ^'^A*i ^ -

Ths first two riie- to sti't \V8 e 3. Mirshall (3J h.p. Triumph), last year's winner (right), and H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot-Peujeot' ileUi.

and other competitors ready to start can be seen in the haclsground.

A group of officials

At 8 a.m. the practising ceased, and all cleared off

to Douglas or Peel for breakfast. About 10.30 all the

competitors and many spectators turned 'up at St.

John's, and there were told by Mr. Hart that they were

to be marshalled in order, and first get weighed at

the railway station, and then have their silencers tested

by riding straightaway frooTi the St. John's Station up
a stiff little hill about a mile away. The marshalling
was ably carried out by Mr. C. E. Rackham, the

weighing by Messrs. R. D. F. Paul and E. S. Ross,

and the brake and silencer tests^ by Messrs. J. R.

Nisbet, J. W. G. Brooker, and V. Holroyd. All were
weighed except J. F. Jones (;^j4 h.p. Triumph), who,

ran into a wall- and damaged his machine; Munro
(5% h.p. N.S.U.), who met with the accident referred

to above; and A. West (3 3^3 h.p. Triumph), who,
suffering from temporary mental aberration, forgot to

present himself at St. John's.

Nearly all the machines appear to be sound and
s nsible mounts, and the freak element is entirely

absent. Teaving the station the competitors crossed
the main road, and proceeded tO' a short steep hill,

halfway up which the judges adjudicated on the
efficiency of the silencers. All passed the' test satis-

factorily. The Indians, the Scott, and one or two
of the Triumphs were wonderfully quiet. The brakes

crowd as has ne\'er before assfmbled .at the Auto

Cycle T.T. lined the road in the vicinity of St. John's.

The weather was splendidly fine, cool at first, but

warmer as the day wore on, but a strong westerix \,ird

raised a good deal of dust, and rendered the coircr

somewhat trying along the Peel-Ballacraine road. 1 y.

9 a.m. nearly all the competitors had presented them-

selves, and each was then placed in a position opposite

his, number on the cross-country road to -Glen Heliri.

Messrs. Paul, Nisbet, Starley, and a host of jothtrs

arranged them in order on both sides of the road-, so

that they extended from the foot of Tynwald.Hill to

the edge of- the main road. What police there were

behaved excellently in attempting to keep the enclo-

sures clear of unauthorised people, but there were not

nearly enough, and the marshals had all they could do

to keep a free- passage for the riders and their many
attendants. As the hour approached, the men were

arranged in pairs on the course by Paul, the chief

marshal. . After the last train load of spectators had

arrived from Douglas and Colonel Freet'h, chief con-

stable of the island, had completed a tour- of the

course to see that all was in order, the word to go

was given, and Marshall and Peed leaped into their

saddles at 10.22. their engines firing at once. Despite

the high compression used on many of the engines, it
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was remarkable how easily they started. Ferryman,
Godfrey, Applebee, Carter, Fowler, and Lang did

not get away very smartly, but the performance made

=(THg)

At the starting'^point. G. E, Stanley {3J h.p. Premier) (right) and B.
Vickers-Jones (3| h.p. Premier) (left) waiting for the word " Go !" from the
timekeepers, C. P. Glazeljrooli and A. V. Ebblewhite, on the extreme
right. The wearer of the badge is Chief Marshal R. D. F. PauL

by the Scott was so splendid that the crowd could not

refrain a cheer.-- At the words " Get ready " Myers
stamped on. the starting pedal, and the Scott fired at

once J at the word "Go" he was moving away in-

the s'addle, b^efore the man starting with him had
tiardly begun to run. It served to show the public how
a motor bicycle should be .started. The men were sent

Dff in pairs at half-minute intervals. The absentees

were J. F. Jones, L. C. M-unro, and J. Leno, whose
reasons for not starting are given above ; Fletcher, who
did not ride the Indian which he was down to ride

in the programme; and West, whose injured knee did

tiot allow him to compete.

As soon as the last - an had been sent ofif the crowd
settled itself down tO' watch for the first arrivlal, and
liere and there people sat in advantageous positions on
ihe grass. Hardly had they done this when a police-

nan's whistle blew loud and shrilly. Who was it ?

Eyes were strained and necks; craned forward to catch

a glimpse of the rider. Was it Marshall or Reed ?

Marshall had kept his place, but Lee Evans on the

red Indian, who started No. 7, had leaped up to second
place in order, and was travelling at a great speed.

Next in order passed Drury, Reed travelling slOwly,

3odfrey going well, and Wells who stopped and retired

as he had hurt himself in mounting, H. Collier travel-

ing at a greats rate. Ferryman, Murphy, Colver, Gibson,

[. Bashall, Stewart, W. Bashall, F. Applebee, Stanley,

Brice, Franklin, and Sproston (who to everyone's

istonishment removed his left boot and threw it on the

ground), Norton, White, _Cooper, Bowen, V. Jones,

Fowler, Moorhouse, Lord, Adamson, Smyth, Creyton,

j^rinstead, Newsome (who was going particularly well),

jreer, Myers (his machine running beautifully), Heaton,
jiuppone, Baxter, and Bell together, J. D. A. Munro,
R. O. Clark, Wilson, Maclean, F. C. Wood, and
Butler. Even at this early stage there were several

etirements—Carter who retired through a puncture at

j-len Helen (irreparable as he had no repair outfit),

^Vells tO' whose retirement I have just referred, Blake
-yho buckled his front wheel at Ballacraine, Bentley
iVho failed to take the comer at the foot of Creg
^illey's Hill, and several others.
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First Round.
The first six on time at the end of the first lap were

Rider and machine.

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P
F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

H. H. Bowen (3i h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) ...

Second Round.
In the second round Evans maintained, his lead, this

time riding well ahead of Marshall, and at this

early stage he looked a winner, while Drury, H.
Collier, Godfrey, and Stanley, followed next
order. The times for the two laps were:

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

M. s.

18 45
19 25
19 35
19 42
19 45
20 9

m

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

A. Collier (5 h.p. Mc,tchle?s-J.A.P
Marshall (5^ h.p. Triumph)

37
38
39

59^

40
40

43
40
43
54
1

10

H.
J.

F. W. Dayreir(5 li.p. Tat-J.A.P.)
O. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) ...

Sproston, who was riding Avell and keeping up a

good a^erage, came round with his bootless leg hang-
ing down, and later a rumour was current that he had
broken an ankle bone. ^ Ellis (3^^ h.p. Rex), found his

engine was net pulling properly, so he stopped at the

excellently arranged scoring board at whii^-i the aggre-

gate times were put up by a willing staff of mnrsha's,

The timekeepers' box at St. John's.

looked at the progress of the race, and then proceeded.

Of course, he was out of the running, but his action

greatly amused the spectators.

Third Round
At the end of the third round the positions of the

first four were unchanged, the times being

:

1. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.
J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) ..

F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ..

H. H. Bowen (3i h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) ..

Fourth Round.
In the fourth round Evans maintained first place,

followed by Collier and Marshall, Godfrey having run

into fourth position.

1. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)
J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)...
0. C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex)
F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) ...

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

56 43
57 29
59 13
59 53

1 1 4

1 2

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1 15 46
1 18 51

1 19 25

1 21 12

1 21 53

1 22 14
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Fifth Round.

Evans still led at the end of the fifth round, his

machine running with surprising sweetness and regu-

larity. Dayrell and New;^ome fell back, and Drury

and Rem Fowler ran into fifth and sixth positions.

Rider and machine.

1. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

2. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)

3. J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph)...

4. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) ...

5. Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. J. A. P.)...

6. H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Rex)...

In this round Collier made the record lap, covering

the course in the remarkably short time of i8m. 9s.,

or 50 m.p.h.

H.

1

1

1

1

1

1

M.
35
37
38
43
45
49

s.

5

50
29
4

42
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It was now clearly Collier's race. Evans, save for

a miracle, could never regain the ground he had lost,

and was a sure second, but the struggle for third place

lay between Godfrey and Newsome, who should hold

the honour of being the fastest single-cylinder.

Ninth Round.
Rider and machine.

1. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)
2. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) ...

3. F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

4. 0. C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Rex)
5. H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Rex)

At about twenty minutes to two Collier rushed in a

winner amid the acclamations of the crowd. 4m. 2s.

later Evans arrived, and was heartily cheered for his

H. M. s.

2 54 30
2 57 43
3 10 29

3 10 43

3 17 56

The seorins board erested on the green just in front of Tynwald Hill. The top row of figures are competitors' numbers, be'.ow Ihem appear the names ol

th e riders and the particulars of the machines ; the large figures in the centre indicate the number^ of rounds completed by each competitor at the time
the photograph was taken, and below them the times are given.

Sixth Round.
In the sixth round Evans stopped to fill up with

petrol and oil and lost time in so doing ; this he was
never able to regain, and Collier established a lead

which he held throughout the remainder of the race.

The first six now stood:
1. ,H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.) 1
*2. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) 1

3. J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) 1

4. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) 2
5. Noel E. Drury (5 h.p. J.A.P.) ... 2
6. F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 2

Seventh Round.
In this round, Marshall displaced Evans for second

place.
^ H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)

J. Marshall {Z^ h.p. Triumph)...

55 59

57 17
58 12
4 23
7 37

10 10

excellent performance, Godfrey arrived next, ami

was unfortunately posted up as being third, owing tu

an error. This proved a sore disappointment to him,

as later Newsome was announced to be third man,
beating Godfrey by 2i%s. only.

The results of the race are as follows:

Time,
h. m. s.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian
0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex)'

2

2
2

2

2

2

14 38
17 34
18 30
26 29

F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 2 30 48
6. H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Rex) 2 34 23 1

This was the last time we were to see Marshall, as

near Creg Willey's Hill he broke an exhaust valve and
had trouble with his timing gear. This was very hard
luck, as at the time the incident happened he had
worked up to second place, being less than 3m. behind
Collier.

Eighth Round.
In the eighth round Collier still continued to run

with the utmost regularity. Evans was second, and a
fine race ensued between Godfrey and Newsome.

1. H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P:) 2 33 24
2. G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) 2 38 13
3. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex) 2 49 56
4. F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p^ Triumph)... 2 51 38
5. H. Rem Fowler (5 h.p. Rex) 2 56 2
6. H. V. Colver (3^ h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.) 2 57 16

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

3 13 37|
3 17 35X

Elder and machine.

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-
J.A.P.)

G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian)
W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3 31 10'
~ ~ - -- - - - 3 3j^ 21|

3 40 31^
3 42 24^
3 46 15^
3 46 16|
3 46 54|

0. C. Godfrey (3^ h.p. Rex)
C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p. Triumph)
F. A. Applebae (5 h.p. Rex) ...

J. D. A. Munro (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.)
B. V. Jones (3| h.p. Premier) ...

A. J. Moorhouse (5 h.p. Rex) ...

H. V. Colver (3^ h.p. Matchless-
J.A.P.)
W. Creyton (3^

Average
speed
m.p.h.

*49.04

48
44.92

44.84

43.06

42.66

42.

42.

41.54

3 55
3 55 10
3 57 49
4 53
4 4

81 40.35

40.35

39.89

11. W. Creyton (3^ h.p. Triumph
12. J. Giuppone (3^ h.p. Peugeot)
13. J. Lang (5 h.p. Tee Bee-J.A.P.)
14. W. G. McMinnies (3i h.p. Triumph)
15. J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

16. H. R. Fowler (5 h.p. Rex)
17. T. Greer (5 h.p. Rex)
18. A. J. Sproston (5 h.p. Rex)
19. P. Butler (5 h.p. Dot-Peugeot)...

*The best average speed last year,
consumption basis, was made by J. Marshall, 3^ h.p

2-

4 10 45|
4 15 47|
4 29 29|
4 56 32^
4 58 50

on a restricted fuel

Triumph, 40.4 m.p.h.
41m. 12|s.

Collier beat Marshall's 1908 time by

It will be seen that out of fifty-four starters nineteen
completed the course, and of these in the first half-

dozen the two first and the sixth were "mounted on twinsy
the third, fourth, and fifth on singles. It was thought
at first in certain quarters that the singles would have no
chance against the twins, but, had Marshall suffered m
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ouble, he might have finished first once again.

Sproston's arrival was greeted with vociferous

leering, as, despite several punctures, he had go-ne

irough the race with a broken ankle booe through

itching his left foot between the footrest and the

round when turning sharply on the bridge between

le International

ito Cycle Tourist

ophy Race was

anded in 1907

the Auto Cycle

n i n at the

ggestion of the

Marquis de

luzilly St. Mars,

10 kindly offered

provide a trophy

r a race between

nuine touring

machines.

The winner in 1907

was C. R. Collier,

who rode a 3| h p.

single -cylinder

Matchless - J.A.P.

J. Marshall won

the Trophy in 1903

on a 3^ h.p, single-

cylinder Triumph,

and H. A. Collier is

the present holder

on a 5h.p. Twin

Matchless-J.A.P.

eel and St. John's. His reniarkable pluck was
uch admired, but many people think he ought to

ive retired, not only for his own sake, but for other

x)ple's, in case he had failed to pull up, owing to

s injured foot preventing him from using his brake.

Naturally, as there was no limit to petrol con-

imption this -^ year, the times were vastly faster, and
iturally tumbles were more frequent. No one,

>wever, experienced serious injury, which speaks
ell for the riders' skill. At the conclu-

on the first twelve machines were taken into an
iclosure, and the cylinders were measured by the two
cpert judges, Messrs. A. Sharp and J. W. G. Brooker.
[r. J. W. Orde, who acted as one of the judges,

rrived by the early morning boat on the day of the

ice. It was largely owing to his influence with the

>le of Man authorities that the race was so success-

illy carried out.

For the second time since the Auto Cycle Tourist

rophy Race was instituted the trophy goes to Match-
ss motor cycles and J. A. P. engines, ~ since C. R.
oilier won the first race in 1907. This year his

tck was against him, and he failed to finish the first

)und. Subject to confirmation by the A.C.U. Com-
mittee, the following awards will be made': H. A.
oilier the trophy and £,40, G. Lee Evans ;£2o, W.
. Newsome ^10, C. B. Franklin £,s and a silver cup
ilue five guineas for being the first private owner to

nish,
J. D. A. Munro a silver cup value ;£2 2s. for

eing the second private owner, A. J. Moorhouse a

aid medal presented by the Rex Co. for being the

first private owner to arrive mounted on a Rex machine,
and a silver medal to all those who completed the
course. Mr. Brooker' s prize for the rider in the first

six to make the most consistent running will not be
awarded until the judges have given the matter their

consideration.

Those officials to whom the success of the meeting
is largely due are the following: Judges, Messrs. J.
W. G. Brooker, V. Hart, J. W. Orde, and A. Sharp.
Chief marshals, Messrs. J. R. Nisbet, R. D. F. Paul,

J. K. Starley, and V. A. Holroyd. Marshals, Messrs.
H. P. Beasley, H. G. Bell, S. W. Carty, R. S. Brook-
Hitching, B. H. Davies, J. Haslam, L. A. Baddeley,
E. L. Bates, R. VV. Duke, Dr. Williams, H. R. Mayo,
A. E. Newton, H. C. Pickering, C. E. Rackham, and
A. J. Wilson, and the members of the Manx Auto-
mobile Club. Press steward, Mr. F. A. Hardy. Time-
keepers, Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite, A. G. Reynolds,
and C. P. Glazebrook. Time auditors, Messrs. J.
Baynes, R. A. Tyler, F. Little, and the secretary, Mr.
F. Straight, who carried out his none too easy task
with great credit.

The people in the Island did all in their power to

render the race a success. Lord Raglan, the Lieut.

-

Governor, took the greatest interest in_ the events

;

while Col. Freeth, the Chief Constable, managed the

police arrangements in the most excellent manner.
Mr. C. H. Cubbin, secretary, and Mr. Hughes-Game,
chairman of the Highway Board, looked after the

roads. Mr. G. T. A. Brown, of the Manx Automobile
Club, and Mr. W, Gilmore, secretary of that body,

rendered valuable assistance. Cars which lent valu-

able aid to the officials were placed at their disposal

by Mr. A. E. Bennett of the Bosch Magneto Co.,

Lieut. Maclean, R.N., Mr. G. T. A. Brown, and Mr.
W. Williamson of the Rex Co., while the Manx
Electric Tramway Co. lent a motor char-a-banc.

The Race seen from Creg Willey's Hill.

Creg Willey's Hill, as all those who have studied the

T.T. course know, is the steepest and most trickv hill

on the circuit. As regards gradient, it is not extremel}'

y. ?r«S3

J. Baxter (5 h.p. Rex) leading G. Lee Evans (5 h.p. Indian) and R. J. Bell

(4 h.p. N.S.U.} on the road near Peel.
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severe, but it is long, and there are two bad turns—one

at the foot and the other some little way up. The

road ascends out of Glen Helen, and the ever freshen-

ing breeze eddying round the hills blew down the

course at this particular point. Here there were plenty

of incidents. Bentley fell in the first round through

taking the corner at the foot too fast. The fall

damaged the rear wheel of his machine, so that it

touched the forks and would not revolve, and he

retired. Ellis's machine overheated, and he dis-

mounted. It was after this incident that he stopped

to see how things were going on at St. John's. Reed

stopped some time on the hill and then \^ent on.

Wilson also had a long rest and then proceeded, while

=3EE)
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breaking the bolts holding on the magneto. He pi

ceeded as far as the Kirk Michael depot, and the

retired. Gibson fell twice at the Kirk Michael cornt

and did not finish.

As has been mentioned elsewhere, there wer'-

good many spills, but, happily, -one may have plen

of tumbles off a motor bicycle without doing serio

damage.
The following is a record of the less successf

competitors

:

H. Reed (5 h.p. Dot-Peugeot) retired Ballacraine ; se.z

piston c.n first round.
J. L. Norton (3t^ h.p. Norton) retired after covermg ni

laps ; lubrication failed.

N. E. Drury (5 h.p. J. A. P.) retired seventh round; brok
saddle pin.

The winner entering on the last round at St. John's. Collier is the second rider in the picture. The dust cloud shows the speed at which he is passing the

. other competitor.

Norton had a brief respite in which to shorten his belt.

In his third round W. H. Bashall was somewhat
impeded by the rider in front of him, and had to switch

off, but he cleverly managed to get going again without

leaving the saddle. In his third round Lang had the

misfortune to shed his belt, while in his fourth circuit

Bowen, who had been going well, ran out of petrol

on the hill, which was just halfway between the St.

John's and Kirk Michael depots, and with much per-

suasion begged some off a spectator, who reluctantly

parted with a little from his nearly full tank.

Wilson's next appearance at Glen Helen was his

last, as his cover, had blown off four times, so tie

retired. In his fourth round Bagshaw retired for the

same reason, while later news came . to hand that

Smyth's engine had seized between Kirk Michael and
Peel. Wood, who shed a mudguard at St. John's,

broke an overhead valve operating rod at Glen Helen,

and replaced it in a wonderfully short space ot time.

Greg Willey's Hill proved the undoing of Murphy, who
skidded and fell at the sharp corner, shearing both

ends off his front wheel spindle. In his eighth round
Baxter's engine overheated, and he stopped at the foot

of the hill, but after a rest he restarted. Lord stopped

at Glen Helen with a burst tyre. Giuppone passed
fairly regularly, but his engine misfired the whole
time, and he lost his silencer on the first round.

News from other sources of incidents on the course

was rather meagre. McMinnies fell at Peel. Maclean
fell twice at Ballacraine, buckling his front wheel and

W. H. Wells (5 h.p. Indian) retired end of first rou
through injuries received the previous day in mounting.

S. C. Perrymair (5 h.p. Norton) retired seventh roun
magix.^to came loose, lost oil plug out of crankcase, a:

exhaust l.ifter broke.
R. Ellis (3^ h.p. Rex) withdrew second round throu

overheating.

W. Grinstead (5 h.p. Rex) retired sixth round ; ty

troubles.

W. 0. Bentley (3^ h.p. Rex) ran into wall first round
Ballacraine corner.

C. E. Murphy (3^ h.p. Triumph) broke front spine

through fall, eighth round.
C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.) ; belt came

first round and jammed and damaged wheel.

W. H. Bashall (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) retired sixth roun
fell and damaged footrests and broke oil pipe.

J. T. Bashall (3^ h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) retired sixth roun
leaking oil tank, hand previously injured in practice.

H. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph) retired ninth round
;

peti

tank came adrift, fell at Kirk Michael first lap, exhai
lifter came adrift, and brake jammed ; fifth lap, ran out
petrol, filled up with and ran on paraflBn bought at cotta

near Kirk Michael, where the same procedure was go
througli three times in succession ; lost filler cap, tank spru
a leak, filled up with more paraffin, leaking paraffin short

high-tension wire; finally, leak became so serious he gave
at Kirk Michael.

T. A. Carter (5 h.p. Rex) retired first round
;

punctur
He had no repair outfit.

J. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; tank reported on fire

Devil's Elbow.
R. M. White (3,^ h.p. Brown) ; cylinder head blew (

second round.
R M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown) ; valve broke and smash

piston fifth round.
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J. Baxter (5 h.p. Rex) retired tenth round through burst

re; exhaust lifter wire also broke.

J. C. Smyth (3^ h.p. Rex) retired fourth round ; reported

ized engine.

R. Lord (3^ h.p. Rex) retired seventh round through burst

re,

G. E. Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier) retired fourth round
rough bad fail near Peel-

W. Heaton (3^ h.p. Rex) retired third round ; valve cap
ew off.

H. L'. Cooper, (3^ h.p. Triumph) retired second round

;

>ttom of valve tappet broke and tappet jamme^.
F. C. Bagshaw (5 h.p. Rex) withdrew first round through
irst tyre.

C. Wilson (3^ h.p. Rex) retired fourth round ; burst tyre
Glen Helen.

A. V. Blake (3^ h.p. Triumph) retired ; damaged his arm.
R. J. Bell (4 h.p. N.S.U.) fell and damaged engine in

nth round.

E. S. Myers (3^ h.p. Scott) fell in seventh round and
damaged footrests ;^ these being attached to crankcase engine
was damaged ; the magneto also came loose.
H. H. Bowen (3^ h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) fell and damaged tank

seventh round
; petrol caught fire.

A. V. Blake (3^ h.p. Triumph) retired through fall and
damaged arm first round at Ballacraine.
H. Martin (5 h.p. Martin-J. A. P.) retired first round;

broken front forks.

F. W. Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat-J.A.P.) retired ninth lap;
broken lubricating oil pipe. He had injured his knee in
practice and did well to go so far.

R. 0. Clark (5 h.p. C.F.N.) retired fourth round.; crank-
shaft reported broken at Kirk Michael

F. C. Wood (3^
broke m.o.i. valve operating rod, removed it and tried
to finish as automatic ; this delayed him too much, and he
retired.

F. H. Maclean (3^ h.p. Triumph) retired fourth
through fall at Ballacraine, damaging magneto.

Wood (3^ h.p. N.S.U.) retired after ninth round
;

md

THE TWO HILL CLIMBS,
" Owing to a frivolous objection," as one of the Isle

Man papers put it, the venue of the morning hill-

imb was changed from Richmond Hill to Crogga
ill. The objectio'n was there inight be tourist traffic

I the Kewaigue Road. Crogga Hill is near Fori

>derick on the coast road to Castletown, about 3>i>

iles from Douglas. It is a short, sharp ascent of

)5 yards in length. From the start to the first

md to- the right the grade is fairly steep, then the

(urse is straight for 150 yards, and the gradient is in

e neighbourhood of i in 8; next follows another
ight bend to the right, where the steepest portion of

e hill (about i in 7) is enco-untered. The last

indred yards tO' the finish have a gradient of between
in 14 and i in 20. High banks lined the road,

tiich proved to be good vantage points for the

imerous spectators, Avho enthusiastically applauded
e riders. Seventy-five entries had been received,

if as it had poured with rain immediately after the

.T. Race the day before, the roads were very greasy.

oubtless also many of the competitors were tired

ter the previous day's exertions, and a fair number
the machines -which had competed in the T.T. were

>t in good enough condition for a hill-climb. Con-
quently only thirty-five starters put in an appearance.

Despite the previous night's' rain, the weather was
fine, the roads were drying rapidly, and the surface of

the -hill itself was in \ery good condition. . As pre-

viously stated in The Motor Cycle, the results were
based on the performances on the two hills.

At Crogga Hill, in Class la, for touring machines
with cylinders not exceeding 750 c.c, J. Eastwood

(3^ h.p. Bradbury) made fastest time, 2 7%s. ; while

P. Piatt, riding a similar machine, covered the course

in 28%s. ; F. W. Applebee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex), was
third, 34s.; and E. S. Myers (3^ h.p. Scott) was
fourth, time 35%s.

In Class lb, for touring machines with engines not

exceeding 760 c.c. cylinder capacity (private owners
only), H. Gibson (3^^ h.p. Triumph) made the fastest

time, 25%s. ;

"

came second, 35/^s.

In Class 2a, for single-cylinder machines which com-

peted in the T.T. Race, the fastest 'ascent was made
by F. W. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph), 24^3. Next

in order came W. G. McMinnies (3^/^ h.p. Triumph),
26'%s. ; R. Lord (5 h.p. Rex) was third, 28s.

; J.

Adamson {$% h.p. Triumph) was fourth, 28^5. j W.
Creyton Was fifth, 2d>y^?>. ; H. V. Colver (3^ h.p.

Matchless) sixth, 28^/3.
; J. Stewart (3^^ h.p. Triumph)

while F. A. Hardy (31^ h.p. Norton)

C. R. Collier

(5 h.p. Matchless-

J.A.P.) finishing

the Snaefell hill-

climb. The finish-

ing post was about

300 yards from

the Bungalow
nearer to Ramsey.

Collier's speed

was equal to 44.8

miles per hour

for the whole

distance—a little

over six miles.
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seventh, 29^5. ; and J. L. Norton (3^^ h.p. Norton)

eighth, 29%s.
Class 2b, for single-cylinder machines which co-ii^

peted in the T.T. Race (private owners only), H.

Gibson (3^^ h.p. Triumph), 27s., i; J. Adamson

(31^ h.p. Triumph), 28%s., 2.

Class 3a, for multi-cylinder machines which com-

peted in the T.T. Race. In this class fastest time

was made by F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), 22%s.

;

^A very large crowd assembled to witness the hill climb at Crogga hill,
near Port Soderick, on Friday morning last. The picture shows spectators
and some of the competitors at the foot of the hill after the contest.

the remainder being given in order of time: G. Lee
Evans (5 h.p. Indian), 22^3.; B. V. Jones (3^ h.p.

Premier), 23^3. ; C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless),

23%s. ; H. A, Collier (5 h.p. Matchless), 26s.

Class 3b, for multi-cylinder machines which com-
peted in the T.T. Race (private owners only), J.

Baxter (5 h.p. Rex), 24%s., i ; T. Greer (5 h.p. Rex),

35%s., 2.

Class 4, for any type of machine not exceeding

1,000 c.c. Fastest time was made by J. Scriven (5 h.p.

Rex), 22s.; C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) and^F. A.

Applebee (5 h.p. Rex), 23s. each, second; B. V. Jones

(33.^ h.p. Premier), 231/^s. ; H. A. Collier (5 h.p.

Matchless), 25%s. A. Moorhouse was the only com^
petitoT to fail on this hill. His trouble was a sooted

plug.

Snaefell Hill Climb.
Everyone greatly looked forward to the afternoon's

event, and a continuous stream of motoT bicycles poured
over the mountain road to Ramsey after the morning .

liill-climb. At the summit of the pass, where was the

finish, the clouds rolled by, .at times enveloping the

road in mist. This, however, in' no way interfered with

the competitors. The course, which was six miles

long, was in very good condition, and down near Ram-
sey the sun shone brightly. At .the finish was His
Ex;cellency the Lieutenant-Governorof the Island, Lord
Raglan, Mr. J. \N . Orde, one of the judges, and the

timekeeper, Mr. C. P. Glazebrook, and a crowd of

spectators. From the start just outside Ramsey the

competitors had first to negotiate the bad hairpin cor-

ner, and above it, about half a mile further on, another
corner, which, if it did not equal its predecessor in

sharpness, exceeded it in the severity of the gradient,

but in no case was the latter worse than i in 8. From
this point to the finish the road was very fast.

SEPTEMBER 2gth, igog.

It was nearly 3 p.m. when the first man in Class i

came up the hill. It was a quarter past four befoK

the men had all gone by, and then, when the numbej
of spectators had dwindled to a considerable extent, i

was annpunced that the men had been told by telephoni

to descend the hill and make another ascent.

The results of the two climbs (which were founc

by adding the best of the two runs up Snaefell to thi

times up Crogga Hill) were as follows

:

Class 1a. •

Rider and machine.
1. P. Piatt (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

2. J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
3. E. S. Myers (3^ h.p. Scott) ...

4. F. W. Applebee, sen. (5 h.p. Rex)

Class 1b.

1. H. Gibson (35 h.p. Triumph) ...

2. F. A. Hardy (3^ h.p. Norton) ...

Class 2a.

1. F. W. Newsome (3-^- h.p. Triumph)
2. J. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

3. W. G. McMinnies (3^ h.p. Triumph)
4. W. Creyton (3-^ h.p. Triumph) ...

5. H. V. Colver (3J- h.p. Matchless)
6. J. Stewart (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

7. J. L. Norton (3^ h.p. Norton) ...

8. J. C. Smyth (3^ h.p. R€x)

Class 2b.

1. H. Gibson (3^ h.p. Triumph)
2. J. Adamson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

The Maists A.C. Class.

Start.

1. T. Kissatk (4 h.p. Stevens) ... 5m.
2. — Smith (3i h.p. T.T. Triumph) scr.

3. F. Coole (3i h.p. Triumph) .... 2m.

Class 3a.

G. Lee Evans (6 h.p. Indian)

C. R. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless) ...

H. A. Collier (5 h.p. Matchless)
F. A. Applebee (5 b.p. Rex)
B. V. Jones (3| n.p. Premier) ...

J. Baxter (5 h.p. Rex)

Class 3b.

J. Baxter (5 h.p. Rex)
T. Greer (5 h.p. Rex)

Class 4.

C. R. Collier (5 h.p. IVIatchless) ...

H. A. CoUier (5 h.p. Matchless)
F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex)
J. Scriven (5 h.p. Rex) ...

B. V. Jones (3| h.p. Premier). ...

The fastest time up the mountain road was mad<

by C. R. Collier in 8m. 2%s., which works out to ai

average speed of 44.8 miles an hour. The 2}^ h.p

Douglas which performed well on the two hills wa;

disqualified for not being driven by the rider stated ii

the programme. Subject to confirmation by the com
mittee, gold medals will be awarded to the first in eacl

class, irrespective of the number of entries, "and silvei

and bronze medals to the second and third-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

M. s.

... 11 14i

... 11 33f

... 12 53|

... 12 59i

... 10 181

... 11 48|

... 9 13*

... 10 51

... 10 14|

... 10 18|

... 10 391

... 10 49

... 11 8|

... 11 39|

... 9 44*

... 9 47*

Gross Nett
time. time.

M. S.
'

M. s

14 26^ 9 2(y

10 2-

12 25| 10 25-

... 8 41

... 8 49|

... 9 3|

... 9 19|

... 9 59|

... 10 351

... 10 lOf

... 11 50

... 8 251

... 8 48|

... 9 28*

... 9 46

1

... 9 591
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TORY!
has been fought and won, and once again

helming force proof of the superiority of the

s speak for themselves:

D. A. Munro.

.

Bat 15. J. Stewart Triumph
Moorhouse .

.

Rex 16. H Rem Fowler Rex
V. Colver Matchless 17. T. Greer .

.

Rex
Creyton Triumph 18. A. J. Sproston.. Rex
Lang Tee-Bee 19. P. Butler .

.

Dot
G. McMinnies Triumph

All fitted

with
BOSCH

MAGNETO.

PITTED by REASON of PROVED MERITS
ETO Co., Ltd., 23, Store St., London, W.C.

telegrams : "Bomag, London.'

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mentiyn " The Motor Cycle.''
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^THE SPLENDID SUCCESSES WITH THE

'ZENITH-
GRADUA'

Mark it as tlie

LeadiegTouringMachine
All machines tested on BROOK LANDS Track amd Test KiSI.

The
< ZENITH.'

Fitted with the

'Gradua' Gear.

The gear is operated by one control.

It is the only gear which Is infinitely

variable, including free engine

position.

The object of the gear Is to obtain

that uniform engine speed which
is essential to obtain maximum
efficiency.

The QRAocIA GEAR enables the

load to be picked up with the

minimum strain on belt, tyres, and
engine, owing to the gradual in-

crease in gear ratios.

«TRIUMPH '»

CONVERSIONS.
12 C^ns. (fitted).

ZENITH MOTORS, UTD.,
WEYBRIDGE. ('Phone No. .)

P.S.—A " Zenith-Gradua " is on view at The Service Co.,

High Holborn : and at Sherwell's 46. York St., Westminster.

THE

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM POWER.
The best plug for either magneto or accumulator.^^

Every plug supplied with steel gauge for setting the points.

FURTHER APPRECIATION.

14, Russell Street,

Dudley.
Aug. igth, 1909.

Messrs. Lodge Bros. & Co.,

14, New Street, Birmingham.

Dear Sirs,

I must say I am exceedingly

pleased with the " Lodge Plug,"
as are all my customers. It is the

plug the Motor Cyclist has been
looking for for a long time, as it

will 'fire regularly no matter how
hot the engine.

Yours faithfully,

(
Signed)

LIONEL R. TANNER.

Ask for these Plugs at your Garage

PRICE 4-/- NEXT.
POST FREE.

LODGE BROS. & Co., .^Z^t^ Birmingham.

1910-F.R-S 91

Best Plating Included.

S/8
With famous 5in>
MANGIN LENS
and all special refinements.

See that "F.R.S."' i>.

engraved on each lens.

IF BACK DOOR
HINGED,

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL 28/".
DRIP GENERATOBS, 5/- and 10/-
AUTOMATIC GENERATORS 30/-
Latest brackets to fix generator
over top tube of cycle frame, 6/-

Plated Carrier, 7/-

Black, 4/6 extra.

700 FEET BEAM.
THIS IS THE LAMP WHICH

IS Bi-itish made throughout— is used all over the world—descrited as " Ideal ' byMr Jjiscliott, expert m lamp modelling. With these points: Adjustable Larrier.Mdgmhcent Hinges. Perfect Appeararice, Non-Glare l. himney. Invisible
i-atches. iride i-oikets fitted from inside of lamp. Screwed in Lens. Special
liuiner v\ orks (all to specification) containing ga. refin ug chamber. Angular andup and down movement. Bray's latest " Eoni " Bnrner. Body of lamp is made
ot JnuiilenH Heaoi) Gauge .ube. GUARANTEED FOR SIX MONTHS.

Carriers fit 1909 Triumphs. We also mal<e special ones for P. & IW,, I

F.W., and Humlier. No extra charges. IVIention malte of machine,
j

Inadvertently some Jenses fitted to our lamps have been put in with wiong
focus, tihould a 1 ider have found his l»mp not to give a pure piercing bea . we
wilt replace fiee of charge, when the lamp is returned. The correct test is ?ojbme tbe Ian p on a white wall for preference ; at 11 feet or so the flame should
have a P':rje t lejjruwucUun on the wall. This only refers to the 1910 model.

S. HAL.i» & SONS, l."ro ,
Swin-fcon Row, EDINBURGH.

154, Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.G. 18, Eldon Sq., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
24, Queen St., Glasgow. Wrottesley St., Birmingham.

Stocked by Service Co., Ltd., London (Our Special Agents).

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial, previously arranged to be re-run on
eptember 26th, will not be held on that date. Will competi-

irs please note that October 3rd is now definitely fixed upon?

Glasgow M.C.C.

The final competitive event for this year was carried out

1 Saturday, 18th inst., and took the form of a flexibility

ial and speed-judging contest. Competitors were required

I cover from standing start one mile at top speed, thereafter

half-mile at slow speed, and finally one mile at the

gal limit. The results were as follows :

Fast Slow Points Figvire
Name and machine. mile half-mile lost of

m.p.h. m.p.h. on S.J. merit

Alex. Fraser (5^ Triumph) 33.02 9.04 2.5 -fl.l6

J. S. Fulton m F.N.) ... 33.64 9.37 4 —0.41
H. W. Ballardie (3^ Triumph) 36 9.52 4.5 —0.72
T. Black (3i Rex) 37.60 12.24 5 —1.93
W. Deans [^ Minerva) ... 40.22 11.04 7 —3.36
D. S. Baddeley (7 Baddeley) 44.44 11.25 7.5 —3.55
R. Jones (3^ Premier) ... 39.13 12.08 12.5 —9.27

Fraser won the club prize for combined contest ; Ballardie,

3ing second best on flexibility (after Baddeley), takes special

rize offered for that branch of contest by Baddeley.

Surrey M.C.C.

The 200 miles reliability run to Weymouth and back was
great success, and was favoured with perfect weather. A
/art was made at 8 a.m. from the Bush Hotel, Farnham,
ad the route taken was via AJton, Winchester, Romsey,
ingwood, Dorchester, the destination being Tilley's garage,

?©ymouth. L. Keimard and the hon. sec. retired before

jaching Romsey, and G. Pine fouled a corner outside

.omsey, and retired with a buckled > wheel. The rest were
iccessful in running to schedule time, and reached Wey-
louth at one o'clock. Lunch was served at the Victoria
[otel, in the Esplanade, and the return journey began at

30. The following arrived at the Bush Hotel, Farnham,
> time, 7.30, and qualified for gold medals : F. A. McNab
ii h.p. Trump-J.A.P.), H. Mitchell (3^ h.p. Triumph),
[. R. Owtram (3^ h.p. Triumph), J. Sparks {6 h.p. J.A.P.),
. Allcott (3 h.p. Triumph), and C. Gammon (3| h.p. Rex),
[essrs. Tilley kindly checked at Weymouth, and gave every
5si.«tanoe.

C. Gammon rode nearest to time throughout on a 3^ h.p.

Rex with surface carburetter and R.O.M. tyres,* and is

deserving of special mention.

Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

The club held the last competition of the year—a flexi-

bility trial—on the Slug Road on the 18th inst. There
were fifteen competitors, and seven finished, the winners
being : 1, D. Ogilvie (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 2, J. Bruce (3^ h.p.

T.T. Triumph); 3, G. F. Davie (2| h.p. N.S.U.). A special

prize of the value of £2 2s., presented by Mr. P. W. Smith
for the best time, was won by J. Bruce (Sj h.p. T.T.
Triumph).

Oldham and District M.C.

This club held a reliability trial on September 18th over
probably the most severe course in the country, including such
hills as Sun Brow, Booth Dane, and Ripponden Bank. The
result was : Gold medals.—P. Piatt (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 100
marks; H. Bottoms (5 h.p. Dot), 100 marks; G. Whetman
(3^ h.p. Bradbury), 100 marks; F. Whitehouse (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 100 marks; and J. Bottoms (3^ h.p. Triumph), 100
ma.rks. Silver medal.—J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 95
marks.

F. Wood (3i h.p. Bradbury), J. P. Parry (3^ h.p. Brad-
bury), and J. Greaves retired.

A meeting will be held at headquarters this evening
(Wednesday).

North-eastern Automobile Association.

The above Association held a hill-climb at Ragpath Side,

near Lanchester (Co. Durham), on Saturday, the 18th inst.

The weather was fine, and the surface of the hill in splendid

condition. Results

:

Class I.—Single-cylinder Motor Bicycles.

Figure of merit.

1. Robt. Ellis (3^ h.p. Rex) 81.24

2. Jos. P. Robson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 89.17

3. Jas. R. Moore (3^ h.p. Dene) ... ... 99.39

Class II.—Twin-cylinder Motor Bicycles.

1. H. Mason (4^ h.p. E«>rcley) 433.8

2. A. Todd (5 h.p. PeuQieot) 554.89

3. J. A. Dent (7 h.p. V>idec) ... ... 630.74

The officials were : J. E. ilodgkin, secretary ; Alan G.

Robson and A. Dixon, timekeepers ; and F. G. Storey, judge.

Competitors in the Surrey M.C.d 200 Miles Reliability Run to Weymouth and bacli. The results are given above.
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Bradford M.C.C.

The 100 miles reliability trials, open to members who had

never won a gold medal, resulted as under : 1, S. Johnson

(3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore), gold medal; 2, C.

Bedford (3^ h.p. Triumph), silver medal; 3, A. -

Ellis (2| h.p. Douglas), silver medal. There

v/ere twenty-two starters.

The novice trials for the Eex cup, on the 12th

inst., were interesting in that no competitor had

any idea of the course to be followed until he

arrived at the starting point, when the mileages

and route were handed to him. Each competi-

tor's watch was sealed in a small glass case, and

time taken from it by checkers en route.

The roate selected was Bradford to Matlock and

back. The result was as follows : 1, E. Lees

5 h.p. Vindec), Eex cup and gold medal; 2,

J. Lawn (3^ h.p. Rex), silver medal; 3, S. C.

Todd m h.p. Quadrant), bronze medal.
.
The

sealed watch idea turned out to be very satis-

factory.
Walthamstow M.C.

In the recent non-stop and speed-judging com-

petition ever a circular course from Epping to

Ongar and back, the results were : J. H. Kerr

(5 h.p. Rex), Im. 43s. fast; F. A. Applebee (3^

h.p. Rex), Im. 17|s. slow; R. J. Lisles (5^ h.p.

Humber tricar), 7m. 18s. slow ; A. T. Stanton

SEPTEMBER 2gth, igocj.

slow; F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex sidecar), punctured); W'

H. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex tricar), punctured ; S. ]\IcMin

non-starter.

Mr. West's prize was won by the hon. sec, J. W. Perr

(3^ h.p. Bradbury), 10m. 14fs. slow; A. A.

Blanks (3^ h.p. Rex),3m. 24s. slow; C. W. Lee

m h.p. Rex), Im. 22s. slow ; W. S. Low (3^^ h.p.

Rex), 3m. 15s. slow ; J. W. Percival (7 h.p. Fafmr tricar),

23s. slow ; L. W. G. Laver (4 h.p. Rover tricar), 11m. 2|s.

A Scott in Scotland. Gordon Bostock on the two-cylinder, two-stroke,Ttwo-speed^Scott
he rode in the Glasgow M.C.C. Flexibility Test on the 18th inst.

val. On Saturday next, the 2nd inst., a paper-chase com
petition will be held.

••-<-

B.M.C.R.C. MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.
TO-DAY (Wednesday) the sixth members' meeting

of the British Motor Cycle Racing Club takes

place at Brooklands, commencing at 3 p.m.

Three events have been included in the pro-

gramme^—the T.T. Race (distance twenty-five miles),

the T.T. Handicap, and the usual record time trials.

1.-—T.T. Race. Distance twenty-five miles (fork start and
finish). For T.T. machines, in touring, trim, as ridden in

the Isle of Man. Single-cylinder engines and multi-cylinder

engines, the cubic capacity of which does not exceed 500 c.c.

and 750 c.c. respectively. First prize, silver cup ; second,

£2 ; third, ifil.

2.—T.T. Handicap Race. Distance 8^ miles (fork star

and finish). For all classes of motor bicycles, the cubi

capacity of whose engines does not exceed 750 c.c. Firs

prize, £1 Is. ; second, 12s. 6d. ; third, 76. 6d.

3.—Record Time Trials. Distances, kilometre and on

mile. Flying start. Open only to members who compet
in one or both of events 1 and 2. Each member will b

allowed one trial over the above-mentioned distances, am
best performances will be noted for the undermentionei
engine sizes : Cla^s A, for engines not exceeding 275 c.c

B, 344 c.c. ; C, 500 c.c. ; D, 750 c.c. ; E, 1,000 c.c. Certifi

cates officially certifying the best performance made in eac

of the above classes will be given.

•••-<-

AUTO CYCLE UNION (Northern Centre) HILL-CLIMB.

A HILL-CLIMB, confined to members of the above

centre or of clubs affiliated to the Union and

situate w^ithin the Northern Centre, was held on

Ragpath Side in the county of Durham on the

1 8th inst. Ragpath Side is an ideal hill for a climb,

being altogether nearly a mile long—the first half-mile

has just a slight gradient and the last half-mile an

average gradient of i in 8, the severest stretch being

near the top, and being i in 5.3.

The surface of the hill was perfect, not a loose

stone or bump ox dust on the whole course. The last

half-mile of the hill was selected for competition.

The hill is a gradual curve on the side of a natural

amphitheatre, and can be seen from start to finish.

It affords a fine view for an unlimited number of

spectators, about 2,000 of whom viewed the climb,

which was held in glorious sunshine.

The awards were made in the single-cylinder class

CxT CxTxG
, and in the multi-cylinder class onon

W W

There were fourteen entries in the single-cylinde

class, and seventeen entries in the multi-cylinder class

The positions of the first six competitors in eac

class are as follows

:

Single-cylinders .

Time.
m.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

S.

J.

J.

c.

H.
R.
J.

E.

A.

581

58i
H

59i

Figure of

Merit.

83.01

84.42
86.74

92.67

96.16

101.46

1. Thos. Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph)
2. Robt. Ellis (5^ h.p. T.T. Rex)
3. R. B. Smith (4 h.p. N.S.U.) ... 1
4. S. Hudson (3^ h.p. Premier) ... 1
5. J. R. Moore (3^ h.p. Dene)
6. J. A. Dent (3^ h.p. Triumph)

Multi-cylinders
Reinhart (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
Mason (4^ h.p. Bercley)
Wilson (5i h.p. N.S.U.)
F. Mallett (6 h.p. N.S.U.)
J. Tiffin (8 h.p. Minerva) ... 1
Todd (5 h.p. Peugeot) ... 1

A telephone was installed on the hill, and
petitors were timed with one watch only at the top

the hill. *

48i
59|
7

57

H

431.02

435.97

440.36
467.9

489.5

518.55

the com

I
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
909 Triumph, free engine clutch, done 500, com-

plete; £45—Cross, Tiiumph Agent, Eotherham.

BEDS.—5ih.p. Twin N.S.U., footboards, large pan
J seat, long handle-bais, spare valves, rubber belt;

.9.

EEDS.—5h.p. Twin Res, spring forks and seat-pillar,

J tyres and belt as new; £16 16s.

EEDS.—34-4h.p. Twin Peugeot, Truffault spring
J forks, R.O.M. contact breaker, low machine, tyres

lOd; £18.

EEDS.—Sjh.p. Minerva, spring forks, had very little

J use, lamp, horn, spares; £15 15s.

' EEDS.—3ih.p. Res, good running order; £9; ex-

J changes entertained.—Leeds Motor Exchange, 28,

Dck St., Leeds.

(ih.p. Lurquin and Coudert, 1907 model, good, sound,
/2 reliable motor 'cs'cle; £12.—Missin, Cottingham,
ull.

TRIUMPH, 1908, splendid condition, lamp, horn,
spares ; £30.—Rev. Ellison, St. Anne's-on-Sea,

mcs.

I
UMBER, latest Sjh.p. pedal model, never used, fullj

guaranteed; £38; trial.—Motorist, 28, King St.,

igan.

>REMIER, 35h.p., new two weeks ago; must be sold;

cost £45, bargain, £35.—I'arkdale, Trafalgar Rd.,
igan.

)EX, 3ih.p., 1906, excellent order, £10 cash; Prested
\ new trembler coil, 12s. 6d.—83, Hawkshead St.,

juthport.

TTOLP Lightweight, flat belt, 23 guinea model, not
'V used 30 miles, latest pattern; £17 17s.—Timber-
ke, \\igan.

I
h.p. Roc, 1909, new, not ridden 200 miles^ two speed.'

b and free engine; £35.—A. J., 200, Attercliffe

Dinmon, Sheffield.

907 Triumph, bought 1908, 1909 handle-bar con-

trol, tyres good, machine like new; £30, bargain.
Dosser, see Wanted.

908 3ih.p. Triumph, condition perfect, new rubber
studded tyre, spares; £33.—Drapery An arehouse,

udworth, near Barnsley.

'ih.p. O.T.A.V., magneto, hood, electric lamps, pale
» 2 gree.'i body, a handy, simple, economical 2-seat6r.

Hanie, Newstead, Buttonstone Lane, York.

JITCHING3. Ltd., specialise in Douglas lightweight1 motor cycles. Inquiries receive prompt and

For WINTER RIDING.
Safe to ride without passenger. No side-slip.

CORONET ^^*«**T^
SIDECARS '^n

Before buying a Sidecar, send for illustrated circular,

explaining the advantages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Attached
in three minutes.

Price £4 17s. ed. each.

mrteous attention.—74, Bold St., Liverpool.

IVERPOOL.-Intending purchasers of Triumphs and
-i Douglas motors should, to obtain tne protection of

le makers' guarantees, buy only from the official agents
Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St. (the firm with over 30
:ars' highest reputation).

/IBRATIONLESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
' (lie market and British made ; send for list and
stimonials.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool.
3le Agents for Douglas and Triumphs.

909 Triumph, new, as delivered ; owTier compelled to
sell through unforeseen circumstances ; cash offers

anted,—14, Diamond St., Moldgreen, Huddersfield.

pWIN Res, 5ih.p., H.B. control, B.B. carburetter,
L tyres, belt, and tubes all in new condition, very
ist machine; lowest £25.—Hogg, Merchant, Scunthorpe.

i3. and M., late 1907, H.B. control, long footboards,
and spares. Clincher studded tvres. Rich tubes

;

31.-Hattersley, Stowell Mill St., Little Horton, Brad-
)rd.

>lh.p. 1908 Standard Triumph, winner Harold Eccles
'2 cup hill-climb, 1908, mechanical condition ex-
^Uent, general condition good; £33 10s.—25, Albatross
t., Preston.

h.p. N.S.U., Model de Luxe, new May, 1909, only
t ridden 650 miles, 'all accessories, N.S.U. two-speed
;ar. Continental non-skid; offers.-No. 3,227, The Motor
ycle OIfiLe.s, Coventry.

riNDEC, 5h.p. twin, magneto, spring forks, Qlincher
' tyres. Brown and Barlow carburette-. handle con-
ol, many spares, 1908 pattern. — Baxter, Tfaratah,
ower ^Yalton, Warrington.

'h.p. Late 1907 (black finish) Twin Res, Roc clutch
' Chater-Lea sidecar (all spares), perfect, climb any-
ling; trial invited; £30. or nearest ofler; sell separate
G. North King St., Batley.

>lh.p. Trimnph, 1907, adjustable pulley, 1909 piston
'2 and cylinder fittfd, H.B. control; trial here by
ppointment; £32 10s.—J no. Smith, Tobacconist,
[arket Place, Knaresboroujh.

Ih.p. Minerva, £4; 2ih.p. Humber, £6 10s.: 3ih.p
-2 Quadrant, very little used, £18; trailer, £2 10s.;
le pair car lamps, plated, 20s.; one 880 bv 120 Dunlcp
)ver, 50s.—Carr, Elect St., Bury.

909 Rex de Luxe, 5h.p. twin, two-speed gear, com-
plete with sidecarriage ; also 1909 Premier, 34

p., won gold medal three quarterly trials, non-stops,
irfeot; what ofEers?—W. D. Savory, Cleckheaton.

Bh.p. N.S.U., 1908, condition perfect, absolutely re-

, liable, new non-skid tyres and rubber belt, fine
!adlight, two-note horn, watch, stand, etc. ; a bargain,
5t a crock, 18 guineas.—1,155, Leeds Rd., Bradford.

3HEL0N and Moore, new June, 1908, two speeds,
handle-bar control, Bosch magneto, lamp, horn,

)ol3. spare Rich tube, plugs, etc. ; £34 for quick sale

;

mdition perfect.—Allen, 68, Carter Knowle Rd., Shef-
eld.

ALL OUR MACHINES ARE TESTED.
6 h.p. J.A. P., Chafer Lea frame, spring forks. . . . £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, sprmg forks, 1906. . £18 10.

^ h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £11 10
2* h.p. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels . . £8 15'

2i h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,
low built £8 15

3J h.p. rgog HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3* h.p. REX, igoSJ, ball bearing, h.b. control . . £29 10
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45

3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, zjin. tyres, long bars .. £22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, rgoS, smart £17 10,

3 h.p. REX, rgoS, magneto, h.b. control £17 lOi

3* h.p. THOS. SILVER, magneto, variable pulley £18 10
si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto .. £25 10
.^i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, sprmg forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto .. £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built £13 10
3i h.p. RRX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10
3ih.p. REX, 26ii. wheels, M.O.V., h.b. control.. £8 15

Best cash o.ler accepted for the following :

3 h.p. FAI-NIR, 26in. wheels, h.b, control £9 10
si h.p. SPARK, 26in. wheels, magneto ignition .. £8 10

3i h.p. EXCELSIOR £6 15 ^i h.p. REX £6 15

si h.D. QUADRANT £0 15 2J h.p. GARRARD £6 15
2 h.p. STANDARD £5 5 2 h.p. LIBERTY £5 5

Send for list of other bargains. Best, biggest, and
cheapest stock. Cash buyers liberally treated.

TRICARS
4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, powerful £12 12
8 h.D. FAFNIR, 2-cvl., open frame, two speeds. . £35
5 h.p. TWIN REX, "fitted with sidecar, Osborne

four-speed pulley, free engine, spring forks . . £19 19
12 h.p. HUTTON CAR, two-seater, four-cylinder

engine, M.O.V., three speeds, reverse, splendid
condition £55

,a h.p. HUMBER CAR
,_
three speeds, reverse £27 10

ENGINES.
3i h.p. REX, 1908, ball bearing model £5 10
3i AURORA, M.O.V. £3 5 I 2I DE DION .... £2 5
i| WERNER £1 10 r-| STANDARD .. £1 10

12/6

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held
in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance.

Gear can be altered without

the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buy
a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable for

hill-climbing. Special terms to the trade.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pat tern

GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.

fin., 9d. ; iin., lOJd. ; |in., 1/-; rin., 1/1.

Special terms to the trade.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£35.—Roc, 4h.p., single-cyl., clutch, two speeds, mi

neto, lamp, all accessories, many refinements, vi

little used, absolutely perfect ; owner going abroa
trial any time.—Rev. Francis Robinson, 352, New H
Lane, Preston.

"I
Q09 Triumphs, standard and clutch models, imme

-LtJ ate delivery; 4h.p. N.S.U., Model de Luxe, n
month ago, also Millford castor yheel sidecar, all ace
.sories, cost £70, accept £40.—Moldgreen Engineer!
Works, Huddersfield.

1 Q09 Tritmiph, adjustable Mabon clutch. Palmer c<

-Lt7 tyres, spare pulley, case magneto spares, th:

valves. Clincher tyre, Stanley belt, electric lamp, lit

used, owing to illness; £40.—Bos No. 3,184, The Mo
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

VINDEC Special, 5h.p., twin, two-speed, winner
20-guinea shield at B.M.C.C. hill-climb, fast

time " Flying Kilo " touring class, ju.st overhaul
equal to new, spare cover, tube, valves, etc. ; what ofie

not under £40.—Bedford, Wood View, Liversedge.

"I
Q08 4Jh.p. Minerva, enamelled grey, footboai

-Lt/ Brown and Barlow carburetter fitted, new tyre i

tube on back, five perfect accumulators ; the machine
,n splendid going order, but wants a good cleanir

.uu,st sell, £16.—M., 76, Sandford Grove Rd., Sheffielc

MINERVA and Rex.—We carry the largest stock
spare parts in the provinces for these machir

can deliver new machines from stock at low pric

cash, exchange, or gradual payments ; charged accui
lators for hire. Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 5
Chester Rd., Old Trafiord.

4h.p. Zenith Gradua, new July, 2iin. tyres, cost w
Cowey, Lucas lamp, generator, horn, over £60, p]

for quick sale £45, the coming popular mount ; 41

Centaur, M.O.V., Druid forks, R.O.M., two-speed, Ir

used, will climb ans'thing, good sidecar machine, £1'

Miller, Brentwood, Brighouse.

SECTION III,

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Dcrb
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, t

Merioneth.

;^-6h.p. F.N., 1909, bought in May, all spares; w
iJ oliers?—C. Attwood, Ecoleshall, Stafls.

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. ; trial or examination here ; £3'

Scampton, 52, St. Chad's Rd., Derby.

BRAND New 1909 Premier Motor Cycle, 3ih.p. ; i

10s., or offers.—Mossey, High St., Stone.

Olh.p. Bichrone Lightweight, great hill-climber;^ 2 lOs.-T. Cairns, Nortn Rd., Birkenhead.

HUMBER, 1909, Roc two-speed gear, perfect ord

trial allowed; - £35.—F. Needham, Green Wi
Bowdon.

SJh.p. Wolf Lightweight, magneto, new May, not
1^ den 200 miles; £15.-50, Darlington St., Wol
hampton.

4 h.p. Motor Cycle, all grey, footboards, new belt

pulley; £13 10s.; good goer.—72, Park Rd. W
Birkenhead.

"I QOS 4h.p. Roo, Bosch, B. and B. carburetter, Dr
i~*J forks, spares; trial; £20, ofiers.—Holmes, Mo
ltd., Stockport.

HUMBER, 1909. new model, single speed, used
trial runs, scarcely soiled, £34; N.S.U., magn

3Ah.p., perfect, £18- want Drummond lathe. — Pari

iiielbourne, Derby.

31.h.p. Rex, spring forks, new tyres, £14; Montgom
2 flexible art cane sidecar, plated springs. Pain

ipron, £5; all in magnificent order.—Elmhurst, Brc

aurst Hill, Northwich.

TWIN Res de Luxe, magneto, tremendously power:

does not notice hills, almost dead silent, cut-c

do walking i^ace or over 50, new Duco Flex, a no-tron

machine; £26.—Slater, Wood's Lane, Derby.

OUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin cj

- magneto, spring forks, a revelation in comf(

ease of starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vil

tionless; write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold
Liverpool. Sile Agents for Liverpool and Birkenhead

D^

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Riitia)

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

09 Triumph, new May 4th, new condition ;' £
—Heighton, Fletton Av., Peterborough.19

3ih p Res, excellent order, just been overhauled, 1

back tj're; £12 12s.—Martin, ironmonger. Mar
Harborough.

31hp 1909 Excelsior, nearly new, in perfect ord

2 trial; spares; £33.-8, Emerson Rd., Harboi

Birmingham.

£10 —Werner, 3h.p., Continental, new back, low, g
climber, fast, just overhauled.—Camm. StamfCARBURETTERS.

BROWN Ais'D BARLOW. AMAC.
Grantham

Let us quote you for converting your machme to handle-
1

' t •
'

1 •c-n- -D^i.^or =T,i,iriprl •nerfpct, on
bar contr'ol. We keep a large stock of carburetters. Be

Si'-lioo^d'conditfon; complete ;"£it'iofiBett,°E
up to date. Price reasonable.

__iKirkby, Spilsby.

MOTOSACOCHE, perfect condition, spring fork

tachment. New Departure hub; £13 lOs. — B

Dr. Woodhouse, Whitwell, Oakham.

NSU. 2ih.p. Twin, magnete, 1909, run few tri

otherwise perfectly new: cash £33. Tel.: 118(

R. Cripps and Co., Ltd., Nottingham.

AI<

BOOTH'S sMOTORIESii
[CHARLES STRiEtflof f Squarei RoadlJ

tPhbne 1062. HALIFAX. 2:miniites walkV^.
fronirStation. l

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cydc."
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3TOli BICYCLES FOR SALE.
9 Bradbury, 3ih.p., new six weeks ago, broken leg

cause of selling; not scratclied; £28.—Bert

X, 13, West St., Uetford, Notts.

j£.P'iiOJ^AL Bargam.-Sili.p Kex, 1907 rnodel,

iplendid running order, perfect tyres; iiu ius.

Boot Manufacturer, Leamington.

19 Triumph, free engine model, perfect in every

respect, run 2,000 miles; £44 cash.-O. F. Hay-

Duntroon, Queen Victoria Bd., OoTcntry.

£, 3ih.p., perfect, spring forks,, spare cover, bags

ixands earners, lamp, accessories; £14, or near

must sell.-123, Bowyer Bd., Saltley, Birmingham.

C 1909 3Ah.p., Auto-varia pulley and free en-

due, B. and B. carburetter tools,
,f

eessories splen-

bndition; £37. -Phillips, 91, Holly Ed., Hands

,
Birmingham.

p. Minerva, magneto Ignition, H.B control, perfect

•"^throughout, £12 12s.; also 5 6h.p Bex canti-

seat, tyres and all parts perfect, £13 13&.-iu^,

way, Coventry-

)9 3ih p Triumph, splendid condition, new April,

lamp, spares, guaranteed perfect ;
genuine ofler,

lineas, near ofier; after 6 p.m.-21. College Bd.,

V, Birmingham.

)9 Triumph, free engine clutch model, new at

Easter, no fault, many spares, including belt,

and ulug; trial; £45, or nearest ofier.— (jeottrey

, 37, "Northumberland Bd., Coventry.

"UMPH 1909 new July, with all tools, Autoclipse

lamp, spare valve, Bosch magneto, outfit; £40, or

nge car, cash adjustment; no rubbish. — .
L>. O.

dgold, Mafeking House, Gainsborough, Lines.

Tvrin Minerva, handle-bar control, fitted with

Powell two-speed and. free engine hub m back

ROM tyre, as new, not done 500 miles ;
±4U,

ae bargain.—Bent, 99, King Richards Bd., Leicester.

[UMPH 1908 1909 er gine, all accessories, new
Palmer cord tyre,.^new Watawata belt, perfect

Hon £34; also Mabon free engine clutch.—Lam-
e 59 Willows Crescent, Cannon Hill, Birming-

3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto and spring tork
,

igo8 model
;
guaranteed ^25

3-Jh.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, standard model; guaran-

teed 38 Gns.

No. r74o.—3I h.p. rgog T.T. TRIUMPH; guaran-

[^g^Q <-.... 38 Gns*

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, 2-speed gear, magneto,

Truffault forks ; also castor wheel sidecar, Mills

and Fulford artistic cane seat
;
guaranteed £37 10

No. 1734.—r4 h.p. DE DION Tricar, twin cylinder .

engine, two-speeds and reverse, open frame, coach

built, water cooled 40 Gns.

No. 1701.—3i h.p. WHITE and POPPE ;
guaran-

teed 15 Gns.

No. 1729.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, ball-bearing engine;

guaranteed £12 10

rj h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1909 model, magneto,
Druid forks £25

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI
handle
liles, L

KUis, Fil

SECTION V.

o!k, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,

d Bedford.
\IPLETE Chater No. -6 Motor Cycle, less engine;

see under Miseellaneous.—Wallis, Cambridge.

BGAIN.—1909 2^-h.p. De Dion, low, racy, acces-

sories; approval.—Ames, c/o Howell, Halt Ed.,

iham.

i.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea, Clincher tyres, every-

thing in good order; £9.-37, Searle St., Ches-

[, Cambs.

). Bex, 1907, variable pulley, perfect condition,

lamp, spares; £15.—Particulars, Watson, Park
ce, Cambridge.

i.p. Wolf, Stevens engine, accumulator ignition, new
condition; £17; exchange magneto.—Kenworthy,

ole St. Andrew, Wisbech.

09 Moto-Beve, fitted with every up-to-date improve-
ment and accessory, equal to' new; cost £45 May

aci ept £35.—Cuckow, Banelagh Bd., Felixstowe.

I.p. Twin Peugeot Motor Bicycle, fast, very power-
ful, and reliable, with Chater-Lea sidecar, splendid
tion, will climb anything ; £32 cash.—Stebbings,
borough, Norfolk.

). Minerva, spray. M.O., Dermatine, bargain, £9;
2ih.p. Minerva, surface, Dermatine, good and re-

. £8; 3ih.p., M.O. valves, tn AUdays frame, splen-
jrder, £10.—Full particulars, Drake, Haddenham,

^.EVELLOUS Little Lightweight, latest 1909 2J,

h.p. J.A.-L'., gear driven Bcsch magneto, low frame,
IS about 100 lbs., guaranteed to do 45 miles per
and climb any hill, handle-bar Brown and Barlow,

IS B105, like new, only used few times; lowest
£26.-Wallis, grocer, Hills Ed., Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

cestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
»ck, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
ardigan, and Pembroke.
Lp. Eex, spring forks, Mabon clutch, side boxes,
spares; £11.—V. Bode, West Lodge, Malvern.

h.p. Triumph, 1908, and sidecar, fine combination,
perfect; what offers?— Davies, Western Ed, Hag-

Stourbridge.

lADEANT, 2ih.p., spray, splendid condition, new
lylinder recently,

, good tyres; £7 10s.—Parsons,
Wks., Bewdley.

h.p. Quadrant, perfect order, new belt, tyres, tubes •

£19. or ofier; trial.—Smith and Son, Iron-
;ers, Pontypool.

lUMPH, £45; unable take delivery; still in crate
V, itn agent; accept above immediate cash.—John,
)akwood St., Port Talbot.

09 Premier, 3ih.p., nearly new. guaranteed perfect,
ride 100 miles meet purchaser; £38, cost £48.—

7, The Motor Cycle Offices, Covemry.

No. 1722.—3-J- h.p. 1908 MINERVA, spring forks
;

^guaranteed £22 10

No. 1732.—3^ h.p. r907 TRIUMPH, manufactured
in 1908, magheto, spring forks

;
guaranteed .... £27 10

No. 1727.—2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1909 model,
cream finish, magneto and spring forks

;

guaranteed £28 10

No. I7r6.—3 h.p, 1906 TRIUMPH, magneto and
spring forks

;
guaranteed 19 Gns.

No. r729.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, ball-bearing engine
;

guaranteed £15

3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks 30 Gns

No. 1637.—3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto,
Mabon free engine clutch

;
guaranteed £27 10

No. 1679.—iJ h.p. Late Model F.N. Lightweight,
magneto ignition, spring forks : guaranteed . . £17 10

No. 1606.—3J h.p. CHASE Tricar, two-speed gear 20 Gns,

No. r6i8.—6 h.p. rgoS N.S.U. and Sidecar, coach-
built two-speed, and free, engine, magneto,
spring forks

;
guaran teed £35

No. 1623.—3-i h.p. PHCENIX. Minerva, Tricar .. 20 Gns,

No. i68t.—3|h.p. GREEN Motor Cycle, water-
cooled engine, magneto £25

No. i48r.—4h.p. IWIN WERNER: guaranteed £12 10

No. 1467.-2,1 h.p. MINERVA £10 10

No. 1617.—rj h.p. QUADRANT
;
guaranteed . . £15 15

No. r565.—32^ h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, handle-bar
control, spring forks, standard model 29 Gns.

No. 1443.-3-^ h.p. TWIN WERNER, free engine
clutch, chain drive; guaranteed £10 10

No. i^;45-—7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea fittings £15 15

2I h.p. GRIFFON, vertical engine £10

No. i6r3.—3ih.p. 1907 MINERVA £16 10

No. r664.—34 h.p. ROC, free engine clutch ;

guaranteed £15 15

No. r452.—5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto
ignition, spring forks, and seat-pillar

;
gu.aranieed £17 10

No. t6o5.—2|- h.p. BROWN, vertical engine

;

guaranteed £10 10

No. 1584.—4 h.p. BAT £12 10

No. r68o.—3I h.p. M.M.C., Nala two-speed gear,
magneto ignition, finished grey

;
guaranteed . . £19 19

No. 1625.—2| h.p. BRADBURY, magneto 20 Gns.
No. r639.—3 h.p. ZENITH BICAR £15 15
No. r650.—2|- h.p. 1909 MATCHLESS, light-

weight, magneto, spring forks, standard model . . Offers
No. r577.—5 h.p. 1908 V.S., two-speed gear,

Truffault forks, magneto Ofiers
No. 922.—3i h.p. PHCENIX COB, suitable for

lady or gentleman, two-speed gear £25
No. r559.—6 h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto ignition,

J .A. P. engine
;
guaranteed Ofiers

No. 1596.—if h.p. F.N., spring forks, m.-^gncto,
latest model £17 10

No. 1534.—4* h.p. r9o8 MINERVA, R.O.M. con-
tact breaker

;
guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. 1634.—7 h.p. MATCHLESS, twin engine, mag-
neto, low frame, latest 1908 model

;
guaranteed £25

No. 1616.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH £15 15
No. 1465.—3 h.p. TRIUMPH, very low price . . 15 Gns.
No. 1644.—2j h.p. F.N. ; guaranteed 15 Gns.
No. r575.—3 H.p. TRIUMPH, magneto ignition

;

guaranteed £17 10
No. r542.—5 h.p. ANTOINE £12 10
No. 1651.—rjh.p. 1908 MOTOSACOCHE

; guaran-
teed £17 10

No. ro37.—2?- h.p". MATCHLESs" .
...".' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .' .'

Offers
No. 9r8.—3i h.p. EXCELSIOR and Sidecar Offers

Machines quoted in this column are offered by
WAUCHOPE'S, and carry their guarantee.

"I 009 2ih.p. Ariel Liglitweight, magrjeto,
X.*J control, perfect condition, ridden 400^ niiles^

rests, stand, carrier, etc., complete; £28.-

St., Swansea.

1 Q09 Triumph Motor Cycle, as new, including
J-t/ horn, Lucas lamji, and generator, two Ld
lunnier bags, B.O.M. tyre, spare tyre, belt, self-.sea|

air tubes; £40, bargain.—Tunbridge, Gower St., Swar

2ih.p. Twin Motosacoohe, new June, 1S09, Dj
4 forks, Michelin tyres, butt ended tubes, V

spares, new condition; cash £29, cost over £42, or I

cnange 5h.p. twin, or 3ih.p. single.—Trigg, Eureka Pl|
Ebbw Vale, Mon.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Ber
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

13.h.p. Hobart, good order, Dunlops, good, tubes
4 unpunctured; £7 10s.—Lequesne, 50, Don

Jersey.

3 h.p. Motor Cycle ; £9, or exchange push bike
cash.—Full particulars, Narborough, Broad

Banbury.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry. Whittle, two accumulators, 21
tyres Minerva spring forks; £18.—Bell, Coif

Green, Bristol.

low, long bars

:

; buying tricar.-|

2^h.l3. Minerva, good condition,
4 10s., or nearest; cycle part

Brunswick Hill, Beading.

2iih.p. Minerva, in good running order, tyres go|
4 can be seen at Bed Garage, Basingstoke

;

10s.—Bradshaw, Eotherwick, Winchfield, Hants.

41h.p. Twin Minerva, condition as new, 2i tyres, £l
2 also 3ih.p. Zenith Bicar, two speeds and free|

gine, new Clinchers (studded), with sidecar, £35.-
City Ed., Bristol.

1009 New 3ih.p. Triumph; 1909 new IJh.p.
At/ B.A.C. h.p.) Moto.sacoche : 1909 new 5-6h.p. 4-

F.N., fitted Cowley meter, special tyres; what oflen
Eandall, Andover.

23.h.p. Peugeot, Brown and Barlow (new), H.B.
4 trol, new Dunlcp back, two brakes, excellent c

dition; owner buying lightweight; £14.—Bruton, Mo
Cottage, Eudford, Gloucester.

TBIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1908, splendid condition,
piston, rebushed, new wheel, suit sidecar, Whit

belt, tools. Premier searchlight; inspection; trial;

guineas.-Stark, Cherwell, Oxford.

i)l.h.p. N.S.U. Lightweight, twin-cyl., geared pul
'V 2 new end June, 1909, sold for no fault, and c

dition absolutely as new; £30, cost new £43.—Apply,
Littleboy, Hook Norton, Banbury.

"I f\ GUINEAS.—3h.p. Eenault, 2-seater, De D
X.\J water-cooled engine, three speeds, live axle,
ning order, wants front tyres, this is ^ot an old crc

photo.— 18. Madison Av., Bournemouth.

7 h.p. Peugeot, Mabon clutch, varfable pulley, H
control, latest fittings, B.O.M. ignition, E.O

combination tyre: £25, exceptional bargain.—Ellen
Hillside Av., Bitterne Park, Southampton.

F.N., 4ih.p., 4-cyl., 1908i, perfect condition throt
out, mileage only 457 ; compulsory sale ; cost t5

extras and spares over £60, great bargain, £35, or 1

offer.— Grafton, 32, Thornbury Av., Southampton.

FOE Sale, 4ih.p. Minerva twin-cyl. motor cycle, a(

rdulator ignition, Longuemare carburetter, Bas
Michel coil, footrests, long handle-bars, adjustable ]

ley. Whittle's belt. Brooks BlOO saddle, just been
bushed throughout; price £17, or offers, or will consi
a pedal cycle and cash.—The Bembridge Motor Co.,
Point, Bembridge, Isle of Wight.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex; Middlesex, Surrey, K«
and Sussex.

£12.—3ih.p. Kerry, in new condition throughout,
take sidecar.

£6.—3h.p. Eoj'al Sovereign, in good working order.—
Burnt Ash Bd., Lee, S.E.

3ih.p. De Dion-Bat, sprung frame, footboards ; £
2 Must be sold.-Below.

3 h.p. Kerry, H.B. control, spring
£10.—Belowr

forks, low and ft

Eex,31h.p,
4 H.B. control; £15, offers

JUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p.,
spares, many accessories,
bargain, £33.—Peaty, 57,

:o

lamp, generator, horn,
new condition through
Newport Bd., Cardiff.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON.

Telephone 5777. Holbom.

In answering these advei'tisements it is- desirable to mention

just enamelled and plated, footboa
139, Balaam St., PI

tow, E.

Oh.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea, Longuemare, low, spa:
-^ £7.—46a, Evelina Ed., Nunhead, S.E.

l^h.p. Bobinson and Price, new condition; £15,
offer.- 5, Burlington Ed., Tottenham.

or offer.—2|h.p. Scout Lightw-eight ; suit be
ner.—37, Elmer Av., Southend-ou-Sea.

Ih.p. Chater-Lea. M.M.C., built 1908. perfect or(

2 £12.-1, Tudor Ed., Upper .Ncrv.coo.

34
£6
4:2 '£12.-1, Tudor Ed.,

6 h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe, magneto, Eoc clutch, sp

did condition; £15.—F. Piner, Oolnbrook.

MOTO-BEVE, magneto, lightweight, almost new;
offer.- 8, Barrett St., Manchester Sq., W.

Qih.p. Antoine, light, low, gocd condition, suit

^2 ginner; £11.-26, Halstead St.. Brixton-

TJie Motor Cycle.'"
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LOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
V Eoc and Sidecar, two-speed, new, tj'res, Amao,
handle-bar control; £36.—Jones, Crockenhill.

p Kerry, re-enamelled, plated, new cylinder, piston

;

£1'A, oflers.—461a, Green St., Upton Park.

rr NS.TJ., twin, magneto, two-speed gear, new con-

dition; £26 10s.— Green, c/o Eagles and Co., Acton.

09 Triumph, new, complete, ridden 50 miles; cost

over £5U^ £45.— la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Sg., S.W.

fTOINE 4h.p., repainted, new tyres, too fast for

owner; £12 10s.— 2, Ullswater Kd., Palmer's Green.

p Hex and Sidecar, in perfect order; £16, or ex-

change.—C/o Townsend, 162_a, Dalston Lane, N.E.

h p Noble, good condition, two accumulators, etc. ;

'

must sell; £9.-32, Newbury Rd., Bromley, Kent.

ro 1907 4-cyl. Machines, splendid condition; £28
..each {new magnetos).— Stas, 106, Gt. Portland St.,

h'p Brown, genuine, splendid condition, fast, power-
'

ful, reliable ; £14 cash.—17, Cranmer Rd., Bris-

GHTWEIGHT, 2ih.p., like new, vitals all 1909;
£15, near ofEer.— 2, Burne St., Edgware Bd., Lon-

hp Kerrv, verv little used, perfect ^condition ; £14.

—M., 89, Cromwell Bd., South Kensington, Lon-

You Want a bargain in a motor cycle you can get

it at "Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Pieet St., London,

hp Auto Moto, vertical, Chater-Lea, £5 15s.; 3-i

'
'

u.p. Minerva, ofiers.— la,. Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq.,

hp Fafnir-Juno Motor Cycle, low, long bars, very

good condition; £5 15s.—426, Hoe St., Waltham-

FNITl Motor Cycle, Baleigh, in good order; £13.—
Rendell, Woodland "Villa, Pembury, Tunbndge

s.

h p Minerva, latest pattern, spring forks, two ac-

Lumulators, as new; £16 10s.—Eagles and Co.,

; bars, footboards, new tyre,

juineas cash.-Jetoery, Tiing,

We commence our Special Winter Clearance Sale to-day.
10% off all machines for spot cash only for 14 DAYS.

1908 N.S.U.'s.

I

SPECIFICATION :

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—24in. and 26in.
TYRES—Peter Union 2}in. section to singles, and ziin.

to twins.
CARB.—N.S.U. float-feed type.
BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and

bark pedalling brake.
EXTRAS—Combined stand | carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits
plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—We guarantee fully every machine sold.

PRICES

:

Deferred
Maker's price. Our price. payments.

3 J h.p £40 £31 £33
3!- h-P £42 £32 S34
4 h.p £50 C35 £37
5i h.p.. £52 £37 £39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

h.p. Minerva, low, loni

fi.ue condition; 18
3.

1O8 3ih p Brown, with sidecar, guaranteed; any
' trial; £24.—G.W., 47, Montague Ed., Dalston,

lon.

-2fh p., vertical, low", long bars, trembler, three

accumulators, perfect order. — 24, Cornwall Bd.,

ton.

hp Twin Minerva, adjustable pulley, spring forks,

. perfect condition; £25.—60a, Trinity Bd.-, Upper
iing.

fIN Antoine, footboards, all accessories, spares, per-

leot condition; £17.-29, Eccles Bd., Clapham
'tion.

hp Minerva, Chater-Lea, Clinchers, spring pillar,

1 verv reliable, spares; £9.-33, Doughty St., Lon-

W.C.

'

.p. Phosnis Cob, two speeds, magneto, pan seat, H.B.

control, as new; £^0.—A. Symonds, Hemberton
S.W.

-h.p. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea, Brown -Barlow,

! excellent condition; £14.-12, Laundry Bd., Ful-

.. S.W.

I. h.p, Chater-Lea, spring forks, fe-enamelled and
1 bushed, perfect; £9, ofEers.—Boss, 155, High Bd,,

atham.

S,U 2ih p , twin, 1909. Bosch magneto, geared

pulley, slightly used; £30.—Eagles and Co., High
Acton.

JIUMPH 1908, as new, perfect condition, all acces-

sorie,;; £32, no oflers.—Taylor, 4, Eosemont Bd.,

opstead.

AT 3ih p MM.C, perfect condition, low saddle,

new Palmer and belt; £12. - 41, Ashford Ed.,

:Mewood.

RADEUBT, 3^h.p., 1909, absolutely reliable; great

bargain, £36.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Ley-

London.
' You Want good second-hand motor cycles, you can

get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St.,

idon, E.C,

EX London Agency, Stcre St., Tottenham Court Ed.

Tlione 13456 Central. All 1909 models, immedi-
delivery.

EX London Agency.—Exceptional advantageous cash,

gradual, and exchange terms ; free delivery within

miles,

EX 1908 Twin, splendid condition; £24'; magneto
ignition.—Bex London Agency, Store St.

EX Twin, good condition; accept £14; trial ar-

• ranged.—Rex London Agency, Store St., W.C,

EX London Agency have for Immediate clearance
' motor cycles from £4 10s,; write for list,—Store St.

EX Exchange our speciality. Best possible allow-
' auces made on Bex motors,—Bex London Agency,
re St,

lli,p, P,M., magneto, two-speed gear, with rigid side-

2 car, very reliable; £30,—B.C., 98, BobinsonBd,,
rting, S.W, -

TO COLONIAL READERS.—We crate all machine-.
Tee, and pay freight charges to nearest port (3 h.p.

nodels excepted) at above prices.

TWO ONLY .

3 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycles to above-
mentioned specifications :

We are in a position to offer these machines to th(

public at the unprecedented low price of

£25 5s. Od. (Nett Cash Only).

;EC0ND-HAND machines (all fully guaranteed by us)

REX DE LUXE, 5I- h.p., Roc clutch £25
\NTOINE, 4 h p , very low, free engine £16
KERRY, 5 h.p. Twin, 26in. wheels £16
MlNERi/A, 2f h.p., spring forks, r907 model £15
TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., 1908, 1909 piston £34
REX, 3J h.p., 1908, two speed, perfect £30
MINERVA, si ^.p., rgog, only done roo miles £25
BROWN, 2f h.p., Bosch magneto, low, perfect £16
M,M,, 3i h.p., 1909 model, h.b. control £20
REX, 5'h.p,, Twin, low, spring forks £17
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h,p., low built, perfect order £21
ZENITH Bicar, 3^ h.p,, two speeds £17
QUADRANT, 3-J- h.p., spring forks, very low £16
ARIEL, 3 h.p., low, spray, M.O.V £16
SINGER, 3 h,p., Bosch magneto, new tyres £16
PEUGEOT, 4i h.p., twin-cylinder, low built £15
FAIRY, 2 h.p', Twin, low built £11

£.3 DOWN SECURES :

F.N., 2 h.p £10
HUMBER, 2 h.p £8
QUADRANT, 3 h.p... £10
WERNER, 2 h.p £S

MINERVA, 2 h.p. . . £8
HUMBER, 2| h.p. .

.

£10
•SINGER, 2 h.p £6
BROWN, 2 h.p £7

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1909 Amac Carburetters, h.b. control 20.^'

rgog B. & B.'s, h.b. control 28 /

Premier pattern Searchlights, complete 13/6
Clincher A Won Rubber-studded Covers,

26 X 2 and zi'm., perfect, guaranteed 25/-

Clearance Clincher Studded Dreadnought Studded
Covers, from 30 /

Exchanges considered on most liberal terms possible.

Good Magneto Motor Cycles Wanted for spot cash.

£t,ooo waiting.

Whatever you are requiring in the Motor Cycle line we
can supply on the best possible terms.

In answering these advei^fisements

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET (oil Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephone; 552 Mayfair. -

it is desirable to mention " The 3Ioior Cycle.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih.p. Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea frame, new, Contii

2 entals; £18, bargain.— Cycle, 94, Markhouse Bd
Walthamstow.

3 h.p, Bradbury, new accumulator and coil, new Dui
lop back, recently cvernauled.— 128, High Rd

Stamford Hill.

TBIUMPH (late 1908), magneto, 3ih.p., splendid coi

dition, excellent spare tyres; £35,—43a, Guildha
St,, Folkestone.

TBIUMPH, 1908, 3jh.p., perfect condition, spares
buying car; £28, bargain.—Evans, 119, Londo

Bd., Southwark.

21.h.p. Sarolea, B. and B. handle-bar control, sprin
2 forks, low built; £14.—±'owler, 6, Marland Te

race, Chislehurst.

VINDEC. 3ih,p,, Mabon clutch, Truffault spring fork
accessories, faultless; £17. — 1, Cornwall Terrac'

Baker St., Lcjidon,

1 Q08 Motor Cycle, spring forks, 24in, wheels, 2Jh.]
Xtf Minerva, low built. Brooks saddle, in lovely order

sacrifice £15.—Below.

PHGENIX Cob, 3ih.p. Fafnir, M.O.V., magneto, U
speeds, spring loiks, starting handle ; must sell

giving up motor cycling; sacrifice £16 10s,; appoin
nient.—Owen, The Cottage, Melbourne Lodge, Queen
Walk, Ealing,

BAT, 3ih.p., spring frame. De Dion carburetter, pe
feet throughout; £12 10s,—Parkhurst, Holwcc

iid., Bromley, Kent,

1 Q09 3i-4h,p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, Eoc two-speed, wif
Xt7 Oiiater-Lea sidecar; £37, complete, perfeot.-

Nightingale, Crawley.

1} A Down Secures a 1909 Wolf Lightweight, balani
^rt in eleven monthly payments; write for furthi

particulars,—Below.

1 Q09 Bradburys.—No extra for easy payments; £1
-LtJ do^n.-Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Bd., Leyto:

London.

SPECIALLY Built S^h.p, De Dion engine, Eoc clutc

two speeds, low frame, Chater-Lea fittings, handl
oar control, spring forks, thorough bargain ; £20 ; e:

Changs twin.— Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Bd., Leyto:

London.

TTNBEDEEMED.— 5-6h.p. magneto Bex de Luxe, B(
iJ clutch, £23; Chater sidecar, £5 10s.—Matthew
jawnbroker, Croydon.

31h.p. Vindeo Special, 1907, magneto, spring fork

2 spares, perfect condition, overhauled; £20 cash.

;V^. H. Swinstead, Broadlands, Woking.

WHITTLES.—Yindec Special, 5-6h.p. twin Peuge
engine, magneto, two speeds, and free engin

ipring forks; cheap, £26.

WHITTLES.—F.N., genuine, 4i-5h.p., 4-cyl., .
la

model, magneto, spring forks, absolutely perfe

order, very powerful; £26.

WHITTLES.—Antoine. oh.p., twin, with sidecE

Chater-Lea fittings, very powerful, splendid orde

aeat bargain, £15 15s. cash.

WHITTLES.—Fairy Lightweight, 2ih.p., twin,

new; £9 15s.—Whittles Motor Exchange, Ear
field. 'Phone, 711 P.O., Wimbledon.

M'iNEEVA Twin, 4ih.p,, accumulator, 2^in, Conti

entals; trial; list £43, £25,-WiUiams, 95, Ma;
borough Ed., Wood Green.

FAENIE, 3ih.p., Longuemare carburetter. Clinch

tyres, in good order; £11, genuine bargain. —
Islip St., Kentish Town, N.W.

23.h p De Dion, long bars, low saddle, footboarc

4 new non-skid on back, perfect order; £8.—Biow
2a, Seagrave Bd., West Brompton.

£18. — 3h.p. Kerry, with foreoar, powerful motor,

good condition, tyres good; trials given. — E.C

19, Queen's Bd., St. John's Wood.

BBADBUEY Motor Cycles; £46; exchanges, ea

pivments arranged; catalogues free.—Depot, Brig

and Hayles Church St., Camberwell.

BBIGHT and Hayles, makers of famous Camber mot
cycle, magneto ignition; £29 10s.; catalogues fre

—Church St., Camberwell.

31hp BradbuTV, 1909 model, magneto ignition, sho

2 soiled; bargain, £37 10s.—Bright and Hayh
Church St., Camberwell.

21hp Noble, low frame, girder forks, 26in. whee
2 B. and B. carburetter; £7 10s.—73, Church S

Camberwell.

Pand M., 1908, magneto, perfect, exceptionally pow(

ful, accessories, spares, including contact breake:

£37.-189, Bowes Bd., New Southgate.

4-CTL. F.N., bought and built under special supt

vision in Belgioue, simnle and perfect; £26.

J.Z.C, 25. Honiton Ed., Kilburn, N.W,

BICKLEY, 3h,r)., F.N. carburetter, trembler co

plated riiiis, new Clincher tyres, auantity

spares; £7.-0., 130, Brixton Ed„ S.W.

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, handle-bar control, two speeds, fr

engine, chain drive, with sidecar, climb anythini

£32.—Popham, 460, Fore St., Edmonton.

4 h.p. Genuine Ormonde, Clincher tyres, splendid sic

car machine, only wants seeing; £15 r no time t

.riding; no offers,—31, Felday Ed., Catford.

PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., standard model, n(

March. 1909 splendid condition; £40.—Box L2d
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

A2I
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^OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'AMPSTEAD.—Sale, enormous reduction on all mar

chines ; call and obtain great bargain at S, Heath

"AMPSTEAD (£7 10s.)—Fafnir, Sih.p., Chater-Lea,
. good condition with all accessories. Palmer tyres

;

jain.—Below.

"AMPSTEAD (£23). — 4 - cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908
. model, magneto, spring forks, with all accessories.

"AMPSTEAD (£25).—P.N., 4-crl., 4ih.p., splendid

condition, with all accessories, late model.

"AMPSTEAD (£27).—P.N., new condition, 4 - cyl.,

1908 laodel. 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, all

33sories.

"AMPSTEAD (£21).—Minerva, 3ih.p., 1909 model,
new conaition, handle-bar coutiol, all accessories;

gain.

"AMPSTEAD (£22).-Lincoln Elk, brand new, 1909,
latest model, magneto, handle - bar control,

htly soiled: bargain.

"AMPSTEAD (£16).—F.N. Lightweight, magneto,
and spring lorks, with all new accessories; great

sain, guaranteed.

AMPSTEAD.—1909 New Triumphs in stock, Moto-
Eeves and E.N.'s at special reduction, latest

lels.

AMPSTEAD (£22).—Moto-Eeve, twin, magneto, and
spring forks, 1909 pattern, splendid condition,

1 all accessories.

AMPSTEAD. — Sole London and district agents for

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price
Le.

"AMPSTEAD (£12). — Singer, 3h.p., magneto, new
non-skid on back, in splendid order, with acces-

3S.

"AMPSTEAD (£18).—F.N. Ifh.p. Lightweight, mag-
neto and sprmg forks, with all new accessories;

;ain.

"AMPSTEAD (£27). — "V.S., two-speed gear, 5h.p.,
. magneto and spring forks, all accessories; grand
jain.

"AMPSTEAD (£13).—Peugeot, 3ih.p., spring forks,
with all new accessories, splendid bargain. — 6,

ith St.

"AMPSTEAD (£13).—Motosacoche Lightweight, late
model, with all accessories, guaranteed a bar-

L Tel.: 2678 P.O.

"AMPSTEAD (£14). - Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-

is, guaranteed.

"AMPSTEAD (£23). — Lightweisht 1909 Latest
model Wolf, not run 100 miles, and guaranteed

tect.—Below.

"AMPSTEAD (£14). — Singer, 3h.p., magneto, good
condition; 4-cyl. E.N., £23, splendid order, all

;ains.

"AMPSTEAD (£12).-N.S.U., 3ih.p., good order, with
all accessories; J.A.P., 4h.p., M.O.V., magneto,

"AMPSTEAD (£6).-"5Vhitley, 3h.p., good order, ac-
cessories; Kerry, 3h.p., good running condition,

10s.

"AMPSTEAD (£28). - V.S. Tctrist Trophy, latest
model, with handle-bar control, quite new condi-

, all accessories.

AMPSTEAD (£14).-Eiley. 3h.p., Tertical, late type;
Kerry, 3h.p., £6, in good order, bargain.

AMPSTEAD (£29). - 5-6h.p. F.N., late model, 4-
•

.
cyl., special bargain, with all accessories, grand

ution.

AMPSTEAD (£16). - Triumph, 3h.p., accessories;
bargain house.-Only address : 5, Heath St. Tel.

:

8 P.O.

.0.—2Jh.p. motor bike, M.M.C. engine, 2i tyres,
Chater-Lea, very low built, footboards, almost

: bargain.—57, Park Ed., West Duhvich.

,.p. Twin Eex, magneto, and Montgomery flexible
sidecar, 1909, only run 100 miles; £36; will sell

irate.—Martin, Eoyal Parade, Chislehurst.

Lh.p. Brown, magneto, Brown and Barlow handle-bar
. control, variable pulley, spring forks and foot-
Si £16.-Carr, 15, Park Hill Ed., Croydon.
i.p. Werner, excellent condition, Palmer cord, long

bars, low position, ligui. fast, and reliable; £12
, or nearest offer.—53, Eahner Ed., Enfield.

lh.p. Standard Minerva, 1909, with sidecar, Mabm
.. clutoli and accessories, as new, good reasons for
ae.-Apply, Moore, 244, Clapbam Ed., S.W.
LP. Aato, Chater-Lea, Longuemare, new pair Pa)mer

tyres lamp Price's stand, perfect order; £12 —
bee, 45, Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, S.E.

Q.—Advance. 23h.p., low seat, long H.B FN
1/ carburetter, janes H.B. switch, tyres good
ndid running order.-28, St. Ann's Ed., Barnes.

'

Lh.p. F.N., fast, long, low, Dunlops, Bowdens tor-
« pedo, phmb any hill; no room cause of sale-
line bargain, £12.-46, Bade Ed., Einsbury Park.

CMOST New, Bh.p. two-speed N.S.TJ., splendid side-
car machine, E.O.M. non-skid, many spare*- £36

xchange Phelon-Moore.—39, Birch Grove, Aitou
'

h.p. N.S.TT., twin, Bosch magneto, spring forvs,
' 1909. two-speed gear, free engine, with Millfnrd
3arj £34 10s.; any trial.—Eagles and Co., ActoQ.

22

SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.
GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED

£22 19
4ih.p. W.C. LLOYDS, open frame, two

."peeds, wheel sleeruig, Longuemere .

.

4} h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open
frame, wheel-steering, foot clutch ....

Ditto ditto fine condition .
.

'.

5i h.p. W.C. REXETTE, two speeds, open
trame, foot clutch, specially good ....

5 h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, open
frame, Longuemere trembler coil ....

4i h.p. PHCENIX TRIMO, H.T. magneto,
two speeds, chain drive

4i h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, Longue-
mare, chain drive, foot clutch

4 h.p. Victor, two speeds, open frame, foot
clutch, foot brake

Cash offers considered.

5 J h.p. IvviN KJiX, ti.a. control, spring lorks, ana
brand new DE LUXE SIDECARwith art cane body,
latest improvements and 26x2^ tyre, £22 tOs.

JaE~ WE HAVE ik STOCK OVER TWO TONS oT
Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers. Best makes.
All sizes. 17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Covers
17/6, Tubes 4/lt. Barga"in list on application.

Approval against cash.

1909 Rsxee. i9oe.
All models in stock. Liberal exch.-anges.OFFERS CONSIC9ERED

£29 10
£35

£35

£,^^

£27 10

£16 10

£18 10

" F»OF»UI-ARS."
rgop 3i h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

1909 4 h.p. N.S.U. de Luxe, 100 miles only £39 10
rgoS 3|h.p. N.S.U., magneto, new £29 10
rgog ^,i h.p. REX Tourist, done so miles. Offers.

rgoS REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating' £17 10
rqo8 3j h.p. Magneto P. & M., two speeds £35
1908 3I h.p. Magneto REX Racer £29 10
1907 4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch £24 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
1908 3I h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10
r907 3I h.p. REX, magneto, spring forks £21
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10

h.p. BRADBURY, low, aCin. wheels .. £13 10
1006 3I h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. . . £15 10
3 h.p.^SlNGER. belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10
rgoy 3I- h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V . . £17
3 h.p. CLYDR, ma-rneto, long bars £15
2|- h.p. KI-:RRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p M.O.V. MINERVA, sprav, good £6 15
3 h.f>- ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemai-p .... £10
3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber. . £9 10
2? h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2V h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15
2i h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6

Monster Li«t on Application.

SID^OAR IVIACHBNES.
1909 7-9 h.p. T.T. DOT, magneto as new . . £40
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, roo miles only Offers.
igo8 5 h.p. Magiiem V.S £29 10
1908 Twin Tourist RiiX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX Dl-: LU.XE, P.nl-ncr Cords £32 10
vV h.p. Two-speed REX DE LU.\I'. £32 10
si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc rlr.tch £27 10
» h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sit'e-ar £18 10
_S h.p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £13 10
5 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20

• ' h T. T-Viir-rvlinrVr F.N.. ma9TiPtf^ . f23 10

I'lve 5i h.p. Twin Rexes, spang 10 ks, long bars,'

I

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.
wheels^. iSIT ITs.

Grand Sidecar mschines. EXCHAKGtS.

EASY P»AYIVieNXS.
.cr. nowN secures any of thesa.

JCtO> LlUfwll Balance 5/- per week.
2j h.p . Bradbury £6 10 2 h.p. Sarolea. . £6
^ h.p. 1 iovd's £13 10 2f h.p. Kerry . . £9 10
3 h.p. CU'de £15 4 h.p. Coroi'et £15
4 h.r. Antoirip £16 10 2| h.r. Werner £8 10
T, h.n. Humbcr £10 C 3 J h.p. Werner £13 10

3i h.p. Rex £10 10 2 h.p. Thomas £8
2i h.p. Lloyd's £7 10 2 h.p. Humber £8 10
^ h.p. AtpiiTT £13 10 3 h.p. Bradbury £10 IP

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carbiirrtitrs
in Stock. Liberal exchange Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2^10. tyres, everv-
thing of the best, built by experts. 3-bolt
attachment, 26 X 2J Clincher A Won tyres £6

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q09 3ih.p. Premier, practically new, all accessor!
J-*/ E.O.M., spare tubes, yalves, tyre, belt; £;
genuine bargain ; seen any time.—Ealland, Empire, H
loway,

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, Eoot and Clark, two speeds, tu
spring forks, BlOO.. petrol gauge, new conditio

what ofEars? take lightweight part—75, Manor £

Chelsea.

BAT. 2Jh.p. De Dion, London-Edinburgh machu
£14; also 3sh.p. M.M.U., Eat spring frame, P

mers, £17, perfect order; giving up.—50, Manor E
Brockley.
"1 Q08 3ih.p. Bex, magneto, new December, lamp, ho:
J-t/ stand. 1908 castor wheel sidecar, perfect con
tion, little used; £29 10s.—Powell, 56, Eiverview Qro'

Chiswick.

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, just been thoroughly overhanl
2 good hill-elimbe'r, perfect condition, lamp, n

spare belt, etc.; trial; £12.—Longmore, 69, High S
Sydenham.

TEICMPH (late 1908), had very little wear, appei

ance and ail working parts perfect; will send
approval : £32. — Eastern Garage, 418, Eomford E
i-'.rest Gate.

2 lh.p. Singer, magneto, tyres excellent, nothing mi
2 ing or broken ; £4, or oiler ; wants adjustin

genuine bargain; after 7 p.m.— 107, Woodford K
Forest Gate.

r.N., 4-cyl., 4ih,p., absolutely perfect conditi

throughout, foot exhaust lift, footrests, spare tu!

quant.ty of other spares; £25.—E.G., 21, Parliament H
London, N.W.

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 1909, only two months old,

accessories and spare parts ; a genuine bargain, £;

or near offer.—Apply, S. E. Hales, 14, Clifton Ed., Kii

ston Hill, Surrey.

"I Q09 Tourist Trophy Triumph, complete with t

-L*j toolbags, spares, and tools, lamp, generator, ho:

tyres as new; £38, or near ofier.—i'. Jiaslock, Fairmi

Cobham. Surrey.

23.h.p. Minerva, Longuemare carburetter, splenc

4 conrtirion, two accumulators, Cortinental fro:

studded back tyres, all accessories.—Lipman, 32, Tyln

Ed., Forest Gate.

3 h.p. Hobart, Minerva spray, Prested accnmnlator, co

and plugs, Pakner back, carrier-stand, horn, to

meter, all splendid condition; sacrifice £10.—BeUuoi
Foxley Lane, Purley.

13.h.p. Minerva, Longuemare carburetter, two accum
4 lators, new tyres, lamp, spare parts, splend

running condition; £6 10s.—Kunberley Villa, Alexand

Ed., Dagenham, Essex.

TEIUMPH, 1908. hardly soiled, Shamrock-Exceisi
studdpd tyres, spare tyre, lamp, generator, hoi

all accessories; £33.—A. B. Wookey, Chichester 8

Paddington, by appointment.

"I Q08 Triumph, large F.E.S. headlight, Perfecta pilli

-L«/ watch, nearly new piston, head complete, spa

valve, tools, Patchquick outfit; £35.— Goodacre, R«

lands, Colinette Ed., Putney,

21.h.p. Peugeot, vertical engine, 26in. wheels, spf

2 carburetter. Brooks saddle, lamp, wallet, carrii

stand, horn, wants Uttle xepainiing ; sajjriflce £4. — 1

Market Sq., Horsham. Sassex..

5h.p. Twin Chater-Peugeot, Bosch magneto, ban

some footboards, tyres perfect, very low, sms

machine; £24; privately owned.—Garaged Arrow "Worl

•83, Eye Lane, Peckham, S.E.

BEOWN, 3ih.p., Longuemare, trembler, 20 hour
cumulator, 2i Pahner cord and Contmenti

Wright's spring footrests; £15; seen by appointment
E. Gifford, Al4ham, Colchester,

3 lh.p. Ariel, powerful, two-speed pulley. Palmer tyn

2 26in. whtels, and all spares, B.B. carburette

£15 lOs., or would exchange for 2 J and ]>art cash.—Co
20a, Lodge Ed., Sutton, Surrey,

3 lh.p. Humber, Eoc two-.5peed gear, E.O.M. tyr(

2 butted tubes, as new, £35; also 1908 oih.

Brown, two-speed gear, two new E.O.M. tyres, re-ena]

elled, guaranteed, £25.—G. Grace, Tring.

MINEEVA, Sjh.p., compression and bearings perfei

good tyres, and belt, and general appearanc
pedals, footrests, .spares; £14 10s., or light bike part.

W. Smith, 71, Fox Lane, Palmers Green, London, N.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Humber, magneto, delivered June, ridd
X*'

. 350 miles, two-speed Eoc cluti.h, live axle, lam
horn, spares, spare cover, perfect condition, just tun
up; £34 10s.; buying twin.—Marsh, Ingleside, Eppir

F.N., 4-cyI., 4ih.p., 1908, with forecar attachment,
seat, perfect oondit'on. Palmer cords, lamp, ho

tools, spares; cost £62, take £30; will exchange, Trinin|
preferred.—A. Fort, 53, Hallam St., Portland Place,

O^h.p. Kerry de Luxe, excellent condition, Brooj
'^ 4, BlOO saddle, spring forks, belt rim brake, Prio
stands, new rubber studded tyre, Watawata belt. Ian
coils, spares; £12.—Goodlet, 4, Park Lane, Carshaltcj

Surrey.

28 10s.— 6h.p. 1909 J.A.P., magneto, H.B. cont
3i* CJiater-Lea fretme, spring forks, Batei rubber sti

ded tyres, Autoclipse lamp, little used; cost £60, gei^

ine bargain.—A. Eussell, Light Oaks, St. James "
Sutton.

LIGHTWEIGHT, lih.p. Universal engine, special
flirted to strong 22in. roadster, girder forks, n«

tandems, new belt, yery efficient, neat, excellent order

£3 108.; trial any evening.—E., 30, "Wandle Ed., UpH
Tooting.
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THE VALUE OF THE T.T. RACE,
By ROAD RIDER.

[ JfOTOR cyclists as a body do not take a very keen

l/l interest in the T.T. Race, and make a poorish

'* response to the appeal for subscriptions to

defray its expenses. They do "not unders'tand

3 extreme value to them and the industry. The old*

reverb says " It's the speed that tells," and I have

> hesitation in saying that this year's Tourist Trophy

ace will do more good to the breed of motor

Lcycles than six i,ooo miles reliability trials could do,

^m if they were run off one on top of another. Almost

ay of the machines entered could gain a gold medal

i a 6,ooo miles reliability trial, if it had a good man

p, and met with ordinary luck ; but barely a third of

le entrants were equal to 158 miles at top speed.
_

In

ly opinion, engines with overhead-valves are too risky

)r ordinary touring conditions, as a broken valve

sually spells a long delay, since if it breaks it is

Imost certain to go through either the cylinder or the

iston. Owners of such engines on touring mounts

aould change the exhaust valve about every 2,000

dies to be on the safe side. Most makers- learnt some-

ling, and I fancy the results will be seen next year

1 improved lubrication (leading to less frequent

nocking) and in improved exhaust valves.

Lubrication the Main Problem?

The cognoscenti asserted weeks in advance that

fficient lubrication was the main problem to be solved
' success were to be attained. I have often complained

lat the standard lubrication of motor bicycle engines

; highly unsatisfactory. We ride five miles with the

ngine over-lubricated, five miles with accurate oiling,

and then five miles under-lubricated. Racing speeds
will not stand this makeshift practice. Hence many
riders had fitted automatic lubric-ators,, with the

standard pump in reserve. Others conveyed a constant

supply of oil into the top of the sp-ray chamber; this

is an old dodge of Garrard's, and, like the force

p-ump, is merely a rough makeshift. Others ^ who had
only the standard force pump to rely on, told me
they were forcing in half and quarter pumpfuls at

frequent intervals. Again, the standard lubrication

wastes a good deal of oil. A novice friend of mine
once seized up the big ends of a 5 h^p. twin engine on
his first run. He got the engine in such a state that

the big end bushes were psactically reduced to powder,

but the gudgeon pin bushes were left in good order,

showing that a quantity of oil was collected inside the

piston, wflere it could be of little use. Hence many
of the racers drilled countersunk holes in the walls of

their pistons, permitting this- surplus oil to trickle

through on to the walls of the cylinder, which is just

the point where the modern high com'pression single-

cylinder is generally short of oil. I am inclined to

prophesy that we shall see many automatic lubricators

and many drilled pistons on standard tourist mounts

next year, and, if so, we shall have the T.T. Race to

thank for it. It is possible designers may find they

can safely lighten their pistons a trifle, which should

spell higher engine speeds and increased efficiency per

cubical capacity.

Probably it is only engines, carburetters, tyres, belts,

and ignition which benefit by the race. If machines

with standard fittings could be run, we should obtain
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better spring forks and more reliable fittings through-

out, with a consequent freedom from irritating minor

troubles with the less vital portions of the machine.

But it is impossible to force entrants to use standard

fittings, and the present attempt is the merest farce;

the rules in operation to retain some caricature of a

tourist outfit merely hamper the entrants, and do the

sport no good. The race is only a " Tourist " event in

name, and it is doubtful if anyone used a standard

touring mount, and only two spring forks (Druid

and Truffault) were fitted. Several details fitted in

accordance with these effete and useless regulations

were responsible for serious trouble, e.g., Stanley is

alleged to have been outed by the light and narrow

mudguard on which-the rules insisted. I am inclined

to think the race should have no limits other than

cubical capacity, which willresolve it into a test of

engines, carburation, lubrication, ignition, tyres, and

belts (and, of course, men—we cannot eliminate the

personal factor).

It is extremely doubtful if the experiment of racing

singles and twins together on the same terms as this

year will be repeated. Newsome and Godfrey deser\-e

OCTOBER 6th, igog.

the credit of first and second places in a single-cylinder

class, instead of ranking down a combined list. No
single-cylinder of 500 c.c. had much chance of finishing

first against twins of 750 c.c, unless all the best

twins broke down; and if the course had been less

tortuous the superiority of the twins would have been

even- more marked. However, the twins have been

handicapped out of previous events on fuel consump-

tion, so it was only fair that they should have been

given a chance to show what they could do without

such restrictions. Their reputation as a class has

suffered as the result of their hopeless essays in

previous A-ears, and as a great believer in their all

round superiority, for dry road work at any rate, I do

not complain that they were for once given a look in

I was especially pleased to see the small 33/j; h.p.

Premier hold its own so manfully. There should bt

a very big future for this type of machine. It has al

the merits of the big twin, without being hampered

bv undue weight, and it will appeal to many riders whc

now ride 3 3^ h.p. single-cylinders, but prefer the

greater elasticity and. more even turning movement c4

the multi-cylinder engine.

^»—»••—<-

THE MOTOR CYCLE
THE accompanying reproduction of a group of

motor cyclists lined up in front of Messrs.

Eyes and Crowle's garage, Adelaide, gives

some idea of the popularity of the pastime in

the Commonwealth. The machines represented are

chiefly examples of the F.N., N.S.U., and Triumph

IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
in S.A., and the numbers are increasing almost daib

a most healthy and satisfactory state of affairs.

Several large firms in Adelaide, recognising th(

utility of motor cycles for the use of commercia
travellers, have mounted their men on these hand]

machines. Among those who have availed themselve

The above serves to shovir the growing popularity of motor cycling in South

manufactures, and one or other of these makes have
secured first, second, and third places and fastest

times in the South Australian A.C.'s annual hill-

climbing competition. The above named firm in-

forms us that over 1,400 motor cvcles are registered

> «o @<

FRENCH AUTUM
THE Motor Cycle Club of Paris, a comparatively

new organisation with headquarters at 34, Rue
Marbeuf, held a 200 kilometres motor cycle

race on the 26th ult., in the neighbourhood of

Melun. The course was on the circuit known as

Guignes-Lissy. The winning machine was an 8 h.p.
Rene Gillet, ridden by Bloch, who covered the course— 124^' miles—in 2h. 23m., equal to 52 miles per
hour. The second was an Aquilon, rider , Mouton,
time 2h. 41m.; third, 6 h.p. Rene Gillet, rider A. M.
Fay, tims 2h. 49m. The last named competitor won
a prize for the most consistent lap times. The winner
of the race, Bloch, made the fastest lap— 28.9 kilo-

metres in 19m. = 56^ miles an hour.

Australia. The motor cycles are composed of three different makes only.

of this method of getting in close touch with theil

customers are Elder, Smith, and Co., Avhb havJ

nine motor cycles. South Australian Farmers' Unioj
(eight). International Harvester Co. (five), Sout|

Australian Government (five)^ and many others.

-<

N GRAND PRIX.
' The race was a success both in the matter of atten

ance and results, and the club is enthusiastically jo}

because the three first to finish are all club members
Grapperon, who rode a 12 h.p. Albatross, burst bot

tyres in practice during the morning and could nq

start; Pons, 8 h.p. N.S.U. (who started in the Peki

to Paris ride), had belt troubles; King, 8 h.p. J. A. P.

suffered tyre troubles; and Harding, 9 h.p. J. A. P.

met with an accident at Troyes, and was unable t

compete. The programme bears the name of Collier

9 h.p. J. A. P., who was expected to compete, but whos
name must have been placed among the entrant

through some misunderstanding, as neither C. R. no

H. A. Collier know anything' about the race.
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Putting on speed I was covering the ground very

licely when two carts loomed aliead drawn up on
opposite sides of the road. Tliere was just sufficient

pace for me to pass between, but the space was
•ccupied by tlie two carters, who were chatting. As
hey appeared not to notice me, I sounded my horn

wice when about fifty yards off. They saw r^ie and
ach dodged behind his cart, so I slowed down to

bout eight miles an hour to pass between them, when
me silly chap

Bolted BacR like a Rabbit.

leant towards him, and so only caught him with my
sft shoulder. But he spun round, and when I pulled

ip and returned he was on his back in the middle of

he road witli the other carter bending over him. We
oon had him on his feet, and I was pleased to see he
/as practically unhurt, and he gave me the impression

i shamming. Then began a string of voluble ques-

ions (on their part), of which I could not make any
ense. He asked me my name, and I was just giving

lim my card when the Rolls-Royce car passed again,

he occupants laughing at my contretemps. As I could

lo nothing further for the carter, and he appeared
uite well again, I left them. Steering for Saulieu I

ame across a beautiful chateau at the foot of some
teep hills, so I stopped to admire the lovely spot

rhilst I enquired the way of a " cantonnier. " With
smile he pointed up a steep hill, a hill I could have
lade look silly if my bicycle had been in good trim,

lut as the engine had not been cleaned (inside) or tuned

p since I started I knew I was in for some fmi. I

lent down a by-lane to get a good run at it, and
ushed up the first part of the hill. The road was
Teasy and heavy, and soon the pace decreased con-

iderably, and as knocking manifested itself, first came
ack air and spark levers in quick succession. Still

he hill continued, so I attempted to pedal, and gave
. snort of disgust as I remembered there was no pedal-
ing chain. Sol halted to allow the engine to cool, and
fterwards got going again, and finished the climb in

ine style. I was near Beaune, but whether I had
lassed it I could not say.

Bump ! bump ! and a hurried dismount, and I was
uWare that I had picked up a nail. Whilst the patch
Iried firmly on to the tube I regaled myself with milk
:hocolate, large muscatel raisins, and a cigarette. I

lext passed through Saulieu, a little village, which I

lad good cause to remember, as it was here I

ncountered all the snow, slush, and sleet on my out-

i/ard journey. As I rode along I compared the road
o what it was on the outward run, and, although now
t was swimming in water, it was perfect in comparison.

Unprotected Magnetos.
A mile or two outside Saulieu misfiring caused me
dismount and clean the magneto, during which

operation a village school was let loose and the children

swarmed round me like flies. Then came Avallon, and
afterwards Auxerre, where I stopped to refresh the

inner man, putting up at the Hotel de I'Epee in the

Rue du Paris- This hotel is built close to the

cathedral at the back; in fact, some of the building

actually joins. Auxerre, which is on the Yonne, is

noted for its beautiful little churches, cloisters, etc.

My day's run totalled 150 miles—not bad consider-

ing the adverse roads. My only troubles were a punc-

ture, wet on magneto, and choked carburetter. Next
day Havre was my objective—a run of over two
hundred miles. I accordingly made an early start.

Through Joigny, Sens, and Montereau the road was
easy to find, so I travelled at a good speed, especially

where the road was "gritty" and not greasy.

Although it must have been a few hours it did not

seem long before I was approaching the Forest of

Fontainebleau, with its beautiful road, which is

extremely wide and perfectly straight. I had been

averaging almost thirty miles an hour up to this point,

but my engine suddenly ceased firing, and finding all

compression had vanished, I guessed the trouble

—

a.

broken valve. After fitting the spare valve, I consulted

my map, finding that I was only a mile or two away
from Paris.

Trying to Avoid Paris.

It was not long after leaving the Forest of Fontaine-

bleau that I got hopelessly lost in trying to avoid Paris.

I eventually arrived at Versailles, with its horrible

pave, which is a disgrace to the town, as fully one-

third of the setts are missing or sunk at least six inches.

St. Germain possesses a similar stretch of road, and
I was relieved to gain a better road to Mantes and
along the banks of the Seine to Vernon, and from

thence to Rouen. I -had no time to loiter if I was to

reach Havre by lighting up time, so hurrying forward

through Rouen, I reached St. Malaunay with forty

miles to go and an hour and a half to do it in.

Putting on more speed I was making good headway
when I felt an awful bump behind. Dismounting, I

espied a sunken manhole which had proved my un-

doing, as the back rim in one place was almost dented

to the belt rim; so bad, indeed, that the tyre would
not stop on when properly inflated. To make matters

worse, rain came down in torrents, so I wheeled the

machine into Malaunay Station. The sudden shock

had punctured the tyre in two places. There was a

train for Havre due in forty-five minutes, so I mended
the punctures and partially inflated the tyre. The
fare was 2f. loc. for the machine and 3f. 95c. for

myself.

The journey to Havre was awfully slow. On arrival

at the docks I watched my machine put on board

under cover, and firmly lashed to the ship's side. The
day's run totalled at least 175 miles, as I had missed
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Harrogate to the Riviera and Back by Motor Cycle.—

my way on more than one occasion. I slept soundly

during the crossing, and awoke early the following

morning as we were steaming past the Isle of Wight.

The customs officers were soon satisfied, and after

I had changed some money I looked out a place to

get my rim straightened. Filling up with petrol, I

wended my way out of Southampton most carefully,

remembering the prejudiced local magistrates.

The English roads were muddy and the weather

showery, but the scenery did its best to make up for

the unfavourable riding conditions. Twice I was

stopped by blobs of mud settling on the magneto.

This time I took care to ask my way more frequently

than before as I approached London, and so lost no

time in by-lanes. Arriving at Rickmansworth, I passed

in quick succession St. Albans, St. Neots, and

Biggleswade, putting up at Huntingdon again, after a

run of 140 miles.

The Last Day's Run.

Next day (Friday, March 26th) was to be the last

of my tour. The weather opened showery, and the

roads were muddy, but I made good time through

Stilton, Grantham^ Newark, and Bawtry to Doncaster.

Hereafter the road improved a little, and the sky

brightened. Nearing Wetherby, I was almost within

sight of home. Pools of water I dashed through, for

after mudlarking for four days it is good to be within

sight of home. And then the engine " pegged out,"

with a feeble snort now and then, as though loth to

give up the ghost so near home. I found that the

spark was perfect, plug in order, compression fair,

but locate the trouble I could not. I cleaned the

carburetter, but still it beat me, so, packing the tools,

I started off, misfiring badly, no matter how the

levers were set. One thing struck me as most remark-

able, and that was on opening the cut-out the machine
would slow down and stop. On arriving at Harrogate

I put my machine in the shed, not without giving it

a parting look of gratitude, for without this small

relapse it had run splendidly.

For two days it remained in the shed Avhilst I

puzzled my friends with its symptoms. Then I deter-
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mined to locate the trouble, and removed the cylinder

The piston was fairly thick with deposit, especially at

the valve side, also the cylinder head. Then I took

out the valves, and here at last I discovered the cause

The head of the exhaust valve was loose, but still

held on to the stem, although it would screw on or

off, and this was the reason that on opening the cut-out

the engine would slow down and stop, because there

was no back pressure to hold the valve better on to its

seating.

Some Running Expenses on the Tour.
My petrol bill was 27s. pd. for the total distance

of 1,650 miles and the oil bill (about 1% gallons of

Price's A) roughly 6s. Petrol is very dear in France,

varying from is. 8d. to 2s. id. for about i^ gallons,

but the price was usually 2s. The 26 by 2 \

Michelin voiturette inner tube had cost me i8fcs.,

and was well worth the money, for it was exceptionally

thick red rubber. Although I had a spare belt on my
carrier, the Dermatine I started with carried mei
through, and was only shortened once, whilst th

Clincher rubber non-skids still had the studs on.

The Southampton-Havre arrangements for crossing

the Channel are certainly open to improvement
especially the rule which forbids passengers by tin

midnight boat taking their machines on board before

eight o'clock. Also you must be there to superintenc

the "slinging" of your machine, as nobody seem:

to know what portions are best able to bear th(

hauling strain. At Havre I was able to w^heel th(

motor cycle off without any slinging at all, but
'

think this is all a matter of the tide.

The Triumph carried me beautifully, although

hardly gave it any attention. If I had cleanet

the piston and cylinder head at Nice, and alsc

ground in the valves and changed over the tyre;

probably no hills would have troubled me.
If anv readers of The Motor Cycle think of under

taking a similar tour, I shall be only too pleased t(

give them any information I possess. I may add tha

the route is quite capable of being covered by ai

efficient 3^ h.p. and sidecar with a good two-spee
gear, provided the passenger does not object to a

occasional walk or wait to cool down on a bad hill
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By B. H. DAVIES.

Rem Fowler and R. Lord, on Rex machines, indulging in a neek and neek race between Kirk Miebael and Peel.

"^OR the first time since the T.T. Races began I

^ _ was able to take a holiday and go over to

witness the racing. I think I was rather ill-

advised to burden myself with my motor
>icycle, for/ arriving in Douglas on the Wednesday
.nd leaving on the Friday, I got very litle use out

>f it, and was put to a good deal of trouble and
(xpense in connection with it. To begin with, I

lad to hire a porter to push it across Liverpool, as

^ime Street Station is a mile from Princes Landing
5tage, and, being burdened with a heavy coat -and

:amera, I could not ride it. Getting it on board
it Liverpool Avas a simple matter, as at high water
he s.s. Monads deck is about level with the stage

3

>ut at Douglas I had to get two porters to carry it

ip a steep gang\^'ay and flight of steps. I had
ntended to spend the evening in" riding right round
he island, but found a petrol famine .at its height.

n fact, two of us^ arrived at what we were told was
he only petrol store in the island, to find the last

:an just being divided amongst several riders. One
)f them was a Motosacoche owner, and we succeeded
ri persuading him that his tiny engine could run- on
he smell of the spirit, so that there was a quart or

^apiece for us.

A Racing Garage.
Putting this in the Triurdph's tank, I then roae over

ibominably bumpy roads to Ballacraine, where I

ound the Rex r-iders had established a perfect little

:actory. Bentley was still tuning up, as he had
smashed his frame early in the week, and I saw him
ioing a flying half-mile . on a short straight stretch

Detween the hotel -and the railway crossing. Nearly
ill the Rex riders had a -small copper pipe
running from the crank- case to the top of

:heir spray chambers. This tube was to mix
3. slight infusion of lubricating oil with the petrol

vapour. It is also said to prevent all tendency to knock,

and as it is provided with a tap which can be opened
when knocking starts, it is fairly easy to prove ,that

it has this desired effect. -Bentley 's machine had an-

other pipe from crank case to carburetter which is

alleged to maintain a constant pull upon the spray.

Most of the riders were quietly putting a few finishing

touches to their machines. Godfrey, for instance,

had his piston out, and was polishing the grooves in

it. Everyone has agreed for some time past that the

race was largely a matter of efficient lubrication, and
some of the pistons had been drilled out till, as one

wit stated, their sides were composed of " wire

netting." I have often seen a gudgeon pin bush
in perfect order when the big end of the same con-

necting rod has been ruined, and so I applauded
this drilling of pistons as utilising surplus lubricant.

Several pistons were a mass of holes, cauntersunk on
the outside to -avoid scoring of the cylinder walls.

Some riders after drilling the holes ha,d adjusted the

balance by removing metal from the flywheel -bob-

weights ; others had neglected this obvious correction.

One rider told me he had so far failed in this adjust-

ment that he could not combine good balance at all

engine -speeds, that -when- " all out" his engine was

better than it had ever been, but that when running

slowly, it was much more vibratory than before he

started to fake it.

The Silencer Test.

Everyone I met was jeering at the silencer test,

which was as complete a failure as such tests generally

are. A very wide range of noise was accepted at the

test, which was held on \Vednesday morning, after

which each rider had complete control of his machine

till the start, a:ffording him ample opportunity to fake

the tested silencer, or substitute a new one. In the

actual race, two or three machines, especially the

All
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KNOWING that H. A. Collier could tell The
Motor Cycle readers a good many interesting

details about his splendid ride in the Tourist

Trophy Race, we lost no time in paying him a

visit at Messrs. Collier and Sons' well-equipped motor

cycle works at Plumstead. Harry Collier, with the

laurels of victory fresh on his brow, was busy tuning

up the last Matchless to leave the factory, but he

bravely left his task and meekly submitted to the

ordeal to which we were about to put him. He took it

all very modestly, this burly son of Britain, whose

fame now rings throughout the motor cycle community
all over the globe, and in his own mind considered his

performance a very ordinary one.

After exchanging the usual courtesies and repeating

our congratulations, we asked if the race had been a

strenuous one.

"Certainly," replied Collier; "quite the hardest

in which I have ever competed."
"We know well," we ventured, "you have had an

unparalleled amount of experience on the track; when
did your road racing really begin ?

"

" Curiously enough, in the Isle of Man in 1905, on
the occasion of the International Auto Cycle Cup
eliminating trials, in which Campbell came in first

and I finished second. The same year I was one of

England's representatives in the International Cup
Race, and rode at Dourdan. The next year, 1906, I

rode again, representing my country in Austria, and
was fortunate enough to come in third, Nikodem being
first and Obruba second, both mounted on Puch
machines."

" But, to revert to the recent race, did you feel the

strain at all trying ?
"

"No, not a bit; but, as you can imagine, I suffered

a good deal from a stiff neck, owing to the cramped
riding position."

" During the race did you at all realise the position

you were holding ?
"

" No, I did not know in the least how I was faring

until the ninth round, and I did not even recollect

passing Lee Evans."

Collier Suffered No Falls.
" There were a good many spills," we stated; " were

you ever unfortunate enough to have a tumble ?
"

" No, not even in practice. I think all good riders

have come to the conclusion that it is better to take
the corners slowly and keep in the saddle. Falling
off Avastes so much time, doesn't it?

"

We agreed, and then asked if our gallant friend had
pressed his Matchless to the utmost all through the
race.

" No," he replied. " I kept a trifle in hand till the
end of the first half, and then drove her all out."
"Did you experience any trouble?" we asked.
" Not the slightest, but once I came very near to

stopping at Creg Willey's Hill. I had almost run out

of petrol, just halfway between the two depots, and

had I not had a device for totally excluding the air

from my carburetter I should have fared badly. How-
ever, I almost shut this off, and by dint of carefu

coaxing I saw her safely home."
" No," he replied, in answer to our query, " the hil

never troubled, me at all—not even then."
" Do you think a better course could be found in the

island ? " we suggested.
" No, I don't think so."
" A trifle rough ? " we ventured.
" Yes, and that is its only fault. It has the advan

tage of being short, and short laps are always bettei

from a spectacular point of view. The course ir

Austria was much longer, and certainly faster, bu
even there we did not do better than a 48 m.p.h

average."
" And . you don't think the car course would b(

.better ?
"

"No," replied our friend, " most emphatically not

It is too long, and then there are those unpleasan

mountain mists, which we unfortunates with glasse;

do not appreciate."

The Highest Speed Attained
"We are well aware," we ventured, " that the nrej

sent course is by no means a fast one, but," we queried|
" whaf was the best speed you think you attained?

" That is, of course, a little hard to say, but riderj

on machines fitted Avith speedometers who were follow

ing me put it at about 68 m.p.h."
" Fast enough, in all conscience," we remarkec

" And what about passing at this speed ? Did cor

petitors get out of your way, and did they give yoj

plenty of room? "

" There was no difficulty at all. The men behave!

like true sportsmen; there was room for all; and if

did not get a chance tO' go by at once I waited -Tn|

opportunity, and , then nipped in the gap withoi

trouble,"
" And are you looking forward to another T.

Race ?
'

" Yes, indeed I am. Having won the trophy I ai

naturally not too anxious to part with it."
" Your brother has more wins to his credit tha

you have, but," we pointed out, /'he had really ba

luck in the race, even though it was certainly yoi

turn for success this time."
" Yes, it was very hard on him, and he ought to ha\

won," modestly replied Collier, "as Charlie's machir

was a good deal faster than mine, and he caught rr

up during the early part of the first round. His engir

had a higher co^mpression, which it is well able

stand, as he weighs a good deal less than I do."
" It is, a long time to look ahead, but have you ai^

suggestions for next year's race? " we asked.

"No, I don't think so. It was all so welLcarrie

out this time. I can only suggest that the St. Johnl
'\ \A
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nterview with the Winner of the Tourist Trophy.—

petrol depot should be .moved further down the;road.

Ballacraine would be a better place."

"And, as regards the cylinder capacity, do- you,"

m queried, " think theie can be any improvement in

;his respect ?
"

"This year," replied Collier, "I think the singles

ind twins were pretty evenly matched."
"No," in reply to a further query, "I don't think

:he twins had at all an advantage, as some of the

dngles during practice and in the race were almost as

Fast. You see, the efficiency of the twin has not been

k'ery highly developed up to the present, but next year

t-ou will have to^ reduce their limit slightly."
'' Your machine seems to have served you well, as it

:arried you through without a stop. May we," we
isked, "have a few details? "

'

"It was a 5 h.p. Matchless 85 x 65mm. J.A. P.
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engine; fitted with mechanically operated inlet valves,

with the valves situated on the top of the cylinder,

worked by overhead tappets. The .ignition was by the
latest 'V type Bosch magneto running on ball bearings,

one of the first tO' be brought over here. The belt was
a Shamrock-Gloria lin. section, and the tyres 26 x
2j/j;in. standard n.s. Dunlops. I also used Bowden
control for the exhaust lifter,, front wheel brake, and
the model H Longuemare carburetter. All these fittings

behaved splendidly, but I believe I should have got
more flexibility but perhaps not .greater power from
another type of carburetter. The machine is now
on view at Maude's- Motor Mart, Great Portland
Street. That is all I can tell you about it."

We could see Collier w-as longing tO' go back to the

machine he was so carefully tutiing up on our arrival,

and knowing the importance of' his presence to its

successful running, we said good-bye.

The winner of

the ie09 Inter-

national Tourist

Trophy Race.

H. A. Collier
(5 h.p. Matchless-

j. A. P.) passing

the finishing post

at St. John's.

Coilier finished

3 min. 58i sees.

in front of

G. Lee Evans
(5 h.p. Indian),

completing the
distance —158
miles 220 yards—
at an average

speed of 49.002

miles per hour.

BROOKLANDS OCTOBER MEETING.
THE list of entries in the two events for motor

cycles at the Brooklands October Meeting this

afternoon (Wednesday) are as follows

:

OCTOBER MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP. 2.50 p.m.
F. C Andreae (two-cyliiider iung's Own, 85x85 mm.)
J. T. Bashall (one-cylinder Bat, 85x85).
W. H. Bashall (one-cylinder Zenith Gradua, 85x85).
M. Krause (t\ro-cyHnder V.S..- 75x70).
A. G. Forster (two-cvlinder N.L.G., 80x94).
J. Forster (two-cylinder .\.L:G.. 80x94).
-H.

A.
P.

W
W
G.
R.
F.

F.
F.
H.

G. Partridge (two-cylinder N.S.U., .75x90).
Brunton (two -cylinder Rex, 76 x 80).
V. Wallis (one-cylinder Cocks, 85x80)." " -.

- - -. 71^x89).H. Wells (two-cjdinder Indian,
H. Wells (two-cylinder Indian, 71^x89).
Schink (two-cylinder IV.S.U., 80x99).
T. Exshaw (one-cylinder Zenith Gradua, 85 x 85).
A./McNab (one-cylinder Trump-J.A.P., 85x85).
Toman (two-cylinder Lam-in and Kleff.ent, 80x90).
Arnott (two-cylinder Minerva, B2x85).
H. Bowen (one-cylinder Bat, 85x85).

W. Pollard (one-cylinder Quadrant, 81x88).
H. V. Golyer (two-cylinder Matchless, 85x85).

R. Collier (two-cylinder Matchless, 85x65).
A. Collier (two-cylinder Matchless, 85 x 85).
B. Ware (two-cylinder King's Own, 82 x 86).
Martin (two-cylinder Bat, 85x65).
0. Bentley (one-cylinder Rex. -84 X 89).
Aldington (two-cylinder Eland, . 75 x 75).

C.

H.
E.

H.
W
G.

AUTUMN MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP. 4.55 p.m.

W. H. Bashall (one-cylinder Zenith Gradua, 85x85).

J. T. Bashall (one-cylinder Bat, 85x85).

W. A. S. Rough (one-cylinder Triumph, 84x86).

W. Chitty (one-cylinder J.A.P., 86x60).

F. A. McNab (one-cylinder Trump-J.A.P,, B5x85). -

A. G. Forster (one-cylinder N.L.G., 85x85).

G. Partridge (one-cylinder N.S.U., 82x64).

v. Wallis (one-cylinder Cocks, B5x&0).
W. Genn (one-cylinder Eland. -85 x 60).

W. H. Wells (one-cylinder Indian. 82i x 89).

G. Schink (two-cylinder N.S.U,, 63x80).

Schink (two-cylinder N.S.U., 52x74).

T. Exshaw (one-cylinder 'Zenith Gradua, 85x85).

H. Bowen (one-cylinder Bat, 85 x 85)-.

Pollard- (one-cylinder Quadrant, 81x88).

V. Colver (one-cylinder Matchless, 85x85).

Shanks, jun. (one-cylinder Chater Lea, 79x76).

W. Draper (one-cylinder "IMinerva, 67x70).

McMinnies (one-cylinder. Triumph, 84x86).

0. -Bentley (one-cylinder Rex. 84x89).

H.
P.
W.

G.
R.
H.
W.
H.
H.
J.

W.
w.

Early this year we fttted a 26 \yy 2%m. R.O.M.

cover to one of our 3>^ h.p. motor bicycles, and after

it had been in use for 1,000 miles on the driving

wheel it was transferred to the front wheel.
_

In

this position it has covered a further 1,700 miles,

and even now- there is not a stud missing.

AT-:
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AN IMPRESSION.

The Man.

JUST an ugly, dirty, oily, under-sized little rat of a

man, nervouslv gripping the steering bar of an

ugly, dirty, under-sized, little motor cycle, all

engine and tank? Ah, no I

A rare being, a human biped, slowly evolved by the

selection of thousands of centuries, the king of his

race.
" Physically, a compound of steel sinews and

leather tissues
;

grey cerebral matter sucked from an

age-long ancestry, stored with the lore of force and

motion and matter; spiritually superb, compressed

essence of infinite hope and infinite fear, the parents

of infinite pluck. Full of the worst forebodings, seeing

death and ruin waiting potentially at every corner as

it leaps up to meet him and lightning-swift dashes past,

only to yield to the next. Coward, trembling, full of

dread; every nerve strung to the uttermost, seeing in

imagination his red flesh stripped and torn, white bones

protruding, shattered and jagged. Hero, daring, un-

daunted, laughing at death, challenging doom.
Se^'ent\' miles an hour in the swoop down from Creg
Willey ! Let a slender spindle snap, delicate rubber

part its fibres under the, cruel .strain, and he shall never

know when or how or why he died ; but never a flinch

—nay, rather, his fingers creep cautiously to shift a

lever without losing their catlike grip, that he may
snatch fresh ' impulse from the unleashed spirits of

speed. Pluck per.sonified—the .pluck that trembles to

its very marrows, and yet faces that which it fears.

The Race.
Here are fear's spiritual forebodings translated into

crude stone and steel and rubber. ^ The coarse hea\^e

of the rude road destroys the imaginary poetry, of

motion. Every ridge and empty puddle hole catches
his tiny, rigid, braced steed, and flings it violently to

the next. Mazeppa's course was no such ride as this.

The saddle jerks him upward and forward—the taut,

stiff forks leap up vertically in front and cast him
backward and downvv'ard—he cannot ease the shocks

—

there is nothing to do but cling, cling, cling for life

itself. He sees his plump tyre flatten and squelch and
roll, ready to hurl him to instant death or a cripple's

lifelong doom—it flings the machine sidewise, twists

it, sets up convulsive shudders through its length
—

"

cling, man, for life it.self ! Then comes the moment
of curbing for Ballacraine's cruel right angle, fenced
in by hard, forbidding walls of stone—the treacherous
tyre slings him bodily sidewise athwart the road—his
steel wrists right the projectile he sits, and his thump-
ing heart chokes breathing as he faces the long series,

of right and left-hand swerves through tile twisting lanes
to Glen Helen's foot. It is one perpetual S prolonged
to infinity; in sickening succession of granite wall and
solid earthen bank, first right, then left, swerve after
swerve, skid after skid, giddy and appalling. Then the
leap o^•er the bridge, with a double twist to be executed
Al8

By "IXION."

almost in mid-air—then more swerves and skids, an

at last the appalling plunge up into the twistinj

rocking forest at Creg Wil ley's foot, shaving the banl

and \Valls__ with never a foot to spare—will the whe<

never come round ?

The Excitement of Speed.
Another human projectile in front, blocking th;

very inch of road where he must pass if he is to pa;

alive, a second roaring a yard or two to the reai

Ah-h-h ! The straight road again, the fierce soar t

the summit, the leaping switchback across the plateai

where each low ridge comes up swift as thought, swir

beneath, kicks the back wheel shoulder high, and
gone. Then the frenzied gathering of breath for tl

long swoop down to Kirk Michael, W'here the outran

air presses the cheeks flat and drives down the risii

breath, where deep waters roar past the ears, ar

distant forests leap into view and pass ere seen. Th(
the grind and rattle of the brakes, the scent of h

fibre and • rubber as they char against the rims,

slow jerk of the wrists as the machine is flung rour

the V, a brief stifled cheer, and- hey! for anoth
devil's dash into Peel, the intoxication of sheer spee

sobered for one chilly second of awful, ice-cold fear,

the front wheel shirks the double elbow two miles o
The roofs of Peel^ the slow for the bends, the secoi

of dreadful fascination to stop and stand, rather

risk and rush, then on again, till at last there leaps

the green at- St. John's, with its black walls

stationary humans, its second of raucous applause, -ail

a lap is thrown behind.

The Procession of Roaring Projectiles.

On and on, passing man after man, till the proc^

sion of roaring projectiles grows thinner and strear

out, till those who threaten danger are marked ot

sighted, caught, passed, shoved away into obliviJ

behind, the exuberance of foreseen victory nerves hi

to W'ilder driving still. The petrol stoppage—the leJ

that felt so long is only a matter of seconds after allj

on, on, on

!

Lap after lap is covered, and cast away over IJ

shoulder, over and over again the well-remember|
perils leap up out of space in ne\'er-ending successic

lay their cold fingers on his heart-strings for. a secor

and sink back into- their lairs to wait his next appea

ance. The staunch engine grows a thought weary, aj

he with it. Valves of steel grow scarred and pitte

muscles cramp and ache, tissues soften and bruis

only the road remains unaltered, or do his wea

faculties err when they credit the course with ev^

harder lumpiness, ever sharper bends? Are not

malignant sprites who haunt the road busy behind
back as he flits round, digging new potholes in

twining fresh twists in the hedges, steepening

sudden grades ? Oh the thirst to fling his tyrant ste
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C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p.

rriumph), fifth in the race,

and first private owner,

winning silver cup. Time,

3 hrs. 40 mins. 31 J sees.

St. John's, near Bailacraine,

the starting and finishing

point. Several thousand spec*

tators congregated here.

A19
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The Tourist Trophy Race : An Impression.

in some hedgebottom, to drain a tankard's depths, to

lie plunged in the lush grass, and forget the race's

ardours in the cool soft arms of sleep ! With a wrench

the indomitable will musters its weary powers to fresh

mastery, more speed, and redoubled risks.

The Last Lap and Victory.
He loses count of the laps. He strives to mark the

tiny digit on the dial of the watch strapped to his

handle-bar, and forgets what it

registered when he last left St. John's.

Terror ! Is he a lap behind that

red-coloured racer which threatens to

make his dreadful task in vain?

Again Tynwald Hill swings up out of

the distance. His trusty henchman
signals the last lap, and victory if he

can keep going for fifteen miles more.

Fear is now^ cast to the winds, so far

as the road goes. He tackles the

bends and corners with a wild reck-

lessness. The steed, too, is stimu-

lated. Never was steering so simple,

never did the front wheel cling so

tight to its appointed course, never

was the wrist so firm, the eye so true.

But the machine ! Slight quivers and
rattles bespeak the fact that joints are

working loose, parting asunder. The
very tyres are scarred and worn,
thinner and looser. The engine has
lost a trifle of the fierceness of its

bark—it is sounding muffled and tired

to his anxious ears, though the pace
still runs high. Creg Willey for the

last time. A slower man baulking
him on the widest sweep of the bend.
With' a roar and a rattle and held
brearh he cuts inside and is past.

An ominous knock-—what fear of over-oiling now ?

The pump piston rises and falls sharply—^the knock
is hushed—the engine roars anew, defying and tri-

umphing over the gradient.

Now he haunches himself low in the saddle for the
last dread swoop down to the V at Kirk Michael

—

>-
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quicker than thought he is there, slowing, wrench

angrily, round, and on. Peel's roofs leap up out of

blurred horizon, cut themselves clear in his vision

a second as he slows and swerves for the very last tir

Then hell for leather into St. John's—will that .'

gentle rise never come to tilt the wheel ? Ah, her

is—the spire, the white gangway between the. walls

black, the welcoming roar, the mark athwart

road, the yellow flag, the hands that madly clap I

Returning to Doug
a number of

las after the Tourist Trophy Race. Tlie guard's van and carriages were so full t

competitors had to place their machines on an open truck and ride with them.

last the firm, masterful hands pin down the revol

wheels, they slow to. rest, and, half smothered by

frantic crowd of friends, the victor drops his w

feet upon the road, and slakes his dusty throat,

ends the 1909 Tourist Trophy Race, won for

third time on a British-made machine.

T
A WELL=MADE

HE tanks shown in the accompanying illustration

were specially made to the design of Mr.
F. V. Russell, chief of the locomotive depart-
ment of the Great Eastern Railway, who is a

PAIR OF TANKS.
well-known motor cyclist and a popular member o

Essex Motor Club. Mr. Russell is, we underst

designing a motor bicycle for his own use, which
incorporate anything and everything to make
efiicient and as perfect as possible in the eyes o.

owner. Consequently he gave the order to buik

tanks to his specification to Mr. A. C. Davison,

Pleasant Row, Camden Town.
The curves (which, unfortunately, the photoi

does not very clearly, show) were made accurately ^
wooden model. Se\^enteen studs are carefully s

out on the side of the larger tank for the attach

of various fittings. This tank is designed to

petrol only, but the torpedo tank above is to co

oil, and in the illustration the union to the oil I 'P

may be seen ; there is also a gauge at the ba(

show the height of the oil. The petrol gaugt

the hinged tank stoppers, which are Mr. Dav
specialities, are clearly visible.

%

to

A20
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mm.
The Auto Cycle

Legion Squad,

in the Directing

Staff Camp at

Faringdon.

^T TNAUTHORfSED persons are not allowed in

IJ the camp, sir," were the words addressed

to me by the sentry on my arrival at the

Directing Staff Camp at Faringdon. The
ifficulty was overcome by the production of a blue

lid white armlet, enabling the members of the squad
) pass anywhere, and proclaiming their neutrality.

'The squad had orders to report at 4 p.m., or as

5on after- as possible, -on. September i8th. By that

me half the squad had arrived, and I had previously

rawn their gear—such as blankets and waterproof
leets—from the quartermaster. At 4 p.m. our work
^mmenced ; before midnight the whole squad had been
at at different times with dispatches which all found
leir destination with ease and certainty, as also every

ther mth which we were entrusted, although on one
rtwo occasions the recipient had to be chased from
ne place to another. On these occasions the motor
jcXq showed up well, as it had an advantage over
/ery other type of vehicle. Horses are slow, pedal
i^clists only manage a moderate speed and get fatigued,
ars get hopelessly blocked by artillery and transport
n narrow roads. We could, therefore, make certain

f overtaking our quarry no matter how he travelled,

nd could get a message through more quickly than by
:her means, except the telegraph and telephone.

Efficient Non=skids Desirable.
vOur bugbear was the old difficulty of skidding. All
ut two or us had non-skid tyre-s m good or first-class

Dndition, but on the thick buttery grea-se Jloduced
y transport and. artillery, often two or three mches
lick, they were only a little better than a smooth
•re. Fortunately, we were only seriously troubled on
vo days, but desperate efforts must be nxade before
sxt year to find a detachable non-skid which can be
ut on in ten minutes. The ordinary non-skid treads
ear clown very soon, and leave a smooth tyre.

As regards my personal experiences, I found my
)ur-cylinder F.N. splendid. " Thanks to its steady
rive and flexible engine 1 did not have a spill till

"•countering the Reading tramlines on mv way home,
Ithough my Clincher non-skid was almost bald. On
le other hand my back wheel often whizzed round
1 the mud and all but refused to drive me up a hill,

only felt the want of one thing—a two-speed gear
fid free engine clutch for jogging gently past troops

From left to right

—

F. G. Smith (3 J Triumph)

G. H. Pavey-Smith „

J. R. Bedford „
B. Pavey-Smith „

R. Spender „
H. Paliier (3^ Rex).

H. A. Wildy (4-cyI. F.N.)

J. E. Rees (3J Midget
Bicar.)

on a hill-—but this would have to be aispensed with,

if speed had to be sacrificed through the extra weight.

All the machines performed well, our only break-

ages being a fork spring on a Triumph and a control

lever on the Rex. F. G. Smith had a bad side-slip

through having to go into the gutter to avoid a cart.

I should here like to express my thanks" to all the

members for the loyal and good tempered way in

which they worked under me. ^We were trying a new
experiment which we found could only be successfully

carried through by each man conscientiously doing his

share. That we all parted excellent friends and with

manv words of approval from staff officers is, I hope, a

sufficient proof that every man did his utmost. A word

of special thanks is due to B. Pavey-Smith, who,

although not a member, filled a breach during the

absence of A. P. Howard (who is the only absentee in

the above photograph) on staff duty.

The Experiences of the Sqvs^d.
Up to this point I have dealt largely with our diffi-

culties, but it must not be supposed there were no

compensations. Firstly, we enjoyed an absolutely

neAV experience, which is good for every man's health

and spirits. Secondly, we rode our machines for a

definite purpose, and a good one to boot. Thirdly, we

came across many of the men in the army whose narnes

are household words, and some of us had interesting

signatures in our books, showing the safe receipt of

the dispatches with which we had been entrusted. Even
roaring through the misty darkness was fraught with

unexpected interest. Sometimes a sentry would leap

out of the gutter-into thebeam of one's lamp with a

lustv "Halt," and -bar the w-ay with his rifle at the

ready, but as we yvere neutrals he always gave way at

our crv of " Directing Staff.
''

' At other times one would

find an outpost sitting round a blazing fire of logs with

their billv tins steaming on the top, or discover a

company snoring under the shelter of a hedge.

Riding as we were for the director of the manoem'res,

Sir- -John French, we got a very fair idea of the kind

of work- we might be expected to undertake whether

attached to a cavalry force or- to a General's staff. It

is work that requires men of good education, pluck,

and determination, and this will especially be the case

when the pinch comes. But above all things it is

necessarv that we should have practice in peace time.

A2 3
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A selection of questions of general interest received from ou

readers and our replies tfiereto. When particular makes
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must b

used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shoul

be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St

EX., and whether intended for publication or not, must b
acconipani3d by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Gastight Joints.

Can you recommend me a^ method of making the joints

^ of the valve caps and plug
-i-1 absolutely gastight? I have

tried copper and asbestos

washers, also asbestos string, but

. .still the gas ©scapes at the joint,^

S.E.A.

See that the surfaces of the joint are

absolutely clean, smooth, and true, in

which case a copper and asbestos

washer will usually prevent leakage.

If you are not able to make a gas-

tight joint, try painting the surfaces

with fiph glue.

Are 5 h.p. Twins Too Powerful ?

There is a question which
rather puzzles me, and possibly

many other novices like myself,

on which it will be interesting

to have your opinion. Tt is the

oft-repeated complaint that, to some,

5 h.p. twins are "too powerful." I

frequently see in your columns that

a motor cyclist possessing a 5-6 h.p.

twin is desirous of exchanging for

lower power for the reason that it is

"too powerful." IS^ow as I am contem-
plating going in for a higher power
than a 3^ h.p. it rather puzzles me
to know what the disadvantage is. Is

it vibration? Is it that the more
powerful machine is more difficult to

control, oj what? I should rather like

to know the general reasons for desir-

ing the change. Could not the object

be attained by blocking the induction
pipe of one cylinder and running on
the other, and so' on alternately, thus
giving the cylinders an opportunity of

cooling in turn?

—

Cortese.

The term " too powerful " is, we think,

ased in most cases by owners thinking
it will attract buyers who have a crav-
ing for speed. Nervous or elderly riders,

may possibly find a 5 h.p. twin too
powerful for them. A 5 h.p. twin in

good going order is not .difficult to con^
trol or manage, and if anything the
vibration is reduced. There is not a
greiit deal of difference in speed on the
level or hills between first-class 3^ h.p."

singles and 5 h.p. twins, and you will
have no difficulty in managing one of

the latter if you choose a good make.
The weight is usually more than in the
case of a 3^ h.p. single. Your sugges-
tion to cut-out one cylinder alternately
is impractical, the engine would not
propel the machine for long on one
cylinder owing to the extra .work
thrown upon it to compress the charge
in the non-working cylinder.

Worn Engine Bearinjs. Tyres.

My 2| h.p. F.N. makes a

slight mechanical knocking
when wheeled with exhaust
lifted. It never knocks when
running, even up hill. I

• suppose this means that the bushes

are worn, or rather (as there are no
bushes on connecting rod) the con-

necting rod itself. Indeed, I know
they are worn, for I tested them
and found vertical play on both big

and little ends. My idea is to ride

on till the play affects the running.

_(1.) Will this har;m the engine?

(2.) Will bad running develop .sud-

denly? that is, would it be safe to

start a long tour in present condi-

tion? (3.) I have had a' lot of- trouble

with tyre covers going at the bead.

Is there any way to prolong the life

of a cover which has just started to

crack at the beading?—J.R.

(1.) It will not hurt to use the engine
with the bearings worn for a short

time. (2.) When the noise begins to

make itself noticeable when running

Last year's winners in 1 lie T.T. race: J.

Marsliall (3| h.p. Triumpli) and H. Reed (5 li.p.

Dot-Peugeot). Both were unluelsy this year,

for Reed was forced to retire in the third round,
whilst IMarshall had worked into second place,

but a mishap to his machine in the eighth round
put him out of the running.

on the Toad it will be time to send the
engine back to the makers to have the
bearings attended ; to. '

(3.) There is no
way to prolong the life of a cover which
has begun to crack at the beading.
It would, however, be advisable before
going further to make sure that your

rims are of the correct section for th

make of tyre you select. Inflate th

tyre until no depression is noticeabl

with the bicycle resting on the ground

Overheating. A Motor Cycle tor Queensland.

(1. I have a 2 h.p. singl

cylinder motor cycle, geare

8 to 1, which has always bee

inclined to overheat. I hav

had the machine overhaule<

several times, but without muc
improvem.ent. Do you think this i

due to the low gear? (2.) I shoul

be much obliged for some advice a

to the selection of a. new mount
will not attempt to describe the roac

here, but will simply state that th

machines have often to be pushe

through sand or mud, and carrie

over creeks, even occasionally pushe

up steep hills, where the road

surface is too thickly strewn wit

stones to admit of riding the machir

at any speed. Under these cond

tions lightness (under 90 lbs.) is

most important consideration. Lo
speed and strength are also vei

necessary—a very difficult combini

tion. Do you think that a gear dxh

would stand the road shocks as we

as a belt?—SiTEVEyoR, Queensland,

(1.) The gear is very low, and if tl

carburetter is adjusted at all on tl

rich side the engine would quick

overheat. It should not overheat pr

vided you can give plenty of a|

and throttle down to a minimum.
all probability the reason it overhea|

is because there is more gas b^i

supplied to the engine than it requir

for the work it has to do, and instei

of this heat being dissipated in tl

form of work, it tends to heat t

cylinder walls and burn the lubric;

ing oil. If you try a first-class bra:

of oil and also .a smaller jet yo
trouble ought to disappear. (2.)

of the lightweights would suit y
admirably. If you will send us

numbered list we will place t

machines . in order of merit.

gear drive will stand the road shoc|

quite as well as a belt if props;

designed, but the shock of the exp

sions to the rider and mechanism
greater with a single-cylinder engi|

unless there is a good spring clu'

between engine and road wheel.

In replying to " C. W." a fortnig

ago, we gave an old address of Messj

Richford and Co., who sell a specl

valve-grinding compound. Their pf

sent address is 153, Fleet Street, E.Cl

A. 2 1
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The B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.

Owing to the inclement weather
last Wednesday the British Motor
Cycle Club's race meeting, which was
to have been held at Brooklands, was
postponed. The events may be in-

cluded in the meeting on Saturday.

To-day's Meeting at Brooklands.

There are twenty-five entries for to-

day's October motor cycle handicap at

Brooklands and twenty for the
Autumn Handicap. Details are given

on page 751.

From Motor Cycle to Aeroplane.

Two air-cooled twin-cylinder 20 h.p.

J.A. P. engines, fitted tandemwise and
driving one propeller, are a feature of

a light monoplane, somewhat after the

lines of the Bleriot, which is being

constructed at Bromley, Kent. The
designer is a well-known racing motor
cyclist.

Sensible Road Widening.

Acting on the recommendation of

local motorists, the Bromley Urban
District Council are effecting road

widening improvements at the

dangerous bend entering Bromley,- on

the Lee to Bromley and Chislehurst

road. The corner and the approach

both ways for fifty yards are being

widened twice the original width, and

trees, a fence, and hedge removed.

A Good Ride.

For a motor cyclist in possession of

all his faculties a ride from Norwich
to London and back (225 miles) in one

day on a modern machine is no great

task, but for a rider who is both

deaf and dumb to accomplish this per-

formance on an old-pattern If h.p.

, machine is a real feat. The motor
cyclist in question is an inhabitant of

Norwich, and uses his machine daily

to travel from his home to his place

of business, a distance of thirty miles.

Snaefell.

When the Snaefell Hill-climb was
first mooted many were the critics who
declared that the six miles ascent

would overheat any air-cooled engine,

while the "Hairpin" bend at Ramsey
and the "Gooseneck" higher up the

hill were predicted as effectual stumb-
ling blocks to single-geared motor
bicycles. However, as events proved,

C. E. Collier swept up the gradient as

though it were non-existent, his aver-

age speed being 44.8 miles per hour.

Two Triumph riders were also noticed

climbing Snaefell each with a pas-

senger on the carrier. It was only

found necessary to slip the clutches on
the two hairpin bends.

THE VALUE OF THE T.T. RACE.

A TRIP TO THE ISLE OF MAN, by B. H. Davies.

WITH THE A.C.L. SQUAD ON MANCEUVRES.

TOURIST TROPHY ILLUSTRATIONS.

Six Days' Motor Cycle Race.

There is much talk in America about

a six days' motor cycle race at the
Brighton Beach (N.Y.) track, but
promises of entries seem to be as far

as the organisers can get.

Another Success lor H. A. Collier.

Still more honours are due to H. A.
Collier, for he has now been declared
winner, of J. W. G. Brooker's special

prize for running most consistently
throughout the T.T. Race.

Rochdale Motor Cyclists to Congregate.

Motor cyclists in Rochdale and the
surrounding districts are requested
to attend a meeting which will be
held at the Wardleworth Liberal Club,
The Butts, at 8.30 this evening
(Wednesday), with the object of form-
ing a motor cycle club for Rochdale
and district.

Great Care Required at London-Colney.

Whilst riding through London-Col-
ney on the 27th ult., Mr. J. Wadham
had the misfortune to run over and kill

a beagle puppy. Being a considerate
rider he immediately pulled up, and

after ascertaining to whom the dog
belonged^ offered his apologies and
left his address. He has since received
a most courteously worded letter from
Mr. Ronold Mavor, Master of the
Bushey Heath Beagles, thanking him
for the courteous manner in which he
behaved, and acknowledging that the
fault did not lie with the motor cyclist.

It may be as well to point out that all

motorists should exercise care when,
driving through this district, as fre-

quently twenty or thirty puppies are
exercised in this neighbourho<id.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

The A.C.U. fourth quarterly trial of
1909 will take place on Saturday week,
October 16th, over the usual 125 miles
course—Uxbridge to Banbury and back.
Additional interest will be taken in this
trial, as the competition for the special
prize, which will be awarded to the
entrant of the machine which accom-
plishes the best aggregate performance
during 1909, is very keen. Entries close
Saturday next, October 9th, and should
be sent direct to Mr. F. Straight, secre-
tary Auto Cycle Union, 18, Down
Street, Piccadilly, W.

The Devil's Elbow, included in the Tourist Troohy Race course. This particularly awkward bend occurs

between Kirk Michael and PeeL
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winter Riding.

The issue of October 20th will con-

tain specially-illustrated articles on

winter riding.

Police Traps.

A police trap has been in active

operation 'in the villages of Shere and

(^mshall, Surrey, _ where there are

ten mile speed limits.

M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana.

At the M.C.C. Brooklands race meet-

ing and gymkhana at least one sportuig

match between members- of the club has

been arranged in addition to the adver-

tised programme. Mrs. Charles Jarrott

has kindly consented to hand the prizes

to the winners. The entries up to last

week-end already formed a Satisfactory

total.

9I.C.C. Brooklands Gymkhana.

We have been asked to mention that

tricars are eligible for the gymkhana
events at the M.C.C. Brooklands

meeting on the 16th inst. Eeaders

can obtain an admission ticket to the

track if Thu Motor Cycle is mentioned

when applying. A good number of

entries have been received, and the

list fmally closes on Saturday next.

Heavy Fine for a Trivial Offence.

A motor cyclist has been fined £5
and 5s. 6d. costs for exceeding the

speed limit over a furlong trap in the

Croydon ten mile limit. Such unfair

treatment has already been commented
upon sufficiently, and we think the

only thing that motor cyclists can now
do is to avoid Croydon altogether.

This can be done, as an intelligent

study of a local map will show.

Amulree Hill-climb on Saturday.

For the hill-climbing competition at

Amulree on Saturday, the 9th inst.,

organised by the Edinburgh Motor
Cycling Club, eighty entries were
expected. Half that number of entries

were in the hands of the club's assistant

secretary, Mr. P. E. Tolfree on Satur-

<iay last. The organising club regrets

the scarcity of English trade entries.

On Saturday there were but three in

the total list—two Scotts to be ridden
by Messrs. A. A. Scott and Eric Myers,
and a Zenith to be ridden by R. T.

Exshaw. The other entries are com-
posed of riders of sixteen different

makes of machines.

The ClasUng of Competition Dates.

Regarding the paragraph on page 726

last week, Mr. Fry writes :
" In fixing

the date of our gymkhana event the

Motor Cycling Club was compelled to

take the earliest possible available date

upon which it could hire the Brook'
lands Track, and it was pure inadvert-

ence that the two events—our gymkhana
and the Quarterly Trials—^happened on
the same day, October 16th. I would
like to point out that the principal

object of the M.C.C. committee was to

provide ' a day out ' for their private
members, and as the Quarterly Trials

are largely of 'trade interest,' ourselves
and the A.C.U. are appealing to quite

different classes. I am sure I am right

in saying that we hope our fixture will

not do the Quarterly Trials a halfpenny-

worth of harm, whilst on the other hand
I know of several entries lost to the

M.C.C. event on account of members'
preference for the A.C.U. fixture."

=<IHS'.^^

Speed Limit Inquiries at Warwick and Coventry.

On the 30th ult., at Warwick, the

Local Government Board Inspector,

Mr. F. J. Willis, barrister-at-law,

held an inquiry into the application

of the Warwick Town Council for a

ten miles speed limit in practically

all the main streets. Mr. G. Dean,
solicitor, represented the R.A.C.,

M.U., and Coventry and Warwick-
shire M.C. In cross-examining the

witnesses for the application, he

observed that many of the roads to

x/STvS: x>S; ^v: c'S^ pa?a ^STvS: ciT c'ly ^k i)h C6 Ph vft

FUTURE EVENTS.

Oct. 6—Race Meeting at Brooklands {two events

for motor cycles).

,, 9—Two Hours' Record Race at Brooklands,
organised by the British M.C.R.C.

,, 9—Edinburgh Motor Cycling Club Open
Hill-climb on Amulree.

,, i6—A.C.U. Fourth Quarterly Trial of 19091
Uxbridge to Banbury and back.

,, 16—M.C.C. Private Race Meeting and
,

Gymkhana on Brooklands track.

„ 23—M.C.C. Closing Run to Brighton.

Nov. 12-20—Olympia Motor Exhibition.

,, 19-27—Tliirty-third Stanley Show, Royal
Agricultural Hall, Islington, N.

^^^l-^HHl4^-^Hg--Xlg-li--^HHf-

which the council wished to apply the
limit were quite safe, and that the
application covered many spots where
a reduced limit was quite unnecessary.
Mr. Dean particularly mentioned the
timing of trams and other vehicular
traffic, referred to in The Atitocar of
February 6th, and asked the Mayor if he
considered a speed of ten miles an hour
dangerous for trams. Mr. E. W. Wal-
ford, hon. sec. of the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, gave evidence
detailing his experience of driving

OCTOBER 6th, 1909.

motor cars in Warwick as compared
with other towns, and said he did

not consider there was any danger or

difficulty in driving a motor car in

Warwick. He compared the narrow
and tortuous streets of Covf-ntry with
Warwick, and pointed out that in

Coventry there were no speed limits,

and practically no accidents occurred.

He also referred to the informal four

mile speed limit signs in Warwick, and
pointed out that they defeated their

own object. If proper warning tri-

angles had been erected, motorists

would have recognised them, but they
could not be expected to obey signs

which warned them to travel at a
slower speed than horse traffic or fast

walkers. Others who spoke against

the suggested limit were Mr. J. Brough-
ton Dugdale, and Messrs. A. Ekiwar<is

and A. E. Gibbs ef Leamington. We
imderstand from an unofficial source

that it is probable that a ten miles

limit will be imposed from the junction

of the Coventry and Leamington Roads
to Westgate, which adjoins the Ley-

cester Hospital.
An inquiry by the same L.G.B.

Inspector was held in Coventor}'- last

week respecting the application of the

Coventry Council to close Love Lane,
Radford Road, to motor traffic. The
recommendation of the inspector has
not yet been issued, but it is believed
that the application will be refused.

Is Brighton's Popularity on the Wane ?

The number of fines which have been
inflicted on all classes of motorists

while driving on the Brighton Road
seems to have had a considerable effect

on the popularity of Brighton as a

motorist's rendezvous. A correspon-

dent writes that he was in Brighton
last week, and although it was an
exceptionally fine day, he was greatly

struck by the scarcity of both cars

and motor cycles in and about the
town.

r

The finishing point la the Crogga Hill-climb, showing a rider of a 3i h.p. Bradbury crossing the tape. Mr.
J. K. Starley, one ol the chief marshals, is holding the flag.
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ANNUAL OPEN HILL=CLIMB AT BARNSLEY.
rHE Barnsley Motor Cycle Club's annual hill-

climb took place on Thursday last, the 30th
ult., on Stainborough Lowe. This hill is

regarded locally as a stiff rise, combining as

does 100 yards of i in 6, 330 yards of i in 7, and

3 yards of i in 9. The total length is 1,085
yards. The sky was
bright, but, con-

sidering that most
of the road surface

was m a very

greasy state, the

times accomplished
were good. The
chief award, the

Littlewood chal-

lenge trophy, finds

a fresh holder in

Jack Scriven, who
climbed the hill

in fine style; time,

59s. Last year's

winner, J. Mar-
shall, had to be

content with fourth

place this year.

Eight riders had
d for

, anc

only

1. The
i mak

restrictions what-
ever. The owner
of the highest

powered motor bi-

rhe Littlewood Challenge Trophy, presented by cycle is encouraged
'. Henry Littlewood to the Barnsley M.C.C. to go to Barnsley
' annual competition.

"

entered for the

trophy. and of

these only five

started. The regu-

lations make no
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and make fastest time, and he can then carry off the
silver trophy for a period of twelve months. This
accounts in a measure for the lack of entries.

In the class for touring machines R. T. Exshaw
heads the list on formula, T, Dunk makmg fastest

time. It will be noticed that Dunk, mounted on a

full touring machine, was but 4%s. slower than
Scriven, who rode a special machine of the same
make, weighing but 135 lbs. The detailed results

are given hereunder.

Racing Class.—For Tourist Trophy, Speed King, and
other special models, and any other machines of any weight
or capacity—single or multi-cylinders. Winner of Little-

wood Trophy fastest time ; second, gold medal.
Time in sees
inexcesspfX

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Jack Scriven (5 h.p. twin Rex) ...

F. C. Bagshaw (5 h.p. twin Rex)
P. H. Cockroft (3i h.p. Triumph)
J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

h.p. Rex) •...Clifford Wilson (3^

X
3

311

Touring Class.—'For machines of any weight or capacity,

in full touring trim, conforming to the special regulations,

and passing the scrutineers. For lightweights, single and
multi-cylinders. Winner—^first on A.C.U. formula, gold

medal ; fastest time, gold medal.

1. R. T. Exshaw (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua)

2. T. W. B. Durant (3^ h.p. Durant-J.A.P.)...

3. J. Eastwood (3^ h.p. Bradbury)
4. F. W. Barnes (3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua)

5. P. Piatt (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ...

6. P. H. Cockroft (3^ h.p. Triumph)
7. J. Morris (3^ h.p. Bradbury)

*8. T. Dunk (5 h.p. twin Rex) ...

9. F. Greenwood (5 h.p. twin Rex)

*Fast6st time in Class 2.

Figure Time in
of sees in ex-

merit, cess of X
86.95

92.00

101.62

104.78

106.28

117.00

135.94

146.12

168.00

21

14|

22|

30|

4|

23|

J. Haslam officiated as stayter.

meeting wa^ Friend Scorah.

The hon. sec. of the

Competitors in the Barnsley Motor Cycle Club's Open Hill-eUml) at Stainborough Lowe on Thursday of last week.

^~^m9^-<

The Hartford Rough Rider grips are a pair of

iiarubber handles about Sin. long. Half the grip

i on the end of the handle-bar in the usual maimer,

ilst the other half is allowed to extend, and acts

a spring or elastic connection between the rider's

hand and the steel bar. These grips were first intro-

duced in America, where they are very popular.

English riders can now obtain them from Brown

Bros., Great Eastern Street, E.C. These special

grips are not suitable for use with inverted brake levers.
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|j»f ,ii'jA. Q„ CLUB NEWS.
Nottingham and Dislriet M.C.C.

This club regrets to record the death of its much esteemed

hon. tiniekeeper, Charles Pferry.

. Southern M.C.

A hill-climb, heild . on the 26th ult., at Tilburstow Hill,

near Godstone, resulted as follows: 1, T. E, Goodley (3^

hp Triumph), A.C.U. formula, figure of merit 97.572; 2,

E K. Davis (5 h.p. Auto), 99.456 ;' 3, P. H. Windsor (3^

h.p. Minerva), 105.494. There were eleven competitors.

North-west London M.C.C.

This club intends holding a gymkhana at Aldenliam, near

Elfitree, on Saturday next, the 9th inst. Four items are

down on the programme—potato race, plu-g-changmg competi-

tion, balloon race, and egg and spoon race.

Walthamstow M.C.

On Saturday last the above club held a paperchase, which

was well supported. The trail was laid by the hon. secretary,

J. W. Percival (who gave the prizes), assisted by G.

Humphries and S. West. The course was twenty-three miles,

and finished near Abridge. Result : 1st, C. W. Lee (3^ h.p.

Eex), prize a case of fish knives ; 2nd, A. A. Blanks (3^ h.p.

Rex), prize a case of fruit knive.s. On October 16th a non-

stop run to Clacton will be held.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The closing run, in conjunction with a speed-judging com-

petition, took place on Saturday last. A pilot car driven by

E. W. Walford (hon. sec), and with V. A. Holroyd on board,

left the starting point at 2.30, and a paper trail was laid

among the innumerable bylanes in the neighbourhood of

Coventry and Warwick. Competitors had to dismount to

open gates, and cross footbridges over water splashes. Some-

times the lanes were merely cart tracks with mud inches

deep. Some tough hills were included in the course. At the

finish, just outside Warwick, the distance indicator on the

car registered twenty-two miles. Competitors had drawn

for the speeds at which they were to travel, and those who
adhered nearest to the speed stipulated were :

1. Geoffrey Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3m. 25s. error.

2. A. B. Jepson (3^ h.p. Triumph) 3m. 41s.

3. J. Beddell (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 4m. 35s.

There were twelve competitors in the motor cycle class.

In the car class, the winner (Mr. J. K. Starley) was 4m. 17s.

out in his reckoning.

Competitors afterwards repaired to the Bath Hotel,

Leamington Spa, for tea.

Jack Scriven (5 h.p. Twin Rex), one of Yorkshire's most successful riders. He
Is the present holder of the Littlewood Challenge Tropby (see pievious page).

Hull and East Ridinj A.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on Saturday, 2nd inst

from Hull to Driffield and back (thirty-six miles). The con

petitors were Mrs. Thomlinson, and Messrs. Mumby, Pea

son, Raynor, Mallison, Johnstone, Akester, Halfoi'd, ar

Marver. The riders were started from Newland by tl

club's president, Dr. W. H. Coates. This is the first petr

consumption trial ever held by the club, and the prizes we

At the starting point of the Hull and East Riding M.C.C. Petrol Consumptio

Trial. Dr. W. H. Coates despatching the competitors.

given by the proprietors of Pratt's Spirit. Owing to t

formula not being yet worked out the result cannot

announced till next week. Next Sunday (October 10,

an inter-club meet will be held at Driffield. The Scarborou

and Pocklington clubs have promised their attendan

Dinner at the Keys Hotel at 1.30 to 2 o'clock.

Western District M.C. (London .

It has now bee a decided to hold the petrol consumpti

test (postponed from the 11th ult.) on the 17th inst. Me
bars are asked to be at the Bull Hotel, Gerrard's Cross, i

later than 10.30 a.m. The usual sporting circuit i

Beaconsfield and Slough, a distance of seventeen miles, 1

been chosen, and competitors will be required to cover t

once. Two classes will be arranged—Class I. for sing

cylinder machines, and Class II. for multi-cylinder machin
Results will be decided on the following formula :

Total weight of machine and rider

Amount of petrol consumed. .

Entrance fee, 2s. 6d.

The run on Sunday is to Marlow, meeting at headquart^

at ten o'clock.
Essex M.C.

The following have been awarded medals for having succe

fully accomplished the 200 miles ride for the ,club stand.'

medal : A. Brassington, W. Cooper, G. Lee Evans, W.. Pr;

G. E. Revill, and W. H. Wells. G. Fletcher and B. A. 1

failed in consequence of their being too early on one sectn

Members are reminded tliat a petrol consumption comp'

tion will be held on the 17th inst., over a circular co

starting from the Blue Boar, Abridge.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The club held its opening smoking concert of the win|

session on the 29th ult. Thirty members and friends V
present, and a very enjoyable evening was spent._ Mes

Norton and Ferryman gave short accounts of their exp

ences in the Tourist Trophy Race, and several membj

contributed to the evening's enjoyment with songs, wh
the captain gave several excellent gramophone selecti'"

It was unanimously decided to hold more of these smd
during the winter season—at least once every six weeks

possible—and short papers will be read by the members.

On Saturday next, the 9th inst., the flexibility hill-ch

is to be held on Weatheroak Hill at 3.30 p.m_. This j

there will be a separate class for twins, otherwise the ri

will be exactly the same as last year.
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Club News.—
Hertfordshire County A.C.

A members' hill-climb was held on the 25th ult.

motor bicycle class the result was :

Rider and machine. Handicap placing.

G. S. Carter (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 1 ... X

In the

Time.

+ 2ts..
X
X
X + 12ls.

X

+ 7Xs.

+ 20|s.

E. A. Colhver (3^ h.p. Triumph^ ... 2

C. jMaurice Down (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 3

T. G. Baxenden (4 h.p. N.S.U.) ... 4

'J. Seyfried (3^ h.p. Triumph) 5

X denotes fastest time.

Sheffield and Hallarashire M.C.C.

The club's hili-climb in which machines were divided into

five classes was run off on Mam Tor, Castleton, on the 18th

September. The hill, which is very severe, is threequarters

of a mile long and has three bad corners, The results were :

Class I.—1, J. Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.) ; 2. E. Bourne

(2i h.p. J.A.P.).

Class II.—1, S. Sawer (3 h.p. Kelecom) ; 2, J. Haslam

(2i h.p. J.A.P.).

Class III.—1, E. Dover (3^ h.p. Triumph); 2, T. Durant

(3i h.p. J.A.P.) ; 3, F, Dover (3i h.p. Triumph).

Class v.—1, A. H. Bisby (7-8 h.p. Minerva); 2, L. E.

Davidson (5 h.p. Antoine).

. Class VII (for twin-passenger machines).—1, L. E. David-
son (5 h.p. Twin Antoine) ; 2, J. Oliver (5 h.p. Twin
Peugeot).

For Triumph Medal on Formula.—1. J. Haslam (2^ h.p.

J.A.P.) ; 2,-T. Durant (3^ h.p. J.A.P.) ; 3, S. Sawer (3 h.p.

Kelecom).

The final for the club's shield offered in the reliability

trial from Sheffield to Holyhead and back takes place to-

morrow (Thursday), between T. Dunstan (3^ h.p. Rex) and
J. Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.). The course is circular, starting

from the Peacock, Owler Bar, at 2 p.m.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The annual reliability trial of the above club for the
Sutton challenge cup and other prizes took place on the
25th ult. The event proved a great success. A start was
made from headquarters shortly after 2.30, and competitors
had to cover each of the five circuits of twenty-two miles in

Ih. 10m. The last two circuits following the tea interval

had to be covered in the dark, which hel]3ed to make the
trial more severe. Several heavy downpours of rain were
encountered, making the course very treacherous in parts,

and several competitors had to retire owing to side-slips.

The results are :

1, L. Burnett (35 h.p. Triumph), silver challenge cup and
gold medal ; 2, S. Jones (2J h.p. Ivy), Triumph gold medal ;

3, N. Crozier (52 h.p. Triumph), silver medal; 4, F. Mayell
(Sj h.p. Triumph), bronze medal ; 5, J. St. John (3^ h.p.

Triumph), ex-valve cotter lost second circuit ; 6, Howard
Smith (3^ h.p. Triumph), ran. out of petrol two miles from
finish and filled up with paraffin; 7, T. E. Guest (3^ h.p.

Ivy), lamp trouble, fourth circuit ; 8, Seymour Smith (Twin

ytl

Norton), retired third circuit, side-slip ; 9, H. S. Newman
(2| h.p. Ivy), retired second circuit, side-slip ; 10, G. T.
.Walker (2| h.p. Ariel), retired first circuit.

Motor Cycling Club.

Entries for the race meeting and gymkhana to "be held on
the Brooklands Track on Saturday, the 16th inst., are flowing
in well. Entries at ordinary fees closed on Monday last, but
will be accepted at
double fees up to
Saturday next, the
9th inst. Six events
for motor cycles
have been included,
and four events for
cars. The general
regulations are as
fo'low :

Competitors will
be timed on a pre-
liminary run of one
lap of the track
from a fiying start,

and the handicap
will be framed for
all events on this
performance. Com-
p3titors improving
more than five per
cent, on their pre-
liminary run will be
ineligible for a prize.
The use of watches

or speedometers will
not be permitted.
If carried on the
machine or car the
dials must be effec-

tually covered.
Starters will not

be allowed.
The machines in

Classes 1 and 2
must be ordinary
touring mounts in

every respect, and
such as are in every-
day use, and to the satisfaction of the judges.

For the purpose of this meeting the meaning of the word
"novice ""is one who has never taken part in any race on
Brooklands Track.

Competitors may only drive one motor cycle and one car

throughout the day.

Competitors must be at the starting point in ample time
for each evenl. All machines entered in Events 1, 2, 3,

and 4 must be on the track at 11 a.m. ready to make the

preliminary run for handicap purposes.

Racing will begin at 12 o'clock noon; the track will be

open to competitors at 10 a.m.

J. Giuppone, who finished twelfth in the T.T.
race, his average speed being 39.89 miles per
hour. He rode a 3| h.p. Peugeot entered by
J. Taylor of Birmingham. Three days later, at

the Paris Velodrome, Giuppone won the first

round in a five kilometre voiturette race, and
was second in the general classification.

Hugh Gibson

(3i h.p. Triumph)

finishing the six

miles climb from

Ramsey to the

foot of Snaefell.

He was the

winner of the

private owners'

class. Time
9 min. 53s sess.

K2.<^.
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International Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy Race, 1909.
Lap Times of those -who Completed the Coiirse-

Rider. 'Machine. No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9. No. 10. Total.

m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. s. m. -s. m. s. h. m. s.

1 H. A. Collier .... 6 Matchless 19 25 19 15 19 9 21 2 18 9 18 59 18 39 18 46 21 23 18 50* 3 13 37|

2 G. Lee.Evans . . .

.

5 Indian 18 45 18 58 19 19 3 t9 19 22 12 21 13 19 43 19 30 19 52i 3 17 35^

3 W. r. Newsome .

.

3i Triumph .

.

20 34 20 15 20 15 20 49 28 26 19 51 20 38 20 50 18 51 20 41 3 31 10

4 0. C. Godfrey 3i^ Rex 19 42 20 19 20 16 20 55 22 17 20 54 22 6 23 27 .20 47 20 48| 3 31 31f
*5 C. B. Franklin .... U Triumph .

.

27 3 20 36 21 17 21 57 22 33 21 20 45 23 34 21 2 20 44i 3 40 31i

6 F. A. Applebee .

.

5 Rex 25 33 19 45 21 52 22 3 21 17 22 16 22 3 21 28 22 5 24 2-1 3 42 24|

*7 J. D. A. Munro .

.

5 Bat 20 52 20 45 21 41 23 23 22 9 24 40 21 56 23 14 21 45 25 50-1 3 46 15i

8 B. V. Jones SJ Premier .

.

22 20 21 36 21 36 28 35 23 58 21 24 21 15 22 40 21 12 21 40| 3 46 16f
*9 A. J. MoorhQuse , .

.

5 Rex 21 43 24 33 24 34 20 41 22 18 20 59 23 58 '22 55 23 20 21 53f 3 46 54f
10 H. V. Colver .... 3i Matchless 21 52 22 47 23 40 22 27 21 38 21 27 21 32 21 52 22 15 35 38| 3 55 8|

11 Wm. Crey.ton 3.V Triumph .

.

20 25, 20 41 21 14 21 56 28 14 23 2 22 25 35 51 20 31 20 51 3 55:10

12 J. Giuppone 31 Peugeot .

.

2L59 24 29 21 40 22 9 29 55 21 45 21 38 21 57 23 30 28 47 3 57 49
*13 J. Lang 5 Tee-Bee .

.

30 55 20 34 23:20 23 6 25 59 29 23 21 4 23 47 20 49 21 57 4 53

14 W. G. McMinnies 3A Triumph .. 22 57 21 25 21 41 26 35 27 23-20 21 42 24 56 29 47 24 39| 4 4 2|

15 Jas. Stewart .... 3 i Triumph .. 23 22 23 20 22 58 23 16 22 18 22 29 22 13 24 26 22 42 43 41

A

4 10 45

i

*16 H. Rem Fowler .. 5 Rex 21 11 24 19 20 32 20 36 23 4 23 23 21 18 21 39 21 54 57 51f 4 15 47f
*17 T. Greer 5 Rex 24 14 24 1 24 5 23 25 23 18 24 47 48 30 23 33 24 54 29 12| 4 29 59f
18 A. J. Sproston. .... 5 Rex 22:47 21 50 21 16 21 37 33 22 30 44 19 22 53 29 59. 52 25i- 4 66 32i

*19 P. Butler 5 Dot 26 35 25 4 23 7 22 47 25 59 24 51 24 13 26 56 31 3 68 15 4 58 50

Fastest lap, H. A. Collier (6 h.p. twin Matchless), 18m. 9s. Fastest lap, single-cylinder, W. F. Newsome (3| h.p. Triumph), 18m.. 61s,

Growing Net Times for Circuits sho-wing Position at the end of each Lap.

1

-2

3

4
*5

6
*7

•8

*9

10

11

12
*13

14

15
*16
*17

18
*19

Rider.

H.A.Collier ....

G. Lee Evans. .

.

W. F. Newsome
0. C. Godfrey .

.

C.B. Franklin ..

F. A. Applebee .

.

J. D. A. Munro .

.

B. V. Jones
A. J." Moorhouse
H. V. Colver . . .

.

Wm. Creyton .

.

J; Giuppone . . .

.

J. Lang ..,.,...
W. G. McMinnies
J. Stewart
H.' Rem Fawler
T.Greer.
A. J. Sproston .

.

P.Butler

Machine.

6 Matchless
5 Indian . .

3^ Triumph
3| Rex
3i Triumph
5" Rex
6 Bat

No. 1. No. 2.

3f Premier
5 Rex ....

Zh Matchless

3| Triumph
3^ Peugeot
5 Tee-Bee
3iTriumph
3| Triumph
5' Rex
5 Rex . . .

.

5 Rex . . .

.

5 Dot .

'. .

.

m. s.

19 25

18 45
20 34
19 42
27 3
25 33
20 62
22 20
21 43
21 52
20 25
21 59
30 55
22-- 67
23 22
21 11

24 14

22 47
26 35

m. s.

38 40
37 43
.40 49
40 1

47 39
45 1-8

41 37
43 56
46 16

44 39
41 6
46 28

51 29
44 22
46 42
45 30
48 15

44 37
61 39

No. 3.

h. m B.

57 49
56 43
1 4

17

8 56

7 10

3 18

5 32

No. 4.

n. m.

1 18

1 15

1 21
1 21
30
29
26

No. 5.

s. h.

61 I

46
i
I

m.
37
35

No. 6.
/

It) 50
-8 19

2 20

13 49
6 3

9 40
6 2

12 20
6 53

14 46

1

1

1

1 34
1 31
1 30
24
30
37
32
32
26
35
26

37

53
12
53
13

41

7

31

46
16

17

54
38
56
38
46
63
33

50 19
43 29
53 26
50 30
48 50
58 5

53 49
52 24
52 30

12
3 53

59 38
55 14
49 42
59 3
4 28
3 32

h. m. s.

1 55 59
1 57
2 10
2 4

17

10
23

2 14 26
2 12 46
2 13 30
2 19 20
2 14 48
2 13 51

2 15 32
2:21 57
2 33 16
2.22.58
2 17. 43

13 5

23 60
26 53
28 23

No. 7. I No. 8. ; No. 9.

h. m. s. h. m. s.

2 14 38 2 33 24
2 18 30 2 38 13

2 30 48 2 60 38
2 26 29 2 49 56
2 35 11 2 58 45
2 34 49 2 56 17

2 35 26 2 58 40
2 40 44 3 3 24
2 38 46 3 1 41

2 35 23 2 57 15

2 37 57 3 13 48
2 43 35 3 5 32
2 54 20 3 18 7

2 44 40 3 9 36
2 39 56 3 4 22
2 34 23 2 66 2

3 12 20 3 35 53
3 11 15 3 34 8

2 52 36 3 19 32

h. m. s.

2 54 47
67 43
10 29
10 43
19 47
18 22
20 25
24 36
25 1

3 19 30
3 34 19

29 2

38 56
39 23
27 4
17 56

47
4 7

50 35

No. 10.

h. m. s.

3 13 37|
3 17 35i
3 31 10-
3 a 31|
3 40 311

3 42 241

3

3

3

3

3

3

4
4
4
4
4
4 56 324
4 68 50

46 15i

46 16|
46 54f
65 8f
56 10

57 49
53

4 .2f

10 A5\
16 47|:
29 69f

* Private owners.

Weight.
Rider. sts. lbs.

J. Marshall ... 10
H. Reed ... 12 6
J. L. Norton ... 9 12
N. E. Drury ... 12 3
C. B. Franklin... 10 6
W. H. Welk ... 11 1
G. Lee Evans ... 9 7
S. C. Ferryman 10 3
R. Ellis 11 9
F. Applebee ... 10 3
0. 0. Godfrey ... 9 1
W. Grinstead ... 10 0'

W. 0. Bentley 11 10
C. E. Murphy... 12 3
J. Stewart ... 11 4
H. A. Collier ... 11
H. V. Colver ... 10 8
C. R. Collier ... 9 12
W. H. Bafihall... 11 11
J. T. Ba.shaU ... 10 12
H. Gibson ... 9 13
T. A. Carter ... 11 4
A. J. Sproston... 10 5
J. Adamson ... 12 11
R. M. While ... 10 3
R. M Brice ... 11 7
J. Baxter ... 10

A26

Weights of Riders
"Weight.

Machine. cts. qrs. lbs

3i h.p. Triumph... 1 1 25
5 h.p. Dot ... 1 2 12

3i h.p. Norton ... 12 17
5 h.p. J.A.P. ... 1 3 3
3^ h.p. Triumph... 1 1 24
5 h.p. Indian ... 1 2 15
5 h.p. Indian ... 12 7
5 h.p. Norton ... 1 3 16
3^ h.p. Rex ... 1 2 1

5 h.p. Eex ... 1 2 1

3i h.p. Rex ... 1 1 19
5 h.p. Rex ... 1 2 11
•3^ h.p. Rex ... 1 1 20

3i h.p. Triumph ... 1 2 2
3^ h.p. Triumph ... 1 2
5 h.p. .Matchless ... 1 3
3i h.p. Matchless 1 2
5 h.p. Matchless... 1 3
5 h.p. .'Bat ... ... 1 3 15
3^ h.p. Bat ... a 1 24
3^ h.p. Triumph... 1 1 25
5 h.p. Rex .... ,1 2 12
5 h.p. Rex ... 1 .2 7
3i h.p. Tritimpli... .'1 .2 4
3^ h.p. Brown ... il '1 26
3^ h.p. Brown ... 1 1 27
5 h.p. Rex 13 1

and Machines.

Rider.

J. C. Smyth ...

R. Lord
G. E. Stanley ...

B. V. Jones
W. Heaton
H. L. Cooper ...

F. C. Bagshaw ...

A. J. Moorhouse
H. R. Fowler ...

T. Greer
R. J. Bell

E. S. Myers ...

H. 'H. Bjowen ...

W. F. Newsome
W. Grevfcon
P. Butler
A. -Y. Blake ...

W. :G. McMinnies
G. L. Fletoher ...

H. Martin
F. W. Dayrell ...

R. 0. Clark ...

J. G iuppone
J. Lang
F. -C. Wood ...

F. H. Maclean
J. D. A. Munro...

Weight,
sts. lbs.

11

11 9
9 1

11

Machine.

1

3
8
2
2

10
11

10
13
10
10 .9

10 7.

.10.12

11 vO

:9 ?7m -2
113 :4

11 10

11 10
ill -2

10 8
12 13
12 3
10 12
10 11
:12 ,5

10 :8

12 12

31 h.p. Rex...
3x h.p. Rex
3^ h.p Premier

3f h.p Premier
3^ h.p. Rex...

3i h.p. Triumph
5h.p. :Rex ...

5 h.p. : ilex ...

5.h.D. ;Rex ...

:U h.p. Rex...
..4 h^. :N;S.U.
iZ^ Kv . -^cott ,

:3^ -h.p. Sat...

'^h h.p Triumph
-:3^ h.p Triumph
::5 h;p. ;Dot ...

'-^. I1.T) Triumph
^ :b.p 'Triurapli

A h.p. : Indiaiii

5 !.h.p. ^-Martin

5 • h.p. rBat
.5:]h.p. C.F.N.

3i h.p. _;Peugeot
b hip. Tee Bee
31 h:p N.S.U.
3i h.p Tri'imph
6 h.p. Bat

Weigtt.
cts. qrs. ibS'

1 1 22

2 .1

2 6

2

2 ^
2

2 10

2 .6

2 1?7

1 18

3 3

.1 16

1 22

2 .il

1 26
2 lis

J2 :2

ITO
.1 2 '1

1 :3 15
:3 26
?3 -4

2 ;0

3 21

2 24

.l:?6

124

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

J.

A

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
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The Editor does not r.oid himseli responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

A Tip for Lighting Damp Matches.
[4292.]—Now tliat our rainy season is last approaching

it may be of interest to you, and tlie many readers of your
excellent paper, to know how to light damp or even wet
matches, whether they be vesta, lucifer, or safety matclies.

Wet matches when rubbed in the hair of the head become
dry enough to light. Anyone can prove this by dipping two
or three matches into water and well wetting the heads of

the matches, then rubbing in the hair for ten or fifteen seconds,

it will then be found that they will light quite easily when
etruck on their box. This tip was shown to me by an
Australian, and since I have proved it several times for my-
self. It also proves the old saying—"Two heads are better

than one, even if they are wooden heads," for without both
no light could be obtained. (Dr.) SiiLBY CLARE.

Lubrication.

[4293.]—Referring to Mr. Pratt's letter in a recent issue,

suggesting a demonstration of the efficiency of my lubri-

cator on Brooklands or any other track, I shall be pleased
to do so if a few interested riders would attend and vouch
for the proper carrying out of the test.

Replying to his query as to whether water-cooled oil

can be used, I may state that it is quite immaterial, but
I found that air-cooled oil lubricated fifty per cent, further.

E. A. GLEN.

[4294.]—In letter No. 4270 Mr.. Frank Jameson advocates
a gauge glass fitted to the crankcase to enable one to see

the level of the oil while the motor is running, and if it

worked no doubt this would be a very useful adjunct, but 1

have been wondering if it would really indicate even approxi-
mately the quantity of oil inside.

Of course, it is difficult to say exactly what takes place
inside the crankcase, but I think it is generally understood
that after the engine has got properly warmed up the oil

becomes of about the same consistency as water, and a very
important function of the flywheels is to splash this liquid
about in ail direct-ions. While this miniature tempest
reigns within the crankcase is it reasonable to expect the
small quantity of oil in the gauge glass to remain undisturbed?
Can it indicate outside in the gauge glass a state of affairs

which does not exist within?
From time to time many interesting letters have appeared

on the subject of lubrication, and in nearly all of them the
oil "level" is mentioned, so perhaps I am wrong. Will
someone better acquainted with the subiect than I am let

us have his view?
'

H. B. WILLOUGHBY.

Are Blinkers Necessary?
[4295.]—In reply to "Horse Sense" on the above

question, I will endeavour to exjilain why blinkers are used
-on horses when being driven in harness. The horse is really
one of our most intelligent animals, and at the same time
the most nervous until it has been handled and educated
to noise and road traffic. In the initial schooling the colt
loses all fear of man, and from that point is' first taught to
carry a person, and afterwards to pull a vehicle. There
are two ways of breaking a colt for draught purposes, viz.,

I

with blinkers and without. The former method is the one
generally employed, because it prevents the animal seeing
to what it is attached, and also prevents any movement of

the driver being noticed.
From long experience of driving horses I should much

: prefer to see the use of bridles become universal instead

of blinkers ; but unless a horse were first accustomed to

seeing all objects on the road, to attempt to drive it with-

out blinkers would be courting disaster, because nine out

of ten would bolt and smash the conveyance to atoms. It

is now very rarely one meets nervous horses, but young
ones must have a start on the roads, and it behoves all

motorists to use kindly consideration when they detect the

slightest symptoms of nervousness either in the horse or

its driver.

I have ridden motor cycles since 1904, and during one
week passed through thirteen counties and never met one
horse that showed fear of my machine. Horses were more
afraid of ordinary bicycles twenty years ago than of motors
to-day. Motorists on two wheels, or four, are anathematised
and considered beings without commonsense, but I con-

clude, after some 16.000 miles' motoring, they do not form
the only inconsiderate body of road users.

R. N. MORLEY.

The End-to-end Record.

[4296.]—I feel that I should like to say a word or two
in defence of my unfortunate ride from John-o' -Groat's to

Land's End, unfortunate insomuch that I have unwittingly

offended a certain section of the motor cycling community.
"Own Bat" and Mr. Holmes have entirely lost sight of

one important fact, i.e., training and preparation are abso-

lutely necessary in any form of sport if you wish to excel.

I have played some first-class Rugby football in my time,

and always took pains to keep fit. I submit that the same
rule applies in motor cycling ; constant practice on corners

and in traffic is necessary before one is able to ride " inside

one's self," and whilst I am quite certain that there are

many motx)r cyclists who can do as well as I did—and pro-

bably better—it is hardly fair to say that the End-to-end is

purely a matter of capital and organisation. My first

"twenty-four" (London to Edinburgh) tired me very much,
but each long ride since has found me fresher at -the finish.

W. Grinstead (5 h.p. Twin Rex) stops for petrol at St. John's during

the progress of the T.T. Race.

A29
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d I candidly do not think that a man stands much chan^

doing good time who has never ridden more than <^UU

les in the day, let alone night riding. Not a worxl ot

mpMiit has been raised against the Tourist Trophy h.^c^,

..^re a special machine is absolutely necessary and the

D-anisation perfect, the average speed being 49 m-P-fV '

^ere can also be no comparison between the danger to the

iblic caused by a car at 30 m.p.h. and a motor hicycle

40 m.p.h. During my seven years of ridmg i have

ver touched man, woman, or child, neither have I been

er summoned or stopped. I believe that the police are

ry fair, and mainly stop motor cyclists for one ottence—

driving to the danger of the public."

In conclusion, I would point out the practical imposisi-

lity of doing this ride "without preparation." No,_ a

cord is a record, and a man must go from point to point

the shortest possible time. How he does it is entirely

side the mark, so long as he does it fairly and can prove

the public that he has done so. Hence the necessity

I- checkers, etc. I believe that a thing if worth doing at

[ is worth doing well, and it was my intention to put the

cord as safe as possible. Perhaps this may account for a

tie soreness. TVAN B. HAET-DAVIES.

Hotel Accommodation and Charges.

[4297.]—With reference to the correspondence in The.

otor C^jcle respecting hotel accommodation, I think that

e Motor Union or the A.C.TJ. is not of much use to the

erage motor cyclist in this respect, although I am a

3mber of both the M.U. and C.T.C. The hotels on the

emer list are very high priced, and a long way beyond the

jans of the average motor cyclist.

During a tour of 1,200 miles from London to the Scottish

ighlands, returning through the Lake District, with a

h.p. motor cycle and sidecar, my wife and I used the

T-C. hotels throughout, staying at a fresh one nearly

ery night. We found thenr very reasonable and comfort-

ile, and only at one place during the sixteen days was any
arge made for garage. Besides, the discount allowed,

nerally 2d. or 3d. in the Is., very nearly paid the petrol

11.

C.T.C. members have a good list of reasonable hotels to

ck from, and know ©xactly what the charges are before-

tnd. For those who want still cheaper places, there is the

rm and refreshment house list. Many of these, although
ost modest in their charges, are really excellent and
ean places to stay in. G. H. MOSS.

The Lightweight Question Again .

[4298.]—In reply to " Ex-Lightweight's " .and other letters

recent issues, I thmk he is quit* right when he
links there are many that will disagree with him. The
; h.p. lightweight he drove could ,not .have been .in proper
der, otherwise he would not have had to run. thirty yards to

art it. I may say I have two lightweights, either of which
ill start with the first stroke of the pedals. One of these

—

2| h.p. Douglas—I have ridden daily since February on my
urneys (being a traveller), several of which are on the
otswold Hills, and I venture to say he has not ridden one
; these lightweights, otherwise he would alter his opinion
! to a heavyweight scoring over a lightweight. I have
imbed Birdlip without the stroke of a pedal on this
achine. It will do well over thirty miles per hour on
rdinary roads, and will start at walking pace. I make on
1 average fifty to seventy calls per day, several being on
radients of 1 in 8, and I certainly should not like to start a
ngle-geared 3^ h.p. of 160 to 180 lbs. weight on hills of
lis description many times in one day, and then sit still

>r several miles in cold weather, as he remarks.
Might I suggest to "Ex-Lightweight" before he condemns
16 lightweight to obtain a trial run on a 2| h.p. Douglas,
Dring forks, comfortable footrests, and vibrationless, and I
enture to say he will alter his opinion.
I have also a 5-6 h.p. heavyweight, but I use this chiefly

)r sidecar work, and although it is in every way satisfactory
should not like to start it on anything of a gradient with a
xed gear (I have a Nala two-speed and free engine on it)
lany times in a day.
I ride on an average 10,000 miles per annum, and can
ifely say there are very few who give a motor cycle a more
>vere gruelling than I do summer and winter daily. The
I h.p. Douglas is the best lightweight I have yet ridden,
id I have had several.
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I suppose I must fini.sh with the remark that I have no
interest whatever with Dougla.s Eros., although I wisJi I

had (financially), as I think tiie machine has a big future.

W. B. GIBB.

"Football Knee " and Motor Cycling.

[4299.]—In reply to :Mr. Merrett's letter [4278] in The
Motor Cycle., I should like to say that I have on different

occasions dislocated the semilunar cartilages of both my
knees, first the left and then the right. That is the con-

dition usually meant by "football knee." Since doing this

I have motored for quite three years almost every day, for

I use my machine in medical practice, both with and with-
out a free engine, and I can honestly say it has not affected

either of my -knees in the slightest. As Mr. Merrett is

probably aware, it is rotation of the knee joint, not flexion

that causes trouble.

On the other hand, if the knee has only recently recovered
(during the last three months say) I should advise waiting
till next year, .as I can imagine that vibration might, especi-

ally if there wore much "water on the knee," or synovitis

associated witli the trouble, tend to recommence a trouble which
has hardly subsided. I think one should have a handle-
starting machine for preference. Mr. Merrett has a free

engine he says; if he has not a handle I should advise him
to start up on the stand and then declutch, and so -start

without violent running and pushing. R 493.

Caught in the act ! F.H. "Maclean falling at the Ballacraine Corner
during the race for the Tourist Trophy. In most eases of spills, the foot-

rests bore the brunt of the damage to the. machines.

SUMINMRY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Zenith Motors, Ltd., write : "We are at a loss to under-

stand the attitude of many riders who (since the Newnham
Hill-climb mark you) say that variable gear machines should
not compete against fixed gear machines in hill-climbing

competitions. So long as the trade are welcomed to these

events it is only just that they should be allowed to com-
pete against one another, and not herded off into separate
classes. Engine dimensions should be the sole dividing line

between classes. We will instance the Scottish Hill-climb
at Amulree ; wo are barred from competing against single-

geared -machines unless we fix our gear in one po.sition. At
the same time, we recognise that to be barred from compet-
ing is a direct admission that we need.not further demon-
strate the advantage we have."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. L. B." (Kirkstall) desires owner's experiences of the

1909 Rex Triette.

"Tourist" (Liverpool) would be glad if any rider of a

2.f h.p. Douglas would give his opinion of the reliability of

that machine for touring. Does the engine need frequent
adjustment? Are parts difficult of access likely to need
attention? Would hill-climbing powers be good when carry-
ing rider and baggage weighing in all rather less than 13 st. ?

Is occasional trailer work possible?
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SPLENDID
Abbey Street, Crewkerne, Somerset, 22/9/09.

Dear Sirs,—Many thanks for your prompt attention to my letter, also

for the information. I have never ridden a more comfortable machine,

and it is a real pleasure to be able to start anywhere. The free engine and
two-speed gear is splendid. I have had to stop and start several times

-lately on some very stiff hills, and have done so with ease.

Wishing you every success,

Yours faithfully, E. W. HILL.

CATALOGUE AWAITS YOUR REQUEST.

A. W. WALL, Ltd. (
HOC MOTOR
CYCLE WORKS

\ ASTON ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM.

The 6 h.p. Twin

N.S.U
and sidecar

attachment.

There's everything in this combination the seeker after

perfection asivS for. All the good points of every other

sidecar are incorporated in the N.S.U., with the addition

of many of its own. It was awarded the Silver Medal
in the London-Edinburgh trials ; highest possible number
of marks in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials—the first sidecar

to gain this distinction—and on Sept. 5 made fastest

time in the Newcastle and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

So you see it's the combination with a unique record.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms: 186, Gt' Portland St., LONDON, W.

Goods and Repairs : 83-85, Bolsover St., London, W.

A.J.W.

In aiuwerinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A3

1
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

lumns—9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
lines. Name and address must be counted.

LUS

—

Two lines (i5 words or less) costs i/G

Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

the ca33 of Trade Advertisements a series of

irteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

eompanied with remittance, and be addressed

the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

1 ensure insertion letters should be posted in

ae to reach the offices of "The Motor Cycle,"

iventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

ednesday afternoon previous to the date of

blication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

ite distinctly under what heading and in what
ue the announcement appeared.

XASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
?or the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
itor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

:ts, as many readers like to know what machines are

sale m 'their immediate neighbourhood before going

ther afield.
"

an showing division of England into Sections.

PRIMIER
MOTOR CO., I.TD.

ALL BEST MAKES Of MOTOR
CYCLES STOCKED.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

TRIUMPHS FROM STOCK.

£50 worth for£42
THE REX TOURIST

supplied only by thePRE I E R
MOTOR CO., has FREE ENGINE CLUTCH in back
wheel, J.A.P. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION, and

BAND BRAKE on front wheel.
Despite these valuable additions the price is the same a;

the ordinary Tourist Model,

4.0 GUINEAS.
Why pay same price for same model wrthout these

desirable extras.' Discount to Trade.
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATION <& SPECIFICATION.

GUARANTEED FOR 5,000 MILES,

1909 BRAND NEW N.S.U.'f
3J h.p., List price ,£43 lOs. Our price £3S
4 h.p. de Luxe, List price ^48. Our price £37

They are genuine 1909—not altered 1908 pattern.

PREMO TWO-STROKE IN COLLISION
On the eve of the T.T. Race the followine: telegram

was received at our Works: " Had unfortunate accident
this morning, Premo and N.S.U. in collision, no serious
damage but must wrthdraw."

An early opportunity will be taken to demonstrate
the capabilities of the Premo Two-Stroke.

SECTION I.

orthumberland, Cumberland, Durham, an"
Westmoreland,

SECTION II.

:'t"k and Lancashire.
SECTION III,

irnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and -Merioneth.
SECTION IV.

ottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwicli.

SECTION V.
jifolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
'orcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembrolie.

SECTION VII.
Icucester. Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlerex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
)merset, Devon, Dorret, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
otland.

SECTION XI.
;land and Isle of Man.

THE PREMO LOW SEAT-PILLAR.

Price 5 6
FITS ALL MAKES.

—-, A boon to riders of—
' old high machines.

Long handle-bars for
use with above, if re-
quired, 6/6.
Discount to Trade.

BROWN & BARLOW CARBURETTERS.
Latest 1909, handlebar control. List price 30/-

OUR PRICE 26/6. Discount to the Trade.
Old Carburetters Taken in Exchange.

NUMBETiED ADDHESSE;
For tlie convenience of advertisers, letiers

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycie

'

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for xegisj

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must!
for forwarding replies. Only the number will an
the advertisement. Rcpi es should be addresse

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; rr if " Li|

s added to -the address, then to the number giv
' The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.C.

Wr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unk-nown

|

may deal in perfect safety by availing themseh
Deposit Svstem. If the money be deposited witll

Motor Cycle," oth -parties are advised of this recel

upon intimation of the arrival and acceptancel
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge ofl

registration. The time allowed for a decision afteif

of the goods is tliree days. For all transactions ex

£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charg|
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and
and money orders should be made payable to 11^

Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and reel

answer to their enquiries are requested to regl

silence as an indication that the goods adveriisa

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often rea

mmy enquiries that it is quite impossible to lepl;
|

oae by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durban
Westmoreland.
OUGLAS, 1909. 2}h.n., twin-oyl., condition
£g7.—Bond, Billingham Av., Norton-on-Tei

F.N. 4-ct1. Motor Cycle, magneto, just bee

hauled, re-plated, and enameUfd ; a bargain,

Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland,

TWIN Rex, 5h.p., in grand running order, -15 g
another twin Rex, 6h.p., in magnificent

special bike, £23.—Turvey and Co., Tne Motor
Sunderland.

"1 Q09 New N.S.TJ., 4h.p., twin-eyl., magneto, iv.±U gear; clear at £40.—Turvey and Co., The
People, Sunderland. Agents lor Triumph, N.S.U
her m6t;r cycles.

TEITTMPH, 1908, perfect. Palmer cord. An
headliirht. generator, Cowey speedometer,

seat-pillar. Millar's mud shield, spares ; £35.—Bt
Green Park, Darlington.

TRIUMPH, 1909, run 1,447 jniles, perfect coi

lite new, PaLnier cord back, spare Continent!
Eiche's detachable tube, valve, -tools, lamp, hon
iug 1910; £39, no oilers.-Osboine ^ly.the, al

Ashington, Northumberland.

31h.p. Minerva, fastr powerful, winner hill-climl

2 tube, two Whittle belts, voltmeter, lamp
H.B. control, spares, £16 ; Montgomery sidecar, n
dition, right side. Palmer cord tyre; sacrifice" £"

Augas, 20, Prederiek St., Sunderland.

31h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,"

2 ental tyres, lamp, horn, carrier, three spare

tubes, j^pare magneto parts, splendid hill-climber,

teed in perfect condition thrcughout ; bargain for

Clark Walker, 84, West St., Gateshead.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

Slh.p. 1909 Rex, nmv. oflers.—George, Princ
2 Goole.

DOUGLAS, 1909, in splendid condition. — C

Pallowfleld.

ID ARGAIN.—Sh.p^jnotor cycle Jor sale.—Loan

D

NEW ACCESSORY LIST JUST OUT.

SEND FOR LIST OF SHOP- SOILED
ACCESSORIES.

A3 2

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone 4310. Telegrams, " Prirmis, Birmingham,"

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "

Ai'dsey. :Hear Wakefield.

c
4

stamROSS lor Triumphs in Rctherham
stock, Dnnlops; £48, complete.

h.p. Noble, Chater-Lea; bargain, £12.— Scale

Western St., Rushobne, Jilaachester.

L.M.C., Sih.p., special tourist model, used f(

runs only; cost £50, accept £35 nett.—Be

WARNER, 2-eyl., 2ih.p., in splendid order; £
Lancashire Motor and Engineering Co,

Preston.

8 h.p. Matchless- J.A.P. , as new, racing engine|

ofiers?— 8, Mellor St., Patricroft, Maachi

1 Q08 Phelon-Moore, as new, 3'h.p., H.B. eont
JLiJ speeds; -£36.-11, Strawberry .Dale, Harr|

N.S.U., Si^k.p., magneto, two-speed, free engine:
Full particulars, 78, Middlewood Rd., Hi|

Sheffield.

The Motor Cycled
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)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[JMPH, August, 1909, engine stamped July by
'riuiuph Co., lamp, horn, new belt, and rubbei

d tyres, guaranteed faultless; £37 10s.; no offers;

gglfng; cash lequired.—3,274, The Motor Cycle

,
Corentiy.

Twin Antoine, splendid condition, spring forks,

labon cluteli, B.B. carburetter, B.O.M. ignition,

bar control, BlOO saddle, spring footboards, car-

and, Broadhurst head lamp and generator, mirror,
£23.-175, "Waterside, Chesham.

C03AC0CHE, 1908, N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, ne-n

ccuinulator, new back Continental non-skid, spare

amp, horn, voltmeter, niunbers, all tools, just over-

good running order; 16 guineas.—No. 3,269, The
'Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, torpedo tank, spray car-

buretter, new tyres, low riding position, foot-

fast machine, two brakes, fitted with Mabon disc
,' handle starting; will sell £12, or exchange for

'and cash, or anything useful.—Barwell, Wheat-
Privett, Alton, Hants.

SECTION VIII.

ford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

1 Sussex.

Eex, spring forks, low seat, very reliable ; £9.—
Purpin, rreston Hd., Brighton.

p. Eex, good running order; £6 10s.; cash wanted
—A. Fisher, Dublin House, Harrow.

UMPH, 35h.p., 1908, first-class order; £28.—
3.W.G., 43, Romford Rd., Stratford, E.

p. Pebok, gear and chain drive, Peter-Union tj're.'=,

low frame.—Haven, 722a, Old Kent Rd.

P., 3h.p., magneto, with sidecar; £16; will separ-

te.—3, Victoria Rd., Holloway, London, iSf.

9 '7h.p. Peugeot, No. 6 frame, Palmer cord and
sidecar.—Write, 38," Sutton Ed., Southend.

N Rex Motor, 5h.p., Clinchers, fast, nearly new

;

318.—iJennett^ 3, Morgan St., Canning Town.

p. J.A.P., nearly new. Palmer tyres, running order:
£7 10s.—Lemm, 14, East Pebody Sq., Chelsea.

p. Rover and sidecar, perfect order, clutch, spares ;

£15, near offer.— Geary, High St., Hounslow.

p. Antoine, low, light tyres, good, £11 ; also Ex-
celsior, £7.—Copus, 26, Halstead St., Brixton.

Brown, in splendid condition; £10 10s., worth
[ouble.—Apply, 163, Forest Lane, Forest Gate.

KMPH, brand new, latest 1909 model, in stock.—
ley, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

L, 3ih.p., nerfect order, reliable, new condition:
largain, £12 15s.—231, New King's Rd., Fulham.

Fafnir, footboards. Continentals, long bars, low

eat. fast, reliable; £10.-234, Belsize Rd., N.W.

p. Minerva, sprung back and front, Palmer cord
new gas lamp; £16.-74, High St., Wimbledon-

p. Bradburv, good condition; £9, bargain; mu.st
sell.-Williams, 19, Park Rd., "West Dulwich, S.E.

p. Rex, late 1907, grand order; must sell; going
abroad; £11.—Bruce, 114, Brixton Hill, London.

p. "White and Poppe, No. 6 Chater frame; £1C
10s. ; bought twin.— 8, Mayfield Place, Eastbourne.

Raleigh, chain drive, splendid condition; £7 10s.;
een any time.— 132, Hither Green Lane, Lewisham.

p. Peugeot, 26 by 2} Dunlops, BlOO. nearly new

:

rial; sacrifice £10 10s— la, Northumberland St.,

Lightweight, in very good order, accumulator igni-
ion; £7 10s.— 1, Mornington Place, Harnpstead

p. Excelsior, and Mill.s-Fulford sidecar, spares,
-guaranteed; £14 10s.—25, Langthorne St., Ful-

p. Bradbury. 1909, magneto, never ridden, con-^
diiion as new; £55 10s.—21, Wood Vale, Forest

Imperi, M.O.V., long bars, 26in. wheels, gener-
,tor, very fa.st : £13 10s.— 165, Kempton Rd., East

9 Triumph, brand new, complete, as delivered;
38 guineas lowest.— 7, Guildford Rd., Vauxhall,

V. Lightweight, magneto; cost £34; perfect for
nnter: £18, bargain.—la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq.,

tl. Lightweight, latest, 1909, Bosch magneto, as
lew; £20; approval.—Eagles and Co., High St.,

T'Sjh.p. Twin Werner, Chater-Lea frame, free en-
gine, handle-bar control, perfect.— 9, Avenue Rd.,

-7Humber, Sjh.p., Longuemare, long bars, run-
nng order; seen after 7.—30, Cricket field Rd.,
)n.

DWN". 3ih.p., genuine, splendid condition, fast,
powerful, reliable; £14 cash.— 17, Cranmer Ed.,
m.

HT"WSIGHT Sih.p. Peugeot, splendid goer; £7
L5s.-Pnvate, 22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove, Tot-

vVe commence our Special Winter Clearance Sale to-day.
10% off all machines for spot cash only for 14 DAYS.

1908 N.S.U.'s.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31h.p. Chase, thoroiigh condition, all accessories,

2 spares; £12, or oiier.—Deane, 51, Bonham Rd.,
Brixton.

SPECIFICATION :

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.
WHEELS—24in. and 26in.
TYRES—Peter Union 2}in. section to singles, and z^in.

to twins.
CARB.—N.S.U. float-feed type.
BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and

back pedalling brake.
EXTRAS—Combined stand f carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits,

plugs, etc., all free.

3ENERAL—We guarantee fully every- machine sold.

PRICES

:

- Deferred
Maker's price. Our price. payments.

3i h-P £40 £31 £33
3i t.p £42 £32 £34
4 h.p £50 £35 £37
5* h.p £52 £37 £39

Deferred payment terms : One- third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

1909 TRIUMPHS from stock. Standard models, £48.
Not subject.

TWO ONLY.
3 h.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycles to above-

mentioned specifications

:

We are in a position to ofier these machines to tbi

public at the unprecedented low price of

£25 5s. Od. (Nctt Cash Only).

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (aU fully ^aranteed by us).

REX DE LUXE, 5* h.p.. Roc clutch £25
.•\NT01NE, 4 h.p , very low, free engine £16
KERRY, 5 h.p. Twin, 26in. wheels £16
MINERVA, 3I h.p., spring forks, 1907 model £15
TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., rgoS, rgog piston £30
REX, 3J h.p., fgoS, two speed, perfect £30
MINERVA, 3J h.p., rgog, only done roo miles £25
BROWN, 2f h.p., Bosch magneto, low, perfect £16
M.M., 3J h.p., rgog model, h.b. control £20
REX, 5 h.p., Twin, low, spring forks £17
PEUGEOT, 7-g h.p., low built, perfect order £21
ZENITH Bicar, 3* h.p., two speeds £17
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., spring forks, very low £16
ARIEL, 3 h.p., low, spray, M.O.V £16
SINGER, 3 h.p., Bosch magneto, new tyres £16
PEUGEOT, 4* h.p., twm-cylinder, low built £15
FAIRY, 2 h.p.. Twin, low built £11

«3 DOWTSr SECURES :

F.N., 2 h.p £10
HUMBER, 2 h.p £8
QUADRANT, 3 h.p... £10
WERNER, 2 h.p £8

MINERVA, 2 h.p. .

.

£8
HUMBER, 2| h.p. .

.

£10
SINGER, 2 h.p £6
BRO^^^^, 2h.p £7

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Brand New FAIRY Sets, To convert your cycle to

a motor cycle. All brand new and perfectly com-
plete. 2j h.p., twin cylinder, £10 only nett £10

£5S Ne-fc-fc. £5S
TOURIST TROPHY WINNER.

The actual Matchless that won the Isle of Man Tourist
Trophy, on Thursday, the 23rd Sept., rgog.

5 h.p., all complete, and exactly as when it finished.

Averaged 50 m.p.h. To be seen here.

£5S Ca.sh only. £55<

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET (off Oxford Circus).

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone: 552 Mayfair.

N.S.U., 34h.p., magneto, spring forks, footrests, spares,
grand condition.—Seen, Clement, 106a, Fenchurch

St., E.C.

3ih.p. 1908 Brown, H.B. control. No. 6 Chater; £14;
2 tyres, belt, perfect.—Montrose, Melbourne Rd.,

Eastbourne.

KERRY, 2}h.p., perfect, long handle-bars, spring
pillar, all accessories; £8.—Curtis, 24, York Place,

Marylebone.

MOTO-REVE, low frame, late model, Druid forks, in
excellent order, a little beauty; £21.—Bunting,

Wealdstone.

3 h.p. Kerry, perfect, low, 26in. wheels; £8 15s.: ex-
change push bike and cash. — 193, Garratt Lane,

Wandsworth.

REX London Agency, Store St., Tottenham Court Kd.
'Phone 13456 Central. All 1909 models, immedi-

ate delivery.

REX London Agency.—Excep)tional advantageous cash,
gradual, and exchange terms ; free delivery within

15 miles.

I>
EX 1908 Twin, splendid condition: £24; magneto

Ij ignition.—Rex London Agency, Store St.

REX Twin, good condition; accept £14; trial ar-

ranged.—Rex London Agency, Store St., \\.C.

REX London Agency have for immediate clearance
motor cycles from £4 IDs.; write for list.—St. re St.

REX Exchange ovi speciality.—Best possible allow-
ances made on Rex motors.—Rex London Agency,

Store St.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., Chater No. 6, Palmer cords, nearly
new, and sidecar; lowest £32, no offers.— 129, High

St., Croydon.

3ih.p. Humber, Dunlops, thoroughly overhauled

;

4 trial; £10.-W.A., 97, Malvern Rd., West Kilourn,
London, N.W.

3 h.p. De Dion, splendid condition, long, low, handle-
bar control; £18.—Chauffeur, Aldenham House,

Elstree, Herts.

SIDECARISTS !—Twin Rex, magneto, perfect, gear,
£17 ; also roomy sidecar.—Letters, or call, 209,

Brixton Hill.

3ih.p. White-Poppe, B.S.A., Matchless spring forks,
2 Palmer cords; £12.—Fawcett, 12, Conington Rd.,

Lewisham, S.E.

3JLh.p. Rex, low built, aluminium finish, Longuemare
2 carburetter ; £8 10s. ; approval.—Eagles and Co.,

High St., Acton.

41.h.p. 4-eyl. F.N., magneto, spring forks, just thor-
2 oughly overhauled, perfect; £24.— la, Lyall Mews,

Eaton Sq., S.W.

23.h.p. Genuine De Dion, low machine, handle-bar ccn-
4 trol; £10.—Particulars, Pummell, 55, Mcsedale

St., Camberwell.

21.h.p. Noble, B. and B. carburetter, low frame, 26in.
2 wheels; bargain, £7 15s.—73, Church St., Cam-

berwell, London.

BROWN, 2Jh.p., new tyres, footboards. Fuller, fine

order, as new; £10.—Payne, Railway Cottages,
Hayes, Middlesex.

Olh.p. AUdays, good condition; no reasonable ofEer

/W 2 refused ; seen by appointment.—28, Alkham Rd.,
Stoke Newington.

6 h.p. N.S.U., sidecar, 24in. wheels, two-speed, mag-
neto ; best cash offer.-Geverding, Cambridge Rd.,

Ashford, Middlesex.

VINDEC, 3ih.p., Mabon clutch. TrufEault spring forks,

accessories, faultless; £17.-1, Cornwall Terrace,
Baker St., London.

31h.p. Triumph, magneto, 1907, new Michelin studded
2 tyres, spares, belt, lamp; £26.—Tolputt, Wivels-

fleld Green, Sussex.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., beautifully fitted up, engine and
magneto just overhauled, and equal new; £25.—

Bunting, Wealdstone.

BROWN, 3ih.p., good cor dition. Dreadnought back
trye, stand, carrier, spares, etc.; £14, near offer.-

Jeffery, Radlett, Herts.

TRIUMPH, handle-bar control, Mabon clutch, recently
overhauled, new condition; £26.—Whiteley, 8,

Watling St., Chatham.

3ih.p. Quadrant, magneto, £17: 35h.p. Quadrant, ac-

2 cumulator, £10 10s.; forecar, £3.-79. King
George St., Greenwic-.

21h.p. Ariel, new; listed £35; condition guaranteed:
2 price 21 guineas, or offer.—Box 3,241, The Motor

Cycle Offices, Coventry.

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., last year's, perfect condition;

no reasonable efler refused; cash wanted.— 10, Hill-

marten Rd., Holloway.

31.h.p. Minerva, handle-bar control, spring forks, with
2 accessories; £14, guaranteed.— 79, Dartmouth

Rd., Brondesbury. N.W.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 splendid condition. ?p-re

back tyre; £20.—Paine, Robin Wood Motor Gar-

age, Anerley Hill, S.E.

BARGAIN.—2|h p. Minerva, low, fast, good condi-

tion, tyres new, free engine; £9.—Fairhead, Mel-
ville Rd., Walthamstow.

In aivsicering these advej-tisements it is desirable to mention "The Mo'gt Cycle." A35
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I O08 6hp. N.S:U. and Mills-Fulford sidecar, new
l*y tyres, lamp, spares; cost £80, accept £35.-63,

Abridge Rd., Ealing, W.

tlhp. Automotor, Chater-Lea, re-boied, re-bushed,

2 tyres prxect; £11 10s., cr lightweight—Letters,

r call, 209, Brixton Hill.

th p. Twin-oyl. Werner Motor Cycle, tyres practically

new, just been overhauled, very little used; £13.—
!aflyn'.s Garage, Eastbourne.

[JTHITTLE'S.-Minerva, 4iS-5h.p., twin, late 1907,

VV M.O.V., spring forks, 26 by 2i Continental tyres,

eautiful order'; cheap, £21.

[TTHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4ih.p., 4-oyl., 1908 model, mag-
VV ueio, spring forks, last, powerful on hills, like

.t)\i ; £25. "

["XTHITTLE'S.—Antoine, 6h.p. twin, with sidecar,

VV Chater-Lea fittings, very powerful, excellent order;

reat sacrifice, £15 15s. cash.

[TTHITTLE'S.—Clyde, 3h.p., magneto, grand condi-,

VV tiou; sacriti e £11 lis.—'Whittle's Motor Ex-
hange, Earlsfleld. 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

>3.hp. Clyde, magneto, in good condition; take first

W4 £5 and three-speed cycle for same, or exchange.

—

lotor. White Lion, Hitohin.

el5 —Twin-oyl. Werner, 4h.p., low, reliable, perfect

order and condition ; bought higher power.—Eobson,
la, Blomfield St., London, E.C.

el8.
— 3h.p. Kerry, with forecax, powerful motor, in

good condition, tyres good; trials given. — E.G.,

9. Queen's Rd., St. John's Wood.

> Ih.p. Kelecom Motor Bicycle, spare belt and tyre, all

yz in condition equal to new ;
purchased car.—W.

feilson, Market Place, Enfield Town.

el 7, near offer.—3h.p. Daneville, No. 6 frame, Longue-
mare. Continentals, low, fast, and reliable ; bought

win; any time.—160, Old Kent Ed.

^h.p. Twin-cyl. Rex, very powerful, just completely
-* overhauled; £15, or close ofEer.—Seen at Wiokham
nd Co., 620. High Rd., Leytonstone.

> 3.h.p. N.S.U., 1908, magneto, two-speed gear and free
5 4 engine, with Millford sidecar, new condition; £31
Os. ; any trial.—Eagles and Co., Acton.

i-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908, handle-bar con-trol, new
iyres and tubes (detachable), perfect condition;

aust "sell.—Hewson, 10, Queen Sq., W.C.

[F You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles you
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

;t.. London, E.C, just off Ludgate Circus.

I h.p. Roc, free engine, two-speed, magneto, handle-bar
t control, Dunlop tyres ; £18, or exchange lightweight.
-T.E., 64, Mount Pleasant Rd., Tottenham.

.

ITAGNETO Humber, 3h.p., low frame, long bars,
-'A Chater-Lea, footboards, Whittle, Palmer tyres;
;14 10s.—Webster, 21, Albion Rd., Reigate.

Vr.S.TJ., 2ih.p., twin, l,atest 1909 Bosch magneto, geared
-^ pulley, handle-bar control, slightly used ; £30

;

pproval.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

P.
and M., 1908, magneto, perfect, powerful, acces-

sories, spares, including contact breaker; £35,
uiok sale.—189, Bowes Ed., New Southgate.

>h.p. Werner Motor Bicycle, sidecar, good running
-' order. Whittle belt; bargain; must sell; £10, or
ear offer.— 109, Broadway, Cricklewood, N.W.

P.
and M., 1909, June, and Mills-Fulford castor wheel
sidecar, same date, hardly used, climb anything

;

;50.-Palmer, 76, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.

)3.h.p. Kerry, No. 6 loop frame, torpedo tank, Brooks
"'4 saddle, _ new belt, accmnulator and coil, very low
nd fast; £11 15s.—Haven, 722a, Old Kent Ed.

rWO 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. Machines, one l&te 1908, and one
1909, very lif-tle used (splendid condition): what

ffers?-R. Stas, F.N., 106, Great Portland St., W.
lih.p., low, fast, Lnperi motor cycle; £12, or ex-
J 2 change for ordinary cycle of good make and con-
ition and cash.—25, Victoria Rd., Upper Norwood.

^.S.U., 7h.p., twin, new and unused, latest 1909
LI mcMlel fitted with coach-built sidecar; cost £110
?hat offers?—Matthews, Pawnbrokers, West Croydon.

ELEMENT, 3Jh.p., trembler coil, Chater-Lea, Brcoks
<^ saddle, handle control, re-bushed a'nd new piston
ings fitted; £12; after 6.—64, Davies Mews, Davies St.,
V.

r> EX, 5h.p., fa.st and powerful engine, overhauled, also
i-fc Montgomery sidecar, the whole in good condition;
220. or separate.—Woodhead, 26, Canonbury St., Isling-
ou.

t>h.p. Triumph, magneto, spring forks, rubber studded,
^ padded saddle. Brown and Barlow, enamelling good •

il8, or offers.-Schlottcr, 12, West Side, London Fields!

^>h.p Fafnir, R.O.M. non-skid tyre, spring forks, £15
r}^V-,^^l°r

N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, 7s.; carburet-
er 2s. 6d.-Marjoram, 73, Sandmere Ed., Clapham,

IQ08 Eex Magneto Lightweight, practically new, per-*-^ feet condition throughout, complete with lamri
lorn and bag; £0.6.-A. E. Wills, 130, Walworth Ed
jondon. '

r'EIFM.PH, 1908, Eoc two speeds and free engine
'- nearlv new S.F. back tyre, good stand, lamp generl
tor, excellent condition; £38.—Pearsons, Wickham St
'ortsea. '

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED

4^ h.p. W.C. LLOYDS, open frame, two
, peeds, wheel steering, Longuemere . . £22 10

4i h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open
frame, wheel-steering, foot clutch .... £29 10

Ditto ditto fine condition £35

5j h.p. W.C. REXETTE, two speeds, open
Irame, foot clutch, specially good .... £35

5 h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speed?, open
frame, Longuemere trembler coil ..... £33

4i h.p. PHCENIX TRIMO, H.T. magneto,
two speeds, chain drive £27 10

4^ h.p. W.C. DUMBER, two speeds, Longue-
mare, chain drive, foot clutch £16 10

4 h.p. Victor, two speeds, open frame, foot
clutch, foot brake £18 10

Cash offers considered to clear.

'5| h.p. rWlN KiiA., H.Li, control, sprmg lorKs, and
brand newDE LU^E SIDECARwith art cane body,
latest improvements and 26 x 2I tyre, £22 tOs.

Sir- WE HAVE IN STOCK OVER TWO TONS of
Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers. liesl makes.
All sizes. 17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Covers
17/6, Tubes 4/11. Bargain list on application.

Approval against cash.

1909 REXES. 1909.
All models in stock. Liberal exchanges.

OFFERS CONSIDERED.
" F>OF>UI.ARS."

rgog 3i h.p. magrnelo REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

1909, 3I h.p. TRIUMPH, new, Palmer Cords £45
1908 3j h.p. N.S.U,.,, magneto, new £29 10
rgog 3^ h.p. REX Tourist, done "^o miles. Offers.

1908 REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating" £17 10
1908 sir h.p. Magneto MINERVA , £22 10
rgoS 3* h.p. Magneto REX. Racer £29 10
r907 4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch £24 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
1908 3I h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10
r907 3i h.p. RE.X, magneto, spring forks £21

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, Iree engine £10 10
5 h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26m. wheels .. £13 10
TQoe 3* h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. . . £15 10
3' h.p.'SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

1907 3* h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V . . £17

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15

2| h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p M.O.V. MINERVA, sprav, good £6 15

3 h.p ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10

3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendidxlunber.. £9 10

2f h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8

2I h.p. Light ARIEL, low buUd £8 15

2-J h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6
Monster List on Application. Cash oilers considered.

SIDECAR IVIACHIN
1909 7-9 h.p. T.T. DOT, magneto as new . . £40

1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 100 miles only Offers.

1908 5 h.p. Magneto, V.S., almost as new . . £29 10

1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10

5* h.p. Two-speed REX DE. LUXE £32 10
sih.p. REX DE; LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £13 10
6 b.p. Twin REX and- Sidecar £20
4i h.,0. Four-cylinder F.N.. magneto £23 10

Five 5i h.p. Twin Rexes, spring io.ks, long bars,

low trames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.

wheels. *1T ITs.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

CASY PAYIWIENXS.

£3 DOWN
2i h.p. Bradbury £6 10
3 h.p. Lloyd's £13 10

secures any of these.

Balances/- per week.

3 h.p. Clyde
4 h.p. Antoine
3 h.p. Humber
si h.p. Rex
2I h.p. Lloyd's
a. h.D. Atelier

£15
£16 10
£10
£10 10
£7 10

£13 10

2 h.p. Sarolea.

.

2J h.p. Kerry .

.

4 h.p. Coronet

2f h.p. Werner
si h.p. Werner
2 n.p. Thomas
2 h.p. Humber

£6
£9 10

£15
£8 10

£13 to
£8
£8 10

3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carburetters
in Stock. Liberal exchange Allowances.

A36

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2iin. tyres, every-
thing of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt
attachment, 26 X 2-J ClincherA Won tyres £6

"r Halifax Motor Exchaiige,
_ ''LA«CE3T: REX OEALEqV / i;' i"

^'p^^.t:<u>: 15,Westgate, Halifax.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
HAMPSTEAD.— Sale, enormous reduction

chines, call and obtain great barguiu.—

1

Heath St.

HAMP3TEAD (£7 10s.)-Fafnir, 3ih.p., Cha
good condition, with all accessories, Palme

bargain.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£23). - 4 - cyl. F.N., Ailip.
model, magneto, spring forks, with all ac

HAMPSTEAD (£25).—F.N., 4-cyl., 4ih.i,.,

condition, with all accessories, late mod

HAMPSTEAD (£27).—F.N., new condition,
1908 model, 4ih.p., magnetD, spring fo

acces.sories.

HAMPSTEAD (£21).—Minerva, 3ih.p., 1909
new condition, handle-bar control, all acct

ba^-gain.

HAMPSTEAD.-1909 New Triumphs in .stocl

Reves and F.N.'s at special reduction,
models.

HAMPSTEAD (£22).-Moto-Reve, twin, masn
spring forks, 1909 pattern, splendid co

with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD. — Sole London and district agi

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; speci;

trade.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). — Sir.ger, 3h.p., magne'
non-skid on back, in splendid order, witl

sories.

HAMPSTEAD {£18).-F.N. IJh.p. Lighiweigi
neto and spring forks, with all new accf

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£27). — V.S., two-speed gear
magneto and .spring forks, all accfissories

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£13).—Peugeot, 3ih.p., sprin;

with all new accessories, splendid barga
Heath St.

HAMPSTEAD (£13).-Motosacoche Lightweii
model.

earn. Tel.
with all accessories, guaranteed

2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p.
model, new condition, with accessories,

gains, guaranteei.

HAMPSTEAD (£23). — Lightweight 1909
model Wolf, not run 100 miles, and gua

perfect.—Below.

HAilPSTEAD (£14). — Singer, 3h.p., magnet
condition; 4-cyl. F.N., i23, splendid on

bargains.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).—N.S.U. , 3ih.p,
all accessaries; J.A.P., 4h.p

£21.

good ord
M.O.V., n

HAMPSTEAD (£6).—Whitley, 3h.p., good or

cessories; Kerry, 3h.p., good running co
£S 10s.

HAMPSTEAD (£28). — V.S. Tourist Trophj
model, with handle-bar control, quite nev,

tion, all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD (£14).—Riley, 3h.p., vertical, la

Kerry, 3h.p., £6, in good order, bargain

HAMPSTEAD (£29). - 5 - 6h.p. F.N., late m
cyl., special bargain, with all accessories

condition.

HAMPSTEAD (£16). — Triumph, 3h.p., acof

bargain house.—Only address : 5, Heath
2678 P.O.

"1 Q09 7-9h.p. V.S., magneto, spring forks, 2';ii

J-tJ little "used, condition almost brand m
guineas.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton,

<r> 3.h.p. Minerva, Brown and Barlow carburetter,
1^4 bar control, absolutely sound; £8 15s.,

-change 2h.p. Minerva.-Phillips, 86,' South End, (

TRIUMPH, 1909, perfect condition, Pahn(
back and rubber s"tudded front tyres, la

rier bag, all tools, horn, etc. ; £37 10s.—30,
Rd., S.W.

7 h.p. Chater-Lea-J.A.P. and Sidecar, dual ignit

tyres, two-s'peed, chain drive, perfect coi

cost £105, take £70.—Toynbee, Hazelwood, He
w orthing.

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p., everything in goo(

tion, complete with horn, Lucas King of ti

.lamp, accessories ; £32.— Geo. Cross, 14, High S
bridge Wells.

BRIGHTON.— 3-ih.p. Minerva, French grey,

forks, good Dunlop tyres. Miller's searchlij

rim foot brake, grand running order; £14.—L3
Black Lion St. ,

5 h.p. Twin Vindec, magnetp, Trufiault for

almost new Montgomery sidecar; £32, or e

for late single-oyl. magneto'.-Motor, 64, Lond
Southwark, S.E.

QUADRANT, 2h.p., Rex, 3ih.p., guaranteed
condition as new, many spares, new tyres,

reasonable offer refused ; bargains. — Hornsey
Sandwich, Kent.

1 1 Q08 Triumph, excellent condition, 1909
JLt7 clutch, also Triumph variable pulley.,

tyres, splendid condition. Shamrock non-skii

back, Puico lamp, generator, horn. Rich spa

ended tube, many spares, all tools; £32 'lOs.—Jei

South Lambeth Rd., London.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'



;T0BER 6th, 1909. THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement vil;

TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Eastern Garage Co. have the following shop
le'l 1909 models for disposal at considerably re^

irices

:

Single Eex de Luxe, t'T'o-^need and free engine
£45.

Twin Rex de Luxe, two-speed and free engine
;8.

1. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, grey finish

f35.

h and inspect them at 418, Romford Rd., Forest
ute. 'Phone No. 10 Stratford. Telegrams,
ico, London."

I Triiunph, not three months old, and quite as
new, Shamrock rubber studded tyres; £39.—

rMPH (late 1908), had very little wear, appear-:
ice perfect, and condition guaranteed; £^2. —

). Fafnir, Chater No. 6 frame, Druid spring forks,
handle-bar control, rubber studded tyres, speed-
Brook.= BIOO. usual accessories, stand and car-
19.—Above.

J.A.P., Chater-Lea frame, Druid spring forks,
isch magneto, handle-bar control, studded tyres,
rds. many spares, a perfect machine, and almost
50.—Above.

Eex, 3ih.p., spring forks, Palmer cord tyres,
new belt, machine in thorough good condition,
nplete with accessories; £14.—Al5ove.
i. Mingrva, in very fine cordition, new handle-
bars, and Bo.vden control fitted; £12.—Above.
. Triumph, 1907, guaranteed perfect in every
part, tyres almost new; £23.—Above.
. Noble, spring forks. Palmer cord tyres, Wata-
xata belt, stand and carrier ; any trial ; £8. —

TWEIGHT 2h.p. Gerrard, torpedo, 2in. tvres,
buretter, accumulator, belt, new, fast, reliable-;
i.'; ride 40 miles; spares.—Mast House, Broad-
rne Bay.

EC Special, 3ih.p., spring fork.s, spring seat-
lar. lamp, horn, spares, splendid condition, up-
1 sidecar, nearly new; £20.—C. Spanton," Chert-
Woking.

SOILED 1909 Bradbury; £36; otherwise ab-
utelv brand new, carrying full makers' guaran-
I't delay.—A. T. Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd.,
London.

Down secures a 1909 Wolf lightweight, balance
in eleven monthly payments.—Stanton, address

iPEED Motor Cycle (Roc clutch'and gear), 3ih p.
Dion engine, low, Ch iter-Lea fittings, handle-

Tol, spring forks; thorough bargain, £20; ex-
iWin or single-speed and cash.—Stanton, above.

3i-h.p. Rex, practically brand new, not done 100
liles, automatic adjustable nulley. latest Chater-
car, new; £38 10s. the lot. or .sell separately.-
619. Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, London.

^5h.p. Twin Peugeot and Sidecr.r, Chater - Lea
.0, 6 frame, spring forks, two accumulators,
lition; £25; any trial.-26, Land.seer Rd., Hol-
ondon, N.

.
P.N., 5-6h.p.. 1909, nearly pew. Palmer cords,

miT seat, accessories, sjjareg, magnificent condi-
1 hardly used; £35.— Grace, The Cottage, "Wood-
le. Epsom

Minerva, Chater No. 6, low, footboards, just
;bmlt; particulars given; offers; E.I.C. trem-
.
perfect, 8s. 6d. ; seen any time.— 11, Norfolk

ex Rd., N.

F.N., 4ih.p., 1908, condition perfect, speed-
ier, oil and petrol gauges, handle-bar control,
; footboards, spares; £25.-47, South Lambeth
ixhall, S.W.

IFB., 1906. accumulator ignition. Triumph en-
e, as new, spring forks; any -trial; bought car

;

going cheap; inspection invited.—134, High-
, Kentish Town.

ale, 5h.p. twin Rex motor cycle, free engine
ndid condition, faultless, also sidecar fit same;
^0. or close offer for immediate sale.—J.M 7
are Rd., Heme Hill.

Trimnph, magneto, B. and B., ilabon free en-
:ine, new Whittles' belt, new Palmer cords,
^1 spares, as new; £32, lowest.-Jones, Crown
lior. Shoe Lane, E.C,

Bex, grey, brand new, 26 by 2i studded Clin-
-rs, B. and B. handle-bar control carburetter, ad-
puuey, 50 miles since overhauling; £12 or
, Wliitwell Rd., Plaistow.

/A.P., M.O.V. overhead, Chater-Lea No 6,
avance pulley,- 2i Goodrich tyres, new Stanley
5, stand, carrier, excellent condition ' £14 ; offers
'9 Holland Rd., Kensington.

8.VA Motor Cycle and Chater-Lea sidecar, fitted
1 A'o. 6 frame, and all the latest improvements,
s make; take Sunbeam cycle in part.-C. Sulli-
icey House, -Clapham Rd., S.W.
Chater-Lea, White-Poppe, Voltoo ignition, Pal-
+1,'^ '

^^*"- t'ra™e, engine not run 200 miles
'tner, as above, must be sold, £18; removing
Sheens, Trafalgar Rd., Greenwich.

Advertisements. 25

SPI.ENDID VAI.UE
is the verdict of all who have purchased

FARRAR'S

"HALIFAX"
SIDECARS.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each ^4- 17 6 Each.
An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHMENT. Quite Rigid.

No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Detached inside three minutes, and fit either left or

right-hand side of motor cycle.
Best weldless steel tubing, plated rims, luxuriously
upholstered and beautifully sprung with double
C springs. Any size wheel. Guaranteed twelve
months. Full particulars on request. Get one on

approval. You will be delighted.

£3 DOWN

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Qh.p. Bradbury, 1906, just overhauled, running order,^J spring forks, foot brakes, boards, new lamp, two
accumulators, new Whittle belt; £15; till 6 pm-
Leader, St. Pancras Ironworks, Belle Vue, York RdKmg's Cross.

'

'T'RIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, only ridden few times; equal
-*- to new. Palmer cord tyres, Autoclipse lamp, with
Lucas generator; reason for selling, meaically unfit to
ride; accept £39; any trial.—Hickman, ".\nraTaa-no '•

Hook Ed., Surbiton.
'-Accarsane,

secures any of these

Balance 5/- per week
2j- h.p. Singer, mag. £6 I2 J h.n. Stevens £5

3 J h.p. Rex

35 h.p. Dux
S9 I 2| h.p. R. and P. £7

£9 I 2^ Mmerva, M.O.V. £8 10

h.p. Fafner i9 I 2i h.p. Humber £5

3 h.p. Noble. M.O.V. £7 I 2| h.p. King ...;.. £8

2j h.p. VVhiteley £6 I 3,i h.p. Humber, 26"

I
wheels £9

:

1909 <'I=>REIV1IER" n/lagrne-tos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 f^S. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

CASH OR EXCHANGE
3* h.p. Magneto REX, H.B. control £17

3I h.p. GRITZNER, 1908, magneto ignition £17

I ooa N.S.U. Lightweight, magneto £22

34 h.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto and spring
forks £25

roo8 Magn^tQ REX, single cylinder £18

^i h.D. tgoo REX, M.O.V., spring forks .. £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch . ... £26 10

^ih.p. TWIN REX abeaurty £15 10

H h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £31 10ij II. p. i\sz.^\. un, jL.uy\.J2- cuiu oiufL:H.L a;oi lU

3;: h.p. BROWN, maigaqto, iLB.-"cort<rol £20

3 h.p. MIN'ERyA, champjpn concUtion £1B g

4 h .p. KING. Palmer tyres ........ .7 £1B

3i h.p. r907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

1978 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto £34

d h.p. ANTOINE, M.Q.V., fine goer £11

"TRICARS.
5|- h.p. REXETTE, fine machine. . £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

4:V h.p. PHCENIX, two-speed £14

1908 IVIagrne-fco REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating, black and
gold finisCi, Bosch magneto, £17 lOs., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

33% cheaper than anv other high-class belt,

fin., 9d. Jin., 1/. |in.,'l/3. rin., 1/6 per foot.

SF>ECIAI. BARGAINS.
AM.AC carburetters, handle-bar control,

single or twin outlet 25/-
Brown & Barlow carb., H.B. control 28/-

3i h.p. Quadrant engine sets 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with vah-e. all sizes. 4/11.

Higli-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Worksi Square Rd.) HALIFAX.

In answering iJiPse advertisements it is desirable to mention

A BARGAIN. -3h.p. Simms (lightweight), Bosch mag.
neto, plate and enamel like new, B. and B car-

buretter, fast and reliable. Palmer tyre, carrier stand
horn, Lucas motor lamp; sacrifice £11 lis.—12 Market
Sq., Horsham, Sussex.

'pRIUMPH, 1908, splendid condition, nearly new, Pal-
-i- mer cord back complete, Shamrock-Excelsior front,

-new three-ply Watawata belt, two spare S.D. belts
N.A.B. spring pillar; £31 10s.—Want, 21, Richmond
Crescent, Barnsbury, N.

"I Q 07 Triumph, adjustable pulley, handle-bar control,
-It/ magneto, new rubber studded back tyre, butt-
ended tubes, new piston and rings, new April 1908-
£25, or exchange lightweight.— Sibefh, 69a, Lexham
Gardens, Kensington, W.
r^HEAP, through illness.-Rex (luxe), 5h.p., almost^^ new, ridden 500, magneto, clutch, non-skid back,
guarantee; trial; £24, no offers; exchange player-piano,
good make. Auto-piano, Angelus preferred.—Treehurst,
South Farm Rd., Worthing

(T^RAND Opportunity.-3ih.p. Zenith-Gradua, ball
VJI bearing j.A.P. engine, overhead valTes, the identi-
cal machine which won four prizes at Newnham Hill-
climb, complete for touring, m perfect condition- £45
or near offer.-W. H. Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

Kh.p. V.S., two-speed gear, free engine and magneto,
,,
19°9 model, Trufiault spring forks, including £5

worth of spares ; this machine is in every respect as new,
cream -finish ; 50 guineas ; property of a private owner.-
On sale at Wauchcpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.
Kh.p. Rex de Luxe, 1909 pattern, fitted with automatic
^J lubricator, cil and petrol gauges, grad.mieter, with
hxed wheel sidecar, very comfortable, with extra high
back, £44, cwner going abroad; Osborne four-speed and
free engine pulley, never been used, £2.—Mitford, Dune-
low, Broadwater, Worthing.

TO Clear.—4ih.p. Twin Minerva, low built, pan seat,
excellent condition, cash bargain, £15 10s • 2ih p

J.A.P., vertical, light, fast, £10 10s.; 3ih.p. Peugeot,
magneto, spring forks. Palmer tyres, £20 ; 2ih.p. Phcenix,
magneto, two speeds, grand machine, £15; 2fh.p. Brown,
vertical engine, excellent condition, £10 10s. ; S^h.p.
Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, excellent condition, £9 10s.

;

2|h.p. Kerry, £9 15s.; several machines, in perfect
order, £5. We do exchanges.— 128. High Ed., South
Tottenham.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

WERNER, 2ih.p., Vaurs carburetter. Palmers, very
fast; £10, bargain.—A. Tolman, Seaton.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, footboards, good tyres, fast, reliable
machine; exchange w.o. wheel steering tricar or

sell £20.—Rose, Wareham.

31h.p. Kelecom, Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, long
2 bars, Palmer tyres, lamp, spares, everything first-

elass order; £16 10s.—Goddard, 11, Fore St., Seaton.

SECTION X. *

Scotland.

31.h.p. Rex, bought June, 1909, ridden few miles only,
2 £36; seen by appointment.—Thomson, 7, Hillside

St., Edinburgh.

9 h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, with Montgomery sidecar, Roc
gear; £45; exchange entertained for 1909 Triumph.

—George Purdon, Girvan.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p. (late 1907), magneto, handle-bar
control. Palmers, snare contact breaker, etc., perfect

condition; bargain, £29.—Clark, 28, Paisley Ed. West,
Glasgow.

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., late 1908, E.O.M. rubber bar tyres,
tools, plugs, valves, £33 : Montgomery flexible side-

'car, good condition, apron and cushion, £4 10s., or cash
and lightweight twin.—Park, Draper, New Cumnock,
Ayrshire.

012 15s.—Low .3ih.p. Minerva throughout, long bars,^ spring forks, sirring rests, variable pulley, accumu-
lators, one new, lalge silencer, cut-out, Dermatine, new
Clipper back, easy starting device, carrier-stand, splendid
order, rustless, spares, complete commutator, Druid valve,
pulley, horUj numbers, bag; approval.—Robertson, 172,
High St., Ayr.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
31.h.p. Rover-Phcenix Tricar, convertible, reliable, fast

;

2 £21.-24, Old St., Ashton-under-Lyne;

h.p. Eex Triette, very fast, splendid machine, as new; -

sacrifice £22.-852, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

h.p. Excelsior Tricar, water-cooled, good going order,
as new; £30, offers.- 23, Albert Rd., Luton.

6
6
8
EQUAL to new, twin Rex, fitted with forecar, fref

engine ; sell cheap.—Lumb, Entwisle Ed., Eoch
dale.

lOh.p. Rexette, 3 seats, two speeds, twin wheel, per-
fect order; £32,-255, Earlsfield Ed., Wandswcrth.

The Motor Cycle." A3 7
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TRICARS FOR SALE.

Ihp Tricar, spleadid condition; £14, accept motor
'

bike, -vvitli caiin.-Ward, 57, Harrow Kd., Leyton-

tone.

HTjMBEE 3ih.]i. Tricar, perfect, free engine; cost

£50 sell i^O, or excjuanse.—Wnite, Foulton-le-

fylde.

SEVERAL Tricars and Light cars; want twin or mag-
O neto motor cycles, casii.—2d, Potternewton Lane,

ji'cds.

3hp Plioenix-Minerva Tricar, belt drive, good running

order; i£iO lOs.-Murray, 57a, Charles St., Hatton
jarden.

HALIFAX —Seven water-cooled Tricars for sale or es-

cnange. - List free.—Motor Exchange, Westgate,

Halifax.

6h p Bilev Twin, three speeds and reverse, splendid

condition, spares; £45. - 147, High Ed., Wood
Kreen, N.

PHCENTX Tricar, Minerva engine, perfect condition;

any trial; otters.—W. Jones, 64, Ehosddu Kd.,

Wrexham.

TRICAR, 3ih.p. Humber, free engine, condition as

new; 20 guineas; particiilars given.— bharpe, Mil-

ienham, Suffolk.

5h.p. Water-cooled Aster Engine, open frame, .two

speeds; sacrifice £15.-No. 3,275, The Motor^Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

£10 10s.—3.W4h.p. two-speed tricar, chain drive, handle

starting", ^ery good condition.—Lewis, 23, Arden
Bd., Handsworth.

RALEIGHETTE, water-cooled, open frame, two-speed,

free engine, clutch, perfect condition ; £25.-96,
Duke St., Liverpool.

PHCENIX Trimo, coaoh-built, powerful, in good con-

dition: must sell, cheap.—L. C. Ranson, 15, Sid-

ney Kd., Homerton, N.E.

PHOiNIX Trimo, 4ih.p., magnificent machine; cost

nearly £100; little used; 20 guineas.—Glenmaye,
Hahipton Rd., Teddington.

6h.p. Twin Rex Tricar., 24 by 2, new tyres, new accu-

mulator, all in splendid condition; £16 10s. —
Uavis, 37, Pentlow St., Putuey.

4JLh.p. Tricar, water-cooled, M:M.C. engine, two speeds,

2 clutch, wheel steering, good climber; £20, or

near ofier.—Dickens, Rosebery St., Loughborough.

THE Finest lOh.p. Lagonda Tricar in Eng;land for

sale, price £65; luxurious machine; 50 miles trial.

— Particulars, apply, R. Else, Leawood, near Matlock.

31h.p. Rex, Trimo forecar, brass tanks, Longuemare
2 carburetter, splendid condition, iast ; would separ-

ate ; £18.—Jackson, 15, Folkestone Rd., Walthamstow.

TRICAR, Chater-Xea, coach fore seat, 3:Jh.p. White
aiifl x'oppe, new Palmer cords, light, fast, and re-

liable; 18 guineas.—Write, RB., 68, Well St., Hackney.

RALEIGHETTE, S^h.p.. water-cooled, free engine, two
studded covers; any trial; £26; also 2ih.p. De

Dion, £9.— 9, Hennieker Gardens, Boundary Rd., East
Ham.
5h.p. Rex Tricar, bucket seat, two speeds, handle start-

ing, new Whittle belt, excellejit condition ; bar-
gain, £22 ; only wants seeing.—Weatherill, tailor. South
Ascot.

FAFNIR etep. Tricar; ';£35 ; small modern car, motor
bike and cash, cr shares to value; offers; -pre-

historic machines ignored.-Eeifier, Knighton, 35, Park,
Sydenham.

TRICAR, 3ih.p. Res engine, cushion tyres, footboards,
good order, £7, or engine, coil, carburetter, and

accumulator, £5; trial .given.—Prince, 169, Coldharbour
Lane, S.E.

BARGAIN.—45h.p. Stevens, four speeds, Osborne, rear
pan seat, periect condition, climb anything, lamps,

tools; £19 10s.; push cycle i)art.—D., 79, Camberwell
Grove, Camberwell.

PHELON and Moore 3i-h.p. Tricar, perfefct order, new
tyres, £35, .or exchange for 1909 (low built) 31

h.p. Phelon and Moore motor cycle.—Central Motor Gar-
age Co., Cleckheaton.

6 h.p. Chater, open, three speeds, as new, £39 10s.

;

4ih.p. Rover, water-cooled, late type, bargain, £20
;

4ih.p. water-cooled Humber, overhauled,- £25, lowest.—
61, Denmark Hill, S.E.

FIRST-CLASS Tricar for sale, wheel steering, bucket
seats, water-cooled. White and Poppe engine, 4ih.p.,

perfect condition; £50, or near offer.—H. ' Roe, 266,
Waterloo St., Burton-on-Trent.

9 h.p. Twin J.A.P., water-cooled, coach-built, three
speeds, car tyres, Chater-Lea frame, strongly built,

as new; trial run any distance; what offers ?—Murphy
790, Romford Rd., Manor Park, E.

£18 Cash.—5ih.p. twin Rex Triette, handle started,
four speeds, starts like car, steel non-skid back

tyre, all in .splendid condition : money wanted ; must
sell.- 66, Grand Parade, Harringay.

REX Tricar, 7-9h.p., twin engine, splendid condition,
all acces.sories, two lamps, horn, etc.; £25; owner,

Mr. Stanley Marsh, Aslifcril, Kent.—Garaged at Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, E.G.

ROVER, 4ih.p., water-cooled, sprung frame, bucket
seat, wheel steering, perrect order, Pnelon-Mcore

two-speed gear; trial given; £30, or offers.—Bell, Pent-
land House, Dudding.ston, Edinburgh.

REMEMBER!
We take your old machine in part payment for new

or second-hand, and allow vou best price.

N.S.U., 1908, 3 h.p., brand new, and perfect JPOC
magneto, first cheque secures aju%j

PEX, 1906, 3.V h.p., 26in. wheels, low built,

"spring forks,"enamelling and plating perfect,

practically new tyres to both wheels

ROVER, 2:^- h.p., low built, handie-bar con-

trol, 26in. wheels, good tyres, cream finish,

splendid condition

ALCYON, 5 h.p., 26in. wheels, Minerva
spring forks, plated tank, first-ciass con-

dition

Brand new 3^ h.p. N.S.U., 26in. wheels,

magneto ignition, Peter Union tyres, will S^\
climb anything aiOA

3 h.p. BRADBURY, spring forks, low-built, c..

long bars, handle-bar control, B. & B. brass

tank, new tyres to both-wheels,.foot brake.
An ideal mount

BRADBURY, 1908, 3 h.p., accumulator
ignition, Bradbury latest pattern spring

forks, vertical engine, not done 200 miles.

.

TWIN RE.X; 5 h.p., spring forks, low built,

aluminium finish, footboards, a beauty
N.S.U., 3.J h.p., 1908 model, magneto, low

built, brand new, all latest improvements, StQ-i
Peter Union tyres, etc *"" -*

MINERVA, 4* h.p.,, 1907, twin, Minerva
spring forks, low. 2jin. tyres

CENTAUR, 3i'h.p. low built, belt. drive, in i?-JO
good condition ,

3i x^
BARTER, 2i h.p., spray carburetter, geared OQk
pulley, a bargain '. . .

j^^

£15

£14

£17

£13

£22
£17

£22

TRICYCLE
DE DION, De Dion engine, perfect order, enamell-

ing and plating and t^Tes in splendid condition £7 10

£15TRICARS.
3^v h.p. HUMBER, in splendid condition
R'EXETTE Tricar, 8 h.p., two speeds and
reverse, open frame, foot clutch and
brake, gate change, water-cooled, twin i?4,A
tyres

"Beaut
26in

seats three

iful FORECAR ATTACHMtNT, orj /__
I. wheels, Dunlop tvres , - - -^"

StR'SWCUTTING LATHE, 6Jin. centres,

6ft. bed, back geared, compound rest, 22 OAC
change wheels, overhead reverse motion. .

3iAc>

CAR.
DARRACO CAR, 18 h.p., four-cylinder, live axle,

three speeds -and reverse, four-seater, tyr^s 880 x
120 back, 870 x 90 front, all practically" new, £79,

or exchange.

C rk / DOWN and 5 /- weekly secures . the
O*'/ ~ following ;

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., "spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
BARTER, 2i h.p., geared, pulley £7
MINERVA, i^ h.p., coil and accumulator .... £5
REX, 3i h.p., aluminium finish £9
DOWSON, 3-J h.p., long wheelbase . . £10

All machmes gvaranteed in good running order.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Amac Carburetters, handle-bar control, all guaran-

teed ; our price 20 /- each complete.
Brown and Barlow Carburetters, handle-bar control

;

28/-
;
good allowance on old carburetters.

Several bargains in Clincher Dreadnought covers,
studded, 26X 2in. and 26>' 2jin.

Genuine 26x2|in. CLINCHER Rubber-
studded tyres, I'st price 31 /6 ; our price . . 25/-

CLINCHER 26x2|in. Tubes, post paid ..'..- 5/6
F.R.S. Lame, brand new, a bargain 19/6
HELL A Searchlight, best plated, divided^

glasses, complete with generator 14/11
Trinote Horns,' " What a noise 1

" 7/3
Treble Twist Horns, will shift a tram ! 6/6
Double Twist Horns, heavily plated ...... 4/6
Variable pulleys, heavily plated -. . . . 12/6 .

Mudguards, well finished, 3in 2/11
Mudguards, 4in. 3/6
Mabon Free Engine Clutch, nearly new 30/-
Brown and Barlow Carburetters, handle-bar

control,- latest type 30/-
FuUer plain Midget coils, ro/6 ; tremblers, 17/6;

liberal allowance on old coils.

Fuller's Accumulators, 20 amp., 17/- ; Rex, 16/-
;

Minerva, 16/-,; Midget, 16/-
; 5/6 allowed for old

accumulators in part payment ; all 1909 models.
Long Handle-bars, slightly upturned ; dropped ends,

6/6 ; straight 5/6 ; swan neck seat pillars, 4/6.
Tubular Carriers, 4/ri.

Note the address :

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Tels. : 433 Day, 904 Night. Teleg." Petrol, Halifax.'
Also at 136i Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
PERFECT, 4h.p. White and I^oppe tricar, Ki

speed gear, by side levers, lOui. fo( t clutel L
spares, tools, etc., guaranteed; fl9 10s., cr
magneto cycle.— 13, Sun St., Pitsmoor, Sheffield

4 l.h. p. Water-cooled Humber Tricar, coach-bn
2 two speeds, free engine, foot bt-11, n«

chains, footboards, in first-rate condition ; £24
ate sale.—N.C.P., c/o Line's Garage, Hurst St.,

ham.

AVON Trimobile, 5ih.p., three speeds, -wat

ccach-built, seats two or three side by
luggage accommodation, handle" starting, wheel
splendid condition, lamps, spares; £30.—Lane
Rd., Marlow.

7-9h.p. Peugeot Tricar, Chater-Lea throughoi
built. Brooks bucket seat, two-speed, Han

chains, Dunlop car tyre back, Michelinfe fron.

by 22-, front axle sprung; £30.-103, Huntl
Peterborough.

3ih.p. Beeston Humber Tricar, water-coo
2 engine, two speeds, climb anything, 00

tyres almost new, excellent condition ; -vvrite

particulars; open to offers.—Whithard, 172, A
London. N.W.

OPEN Tricar, Chater-Lea fittings, wheel steer

mer cord tjTes front wheels, new Broo
hind wheel, foot and hand brakes, tank, etc..

less engine ; sacrifice £8 ; owner going abroad.-
Ottery St. Mary.

WHITE and Poppe 4ih.p. Tricar, coach-h
speeds, free engine, wheel steering, foo

Renolds chains. Palmer cord tyres, acetylene lam
spares, extra studded cover; £32, or nearest.-

A

Claygate Rd., West Ealing.

OBSOLETE Pattern Century-Aster, 6ih.p
cooled, three speeds, climbs Porlock, I

hills, ilinehead to Ilfracombe, open frame, car
new, exceptional running order; sacrifice £25
Lees, Priory, Hardway, Gosport.

6 h.p. Water-cooled Chater-Lea, wheel steer

speeds, coach-built, chain drive, perfect c

£34, or exchange magneto single or twin cy
class only; must be. sold- before October 18th,
Garaee. Trafalgar Rd., Greenwich.

4 h.p. Simms Engine and Magneto, water-ccol
speed.?, worm drive, controlled same as car

65 Palmer cord and Kemjishall. in first-class w
trial and examination; price £33; motor cycl

Page, 74, East Hill, Dartford, Kent.

TRICAR, must be sold, 5h.p., water-ocoled,
gine, wheel steering, open frame, two-spei

did condition ; would exchange good motor cy(

genuine car, or any saleable good.s.-^ll, Uerel
Nori\ich. Price £35. Or cash adjustment

9 h.p. Singer, twin-cyl., water-cooled, three sp
ward, one reverse, lamps, searohligiit, 1

electric tail lamp, electric horn, two spare ehi

spare tyre, all spares, tools, and accessories, s

ning order; owner going abroad.—Apply, Lieu
bers, Torpedo Boat No. 115, Sheerness. Pri
near offer.

PHOENIX Trimo, late model, 6h.p. twin, fa

open frame, coach built throughout, ca

Michelin car tyres, R.O.M. ignition, wheel

,

guaranteed perfect condition, spare tubes, spa
two P.R. 40 amp. accumulators ; owner goin
in October; view and trial by appointment ; .p
or near spot cash offer.-J.D.S., 584, Hign Rd:
stone.

SIDECARS AND FORECAI
IVTEAELY New Montgomery Sidecar (Flcxibl
-L^ sell; £3 15s.—66, Grand Parade, Harrii

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, this year's, brand ne-\

machine; £5 16s.—Maude, 6, Killeam i'ai

ford:

MONTGOMERY £12 12s. Flexible Sidecar
used; £7 7s.—Eagles and Co., 275, I

Acton.

"I O09 Spring Wheel Rigid Sidecar (Crowlsey
X\J suit Vindec, C.L., Roc, F.N. ; £6.-U:
.Epsom.

FARRAR'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on
guaranteed 12 months; immediate deliv

any motor cycle.

HALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4
eacli ; equalling others costing double.

-

Motories, Square Ed., Halifax.

SIDECARS, two, second-hand; price £4 ei

ones from £4 15s.—C. A. Edgar, 123,

Rd., Loudon, N.

SIDECAR, rigid, can be converted flexible,

dition ; £3 ; fit any machine.—Schoohnastf
dowror, St. Clears.

MILLS and Fulford Sidecar, 28in. wheel, 1

holstered, complete; £4 15s.—Murray, 37i

St., Hatton Garden.

A38

£3 10s.; foreoi

;
trailer, 35s. ; b

SIDECAR, coach-built body,
ment, equal new, £4 10s.

12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

WHOLESALE and Retail manufacturers.-

.iprings, fittings.—Middleton and Co.:

Newington Green, London, N.

STAMFORD HILL. — Our famous sidecj

17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaction.—

i

Rd., Tottenham. Deliveries from stock.

In. answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.-"
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DECARS AND FORECARS.
'GOMERX No. 1 Sidecar, upholstered green,

on cushion, 26 bv 2,: Continental, as new; £6
berts, 32, Strallord Rd., Barnet.

inea Sidecar, this year's model, made throughout
rith genuine Chater-Lea fittings, fit any ma-
!6 6s.—A. Redskin, 54, Hemberton Rd., Clap-

V.-

FAX.—Rigid de Luse Sidecars, enamelled and
lated. luxuriously sprung, everything of the best,

lachine, 26 by 2i tyres, £6; art cane bodies, 15s.

heaper qualitv. as advertised, £4 17s.; seeond-

lecars taken in exchange.—Halifax Motor Ex-
Westgate, Halifax.

3 you seen our latest pattern sidecar, which, will

uit right or left hand without removing body,
or wheel, simply by drawing the axle away; so

simple, price £5 5s.; Lur ordinary type, £5; the

car guaranteed not to sideslip; agents wanted.—
'

Motors, Ltd., 65a, Rosendale Rd., "West Dul-

MOTOH TRICYCLES.
Ariel, water-cooled, two speeds, engine, gear .

ivres, excellent condition, many spares; £12.-
ailniarton, Calne.

3e Dion Motor Tricycle, water-cooled, two-speed,
tin driven, perfect condition; £35.—Kemp, Bun-
llountfield, Sussex.

TANDEMS.
-BACK Tandem, low built, thorough good con
ition, everything the best, tyres unpunctured,
ed; will exchange for motor cycle, not less 3.
yne, 30, K;'ng and Queen St., Walworth.

PREMIER "'"**'^
Co., lAd,

PREMO " is the new title

for all our Specialities.

QUADCARS.
NIX Quad, 8h.p., 2-cyl., magneto, two speeds, five

we tube.s, two covers, and many other spares,
Qg like new, guaranteea great bargam, £60, or
er.—E. Oripps and Co., Nottingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
lER.—ISh.p. Darracq, 1906, 4-oyl., hood, screen,
al ignition, fully equipped, fast car; £125.

lEE.—8h.p. Regal, tonneau, single-cyl., artillery
eeis, hgm, reliaole little car; £40.

lER.— 12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, seats five, 2-c.yl.,

C by 90 tyres, wonderful condition at the price.

engine

4-cyl.

£60.

4-cyl.

lEE.— 8h.p. De Dion, genuine, seats five
ider bonnet, solid tyres; "£35.

lEE.—12 - 16h.p. Panhard delivery van,
rry about 25cwt., magnificent condition;

lER.—16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance,
e lamps; great bargain, £125.

itER. — lOh.p. Panhard, limousine, Centar
i-reos carburetter ; offered at clearance price, £

(lER. — 16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side
ance, magneto, hood, screen; bargain, £10C

HER.—12-1 4h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., net
iw Moseley tyres, raked steering; £85.

aER.—18-24h.p. Prunel landaulet, side entrai
cyl., M.O.V., grand hire car; great value, £125.

yiER.—17-21h.p. Mors limousine, 4-cyl., magnetr;
entrance, pressed steel frame, silent, reliab'.ede

>; £150.

MER.-40-50h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich, 1907, 4-cyl.-
agnificeut vehicle; cost over £1,000, sacrifice for

MEE.-16-24h.p. F.I.A.T., side entrance, late
pe, splendid touring car, fully equipped; £220.

MER.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed., Toot-
ng. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Garage one minute
Rd. tram terminus. Tooting. Cars seen here

y, Sundays before 2. Photos, details per return;
^rnis arranged ; exchanges.

p. Small 2-Seater. Aster engine, good order; £25.
-9. Park Rd., New Cross, S.E.

ITE Steam Car, 10-20h.p., splendid going order,
spares; trial; £50.-S. Vale, Walsall.

_De Dion, 2-seater, perfect; .£50, exchange.— 17,
i-rmnure Rd.. Mare St., Hackney, London.

P. Mors, 4-cyl., magneto, 4 and reverse, seats 5,
equal 870 by 90 wheels, splendid condition; £50.

M.M.C. 4 - seater. single-cyl., artillery wheels,
hree speeds and reverse, fine condition; £25, bar-

li.p. Peugeot,
leto, 2-seater,

THE PREMO
SHOCK ABSORBER.
Guaranteed to fit all makes.

All users enthusiastic in its prais

Patent applied for—No. 5626.

SENT on FOUR DAYS'
TRIAL.

"

30/-

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.— 12h. p. Aster, 2-cyl., side entrance, pressed

steel. Stepney, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer;
absolute bargain, £65.

ECLIPSE.— 20-3Qh.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxurious
body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side entrance,
sp-cuuid crder; £S5.

ECLIPSE.— 6h. p. Sid'eley, 2-seater, pressed steel frame,
.splendid -.raer ; £42 10s.

ECLIPSE.
chassis,

E
-10-12h.p. J. P., 2-cyl., side entrance, long
hood, perfect order ; £80.

CLIP3E.— 14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speeds,
in excellent order; £30.

ECLIPSE.—9-1 lh.p._ Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
e.xeelleut condition; £57 10s.

ECLIPSE. — 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.--9h.p.
order; £25.

Rex, tonneau, in good running

ECLIPSE.—10-12h.p.
order; £87 lOa.

Sorex Cab, 4 seats, in splendid

THE
CARRIER

of weldless steel

Straight or curved

PREMO
Mad'
tub?.
top members. To fit all

makes. 8/6>

ECLIPSE.—5ih.p. Beeston Humberette, two speeds,
climbs anything ; £28 10s.—Eclipse Engineering

and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. 'Phone,
1135 Putney.

61h.p. Smart Little Car, usual speeds; bargain, or
2 exchange twin and sidecar or tiicar. — Frisby's,

Wells, Som.

6h.p. Eagle Runabout, in good order,
coil, tyres, almost new ; £30.—W.

Rd., Bristol.

De Dion engine,
, 48, Coronation

THE
PREMO SEARCHLIGHT.

Recognised everywhere as the leading
separate generator lamp.

BRITISH.
Workmanship, material, and finish

beyond reproach. Sent on four days'
trial.

Price 30/", or without
generator, 2^/^

Generator only, O/-
lUustrated and described in our new

list, post free.

Second-hand lamp taken in exchange.

The PREMO MINOR Searchlight

with same generator as above 17/6,
approval.

THE
PREMO
RUBBER
HANDLE-
COVERS.

Prise 2 /- per pair. Fit over the ordinary handles and

ensure a firm easy grip and perfect comfort.

STRANGELY ENOUGH, it is

comparatively rare to see ?

switch fitted to the modern
magneto fired motor bicycle.

Shorting is the only correct way
to "switch off the magneto—".

Vide "The Motor Cy.le,"

Sept. 8 th, 1909.

THE PREMO MAGNETO CUT-
OUT is the best and most

reliable. 21G.
Ordinary blade type cut-outs reduced to 1/6
Usual price 2/.

THE REM BELT FASTENER

RENAULT, 4ih.p. De Dion,
m.p.h. spares; any tiial;

ley Rd., Dulwuh, S.E.

bucket seats, average J 8
£38, bargain.— 1, Ttwn-

CAR, three speeds, reverse, chain driven, detachabte
tonneau, tyres, requires engine; £10.—Jones, Moor-

lands, Totley, Sheffield.

STIRLING Dogcart, Panhard engine, running order

;

sacrifice for best cash olier over £10, or exchange.
—E. Smith, Bakewell, Derbyshire.

carbur-
screen

;

PANHARD, 7-llh.p. Centaure engine, Krebs
etter, 5-seated tonneau. Cape hood, wind

£40.—Bailey, London Rd., Redhill.

made
dirt

W'ealdstone.

car, to
cheap.

seat
£20

three,

:
trial

2 - cyl., three speeds, reverse, mag-
extremely good condition ; £50.

p. De Dion Phaeton Runabout, two speeds, equal
wheels, good condition, perfect order; £18 10s.—

High Rd., Tottenham. Exchanges. Photos, par-
's by return.

I2h.p. M.M.C, 4-seater, good order, tyres good;
30 guineas.—84, Queen's Rd., Peckham. Hop

Argyll, detachable tonneau, in excellent condi-
''05,: £35.-Write. 34, North Side. Clapham Com-
8.W.

P. Clyde, Aster engine, guaranteed absolutely per-
lect, many spares; £45.-12, Belmont Rd., Clap-

B.W.

t - &^i^cfr», a for- '^/S.

Instantlv detachable. Central roller removerl by a touch

of the fingers. BRITISH, and the best PATENT applied

for.

" PREMO " is the new title for all our Specialities.

All goods sent on approval. Send for " Shop-soiled" List.

Complete New Catalogue of Premo Specialities, Post Free.

Trade enquiries invited.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

de-sirable to mention

5h.p., a smart little English
just taken in exchange

with pleasure.-Bunting,

£75.— 10-12h.p. De Dietrich, twin-cyl., dual ignitions,
detachable tonneau, lamps, etc., or small car antt

cash in exchange.— 518, Kingsland Rd., N.B.

£24.—M.M.C. car, 8h.p., three speeds and reverse, good
condition ; trial ; accept old car, engine, or motcr

cycle part exchange.—Carter, Heather, Ashby.

HALIFAX.— e^h. p. Humberette, three speeds and re-

verse, seats two, artillery wheels ; £30 ; splendid
climber.-Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

CHENARD-WALCKER, 12-14h.p., four speeds and
reverse, bucket seats, racing type; £60, or cycle

exchange: seen by appointment.— 119, Fawnbrake Av.,

Heme Hill.

EXCHANGE Bargain.— 9h.p. modern type Oldsmobile,
smart, powerful car, detachable tonneau, grand con-

dition ; £35, lowest; phcto ; sound exchange considered-

—Write, 334, Clapham Rd., S.W.

1 a GUINEAS.— 3h.p. Renault, 2-seater, De Dicn
-L" water-cooled engine, three speeds, live axle, run-

ning order, wants front tyres, this is not an old crock;
photo.—18, Madison Av., Bournemouth.

FOR Sale, 5ih.p. Humberette, 2-seater, two speeds,

reverse, fast and reliable, climb anything, new
tyres, spares, all in periect order ; free trial any distance

;

price £35, or exchange P. and M. magneto two-speed
motor cycle and cash.—Rolfe, Romsey, Hants.

"1 QOS 6-7h.p. Laurin and Klement (develops more).
X.tJ 2-cyl., magneto, thermo-syphon, hood, spares,

equal new, three speeds, reverse, well kept, smartest,

nost reliable 2-seater on road; 100 guineas for immed.-

ate sale; convincing trial; motor cycle or tricar pari

payment.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Rd., Lej'ton, Lou-

J.on.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE Send for full covering Mctor Cycle Policj

from 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, Insurance Broker
3ngar.

JNSURANCE for Motor Cycles of every descriptici

arringed by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker
vforwich; fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accidents

15s.; inclusive policy 18s. 6d. ; please write for partLu
lars.

TUITION.
OTOR Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taught ii

one month.—Particulars, Stimpson, Stratford-on

Avon

S^

In answering these advertisements it is

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ITUATION wanted as driver for small car,

enced, Bradford district.—Dawson, 222, Kensing

ton St., Girlington, Bradford.

CLERK (28) requires berth in provincial agency or gar

age. good general accountancy experience, accus

tomed to interviews, some experience motor trade.—Bo:

3,243, -Tfte Motor Cycle Offices,. Coventry.

X39

expen

The Motor Cycle.
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BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
GENUINE Motor Cycle and Motor Car Business, in

large provincial town, for sale, headquarters of a

large influential clubj price £100; rent £75.-3,280,
The Motor Cycle Offices, C6ventry.

MUST ba Sold at a great sacriflce—Cycle and motor
business (small), well established, doing a good

trade; lease, stock, tools, fixtures, etc., at price of stock

and tools only; goodwill free; this is genuine, and
ihould be seen immediately.—Full particulars, 41, Eose-

dale Ed., Forest Gate, London.

ENGINES.
3ih.p. White-Poppe, perfect; £4 ISs.; must b« iold

2 by October 18th.—Below.

4h.p. Twin, fitted Longuemare, silencer pulley, Min-
erva, contact breaker, perfect ; must be sold October

18th.—Sheen's, Trafalgar Ed., Greenwich.

QUADEANT Engine, 8h.p., perfect.—Apply, A. W.
Page, Station Ed., Letohworth.

h.p. Antoine, £4 lOs. ; 2ih.p. Buchet, almost unused,

£2 10s.—Bruce, Seaton, Arbroath.

SINQEE, 80 by 80, equal new; lowest cash £9; take

good twin engine part.—Walton, Queen's Ed., Fair-

ield, Buxton.

SIMMS, 3h.p., vertical, M.O.V., complete, magneto,
pulley, as new; bargain, £5 153.—406, Garratt

Lane, Wandsworth.

QUADEANT Engine, 2ih.p., also Longuemare car-

buretter, Model B., 26 mm.—Aitchison, 59, Church
Hill Ed., Walthamstow.

ENGINES for cycles, cars, aeroplanes, and motor
boats.—Write for particulars to Advance Motor

Mfg. Co., Ltd., Northampton.

ENGINE Sets.-2ih.p. Dennis, complete with cylinder,

piston, crankoases, flywheels, etc., accept 178. 6d.

let.-12. Bull Eing. Birmingham.

2 h.p. F.N. Carburetter, exhaust lifter, in good work-
ing order and condition ; SOs. — G. T. Hartwell,

Fairholme, Napier Av., Hurlingham, S.W.

HALIFAX.—Three cars and seven tricars for magneto
or Ee.'c motor cycles of any description; list free.—

Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

ALL New.—4ih.p. twin, £6 lOs. ; 2;h.p. Ariel, TOs. ; 2i
h.p. Automoto, 703.; 2ili.p. Buchet, VOs. ; Hhp.

Minerva, 45g. ; exchanges arranged.—Motor Accessoriej,
Broad St., Coventry.

<y K by 80 Fafnlr, automatic inlet valve, altered to take
1 ^ iriagneto, beautiful condition; selling for no

fault; carburetter included; getting larger engine of
same make; £4 153. cash.—Horswill, jun., 74, Brook
St., Chester.

MOTOES, Motors, Motors, Motors.—First-class model
petrol motors, air or water-cooled cylinders, ih.p.,

9s. 9d. ; these are part machined, and practical workers;
we hold 30 sizes ; full catalogue 4d.—Madison's, Uttle-
over Dynamo Works, Derby.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT ia a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tips.—

Meredith, 6.0. M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

TEEMBLEES for all makes of engines, with solid
pure platinum tips, Is. 3d. each. — Mereditu,

Q.O.M., Birmingham.

PEEMIEE Magnetos, brand new, 1909 model, single-
cyl., £3 15s.; twin-cyL, £4 10s.— Farrar, Square

Ed., Halifax.

ACCUMULATOES, good makes, all sizes, require
little repair; 2s. 6d. each.—Eey, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead. London.

ACCUMULATOES, 15 amp., Prested, also 15 amp.
Litlianoclc: 5s. 6d. each; as new.—Myers, Cadogan

Terrace, HomertoQ. London.

JEBEON. Eegistered 291-289, vastly superior to
platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades,

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

JEBEON, 28. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV,

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5o, 5s. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBEON, KiQg of Contacts, fitted return post fiep.—
From the inventor, J. Edwaids Bioivn, 38, Her-

bert Ed., Pluranead, Keot. Liberal trade terms,

JEBRON Contacts were ujed by Measr-i. H A Collier
(2<1 boaa), C E. Collier, H V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when making their recent world's recordj.

TEIDIUM Champion Coatacta. — Aoy parts fitted ro-
J- turned same day, la. 5d. eacn, warranted pure-
special indium trimmers, 9d ; ma^aeto «erew« rehtted
Is. 3d. eacli.-Wuiiams, 16, WelltngtOQ St, Woolwich.

R.OM. Syochronised and Ideal contact breaser^
stroDf^ly recommended by "The Motor Cycle"

Catalogue free -Continental Motor Co., 32. Boieberv
Av., London, EC.
\TAGNETO Repairs -Send your Bosch ma^oeto for
J-'X repairs to the makers only. Eeport and estimate
submitted Repaired machines guaranteed equal to new
-The Bosch Magneto Co, Ltd, 23, Store St., Londou,
W.O.

MAGNETOS.-BoK-li, Simras, and all other makei of
magnetos supplied; Uaelul accessories of all de-

scriptions accepted in part or whole exchan^e.-Cootta-
ental Motor Co.. 32. En-ph^rv Av . E.G. T.A t Brom-
itch, London. 'Phone. Holbo/n 1513.

COLLIER'S MOTOBIES,
37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.)

CASH OFFERS and EXCHANGES
receive every consideration.

Brand New igoo V.S. ; good stuff from £48
Brand New 1909 N.S.U.'s £27 10

N.S.U., 1909, 4 h.p., castor sidecar £35
MATCHLESS, ^i, 1909, magneto, low ;

good
as gold . . ; £30

ROC, 1907, magneto, H.B. control ; cheap. . £23
MOTO-KEVE, Druid forks, magneto & belt £25
N.S.U., 1907, 3i, two-speed, low built £21
N.S.U., 3J m.'grieto, spring forks £20

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels, recom-
mended £15 15

F.N., 2f , vertical, 26in. wheels, magneto £15 5
REX, 3i, r906, spring forks, M.O.V £15
4h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., spray, vertical ..£15
M.M.C., very low Chater-Lea. vertical £12 15
REX, 3J, lighi low model, M.O.V £12 10
KtX, ^^, Johci-o'-Cro,]fsmod(.-1.22in. frame £9 10

KERRY, 2 i, spray, 26in. wheels £10 10

BUCHET, 2i, long low mount £9 10

REX, zi, spray, vertical ; very cheaii £7
TRIUMPH. 2 h.p. Mincrvaengiiie, spray .. £9 10

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels £8 13

R£X, 3 h.p., long bars, dropped seat £7 10

REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine. .. . £6 15

MINERVA, 2 h.p, M.O.V.. spray £6 15

Full list on application.

"BIRDLIP" BEATERS.
rgog Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15

1909 Twin VIN DEC £64
Four-cylinder f.N., 1908 model £27 10

igo8 Twin REX. DE LUXE £32 lO

Twin REK DE LUXE, t>vo speed £32 10

6 h.p. TwiQ ANTOINE, ROM £18

5j h.p. Twin REX, spring locks £17 17

The BRITELITE.
Best generator lamp

on the market.
Perfect in every detail,

complete withclip and
extra large geoeiator,

IT IB.
Approval against cash.

deposit and bal-

ance in weekly
payments ol 5/-

secuTcs a good reliable, motor
cycle up to valuo ot £11.

£3
BitOWrt AUD BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,
with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 20/-. BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

is more than some dealers ask lor a
sidecar, but it's cheap wbeo
you s.'e what you get. We will sead
ou appro, ou receipt of cash. 2i tyre.

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, magrjcio, spring loiks,
handle slat ling, and uew au cane sidecar, 26 x 2!,

Clirichtr lyro, £29 10s.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Latest in Headligbis. The BRITELITE 17/6
The Latest io MagnetoCut-outs 2/-
Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Sctirw Bell Punches, txtca strong 1/6
BOSCH Plugs, post free 3 /-

Secood-haod XL'ALL Spring forks n /6
HORNS, double nvi:i, rndrvda ot value . . 5/3
F.R.S. Lamp and Br jchet plated, now .. 25/-
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £3 10
New XL'ALL Spring forks 17/6
Swan-oeck Seai-pillars 4/-
Scpacate Generator Headlights 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gduge .

.

6/6
Enamelled Mudguards, complete ivuu stays :

3in. 2/11, 3iin. 3/6'pcr pair.

TYRES TYRES
ALL NEW AND PERFECT.

All except 26 x 2|. 19/6.
24 X 2i and 26 x 2^, 20/6.

AtL BifST MAKES Send lor Lini (fr.^pl

CONTSNENTAL TYRES BY RETURI^.
Send for list giving allowances.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IGNITION Coils and Magnetos renaired, any

accumulators repaired and charj^ed, best
manship, moderate charges. Tel. : 453.—Qlovei
Electricians, Coventry.

TYRES.
the absolutely only euriHOLDTITE Patches;

on the market.

HOLDTITE Patches, the only patch that w
come olf, no matter what heat or siiti-d

OLDTITE Patches, small size, Is. per dozen;
tree on receipt of Id. stamp.

UREIDGE'S Indianibber Magneto CoTers,
each, iioi?t free.

H
S
HOLDTITE Solution, splendidly made;

per tin.
6d. a

SUERIDGE,
S.E.

58, George St., Camberwell, I

IH

To N.S.tJ. nsers.—Brand new Clipper-Reflex cc
by 2i, 15s. 6d. ; tubes, 5s. 6d.—Hodgson

dealer, Bradford.

OA *>y 2i Model de Cotuse Continental Cover,
/^\t used; what cash oflers?—Dee, 41, Hertfo
Lower Edmonton.

BASTONE for Covers and Tubes.—See last

advert.-215 and 217, Pentonville Ed.,
Cross, London, N.

0,000 Clincher Tubes, 28 by 2, 2i, 2i, Ss. 1^ by 2, 2i, 4s. lid.: 26 by 2i, 58. 6d. ; al

new.-Booth's Motorie.s, Halifax.

1,000 Clincher Covers, 173. 6d. ; Clincher
studded, 25s. ; 26 by 2i Peter-Unions, 17s

Booth's Motories.

5,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part
;

for new Continentals, E.O.Al., Palmers,
rocks; gratifying allowances; right place tor
Booth's Motories, Halifax.

MOTOR Cycle Trailer, etc.. Tyres Eetreaded ai

equal new, non-skid bands fitted, bursts ri

best work; lowest charges.—Fredwal Co., 2, Jack:
HoUoway, N.

LUCKY Farrar.—Bought "two tons tyres befor
advanced; Clincher covers, 17s. 6d. ; tube.s, '

all sizes; Continentals and other makes equally
Square Ed., Halifax.

>J{\{\ by 85 Stepney, complete, £3 15s.; 800
I Vvf new cover, 25s.; 760 by 90 Michelin

skid. 47s. 6d. ; wired covers, motor cycle, lis. 6c

beaded. 138. Sd.- 128, High Ed., S. Tottenham,
approval.

RUBBEE Studded Covers, 26 by 2i by Jin. th;

6d. ; ditto, 7-16in. thick, 27s. 6d. ; ditto, ii

37s. 6d. ; best value obtainable; sections fref

known size made; re-treading, 12s. 6d., or tea
only, from James Fox, 136, Sufiolk St., Birmin

NON-SKID Bands of all makes from lls.,i
vuli-anising to your own cover; retieadir

15s.; reijairs according to extent; new illustrat

logue of non-skid bands, re-treading, etc., sent
Continental Motor Co., 32, Eosebery Av., E.C.
Holborn, 1513. T.A. : Biomitch. London.

HALIFAX.—Clincher tubes, all sizes, with vi

lid. each; Clincher A Won covers, 17s.
have in slock over two tons of brand new perfec
cycle covers, any size per return; approval agaii
178. 6d. each; 24 by 2|, 14s. lid.; rubber stui

by 2i, 25s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgat
fas.

REPAIRERS.
ACEE, Ltd., for repairs.- 64, Qiosvenor Ed.,

W. Tel.: 438 P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Eestored, cylinders ground to

guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branchei;.— Overhaul
bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and leasonable charges.— Lii

-Acer, Ltd.

MOTO-EEVE Eepairs a speciality; Hellesen's
teries, 6s. 6d-- White's, Brooks Alley, L:

Eoyal, 37 82.

CLEMEiSIT-GAREABD Inteichangeable Par
makerci, Garr^rd-Ma.'ifleld Motor Mfg. Co.

Ed., Birmingham.

OXr- ACETYLENE Welding.-Brckea c.pl* ,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, pisti

any broken castings.

OXr-ACETYLENE Welding-Aluminnini cr

a speciality, overliauling, cyli. ground, ntv

fitted, all work guaranleed —West London Weld
Efsex Place, Chiswick. TeL i 536.

CRACKED Water Jackets of Motors saccess
paired by Lea's metallurgical process. —

Son, Eugiaeerj, Euacorc.

CYLINDERS rebored. and duplicate parts n

all nudjes ol engines; moderate term*;
delivery. -Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Nortt

RELIABLE Eepairs.— Cylinders re-bored, nevi

fitted, to 80 mm., 15s; pijtous, 7s. 6d
2s. 6d.— Gas Engine and Motors Works, Foiest E

TO West of England Motorifts.—Car and mo
repairs, prompt and reliable; cylinders

new pistons and ruiys fitted; don't heiilritf

straight to us.—Hamlin, Motor Wks., Bridgwat

A40 In muwerlng iJiese advtriisements it is desirahla to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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REPAIRERS.
GENOUS Welding.—Send that broken casting

the Alvaston Motors, Derby, to be welded by
irocess ; metal re-united ; work guaranteed.

GENOtrS Welding.—Costly castings sav-Sd from
tie scrap by our process. Cracked ralve seats,

icbets, liners, and a thousand other things.

GENOUS Welding.—Wonderful results. Broken
iges, lugs, brackets, etc., all amenable to our

send part to-day; quotations on sight.

GENOUS Welding. — Alvaston Motors, Derby.

3CCCC. — Com.pressiou means iiower ; cyl. re-

lored and new piston fitted; guaranteed fit

lin., bears 13 stone on peaal; write for list.—

Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

INGHAM.—Overhauling, tuning-up, re-enamel-

5 and plating, cylinders re-bored, re-Oushiug, pul-

•"es, any size ; frames cut down and altered ; ideas

out; "prompt attention.— I'rie.st and Co., 66,

5t.

fETO Eepairs.—Bosch magnetos repaired in two
,'s at hall makers' prices ;_ work guaranteed; ac-

jr and coil repairs a speciality ; Mayfair aoou-

1, 15 ami)., 10s. 6d.
;
guaranteed.—Fellows, 49,

1 St., Mayfair.

)RIST3 save money, secure highest efficiency by
endiug repairs, any kind, here. We are oom-
specialisis. Cylinders reoofed, ground, and new

fitted from 12s. 6d.—Tennant Engineering CoT,

lant St., Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.
Eiley; exchange low lightweight, or sell £14.

-4, Stannary St., Kennington, S.E.

i 4h.p. Antoine for a 1908 Sih.p. Hex, or sell

5,—Chapman, King's Eow, Earl Shilton.

Light 2-seater Car, for twin, or magneto motor
ycle.—14, Zermatt St., Chapeltown, Leeds.

'S Cycle, and leather lined motor coat, for old

nt driven Werner.-36, Tonbridge St., Leeds.

Liglitweight, also a rigid sidecar, for lathe or

engine.—Chevers, Lyte St., Cambridge Heath.

£2 10s., gent's push cycle, almost new, for good
otor cycle.— 129, Hampstead Ed., Newcastle-on-

3, equal to new, lovely tone ; exchange for

dern motor cycle.—22, The Avenue, Bruce Grove,

im.

[ANGE Sih.p. 1908 N.S.U. and £5 for 1908
iumph, in good order.—Cross, Triumph Agent
am.

'S Eacer, new, 22in. frame, and lady's second-

id, for motor cycle.—57, Harrow Ea., Leyton-

Issex.

Pafnir, splendid order; £15, or exchange good

ycle and £10.—MotorLst, Knowl Cottage, Light-

alifax.

J.A.P., or Peugeot engine, for 4h.p. J.A.P.,

gneto, new condition, and cash.-Seeman, St.

Ealing.

ANGE. new 11-guinea three-speed cycle_ for

)d motor cycle.—Hutchinson, Apsley Villas,

1. S.W.

ES Invited for 6h.p. tricar; lightweight motcr,
r ordinary cycle wanted.—Cartlidge, Park Grove,

arough.

r 10 Splendid Camera, cost £35; exchange
liters, Urammond lathe, oflers.—20, Potternew-
i, Leeds.

Motor Tricycles, good condition ; would ex-

nge for good motor cycle.—Apply, Eobb, Marl-
Ed., Coventry.

Water-cooled Tricar, two speeds, Fafnir en-

ine, for single or twin motor cycle.- 1, Hebron
t. Thomas, Swansea.

ilinerva-Triumph and 3in. back-geared lathe for
no, or sell £11.—Particulars, E. CuUey, 31, Wes-
, Wokingham, Berks.

ANGE 7-9h.p. Bat, two-speed, and sidecar, for
30d 2-3eater, or sell ; no rubbish considered.—
Louginoor Camp, Hants.

juinea 20 Amp. Eotax Aoouaiulator, new, 15s.;
iltmeter, 4s. ; exchange for lin. Whittle belt.—
Gardens, Hylton, Sunderland.

ABLE Paintings, water colours, proof en-
avings, furniture, etc. ; motors wanted ; offers,
ftesbury Av., Eoundhay, Leeds.

new rubber belt for Xl'all spring forks, or other
essory, Give new treadle lathe for air cr water-
igine,—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

ANGE 3ih.p. low touring Eex, guaranteed per-
t, and new lady's 6 guinea cycle, for good tricar
er, Academy Art, Mill St., Cannock.

ubbish Eequired.—Exchange 3ih.p. guaranteed
tor cycle and cash adjustment for Al forecar
; would consider neat car.—Phelps, Sandhurst,

r.SU. Motor Cycle, magneto, low build, 24 by
wheels, new condition, guaranteed perfect order

>r car, modern.—F. W. Jermy, Frimley Green.

THE

BRADBURY
AGAIN SUCCESSFUL

ISLE-OF-MAN
Open Hill-climbing Competi-
tion, Crogga Hill and Snae-
feli Mountain, for Standard

Touring Machines.

P. Piatt FIRST.

Jas. Eastwood, SECOND.

Both Riding Bradbury s.

BRADBURY
3^ h.p. Motor
Cycle
£46

Takes
any gradient.

You can ptit a BRADBURY 3i h.p.

at the stiffest hill, and it will surmount

it with ease. The BRADBURY is

simple to control, and, wilh a mini-

munr of attention, it will do everything

a motor cycle should, and a good deal

more than many are capable of.

Bradbury S C.L
OLDHAM.

AWARDED 20 GOLD MEDALS.

3

EXCHANGE.
23.h.p. J.A.P. Motor Cycle, any trial, with cash, for

4 31h p. 1908 or 19u9 magneto Triumph, or 1909
Roc.—Higgs, Wades Arms, Jeremiah St., Poplar.

ih.p. White and Poppe, Chater 6 frame, long, low;
2 2ih.p. ^'.N., good order; exchange both for tri-

car, or offers.—Davis, sculptor. College Rd., Cork.

EXCHANGE for motor cycle, latest Triumph, a stamp
collection, catalogued £60. Waltham watch, photo-

graphic lenses, cost £/.—MacGregor, 42, Chichester St.,
Belfast.

"I Q Second-hand Cycles, all fair condition, hired this
-Li^ season; exchange lot for good motor cycle (offers);

suit agent doing hiring trade.—Melvin, Stonehouse, Lan-
arkshire.

NEARLY New 6h.p. Powerful Twin N.S.TJ., magneto,
two speeds and free engine, for Sjh.p., Triumph

preferred, or sell £38; also sidecar fcr sale.— 299, Vic-
toria Rd., Aston, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE 'tricar, 5h.p. Antoine, fitted two-speed
gear and free engine, and cash, for 5h.p. Riley

;

exchange F.N., IJh.p., magneto, like new, for good 3ih.p.
—Hodgson, Motor Dealer, Bradford.

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, fitted 26 by 2i Clincher,
Rothschild coach-built body, all latest improve-

ments : wanted, Sunbeam or similar cycle.—B. Sullivan,
14, Alford Rd., Wandsworth Rd., S.W.

PHCENIX Tricar, 5-6h.p., gears, tyres as new, R.O.M.
contact breaker, B. and B. carburetter, in splendid

order; exchange for 1909 Triumph and cash adjustment.
—Bowles, Pratts Mews, Camden Town.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar, or reliable
small car, new high-class furniture, any description,

valued wholesale, direct from works.—Furniture Manu-
facturers, 9, French Place, Shoreditch, London.

NEARLT New 10 GKuinea Inlaid Musical Box, with
chimes and drum, and new gent's cycle, unridden,

for good motor cycle ; would give small cash adjustment
if necessary.— Short, Spread Eagle Yard, Chesterfield.

EXCHANGE camera, complete with two cases of
utensils, books on pnotography, etc., cost 12

guineas; gramophone, 70 records, case, etc., nearly new,
cost 14 guineas; and gent's new cycle, unridden, with ac-
cessories and cyclometer ; all above for modern motor
cycle.— Millward, Creswell, near Mansfield.

EXCHANGE 3ih.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, in new
condition; the following recently fitted—H.B. con-

trol, spring forks, adjustable pulley, footrests, new belt,

Kempshall heavy non-skid back (unpunctured), and spares,
for 1908 cr 1909 5h.p. twin, magneto, or s'Ml £30.—
Denham, Castlebar, St. Winifred Rd., Teddington.

WANTED.
WANTED, Brooks padded saddle, B150.— 88, Grange

St., Derby.

A SIDECAR, must be roomy, to suit stout lady.—Fred.
Moss, Stanton Rd., Ilkeston.

WANTED, 3Ahp. motor cycle, mag;neto ; cash waiting.
—22, Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

Ih.p. F.N., with two-speed bevel gear drive; lowest
2 price.—D., 148, London Rd., Lowestoft.

M.C. 2Jh.p. Head, cheap, or exchange sundry motor
accessories.—Hill, St. Johns, Bungay, Suffolk.

WANTED, sidecar, to fit Triumph, good condition.—
No. 3,271, The Motor Cycle Ofiiees, Coventry.

WANTED, 1909 Triumph, standard pattern.—Full
particulars to Ernest J. AVaddon, Bridgwater. _

WHITTLE Belt, fin. by 84ft., must be in good con-

dition.—J. Werry, Rock Lea, Dalton-in-Furness.

WANTED, Orient Buckboard.—Photo and particulars

to No. 3,2,0, -ihe MoUr Cy;le Offi.cs, Coventry.

31h.p. Motor Cycle, magneto, low seat, perfectly sound,
2 belt driven.—C. H. Smith, Hudson St., Rochdale.

HIGH Tension Magneto, in good order, wanted, cheap,
fcr a 2-cyl. engine.—Moore, Langdon House, Dover.

WANTED, motor" bike; will give £5 cash and 'good
typewriter.— J Jyinchurch, 190, Mellison Rd., Toot-

ing.

9 h.p. J.A.P. Engine, with carburetter, wanted.—Price
and condition, Rosa, 101, Mildmay Rd., Chelms-

ford.

MOTOR Cycle, 2i to 3ih.p., outward appearance no
object if engine good.—Knight, Maypole House,

Bexley.

f} £* by 2i Clincher or Palmer beaded edge cover, also

/OO wicker sidecar body.— 15, West St., Pimlico,
London.

WHITTLE Belt wanted, second-hand, J or Jin., for

cash.—Slocombe, la, Aubert Park, Highbury,
London.

WANTED, 4h.p. Antoine, Coronet, Minerva, Rex,
or other goou engiue for cash.—Booth s Motorics,

Halifax.

2
M

f* 1,,000 waiting for magneto motor c^les, any quantity.

3^ ' Wanted, water-cooled Coronet engine. — Booth's.

Motories, Halifax.

WANTED, 26 by 2i new tyre; give electric torch

(cost £1 Is.) in part exchange.—T. Cooper, Bakery,

Farnham.

4ih p Water-cooled De Dion Cylinder ; Chater light

2 car fittings, and gear box.—Sutcliffe, Atlas Wcilcs,

Horsforth.

Ill answering these advertisements it is desirable to Tnention "The Motor Cycle.' A.tl
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WANTED.
cash, or exchange phono-
26, Matthews St., Batter-

IMPORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

Ti"

1/1 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6
per
foot.

May be obtained wholesale
from—

Messrs. '

-

East London Rubber Co.,

29, Gt. Eastern St., EX.
Bransom Kent Sc Co., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.
Chater & Co.,
loi, Cxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.

CUTHBE & Co.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

J. Bridger,
Tamworth Rd., Croydoa.

TiMSON Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. LOHMANN,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Gt Eastern St., E.C.

F. REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,
16, Great Eastern Street,

LONDON, E.C,

OSBORNE 4-speed Gear;
gTaph, 40 records.—G.,

sea, S.W.

WAJNTED, any quantity of motor cycles for spot
cash: £500 waiting.—Spiyey and George, Princess

St., Goole.

TWO-SPEED, free, for 1908 Triumph; cash, or ex-
change 1909 Mabon clutch.—Ill, Grove Lane,

Camberwell.

FIEST-CLASS Forecar or tricar for Al motor cycle
and cash adjustment. No rubbish.—Phelps, Sand-

hurst, Berks.

WANTED, Engines, especially multiple cylinders,
also magnetos; good prices given.—53, Trafford

Ed., Salford.

WANTED, tricar frame, wheel steering, -wheels and
tank, without tyres and seats.—Barling, Holling-

bourne, Kent.

WANTED, Michelin cover, 650 by 65, good condi-
tion essentaal ; state price.—Sawtell, 6, Kichmond

Place, Brighton.

WANTED, Phcenis Cob, or other good make, cheap:
also tricar, condition immaterial,—20, Brunswick

Sq., Ga-mberwell.

MOTOSACOCHE wanted, late pattern ; state engine
nmnber and lowest price.—Eanmore, Park Rd.,

Norbiton, Surrey.

WANTED, 1909 3ih.p. twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea,
magneto

;
give 2|h.p. I-'ebok and cash.—Elcock,

Porthcawl, Glam.

WANTED, reliable modern motor car, any condi-
tion; good price paid.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mel-

lison Ed., Tooting.

ELEPHAJ^T Motor Mart.—Wanted, engines, motor
cycles, sidecars, etc., for cash or exchange.—Ele-

phant Ed., London.

WANTED, Phoenix quadcar, or Singer tricar; state
price, condition of tyres, etc.—N. .M;clntyre, North-

field, Bickley, Kent.

WANTED, 1909 Motor Cycle, comDlete, in first-class
condition; Triixmph preferred ; no dealers.—Field;

Oakleigh, West Bromwich.

WANTED, Twin Engine, two or three-speed gear;
also old Singer motor cycle, cheap.—A. Symonds,

Hemberton Ed., Stockwell.

WANTED, rigid sidecar, in good condition; Millford
preferreii, to fit Triumph motor cycle.—Chas. E.

Smith, Erin House, Knaresborough.

WANTED, good sound motor cycle lamps; will pur-
chase for cash, or exchange.—Continental Motor

Co., 32, Eosebery Av., London, E.C.

TEIUMPH, 1908-9, wanted; Governess car, rubber
tyred, value £12, remainder in cash.—Sunnyside,

Loxley Ed., Bearwood, Birmingham.

WANTED, modern magneto motor cycle, for sidecar
use; exchange lOli.p. tricar.—Pull particiilars to

Child, 6, Normandy Ed., Birchfields, Birmingham.

HALIFAX.—Wanted, 1908 and 1909 Eeses for spot
cash. Also new 1909 Triumphs; £58 given for

first few offered.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax,

REX Motor Cycles wanted for small cars or tricars

;

list on application ; liberal terms for good ma-
chines.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

WANTED, good condition and make speedometer,
silencer, Clair, or equal, 3zh.p. ; non-skid, 26 by

2i, beaded, cash.—Langford, 37, St. Andrew's Sq., Sur-
biton.

WANTED, Old Motor Tyres, scrap metals, job motor
parts, new tyres, etc.. and motor cycles, good

prices paid.—Predwal Metal Co., 2, Jackson Ed., Hol-
loway, N.

DEUMMOND or other screw-cutting lathe, carbur-
etter, 26 by 2i beaded cover; for disposal, lady's

cycle (new), sidecar, high tension magneto.—172a, Earhs-
field Ed., Wandsworth.

WANTED, a 4h.p. Stevens air-cooled engine, Eoe
two-speed gear, chain drive, pressed steel tricar

and tubular chassis, front axles with brakes, and any
kind of motor stuff.— 65a, Rosendale Ed., West Dulwich.

CONSTABLE and Co., Kingsway, Coventry, pay good
cash prices for old and disused motor cars, lorries,

cycles, etc. D.on't let them stand and rot to pieces.
Write us, and our representatlTe will call and quote
you.

IV'YE'S !—Wanted, immediately 20 more good machines
--^ for cash, and on sale. No charges; free adver-
tising. Register published monthly! Send your name,
or call.—69, Leather Lane, Holborn, London. 'Phone,
6299 Holborn.

SMALL 2-seater Car, 6-8h.p. Rover, Phcenis, or otlier I

good make; exchange twin Bat-J.A.P., 8h.p., I

M.O.V., Phelon and Moore two-speed, dual ignition,
handle starting, lin. Whittle belt, 2iin. tyres, E.O.M.
back. Continental front, with Lowen patent sidecar, carry
two persons, new June last, in first-class condition, as
new.—No. 3,277, T?ie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. '

WANTED, tyres, carburetters, lamps, horns, or any
other useful accessories in full or part payment

tor new tyre?, for motor goods of any of the best makes.
State your require nents

; quotations by return. New
illustrated price list, giving prices and particulars of
every make of tyre, sent free.—Continental Motor Co.,
32, Eosebery Av., London, E.C. Tel.: Holborn, 1513.
T.A. : Bromitch London.

m

Accumulator
AND

SPECIALITIEl
FAMOUS " RICHFORI
GRINDING CGMPOUNI

Post Free 8d.

A sure remedy for sluggish runnini
Brings increased power to every engl

Makes valve grinding a pleasure,
f

One of the most tiring and uninteresting of
f

connected with motor cycling is the grinding I

valves. Hitherto it has been necessary to sn

a tremendous amount of labour and energj
order to obtain a smooth surface on a badly,rp|
valve. But since the intr?)duction of our fan
"Richford" Grinding Compound, this is entj
obviatEd, and a badly-pitted valve can be grj
into a gas-tight fit in a remarkably short spal
time. It is exceedingly clean to handle, as

\

already mijred to a paste. It is supplied
handsome enamelled tin suitable for carrying I

toolbag.

It is now universally used by all the leal

motor manufacturers and garages, and caiT

obtained locaAy of any retailer.

Messrs. Ellis, Cycle and Motor Depot, Heij

on-Thames, write :

" We have used the paste since Us earliest i\

auction, as we consider it the best on the market.'

M«ssrs. Martin's Motor Garage, Lewes :

" We have been using your grinding compi
for some time, and find it quite satisfactory."

Messrs. Glossop Cycle and Motor Co., Glosso
" We have been using this for over two yearsM

find that it does all you claim."

Send for Free Illustrated List of Speciaiitie

Accumulators, etc.

Agents in New Zealand :

MESSRS. SMITH & SMITH,
Tuam Street,

CHRISTCHURCif,

Dept. A.R.,

RICHFORD & CO.,
153, FLEET STREET, LONDON,

A42 In answering ^.these advertisements iris desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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CLUB COMPETITIONS .„
•"

BROOKLANDS OCTOBER MEETING (Illustrated) •

The End-to-End Sidecar Record Broken (Illustrated) .

.

MULTI-POINT IGNITION (Illustrated)

Another New Carburetter. A Taxation Query .

.

A NEW FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR BICYCLE (Illustrated)..

Questions and Replies .
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ADDRESS—ZO. TUDOR STREET. LONDON, E.C.

CLUB COMPETITIONS.
SHOULD HAOT)ICAP& BE MM>E ON RIDERS'

•HE time has arrived when this

question should be seriously

considered. Competitions- pro-

moted by clubs for their own

members^ or in conjunction

with li^al clubs, are always

increasing in number. New
clubs are being, formed m
various centres-, and tire officials

and members: quickly realise

that interest is best sustained

by the frequent promotion and

carrying out of friendly and in-

ssting-meets and competitions. Therefore it becomes

iolutely necessary for these events to be conducted

such a' manner that everv member may not only be

sliced: to enter, but that he should possess- a fair

)rting ch-ance of success-.

The Nature of the Contests.

Slub competitions seem to have settled down to the

lowing "distinct forms: (i) Hill-climbing contests,

''reliability trials, (3) petrol or other fuel consump-

n tests, (4) speed ]udgment_ tests, (5) gymkhanas (all

ids of trick or fancy driving), (6) and last, but

no means least, racing on prepared tracks. Of

irse, in some club competitions, several of the above

ms may be combined in one contest, such as a

lability run, in which points are awarded for hill-

mbing, speed judging over a given distance, or on

ximum and minimum times of arrival at given

ntrols, and the lowest fuel consumption on the ton-

leage or engine power basis.

FORM IRRESPECTIVE OF MAGHINES ?

How often do we hear club members say, "What is

the use of entering ? I ha\-e no earthly chance against

and — . They are experts at this kind of

thing." The result- is that the majority of.members
abstain from entering or competing. " Look at So-and-

so and So-and-so, " said one clubman to^ me a few weeks
ago. " They have won at least a dozen prizes each

this year, and' they score in every contest they enter.

They are in the trade, and can tune their machines up
to a nicety to suit varying conditions, while I have

only mv touring mount and have not the time if I had
the knowledge how to get the best ox abnormal results

from it."'

Six Entries with a Membership of Two Huncred
There is no doubt in my mind that some clubs are

suffering disintegration because the above conditions

prevail, and nothing is done to remedy matters.

Recently I have attended several club events of such

a simple character that one would imagine an entry

could be secured of at least a. 100 out of a total

club membership of 200 or over. Vet what were the

facts? An entry of half a dozen or so. all toid, the

competitors in each case being the men who have

shared between them all the prizes of the last two or

three vears. Is there any wonder why the bulk pf

members leave these events severely alone? Some \yill

not even turn up to witness them, e\-entually losing

all interest'in the club and resigning their membership.

This is a strong indictment, but it is true in con-

nection with clubs with which I have had some experi-

ence. The officials of such clubs should, therefore,

realise the facts and set their houses in order.
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Club Competitions.—

Clubmen will not continue to pay subscriptions and

present valuable prizes (as many do voluntarily, it is

pleasing to note) for the benefit of a few experts, par-

ticularly if they happen tO' be trade riders. No! the

essence of every handicap—and motor cycle competi-

tions must necessarily be handicaps—is that every com-

petitor should at least possess a fair chance of success.

I know of one- or two expert riders who have refrained

from taking part in their club competitions this year

on account of the number of prizes they have won in

previous years. All honour to them as sportsmen, but

such a condition of affairs ought not to be rendered

possible.

In some cases spe^d judgment competitions have

been reduced to a farce. Clocks and speedometers

have been seen on niotor cycles and cars in front of

the drivers' eyes by which the required speed could

be judged to a nicety, and seconds only divided the

performances of winners and the runners up. To make
the bald statement that the honour of the competitors

is relied upon under such circumstances savours of

hypocrisy and a childish belief in|the probity of human
nature.

Trade and Non=trade Competitors.
Petrol consumption tests offer a fine opportunity to

the trade expert and those with plenty of time on their

hands. Some clubmen will spend hours in trying,

different sizes of jet holes in the carburetter and
adjusting the level at which the petrol lies within the

jet tube. They will drive over various distances trying

a given quantity of petrol at slow, fast, or medium
speeds, experimenting with throttle, air, and ignition

levers, and generally learning all there is to be known
before the event. Others have neither the time nor
inclination for these things, or do not possess the

requisite knowledge to make minute experiments. They
perhaps go to the starter with the machine in the con-

dition they have run it for months. It may be argued
that riders who take the trouble to have their machines
adjusted perfectly deser\^e to win, and all credit should
be accorded them. Perfectly correct, but they should
in after events be handicapped accordingly.

The handicapper of athletic events—such as foot

racing—would not dream of placing two men on an
equal mark if one were known to get away quicker _

than the other to the extent of gaining a yard in the
first five, or if he had a known reputation of beating
the starter to the extent of a fifth or two-fifths of a
second, even though the speed of the two men were
equal in all .other respects. No, men are judged and
handicapped on their previous performances.

In my opinion the time has arrived when in all forms
of motor competition the merits of competitors must be
taken full account of as shown by their previous
performances, and they must be handicapped on form
in addition to engine power, weight, and other formulas.
The majority of clubmen now recognise the terms

"trade" and "non-trade" riders to be synonymous
with " professional " and " amateur "definitions. They
should not be allowed to compete together in the same
competitions for the same prizes, or, if they do, there
should be two distinct sets of prizes for trade and non-
trade competitors. It is pleasing to note that in some
cases this has been done. In other cases it is only
half done, for it is not suflficient to state on an entry
form, " In case the first prize is won by a trade com-
a8 •

=CfiTPi
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petitor, a similar prize will be presented to the m(

successful non-trade competitor. " There should in

cases be offered first, second, and third prizes in ea

class separately, or at least first and second priz-

Another point is that no competition should be I'mit

to one prize only unless there should be less thj^n

competitors start. The very fact that three prizes ;

offered should induce large entries, always supposi

the entrants are given a fair and equal chanpe.

Special engines and machines should always be
a class by themselves, wdioever rides them, and
machines are sometimes loaned to well known rid

who are not engaged in the trade, the only remedy
to disqualify machines that are known to vary fr(

standard. It is distinctly unfair to pit special machii
against the average club member, many of whom ;

novices at competition.

Handicapping the men as well as the machines
the only way to give all club members a fair and eqi

chance. When this fact is recognised and acted up

we shall see practically every member take pait

his club events. J. T. Ward.
>—•••—<

HUB BRAKES.

THE recent controversy respecting the fitting

brakes to one or both wheels of a motor bicy
has led to the introduction of a hub brake
somewhat no\'el lines, illustrations of which

reproduced herewith. The hub shell is of the ordim
type with large cones on which run the balls for t

bearings at each end. The spindle A is fixed in 1

usual manner, and over it is fitted a tubular sleeve

by means of which the brake ring C is expand

against the interior of the hub shell. To prevent

spindle from turning in the fork ends a lever D
attached to the tubular chain stay. The hub is si

able for front or back wheels, and by means oi

Bowden wire and cable the front brake can be u;

on a machine fitted with spring forks. The lower

the two \iews shows the braking arrangem^

assembled complete apart from the hub shell.

hub is made by Chamberlain's Patent Syndicate,

Lane Works, Great Wigston, Leicester.

1
c
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BROOKLANDS OCTOBER MEETING.
THE TWO MOTOR

BRIGHT, sunny weather favoured the last meeting

y of the- year of the Brooklands A.R.C. on
^ Wednesday last, and a large crowd of spectators

Avas present. As usual, the two ^motor cycle

;es attracted a great deal of in-

est, and people thronged round

? machines when they were drawn
before the start. There appears

be an irresistible fascination

3ut a motor cycle race at Brook-

ids in which there are a large

mber of entries, and though,

ing to the small size.of the com-
:itors on the gigantic track, it is

st difficult to fo'llO'W the racing

:ept through powerful field

.sses, the crowd was, and, in

:t, always is, wonderfully enthu-

stic.

The handicapper for these events

s Mr. F. Straight. Mr. A.~V.
blewhite acted as starter, and
;ssrs. A. G. Reynolds and J. W.
Brooker were marshals. The

lekeeper was Captain R. K.
^nail-Wild, R.E.

The October Handicap.
rhe third event on the pro-

imme was the October Motor
cle Handicap, the entrant of the

mer to receive 10 so-vs. or cup
>ption, the entrant of the second
;ovs. or cup at option, and the

rd 3 sovs. or cup at option.

e race was open to motor bicycles the capacity of

! engines of which exceeded 450 cc. but did not

^eed 1,000 cc. The distance was about eight and a

CYCLE RACES.
half miles. The following are the names of: the- riders

who started ancl their machines

:

W. E. Cook (two-cylinder N.L.G.), G. Lee-Evans (two-
cylinder Indian), and H. A. Collier (two-cylinder Matchless),^

atchless-J.A.P. motor cycles performed the " hat trick" in. the October Kandi-
ap. H. A. Collier was first, C. R. Collier second, and H. V. Colver third.

Competitors in the Autumn Motor Cycle Handicap at Brooklands last Wednesday lined
j

up in the paddoclc.

scratch ; C. R. Collier (two-cylinder Matchless), 10s. start

;

H. V. Colver (two-cylinder Matchless), 20s. ; L. W. Bellenger
(two-cylinder Indian), 20s. ; H. E. Parker (two-cylinder

N.L.G.), 25s.; H. Martin (two-cylinder Bat), 30s.; R. J. Bell

(two-cylinder N.S.U.), 35s. ; H. G. Partridge (two-cylinder

N.S.U.), Im. ; E: B.- Wfre (two-cylinder King's Own), Im.

;

F. Toman (twcu-cylinder Laurin-iKlement), Im. lOiS. ; A.
Brunton (two-cylinder Rex), Im. 20s. ; W. 0. Bentley (one-

cylinder Rex), Im. 30s. ; H. H. Bowen (one-cylinder Bat),

Im. 30s. ; F. A. McNab (one-cylinder Trump), Im. 30s. ; F.

C. Wood (one-cylinder Bat), Im. 30s. ; R. T: Exshaw (one-

cylinder Zenith-Gradua), Im. 38s. ; W. H. Bashall (one-

cylinder Zenith-Gradua), Im. 38s. ; M. Krause (two-cylinder

V.S.), Im. 45s. ; W. PoUard (one-cvlinder Quadrant), 2m.

45s. ; and J. R. Wild (two-cjdinder Eland), 2m. 45s.

There were only three non-starters. As the_^_com-

petitors filed out' from the paddock to the starting

point near the fork Toman was early in trouble. He
was unable to get the machine to fire properly, though

it ran apparently satisfactorily on the stand, and he

had eventually to retire. Evans made a fine start,

but Cook soon lagged behind, owing to a- chafed

ignition wire causing misfiring. The result was as

follows :

Position. Rider and machine. cc. Start.

1 H. A. Collier (Matchless-J.A.P., twin)... 964 ... scratch

2. C. R. Collier (Matchless-J.A.P., twin)... 738 ... 10s.

3. H. V. Colver (Matchless-J.A.P., twin)... 964 ... 20s.

Won by about fifty yards. Winner's speed, 70^m.p.li

The remainder finished in the follownig order : W. Pollard,

H. G. Partridge, H. E. Parker. F. A. McJS^ab F C Wood,

G. Lee-Evans, R. T. Exshpw, E. B. Ware, W. 0. Bentley,

G. R. Wild, and A. Br anton.
A9
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Btooklands October Meeting.—

The starting prices were : Wild, 4 to i ; Pollard,

Evans, and Bell, 6 to i ; the rest 8 to i.

The eighth event Avas the Autumn Motor Cycle

Handicap (the entrant of the winner to receive 8 sovs.

=^tHgl

W. Chitty, whose first appearance on the Brooklands track proved success-
ful. He won the Autumn Handicap.

OCTOBER 13th, igog.

or cup at option, the entrant of the second 4 sovs
cup at option, and the entrant of the third 2 so

or cup at option). The race was open to moi
bicycles fitted with engines which did not excf;

500 cc. The following were the starters :

W. E. Cook, (one-cylinder N.L.G.), G. Lee-Evans fo
cylinder Indian), and W. G. McMinnies (one-cylin
Triumph), scratch ; F. C. Wood (one-cylinder Bat), 10s. sta

F. A. McNab (one-cylinder Trump), 10s. ; H. H. Bowen (0

cylinder Bat), 10s. ; W. 0. Bentley (one-cylinder Rex)', 1(

W. H. Bashall (one-cylinder Zenith-Gradua), 15s. ; R.
Exshaw (one-cylinder Zenith-Gradua), 15s. ; W. Genn fo

cylinder Eland), 25s. ; R. J. Bell (two-cylinder N.S.U.), 3?

H. G. Partridge (two-cylinder N.S.U.), 406. ; W. A. S. Ro
(one-cylinder Triumph), 40s. ; W. Chitty (one-cylinder J. A.
Im. ; W. Pollard (one-cylinder Quadrant), Im. ; H. Shai
jun. (one-cylinder Cliater-Lea), Im. ; and J. W. Draper {<

cylinder Minerva), 2m. 30s.

Out of the twenty entries there were only th

non-starters. Evans, as usual, got away well,

Draper, apparently quite a novice, who was moun
on an antiquated 2 h.p. Minerva, gave up in the f

hundred yards. The results were :

Position. Rider and machine.
1. W. Chitty (J.A.P., single)

2. W. Pollard (Quadrant, single) ...

3. G. Lee-Evans (Indian, single) ...

Won by about two lengths. Winner's speed, 50^ m.p.h

Chitty left Pollard behind in sight of the spectators,

there was a wide gap between second and third,

remainder finished in the following order : F. A. McI
R. J. Bell, H. V. Colver, W. G. McMinnies, W. 0. Bent

F. C. Wood, W. A. S. Rough, and H. G. Partridge.

The handicapping, a most difficult matter to ad

with any likelihood of giving satisfaction, came
for a good deal of criticism.

c.c.

340
453
478

St

Im
Im
£cr;

THE END=TO=END SIDECAR RECORD BEATEN.
SINCE Vivian Olsson set up the first sidecar record

from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's on a 7 h.p.

V.S. last August (time, 65h. 14m.) there have
been four further attempts on the record. First,

the brothers Bentley tried their luck, using a 5 h.p.
Rex, and were successful at the first attempt, and
during September a couple of tries were made to
improve the figures, both of which proved unsuccess-
ful. Last week M. Geiger clipped 7h. 22m. off

Bentley 's time, and at 5ih. 45m. the record is likely

to remain for some months at any rate.

The machine used was a 7 h.p. two-speed V.S.,
with twin-cylinder Peugeot 80 x 98 mm. engine, and
the sidecar a Mills-Fulford fixed wheel. The c-ir-

buretter was a B.B., tyres Peter Union, and belt Sham-
rock-Gloria. Leaving John-o'-Groat's on Tuesday
morning of last week at 3.53 (certified by J. Robertson,
of Wick), Inverness was reached at 10.20 a.m., and a
twenty minutes halt was made for refreshments and
replenishments to the machine. At 4.^55 Perth was
reached, only a ten minutes' halt being made here.
The record breakers arrived at Warrington at 9.20
a.m. on the 6th inst., leaving twenty minutes later.
At Gloucester the time was 2.55 p.m., and here the
usual twenty minutes' stop was made. Land's End
\yas reached next morning at 7.38, the total lapse of
time being 5ih. 45m., as compared with the previous
best of 59h. 7m. by Arthur W. and Horace M. Bentlev
six weeks ago. J. T. Taylor held the watch at Land's
End. As usual a representative of The Motor Gijcle
sealed the vital parts of the machine before the start
AIO

Martin Geiger with W. Lamm as sidecar passenger, and the 7 h.p. tu-ov^
V.S. which created a new End-to-end passenger record last week.
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Multi=point ^ Ignition.
Its Advantages Explained

'OLLOWING upon my references
' to this subject in recently pub-

lished articles, a number of corre-

spondents have requested further

ticulars.

n the first place, it should be clearly

ierstood that the essential condition

the absolutely synchronous ignition

the charge or " mixture '

' at two or

re widely separated points. The
lessity for perfectly simultaneous passage of the

rks becomes apparent when it is remembered
t, at quite usual engine speeds, the entire

obustion phase of the Otto cycle has to be
formed within the sixtieth part of a second,

racing engines the total time available for ignition,

nbustion, and expansion-

—

i.e., from passage of

Ltk to opening of exhaust valve—may not exceed
i-iooth of a second. Consequently, any lag of

! spark behind the other, however small in amount,
aid render the later spark inoperative. For this

S

F%. I.—Diagram of connections for two sparking plugs in series.

D.P. Double pole plug. S.P. Single pole (ordinary) plug.
S. Coil, or magneto armature.

Ti, and T2. High tension insulated wires connecting sparking plugs.

ison, all the sparks firing any one charge are best

>duced in a series or chain upon a single or common
jh-tension circuit, the moment of their simultaneous
ssage being determined by the actuation of a single

ntact breaker just as if only, one spark were being
id.

How it is Done.
Those of my- readers who have followed the above
narks will now understand that any ordinary coil or
igneto can be made to provide simultaneous sparks
two or more plugs a distance apart, provided only
it the extra or intermediate plugs be of the two-
le type. This form of plug has two insulated elec-

>des in place of the more usual centrally-arranged

\\mm)}iljuM

by the Inventor.

single one. For the purpose of ex-

planation, the current may be said to

enter at one terminal, flow down the rod
or wire T (fig. i), jump the gap between
the internal ends of T and T^, and
then return per Tj^ ready to be led to

the next plug in order. The last plug
of the series may be an "earthed " plug
of the usual type, as shown in the
diagram.

The Effect

of firing the charge at two or more widely separated
points may be regarded as similar to that produced
by dropping a corre-

sponding number of

stones into a small

pond. The concentric

waves produced upon
the surface of the

latter will intersect or

merge in a fraction of

the time which any

one set of ripples

would take to cover

the entire surface. So
with explosion waves
propagated simul-

taneously from a num-
ber of centres. Con-
sequently, a higher ex-

plosion pressure than
before is attained in

time for combustion

to be completed and

a certain degree of true expansion effected before the

exhaust valve opens, as explained in my previous article.

It will be readily understood that, properly applied,

this system not only conduces to increased power and

true fuel economy, but also tends to

Greatly Reduce Valve Troubles.

At present the spread of ignition from a single point

is insufficiently rapid to inflame the whole of the charge

at tlie proper period. Consequently, when the exhaust

valve opens, it is not merely to allow of the escape of

a quantity of hot, inert gas, as theory requires. Rather

the valve may be said to be forced inwards against

an unduly high pressure, only to find itself in the

midst of a raging blast of liquid flame. No wonder it

so soon gives out ! But let us imagine—and_ it
_
is no

vain supposition—^that by the means already indicated

we have^ secured completion of combustion during the

impulse stroke. The heat, previously wasted in burn-

ing out the valves and unduly heating the exhaust pipes,

etc. , has now been utilised for its legitimate purpose

—

the propulsion of the machine. Consequently the

exhaust temperature and pressure is much lower, with

correspondingly decreased wear and tear on the valves

and timing gear.

It may be asked, how many plugs it is desirable to

use, and where in the combustion head they should be

placed ?

All

Fig. II.—Section through combustion
chamber, illustrating simultaneous pro-
pagation of explosion waves from three
(•) centres. Ignition completed in about
two-fifths of the normal time.
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Multi-point Ignition.

—

In a large number of the engines at present in use

it is hardly possible to use more than two plugs. Even

where these are placed side by side over the valves,

a distinct advantage results, in spite of this

obviously being the least favourable arrangement. A
better disposition, where the construction of the engme

permits, is to place the second plug over the piston.

The triangular arrangement indicated by fig. 2 (see pre-

vious page) is one which secures excellent results in fairly

large (water-cooled) cylinders; while the single-cylin-

der car which won last year's principal voiturette event

was furnished with no fewer than four simultaneously-

sparking plugs spaced at 90° around the combustion
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chamber. For the small cylinders of motor cycl

engines, however, a series of two two-pole plugs witl

one of the earthed type probably represents the limil

to which it is desirable to go. The most favourabl

type of engine actually on the market is, of course, th

in which the valves are opposed. In such engines

plug over each valve and a third over the piston, l

sparking simultaneously, should secure ver)^ rapid an

complete combustion. The special requirements whic

have to be complied with for satisfactory and reliabl

service under the varied and exacting conditions

motor cycle work have necessarily involved a great de:

of experiment, particularly in connection with ''-

design and materials of the plugs. R. W. Ayton
-<

th

ANOTHER NEW CARBURETTER.

A CHELTENHAM rider sends us details of a new

carburetter which has been locally patented.

The main novelty in it is the jet. The
jet consists of a narrow taper tube, in

which a metal cone ascends and descends when

actuated by a lever from the handle-bar. This

lever takes the place of a throttle, and the cone it

actuates has seven grooves cut in its sides. At its

lowest position the cone closes the taper tube com-

pletely, and the engine sucks in pure air from the

single air intake below the jet. As the cone rises, it

increases the size of the orifices through which the

petrol is sprayed. The jet is thus gradually ani

infinitely variable while riding; it cannot be stoppe

up, as any obstruction is bound to be removed if th

jet is fully opened ; starting is easy, as all the air i

bound to pass the jet, and a big jet can be employe
for starting ; consumption is claimed to be low, as th

size of the jet can be set to suit all riding conditions

We should like to see a sample of this carburetter, whic

obviously possesses sundry excellent features. Its mai

merit, perhaps, is that an absolutely clear run is gaine

for the mixture, as the taper cone serves for a throtth

and there is only one air intake.

A TAXATION QUERY.
IT

was as long ago as 1905 that, after receiving a

query from a correspondent as to whether a

motor bicycle which was kept but not used during

any one year was liable to licence duty, we
entered into correspondence with the Assistant Secre-

tary of the Board of Inland Revenue. To this com-
munication the Assistant Secretary replied that a

machine kept but not used during one year was not

liable to the Inland Revenue tax. In consequence

we have given this information as being official to

various correspondents from time to time. Quite

recently, however, one of our readers received a call

from an Inland Revenue officer, and was informed that

he would have to pay the Inland Revenue tax for his

motor bicycle, which he had not used during the year.

Although he explained the matter to the officer, the

latter would not admit that he was right, and in con-

sequence he applied direct to the Comptroller of the

Legal Taxation Licences Branch of the L.C.C., and
received a reply to the effect that the fact that the
machine was kept but not used did not render the tax
inoperative, and that the mere fact of keeping it

rendered him liable to pay the duty. With these
facts before us, we wrote to the Comptroller and en-

closed him a copy of the letter sent to us by th

Assistant Secretary of the Inland Revenue four yea

previously, and after ten days we received the foUowin
in our opinion, neither clear nor courteous answer
" In reply to your letter of the 28th ult. relative

your correspondent, Mr. ——, I regret that I cai

not enter into any correspondence with you with regar

to this gentleman. I may say that I am aware of tl

practice of the Inland Revenue referred to in yoi

letter from the Assistant Secretary of the Board
Inland Revenue." We are of the opinion that th

letter either amounts to an admission on the part 1

the Comptroller that he was wrong in his reply 1

our correspondent, though the letter is so worded th

it does not give this impression at first glance, or

may mean that the Comptroller is not in agreemei

with the views of the Assistant Secretary. The rep

is all the more curious as the Act states that the ca

riage tax is for " vehicles kept and used." The attei

tion of the Auto Cycle Union has been called to tl

matter, and as it is one which affects the general we
fare of motor cycling, the A.C.U. Legal Departnaei

will grant our correspondent every possible assistanc

should the matter go any further.

A NEW FOUR=CYLINDER MOTOR BICYCLE.
THE Wilkinson Sword Co., Pall Mall, W., that

old-established firm which has made its now
world-wide reputation in the manufacture of

swords and bayonets for the British Army, is

responsible for the production of an entirely new pattern
four-cylinder motor bicycle of up-to-date design. It is

to be known as the 7 h.p. T.A.C. (touring auto-cycle),

and is designed as a luxurious two-wheeled mount built

on car lines. Almost every part of it is turned out

the company's works, Southfield Road, Acton, ar

the finest material is used throughout its constructioi

Consequently the machine will not be low price

The engine has four separate air cooled cylinde

having a bore and stroke of 60 by 60 mm., with aut

matic inlet valves, the cooling of which is aided 1

means of wind scoops (not shown in the accompanyii
A12
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few Four-cylinder Motor Bicycle.—
astration). The crank case is of cast-iron, . and

ived longitudinally^ while in its lower half are

Liated inspection windows throughi which the amount
oil in the crank chamber may be seen. In the

iting there are four bearings supporting the crank-

ift. The clutch is of the leather to metal type,

1. in diameter, the external portion of which forms

heavy flywheel. The internal portion is easily

justed and as easily dismounted, so that the leather

;y be attended to when necessary Avithout difficulty,

om the clutch to the gear box the drive is taken

ough an oblong section shaft of spring steel of ample
nensions, Avhich effectually absorbs any sudden

)cks from the engine.

Three Speeds Forward.
The gear box, which is exceedingly compact, con-

Ss three speeds arranged in accordance with, the

est car practice, the top speed engaging by means
an internally toothed wheel, and the permanently

ishing gears, being, skew cut,' totally prevent any

ise arising from this portion of the mechanism. The
s itself is in one casting, so that no trouble should be

jerienced through any leakage of grease or oil.

om the gear box to-the w'orm drive the transmission

by cardan-slMft, Avith special ball joints machined
im the solid and effectually protected from mud
i dust. Ball bearings are employed ev&rytvhere

:ept in t*he engine. To revert to the latter, the

lition is by the 1-ightweigJi't Simms high tension mag-

:o working in conjunction with a distributer manu-
;tured by "the firm, while the carburetter at present

;d is the Brown and Barlow. The engine is set

motion by means of a long lever operating a

i^elled quadrant meshing with a small bevel free-

eel on the forward end of the crankshaft. The
me is suspended fore and aft on laminated steel

nings so designed that any movement caused by the

egularities in the road is absolutely vertical. The
int forks shown in the illustrations are by Chntev

Lea, but in future models the company's own spring
forks arranged on the principle now employed in the
springing of the back portion will be used. By re-

moving the four bolts which attach the rear wheel
mechanism to the springs the wheel may be bodily
removed, so th-at the changing of a cover may be'

quickly effected. The whole design of the frame
brings the centre of gravity as low as possible, the'

top tube being only 2iin. from the ground. '

A Consumption of Sixty Miles to the Gallon.
Instead of the usual saddle, a comfortable bucket

seat with a back rest is fitted, and under the cushion
is a locker tor spares. Behind the locker is the petrol

tank, which holds i % gallons of spirit, and while
on this subject it is interesting to mention that a

consumption of sixty miles to the gallon is claimed.
As regards control, the standard B. and B. handle-bar
control is at present employed, while a separate lever

also on the handle-bar controls the ignition. The
change speed lever works in a special form of gate
resembling that used on Rover cars. The clutch may,
be operated either through the left-hand pedal* or by
means of a lever on the handle-bar. The right-hand
pedal operates the rear band brake, but in future

models there will also be a brake on the front wheel,
both being of the internal expanding type. The
jubrication is by means of the usual hand pump, the

oil tapk being carried inside the top tube extension.

In 't- there is a compartment for spares, etc. The
frame at first sight seems hardly to provide sufficient

clearance between the engine and the ground, but this

is not borne out in practice, as we saw the machine
ridden over exceedingly rough ground—in fact, over

part of a cinder heap and over 3in. baulks of timber.

During a short trial run we found the clutch take up
the drive very smoothly, the change of gear to be

remarkably easy, and the engine to be extremely well

balanced. We hope to make "a further acquaintance

Avith this most interesting machine on fhe road at no
distant date.

An entirely new pattern four-eylinder motor bicjclB msnufaitured by the Wilkinson Sword Co.

and the machine is worm driven.

Th3 cylinder dimensions are 60 x 63 m.m.

AI3
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A selection of questions of general interest received from
readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries she
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor:
EX., and whether intended for publication or not, must
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Puncture-proof Ty;o3.

I have a Rex Litette tricar

running upon very light tyres

(26 by 2i). The front tyres

are continually puncturing,

and I find it a great nuisance.

Can you give me any information as

to—(a) a composition for filling

tyres to render them puncture-proof

or even solid? I believe there is a
composition called Elastes or some
word .similar, (b.) Whether I could

have solid tyres fitted to tlie front

wheel, or would they be absurd and
too heavy? The Titette has plenty

of power, eo Vv'eighL is immaterial
up to certain limits.

—

Punctxirh
Peoof, Chatliam.

Neither 01 your .suggestions is prac-

ticable. Elastes is no longer on the

market. Wo do not know of any com-
position with .v/hich we can recommend
you to fill the tyres to render, them
puncture-proof. Solid tyres are quite

out of the question, as the vibration

would soon fihake the machine to

pieces. The best thing would be to
rebuild the wheels with larger rims and
fit heavy 26 by 2^ pneumatic tyres.

Puncture-proof bands fitted • between
covers and tube« might overcome the
trouble.

>

Firing in Silencers and Other Queries.

(1.) Please tell me why my
engine (5-6 h.p. Peugeot) fires

in the silencers? It does this

for a time and then goes right

again. (2.) The exhaust valve
tappet has lately developed a

"click" when the valve shuts. Is

this harmful? (3.) When engine is

running slowly it knocks badly.
Surely this is not through carbon
deposit, as the engine has not run
100 miles. (4.) Can you tell me
how to stop the front cylinder inlet

valve gumming? I have to squirt
petrol in before I can start. (5.) I

use about one gallon of petrol to
forty m-iles. This seems a lot to
me. I have an Amac carburetter,
and cannot use full air,—C.E.

tl.) The explosions in the silencer occur
occasionally through an unexploded
charge getting into the exhaust box.
The explosions may either be due to
misfiring, bad carburation, or valve
troubles. (2.) We do not think you
need take any notice of the click. This
is simply a slight amount of play
caused by wear. It will probably not
need attention for a long time. (3.)

Probably you have the ignition too
far forward and do not close the air

A.14

to suit the speed at which the engine
is travelling, or the gear is too high
for very slow running. (4,) Oil more
frequently, but in smaller quantities.

At present the oil seems to be getting

past the rings, (5.) Forty miles to the
gallon is certainly rather excessive.

You might try reducing the level of

the petrol and using a smaller jet, at

the same time cutting down the main
air supply.

Carburetter Stoppages, Exhaust Valves, and
Accumulators.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1907

I

Minerva and sidecar. (1.) My
carburetter is continually get-

-^ ting stopped up with fine

powdery rust that probably
comes from the interior of the tank,
but I cannot very well see inside

the tank, as it is not wise to intro-

duce a light near to a petrol tank.

Can you suggest anything short of a
new bra^s tank? (2.) I am continu-
ally breaking the exhaust valve, and
it is becoming expensive. It is not
due to using too strong a mixture,
as I always use a minimum of petrol

and maximum of air. Can you sug-

gest a remedy or a cause? (3.) I

have two accumulators ; one is

always running down. I have been told

there is probably a "short" in the
interior. The acid has been renewed,
but it is no better. Is it advisable
for me to take it to pieces myself
and look for a defect? I have broken
the terminal of the other one where
the brass is joined on to the lead.

It is now soldered temporarily, but
is this likely to last, and if not what
should be done?—A.B.

(1.) Perhaps you do not strain the
petrol carefully before you put it into

the tank. The rusty colour is due to

oxidisation of the metal, which deposits

in the form of powder in the pipes
and tank. The only thing you can do
is to dismount the tank and wash it

very thoroughly with petrol two or
three times over, and carefully blow
out the pipes with a powerful tyre

pump. If this does not cure the trouble
a new brass or copper tank is the only
possible remedy. (2.) We should sug-

Thc Id. Edition of " The Autocar."
Readers of " The Motor Cycle " who are

interested in motor cars are reminded

that a Penny Edition of " The Autocar "

is now obtainable of all Newsagents and
Booksellers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the Zd. issue.

gest your using an exhaust valve m;
of special metal, as the breakages
probably due to the valves being m;
of incorrect material. A number
special valves are advertised in
miscellaneous columns. (3.) We shoi

advise you to send away the accun
later to a firm of specialists. You c
not well repair it yourself. We
afraid the accumulator repair will
be a permanent one, as any repair
the lead terminals should be done
burning and not by soldering.

Overheating of Twin-cylinder Engine.

My 5 h.p. twin Rex eng
overheats. It has been lat

overhauled and ' fitted with
B. and B. handle-bar control

carburetter in place of

Longuemare. Since the alteration

overheating has occurred. The m
neto is in good order; the compress
fairly good ; cylinders and pist<

cleansed of all deposits; have tr

various sized jets ; but no impro
ment' as regards overheating of engi

I wonder if any reader of your va

able paper has experienced a simi

trouble to mine. As there is

spraying cone above the nozzle of

jet, do you think there would
some improvement if I were to

and devise something above the noz
so as more thoroughly to diffuse

petrol? I cannot imagine what it

that causes the overheating,
exhaust valves are timed to close

top of stroke. Is that correct,

should they close slightly before
piston reaches the top?—J.W.

It would appear that the new car

retter is not adjusted correctly, see

that the engine did not overheat w
the old one. You mention that 3

have tried different sized jets, which
the right thing to do, but you do
mention anything about the petrol lev

This is important for a cool-rimn
engine. The spirit should rise to wit
^in, of the top of the jet. You \

require a dummy jet to test this, obta

able from the makers of the carbaretf

With regard to the engine, it may
that the exhaust valve springs are

weak, or that the exhaust cams ;

so reducing the lift of

Are you by chance using
worn,
valves
doubtful quality of lubricating

and do you lubricate frequently enou;

We doubt if there would be any
provement in fitting a spraying co

The B. and B. carburetter gives spl

did results when correctly adjust

The valves seem to be timed correctl
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JRepatring an Old Cylinder.

I have had the misfortune to

JT] break a small piece out of the

> top of my De Dion cylinder.
iJ There is a ring at the top of

the cylinder that the combus-

on head fits on. The compression

[1 gets away where the piece is

roken out of the cylinder. The break-

je is about ^in. long by about ^in.

3ep—not deep enough to interfere

ith the working of the piston. I

ive taken engine to a garage, and
16 manager advises me to have the

ip flange turned down one-eighth of

1 inch"; also the ring, as it is not
jssible to braze cast-iron. The
rlinder will stand one-eighth of an
ich being turned away, but will it

iterfere with the proper working of

le engine?

—

Doubtftjl, Exeter.

ning one-eighth off the top of cylin-

will raise the compression slightly,

not, perhaps, sufficiently to cause
rheating ; in fact, it might generally

rove the running of the engine, as

old De Dion tricycle engines have
kther low compression. In any case

may have to scrap the cylinder, so

> turning off one-eighth of an inch
lid not be an expensive experiment,
we should advise you to try it.

Touring in Scotland.

I purpose going from London
?"

' to Pitlochry. 1 want to go
one way (say East Coast) and

^ return, say, through the Lake
District and Derbyshire. My

lotor cycle is a 3^ h.p. 85 by 85
wo-speed Phelon and Moore, and
decar,. gears 6 to 1 and 11^ to 1,

assengers' combined weight, 19
;ones. Could you give me an idea
'. best route as regards scenery
id roads, avoiding the Lancashire
ad Midland manufacturing districts?

Wth regard to the Lake District,

lould I be able to get over the
lountain passes? I can manage
^esterham all right on the low
}Bx.—" Haurt Lauder."
idon to Pitlochry East Coast route :

at North Road, Doncaster, Ferry-
Ige, Wetherby, Northallei-ton, Dar-
ton, - Durham, Newcastle-on-Tyne,
wick, Berwick, Edinburgh, Perth,
Pitlochry. To return through the

es: Pitlochry, Perth, Stirlmg,
irie, Carluke, Lanark, Abington,
lat, Lockerbie, Gretna, and Carlisle.
I can enter the Lake District vid
rith, but you will have to climb

p (easy gradient), or from Carlisle
can go to Bothel, and enter the

:e
_
District by Bassenthwaite and

'Wick, Ambleside, Windermere,
Idal, Kirkby Lonsdale, Settle,
pton, Otley, Ilkley, join North
id or Leeming Lane near Boston
', then Aberford, Doncaster, and
le. We know both routes, and
ingly recommend the latter for
relling to and from the Lake Dis-
t; Ci regard to hills in the Lake
trict, you will be able to climb
except, perhaps, Honister Pass,

kgtone Pass might pull you up—^it

ends whether you are a skilful
rer or not—but we think by
Pjping your passei^er for a few
ds on the steepest gradient, you
lid climb that also.

sfTHR
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Poor Compression and Sluggish Starting.

I have a late 1907 5 h.p. twin
Vindec Special, and should be
glad if you could kindly en-
lighten me on the following
points : (1.) Lately, although

engine (a Peugeot) has quite
sufficient power to take me up any
hill I have yet met with, I find that
when I push the machine forward
the compression of the front cylinder
is very bad ; in fact, I can almost
wheel the machine over compression
without resistance. I can hear the
air escaping (I think inside the
cylinder) with a hissing sound. I

may say that about a fortnight ago
the engine was taken down, and a
piston ring on each piston was found
to be broken, each being replaced by
a new one ; the valves were ground
at the same time, and when the
engine was replaced it had good com-
pression in both cylinders. I cannot
hnd any leakage round, the valve,

compression tap, etc. Can you give
me any idea as to where the leakage
is, and should you advise me to take
the engine down again, and see if

. it is due to piston rings? (2.) The
engine is, and always has been, very
hard to start when cold, although
the valve springs are both of the
same tension. Some friends of mine
think that this hard starting is due
to the carburetter, which is an
F.N., and is fitted some distance be-

hind the cylinders. When once the
engine is warm it can be started quite

easily, both cylinders commencing to

fire directly, even at sharp walking
pace. Do you think that this hard
starting when engine is cold is due
to the distance of suction of gas to

the cylinders, and would the fitting of

a Brown and Barlow carburetter be-

tween the cylinders facilitate start-

ing? The sparks are excellent, and
I, of course, always inject petrol into

the cylinders when the engine is cold

before attempting to start. (3.)

When the engine is running I can-

not keep it at a steady pace—^it

either wants to go at about twenty
miles per hour, or not at all, and I

always have to drive with the ex-

haust half lifted. If I close the

throttle any more, the engine ceases

to fire, and if I retard very much
the machine goes in a series of jerks.

Do you think that this is also due
to the carburetter?—C.W.

(1.) Look for a crack in the cylinder,

also test all joints by spreading lubri-

cating oil over them, and if you are

still unable to find the leak, we should

advise you to take the engine down.
You may find it necessary to have the

cylinders rebored and new pistons

fitted, when, of course, the engine

would be like new. (2.) With regard

to the difficulty in starting, this

should be quite easily overcome. If

you fit a device to cut off part of the
main air supply similar to the one illus-

trated on page 713, September 22nd,
starting will be rendered much easier,

especially in cold weather. The engine
will start practically at once when the
shutter is closed. This would be a
much cheaper way of getting over the
trouble than fitting a new carburetter.
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as there is no reason why the present
one should not work -quite well. (3.)

This bears out our theory that the
engine gets too much air at slow
speeds, consequently with the device
rnentioned you could still close off the
air when the throttle is barely open,
which would allow you to run at
almost walking pace.

Valve Setting.

I should be obliged if you
would let me know the best
position of the inlet and
exhaust valves to obtain the
most power from a 3i: h.p. Kex

for hill-climbing, also for setting the
same valves for getting the most!
speed on the level. I have just,

fitted a B. and B. handle-bar con-
trolled carburetter, and I anl troubled
with overheating, although I have
given all the air I can until engine
misfires.—E. W., Durham.

Obviously the makers know the best
position for the valves on their own
engine. If you wish to check the
setting, the exhaust valve on most
motor cycle engines commences to open
within about one-tenth of the end of

the working stroke, and is on its seat
at the end of the exhaust stroke. The
inlet valve usually commences to open
when piston has completed a fraction of
the induction stroke, varying from -^m.
to ^in., according to the length of the
stroke of the engine and the speed at
which it runs. The latter remark
refers to a mechanically-operated inlet

valve. In all probability the reason you
are troubled with overheating is

because level of the petrol is too high
in the jet tube, or the jet tube has a
hole for the petrol which is too large.

READERS* REPLIES.
Mysterioas Magneto Tronble.

Herewith I am sending you a sketch
showing the adjustment I had to
make to my machine—^a similar one to
your East London correspondent's
Z^ h.p. N.S.U. The machine ran badly
for a time, then failed, and would run
only with the help of a battery. The
trouble was found to be at the screw

B

A. Contactscrew. B. Carbon brush.

I. Insulation.

S. Point where screw did not touch wire W.
W. Insulated wire from armature.
The insulation is shown black.

A, which made imperfect contact with
the wire W, which passes through the

centre of the armature shaft. The
insulation at I was also imperfect.

When these matters were put right the

engine ran well. The sketch is not

accurately to scale, being drawn from

memory after three years.

—

Godfkst
M. Mackat.

.V17
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By
Valve=grinding Up=to=date.

Listen and wonder, ye members of the old brigade!

I saw an exhaust valve well and truly ground in to

its seat within five minutes the other day, and that

without removing the valve spring or washer. How
was it done? The machine was a Triumph. The
spring was first compressed and the cotter withdrawn

by means of a Duco tool, which was left in place to

support spring and cup, whilst the Triumph valve

tool was used to withdraw the valve. The Duco tool

held spring and cup in place while grinding was per-

formed, and after the last speck of abrasive had been

washed out, the valve was slipped back, cotter

inserted, Duco tool unscrewed—^and there you are!

When I think of two men, four hands, a long screw-

driver, a pair of pliers, a car tyre lever, many objur-

gations and more barked muscles about four years

back, I wish—^well, I wish I had been born a few

years later.

The £nd>to°end Record.
The time has arrived when the powers that be ought

to consider whether they will allow further attempts on

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's records by two-wheeled

machines. As long as such records are considered

to hold a sentimental value, men will be found to try

and break the latest figures, and the sporting nature

of the attempt would alone secure a constant succession

of attacks quite apart from trade interests. From a

sporting point of view we should all thoroughly enjoy

watching the gradual reduction of the time down to

twenty hours or so-—whatever is the minimum period

lin which a fearless lunatic on a high-powered racing

[machine could cover the distance, if he struck the best

of weather and the best of luck. But there are other

considerations which rank higher even than pure sport.

Sport may be carried . to a pitch at which it may
develop into selfish foolhardiness, and even lead to

manslaughter. We should all be extremely sorry if one
of our sporting cracks killed himself or somebody else

on one of these record jaunts. That this eventuality

is quite on the cards is apparent when we reflect that

the End-to-end route is by no means an ideal road for

touring, let alone for racing ; and that the average speed
of the existing record works out at about twenty-six

miles an hour. To maintain such a speed as this

j necessitates taking grave risks, both from a public and
a personal point of view. On the other side, there are

I

few advantages to be reckoned. We now know that

at least a dozen different makes of machines can with
reasonable luck, and a good man in the saddle, cover
this route in thirty hours or so. When the record
changes hands, we gain no new knowledge about the

machines on the market. We simply learn that a new
crack, with a desire for notoriety, an instinct for sport,

and a fair share of good luck, has taken a few more
risks and faced a few more privations than his pre-

decessor on the honours list. Fatalities may easily

result from further assaults on the existing figures ;, and
A18

"IXION."
if they do, the conscience of the rulers of the sp

will not be comfortable. I personally am of opin

that the time has arrived for the A.C.U. to put its f

down, and prohibit further attempts, under penalty

five years' suspension for the rider, a penalty to

extended to all machines of the make he rides il

can be proved that the makers were privy to his da

The record was once a matter of public interest.

now a matter of purely personal interest, and its hit

ing for the public is one of danger. . A furt

point is the huge expense of each attack, an expe

which in the case of trade ventures falls ultima!

upon motor cyclists as a whole. Needless to say, n
of these objections apply at present to attempts on
passenger record. Any new tricar or sidecar c(

bination desirous of proving its merits could not

better than essay this run', as the present average

within the legal speed limit, but as soon as the aver

speed of the passenger machines is in excess of

limit the same arguments will apply to them.

The Weight Question.
I can see already that the visitor to this ye;

Stanley Show is in for a puzzling time. ' Never bel

will so many first-class machines have been stag

At stand after stand there will greet us an array

motor bicycles all much on a level both in gen(

design and in workmanship, while the competil

records of many of them will be tolerably simi

though some will stand out because they are rid

in greater numbers. The puzzled visitor will seek

some canon by which he may differentiate them, .

I should respectfully suggest that when other thi

are equal, weight should be made the deciding fac

For instance, in selecting my own mount for 191

shall find two machines both bristling with brains,

each fitted with the same make of engine; or, ag;

I shall find two excellently designed mounts each fi

with engines of equally good workmanship and equ
high efficiency, though of different makes. But
difference in weight may be as much as 40 or 50 1

and though the two engines may be equal on the

bench, this difference in weight will prevent their b(

equal on the road, while I shall reap the benefi

lesser avoirdupois in other respects as well. Thi

where the old established make scores Over the :

comer. Every detail of the older machine has t

modified in size, strength, and material by liter

millions of miles of experience. On the new make
ample margin has been left for accidents, pending
arrival of ripe experience. Therefore my tip for

Stanley is, " When in doubt, lift the machine off

.floor, and, if other things are apparently equal, ph
for the lighter mount! "

y ^giBB' ^
The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., have moved into

premises, the address of which is the Moto-Reve Wo:

Acton Vale, W.
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The Editor does not hold himseit responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

A Challenge.

300.]—The Hendee Mfg. Co. make a comparison of the
ader capacities of our 5 h.p. Matchless (738 o.c.) which
the T.T. Race and their Indian {714 c.c.) which ran

nd, with the evident intention of suggesting that their
hine was the more efficient of the two. They, however,
n'e the respective weights of the riders, which. at& given
dally are H. A. Collier 11 stones and G. Lq9 Evans
7 lbs. The position is this, that our Matchless was of
e and a half per cent, greater cylinder capacity and
ied fifteen per cent, more weight of rider. These facts
lid be sufficient to show the relative elficiency of the two
bines, but we should like to see this settled once more.
lave much pleasure in hereby challenging the Hendee
'..-Co. to match Mr. G. Lee Evans against Mr. H. A.
ier, both to ride the identical machines used in the T.T.
e, for a race on Brooklands Track for any distance they
. prefer, and for a stake of £25 aside, which stake we
deposit with Th", Motor Cycle immediately on their

ptance of our challenge.

H. COLLIER AND SONS, LTD.

Wind Screens on Sidecars.

301.]—In reply to J. F. Eriggs's letter [No. 4286] in
issue of September 29th regarding the wind screen fitted
iiy sidecar, which was illustrated in the issue of September
page 691, I obtained this from Taylor and Co., 237,

tford Road, Edmonton, N. It is attached to the sidecar
:wo- brackets, which are easily fixed, and the screen can
ifted right off if not required, leaving the brackets as
sture. The total weight is a little over 3 lbs. I have
en 1,466 rniles since fitting the screen, and under ordinary
litions do not notice any difference in speed; against a
ng wind it certainly must put a little more work on the
ne, but as I have a 6 h.p. engine this is more than
pensated for in the extra comfort of passenger,
previously had a 3^ h.p. with sidecar, and from my
srience with a machine of this power I would not advise
ng a wind screen to it. F. E. LEE.

Two-stroke Engines.

302.]—I quite agree with a recent leaderette published
'our columns on "Two Stroke Engines," and am sorry
ee that the A.C.XT. considers it is necessary to handicap
type of engine in all forms of competition. I can under-
d its action with regard to hill-climbs when the results

calculated on a formula in which the cubical capacity
fee engine plays an important part, but in a pure race
re there are no limitations on the petrol cor^umed and
Formula is used, I think it would have been most inter-

ag to sec what the single-cylinder two-stroke could do.

y the way, it is a surprise to me that the two-stroke
me has not been more generally exploited on motor
es. . It« advantages are many, and the disadvantag^es
ear to have been mostly ov^come. An engine miniis
pet valves, valve springs, timing gear, 'and their atten-
b troubles, must not only give lees trouble to the owner,
last longer than the four-cycle design. Compression

\% last indefinitely, as it is only dependent on the wear
lylrnder, piston, and rings.

hope ere long we shall see a Premo, R,ex, or SeOtt two-
ke motor bicycle ridden in a scratch event, say on Brook-
Is Track, and if it can do no n-:ore than hoild its own with
ines of equal dimensions it will be mv choice for 1910
account of its simplicity alone. DEUX TEMPS.

Lessons from the Tourist Trophy Race.

[4303.]—In your summing up of lessons from the T.T.
Race you observe that the first five machines have mechani-
cally operated inlet valves. Now, as m.o.i.v. versus a.o.i.v.

has been an old subject of controversy in The Motor Cycle,
it would be interesting to know if, in face of the above result,

there are still as faithful adherents to automatic inlet valves
as the mechanical type. I never had any doubt personally,

but as some riders seemed to be just as enthusiastic over the

automatic type as I am over the mechanical type, I am
anxious to know if they have yet given in. If Mr. H. A.
Collier would oblige us with his opinion it would be interest-

ing. I notice in his twenty-four hours' record ride he used
a.o.i.v., but in the T.T. Race he had an m.o.i.v. engine, but,

as "Road Rider" observed last week, the engine is probably

unsuitable for touring use owing to the liability of the valves

falling into the cylinder in case of breakage. The Indian and
N.S.IJ. apparently suffer from the same disadvantage, and
I should be glad if the makers or someone would tell me why
stops cannot be fitted to prevent the valve heads entering the

cylinder. I want to order a new machine at the Stanley

Show, and I have decided this much : I will have mechanical

valves, but if there is a chance of the valve heads getting

into the cylinder and probably breaking the piston, I shall

certainly have none of the overhead type, even though

machines fitted with these engines may be faster. Meanwhile,

1 should be interested to know if any reader has had a

smashed piston on a standard 1909 machine owing to a valve

head falling into the cylinder. M. C. L.

English V. French Meagnrements.

[4304.]—Since the International Tourist Trophy has again

been won on a British machine, it seems a favourable oppor-

tunity' to raise the question of English versus French measure-

ments, and to ask whether it is not possible tO' take a bold

stand in favour of the use of "all-British dimensions"?

Up to now the usual method has been to give the bore and
stroke in millimetres, cylinder capacity in cubic centimetres

or litres, tank capacity in gallons, weight in pounds avoir-

dupois, and distance in miles, so that we have to pat up with

an absurd and inconsistent medley of measurements.

Most of this confusion seems to be mainly due to a f-nob-

bish idea that the millimetre, being derived from France,

must be more scientific and accurate than the common inch.

Permit me, however, to contend that the inch, if divided into

10, 100, or 1,000 parts, provides a convenient and accurate

system of measurement, and one " undei'standed c-l the

people."

There really seems to be no adequate reason why in this

country (or in America) the motor cycle rejoicing in a 3in.

cylinder should be disguised as 76 mm. bore, or that the

easily understood capacity of 30 cubic inches should be made
incomprehensible by conversion into 493 cubic centimetres

!

In the list of entries for the T.T. Race the capacities of the

competing makes of engines made an imposing list of cubic

centimetres just about as intelligible to the general public

as the numbers in a telephone directory.

This is particularly unfortunate, for if these capacities had

been given in cubic inches it would have assisted the non-

technical public in comparing the actual sizes of the com-

peting engines, and would have conveyed, in figures easily

gra&jwd and retained in the memory, a definite idea of the

comparative piston displacements in relation to the listed

horse-power. ALFRED A. SCOTT.
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Motor Cycle Taxes in Rhodesia.

[4305.]—With regard to " AW 354's " letter in your issue

of August 4th. there is no revenue tax on motor cycles

in Rhodesia, but a duty of twelve per cent, ad valorem

is levied by the Customs Union in any case. Tetrol in

Bulawayo costs 4s. a gallon, and is very inferior at that. You

people in the Old Country who only pay Is. 4d. a gallon are

very lucky. , ,

Anyone who requires a thorough working knowledge of

motor cycles cannot do better than travel on South African

roads, as by so doing all ihe bad points in ones niachme

are shown up, besides which, in this part of the world, one

must be one's own mechanic.

Notwithstanding this, it is possible to have most enjoy-

able runs, and punctures on the veldt roads are few and far

between. j .^ ^i.-

The crankcase should not be near the ground tor this

country (it is liable to be broken by stones, etc.), the

Triumph being, in my humble opinion, too low. The heavier

the machine the better, as lightweights caraer about like a

cork in a sea over the rough roads.

Selukwe,.S. Rhodesia. PERCY C. W. EWAR.

An Explanation.

[4306.]—In justice to myself and to explain what must
be to your readers a most mysterious episode, I beg to be

allowed to detail the circumstances which led to my un-

fortunate collision with Mr. Munroe on the eve of the

Tourist Trophy Race. Reference to Clause B of the printed

rules will show that it was most emphatically provided that

no competitor should under any circumstances be on the

course after 8 a.m., the penalty being instant disqualifica-

tion. I never heard that this rule was anything but rigidly

unalterable, and all competitors, so far as I know, carefully

respected it.

•' On the morning in question I had completed four circuitT

and continued to Creg Willey, being anxious to
^

test ' my
machine on the hill after continuous running. Being satis-

fied with the climb, I stopped at the top, having encountered

another entrant, who warned me that we had only five

minutes in which to return to Ballacraine before eight

o'clock (this being the nearest point at which we could leav3

the course). So we turned back. In returning we were
joined by other competitors. At this time it was clearly

impossible to start and complete a lap before eight o'clock,

and I did not expect that such an attempt would be
allowed. This first warning of danger was when Mr. Munroe
appeared rounding a corner about fifty yards ahead, and at

a speed of about fifty miles an hour. A determined attempt
to avert disaster drove me into the wall, but Mr. Munroe
did not completely clear me and our handle-bars touched.

' After explaining, my case to the officials, they said that it

was generally known that a circuit could be made up to

any point three or four minutes to eight. This seemed and
still seems to me a flat contradiction of Clause B. Neverthe-
less, I was disqualified, and I am still unaware on what
grounds. Was it because I was riding the course in the
wrong direction? Or should I have escaped disqualification

if I had escaped the collision? J. W. LENO.

OCTOBER i3ih, icj

Hill Climbing.

[4307.]—In reply to Mr. Dickson [letter No. 4274],

not get up the hill in question, but had to stop twice,

machine had run about 8,000 miles, and the ring slot

cylinder were worn, so that the compression was not

good. Had the engine been in first-clasg" condition I

I might have managed it.

In August last year I tried to climb HonistS'* fass
the Buttermere side, but found it a mass of loose

stones. After several stops and restarts 1 got ab^ut
thirds of the way up the steep part, when the back

. absolutely refused to grip, and simply spun rounc. everj

I engaged the low gear. Had I had non-skid ts--es

might have done better.

It was on June 30th that I clknbed Bealloch n;

Diabady. but my letter was not published unti! soin

after I wrote it. C. R. iNAAS

Suggestions for the 1910 T.T.Race.

[4308.]—Tlii9 articles in last week's issue of The
Cych dealing with the T.T. Race are intensely inters

and I think that the views of some of the competitors
also prove of interest.

This year's race was a pure speed test, and I thin]

many of the riders, especially amongst the amateurs
admit that the machines were too fast for the cour

know, of several competitors who simply dare ,not dri

out on several portions of the road ; the uneven surfac

high speed combined made it a difficult matter to s

straight course. Most of the machines were capable of

70 m.p.h., and I contend that this is too high a spe

such an event as the T.T.
Next year I should like to see three classes running,

certainly think that the lightweights should be give

opportunity of proving their capabilities, and there

finer test than the T.T. Race. .

Now that we know what speeds can be obtained w
unlimited fuel supply, I think we might again impose
limit on the lines of last year's race.

The bore and stroke for single-cylinder machines
certainly reached the limit, and to go on increasing tl

of single-cylinder engines will prove to be a step in the

direction. At the present time valves break with al

frequency on many of the high compression single-cj

engines.
Finally, I think that the regulations for next year

tend to reduce the speed (remember it is a " touri.st

"

otherwise transfer the riTce to Brooklands, where spee

be indulged in with safety. A OOMPETIT

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R. M. S." would like readers' experiences with the ^

automatic carburetter.

A few days ago we received a communication from

C. P. Cook bearing the address 239, Albert Road, 1

worth, Birmingham. A reply addressed as above ha;

returned marked " No such number in Albert Road, I

worth." Will the writer send his correct address, wh
query he raised shall have attention?

Start

October

cycle hand

Brookland!

Wednesdaj

fork start

petitors 1

pass this

twice, am

enter the si

Distance 8;

A20
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Although I ran 2nd to the winner of the T.T. (at the first time of asking, mind),

a machine of greater capacity, and although I turned the tables in the hill-climb

on the following day, I am designed throughout as a fully equipped touring Moto
Cycle, fit and ready for a season's hard road use, and my successes serve but to

prove my great efficiency, which means to my owner, economy in running, relia-

bility, speed—in a word, SATISFACTION.

Lists now ready ; write

—

lENDEE MFG. Co.,
'. H. Wells, London Manager.

84, Gt. PORTLAND
t., LONDON, W.
/e are exhibiting at

le Stanley Show

—

tand 132. Nov. 19
to 27.

THE GRADUA GEAR has scoped a first place in every Hill

Climb in which it has competed on Formulae of efficiency.

COVENTRY HILL CLIIVIB

BARNSLEY HILL CLIIVIB

FIRST
FIRST

HERTSCOUNTYA.C. HILL CLIIVIB Fl
OXFORD V N.W. LONDON - - FIRST

Suitable for

all weathers.

Any gear for

any road.

Multiplicity

of gear ratios

with mini-
mum work-
ing parts.

—«fc—-1—~~

—

a

Converted TRIUMPH, gear* operated by Pedals

12 Grss. (fitted).

The Gradua

Gear has a

line all round

\ record for
"\

reliab i 1 i t y,

I speed, hills,

and traffic

work.

Botb Zenith and Zenette (spring frame) Gradua

machines are on view at Sherwell's, 4S, Yoric

Street, Westminster.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,
WEYBRIDGF. ('Phone No. 4.)

In amwerinri t]ie_se advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A2I
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BROOKS
ANTI-VIBRATORy

MOTOR CYCLB
SADDLES&SMTS.

Tourist Trophy
Race 1909.

It is a fact worth empliasis that in the above race
the machines of four out ot the first five riders were
fitted with the world-famed BROOKS Saddles-

These riders occupied first, second, third, and fifth

positions, and their success makes telling testimony
to the merits of the BROOKS, for no fitment can
influence speed and staying-power as the saddle can

First in that race, the BROOKS is also first in the
race for popularity—and the reasons ?

—

Because its every model is the direct result of the
practical experience of the practical rider

—

Because its comfort-giving qualities make for

health and happiness awheel

—

Because it is perfect in design^ material, work-
manship, and finish.

Remsmbar, no o her Saddle can embody the BROOKS
Compound Springs—the springs which absorb all

vibration within themselves—and, by their compen-
sating action, eliminate all tendency to bounce.

These are fitted tq every model, and make possible

that perfect comfort which enables the rider to

undertake the longest ride without fatigue.

In short, the BROOKS is first—always in a position

of unassailable supremacy—first in its ideal combina-
tion of the two essentials—comfort and durability..

Our Saddle Manual tells you more—let us send you
one. Dept. B45.

J. B. BROOKS e? CO., LTD.,

The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

=^

A22 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The- Motor Cycle.'
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A COLLAPSABLE TRICAR FRAME.
TRICAR, like a sidecar, suffers from tiie dis-

advantage of takiiTg up a good deal of storage
' room; consequently -a device ivhich could be

'made to suit either type of r-ttachment, and vet

:ome this disadvantage, is of

3St. Mr.
-J.

Browning, - 28,

ge Street, Blackfriars Road,

has protected a de\-iGe for a

psable frame, Avhic'h he hopes

et taken up by a firm of

ifacturers.

jferring to fig. i, it will be

that the tricar in question-

sses two frames—an upper
e A and a lower frame A^.

behind the front axle are two
C and C^, pivoted on the

lies D and D^, which by
ly loosening two bolts swing

so that the machine adopts
tosition shown in fig. 2. E is

It holding arm C to the axle

n disengaged. To fold up
ittachment, it is first of all

;sary to jack up the machine
lie front stand F, which is

ped down, and the machine
shed forward until the wheels
ofif the ground. The two
ded bolts B and B^ are then
:ewed, and this allows the

•wheels to be folded back

;

:ront springs are hinged on
o arms, and may be lifted out

ie way until the seat assumes the position shown
re illustration of the frame collapsed.

le attachment which jSIr. Browning showed us was
merely a - model,
and not intended to

be used on the
road, but a glance
at the design will

show that the latter

is quite good, and
that the swinging
arms forming an
extension of - the
front axle should
be of ample
strength. Attention
is also paid to the

of the

The
front springs are
also somewhat
novel in design,

since the upper
plates are rigid and
the lower leaves

slide through two,
clips. There are

no shackles, since

horn plates are

/ ^. emploved.
r.—bno :\n'% the collapsable tricar frame i. ^

in its folded position. Readers who are

interested in the form of tricar frame here described
svill have an opportunity of inspecting Mr. Browning's
idea in the Inventors' S'ection at the Business Exhibi-
tion , Olympia.

y vt. <i>MB>cja't>;5r.a«i'aE«t»3!Mg.««i.^3Mijt sasw-gi^ .i* ;-aig>.»

"fig. I.—Browning's CullapsaLiR' Tricar Frame which has been specially designed to enable th e machines
to enter a narrow doorway or passage.

Past experience' of most collapsable frames has

proved to us that the joints have a tendency to wear,

and the frame is thereby liable to lose a certain

amount of its rigidity. Mr. Browning's frame may
prove to be an exception.

strength

steering heads

All communications relating to Bowden wire

mechanism and controls for motor cycles should be

sent to E. M. Bowden's Patent Syndicate, Ltd., 29,

Baldwin's Gardens, Gray's Inn Road, E.G. Some
delay has been . caused • by letters being addressed to

the Bowden Brake Co. 's works at Birmingham. Will

readers kindly note.

Most makers of lightweight machines have adopted

a round twisted belt on account of its flexibility. It

has, however, disadvantages, and to overcome these

the N.S.U. Motor Company has adopted a new
pattern belt for their lightweight machines which

is quite different from the ordinary round twisted

belt, since it is in reality (to use a Hibernian expres-

sion) a round V belt. In other woirds, it is built up of

three layers of leather, copper sewn, resembling

a V belt in every Avay except as regards the shape.

In joining these belts, it is not .advisable to use a

belt punch, as this takes out so much leather that it

weakens the belt and causes the fastener to pull

through. The best thing to use is a saddler's awl,

Avhich should be inserted as far from the end as

possible, and the awl should be inserted lengthwise—

that is to say, the flattened portion should make the

incision lengthmse, and not across the belt.

A2^
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Police Traps.

We have received information that

police traps are in operation in the

ten mile limit at present existing

through Crieff, N.B.

An Echo ol the T.T. Race.

We are happy to announce that A.

J. Sproston, wlio pluckily rode through
the T.T. Race with a broken ankle,

has now returned home from the Isle

of Man, and is so far recovered that

he hopes to be about again very

shortly.

Barnes Experimentinj with Aeroplanes.

The old racing motor cyclist, G. A.
Barnes, has turned his attention to

aeroplanes. The L.C.C. has refused

Mm permission to make experimental

trials on his J. A..P. engined mono-
plane at Blackheath, but a suitable

ground in Kent 'has been found.

Military Motor Cycling

The practical value of the motor
cycle in time of war has been tested

in the recent army manoeuvres. The
Army Council, being anxious to ex-

periment upon this point, invited the

Motor Union to nominate a number of

motor cyclist members to act as

despatch bearers, attached to the Staff

at the cavalry manoeuvres, which have
been carried out in the neighbourhood
of Oxford. The Army Council have
now written to the Motor Union ex-

pressing their appreciation of the
manner in which the motor cyclists

performed their duties during the

manoeuvres.

Growins Importance ot the Motor Cycl?.

It iis pleasing for us to be able to

record that one or two large cycle

manufacturing firms in the Midlands
are interesting themselves in the motor
cycle, and may shortly place models
on the market. We are not at present
in a position to divulge the names of

all of them, as matters are not suffi-

ciently far advanced. However, we
are sanctioned by the Enfield Cycle
Co., Ltd., Redditch, to state that they
have definitely decided to exhibit a
twin-cylinder lightweight motor bi-

cycle at the Stanley Show, which will
be a standard Enfield product during
1910. The Wilkinson Sword Co. are
also placing a four-cylinder motor cycle
on the market which is described and
illustrated on page 777 this week.
We have also noticed for some time a
power-propelled bicycle under test
bearing the name of Abingdon King
Dick. Further details must be re-

served until nearer show time.
Will the Rover Co. introduce a

new model with chain drive? A little

bird whispers that it is not unlikely.
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HILL-CLIMBING IN SCOTLAND.

A NEW FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR BICYCLE.

R\CING AT BROOKLANDS.

MULTI-POINT IGNITION.

A Score for Accumulators and Coils.

For racing purposes some experienced

riders still prefer accumulators and

coiLs for getting the utmost out of an

engine. The first and the third

machines in the October motor cycle

handicap at Brooklands last W^ednes-

day had accumulator ignition, also the

first and second in the autumn
handicap.

The Quarterly Trial Next Saturday.

Next Saturday the last Quarterly

Trial of the year" takes place. Starting

from Uxbridge at 9 a.m., the competi-

tors will proceed via High Wycombe,
Dashwood Hill, Wheatley, Islip, and
Bletchington, to Eanbury. The return

journey will be v'ld Bicester, Ayles-

bury, Berkhampstead, Chesham, and
Amersham to Uxbridge. This trial

will decide the winner of the silver

cup for the best "aggregate perform-
ance in the four trials of 1909.

The Gaillon Hill-elimh.

Tliis one-time important French
event was poorly supported this year',

some of the classes only boasting one
entrant and one competitor. _ In the
quarter litre (250 c.c.) class Vilbois (Lur-
quin-Coudert) made the ascent in Im.
27|s. The same make of machine was
represented in the tricar class by
Lacour, whose time was 2m. Is.

Giuppone, who made fastest time
last year on a Peugeot motor cycle,

viz., 32^s., this year drove a Lion-'
Peugect car, and won his class in 46^.

Next Week's Issue.

Th". Motor Cycle for October ^

will contain several articles on wii

riding, with special references to

most suitable kind of motor cycle

all-weather riding, the best kind

clothing to wear and other useful t

Motor Cycles in Warfare.

The Austrian Army Department
had a' motor cycle equipped will

machine gun for experimental |

poses. Surely this is a new use

motor cycles, but it is extren

doubtful if the test will prove suc(

ful, as a motor cyclist is j "t abl

make a cross-country course, &>.

necessary if this special kind of

is to be used to its best purpose,

success of a motor cycle in war
seems to depend upon its speed

despatch carrying.

Motor Cyclists in the Army Manceuvres.

Sir E. Ward has written to

Auto Cycle Union as follows :
" I

commanded by the Army Counci
convey to you their appreciation

the efficient manner in which
motor cyclists provided by your U
performed the duties which a

allotted . to them during the re(

Army Manoeuvres." In • TM M
Cycle last week, Mr. H. A. Wi
who was in charge of the motor c

squad, described their experiences
the useful work performed in carrj

despatches in a short lapse of time

A few articles picked up during the recent Tourist Trophy Race, between the top of Creg Willey's Hil|

and Kirk Michael.
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Ihe T.T. Fund.

The total receipts to the Tourist
Ti'ophy Fund amounted to £136 5s. 6d.

Austria's Military Motor Cyclists.

The newly-formed Austrian jNIotor

Cyclists' Corps isaw service for the
first time in this year's Imperial
manoeuvres, and earned the praise of

the Emperor.

Norway to Iiave a Military Motor Corps.

Norway is to have a volunteer motor
corps, whose members must be from
18-55 years old, and possess either ' a

car of at least 10 h.p. or a cycle of

3^ h.p. Members will choose their

own commander, who, after five years'
Bervice, will receive the rank of major
from the War Office.

A £20 Fine or Six Weeks' Imprisonment.

Some time ago A. Cross, of Liver-
pool Eoad, Islington, bought an old

1^ h.p. Werner, out of order. During
August, while the owner was away,
his young brother, anxious to try tne
machine, fixed some numbers on and
took it out. Unfortunately, not
being used to a motor cycle, he
ran into a cyclist, ^nd thus attracted
the attention of the' police. Not hear-

ing anything for six weeks it was
thought that the matter had been
dropped, but recently Donald Cross,
aged 20, was summoned to the North
London Police Court, and Mr. Cluer
fined him 40s. and costs 2s. for driv-

ing a motor cycle without a licence.

Ho was similarly dealt with for not
having the cycle registered, and was
fined £20 for unlawfully and fraudu-
lently using a motor cycle identifica-

tion mark. The alternative was a
total of six weeks imprisonment. This
eeems to be an altogether too heavy
-penalty, seeing that paltry fines are

usually inflicted for much worse
offences. For instance, a train load of

people have been endangered by boys
placing logs on the line, and a few
ishillings fine has been the result, and
only recently two farm labourers oi

Ripley were fined 30s. each for stretch-

ing wire cables across the road, en-

dangering the lives of every user of

the road. Just because a motor cycle

was connected with the first-mentioned

case, the heaviest penalty is inflicted.

A total of £24 in fines is out of all

reason, and the boy's parents cannot

see their way to save him from prison,

thus his character will be stained for

life just as though he had committed
some criminal offence.

Unjust Fines on Motor Cyclists at Retford.

The Retford (Notts) police and magis-

trates are becoming notorious for their

antagonism towards motorists, and
readers would do well to avoid the place

altogether. It does not appear to be

generally known that a ten-mile limit

is iu existence at Retford—at least, that

was the excuse of F. W. Applebee, who
was charged with driving a motor
bicycle and sidecar at " about fifteen or

sixteen miles an hour " across the Market
Square. His passenger estimated the

speed at 10 m.p.h., but the magistrates

believed the police evidence in prefer-

ence, and Applebee was mulcted to the

extent of £5—an altogether unjust fine

for so trivial an offence. 0. C. Anne
was charged at the same court for riding

a motor cycle at 16 m.p.h. in Carolgate.
He pleaded guilty, and got off with a
£3 fine. By the way, the frequency of

the remarks " Loud laughter " and
" Laughter " is painfully noticeable 111

the local paper report. Apparently the
bench look upon these summonses as
huge jokes. We would rtsp^cffully
suggest that if a little less tnne were
given to mirth, which is quite out of

place, and more consideration given to
the various cases, the hues would be less

frivolous.

The End-to-end Sidecar Record.

Geiger's new sidecar record was cer-

tainly a wonderful performance.
,
As

may be imagined, very severe weather
was experienced in the North of Scot-
land, for October is hardly the most
suitable month for lorg-dis.arce records.
In the neighbourhooa of Inverness and
Perth we hear that snow was en-
countered, which almost froze the
riders to their seats, while at times
rain came down in torrents. Next
week we shall relate a few incidents
of the run.

A Dastardly Trick.

While Mr. and Mrs. Fredk. Lang-
horne, Pontefract, were travelling on a
motor cycle and sidecar torough
Stourton, near Leeds, on the 19th ult.

at 9.5 p.m., they espied a motor car
coming towards them- down John-o'-

Gaimt's Hill. To all appearances the
car had got out of control, as it was
swerving from one side of the road to

the ^ other. The sidecarists could do
nothing to get out of its way, and
according to their account the front

wheel of the car struck the sidecar

carriage, afterwards hitting the sidecar

wheel, which collapsed, and both rider

and. passenger were upset. The driver
of the motor car appeared to hesitate

as though inclined to stop, but finally

went oil at full spetd. The motor car

contained three or four persons, and had
strong headiiglits, which shone full upon
the sidecarists, so the latter must have
been seen. Unfortunately the sidecar

occupants did not notice the number of

the car, which bore the identification

letter U. Although Mr. and Mrs.
Langhorne do not wish to claim any-
tliing in the way of compensation, it

would be only a matter of common
decency for the driver of the car to

come forward and apologise.

M.C.C. Brooklands Gymkhana.

On Saturday next, 15th inst., the

M.C.C. race meeting and gymkhana
will take place at Lrooklands. 'there

are over 200 separate entries for the

various events. Racing will commence
promptly at 12 noun.

Event. Programme.
1.—12 noon. Motor cycle race.

2.—12.20. A match between Messrs.
Hamilton, Anthony, and Birch-
Reynardson.

3.—12.40. Motor cycle race.
4.—1 p.m. Motor car race.

5.—1.20. Motor cycle race.

6.—1.^5. Motor cycle gymkliana race.

7.—2.15. Car "bending ' race.

8.-2.45. Motor cycle "lifebelt" race.

9.—3.15. Car "engine starting" race.

10.—3.^5. Motor cycle " toit. ise " race.
11.—4.15. Car "tortoise" race.

12.—5.0. Mrs. Chas. Jarrott will pre-

sent the prizes.

Mr. E. B.' Dickson (the captain of the
club) is the donor of the fir?t prizes in

Events Nos. 1 and 3. Mr. Edwin
Gwynne gives the first prize in Event 5.

The most popular events, as indicated

by the entries, are the motor cycle

gymkhana events,, and as these will be
ran off as genuine " races " there should
be lots of fun, and the spectators will

not be in any doubt as to 'the actual

winners. As the programme is crowded,
competitors are urged to be on the
mark ready to start for each event.

The Edinburgh M.C.C. Hill-climb at Amulree on Saturday last. S. Thompson, who rode a 1907 pattern

Si h.p. Triumph and won a gold medal in Class I., is depicted negotiating the Qrst bad bend.
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EDINBURGH M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT AMULREE.
THE EVENT MARRED BY BAD WEATHER.

ATURDAY last saw a notable gathering of
_

motor

cyclists at the^ well-known hill generally described as

Amulree, altho'udi the correct designation of it is Pit-%J Amulree, although
mackie Brae. Situated in Perthshire the road pro-

vides a short cut from Crieff or Dunkeld to Kenmore. The

portion used for the climb measured
_
a few yards short of a

mile, the gradients varying from 1 in 3.08 to 1 in 11, two

feharp elbow bends to left and right respectively making the

ascent a very difHcult one. 1

ilany of the competitors arrived at Amulree the day before

in order to make some practice runs, and the weather being

good and the surface in fair condition, the majority got up

without great difficulty. The day of the climb, however,

dawned wet, and thronghout the event the rain came down
in a cea'clcss downpour. The result was that manycom-

In consequence of the large number of entries it was

deemed advisable to alter the hour of .starting to 12.30 p.m.,

the weighing being done at the top of the hill, but, despite

this, the last competitor was not sent away till 4 p.m. Some
thirty minutes delay was caused by a descending waggon,

and the mist and vain disorganised affairs somewhat, par-

ticularly the signalling arrangements.
In "pedalling barred" cltisses, competitors were not

allowed to put their feet to the ground except at corners,

where the inside foot could be trailed. Pvunning alongside,

or kicking the ground to assist propulsion, in the other

class -^s involved penalisation, as- did pedalling. Tourist

'irophy machines were barred from Classes I., II., IV., V.,

and VI. T. P. .Nathaniel (5 h.p. Rex) was disqualified, his

mount not being considered a touring machine, and the same

This picture

gives an

excellent im-

pression of the

severity of

the bends on

Amulree Hill.

The rider is A. A.

Scott (twin-

cylinder Scott

two-strolie), who

is rounding the

first tend

;

the second bend

is about twenty

yards away

to the left.

petitors abandoned the idea of reaching Amulree, others
were delayed by magneto troubles due to the damp, Vv-hile

on the hiJl the wet surface and heavy going tried the engines
severely and gave rise to some sideslips more interesting to
the spectators—of whom there were a good number despite
the weather—than to the unfortunate riders. Exshaw, on a
4 h.p. Zenith, turned a complete circle on the lower bend,
finishing up with the head of the machine pointing down-
hill.

An Extremely Treacherous Surface.
Morrison, on a Rex, found liis exhaust valve lifter broken

on the second bend, and, unable to slow tor the corner,
charged for the hill-side. Before stopping, the machine
crossed a ditch, then capsized, the engine roaring for some
time buf<n-o it could be stopped. At the start the surface
was extremely treacherous, and several riders came off before
they got going properly. Smooth-tyred machines were at a
distinct disadvantage, while strange to relate two-speed
machines did not demonstrate their superiority in any
striking fashion. The Scott machines attracted consider-
able interest by reason of their silence, power, and flexibility.
The machine ridden by Myers, the same that he rode in the
Tourist Trophy Race,* did not shine particularly well, as,
owing to the fact that he had removed the mudguards, the
magneto had become smothered with dirt. Scott, however,
in Class 11. made a brilliant performance, taking every-
thing as it came with comparative ease.

T'nere were ninety entries in all, and fifty faced the starter.
Of this number only ten were successful in reaching the top—
a record which is really better than it appears when the
adver.se weather conditions are taken into account.

action was taken with rei^ard to the Speed King Rexes
entered by J. R. and A. H. Alexander. Adamson's 3^ h.p.

Triumph was also disqualified in the touring class, as it was
of the To-urist Trophy type, although fitted with a standard"
touring engine.

After the event a run was made to the Salutation Hotel,

Perth, where during the evening the results were made known
provisionally, the records of different officials having yet to

be compared before the official awards are declared.

Provisional A-wards.
The following were the results in the order in which the

events were contested :

Class X. Passenger class for three-wheeled machines and
machines with trailers, handicap (pedalling barred).—F. H.
Annandale (8 h.p. Matchless), gold medal. Out of the four

entrants in this class there were three starters, of whom
xVnnandale was the only one to reach the summit, making a'

lemarkable performance. He used his low gear the entire

-

distance, covering the mile in 2m. 26|s.

Class I. Single-cylinder touring machines, handicap (pedal-

ling allowed).—^S. J. Thomson (3^ h.p. Triumph, single speed),

gold medal. There were five starters in this class out of

twelve entrants, the winner being the onlv man i"0 cover the

distance ; he, however, pedalled hard, and was penalised 45s.

Class II. Handicap for multi-cylinder touring machines'l

(pedalling allowed).—A. A. Scott (two-stroke Scott, two-
speed), gold medal. Five out of eleven started, ar,d J. B.

Alexander on 5 h.p. Alex and A. A. Scott on Scott cwo-stroke I

both finished; the former, however, pedalled hari, and the|

latter won easily, and secured a very popular victory.

Cl\ss TIL Lightweights.—This class was abandoned.
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mrgh M.C.C. Hili-climb at /.ir.n'rce.—

ASS IV. HaKdicap fqr variable-geared touring machines
:lJing barred).—A'o award. Out of the nine entrants, six
ed, but no one succeeded. Annandale and Lxshav/ got
)me distance, but failed, the latter having a bad side-slip.
.A.SS V. Scratch event for single-cylinder touring machines
tiling barred).—Campbell McGregor (3^ h.p. Matchless,

igle speed), gold medal. Twelve entrants, seven starters, the
nner being the only one to reach the summit.
3lass VI. vScratch event for multi-cylinder touring
ichines (pedalling barred).—No award. Three started out
ni'ue entrants. JNo one reached the top; R. S. Morrison on
5 h.p. Rex got up farthest, but ran off the road. Eric
^ers on two-stroke Scott skidded badly, and was stopped
ally by mud on the magneto.'

'

I!lass VII. Single-cylinder, unlimited, scratch (pedalling
rred).—Adamso^n (3^ h.p. Triumph, single speed), gold
dal. Six starters, nine entries. Winner only one to reach
), making fastest time of the day, due principally to good
ner work.
7L.\ss VIII. Multi-cylinder, imlimited, scratch (pedalling
rred).—F. H. Annandale (8 h.p. Matchless, two-speed), gold
dal. Only the winner was successful in finishing.

Class IX. Unlimited ecratch event (pedalling barred).—F.
H. Annandale (8 h.p. Matchless, two-speed), gold medal.
There were sixteen entrants in this class, of wliicli nine
started, and three were successful in reaching the top. 'Ihey
were F. H. Annandale (8 h.p. ilatchless), McGregor (3^ h.p.
Matchless), and Eric Myers (two-stroke Scott), the times
being 2m. 54s., _3m,. 5s., and 3m. 16s. respectively.
The fastest time of the day was made by Aclamson on a

3^ h.p. Tourist Trophy type Triumph with touring engme,
his time for the mile being 2m. 17|s., equal to a speed of
26.1 ni.p.h.—1 remarkable performance. The next best was
Amiandale's 2m. 23|s. on the 8 h.p. Matchless, and the fact
that he took up a sidecar and passenger in only 3s. more is

notable. This, however, may h& accounted for by the fact
that when he rode the machine as a single it could not be let

out on account of the corners.

Comparing results, it will be seen that two-speed geared
machines secured, four medals and si^gle-speed machines three
medals. Of the total machines to reach the top, six had
two-cylinder engines and four single cylinders.

We hope next week to give an accurate contour of this

now famous Pitmackie Brae from a survey specially taken
for the purpose.

THE TWO HOURS' RACE AT BROOKLANDS.
WORLD'S RECORD BY H. V. COLVER.

rHE British Motor Cycle Racing Club is to be con-

gratulated on its members' meeting held at the
Brooklands Track last Saturday. In the first place

there was a very gratifying attendance, and secondly,

V. Colver annexed the world's two hours' record, cover-

118 miles 14 yards in that time. This is a big stride

m the previous record of 103 miles 380 yards, but Colver

i very fayourable conditions', although the weather was
her cold. However, he was well wrapped up, and did

, feel it, or at -any rate did not show that he felt it, as

fome of the other competitors. Colver was inside record

50 miles in 48m. 25|s., and at 100 miles he was about
II. better than the previous best in Ih. 39m. 4^s.

A Splendid Ride by G. Lee Evans.
}. Lee Evans completed a magnificent ride, winning his

3S in the two hours' race by covering 105 miles 60 yards,

I this on a single-cylinder machine. Of fourteen starters,

r retired—three with engine trouble and one with a broken
t. One hero of the afternoon Avas W. H.. Bashall, who on
shing was of a chrome yellow colour, duv' to the break-

of his tank and the fluid spurting out over him.

3 partition between the petrol tank and the oil tank also

lapsed, with the result that the mixture of lubricating

and spirit smothered Bashall, who, however, continued
1 finished the two hours. Harry Martin, on a twin Bat,

veiled very well until his belt broke and he retired.

V tardy start was made with the meeting, and an un-

essary interval- occurred between the two hours' race ant'

the afternoon handicap. Consequently, the Tourist Trophy
scratch race, which looked a very attractive event on paper,
was abandoned.
The latest available results of the meeting were as follows :

Two Hours' Race. Class Winners.
Class E.—H. V. Colver (twin Matchless, S64 c.c.) Dis-

tance, 118 miles 14 yards ; fifty miles time, 48m. 25|s. ;

hundred miles time, Ih. 39m. 4^s.

Class C.—G. Lee Evans (single-cylinder Ipdian, 497 c.c.)

Distance, 105 miles 60 yards; fifty miles time, 58m, 20|s. ;

hundred miles time, Ih. 54m. 19|s. Lee Evans's time for

100 miles, and the distance covered in two hours, are world's
records for a single-cylinder machine under 500 c.c.

Class D.—L. W. Bellinger (twin Indian, 714 c.c.) Dis-

tance, 95 miles 60 yards ; fifty iniles time, Ih. 10m. 44|s.

Class B.—F. W. Dayrell (single-cylinder Martin-J.A.P.,
340 c.c.) Distance, 75 miles 1,320 yards; fifty miles time,

Ih. 27m. 17s.

The Afternoon Handicap (Distance 8i Miles).

F. A. McNab (Trump-J.A.P., 482 c.c), 15s. start, 1; G.
Chitty (Martin-J.A.P., 340 c.c), 50s., 2; F. W. Dayrell
(Martin-J.A.P., 340 c.c), 50s., 3. Won by half a mile;

nearly a quarter of a mile between second and third.

No less than sixteen out of nineteen riders who completed
the Tourist Trophy Motor Cycle Race used one or other of

the brands of oil sold by Price's Patent Candle Co.. Ltd

je stai< of the Two Hours' Record Race at Brookland?. Reading from the left the riders are : E. Gwynne, W. Krause, E. C. W. Fitzherbert, G. Lee Evaai

(wh^ is making a good start), L. W. Bellinger, F. W. Dayrell, F. A. MeNab, A Maitland, T. W. Loughborough, and G. Fletcher.
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A.C.U. QUARTERLY TRIALS.
'I'I'.e following entries have

dav's Quarterly Trial—Uxbric

being tlie fourtli trial of 1909

(2^ liglitweightW. Pratt
Phelon and Moore)

B. Marians (2^ liglitweight

Phelon and Moore)
H. A. Cooper. (3^ Rex)
E. A. Cfllliver (3^ Triumph)
R. C. Griersbach (>;^ Triumph)
G. T. Gray (3^ N.S.U.)
F. Smith '(3 Clyno)

A. L. Barker (5 Clyde)

H. Williamson (3^ Rex,
stroke)

been received for next Satur-

Ige to Banbury and back—this

W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
T. PL Tessier (7-8 Bat)

H. Martin (6-7 Bat)

J. D. A. Munro (5-6 Bat)

D. Steeves (3i N.S.U.)
J. V. Armstrong (4 N.S.U.)
W. G. Ayling (2^ Blumjield)

F. C. Wood (4 N.S.U.)
G.. E. Stanley (3^ Premier)

B. B. Jones "(3| Premier)

two- I
Jas. Harwood (3-^- Triumph)

I H. G. Partridge (2^ N.S.U.)

H. Alan Hill (2| Douglas)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
Eli Clark (2| Douglas)
P. W. Bischoff m Triumph)
James Cycle Co. (3^ James)
James Cycle Co. (3^ James)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)

Passenger
B. Weller (5-6 A.C. tricar)

R. Spurrell (5-6 A.C. tricar)

Dr. 0. Von Vestrant (5-6

A.C. tricar)

J. Portwine (5-6 A.C. tricar)

D. A. Hind (5-6 A.C. tricar)

G. Seymour (5-6 A.C. tricar)

J. Marshall (3^ Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3-5 Triumph)
Miss Muriel Hind (5 Rex)
Wni. Co'oper (35 Triumph)
T. A. Womersley (3^- Premier)
S. A. M. Whitham(3^N.S.U.)
C. C. Cooke m Triumph)

Machines.
Pv.. Spurrell (5-6 A.C. sociable,

new type)

F. Eagles (6 N.S.U. and side-

car)

G. West (5 Rex and sidecar)

Hd. Sudfeldt (6 N.S.U. and
sidecar)

»••—<-

CLUB NEWS.
Southern MX.

The annual dinner will take place at the Holborn
Restaurant on Thursday, November 2Sth, in the Queen's

Room. Tickets will be 5s. each, ladies and gentlemen. The
prizes will be presented during the, evening.

Worcestershire M.C.C.

As only six; members entered for the hill-climb at Frankley

Beeches on Saturday last, it was decided to run the event

as a flexibility trial, the result of which was as follows : T.

Smith (3^ h.p. Rex), difference between fastest and slowest

ascents 71|s. ; H. B. Denlev (3^ h.p. Minerva), 62s. ; T.

L. Baylis (3^ h.p. Corah), 47|s. ; L. Parkes (5 h.p. Mi.st.),

failed on slow clinjb ; B. Potter (7-8 h.p. Elite), failed on slo;w

climb ; H. C. Pickering (2^- h.p. Rex), failed on slow climb.

The date of the second annual dinner has been fixed for

Saturday, November 6th. Tickets, 3s. each, can be had on
application to the hon. sec, H. C. Pickering, St. Brelade,

King's . Norton.
Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A most successful hill-climbing competition was held at

Yearby Bank, near Redcar, on the 2nd inst. in fair weather
before a good attendance. There was only one class for

single-cylinder motor cycles with any size engine in which
there were twelve starters—J. H. Dale, 1909 2^ h.p.

Turner, 3^ h.p. Triumph ;

31

31

3^
31

J. Telford, 3^ h.p. Triumph
Triumph ;

Triumph
;

- h.p.

h.p.

h.p.

h.p. Norton ; and E. Young, 3

Reece, 3 _̂ h.p.

Armstrong,
Triumph ; — Bell," 5 h.p. N.S.U. ; — Day,

N.S.U. ; — Bellerby, 3^ h.p. Minerva ; —- George,
Rex ; — Duchars, 3^ h.p. Rex ; — Lockwood,

result was decided on the formula

5 h.p.

W
Bradbury. The

J
and it has been

C X T
announced that the first and second places refit between J.

H. Dale and Duchars,' but the actual result will not be
known for a fewi days until the cylinder capacities of their

machines :have been ascertained from the makers. Lock-
wood has been placed third. A. general meeting will be held
at the Corporation Hotel, Middlesbrough, on Wednesday
next, the 20th inst.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Birmingham Motor Cycle Club held its second annual
flexibility hill-climb on Weatheroak Hill on Saturday last.

Fortunately, the afternoon turned out fine, and the rain held

off until the competition was over. There were fifteen entries

in the tviro classes, and some very interesting results were
obtained.
The competition consisted of a fast and a slow climb.

Prizes were awarded for the fastest time, the slowest time,

and the biggest diiference between a competitor's times, show-

ing the flexibility of his machine.
There were a number of spectators, who somewhat impeded

the competitors by getting on the course, but otherwise

everything went oft" very well. Electrical timing was used,

and the club's field telephone was in use for the first time

from the top to the foot of the hill. Results :

Note : X is the fastest in each class. The times given

in the first column are the seconds slower than the fastest

;

the mean times are the difference between these figures and
the time taken for the slow climb.

Name.
Baxter

Machine.

(3i Triumph)

SiNGLE-C ZWNDEES.
Time.

Fast.

... 9|s. ...

Clayton (3^ Ariel)

Corah (3^ Corah)
Duke (3i Triumph) ...

Edwards ^3^ Triumph)
Triumph)(3iHeaven

Pilkington (3^ Premo)
Pritchard (3^ Rex) ...

Troman (3^ Triumph)
Whitworth (3^ Premier)

Ks,

1%

Ois.

Is.

5Xs. ^

6s.

X
3^s.

Failed

s.

Slow.
Failed
70s.

Failed
6es.

70s.

50s.

67s.

66s.

Failed

Mean.

41s.

69s.

44|s.

61s.

46:s.

Twin-cylinders.

Fowler (5 Rex)
Ferryman (5 Norton)
Rvland (6 Matchless)
S." Smith (5 Norton)

A paperchase will be held next , Saturday, October 16th

X
21s.

0-5 s.

52s.

61s.

Failed
45s.

34|s.

58is.

41|s.

Some
compet'tors in

the Ncrth-West

London M.C.C.

Gymkhana,which

was held on

the road

near Elstree on

Saturday last.

v^'' JL.^b!:£^ iiakr:^o>j^X ;^.„t^
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Shamroek-Glorias are the most
popular and most reliable Belts.

The season 1909 again proves their

indisputable leading position.

Only a genuine S.-G. Belt

give you satisfaction.

will

It is owing to the great success of

the S.-G. Belt that manufacturers
all over the world are adopting

the belt drive.

LATEST SUCCESS:
Brooklands, October 6th.

1st. 2nd. 3rd.

S.-G. Baits created and hold the
Great End-to-End Re3ord (Passen-
ger Class).

TOURIST TROPHY, 1909.
Read what the manufacturers say :

Dear Sirs, September 29th, i909.
IVe have pleasure in informing you that our

Mr. H . A. Collier was successful in winning the

Great International Tourist Trophy Race, at the

record speed of 49 miles per hour ozier the whole
distance of 15S miles, the Belt used being one of
your 1" section Shamrock-Gloria ; same was not
touched in any way from beginning to end of this
ride, and gave no trouble whatever, despite the

iinfair strains to which it was subjected in this
contest with a high-geared machine.

We might mention also that we recently heard
from a client of ours, the possessor of a 9 h.t.

Matchless motor cycle , that he has now covered

10,000 MILES
on the identical belt supplied with the machine,
which is one of your belts of A" section. This,
-we think, is a record for any kind oj belt whatever
on a machine of this power.

Yours faithfully,

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.

Shamrock-Excelsior Tyres are ac-
knowledged to be the best tyres

for the motorist.

The editor of " The Motor Cycle,"
describing Messrs. Bentley's Great
End-to-End Passenger Record,
says : "... The S.-E. Tyres stood
the test remarkably well, in fact,

the tyres never punctured."

S.-E. Tyres are incomparable with
any other. The success and the

confidence bestowed on them by
manufacturers and users alike, is

due solely to Al quality and
unique construction.

Avoid cheap imitations.

Lists on application.

Sole Manufacturers :' THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29/31, Old Street, LONDON, E.G.

Shatnrocic'Zxcelsior

3* h.p. L.M.C. Price 45 Guineas.
With Auto-Varia Pulley & Free Engine, 48 Gns.

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF -

"ORIGINAL QUADRANTS."
L. M. C. Replacement Fittings, Parts, and
Magneto Conversion Sets from stock. List
free. Engines and Machines overhauled.
Made equal to new. Excellent Second-hand
"Quadrants" for disposal.

L.M.C. Motor Bicyles are designed by Mr. W.J.
Lloyd, designer of the " Original Quadrants."

STANLEY SHOW, Stand No. 71.

132, Monument Rd., Birmingham.
Manager—W. J. LLOYD. Telegrams— ' Obliging.'

' Starts like a Car.
>>

Tennyson Road, Birmingham, 15th Sept., 1909.
Dear Sirs,—I think I ought to let you know how pleased I am with the

L.M.C. Motor Cycle I had from you in April last. I have been riding motor
cycles for six years, and this is my fourth machine. I have ridden many
thousands of miles at home, and also a fair amount in the Colonies, but I have
never had a machine so reliable or comfortable as yours. It is clean, and is

always absolutely under control. An important feature is the free engine
and varia pulley. I have had no trouble with this, it is simple and absolutely

reliable ; I sit On the saddle and it starts like a car—without effort. It is a free

engine that is free, which I cannot say of the one I previously had. The whole
of the components and the general make of the machine are of the sound
quality that one is proud to own. Wishing you every success, I remain,

Yours truly, R. MAWSON.

L.M.C. Recent Successes :

M.C.C. Trial Team, June 26th.

Mr. R. Samson, Birmingham M.C.C,
NON-STOP. FULL MARKS. On his

3-J h.p. L.M.C.

Cardiff M.C.C. 24 Hours' Trial, July 2-3

Mr. W. F. Taylor awarded Gold Medal.

si h;p. L.M.C.

New South Wales M.C.C. Hill Climb
at Coogee, Mav 29th.

WINNER, Mr. A. T. PoweU, on his

3j h.p. L.M.C. '

New South Wales M.C.C. Reliability
Trial, June 7th.

WINNER, Mr. Roy Hughes, on his 3J

h.p. L.M.C. First Prize for MOST
MERITORIOUS PERFORMANCE.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, July 28th.

BOTH L.M.C. Machines NON-STOP
RUNS. FULL MARKS.

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club Hill Climb, August 21st, 1909.

The L.M.C, driven by C Cross, private

rider, made FASTEST TIME in the
single-cylinder touring class, and the
other L.M.C. was fourth, being only
four-fifths of a second slower. (Only
two L.M.C machines entered.)

L.M.C. Auto-Varia Pulley
Fit any standard engine, price 25/- —

—

Or with FREE ENGINE Fittings complete, 63/-

INDISPENSABLE FOR TOURING.
In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mentiGn " The Motor Cycle. A25
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THE NEW

RECORD
ESTABLISHED BY

GEIGER
ON V.S. MOTOR CYCLE (WITH SIDECAR)

TIME:-51 HOURS 45 MINUTES

WAS MADE ON

THE NEW

TWIN RIBBED
TYRES.

GET PARTICULARS FROM—

The PETER UNION TYRE CO.,
190-2, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

Goods and Trade Entrance : 79-82, Bolsover Street, Euston Road, London, W. Birmingham Branch : 160, Corporxtion Street.

Telephone—No. 2433 Gerrard. Telegraphic Address—*' Pneupeter, London." Telephone—5338 Central. Telegraphic Address :
" Pneupeter, Birmingham."

A26 lib ait--<ivci lug this advertisern.e.nt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijde.
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Club News

—

Motor Cycling Club.

Mr. H. G. Bell, trials hon. secretary of the Motor Cycling
Club, has moved from 32, Station Road, Finchley, N., to

5, Granville Road, Finchley, N. Members are asked to note
this change of address.

Winchester and District M.C.C.

A club has just been formed at Winchester, and all riders

in the district are invited to join. The names of a good
number of motor cyclists have already been enrolled. From
January 1st, 1910, the club will be affiliated to the A.C.U.,
and during the winter an interesting series of events will be
arranged. The hon. sec. appointed is B. B. Tebbutt, 20,

West End Terrace, Winchester, and he will be pleased to

supply rule cards and all particulars on application.

Pontefract M.C.C.

A motor cycling club was recently formed at Ponte-
fract with the mayor (Col. Shaw)
president, Meissrs. E. Lee and E. Holi-

day vice-presidents, W. A. Wood cap-

tain. Dr. Dolan vice-captain, Will
Bentley secretary, H. Holmes treasurer,

and, in addition, Messrs. H. Gundill,

H. R. Haigh, and L. Wright on the
committee. An enjoyable opening run
was held to Boston Spa. On the re-

turn to headquarters, the Queen's
Hotel/ Pontefract, the first general

meeting was held, at which rules were
framed and other business transacted.

The club starts with a membership of

over twenty.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The re-run reliability trial took place

on the 3rd inst. over the original course.

Five controls were in operation, and
twenty-four unknown checks were also

arranged. The competitors had to proceed roimd the circuit

at a rate of twenty miles per hour, but were allowed one

minute either before or after their times at all checks and
controls. There were ten competitors still left in the run,

and of these the following did not compete : E. Myers, C.

F. Smith, F. F. Topham, and E. R. Davies. The morning
opened fine but dull, and after leaving Richmond rain com-
menced to fall and continued all day. The roads after

Richmond were in an exceedingly bad state, the worst part

being between Leyburn and Hawes, and in this neighbour-
hood several retired through sideslips. Despite all the

wet and mud a merry party of six sat down to lunch at

Hawes. Leaving Hawes the roads were still very treacherous,
but the remaining competitors kept remarkably good time,
despite the drenching rain, misfires, and slipping belts. The
following is a list of competitors in order of merit, together
with their machines, and the number of marks lost : 1, W.
Fawcett (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), three marks lost; 2, R.
Breare (3^ h.p. P. and M.), five; 3, T. Atkinson (3 h.p.
Triumph) and J. Mackay (3^ h.p. Triumph), seven; 4, J.

A. Tindall (3^ h.p. Triumph), sixteen ; 5, W. Broadbank
(3^ h.p. Triumph), retired. In place of the third prize the
committee h?ve decided to award each of these competitors

a standard gold medal. The fuel consumption test will talf

place on Saturday next, the 16th inst.

AHreton and District M.C.C.
The first petrol consumption test received excellent suppor

The route selected was of a very sporting nature, a numb<
of stiff hills having to be ascended, which greatly added 1

the severity of the competition. Considering the hilly coun
selected, some good performances were put up, notably h

A. E. Houfton (2| h.p. Douglas), 118| m.p.g. ; F. Sugde
(2| h.p. Douglas) (who went ten miles out of his course), IC

miles; A. E. Lole (5-6 h.p. F.N.), 96| miles; and H. I

Cleaver (3^ h.p. Triumph), 94 miles. The ultimate winn<
was A. E. Lole (5-6 h.p. F.N.); second, H. R. Cleaver (3^ h.]

Triumph) ; third, A. E. Houfton (2| h.p. Douglas).
The club is arranging for a lecture to be given shortly t

a well-known expert on magneto ignition as applied to c<

and cycle engines. Any readers interested will be cordial"

welcomed, and should send their names to the hon. secretar;

Alfred Bonsall, The Gables, Swanwick, near Alfreton.

Some members of the newly formed Pontefract M.C.C. outside tlie dlub h eadquarters, tlie Quoens Hotel

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Tlje official results of the Hardwick hill-climb on the 2i

inst. are given hereunder. Competitors had to be owners
the machines ridden, and all were allowed one preliminao

trial run-up (owing to the course having a very awkward
bend at the stiffest part), and two runs in the competitic

proper, the fastest of which was considered in working o\

the results on Prof. Callendar's formula. Machines we:

first weighed at Mansfield, the competitors afterwards pr

ceeding to Hardwick. Fortunately, the weather was fine

Result <

Rider and machine. Time. formul

1. W. Reilly (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 35s 023f

2. F. P. Johnson (5-6 h.p. F.N.) ... 36s 023f

3. G. C. Holmes (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 346 023]

4. J. King (5-6 h.p. F.N.) 39s 020]

5. C. Smith (3^ h.p. Rex) 35s 018J

6. J. E. Gee (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 41s 0175

7. C. H. Truman (7-8 h.p. J.A.P.-Bat) 25s 0165

8. J. Fairburn (3^ h.p. C.C.R. Smith) 42s 014'i

9. C. H. Sewell (3i h.p. Triumph) ... 45s 014(

10. F. B. Johnson (3i h.p. Humber) ... 61s 014]

The judgment of Messrs. Reilly, Holmes, King, and Truma
in rounding the bad bend was particularly good.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF MOTOR CYCLES AND PARTS.

ONCE again the Board of Trade returns show that im-
ports of foreign motor cycles are declining, whilst
the British exports continue to make great iiead-

way. The value of the September imports was
£3,878 in 1908, against £6,169 in 1907. The import figures
for the nine months ended September 30th were :

1907. 1908. 1909.
Value of complete machines ... £44,155 £33,194 £32,143
Parts £23,714 £21,374 £21,013

Total ... £67,869 £54,568 £53,156

The British Exports.
The following figures represent the value of the exports of

British-made motor cycles and parts during the month of
September :

1907. 1908. 1909.

£3,941 ... £5,388 ... £9,666

During the nine months ended 30th September the vak
of British exports were :

1907. 1908. 1909.

Value of complete machines ... £18,941 £22,578 £37,6£

Parts £20,575 £15,515 £24,17

Total £39,516 £38,093 £61.82

The Re=exports.
Re-exports of foreign-built motor cycles and parts froi

this country reached the following values :

1907. 1908. 1909.

Value of motor cycles £1,511 £1,587 £2,04

Parte ... £2,654 £7,100 £16,20

Total ... £4,165 £8,687 £18,24

A2
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TWO NEW PATTERN CARBURETTERS.

The simple method of detaching both
Lr and throttle slides by means of a
uarter turn of the top cap.

By
THE 1910 B. AND B.

TEW carburetters are descending upon me in a

SJ perfect inundation, and, needless to say, none
^ arouses more general interest than the first

sample of Brown and Barlow's 1910 pattern. Its

;ynotes are simplicity and accessibility. Its separate

(portions are provided
' ^ ,with very simple and

I
ingenious locking ar-

rangements. For in-

stance, a quarter turn

of the milled cap

C enables the throttle

and air slides to be

Avithdrawn, no tools

being necessary. This

feature, coupled Avith

the provision of a

detachable gauze
screen for the extra

air intake, makes
dust troubles very

trivial indeed. The
makers inform me
they have only intro-

duced this gauze
'

reen with serious qualms. Their experience is that

lateur riders cannot be trusted to keep it clean,

d, naturally, if the screen is allowed to remain
ul,

,
the carburetter cannot obtain its due quantum

of air, and bad run-

ning will result. The
spraying chamber is

fastened to the float

chamber, and the
entire carburetter to

the inlet pipe by
means of the regis-

tered clip joints D
and E, half a turn

of either nut being
all that is fequired

to turn the spraying
chamber in any direc-

tion or to completely
detach the spraying
chamber from the
float chamber or the

whole carburetter

from the engine. The
jet in its turn can be
Avithdrawn by un-

screAving a single

conveniently placed
nut. The end at-

tained by this method
of construction is that

any vital part can
be removed in half a

nute by the roadside Avithout interfering with any
lier portion. It is a perfect gem in respect of -

Jtant accessibility. 1910 riders Avill be unable to
mpathise Avith the early troubles of us old stagers,

10 needed about four spanners and three screw-

8

^.i

There is no longer any necessity to
nscrew the float chamber from the
graying chamber. Half a turn of
:ie lock nut releases a conical clip which
nables the spraj'ing chamber to be com-
letely withdrawn.

IXION."
drivers to dismount our vaporisers, and had about

forty bits, large and small, to replace in their correct

positions. This lengthy operation Avas sometimes neces-

sary before a particle of foreign matter could be cleared

from the jet or an inspection of the float chamber
could be made. Such adjustments were often neces-

sary on a dark riight when accessibility would have

been much appreciated.

Simplicity the Keynote.
The other feature of the carburetter is its extreme

simplicity, AA'hich

makes for relia-

bility and appeals

to the unskilled

rider,

neither

jet nor

'choke

points

There is

variable

variable

tube—

•

of un-
doubted value to

the exp'ert, but
which are not
obtainable Avith-

out some sacri-

fice in the way
of possible
troubles result-

ing from a com-
plication of de-
sign. At the

same time, it is

^o n 1 y a f e ay

minutes' work to

change both the

spray and the

adapter, so that

Sectional drawing of 1910 B, and B. carbtiretter^

A. Throttle slide. B» Extra air slide.

C. Quickly detachable jointed top.
D. Split coned joint for gas pipe.

.E. Split coned joint coimecting float and
.
vaporising chambers.

F. Detachable adapter tube. H. Extra air opening

an expenditure of a couple of

shillings in spare parts enables a rider to make special

adjustments for

hill-climbing' or

consumption trials

without any diffi-

culty. I notice

that the seating of

the needle vah-e is

detachable—an ex-

cellent point—^also

that a non-return

valve may be ob-

tained 'for usewith
a two-stroke , en-

gine, Avhich sucks

its gas into -the

crank case. This

points to the fact

that the makers,

BroAvn and BarloAV,

Loveday Street,

Birmingham, ""ex-

pect to see this

type of engine at-

tain some popu-
larity next year. I

commend their fore-

sight.
The complete 1910 pattern B. and B. car-

buretter with handle-bar control.
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HUNT'S,
The City Motor and Cycle House,

NEWGATE STREET. LONDON, E.G.

Great Annual Sale, Commencing Friday, Oct. 1st.

Bargains In the Motor Cycle Department.
OUTER COVERS.

Special clearance line of 26 x ajin. beaded Con-
tinental Covers. Sale price, 17/11 each.

Clincher Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2in. or
26x2tin. Sale price, 27/11.
The Grose Steel-studded Cover ; a good non-

skid for winter riding. Sale price : 26 x 2in., 29/6 ;

26 X 2iin., 32/6 ; 26X 2A'in., 37/6.

CARRIERS.
The Lycett Tubular Rear Carrier ; size 22 x Sin.

Sale price; 5/6.

MAGNETO COV.ERS.
The " Hunt," best enamelled leather. Sale

price, 1/lOJ. ,

TOOL ROLL.
The Compact, to carry in toolbag, leather,

size 15 X 7jin. Sale price, 2/9.

SADDLES.
Lycett Coil Spring, size 11 x loin. Sale price, 7/11.

i2ixn4in. „ 10/6^.

GOGGLES.
The All Rubber, with two sets glasses. Sale

price, 1/8^.

HANDLE-BARS.
Long 22in., stem J'in. or lin. Sale price, 6/3.

ACCUMULATORS.
The " Hunt," guaranteed. Sale price : 15 amp.,

3jx2X5jin., 9/6; 20 amp., 4X2x5in., 10/6;
40 amp., 4X3|x6iin., 17/6.

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS.
Size of convex mirror, sin. Sale price, 4/9.

>. .; „ 4in. „ 5/9.

PLUGS.

The Oleo, 1/4. Mag-Mica. Sale price, lOJ-d,

neto ditto, 2/11.

SPANNERS.

Box Spanners,Motor Cycle Box Spanners, per set. Sale
price, 2/3*.
The King Dick No. 2. Sale price, 3/4-|.
The Seabrook, plated, length gin. Sale price, 2/3

CLOTHING.

The North Road Double Texture Waterproof
Overalls. Sale price, 13/11.
Double Texture Waterproof Coat to match

same, mth coUzir, rain and windproof sleeves.
Sale price, 19 3.

Single Texture Waterproof Overalls. Sale
price, 4/11.

Single Texture Coat to match same, 12/11.

GAUNTLETS.

, Best Cape Tan (lined). Sale price, 4/11.

HORNS,

Three-note Fanfare .. .. Sale price, 6/3
Treble-twist Deep-note Foghorn „ 5/11
Ditto, small size .

.

.

.

„ 4/11

The
The

' Reliable."
' Auto."

EXHAUST SYREN.
Plated, size lin. Sale price, 9/6.

LAMPS.
" Puleo " 4jin. Lens Mirror Head Lamp, com-

plete with four-hour generator and tubing. Sale
price, 18/11. Equal to any lamp costing 30/-
Tbe Hunt Tricar Petroletim Lamp. Sale price,7/3

OILCANS.
The " Pulco," brass or plated. Sale price, SJd

VOLTMETERS.
Sale price, 2 /Hi.

„ 3/llf,

WATCH AND CASE.
The Acme, for fitting to handle-bar, with

guaranteed watch. Sale price, 7/6J.

TEST LAMPS.
Special line. Sale price, lOid.

EXHAUST VALVE SPRING REMOVER.
The Hunt. Sale price, 2/3.
The "Duco." „ 2m.

OIL PUMPS.
Plated, length 3J x ijin. Sale price, 3/4J.

CARBdDE.
Best quality. Sale price, per Pb. tin, 4d.

Postage and carriage estra. otn all sale goods. Illustrated sale list post free.

(PATENT)

NON-SKID
MOTOR GYGLE GOVER.

Quality is Distiactive.

The Seotl Cover ii known as " the alternate »leel and

rubber studded tyre," and is now proviDe itself to be

very popular, both for its long life and non-skidding pro-

perties. The thickness of the tread gives splendid wewing

qualities, yet weight for weight the Scott cever is no heavier than

the ordinary, and i$ more resilient—Make a point of seeing it, and

Bote its advantages.

Lists free. Chief Office :

J. LIVEIISIDGE & SON. Ltd.,
"»'

""^Ji™'"'

Established fifty years. Jt*^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor ZCycle." A29
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STANLEY SHOW, STAND 61.

THE ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Telegrams •'•Romdom°L'ondon." 31, firOOKe St., HoIl^Oril, LOHdOIl, £.C
MANCHESTER—Brown Bros,, Ltd., Deansgate.

EDINBURGH—N.S.U. Scottish Agency, 167, Morrison Street.

PRESTON—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County Garage (opposite
Central Station),

BIRMINGHAM—Thos. Clayton & Son, Ltd„ 125-6, New Street.

LEEDS—A. J. Greenwood & Co., 39, Guildford Street.

N.E. LONDON—Godfrey & Applebee, 165a, Hoe St., Walthanlstow.

LINCOLN—W. J. Blnks & Co., St. Benedicts Square.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—The l»er<jy Cycle <;o., Northumberland
Street, South Shields.

U
A30 In answering this advertisement it U desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Two New Pattern Carburetters.

—

THE NEW A.M.A.C. WITH VARIABLE JET.
The new A.M.A.C. on paper strikes me as an un-

commonly good thing. It has several points of very

great merit which distinguish it from all other car-

buretters I have

tried* But I must
premise that so

far I have not actu-

ally tried it on the

road, and may later

find occasion to

modify a part of my
enthusiasm.

The accompanying
drawings make the

general construction

clear. A cursory

inspection may over-

look certain secret

merits, so let me
state that it contains

no small screws

whatever and no

threads under ^in.
diameter, that it is

constructed wholly

of brass except for

the needle valve

(which is of special

hard drawn German
silver), all unions

have the first thread

turned off to ensure

easy engagement,

the parts are ab-

solutely standardised

ETROL

Sectional drawing of the 1910 pattern

A.M.A.C. carburetter with variable jet.

A. Variable jet lever, B. Jet tube

C. Adapter. D. Main air orifices.

E. Extra air orifices.

F. SlidexontroUing extra air,

H. Slide controlling throttle.

J . Outer spring of Bowden control.

K. Spring cable connected to air slide.

L. Wire cable connected to throttle slide.

M. Throttle openings, .
-

N. CoU springs controlling air and throttle aild interChangCa Die,

P. One of sis holes for varying the size and there is nothing
of jet. to obstruct the flow

of mixture between jet and inlet valve.

The Float Chamber.

The merits of the float chamber are a snap lid

cover, a reversible float, and an inverted needle valve,

so that upward vibration aids the shutting off of

petrol and prevents

flooding. As the

needle valve is three

times the usual

size, the petrol level,

once set, remains

constant.

The Jet.

Early in the cur-

rent year I sent the

Aston Motor Acces-

sories Co., Birming-
ham, a makeshift

variable jet I was
using in one of their

old carburetters, and
pressed the merits

"

of- a variable jet.

The new jet is

petrol-tight by means
of ground joints, and is instantaneously detach-

Sectional sketch of the special variable jet tub®
with central column of air.

able, because it is held by 'a spring snap catch.

Furthermore, it affords six separate spraying orifices.

These orifices are placed at the bottom of the jet,

instead of at the top, as in standard jets. Each of

these six spraying orifices communicates with the

vertical bore of the jet. An external lever enables
the driver to lean down and turn on any one of three

different sized jets without dismounting—one for slow
or easy work on the flat, one for fast or heavy work
on the flat, and a third for bad hills. If he wants
to use the other three he has to dismount and make
a small adjustment. This is a great point, but it

does not exhaust the merits of the new jet.

Well Mixed Vapour.
The drawings of the cross and vertical sections of

the jet show that it consists of two
tiny concentric tubes; the outer tube
is the petrol jet, the inner tube is an
air jet. When the petrol vapour
leaves the jet it spurts up vertically in

the form of a hollow tube of petrol—

Diagrammatic sketch showing air and petrol

passing through special jet tube.

Arrows indicate air from central tube.

Lines indicate petrol from concentric tube.

partly wet atoms, partly vapour. In-

side this hollow tube of petrol is a

solid pillar of air from the central

air jet. The hollow tube of petrol

and the solid pillar of air together

impinge on a cone at the top of the

mixing chamber, and their collision

against the cone mixes them thor-

oughly together, so that there should be no "wet " or

"patchy" mixture supplied by this carburetter.

The Air Supply.
All the air in this carburetter is "bottom air,"

though some comes up in the centre of the spray and
some via the choke tube. The choke tube is sturdy,

and instantly interchangeable.

Control.

There are two novelties in the control. Both gas

and air are controlled by sliding pistons. As we
have often stated, these slides give a very delicate

gradation of adjustment, but are apt to stick unless

the carburetter is well shielded from dust. The
A.M.A.C. slides are provided with rings, and it is

claimed they will not stick, even if the carburetter is

full of dust.

The other novelty in the control is a sentimental

advantage only. Some riders dislike a multiplicity

of wires. Personally, I think flexible wires less dis-

figuring than plated rods, and certainly they are easier

to keep clean and smart. But the A.M.A.C. people

have improved the appearance of their control by using

what looks like a single wire control. It really con-

sists of two concentric wires. The outer one is in

reality a very much reduced example of the Bowden
cable working inside the usual coiled spring covering

which forms a portion of the Bowden mechanism.
The air and throttle levers move in the same direction,

and both work in the horizontal plane. It is advis-

able to point out that the new A.M.A.C. can be sup-

plied with and without the variable jet and with and

without the jet tube conveying a central column of air.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION IV.

ottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,

Northamptonsliire and Warwickshire.

>llip. 1907 Rex, fine running order, perfect tyres;

>2 £11.-22, Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

909 Triumph, free engine model, new August ; best

casli oiler.— 5,303, TU Motor Cycle Olflces, Co¥-

try.

I-OYL FN., equal new. handle-bar control, tools,

t spares,- accessories; £28.-164, Coventry Ed., Hay
ills.

h p. Twin Eex, recently overhauled, perfect condi-

tion; £15, no offers.-Bennett, "Mansion," Earl

iilton.

I
-CYL 5-6h.p. F.N., Palmer cords, butted tube, horn,

t and spares, excellent condition; £25.—Dr. FentOn,

rackley.

I
h p. Twin, Peugeot engine, low "Luilt machine, good

b condition; approval willingly; £1 5.-—Morris, photo-

apher, Bourne.

Ih.p. 1907 Triumph, magneto, perfect condition;
2 bargain, £25; no store room.—Clifton, 12, Albany

jrrace, Coventry.

lb. p. Quadrant, handle-bar control, perfect; £16
>2 oflers, or exchange.— 13, Homer St., Balsall

eath, Birmingham.

/fOTOR Cycle, 2|h.p., M.M.O. enginS, frame, tank,

'A and wheels not finished; accept £6, bargain.—282,
arrison Lane, Birmingham.

yrOTOK Cycle, 6-7h.p., twin J.A.P., spring forks, low
'X built, handle-bar control; cost £60, bargain, £25.—
\, Tilton Ed., Small Heath, Birmingham.

iJ.S.IT. 2i-h.p. Twin, magneto, 1909,- run few trials,

^ otherwise perfectly new; cash £33. Tel.: 1180.—
. Cripps and Co., Ltd., Nottingham.

908 Triumph, free engine, new piston and cylinder.,

in perfect tune; also forecar to fit; £35 the lot,

St double.—Horsnell, 9, Burford Kd., Nottingham.

»l-4h.p. Peugeot, Bosch magneto, B. and B. H.B.
>2 carburetter, spring forks, long, low, in splendid
der; £19.— 136, Church St., Lozells, Birmingham.

k KIEL, Ariel, Ariel.—To clear, a few 1909 2.ih.p.

1- lightweights, magneto, handle-bar control ; end of

ason bargains.—An'eh Wks., Bourn'brook, Birmingham.

'Ih.p. N.S.IT., 2-cyl., magneto, two-speed gear, with
' 2 sidecar, Palmer cord back, spares, sijlendid con-
tion; £40, or near offer.-Stedman, Binbrook, Lincoln.

ih.p. Peugeot, vertical engine, Longuemare, low
<'4 built, 26 by 2 wheels, Uunlop tyres, as new. ga-^

mp, horn, stand, footrests ; £8.—Ironman, Wymeswold,
aughborough.

908 Triumph, excellent condition throughout, new
rubber studded tyres and Stanley belt, lamp,

)rn, spring pillar, watch; 32 guineas.—Eev. Grimes,,
arl Shilton, Hinckley.

nEIUMPH, 1908, perfect condition, lamp, horn,
L spares, including new cover and tube, new Wata-
Jta, stand, etc., just thoroughly overhauled; £32 10s.
Farrow, 31, Scotgate, Stamford.

I
ih.p. Clarenfdon, magneto, srring forks, spare valves,
'4 horn, etc., just rebushed throughout, excellent
mdition; bargain, £15 10s.; annroval, deposit.—Coales.
L4, Westfield Ed.. Wellinghorough.

JPLENDID Osborne Motor Cycle, free engine, change
" speed gear, spri:% forks, sliding back wh-eel, used
ir demonstrating purposes only; 40 guineas, ordinary
rice 50 guineas.—Osborne Co., Lincoln.

909 Triumph, free engine clutch model, new at
Easter, no fault, many spares, including belt,

Ive, and plug ; trial ; £44) or nearest offer.- Geoffrey
nith, 37, Northumberland Ed., Coventry.

ih.p. Cunard, in splendid order, powerful, fast, and
'2 good hill-climber, £10; 3h.p. Advance, magneto,
good running order, very low build, £15. — M. W.

room, motor engineer. Central Garage, Towcester.

T'.N., 4-cyl., 5-6hp., 1909 model, delivered March, not
ridden more than 3,000 miles, in excellent condi-

on, tubular stand, carrier, and' footrests added, Jones
leedometer, lamp and generator, horn, spare valves,
)ver and air tube; invoice price £65.—Offers to Hoi-
>yd, Warwick Av., Earlsdon, Coventry.

SECTION V.

forfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

^OTOSACOCHE, very low frame, in good order; £13;
rx two accumulators, bargain.—37, Searle St., Chester-
in, Cambs.

I
h.p. Eoc, 1908, handle-bar conlirol, tyres nearly new,

C two-speed gear, whole in perfect order; £30.—Dr
ills, Upwell, Wisbech.

Q09 Triumph, free engine, excellent' condition, rid-
«-' den 1,400 miles, .complete accessories; £42.—

angley, Bromham Ed., Bedford.

X/^EENER Lightweight, good order, recently enamelled
u. ', plated;- photo on request; bargain, £6.—

rabtree's Motor Works, Wisbech.

A36

1771. 3* h.p. rgog PHELON AND MOORE,
two-speed gear and free engine, petrol and oil

gauges, horn, starting handle, tools, quite as

new, including MiUs-Fulford 1909 castor

wheel sidecar, also in good condition, non-
skid tyre ; for the combination complete,
guaranteed £45

1768. sJ- h-p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model, magneto
ignition, nice condition, lamp, generator,

horn, tools, spare belt, etc., guaranteed . . 25 gns.

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, two-speed gear, free

engine, magneto ignition, including Mills and
Fulford artistic cane castor wheel sidecar,

upholstered in red, in new condition, guar-
anteed £37 10

r76o. 4 h.p. ROC, magneto, 1908 model, two-
speed gear and free engine, spring forks,

starting, handle, low position, mirror, horn,
stand, and carrier, guaranteed 23 gns.

r769. 2\ h.p. KERRY, vertical engine, power-
ful, guaranteed £8 15

3-J h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks,

nice condition-, guaranteed 22 gns.

.1757- 2J h.p. 1909 .'VRIEL Lightvi'eight, mag-
neto ignition, guaranteed 20 gns.

1756. sJh.p. rgog HUMBER, magneto, two-
speed.gear and free engine, starting handle,
guaranteed £35

1753. 2| h.p. F.N!, magneto ignition, vertical

engine, guaranteed £15
i7r9. 3J h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring

forks, standard', guaranteed 28 gns.

3i h.p. QUADR.-\Nr, magneto, and spring
forks, igoS model, guaranteed £25

1740. sJ h.p. 1909 T.T. TRIUMPH, guaranteed 3» gns.

r734. 14 h.p. DE DION Tricar, twin-cylinder

engine, tv.'o speeds and reverse, open frame,
coach-built, water-cooled 40- gnS.

1729.' 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, bail bearing engine,

guaranteed v '.
. £12 10

r J h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, T909 model, magneto,
Druid forks _ £25

1722. 3|h.p. 1908 MINERVA, spring forks,

guaranteed £22 10

1732. sJli.P- 1907 TRIUMPH, manufactured
in rgoS, magneto, spring forks, guaranteed £27 10

1727. 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, T909 model, cream
finish, magneto, and spring forks, guaranteed £28 10

1716. 3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH, magneto, and
spring forks, guaranteed ......'.... 19' gns.

1637. 3* h.p. rgo? " TRIUMPH, magneto,
Mabon free-engine clutch, guaranteed .... £27 10

r679. IV h.p. late mode' F.N. Lightweight,
magneto, and spring forks . £17 10

1606. 3; h.p. CHASE Tricar, two-speed gear: 20 gns.

1617. 6"h.p. 1908 N.S.U and sidecar, coach-
built, two-speed and free engine; magneto,
and spring- forks, guaran teed £35

1623. 3* h.p. PHCENIX-MINERVA Tricar .. 20 gns.

1681. 3|h.p. GREEN Motor Cycle, .water-
cooled engine, magneto, £25'

1451. 4 h.p. Twin WERNER, guaranteed ..£12 10
1467. 2| h.p. MINERVA £10 10
1665. 3-Jh.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, handle-bar

control, spring forks,- standard model .... 29 gES.

1545. 7-g h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea fittings £15 15
1613. 3J h.p. 1007 MINERVA £16 10
1664. 3I h.p. R.OC, free-engine clutch,' guar-

anteed £15 15
1452. 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, spring

forks and seat-pUlar, guaranteed £17 10
2f h.p. BROWN, vertical engine, guaranteed.. £10 10
1625. 2-1 h.p. BRADBURY, magneto -. . £21
1639. 3 h.p. ZENITH Blear ; £15 15
1650.- 2|-h.p. 1909 MATCHLESS Lightweight,

magneto, spring forks,' standard model. .. Offers.

922. 3J h.p. PHCENIX Cob, suitable for lady
or gentleman, two-speed gear £25

1596. ij h.p. F.N., spring forks, magneto,
latest model 20 gns.

i.'534. 4-i- h.p. 1908 MINERVA, R.O.M. contact
breaker, guaranteed 20 gns.

1634. 7 h.p. MATCHLESS, twin engine, mag-
neto, low frame, latest igoS model, guar-
anteed £25

r6i6. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH £15 15
1465. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, very low price .... 15 gns.
1576. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, guaranteed £17 10
1542. 6 h.p. ANTOINE £12 10
1651. ijh.p. igo8 MOTOSACOCHE, guar-

anteed £17 io
1037. 2j h.p. MATCHLESS Offers.
918. 3J h.p. EXCELSIOR and sidecar. Offers.

Machines in this column are offered by
Wauchope's, and carry their guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FtEET ST.,

Telephone—5777, Holbom.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, B
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carma
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto.—Motorist, 29,- Coplest..
2 Llandafl North, near Cardiff.

5 h.p. Eex, 1907. accumulators, in good order;
Alsop, 4, Exeter Ed., Newport, Mon.

difl.

IP Spring Frame, 3jh.p., Wliite and Popi^e
Pahiier tyres; sacrifice £16.-54, Albany Rd

TEFUMPH, 1909, with Montgomery spring
sidecar, new l:^^sinning September; offers: t(

or separate.—Withers, Stourbridge.

23.h.p. Minerva, vertical, low, H.B. control, B.:
4 buretter, Shamrock-Gloria belt, good c

fast, and reliable; £12 10s.; will ride 50 miles.-
Bros., Kington.

HUMBEE, 3>h.p., 1909 model, two speeds, fr
gine, perfect condition, ideal macbine for

or touring; owner buying car; £28, 3 great saci
Eobbins, Castle St., Evesham.

BAIT, 23h.p. -De Dion engine, carburetter,
Eich back, Dunloxj front, spare Rich, two a

latoTs, one new, speedometer on bar, horn, lamii
plete kit tools, all spares, Albion pulley, very 'c

lable, low, cushion seat, very comfortable; £14.—]
Tramway Depot, Port4i.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, I

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islaa
"1 C|07 2|h.p. F.N., magneto and spring for-ts; ;

JL*J offers.-Particularf,-lll, Coronation Av., ;

3 h.p. Royal Enfield, splendid running order;
Eraser, Priory, Hardway, Gosport. Ownei

to sea.

F.N., 2ih.p., -nith accessories, smart, sound, n
£9 10s.; any trial.—Paul, 40, Beresfon

Eeading.

Olh.p. Brown, new Clincher and Palraer tyres, V02 grey, guaranteed; £13.—Nioholls, 33. Osfc
Wycombe.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, magneto model, >prii

frame, new July, not used; £30.— Grfi;i:

rose, Paignton.

07 3ih.p! Triumph, magnet^ 1908 . variab
ley. H.B. cflntrol, KpleirdicT condition;

Longley, Drapers, Basingstoke.

KEEEY, 2Jh,p., new engine, new back tyre,

running ordert £15, cr ciose ofler.—S. W
kins, Sefton Park> Slough, Bucks.

5-6h.p. F.N., handle-bar control. Brooks saddle,
lamp two generators, two spare tubes; anj

£35.—Pirie, Fort Blockhouse, Gosport.

Q'3.h.p. Twin-cyl. Premier, run 135 miles, gnaO4 perfect ; £40 ; owner leaving country.—Wr
ticulars, Joubert, 31, Victoria Ed., Swindon.

3ih.p. De Dion, fast, powerful, spring forks,
2 £10, photo; 40 amp. 4 volt accumulatoi

25 amp., 9s.; large motor saddle, 6s.—Goodgame,
sham, Bucks.

"l,C|-09 New 3ih.p. Triumph; 1909 new IJh
X-«y E.A.C. h.p.) Motosacoi'he ; 1909 new 5-6h.

F.N.,.fittei Cowley meter, special tyres; what c

Eandall, Andover.

TEIUMPH, 1908, perfect condition, Palme:
large rubber covered fcotboards, lamp and.ge

handle-bar mirror, numerous fittings and spare

alls; £34.—Bulwark, Chesterfield Ed., Newbury.

"I Qt)8 Triumph, 3Jh.p., Palmer back, Clinchei
i »y Cowey speedometer, P. and H; lamp,
generator, perfect order, £35; 1909 Triumph,
:ood as new, £39 ;. Ariel.. 3A-h.p., Palmer tyrei

crder, £10.-The WicIifEe Cycle Co., Stroud,- Glo

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,

and Sussex.

£8 lOs.—Chater-Lca Motor Cycle, complete,
gine.—Below.

3 Ih.p. Kerrv, re-enamelled grey, like new new
2 back, H.B. control, excellent condition; .

Below.

3 h.p. Lagonda, 26in. wheels, long bars, in fi

condition; £8 10s.—Below.

CHATEE Motor Frame, with now Eoc tVO-»P

free engine fitted, torpedo tank,'-24 bv 2i

wants engine" and tvres to comple'te.; £14 14s.',

separate, £9.—A. Eussell,\East St., Barking,

IF You Want bargains in second-hand motoi

you can get them at Wauchope's. -

3 Ih.p. Kerry, spring forks, perfect condition;
2 ne'jr ofier.— Ellis, 18, Albert Ed., Dovei

3 ih.p. O.K., low frame; torpedo tanks, speed 3

4 £11.—Acworth, 8, Crtefl Ed., Wandswc

3 h.p. Kerrv, H.B. control, siiring forks, foe

low; £8 10s.—139 Balham St., Plaistow

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Mot.or Cycle."
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HOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Lh.p. Kelecom, mechanical, 26in. wheels, tyies splen-

i
'

did, noii--skid rear; £10.—Below.

Lh-p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea No. 6 frame, 2 Sin. wheels,

2 low, good condition; £16, offers.—Below.

Ih.p. Matchless, magneto, spring forks and frame,

i
'

26in, wheels, excellent condition, lamp, horn,

id; £25.—Humphries, 8, The Village, Old Charlton,

it.

i.p. Ees de Luxe and Sidecar, magneto, Eoc clutch,

tyres, etc, as new; £28.—Townsend.

3h.p. Minerra, as new, handsome machine; £11. —
i Townsend.

i.p. Minerva, Cliater, low, large lamp, st-and; don't
miss; £7.—Townsend.

i.p. Rex, accumulator and sidecar; £16 10s.; perfect.

—Townsend, 162a, Dalston Ijane, London.

8 8s.—2ih.p. Ascot-Kerry, re-bushed, new Dunlop,
perfect.—White, 50, Beresford Bd., Kingston.

S.U.. 1909. 4h.p., Model de Luxe, E.O.M. tyre, new
belt; £30.-14, Grove Ed., Willesden Green.

Ih.p. Eex, 1909, magneto, spring forks, as new; £18,
2 bargain.—Augarde, 59, Eobsart St., Brixton.

A.'P., 2ih.p., perfect going order; £7, or best ofler;

higher power wanted.—2, Ardfiowan, Catford.

3.h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, splendid condition and
4 going order; £13.-14. Church Ed., Barking.

h.p. Twin Laurin-Klement, Mabon clutch ; £14, bar-

gain.—39, Frith St., near Piccadilly Circus, W. -

10.—2|h.p. De Dion, B. and B., brass tank, rubber
belt, good tyres.—M., Sydenham House, Clacton.

ih.p. Motor Cycle, E.M. engine, sonnd condition;
a £7 7s.—84, Queen's Ed., Peckhatn. Hop 2125.

.CYIi. F.N., 4ih.p., magneto, absolutely perfect; £25.
—Stanton; 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, London.

h.p. Triumph, 1906, magneto, new Palmer cord back,
good one in front; price £20.—Morgon, Farnham.

NTOINE, 4h.p., new tyres, too fast for owner- £12
. 10s., cash only.—2, UUswater Ed., Palmer's Green.

l.h.p. Mat leto Brown, nearly new; cost £60, nearest
2 £25; seoQ any time.—18, Tresco Ed., Nunhead.

lEITTMPHS, 1909, the very latest models, brand new,
in stock.—Eey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, London.

lEITTMPHS.—Two 1909 models, £39 each; and one
1908 model, £30 ; all guaranteed perfect.—Below.

ih.p. Eex, spring forks. Palmer tyres, new belt, two
2 accumulators, all accessories; £14.—Below.
3.h.p. Minerva, handle-bar control, new tyre on back,
4 in very good condition; £12.—Below.

aOP-SOILED Only.—1909 Eex de Luxe machines,
with two-speed gear and free engine; one 5 h.p.

in and one 3ih.p. single, offers invited.—The Eastern
rage Co., 418, etc., Eomford Ed., Forest Gate, E.
lone, 10, Stratford. T.A. : Egaraco, London.

h.p. Twin J.A.P., Chater-Lea, Whittle, Brown-Barlow,
spring forks; £26.-63, Norfolk Ed., Dalston, Lon-

a.

h.p. Motor Cycle, Werner, exceptional condition,
Michelin tyres; £8.-15, Nightingale Parade, Bal-

m.

909 (September) Lightweight Eoyal Wolf, brand new,
in makers' orate; £18 nett.—10, Old Town, Clap-

Ok.

.^kp. De Dion, low, perfect, very fast and powerful;
4 £7 lOs.-BrDwn, 2a, Seagrave Ed., West Bromp-
1.

h.p. Eoc and Sidecar, two-speed, new tyres, Ama-c
• handle-bar control; what offers?—Jones, Crocken-

'3 h.p. Minerva, low, long handles, 26 wheels, grey,
4 perfect; £8, near ofier.—42, Wellesley Ed., Chis-
ck.

I.S.tr., 3h.p., new, 26in. Dunlops, Whittle belt, splen-
' did order; £13, or offer.-Squirrell, Xiewsley, Mid-
5ses.

TINEEVA, Ifh.p., Palmer, perfect condition; £9, orA exchange; push bike and cash.—Penny, Cobham,
ufrey.

MMEDIATE Delivery of Triumphs, Douglas, and
various other makes.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

jndon.

908 Wolf, 5ih.p. Sarolea, H.B. control, perfect
order, accessories; £19.-4, Forest View Av

jyton.

»l.h.p. White end Poppe, adjustable pulley. No. 6
'2 Chater, spares. Palmers; £14.-133, Killearn Ed.
itford.

I
h.p. Twin Kerry, two speeds, free engine; first rea-

' sonable offer buys; cash needed.—75, Manor St.,
telsea.

008 Triumph, in perfect order, new Mabon clutch,
•" butt-end tubes, grand machine; £30. — Morgon,
arnham.

NO BANKRUPT
STOCK STUFF

with us. ALL GENUINE and GUARANTEED,
r
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W^ w'a1
SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—24in. and 26in.
TYRES—Peter Union 2}in. section to singles, and zjin.

to twins.
CARS.—N.S.U. float-feed type.

BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and
back pedalling brake.

EXTRAS—Combined stand J carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits,

plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—^We guarantee fully every machine sold.

PRICES

:

_
Deferred

Maker's price. Our price. payments.

3i h-P £40 £31 £33
3i h.p £42 £32 £34
4 hp £50 £35 £37
5^ h-P £52 £3 7 £39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

TRIUMPH

1909 TRIUMPHS
IN STOCK.

£48 or exohsinere.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (all fuUy guaranteed

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., very low, free engine

KERRY, 5 h.p. Twin, 26in. wheels

MINERVA, 3J h.p., spring forks, 1907 model
REX, 3J h.p., 1908, two speed, perfect

BROWN, 2} h.p., Bosch magneto, low, perfect

REX, 5 h.pvjTwin, low, spring forks

ZENITH Bicar, s\ h.p., two speeds

QUADRANT, 3i h.p., spring forks, very low
ARIEL, 3 h.p., low, spray, M.O.V
SINGER, 3 h.p., Bosch magneto, new tyres

PEUGEOT, 4} h.p., tvdn-cylinder, low built

FAIRY, 2 h.p., Twin, low built

REX, rgog, si h.p. model
MINERVA, 1908, 8 h.p

by us).

.. £16

.. £16

.. £15

.. £30

.. £16

.. £17

.. £17

.. £16

.. £16

.. £16

.. £15

.. £11

.. £26

.. £23

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WHITTLE'S.—1908 F.N., 4i-5h.p., 4-cyl., magneto,

spring forks, very powerful and fast, like new;
cheap, £26.

WHITTLE'S.-1909 F.N., IJh.p., lightweight, Bosch
magneto, spring forks, absolutely as new; great

bargain, £22 10s.

WHITTLE'S.—Clyde, 3h.p., magneto, perfect order;
sacriflce £11 lis.—Whittle's Motor Exchange,

Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

4 Ih.p. Minerva Twin, Chater-Lea, very low, just over-
2 hauled; £16, or near offer.—74, Croydon Ed.,

Beckenham.

31.h.p. Triumph, 1908, guaranteed perfect, all acces-
2 series; £32 10s.; approval.—Eagles and Co., High

St., Acton.

2 ih.p. Noble, lew frame, 26in. wheels, A Won tyres,
2 B. and B. carburetter; £7 10s.—73, Church St.,

Camberwell.

012. — 2ih.p. Noble, Chater, Peter - Unions, Whittle,^ 24in. wheels, good, exchange.-19, Vansittart Ed.,
Forest Gate.

3ih.p. Centaur, good condition, M.O.V., new Duco
2 non-skid back; sacrifice £15.—E. Hubbard, Cran-

leigh, Surrey.

£8i.—Clarendon, 3h.p., M.O.V., low, perfect order,

good tyres, new tubes, accessories.—17, Heunpstead
Ed., Brighton.

N.S.U., 1909, nearly new; cost £45, £30, or light-

weight with cssh.—Stevens, 3, Elm Mews, Bays-
w^ter Ed., W.

TEIUMPH, 1909. perfect; any trial; sjare tyre,

valves, etc., Lucas lamp; £39.—Mitchell, Guildford
Park, Guiliiford.

CHATEE Frame, No. 6, low position, fitted Eovei
engine, requires tuning up; £8 10s.—73, Churcl

St, Camberwell.

MOTOSACOCHE (1908), a-ccrmiulator, perfect condi

tion, little used; £13 10s., bargain.—B., 35, Par
liament St., S.W.

3ih.p. Humber, chain drive, perfect conditioi

2 tliroughout; nearest ofEer £8, or exchange.—38
Leyland Ed., Lee.

FOE immediate sale, 2Jh.p. Kerry, good order, lov

position. Palmers; first oheane £8.—F. EatoUfl

Gondlhurst, Kent.

2 ih.p. Kerry, excellent condition throughout, Wata
2 wata belt, new Palmer.—Particulars, Lewis Kettle

Uphill, Folkestone.

23.h.p. Excelsior. M.M.C. engine, B. and B. carburet

4, ter, spring forks, new pulley; £9 lOs.—224, Woo<
St., Walthamstow.

3ihp. White and Poppe, Chater-Lea. Brown - Earlo\

2 H.C., excellent condition; £13.-12, Laundr
Ed., Fulham, S.W.

1 O09 Triumph, splendid condition, cord front. Sham
JLt/ rock back; £35, no offers.-Builders' Arms, South

fields, London, S.W.

13.h p. F.N., 1908, magneto, as new, guaranteed per

4 feet condition; £16.-66, Queen EUzabeth's Walk
Stoke Newington, N.

LIGHTWEIGHT and Cash wanted for 5-6h.p. twii

Res.—Particulars, Winch, Madeira Mount, Wood
ford Green, Essex.

33.h.p. Brand New 1908 N.S.U., magneto; best ofle;

4 over £25 accepted; money wanted. — Schofield

Harefield, Middlesex.

F.N., 4ih.p., 4-oyl., magneto, spring forks, just over

hauled; bargain, accept £22.—Moore, 3, Avonmori

Ed., Kensington, W.

TEIUMPH. handle-bar control, Mabon clutch, recentl;

overhauled, new condition; £26.—Whiteley, °

Watling St., Chatham.

£3 DOWN SECURES :

F.N., 2 h.p £10
HUMBER, 2 h.p £8
QUADRANT, 3 h.p... £10
WERNER, 2 h.p £8

MINERVA, 2 h.p. . . £8
HUMBER, 2i h.p. . . £10
SINGER, 2 h.p £6
BROWN, 2 h.p £7

?'T 10s.—2ih.p., vertical, low, fast, new tyre, belt,
*.' excellent condition.—Evans, 6, Terrace Ed.,
laistow.

i-lh.p. Quadrant, magneto, spring forks, lamp, etc.

;

r* £18. or near offer.-Jackson, 26. Gladsmuir Ed.,
ishgate.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

Brand New FAIRY Sets. To convert your cycle to

a motor cycle. All brand new and perfectly com-
plete. 2i h.p., twin cylinder, £10 only nett £10

jeSB ISIe-fc-fc. jesb.

TOURIST TROPHY WINNER.
The actual Matchless that won the Isle of Man Tourist

Trophy, on Thursday, the 23rd Sept., 1909.

5 h.p., all complete, and exactly as when it finished.

Averaged 50 m.p.h. To be seen here.

£5B CELSh only. £55,

8

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET (off Oxford Circus)

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone ; 552 Mayfair.

In ansxcering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle

REX 3ih.p., perfect condition, and good sidecar ma
chine; £9 15s.—Barnett, care of Cobham Moto:

Wks., Cobham, Surrey.

HOLLOWAY.—3ih.p. Quadrant, spring forks, 26in

wheels, in perfect condition; £14.—Jennings, 268

Hornsey Ed., HoUoway.

HOLLOWAY.-3ih.p. Centaur, M.O.Vy free engine

26in. wheels; £9 lOs., or offer.-Jennings, 268

Hornsey Ed., Holloway.

HOLLOWAY.—3ih.p. London, M.O.V., 26in. Contin

entals, bar control, adjusta.ble pulley, sprini

forks, in splendid condition; £13.—Jennmgs, 268, Horn
sey Ed., Holloway.

HOLLOWAY.—3h.p. Triumph. Palmer tyres, perfec

condition; £17; very reliable.-Jennkigs, 268

Hornsey Ed., Holloway, London.

TEIUMPH, 3ih.p., H.B. control, adjustable pulley

perfect; great bargain, £24 10s.-Williams, 11

The Chase, London. S.W.

LIGHTWEIGHT Werner, 2h.p., trembler, new accu

mulator, going order; £6; exchanges.-Wybrow, 222

Coldharbour Lane, Brixton.

LOOK!—3ih.p. Quadrant, excellent condition nei

Continentals, fast and powerful; sacrifice £9.-4b

Walton Ed.. East Molesey.

€* K 10s —2h p F.N., fine condition, splendifl hill

otO climber, new tyres.-5, Haarlem Mansions

Brook Green, Hammersmith.

A37
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WOTOR 3ICYCLES FOR SALE.
"AMPSTEAD.—Sale, enormous red-action on all ma-

chines, call and obtain great bargain. — Eey, 5,

itli St.

"AMPSTEAD (£23). - 4 - cyl. F.N., 4ili.p., 1908
- model, magneto, spring forks, -witli all accessories.

rAMPSTEAD (£25). — F.N., 4 - cyl., 4^h.p., iplendld
condition, -with all accessories, late model.

rAMPSTEAD (£27). — F.N., new condition, 4-cyl.

- 1908 model, 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, all

3ssories. _
.

[AMPSTEAD (£21).—Minerva, 3ih.p., 1909 model,
L new coiidition, handle-bar control, all accessories;

gain.

rAMPSTEAD.—1909 New Triumphs in stock, Moto-
L Keves and F.N.'s at special reduction, latest

iels. ,

[AMPSTEAD (£22).—Moto-Eeve, twin, magneto, and
- spring forks, 1909 pattern, splendid condition,
ti all accessories.

rAMPSTEAD.—Sole London and district agents for

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price
ie.

"AMPSTEAD (£12). — Singer, 3h.p. magneto, new
non-skid on Dack, in splendid order, with acces-

es.

'AMPSTEAD (£18).—F.N. Ijh.p. Lightweight, mag-
neto and spring forks, with all new accessories

;

jain.

'AMPSTEAD (£28). — V.S., two-speed gear, 5h.p.,
J magneto and spring forks, all accessories ; grand
jain. '

'AMPSTEAD (£13).—Peugeot, 3ih.p., spring forks,
with all new accessories, splendid bargain. — 5,

ith St

'AMPSTEAD (£13).—Motosacoche Lightweight, late
model, with all accessories, guaranteed a bar-

1. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

'AMPSTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-

is, guaranteed.

'AMPSTEAD (£23). — Lightweight 1909 Latest
- model Wolf, not run 100 miles, and guaranteed
feet.—Below.

'AMPSTEAD (£14). — Singer, 3h.p., magneto, gocd
condition; 4-cyl, F.N., £23. splendid order, all

gains.

"AMPSTEAD (£12).-N.S.U., 3ih.p., good order, witL
all accessories; J.A.P., 4h.p., M.O.V., magneto,

rAMPSTEAD (£6).—Whitley, 3h.p., good order, ac-
- cessories; Kerry, 3h.p., good running condition,
10s.

'AMPSTEAD (£35).-TouTist Trophy Triumph. 1909,
almost new, property of W. Bentley'; 1907 Tri-

ph, £25, bargain.

"AMPSTEAD (£14),-Riley 3h.p., Tertlcal,Jate type

;

Kerry, 3h.p., £6, in good order, bargain.

"AMPSTEAD (£29). — 5-6h.p. F.N., late model, 4-

cyl., special bargain, with all accessories, grand
dition.

"AMPSTEAD (£16). — Triumph, 3h.p., accessories;
bargain house.—Only address, 5, Heath St. Tel.

:

8 P.O.

i.p. Twin-cyl. Werner Motor Cycle, tyres practically
new, just been overhauled, very little used; £13.—

Eyn's Garage, Eastbourne.

TOP-SOILED 1909 Bradbury; £36, otherwise abso-
lutely brand new, carrying full makers' guarantee,

't delay.—Stanton, below.

)09 Brand New 3ih.p. Eex, magneto, spring forks,
unscratohed, unsoiled (used once), automatic ad-

able pulley
: £34, or with absolutely brand new latest

aine Chater-Lea throughout sidecar, £38 lOs.—Stan-
below.

i09 V.S., 7-9h.p., almost brand new, magneto,
' spring forks, 2iin. tyres; 38 guineas.—Stanton,
iw.

WO-SPEED Motor Cycle (Eoo clutch and gear), 3i
h.p. De Dion, low, Chater-Lea fittings, handle-bar

trol, spring forks; £20, exchange.—Stanton, below.

'•P- Quadrant, low, spring forks, £10; 2ih.p. Scout,
Chater-Lea, £7 10s.- bargains.—Stanton, below.

A Dpwn secures a 1909 Wolf Lightweight, balance^ in eleven monthly payments.—Stanton, 619,
Bridge Ed., Leyton, London.

r>h.p. Durkcpp, spring forks, two accumulators, ballw beating mamsljalt, splendid condition; £8 10s —
Luton Ed., Walthamstow.

Lh.p. Ariel, in perfect condition throughout, search-
s light, spring forks, Gloria belt, two accimiulators
;chless silencer; £11.—Below. '

Lh.p. Minerva, perfect little machine, 1907 model
J everything in perfect and excellent condition'
p, two belts, etc. ; £10 lOs.-Below.

'

Lh.p. Excelsior, brand new machine, Cowey speed
! indicator, Mabon clutch, Autoolipse lamp- best
r over £30 secures.—Hurlock, 73, Denmark '

Hill
'Phone, 20 Brixton.

Lh.p. Brown, in splendid going order, long handi&-
- bars and low seat-pillar fitted, practically new:
.-57, Park Ed., West Dulwioh.

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, chain drive, very

powerful £12 10
iX h.p. W.C. BRADBURY, two speeds, open

frame, wheel-steering, foot clutch .... £29 10
Ditto ditto fine condition £35
5i h.p. W.C. REXETTE, two speeds, open

Irarae, foot clutch, specially good .... £35
5 h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, open

frame, Longuemere trembler coil .... £33
4i h.p. PHCENIX TRIMO, H.T. magneto,

two speeds, chain drive £27 10
4j h.p. W.C. HUMBER, two speeds, Longue-

mare, chain drive, foot clutch £16 10
h.p. Victor, two speeds, open frame, foot

clutch, foot brake. £18 10
Cash oFfcrs considered to clear.

bk h.p.'XWiN KEX,H.B. control, sprmg torks, and
brand new DE LUXE SIDECARwith art cane body,
latest improvements and 26x2^ tyre, £22 tOs.

asr WE HAVE INST6ck6VERTW0T0NSTr
Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers. Best makes.

I

All sizes. 17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Covers

[

17/6, Tubes 4/11. Bargain list on application.
Approval against cash.

1909 REXES. 1909.
All models in stock. Liberal exchanges.

OFFERS CQIMSIPERED.
" POPUCARS."

1909 3J h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

1909 si h.p. TRIUMPH, new. Palmer Cords £45
1909 3^ h.p. REX Tourist, done so miles. Offers.

1908 REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating' £17 10

1908 ^\ h.p. Magneto MINERVA £22 10
1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX Racer £29 10

1907 4 h.p. Magneto ROC, Roc clutch £24 10

1907 3* h.p. magneto REX £21
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
1908 3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10

1907 si h.p. REX, spring forks £17
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
r h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .. £13 10
1006 3ih.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .. £15 10
3' h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control.

3 h.p, CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15

2-J h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p. M.O.V. MINERVA, spray, good. ... £615
3 h.p. ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10

3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac. .. . £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber. . £9 10

2| h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2* h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15

2j h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6
vlonster List on Application. Cash oilers considered.

SIDEOAR IVIACHBNES.
1909 7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto, as new £40

1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 100 miles only Offers.

1908 5 h.p. Magneto, V.S., almost as new . . £29 10
rgoS Twin Tourist REX, magneto £28 10
r9o8 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10

5i h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £29 10

5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £27 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £13 10
6 h.p. Twin REX and Sidecar £20

4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.. magneto £19 19

J five 5i h.p. Twin Rexes, spring Icks, long oars,

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.

wheels. SAT ITs.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

£3 DOWN
EASY RAYWBeNTS.
f\/\iflfKI secures any of these.

Balances/- per week.
2 h.p. Sarolea.. £6
2j h.p. Kerry . . £9 10
4 h.p. Coronet £15
2|h.T). Werner £8 10

3} h.p. Werner £13 10
3 h.p. Thomas £8
2 h.p. Humber £8 10

3 h.p. Bradbury £10 10

2j h.pw Bradbury £6 10
3 h.p. Lloyd's £13 10
3 h.p. Clyde
4 h.p. Antoine
3 h.p. Humber
3i h.p. Rex
2 J h.p. Lloyd's

.4 h.p. Atelier

£15
£16 10
£10 a
£10 10
£7 10
£13 10

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carburetters
from 25/-. Liberal exchange. Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2jin. tyres, every-
thing of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt
attachment, 26x2^ ClincherA Wbn tyres £6

im
i ;" LARGEST REX DEALERS,

38 In ansivering these advertisements

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U., 6h.p., 1908, magneto, N.S.U. coach-built si

car; together £37 lOs. j guaranteed perfect;
pointment.— 9, High St., St. Alban.s.

"1 Q08 V.S. Twin, majjneto, and Mills and Fulf(
JL iy castor wheel sidecar ; sell or exchange for 1
umph.—8, Barrett St., Manchester Sq.

4-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p. 1908, handle-bar control, r
tyres and tubes (detachable), perfect conditit

must sell.-Hewson, 10, Queen Sq., W.C.

3 h.p. Quadrant, perfect running order, back tyre .

pu;ii.tnred, new accumulator; £7 10s., a bargain
Hamilton, 30, Beverley Ed., Anerley, S.E.

FOR Sale, 3h.p. N.S.U., 24in. wheels, magneto, gc

condition; price £18, or offers; can be seen by
pointment.—Fisher, King's Langley, Herts.

1 Q09 Triumph, new, use's once, lamp, spares, co
X«7 and see; worth £46; any reasonable offer
quick sale.— la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq., 8.W.

4h.p. Roc, free engine, two-speed, ma.sineto, handle-l
control, Dunlop tyres; £18, or exchange lightweig

—T.E., 64, Mount Pleasant Ed-, Tottenham.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1908, and sidecar, Mabon clut
2 Palmer cord tyres. Whittle belt; £40; triaL-

Wiles, 40, Carlton Ed., Mile End, London, B.

P.
and M., 1909, June, and Mills-Fulford castor wh
sidecar, same date, hardly used, climb anythi)

£50.—Palmer. 76. Bedford HUl, Balham, S.W.

3h.p. M.M.O. Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea frame, spr
forks, enamelled French grey, long and low pi

tion, as new; £20.—Sear, Mount Cafe, Chingford,

F.N.. 2Jh.p., two P. and E. accumulators, Contin
tals, perfect; £12, or exchange higher power, ci

adjustment.—Western, 20, Church Ed., Guildford.

T.T. Triumph, 1909, as new, in perfect order_£
condition, very fast and powerful, MicheUn tyri

bargain, £38.—Pond, 349, West End Lane, London.

3h.p. Kerry, enamelled and plated. Price's stands, la

headlight, new accumulator, Peter-Union tyres, 1

new: £12.—Barber, 17, Galena Ed., Hammersmith.

31.h.p. N.S.U., brand new, 1908 specification, 1

2 belt, 26 by 2i tyres; £30; exchange entertaiB
—Eagles and Co., N.S.U. A^gency, High St., Acton.

4h.p. Motor Bike, handle-bar control, B. and
carburetter, perfect order; £10 10s.; ditto, w

magneto, £13 lOs.-Taylor's Motor Wks., Edmontoi

DOUGLAS, 2-|h.p., twin, 1909. non-skids, lamp, h(

tools, spares, overalls, spring footrests, perfect (

dition; what offers?—K. Greig, 2, Ravenna Ed., Put!

8h.p. Mat-chless, J.A.P. engine, Bosch magneto, N
two-speed gear, free engine, with rigid sidecar,

April, splendid condition.—S., 5, Laitwood Ed., Ballu

TEIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1909, excellent condition, D
lop tyres, new piston, spares ; £38 ; by appointm(

Tel. : 573 Hornsey.—Jessop, 7, Coleridge Ed., Cro
End.

£12, 35-4h.p. Kerry, three speeds, chain, sidecar,
£6, Werner lifrhtweijht : 42s. Boron set. 2l8.

;

3h.p. Noble; all guaranteed.—Mimsleigh Motors, Sta
hurst.

6h.p. Matchless, spring frame, Nala gear, handle-
control, Montgomery sidecar, perfect conditii

owner going abroad.—Howorth, 10, Grove Park I

Eltham.

TEItJMPH, 1908, Eoc two speeds and free engi

nearly new S.E. back tyre, good stand, lamp, gei

ator, excellent condition; £38.—Pearsons, Wickhaaa
Portsea.

23.h.p. Kerry, fast, splendid running order, new .

4 mer back, Michelin butt tube, long handle-b
low seat, lamp, spares; £12, or near offer. — Hayn
Cranleigh.

T>EX, 1909, 3ih.p., B. and B. carburetter, good
-Ew new. too fast for owner; write, no offers;
guineas to first applicant.—Dr. Compton, Harefl
Middlesex.

TEIUMPH, 1909, lamp, horn, spring pillar, i_

Clincher tjrres, as new,- in excellent running crd

36 guineas.—Lieutenant Hitchins, Eoyal Naval Colli

Greenwich.

LIGHTWEIGHT Triumph Eoadster, girder, li
Clement-Garrard pattern engine, Bassee-Mii

coil, C.A.V. battery; £6 IO3. J good climber.—6, L
St., Croydon.

1 Q09 Triumph, Sih.p., new last June, perfect co
-L«7 tion. scarcely soiled: £39: owner going to So
Africa ; by appointment.—O. Brown, 14, Montagu
London, W.

TEITJMPH, 1909, splendid condition, scarcely ui

Palmer cord tyres, Cowey speed indicator.—Ap
L. D. Looker, 1, Princes Mansions, 64, Victoria
London, S.W.

010. 10s.—Sjh.p. Kerry, in new condition throughiw £5 10s., 3h.p. Eoyal Sovereign, in good rum
order; both must be sold; genuine bargains.—51, Bi
Ash Ed., Lee.

£9 IDs.-3h.p. Werner, just overhauled, spring f>

and seat-pillar, new saddle, excellent going or
Longuemare carburetter, spares.—Arter, 60, upper Jd

Hammersmith.

•J Q08 N.S.tr., magneto, first-class condition, H
Xt/ lamp, horn, and spares, two belts; any tri

lowest price £20.—Gentry, baker. Station Parade, Wil
den Green, N.W.

is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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OTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MONDE Motor Cycle, fitted Tvitli 4h.p. Antoine,
in S'ojd going order, £9 ; also forecar, to suit

witliout tyres, £1.—W. Fountain, Camfield Cot-

,

Hatfield, Herts.

i.p. Stevens and Sidecar, Palmer tyres, Bowden
clutch, new P. and B. coil and accumulator, chain
Brooks saddle, perfect condition; £14.—Perkins,

igh Green, Kent.

a.p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea frame, late 1.908' machine,
everything complete and perfect, practically new

;

15s. : seen and tried by appointment.—Sams, 48,
ow Rd., Battersea.

3. N.S.ir:, twin, new last J4ily, 1908 specification,
Bosch magneto, 26 by 2i tyres, two-speed and free

e, with Millford sidecar; £45; any trial.—Eagles
3o., High St., Acton.

ItJMPH, 1908, 3ih.p., twa machines, splendid con-
dition, Shamrock rubber studs, Shamrock belts,

s, plating perfect; 30 guineas.—Marlow, 11, Borth-
Ed., Leytop stone, E.

iTEE Lightweight, 2jh.p., fine condition, spring
forks, spring pillar, butted Continentals, Bates
led, new belt, searchlight, watch, spares; £13.—
3eorge's Sq., Forest Gate.

09 3ih.p. Triumph, new August; cost £64; clutch,
Cjwey speedometer, clock, mirror, Lucas lamp,

!e kit tools, non-skids, absolutely perfect; £45.—
'bush House, Hampstead.

rCHBT Lightweight 2^h.p., long, low, reliable first-

class conaition. Palmers (unscratched), Mabon
h, Lycett's saddle, genuine; £9 10s.—Brewster, 8,
tar Terr£ice, New Barking.

09 Motosacoche, magneto, Druid spring forks, new
last June, not ridden 800 miles; owner requires

ii po\rer for sidecar; price £26 10s.— Saft'ord, 61,
mere Ed., Willjsden Green.

p. Matchless-J.A.P., grand machine for sidecar,
spring frame and forks, spare belt and tube, tools,
2iin. Palmers; must sell; £20 lOs., no offers.-

ill, Anglesea Bd., Woolwich.

h.p. Brown, recently enamelled and overhauled,
handle-bar control, perfect, £10, or exchange;

mp. accumulator, 12s. 6d. ; trembler coil, 8s. 6d.—
Lower Kennington Lane, S.E.

:ATEB-PEiJGEOT, 5h.p., magneto, very low, hand-
some footboards, tyres perfect, both with detach-
tubcs, spares, fine condition; cash offers wanted;
seil.—186, Peckham Bye, S.E.

lATEB-LBA No. 6 Frame, tanks, and 6 h.p. twin
J.A.P. engine, £10 18s.; new Chater-Lea sidecar,
8s. ; pair of Clincher A Won tyres-, new, £2 5s; —
illows, 23, Lilllngton St., Belgravia.

INEEVA, 3ih.p., splendid machine, latest improve-
ments, new J.A.P. carburetter, H.B. control, spares,
spent £12 on it; buying twin and sidecar; will take
-A.T.T., 68, Brockley Bd., Brockley, S.E.

09 7h.p. V.S., Truffault spring forks, and spare set
of girder forks to suit, adjustable pulley, Miche-

yres. Brooks saddle, in first-class condition, very
price £45.—Pond. 349, West End Lane, London.
)ECABISTS' Ideal.-4ih.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto,
new Chater-Lea sidecar, two lamps, horn, pump,

' tube, tools, and spares; will accept £34; owner
ig car.—Motorist, Benfleet Hall, Sutton, Surrey.

h.p. M.M.C.-Escelsior, just overhauled, perfect' run-
ning order, very fast or slow, very powerful

)er, new tyre and inner tubes, Acetyphote, some
:s, tools, etc.; £12, offers.— Gage, Hairdresser, Cat-

08 (late December) Sih.p. Tourist Bex, B. and B.
handle-bar control, 19C9 new studded tvre back

belt, splendid running order; £25 10s. lowest; lamp
spares; cost £40.—L.S., 201, Turner's Hill, Ches-
, Herts.

lUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, only ridden few times, equal
to new. Palmer cord tyres. Autoclipse lamp, with

.8 generator; reason for selling, medically unfit to
accept £39; any trial.—Hickman, " Accarsane,"

r Ed., Surbiton.

09 3ih.p. Bex Tourist, delivered end of June, practi-
cally new, very powerful and reliable, B. and B.

iretter, lamp, horn, all tools and spares; cost £45,
)t £28, lowe.st, for quick sale.—Pickling, 95. Cam-
re Ed., Seven Kings, Ilf ord.

lAND Opportunity. — 3ih.p. Zenith-Gradua, ball
bearmg J.A.P. engine, overhead valves, the identi-
nachme which won four prizes at Newnham Hill-
0, complete for touring, in perfect condition; £40,
ear offer.—W. H. Bashall, Ockham, Surrey.

WVATE Owner wishes to dispose of 3ih.p. Bex,
late 1907, in splendid running order, complete
two accumulators, new powerful headlight, separate

rator, horn, pump, carrier, stand, tools, nearly new
Mr tyre; £12 12s.—Can be seen, Humphreys Gar-
Bevenoaks.

.p. Matchless, built for Brooklands, quite new, not
ron 300 miles, ball bearing J.A.P. engine, dupli-
ot C. E. Collier's record machine, fitted with full
equipment, splendid specimen of a speed machine

;

lOs., no offers.— Dayrell, 137, Cherry Orchard Ed.,
aon, Surrey.

|.h.p. Quadrant. Nala two-speed, new E.O.M. non-
' skid back. Palmer cord front, just been thor-
^^ o^'^'^iiauled, would make excellent passenger ma-
e: £20. or near; seen any time aj: Chelsea Garage,
^o'fss Ed.; owner buying tricar.-N. Lambert, 14,

I St., Chelsea.

I
Beware of Imitations.

FARRAR'S
" HALIFAX"

SIDECARS.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

Each £4 IT 6 Each.
Coach-built body, £2 extra.

An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHiVIENT. Quite Rigid.

No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.

Guaranteed twelve months. Full particulars on re-

quest. Get one ov. approval. You will be delighted.

SPECIAU PURCMASE.
rgog AMAC carburetters, handle-bar control,

19/6 each.
BROWN & BARLOW ditto, 28/- each.

£3 DOWN
2} h.p. Singer, mag.

secures any of these.

Balance 5/- per week.

£6 I2J h.p. Stevens £5

34 h.p. Rex £9 I 2i h.p. R. and P. £7

3j h.p. Dux £9 I 2^ Minerva, M.O.V. £8 10

3 h.p. Fafner £9 I 2^ h.p. Humber £5

3 h.p. Noble, M.O.V. £7 I 2J h.p. King £8

2j h.p. Whiteley £6 I 3J h.p. Humber, 26"

I wheels £9

1S09 "PREIVIIER" IVIsisnetos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.
CASH, EXCHANGE, or EASY PAYMENTS.

1908 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. . . . £18

3J- h.p. Magneto REX, H.B. control £17

3^h.p. GRITZNER, 1908, magneto ignition £17

rgoS N.S.U. Lightweight, ma,<;neto £22

3i h.p. igob N.S.U. , magneto and spring
forks £25

T008 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

li h.p. iqoo REX M.O.V., spring forks £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

=;i h.D. TWIN REX a beauty ; . . . £15 10

^i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £31 10

3^ h.p. BROWN, magneto, H.B. control. £20

3 h.p. MINERVA, champion condition £11

4 h.p. KING, Palmer tyres . . . .- £12

3^ h.p. r907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

1978 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speeds, clutch, magneto £34

4 h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V., fine goer £11 p

5^ h.p,

TRICARS,
REXETTE, fine machine £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

4i h.p. PHCENIX. two-speed £14

1908 IVlEis'ne-to REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold finish, Bosch magneto, £17 10s., or exchange.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.
33% cheaper than any other high-class belt.

§in., 9d. Jin., 1/. Jin., 1/3. lin., 1/6 per foot.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Tricar frame, for wheel-steering 50/-
Low motor cycle frame, vertical 30/-
Very good sidecar, rigid £3 5
3i h.p. Quadrant engine sets 37/6
Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Send tor Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher A Won Covers, all sizes, 17/6 each.
Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes, 4/11.

In nn-9U'ering these

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion WorkSi Square Rd , HALIFAX.

advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h.p. Imperi, M.O.V., similar Metallurgique, rounc

2 brass tank, Amac H.B. control carburetter, trem-
bler coil, two accumulators, foot brake, footrests, Jin,
Shamrock belt. Continental tyres, studded back, lamp,
generator, horn, enamelled royal blue, lined white and
^old, recently built; £25.—A.E.J., 156, Hackney Ed.,
London.

TO Clear.—4ih.p. Twin Minerva, low built, pan seat,
excellent condition, cash bargain, fl5 10s.; 2ih.p.

J.A.P., vertical, light, fast, £10 10s. ; 3ih.p. Peugeot,
magneto, spring forks, Palmer tyres, £20 ; 2|h.p. Phoenix,
magneto, two speeds, grand machine, £15; 2|h.p. Brown,
Tertical engine, excellent condition, £10 lOs. ; Sjh.p.
Excelsior, M.M.C. engine, excellent condition,, £9 10s.;
2Jh.p. Kerry, £9 15s.; several machines, in perfect
order, £5. We do exchanges.— 128, High Ed., South
Tottenham.

OEDEES are already being booked for 1910 models,
and we very cordially invite you to call on us 01

write us, and book your fancied mount well in advance,
there being every intimation of a great demand the
coming season. Second-hand machines will be taken in

at present market valuation, which you will agree is

sometimes beneficial, it being possible that on the ap
pearance of the 1910 models, the machines now in use
will suifer from depreciation.—Wauchope's, 9. Sho!
Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G., ofl Ludgate Circus.

SECTION IX.
i

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

£6 10s.—2h.p. Quadrant, good condition, or pusl
bike part.—Harding, Halberton, Tiverton, Devon

"1 009 Quadrant, Sjh.p., new last month, guaranteec
jLiJ iierfect ; £35, or offer?.-P. Thorne, Brunswick
Tiverton.

31h.D. Humber, 1906, clutch, hand starting, usee
2 2,000 miles.;, bargain, £14. or nearest.—P. Thorne

Brunswick, Tiverton.

MOTOE Cycle, 3ih.p. Eex engine, in good order, £f
10s.; also flexible sidecar, suit same, 35s.—Snell

77, Exeter St., Plymouth.

KEEEY, 2Jh.p., 26 by 2 tyres, splendid hill-climber
coil and accumulator, perfect condition ; £10 10s.-

Ham, Newport, Barnstaple.

4-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908 improvements, lately over
hauled, new magneto, footboards, good tyres; £26

—Moore, Elmside, S-erborne.

r

F.N., 3ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, perfect condition, nei
piston rings, gudgeon pins, all bearings correctl:

adjusted, magneto recently overhauled, recent Michelii
non-skids both wheels, reliable two-speed gear, with fre

engine, spring forks and saddle-pillar, all spares, includ
ing butt-ended tube; garaged in Bath; £22, or near.-
Motorist, 1, St. Michael's Terrace, Helston.

3ih.p. N.S.IT., spring forks, magneto, in flrst-olas

2 condition throughout, very fast, and splendid hil)

climber, fitted up with everything of the best, Wright'
spring footrests. Advance adjustable pulley, Millenniun
stand and carrier. Brooks BlOO size 4 saddle, long handle
bars, large horn, two lamps, many spares, extras costini

over £5, will accept £20; ride 100 miles to genuini

buyer.—Eeynolds, Broadway, Dorset.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

1 Q09 Triumph, excellent condition. Palmer cord tyres
JLiJ all accessories, spare belt; £36, no oSers.—Powrie
9, Eose Crescent, Perth, N.B.

THE Largest Stock and largest variety.—Eex, V.S.
Moto-Reve, Excelsior, Douglas, Eoo, Minerva, Grif

fon. Zenith, Indian, Norton. We can supply any othe:

make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Kd., Edin
burgh.

END of Season Clearance Sale of second-hands, al

makes and powers. Let us know your wants ; wi

can supply from £6 upwards ; write' for special list.-

Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh

Q ih.p. Peugeot, good condition, light, reliable machine
(^2 good climber, with spares, £11; 3ih.p. Eex, 1907
spring forks, rubber belt, good machine, £10; 2-seatej

body, 25s.—E. C. Gillott, Motor Wks., Portobello, Edin
burg—.

31.h.p. Eex, B. and B. carburetter, handle-bar control
2 magneto, footboards, non-skid tyre, all tools

excellent condition, perfect hill-climber; may be seer

in Glasgow; £25, or offers.-E. MacEwan, Southfield,

Stirling.

"I Q08 Triumph, perfect, new Dunlop and E.O.M. com-
l-*y bination tyres, two spare covers, Watawata and
Shamrock-Gloria belts, new Cowey speed indicator, handle-

bar mirror, Autoclipse lamp, generator, horn, spare tubes,

magneto, and engine spares, watch holder; offers.—Corrie,

Corrieluin, Musselburgh.

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
3ih.p. 1906 Eex, M.O.V., low, spring forks, Longue

2 mare. Clinchers, two accumulators, not done 80C
'liles; bargain, £11, best offers.—Cox, Knockaraven
Belturbet.

TEITJMPH, 1909. May, perfect condition, Palmei
cord tvres, £38; also Millford castor wheel side

car. new June, little used; £11.—G. Victor Smith
Mountmellick, Ireland.
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TRICARS FOR SALE,
EICAR, 6ih.p., seats three, three speeds; trial; £30.
—Baird, The Lodge, Helensburgh. -

Ih.p. Kiley Trioaf; £22, or part exchange.—Particu-
2 lars, 18, Wollaton St., Nottingham.

Ih p. Bat Tricar, good working order ; £9 cash ; must
a sell.— 66, Gra^d Parade, Harringay.

i.p. Twin Tricar, good order, free engine; reasonable

ofler accepted.—201,- Kentish -Town Ed., N.W.

EXETTE 5i-6h.p.i steel studded tyre, new radiators,

I fine condition; £28.-16, Rifiel Ed., Criclilewoed.

1 h.p. Minerva, splendid condition, good tyres, spares

;

2 any trial; £12, or otter.—Westwood, Grays, Essex.

1 h p. Raleighette, open frame, two speeds, perfect

2 order-; sacrifice £22.-255, Earlsfleld Ed., Wands-
th.

ITETTE, splendid condition, water-cooled, .magneto,

Udc gear; £35, or close ofier.—Eex, 44, High, St.,

lis.

15 bargain.—4i-6h.p. tricar, Grifion engine, splendid

condition.—Particulars of Noble,- Midgate, Peter-

ough.

OVEE, 3ih.p., excellent condition, free engine, tyres

1 good, cane chair; £22.—Laker, Buckingham Ed.,

ithing.

i.p. Antoine, magneto, two speeds, free engine;
offers; want twin-cyl. cycle.—3,308, The Motor Cycle

.ces, Coventry,

i.p. Tricar, twin, Phelon and Moore gear. Whittle
belt, first-class order; £17.—Winckie, 47, Trinity

, Birmingham.

Ih.p. Eover Tricar, splendid condition, cane body;
2 bargain; room wanted; £13 10s.—52a, Moratj
Brixton, S.W.

Ih.p. Rex, coach-built, fan, clutch, tyres excellent,

2 guaranteed; £18. — Eamsbottom, 205, Whalley
V Ed., Blackburn.

EICAE, complete, less engine, open frdme, bucket
seat, wheel steering ; £9.—Charlson, 36, Arrow-

th Terrace, Bolton.

Lh.p. Tricar, two speeds and free, coach-built car,

2 new tyres and inners, Barnes engine; £30.-153,
inault Ed., Leytonstone.

Lp. 2-seater Tricar, coach-built, De Dion engine,
water-cooled, three speeds, in good condition; £25.

33, Eochdale Ed., Bacup.

Ih.p. Avon . Trimobile, chain drive, three speeds, Pal-
2 mer cord tyres, in good running order ; £25.—
ig, Springfield, Monmouth.

I.p. Chater-J.ArP., opep frame, two speeds, fan-cooled,
fine order and hill-climber; £20, or offer.—Box

10, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Lh.p. White and Poppe, water-cooled, Chater-Lea
2 frame, bucket seats, wheel steering, two speeds,
in drive ; £25;—78a, BrownhiH Ed.; . Oatford.

L-4h.p. Trimo Tricar, two speeds, free engine, coach
2 body, new tyres on front, back tyre good, just
-hauled; £18.—Smith, 286, High. Ed. S. Tottenham.

THITE and Poppe, 45h.p., water-cooled, two ge*s,
clutch, perfect condition; £18; exchange motor

;.—Seen, Smith, 158, Fulham Palace Ed., London.

OE Sale, powerful 4ih.p. water-cooled tricar, closed
frame, seats three, coach-built, in fine condition

;

, or reasonable offer.—James, Bloswich Ed., Willen-

EXETTE. 6h.p., 3-seater, 1907 model, open sprung
frame, wheel st-eering, two speeds; bargain, £25;

Her tricar or bike part payment.—48, Walton Ed.,
t Molesey.

HCBNIX Trimo, 3ih.p. Minerva, two-speed, coach-
built front seat, runabout attachment; photo-

)h; trial; £18.—Tweedie, Wallacrag, Baldwyn Gar-
i, Acton, W.
BrICAE, 4ih.p., water-cooled, two speeds, free engine,
handle starting, chain drive, Chater-Lea frame, good

iber, splendid condition ; £20, offers; must be sold.—
, Eotton Park Ed., Birmingham.

TJAI3EANT Tricar, 5ih.p., two speeds, perfect- con-
dition, coach-built; expert examination; any. rea-

(ble trial; £25, or ofler; exchange motor cycle and
1.—Seen at 86a, London Ed., Forest Hill.

XCELSIOE, water-cooled, two speeds, wheel steer-
ing, footboards, recently overhauled, £15; .Hiim-
air-cooled, two speeds, footboards, overhauled and

melled, £13.—Crabtree's .Motor Works, Wisbech.
6h.p. Phosnix Trimo, run eight months, ju.st over-
hauled, extra heavy back wheel, non-.skid. Cape
hood,' spares, headlight; owner bought car; cost

0. £45. or nearest offer.—Dr. Moxon, Darby Dale.

HCBNIX Trimo, 6h.p., in thorough going order,
specially strong rear wheel : price £37 10s.—L C

mons, Fairford, Sidcup. To be .seen at Mr E
nend. Victoria Ed., Eltham. > Apply by letter only.

RICAE, 3i-h.p-. Fafnir, chain drive, free engine,
clutch, two speeds, handle starting, fan-cooled, two

imulators, three brakes, excellent tvres, lamps, horns
s, etc.

; £22.—Payne's Garage, Garrard's Cross Station.

Lh.p. Water-cooled Humber.Trirar, coach-built front,
two speeds, free engine, foot bell, new tyres,

us, footboards, in first-rate condition ; £24, immedi-
sale.—N.C.P., c/o Line's Garage, Hurst St., Birming-

Halifax Maudes' London
JThe Tourifet Trophy has been won on a Matchless
Motor Cycle, just as our REFUTATION

has been won by fair dealings-

; N.S.U., 1908, 3 h.p., brand new and perfect,

magneto ignition, Peter Union tyres, etc.

First cheque secures £25
REX, r9o6, 3^ h.p., 26in. wheels, low buUt,

spring forks, enamelling and plating in

splendid condition, practically new Con-
tinental tyres to both wheels. A bargain £12

Brand New 3-I h.p. N.S.U., 26iri. wheels, low
built, magneto ignition, Peter Union
tyres. Will climb anything £31

rgoS MOTO-REVE, spring forks, plated
tank, long bars, handle-bar control, V
belt, good tyres to both wheels £22

Twin REX,- 5 h.p., spring forks, low buUt,
aluminium finish, footboards. A beauty £17

: CENTAUR, si- h.p., low built, belt drive, in

good condition ".
. £9

MINERVA, 4V h.p., 1907, twin-cylinder,
Minerva spring forks, footboards, 26in..

wheels, low 2iin. tyres, etc £22
N.S.U., 5* h.p., twin inodel, brand new,

magneto ignition, Peter Union tyres, all

improvements, etc £37

C|> / DOWN and 5/- weekly secures the
wv/ " following:
QUADRANT, 2 h.p.. spray £8 |

*SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
^MINERVA, lih.p., coil and accumulator.. £5
REX, 3i h.p., ah Iminium finish £9
.J)OWSON, 3-V h.p., long wheelbase £10

TRICARS.
^I'h.p. HUMBER, cane chair, upholstered

in red, splendid condition throughout,
and fitted with good tyres, etc £15

PHSENIX Trimo, two-speed gear, foot
brake, coach-built, good tyres to all

wheels £15
tricycle:

DE DION, fitted with genuine De Dion
engine, perfect order, enamelling and
plating in splendid condition £7 10

CAR.
"DARRACQ, r8 h.p., four-cylinder, live a-xle,

three speeds and reverse, four-seater,

tyres 88ox i2omin. back, 870x90 mm.
front, all practically new, £79 or exchange £79

Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels,
Dunlop tyres £4 .0

.Screw-cutting Lathe, 61in. centres, 6ft. bed,
back geared, compound rest, 22 change
wheels, overhead reverse motion £15

- You will receive best attention at our hands.
All. orders promptly. executed.

.'VU machines guaranteed iii good running order. 1

MISCELLANEOUS.
AMAC Carburetters, handle-bar control, all . guar-

anteed. Our price 20/- each complete.
BROWN AND BARLOW Carburetters, handle-bar

control, 28/-
;

good allowance on old cau-
buretters.

Several bargains in CLINCHER' Dreadnought
Covers, studded, 26x2in. and 26x2iVin.

Genuine 26x2-iin. CLINCHER Rubber-
studded Tyres. List price 31/6. Our price 25/—

CLINtHER 26 X2|m. Tubes.- Postpaid .. 5/6
F.R.S. Lamp, brand new. A bargain 19/6
HELLA Searchlight, best plated, divided

glasses,-complete with generator 14/11
-Trinote Horns. " \Vhat a noise !

"
. . 7/3

Treble-twist Horns. Will shift a tram 6/6-
Double-twist Horns, heavily plated 4/6
Variable Pulleys, heavily plated 12/6
Mudguards, well finished, sin 2/II
Mudguards, 4in. 3/6
MABON Free-engine Clutch, nearly new. . . . 30/-
BROWN AND BARLOW Carburetters,

handle-bar control, latest type 30/-
FULLER Plam Midget Coils, 10/6 ; Tremblers, 17/6.

Liberal allowance on old coilSj

FULLER'S Accumulators, 20 amp., 17/ ; REX
- 16/-; MINERVA, 16/-; Midget, 16/-; 5/6
allowed for old accumulators in part payment.
All 1909 models.

Long Handle-bars, slightly upturned, dropped ends
6/6; straight, 5/6.

Swan-neck Seat-pillars, 4/6.
Tubular Carriers, 4/11.

Note the Address-

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephone—433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams—" Petrol, H.alifax."

Also at 136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

M

TRICARS FOR SALE.
WHITE and Poppe 4ih.p. Tricar, coach-built

speeds, free engine, wheel steering, foot c

Eenolds chains, Palmer cord tyres, acetylene lauip,%
spares, extra, studded cover; £30.—Aylwin, 1 CU
Ed., West Ealing.

RILEY, three speeds and reverse, free engine,
cooled, wheel steering, electric horn, lamps,

refinement, beautifully upholstered in crimson lakt

scratched, a luxurious car ; must sell.—Klein, Ha'd't.

Bramley Hill, Croydon.

6.8h?p. Singer Touring Tricar, twin-cyl., water-c
coach-built throughout, E.O.M. contact,, car

new armoured tread on back, three speeds and re

trial; £29, or near ofler, cost over £100.—Apply
\

6), 8, Vesey St., Birmingham.

6 h.p. Eexette, latest model, cost 100 guineas,
new condition, including tyres, sprung c!

wheel steering, two speeds, etc., £4 4s. carrier, lun
basket, Bleriot headlight, jacks, spares, luxur
fitted; 100 miles trial; £32, worth double.—D., 7J
Grove, Cambenvell.

MUSWELL HILL.-1908 Litette, very little us
new, complete with all acces.sories ; cost £8

year, price 40 guineas; several high-class cSrs, t

and motor cycles in. stock : write for list : repairs <

for and promptly executed
; personal supervision

to all work ; machines bought lor cash.—Archer, 3
side Av., Muswell Hill.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS
FOEECAE, 26in. by 2in. wheels, without tvtei

10s.— 64, Davies Mews, Davies St., W.

ILLS-FULFORD Duplex Steering, 26 by 2{ P
like new; £5.—A. Eussell, East St., B;irl

FOE Sale, cheap, Montgomery Flexible Sidecar,

2i tyre, fit any machine.—Webster, Barnack,
ford.

MILLS-FULFOED Castor Wheel Sidecar, £14 i

to fit Triumph.—Cotton, High St., King's I

Birmingham.

FAEEAR'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on app
guaranteed 12 months; immediate delivery;

any motor cycle.

HALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4 17
each: equalling others costing double.—Fi

Motorics, Square Ed.. Halifax.

NEW Flexible Montgomery Sidecar, cost 12 g
a fortnight ago ; accept 7 guineas.—Millard,

nington, Eotherham.

MONTGOMEET Flexible Sidecar and apron, ir

condition; £5.—Bayne, Brownsville Ed., .

Moor, near S'ockport.

MILLFOED Sidecar, rigid, cane, £3 10s.;
pillar, 3s. ; swan-neck, 2s. ; stand, 2s.— 58,

ham St., Wandsworth.

SIDECAES.—Two, second-hand; prices, £3 12
and £4; new ones from £4 15s.—C. A. Edgar

Holloway Ed., London.

RIGID Sidecar, left, 26in. wheel, wicker bod;

bolstered green, perfect; £3 5s.—23, Arden
Blrchfields, Birmingham.-

WHOLESALE and Eetail manufacturers.-Bi
springs, fittings.—Middleton and Co., Watsi

Newington Green, London, N.

OAKLEIGH, left, rigid, comfortably -iiphols

owner no further use same ; 65s.—Elenkarn
Forthbridge Ed., Olapham Common.

STAMFOED HILL. — Our famous sidecars i

17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaction.—128,
Ed., Tottenhani. Deliveries from stock.-

.

BEAND New Latest Genuine Chater-Lea .(throu

Sidecar, complete with apron, and 2i-in.

tyre; £6 lO.s.—A. T. Stanton, 619, -Leu Bridge
Lej'ton, London.

LATEST 12 Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and
throughout with genuine Chater-Lea fittings

26 by 2i Clincher tyre; 6 guineas.—H. Bert, 9, C

St., Clapham, S.W.

FOEECAE, Montgomery, coach-built, excellent

tion, 26in. tyres, nearly new, £5 5s. ; also A
.gear, £5; oilers both together.—Evans, 92, Asl
Ed., Upper Holloway.

SIDECAE, upholstered red, cushion, rug, rubbe:

wheel 24 by 2i, run same as castor wheel,

did condition
;

' fir.st cash £3, bargain. — James
Broushane St., Ballymena.

NEW Pattern Sidecars, splendidly made, best mat
will fit any machine, right or left, upho

basket, with cushion, well sprung, motor tyre,

rim, wing mudguards ;_ £4 12s.- 6d., complete, enai
— Green Bros., 14, Avondale Ed., Peckham, S.E.

"^

.McDermott Ed. -
:

CAN'T Deliver any sidecars this week; overei

with orders. Write for particulars and d

^delivery. AU orders taken in rotation. It wi
you to wait and have the one and only original Oi

sidecar; price £5.—Oakleigh Motors, Ltd., 65a,

dale Ed., West Dulwich.

HALIFAX.—Eigid de Luxe Sidecars, enamellc
plated, luxuriously sprung, everything of thi

fit any machine, 26 by 2i tyres, £6 ; art cane bodie

extra; cheaper quality, as "advertised, £4 17s.;

hand sidecars taken in exchange.—Halifax Mote
change, Westgate, Halifax.

40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menLion " The Motor Cycle."
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SIDECARS AND FORECAHS.
NTREDEEilED.—Ohater-Lea Sidecar, latest, new, fit

jny machine, 26 by 2i tyre; £5 Ss.—Matthews,
nbrokers. West Croydon.

ONTGOaiEEY Flexible Sidecar, £3 10s. cash:
Acetyphote lamp, and several accessories for sale.

11, 13, SbmerTille Ed., New Cross.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
p. De Dion Motor Tricycle, water-cooled, two-speed,
chain driven, perfect condition; £35.—Kemp, Bun-

ir, Mountfield, Sussex.

CIABLE Tricycle, as illustrated in The Motor Cycle,
February lOth, beautifully upholstered, coach-built

,
wheel steering, side wheels, with Continentals,

rential, two-speed gear, metal-tc-metal clutches, new
)ld's chains, only requires engine, front tyre, and
ion apparatus; £7, or exchange for higher power
ir cycle, less engine, low built.—Hughes, Esetei Ed.,
mere Port.

TRAILERS.
\'GLE Trailer,, wicker seat ball joint, excellent con-
dition, 35s. ; rigid side-car wanted.—Henahaw,
Iwright, Stockport.

Advertisements. 29

QUADCARS.
CRI/I^G Dogcart, Panhard engine, running order;
sacrifics for best cash offer over £10, or exchange.
Smith, Bakewell, Derbyshire.

p. Phcenix Quadcar, twin-cyl., overhauled, new tyres
every accessory ; bargain, £40; good exchange enter-
1-Moldgreen Engineering Works, Huddersfield.

(EXIX Quad, two-cyl., in perfect condition throTlgh-
oui, new tyres, and everything like new; great bar-
£45, or near offer.-AV. Wilson, The Garage, Lough-

rAL ENFIELD Quad, 3fh.p. De Dion engine, two
speeas and free, not in running order, every r)ait
t the chain, engine, and gears, perfect; accept "low
-655, Glare Villas, Wyke, Bradlord.

(ENIX Quad, 8h.p., 2-cyl., magneto, two speeds, five
spare tubes, two covers, and many other spares,
thing like new, guaranteed great bargain, £60. or
offer.-E. Cripps and Co., Nottingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
L,MEE.-I5h.p Darraca, 1906, 4-cyl., hood, screen,
dual Ignition, fully equipped, fast car; £125.
i:iMEE.--8h.p. Eegal, tonneau, single-cyl., artillery
wheels, light, reliable little car; £40.

fim^?-";n^^^- ^^•9- tonneau, seats five, 2-cyl.,
810 by 90 tyres, wonderful condition at the price,

Pi^?:;~^^-P- V% ?'°°' genuine, seats five, engine
ider bonnet, solid tyres; £35.

[-irEE.-12-16h.p. Panhar.d delivery van. 4-cyl.,
3arry about 25cwt., magnificent condition! 460.

6^^Hn7r,^,^"^^^P; Gladiator, side entrance. 4-cyl.,ave lamps; great bargain, £125.
LMEE.-16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyI., side en-trance, magneto, hood, screen; bargain, £100.

^!P^~^^"-'-'i^-P- Humber, tonneau , 4-cyl., nearlynew Moseley tyres, raked steering ; £85.

i^H^M^n"i''^-P:^^.™^''^ 'andaulet, side entrance,
+-eyl., iM.O.Y., gitind hire car; great value, £125.

^i^'^T^'^"^-^^-^- ^°^^ limousine, 4-cyl., magneto

tef
£150*'"'^' ^''^''^'^ '*^^^ ^''"^^- ''^?°*' reliable

^'^o^^fl~'*9'^°^jP• I-onaine-Dietrich, 1907, 4-cyl.
aagnificent- vehicle; cost over £1,000, sacriflcTfOT

^\iln'n^iA^\^-
.^-I-^-T- side entrance, latetjpe, splendid touring car, fully equipped ; £220.

in^n'li^J^-^^\
I^arracq, 5-seater, 4-cyI., hood,screen, direct top drive, fast, silent; £95.

tf^^^7iV'r^^-^- ^i^-^'^' 5-^«^t^r- I'" des BeigesJoay, gate change, hood, screen; £175.

n^^^;S"i^-
^-Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed., Toot-

n Ed tram'te^^'-
^'^^^a™- Garage one minute

ay Sund^v™^l?™"J>''^'
Tootii'g^- Cars seen here

^in!'^^7n,e'dt?xc'hang^e^.°*°^'
^'"'''^ ^'^ ^^*"-'

4irw!^'^iei-o^f^d.^, ^T^o^^sr
'°°' "°*°^ '''^-

'enu^l°87n'*h^'Qn'"1"''f*°' "^ ^"'^ reverse, seats 5,equal 8,0 by 90 wheels, splendid condition; £50.

;hrw^;2;flJ* ^^®*"' single -cyl., artillery wheels,nree speeds and reverse, fine condition ; £25, bar-

I'et'o
2'"p??2*' 2-cyI., three speeds, reverse, mag-neto, 2-.eater, extremely good condition ; £50

^wh^ll,^iZ/?^'*,°?- I^°nabout, two speeds, equal
Ji?h R^

"SOfJ, condition, perfect order; £18 lOs.-
s by retiixn ° """^ Exchanges. Photos, par-

•P- Swift 2-Seater Car, perfect- S>97 iric ^^ ,.-,-

change-Brown. 2a, SeLS EdrWe°st B^r^p:

''^tion'TM^nS'^'°'^?/-?7'- Car, excellent condi-non, £65, of£ers.-14, Zermatt St., Chapeltown,

PREMIERK Ltd
" PREMO " is the new title
forall our Specialities.

THE PREMO
SHOCK ABSORBED
Guaranteed to fit all makes.

AH users enthusiastic in its prais'

Patent applied for—No. 5626.

SENT on FOUR DAYS'
TRIAL.

30/-

THE
PREMO CARRIER
Made of weldless steel
tube. Straight or ciu-ved'
top member?. To fit al!

makes. 8/6.

THE
PREMO SEARCHLIGHT.

Recognised everywhere as the leading
separate generator lamp
BRITISH.

Workmanship, material, and finish
beyond reproach. Sent on four days'

trial.

Price 30/-, or without
generator, 24/-

Generator only, S/-
lUustrated and described in our new

list . post free.

Second-hand lamp taken in exchange
The PREMO MINOR Searchlight

with same generator as above 17/6
approval.

THE
PREMQ
RUBBER
HANDLE-
COVERS.

Price 2/- per pair. Fit over the ordinary handles an '^

ensure a firm easy grip and perfect comfort.

STRANGELY ENOUGH, it is

comparatively rare to see a
switch fitted to the modem
magneto fired motor bicycle.
Shorting is the only correct way
to "switch off the magneto—".

Vide "The Motor Cycle,"

Sept. 8th, 1909.

THE PREMO MAGNETO CUT-
OUT is the best and most

reliable. 2!/6«
Ordinary blade type cut-outs reduced to 1 /6
Usual price 2/-

THE REM BELT FASTENER.

CARS FOR SALE.
"PCLIPSE —12h.p. Aster, 2-cyl., side entrance, presse
-L-i steel. Stepney, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer
absolute bargain, £65.

"PCLIPSE.-20-30h.p. Darraeq, two ignitions, luxuriou
-"-' body, canopy, two screens, perfect;. £165.

ECLIPSE,- 14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side entranc(
splendid order; £95.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p, Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel framt
splendid order; £42 10s.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., side entrance. Ion
chassis, hood, perfect order; £80.

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speedsm excellent order; £30.

ECLIPSE.-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyI., M.O.V., tonneau
excellent condition; £57 10s.

"PCLIPSE-I4h.p. Forman, 4-oyl., side entrance
-*-' pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Sores Cab, 4 seats, in splendi(
order; £87 10s.

TTICI'IPSE.—5ih.p. Beeston Humberette, two speeds
~, ^r^^P^^l.

anything; £28 lOs.-Eclipse Engineerinfand Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield Ed., Wandsworth. 'Phone
1135 Putney.

.^^•^inJ^'^S^^^'' 2-seater, light car, good condition;y £25, ofEers, or exchange.—20, Potternewton Lane
Leeds.

TX/'HITTLE'S.-Eegal, smart 2-seater, 6h.p. De Dior

order- Isf"^'
^^^^'^ speeds, reverse, live axle, beautifu

TX7-HITTLE'S.-M.M.C., 8h.p., 2-seater, good running
i>J ; R'''^?'

^''''** bargain, £22 10s. cash.-Whittle's
Motor Exchange, Earlsfield.

^25 Cash and 12 monthly payments of £5 buys splen-^ did Panhard limousine.-Dymohurch, Mellison Ed.,

Klh.p. Humberette, splendid condition; exchange

St Cro'do
bike and cash, or sell.-West, 2, George

Oh.p. Argyll, detachable tonneau, in excellent condi-«J tion: £35.-Write, 34, North Side, Clapham Com-
Dion, B. vv.

6 2'^'^,;<...?„'ji^®'„;^l!®'' _ ^f^iJiSv „|i3^anteed
_

absolujely

1/- ea-cH, 3 -For- 2/6.
Instantly detachable. Central roller removed by a touch

of the fingers. BRITISH, and the best PATENT applied

for.

" PREMO " is the new title for all our Specialities.

All goods sent on approval. Send for " Shop-soiled" List.

Complete New Catalogue of Premo Specialities, Post Free.

Trade enquiries invited.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Cla h ^'^''s'w
^^^^ spares; £45.-12, Behnont Ed.,

TTALIFAX.—8-lOh.p. 2-cyl. Brush, detachable tonnean.
i"Tr*^76e speeds and reverse; £35.-Motor Exchange.
^\estgate, Hahfax.

Oh.p. 2-Cyl. Prunel, seats four, Krebs carburetter, Dun-^ lops, in excellent running order; £52 10s — 9
Parkhohne Ed., Dalston.

Kh.p. 2-seater, splendid condition throughout, comfort-y able and speedy; £25, or exchange.—Manager. 16.
Bethnal Green Ed., London.

£Jlh.p. Gladiator, Aster engine, three speeds and re-
y* -J verse ; £30, or exchange tricar. — Martin, 229.
Streatham High Ed., London.

9-llh.p. Twin-cyl. 2-seated Clement Car, in splendid
order, lamps, etc. ; £65. or near offer.-Owner,

c/o 6, Wood St., Leam:ngton Spa.

8h.p. Speedwell, genuine De Dion engine, 2-seater,
three new tyres, thorough going order; trial, £40.—

Carr, 15, Park Hill Ed., Croydon.

ORIENT Motor Buckboard, 4h.p., 2-seater, two
speeds, fan-cooled, oil feed from seat, numerous

spares, as new; £25.—The Triplex, Wrexham.

1 /\-12h.p. Darraeq, swing seat entrance, two ignitions,
-LVf hood, screen, and Stepney, in fine order; must
be sold; £75.—Motor, 34, Beau St., Liverpool.

MODEEN Type 9h.p. Oldsmobile, handsome, power-
. ful ear, detachable tonneau, recently overhauled

throughout; exchange.—334, Clapham Ed., London.

6h.p. Serpollet, 2-seater, three feed heaters, down
draught, fitted for both petrol and paraffin ; ac-

cept reasonable cash ofier.—83, Bird's Eoyd, Brighouse.

CLEMENT, 2-cyl., 4-seater, magnificent appearance,
glass screen, all spares, tools, and accessories ; must

be sold; sacrifice £70; motor cycle, dynamo, or oil en-
gine part payment considered.—Hamilton, 46, High St.,
Paisley.

8h.p. Aster, 2-seater, just painted and overhauled, 3-

speed and reverse ; also 8h.p. Eex, 4-seater, good
condition 3-speed and reverse; also small 2-seater 6h.p.
De Dion, good going order ; ofEers for quick disposal.—
Hainsworth. Branch Ed., Batley.

6h.p. Genuine French Helbe Car, single cyl'., wipe
contact, three speeds and reverse, two bucket seats,

roomy sloping boot behind, newly painted crimson, all

in good order, smart, fast oar; £43.—Grampian Engi-
neering and Motor Co., Ltd., Causeway, Stirling, N.B.

Th.p. Oldsmobile, latest pattern, artillery wheels. Dun-
lop grooved tyres, coil ignition. Cape hood, all brass

lamps, two or 4-seater as required, in fine condition,
quiet running, and economical, suit doctor: £25, or ex-

change P. and M. motor cycle.—1, Windsor Ed., Palmers
Green, N.

"I Q08 6-7h.p. Laurin and Element (develops more), 2-

J.«7 cyl., magneto, thermo-syphon, hood, spares, equal

new, three speeds, reverse, well kept, smartest, most re-

liable 2-seater on road; 100 guineas for immediate sale;

convincing trial;' motor cycle or tricar part payment.—
Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, London.

Ill answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A4r
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CARS FOR SALE.
r>-14h.p. 4-cyl. Viviuus, gate change, 2-seater, 760
W by 90, good condition, spare tonneau; motor
le part exciiange; £65, ofler.-l^age, 162, Acre Lane,
xton.

[TOLSELEY. 201i.p., 4-cyl., large limousine body,
r side entrance, liandsjme and perfect car; £120;
ept smaller car in part.—Capt. Hyne, Brunswick Sq.,

nberwell.

INSURANCE.
(LEASE Send for fuU covering Motor Cycle Policy

from 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, Insurance Broker,

gar.

srSTJBANCE for Motor Cycles of every description

arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,

rwich ; fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accidents

5. ; inclusive policy, 18s. 6d. ; please write for particu-

TUITION.
fOTOK Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taught in

L one month.—Particulars, Stimpson, Stratford-on-

on.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
MPORTANT Notice to riders of Bradburys, old and

new patterns.—Spares, replacements, repairs, tuning
: high frames modernised; very moderate charges.—
T. Stanton, sole Bradbury Agent, 619, Lea Bridge

., Leyton, London.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
DTERTISER, well educated, , qge 25, desires ap-

• pointment, lightweight for aeroplanes, office and
rks experience, draughtsman-designer.—Box 3,311, The
tor Cycle Ofiices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

FINANCIAL.
rOTOR Cycle Accessories.—An opportunity presents
L itself for an energetic man with some canital of
mg active part in the extension of successful trade.—
04, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

ENGINES.
iNGIJSTES.—Roc 4h.p. half bearing engines, M.O.V.,
1 British workmanship.-A. vi. Wall, Ltd., Roc
/rks, Birmingham.

1MM. Water-cooled Coronet, M.O.V., new, and. per-
fect, £8 10s., or exchange 6 or 6jh.p.— 620,

rnsley Ed., Sheffield.

3h.p. Roller' Bearing Engine,' F.N, carburetter, new
i rings, pulley; 35s., or give ,£2. with, same for 3r.—
isen, Ilersham, Surrey.

ENGINES for cars, cycles, motor t)oats, and aero-
i planes.—Send for particulars to Advance Motor
:g. Co., Ltd., Northampton.

'OR Sale, 2}h.p. Peugeot engine (little worse than
new), complete nith carburetter, coil, two accuniu-

ors; £5 10s., or best offers.-A. Todd, Carlton, Hus-
vaite, Thirsk.

h.p. Twin (Erench make), with, pulley, -carburetter, in-
duction pipe, and eshanist pipes) £4 ; also 3ih.p.

M.C., M.O.I.v., new, £3 10s.—Eastern Garage, 418,
mford Rd., Forest Gate.

JLh.p. Peugeot, complete with Ruthardt magneto, B.B.
2 handle-bar controlled carburetter, induction pipe,
laust pipe, silencer, almost new; price £12, or es-
mge tivin.—Lovett, 418, Roiiiford Rd., Forest Gate.

[EW and Second-hand Engines, IJ to 8h.p. ; cash,
i instalments, or exchange •. 12 years' Coventry ex-
ience; all types cycle motors; M.M.C, De Dion 'parts
.stock; all, repairs, prompt and moderate.—The Record
)tor Co., Wembley, Middlesex.

[ADISON Motor Company, Littleover, Derby.—High-
class model water-cooled or air-cooled ib.h.p. motors,

aerial or experimental work ; ib.h.p. special line

;

iOO machined sets; prices, 9s. 9d. upwards; cheapest
;rol motor extant. Be alive to this, traders. New
alogue 4d., above.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
r is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tip=;.—

Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.
'EEMBLERS for all makes of engines, with, solid

pure platinum tins, Is. 3d. each. — Meredith,
D.M., Birmingham.
PREMIER Magnetos, brand neW; 1909 model, sin'rle-

cyl £3 15s.; twin-cyl., £4 lOs.-Farrar, Square
L, Hahlax.

EBRON, Registered 291 - 289, . vastly superior to
platiQum, cures misfiring ; best contacts for blades,

ews, rocker.s, magnetos, coils. Jebrou. has no equal.-

EBRON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
9d.

; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2 DAV
itact; breakers 5a, 5b, 5c, 5s. 6d. pair; old screw? Jeb-
iised, 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 fitted. Try if.

EBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor, ,T. Edwards Brown, 38 Her-

rt Rd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms,'

EBRON Contacts were used by Messrs H A Collier
(24 hours), C. E. Collier, H. V. Colver Harry

jrtm, when making their recent world's records.

RIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-
turned same day, Is, 3d. each, warranted pure •

;cial indium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted
3d. each.-WiUiams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich!

A42

COLLIER'S MOTORIES,
, 37, Park Cross Street,

(Facing Town Hall.)

CASH OFFERS and EXCHANGES
receive everv consideration.

Brand New 190Q V.S. ; good stuff. . . . from £48
Brand New rgog N.S.U.'s S,2g ±Q
N.S.U., 1909, 4 h.p., castor sidecar . . . £35
ROC, 1907, magneto, H.B. control ; cheap. . £23
MOTO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto & belt £25
N.S.U., 1907, 3^, two-speed, low bnUt £21
N.S.U., 3I magneto, spring forks £20
3^ h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels, recom-

mended ._ £15 15
F.N., 2|, vertical, 26in. wheels, magneto. . . 7 £15 5
REX, 3I-, 1906, spring forks, M.O.V £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, iM.O.V., spray, vertical . . £15
M.M.C, verv low Chaler-Lca. vertical £12 15
REX, 3i, light low model, M.O.V £12 10
ALLDAYS, 2i, 2.6in. wheels, spring forks £11
REX, 3J, Johci-o'-Groat's model. 22in. frame £9 10
KERRY, 2 J, spray, 26in. wheels £10 10
BUCKET, 2I, long low mount £9 10
REX, 3|-, spray, vertical ; very cheap £7
TRIUSlPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engin^p, spray .. £9 10
QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels £8 10
REX, 3 h.p., long bars, dropped seat ^'^ IP
REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine. ... £6 ra
MINERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray £6 15

Full list an application.

"BIRDLIP" B«£ATERS.
1909 Twin ROC, two speeds £57 15

1909 Twin VINDEC £64
Four-cylinder F.N., rgoS model £27 10

1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM £16
5I- h.p. Twm REX, spring forks £17 17

The BRITELITE.
Best generator lamp

on the market.
Perfect in every detail,

complete with clip and
extra large gemerator,

1T/«S.
Approval against cash.

deposit and bal-

ance in weekly
paymep-ts of 5 /-

secures a good celiablcmator
cycle up to value of £ri.

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,
with handle-bar control. B. and B., 30/- ; Amac,
from 20/-, BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

is more than some dealers ask for a
sidecar, but it's cheap, when
you s ;e what you get. We \wil send
on appro, on receipt of cash. 2jfyre.

5} h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, spring forks,

handle starting, and new art cane sidecar, 26 x 2'-

CUncher tyre, £29 10s.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Latest in Headlights, The BRITELITE 17/6
The Latest in Miigneto Cut-outs 2/-
Lever. Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches, e.xtra strong 1/6
BO&C.H Plugs, post freC' 3 /-
Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
HORNS, double'twist, marvels of value . . 5/3
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £3 10
Nevi^ XL'ALL Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-Tieck Scat-pillars 4/-
Separate tienerator Headlights 8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge .

.

6/6
Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

sin. 2/11, sJin. 3/6 per pair.

TYRES DEARER ! !
•

NOT AT COkl-IER'S
ALL NEW AND PERFECT.

All except 26 x Z^, 19/6.
24 X 2i and 26 x 2J, 20/6.

ALL BC8T MAKES. Send for Lists (free).

CONTINENTAL TYRES BY RETURN.
Send for list giving allowances.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
4-Cell Primary Battery, for charging ipnition ae

lators; from 2s. 6d.—I'oarce, 23, ReDtSl
Brislingtou, Bristol.

i""^

PLATINUM Contacts (warranted Durej ; any
fitted

; Is. each, post free Is. Id. ; returned
day.—E. C. Potter, jeweller, 72, Myddelton St., CI
well.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on i!?nition ; sem
coils, accumulators, and ma};.netos to us tor

hauling- and repairs ; all work guaranteed : prom
and di-ipateh.—'The Victoria Garage and Electrict
Ltd., Corentry.

TYRES.
OLDTITE Patches, the absolutely only sure

on the market.

OLDTITE Patches, the only patch that wil
ome off, no matter what heat or sijeed o

OLDTITE Patches, small .size. Is. per dozen;
iree on receipt of Id. stamp.

H
H
H
SUERIDGE'S Indiarnbber Magneto Covers,

each, post free.

HOLDTITE Solution, splendidly made; 6d. a
per tin.

SUREIDGE, 58, George St., CElmberwell, L<
S.E.

^
TUBE, 700 by 75mm., patched, but sound; 12?

approval.—Waters, Madron, Penzance, Com
BASTONE.—New genuine Peter - Union steel-s

nou-sliid covers, with name on, 24 by 2j
lirice 54s., my price 30s.

ASTONE.—Genuine Olincher A Wcm motor
covers, 28 by 2i, B.E. only; 15s. each.

BASTONE.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed p
wired edge, 26 by 2, 2-i, and 2i, lis. 6d. eat

by 2, 2i, 2i, 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge 2s. extra.

BASTONE.—Tubes, . with valves, best quaiitj

guaranteed, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d. ; 26 by 2i, 7<.:

2i, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 7s.; approval against' cash; i-

to being unsold. — Bastone, 215 and 217, Pent
Rd., King's Cross, London, N.

Q,000 Clincher Tubes, 28 by 2, 2i, 2i, 3s. lli

/^ by 2. 2i^ 4s. lid.; 26by 2L 5s. 6d. ; aU
•lew.—Booth's Motcries, Halifax.

1,O0O Clincher Covers, 17s. 6d. ; Clincher
studded, 25s. ; 26 by 2i Peter-Unions, 17s.

Booth's Motorics.

C| ,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted iQ part pr
ti tor new Coutinental.s, K.O.AI:., Paluitrs,

B

rooks

;

Booth's
jratifying allowances; right .place fcr t

Motorics, Halifax.

CHEAPEST House in Trade. — Heavy meter
covers, all sizes, 12s. 6d.. each; special auaH

bv 2}, 27s. each.—Stockport Garage, Wellington E
Stockport.

2,000 Clincher Tubes, 28 by 2, 2i, 2i, 3s. Hi
by 2, 2i, 4s. 114. ;.26 by 2f, 5s. 6d, : alt

new.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, .Halifax.

HALIFAX.-Clincher A Won covers, 17s. 60.

have in- stock over two tons of brand new
motor cvcle covers, any size per return : aiinroval i

cash; 17s. 6d. each; 24 by.2i, 14s. lid.; rubber st

26 by 2i, 25s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Wtstgate
fax. _

.

LUCKY Farrar.—Bought two Vons tyres before
advanced: Clincher covers, 17s. 6d. ; tubes, 4:

all sizes ; Continentals and other makes equally cl

Square Ed.. Hslifax-.

TAA ^y 85 Stepn&y, complete, £3 15s.; 7C0
4
"" Michelin new uon-sidd, 47s. 6d- ; wired-

motor cycle, lis. 6d. each; beaded, 13s. ed.—128
Rd., S. Tottenham. Ca.sh approval.

RUB-BER Studded Covers, 26 by 2i by Sin. thic

6d. ; ditto, 7-1 6in. thick, 27's. 6d. : ditto, iia

37s. 6d. ; best value obtainable; sections free;

known size made; re-treading, 12s. 6d., or heav;

only, from James Fox, 136, Suffolk- St., Birming

REPAIRERS.
ACER, Ltd., for repairs.— 64, Grosvenor Ed., H

W. Tel.: .438 P.O., Ealing,

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to
guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer, JLitd.

ENGINE Repairs in. all branches.—Overhanlii
bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges;—List
—Acer. Ltd.

MOTO-REVE Repairs a speciality ; Hellepen's
terios, 6s. 6d.-Wliite's, Brooks Alley, I^'

Royal, 3782.

TEY Gibbs and Co.-for re-boring, overhauliBj

pist.,ns, etc. ; work guaranteed. — Stoney
Rd., Coventry^.

"
...

GLEMENT-GAREARD Interchangeable Earti

makers Garrard-Masfield Motor Mfg. Co.,

Rd., Birmingl-am.

GXY - ACETYLENE Welding.—Broken cyls^

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, pistoi

any broken castings.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding.—Aluminium cral

a fnecialitv. overhauling, cyls. ground, new I

fitted, all work guarantepd—West London WelQil

Essex Place, Chiswiek. Tel. : 536.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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RIDING IN ALL WEATHERS.
lERE is a certain fascination about riding in

tfcie winter time. The air is exhilarating, if not

intoxicating, and the motor cyclist returns home
from his' spin refreshed in body and mind. The

y man need iear no chills if he be warmly clad,

lis issue clearly shows him how to clothe suitably..

the many articles of clothing detailed in these

the motor cyclist - can easily make a selection

.

lally, the writer favours a thick Norfolk jacket

will riding breeches. The latter keep the legs

lidly warm, and if a pair of chamois leather

garments are worn inside, the cold must be severe

I to penetrate. On very cold days a smart
r waistcoat may be worn over the o<rdinary waist-

and over all one of the excellent frieze motor

g jackets, of which there is at present quite a

ii on the market. The legs should be protected
>ut gaiters of good quality, and thick boots and
socks should be worn. This is merely the

's opinion as to how to dress on a motor cycle,

nould it be desired an ordinary lounge suit may
m, though it will not be quite so effective against

and over it there should be a complete suit of

tosh overalls. This -keeps out the chill winds
effectively, and adequately prevents the suit

th from suffering damage. Gloves are a some-
difficult problem. There are scores of good ones
i market, but the trouble is that they are more
than not too good. The writer is too old a hand
know that should a repair or adjustment become

lary, the average rider will not remove bis gloves

has to touch anything hot, nor will he take the
e to undo his tool bag and put on an old pair

should he carry them. . Therefore he advises riders

to wear a cheap pair of woollen- gloves and over them
a pair of hedger's leather gloves., which can be bought

for about is. It is far more economical .to spend 5s.

in five different pairs of these gloves than spoil a 25s.

pair at one fell swoop-. A cheap and effective, though

not a sightly means of protection against the in-

clemencies of the weather is the suit of oilskins

recently referred to by a correspondent, while the sou'-

wester Ixat, which is an extra, is warranted to protect

the head from wet. So much for the protection of

the man.
Attention to the Motor Cycle.

As regards the machine, the most vital part to

protect from moisture is the magneto. A splash

of wet mud on the high tension terminal generally

puts the magneto temporarily out of action, and so it

is quite obvious that the position forward of the engine

is the wrong one. One or two British and most

German motor bicycles carry the magneto behind the

crank case, and here it is most unlikely to suffer

from wet. In some Teutonic mounts the magneto

machine is carried horizontally, and in this case it

must be pointed out that a special form of magneto

is used. The magneto, like a well-known cheap

clock, will run in any position, but in the ordinary

type the lubricating wicks are placed vertically, and

if the machine is placed on its side the wick does not

dip into the oil. Consequently in the special model

above referred to the lubricators are differently placed.

In the case of most English models the forward posi-

tion is adopted, and so the rider must make the best

of a bad job. The magneto should have a cover

A7
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Riding in all Weathers.—

either of leather or rubber. In the writer's opinion,

the former is preferable, as at times the latter becomes

dangerously moist through capillary attraction, and in

any case it is a wise precaution to see that the cover

does not actually touch the high tension terminal.

As a further safeguard an extra mud flap with side

wings may 'be used. In wet weather the transmission

is always ;^trouble. Belts are always more or less .a

nuisance; chains are better, but not fool-proof, and

they need careful attention. If the machine is used

frequently in the winter months the chains- should

always be cleaned with a stiff brush, soaked in paraffin,

and afterwards dressed with chain lub'ricant. Chains

are satisfactory and not dangerous if w-ell loo-ked

after, but a worn chain should be at once' repla'ced.

Probably the best .transmission for winte'r is* the shaft

drive.

Useful Tips.

In damp, foggy, and wet weather all moving parts,

however small, should receive a drop" of oil, and
all the bright portions of the machine should be

smeared with vaseline. Tyres' are a most i»m,poTtant

item for careful consideration. Unfortunately, the

perfect non-skid tyre has yet to be made. The
cover which is successful on greasy country roads

fails on asphalt, wood, and setts, so the rider has
put up with a compromise. For country use, wh
the machine seldom, if ever, has to negotiate t

streets of even a moderate sized town, steel stud
tyres on both wheels render the motor cyclist pr.

tically immune frcm side-slip, but for town nui
rubber studded or combination rubber and me
studded tyres are to be recommended. Before win
conditions really set in the tyres should be remov
and the rims shoul'd recei\'e a c£)at of paint inside a

out, after which the tyres should be examined;
free from -cuts and the tubes are in good conditi

they may be replaced. If the machine is only
be used occasionally it should then be placed on t

stand, and the front wh^el should not rest on t

ground. The belt should Ife re^noved, and if

leather, scraped and dressed with Collan oil ready
use and hung up in a convenient place. The .machi
itself should, of course, be kept dry, but rubbeV ty:

suffer from warmth and light. Therefore the mach:
should be kept in a place where the light is r

strong, and the tyres should occasionally be spong
over with a damp cloth. Th'e long evenings give t

motor cyclist plenty of time to look after his machii
and if it is kept in good condition it will alwi

prove its gratitude by running well.

, ,. ' ^ Open hill-climb at Barnsley. The winners in the touring class.
T. Dunk VMio madeifastest time in tli9 touring class on a 5 h.?. twin Rex. R. T. Exshaw, first on formula, riding a 3i h.p. Zenith-Gradua.

A report of the competitio:i appeared in the issue of October 6th.

-^—•••-^

STEADY
IN 1903 H. A. and C. R. Collier came into promi-

nence thrc'ugh* their succe'sses on Canning Town
Track. They and their father, H. H.
Collier, steadily went ahead with their business,

gradually developing it, even during the most trying
years the motor cycle industry has seen. Even then
they were sufficiently enterprising and patriotic to sup-"
port their cou".try in the International Cup Race,
though more important makers stood aloof, and now
they have earned their reward. Matchless motors at
the present time hold al rost all the soeed records
r8

PROGRESS.
worth holding, and, cnving to the works being largi

extended this year, they are turning oui a far grea

number of machines than previously. Messrs. Coll

and Soais must not be thought only to construct raci

machines. On the contrary, their touring mo
bicycles are of the best. They have lately produc

• an exceedingly neat tAvo-speed epicyclic hub gear

.'the Dupont type. It can be fitted to any motor cy^

. without altering the frame, as it is only 7^in. wi(

and weighs 30 lbs. It is operated by a single pedal,

by a lever if desired.
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vas in a lecture given some two years ago before
he members of the A.C.U. by Mr. H. G. Cove
»n the subject of motor cycling that the excellence
f Burberry material for this pastime was pointed
) the audience. As Mr. Cove was a practical
his remarks were received with great interest,
in taking

of his sug-

ns Messrs.

"y, 33. Hay.
:t, W., have
ced motor
clothing or

highest pos-

order. The
al is light

arm, and vet

itely water-

It is, more-
provided with
iral means of

ition which is

lely healthy,

Iso -beneficial

I/, the motor
at any time

to resort to

unexpected
>ii. The most
tr " form of
cycle cloth-

old by this

OnSlStS of a Burberry's special leather coat for motor cyclists.

)rovided with "^^^ ""^^ ^^* ^ ^""^ '^o'lar anJ is fur-lined inside.

„ n 1
The same style of garment can be obtained inm nap and cheaper materials.

:ufFs, while the leggings are of two kinds, one
the ordinary pull-over type, consisting of a

.te covering for each leg, and the other complete
rs with patent fastenings, boot protectors, and
der-strap for fastening round the sole of the
The latter appealed to us as being the most

t of its kind we have ever yet seen, since it

ses the advantage of keeping the front portion
body warm and amplv protecting the seat in

he rider's saddle should get wet. The illus-

i which accompanies this article is of a hand-
:ur-lined leather coat,, of which Messrs. Burberry
a. speciality. It is of the finest possible material,
therefore sold at a high price.

s- interesting to note that Burberry clothing was
)y Lieut. Shackleton and his companions in the
South Polar Expedition.

So long established a firm as Messrs. A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn, E.G., have naturally carefully con-
sidered the question of clothing for motor cyclists.

For cold weather they have placed upon the market a
handsome frieze coat with fleece lining, the collar being
so arranged that under ordinary circumstances it is

buttoned like a double-breasted coat. When required
the lapels may be turned over and t^e coat will button
tightly round the neck, and in very severe weather the

collar may be turned up and so effectually exclude the
cold blasts from the rider's neck. This feature is

common to all similar coats sold by the same firm.

Another coat, similar to the above, is provided with

a good quality detachable leather lining, the special

advantages of which are obvious. Yet another coat is

sold, which is rather a cheaper quality, the lining of

which is not detachable. A complete motor cycling

suit has also been placed on the market by this enter-

prising firm. The coat is lined with leather, while the

breeches are lined with wool. Motor cyclists will agree
that there is nothing like leather to exclude the cold,

and Messrs. Gamage have made a speciality of a
chamois leather waistcoat and under garments, which
form a soft and warm protection from chills. The
waistcoat is made in several styles and qualities, one
being provided with long sleeves which button tightly

round the wrisf* and prevent the cold from reaching
the arms. There is also a special type of waistcoat

of much better quality and appearance, which can be
worn externally. As regards waterproofs: Gamage's
have paid very careful attention to these. Among the

various types we were shown, we may mention a dark
macintosh coat known as the Ramsey, with detachable

flaps, which can be let down and buttoned round the

knees, the object of this being tliat with the Ramsey
coat the rider may wear an ordinary Norfolk suit and
leggings and yet be protected from the inclemency of

the weather. A speciality is also made of motor cycling

overalls, consisting of a coat and breeches. Some
correspondence has lately appeared in The Motor Cycle.

regarding a suit of oilskins for los. Messrs. Gamage
inform us that they are quite prepared to furnish oil-

skins at this price if necessary.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn^

W.C., are always to the fore in looking after the

interests of motor cycle riders. For winter riding they

have introduced what they term their " double-breasted

cold weather coat," made of Yorkshire frieze and lined

with leather. It is sold 'at a moderate price, and
should command a ready sale. These coats are sold

in various forms. The Service Co. have chiefly made
their reputation as vendors of. motor clothing in their

A9
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Winter Clothing.
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most excellent " All-weather " suit, which consists of

a macintosh coat, and leggings of light yet thoroughly

waterproof material. Two types of leggings are used

—

one with a flap in front to protect the lower portion

of the body, and the other with separate leggings. The
Service Co. do not use patent fasteners with their

overalls, as they find that they are apt at times to come
off; they therefore prefer buttons. A neat bag pro-

vided with straps is made to carry this outfit, which
may be conveniently strapped upon the luggage-carrier.

The company have paid special attention to gloves of

every kind and at every price. When we examined
these at their Hol-
born depot, the

. type which especi-

ally appealed to us

was " T'he Asbes-
tol." This is quite

impervious to wet,

moisture, heat

and, in fact, is

practically indes-

tructible.

A firm which
has specialised on
motor cycle cloth-

ing is the Para Rub-
ber Co., 93, John
Bright Street, Bir-

mingham. Its most
eypensive suit is

made of heavy Irish

tweed. The coat

is double breasted,

lined with camel
fleece, and fitted

with a special inside pocket containing a leather tool

roll. The breeches are provided with a detachable
lamb's wool lining, and if trousers are ordered an
under-strap is fitted. A cap can also be supplied to

match the suit. High-legged boots with protected

OCTOBER 20th, icjor,.

Specially high-legged boots for wiiter
motor cycling sold by the Para Rubber Co.

The " Duke " oil-skin suit. It seems to be the gen-r-i opinion that to
ward off continuous r^in from the underclothes, oil-skins are the only
effectual covering. Ihe Para Ruboer Co. supplied the suit illustrated.

lace holes are another speciality of this firm. T
uppers are made of selected box calf leather, and
strap encircles the rider's calf, as depicted in t

illustration.

The T.T. boots are a special form of foot ge
introduced by Charles Ager, 6, Smithford Stre

Coventry, and are

particularly suit-

able for winter use.

The standard style

of boot is 12^ in.

high from the stout

sole to the top of

the leg, and lined

with warm mate-
rial. combining
maximum protec-

tion and comfort
with minimum wind
rasibtance, and
looks smarter than
ordinary boots and
leggings. A number
of riders in the

T.T. Race wore
these special boots
and. expressed
themselves perfectly

satisfied with them.
The same fir; n

markets well-cut

leggings fitting

closely to the ankle and leg. The:
heights— II 14 in. and I2i4in.—in

brown leather.

Those riders who do not care for leather breed
for wear during the cold winter months should insp

the motor cyclist's apron sold by Alfred Dunhill, Lt

359-361, Euston Road, N.W. It is easily p.ut on
off, and affords the desired protection against cc

without the necessity of Avearing the garment when
the machine. It is made in

waterproof leather cloth, black
or brown leather, and Regent
leather, which is free from
grease or surplus dressing and
quite waterproof. The same
firm make waterproof jackets

and overalls in leather and
macintosh materials in several

different styles.

For those who do not re-

quire the more exp^ensive

qualities of winter motor cycle

garments there is nothing

better than a suit of overalls

such - as are sold by Brown
Bros., Ltd., Great. Eastern
Street, E.C. These are made
of fawn coloured waterproof
material, and are shown in

the accompanving illustra-

tion. The jacket is double-

breasted, w'ith wrist straps,

and the leggings are made
'of the same cloth with

special snap fastenings.

A new model T.T. boot made by C. Age
especially reoommenCed for winter riding

e are made in t\

both black a:

L -

A suit of overalls made
fawn waterproof materiil, ai

sold by Brown Bro3., Ltd.

AIO
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cyclists whose all-weather riding kit is incom-
plete will be
interested in the
" Dry knee"
jacket and other

garments made
by the Dnjnlop

Rubber Co.,

Ltd., Manor
Mills, Salford

Street, Aston,

B'i r m i ngham.
This jacket,

which is the

subject of the

annexed illus-

tration, is a

waterproof gar-

ment with water-

proof knee
^ covers, which

can be buttoned
up inside the

coat when not

required ; the

sleeves are fitted

with wind cuffs,

and the coat

;nee " jasket, made by the Dunlop Rubber has a Storm
le knee covers can be buttoned inside th3 front and venti-
it required as shjwn,

, , i i , r^.
latedback. The

jacket is another garment made by the same

'V^'-i-^i. fV
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firm especially for motor cyclists, and is intended for

the severest weather. The Dunlop Rubber Co. have
also several styles of caps specially suitable for winter

wear. These have flaps which can be let down to cover

the ears and back of the neck, and are very warm.

-j^^^^^&^'^^t^s ^

For all weathjr riding, Reg Samson has introduced five speciality fittings.

One is the waterproof coat and overall leggings he is wearing, two is ih3

large front mudguard flap fitted to his machine, three a magneto cover

which leaves the contact breaker and terminals get-at-aHe, four is a large

size pouch to fit under end ol carrier, and five a pouch fitted to handle-bar (or

carrying a spare tube.

^»—«o*~<-

NON=SKIDS. LAMPS, AND ACCESSORIES.
me districts the roads during the winter are

lly unrideable owing to the peculiar nature of

rface. Lime
onsible for

e of affairs,

many parts

i r b y shire,

: e stershire,

mersetshire,

ation only

c u.n ties
such road
exists, it is

igly diffi-

:ide a single

otor bicyclf

t weather.

form ot

lent is then
to convert

ycle into a

o r four-

A m o n g
s who make
Pe of this

are the
^o_.„ Westcombe Hill, Blackheath, S.E. The
illustration shows that the Telco coupler

a motor cyclist to attach a pedal bicycle to
hine, giving it complete freedom from side-slip
)wing a companion to be carried. Fittings are

The Telco cycle coupler, which is claimed to
eliminate all possibility of sideslip.

Stocked for almost every make of motor cycle, and the

manufacturers are prepared to design and supply

special fittings when required.

While on the subject of non-skidding devices, and
the stability of tyres on treacherous surfaces, the com-
bination steel and rubber non-skids made by the

R.O.M. Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd., 3r, Brooke Street,

Holborn, E.C., should not be forgotten. This firm

have made a distinct impression with the R.O.M.
tyres since they were first introduced. In a side-slip

test described in The Motor Cycle of May 5th (page

322) the tyres acquitted themselves very well, proving

their anti-skidding qualities. A reprint of the descrip-

tion of this test is obtainable from the above address

on application.

The " Jack-no-skid " w^as one of the earliest attempts

to overcome the bugbear of side-slipping.: Many
readers know this device, but to the uninitiated we
will explain that it consists of two legs or supports

with small- wheels at their extremities. The legs are

under the control of the rider, who can raise or lower

them at will, and they are hinged to the chain, stays

a few inches from the rear axle. When lowered they

come into contact with_ the ground, but -give to the

inequalities of the surface. . Any tendency for the

machine to cant to either side (which is the commence-

ment of a side-slip) causes one or other of the small

wheels to arrest the lateral movement of the machine

and prevent it slipping; they also act as a stand.

Many improvements have been made recently to this

device, and the patentee and maker, W. Hayes. 44,

All
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Non-skids, Lamps, and Accessories.—
Balls Pond Road, N., is prepared to supply and fit

them free on approval. -

To enjoy motor bicycling on muddy or greasy roads

—which is, unfortunately, their usual winter condition
-—it is absolutely essen-

/

'Ul

V«A,

Clinchsr
Dread-
nought

non-skid.

<& X.

tial that the machine
be fitted with a good
non-slipping tyre. One
suitable tyre is made by

the North British Rub-
ber Co., Ltd., Castle

Mills, Edinburgh, and
is called the Rubber-

studded Dreadnought.

Reference to the illus-

tration shows that the tread consists of three longi-

tudinal ridges made up of studs joined by bars in such

a manner that the ridges are^ continuous right round

the circumference of the cover. The cover is thick

and moulded substantially on car tyre lines, yet it fits

the ordinary Clincher rims, giving a little more air

space, cherefore greater comfort.

A non-skidding cover

which has met with con-

siderable success is the

Three Spires, made by
the Coventry Rubber
Co., Coventry. An im-

proved pattern cover
for 1 910 which should
be largely in demand
when its good qualities

are knoAvn is the modele
de luxe. It has a sub-

stantial tread, and is

particularly suitable for

heavy machines of 3^^
and 5 h.p. The design
of the tread'is- such that

it grips forwards and sidewavs, and a great point is

that the non-skids last as long as the cover itself. We
are about to test one of these covers, and will report
on its wearing qualities in due course.

Those motor bicyclists who are on the look-out
for an anti-skid more stable than studded tyres
would be well advised to investigate the claims
of F.

^
Swift's device for preventing side-slip.

Mr. Swift, whose address is Hoar Cross, Burton-on-
Trent, has fitted a pair of auxiliary wheels to his Roc
machine to keep it almost upright. 'The wheels—^which
are similar to those used on an ordinan^ baby carriage
and fitted with solid rubber tyres—are fitted one at
each end of. the footrests. The inventor assures us
that hisown anticipations have been exceeded, and the
device is thoroughly trustworthy when the roads are
greasy. We suggested to Mr. Swift when he brought
the machine to our office that in canting over at a
corner one of the small wheels would very probably
touch the ground before the rider expected, and in such
an eventuality might possibly upset the steering and
the rider's balance. His retort was that the rider
hardly knew that one of the small wheels had touched
the ground, for immediately either of the wheels did
so they revolved and automatically pushed the machine
mto a more vertical position, and almost before the
rider was aware of it, as there was no jar. The wheels
A12
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being in close proximity to the ground are very 1

for supporting the bicycle when stationary. Mr. !

who, by the way, is a motor cyclist scaling i

The above device for preventing sideslip is being used by a Burton rf

with great success.

20 Stones, will be recalled by many readers as

Terrible Turk " of " The Circus Girl." He ha<

viously experimented with a non-skid device of hi

on the lines of the Jack-no-skid.

The Latest in Lamps.
A really excellent motor cycle lamp burning

lene gas is the Polkey, made by George Poll^ey,

Pitsford Street, Birmingham. This lamp is

in two sizes. The large reflector has a lens 1

about 5in. diameter

and divided front

glass. The body
is substantially con-

structed from thick

sheet brass, riveted,

and the hinge and
spring catch of the

door are excel-

lently made and
fitted. The burner
is a patent self-

cleaning one, being

provided with screw

buttons fitted with

fine needle points

which can be

screwed through the

burner holes to

cleanse them, and
then screwed back
until they are again required.. The method of

ing this lamp on a motor cycle is by means

sockets at the sides, which fit on a special f

bracket clipped to the handle-bar stem of-the mac

A bail handle and feet are provided if desired, s(

if it should be necessary to make an adjustme

repair at night the lamp can be used to good pui

In this case it is advisable to carry a fairly long ;

rubber tube to connect the generator to the

The smaller lamp has a 4in. mirror reflector am

socket at the back. Both sizes are finished in br

The improved pattern Polkey limp wit:

Mangin lens mirror reflector.
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plated. We have had some experience of the

amp, and found it an excellent light giver—^in

: illuminates the road so far ahead as well as

sides that large objects are seen almost as dis-

as in daylight.

of the first (if not the first) acetylene gas lamps

ased in this country on pedal bicycles was the

The makers of this lamp, the Badger Brass

acturlng Co'., 32-34, Featherstone Street, E.G.,

itely marketed a separate generator motOT cycle

^fliich is sold under the name of Seabrook-Solar.

ve had one in use for* some time, and find it is

ade and gives a fine light. The generator differs

itruction frocQ most others. The carbide holder

mo-vable cage with a» wire sieve at the bottom,

ided by the vibration of the machine allows the

the decomposed carbide to fall through into a

compartment, from which it can easily be

d. The great advantage of sifting the c-arbide

manner is that water-clogged ash does not

id the unused carbide and interfere with the

don of gas. The water on its- way from the

ir to the geneiating chamber is made to flow

i a horizontally placed tube at the base of the

ir, containing a woollen wick. This causes a

1 and even flow of water to the carbide, and our

^nce is that the needle valve can be turned on
dtho'Ut any flooding taking place. The genera-

gas in the Solar generator is very even, and it

nsiderable advantage to have the carbide sifted

itically while the lamp- and generator are in use.

eat ~ serviceable lamp with separate generator

ly designed and made for motor cycles by Powell
anmer, Chester Street, Avenue Road, Birming-

is their No. 120 motor bicycle lamp. The
s of this lamp are a hooded reflector to cast the

own on the road, a double convex lens, double

, and aluminium reflectoi". The generator has

adjustable bracket, enabling it to be fixed- ver-

,
no matter in what position it is placed on the

le.

^new pattern Autoclipse lamp', cannot fail to

:ra. hearty welcome from motor cyclists. This
.s now fitted with a lens mirror at the back
af the metal reflector, the

being accurately focussed
;

,-

he front lens, and conse-

T magnifying the light con-

)iy. The new model is

i wider than the ol'd one,

iS a metal shade round the

; of the front lens. The
t has been improved and
stronger than before. The
ng mechanism for reducing
re of the light is, of course,

d^. There is no better

icted motor cycle lamp
le Autoclipse, and the sole

, Brown Bros., Ltd., Great
n Street, E.G., may con-

y'look fo^rward to an in-

i demand now that it has
3 much improved. A clever -

ievice which is fitted to a cheaper type of gas
called the Veena, and sold by the same firm,
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enables the burner to be lighted without dismounting

—

a boon on cold dark winter evenings. At the side of
the lamp is a spring controlled trigger actuating an
up-to-date description of the flint and steel device
beloved of our forefathers. All that is necessary is .to

turn on the water in the generator, and after waiting
a few moments for gas to generate, the trigger is

pulled out against the spring and released. The result

is a bright spark from the flint which lights the gas.

The new gene-
rator and bracket
which is the subject
of the amiexed
illustration is the
product of S. Hall
and Sons. Ltd., 18-

20, Swinton Row,
Edinburgh. Most
generators of this

type divide at

about the centre,

but the new model
F.R.S. is all in one
piece, and only the
bottom ring un-

screws. When the

ring is screwed off,

the carbide con-

tainer, carbide
sieve, and the dust

box all come out

through the base.

The upper portion

forms the water

A new pattern generator and bracket called

the F.R.S., made by S. Hall and Sons, Ltd.

in

reservoir in the usual manner.

The advantages of an electric motor cycle lamp are

obvious. There is nothing so clean, so easy to mani-

pulate, and so simple to- maintain, while there is only

one point about the electric lamp about which there

can be any doubt, namely, its light giving properties as

compared to acetylene. We were doubtful as to how
•a new pattern electric lamp submitted to us by G. A.

Vandervell and Go., Warple Way, Acton Vale, W.,
would compare with the older and more troublesome

type of lamp, but after giving it one or two' rather in-

The new model Autoclipse motor cycle lamp with lens mirror reflector accurately focussed wiih the front lens.

In the left hand view the eclipsing mechanism to damp the glare of the light is in action ; the operating lever can

he seen in the other view.

complete tests it seems as if our doubts may be dis-

pelled^ The lamp under trial has had a very severe

A13
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testing for durability on very rough roads, but it is so

well made that, despite the tremendous shaking it

received, it seemed none the worse, and never left the

bracket. As regards the latter, the makers of the

C.A.V. headlight are designing a special adjustable

fork bracket which can be attached to any make of

motor bicycle. The lamp is possessed of a very fine

scientifically constructed reflector, which' is mainly

responsible for the lamp's eflficiency. The bulb has a

metallic filament, and since it suffered in no way from

the severe treatment above referred to we should imagine

it to be highly suitable for work in motor cycle lamps.

The current is supplied from a 4-volt C.A.V. accu-

mulator, which switches direct to the frame, the other

wire terminating with a plug switch fitting into the

centre of the lamp.
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A new pattern separate generator lamp, sold by A. W. Gamage, Ltd.

Those readers who possess machines fitted with

battery ignition, and Avho only use their machines
occasionally during the winter months, will find dry
batteries suited exactly to their needs, as they can
be left to look after themselves without any charging

or attention during the whole winter. A proportion

of the current is, of course, lost even while at rest,

but not sufficient to materially affect their use. There
are no better cells than the Hellesen, sold by A. H.
Hunt, 115-117, Cannon Street, E.C.

All the year round riders encounter a big propor-
tion of muddy roads, and consequently a good deal
of cleaning has to be done either personally or by
deputy. To render the lot of the winter rider a

happier one the Advance Motor Mfg. Co., Northamp-
ton, have marketed a combined detachable luggage
carrier and rear mudguard, which can be taken off

and replaced in a very short space of time, so facilitat-

ing cleaning of this portion of the machine. In
some districts the rear mudguard very soon becomes
clogged with mud, and it is a great advantage to be
able to remove and cleanse it without depositing the
mud on hub, belt rim, and spokes. A detachable
guard is also useful in case of a puncture.
Although most modern engines are easily started,

an engine is usually a little more sluggish at starting

in cold weather, owing to the vaporisation of the
petrol spirit being somewhat less rapid than in

A14

summer. To overcome this difficulty Mes.sjs.

and R. Jacobs, 39c, King William Street, E.C,
a device called White's Easy Starter, which is

attachment for fitting on the main air orifices of

the well-known makes of carburetters. It cony

of two circular plates perforated wdth holes wl
register with one another. One plate is fixed

the other is movable by means of a small le

enabling the main air inlet to be decreased sufficie

to get a strong pull on the jet, and thus 'enabling

engine to be started easily in the coldest weat
The same firm also specialise in spare tube and
cases, called the Electary, whi-ch are particul

useful during the winter months, as it is very neces

to keep tubes and spares free from wet and da
The cases are now made in three sizes—'(i) for

belts and large inner tubes, (2) for standard <

belts and 2 54; in. air tubes, and (3) a lightwe

pattern 7%in. diameter and i^in. deep. To en

the case to be attached to the side of the carrier ini

clips are supplied which fix in any position to

the shape of the carrier.

The protection of the magneto machine from
and mud is one of the first essentials in bad weatl

in fact, a magneto cover is never out of place all

year round. If these covers are of indiarubber
require to be made of the best material, otherwise 1

tear very quickly, and will not stand the oil whic
bound to get on them. Mr. R. Surridge, 58, Gee

Street, Camberwell. S.E., is shortly placing a C(

on the market, made of the best rubber, whicl
practically untearable j he has also something, g
in air tubes, made of extra thick rubber.

Better Lighting Arrangements.

In order to secure better lighting arrangements

a safer riding position, Templeton Brothers,
[

Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, have included am
their numerous accessories a loose lamp bracket wl

can be slipped over the fixed bracket, enabling
lamp to be turned and the light projected on to

parts of the machine, and a seat-pillar speci

designed to secure a very low riding oosition. CI

ance is left for the peak of the' saddle, allowing

saddle to be placed well forward. This seat-pilia

suitable for old pattern high frame machines.

To keep one's luggage perfectly clean is no €

matter, even in summer, so in winter the problen
much more difficult. An ordinary carrier bag
exDosed to the mud as it flies off the tyre and t

and, no matter how well protected the machine r

be, a certain proportion of it settles on the 1:

Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Great Gharles Str

Birmingham, having recognised this trouble, have 1

made it possible for motor cyclists to enter an h

or friend's house with perfectly clean luggage, sim

by the use of a new carrier bag with removable ins

case. ' As its name implies, it is a case within a c;

The inner one is completely protected, and afte;

long ride can be withdrawn from the outer one al

lately unsoiled and ready for immediate transmiss

to one's room.
The Weatherall leg shield consists of a ligl

constructed skeleton framework over which is stretc

waterproofed material as used for high class C
cart hoods. The shields fit on both sides of

machine, and are attached to the footrests and
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An extension of the shield protects:the rider's

i. abdomen in bad or coW weather ; this is hinged

top of the leg guards, and can be folded out of

y when not required. The Premier Motor Co.,

Aston Road, Birmingham, sell the Weatherall

; also indiarubber handle covers, which are

r than horn or celluloid.

ous attempts have been made from time tO' time

ler, the motor bicycle a more weatherproof

le; to dispense with so much cleaning, and to

:;-the rider from- the severity of the weather
• 'the- neees-

special cloth

-

)eyond the

"y. garments

.during, the

5-r months.

such ideas

have taken

al shape are

iller shields

bacJc wheel

The front

is made the

ith measured
;. the rider's

when seated

latural posi-

and is so

that it col-

le air and directs it on to the cylinder. The
i fully protected from his feet 'to: his. knees, and
eld continuing underneath the eaigine is joined

rear wheel -guard, , thereby efficiently protecting

[ine,. magneto, and carburetter. One faxilt of the

ry' mudguard is that it allows liquid mud to

if its edges on to the hub bearings and into the

chain, where it spoils the bearings, and is flung

swiftly moving, belt or chain on to the rider's

. Miller's rear guard is constructed to catch

id and carry it away past the belt and chain

The Miller mud-shield detached from the

mjotor ticycle.

ins the Miller miidshield, underscreen and special rear mudguard Etted
^ Triumph. The gap in (hs centre ol the leg guards is to allow a
of ait to impinge on the engine.

the, edges of the fixed guard, thus preventing it

? out at the sides. A somewhat similar guard is

For the front w'heel. These shields are made by
^. Miller, Brighouse, Yorks.

-"SSSS^"'

The Cameron
leg guard and
in use.

all-weather
knee apron

Another mud shield designed more for the protection

of the rider than the machine, although serving the
double purpose tO' a great

extent, is the Cameron
weather guard. This con-

sists of two metal shields

which resemble the greaves

of ancient days, so con-
structed that thev can be
attached tO' the footrests

at their lower ends, and at

their upper ends. to- a clip

placed athwart the top of

the tank and fastened to

the top, tube of the
machine. The thighs and
upper parts of the body
are shielded by a water-

proof- apron which buttons

on to the shields. The
apron is quite free at the

top, being held in poisition

wliilst riding by the pres-

sure of air. When the

apron is not required to^ be

used it can be rolled
,

up
cut of, the way and
strapped to the top of the

shields. From experience

gained bv the use of these

leg guards for. a short time

we find that they have the additional advantage that in

cold weather one's nether limbs are kept warm by the

heat from the engine. Cameron's weather guards are

made at, 30, West High Street, Inverurie. They

have been patented by Mr. Charles Cameron,

M.B.C.M., J.P.

It is nearly always- easy to tell when the manager

of a fi'rm is himself a motor cyclist by the goods

which he offers to the public. Mr. Hammond, the

manager of Messrs. Hunt's Stores,.

Ltd., 104, Newgate Street, E.C.,

is himself an active rider, and

consequently we are not. surprised

to be able to tell our readers that,

the accessories sold by feis- firm are-

of a thoroughly practical nature.

During a recent visit to their well-

stocked showToom we were shown

a leather mud flap, strengthened

by steel brackets and provided

with steel clips to attach to the

front mudguard.. Provided as

it is with side wings, it amply pro-

tects the magneto and the rider's

legs from wet and mud. The
magneto itself can also be ade-

quately protected by one of

Hunt's patent leather magneto

covers,- which would effectually

exclude all possibility of moisture

reaching this vital portion of the

motor cycle. . The same firm

stock special, legging- overalls con-

structed of macintosh material of double texiure,

protect the front portion of the body and fasten round

the waist with a strap, while the overalls fasten

An auxiliary mudflap
sold by Hunt's Stores., On
heavy roads it is much
more effective than the
ordinary kind.

1 • 1

nicn
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A selection of questions of general interest received fror
readers and our replies thereto. When particular mak
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers mi
used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries si

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudo
E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, mu
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

#\

Inland Revenue Tax Exemptions.

Kindly tell me if it is law-

Sful to ride a motor cycle foi

trade purposes without pay-

ing the tax. I am a working
man, and want to use it for

my trade.—C.W.O.
If the machine is used solely and
e itirely for busir.ers purpo.ses, and
'oearis the name and address of the

ownej' on it in one-inch letters, it

should be exempt from the Inland

Bevenue tax.

Accumvlatcrs.

I have just purchased a

motor cycle, and find the

accumulator runs down when
on the road, and am told it

is always necessary to carry a

ypare, one as there is no means of

telling how much current is left in

the accumulator. I shall be glad

if you will tell me if this is correct,

as it appears to me that there must
be something made and sold to test

the accumulator capacity before

starting on a run.—H. M.
You can test the current in an accu-

mulator by a test lamp or a voltmeter.

When fully charged it will show 4.2

volts. When it has run down to 3.8

it is not safe to use it any longer.

It is always advisable to carry a small

spare accumulator. If yours is con-

tinually running down, it has an inter-

nal short circuit, or is otherwise out of

order, and should be sent to the

makers for repair. On no account
al'ow. the accumulator to rock or jolt

about in the tank. It should be fixed

securely.

Belt Slipping on Low Gear,

I have a 5 li.p. twro-speed

twin with which I use a side-

car. The machine is belt-

driven, and I have trouble

with the slipping of belts. I

have tried all kinds except the
Whittle. The trouble is when hill-

climbing. I cannot, of course, climb
hills on the high gear, and when I

put the low gear in, no matter how
tightly the belt is adjusted, it always
begms slipping. Is there a remedy
or should I fit a chain drive?—H. A.

We should imagine that the trouble
is chiefly due to the engine pulley not
being the correct angle. If you take
your machine to a competent local

repairer and get him to true the groove
for you to the correct angle of 28*^, we
think the trouble will cease. Another
possible cause is that the belt is too
small. Nothing less than a lin. belt
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should be used for passenger work.
We take it that you have sati.sfied

yourself that it is the belt that slips.

We mention this, as with some epi-

cyclic gears it is most difficult to make
the low gear brake hold, and the
symptoms are the same as belt slip-

ping. If you follow the above hints

we do not think you would need to

adopt chain drive. It would probably
be difficult to use your existing gear
with chain transmission.

The Result ol Using Bad Oil.

My 6 h.p. air-cooled Sarolea

engine has only run about
eight hundred utiles, yet on
removing the cylinders there

was a great deal of carbon on
top of piston, and the rings were
quite charred and burnt in, so that

in getting them off I have had to

break them out. Can you tell me
the best way to get rings off when
burnt in like this? I have never had
this occur before with any other

(single-cylinder) engine, and I cannot
see why a twin should get like that,

unless it is the fault of the oil.—C. L.

When the rings are badly burnt into the
piston "grooves, all you can do is to

soak the whole lot in paraffin, and
gently remove the deposit with an old

penknife. Undoubtedly oil of the best
quality will make a great deal of dif-

ference. Trouble of this kind is often
experienced with air-cooled engines
which have an abnormal amount of

work to do.

Drawing Water Into the Cylinder.

It VN'ould be interesting to

if«| know if the following system,
recently applied very satisfac-

torily to aeroplane engines,

has been tried on motor cycles,

viz. : To draw tn water at each suc-

tion stroke, which water is instantly
flashed into steam by the explosion, so

making the engine to an extent
steam-driven, thus obtaining better

cooling and stronger pulling at slow
speeds. If any readers have tried

' this experiment, their experience
might pcssibly be of great value.

—

H. U.
The idea you describe was tried on
motor cycle and motor car engines
some considerable time ago. We have
seen a small water tank fitted above a

small single-cylinder motor cycle engine,

-

with a small pipe leadirg the water to

the engine, and although the owner of

the machine, told us it increased the
power, we could not at the time trace
any great advantage from its use.

?

The Amount of Opening of the Inlet Valv«

My a.i.o.v. engine runs
well, but has a very
petrol consumption. The
buretter is a Longuemare,
when engine is running a

spray of petrol is blown out thr

the air ports at the bottom. It

only lately done this, and I

lowered the level in the float c

ber. What is the remedy?—B.

Before making any further altera

to your carburetter you might t

stronger and larger spring, also re

tlie Oldening of the inlet valve,
then, note the behaviour of

n.achine. This should effect the de

improvement ; if not, try a smalle:

Cures for Sluggish Starting.

I own a 3^ h.p. N

?
which at present is a ver«
starter. Please let me kn<

it would be possible tt

accumulator ignition to

machine to start it with, an
switch over to the magneto
the machine gets away. If thk
be done would you please let

know how and if the present

would suit?—J. E. W.
There is no reason why the ma(
should not be made to start perf

easily with the magneto. Bad
ing is nearly always due to the ci

retter receiving too much air at

speeds. If you examine your ci

retter you will find that there
circular shutter fixed with a S(

Loosen this screw, close the sh

partly, and' so exclude some of thi

and this will cetrainly make
machirre start more easily. It i

course, possible to fit accumulator
tion arrd to use the same coil,

you will have to obtain an insu

plot for the contact breaker from
United Motor Industries,
Poland Street, W. The wiring
gram was published in The I
Cycle of April 22nd, 1903. W
not advise the fitting of accumu
ignition, as it would- only add
necessary complications, and i

quite a simple matter to make
machine start easily by the aid

little careful adjustment. First

that the contact breaker of the
neto is quite clean and free from
likewise- the contact points \\

should be quite bright and flat.
'

rub the end of the carbon pencil

a fine file or sandpaper, and als<

the points of the plug with a
not exceeding half a millimetre.
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\x valued contributor gives his ideas on winter road work.J He recommends: (i) The machine you like best

blyasih.p.); (2) A low gear; (3) A well-shielded magneto machine and sparking plug; (4) Leather belts rather
ibber ; (5) A hot air jacketed carburetter : (6) Thinner lubricating oil; (7) Special mudshields

; (8) A waterproof
on ; (9) Handle-bar muffs

; (10) A thick cap with T.T. ear laps ; and thinks winter riding in general very healthy
ine sport.

OD many motor cyclists only indulge in

ater riding when the conditions approximate

those of summer, e.g., on one of those rare

ys when the wind has dropped, and the sun

:, and the dried roads present a hard if some-

,'en surface. On such occasions as these the

may be taken out without any special pre-

and the rider need only protect himself by

;
the quantity of clothing he normally wears,

are, however, others for whom the term

iding " has a truly terrifying connotation-
are almost compelled to ride every day

It the winter months for business purposes,

he local train service is so poorly adapted to

Is. I have never figured among that number,

[one a great deal of winter riding in all

on various occasions, for pure pleasure and
er hardiness, and my experience may perhaps

5ting to others who are contemplating the

(T of regular winter work on the road. For

a medical man called on me last week to

:he outfit required for working a scattered

ractice right through the winter.

uitable and Unsuitable Districts.

der that the first point to study is the locality

the would-be v/inter rider happens to reside,

have been extremely sorry to ride daily

the winter in a certain district of Durham
inhere I once resided. Terrific winds raged

r the high ground, violent enough to produce

and to absorb threequarters of one's available

lever they had to be faced ; the roads were

cuttings, and never dried, while their surface

oft that ruts of eight or ten inches in depth

)o means uncommon ; hills with wicked bends
stretches of single figure gradient were to be

red on almost every route; so that even a

led 5 h.p. twin would often have been unequal

ruggle, even if I had been game enough to

1 it, which I wasn't. But, by contrast, in my
county of Northampton winter riding is

imple matter. There are no bad hills; the

e broad, hard, and open, drying quickly,

kidsome, and never deeply rutted. Here even

may ride far and fast in all weathers, and
difficulty is to keep warm. Obviously, there-

al road conditions are the prime factor in

whether winter riding is likely to prove
or enjoyable.

ext question is what type of machine is the

table. I have conscientiously tried every con-

ceivable kind. The high-powered twin is obviously

ruled out of court by its weight and general unhandi-
ness ; this is of small moment in summer, but it is very

objectionable in winter, and, further, a big twin can-

not be driven as slowly as a 3^ h.p. single. I have
tried the ultra-lightweights, which at first sight would
appear ideal for slow driving and handiness, but,

whether by prejudice or not, I prefer a medium weight

machine for winter work. Personally, I think the

small belt of an ultra-lightweight always gives more
trouble than that of a medium-weight, because the

engine pulley is unnecessarily small. In winter, when
the belt is so often wet and gritty, a fair-sized engine

pulley is essential ; in addition, I find that a light-

weight, which is often quite roadworthy in summer,
will not infrequently curl up before the triple com-
bination of wind, heavy going, and gradient during

the winter. Of course I weigh thirteen stones odd in

riding kit, and lighter riders may not find the same
objections as myself. I am therefore left with only the

medium-weight, medium-powered machine to recom-

mend, premising the addition of a two-speed gear if

the winter riding is to cover a district containing hills

which normally puzzle motor cyclists. Any really good

3^ h.p. single should serve excellently for winter

work. For those who like them, the shaft and chain

drives are doubly desirable in winter. Personally I

eschew them, because my nerves have never quite

recovered from seized transmission gears of these types

in my earlier days of motor cycling. Memories of the

resulting spills make it impossible for me to enjoy a

ride under rigid transmission; I like to know there is

something in my transmission which will slip if any-

thing jams, and, frankly, I am too big a coward to

ride on either shaft or chain drive, although I know

they must be a great deal better than they were in the

days of my own experiences. This dislike of mine

is no doubt fad, prejudice, oh! a lot of horrid things,

but it is deeply rooted in my nature. As cowardice

debars me from using the comparatively weatherproof

drives which other riders may prefer, I simply remove

my rubber belt at the approach of winter and sub-

stitute a good make of leather belt, which is less

vulnerable to weather, though it needs more attention.

I hear a good many winter riders are going in for

free engines; they say that running a machine along

the road is too chancy a business to be attempted on

wet roads. If ever there was a proceeding which

evoked skids, it is suddenly letting in the clutch, with

the machine at rest, on a high gear. For years I

have used the jump mount without any accidents, on
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all kinds of surfaces, by the simple safeguard of using

hobnailed boots. Here again other riders differ

from me. x

Weatherproof Ignition.

As regards special equipment, a weatherproof igni-

tion is the prime essential, and the tank position of

the magneto, coupled with a rubber cover for the

sparking plug and its terminal, about hits the mark.

No other system is absolutely dependable when there

is a lot of surface water about, although a large

magneto shield, supplemented with smearings of vase-

line, will meet ordinary emergencies. After a weather-

proof ignition, a low gear is the next essential. I

regularly gear sY^ or 6 to i in winter, and find I

could with advantage gear lower still in really bad

weather, if engine bosses allowed me to. It spells

easy starting, sure climbing, and

slow progress across patches of

dangerous slime, while there is no

fear of overheating. Third on my
list of winter specifics stands the

use of water-cooled engine lubri-

cants. Thick air-cooled oil spells

a gummed piston at every stop.

Fourth on the list comes some pro-

vision against a frO'Zen carburetter,

attained either by -supplying hot

air to a jacket surrounding the

vaporiser, or by removing the

gauzes from the inside. No rider

need be seriously afraid of his car-

buretter catching fire; it is only

necessary to shut the petrol tap

and flap away with a cap for a

rriinute or so.

Leaving the machine, we may
next consider the rider's personal

preparation. I suffer from a bad
circulation due to a heartstrain

contracted through ro-wing untrained

in a boat race, and as a consequence

I imagine I know a good deal about

keeping warm ; I am sure few riders

are ever so cold as I have often

been. I find if is a great mistake

to burden one's person with too

much clothing. If all the covering

needed to keep one warm in riding

is permanently woTn on the body,
n..^ nents of extremely unhealthy perspiration will be

common during brief dismounts, even if the mercury
is several parasangs below zero.

Protection for Rider and Machine.
We may therefore begin by considering how much

of the necessary protection may be permanently
attached to the machine, and left thereon whenever
we dismount.

A good many patent devices of this type are now
on the market. One of them, besides pro-
tecting the machine and the belt as far as is possible,

also provides a pair of half-jack boots (I don't know
how else to describe them), which are fixed to the foot-

rests. Imagine a huge pair of angler's waders
split ' transversely right up from the instep to the
thigh, with the back half taken right away. These
A20
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about supply mo.st of the requisite leg protect

a rider only need wrap his leg.s in sufficient swath

to keep them warm and dry when he is dismoun
Having very cold toes, I personally wear silk sc

next the skin, wool socks over these, then orrlii

boots, then snowboots. On the rest of the leg 1 \

ordinary clothing, supplemented by puttees (why d(

more riders wear puttees ?—they are ideal for nv

cycling generally) and button-round waterproof tl

flaps. Coming higher up, there is a very good d-

sold by more than one firm for shielding the abdon
I made and used it years ago, so I will describe

own plan. A light steel bar about two feet Ion

fixed across the machine, secured to the top of

tank well forward. A waterproof apron is stitc

to this cross-bar, and is normally carried rolled up
reefed down by straps. When the weather gets

or cold it is unfurled, and after mounting is stretc

The pleasures of winter

the roads are hard and
riding. There is a peculiar fascination about riding through crisp, frozen air, w
dry, provided fhit the rider is suitably clothed for a sudden change in ths weat

out over the rider's knees and middle by two 1

elastic thongs, slipping over buttons on the outer c

This is a clumsy method of fastening, as it necessit

removing first one hand and then the other from

steering bar to attach the elastics. The elastics

slipped loose before each deliberate dismount,

they simply snap in the case of a sudden or involun

dismount.

Handle=bar Muffs.

As regards the hands, gloves thick enough to 1

my hands warm are so very thick that I get no

of anything, and in consequence I use handle

muffs permanently attached to the steering grips

wear quite thin gloves only. The rest_ of the 1:

demands a very thick coat—^nothing short of fu

leather is much good—with waterproofs over all.
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:k cap with T.T. ear flaps and a padded front,

a warm neck scarf, is essential. . I find the

my anatomy which are most subject to cold

feet, ears, hands, forehead, and stomach,

be healthiness of winter riding when properly

:here can be no question. It makes me

awfully fit and gives me a perfectly leonine appetite.

About its pleasures there is also no doubt at all.

There is always a keen pleasure for any chap with a

sporting turn of mind in doing something difficult,

and winter riding, if tackled daily in all weathers, is

one long course of triumphing over difficulties and
hardships, which stimulate pride and satisfaction.

->—•••-^

AMULREE HILLCLIMB.
official results of the open hill-climb pro-

loted by the Edinburgh M.C.C. and described

n page 780 last week have now been declared,

^ith two exceptions the preliminary awards

d last week are correct. The complete

ire as follows

:

iger Class (four entries).—F. H. Armandale

Matchless and sidecar), 2m. 265^3. Only

:or to get up.

;-cylinder Touring Handicap (twelve entries).

. K. Thomson (354 h.p. Triumph). Only

;or up.

•cylinder Handicap (eleven entries).—*A. A.

ivo-stroke Scott), figure of merit 527 ; J. R.

er (5 h.p. Rex), figure of merit 403.

Die Speed Gear Class (nine entries).—*A. A.

vo-stroke Scott). Only competitor up.

:-cylinder Touring, Scratch (twelve entries).

—

11 M'Gregor (3^^ h.p. Matchless), 2m. 37^3.
mpetitor up.

cylinder Touring, Scratch (nine entries).—

Reay S. Morrison (5 h.p. Rex). Went furthest up.

Single-cylinder Unlimited, Scratch (nine entries).

—

J. W. Adamson (31^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), 2m. i7^s.,
fastest time. Only competitor up.

Multi-cylinder Unlimited, Scratch (eight entries).

—

F.. H. Annandale (8 h.p. Matchless), 2Tn. 23^5.
Only competitor up.

Unlimited Scratch (sixteen entries).—^i, F. H.
Annandale (8 h.p. Matchless), 2m. 34/^s. ; 2, Camp-
bell M'Gregor (35^ h.p. Matchless), 3m. 5%s. ; 3,

''Eric S. Myers (two-stroke Scott), 3m. i6%s.
*Trade rider.

Out of fifty starters, twelve reached the top of the

hill and eight made clean ascents, i.e., without

pedalling or other assistance.

It was stated in the first report that no one climbed
the hill in Class IV. This is wrong, as A. A. Scott

was successful, and made a better performance than he
did in Class II., as he was allowed to use both gears.

R. T. Exshaw entered as a private owner, not a trade

rider as we were at first informed.

INSIO£ CURVE

OF LOWER ELBOYr

r settion ol Pitmackle Brae (Amulree Hffl). Average gradient, 1 in 7.69, This gradient was tlie first portion oJ tlie Edinburgli M.C.C. Hill-climbing

Competition described and illustrated in the issue ol October 13th. {From a survey by Mr. Bnxe Syme, Muirton Bank, teriii,)

)f the machines entered in the Quarterly Trials,

ire reported in another part of this issue, was
>} h.p. lightweight Phelon and Moore. In
iice it is a replica on a small scale of the
• P. and M. The dimensions of the engine are
mm., and the weight is 125 lbs. The frame
low, the distance from the top of the saddle
ground being about 28in. Druid spring forks

are fitted. The excellent P. and M. two-speed gear is

retained, but it is much lighter. The carburetter is

of new design, and has an adjustable petrol level,

the adjustment being effected by means of a milled nut

on the needle valve, while the jet has a loose pin

running through it which effectually prevents chokage.

The gear ratios are 5 and 9 to i , the same as those on

the 3^ h.p. when geared for sidecar work.
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THE TWIN INDIAN.

A GOOD deal has been heard of late regarding

the Indian twin-cylinder motor Ijicycle and its

performances in the hands of W. H. Wells

and G. Lee Evans. A brief description of the

more important points of the Hedstrom engine, which

is fitted to all Indian machines, will therefore be of

interest to readers.

I'IG. I. Fig. z.

Fig. J.—Inlet and e.xhaust valve timing mechanism with cover plate removed. A. Inlet valve cam.
B. Exhaust valve cam. CO. Inlet valve cam levers. D.D. Inlet valve tappet levers.

Fig. 2.—Exhaust valve timing mechanism showing inlet cam and tappet levers and cover plate

removed. E.E. Exhaust valve cam levers. J. Cam. plate operated by toothed gearin'^ for lifting e.xhaust

valves for starting and controlling speed.

The cylinders are set at an angle of about 60°, and
have detachable combustion heads and valve pockets.

Both valves are placed in the same pocket, and the

sparking plug is in the centre of the head. Both valves

are mechanically operated, the inlets by long tappet

rods and overhead rocking levers, the exhaust valves by
the usual levers and tappets. Both sets of tappet rods

The twin cylinder M.O.I.V. Indian engine showing the disposition of the
magneto in front, and the carburetter between the cylinders.

are adjustable as to length. The valve mec
consists of two c'ams, one to operate the two inlet.,

the other the two exhausts

The arrangement of cams and levers, also exi

lifter, will be best- understood by reference to tht

line illustrations (figs, i and 2) and the let

inscriptions under the figures.

The two to one timing gear w
are inside the crank case, as al

the gear wheel which drives the

neto train of wheels. A novel

not fitted to any other motor
engine we know, is the little i

perforated spool placed betweei

top of the exhaust spring and
underside of the valve pocket,

is instead of carrying the coi

the spring right up to the ca

of the pocket, where they soor

their temper by heat, which
claimed is partly conducted aw:
the perforated spool.

Lubrication is by splash, bu
crank case is suitably cast at

base to form a pocket or extensi<:

each side. Tiiese pockets ad
reservoir for a considerable qua

of oil which is constantly being caught up by

revolving flywheels. In a closely fitting base a si

fluous quantity of oil merely has a retarding infli

on the flywheels, due to friction between fhe w
and the crank ,case, and the Indian reservoirs ap

to be a good feature. They allow a reserve supp

oil to be carried in the crank case without the oil

rising above a certain point. There is also

inspection window to enable the oil level

reservoir to be seen.

The Hedstrom car-

buretter differs from
most spray carburetters

fitted to British motor
cycles, and this brief

review of the engine

would be incomplete
without a short descrip-

tion of it. It is very-

much on the lines of

the early De Dion
spray carburetters.

The annular float sur-

rounds the spraying

chamber, and • the

weighted needle which
it controls is in a

tubular chamber at the

side. The jet is of

the Longuemare type,

insomuch that it is

conical and is provided
with fine grooves ar-

ranged diametrically,

which form the holes

through which the
petrol spravs. To vary
the quantity of air

a

in

T-e ingenio s spray carburetter fit!

Ind.an motor cycles.

A. Throt'.le.

B. Movable adapter.

R. Rod conneced to -.hrottle spin

S. Sp aying cone.
- F. Annil r float.

N. Weighted needle.

I. Air inljt.
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pass through the carburetter, the air adapter,

if a double coiae, is- m-ade to slide on the.

nd' is coraaected by a rod' and lever to the

iidle. In the position shown in the sec-

gJi, the adapter entirely closes- the air

3und the jet. A movement of the throttle

£• direetioa o-f the arrow opens-, the throttle

568 the adapter, so that the air space around
iliways proportionate to the amount of the

jning. The dotted lines iBdicate the posi-

adapter when the greatest possible quantity

tSsing thrcu-gh the apparatus, and with the

ly open. - The movable adapter, by regu-

amount of depression or vacuum in the

controls the amo-u-nt. of spirit, issuing from
[d thereby the. quality of the mixture,

the chief departure ""rom standard British

the transm-is^ion. This; is by aieans of^

lougk a belt-driven: -model is provided for

prefer it. In connection with the chain
ni a shock-absorbin-g friction clutch is fitted

counter-shaft chain wheel. This is of the

Mistiuction, and con-sists of two steel plates

tth V grooves and a V bronze ring fastened

1 wheel which receives' the drive from th«-

le plates' are fixed to the counter-shaft, and
wheel is placed between them, the bronze
itirse, fitting in? the grooves of .the plates,

the necessary adhesion, the plates are

T

in clutch which is described in th« accompanyiiig- artietei

gether by four bolts and nuts with spring
id varying degrees of slip can be obtained

; the nuts up or down on the bolts.

; now dealt with most of the specialities

tiru-ction of the motor ex«cept the handle-bar
>ich we will leave for a subsequent article

:i the cycle portion of the machine,
^jespects, the Hedstro'm motor and Indian
; present several most interesting features to

;rs, and, as we have proved by examination
the working parts of the engine, very great

:owed on tJiose parts which are called upon -

ir. There is therefore nothing to hinder any
uOr cyclist from trying the Hendee produc-
f after a trial he is satisfied with the method
and transmission, well, he can rest assured
i and expense have not been spared to make
e reliable. Mr. W. H. Wells is open to

iers of the superiority of Indian productions,
found at 184, Great Portland Street, W.

A NEW JONES SPEEDOMETER.
HE latest development in Jones speedometers for
motor cycles will shortlv be obtainable from
Messrs. Markt and Co. '(London), Ltd. The
first of the new model was recently sent

to us for inspection. It is called the No, 32, and can
be supplied in either nickel or brass finish in the
excellent sljvle com-
mo-n to all speedo-
meters of this

make. It indicates

speeds up to sixtv

miles per hour, and
also records, on the

u p p e r r o w - o f

figures, . the ' total

distance covered in

miles and tenths.

Below this row
there is the " tri^

"

or day odmneter,
which is provided
with an' instantane-

C'US resetting device.

Another feature of

this, instrument is

the maximum speed
hand, which can be
instantaneously re-

set by pressing the

stop on the right.

This maximum
hand is carried forward by the black variable speed

hand, but stops a-utomatieally at the highest speed

attained, until released by the resetting stem. The
speedometer will be supplied wi»tih fiitings to suit any

of the leading makes of motor cycles on the market,

with spring forks or otherwise. The dial measures

.^in. The indicator is attached to" the liandle-bar, and
is driven by a flexible sha-ft and gear wheel attached to.

the front bub.
>-•••—<

The Service Co.., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn,

W.C, were, we believe, the first firm to publish a

catalog'ue dealing exclusively wdth motor cycle clothing

and accessories, and for their enterprise in this direc-

tion they deserve to be congratuhUed. The pub-

lication we are about to review is exceedingly com-

plete. In it all the best makes of motor bicycles

are listed and nearly every known accessory, and of

the latter one or two call for special attention. There

is the Turbinamo, which is a useful little instrument

for charging accumulators, as, it can be connected up

to the ordinarv domestic water tap.. Quite a noveky

is the Service'Three-in-One metal sparking plug case,

in which three plugs may be safely, carried. The

case renders them
^

absolutely secure from damage,

and takes up little room in the tool bag. Yet

another innovation is the exhaust whistle and cut-

out combined. ^^^lysall•'s patent seat is a fitment

which commands the motor cyclist's attention. The

seat is extremely comfortable, and possesses a collaps-

able back. In 'dismounting or mounting the rider has

only tO' pull a lever on the handle-bar and the back

quickly drops out of the way. Another novelty is the

S bag, -which fits in the back portion of the carrier

frame, thus utilising a space hitherto wasted.
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THE END=TO=END SIDECAR RECORD.
N the last issue we gave brief particulars

of the new John-o' -Groat's to

Land's End sidecar record

established by M. Geiger,

with W. Lamm as passenger,

on October 5th, 6th, and 7th.

The machine used was a 7 h.p.

twin-cylinder V.S., with Mill-

ford sidecar. Mr. Lamm
has now sent us some further

news giving the chief incidents

during the journey. Leaving

John-o'-Groat's at 3.53 a.m. on the 5th inst., timed

away by J. Robertson, of Wick, strong head winds were

encountered for the first hundred miles. Trouble com-

menced early, for at Dunbeath (forty miles from the

start) it was found that the tool bag had disappeared,

together with the spare tubes. Time was too precious

to return and search for the missing articles, so the

journey was continued with but a screwdriver, a pair

of pliers, and a belt punch, and it says much for the

reliability of the machine that the whole distance of

886 miles was covered without any necessity for the

use of further tools.

Punctures, however, Avere dreaded, and no time was
lost in procuring another repair outfit, though, strange

to say, this was not an easy matter, and for a time

some indiarubber solution, glass paper, and patches

obtained from a carpenter at Bonar Bridge were all

that could be procured.

Snow and Rainstorms.
Up to Bonar Bridge snowstorms had been prevalent,

which added to the discomfort of the record breakers.

Inverness was reached at 10.20 a.m., and here a hunt

was commenced for spare tubes, but in vaiii. The
journey to Perth was resumed in pouring rain, the

time of arrival being 4.35 p.m. Here after much
trouble two tubes Avere obtained. Between Currie-

more and Kingussie sheep on the road often caused

a hasty pull-up. From Blair Athol to Stirling heavy
rain, together with a strong head wind, hindered the

progress of the record breakers considerably

run from Stirling was continued in darkness

became extremely difficult to find the prop

Occasionally people living by the roadside h

roused in order to enquire the correct wj

Carlisle a policeman's help had to be cha
rousing a garage proprietor for petrol. D
soon after passing Shap, to the gijeat relief

who drove throughout. No incident of note

during the day, and once past the thickly p
Preston, Wigan, and Warrington district g(

gress Avas made. At Gloucester the ti

2.55 p.m.

Record Breaking with a Stable Lan'

The second night on the road began av

Bridgwater, and the experiences were worse

previous night. First both the generate

Avrong, and Geiger and Lamm were left in

darkness. The latter set off in search of

of some kind, and in the next village was
get hold of a stormproof stable lantern. T
ally served to light a path all through the ni

it can be well imagined that the passenge

difficult task to keep the lantern in position

hands, as it Avas impossible for it to be prope
The desire for sleep Avas naturally very g
both stuck to their task. The roads det

towards the journey's end, and the right co

found very difficult to folloAV from Exeter to

Land's End Avas finally reached at 7.38 a.rr

7th inst., J. T. Taylor, of Penzance, being ii

to certify the time.

No stops Avere made for meals, refreshme

carried on the sidecar.

The engine and the gear of the V.S. macl
no trouble at all, and the Mills-Fulford sid

Peter Union tyres also behaved splendidly,

seals affixed to the vital parts of the ma
The Motor Cycle Avere found to be intac

journey's end.

The total time occupied was 5ih. 45m.

^-•••--<-

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Tyres for Winter Riding.
The greatest drawback to Avinter riding is the possi-

bility of punctures. In summer a puncture is merely
a trifling nuisance in these days of quick drying solu-

tions and reliable slip-jointed tubes; but in Avinter

it is far more serious. A tyre has to be tackled
with bare hands, and if the cover is a tightish fit the

hands are sometimes almost dead Avith cold before the

double operation of detaching and replacing is con-

cluded. I strongly advise riders Avho contemplate
regular A\dnter work not to attempt roadside patching,
but invariably to carry a pair of spare tubes, leaving
all patches to be done at home. I always carry a

couple of big tyre levers in Avinter, so that I can get

a grip on them Avithout removing my thick gloves; thus
my hands are only bared for the sixty seconds or so

required for the insertion of the new tube, and a
little rib slapping after the fashion of a cabman is

\24

resorted to to get my hands thoroughly Avar

the gloves are removed. Further, a first-

skid is absolutely necessary for winter wo
smooth tyres no motor cyclist Avho is out da:

bad months Avill enjoy himself. I can nev
Avhich tyre is the absolute ideal for the pur

am rather inclined to bar the rubber-studded
it is first-class in summer, Avhen any mud
encounter is thinly smeared over a hard unde
but in Avinter it doesn't seem to go deepi

into the road, because its studs have so 1

jection. I am a great believer in the det

Palmer; its grooves are cut so far into the tl

that they penetrate AA-ell through most Avin

and give as good a grip of the road as in

Steel-studded tyres, Avhether of the ordmar
or of the R.O.M. combination order, altern£

rubber bars, are better than any rubber no:
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\ SOMETHING TO SMILE OVER

de>s ^^® Single Cylinder

makes its debut by establishing

em
)

.iiCOM'dS

CTDRING CQ

184, GREAT PORTLAND
STREET, LONDON, W.

Telaphone : 1749 Mayfair.
Talagrams : " Handian, London."

Introductory List now ready

—free for the a»king. /

G. Lee Evans on a 497 cc. Indian did

100 MILES in J HOUR 54 MINS.
I9| SECS., and JOS MILES 60 YDS in

TWO HOURS at Brooklands, on Sat-

tffday, October 9th, th«B creating two
World's Records for single cylinder

machines wnder 500 cc. This is the

sort of thing that makes the rider of an

INDIAN proud of his mount and wear

that continual smile of coatentment*

EXHIBITING

STANLEY SHOW, STAND 132
NOV. I»th to 27tk.

i. « H. •

^— r

Motor Cycle Tyres
are interchangeable.

That is to say, wired covers of

2, 2^, and 2f inch section will

all fit the same rim ; and 2 and

2j inch beaded covers are like-

wise interchangeable.

Your Agent can supply you.

W'^..^^^^^'

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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BROOKS
MTI-VIBRMX)RY

MOTOR CYCLE
SADDLES&SEATS.

Tourist Trophy
Race 1909.

It IS a lact worlli enipliasis that in the above race
the machines of four out ot the first five riders were
fitted with the world-famed BROOKS .Saddles

These riders occupied first, second, third, and fifth

positions, and their success makes telling testimony
te the merits of the BROOKS, tor no fitment can
influence speed and staying-power as the saddle can

First in that race, the BROOKS is also first in the

race for popularity—and the reasons ?

—

Because its everv model is the direct result of the

practical experience of the practical rider

—

Because its comfort-giving qualities make for

health and happiness awheel

—

Beeau~e it is perfect in design, material, work-

manship, an J finish.

Retnimbsr, no har Saddle can embodv the BROOKS
Compound Springs—the springs which absorb all

vibraf.on within themselves—and, by Iheir compen-
sating action, eliminate all tendency to bounce.

These are fitted to every model, and make possible

that perfect comfort which enables the rider to

undertake the longest ride without fatigue,

In short, the BROOKS is first—always in a position

of unassailable supremacy—first in its ideal combina-

tion of the two essentials—comfort and durability.

Our Saddle Manual tells you more—let us send you

one. Dept. B45.

J. B. BROOKS ff CO., LTD..

The Saddle Specialists,

BIRMINGHAM.

vb dt

In answtring this advartisement it i* d«sirablt to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Bcasional Comments.

—

le country roads, but not quite so sure-footed in

)wns, when a thin film of grease is laid over a hard,

nooth sub-surface of asphalt, or wood, or stone, on
hich the steel has no grip at all, while the amount
f rubber grip is less than on the Palmer or other

U-rubber treads. On the whole, I think the Palmer
; hard to beat for this particular purpose, though it

as one drawback, namely, that it rolls if it isn't

umped up very hard, and soft tyres spell comfort
hen the* road is frozen hard.

The Importance of a Good Lamp.
One reason why so many riders lay their machines

p for the winter is that the days are short, and so a

ood deal of night riding is necessitated. Some of

16 riders who habitually funk night riding should

ssay it afresh under three conditions : They should

ear their machines as low as possible, make up their

linds to be content with quite a low average speed
;ay twelve to sixteen miles per hour), and try a really

rst-rate modern lamp. The terrors of night riding

re- mostly due to a silly fallacy which dies hard,

amely, that motor cycling demands a legal limit

verage. This is due to a second fact that machines
eared 4 or 43^ to i often strike twenty miles per

our as their natural average unless they are very

elicately driven, and in summer overheating may
5sult if they are geared lower. In winter a machine
lay quite safely be geared as low as the adjustable"

ulley allows, and it will then keep down I0 a much
)\ver average without calling for frequent alteration

f the levers. At this pace night riding is perfectly

ife and comfortable, provided a good lamp is used.

: is well worth while paying from 30s. I0 ^2 for a

ood lamp which will make night riding at the pace
escribed perfectly easy and cosy. To supplement
le good lamp a good generator is needed. I my-
;lf employ either a big, costly generator of the auto-

latic variety or, alternatively, two of the smallest,

heapest, and simplest type. These only cost a

iw shillings apiece, and one may be mounted at either

nd of a special double tongued tank bracket.

Pace in Winter.
Where a good many novices err is in taking bad

3ads too gingerly. I am a great believer in maintain-

ig a fair pace over bad roads of any sort, deep mud
nd deep sand alone excluded. We often see com-
arative novices sliding miserably along at about eight

liles an hour over slime, stones, ruts, and bad sur-

ices generally. At such speeds the machine is diffi-

ult to steer, and has no powerful forward impetus
ith which to over-ride sideway tendencies. It is

le same principle which decides the factor of safety

3r aeroplanes.' I was reading F. W. Lanchester on
Flight " the other day, and he stated that to be

bsolutely proof against side gusts and wind eddies
n aeroplane ought to maintain a speed of something
ke ninety miles an hour. I am not advising motor
yclists to emulate this speed under any circumstances,
ut, emphatically, speeds of from sixteen to twenty-
ve miles an hour are often a great deal safer on
ad roads than the jerky progress we sympathetically

^atch so often. So many riders are afraid to quit

olding the handle-bars ; they set their levers to give

generous engine speed—^sufficient to cope with

rdinarv rises, etc.—and then drive on the switch or

^»^SILg io3

valve lifter, perpetually cutting out, letting the
machine slow almost to a standstill, and then letting
the engine in again with a bang. This mode of
driving

_
spells extreme mental discomfort, and pro-

motes sideslip even more than grease does. On bad
roads gear low and drive at a good steady pace, avoid-
ing all jerky alterations of speed, and especially
avoiding those ultra-slow speeds at which balance
almost ceases to be automatic. I well remember
my first crossing of the Grampian road in the days
when that highway was one long stripe of grass, ruts,

boulders, and new metal. I tackled it as slowly as
possible, and- experienced many anxious moments, a

huge amount of vibration, and several skids and
spills. Returning south a week later, I tried a v(-r\

different method, and gave the machine its head. I

rattled down into Blair Atholl very comfortably at hi[d>

speed with far less vibration and no tumbles, although
the road was in a far worse condition than before^
The biggest mistakes a winter driver can make is t<,

be ultra-cautious.

Tricycles for Winter Use.
I often wonder the motor tricycle has not retamt-il

many devotees for winter work. There are still lots

of sound old Ariel and De Dion tricycles of the two-

wheels-astern type to be picked up for an old song,
and they are probably the best machines on the road
for all-round bad weather work, though they, too,

require a two-speed gear for really hilly country. Mv
friends tell me their surface carburetters will volatilise

the modern heavy petrols quite efficiently, though,
personally, I should fit a spray. Then, again, there-

is the plan of fitting a forecarriage minus its bucket

seat, which many riders tried in the early days of the

Trimo. If the tricycle adopted has the two wheels
in front, care should be taken to weigh the from
wheels down. They bounce about horribly and upsei

the steeriilg if the front axle is left naked. But.

after all, most of us who ride daily throughout the

winter do so with some business end in view, and a

large, well-filled box over the front axle will be rathn

a convenience to us than otherwise. Motor cyclist-,

who habitually ride right through the year in all

weathers might do worse than get the power unit o!

a modern motor bicycle built up into an Abingdon
tricycle frame with the two wheels astern. Th'

point to remember is to design the frame so as to

give a long wheelbase, with plenty of room to balanc<

the weight well forward and between the axles. Thi-

is easily done if the engine is carried forward of tlv

bottom bracket. A machine on these lines wa v

marketed some years ago by the Abingdon Co., bu'

did not catch on, probably on account of that bugheai

storage accommodation.

Mr. Greenup, of Coomassie, in describing hi-

motor cycle experiences in Ashanti, West .Africa

says there are excellent roads in course of construc-

tion, and before long he anticipates many motor

cycles will be in evidence, and even motor lorries

Mr. Greenup's machine is fitted with the Roc clutcl

and two-speed gear. ' A friend owns a similar mount.

and these, according to Mr. Greenup, are the onh

two motor bicycles that have ever been seen in Ashanti

The makers, A. W. Wall, Ltd., have received_ quit.

an interesting letter from this gentleman, who is ful!

of praise for the utility of their conversion sets.
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' The Motor Cycle " Show Issues.

Three special issues of The Motor
Cycle will be published in connection

with the Stanley Show. The first,

dated November 10th, will contain

early information of the machines and
novelties to be exhibited. The follow-

ing issue (November 17th) will form a

forecast and guide to the Stanley

Show ; in this issue we shall also deal

with acces.sories and novelties of interest

to motor cyclists exhibited at the
Olympia Show. The third show number
will be a complete description of the

machines and accessories on exhibition

written by our own staff after a per-

sonal inspection of the exhibits. Each
of the three issues will be profusely

illustrated with photographs and
drawings.

T.ie T.T. Fund.

The hon. sec. of the Aberdeen and
District M.C.C. last week forwarded
25s. as a contribution from the club

towards the expenses in connection
with the Tourist Trophy Race. This
amount we have forwarded to the
A.C.U., which bring's the total to

i3137 10s. 6d.

A Reminder.

Correspondents who do not observe
the rule which is to be found at the
head of the first I3age of " Questions
and Replies " in every issue are liable

10 have their queries overlooked or

delayed. A stamped envelope must
accompany every query, whether in-

tended for publication or not, and
stamped and addressed envelopes must
be sent by those readers who ask for

experiences with different motor cycles

and accessories.

Sit Days' Motor Cycle Race.

Tlie six days' motor cycle race al

Brighton Beach, U.S.A., proved to be
a failure. Nine teams of three riders
each had duly entered, but only five

teams lined up for the start. There
were but five hundred spectators present
—the organisers had expected many
thousands—and after eleven and a half
hours of riding, rain having fallen
briskly for some time, a postponement
was agreed upon. At the time the
riders were called off the track, the
Xew York M.C.C. team was leading,
having covered 599 miles, the Harlem
club lying second with 580 miles.

Accidents in London.
At the City Court, Dr. Waldo held

an inquest on L. R. Edwards, a
traveller, who was knocked down and
killed by a horsed van in New Bridge
Street, E.C., and during the evidence
remarked that he had been struck lately
by the increased frequency of street

WINTFR RIDING.
Special Articles an 1 111 Jitrations.

A.aU. QUARTERLY TRIALS.

M.C.C. RACE MEETING AND GYMKHANA AT
BROOKLANDS.

accidents in London. In 1891 the

number of such accidents reported in

the Metropolis was 5,784, by 1905 the

number had jumped up to 11,800, in

1906 there were 14,272 cases, and in

1907 the number was 17,055. Between
1905 and 1907 they had increased by

62%, and during the same period the

number of fatalities had risen by 80%.
Of course, there were a great many
motors about nowadays, but these acci-

dents were not so much due to motor
vehicles as to carts and vans. The
foreman of the jury said that as a rule

carmen appeared to think that the road
belonged to them, and they should
take more care. The road belonged
just as much to the ordinary pedestrian
as carmen.

Dangerous Corners to be Widened.

The Stockton Rural District Council
have undertaken the most praiseworthy
task of widening dangerous corners

and rendering them safer for motor
and other traffic. They recently in-

structed their road surveyor in inspect
all the dangerous corners in the dis-

trict and report. They have also been
offered land by Mr. Fawall and Lord
Boyne to widen respective corners
between Redmarehall and Carlton
and at Thorpe Thewles Station, both
of which have been accepted.

Speed Limit at Richmond, Surrey.

On Mondaj' last ten-mile limits cam
into force at Richmond, Surrey, ovei
the following lengths of roads : Kew
Road (from St. John's Grove to th

Quadrant) ; the Quadrant, Ceorg
Street, Hill Street, Petersham Roac
(from Hill Rise to Compass Hill)

Petersham Road (from Dysart Arms t

Fox and Duck) ; Hill Rise and Rich
mond Hill, otherwise the Terrace
Lower George Street, Sheen Roac
(from Lower George Street to Altoi
Road).

Two Royal motor cyclists. Prince George of Greece and Prince Waldemar of Denmark. The motor cycl
they ride are the EUeham, a popular Danish make.

%
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M.C.C. RACE MEETING AND GYMKHANA.
THE unfavourable climatic conditions were the means of

almost spoiling the first private race meeting and
gymkhana of the Motor Cycling Club at Brooklands
last Saturday. The entry list was a large and repre-

sentative one, and all had anticipated an enjoyable after-

noon's eport, but it rained almost incessantly, making matters
uncomfortable not only for the spectators (of whom there
were a good number), but especially for the competitors in

the races, as the track was a mass of puddles. There were
three motor cycle and two car handicap races, succeeded by
six gymkhana events, three each for cars and cycles. The
races were contested on the outside track, whilst the gym-
khana events were held in the straight alongside the paddock.
The names of thirty-eight motor cyclists appeared on the
programme, most of the riders having entered for several

events. There were, of course, a number of absentees on
account of the wretched weather. The method of deciding
the handicap in the races was as follows : Competitors were
timed on a preliminary run of one lap of the track from a

flying start, and the handicap was framed for all events on
this performance. Competitors who improved more than five

per cent, on their preliminary run were disqualified. The
first race was timed for noon. It was confined to touring

motor cycles with engines not exceeding 500 c.c. capacity.

Distance two laps of the track. There were twenty-one
entries. Fast speeds were impossible owing to the numerous
water splashes. The effect caused by the bicycles dashing
through the water reminded one of a water chute. It can
be well imagined that misfiring and belt slipping were
common. The result of this event was : 1, T. F. Maw (4 h.p.

two-speed Roc) ; 2, Chas. de Foubert (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; 3,

F. George Smith (5^ h.p. Triumph). Time 11m. 20s.

A Long Start in Event 3.

The same conditions as in Event 1 also applied to Event
3, except that the engines had to measure between 344

c.c. and 1,000 c.c. capacity. Fourteen started in this event,

Geo. Brough being on the limit mark, and Capt. Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N. (whom we were glad to see in com-
petition again), on scratch. The limit men had almost com-
pleted a lap before the scratch man received the word to go.

The result was : 1, W. A. Sale (3^ h.p. Rex) ; 2, T. F. Maw
(4 h.p. Roc) ; 3, Clifford Gibbons (3^ h.p. Deacon-Minerva).
Winner's time, 10m. 9s.

Event 5 was for any type of motor bicycle with engines

not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance, three laps of the track.

There were twenty-two entries, but only half that number
competed. The fastest speeds were accomplished in this

race, and at the conclusion the riders of the mudguardless
machines were a sight to behold, water and mud having
been flung into their faces. Gwynne, Arbuthnot (scratch).

Deuchar, and Pond appeared to be travelling the fastest.
Strangely enough, the first five to finish exceeded their pre-
liminary canter by more than five per cent., and were con-
sequently disqualified, the undernoted being declared
winners : 1, A. V. Deacock (3 h.p. Wanderer) ; 2, Malcolm
Campbell (4 h.p. J.A.P.) ; 3, E. C. M. Baulkwill (3^ h.p.

Triumph). Winner's time, 12m. 58s. Deacock's 3 h.p.

Wanderer is a fast little machine, and proved itself capable
of holding its own with several machines of higher power.

The GymKhana E-^'ents.

After a brief interval, the gymkhana events were com-
menced under slightly more favourable weather conditions.

The motor cycle " Lifebelt " race proved highly amusing.
The competitors had to sprint 100 yards to their machines
with the driving belts in - their hands, one end of the
fastener having been removed. The competitor who refitted

his belt and rode 100 yards to the finishing line in the
quickest time was declared winner. F. G. Smith (3^ h.p.

Triumph) won,, with Bertram F. G. Fowke (2| h.p. De
Dion) second. May we here suggest that if a "lifebelt" race
be held another year, to add a finishing touch of humour,
the competitors be made to use the driving belts as a skip-

ping rope in racing to their machines !

The next event for motor cyclists was the " Tortoise

"

race, this event being run in three heats and a final. Com-
petitors were apparently allowed to do what they liked to
their machines. Consequently the wideawake riders had their
belts almost too slack to drive the machine, and by
judiciously applying the brake if the machine exceeded about
two miles per hour the event was reduced to a balancing
competition. Several crawled along so slowly that they
were unable to keep their balance. Heat winners were
Karslake, Olsson, Bell, Stanton, Baddeley, and Holroyd.
The final was won by Harry G. Bell (3^ h.p. Triumph, Mabon
clutch), J. S. Holroyd (1^ h.p. Motosacoche) being second.
The " Circle " race concluded the meeting. Competitors

had to ride round a series of obstacles, the first home being
declared winner. Those competitors who rode machines
fitted v?ith a clutch or two-speed gear were at a distinct
advantage, for they were able to wield and manage them
with much greater ease on the low gear or by slipping the
clutch. There were several heats, the final resulting : 1,

Harold Karslake (2^ h.p. De Dion engine, N.S.U. two-speed)

;

2, Bertram F. G. Fowke (2| h.p. De Dion).

The prizes were distributed to the successful competitors
by Mrs. Charles Jarrott. The judges were Charles Jarrott
and R. H. Head ; timekeeper, F. T. Bidlake ; chief marshal,
A. J. Ilsley ; starter, V. Hart. The hon. secretary of the
meeting was S. H. Fry, who with other officials are to be
congratulated on the success of the meeting.

The"Lifetelt"

Race in progress*

The competitors,

who numbered

17, are hastily

fitting the fastener

and belt, after

which they had

to ride 100 yards

to the finishing

line. The picture

conveys some idea

of the state of

the track.
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LAST Saturday was by no means a favourable day for

ti'ials, at any rate from the competitors' point of view,

as muddy roads, fitful rainstorms, and a south-westerly

gale rendered the conditions as unpleasant as possible.

As, however, the A.CU. is anxious to prove that the modern
motor cycle is capable of being used in the worst weather,

it is a good thing that some days are dark and dreary.

Despite the adverse weather, only five of the fifty-seven

entrants failed to start. Several newcomers figured for the

first time in a public trial on Saturday, among which we
may mention the 2^ h.p. P. and M., the new 3^ h.p. Brown,
the 3^ h.p. two-stroke Rex, the 3 h.p. Clyno,_ the 3^ h.p.

James, and the A.C. sociable—a tricar carrying the two
passengers side by side.

It was not actually raining at 9 a.m., when the fifty-two

competitors were started by C. A. Smith from the Chequers
Hotel, but the day was dull, the roads were thick with

mud, but for the most part too wet to be greasy. We left

Uxbridge just ahead of Miss Hind, who was the first com-
petitor to start, and, with Archibald Sharp and H. G.

Cove on board the little four-cylinder Adams (kindly

placed at our disposal by the Adams Manufacturing Co.),

and Dayrell, on a 5 h.p. machine of the eame make, came
up in excellent style. i3ougias and Hill, both mounted on
Douglas machines, came up in splendid form, both surmount-
ing the crest at a good speed and without touching the
pedals. R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown), F. C. Wood (4 h.p.

N.S.U.), J. Harwood (3^ h.p. Triumph), D. F. Steeves (5

h.p. N.S.U.), F. W. Appiebee (5 h.p. Rex), and 0. C. God-
frey (Sj h.p. Rex), also came up in excellent style. W. Pratt

(3^ h.p. P. and M.),'B. Marians (new lightweight 2^ h.p.

P. and M.) (both on low gear), R. C. Griesbach (3^ h.p.

Triumph), E. A. Colliver (3^ h.p. Trimnph), A. 'L. iiarker

(5 h.p. Ciyde), G. T. Gray (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), G. L. Fletcher

(2| h.p. Douglas), J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. F.
Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph), P. W. Bisehoff (3^ h.p.

Triumph), W. Cooper (32 h.p. Triumph), B. V. Jones (3| h.p.

twin Premier), C. C. Cooke (3^ h.p. Triumph), G. E. Stanley

(3i h.p. Premier), W. Smith (3^ h.p. Scott), A. R. Abbott
(3^ h.p. Triumph), T. A. Womersley (3^ h.p. Premier), H.
Newey (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), and F. A. Appiebee (3^ h.p. Rex),
all made good ascents but did not appear to be quite so fast

as the first dozen mentioned. Of the remainder of the motor
bicycle riders H. Williamson (3^ h p. Rex two-stroke) came

T. H. Tessier,

H. Martin, and

F. W. Dayrell, all
.

riding twin-sylin-

der Bat-J.A.P.'s,

passing Banbury

Cross. Tessier

distinguished

himself on both

the test hills, but

what many will

regard as more

noteworthy is

that all three men
made non-stop

runs.

hurried ahead of them to Dasliwood. Fortunately, the rain
held off, and the going was not so very bad, except under
trees, where the surface was of a slippery nature, and
undoubtedly heavy all along the course. Straight and
Reynolds on J. R. Nisbet's Humber overtook us at Beacons-
field, and eventually we all arrived at Dashwood in good
time. On the hill the surface was a little better, and as the
wind was south-westerly and high banks protected the road,
it did not seriously hamper the men.
As the competitors arrived at the foot of the hill, they

were stopped by A. G. Reynolds (who took the times at
the start) and H. G. Cove (who marshalled them), and were
then sent up singly. This is an excellent arrangement, as it

allows the officials on the hill easily to read the numbers on
the armlets, and prevents the men in many cases being
hampered by traffic. Of the latter there was a considerable
amount at first, but all the drivers of the horses and carts
behaved in a thoroughly sportsmanlike manner, and never
was a competitor purposely impeded. The first mechanically-
propelled vehicle to be timed was a steam tractor hauling
a furniture van, which came up in splendid form. Both the
driver and his attendant were tremendously enthusiastic, the
former getting every ounce out of his snorting monster, the
latter running ahead to tell Straight to take his time.
Of the competitors Miss Hind, on her 5 h.p. i?,ex, made

an excellent ascent. But to the most casual observer Tessier,
on his 7-8 h.p. Bat, eclipsed the performance of all the
others. Martin, on a 6-7 h.p. Bat, also did extremely well,

up slowly on low gear, F. Smith (3 h.p. Clyno) pedalled,
W. G. Ayling (2^ h.p. Blumfield) pedalled, E. Clark (2% h.p.

Douglas) pedalled, V. Underhill (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), H. Bevir

(3i h.p. L.M.C.), and C. Cross (3^ h.p. L.M.C.) came up
slowly. C. J. Janssen (2^ h.p. Moto-Reve) p,edalled lightly,

and S. A. M. Witham (2^ h.p. N.S.U.) pedalled lightly.

For the first time on record all tbe motor bicycles which
reached the foot ascended the hill. In . both hill-climbing

|

(at any rate as far as Dashwood is concerned) and -silence,

considerable improvement was noticeable. Two competi-
tors started at the foot with their cut-outs open and then
closed them on approaching the officials on the hill, which
fact was naturally recorded in the officials' notebook. Of

|

the passenger machines the following tricars : Dr. 0. Van
Vestrant (5-6 h.p. A.C), R. Spurrett (5-6 h.p. A.C), G.
Seymour (5-6 h.p. A.C), J. Portwine (5-6 h.p. A.G.), B.

Weller (5-6, h.p. A.C), J. Weller (5-6 h.p. A.C sociable),]

F. Eagles (6 h.p. N.S U. and sidecar), and J. Davis (3^ h.p.
Phanomen and sidecar), all made good ascents, while the I

only failure to ascend the hill was G. West's 5 h.p. Rex and
[

sidecar, the low gear operating rod of which was broken.
From the top of Dashwood the usual route to Banbury was I

followed. Over the Wheatley-Islip loop road' the surface was I

greasy, but the going considerably improved on the fine!

broad main road to Banbury. Just on the London side of f

Stokenchurch we came across J. Weller in trouble with a

choked petrol pipe. At the top of Aston Rowant the surface
|

was abominably slimy.
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The A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

—

We had been asked to check the riders at the Red Lion,
Banbury, and in company with A. J. McDonald (A.C.U.)
and H.' G. Hill (Oxford M.C.C.) we awaited the arrival of

the first batch of competitors who were expected soon after

12. At 12.26 T. H. Tessier, H. Martin, and F. W. Dayrell
arrived together, and reported the roads to be very heavy
going. A telegram from the A.C.U. secretary announced
that fifty- one competitors and their machines had left Dash-
wood, the 3^ h.p. James being very late. This machine did

not reach Banbury, and we subsequently heard that its rider

retired owing to shortage of petrol. Between 12.30 and 1.15

p.m. the garage at the Red Lion was packed with machines,

there being forty bicycles, five tricars, and two sidecars out
of the fifty-one that had left Dashwood.

It is one of the rules of the Quarterly Trials that, during
the hour luncheon stop at Banbury nothing whatever
may be done to the machine or tyres, except replenishment
of petrol, and if necessarj^ the use of a little paraffin or petrol

to facilitate starting. One or two were forced to break this

regulation. J. Portwine lost eighteen minutes adjusting the
coil on his A.C. tricar, T. A. Womersley had to dismantle

foot they turned left, and finished the journey through Chal-
font St. Peters. For some inexplicable reason, several men
took the wrong turning, and twice completed the circle 1

After the fine performances on Dashwood, strange to relate
there were many failures at Amersham. Tessier again dis-

tinguished himself, and Douglas, Fletcher, Dayrell, Marshall,
Griesbach, Bischoff, Newsome, Applebee, Wood, Pratt,
Jones (who cleverly overcame belt slipping by pressing his
foot on the belt, thus using the former as a jockey pulley),
Harwood, Cooper, Newey, and Womersley also made good
ascents. The less fortunate ones were : E. Clarke, pedalled ;

R. M. Brice, dismounted ; E. A. Colliver, pedalled

;

Williamson, punctured and tried to climb hill on rim, but
failed ; A. L. Barker, pedalled ; Janssen, pedalled slightly

;

Hill, pedalled slightly ; Fletcher (belt fastener pin broke),
F. Smith, Godfrey, Abbott, Cross, and F. A. Applebee, dis-

mounted ; Bevir, pedalled ; Marians, assisted his machine
by pushing on the ground with his feet ; Cooke, dismounted

;

Gray, pedalled ; Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier), who was only
one mark behind Marshall, who should be the winner of the
aggregate cup (subject to confirmation), stopped on the hill

through a choked silencer. The A.C. tricars driven by-
Spurrett and Seymour and the N.S.U. and sidecar driven

Competitors at

1
the Red Lion,

j
Banbury, restart-

ing after the

I luncheon interval.

From left to right;

E. A. Colliver,

I

W. Cooper,

\ W. F. Newsome,

J. Marshall,

C. C. Cooke, and

P. W. Bischoff.

the carburetter on his 3^ h.p. Premier, F. C. Wood (4 h.p.

N.S.U.) strapped on his stand and rear mudguard, C. J.

Janssen (2 h.p. ^loto-Reve), who did not appear to understand
the rules, washed his engine, etc., with paraffin and oiled

the magneto.
Between 2.6 and 2.12 p.m. the whole of the competitors

left in the order of their arrival. B. Marians (2^ h.p. P.
and M.) was assisted to start in the road outside the yard,
which is a contravention of the rules. ' The bulk had already
left when Miss Hind, the only lady competitor, who has
been absent from the last one or two Quarterly Trials,

arrived on her twin Rex. She had suffered considerable
delay from a punctured rear tyre. Having no pump, she
rode on the rim to Islip, where she fitted a new tube.
Snatching a hasty meal at Banbury she was off agam in less

than fifteen -minutes, as, being outside the maximum time,
there was no necessity for her to stop the full hour. Near
Uxbridge further stops were caused by the breakage of the
exhaust lifter, and she then retired.
As usual, times were taken on a second test hill at

Amersham. Nowadays, instead of going up Gore Hill, com-
petitors turn to the right, and in the town near the ilarket
Cross right again and make the ascent of the formidable
Rectory Hill, which is much steeper than, though not so
long as. Gore Hill. At the summit they turn sharp right,
and again descent*, past the station, but this time at the

by Eagles came up well, but B. Weller missed the hill, and.
went on to Uxbridge.

It was almost dark before the majority reached the finishing

point. Though rain fell heavily at times during most of the
afternoon, it fortunately ceased during the latter part of the
journey.

Subject to confirmation by the judges, non-stop runs or
performances in which only traffic stops were recorded, were
made by W. Pratt (3^ h.p. P. and M.), E. A. Colliver (5^
h.p. Triamph), R. C. Griesbach (3^ h.p. Triumph), W.
Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas), A. L. Barker (5 h.p. Clyde), T.

H. Tessier (7-8 h.p. Bat), H. Martin (6-7 h.p. Bat), F. W.
Dayrell (5 h.p. Bat), F. C. Wood (4 h.p. N.S.U.) H. Bevir
(3i^h.p- L.M.C.), B. V. Jones (3| h.p. twin Premier), J. Mar-
shall (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. F. Newsome (3^ h.p. Triiunph),
P. W. Bischoff (3^ h.p. Triumph), C. J. Janssen (2 h.p.

Moto-Reve), H. Newey (3^ h.p. L.M.C.), J. Seymour (5-6

h.p. A.C. tricar), R. Spurrett (5-6 h.p. tricar), B. A. Hill

(2|- h.p. Douglas), J. Harwood (3^ h.p. Triumph), and F. W.
Applebee (5 h.p. Rex).
Trouble was experienced by the following : B. Marians

(2^ h.p. P. and M.), assisted machine Rectory Hill; G. T.
Gray (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), traffic stop near Aylesbury, and
stopped to lend competitor spanner (non-stop under con-
sideration) : F. Smith (3^ h.p. Clyno), stopped Rectory Hill

;

H. Williamson (3^ h.p. two-stroke Rex), puncture and belt
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trouble ; G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas), broke belt

fastener Wheatley and Rectory Hill ; E. Clark (2| h.p.

Douglas), failed to start bottom of Dashwood Hill ; G. E.
Stanley (3^ h.p. Premier), stopped Rectory Hill, silencer

choked'; R. M. Brice (3^ h.p. Brown), stopped Rectory Hill;

W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Triumph), broken belt fastener near
Banbury ; T. A. Womersley (3^ h.p. Premier), sleeve of

carburetter loose foot of Dashwood and Banbury ; C. Cooke
(3^ h.p. Triumph), stopped Rectory Hill; C. Cross (3^ h.p.

L.M.C.), stopped Rectory Hill; W. Smith (3^ h.p. Scott),

fouled plug foot of Dashwood ; A. R. Abbott (3^ h.p.

Triumph), stopped Rectory Hill; 0. 0. Godfrey, stopped
Rectory Hill ; F. A. Applebee (3^ h.p. Rex), stopped
Rectory Hill ; B. Weller (5-6 h.p. A.C. tricar), missed
hill at Amersham ; C. Broughton (5 h.p. A.C. tricar), air

lock in petrol pipe, Adderbury ; J. Portwine, needle valve
stuck Dashwood, chain off near Bicester ; and F. Eagles (6

h.p. N.S.U. and sidecar), puncture at Wycombe.
Those who retired were : Miss Hind (5 h.p. Rex), exhaust

lifter broken ; W. S. Ayling (2-^- h.p. Blumfield), accumulator
failed three miles from Uxbridge ; 3^ h.p. James, exhaust
valve broken Dashwood, and other troubles ; J. Weller (5-6

h.p. A.C. sociable), stopped up petrol pipe and burst back
tyre; nothing was heard of V. Underhill (3^ h.p. L.M.C.)
after he left Banbury; G. West (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar),

gear rod broken, arrived outside maximum time ; as did also

J.. Davis (6 h.p. Phanomen and sidecar), who experienced
lamp trouble.

A telegram from the R.O.M. Co. reads: "Over forty per
cent, of those who made non-stop runs used R.O.M. tyres."

=3HS
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A.C.U, ANNUAL
The annual race meeting of the Auto Cycle Union will

be held at the Canning Town track on Saturday next, 23rd
October, when an interesting programme of motor cycle

races will be carried out. The leading track riders will be
com-peting. including H. A. Collier (the winner of the recent

.8!KSBK3»- • ss'.'^ieme.t

M.C.C. Gymkhana. Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnct, Bar^., R.N. (3i h.p.

Triumph), scratch, awaiting F.T.Bidlake's word to start. The captain mate the
fastest lap of the day in all classes. A 24 h.p. car was next In order of speed.

RACE MEETING.
Tourist Trophy Race), C. R. Collier, H. Martin, and H. V.
Colver. The track is very accessible from all parts of

London, as there is a continuous service of electric trains to
West Ham Station, which adjoins the track. We are afraid

that owing to such short notice the entry list will suffer.

CLUB NEWS.
Bradford M.C.C.

The last reliability trial of the year was held on the 9tli

inst. The prize was a gold medal presented by the Royal
Automobile Club to

rx^-Pi ifi- • ,.-ia^T-i»^ all affiliated clubs

having a mem-
bership of over
s-eventy-five. The
course was secret, a
committee of three

being deputed to

arrange the course

and time sheets

for competitors.

Watches were
sealed as in the

last few trials,

the official starter

wiring and stamp-
ing seals as each
man had his route
and time card
handed to him.
The route worked
out as follows

;

Bradford, Howarth,
C o 1 n e , Skipton,
Clitheroe, Whit-
well, Trough of

Bowland, Lancas-
ter, Gars tang,
Preston, Chorlton,
Bolton, Bury,
Rochdale, Little-

borough, Blackstone Edge, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax, finish
Odsal Bank Top, Bradford.
The checking was not easy, as the checkers were not

cognisant of the course until the start. Eleven checks were
taken, and the finish is declared as follows

:

Quarterly Trials. The only lady competitor,
Miss Muriel Hind (5 h.p. Twin Rex) at Banbury.
She made only a brief halt here, having lost

time on the journey from Uxbridge.

Points lost.

n

u
1. T. Bulius (34r h.n. Phelon and Moore)
2. F. Scriven (3^ h.p. Rex T.T.)
3. C. Sidney (3^ h.p. Phelon and ^loore)

Walthamstow M.C.C.

Owing to the bad weather the Clacton run lias been post
poned until the 24th inst., starting at 9.30 sharp. A paper-
chase will be held
on November 6th.

Three prizes will be
given by the hon.
sec. First motor bi-

cycle ; first sidecar
and tricar over 4
h.p.

Oxford M.C.C.

A members' hill-

climb was held on
Trondown Hill on
the .14th inst. The
single event was won
by F. Alden (3^ h.p.

Triumph), whcs?
figure of merit
worked out at 58.9,

F. Cooper (5 h.p.

Vindec) heading the
multi-cylinder class

with a figure of

19.6. The A.C.U.
formula was used.

There were eight
competitors.

The judges at the M.C.C. BrookUnds Gymkhma.
Charles Jarrott ^n centre! ani R. H. Kejj on

the right.

Western District M.C. (London).

The paperchase held by the club last year having met with
great success, a similar event will "be held on the 24th inst.,

meeting at the Milford Hotel, Isleworth, at 10 a.m.
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WINTER OR SUMMER —

I

-e to I
the rider of good taste with a desire

3 be in the front rank selects the

With

SPRUNG
FRAME

and FORKS,

on account of Its general excellence.

IX IS a motor cycle so ingeniously constructed as to entirely isolate the rider from all vibration—so
symmetrically designed as to command admiration from even the " man in the street"—so powerful as to literally

eat up the chosen steepest hills in the country—so speedy as to show " a clean pair of heels" to all other makes—
so flexible as to be observed daily threading its way through the densest city tralfic, and withal so reliable as to

emerge from the most severe 1,000 miles reliability trial ever held without so much as an adjustment.

J.A.P. ENGINES.

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION.

GEAR DRIVEN MAGNETO IGNITION,

ENTIRELY PROTECTED IN TANK.

WE
FIT

What we do not fit has much to do with

making the BAT so superior.

Write for Lists.

The BAT Motor Maiiufacturing Co.,

PGns^> lUondon. 3i 4 h.p , £47 lOs. ; 5=6 h.p , £58 ; 7-8 h.p., £60

The City Motor and Cycle House,
NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Great Annual Sale, Commencing Friday, Oct. IsL

Bargains in tlte Motor Cycle Department.
OUTER COVERS.

Special clearance line of 25 x 2jin. beaded Con-
tinental Covers. Sale price, 17/11 each.

Clincber Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2in. or
26x2}in. Sale price, 27/11.
The Grose Steel-studded Cover ; a. good non-

sliid for winter riding. Sale price : 36x2in., 29/6 ;

26x2}in., 82/6; 26X 2iin., 37/6.

CARRIERS.
The Lyoett Tubular Rear Carrier ; size ss x Sin.

Sale price, 5/6.

MAGNETO COVERS.
The "Hunt," best enamelled leather. Sale

price, I/IOJ.

TOOL ROLL.
The Compact, to carry in toolbag, leather,

size 15 X 7iin. Sale price, 2/9.

SADDLES.
Lyoett Cofl Spring, size 11 x loin. Sale price, 7/11.

i2ixiiiin. „ 10 /6i.

GOGGLES.
The All Rubber, with two sets i^aaM*. Sale

price, 1/8}.

HANDLE-BARS.
Long 22in., stem }in. or lin. Sal* price, 6/S.

ACCUMULATORS.
The " Hunt," guaranteed. Sale price : 15 amp.,

3ix2X5iin., 9/6; 20 amp., 4X2x6in., 10/6;
40 amp., 4 X 3} X 6}in., 17/6.

Postage and carriage e:

In answering the»e

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS.

Size of convex mirror, 3in. Sale price, 4/9.

.. ,. ., 4in. „ 5/9.

PLUGS.

Mica. Sale price, lOJd- The Oleo, 1/4. Mag.
neto ditto, 2/11.

SPANNERS.

Motor Cycle Box Spanners, per set. Sale
price, 2/3}.
The King Dick No. 2. Sale price, 3/4}.
The Seabrook, plated, length gin. Sale price, 2/3

CLOTHING.

The North Road Double Texture Waterproof
Overalls. Sale price, 18/11.
Double Texture Waterproof Coat to match

same, with collar, rain and windproof sleeves.

Sale price, 19/3.
Single Texture Waterproof Overalls. Sale

price, 4/11.
Single Texture Coat to match same, 18/11.

GAUNTLETS.

Best Cape Tan (lined). Sale price, 4/11.

HORNS.

EXHAUST SYREN.

Plated, size lin. Sale price, 9/6.

LAMP3.
" Pulco " 4|in. Lens Mirror Head Lamp, com-

plete with four-hour generator and tubing. Salt

price, 18/11. Equal to any lamp costing 30/-

The Hunt Tricar Petroleum Lamp. Sale price,? /3

OILCANS.

The " PuIco," brass or plated. Sale price, 8}d

VOLTMETERS.

The " Reliable.'

The " Auto."

Sale price, 2/11}.

. „ 3/11}.

Three-note Fanfare
Treble-twist Deep-not« Foghorn
Ditto, small size

Sale price, 6/3
5/11
4/11

WATCH AND CASE.

The Acme, for fitting to handle-bar.

guaranteed watch. Sale price, 7/6}.

TEST LAMPS.

Special line. Sale price, 10}d.

EXHAUST VALVE SPRING REMOVER
The Hunt. Sale price, 2/3.

The"Duco." „ 2/4}.

OIL PUMPS.

Plated, length 3jxiiin. Sale price, 3/4}.

CARBIDE.
Best quality. Sale price, per lb. tin, 4d.

with

tra on all sale goods. Illustrated sale list post free.

advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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WShamrock''GiprM
Shamrock-Glorias are the most

popular and most reliable Belts.

Trie season 1909 again proves their

indisputable leading position.

Only a genuine S.-G. BeK will

give you satisfaction.

It is owing to the great success of

the S.-G. Belt that manufacturers

all over the world are adopting

the belt drive.

LATEST SUCCESS:
Brooklands, October 6th.

1st. 2nd. 3rd.

S.-G. Belts created and hold the

Great End-to-Bnd Record (Passen-

ger Class).

TOURIST TROPHY. 1909.

Read what the manufacturers say :

Dear Sirs, SepUmber 29th, \ 909-

We havt pltasur* in informing you that om
Mr. H. A. CollifT was successful in winning the

Great InternMionul Tourist Trophy Race , at the

record speed of 49 miles per hour over the whole

distance of \ 58 miles, the Belt used being one of

yo:tr \" seeiion Shamrock-Gloria ; same was not

touched in any way from beginning to end of this

ride, emd gave no trouble whatever , despite the

unfair strains to which it was subjected in this

contest with a high-geared machine.
We might mention also that w* recently h»ard

from a client of ours, the possessor of a Q h.b.

Matchless motor cycle , that ht haa now cohered

10,000 MILES
on the identical belt supplitd xeilh the machine,

which is one of your belts of \' section. This,

we think, is a record for any hind of belt whatever

on a machine of this power.
Yours faithfully,

H. COLLIER 6- SONS, Ltd.

Shararock-Excelsior Tyres are ac-

knowledged to be the best tyres

for the motorist.

The editor of " The Motor Cycle,"

dMcribing Messrs. Bentley's Great

End -to -End Passenger Record,

says : "... The S.-E. Tyres stood

the test remarkably well, in fact,

the tyres never punctured."

S.-E. Tyres are incomparabie with

any other. The success and the

confidence bestowed on them by

manufacturers and uyers alike, is

due solely to Al quality and

unique construction.

Avoid cheap imitations.

Lists on application.

Sole Manufacturers : THE HANOVER RUBBER CO., 29/31, Old Street, LONDON, E.C.

^Shamrock'Cxcelsior^
I HE GRADUA GEAR has scored a first place in every Hill

Climb in wliich It has competed on Formuise of efficiency.

COVENTRY HILL CLIIVIB

BARNSLEY HILL CLIIVIB

FIRST
Fl

HERTSCOUNTYA.C. HILL CLIIVIB Fll

OXrORD V N.W. LONDON - - FIRST

Suitable for

all weathers.

Any gear for

any road.

Multiplicity

of gear ratios

with mini-

mum work-
ing parts.

Converted TRIUMPH, gear operated by Pedals

12 Gns. (fitted).

Both Zenith and Zemette (spring frame) Gradua
maci^ines are on view at Sherwell's, 46, York
Street, Westminster.

The Gradua

Sear has a

fine all round

record for

reliab i 1 i t y,

speed, hills,

and traffic

work

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,
WEYBRIDGE. ('Phone No. 4.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyrle.
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lub News.—

South ManehMter M.C.C.
The winter prograir,me was commenced with a "smoker "

lieu of the usual monthly meeting, members being invited
) bring a friend with them. It proved a great success
id a most enjoyable evening was spent. It is intended to
5ld some similar gatherings during the winter months.

North-west London M.CC.
The gymkhana, held on the 9th inst., proved most enioy-
)le, although, owing to a misunderstanding, operations
ere not commenced until 4.30 p.m. However, once
arted, the four events were run off quickly. The win-
rs of the different competitions, subject to being passed
the committee are : Potato race.—F. G. Blundell (3-L h p

riumph). Egg and spoon race.—F. G. Blundell (3^ h p
tiumph). Plug-changing competition.—E. A. Colliver (3-L

p. Triumph). Balloon race.—P. Goddard (2f h.p. Douglas).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The finals of the Sheffield-Holvhead-Sheffield reliability
lal took place over a fifty miles course in Derbyshire and
suited m a win for J. Haslam (2^ h.p. J.A.P.), who takes-
le club shield and gold medal. J. N. Dunstan, of Don-
,ster, on a 3^ h.p. Rex, takes the second prize, value £2 2s
fie ride proved most trying to the two competitors con-
rned, as after the first twelve miles the roads were in a
rribly greasy condition, and the rain coming on pretty
iavily did not improve matters.
The closing run was held on the 9th inst. to Thornhills
amford and Derbyshire, where a football match was
ranged between Mr Dover's and Mr. Haslam's elevens,
lis proved most exciting, resulting in a win for Mr. Has-m s side by seven to five.

The club having taken up strongly the question of "The

8og

^Sd°'S ^^hFli'
""<^™?«^<is ^11 po^r cyclists to fill and

A,^l T
"^.'^^^^^y fo™ to the secretary of "The

S^Xm'^^T • T ^
"""l^

\^S step in the right direction.
Sheffield motxjri^ts are hereby advised that a lecture onmagnetos will be given by Mr. Bennett, of the bS Co"

ArniT HoteT'
^''''^™^^" '^^^' ^^ headquarters, the King'^

.
,

Richmond and District M.C.At a meeting of the committee held on the 13th inst., at

Snner^nn'w'^
'"'

'KT"^^
^'"'^"'^ ^ ^^^'^ ^^e annualdinnei on Wednesaay, November 17th, at the TrocaderoRestaurant, Piccadilly Circus, W., at 7 for 7.30 p.m It is

wm K« ]f '' -^^ 'f^ ^''^''^ °^ ^ ^^^y successful season,
will be the occasion of a record gathering of members and
friends, and the hon. sec, Mr. H. C. King, Walton HouseSurbiton Road, Kmgston-on-Thames, will l^e glad if mem:bers will advi« him at the earliest possible moment as tothe probable number of their party, as it will be of great
assistance to the furtherance of the arrangements Thepresentation of the cups and medals will be made to thevarious successful members.

.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.At a committee nieeting of the above club, held on Wednes-day last. It was decided to hold the annual dinner- aboutthe second week m January, when the cups and prizes wonduring this year wih be presented to their respective winnersMr. J. Van Hooydonk has kindly consented to give a lan-

tern lecture on the Holyhead Road early in December. This

7i .
special interest to the Coventry club on -account

ot the two successful Coventry to Holyhead runs which were
held last year and this year. Several suggestions frommembers were considered regarding novel competitions, and
an announcement will be made, at a lat«r date, when the
committee has decided exactly what form they will take

>-»«*-^

AN INFINITELY VARIABLE GEAR.
^0 far, designers' attempts to solve the change

J
speed gear problem of the motor bicycle have
been confined to two-speed devices, with the
exception of gears like the Gradua, Osborne,

:., which are variable by means of an expanding and
infracting pulley. A week or two ago I was shown
specially-built n?.otor bicycle, which has a friction
ive giving gear ratios from zero to about
to I, and the design certainly has possi-
lities. The machine and its drive are
ustrated herewith. One great advantage
a gear of this kind is its extreme sim-

icity. There are no gear wheels of any
ad used or necessary, although on the
ichine under notice a worm drive is em-
oyed. But here is the fly in the ointment,
i its name implies a friction drive is really
o surfaces rubbing past one another, and
; all know how great must be the amount
pressure necessary to enable a revolving
5c to rotate another disc and propel a
)tor bicycle and rider by friction alone. Of
urse, the amount of frictional resistance
pends largely on the nature of the
iterials in contact and the sizes of the
iving and driven members, and Mr. S. R.
flgway, who designed and demonstrated
- bicycle illustrated in izy presence, claims
have discovered the most suitable materials
• the purpose, both as regards wear and
iciency. However, there are still considerable
provements to be made in the way of reducing the
wer absorbed by the drive, for the 8o x 8omm.
?ine refused to climb a certain i in 8 hill unless the
ir ratio were very low indeed.
Still, Mr. Ridgway's machine is deserving of much

praise, and I have no doubt the illustration will interest
many in view of possible developments. The pro-
peller-shaft is telescopic, allowing the position of the
friction roller at the end of it to be altered in relation
to the driving disc, i.e., the nearer the driven roller is

moved to the centre of the disc by the operating lever
shown, the lower is the gear ratio. The amount of

A variably-geared friction-driven motor bieyole made by Ridgway & Co., Birmingham.

pressure of the rubbing surfaces can be varied by a
foot lever working over a ratchet (this lever is on a
line with the magneto in the photograph), and by this
same lever a free engine can be obtained. Readers
desiring further details should write Mr. S. R. Ridg-
way, Coventry Road, Birmingham. TxiON
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his corresoondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street. E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

A Simple Carbide Carrier.

[4309.]—The ordinary long carbide tin (circular), if

covered with a section of 24in. old inner tube of its own
length, and strapped, say, to down tube with a couple of

boot straps, looks neat, and forms the most efficient carbide
carrier possible. AW 2.

The Interest in tlie T.T. Race.
[4310.]—In the issue of October 6th I notice "Road

Rider " says that " motor cyclists as a body do not take
a very keen interest in the T.T. Race, and make a poorish
response to the appeal for subscriptions to defray its

expenses." Whilst this is no doubt true of motor cyclists as

a body, perhaps it will interest you to know that, besides
doing our little bit towards meeting the expenses of the
T.T. Race, no less than over one-third of our members were
present to witness the race. I wonder whether any motor
cycle club can beat this. It is needless to say that they
all thoroughly enjoyed the race, and declare it to be the
most sporting event they have ever seen.

F. DOODSON,
Hon. Sec. South Manchester M.C.C.

Hill Climbing.

[4311.]—It may interest motor cyclists to know that a

gradient of 1 m 2^f with an extremely bad surface and
practically no start (because it is in a lane at Ravencraig
Castle, rising from the beach at Kirkcaldy), was surmounted
on Saturday, October 2nd, by Mr. R. Robertson, jun., of

Kirkcaldy, on a 6 h.p. twin Rex in standard touring form,
including stand, lamp, and horn.

Mr. Robertson would like very much to see anothei
motor cyclist attempt the incline. The following persons
witnessed the ascent : Mr. Sinclair, Rosslyn Street; Mr.
Mclntyre, Rosslyn Street ; Mr. NicoU, Carlyle Road ; and
myself, all of Kirkcaldy.

JOHN MIRTLE REDPATH.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4312.]—-I wish to bring to your notice a case which may
be of interest to other motor cyclists. I was recently return-

ing from Halstead to Brentwood on my 5 h.p. 1909 Rex,
when I ran into a herd of cattle which were vt^andering about
tile road in charge of a man who had had quite enough to
drink. The results, which might have been much more
serious, were a good shaking and damage to the extent of £2
to my motor bicycle. I was riding very slowly and had a

good lamp (Premier), but the cattle were impossible to see

until I was right on them ; it was only by shouting at the

top of my voice that I prevented a small car from following

suit, as the driver pulled up within inches of the herd. I

know of at least one other case of the same sort, and it

strikes me that this practice of driving large herds of cattle

on the road at night with no vrammg light is a highly

dangerous one. Could not one of the big motoring associa-

tions communicate with the county council authorities to pass

some byelaw compelling drivers to carry a lamp in front and
in rear of the herd they are driving? Tbe law of the road

as regards lamps applies to every vehicle, which has to keep
to one side, whereas cattle are all over the road, and drovers

are not compelled to carry a light. OF 417.

[More than one attempt has been made to induce county
authorities to issue a byelaw compelling cattle drovers to

carry lights after dark, but so far without success. United
action is the only way to secure this much-needed reform
in the lighting lawe.—Ed.]

Inconsiderate Driving.
[4313.]

—

Re inconsiderate action of car drivers towards mo
cyclists, on Tuesday, Oct. 5th, at about 4 p.m., when about th:

miles out of Sheffield, going towards Worksop, I met, comi
towards me, a large car, travelling at well over the Isj

limit, and on the wrong side of the road. Although abc
200 yards away when first sighted, the driver still held
forcing me to take to the ditch at the roadside, wh
resulted in a bad skid and fall. Luckily, I came off

a few slight scratches, but my motor cycle was rather sever
damaged about the front wheel and forks. The car p
ceeded as though nothing had occurred.

ALEX. MoWILLIAM
[We are confident that many motor car drivers know tl

motor bicyclists have great difficulty in preventing a si

slip on greasy surfaces if they are forced on to the side

the road. Nevertheless, we publish the above letter w
the hope that those who are unaware of it, and may hapj
to read Mr. McWilliam's letter, will give motor cyclists

the room they can when meeting or overtaking them.—

E

A Reply to a Challenge.
[4314.]—We have read Messrs. Collier and Sons' ch

lenge, which appeared in The Motor Cycle of October 13

It strikes us that if any challenge were to be issued the oi

of same rested with us, seeing that the Matchless mach
won the Tourist Trophy Race, with the Indian seco:

We should think, however, in view of the fact that
Indian won the hill-climb the following day for mu
cylinder machines that competed in the T.T. Race, hono
are somewhat even, though possibly in favour of the Mat
less, owing to the one event being of more magnitude tl

the other. As regards comparisons as to efficiency, we
only think that the official handicapper of the A.C.U. m
have voiced the general opinion expressed when he essa;

to put ]\Ir. G. Lee Evans on his 714 c.c. Indian on the sa

mark with Mr. H. A. Collier riding a 964 c.c. Matchh
giving Mr. C. R. Collier on his 738 c.c Matchless 10s.

Mr. H. V. Colver on a 964 c.c. Matchless 20s. at the
Brooklands meeting.
Now that our London depot is open we are quite too bi

for the balance of this year to indulge in any more racil

but we hope to have the opportunity of meeting the MatT
less machines in open competition another year, both]
Brooklan'ls and also in the T.T. Race.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
W. H. Wells, Manager London Depo

The Inspection of Our Roads.
[4315.1—The Royal Automobile Club, Automobile A

elation, Auto Cycle Union, Motor Union, National Cycl:

Union, Cyclists' Touring Club, and the Roads Improveir

Association do their best to safeguard the rights of r

users by erecting warning boards, direction posts, etc.,

our roads—work which the dififerent county councils sh(

do, but do not till someone is killed.

In my ramblings throughout the United Kingdom I

been impressed by the lack of such warnings^ and directit

whilst those one sees generally need repainting.
_

Until

happy day when all roads are nationalised, it is use

expecting the local authorities to do their duty in this mat

Hence I venture to suggest, with much diffidence, that all

associations enumerated above combine, and have a

manent staff of road inspectors, whose duty it would b^

travel the country and report on the condition, or absencej
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TWO

BBOKEN ON

RON (ALL-

BRITISH)TYRE
" Mr. G. Lee-Evans, riding a single-cylinder

INDIAN motor cycle, broke the Vvorld's 100

miles and 2 hours' record at Brooklands, 9th

October, 1909, for single-cylinder machines of

under 500 c.c, completing the 100 miles in

I hr. 54 mins. 19% sees., and covering 105

miles 60 yds. in 2 hours."

STANLEY SHOW, STAND No. 61.

THE ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Telegram! : 'Romdom°L°ondon." 31, BTOOKC St., HolliOTtl, LOtldOn, E^.O.
MANCHESTER—Brown Bros., Ltd., Deansgate.

EDINBURGH—N.S.U. Scottish Agency, 167, Morrison Street.

PRESTON—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County Garage, (opposite
Central Station).

BIRMINGHAM—Thos. Clayton & Son, Ltd., 125-6, New Street.

LEEDS—A. J. Greenwood & Co., 39, Guill'ord Street.

N.E. LONDON—Godfrey & Applebee, 165a, Hoe St., Walthamstow.

LINCOLN—W. J. Binks & Co., St. Benedicts Square.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE—The Percy Cycle Co., Northuml)erlani
Street, South Shields.

In ansioering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Thi Motor Cycle." A2 =
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GREAT AUTUMN
SALE NOW ON. GAM
WONDERFUL BARGAINS IN MOTOR

MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS.
The

'HOLBORN'
Condeusing Lens
Motor Cycle or

Tricar
neactlighf.

Complete with

separate genera-

-toraad length. of

tubing.

SeJe Price,
1 1/9.

List Price, 15 /q.

Ditto, without
condensing lens.

Sale Price,
complete,

3/11.
Otir List Price,

1

1

1 9- '

Clearance of

High-class

Accumulators
ZO-amp.

Accuzntilators
Guaranteed first class.

SSilePrice 1 0/6
Usual pr'ce, 2 1 /-

3 doz. 40-amp.
Accumulators.

SalePrice 1 7/6
Usual pr'ce, 35/-

The Lens
Mirror.

Motor Cycle

Headlight,

complete with

generator.

Sale Price,

15/6.

The
Side .Window
or Four=Glass

Goggle.
With detachable
glasses and leather

: shield.

Sale Price,
8d.

VOLTMETERS.
The «E:xpress."

Special Bargain Prices.

Sale Price, 6/3.
Usual Priiee, 8/fi.

The
Famous

All Rubber
Goggle.

With plain and
smoked detach-
able glasses.

The "Special."

Sale Price,
2/6.

Usual Price, 3 16.

LYCETT'S TUBULAR CARRIER,
including straps.

Sale Price, 5/3. Usual price, 6/6.

Sale Price, 1/3. Usual price, 1/9. SPECIAL LINE.
" MARVELLOUS

VALUE.
Sale Price, A^d.

The
" HOLBORN ••

Motor Cycle Horn Post 3d.

Sale Price, 4/6.

A few dozen only to clear of the famous

"TENAX" Spanner.
Sale Price, 1/9. Usual price, 2/6.

The

'Holbom'

Plug.

A thoroughly reliable little Plug whicb does not soot up
or short ; nicely finished and of the best materials. As
good a Plug as anyone could wish. for, and at manufac-
turers' price. When you buy a " Holborn " Plug, you do
not pay for a fancy name, you get a shillingsworth of plug.
Try a "Holborn" next -time. Completewith "I /cap and washer - - - ,- - . .x/^
A u-.er says : "J had one of. youx " Holborn ". Plugs

some tune ago, which ha,s given every satisfaction, having
run it over i.qoo miles."

Sale Price, 9d.

Special Line.

Moti r Cycle

India-rubber

Magneto

Covers.

Grand value.

Sale Price,

1/6.

Usual Price, 2 /6
5'A'

The'

Motor Cycle Handle-bar

Reflecting Mirrors.

The "Kingston "

Ha5 convex 4in. brilliant mirror, with

ball so:Ket adjustment, with security

fixing bolt-

Very substantial.

Price 5/6. Post ^d.

Flat Nosed
Sale Price, 1/-.

Pliers.

Usual price, i /6.

BRITISH."
Plug.

British mai-s, does not soot
up. Every Plug, suaianteed.
Extra strong Eleetirodes and

best porcelain

Sale Price 1/3.
Usual price, i /g. Post. 3d.

See what is behind you,

including police traps.

SALE CATALOGUE GRATIS AND
POST FREE ANYWHERE.

In aniivering thvs driveriisement

A.W. GAMAGE, LTD.,
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14 DAYSONLyI
CLE ACCESSORIES AND CLOTHING.

Special Reductions
in Motor Cyclists'

Clothing.
An opportunity not

to be missed.

CLEARANCE OF FUR MOTOR RUGS.
Fur Rugs at Summer Prices.

ADMIRABLY ADAPTED FOR TRAILERS AND TRICARS

rfolk or Rcefe
), in Smart Tweeds
I:>mespun3, leather
through body and
i of coat, and
es lined throughout

vHh fixed leather
lininaf.

Price, 55/11

i^'itted with detachable leather lining.

Sale Price, 39/1 1

The suit consists of Jacket and Breeches.
Send size round chesfand waste.

snts in Coloured Leather Waistcoats.
'an Coloured Serge Waistcoa's, lined throughout
)is leather, 40 and 42 in. chest, slightly soiled.

ale Price, 7/11 Usual Price, 25/-

eather Waistc >ats, double-breasted and long sleeves,
throughout. All sizes, 36 to 44 chest.

ale Price, 25/8 Usual Price, 30/-

ed Coloured Leather Waistcoats in Tan, Green, and
Brown Shades. 36 and 38 in. chest only.

ale Price, 32/6 Usual Price, 40/-

^ Waislcoat', with sleeves lined right through with
)is leather. Sizes 36 to 44 chest.

lie Price, 23/11 Usual Price, 32/6

Motor Waistcoats in Cantoon and Feltine, lined fleece,
ivarm and comfortable. Size 38, 40, and 42 in, chest.

Price, 15/9 Usual Price, 21/- to 25/-

Italian Cloth Waisfcoats, with long sleeves, lined
5is leather through body and sleeves.

lie Price, 27/11 Usual Price, 35/-
Give size round chest when ,ordering.

Fur Rug's at Bargain Prices.
Sale

10 Grey or Black Goat Motor Rugs, Price.
full si-e 39/9

3 only Wolf Skin ditto 49/*
10 only selected Wolf Skin ditto, a

splendid line .. .. .. .. 57/6
6 only J <cllal Rug*', a very hand-

some rug, a bargain . . . . . . 61/6
3 only Hamster Fur Motor Rugs on

Fringed Shawls 69/9
10 only extra large size Dyed Goat Skin

Motor Kugs. sable brown -.£469 £500
3 only Black Kid Fur Rugs on Check

. Shawls 31/9 50/-
5 Grey Coney Fur Rugs on Shawl, a

very handsome rug 83/9 £5 5 o
3 only selected Hamstep Fur Motor

Rugs on Fringed Shawls .. .. 88/6 £5 100

>_,sual

Price.

50/-

65/

75/-

70/-

84/-

Clearance of

Black Leather

Waistcoats.

1 26 Double - breasted
Black Leather
Waistcoa'swith
full-length sleeves,

and warmly l.ned.

All sizes, 36 to 44in.

chest.

Sale Price, 18/9
89 ditto, superior

quf l.ty, can be worn
open at neck, if re-

quired. All sizes,

36 to 44in. chest.

Sale Price, 24/11.
Usual price, 30/-

Send size round ch3St

when ordering.

ODD LINES IN MOTOR
CYCLE JACKETS.

41 Grey Frieze JacRpt .

Lined Fleece, as illustration.

Sale Price, 20/11
28 ditto, superior quality.

Sale Price, 27/9
5 1 ditto, lined leather
through body and sleeves.

Sale Price, 22/11
k8 ditto, superior quality,

lined leather through body
' and sleeves.

Sale Price, 51/9
28 Grey Frieze with detach-

able leather lining.

Sale Price, 57/9

7 only Irish Frieze, lined

with fixed Chrome leather.

Sa^e Price, 42/9

Send size round chest over
ve3t.

SPECIAL ODD LINES.

2 Leather J:\cKets, lined

twe;d with fur collars.

6 ditto, assorted tan or

black, fur lined.

Sale Price, 31/9 each.

Worth £3 to £6 6s.

kl ^^^^r^w^m ^^B^ar^^^i^i ^ ^^ sale catalogue gratis

IkCSOn ly g^ L^9 nlDO 111 9 Eh^a and post FREE ANYWHERE

In amwermg this o.dvertisement .it is desirahle to mention. _'' ThR_ Motor .Cycle^
,

RE. MB

A21'
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To the

WinterRiding

Motor Cyclist

Make " Useful Hints and Tips for ]\Iotor Cyclists
'*

your inseparable companion. It will go into any
of your jacket pockets, a vest pocket with a

squeeze, or occupy the smahest space (4|in. x 6in.)

in the kitbag.

It is full of useful wrinkles and selected para-

graphs of information from "The Motor Cycle"
on all points connected with the running, man-
agement, and repairing of motor bicycles and
tricars.

Fill in and post the form below, and save tink-

ering, trouble, and waste of time. Perhaps the
best feature in the book is its absolute ease of

reference.

You can turn it

up in a second in

Hints and Tips
For Motor Cyclists.

ORDER FORM,
To Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, B.C.

Please send me one copy of " Hints and Tips

for Motor Cyclists." Remittance value 1/2

herewith.

Name

Address

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

A2i In answering this advertisement it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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warnings, direction posts, repaintings required, etc. £6
weekly (£3 salary and £3 expenses) wouid cover tue cost

of each inspector. Travelling on a motor cycle, he could
thoroughly inspect seyenty miles of road daily. Detailed
reports would be sent to headquarters weekly. Then the
organisations above named would each bring pressure to bear
on the local authority concerned ; complaints from so many
powerful organisations would convince the powers that be
that a grievance did exist. A private individual is set down
as a busybody if he suggests (as I have done) that unlighted
?oad metal proves expensive if accidents happen, and that
large pieces of broken glass (from a destructor) are not ideal

top dressings ! (I enclosed some businesslike specimens to

bear out my allegations.)

BERNARD LORD M. QUILLIN.

English V. French Measurements.
[4316.]—In reply to A. A. Scott's letter [No. 4304] in

the issue, of October 13th, with regard to English v. French
measurements, may I put in a plea tor the universal adoption
of the metric system?
Though quite agreeing with your correspondent tlaat " an

absurd and inconsistent medley of measurements " at present
exists, I disagree vvith him when he tries to make put that
the British system is sound scientifically. It is not, because
the calculations involved with it are too complicated. Fur-
ther, I do not see that what the general public do or do not
understand enters into the c[uestion at all, since the average
man can no more define " horse-power " than he can " cylinder

capacity," and neither 'conveys much to him. Therefore, we
may leave the general public out of the question, which
leaves us with only the "particular public," or those inter-

ested in or concerned with scientific subjects.

If your correspondent will study modern books on physics,

mathematics, and chemistry, he will find very little about
the inch or the pound, and a great deal about the centimetre
and "the gramme ; and, further, if he will study the metric
system itself, I am sure he will see how eminently it is

suited for all scientific and engineering purposes.
Tliere is a definite and simple relation between the unit of

volume (1 cubic centimetre) and the unit of mass (1 gramme),
in that 1 c.c. of water at 4° C. has a mass of 1 gramme,
riiere are equally simple relations between the erg (unit of

energy), dyne (unit of force), calorie (unit of heat), watt
(unit of power), and the electrical units, so that all calcula-

tions are greatly simplified.

In conclusion, may I point out that there is nothing
snobbish about the adoption of the millimetre, nor does it

come solely from France. The metric system is universally
employed on the Continent, and there is nothing to be proud
of in adhering to a defunct system of measurement.

R. C. M.

Lubrication.
[4317.]—As - an engineer, I certainly favour a more

efficient method of lubricating a motor cycle engine than the
ordinary hand . pump and guesswork, so some time ago I

made and fitted to my engine- an oil gauge. In order to
keep the oil level a quarter of an inch up the glass, which
I considered about right, I found it necessary to put a pump-
ful of oil in the crankcase every ten miles, and this on a
2| h.p. Minerva engine.

'J'he gauge only showed the true depth of oil when, the engine
had been stopped a short time, and was no use when the
engine was running, as the oil circulated from the bottom of
the crank chamber, through the gauge, to the top of the
chamber in the form of a mist. This could, of course, be
overcome by a ball check valve, but I fear a gauge is of no
practical use, as my experience shows.
Where I am at present living all rides start and end on a

very rough road, and I was constantly being troubled with
a broken glass in oil gauge, so finally discarded it, and went
on oiling one pumpful per ten miles, but due to the piston
getting covered with carbonised oil, I increased the dis-

tance, and now inject a pumpful every twenty miles, which I
find quite sufficient.

I got the idea of an oil gauge from the high speed steam
engines, but when, considered, the two ca^es are not really
comparable, as in the- steam engine there is plenty of room
in the crank cham^ber, whilst in petrol engines the chamber
is almost full of flywheels, and so the oil gets very different
treatment. Then, too, in a good enclosed steam engine there
is no piston to iake away the oil, as distance pieces are fitted.

but in the petrol engine all oil in excess of the ideal amount is

splashed on to the cylinder walls and taken into the com-
bustion chamber, there to carbonise and give trouble.

Personally, although I do not favour outside flywheels, I

am certainly of the opinion that if such were fitted, and the
crank chamber reserved as a crank chamber only, the lubri-
cation would be very much better, and a very considerable
saving in oil could be effected. Ali^o in this case, I should
think an oil gauge would show the correct or approximately
correct depth of oil in crank chamber, as it would not be
whisked round as much by a pair of closely fitting flywheels.

In the early days there was an engine of this sort with a

miniature crank chamber and an outside flywheel
;

perhaps
some readers can say what the oil consumption was. I

should imagine it would be very low, and that a carbonised
piston would very rarely occur.

F. PER*CY SEAGER.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4ol8.]—T would like to add my experiences on this ques-

tion. I. started motor cycling on a 1905 Triumph, this machine
being an excellent mormt, only the accumulators were too
much for me. I then got a 1907 Triumph, which never gave
ine one moment's bother, and ran superbly for 16,000-17,000
miles. Lately I took to a sidecar, and, in the language of

In the two hours' record raee at Brooklands on the 9th inst., a neck and
neek race took place for some distance between W. Krause (V.S. Twin,

672 c.c) and T. W. Loughboro (F.N., 4-cyl., 448 cc)

motor cyclists, this meant a twin and two-speed gear, so I
bought a 5 h.p. Vindec.
The Peugeot is a splendid engine for a fast average, and

it ran beautifully, my only objection being that it belonged
to the non-throttling type. The gears, too, worked perfectly

—

in fact, it is the best of all two-speed gears.

There is a hint to Vindec riders as regards silencers. F:t

a Clair silencer, and the engines are among the quietest, in-

stead of the noisiest, on the road.

The great drawback I could not stand was the weight, ako
the exertion of starting. Running expenses were just doubied,
so I have been compelled to return to what I consider the

best of all possible motor cycles.

A Triumph with the Triumph free engine clutch, weighing
110 lbs., would be a perfect mount. I would rather pedal,

push, or drag my Triumph up the very few freak hills that it

will not climb than have an enormously heavy machine.

The two-speed gear enthusiasts may say I have never tried

real hills, where, according to them, a low gear is a necessity

;

but far from it. I have toured North and South Devon in

pouring rain in winter, comment being needless.

After much research I decided the Montgomery flexible was
"the best sidecar," and I may add that my short experience

with it and its makers has been most pleasant. The point that

appeals to me so much about it is that I can attach it or

detach it in under forty seconds.

I thoroughly agree with " Own Bat " [letter 4255] in his

remark, " Ther^e is a doubt about a machine which has

travelled 5,000 miles being capable of breaking a 900 miles

record." The way in which modern engines wear out is

appalling. What is needed is the low compression type.
^^ ^ 20,000 MILES.

A29
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Analysis of Cylinder Deposit.

t319.]—The following analysis of cylinder deposit col-

ed during about 1,500 miles may be of interest to your

lers.

l^ll >.. ••• •• ••• •••

Carbon
Oxide of iron

Oxide of copper ...

Silica 21.6

Alumina ... ... ... ••• ••• ?-5

Lime (calcium od'e) 1.9

Magnesium oxide ... ... ... -5

Carbonic acid, etc. 1.9

6.6

35.3

27.8

1.9

28.4

100

he oil and carbon speak for themselves. The oxide of

1, which means, in other words, wear and tear of cylinder

I piston, seems rather a large percentage, but it must be

lembered that only one-third part is iron, while two-

rds are oxygen.
?he oxide of copper is curious. Does it come from the

rking plug, or from copper washers, or do some makers
mselves put a small percentage of copper in the cylinder

order to get a cleaner casting?

silica, alumina, and calcium oxide of course form the road

t portion of the deposit, but the magnesium oxide puzzled

for a time. I asked an analytical chemist what he
mght of it, and he at once eaid that I had been riding

her near Malvern or in Cumberland, in which latter

mty I had travelled about 100 miles.

may add that I do not use a gauze between the iet and
inlet valve. A. T. BEOWETT.

An African's Essay on the Motor Bicycle.

4320.]—The enclosed " essay " on the motor bicycle,

npos€Ki and typewritten by a local native, may amuse your
iders. A. SHARPE.
Zomba, Nyasaland.

Blantyre Mission, Nyasaland,
British Central Africa,

24th July, 1909.
** Dear Friend,—I am very pleased when I write theee few
les, and to remind you that I am still remembering you

•f
dear friend, but I was thinking that you had forgotten

3, but I didn't forget you I was still remembering you.

can tell you eomething new which is in Biantyr© here (or

Nyasaland) is the ' Motor Bicycle ' which you can wonder
r its attractive appearance, and its voice of saying puff 1

iff ! puff ! puff ! through the streets.
" But I cannot explain plainly all about it, because it is

ry wonderful and splendid thing. Again it is just walk-

g itself without rowing it, if you hear it at a distance

ddenly you can see it very near. All of this you can
>nder for its quick motion and its manner, you can see

e man trembling upon his feet, because he is going out of

^ht, with his quick bicycle, never stopped just going
raight way where it goes.
" I cannot say its running because it is very quick. Now
sre in Nyasaland are coming miscellaneous things which
e had never see them before even our forefathers, thus, you
,n fancy in your mind that what can this be, so you will

erely looking and said we are only men without sens© of

aking such things, this is un-discribable thing, it seems
' me so, we are very anxious not for oth&r thing but its

lick motion.
" If you had been her© you can have seen it running in

le streets, many people are just lying in wait that they
ay see it with its servant trembling with its quick running.
" I was just to let you things which is done in Blantyre
jre now-a-days Yours truly,

" Walter S. C. Lattah.

Transmission on Motor Cycles.

[4321.]—^I have read with wonder " Seven Years'
ixperience's " letter [No. 4202]. Surely he can never have
dden the Phelon and Moore motor bicycle. I claim for it

Eter one year's experience on the worst roads in the world

:

-.) That the drive is quite smooth enough for anyone. (2.

hat it is quite as silent as any belt-driven bicycle. (3.

'hat it is as easy of repair. (4.) That it is as clsan.

30
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The chain-driven bicycle ridden by " Seven Years' Experi-

ence " evidently had not the chains encased, which accounts

for his flannels becoming speckled. I allow that the chains

are a trifle more troublesome than belts to detach and
clean, but, on the other hand, adjustment is more rarely

needed with a two-speeded bicycle like the Phelon and
Moore. There is no necessity to slacken the chain at the
end of a journey. Keep it well lubricated with graphite and
petrol or oil, and no trouble results. The drive is not
more jerky than the belt. More vibration is not trans-

mitted to the rider. It is not more difficult or dirty to

repair, and less frequently needs repair. The chain is easily

kept at the right tersion.

I do not understand what " Seven Years' Experience

"

means by "should tlie engine jam?" Does he mean seize?

Well, no one with an ounce of experience will allow such a
thing to happen.

Personally, I am convinced the chain-driven bicycle as
exemplified in the Phelon and Moore is as good as any
reasonable rider can expect, and better than the best belt-

driven bicycles on bad roads with steep hills. I have never
regretted the day when I purchased mine, and would only
part with it to-morrow for a later model of the same bicycle
or a car. I am nearly 50 years of age, not robust or strong,
yet I enjoy motor cycling. I do nearly all my own repairs
and adjustments, and know my machine thoroughly, with
the exception of the magneto. I find the gears simple, strong,
and foolproof. If there is any disadvantage in the cycle,

it is that there iS more to learn in a two-speed geared machine
than in the single gear. But this gear is so simple that
anyone can find out all about it in a few hours, and after-

wards do all that is necessary to keep it in order without
skilled assistance. A. E. CARTE.

Natal.

SUMMARY -OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Two riders of a Triumph motor cycle and sidecar wish to

thank the owner of the Vindec Special and sidecar who
assisted them on the road near Polegate on the 10th inst.

"Flag" Patents, Unlimited, write in reference to a wind
screen fitted to the sidecar of Mr. F. E. Lee, of Stoke-on-Trent

:

"In reply to Mr. Briggs's queries we should like to say that
we have been making and experimenting with wind screens
on sidecars and tricars for the past twelve months. The
attachment to the basket or coachbuilt body is simply by
means of four screws and nuts, and the method of removing
the screen to allow the passenger to get in or out is simplicity
itself. With reference to its effect on the power of the engine,
this is hardly appreciable, and to prove this we have driven
these screens with single-geared engines against a strong head
wind, and then swung screen romid to side of basket, and
have been unable to detect any difference in speed. These
practical little screens protect the passenger from cold . winds
and dust, and render the use of goggles unnecessary. We
shall have some models on view at the coming Stanley Show,
and before concluding we would like to say that w© are not
a new firm, as we have been manufacturers of cycle acces-

sories for the past seven years."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
B. R. Brereton, Imboolpittia, Nawalapitiya, Ceylon,

requires readers' experiences of the four-cylinder 5-6 and

4i h.p. F.N., 3^ h.p. Rex de Luxe, 3^ h.p. Triumph, 8 h.p.

Minerva, and 2^ h.p. N.S.U.
" H. W. B." would like readers' experiences of the 3^ h.p.

Arno motor bicycle as regards its reliability, also touring and
hill-climbing capabilities.

"Knock Out," Birmingham, vrould like readers' experiences
of the 35 h.p. 1909 N.S.U. motor bicycle, particularly with
regard to exhaust valves and carburetter.

" G. C. S." would be glad to have readers' experiences of

the 1909 twin-cylinder Rex de Luxe motor bicycle with side-

car, particularly in regard to power, speed, ease of starting,

and behaviour of the two-speed gear.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form ol manuserii)t, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOREOAMBE.—3h.p. 1909 Douglas, first-class order,

one as new; £30, £27 lOs., and £25; bargains.—
Eitchens.

MORECAMBE.—Two 1908 and 1909 Triumphs,
romping good order; £29 and £35; spot cash.—

Hitchens.

MORECAMBE.—Two 6h.p. Rexes, handle-bar control,
good condition, fine sidecar machines; £22 10s.

:ash.—Hitchens.

MORECAMBE.—Sereral 3 and 3ih.p. sound ma-
chines, from £10 to £17; no scrappers sold in

England; bargains.—Hitchens.

MORECAMBE.-Three 1909 Lincoln Elks, almost
new, magneto ignition; £22; write bargain list;

sverything on approval.—Hitchens.

MORECAMBE.—Write me for new or second - hand
articles you want, i have second-hand accessories

md leather clothing, and, in fact, everything motorish

;

right prices;, write to-day.—Hitchens, Lancashire Motor
Exchange, Euston Ed., Moreoambe. Wires : Motor,
rel.: 112.

PHELON-MOORE, 1908, magneto, two-speed, 1909
control, excellent crder, many accessories; oflers.

-Davies, Sholebroke, Stretford.

rEIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1907, magneto, adjustable pulley,
rubber studded tyres, gooa condition; £25. — F.

3ates, St. John's Lodge, Knaresborough.

6-7h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea frame, magneto, two-
speed, H.B. Brown and Barlow; £24, or exchange

lingle.—No. 3,348, The Motor Cycle Ofiices, Coventry.

|Q09 Triumph, standard specification, perfect run-
LtJ ning oroer; £36.—To be seen by appointment at
^ornah, Leicester Rd., Higher Broughton, Manchester.

\/rANCHESTEE.-4ih.p. t-r'T Minerva, spring fork^,
LlA 26 by 2jin. tyres, exceiKUt condition; any run-
ling test; £17.—Ernest E. Hall, 11, i'ir Grove, Levens-
mlme.

A RIEL Sjh.p. Motor Cycle, first-class condition, a
Ci- steady, reliable machine, gcod tyres, two aoeumii-
ators; £12.—E.J., 329, Dickenson Rd., Longsight, Man-
hester.

I Q09 Triumph, very little used, numerous spares, in-
LU eluding Mabon clutch, electric lamp, and case
if magneto spares; £38, or offer.-Sweet, 78, Castle-
;ate, Malton.

1Q06 Rex, good running order, plating, enamelling,LO and tyres gocd. new piston and bushes; £12;
tauted, tricar, steam preferred.—J. H. Lee, Broughton,
itokesley, Yorks.

17.S. 1908 5h.p. Twin, T.T. model, magneto, adjust-
» able pulley. Clincher studded and Palmer, abso-
ntely as new; £25, or exchange.—Bradshaw, Optician,
?ishergate, Preston.

1 Q08 3ih.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, Watawata belt, Contin-
».«-' ental tyres. Premier lamp, stand and carrier, in
ixcellent condition; £18, or nearest offer.-Tooxell, 27,
lendham Vale, Manchester.

•> JLh.p. New Ariel, free engine, handle starting, vari-
L/2 able gear, handle-bar control, latest improve-
nents, not ridden 100 miles; good reasons disposal. —
lill, Chapuvangate, Poeklington.

IQ09 Triumph, Palmer cords, Cowey speedometer, lot
*-0 of spares; 1909 2ih.p. Douglas, little used, £31;
rindeo two-speed wheel, 26in. by 2iin., complete, 35s.—
lall, 143, Church St., Blackpool.

PHELON and Moore, late 1908, J.A.P. carburetter,
1909 handle-bars, condition and tyres perfect,^

ubes unpunctured. Spink bands, gear just overhauled by
Qakers; £35.—Byrom, 50, Albion St., Leeds.

|Q09 Trinmph, Stanley Show machine, guaranteed inLO perfect condition, new re-treaded si added tyres,
^B.S. lainp, horn, full set of tools in roll, and spares;
!38.— 3, Mealhouse Lane, Atherton, Manchester.

BRAND New Shop-soiled 3ih.p. 1909 Rex, latest, £34;
4h.p. Roc, with spring forks, £43, same condition

:

eoond-liand Roc, two-speed gear, £2 10s.; inaudiblf
ilencers, from 15s.—Tarr, Cemetery Rd., Sheffield.

rRIUMPH, late 1908, as new, tyres as new, back un-
punctured, not ridden 1,000 miles. Whittle belt,

amp, generator, horn, watch, spare tube, two bags, plug,
'alve, all tools; £36.-53, Franklin Rd., Harrogate.

2.3.h.p. Minerva, spring forks, magneto ignition, 1909
^4, ii.mao H.B. control new Shamrock belt, carrier,
amp, hern, and tools, excellent condition; bargain,
!18.— 17, Bradshaw St., Higher Broughton, Manchester.

/I h.p. Military Roc, two speeds, free engine, handle* starting, nearly new ; any trial ; cost 48 guineas
I few months ago; accept for qaiek sale £25 lOs. ; ride
100 miles to intending purchaser.—Millard, Creswell,
Mansfield.

LIVERPOOL.—Intending purchasers of Triumphs and
Douglas motors should, to obtain the protection of

lie. makers' guarantees, buy only from the official agents.
-Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St. (the firm with over- 30
rears' highest reputation).

\riBRATIONLESS Douglas, the best lightweight on
the market and British made; send for list and

bestimonials.— Hitfhings. Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool.
Bole Agents for Douglas and Triumphs.

MINERVA and Sex.—We carry the largest stock of
spare parts in the provinces for these machines,

:an deliver new machines from stock at low prices

;

:ash, exchange, or gradual payments ; charged accumu-
Btors for hire. Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 511,
Chester Ed., Old Trafi^rd.

MANUFACTURED AT OUR WORKS
BY AN EXPERT STAFF.

£4 17s. 6(1.

CORONET
SIDECARS. /"

Before buying a Sidecar, send for illustrated circular,
explaining the adv.antages of " CORONET " Sidecars over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Kexes, N.S.U. s, friumphs, and any other make. Attachedm three minutes.^ Price £4 17s. 6d. each.

ttiG Di«>cociri< t For cash.
3j h.p. MINERVA, magneto, aj tyres £18 15
3 h.p. TWIN FAIRY lighc and handy £12 12
6 h.p. J.A. P., Chater Lea frame, spring forks £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, rgoe,. £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £11 10
2j h.p. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels .

.

£8 15
2ih.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,

low built £8 15
3i h.p. rgog HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3* h.p. REX, rgoSJ, ball bearing, h.b. control .-. £29 10
si h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45
3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2|in. tyres, long bars .

.

£22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, rgoS, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, 1908, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
3J h.p. REX, rgog, nearly new ; £32
5#h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutcn, magneto .. £25 10
4j h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto .

.

£22 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built £13 10
si h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10
3jh.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., h.b. control.. £8 15

Best cash offer accepted for the following

:

3 h.p. FAFNIR, 2f)in. wheels, h.b. control £9 10
2i h.p. SPARK, 26in. wheels, magneto ignition .. £8 10
,4 h.p. EXCELSIOR £6 15 si h.p. REX £6 15
3i h.p. QUADRANT £6 15 2j h.p. GARRARD £6 15
z h.p. STANDARD £5 5 2' h.p. LIBERTY £5 5
Send for list of other bargains. Best, biggest, and

cheapest stock. Cash buyers liberally treated.

THIS WEEKS BIGGEST BARGAIN,
£4 19 9 3i h.p. EXCELSIOR £4 19 g
Powerful machine in good running order,
complete with belt, coil, ace, carrier, tool
bag, etc. ;^4 19 9 to first customer.

5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, fitted with sidecar,
magneto. Roc clutch, handle-starting £27 1'

5 h.p. TWIN REX, sidecar fitted, Osborne four-
speed gear, spring forks £20 10

4^ h.p. TWIN MINERVA, with sidecar, magneto £25 IC

12/6

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY,
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose fiange securely held
in any position by a simple

yet ingenious contrivance
Gear can be altered withou

the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Bu>
a " Coronet " pulley and gear your machine suitable foi

hill-climbing. Special terms to the trade.

Standard m.akes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervn?
supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley fo,

pattern.

GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

c Q- (

-0 0- O' 0'
:;(

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

chrive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.
|in., 9d. ; fin., lOid. ; |in., 1/-; rin., 1/1.

Special terms to the trade.

- CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters. Be
up to date. Price reasonatl .

mmn
^CHARLES STREET,; off square RoaC I.

Iphone 1062. HALIFAX.-^S^l,v-»^ i

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " T7ie Motor Cvde.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
1 Q09 3ih.p. Brown Motor Cycle, specially low, ham
J.*/ bar control, B. and B. carburetter, CUncher t

on front, Duco leather non-skid on back, bought r

May, 1909; cost £37, only used 300 miles, sell for £:
a gift.—Cordingley. Haslingaen. Tel. : 2T.

3ih.p. Eoc Motor Cycle, free engine, loot operal
2 specially low built, B. and Barlow oarbureti

handle-bar control, new Dunlop tyre on back wheel,
most new front, magneto ignition, this is a really sp!
did machine; sell for £15; a gift.—Cordingley, Hash
den. Tel. : 2Y. We are open to exchange above mc
cycles for a real good 2-seated car and cash adjustm«

3ih.p. Clarendon, in real splendid going order, D
2 lop tyres, engine, everything in perfect cor

tion; only wants seeing; sell for £8 IDs., or near ofEe:

Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel. : 2T.

1 Q09 Twin Tourist Eex, special show machine,
JLi/ scratched, clutch, spare adjustable pulley, vali

cover, and tube, lamp, horn, tools, also 1909 No.
Montgomery flexible sidecar, either side, luggage (

rier, apron, etc., both equal new, and guaranteed: tri

£39 IDs. the lot, cost over £60.—Tetlow, 48, Victc
Bd., TTrmston, Manchester.

BAEQAINS for Cash. — All guaranteed. 21

Thomas, spray, £4 15s.; 2h.p. Humber, spi

£5 5s.; 3h.p. Lloyds, vertical, 26in. wheels, £7 IDs.;
h.p. Antoine, vertical, spray, £6; 2ih.p. Buchet, verti
spray, £6 5s. ; 3ih.p. Eex, H.B. control, £7 58.—Hah
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

HALIFAX. — Illustrated list of second-hand I

motors, and monster list of tricars and mc
cycles on application.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, H
fax-

HALIFAX.—Bargains for spot cash in motor eye
List free. A few at hall price for Quick repl;

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derb
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, e

Merioneth.

FAIRY, twin-cyl., 3h.p., accumulator and coil; £i
Seymour, Son, and Poster, Sale-.

tf?Q.—2ih.p. J.A.P., Brown and Barlow, thumbsli^O Eeflex tyres, splendid running order.—Yea
50, Bishop St., Shrewsbury.

3ih.p. Bradbury, 1906, unspillable accumulal
2 Whittle belt, in perfect condition; £12 lOi

Whittaker, Park Green, Macclesfield.

HITCHINGS, Ltd., specialise in Douglas lightwei

motor cycles. Inquiries receive prompt i

courteous attention.—74, Bold St., Liverpool.

DOUGLAS Lightweight, British made, twin C3

magneto, spring forks, a revelation in comf
ease of starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vil

tionless; write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold
Liverpool. Sole Agents for Liverpool and Birkenheai

TBIUMPH, late 1907, magneto, handle-bar cont
witch, everything complete, in perfect order, i

do 48 m.p.h. on level, rubber belt, spare; bargs

£27.—Edwin Smith, BakeweU.

1 Ck09 3ih.p. Triumph, and Millford castor wheel si

At/ car (month old), the lot as good as new, with 1

brand new tyres, E.O.M., Cowey speedometer, Lu
lamp, mirror, etc.. for 60 guineas.-Kay, Tyn-y-fEc

Colwyn Bay.

6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., Chater No. 6 spring forks, pi

clutch, Jones speedometer, J.A.P. lubricator, fc

boards, 650 by 65 Clincher, Veeder, watch, mirror, he

light, Autoloos, Riches; £26 10s.—Leighton Hou
Qorsebrook Ed., Wolverhampton.

SECTION IV.

Nottinghamr Lincoln, Leicester, Rutlai

Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

"1 Q09 3ih.p. Magneto Eex, perfect; £26, bargain.
i-*J 75. Leam Terrace East, Leamington.

"1 Q09 Twin-cyl. Moto-Eeve, guaranteed perfect con
X5/ tion; £27.-27, Smithford St., Coventry.

"1009 Triumph, nearly new, magneto, condition i

X«/ feet.—Particulars, 6, Clemens St., Leamington

31h.p. Eex, Amao, Jin. S.G. belt, footboards, span
2 £11; seen after 5.-41, Westminster Ed., C

entry.

1 Q09 Triumph, new May, horn, spares, perfect ecu
L*J tion; £38.—Fred. Heighten, Fletton Av., Pet

borough.

1 009 Motosacoche, practically new, magneto; list £
JLJ/ offered £27 10s.—Particulars, 6, Clemens i

Leamington.

31.h.p. Excelsior throughout, new covers, good ri

2 ning order; bargain, £6 10s., no offers.—Grov
Fenny Stratford.

1008 Triumph, rerfect, new condition; any ti

1-*J or examination; £30.—Dallaway, Fruiter

Cape, Smethwick.

4 h.p. Twin, Peugeot engine, low built machine; gc

condition; approval wilUngly; £15.—Morris, pho
grapher. Bourne.

TEItJMPH, little used; any trial; magneto, hand
bar control; bargain, £25.—Dorset, 42, Ticto

St., West Smethwick.
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ADVfiRtlSEMEJsrtM.'- TPlE MOTOR CYCLE —(Supplement iv.) OcrOBEB- 2DTH, XQOQ.

OR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PH, 1909, condition and aijpearance as new,

ilete, witli accessories, spares; £38.— 1&, Wel-
i., Smetiiwick,

2ih.p. Twin, magneto, 1909 iim few trials,

rwise perfectly new; cash £33. Tel.: 1180.—
- and Go. Ltd., Nottingham.

,es Model de Luxe, quite new, two speeds, free

sine, starting handle, list 50 guiaeas, oflered

ticulars, 6, Clemens St., Leaming.ton.

lie, Triimipli motor cycle, 1908, little ridden,

idid condition; £33, or nearest offer; with new
;s.—Apply, F. Milncr, Brewery, Coventry.

irton, twin, 1908, Peugeot engine, spring foilts,

aeio, Otto twc-fi)eea gear and spare wheel, per-

tion; £25.—Motor, Park iKDdge, Brackley.

, Ariel, Ariel. — To clear, a lew 1909 2-ih.p

weights, magneto, handle - bar control ; end of

rgains.—Ariel Wks., Boumbrook, Birmingham.

Bradbury, new eight weeks ago. Shamrock
ed tubes, lamps, F.R.S., set of' tools-; £28, no
imp, reply.—Bert Lacrois, 13,, West. St., Eet-

;s.

ih p L.M.C., Auto-Varia pulley and free en-

le, B. and jd. carburetter, tools, accessories,

ondition; £35.-PhiIlips, 91, Holly Rd., Hands-
rminyliam.

rriuuiph. excellent condition throughout, new
boer scudded tyres and Stanley belt, lamp,
mg pillar, watch; 32 guineas^—Kev. Grimes,
ton, Hinckley.

Ih.p. Triumph, perfect condition, as new, Auto-
pse lamp, horn, spare belt, complete set tools

ssories; £40, or nearest offer.—Ashley, The
leshill Rd., Coventry.

'remier, 3ih.p., brand new August, not done
miles, guaranteed perfect:; ofi'ers ; exchange

d, 1908 Triumph, or Douglas.—Box No. 3,352,
' Cycle Offices, Coventry.

'riumph, free engine clutch model, new at

ster, no fault, many spares, including belt

plug; trial; £43.—Geoffrey Smith, 37, North-
. Jid., Coventry.

GAIN,— 2ih..p. Minerva, Palmer tyres, accmnu-
,

stand, tcols, etc., cheap, hurry up; Lucas
e lamp, splendid condiliun, not used much,
ash.—Apply, M. Brown, Mjrton, Bourne.

PH, 1909, Triiimph free engine^ Palmer cord

, self-sealing, tube in back wheel, Autoolipse
n, spares, conditon as new; cost, over .£..60, a

£45.—Fred. Percival, Loiig Causeway,. Peter-

PH, 190.9; Triumph clutch, splendid machine,
b anytliing, as new; cost £60, accept £40, or
190.9 twin Matchless^ Bat, Vindec, or other twc-
3car machine. — Adams, chemist, Cajje Hill,

Rex, Bo-sch magneto, B. and B., handle con-
3l, Brooks, stand, l^almer cord back, Contin-
t, Stanley belt, fast, good climber, paint and
lew, spares, tools; £16.—Daltjn, 60, Earlsdon
entry.

Bros, for bargains in second-hand motor
:S, any new make supplied; exchanges, railway
1, covers, replacements, repairs, overhaulin.';-

;

ces.-C.C.R. Motor Wks., Ford St., St. Anns
Nottingham.

sborne Motor Cycle, with Peugeot engine, 4-

1 gear,,, fitted with sliding back wheel and eccen-
j forks, can be knocked against

_
a stone wall

bration. The best machine in the world. Also
ne conversion 4-speed gear and si 'ding back
I be fitted to any make, no belt shortening

;

on application.—Osborne Motor Co., Princess
ncoln.

SECTION V.

Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
>ediord.

lement Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea fittings, Pal-
tyre_s, Watawata, in good running order ; £8.—
It. iSeots.

PHS.—The ideal machines for winter- riding

;

ediate deliveries ; cash cr instalments.—Parker
St. Ives, Hunts.

a.p. Motor Cycle for sale; cost £60, accept £4-5
:

II particulars supplied on application.—Frank
ham Hall, East Dereham, Norfolk.

rwin Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, spring forks,
1. petrol gauge, handle-bar control, watch, ac-
Moiitgomery flexible sidecar, reliable machine

;

i; £24; bought car.— S. Felts, vX, I'ark Rd..
Beds.

SECTION VI.

ershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen;
gan, and Pembroke.
1907 Triumph. 1909 Mabon clutch,, good

ier, lamp and spares; £26 10s.—Belcw.

1906 Rex, M.O..V., handle-bar. control, Amac,
od ordfr; £14 10s.; exchange.—Boddington,
?en St., Worcester.

[771.. 3ih.p. rgog PHELON AND MOORE,
two-speed gear and' free' engine, petrol and oiL

gauges, horn, starting handle, tools, quite as

new, including Mills-Fulford 1909 castor
wheel sidecar also in good condition, non-
skid lyre : for the combination complete,
guaranteed £45

1768. 3^, h p TRIUMPH, 1907 model, magneto
ii;nition, nice condition, lamp, generator,

horn, tools, spare belt, etc., guaranteed . . 25 gns.

5 h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, two-speed gear, free

engine, magneto ignition, including Mills and
FuliorJ artistic cane castor wheel sidecar,

upholstered in red, in new condition, guar-
anteed £37 10

1760. 4 h.p. ROC, magneto, 1908 model, two-
speed gear and free engine, spring forks,

starting handle, low position, mirror, horn,
stand, and carrier, guaranteed 23 gnS.

r769. 2^ h.p. KERRY, vertical engine, power-
ful, guaranteed £8 15

3^- h.p. r907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks,

nice condition, guaranteed 22 gns.
i757> 2j h.p. 1909 ARIEL Lightweight, mag-

neto ignition, guaranteed 20 gns,

1756. 3i h.p. 1909 HUMBER, magne.to, two-
speed gear and free engine, starting' hanole,
guaranteed ; £35 C

1753- ajb.p F.N., magneto ignition, vertical
engine, guaranteed -.. . £15' 0;

I7I9- 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring
forks, standard, guaranteed 28 gns.

3^ h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, and^ spring
forks, rgoS model, guaranteed £25

1740. 3[h.p. 1909 T.T. TRIUMPH, guaranteed 38 gns.

1734. 14 h.p. DE DION Tricar, . twin-cylinder
engine, two speeds and reverse, open frame,
coach-buUt, water-cooled 40 gnSi

1729. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, ball hearing: engine,
guaranteed £12. 10

\\ h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1909 model, magneto,
Druid forks £25

C722. 3J h.p. rgoS MINERVA, spring, forks,

guaranteed £22 10
1732. si h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, manufactured

in 1908, magneto, spring forks, guaranteed £27 10
1727. 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1909 model, cream ,

finish, magneto, and spring forks, guar;mteed £28 10
r7r6. 3 h.p. 1906 TRIUMPH, magneto, and

spring forks, guaranteed 19 gns,.

1637. 3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto,
Mabon free-engine clutch, guaranteed .... £27 10 C

1679. rf h.p. late model F.N. Lightweight,
magneto, and spring forks £17 10

r6o6. 3i h.p. CHASE Tricar, two-speed gear 20 gns.
r6r7. 6 h.p. rgoS N.S.U. and sidecar, coach-

built, tA'o-speed and free engine, magneto,
and spring forks, guaranteed. £35

1623. 3J-h-.p. PHCENIX-MINERVA Tricar . . 20 gns.
i68rf 3ih.p. GREEN Motor Cycle, water-

cooled engine, magneto £25
i48r. 4. h.p. Twin WERNER, guaranteed ..£12 10
r467. 2£ h.p. MINERVA £10. 10-

r665. 3ih.p. rgoS TRIUMPH, handle-bar
control, spring forks, standard model .... 29 gns.

1545. 7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea fittings £15 15-

r6r3. 3! h.p. r907 MINERVA £1.6: 10.

1664. 3I h.p. ROC, free-engine clutch, guar-
anteed £15 15

1452. 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, spring
forks and seat-pillar, guaranteed £17 10

2j h.p. BROWN, vertical engine, guaranteed.. £10 10 C

1.625. 2|-'h.p. BRADBURY, magneto £21 C

1639. 3 h.p. ZENITH Bicar £15 15
r65D. 2i h.p. rgog MATCHLESS Lightweight,

magneto, spring forks, standard model. . . Offers.

922. 3|-h.p. PHCENIX Cob, suitable for lady
or gentleman, two-speed gear £25 C

r595. if h.p. F.N., spring forks, magneto,
latesc model 20 gns.

1.534. 4* h.p. rgoS MINERVA, R.O.M; contact
breaker, guaranteed 20 gns.

1634. 7 h.p. MATCHLESS, twin engine, mag-
neto, low frame, latest rgoS model, guar-
anteed £25

i6r6. 3h.p. TRIUMPH. £15 15
r465. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, very low price .... 15 gns.
r576. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, guaranteed £17 10'

r542. 6 h.p. ANTOINE £12 10
r65r. ifh.p. 1908 MOTOSACOCHE- guar-

anteed £17 10
1037. 2i- h.p. MATCHLESS Offers.

918. 3^ h.p. EXCELSIOR and sidecar Offers.

Immediate delivery of 1910 REX DE LUXE, 55 Giunsas.
Exchanges entertained.

Machines in this column are. offered by Wauehope's, and
carry their guarantee.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST.,

Telsphone—5777, Holbom.

In av.swering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
"I
QOS Si'h.p. Triumph, good londition, R.OjM. com-

X.*y binatiun batk wheel; £30.—Davies, Western Ed.,
Hagley, Stourbridge.

3JLh.p. Clyde, splendid goer, free engine, magneto, new
2 back tj're, lamp, horn, .'P'.ire spring forks,

.

-tools

;

bargain, £16.—James, Pareystaawen, . Llansamlct.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham^ Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

5-6h.p. F.N., 1909, perfect condition, very fast; trial;

£37 10s.—Harris, 15, Arlington Villas, Clifton.
Bristol.

3.h.p. Werner Motor Cycle, good running order; £7,
/W4 or exchange.—Jones, fish merchant. Commercial.
Rd., Swindon.

TRIUMPH 1908 Motor Cycle, good, reliable machine;
£28; seen ijy app. intment.—JohiLson, George

Hotel, Heading.

6ih.p. Twin-oyL 1907 J.A.i'., good order.; £30; aeeu-
4 mulator ignition.—R. M. Rendel, R.A. Mess, North

Camp, Aldershot.

1 Q09 Triumph, clutch model, purchased June 28th,
-LJ/ condition as new; £43, or nearest.—Fuge, chem-
ist, •High Wycombe.

31.h.p. Twin Peugeot, fast, reliable ;
photo ; accept

2 half cash, remainder arranged; exchange lightt

weight.—Howard, Eldon. Lodge, Cheltenham.-

33.h.p. Twin-cyl. Premier, run 135 miles, guaranteed
4 perfect; £40; owner leaving country.— Write par-

aculars, Joubert, _31, Victoria Rd., Swindon.

31h.p. Peugeot, late 1909. magneto, Chater-Lea, H.B.
2 control, .spring fcrks, low frame, in splendid con-

dition ; £21.—Williams, Portland St., Cheltenham.

GENTLEMAN wanting cash wishes to sell 2ih.p.
Kerry motor bike ; ilO; rebuy at same- figure in

12 months; splendid condition.—3,349, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, late 1908, perfect condition, not yet" run
4,000 miles, back tyre new, all aocesscries ; £30,

or exchange fcr gcod lightweight twiru-Apply, Lieut. W.
E. Crocker, E.N., Navigation School, Portsmouth.

SECTION VIII,

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

Tj^ LEPHANT.—3h.p. Clyde, magneto ; £8 5s.

T^LEPHANT.— 3:h.p. Centaur, low, long bars; £10 K.

in LEPHANT. —2;:h. p. Rex, magneto, lightweight; £15-

"C'LEPHANT.-Sh.p. Fafnir, Chater 6 frame; £12 12s.

"P' LEPHANT.— 5h.p. twin Bercley, footboards; £15.

TJ^ LEPHANT.— 2 jh.p. N.S.U., accumulator; £8 lO.s.

"O LEPHANT.—2Jh. p. Nbrtcn, accimiulator ; £8 lOS.

ELEPHANT Adjustable. Pulleys, any engine, from
7b. 6d. ; second-hand accessories; state require-

ments ; correspondence invited.—Elephant' Rd., London.

31h.p. Rex, spray, and sidecar, good order.; £12.—67,
4 Claxton Grove, Hammer.smith.

£5 lOs.—3ih.p. Rex, geod rumiing. order; abargain.-r-

J. Stone, Leigh. Rd., Southend-on-Sea.

1 Q08 Moto-Eeve Lightweight, rnagnetoj £18 10s.— 8;

Barrett St., Manchester Sq., London..

Twin Kerry, t'wo-speed gear, free engi

'forks; £16 iSs.—75, Manor St., Chelsea.5 h.p. Twin Kerrv, t'wo-speed gear, free engine, spriag

forks; £16 iSs.—75, Manor St., Chel -

Qih.p. Kerry and Montgomery Sidecar, g;od. condition,
O2 lew spares; £12.-53, Clive Ed., Lnfleld.

£9.—M.M.C., 3h.p., low^ built, gcod running order.—

W. Foster, 4, Longfellow. Ed,, Walthamstow.

41h.p, Twin Minerva, tools, lamn, spare pulleys, etc.

;

2 £19.—Williams, 31", Capel Ed., Forest Gate..

1 Q07 3ih.p. Rex, spring forks, low, Xl'all, perfect

i-*y order; offers.— 87, Mildmay Grove, Islington.

PHCENIX. Cob, 4h.p., magneto, two speeds, pan .seat;

20 guineas.—J. H. Clair, Clapham Ed., S.W. ^

'M'.S.U., SJrh.p., magneto, footrests,^ sprj.ng fork.s, g-rand

condition.-Seen, Clements, 106a, Fenchurcb St'

0. -^Bristol, i0-12h.p., 2-oyI. engine, in g;dod-'con

tion: hprgain.—36, Hurlingham Ed., -Fulham.
X"| 50. -^Bristol, i0-12h.p.,_2-oyl. engine^ in gdod-'condi-

3;lh.p. Roc, low frame, new tyre and accumulator; £7
2 10s.—Elliott, 16, Avenue Crescent, Acton, W.

1 Q09'Triumphs; £48; good price allowed for old ms-
i«/ chines.— Godfr^e, 124, Eomford Ed., Stratford.

5 h.p. Twin, low, perfect order, very fast and powerful;

£12.—Brown, 2a, Seagrave Ed.', West Brompton.

£6 10s.—Sarolea, 2Jh.p., Longuemare, in good going

order and condition.—Potter, Tilt, Cobham, Surrey.

3 h.p. Fafnir, footboards, Continentals, long bars, low

seat, fast, reliable ; £9.—234, Belsize Ed., N.W.

5 h.p. Twin Norton, splendid condition, best of every-

thing; £25, offer— G, 30, Ehn Grove Rd., Barnes.

The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-CTL. F.N., 4ih.p., magneto, absolutely perfect;

:
£25.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, I/on-

n.

iHOP-SOILED 1909 Bradbury; £56; otherwise abso-
I lutely tinind new, carrying makers' guarantee,

m't delay.— Stanton, below.

ili.p Bex. handle-bar control-, 26in. -wheels, handle-
'2 oar control, kbin. wheels. Davison's tank and
uges, low frame, splendid condition; only £11 10s.,

il Tdlue.— Stanton, below.

-CXL. F.N., 4ih.p., and sidecar (Chater-Lea, almost
: new), sp.enaid puller, handsome reliable combina-

in; f35.—Stanton, below.

»0C and Sidecar, 6h.p. twin J.A.P. engine, magneto,
L iwo speeds, nandle startin?:. splendid combinaiion;
;3 10s.—A. T. Stanton, 619, I/ca Bridge Ed., Jjeyton,

mdon,

, Ihp. Kerry, in good condition, two accumulators;
4 £7 10s.—C. J. White, 75, St. Saviours Ed., Croy-

u.

r.S.XJ. S^h.p. Twin, magneto, spring forks, perfect con-
( dition.—Mogridge, Chancekt Ed., AbDey Wood,
!nt.

'EIUMPH, 1907, Sih.p., 1908 engine, and carburetter,

handle-bar control; £27.—Lyne, 37, Portland Ed.,

;ve.

ih.p. Lightweight, condition as new; £12 10s.; cash
' or terms arranged.—115, Boundary Ed., St. John's
cod.

-CXL. r.N., 4ih.p. 1909 model, ridden 700 miles,
: no fault; £35.—Browne, Preston House, Eed Hill,

rrey.

909 3ih.p. Ees, magneto, condition perfect : owner
must sell; bargain, £30.—Davison, 606, HoUoway

1., N.

h.p. Twin Hamilton, perfect; £17, or exchange for
35h.p. and cash.—Taylor, 4, White Horse Lane,

epney.

909 (September) Lightweight Eoyal Wolf, brand new,
in makers' crate; £18 nett.— 10, Old Town,

apham.

909 Triumph, July, practically new, lamp, born,
spare neiv belt, valve; £40.—Cole, Douglas Ed.,

imford.

ih.p. Brown, free engine, and Millford sidecar, es-
'2 cellent condition; £21.—Barker, Oxford Works,
orthing.

1 ih.p. F.N., torpedo tank, very low position; £6 10s.,
4 or oiler.—E.A., 12, Brownlow St., Holbofn, Lon-
u, W.C.

OS.—2fh.p. Humber, chain drive, Duniops, spring
seat, Brocks saddle; a bargain.— 283, Clapham

'., S.W.

^h.p. Minerva, 1907, speedometer, spring forks; £15;
4 take old bike rart payment.— Iz4, Komford Ed.,
ratford.

|3.1i.p. Kerry, Palmer cords, Chater-Lca ; £12 lOs.,
4 accept cycle and cash.— 165, Algernon Ed., Lewi-
am, S.E.

Ih.p. Lightweight Minerva Motor Cycle, low build,
2 long handle-bars; £9 10s.—Motor, 20, Clyde Ed.,
ttenham.

-Cyl. F.N., magneto, perfect order and condition,
spares; £24; exchunge twin.— 43, Kilmorie Ed.,

rest Hill.

JEADBUEY Motor Cycles, 1909 models; £46. —
* Chief local depot : Brigi-t and Hayles, Church St.
mberwell.

Ih.p. Bradbury, magneto, 1909 model, guaranteed
^ perfect, shop-soiled; only £36.—Bright and
lyles, Church St. Camberwell.

fOTOSACOCHE, 1909 model, only ridden 75 milesi periect order: accept £26 10s.—Bright and
lyles, 73 Church St., Camberwell.

Ih.p. Noble Lightweight, 26in. wheels, low position,
^ Clincher tyres. Brown and Barlow carburetter;
15S.-73, Church St., Camberwell.

h.p. Fafnir, Liberty sidecar, splendid condition- £20
or reasonaole ofier.—Corpe, 32, Chatsworth Ed

'

ipton Park.

I^^^r^jh.p. Twin, magneto, H.B. control, Amac,
Umids. 2iin. tyres.—Foreman, 111, King George

, breenwich.

•
M.C., 3ih.p., 1909, variable automatic pulley, free

L,Tf'"V^^"'=''' K.O.M. tyre; £35.-Terry, 112,

^-^^^fS- 3ih.p., 1903, standard, excellent condition

-

Rtr ^ P^V^'"**^' " '^^''' E.\>.G., 43, Eomford
., btratiord, E.

ih.p. -rriumph, 1908, guaranteed perfect, all aoces-

AoT^^''^'
^°^'' ^PP'^o^^'-—Eagles and Co., High

h.p. N.S.U., twin, unscratched, new last July, 1.90."
specification, 26 by 2i- tyres, two-speed gear and
-^T^K' A^''*'^

Millfr-rd cidecar; £45 -Eafles and
N.S.TJ. Agency, High St., Acton.

[.S.TJ 2ih.p. Twin Lightweight, 1909, slightly used,

Qrtlpiv!? t™,^°"„'',''^'
mechanically operated valves,

Acton''°° ° '
'
approval- -Eagles and Co., High

27

LOOK OUT
for an

important notica during

SHOW WEEK
We guarantee to save

you money

Until then. So Long.

1

SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemann for singles

; Bosch for tvyins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.
WHEELS—24in. and 26in.
TYRES—Peter Union 2|-in. section to singles, and 2jin.

to twins.
GARB.—N.S.U. float-feed type.
BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and

bark pedalling brake.
EXTRAS—Combined stand f carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits,
plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—We guarantee tuUy every machine sold.
PRICES : Deferred

Maker's price. Our price. payments.
3^ h.p £40 £31 £33
3i h.p £42 £32 £34
4 h.p £30 £35 £37
5* h-P £52 £37 3&39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

1903
£48

TRIUMPH

TRI U IVI
IN STOCK.

or- excha.ns'G'

HS

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (all fully guaranteed by us).

.VNTOINE, 4 h.p., very low, "free engine £16
KERRY, 5 h.p. Twin, 26in. wheels £13
MINERVA, 3J h.p., spring forks, rgo/ model £15
REX, 3i h.p., 1908, two speed, perfect £30
BROWN, 2| h.p., Bosch magneto, low, perfect £16
REX, 5 h.pT, Twin, low, spring forks £17
ZENITH Bicar, 3J h.p., two speeds £17
QUADRANT, si h.p., spring forks, very low ' £16
ARTEL, 3 h.p., low, spray, M.O.V £16
SINGER, 3 h.p., Bosch magneto, new tyres £16
PEUGEOT, 4* h.p., twin-cylinder, low built £15
FAIRY, 2 h.p". Twin, low built £11
REX, T909, si h.p. model £26
MINERVA, rgo8, 8 h.p £23

£3 DOWN SECURES :

F.N., 2 h.p £10
HUMBER, 2 h.p £8
QUADRANT, 3 h.p... £10
WERNER, 2 h.p £8

MINERVA, 2 h.p. . . £8
HUMBER, 2| h.p. . . £10
SINGER, 2 h.p £6
BROWN, 2 h.p £7

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

Brand New FAIRY Sets. To convert your cycle to

a motor cycle. All brand new and perfectly com-
plete. 2^ h.p., twin cylinder, £10 only nett £10

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET (off Oxford Circus)

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone: 552 Mayfair.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
TTTHITTLE'S.-F.N., 5-6h.p.. 4-oyl., 1909 model, lat
TT magneto, spring fork.-, nearly new; great sai

nee, £32 10s.

XyHITTLE'S.-F.N., 4i-5h.p., 4-.:yl., 1908 moc
»» magneto, spring fcrks, extra fast, like ne

bargain, £26.

WHITTLE'S.-Eoc, 4h.p., late 1908, magneto. H
lontrr 1, two speeds, clutch, starting handle, beai

ful order; £26.

WHITTLE'S.—Antoine, 6h.p., twin, 1909 model, k
bars, footboards, nearly new. unscratched ; er

bargain, £18 I83.

WHITTLE'S.-F.N., Ifh.p. lightweight, 1909 mo<
magneto, spring forks, absolutely as new; che

£22 10a.—Whittle's Motor E.xchange, Farlsfield, War
worth. Thone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

23.h.p. De Dion, Longuemare, Stanley belt, Prii
4 stands, very low; bargain, £9.-138, Lever 1

City Rd"., London.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, magneto, Druid forks, b.

used twice ; exceptional starter ; £25, lowest.—
Denmark Hill, S.E.

TRIUMPH, 1907, good condition. Palmer, Pali
cord, spring seat-pillar ; £25.-2, Kadcliffe I

Winchmore Hill, N.

13.h.p. F.N., 1908, magneio, as new, guaranteed ]

4 feet ccndiiion; £16.-66, Queen Elizabeth's W;
Stoke Newington, N.

TF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor eye
-*- you can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe La
Fleet St., London, E.C.

1 Q07 3i-h.p. Minerva, excellent; condition, low, h
-*-*J handle-bars; £15, low po-Rer part payment.
Herd, Grocer, Colnbrook.

LIGHTWEIGHT 1909 Corah-J.A.P., magneto, Dr
forks, perfect: £21, or close offer.—Barringt

Puckle Lane, Canterbury.

i)3.h.p. F.N., splendid condition, adjustable pul
/W4 climb anytning; £11.—Apply, Horace, 34, T:
sachs Rd., East Dulwich.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, magneto, Druid spring fo:
Palmer cord, excellent condition, well fitted;!

gain, £25.— Orrin, Braintree.

4 h.p. Twin-cyl. Werner Motor Cycle, tyres practici
new. just bean overjiauled, very little used; £1;

CafEynis Garage, Eastbourne.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., new condition, new Clincher r

her studded cover, accumulator; £18 10s.—Boi
23, Grand Parade, Highgate.

3 Ih.p. Fafnir, Clincher tyres, Longuemare carburet
2 compJete, go_d order; £10 10s.; any trial.-

Islip St., Kentish Town, N.W.

TRIUMPH, 1907, new 1908 cylinder, piston, aci

sories, complete. Palmer cord, nearly new; £2!
Lewington, Enfield. Wash, N.

4h.p. Antoine, spare cover, accumulator, valves, lai

etc., plating and enamelling not scratched; i

10s.— Gale, 8, Baker St., Enfield.

OAKLEIGH Motor Bike, with sidecar attached, fit

with brand new 6h.p. twin Sarolea, magneto; £
— 65a, Eosendale Rd., \\ est Dulwich.

3 Ih.p. Vindec, magneto, spring forks, spares, g(
2 condition, overhauled; £20 cash, or nearest oSej

W. H. Swinstead, Broadlands, Woking.

23.h.p. Noble, thoroughly overhauled and re-enamell
4 as good as new; £17; specification on applicati'

—Clark, 25, Denmark Rd., West Ealing.

2 h.p. Chater-Lea-Daw, just overhauled and re-enamell
in very good crder; £8; light machine: ask :

particulars.—Clark, 25, Denmark Kd., West Ealing.

13.h.p. Minerva, overhauled and re-enamelled; ££
4 particulars sent if desired.—Clark, 25, Denme

Ed., West Ealing.

3 h.p. Fafnir, magneto, Chater, B. and B., handle C(

trol, Davison tank; £16, ifler; appointment, lett

—Carroll, 153, Breakspear s Ed., Brockley.

4 h.p. CLE., magneto, spring fcrks, H.B. control,
by 2i tj'res, as new; 15 guineas, cost 45.—

O

poral Ferris, 20, Brunswick Sq., Camberwell.

Oh.p. Kerry, enamelled French grey, lined red, 26
plated wheels, long bars, low, perfect, as new, r

scratched; £12.-426 Hce St., Walinamstow.

TWIN Werner, 4h.p., and sidecar, in excellent con
tion and first-jlass going order; £18, a genui

bargain.-Hornett. 96, Princess Ed., Croydon.

1 Q07 3'fh.p. Triumph, magneto, carefully used, e

-Li/ cellent condition, rubber studded tyre; £22.
Jermy, Leighton Hohne, Frimley Green, Sunty.

3 Ih.p. Brown, 1908, with Chater sidecar, magnel
2 H-B. control, Eoot and Clarke two-speed get

excellent condition.—Root and Clarke, Heme Bay.

3 Ih.p. Wolf, new belt, tyre, accumulator, and spri:

2 forks, excellent running order, condition as ne^

£12, bargain.—Clements, 39, Vere Ed., Brighton.

GENUINE Bargain.-1909 3ih.p. Tourist Trophy T
umph, spring f„rks, not run 500 miles, faultle

condition; £36.— Gray, 2, The Square, Eichmond.

4Ih.p. Minerva, Chater frame, spring forks, Valva
2 cord back, electric light, low built, stand, sparei

trial ; photo ; £23.-229, Burdett Ed., London, E.

In answering these advertisements it is de-sirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle. A35
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OH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEAD.—Sale, enormous reduction on alKjna-

es, call and obtain great bargain. — Rey, 5,

TEAD (£23). - 4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908
el, magneto, spring forks, with all accessories.

TEAD (£25). — F.N., 4-cyl., 4ili.p., splendid
tion, witii all accessories, late model.

TEAD (£27). -

model, 4i]i.p.,

F.N., new condition, 4-cyl.,

magneto, spring forks, all

iTEAD (£21).—Mineiva, 3.ili.p., 1909 model,
condition, handle-bar control, all accessories;

iTEAD.—1909 New Triumphs in stock, Moto-
'es and F.N.'s at special reduction, latest

TEAD (£-22).—Moto-Reve, twin, magneto, and
ng lorks, 1909 pattern, splendid condition,

icessories.

tTEAD.—Sole London and district agents for

)ln Elks, all models in stock ; special price

iTEAD (£12).— Singer, 3h.p. magneto, new
skid on back, in splendid order, with acces-

TBAD (£18).—F.N. l|h.p. Lightweight, mag-
and spring fcrks, with all new accessories

;

TEAD (£28). — V.S-., two-speed gear, 5h.p.,

eto and spring forks, all accessories
;

grand

TEAD (£13).—Peugeot; 3ih.p., spring forks,

1 all new accessories, splendid bargain. — 5,

TEAD (£13).—Motosacoche lightweight, late

lei, with all accessories, guaranteed a bar-
: 2678 V.O.

iTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
lei, new condition, with accessories, all bar-
ranteed.

TEAD (£23). — Lightweight 1909 Latest
1 Wolf, not run 100 miles, and guaranteed
elow.

iTEAD (£14). — Singer, 3h.p., magneto, good
tion ; 4-cyl. F.N., £23, splendid order, all

ITEAD (£12).-N.S,U., 3h.p., splendid order,
xessories; 4-cyl. F.N., £20, bargain.

ITEAD (£28).-Latest 1909 Moto-Eeve, run
[t 100 miles, all accessories; Whitby, 3h.p., £6.

ITEAD (£44).—Triumph, 1909, free engine,
st model, as new, witn all accessories

; great

ITEAD (£35).—Tourist Trophy Triumph, 1909,
ost new, property cf W. Bentley ; 1907 Tri-
5, bargain.

iTEAD (£14).-Riley, 3h.p., vertical, late type;
ry, 3h.p., £6, in good order, bargain.

iTEAD (£29). — 5-6h.p. F.N., late model, 4-

special bargain, with all accessories, grand

ITEAD (£16). — Triumph, 3h.p., accessories:
in house,—Only address, 5, Heath St. Tel. :

Pwin Minerva, first-class condition 1908, new
:- August ; any trial any time ; sidecar if le-
PPly, Gymnasium, Holland Ed., Hove.

2ih.p., B. and B., handle-bar control, new
nulator, B105, Janes switch, two belts and
11.—Williams, 80, Albert Ed., Bromley.

'h.p. Twin, magneto, two speeds fitted, coach-
sidecar, unused, ji'St delivered; cost £100,
s?-Dr. Sutton, 11, Strathville Ed., S.W.

!^.S.U., m.agneto, two-speed- and free engine,
es, belt excellent condition, takes sidecar well

;

-Crowfoot, Deepde.ie, Park Lane, Wallington.

itchless, J.A.P. engine, Bosch magneto, Nala
peed gear, free engine, with rigid sidecar, new
indid condition.—S., 5, Laitwood Ed., Balham.
larolea Twin, powerful, good condition, no rea-
ble ofier refused; also 1909 Triumph, perfect
£38.—Rutledge, Glebe Av,, W oodford Green.

r.A.P. and 2-J-h.p. Zedel, both good condition,
V, vertical, 26in. wheels, tyres sound, nearly
aulators; must sell.— 7, Kent Ed., Gravesend.

evens, overhead mechanical valves, footboards,
and very fast, tyres, engine, and complete

Ike new; £16.-45, Medfield St., Eoehampton.

PH Motor, 3h.p., H.B. conti'ol, new tyre and
good condition, pair 7h.p. Peugeot cylinders

;

ted.—G.E.W., 148, Merton Ed., Wimbledon.

lex,, 2ih.p., magneto, lightweight, bought last
cember, run 700 miles, condition perfect, horn,
6.—Yates, 6, Gunnersbury Av., Ealing Com-

Brown, just overhauled, brand new Dunlop,
dy to b., ridden aw«v : Feen any time • "enu-
in, £10 10s.— G., Miltcn, St. Leonards, East

m
EASY PAYMENTS.
£3 DOWN
2j h.p. Antoine £6 10

2i h.p. Bradbury £6 10
3 h.p.

3 li-P-

4 h-P-

3 h.p.

3ib-P-
2j h.p.

4 h.p.

Lloyd's
Clyde
Antoine
Humber
Rex
Lloyd's
.'\ teller

4 h.p. Stevens

£13
£15
£16
£10
£10
£7

£13
£13

Push Cycles tak

secures any of these.

Balances/- per week.

3 h.p. Rover . . £10 10
2 h.p. Sarolea.. £6
2ih.p. Kerry .. £9 10
4 h.p. Coronet £15

2i b.p. Werner £8 10

3J h.p. Werner £13 10
2 n.p. Thomas £8
2 h.p. Humber £8 10
1 h.p. Bradbiirv £10 10
3-^ h.p. Brown £14 10

en in Exchange.

" F>OF>ULARS."
1909 3J h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

1909 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, two speed, Roc
clutch £42 10

TQoq 3i h.p. Ri-,X Tourist, done 50 miles. Olfers.

rgoS 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks. . £24 10
1908 REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating £17 10
igo7 3i h.p. magneto REX £21

3I h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
1908 si h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10
1907 3* h.p. REX, spring forks £17
1907 3I h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks . . £17 10
1907 3i h.p. BRADBURY, 26.n. wheels,

spray £13 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
7 h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .. £13 10
iQofi 3i^h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .. £15 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control £13 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15
2j h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10
2 h.p, M.O.V. MINERVA, sprav, good £6 15
3 h.p ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10
3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac. ... £7 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber. . £9 10
2} h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2j h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15
2j h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6
Monster List on AppiicAtion. Cash oilers considered.

1909 REXES. 1909.
All models in stock. Liberal exchanges.

OFFERS CONSIDERED.
SIDECAR IVIACHINES.

1909 7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto as new £40
r909 5 h.p. REX D£ LUXE, roo miles only Offers.

r9o8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10

1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmer Cords £32 10
'1908 4 h.p. N.SU., magneto, spring forks. . £21
5i h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £29 10
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

sidecar £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, sprmg forks £12 10

54 h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £25 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10

5 h.p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £13 10
6 h.p. Twin REX & new DE LUXE Sidecar £21

4I h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.. magneto £23 10

Five 5 i h.p. Twin Rexes, spring lo: lis, long oars,

low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.

wheels. .dEIT ITs.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

TRICARS.
SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

GARAGE ROOM REQUIRED
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, chain drive, very

powerful £12 10

4 h.p. VICTOR, two speeds, open frame, foot

clutch, foot brake £18 10
Cash offers considered to clear.

5^ h.p. TWIN REX, H.B. control, spring torks, and
brand new DE LUXE SIDECARwith art cane body,
latest improvements and 26 x 2i tyre, £22 lOs.

2)[|F- WE HAVE IN STOCK OVER TWO TONS: of
Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers. Best makes.
All sizes. 17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Covers
17/6, Tubes 4/11. Bargain list on application.

Approval against cash.

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carburetters
from 25/-. Liberal exchange. Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2^10. tyres, every-
thing of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt
attachment, 26'.' 2.V ClincherA Won tvres £6

"^'^ Halifax Motor Exchange,
."LARGEST RE!< 0£AI£R>

'^V^fLo^.- 15.Westgate, Halifax. *

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. ,

TRIUMPH, 1909, iK-rfect condition, rubber studded-":
and Palmer cird lyres, larne carrinr batr, all tocls,

horn, nmubers, etc.; £37 10s.— 94, Gloucester Ed., S.\\..'

23.h.p. GrifJon-Zedel, new Dunlops, plating and enamel
4 perfect, two accumulators, spins, guaranteed

excellent order; £12. or offer.—" Aj ax," 391, High Ed.,
Ilford.

TRIUMPH, 1909, unscratched, perfect condition, sp:;re

belts, valves, tools, all accessories ; grand bargain,
38 guineas, or near offer.-Apply, 4, Mortimer St., Lon-
don, W.

TWO Speeds, free engine, 5h,p. twin Vindec and side-

;

car, magneto, 1909 Amac, Tmflault, new Whittle,
2i tricar tjTes ; trial ; £35.—Eavenswood, Ross Ed., Walr
lington.

MOTOSACOCHE, late 1908 model, grand condition,
spare back cover, free engine device ; what ofier^?

must sell.—Paine, Robin Wood, Motor Garage, Anerley
Hill, S.£.

J.A.P.,-3ih.p., magneto, Chater-Lea, little used. £18;
Vindec twin, 1908, spares, splendid condition, £27;

no exchanee.—Sunny Bank, Christ Church Ed., Hump-
stead, N.W.

7-9h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, Longuemare, V.S., ad-
justable pulley, handle-bar control, E.O.M. igni-

tion, and tyres; owner going abroad; £25.-18, Eanelagh
Av., Barnes.

TEITJMPH, new Feb., 1908. in exceptional fine con^
dition, property of a naval officer, only ridden three

months in the year; best cash cffler to Roberts, 31, New-
gate St., City;

BAEGAIN.—Fafnir, spring forks, adjustable pulley,
H.B. control, patent stand, French grey, entrine

perfect, lamp, tools ; 14 guineas.—Palmer, 6, . Flax.uan
'Terrace, W.C.

"I Q09 Triumph, nearly new. Palmers, everything in
-Li/ perfect condition; experts invited; bargain, £43,
or offer.-Feun and Co., Mortimer ^iiarket, Tottenham
Court Ed,, W.
"1 Q08 Triumph, with 1909 improvements, unpunctured
JLiJ tyres, spring saddle-pillar, one of fastest machines
on joad ; lowest £30 ; seen by appointment.—Jarvis, Lynd-
hurst, Enfield.

31h.p. Humber, two speeds and 'neutral, fan attach-
2 ment : trial given; thorough going order; £l5,

cr offer. — Plumb, Annandale, Bensham., Manor Ed.,
Thornton Heath.

TEIUMPH, 1909, fast machine, in good cotjdition,
including spare valves, tools, plugs, lamp, and ac-

cessories; £37. — Savage, Welbeck Works, Kimberiey
Ed„ Kilbum, N.W.

31.h.p. Centaur, chain drive, suitable for sidecar, Lon-
2 guemare, trembler, two accumulators, 23in. Con-

tinental, long bars, accessories; £9 10s.—Best, 265,
Borough High St., S.E.

IMMEDIATE Sale or exrchange 8h.p. Wclseley pecial

running order, late^t improvements, for 6h.p. F.N.,
two-speed gear, sidecar, 1908 cr 1909.—Write, S., 1035,
Forest Ed., ^^'althamstow.

TETCMPH, 3h.p., magneto, ball bearing engine,
ppring forks, rubber studded, padded saddle, ex-

cellent condition; £18, or offer.—Sehlbtter, 12, London,
Place, London Fields, N.E.

IF You Want a leUable motor cycle that will carry
you anywhere, send for particulars of my Fafnir^

Chater-Lea, £14 10s. ; also Montgomery sidecar, £3 10s.
—13, Somerville Ed., New Cross.

TEIUMPH, 1908, little used, new Maboa clutch, stuii-

ded tyres, butted tube, Autoclip^e lamp, spares
;

,

£34 10s. ; exchange good tricar or three-speed bicycle.T^

13, Grove Hill Ed., Denmark Hill.

FOE Sale, 5h.p. Kerry, three-speed, handle starling

;

also £12 12s. Montgomery flexible sidecar, both
in excellent condition, had little use; trial here; £26.—
Barber, Nelson Terrace, Polegate.

REX, Sh.p., in splendid condition, only ridden 2,000
miles: £22, or offers; to be seen and tried at New;

Century. Motor Co., St. Albans.—Full particulars frjm
M. Bruntori, Frcgmore, St. Albans.

THE New 1910 F.N. Lightw^eight. with two-speed gear,

free engine, shaft, driven, an ideal touring machine,
with latest fitments, complete ; £40.—Manning, St. John's,

South End Ed., Hampstead Heath.

2.3.h.p. Brown, fitted with long handle-bars and low
4 seat position, in splendid running order, £10

;

also 3h.p. genuine De Dion, Chater-Lea, ahnost new,

£15; trial.—57, Park Ed., We,st Dulwieh.,

TEIUMPH, 3h.p., latter part 1905; engine, Bowden
control, acetylene lamp, and other accessories, ma-

chin* in first-class condition,; price £16.—Can be seen at

Mr. J. L. Thomas, 92, High St., Barnet.

NYE'S !-E. G. Nye is now booking orders lor I&IO.

All kinds of accessories stocked.; lowest prices;

cash or instalment, system; please; look him. up.— 59,

Leather Lane, Holborn, London. Near GHi'iage's.

4h.p. Humber and coach-built sidecar combination,
free engine, handle starting, tyres and everything

perfect, fine ' turn-out : exchange for motor cycle and
cash, or sell.—Cross, 180, Liverpool Ed., Ishngton

3ih.p. 1908 N.S.U., magneto, H;E. control, spring
"2 forks, adjustable pulley, Kempshall back, all nearly

new; £29, or exchange 1908 or 1909 5h.p. twin, mag-
neto.-Denham, Castlebar, St. Winifred's Ed., Teddmg'!

ton.

I /I answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAht..
4 l.-6h.p. Twin Minerva, -with Chater-Lea sidecar, long
12 iiandle-bars. Gliater-Lea frame and free engine,

ceuold chain drive, splendid machine, very reliable

;

igersV—" Glencroft," Knight'.^ Hill, West Norwood,
jondon.

r-9h.p.
V.S., two-speed gear, 1909, with Millford castor

wueel sidecar, uaralj' used, condition perfect, lamps,

11 spares; cost over £80, sell for 55 guineas; owner
oiny abroad.—Dr. jilveridge, King's College Hospital,
jondon.

ELEPHANT Motor Mart.—H.B. control carburetters,
Amac, 21s. ; B. and H., 25s. 6cl. ; 15 amp. celiu-

rid accumulators, in metal lined leather case, 10s. 6d.
;

8 by 2i extra heavy • Moseley covers, clearance price

6s. pair.

IQ07 5h.p. Twin Vindec, magneto, Trufiault forks,
LJ/ Mabon clutch, like new, lyres good, powerful
lachine, and nearly new Montgomery sidecar : £34

;

jke lower power and cash.—Motor, 64, London Ed.,
Outhwark.

OEX 5h.p. Special Twin Tourist, latest 1909 pattern,
LV gold medal machine, c.jndition better than new,
amplete with spares ; genuine sacrifice, £34 ; advertiser
uyiug Speed King.— Smith's, Eowland %Yks., 16, Haver-
tock Hill.

I Q09 Humber, two-speed, Druid forks, very latest
L */ model, including latest gear mechanism, only run
;w miles, ideal touring machine ; good reason for selling

;

fault; £39.—Box L341, The Motor Vycie Offices, 20,
udor St., E.G.

>ih.p. Aster Engined Eowland Motor Cycle, Chater-
f2 Lea spring forks, brass torpedo tank, 2i Palmer
ad tyres, uncut, automatic lubrication, low frame, new
sndition, not ridden 200 miles; £20, or near olfer.— 11,
[averstock Hill,- N.W.

1 Q09 Triumph, Mabon clutch, spare tube and belt
L.t/ carrier, etc., £37; 5h.p. twin magneto Sarolea-
hater, £23; 3ih.p. Eecord, Chater frame, £13 lOs.

;

Ih.p. Lurquin, Cnater frame, £13 10s.—26, Halstead
t., Eobsart St., Brixton.

i Sjh.p. Eex, 1907, free engine, new tyres and tubes,i Whittle belt, new accumulator, also nearly new
gid sidecar, w'ith new tyres, lot of spares, including new
Unco belt; first decent ofler gets the lot.—740, Seven
isters' Ed., S. Tottenham.

PEIUMPH, late 1907, Palmer cords, with 1909 Mabon
L clutch, variable pulley, handle-bar control, new
rl, piston, and engine, W aiawata belt, magneto as new,
vo saddles, lamp, horn, spares; bargain, £30; buying
li.p. machine.— ixing, 6, Fieldhouse Ed., Balham.

[?14 10s.—4h.p. Twin Werner, spring forks, new con-
^ dition, re-enamelled, plated and rebushed, new
'res, belt, etc., genuine bargain, B, and B. carburetter,
l.B. control, less one spring; 10s.; wanted. Sunbeam
icycle.—Eussell, Light Oaks, St. James Ed., .Sutton.

i EIEL, 3h.p., spring forks, engine just overhauled,
i- M.O. valves, B.B. carburetter, new Stanley belt,
ew accumulator, trembler coil, BlOO saddle, Dunlops
«ck new), fast, perfect; only selling through ill health-
argam, £14.-W. Kirkham, 71, Melfcrd Ed., Leyton-
;one.

>lh.p. Triumph, magneto, September, 1907, not runf^ 4.0U0 miles, adjustable pulley, uncut rubber non-
ads and Peter-XJniou punctureprcof band, many spares
Qd tools, less and better used than many 1909 machines;
25 10s.—Crow, Nottingham Ed., Croydon. Tel.: 230
roydon.

CJEAND New 2ih.p. Lightweight Peugeot, fitted with
-* all latest improvements, including Amac carbur-
"^•% ^^'^^^ King of the Eoad lamp, stand, carrier, low
mid, and very smart appearance ; £22.—Can be seen
ay time, or by appointment with A. Morgan, 86. Dean
t., Soho.

^IDECAEIST.-1908 twin Eex, Bosch magneto, Eoc
J clutch, spring forks, cantilever seat. Whittle belt,
l.B. control, horn, lamp, pump, Mills-Eulford sidecar,
Jstor wheel (made fixed at will), starts like a car,
aaranteed perfect throughout; £30.-41, Ashford Ed.,
ricklewood,-

)3.h.p. Brown, very flexible, in good order, tyres good,'* - new Michelin tube. Longuemare, new Lithanode
I'cumulator. trembler coil. Matchless stand, ^B. seat-
lUar, long bars, BlOO saddle. L.A.C. spring forks,
as lamp, horn, bag and spares; £11—110, Sunnvhil)
'Q., Streatham.

th.p. Twin 76 by 81 Eex. 1908, magneto, 24 by 2i,
' low, racy, large valves, J.A.P. H.B. control ea'rbur-
tter, large assortment spares, two covers, four Eich
Jbes, spare engine valve= and set tools, spare belt;
nee £20; if with .Jones speedometer, £25.—Lt. Davis,
..N. Barracks, Chatham.

IQ09 3ih.p. Miner-^a, two accumulators, all spares,
^y Mabon free clutch variable palley, cot run 100
Hies, also Mills rigid sidecar, not quite new, but per-
ect condition; £55 lowest, cost £45 two months ago;
ny evening by appointment. - S. Blenkarn, Norham,
'romwell Ed., Beckenham.

W/'INTEE Prices.—3ih.p. Bat, spring frame, £14; 4i
' ' h.p. twin Minerva, low built, pan seat, excellent
pn'i.ition, cash bargain, £15 10s.; 2ih.p. J.A.P., vert-

ical, light, fast, £10 103.; 3ih.p. Peugeot twin, mag-
;e;o, spring forks. Palmer tyres, £20; Eex de Luxe,
win, clutch, magneto, £24; 2Jh.p. Phcenix. magneto,
wo speeds, grand machine, £15: 2|h.p. Brown, vertical
^sine, excellent condition, £10 10s.: 3^h.p. Excelsior,
aM.C. engine, excellent condition, £9 10s.; 2ih.p.
ierry, £9 15s.; several machines, in perfect order, £5.
^e do exchanges.-128. High Ed., South Tottenham.

In answering these

"SCUM"
is the proper name for some of the low-priced Side-
cars at present on the market.
FARRAR'3 SIDECARS are equal to any £8 8s.

sidecar on the market.
FARRA'RS SIDECARS are guaranteed ra months.
FARRAR'S Sidecars are sent on approval.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.
Each £4- IT 6 Each.

Coach-built body, £2 extra.

An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHMENT. Quite Rigid.
No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Guaranteed twelve months. Full particulars on re-
quest. Get one on approval. You will be delighted

—A SQUARE DEAL.—
guaranteed at

Scjciafe Rci., Ha.n-Fa.x.
CASH, EXCHANGE, or EASY PAYMENTS.

3J- h.p. rgoS TRIUMPH, very good £29
4-5 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, spring forks . . £19

31 h.p. REX, magneto, two-speed gear £19

1908 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. . . . £18

3I h.p. Magneto RKX, H.B. control fcl< u

3|h.p. GRITZNER, rgoS, magneto ignition £17

lOOd N.S.U. Liehlwoi.sht, m.T.-jnelo £22

3i h.p. rqob N.b.U., magneto and spring
forks £25

rooS ivlagnelo RFX, suiglc cylinder £18

^(.i h.n. rqob HEX Bl.O.V., =prin - lorks .. £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutcU t. . £26 10

^h h .p. TWIN RE K a beauty ,. . £15 10

-j h.p. REX, M.U.V., spray . . £10 10

6 h.p. TWiiN REX aiul Sirlfcar £20

6 h P. RE.\ DE EUXl and bidecar £31 10

3i h.p. BROWN, \ ertical, M.O.V £12

3I h.p. BROWN, magneto, H.B. control £20

3 h.p. iVliNEKv A, champion condition. .. . £11

31- h .p. 1907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

rq^8 5i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc two
speed?, clutch, magneto £34

4 h.p. ANTOliNE, M.O.V.. nne goer £11

5| h.p. REXETTE. fine machine.' £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

4i h.p. PHQj:N IX, two-spced £14

1908 >Aa.^neto REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold finisn, Bosch magneto, £17 lOs., o: exchange.

SF>ECIAI. RURCHASE.
1909 AMAC carburetters, handle-bar control,

19/6 each.
BROWN & BARLOW ditto, 23/- each.

£% WtWMS^ secures any tf these,

duO I/UW 11 Balance 5/- per week,

gj h.p. Singer, mag. £6 |2^ h.o. Stevens ... . £5

3J h.p. Rex t9 I 2|h.p. R. and P. .. £7

1 h.p. Dux £9 1 2 1 h.p. Humber .. £5
_

3 h.p. Fafner £9 I 2I h.p. King £8

'3 h.p. Nob le. M .O.V. £7
| ^ h.p. Humber, 26"

2^ h.p. Whitelev .. £6 1 ^wheels £9

1SOS "PREIVIIER" IVIeigrnetos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

"FARRAR'S SPECIAL" BELTING.
Absolutely the finest rubber belt on the market.

33% cheaper than any other higb-class belt,

fin., 9d. -?in., 1/. gin.,, 1/3. i in., 1/6 per foot.

SP>ECIAI. BARGAINS.
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £| 4
" Fit-All " two-sjieed gear, h.b. control £3 5

2J h.p. Humber engine 30/-

Tricar frame, for wheel-steering 50/-

Low motor cycle frame, vertical
fo e

Very good sidecar, rigid '. ?
/c

Long Handle-bars, plated 5/6

Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends o/b

Send tor Price List ot Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher A Won Covers, all sizes, 17 /3 each.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes, 4/11.

High-Class Machines Wantel. Cash Wailing.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Worksi Square Rd.i HALIFAX.
advertisements it is desirable to mention

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI
23.h.p. Griffon, light, low, fast, £10. or offer;
4 low 2u.p. Minerva, footboards, weight 85

£9; new Sh.p. Peugeot engined Trafalgar, 2i Pair
spring forks, £22; must sell.— Seen, 39, East St., V

31.h.p. Fafnir, almost new. Clinchers, re-enam
2 anl X'lated, not been 50 miles. £i3. cr near

also 2|h.p. Peugeot, vertical, new Michelin tyre,
splendid condition, £11.-38, Barringtou Ed., Horsl

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
"1 QO8 Sjh.p. Minerva, as new, not run 800 miles,
J-iy unpunctured; selling through no fault.— Pride
Bear St., Barnstaple.

F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., September, 1908, H.B. con
footboards, pedals, R.O.M. tyre (unpunctu

spare. Premier absorber, tools, and spares ; 30 guin
buying tricar.—Turner, Newtown, Sidmouth.

F.N., 3ih.p , 4 - cyl., magneto, perfect condition,
piston rings,, gudgeon piis, all bearings ccrr

adjusted, magneto recently overnauled, recent Micl
non-skids both wheels, reliable two-speed gear, with
engine, spring forks and saddle-pillar, all spares, ini

ing butt-ended tube- garaged in Bath; £i.^, cr lie

Motorist, 1. St. Michael's Terrace, Helston.

2

SECTION X.
Scotland.

Ih.p. Singer, good condition, newly overhauled;
2 gain, £/.—W. McJ^adzean, Straiten, Ayrshi

5 h.p. Eoc, two-sneed [sidecar cptionable). everyt
perfect; what offers?—Tolfree, 47, Falcon

ii.dinburgh.

WHAT Offers?— 5h.p. Eex, cantilever seat, Wh
belt, new non-skid back, run 1,975 miles.-Kii:

Walls, Lerwick.

REX Lightweight, 1908, 2ih.p., little used; all

cessories; £16.—Nelson V. dohnston, St. Step
St., Edinburgh.

TRIUMPH, 1909, unscratched, new June, perfect

dition. Palmer cord, . nly used a few times; ]

£38.—Apply, R. Yvilsbn, Glencraig, Fife.

"I
Q08 Eex, magneto, lightweight, extra large sai

-i-*y foctrests, stand, carrier, headligi.%, tcolbag, t

and spares; £18.-3,336, The Motor Cycle Offices,

entry.

TEIUMPH, 1909, new June, guaranteed perfect,

mer cord, run 200 miles ; owner must sell ; ]

£38.—Apply, No. 3,340, The Motor Cycle Offices,

entry.

THE Largest Stock and largest variety.—Rex,
Moto-Eeve. Excelsior, Douglas, Eoc, Minerva,

fon. Zenith, Indian, Norton. We can supply any c

make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Ed., I

burgh.

LATE 1909 5h.p. Eex de Luxe, Eoc clutch, two-s

gear, spring seat-pillar and spring forks, mag
switch and handle-bar control. Premier searctlight,

bag, spare new Palmer cord tyre and tube, spare

plugs, etc., all in perfect order.—Offers to 3,342,

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
IVfYE'S !—Two-fpeed Chain Driven Tricar, Fafnir
li gine, B. and B., gccd tyres; offers.

NYE'S !—Tricar, complete, less engine, good t

etc., adaptable any engine.— 69. Leather I
Holborn, E.G. 'Phone, 6299 Holborn.

41h p Humber Tricar, free engine, two-speed, w;

2 cooled: any trial; £25.-W. A. Tovey, Hon]

012 — Sih.p. Singer Tricar, magneto, cc

oW built in good condition.-Strong, jun., Acton,

AEIEL, magneto, three-speed, perfect; £16, or

offer; must sell.—94, Norwood Ed., Heme -

PHCENIX Trimo, 3ih.p, Minerva, tyres good, new
splendid running order; £10.-33, Leylaud

Lee.

SEVERAL Tricars and light cars; want twin or i

neto motor cycles, cash.—2d, Potternewton L
Leeds.

5h V Garrard Tricar, three speeds, water-cooled,

control ; £25 ; others ci-eap.-20, Pctternei

Lane, Leeds.

10 Cash.—3ih.p. Eex tricar, band brakes, 26 b;

at wheels, excellent condition.—128, High Kd.,

tenham. Trial.

1 Ah.p. Eexette, seats three, non-skids all wheels,

XV cellent condition; trial; £35, &flers.-136, I

beth Walk, S.E.

TEICAE Chassis, coach-built, twc-speed gear, clr

radiators, wheel steering; best offer.-74, Cro]

Ed., Beckenham.

£16 cash.-6h.p. twin Eex Triette four .=peeds

overhauled, money wanted; must sell at once.-

Grand Parade, Harringay.

31hp Minerva Tricar, good condition; ^1^ ^

2 phonograph cr lathe part payment.-2, U

Kennington Lane, London.

/f 1 h p Humber, water-cooled, handle, two spf

42 grand condition; offers, or exchange; must se

39, Coldharbour Lane, S.E.

The Motor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
9h.p. Twin-cyl. Water-cooled Tricar, tyres
non-skid back, fast and reliable; £40.—Bod-
lealcheapen St., Worcester.

ater-Lea, open frame, three speeds, reverse,

1, lamps; £39 10s.; excliang-e tricar and cash,

ycle.— 61, Denmark Hill, S.E..

!LE 3ih.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds and
engine, good condition ; sell or exchange.—
Ivory St., LeatUley Ed., Hunslet.

p. Twin Antoine Engined Tricar, chain drive
free engine clutch, wing mudguards, grand
B20.—26, Birchdale Kd,, Forest Gate, E.

;uadrant Tricar, Mabon clutch. Watawata, two
imulators, tyres excellent, thorough going
rs.—White, 1, Peak Hill Gardens, Sydenham.

X Tricar, seats three, wheel steering, open

, two speeds, splendid condition throughout

;

any time.— 115, Boundary Rd., St. John's

car, 4jh.p. Stevens engine, perfect condition,

;ngine, Ian, two accumulators, tyres unpunc-
O.—W. Boot, 8, Beverstone Kd., Thomton

'hcenis Trimo, fan, two-speed, coach - built

i seat, new tyres, runabout i.itachment
;
plioto

;

— Tweedie, Avallacrag, Baldwyn Gardens,

4h.p. Wliite and Popue Tricar, Kent three-

gear, side levers, iooi clutch, warranted, etc.

;

3hange bike and little cash, magneto bike pre-

,
Sun St., Pitsmoor Sheftteld.

e Iiight Ormonde Forecar, coach body, witli

ete front wheel, girder forks to convert into

iplendid order; £i6: sell forecar separate, fit

£4.—Burton, Portslade, Sussex.

icar, Ghater-Iica, 6h.p. Sarolea, Osborne four-
id and free engine, wheel steering and con-
non-skid back, Dunlops front, splendid con-

) ; exchange small car.—Caple, Spilsby.

rin Peugeot 7-9h.p. Tricar, bucket seats side

side, Anglian two-speed, free, Uunlop non-
res, perfect light car, run 800, cost £105,
ist, 838, Harrow Ed., Kensal Green. (P)

Phcenix Trimo, run eight months, just over-

1, extra heavy back wheel, non-skid. Cape
spares, headlight ; owner bought car ; cost

or nearest offer.-Dr. Moxon, Darley Dale.

o Carrier) Tricar, bucket seats, new September,
accessory, two ignitions ; any trial ; will

; buying large car', this tricar is the finest

rket; absolutely no trouble.-21, Swan St.,

and Poppe 4ih.p. Tricar, coach-built, two
ds, free engine, wheel steering, foot clutch,
lins. Palmer cord tyres, acetylene lamps; too's,

ra studded cover; £30.—Aylwin, 1, Claygate
Ealing.

ter-Lea throughout, pressed steel frame, car
3rs, two-speed, side levers, new 9in. Chater
lold chains, new, tyres 700 by 75, perfect
chere; trial; £22 10s.; particulars and photo.
;, Ladysmith Ed., St. Albans.

nith Light Tricar, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., three
ds, free engine, hana starting, H.B. control,
jnd well sprung, two new aceuanulators. pair
3 King of Eoad lamps, with separate gener-
yres, spares, and tne whole in excellent con-
3e £35 ; view and trial by appointment. —
vner," 5, Beech Mansions, ^v est Hampstead,

Z Trimo, 6h.p., 1907, fan-cooled, Peugeot V
mgme, car lamps, Michelin car tyre, large
iO amp. P.E. accumulators, E.O.M. contact
ich-built, wheel steering ; leaving for Japan
month ; will accept first offer if genuine

;

thers invited to inspect after 5 p.m.—J.D.S.,
c Terrace, Chestnut Walk, Whipp's Cross,

ECARS AND FORECARS.
I, plated springs and rim, 26in. ; bargain

;

£3.—James, 17, Eutland Ed., Catford.

IS, best value, £4 15s. and £5 10s.; second-
from £3 15s.—D. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway

n.

,'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on approval

;

iteed 12 months; immediate delivery; to fit
cycle.

-X Sidecars are superb value; £4 l?s. F''

.; equalling otJiers costing double.—Farrar's
quare Ed., Halifax.

lecar, wicker, splendidly upholstered, 26 Pal-
tyre, attached Triumph; bargain, £3 15s —

q., E.

•Enquiries wanted for any kind of sidecars-
exchange, instalments.— 69, Leather Lane!
london.

!., rigid, new August, never used, splendidly
tered life red, with apron; cost £7, sacrifice
nuine bargain; exchange.—Fuller, 79, Harold
Lstone.

_12 Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and' built
:nout with genuine Chater-Lea fittings and
hncher tyre; 6 guineas.-H. Bert, 9, Ga.skell
H,, S,.yv.

i>
Don't go

to

and be

disappointedBLACKPOOL
but come to tflAUDES ^"'"'^

SATISFIED.
3J h.p. 1908 N.S.U., brand new
3I h.p. MINERVA, spring forks

4 h.p. HAMILTON, will climb anything .

.

3I h.p. N.S.U., Roc two-speed gear and free
engine, splendid condition

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, practically new
tyre; to both wheels, handle-bar control,
guaranteed to climb Sutton Bank ; a
beauty

2 h.p. MOTO-R-EVE, magneto ignition,
spring forks

3S^ h.p. CEN fAUR, in good condition ....

3i h.p. DDWSON, M.6.V. ; a.bargain
2j h.p. BARTER, Brooks sadcle, 26in.

wheels '.
. .

.

5 h.p. T ' in REX, r9o6, first cheque secures
2 h.p. BR.-iDBURY, three-speed pulley and

free eng ne
2 h.p. M:NERVA, new enamelled, in good

condition

£31
£15
£14

£22

£20

£20
£9
£9

£S
£15

£1C

£8

All ma.hines guaranteed in mining order.

CA / DOWN and 5/- weekly secures the
*»*'/" following :

QUADRANT, 2 h.p.. spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
MINERVA, i| h.p., coil and accumulator.. £5
REX, 3J- h.p., aluminium finish £9
DOWSQN, 3t h.p., long wheelbase £10

TRICARS.
3J h.p. HUMBER, cane chair, upholstered

in red, splendid condition throughout,
and fitted with good tjTes, etc £15

PHQiNIX Trimo, two-speed gear, foot
brake, coach-built, good tyres to all

wheels £15

TRICYCLE.
DE DION, fitted with genuine De Dion

engine, perfect order, enamelling and
plating in splendid condition £7 10

CAR.
DARRACQ, 18 h.p., foirr-cylinder, live axle,

three speeds and reverse, four-seater,

tyres 88oxr20.mm. back, 870 x90 mm.
front, all practically new, £79 or exchange £79

Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels,
Dunlop tyres £4

Screw-cutting Lathe, 6 J in. centres, 6ft. bed.
back geared, compound rest, 22 change
wheels, overhead reverse motion £15
You will receive best attention at our hands.

All orders promptly executed.
All machines guaraa teed in good running order.

miscellaneous!
^

AMAC Carburetters, handle-bar control, all guar-
anteed. Our price 20/- each complete.

Several bargains in CLINCHER Dreadnought
Covers, studded, 26x2in. and 26x2 Jin.

Genuine 26x2iin. CLINCHER Rubber-
studded Tyres. List price 31/6. Ourprice25/-

CLINCHER J'<5x2j:in. Tubes. Postpaid .. 5/6
F.R.S. Lamp, Drand new. A bargain 19/6
HELLA Searchlight, best plated, divided

glasses, complete with generator 14/11
Trinote Horns. " What a noise !

" 7/3
Treble- twist Horns. Will shift a tram . ... 6/6
Double-twist Horns, heavily plated ........ 4/6
Variable Pulleys, heavily plated 12/6
Mudguards, well finished, 3in 2/11
Mudguards, 4in 3/6
MABON Free-engine Clutch, nearly new.... 30/-
BROWN AND'~ BARLOW Carburetters,

handle-bar control, latest type 80/-
FULLER Plam Midget Coils, 10/6 ; Tremblers, 17/6.

Liberal allowance on old coUs.
FULLER'S Accumulators, 20 amp., 17/ ; REX

16/-; MINERVA, 16/-; Midget, 16/-; 5/6
allowed for old accumulators in part payment.
AH jgog models.

Long Handle-bars, slightly upturned, dropped ends
6/6; straight, 5/6.

Swan-neck Seat-pillars, 4/6.
Tubular Carriers, 4/11^

Note the Address—

Mm

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephone—433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams—" Petrol, Halifax."
Also at 136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
LIGHT Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel, left, good condi-

tion; must sell; £3 5s.—Brown, 140, Turrtpike
Lane, Hornsey, N.

TRAPALGAE Flexible or Eigid Cane Sidecar, £3 38.

;

wauled, screw-cutling lathe (treadle).— 172a, Earls-
field Ed., Wanasworth.

WHOLESALE and Eetail manufactuiers, — Baskets,
springs, fittings.—Middleton and Co., Watson St

Newington Green, London, N.
'

STAMFOED HILL. - Our famous sidecars at £4
17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaction.- 128, High

Ed., Tottenham. Deliveries from stock.

LADY'S Humber Bicycle, fitted new Ariel 'coupler,
spring forks 'reinforced), motor saddle, £4; coupler

only £1 I.S.— 13, Grove Hill Ed., Denmark Hill

HALIFAX.—Eigid de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and
plated, luxuriously sprung, everything of the best,

fit any machine, 26 by 2i tyres, £6; art cane bodies, 15s.
extra; cheaper quality, as advertised, £4 17s.; second-
hand sidecars taken in exchange.-Halifax Motor Ex-
change, \V estgate, Halifax.

MILLS-FULFOED Eigid {brand new and unused)
Sidecar, with speciul 26 by 2i rigid wheel; ac-

cept £6 10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange, W estgate, Hali-
fax.

HALIFAX.—Two forecars, 26in. wheels, long side
stays, good tyres, less front seat; £2 15s. each.

—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
3 h.p. M.M.C. Tricycle, perfect condition, gear driven;

£10 lOs.-C.E.C, 57a, Chadwick Ed., Peckham,
London, S.E.

3ih.p. Ariel, water-cooled head, two speeds, engine,
gea"-, tyres excellent condition; £12.—Payne, TTil-

marton, Caine.

4 h.p. De Dion Motor Tricycle, water-cooled, fcwc-speed,
chain driven, perfect condition; £35.—Kemp, Bun-

galow, Mountfield, Sussex.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quad, 8h.p., 2-cyl., magneto, two speeds, five

spare tubes, two covers, and many other spares,
everything like new, guaranteea great bargain, £60, or
near offer.—E. Cripps and Co., Nottingham.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.- ISh.p. Darracq, 1906, 4-cyl., hood, screen,

dual ignition, fully equipped, fast car ; £125.

PALMEE.—Sh.p. Eegal, tonneau, single-cyl., artillery
wheels, light, reliable Uttle car; £40.

PALMEE.— 12h.p. M.M.C, tonneau, seats five, 2-cyl.,

810 by 90 tyres, wonderful condition at price, £40.

PALMEE.—Sh.p. De Dion, genuine, seats five, engine
under bonnet, solid tyres; £35.

PALMEE.—12-1 6h.p. Panhard delivery van, 4-cyl.,

carry about 25cwt., magnificent condition ; £60.

PALMEE.— 16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, 4-cyl.,

five lamps
;

great bargain, £125.

PALMEE.—16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., side en-
•, trance, magneto, hood, screen ;" bargain, £100.

PALMEE.—12-14h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., nearly
new Moseley tyres, raked steering ; £85.

PALMEE.—18-24h. p. Prunel landaulet, side entrance,
., 4-eyl., M.O.V., grand hire car; great value, £125.

PALMEE.—17-2 Ih.p. Mors limousine, 4-cyl., magneto,
side entrance, pressed steel frame, silent, reliable

carriage; £150.

PALMEE.—40-50h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich, 1907, 4-cyl.,

magnificent vehicle ; cost over £1,000, sacrifice for
£325.

PALMEE. — 16-24h.p. F.I.A.T., side entrance, late

type, splendid touring car, fully equipped; £220.

PALMEE.—15h.p. Darracq, 5-seater, 4-cyl., hood,
screen, direct top drive, fast, silent ; £95.

PALMEE.—24-40h.p.-^F.I.A.T., 5-seateT, Eoi des Beiges
body, gate change, hood, screen; £175.

PALMEE.—L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed., Toot-
ing. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Garage one minute

Merton Ed. tram terminus. Tooting. Cars seen here

any day, Sundays before 2. Photos, details per return;
easy terms arranged; exchanges.

"I
/»h,p. Prunel Car, 4 cyls. ; £65; smaller car, tricar,

JLO part.— 14, Zermatt St., Chapeltown, Leeds.

Kh.p. Allday.s, 5h.p. Vauxhall, light 2-seaters^ £25;
motor cycle part.—20, Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

: tyne, seats four, guara:

27, Kingsbury Ed., Dalston.

ble tonneau, good condition;
advertised £5'5,' take £20.-140, Camberwell Grove,

1 A h.p. 2-Cyl. Ariel, latest typ^. seats four, guaran
JL" teed condition: £55

"pvAEEACQ, 9h.p., detachable tonneau, good condition;

S.E.

9 h.p. Daracq, 2-seater, hood, screen, three speeds ; £49
10s. ; exchange motor cycle.— 13, Peckham Ed.,

S.E.

POWEEFIJL 6ih.p. Water-cooled Aster, three speeds;
exceptional bargain, £25.—Priory, Hardway, Gos-

port.

SMAET 2-seater, 6ih.p. Clvde, perfect condition. —
Sully's, 10, Old Town, Clapham. Tel.: 1781 Bat-

;'t'e?se'a!:"

In answering these. ad'i-trtisthmmit^'ii''Hisirahle to m Motor 'Cycle.
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CARS FOR SALE.
[/IPSE.— 12h.p. Aster, 2-cyl., side entrance, pressed
steel. Stepney, hood,_ screen, lamps, speedometer

;

ite bargain, £65.

[JP3E.—20-30h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxurious
body, canopy, two screens, peri'ect ; £165.

[jIPSE.— 141i..p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side entrance,
splendid order; £95.

[/IPSE.— 6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel frame,
splendid orutr ; £42 10s.

[iIPSE.— 10-12h.p. J. P., 2-cyl., side entrance, long
i

chassis, liood, perfect order ; £80.

JIPSE.— 141i.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speeds,

in excellent crder; £30.

[/IPSE.-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl.,

excellent condition ; £57 10s.
M.O.V., tonneau,

— 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
steel frame; bargain, £105.

4 seats, in splendid

[.IPSE.
pressed

[/IPSE.—10-1 2h.p. Sorex Cab,
L/r..ier; £87 10s.

[iIPSE.—Sib.p. Beeston Humberette, two speeJs,
climbs anything; £28 10s. — Eclipse Engineering
lotor Co., 255, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. 'Pnone,
Putney.

I. Vauxhall Car, two-speed, artillery wheels; oficrs

wanted; £16.—Ferguson, WaLiiesley Terrace, Broad-

i.p. Darracq, 2-seater, iast and reliable : any trial

;

£110.—Spelie and Eamsden, 35, Crimbles St.,

I. M.M.C., 4 - seater, single-cyl., artillery wheels,
three speeds and reverse, fine condition; £25, bar-

,h.p. Peugeot, 2-cyI., three speeds, reverse, mag-
neto, 2-seater, extremely good condition ; £50.

i.p. De Dion Phaeton Runabout, two speeds, equal
wheels, good condition, perfect order; £18 10s.—

Hiph Rd., Tottenham. Exchanges. Photos, par-
rs by return.

Cash and 12 monthly payments of £5 buys splen-
did Panhard limousine.—Dymohurch, Mellison Rd..
ag.

JEE. 10-12h.p., 2-cyl. De Dion engine, side en-
trance. Cape hood ; 85 guineas.—84, Queen's Rd.,
lam.

Ih.p. Humber, 2 cyls., Dunlops; trial; £57 10s.;
exchange lower power, or motor cycle.— 6, Chalsey
Brockley.

12h.p. Durkopp, 2-cyl., 6-seater, perfect order

;

£35.' or ex(?iiange.—Brown, 2a, Seagrave Rd.,
Bromptcn.

PIER Car, 4 cyls., condition guaranteed, hood,
screen; £85; trial; nart exchange 2-seater. —

ry, Ealing Rd., W.

[JNEL, 2"0h.p., 4 cyls., 2-seater, very powerful, as
new; £75, cycle or trioetr in part.—R. Armstrong,
lildliall Chambers, E.G.

lLIFAX.—8-lOh.p. 2-cyl. Ford 2-SeSted: Car, ar-
tillery wheels; £24 10s., bargain. — Motor Ex-

;e, Westgate, Halifax.

lENT Motor Buckboard, 4h.p., 2-seater, two
speeds, fan-cooled, oil feed from seat, numerous

5, as new; £25.—The Triplex, Wrexham.

). Victrix-De Dion, 2-seater, three speeds and re-

verse, new Dunlop tyres fitted this season ; any
[nation; £55.—Beardsley, 6, Manners Rd., Ilkeston.

BY Peugeot, Ssh.p., three and reverre, perfect con-
dition, hood, lamps, and spares ; £45, near ofier ; I

arial.—Aldington, 59, Haydcyi's Park Rd., Wimble-
|.

07 15-18h.p. Ford, 2-seater, 4 cyls., will do 40, very
fast uphill, excellent condition; £80: allow £25

ood motor cycle.—Pilkington, Marble Place, Soath-

)h.p. M.M.C. 2-seated Car, three speeds and re-

verse, good condition ; sell, or exchange for first-

motor cycle.-Particulars, Melville, electrician, Kirk-

-12h.p. Car, 5-seater, three and reverse, new gears
and tyres, 870 by 90. three lamps, horn, and

cover and tube ; £45 ; trial run, or exchange 2-

r; photo.—Hewlett, Upton-on-Severn.

12h.p. 2-cyl. Ford, side entrance, hood and screen,
absolutely perfect, fast and comfortable, light

res and petrol ; small 2-seater entertained part : seen
on.—Box 3,354, The Motor Cycle Otflees, Coventry.

INSURANCE.
EASE Send for full covering Motor Cycle Poh^-y
fro.u 183. 6d. per annmn.—Bass, Insurance Broker,
r.

itJRANCE for Motor Cycles of every description
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell, Insurance Broker,
'ich ; fire, 2s. 6d. ; third party, 7s. 6d. ; accidents,
inclusive policy, 18s. 6d. ; please write for particu-

COLLIER'S MOTORIESj
37, Park Cross Street,

( Facing Town Hall.) !EEDS
CASH OFFERS and EXCHANGES

receive every consideration.

Brand New rgoo V.S. ; g^iod stuff. . . . from
Brand New rgog N.S.U.'s
rgoS 3^ Magneto MINERVA, spring forks'
ROC, igo7, magneto, H.B. contrjl ; cheap. .

JDiO-REVE, Druid forks, magn?-to & belt
MOTOSACOCHE, rgoS, spring forks
N.b*u., 3i- magneto, low ."

si h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels
F.N., ?J, vertical, 26in. wheels, magneto. . . .

REX, 3J, rgoe, spring forks, M.O.V
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., sprav, vertical . .

1907 3* QUADRANT, spring forks
M.M.C, very low Lhaler-Lea. \ erlical

1907 3-i REX, spring forks, low
ALLDAYS, 2^, 26m. wheels, spring forks
RiiX, ^J, John-o'-Groat's rtiodel. 22in. frame
KERRY, 2i, spray, 26in. wheels
UUCHET, 2i, long low mount
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, clutch
RE-V, 2i, spray, vertical ; very cheap
1 RIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine, spray .

.

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26m. wheels
REX, 3 h.p.. long bars, dropped seat
RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical"
REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine. . .

.

MINERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray^ Full list on application.

£48
£27 10
£21 10
£23
£25
£22 10
£20
£15 15
£15 5
£12 10
£15
£16 10
£12 15
£16 10
£11
£9 10
£10 10
£9 10
£7 10
£7
£9 10
£8 10
£7 10
£7 5
£6 15
£6 15

'BIRDLIP" BEATERS.
1909 T\vin VINDEC £64
•i W/n R«ii.C, 5-6 h.p.. magneto. £21
Four-cylinder F.N., rgoS model £27 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM, a flier £16

5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17

The BRITELITE.
Best generator lamp

on the market.
Perfect in every detail,

complete with clip and
extra large generator,

IT/6.
Approval against cash.

deposit and bal-

ance in weekly
payments of 5/-

secures a good reliable motor
cycle up to value of £ri.

£3
BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,
with handle-bar control. B. and R., 25 '- ; Amac,
from 20/-. BIG EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

is more than som; dealers ask for a

sidecar, but it's cheap when
you sife what you get. We will send
on appro, on receipt of cash. 2^ tyre.

5J h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, spring forks,

handle starting, and new art cane sidecar, 26 x 2J
Clincher twe, £29 10s.

TUITION.
3T0E Car Driving Taught;
fak-ar Mot rs, 3«, East St.,

10 lessons 30s.—Tra-

3T0R Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taught in
one month.—Particulars, - Stimpson, Stratford-on-

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Latest in Headlights, The BRITELITE 17/6
The Latest in Magneto Cut-outs 2/-
Lever Belt Punches 2/3
Screw Belt Punches, extra strong 1/6
BOSCH Plugs, nost free 3 /-

Second-hand XL'ALL Spring forks 11/6
HORNS, double twist, marvels of value . . 5/3
COWEY SPEEDOMETER £3 10
New XL'all Spring Forks 17/6
Swan-neck Seat-pillars 4/-
Separate Generator Headlights ;

.

8/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, heavy gauge .

.

6/6
Enamelled Mudguards, complete with stays :

^in. 2/11. ?Ain. 3/6 per pair.

TYRES D£ARER ! ! !

NOT AT OOI.UIER-3
ALL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST IVIAKES.

24X2J 15,'6; 26x2i18'6; other sizes 1 7/0 each.
Send for Lists (tree'

CONT!:^ENTAL TYRES BY RETURN.
Send for list giving allowances.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
GENTLEMAN. 26, public school, desires situatioi

witn motor cycle firm, sis years' experience witl
leading car manufacturers, including three years' prae
tical, five years' motor cycling esnerience, London pre
ferred.—3,350. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventy.

APPRENTICES.
APPRENTICE.—Those who wrote enquiring premiun

required, please write again to C. Wray, Suttoi
\^eaver, Warrington.

GARAGES.
GARAGE.—Motor cycles, tricars, cars garaged durinf

winter, from 6d. weekly.—Goodwin, 246, Coldhar
I

hour Lane, Brixton.

AGENCIES.
AGENCY.-City motor and cycle depot open for a goo(

motor cycle agency lor coming season.—Letters
I

Anglo, 31. Newgate St., City.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
MOTOR Garage.—Premises to let, main road Londoi

_ to Newmarket ; low rent.—Full particulars, apply
H. Brazier, Hill House, Harlow Common, Essex.

DOES anyone know any district, London or withii
. 100 miles, where absolute need exists for goo(
motor repairing works and small garage. Only skillec

mecnanics employed, iinder advertiser's personal super
vision.—Replies gratefully received by " Bex," Messrs

I

Deacon's, Leadenhall St., London

ENGINES.
'

6 h.p. De Dion Engine, good condition; £8.—289a, Brix
ton Rd., London.

GENUINE De Dion Air-cooled Engine, 8h.p., 2-cyl.

complete; £12 10s.-22, Catford Hill, Catford.

3 h.p. M.M.C. Petrol Engine, £4; Bh.p. twin, £6.-
Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn

ENGINES. — Roc 4h.p. ball bearing engines, M.O.V.
British t^ orkmanship. — A. W. Wall, Ltd., Bo<

Wks., Birmingham.

41h.p. Genuine De Dion Engine, carburetter, an(
2 clutch, "guaranteed; £10.—Fry, 71, Woodberr:

Av., Winchmore Hill.

5 h.p. Water-cooled Petrol Engine, nearly new, sui
boat or stationary work, with outside flywheel, in

ternal clutch; £7 10s.—205, Barton St., Gloucester.

OFFERS Wanted.—3h.p. Kelecom, just rebushed am
overhauled, including new cyimoer ; exchange Nc

6 frame and wheels.—3,351, The Motor Cycle Offices

Coventry.

FIRST £6 10s. secures 5h.p. twin Sarolea engine
j_,Lnguemare carDuretter, v. ith inlet pipe, and silen

.ers, all in good order; must sell (rare bargain).—Cricl
ton, Bonnersfield, Sunderland.

1 /\h.p. Double-cyl. Pick Engine, with LonguemarX" carburetter, inlet pipes, and exhaust, water pump
and unions, in perfect condition throughout ; £9 10s.

a bargain; seen any. time.—115, Boundary Rd., .St

John's Wood.

NEW and Second - hand Engines, 1} to 8h.p. ; cash
instalments, or exchange; 12 years' Coventry ex

perience ; aff types cycle motors; M.M.C, De Dion part
in stock; all repairs, prompt and moderate.—The Recori
Motor Co.. Wembley, Miadlesex.

MADISON Dynamo and Motor Works, Littleover

Derby, have designed and improved a neat, practi

cal, reliable water-cooled model ib.h.p. petrol motor, an(

are supplying sets machined at 9s. 9d. upwards. Thesi

the company are selling for aerial and practical experi

menting work, and mechanics and others will do wel
to see their wonderful illustrated 4d. catalogue ; 30 sizes

above ; nothing equal on the market
;
get prices.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tips.-

Meredith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

TREMBLERS for all makes of engines, with soIi(

pure platinum tips. Is. 3d. each. — Meredith
G.O.M., Birmingham.

PREMIER Magnetos, brand new, 1909 model, single

cyl., £3 15s.; tv;in-cyl., £4 10s.—Farrar, gquari

Rd., Halifax.
,

4-CELL Primary Batterv, for charging ignition accu
mulators, from 2s. 6d.—Pearce, 23, Repton Rd.

Brisling^on. Bristol.

JEBBON, Registered 291 - 289, vastly superior ti

platii'iun, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades

screws, rockers, magnetos, ceils. Jebron has no equal

JE.BRON, 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV

contact breakers 5a, 5b, 5c. Ss. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Over 10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.-

From the inventor, J. Fdwards Brown, 38, Her
bert Rd., Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBR,ON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collie

,24 hour, I. C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harr;

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts.—Any parts fitted re

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure

I
snecial iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted

Is. 3d, each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Wcol-wicli

A39
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EMFORTANT.

Having considerably in-

creased our plant for the

production of motor cycle

belting, we have pleasure in

announcing that all orders

can now be executed from

stock, same day as received.

r V V I' ir per

I /I 1/4 1/9 2/4 3/6 foot.

isiii

May be obtained wholesale
from—

Messrs.

East London Rubber Co.,

29, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

Bransom Kent & Co., Ltd.,

43, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

Chater & Co.,

loi, Uxbridge Rd., Shepherds Bush.

CUTHBE & Co.,

37, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

J. Bridger,
Tamworth Rd., Croydon.

TiMSOM Bros.,
Snow Hill, Birmingham.

C. LOHMANN,
35, Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

and
Brown Bros., Ltd.,

Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

F, REDDAWAlf &. CO., LTD.
16, Great Eastern Street,

LONDON, E.C.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IGNITION O0U3 and Magnetos Repaired, any make

;

accumulators repaired and charged ; Tjest workman-
ship, moderate charges. Teh : 453.—G-Jorer Bros., Elec-
tricians, Co?entry.

R.O.M. Synchronised and Ideal Contact Breakers,
strongly recommended by " The ALotor Cycle."

Catalogue free.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Eosebery
At., London, E.G.

E.LC. Plain Coil, guaranteed two years, 2ls.i accu-
mulators, guaranteed make, new, 5 a/up., C/i. 6d.

;

11 amp., 9s.; 20 amp., 123. ,6d.; 40 amp., 21s.; 60
amp., 25s. 6d.—Astley, 88, Landcroft Rd., L'ulivicJa.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on ignition; send your
e«il3. accumulators, and magnetos to us for over-

hauling and repeirs; all worlc guaranteen
; promptness

and dispatch.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
Ltd., Coventry.

MAGNETO Repairs.—Bosch magnetos repaired in two
days at half makers' prices; work guuramced; ac-

cmnulator and coil repairs a speciaUty; M-i,rtair qetn-
mulators, 15 amp., 10s. 6d.; guaranteed.—i'tllows, 49,
Hertford St.. Mayfair.

MAGNETOS! Magnetos U-High tension Bosch frotu
£3 15s.; Ruthardt from £4; C.A.V. from £4 10.^.;

Simms from £3 15s. ; deliveries by return. i'rom ICs.
to 30s. allowed for your coil and accumulator in put
payment. Accessories to value accepted in paymeui ii

required.—Continental Motor Co., 32, Rosebery Av., Lon-
don, E.G.

TYRES.
OLDTITE Patches, the absolutely only sure patch

on llie market.

OLDTITE Patches, the only patch that will not
CO ue ofl, no matter what heat oi speed of tyre.

HOLDTITE Patches, small size, Is. per dozen; sample
free on receipt of Id. stamp.

XJRRTDGE'S Indiarubber Magneto Covers, 2s. Ed.
each, post free.

OLDTITE Solution, splendidly made; 6d. and 1.=.

per tin.

H
H

S
H
SURRIDGE, 58. George St., Camberwell, London.

S.E.

MAGNETO Covers made of special high-class rub":tr..

warranted not to tear; wet, mud, 'and oil lesisting;
2s. 6d. each; post Id.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Special Heavy Innei Tubes, made of
best red rubber, will stand speed and the roughest

jf handling.—Below.

SUEEIDGE Tubes are the result of a practical hard
rider of all weathers; the absolutely best obtainable.

SURKIDGE Tubes, 26in. by 2iin., 13.s. ; 26in. by 2iin.,
13s, ed. ; money returned with pleasure if not ap-

pr-redj best quality.—58, George St., Camberwell, Lon-
don.

by 2i Michelin Extra Heavy Wired Ccvcr, new;
30s., cost £2.-18, Ranelagh Av., Barnes.

s

26
Q^ by 2i Clincher A Won Cover, £1 Is.; inuer tube,
'W'Oes. 6d.-C. Sumvan,-2fi3, Clapham Ed., S.W.

IDE-SLIP Defied.—Jacknoskid, ftie combined non-skid
and jack, fit any mbtcr cycle ; approval, 25s.

JACKNOSKID, latest pattern, simple to operate,
guaranteed stop side-slip ; as jack, unequalled for

usefulness.

JACKNOSKID, as non-skid, does not slow machine

;

as jack, quickest operated.-Hayes, 44, Ball's
Pond Ed.

f> /2 by 2i Dunlop beaded tyre and tube, 10s. ; 26 by
/WW 2i Clincher, 6s.—Brown, 2a, Seagrave Rd., West
Bromptcm.

BASTONE for Covers and Tubes.—See last week's
advert. — 215 and 217, Pentonvillfi Ed., King's

Cross, London, N.

RUBBER Studded R^-treading.—Motor cycie covers, all

sizes, 13s. 6d. ; plain, 10s. 6d.—Ardea Co., King
St., Hammersmith.

2,000 Clincher Tubes, 28 by 2, 2:^, 2L 3s. lid.; 26
by 2, 2i, 4s. lid.; 26 by 2i, 5s. 6d. ; all brand

new.—Booth's Motories, ECalifas.

1,000 Clincher Covers, 173. 6d. : Clincher rubber
studded, 25s.; 26 by 2i Pettr-Unions, 17s. 6d.—

Booth's Motoriesi

5,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new Continentals, R.O.M., Palmers, Sl?a a-

rocks; gratifying' allowances; rigiii place for tyie.-.—
Borth's Motories, Halifax.

NON-SKIDS, all makes, from lis., fitted to your own
cover; lists free.—Continental Motor Go., 32,

Rosebery Av., London, E.G.

CHEAPEST House in Trade.—Heavy motor cycle
covers, all sizes. 12s. 6d. each; special quality, 28

by 2i, 27s. each.—Stockport Garage, Wellington Rd. N.,
Stockport.

LUCKY Parrar.—Bought two tons tyres before rubber
advanced; Clincher covers, 17s. 6d. , tubes, 4s. lid.,

all sizes: Coiitirentah and other makes equally cheap.—
Square Edi. Halifax.

fYf\(\ by 85 Stepney, complete, £3 15s.; 760 by 90
• Vf Vf Michelin, new non-skid, 47s. 6d. : wired covers,
motor 'cycle, lis. 6d. each: Beaded, 13s. 6d.—128, High
Rd., S. Tottenham. Cash, approval.

f

6/6 EeicIi.
RCCiSTDnS

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES
IDEAL FOR TOURING. NO
CHARGING, NO ACID, AND

NO TROUBLE.

GOLD MEDAL
LONDON to EDINBURGH

NON-STOP
QUARTERLY TRIALS.

SURREY MC.

12 HOURS'
RELIABILITY TRIALS,

Farnham to Weymoulh
on SEPTEMBER 15th,

ABOUT 200 MILES,
Mr. F. A. McNAB, on 3| h.p.

TRUMP MACHINE, made a

NON-STOP
and secured

GOLD MEDAL,
H!s only form of ignition being a singis

K.H. " FLASH " ELLESEN BATTERY
as illustrated above.

Write for Catalog-ue and Descriptive

Booklet, ree on appltcittion.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, Cannon Street,

LONDON, E.C.

7r. aas/.vp.i'ing these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle,.
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SI,000
TO EXCHANGE FOR

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES FOR

FOREIGN
EXPORTATION.

Send up specifications of your old

achine ; state 9.ge, condition, ignition,

id your selling price. Don't ask /lo
hen you are prepared to accept £5 ;

lis only wastes time and postage. I

ant 100 mactiines at i^, 100 machines
: ^10, and as many as I can buy at

gher prices ; a'fo any make of sidecar,

am the buyer of magneto machines;
jne can do better for you; prompt cash,

ilfflte.—I am the largest buyer for foreign

;porta'tion, and have the money waiting.

<EW1910IV!ODELS.—Order now if you
ant it for Easter, as all makers are busy
ith colonial orders. I am booking for

ilivery of all makes in February, and if

)u want a machine for Easter you must
der it at once. I will take your old
ount and will allow you a romping good
•ice off the price of new model, which
ill be sent direct from the makers.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.— I have
ways a good stock of right machines to

lit all pockets, from ^5 up to £40. State
hat make you want, what you are pre-

ired to pay for it ; if for cash or on
?ferred payments ; also if you are want-
g to exchange another. ~ I can fix you
p anyway and all ways ; write me, it will

lly cost a penny, and may be worth
rands. Note.— I send my crocks

f)road, and only sell in England well-

ied machines which will travel ; there-
re I am in the best position to suit you.

lAVE YOU HAD MY MONTHLY BAR-
UN LIST? If not send up at once before
1 the cheap lots are cleared. I cannot
place. All are job lots bought for spot
sh. Remember, I am the largest job
ock buyer in the motor trade, and do a
g trade on small profits ait^d qaalck returns.

.INCOLN ELKS.—Before wishing you
e weekly good-bye, let me mention that
kS are going strong, and I have only two
stock, yet fifty on order. Can I send

)u specifications ? The price for 3 h.p.

£27, carriage paid. I will accept your
i machine in part payment, and book
;livery at once. Testimonials from
tisfied riders arrive dailj^ Worth
lowing.—No one else will send you an
k carriage paid. I have contracted
r the sole wholesale and retail agency,

erefore am in at the bottom price.

5 TO GIVE AWAY.—Did you read last
iek's Motor Cycle ? If not, buy, beg, or
irrow one, and see my advertisement
the offer to customers buying new or
cond-hand motor cycles from me.
iOOD-BYE, GOOD BYE, BOYS.—Now I
ust dry up, so I will leave what more
have to say until next week. In the
santime, don't forget to write for that
irgain List, now ready for despatch.

number the old address :

ITCH EN'S LANCASHIRE
MOTOR EXCHANGE,

ston Rd., Morecambe, Lanes., England.

el.: 112. Telegrams: " Motor, Moresambc."

nnJt)re7-inj

R

TYRES.
ALL 26 by 2^.—Twj Peter-TJnion tubes, new, 83. eachll

two Eich detaehables, 10s. 6d. each ; one Contin-
ental, new, one patch, 6s. ; two ribbed covers, new, 17s.
each; two new rubber studded, 30s. each All 26
by 2i :

Two Peter - Union tubes, new, 7s. each

;

one new rubber studded cover, 21s. ; one second-hand
Palmer cover, 15s.; twj rubber studded, heavy, 27s. 6d
each; two new ribbed, 16s. 6d. each. All 26 by 2 : one
new ribbed, 16s. 6d. ; cne re-treaded, IO3. ; cne second-
hand tube, 4s.; 28 by 2 new ribbed cover, 16.-^. 6d. ; 28
by 2i second-hand rubber studded, 7s. ; one 24 by 2i new
red tube, IDs. ;. approval.—J. Fox, 136, Suffolk St., Bir-
mingham.

REPAIRERS.
J>EEMIER Mct.r Co. for all repairs.

PREMIER Motcr Co. for Antoine parts.—Aston Rd.,
Birmingham.

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc. ;
prompt delivery.—

Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

COMPEESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted ; 24s. ; oldest engines restored to highest

vitality.—Premier Motor, Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated; irreproach-
able work ; quoiations free fcr all repairs.—Premier

..otor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

f} R[ Any Motor Cycle we cannot repair.—White's, 22,
ot' O Brooks Alley, Liverpool. Royal 3782.

ACER, Ltd., for repairs.- 64, Grosvenor Rd., Hanwell,
W. Tel.: 438 P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed ;

pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches.— Overhauling, re-

bushing, repiacements.—Acer, Ltd.

APID Delivery and reasonable charges. Lists free.—
Acer, L'.d.

CLEMENT-GARRARD Interchangeable Parts. — The
makers, Garrard-Masfield Motor Mfg. Co., Aston

Rd., BirnMngha'ji.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding,—Broken ryls., flanges,

era. ked water jackets, valve seatings, pistons, and
i.ny broken castings.

OXT - ACETYLENE Welding.—Aluminium crankcases
a speciality, overhauling, cylB. ground, new pistons

fitted, all work guaranteed.—West London Welding Co.,

Essex Plac'e, Chiswick. Tel.*: 536.

CRACKED Water Jackets of Motoas successfully re-

p-aired by Lea's metallurgical process.—Lea and
Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

TO West of England Motosists.—Car and motor cycle
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders rebored.

new pistons and rings fitted; don't hesitate; send
straight to us.—H-amlin, Motor Wk-s., Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power ; cyl. re-

bored and new piston fitted; guaranteed fit.|

4-l,000in., bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list.—

Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Staflord.

MOTORISTS save money, secure highest efficiency by
sending repairs, any kind, here: We are com-

pressibn specialists. Cylinders rebored, ground, and new
pistons fitted from 12s. 6d.—Tennant Engineering Co.,

53, Tennant St., Birmingham.

WELDING and Maciining.—Cylinders, all motor
i

parts and every description of machinery welded
by experts; re-boring, re-bushing, and ether machining
and fitting executed by Commercial Inventions Exploita-
tio.-i Co., Ltd.. 148 Edmund St., Birmingham.

NOW is the time to get your repairs done. There is

nothing too great or small in this direction ; let

us send you our terms, or, better still, trust us by send-

ing vour work on direct.—Note carefully the address, The
South London Motor Co., 5 and 6. The Parade, Cold-

harbour Lane, S.E. 'Phone, 868 Brixton.

EXCHANGE.
LADY'S £3 10s. Centaur, from stock, for motor bike.

— 124. Romford Rd., Stratford.

MOTOR Cycle, 2h.p., requires coil; £5, or exchange
lady's cycle.—Russell, Belle Lane, King's Norton.

3ih.p. Singer Tricar, magneto, for light twin, small
2 cash adjustment.—Motorist. 66, Brouncker Rd.,

Acton.

4ih.p. De Dion Forecar, cpen, good condition; £15,
4= or good bike and £10.-16, Wheeldon St., Gains-

borough.

TRICAR, less engine, for bike, less engine, spring

forks, finished cr unfinished.—4a, Shandon Rd.,
Claphain.

TAKE push bike and £8 10s. for Humber tricar, splen-

did order throughout; stamp, photo.— 2, Freehold
5t., Hull.

3 h.p. Birmingham Quadrant, exchange for lathe or

band sawing machine, or -sell.-Thomas Bond,
B arford.

EXCHANGE, new 11-guinea three-speed cycle for

good motor cycle.—Hutchison. Apsley Villas, Clap-

ham. .S.W.

"1 /\-12h.p. Regal, spares; exchange fcr motor cycle

-LV and little cash.—Groves, plumber. Church St.,

Edmonton.

EXCHANGT=; £8 8s. lady's cycle (new) for motor cycle,

any c&ndi;ion, lathe wanted.— 172a, Earlsfield Rd.^

Wandsworth.

CLIFFORD
WILSON,

SIDECARS.
Knowing that there is a demand for a
really first-class Sidecar at a reasonable
figure, I have decided to introduce the

HAMOEX SPECIAL.
The finestsidecar ever produced. Fitted
with Chncher Ai or Clipper Reflex
tyre, art cane body or luxuriously
upholstered wicker body, steel mud-
guard, and improved three point attach-
ment. Plenty of leg room is provided.
Equal to any ten-guinea sidecar upon
the market. My price is . . . . £7

HAMOEX POPULAR.
Introduced to meet the demand for a
sidecar at a popular price . First-quality
wicker body, good tyre, etc. £4 17 6"~

LAMPS.
HAMOEX SEARCHLIGHT.

Mirror lens, divided glasses, large burner,
separate generator, with extra strong
clip, riveted joints, perfect finish;
astounding value 24/6

HAMOEX POPULAR.
A thoroughly well-made and efficient

separate generator lamp, with same
quality generator as the Hamoex
Searchlight, convex lens . . . . 1 8/6
Either of above lamps on four days' trial.

Money refunded if not approved of."
PIPES.

A motorist's pipe at last. Correct
design for perlect combustion. Com-

fortable and light. In briar only.

Specially selected !/«•

Superior quality 1/6
Mounted 2/-

BOOTS.
High legs, shaped calf, in brown, willow,

or black calf, any fitting or size . . 1 4/6
Specially strong, cleans with oil. Veiy
suitable for winter riding . . . . 1 1/IJ

HORNS.
~

strong double-twist horns, good clips,

a perfect road clearer 5/6

CARBURETTERS.
Special 19 lo Amac, variable jet, new
h.b. control. Each carburetter adjusted

to make of machine ordered for 32/6
Brown & Barlow, with h.b. control 26/6

COATS.
"

specially made for winter riding, double-
breaster, inside pocket, yellow oil skin.

Any length and chest 15/-

Speed King Reos converted to all-

weather roadsters, including new handle-

bars, footrests, etc., complete and
fitted £2 5

" HARROGATE
MOTO« EXCHANGE,

near Drill Hall.

llltse advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A41
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FYOUOWNED

HORSE.
u wouldn't give it any rubbishy kind of food
d treatment and yet expect the best service

from it, now would you ?

DOESN'T YOUR STEEL

STEED,

YOm MOTOR CYCLE,
serve at least the same careful consideration ?

IS

NY OIL, the first that comes

ilong, good enough for the

ENGIM?
practical Motor Cyclists, we say m-ost em-

atically that the best, the very best, only is

od enough, and that mere cost is a detail
compared with result.

CHEMICO
MOTORBIKE

OIL
the best yet. Hundreds have found it so
d have said so, yet the price is within

reason,

1/8 per quarto

FOR YOUR OWN SAKE TRY IT.

he County Chiemical Co. Ltd.

BIRMINQHAM.
London—43, Great Eastern Street,
Manchester—235, Deanssjate.
Glasgow—128, Renfield Street.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE. Annazon Parrct, splendid talker, for

belts, tyres, or lamps.— 234, Higu Town Ed.,
Luton, Beds.

IIiL give complete photograph outfit, value £12,
and cash, lor motor bike.—Beech, postmaster,

Sliireoaks, Workscp.

5-6h.p. Twin I'eugeot and sidecar, not ridden 300 miles,
for good 2-seater car, or sell.—Rhodes, Uerbyshiie

Lane, Hueknall, Notts.

UPRIGHT Iron Grand Pianoforte, cpst £29 8s. this
year, for magnetj motor cycle.-Evans, furnisher,

Sparkhill, Birmingham.

EXCHANGE, 5h.p. Twin Eerrv. perfect, for light-

weight Moto-Reve, Motosacoche, Douglas.—Powell,
31, Fitzgeorge A?., Keusinglon.

5h.p. Beeston Humber, water-cooled, chain driven, for
small car, solid tyres, and cash ; no rubbish.-49,

Abbott's Park Rd., Leyton, Esses.

2 111. p. Singer, magneto, wants slight repairs ; will ex-
•4 chang-e- tor 1909 three-speed push bike, or sell

£8.—Kay, Tyn-y-fEordd, Colwyn Bay.

G'lVE new rubber belt for Xl'all spring forks, or other
accessory. Give new treadle lathe for air or water-

cooled engine.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

4h.p. Antoine, spare cover, accumulator, valves, lamp,
etc., plating and enamelling not scratched, for

strong lathe.—Gale, 8, Baker St., Enfield.

EXCHAJSrGE syi.p., low, long bars, B. and B., latest,

perfect, also 2h.p. Quadrant, for twin motor cycle
and sidecar.—Betts, butcher, Bulwell, Notts.

STi.p. 2-c,yl. Car, seats four ; exchange, tricar, or motor
cycle and sidecar ; seen by appointment.—Castleman

Brown, Paniiett's Garage, Kemp Town, Brighten.

BACK-GEARED Lathe. 4i centres, set round adjust-
able split dies and tap, trom i to Jin., for good

motor cycle or tricar.— 3, 34'1, The Motor Cycle Of&ces,
Coventry.

GIVE Heavy Silver Walt^iam for H.B. control carbu-
retter, new; give new laay's silver watch, for .10

amp. accumulator, perfect.—Heap, 26, Fitzwilliam St.,

Hudder.sfield.

EXCHANGE, .3ih.p. Humber tricar, free engine, and
N.S.U. bike, both in good order, for 1909 bike,

long, low, piagneto, must be in first-class condition.—L.
Horton, The Firs, Smethwick.

SINGER Tricar, two-speed gear, magneto, fcot clutch,
wheel steering, starts like a car, grand running

order, for 4h.r). magneto motor cytle and sidecar, or sell

£22.—Axell. Elm Rd., Purley.

1 QIO Latest B. and B., or Amac H.B. control car-
LiJ buretters: delivery by return; we allow 7s. 6d. to
30s. on your old carburetter in part exchange.— Contin-
ental Motor Co., 3.2, Rosebery Av., E.C.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, tricar, or reliable
small car, new high-class furrdture, any description,

valued wholesale, direct from works.—Furniture Manu-
facturers. 9, French Place, Shoreditch, London.

EXCHANGE Nice little 4-seater, 10-12h.p. Buchet
engine, Panhard gears, splendid running order,

beautifully upholstere/i and painted green, £50, tor go.:.d

motor bike and sidecar.—Fairfield, 2, Newarke St., Lei-
cester.

REX,' Sjh.p., Continental tyres, two accimiulators, in
perfect condition-; will exchange for Triumph or

Rex, magneto ignition, new or second-hand, must be
perfect; cash adjustment.— 8, Beech Rd., Bourneville,
Birmingham.

31.h.p. Humber Engine, for vertical frame, complete
2 with Albion free engine clutch and fittings, ad-

justable pulley, latest B. and B. handle-bar control car-

buretter, the whole in first-class order; sacrifice £5, or
exchange useful accessories and cash.— 32, Rosebery Av.,
E.C.

MICHELIN Cover, good Palmer, fair ; two g.;od

tubes and rims, all 28in. by 2in., beaded, 25s. ; oil

skin jacket, good, chest about 46in., 6s. ; new pulley, oil'

1906 twin Rex, ^in., 3s.; 8ft. 6in. bv Jin. leather belt,

5s.; for Brooks B105 P. saddle, or 1909 B. and B. car-
buretter.—Finch, St. Mary's Rd., Southampton.

23.h.p. Lightweight Adams-Precision, Eadie torpedo,
4 F.N. carburetter, trembler, Mitcham double

butted, excellent, low, also gent's 22in. roadster. Eadie
throughout, 2ft. drop. Palmers, Brooks, coaster, Crabbe,
Dov,er guards, Lucas carrier, etc., best plating and
enamelling, as new ; exchange for sidecar mount ; £20.—
46, Eade Rd., Finsbury Park.

6-7h.p. J.A.P. 2-seated Car, racing type, bucket seats,

raked steering. Cape hood, wind screen, 2-cy. three
speeds and reverse. Lodge synchronised ignition, three-
point suspension, everything, including tyres, in perfect
condition; would accept modern magneto motor cycle
(two-speeds preferred) and cash, or sell £60.— Oliver, 13,
Weighton Rd., Anerley, -6.E.

SUNBEAM Push Bicycle, with little oil bath, as .good
as when it left the factory, both in appearance and

actuality, two speeds. Sunbeam patent back-pedalling
brake, cost £16, has not been ridden more than 200
miles altogether ; also Royal focal plane camera, 5 by 4,

cost £6 6s., hand or stand, capable of taking pictures
from l-2400th part of a second upwards ; also powerful
telescope, new this year, costing £4, lengtli when ex-
tended, 2ft. 7i-n. ; :in exchange f rr moc'ern H.B. control
Triumph, or other motor cycle; no rubbish; must stand
every test.—Barlow, Blackheath, Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLE

Accumulators

4 VOLT 20 .\MP., 1<*/6 EACH.
Postage 7d. extra.

Size 4|- X 2-J X 6in. (height over all).

Above is a specimen of our noted Motor

Cycle Accumulators. We have sold

thousands of these cells, and receive

nothing but satisfactory accounts of their

reliability from every owner.

" A Score for Accumulators and Coils.

For racing purposes some experi-

enced riders still prefer accumu-

lators and coils for getting the

utmost Qut of an engine. The
first and the third machines in

the October Motor Cycle Handi-

cap at Brooklands last Wednes-

day had accumulator ignition,

also the first and second in the

Autumn Handicap."

Extract from last week's Issue of

" The Motor Cycle," Oct. 13, 1909,

Remember that every accumulator c f

10 amp. capacity and over is guaran-

teed for two years. We are wilHng to

allow you for your old battery in part

exchange for E.P.R. Accumulators.

Send for Free Illustrated List ot Repairs,

Specialities, etc.

Agents in New Zealand :

MESSRS. SMITH & SMITH,
Tuam Street,

CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z.

Agents in Victoria : ,
"

.

THOS. T. DRAPER,
267, Little Collins Street,

MELBOURNE.

Dept. A.R.

fSICHFORD & CO.,
153, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

m
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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A REPLY TO A TAXATION QUERY.
rVT E have received the annexed most interesting

\a/ and valuable letter from J S 92 on the sub-

ject of taxation. As it is too lengthy for the
" Letters to the Editor " columns we publish

t separately :

Referring to the paragraph luader the above heading in a
ecent issue, I take the liberty of pointing out a very general

nisapprehension as regards the collection and administration
)f the taxes on motor cycles and other vehicles. This mis-

apprehension lias arisen from failuTe to note the legal

changes in connection with tliese imposts made by the

Finance Act of last year. The produce of the carriage taxes

also of those on dogs, guns, etc.) has since the year 1888
been allocated (in England) to the county and borough
x>uncils under the heading of " Local Taxation Licence Duties."
Until this year the duties accruing in each county and
county borough were collected by the Inland Revenue
Department, and handed over to the councils concerned.
By the provisions of the Finance Act, 1908, the collection

was transferred to the councils themselves through the
medium of the Post Office, and the Inland Revenue Depart-
ment has now nothing whatever to do with it. It is, there-
tore, a misnomer, and has been so for the last twenty years.
to describe these taxes as "Inland Revenue Licences.'"
rhe proper term is " local taxation licences," and they are

low, except as regards the scale of charges, as local in their

character as poor or school rates.

Dealing more particularly with the case you set forth on
Oct. 13th, I think it is clear why you cannot reconcile the reply
of the Assistant Secretary of "the Board of Inland Revenue
given in 1905 with that of" the Comptroller of the Local Taxa-
tion Licences Branch of the L.C.C. given in 1909. Although
the administration of these taxes is now purely local, the
Acts imposing them have not been altered, and it is the law
;hat possession—apart from use—of a motor cycle, or other
taxable vehicle, renders the owner liable. When these taxes
ivere imperial, and were paid into the Exchequer, the Board
^f Inland Revenue made a regulation of their own exempting
rom duty any carriage laid by and not used at any time
luTin-:; the year. This regulation was also operative during

the last twenty years during which the duties have been
handed over to the councils. Now, however, that the
councils collect the duties themselves the exemption granted
by the Inland Revenue is not binding, and the local officials

are quite at liberty to enforce the law to the letter or to

cx>ntinue the exemption as before.

As a former member of the Inland Revenue Department,
I must correct the statement of your correspondent that an
Inland Revenue officer demanded payment of the tax from
him on an unused machine. What I have written will make
the position clear. It also explains the high-handed action

of certain police officials, recently reported in your columns,

in connection with the prosecution of motor cyclists who
were alleged to be liable to licence duty. When an autocratic

superintendent of police is newly entrusted with the conduct

of prosecutions under laws of which he can only have a rudi-

mentary knowledge, it is . a bad case for the luckless motor
cyclist who was held to be exempt under the old regime.

During the Inland Revenue administration all cases of

alleged infractions of the law were reported to Somerset

HoiLse, and no proceedings were instituted until the matter

was considered by legal experts, who had particulars of all

test cases and other precedents at their disposal. So much
for the benefits of a uniform system. There are_ over 200

councils in England, and as there are many nice points

regarding liability to licence duty in respect of such vehicles

as trailers, etc., we may expect under the new state of affairs

to find considerable divergence of opinion on these matters

amongst the officials of the various local bodies interested.

There was a provision in the Finance Act of last year that

if the rate of duty on any local taxation licence is increased

by Parliament such increase becomes the property of the

Imperial Exchequer. If the proposed scale of duties in the

present Budget is eventually sanctioned it would appear that

one moiety of the taxes will go to the county councils and

the remainder to the Treasury. Whether this will lead to

complications remains to be seen.

I mav remark that in Scotland the Excise Department

still collects the local taxation licences for the county

councils. There are, of course, no carriage taxes in Ireland,

a " CTievance " which Mr. Llovd GeoTs;e say.s he will remedy.
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AN excellent technical examination of the T.T.
Race is contained in an article by Archibald
Sharp, B.Sc, printed in the E.A.C. Journal

for October 7th. He states—and his authority

is indisputable—^that the conditions of the race put a

premium on the engines which possess a stroke very

short in relation to their bore. He first of all proves

this by general engineering considerations, and after-

wards confirms it by an appeal to the results. The
winner's Matchless-J.A.P. engine had a stroke of

65 mm. to a bore of 85 mm. The stroke of Lee Evans's

[ndian was 89 mm., the bore 71^ mm. Applebee's

Rex stroke was 79.375 mm. to a bore of 77.5 mm., etc.

Secondly, Mr. Sharp lays great emphasis on the

greater efficiency of the chain drive, which when new,

properly adjusted, and properly lubricated, gives an

efficiency approaching very nearly to 100%, whereas

the belt drive drops a certain degree of efficiency by
slip on the pulleys, and absorbs a certain amount of

power required to bend a stiffish length of belting round

the small engine pulleys employed. He further points

out that if the roads had been wet and rain had fallen

during the race, Lee Evans would almost certainly

have romped home an easy winner, because he alone

would have covered the distance without any transmis-

sion troubles ; the question of side-slip is ignored.

Thirdly, he points out that the miniature Premier

twin-cylinder engine, with cylinders set at 90°, was
considerably more efficient pro rata than any of the

big twins of normal type. In his own words, it repre-

sents " a great advance upon the average twin.
'

'

Fourthly, he thinks that if the 1910 race is run

under the conditions which ruled this year, it will be
an absolute gift to the twins ; and he suggests that if

the capacity for single^cylinders is kept at its present

rating of 500 cc^, the capacity for twins shall be reduced
to 625 cc, admitting the disadvantage that this or any
other fair handicap will exclude most of the present

standard twin-cylinder engines.

Practice v. Theory.
I have said this article is a technical examination,

and it amply displays the futility of relying purely on
technical considerations.

On technical considerations alone, all the twin-

cylinders ought to have defeated all the singles, where-

as actually single-cylinders were third, ' fourth, fifth,

tenth, eleventh, twelfth, fourteenth, and fifteenth of

those which completed the course. Again, Marshall's

Triumph and Stanley's P'-^'^ier, both singles, might

easily have finished in advance of most of the twins if

their luck had been a little better.

In this race two factors always take precedence of

all technical and scientific considerations. The one

is the man. As a keen spectator of the race, I am
inclined to assert that several men were as much as half I

a minute faster than the general ruck of the com-"
petitors per lap ; that is to say, that if all the entrants

had ridden identical machines in identical tune with

identical luck, some four or five men would have

finished in a bunch at the very least five minutes ahead

of the crowd. The other is the course. If the race

had been over a straight dash of 158 miles without a

single twist or turn in it, the twins would have vastly

increased the margin between themselves and the

singles. This was evident as we stood and watched

the various machines on one of the few stretches where

maximum speed was absolutely safe. The twins were

visibly faster than the best singles. Incidentally, the

winning machine was not the fastest machine entered,

unless I am very much mistaken. It was the fastest

combination of man and mount, but it owed at least

as much to its jockey as to its engine for the fact that

it accomplished the actual fastest time.

Combining these observations with Mr. Sharp's

technical aspect, we are driven to the irresistible con-

clusion that so long as we are limited to a difficult

course, and so long as we are compelled to admit the

human factor, we cannot look to this race for any

absolutely dependable lessons about the most efficient

machine. Only one fact stands out in absolute definite

certainty, viz., that the single-cylinders were handi-

capped out of this year's race. Neither Marshall,

Stanley, Newsome, nor Godfrey could possibly have won

except by every twin-cylinder bestridden by riders of

equal calibre meeting with serious -delays or absolute

breakdowns.

Separate Races for Singles and Twins.
This defect has to be remedied for next year. We

must not run off two separate classes in one race, or

we shall spoil the spectacle of it ; if twins and singles

ride mixed up together for two separate sets of awards,

the spectators will never know what is happening. Two
alternatives remain. One is to attempt to frame a

fairer handicap. This is what Prof. Sharp suggests.

It can be done in two ways—either by increasing the

capacity limit for singles or by decreasing the capacity

limit for twins. In either case the standard tourist

machines in one class or the other will be barred, and
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Tcehnieal Aspect of the T.T. Race.—

amateur sportsmen will be compelled tO' acquire a

special machine for the purposes of the race. As a

single-cylinder of increased capacity would not be a

desirable solo machine to own for any purpose other

than that of the race, the result of adopting this alter-

native would be to produce a new type of twin, roughly

resembling the Premier, but of about 15% greater

cubical capacity. The other alternative is to leave the

conditions much as at present, and to run off separate

races for the singles and twins, either on separate dates

or over a slightly reduced distance on the same day.

This is quite a feasible alternative. The race at pre-

sent only occupies about four hours. If the start were

at 9 a.m., the second race could start at 2 p.m.,

provided stringent measures were taken to stop the

slower competitors at the conclusion of four hours. It

would then be wise to hold the race a little earlier in

the year.

The problem before the A.C.U., therefore, is simply

this:

Shall we op ishall we not Encourage the Develop=
ment of a New Tw^in=cylinder Motor Cycle ?

When we consider the many advantages that the

Premier twin (which is almost the type of machine
required) has over the normal type,

we feel this alternative is well

worth considering. I should person- '.^,|

ally deprecate the adoption of this ;
'

alternative at a late date in 19 10.
; j

Many amateurs would refrain from
competing rather than purchase a

special machine hurriedly designed
and assembled for the sole purpose
of a single race. But matters would
be very different if the decision

were made almost at once. Riders
with an eye on the 19 10 T.T. would
be able to procure their mounts in

ample time, and could learn their

eccentricities and individualities.

Every club would cater for the new
type of twin in its speed events,

hill-climbs, Brooklands sprints, etc.

And, above all, this new type of

twin, especially with cylinders at

90°, would win great popularity on
its own merits. It would be as

fast, as smooth-running, and as

flexible as existing patterns, and,
in addition, be considerably lighter

and less vibratory. If the con-
ditions are settled soon (and there

is a likelihood of this being the case), it is an admir-

able solution of the diffeculty.

Importance of an £arly Decision.
If the final conditions are left in abeyance till June

or August next, a great many amateur entries will be

driven away, and those few men who do go to the

expense of building a special machine for next year's

race will be saddled with mounts which are of little

use, except for competition. Two separate races

next year will be preferable to any such tardy decision.

Finally, we have got to remember that wet roads are

humanly certain to make the trophy a clean gift to

one of the chain-drh^en machines entered. This is a

very awkward question. The next year or two will

show whether the motor cycling public as a whole
shares my personal prejudice against the chain or not.
If the chain proves to be the drive of the future, we
shall do wrong to discourage it. Up to the present
motor cyclists generally have refused to accept chain
drive. If the prejudice against it is really widely
spread, we have no right to admit its presence in a very
important event, so that makers who are catering for

what everybody wants are put to considerable expense,
only to see all their hopes and plans shattered by a

fluke of the weather. I dare not pass opinion on the
matter, but must leave it to more impartial judges.
We all know the merits and demerits of both chain and
belt. What we want is a man of vision who can read
the future, and decide which we are to encourage.
I do not like penalising the many for the sake of the
one or two, unless those one or two are the real prophets
OT the real leaders—and that is just what we cannot
yet be sure about. We shall certainly have to admit
chain-driven machines next year. After that, the intro-

duction of soundly designed and well-made chain-
drivers may cause belt drive to become less and less

popular, year by year, .until at last all except the
cheapest machines possess a rigid drive. On the

The two-stroke Scott, ridden by Eric Myers, doing a lap of the T.T. course in 22 mins. 33 sees. One of the

most striking features of this year is the wonderful progress made with the two-stroke engine. In these days

of exhaust valve troubles, an engine without poppet valves is a consummation devoutly to be wished,

provided equal results are obtained.

other hand, if motor cyclists generally maintain their

present allegiance to the belt when first rate chain-

drivers are put before them, we shall perhaps bar

chain drive from such events as the T.T._ on the

principle of excluding fluke victories by machines of a

type not generally popular.

Too much emphasis camiot be laid upon the import-

ance of adequately protecting the magneto from wet

and moisture. The excellent position in which the

magneto is placed on the Bat and Douglas machines

not only ensures this most important part of the machine

being kept dry, but also renders it easily accessible.
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It is safe "^^ ""
to say that at every Brooklands meeting there have been grumbling and discontent regarding the

handicapping of the motor cycles. Whilst all will agree that it is a most difficult matter to frame a handicap
which will give general satisfaction, there certainly siems room for improvement. With a view to evolving some better

system of handicapping, we invite practical suggestions from our readers. Below, one of the competitors in the last meeting
gives vent to his feelings on the subject.

FOR some time back there has been so much adverse

comment and criticism, and at the same time

apparently so little attempt on the part of those

responsible for the handicaps to remedy matters,

that I take up the cudgels on behalf of the dissatisfied

ones. I was a competitor' in the October meeting, and
I can assure readers that the discontent is very real.

Since the last Brooklands meeting, several of the best

Icnoavn men in the trade have told me that as long as

the handicapping is run on such lines they will never

enter another machine.

A RunaTvay Race.

Let us take some examples from the last meeting.

We must look at it from the point of view of the

public, the handicapper, and the entrant. The
October Motor Cycle Handicap was a runaway win

for Matchless machines, three of which finished in a

bunch at a speed of seventy miles an hour, literally

streets ahead of the rest of the field. Now we all ought
to know by this time that the 85 x 85 mm. twin

J.A.P.'s can maintain seventy miles an hour (witness

the hour record), and can do about seventy-five for a
short distance, so' that with intelligent consideration
the result might have been expected beforehand. With
two or three handicappers who know men and machines
thoroughly well, there should have been at least one
or two other competitors in the finishing straight.

The Starts Allotted.
Let us consider the handicaps of other competitors.

We find the twin Indian of 715 cc. on the scratch line

with engines of 945 cc. and 964 cc. Is this fair? This
particular engine had only run in the T.T. Race, and
no one could imagine that it was capable of allowing
over 200 cc. to the 8 h.p. J.A.P.'s, especially when it

had been beaten by a much smaller J. A. P. engine only
the week before in the Isle of Man. Further down the
list I find other instances of what I can only consider
as inconsistency in the handicaps.

In the Autumn Handicap, McNab on a 482 cc.

Trump, which is known to be "hot stuff," is given
Tos. start over the 478 cc. Indian, which had never

competed at Brooklands before, and which was scratched
in the T.T. I believe because it could not be induced to

run well. As a matter of fact, at Brooklands it ran

splendidly and finished third from scratch, but this

must have been quite a shock to those who penalised
it so severely. And the further we look back through
the motor cycle races, the more do we perceive what
a lottery the whole affair is, and consequently the reason

for the runaway wins so often chronicled.

The Role of the Handicapper.
Now, although the handicapper 's lot is by no means

an easy one, I do think that he ought to make a

better job of it. At Brooklands it is the machine much
more than the man which does the racing. The man
sits tight, bends low, and, having turned everything
full on, steers as near to the inside edge as he can, so

it depends on his mount whether he wins. To get better

finishes, the first thing to do is to have the races all the
same length, or, at any rate, two or three times the usual

distance, otherwise calculations based on previous per-

formances are liable to all sorts of errors. The handi-
cappers should attend every meeting, and should also

be present on the practice days, and should take note
of what the competitors can do per lap. For instance,.

we know that Bowen can do 59^ and keep it up, whilst

Fenn is not quite as fast.

The Special B.M.C.R.C. Races*
With the special speed classes of the B.M.C.R.C. it

ought not to be difl&cult to know the capabilities of all

the best known men and machines, provided they always
rode the same ox similar engines. Then, after the-

race, the times and positions of every man finishing

should be noted. Sometimes a man makes a bad start,

but this is rare, especially if he is one of the " old

hands" and is taking things seriously. When twenty

or thirty races have been run off (as there have been

during the past two years), the handicappers should

have collected suflficient data to work upon and to

accurately gauge the form of every well-known rider.

At first they could, and should, handicap a newcomer
and his engine on cubic capacity alone ; then if he won
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Handicapping at Brooklands.—
he would be penalised next time according to his per-

formances, and vice versa.

A distinction should also be drawn between the man
who can attend the practice days before the meeting
and the man who can only get to the track for the race

itself. To put both these men on similar engines on
the same mark is unfair, as it is next to impossible to

get the best results for track work by tuning up at home
or on the road.

In conclusion the handicapping of the motor cycle
events should be thoroughly revised, or no more entries

will be received from disappointed amateurs and dis-

satisfied experts, and it is noticeable that the entries

were not so numerous at the end of the year as they
were at the beginning. Considering the number of

motor cycle races that have been held, there is no
excuse whatever for the ridiculous finish we witnessed

at the Brooklands October Meeting. Perhaps matters

will improve next year. A Brooklands Rider.

OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By "IXION."

Hooter Clips.

I have often in the past complained of the clips

fitted to the average hooter, and if any rider has dis-

covered a hooter clip which is both proof against

vibration, and which will also grip the handle-bar so

tightly that it never slips, I shall be glad to hear of it.

Personally, if I do not strike something new in this

line before next Easter I shall make myself a really

sturdy clip and prevent it from moving by inserting a

short screw in clip and handle-bar.

Big Filler Caps.
I should like to draw attention to the Davison oil

and petrol filler caps, which I have also spotted on
successful machines in important trials. I believe the

maker regards the fastener of these caps as the main
vdrtue, but, personally, I feel a warmer admiration for

their size. Why should we be afHicted with half-inch

orifices, so that it takes us a quarter of an hour to fill

xir petrol and oil tanks, and no average garage funnel

:an insinuate its snout into our petrol tanks at any

price, when it is perfectly simple to arrange larger

jrifices on most motor cycle tanks? In addition, the

:over of the Davison filler' has a spring hinge, and
50 cannot be lost.

The Advance of Two=speed Gears.
At the end of every year we of The Motor Cycle,

vho for years past have steadily and consistently

idvocated change-speed gears, look about us and
'eport progress. We cannot claim that our dream,
)ur Utopia, has come true, and that variable gears

lave become universal. In fact the first scene in the

ast act of the drama has yet to be played. The
notor cycling public will never demand variable gears

vith a single, loud and unanimous voice, until some
irm has for a year or two steadily marketed a light,

:heap, and simple variably-geared machine ; and up
o the present there is nothing on the market which
[uite fits this description. Still there is very great

)rogress. Probably during no previous year were so

nany variably-geared machines sold to the public
s in, 1909. We find on the list such names as

'helon and Moore, the N.S.U. (another well-tried

»ld stager), the Roc, and the Rex (which is a
icensed adaptation of the Roc), the Nala, etc. But
'erhaps above all, the Zenith-Gradua gear and the

ogue of the adjustable pulley show which way the

'ind is blowing. The Zenith-Gradua gear has actually

'een barred from hill climbs in certain instances,

ecause the single-geared owners refused to ride

gainst it, knowing they had little chance of defeat-
ig it on formula. And further, no machine is now-

reckoned up to date which does not boast an adjust-

able pulley—and what is an adjustable pulley but a
cheap and clumsy substitute for a variable gear?
Other gears still are coming on the market, such as

the very promising device compounded with the Scott
two-stroke design, and the dog-clutch gears fitted to

two models of the F.N. Altogether we of The Motor
Cycle staff and such outside enthusiasts as B. H.
Davies may take credit to ourselves for our previous
propaganda—they are bearing fruit.

The Progress of Lightweights.
Another healthy bantling of the trade is the light-

weight. It continues to equal the performances of the

second-rate heavy roadsters in the big reliability trials,

and though on these occasions it is sometimes handled
by an expert of rather less than average weight, it may
fairly be estimated that it deserves to rank in the

second class of machines, at the very least, seeing

that these trials are framed with an eye to faster and
more powerful machines, and that the lightweight has

generally to be rather overdriven in competition w^ork.

Its main failings at present are twofold. One is up to

date inherent in its design and construction, viz., the

prospect of transmission troubles, due to using a very

small belt on very small pulleys. The other failing

may be disregarded if a lightweight is driven at the

proper lightweight average of about sixteen miles an

hour. The springing of no motor bicycle is as yet

ideal, and this is especially true of machines on which

every ounce of weight has to be seriously considered.

Lightweights, like other machines, are fairly ade-

quately sprung for the pace at which they are meant to

travel, but they are not sufficiently well sprung to

endure being forced along over rough roads. Their

lighter fittings soon evince signs of such ill usage.

If owners of lightweights were content to travel at

a slower average speed than owners of standard tourist

, machines, little trouble would be experienced with

the light fittings ; but unfortunately the average motor

cyclist imagines he is crawling unless he maintains

legal limit average, and consequently many light-

weights get man-handled by ruthless owners, and suffer

in reputation accordingly. A man told me the other

week^ that he had averaged tAventy-eight miles per

hour for quite a long journey on an 80 lb. machine.

On inspection it was not surprising to find it showed

many signs of the rough treatment he had given it.

If a lightweight is put in the hands of a steady going

driver, it will give faithful service, and only needs

certain transmission improvements to make it the equal

of a standard tourist mount, albeit for a less exacting

plan of service.
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THE BUSINESS EXHIBITION.
ITEMS OF INTEREST IN THE INVENTORS' SECTION.

THE Business Exhibition at Olympia which closed

last week, though not of general interest to motor

cyclists, had in its Inventors' Section tour or

five stands where motor cyclists could see some

novelties which are not yet on the market. The excep-

tion to the above rule was the new dust and wind screen

made and sold by Taylor's Cycle and Motor Works,

Lower Edmonton, for fitting to tricars, sidecars, or

trailers. The screens are so arranged that the pass-

enger can enter or leave from either side, and the

screens can be swung round like an ordinary carriage

screen, or can be entirely detached. Their weight is

only 3 lbs.

A New Gear.

The only complete machine in the show was a motor

bicycle of ancient design exhibited by H. B. Wedg-

wood, Riverdale, Sheffield, demonstrating a two-speed

gear. The gear consists of two expanding pulleys, one

attached to the engine-shaft and the other mounted on

a counter-shaft. From this counter-shaft to the rear

wheel the transmission is by means of a chain. The
gear in question is worked by means of a lever, the

forward end of which opens the groove on the forward

pulley at the same time as its rear end closes the

groove of the rearwand pulley, the result being that

the gear is raised or lowered without altering the belt

tension. Means are provided whereby any slack of the

A diagrammatic sketch of E. A. Glen's
patent automatic lubricator.
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An old pattern motor bicycle fitted with Wedgwood's patent gear which
in the Inventors' Section of the Business Exhibition at Oly

belt may be quickly taken up. ' Mr. Wedgwood has
had the gear in actual use for some time, and informs
us that it has given him the greatest satisfaction.

One of the advantages claimed for this variable gear
device is the reduction in ratios from 3 to i to 1 2 to i

obtained without having recourse to a jockey pulley or
even an adjustable belt fastener. Another of the motor
cycle exhibits was Browning's collapsable tricar frame,
described and illustrated in the issue of October 13th,
page 777. This frame has been designed to enable
tricar frames to enter a narrow passage or doorway.

An Automatic Oiler.

E. A. Glen, St. Alphin, the Avenue, ChingfordJ

Essex, has patented, and was exhibiting, a novel system

of lubrication for

motor bicycles. This
consists of a reservoir,

at the bottom of which
there is an outlet to

the crank chamber
(the whole being

clamped tightly

against the latter), to

which a certain quan-
tity of oil is fed on the

same principle as that

employed in the usual

bird drinking foun-

tain, which consists

of a reservoir and a

drinking trough, the

level of the water in the

trough remaining con-

stant. The object therefore is tO' maintain a fixed

quantity of oil in the crank case. Oil is introduced
into the top of the reservoir from the usual oil tank by
means of a pump. When the usual plunger is depressed
the oil bearing on the piston P causes it to descend and
uncover a series of holes 63 at the bottom of the

cylinder C, in which it slides, these

holes registering with holes B^ in

the piston. In doing so, it closes

a valve R H, which is the outlet

from the reservoir to the crank

chamber. When about twelve

pumpfuls of oil have been injected,

the air thus displaced passes

through a pipe A leading to the

highest part of the reservoir and
into the crank case through a recess

in the sliding valve D. The hole

H which leads to the crank ca.se

has attached to it a small pipe

which points in a forward direction

between the flywheels. Only a

certain quantity of oil can reach

the engine at a time as long as this

pipe is covered, but, in the event

of the crank case being tilted by

the machine going uphill, the mouth
of the outlet pipe is uncovered and
more oil reaches the crank cham-
ber. The level of the oil in the

crank chamber is maintained in accordance with the

height of the feed pipe outlets, because when the oil

level sinks below the feed pipe H, a quantity of air is

pumped by the descending piston from the crank case

into the reservoir throligh the feed pipe and releases

from the vacuum in the reservoir a corresponding

quantity of oil, which is sucked into the crank case

by the upward stroke of the piston. The incoming oil

raises the level in the crank case to the level in the

feed pipe, thus forming an air seal until, as the oil is

consumed, the level sinks and the operation is repeated.

was on exhibition

mpia.
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The reservoir is made airtight, and above the ingress

valve V of piston P is placed a cap so as to ensure
that this is the case. Mr. Glen has fitted this device

to his machine, and assures us that it works satis-

factorily. The reservoir being fitted close up against

the crank case, ensures the necessary amount of heat

to keep the oil from being too viscous to flow properly,

and it therefore should be an automatic lubricator

which genuinely is automatic under all weather con-
ditions. Mr. Glen hopes to put the lubricator to a

thorough test at no distant date.

A QuicRly Adjustable Spanner.

Another item shown of interest to readers is a new
spanner patented by John Sinclair, of the Belfast

Museum. In appearance, the spanner strongly

resembles the ordinary motor cyclist's wrench, but it

possesses the advantage that it can be instantly

>

=CEI)

The Sinclair wrencli with instantaneoai

adjustment.

8ig

adjusted to the size

of the nut which it

has to turn. The
bars GG2 ' of the

lower jaw are pro-
vided with ratchet

teeth which keep
them in engage-
ment with another

bar Go, also3> pro-

vided with teeth

and attached to the upper end of the spanner handle,
as shown in the annexed drawing. To set the spanner,
the handle H is pulled down until the required dimen-
sions are obtained, when, if the handle is let go, the
ratchets will again engage. To secure a fine adjust-
ment, the milled nut H is turned, thereby sliding the
bar G along the bar G2, and setting the jaw F close up
to the nut to be turned.

«90~<-

The Twenty-four Hours* Record claimed by America.
THE wonderful stories which emanate frocn

America, not to mention the recent " dis-

coveries " of the North Pole, make one especi-

ally suspicious with regard to speed records. It

is a pity that this state of affairs exists. Nevertheless,

the fact remains. If we were to believe explicitly all

the claimed speeds accomplished by American riders on
American made motor cycles, English riders hold prac-

tically no records at all ! No matter on what kind of

track an American, race meeting is held, world's records

go by the board, and usually at the first attempt, too.

The latest world's record to be claimed by an American
motor cyclist is the twenty-four hours, and although

\ye are not yet aware whether the Auto Cycle Union
will recognise the performance, we give some particulars

as supplied to us. On October ist and 2nd, Charles

S. Spencer, at the Springfield, Mass., three lap track

covered a distance of i,o8g miles 199 yards in twenty-

four hours, which is equal to an average speed of

41.2 miles per hour. H. A. Collier's record—which
was admittedly open to much improvement—stood at

775 miles 1,340 yards, so that Spencer claims to have
improved upoii it by 313 miles 619 yards. Two riders

actually started in an attempt to heat Collier's record—^Spencer and Gustafson—both riding 5 h.p. twin-

cylinc^er Indians, and both, we are told, were sucr^Ks

ful, Gustafson covering 1,043 niiles odd. At the end
of the first hour the distance traversed was 56 miles

586 yards; two hours, 114 miles (which is four miles

less than Colver's new record created on the gth inst.)

In the third hour, Gustafson led with 163 miles 1,172
yards, but in the fourth hour, he broke a chain, and
the delay occasioned enabled Spencer to regain the

lead, and at the end of 240 minutes he was credited

with having covered 204 miles 586 yards. Spencer
was still in front at half-time, having covered 559
miles 586 yards. At the eighteenth hour the distance

announced was 812 miles 586 yards.

British M.C.R.C. Two Hours* Record Race, Saturday, October 9th, 1909.
THE OFFICIAL TIMES AND DISTANCES.

Class. Rider. Machine.
No.
of

Cyls.

C.C.

Com-
pleted

Circuits.

Distance
Ridden in

one Hour.

Distance
Ridden in

two Hours.

Time for

50
Miles.

Time for

100
MUes.

B
B

F. W. Dayrell

G. Fletcher
Martin-J.A.P
Douglas
Indian

1

2

1

1

1

1

4
4
1

2

2

2

2

2

2

340
340
497
482
482
499
448.

448
482
714
672
738
964
986
964

28
25
38
37
36
35
34
24
4

35
34
7

43
32

17

mUes. yards,

(a)

34 542
51 839
48 22
47 976
45 1338
46 806
40 16

Retired

39 1710
46 818
Retired

59 291

46 204
Retired

miles, yards.

78 132

68 362
*105 85
100 1189
99 1391

95 1080
94 695
Retired

95 694
92 433

tll8 719
87

h. m. s.

1 23 54
1 29 25

58 20f
1 2 19

1 2 43i
1 4 41i
1 5 40f
1 13 38

1 10 44a

1 4 28i

,t48 25f
1 4 42

h. m. 8.

C G. Lee Evans *1 54 19f
1 59 18^C F. A. McNab Trump-J.A.P

Trump-J.A.P
Triumph

V. A. Maitland
V, W. H. Bashall
C E. Fitzherbert F.N

F.N
N.L.G
Indian

c T. M. Loughboro
G. L. Garrett

—
'

T) L. W. Bellinger

W. KrauseD V.S
T) F. C. Wood Bat-J.A.P

Matchless-J.A.P. ......

V.S

' E H. V. Colver fl 39 4|

E E. Gwynne
E H. Martin Bat-J.A.P —

^.Stopped at 45 mins. *Best performance single-cylinder under 500 o.c, and establishes a record for Class C.

fWorld's record for 50 miles, 100 miles, and two hours. Distance of each circuit, 2.71757 miles.

Signed A. V. EBBLEWHITE
j

A. GEO. REYNOLDS, F. STRAIGHT Official Timekeepers A.C.U.

lion. oec. A. GEO. REYNOLDS !
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OFFICIAL RESULTS
OF THE

AUTO CYCLE UNION QUARTERLY TRIALS,
Saturday, October 16th, 1909.

BICYCLE CLASS.

Rider and Machiiiii.

No.
of

Cyl.

Bore
and

Stroke

mm.

?.Iarks Awarded.

Hill-

climbing.

Dash
wood
Hill.

(10)

Rec-
tory

Hill.

(10)

Ease
of

Start-

ing.

(5)

Brakes Silencer

(5) (10)

Acces
sibiiity

(5)

Stand
and

Carrier

(5)

Relia-

bility. Total

(50) (100)

Remarks.

*Miss Muriel Hind, 5 Rex

W. Pratt, 3J P. and M. .

B. Marians, 2J P. and M.

10

*E. A. ^ "iver, 3| Triumph .-

*R. C. Griesua.-h, 3^ Triumph
*G. T. Gray, 3^ N.S.U ,

F. Smith, 3 ayno
A. L. Barljer, 5 Clyde
H. Williamson, 3| Rex (2-stroke)

*B. Allen Hill, 2f Douglas ,

G. L. Fletcher, 2| Douglas

W. W. Douglas, 2f Douglas
Eli Clarke, 2f Douglas
T. H. Tessier, 7-8 Bat
H. Martin, 6-7 Bat
F. W. Dayrell, 5 Bat

*D. F. Steeves, 5 N.S.U
*W. G. Ayling, 2^ Blumfield .

*F. C. Wood, 4 N.S.U

G. E. Stanley, 3| Premier . .

.

B. V. Jones, 3f Premier
*J. Harwood, 3^ Triumph . . .

.

J. Marshall, 3f Triumph
W. F. Newsome, Z\ Triumph

*P. W. Bischoff, 3i Triumph .

R. M. Brice, 3^ Brown
*W. Cooper, 3| Triumph

*S. A. M. Whitham, 2i N.S.U.
*T. A. V/omersley, 3^ Premier

*C. C. Cooke, ^ Triumph .

.

C. J. Janssen, 2 Moto-Reve
V. Underhill, 3^ L.M.C. . .

.

3.V James
*H. Newey, Si L.M.C. .......
C. Cross, U L.M.C
*H. Bevir, 3"^ L.M.C

W. Smith, U Scott (2-stroke)
F. W. Applebee, 5 Rex
A. R. Abbott, 3i Triumph .

.

0. C. Godfrey, 3i Rex .

F. A. Applebee, 31 Rex

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

76x80

82x88
66x76 10

84 X 86

84x86
80 X 80

72x80
85 X 65

82x89

60 X 60
60x60

60 X 60
60x60
85x85
76x95
85x75
75x84
70x76
82x105

85x90
66x80
84x86
85x88
85x88
84 X 86

85x85
84x86

52x74
85x85

84 X 86
52 X 70

84x 80'

81 X 88

8lxP.3
81x88
81x88

66 X 63
76x80
84x80

1 82x89

1 182x89

10

10

10

10

10

5

5

10

8

10
'

s

10 8

8 5

10 5

10 10

10 10

5 10

10 10

10 10

10 10

10 —
5 —
10 10

10 5

10 10

10 10

10 10

10 10

10 10

10 5

10 10

10 _
10 10

10 5

10 5

10 —
10 —
10 10
10 5

10 ' 5

10 8

10 10

10 5

10 5

10 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5,

5

o

5

5

o

5

5

5

5

5

5

•o

5

5

5

5

•o

5

5

o

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

10

8

8

10

10

10

10

10

8

8

10

6

8

10

10

10

7

10

10

10

6

10

10

10

10

10

10
'0

1)
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

.J

5

o

.5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

5

3

y

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

50
40

50
ro
45

45
50
45

50
40

50
45
50
50
50

45

45
50
50
50
50
50
45
45

40

45
45

50
45
50

45
50
45

45

45

40

100
85

C5
100
89

88
98

86

95
€0

100
90
98
98

100
36
32

95

90
100
97
100
100
100
86

95

40
90

90
90
40
40
100
90
£5

93

100

90

90

90

Several stops, various cause:

retired two miles from finis

Non-stop.
Stopped on Rectory Hill, ha
assistance to start at Bar
bury.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Stopped to assist anotlie

competitor.

Stopped on Rectory Hill.

Non-stop.
One stop, punctured fron

tyre.

Non-stop.
Two stops, broken belt fas

tener ; ran alongside

machine on Rectory Hill

Non-stop.
Stopped on Dashwood Hill

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Retired.

Retired, various cnuse=;.

Mudguard & stand strap] >ed

on at Banbury.
Stopped on Rectory Hill.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Stopped on Rectory Hill.

One stop, broken belt

fastener.

Retired, cause unknown.
Two stops to adjust car

buretter.

Stopped on Rectory Hill.

Oiled magneto at Banl iivy

Retired, cause unknown.
Delayed, burst tyre .

Non-stop.
Stopped on Rectory liil'.

Non-stop, pedalled on Rpc

tory Hill.

One stop, cleaned p.ug.

Non-stop.
Ran alongside machine oi

Rectory Hill.

Ran alongsidf machine oi|^

Rectory HiL.
Dismounted on Rectory H;

11V--1 ;> on-iic
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The

Wonderful

Consistency

of the

Triumph

RESULT OF THE FOUR A.C.U. QUAR-

TERLY TRIALS HELD DURING 1909

Mr. J. Marshall, 3i Triumph, 1st.
Winner of Silver Cup.

Mr. W. F. New^somc, S^ Triumph, 2nd.

Mr, R. C. Griesbach, 3k Triumph, 3rd.

This is the 4th consecutive Trial in

"which Marshall on his Triumph made
Non-stop Runs — the distance covered
being 500 miles—which makes him the
ivinner of the much coveted A.C.U. Silver

Cup, and demonstrates once and for all

the Absolute Reliability and Consistent

Running of the Triumph Motor.
In this year's trials Triumphs also w^on

2nd and 3rd positions.

A fitting close to a year of wonderful
records.

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.
London : 4-5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. ; Leeds : 4, King Edward Street

:

Manchester: 160, Deansgate ; Glasgow: 101, Mitchell Street: Dublin

(Wholesale only) : 62, William Street.

In ansioering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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TRIED

THE

NEW

HEAVY

SPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR
WINTER RIDING.

'f-Xr^

NOTE THE STRENGTH
OF THE WALLS
& THICKNESS

,\ OF TREAD.

MOTOR CYCLE TYR

K^
L

MADE IN ONE SIZE ONLY,

26 X 2iln.

COVER ONLY 40/- EACH.

TUBES 9/3 EACH.

IT IS A RKVKL.ATION
OF SPEED, SAFETY,
AND DURABILITY.

MflANUFAOTURKD ONLY BY

The B. F. GOODRICH Oo.,

7, SNOW HILL,

LTD.,

•J±-JJ)
In answering this ad.vertixemfnf If ;.^' rlco'irnhlp to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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PASSENGER CLASS.
Marks Awarded.

Hill-

No. Bore climbing. Eal9
Rider and Machine of and of Acces- Stand Rslia-

Cyl. Stroke,

nun.
Dash- Rec-
wood tory

Start-

ing.

Brakes Silencer sibility and
Carrier

bility. Total Remarks.

\ Hill. HUl.

(10) (10) (5) (5) (10) (5) (5) (50) (100)

^ Soholes, 5-G A.C. Tricar .

.

1 90 X 102 10 — 5 5 10 t5 5 40 80 Penalised for going off the

course.
^'eller, 5-6 A.C. Tricar 1 90x 102' 10 10 5 5 10 fs 5 50 TOO Non-stop.

One stop, air-lock in petrol\'S.n Vestrant, 5-6 A.C. Tricar 1 90x 102 10 8 5 5 10 t5 5 45 93

purrett, 5-6 A.C. Sociable .

.

1 90 X 102 10 5 5 8'
t5 5 38

pipe.

Retired, burst tyre.
ortwine, 5-6 A.C. Tricar . .

.

1 90x 102 10 10 5 5 10 ts 5 35 85 Three stops—needle valve

stuck, chain off, adjusted

coil.

eyniour, 5-6 A.C. Tricar . .

.

1 90x 102 10 10 5 5 10 t5
' 5 50 100 Non-stop.

agles, 6 N.S.U. Sidecar .... 2 75 x 90 10 10 5 5 10 t5 5 45 95 Punctured at Hioh Wycombe
^est, 5 Rex Sidecar 2 76 X 80 5 o 10 t5 5 — 30 Retired, Liroken change speed

rod.
avis, 3^ Phanoinen and 1 — 10 -— 5 5 8 t5 5 45 83 Failed Rectory Hill, passen-
lecar ger assisted to push m'cliine

*Private owners. fLuggage capacity.

Note.—The maximum number of marks obtainable are given in parentheses at the. head of the respective columns.
The Committee of the Union desires to thank Mr. J. R. Niibet (Bowden's Syndicate, Ltd.), Mr. Frank Shorland (Clement-

3ot, Ltd.), and the Adams Motor Manufacturing Co. for kindly placing cars at its disposal for the conveyance of officials, etc.

Judges' Report.
le last of the series of Quarterly Trials for the present
was held on Saturday, the 16th inst., over the usual

se from Uxbridge to Banbury via Wheatley Bridge,
:ning through Bicester and Aylesbury, and again Rectory
was used for the second test hill instead of Gore Hill,

reviously.

lere were forty-six entrants in the motor bicycle class,

of this number only five failed to start, whilst seventeen
8 non-stop runs, eighteen made several stoppages from
)us causes, which can easily be seen by referring to the
lar report on the previous page, and six retired for

)us reasons.

lB weather was rather unfavourable, rain having
mded heavily on the previous day, rendering the roads
soft and wet, and during the day several showers, more

iss heavy, were encountered. Happily, the roads were
ivet to cause side-slips.

ctory Hill was again a stumbling block to many competi-
and, although the hill is steep, yet it does not appear
any ordinary motor cycle should not climb it with ease.

ere were several machines entered that were new to

i trials, the mo.?t interesting being a 3j h.p. James and
h.p. Phelon and Moore lightweight. The former broke
xhaust valve before reaching Dashwood, which hill it

aed well^ but farther reports concerning that machine
ot be obtained, as it retired from unknowrL causes at an
own place. On the other hand, the Phelon and iNIoore

weight made a very creditable performance, and had
rider not been quite new to these trials, and therefore

quainted with Rectory Hill, the machine would doubt-
liave come through with a clean sheet, instead of being
Used for a faulty ascent of the hill in question. The
two-stroke motor cycle came through the. trial fairly,

wlvilst in appearance it is a neater machine than the
i two stroke, it certainly did not perform so well. How-
it is quite a new motor, and doubtiess, in the course

ne, the faults that were di-scovered on Saturday last wil!

medjed before the machine is submitted for another test.

'ly all the machines passed the siiencer test and received
marks, but there are one or two still that are distinctly
f, and it is believed that, ixy many cases, private riiie.'s

the silencer after the machine has been delivered to
i, and thereby make what would otherwise be a fairly

t machine into a distinctly noisy one. The wet v eathe;'.

consequently bad roads, were again the cause of many
e free-wheel clutches being clogged, and on examination

of the riiachines at Uxbridge after the trials many were
noticed to be in this condition.
The contest for the silver cup was interesting right to the

finish, for it was only on Rectory Hill, which the Premier
machine failed to climb at the first attempt owing to the
siiencer being clogged with mud, that the issue was settled

in favour of a Triumph machine. Up to this point it had
been a neck-and-neck race between the Premier ridden by
Stanley and the Triumph by Marshall, for the former had
295 marks to his credit against 296 to the latter, closely

followed by a second Triumph machine driven by W. New-
some, who had 289 marks. The total number of marks for

the four trials to the credit of the leading competitors is as

follows :

Marks.
J. Marshall (3^ h.p. Triumph) 396
W. Newsome i%^ h.p. Triumph) 389
R. C. Griesbach (3^ h.p. Triumph) 387

G. E. Stanlev (3^ h.p. Premier) 385
W. Pratt (3i Phelon and Moore) '.. 371
F. W. Applebee (5 _h.p. Rex) 358

In the Passenger Class there were ten entrants, and of

these one was a non-starter, two retired, five stopped for

various reasons, and only two made non-stop runs.

This compares very unfavourably with the trials held in

July last, and is, perhaps, accounted for by the fact that one-

half the entrants were private owners.

There were two novelties—one an A.C. sociable and the

other a Ph-iinomen and sidecar. The mechanism of the former

was similar to the A.C. tricar, but the passenger and driver

sat side by side under a serviceable hood. The Phanomen
machine was fixed to a sidecar with seats for two persons,

in which sat the driver and passenger, the motor bicycle

being controlled by tiller steering.

The judges have again to express their, gratification at the

spirit shown by the competitors in face of the adverse

climatic conditions. They also thank the marshals and
observers who assisted the judges in their work, for without

their help a good report of the trial would have been im-

possible. It is as well to mention, by the way, that this

report is subject to confirmation by the General Committee
of the Auto Cycle Union, and that it, is published at this

early date in order that competitors may see at the earliest

opportunity the marks awarded them by the julges.

I

H. GiLL.iRT) CovK
Judges ] A. Geo. Reynolds.

Archd. Shabp,
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A selection of questions of general interest received from ot|

readers and our replies thereto. When particular makes
machines, accessories, or tyres are mentioned, numbers must 1

used, the writer to keep a key for reference. All queries shoul
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor S(
E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must
accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

r.educlng Noise. Flame from Induction Pipe.

(1.) My tricar has a 6 li.p.

twin (a.o.i.v.) Antoine engine.

In the exhaust valve guides

are three email holes (in each)

which may have been made
by drilling. From these a fair por-

tion of the exploded charge issues,

making the machine noisy. Could

these be stopped up without detri-

ment to the engine? (2) In the in

duction pipe an extra air inlet if

provided (between ^in. and ^in.

diameter). At various times spurts

of flame issue from this, I think,

exploded charge. Could you tell

me the cause of the defect?— F. M.
(1.) Yes; you can put screw plugs into'

the holes without detriment to the

running of the engine. The hol&s_ are

to facilitate the removal of the guides.

The escape indicates that it i« time

the guides or valves were renewed.

(2.) The cause of spurts of Ham 3 issuing

from the extra air inlet is due to the

inlet valves probably having too much
opening, or to the' springs or the mix-

ture being too weak.

Type of Ignition for V-type Twins.

(1.) I have been advised by
a local repairer to have my
5 h.p. twin Rex (1905 pattern)

fitted with wipe contact. ' It

has now trembler coil and

make and break contact, and I should

like your opinion. There is some

difficulty in getting both cylinders

to fire at the right time at present,

and I take it that the ignition would

be synchronised if I had wipe contact.

Am I correct? Would it be much
trouble and expense to convert, and

would the timing have to be altered?

(2.) I am troubled with a blow-back

(only to be seen when the carburetter

is hot) through carburetter when
each piston is on the exhaust stroke.

I have ground in all the valves, and

fitted new copper and asbestos

washers to inlet valve seatings.

What is the cure?—B. W. T.

(1.) Ther-s is no doubt whatever that the

most efficient form of battery ignition is a

non-trembler coil with make and break

contact. You will get good synchroni-

sation with the wipe contact (although

the adjustment of the trembler coil

varies, and consequently very slightly

alters the timing of the spark), and
better still, with the aid of a high
tension distributer. Better than any-

thing is a magneto for a twin cylinder

if you do not mind the extra first cost.

If you wish to fit a wipe contact on
vour machine it would not be much

?

trouble to put on, but you must be
careful to time it differently, as

with a wipe contact the spark takes

place at the moment the spring wiper
touches the metal segment, and
with a make and break contact and
plain coil the spark takes place at the

moment of breaking contact. (2.) Try
reducing the opening of the inlet valves,

fit fairly strong eprings, and see that

their strength is about equal.

Adjusting Valve Tappets. Knocldng and Over-
lieating.

Kindly tell me how to adjust

the overhead m.o.i.v. tappet

on my N.S.U. in order to get

the highest speed. I had my
cylinder down recently and

scraped off the deposit, but the

engine still makes a knocking noise.

Do you think it is the magneto
drive? The engine gets rather hot,

and will not run slowly, but that

does not matter so long as I can

get a good turn of speed.—-W. R.

You should adjust the nut on the

bottom of the tappet so that there is

1 mm. clearance between the top of

the rod and the valve striker. The
knocking may be due to a worn bear-

ing in the engine, but if you suspect

the magneto drive why not dismantle

thio for inspection? the overheating

may be due to several reasons—^to the

exhaust tappet being a trifle short, to

the exhaust valve spring being weak,

maladjustment of the carburetter, or

to the spark being timed rather late.

Single V. Twin-cylinder Machines.

What advantage is held

by the twin-cylinder machine

over the single-cylinder in

other respects than higher

speed on hills? Do high-

powered cycles, e.g., 8 h.p. Bat,

make more noise and create more

vibration than a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

of the same make? What speed would

an 8 h.p. Bat be capable of main-

taining on a give and take road

and also a 3^ h.p. single of the same

make? Is a very powerful motor

more injurious to the system than a

medium powered one?—B. W.
The advantages claimed for a_ twin-

cylinder engine are greater flexibility,

The Id. Edition of " The Autocar."
Readers of " The Motor Cycle " who are

interested in motor cars are reminded

that a Pevny Edition of " The Autocar
"

is now obtainable of all Newmgents and

BonJc^ellers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the Zd. issue.

smoother running, and ability to pii

up speed more quickly on hills. T.

noise created depends on the type
silencer fitted. The twin wou
cause less vibration. An 8 h.

machine is capable of a mile a minu
gait, and a 3^ h.p. single of aboi

fifty miles an hour. You will ga:

some idea of possible average spee
by perusing the results. of the Touri
Trophy Race. Whether a powerf
machine is more injurious to tJ

system than a medium - power
machine depends very largely up
how the former is driven. Of cours
if it is forced along rough roads at

very high rate of speed it is liable

cause fatigue. Do not overlook t
fact that starting is usually much moi
difficult with a high-powered machi
owing to its great weight and hi^

gear. Running costs are also higher

J;,Motor Cycle and Sidecar lor Business Purposes,

I shall be travelling short

on business fifty miles ro

London, chiefly in Surre;

Sussex, Kent, and Hampshir
and shall require a motor eye

for everv-day use, fitted with peda

and a light sidecar, to take sampl
weighing about 28 lbs., or else a la

passenger whose weight is about 9 s

(my weight is 10 st.) I do not wa
a two-speed gear unless I can he

it. I want the engine to be a powe
ful single-cylinder, and air-cooled,

will you kindly let me know vo'

opinion of the following questions

(1.) What is the lowest h.p. I shoul

want? (2.) Is the J.A. P. engine

really good one for my purpose? (3|

Do you advise accumulator or ma
neto ignition, and if the latter, whi
of the following two makes do y<

think the more reliable : (i.) Si

or (ii.) Bosch? (4.) Carburetter.

there a better than the Brown an

Barlow? (5.) What gear ratio woul^

suit my purpose? Should you thin]

a two-speed gear a necessity, kind!

mention a suitable make.—F.W.
(1.) The lowest h.p. would be 3^. (2

The engine mentioned would be highl

suitable for your requirements. (3

We emphatically recommend magnet

ignition, and regard the two
_
make

mentioned as being equal in merit. (4

The B. and B. carburetter will giv

you satisfaction. (5.) You would requir

a gear- of about 5i to 1.
_
A change

speed gear would be practically ^^^^

pensable for a passenger attachmeni

or otherwise you would be c.illed upo

to assist with 'the pedals on hills exceec

ing 1 in 12 or 14.
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Piston Rings.

Kindly tell me what quality

^1 of metal piston rings should

? be made of? The old rings I

-SJ have taken out of my 2^ h.p.

lightweight are made of very

soft metal, not burnt steel, as I

thought at first. In having new
ones made would you think it best

to have them made from best crucible

cast steel?—F.S.N.

'iston rings should be made of special

[uality close-grained cast iron. You
lad better get the rings sold by the

nakers of -your machine, as we con-

ider they would be the most suitable

or your engine. Steel rings would not

)e suitable.

Flooding Causing Waste of Petrol.

I am troubled with flooding^ and waste of petrol with my
^ carburetter (1909 B. and B.)

-i-J When I lift the exhaust valve

of the engine in traffic the

petrol commences to drip very fast

from the bottom of the jet. Kindly

explain this, as I consider I use an

excessive quantity of petrol. My
machine is a 1907 3^ Eex, and I am
told that I should get 120 miles to

the gallon. Is this too much to

expect?—H. R.

'he trouble may be due to two reasons.

1.) That the level of the petrol is too

igh in the float chamber. (2.) That

he needle does not seat properly, i.e.,

he needle may be bent, or the cone

equire grinding in. If you have not

ad sufhcient experience to put the

arburetter in order, the makers will

lut it right for you in a very short

inie. One hundred and twenty miles

the gallon is certainly an excellent

etrol consumption for a 3^ h.p-

lachine, one which, in our opinion,

an hardly be expected under normal

onditions'. One hundred miles per

allon is a good average.

Petrol Supply Impeded.

Could you advise me where^ to look for the trouble in my
V carburetter? It is a Longne-
-^ mare. I always flood it before

starting the machine, and after

a short distance the engine slows

down owing to want of petrol. If I

raise the needle whilst riding along

it picks up speed again all right, but

as soon as I let go the engine gradu-

ally stops. The feed pipe is not

choked, and the float seems in per-

fect order.—G.J.

t seems as if the position of the

reights on the needle has been altered,

nd is not allowing sufficient petrol to

nter the float chamber. You can

)rove if this is the case by testing the

letrol level. To do this, take of! the

pray chamber cover, remove the jet,

.nd then turn on the petrol tap. The
evel of the petrol can then be noted,

t should rise to within ^in. of the top
if the orifice, with the machine stand-

ng quite level. If this is found to be
n order, and the feed passages quite

lear, we should be inclined to think
hat the needle valve is bent, or per-

laps one of the balance weights of

he carburetter sticks and does not
illow the needle to rise properly.

Magneto Contact Breaker Worn. Carburetter
Adjustment.

(1.) The bell crank lever
on contact - breaker of my
magneto machine seems to be
worn, and consequently the
points are not meeting exactly

in line, but somewhat to the side.

Machine is firing quite regularly,
however, and points appear to be
flat. Is it worth while doing any-
thing to make the lever tight? I
think it is the brass bearing that is

worn. (2.) When running on the
level at 20 m.p.h. and then coming
to a slight down-grade, the machine,
of course, gathers speed. If I shut
the throttle a httle to check it, the
engine always misfires, and no posi-
tion of the air lever makes any dif-

ference. The only way I can get it

to keep to the legal limit is to put
on the foot brake or bring back the
ignition lever as far as it \i\\\ go,

neither of which ways can be good
for the machine. Do you know any
other way to stop the misfiring '/

—L. A,
(1.) Probably a new lever and a new
fibre ring would cure the trouble. If

the points do not meet squarely, the

pression easily. The valves appea
all right, also the joints, and I spaceo ,

the piston rings out in refitting.'

The oil has certainly not worked
into all the bearings yet.—P.S.

You must_ first of all make sure that
all the joints are gastight. You can
prove this by spreading lubricating oil

over them, and afterwards testing tho
compression. If there is any leakage
at these points tiny bubbles will
appear. We may, however, point out
that it is impossible to have good
compression unless there is plenty of
oil on the piston and the rings, and
most probably, after the engine has
been run a little while, the compression
will return. If you have ground in
the valves you may have left no clear-
ance between the valve stem and
tappet rod, which would naturally
prevent the valves closing.

READERS' REPLIES.
South Africa.

In reference to the enquiry bj
"AW 354" in The Motor Cycle oJ

August 4th—Petrol here is 2s. 6d. per
gallon, if bought in quantities Is. lOd
Up-country prices are higher. The duty

The motor bicycle illustrated is the forerunner of the four-cylinder " T.A.C." recently described in
these pages. It is shown with a lightweight, quick-flring gun Jitted- to'ithe handle-bars. The gun is

one manufactured by the Wilkinson Sword Co., and, is not only light but easily detachable.

cheapest way would perhaps be to

obtain a new contact plate or com-
plete contact breaker. (2.) The only
thing we can suggest is that the petrol

is cut down rather too finely, and that

a very slightly larger
.
jet may . cure

the trouble, or, if the consumption is

already high enough, the next size

smaller choke tube or air adapter would
have the same effect.

Restoring Compression.

Please help me out of my
[^ difficulty. I have recently

> taken my 2| h.p. De Dion
<-^ engine down for a new gudgeon

pin, bush, and screw to be

fitted, and seized the, opportunity of

taking the whole engine to pieces. I

have now fitted it together again,

and find that the compression is very

bad indeed. With the belt on or

off, I can turn the engine over com-

is twenty-five per cent. No licence for

stocking petrol is required. The cost of

licence, freight, and duty is about £8.
Repairers charge anything they like

;

in fact, the writer knew a man who
had trouble from his plug not working,
and the machine remained m the repair

shop two days and a charge of 36s. was
made owing to the ignorance of the

mechanic.

—

Colonial (Port Elizabeth).

In reference to the enquiry from
"A.B." in the issue of October 13th

about breaking exhaust valves on a

3-^- h.p. 1907 Minerva; It is not the
fault of the valves, but is due to the

contour of the cam being too abrupt
on the closing side. If this is eased

by being ground down a little the

trouble is instantly cured, The small

alteration will not affect the running
of the engine.—J. Bellebbt.
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30 .. 5.37 p.m.

3 . . 5.29 p.m.

A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

Arrangements are in hand for the
annual dinner of the Auto Cycle Union
to be held at the Waldorf Hotel on
Thursday, January 20th next.

A.C.U. Council Meeting.

The next meeting of the A.C.U.
Council will be held in London on
Saturday, November 27th. All notices,
etc., for the agenda must be sent to

the secretary by Monday, Nov. 8th.

The Regulations for the 1910 T.T. Race.

A meeting of the industry and com-
petitors interested in the Inter-
national Auto Cycle Tourist Trophy
Eace will be held one evening during
the Stanley Show Week, to consider
the conditions governing the Tourist
Trophy Race to be held in 1910.

HlU-diffib in New South Wales.

The Sydney Motor Cycle Club held
a hill-climb on the Figtree Hill, Lane
Cove, Sydney, N.S.W., on Saturday,
September 11th. Competitors were
sent off in pairs, and in the final T.
W. Verdant (on a 5 h.p. V.S.), scratch,
defeated A. S. Jones (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), 6s. The hill is about two miles
in length, of varying grades, but never
remarkably steep.

Mirrors to Prevent Accidents.

It has already been found in practice
that at certain blind corners the erec-
tion of a mirror in such a! position that
motorists and others are enabled to
obtain a view of approaching traffic

from other directions is a most effec-

tive preventive of accidents. Such a
mirror has recently been erected at
Wooibridge. The Harrogate and
District Automobile Club, assisted by
the Motor Union, is endeavouring to
arrange for the placing of a similar
eafety mirror at the end of Park Road,
Harrogate.

Stolen from the Broolilands Track Garage.

W. Dewar, Clifton Buildings, Vandy
Street, Worship Street, London, E.C.,
whose T.T. Triumph was stolen from
Brooklands Track on July 31st, has
heard no trace of the missing machine,
and now offer.? a reward of £10 for in-
formation which will lead to its

recovery. The engine number of the
stolen machine is 5951, frame number
140255. The machine is minus mud-
guards, stand, and carrier. The tyres
are 2^in. Dunlops, and the carburetter
is specially cut away in half crescents
on both sides. There are two holes in
the induction pipe fitted with hub
lubricators, and the bottom fin of the
cylinder is broken below the inlet

valve.
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THE TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE T.T. RACE

HANDICAPPING AT BROOKLANDS.

A.C.U. RACE MEETING AT CANNING TOWN.
(ILLUSTRATED).

Barnes'silAmbition.

G. A. Barnes, the ex-racing motor
cyclist, has got the speed fever again.

His ambition, he tells us, is to estab-

lish a world's speed record on a
British aeroplane. His machine,
damaged in the experimental flight at

Abbey Wood, is now rebuilt, and
"the Kent aviator," as the Daily
Mail entitles him, will make his

first attempt in public at a forthcoming
Midland aviation meeting. We wish
him every success.

Credit whera It is Due.

One of the leading American motor
cycle journals prints the following
headlines over its account of the
Tourist Trophy Race—culled obviously,

by the way, from The Motor Cycle.

UNCLE SAM SCARES JOHN
BULL.

Evans, on American Motok Cycle,
Leads in Isle of ]Man Race, but
Stops for Fuel.—Collier Passes
AND Wins.
The above headlines give one the im-

pression that Evans's stop for petrol

lost him the race, but without wishing
to reflect on the splendid performance
of Evans in any way, we think it only
fair that readers of The Motor Cycle
on the other side of the Atlantic
should know that Collier, the winner,
stopped on two occasions for petrol.

Maidstone Road—A Warning.

Special caution is advisable on this
favourite motor cycling highway.
Owing to the regrettable car accident
on Farningham Hill, the police are
timing all vehicles from Farningham
to Wrotham, and occasionally in the
reverse direction. For the present we
should strongly advise the "alternative
route wa Sevenoaks and Ightham. This
also avoids Eltham and Footscray,
where a short distance trap is occa-
sionally in operation.

Too Premature.

One or two premature announcements
have appeared in cycling and other
journals respecting a cycle attachment
in the form of a motor wheel for fixing
to pedal bicycles, the invention of
a manufacturer of motor cycles residing
in Birmingham. It is needless to
point out that The Motor Cycle has
been fully conversant with the intro-

duction of this attachment for some
time past, but acting in accordance
with the wishes of the inventor no details

have been published respecting it. The
inventor requests us to point out to
our readers that The Motor Cycle will

be in possession of the earliest descrip-
tion and photographs of the attachment
as soon as he is prepared to make them
pubiic. It is intended to exhibit the
device at the Stanley Show.'-

Members of theJMotor Union who took part in the recent Army Manoeuvres. These motor cyclists,

and many others, were attached to the staff3,and employed as despatch bearers, earning the warm
appreciation of the Army Council for their efficient services. The motor bicycles used were a Rex
Triumph, Singer, Twin-cylinder Moto-Reve, and Zenith Gradua.
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Opening ot the Stanley Show.

Sir Albert K. Rollit lias again kindly
consented to open the Stanley Show on

. Friday, the 19th prox.

The Three Show Issues.

The first special issue of The Motor-
Cycle, in connection with the Stanley
Show, will appear the week after next,
date November 10th. The issue dated
November 17th will form a forecast

and guide to the show, and the follow-

ing number will include a complete
illustrated description of the exhibits of

interest to motor cyclists.

A Novel Idea.

A movement is on foot to organise a
London to Edinburgh run for old
pattern motor cycles made in 1905 or
previous to that year. It is the idea
of two enthusiastic amateurs, and
already half a dozen promises of entries

have been received.

The A.C.U. Race Meeting.

The boisterous wind on Saturday
last marred somewhat the success of
the A.C.U. race meeting, a fully

illustrated description of which appears
-: on the next two pages. C. K. Collier

repeated his 1906 performance and
won The Motar Cycle Challenge Cup,
but on account of the wind could not
approach the record made by H. V.
Colver in 1908 (52 miles l,6b0 yards).
Collier, however, made an excellent
performance, wearing down all opfposi-

tion and winning a good race by cover-
ing 50 miles 858 yards.

The Mile Time Trials and Five Miles Handicaps.

C. R. Collier's time in the mile time
trials (flying start) was Im. 4|.;. The

• record stands at Im. 2s., ma;le by the
same rider in 1907 and at the same
meeting, which took place in August,

/ when the weather was more settled
than it was last Saturday. Capt. Sir

' R. K. Arbuthnot secured a most
popular win in the five miles handicap
for standard touring machines, while
H. Martin won the five miles open
handica'i.

Two New Clubs Proposed.

Two new clubs for motor cyclistj- are
on the tapis—one for riders in i^last

f Kent, the other for motor cyclists in
' Leith, N.B., and district. There are

already over one hundred motor cycle
clubs in the United Kingdom, some-
thing like seventy-five per cent, having
been formed during the last four years.

^HkfrfHkf^mHHH'r^'^^'r4'^4^4'^

FUTURE EVENTS.

Nov. 12-20—Olympia Motor Exhibition.

„ 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show,
Royal Agricultural HaH,
Islington, N.

„ 22-27—Meeting of the Trade and
competitors to consider
conditions for the 1910
Tourist Trophy Race.

Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union annual
dinner at the Waldorf
Hotel.

^g^^-^HHg-^^HI^f-^g-^^^g-lg^^li^-

Stanley Smoidng Concert and Annua] Dinner.

The annual invitation smoking con-
cert given by the Stanley Show Com-
mittee will be held again this year at
the Queen's HaU, on November 5th.
The thirty-fourth annual dinner of

the Stanley Cycling Club will be held
this year on Saturday, November 13th,
the venue a<s usual being the White-
hall Rooms, Hotel Metropole, S.VV.,
under the chairmanship of Mr. C. W.
King, the president of the club.

The Stanley Show.

Motor cycles, motor cycle tyres, and
accessories will be exhibited on about
120 stands at the forthcoming Stanley
Show. This represents more than one-

half of the total exhibitors —probably a
larger proportion than ever before.

Motor Cycle Fittings on Aeroplanes.

Observant motor cyclists who attended
the Blackpool and Doncaster aviation
meetings could not fail to have been
impressed with the number of motor
cycle fittings used on the aeroplanes.
For instance, motor cycle engines
(chiefly British-made J.A.P.'s), carbu-
retters, small torno';^^ petrol tanks,
magnetos, free engine clutclies, spring
forks, motor cycle framework, wheels
and tyres, were much in evidence, and
in many cases had been fitted to the

aeroplanes without any alteration.

Two-stroke Engines.

We had an opportunity recently of

riding the 3^ h.p. Rex two-stroke motor
cycle which was used by Harold
Williamson in the last Quarterly Trials.

The engine is simplicity itself, and is

built on the usual lines of two-stroke
motors where the crankcase is used to

compress the gas. During our trial

the machine ran exceptionally wel! ; it

is fast and a good hill-climber. There
remains a slight difficulty to be over-

come in the carburation at slow speeds,
but this should not be insurmountable.

Motor Cyclists as Aviators.

Four of the leading motor cyclists of

England, France, Cermany, and Bel-

gium have now turned their attention

to aviation, viz., George A. Barnes,

who a few years ago ranked as the

leading racer and record-breaker at

home, and also held his own against

the pick of the Continentals; JNl.

Bertin, the famous pacemaker, who
paced Wills in his wonderful world's

hour record ride at Mniiich ; Franz
Hoffmann, who has ] aced more riders to

victory than any other motor cyclist in

the ranks ; and, lastly, Jean Olie-

slaegers, the demon Belgian, and one-

time champion motor cyclist.

Glenn H. Curtiss, the most successful

American flier next to the Brothers
Wright, is also a motor cyclist ; in

fact, he is the proprietor of the

Curtiss Manufacturing Co., makers of

Curtiss motor cvcles.

The start of the Five Miles Handicap at Canning Town for standard touring machines engine capacity 500 cc. The gear was limited to 4 to 1 with 26in. vheeis.
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A.C.U RACE MEETING AT CANNING TOWN.
Including the One Hour Scratch Race for "The Motor Cycle" Challenge Cup.

ALTHOUGH there had been somewhat short

notice of the A.C.U. race meeting, the attend-

ance on Saturday at Canning Town Track

was fairly good. The weather, though not of

the best, was not actually unpropitious, and the rain

only fell slightly at lorig intervals. Fortunately,

however, the boisterous south-westerly gale, though it

prevented any records being made, was not so harm-

ful to the motor cycle meeting as to the aeroplane

meetings in the North. The first event of the

meeting consisted of the mile time trials for the

The wf 11-nigh invincitle C. R. Collier and the 85 v 60 mm. Mat'^hless-J.A.P.

with vvliieh he won '• Ths Motor Cycle " Challenge Cup, rising 50 miles
858 yards in I he hour. He also won the "Automotor Journal" Challenge
Cup for fastest time in the Mile (flying start) Time Trials. Collier's time
was 1 min. 4f sees. = 56J miles per hour.

Automotor Journal Challenge Cup. Holder, D. R.
Clark; time, im. 5/^s. Record, im. 2S., by C. R.
Collier at Canning Town loth August, 1907. First

prize, gold medal; second prize, silver m.edal ; third

prize, broiize medal. Open to motor bicycles with

engines having a total capacity in which the diameter

in mm., squared, multiplied by the stroke, does -not

exceed 440,000, or, in other words, a capacity equal

to an engine having the dimensions 76 by 76 mm.
Results of One Mile Time Trials.

Bore
Rider. Machine and engine.

C. R. Collier (Matchless J. A. P.)
H. Martin (Martin J.A.P.) ...

C. E. Bennett (Genuine Buchet)
D. R. Clarke (New Century Givaudan)
Oberlander (N.S.U., N.S.U.)
F. W. Dayrell (Martin J.A.P.)
H. V. Colver (Aiatchless J.A.P.)
H. S. Wallis (King J.A.P.)
P. V. Wallis (King J.A.P.)
Kirner (N.S.U., N.S.U.)

Event No. 2 was the Five Miles Handicap, limited
to standard touring machines fitted with motor cycle

and stroke. Time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

85 X 60 1 4|
85 X 60 1 7|
76 X 73 1 8|
76 X 76 1 9|
75 X 75 1 111
85 X 60 1 13i
76 X 76 1 142

85 X 60 1 141
85 X 60 1 15f
82 X 64 1 251

tyres (not less than ain.), steel mudguards, tool bag
with contents not weighing less than 5 lbs., stand, and
touring saddle. All machines to be fitted with silencers,

cut-outs prohibited, engines not to exceed 500 cc. or

the equivatent volume swept out, and the gear not to be

higher than 4 to i with 26in. wheels. First prize gold

medal, second prize silver medal, and third prize

bronze medal. The starters were:

Eider. Machine and engine.

H. V. Colver (Matchless J.A.P.)
Oberlander (N.S.U. twin)
F. W. Dayrell (Bat J.A.P.) ...

A. R. Abbott (Triumph)
Capt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,

R.N. (Triumph)
F. W. Applebee (Rex)

Captain Arbuthnot had never been on the track before

the morning of the race, and had only had time for

a few ])ractice spins ; consequently he felt by no means
at home, and had no hopes of distinguishing himself.

Colver started well, and gradually assumed the lead,

but misfortune befell him near the end of the race, as

engine trouble forced him to retire. Dayrell was
another unfortunate, and he also had to retire,- a

broken connecting rod being the reputed cause of his

withdrawal. Meanwhile- the little twin N.S.U. was
going well. With Colver's retirement .Sir Robert was
left a leader, and amid the heartiest applause he

Bore
and stroke. Start.

.. 85 X 85 scr.

.. 63 X 80 10s.

.. 85 X 85 15s.

.. 84 X 86 15s.

'.'. 84 X 86 15s.

.. 82x89 40s.

4i%s.
and F.

Oberlander
W. Applebee

finished a winner, time 6m.
(N.S.U.) was second, 7m. 20s.

(Rex) was third.

Five Miles Open Handicap.
The third event on the programme was the Fi^'e

Miles Open Motor Cycle Handicap for the Motor
Car Journal Challenge Cup (holder, D. R. Clarke).

First, second, and third prizes, gold, silver, and bronze

medals respectively. Open to motor bicycles with

engines having a total capacity, in which the diameter
in mm., squared, multiplied by the stroke in mm., does

not exceed 440,000, or 76 mm. x 76 mm. In heat i

the starters were

:

Bore
Name. Machine and engine, and .stroke. Start.

D. R. Clarke (New Century Givaudan) 76 x 76
C. R. Collier (IMatchless J.A.P.) ...

P: V. Wallis (King J.A.P.)
F. W. Dayrell (Martin J.A.P.)
Oberlander (N.S.U.)

Collier was not long in establishing a lead, and
finished an easy winner. Time, 6m. 17s. Clarke
was second, and Oberlander third. The latter's car-

buretter caught fire just as he was finishing, and, to

the amusement of everybody, he shut off the petrol tap
and rode on until -^he flaming petrol burnt or blew out.

The starters in the second heat were:

Name. Machine and engine.

C. E. Bennett (Genuine Buchet)
H. V. Colver (Matchlees Givaudan)
H. Martin (Martin J. .P.) ...

H. S. Wallis (King J.A.P.) ...

Kirner (N.S.U.)
A. Tyler (Chater Lea Givaudan)

Bennett got away well, and rapidly worked up to

the front. Martin, however, pressed him hard, and

85 X 60
85 X 60
85 X 60
75 X 75

scr.

scr.

20s.

20s.

30s.

Bore
and stroke. Start.

.. 76 X 73 scr.

1) 76 X 76 5s.

.. 85 X 60 15s.

.. 85 X 60 20s.

.. 82 X 64 20s.

.. 70 X 70 50s.
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U. Race Meeting at Canning Town.—

ler and Colver travelled well. Result : i, Martin,

. 46^58.3 2, Tyler; 3, Colver. :

Hour Race for "The Motor Cycle" Cup.

rhe next event was the hour scratch race for

3 Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. Holder, H. V.

Iver. Previous winners; 1902, J.
Van Hooy-

!apt. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, R.N., who secured a popular victory in the five

les handicap lor standard touring machines. The machine he rode, a

h.p. T.T. Triumph, is depleted in the Illustration.

ikj 1903, J. F. Crundall; 1904, J. F. Crundall

;

(5, Rene Thomas; 1906, C. R. Collier; 1907,

V. Colver, 51 miles 146 yards;

8, H. V. Colver, 52 miles 1,650

ds (record). Prizes for first,

jnd, and third places, gold,

er, and bronze medals respec-

:ly. Eight riders lined up for

start: P. V. Wallis, C. E.

rnett, H. V. Colver, P. W.
>-rell, H. Martin, Oberlander,

ner, and C. R. Collier. It is

iresting to note that of these

y the two N.S.U.'s had engines

:d with magneto ignition. All

away well except Oberlander, ,»

) had to pedal rather vigorously

first. Martin led for the first

ie laps, then Bennett went ahead
four successive laps, after which

'

rtin again took the lead for the

: time. Collier then went ahead
'one lap, and for the next

matt again led. Collier then shook him off, and

iblished the lead he never afterwards lost.

U the end of 25m. Oberlander retired owing to a

naged inner tube : later Bennett also retired through

i troubles. Little by little Collier improved on

position, and at the end of the first quarter of an

ir he had covered 15 miles 3 laps, Martin 12 miles

laps, and Colver held third place. At the end of

the half-hour the position of these three remained
unaltered, and Collier had covered 25 miles i lap.

At 45m. their positions were still unchanged. Collier

had covered 38 miles, Martin 36 miles 2 laps, and
Colver 36 miles. At 50m. Wallis dismounted and
restarted shortly after, and a few minutes later Colver
did likewise. Just before the hour was up Dayrell ran
out of petrol, and Martin stopped for a broken ignition

wire: Result: i, Collier, 50 miles 858 yards; 2,

Martin, 47 miles 720 yards; 3, Colver 47 miles 440
yards.

Considering the high wind Collier did remarkably
well, and added another jewel to the crown of Match-
less successes.

Final of the Five Miles Open Handicap.

In the final heat of the five miles open handicap
the starters were : H. V. Colver, C. R. Collier. F. W.
Dayrell, H. Martin, D. R. Clarke, and A. Tyler. At
the time of the start it was getting dusk, the wind
blew harder than ever, and rain fell fitfully. In the

gloom the exhaiJst flames were visible and lent a

certain weirdness to the scene. Martin quickly estab-

lished a lead, and Collier was going well, but Clarke
was evidently in trouble. Result : i , Martin, time

6m. 7%s. ; 2, Collier, 6m. lo^s. ;.3, Colver.

The following were the officials : Judges, H. P. E.

Harding and V.- Hart ; timekeeper, J. H. Burley

;

handicapper, F. Straight ; umpires, H. G. Cove. S. F.

Beevor, C. Gather Cooke," J. Thompson, W. H. Wells,

J. W. G. Brooker, R. M. White, and H. C. Horswill

;

competitors' marshals, E. J. Bass and H. P. Beasley

;

telegraph steward, W. Pratt; lap scorers, E. C. Rey-

nolds, Stanley Webb, A. E. Livoni, and G. Rudland ;

starter, A. Vickers.

We are asked to point out that the engine and car-

buretter fitted to the twin Indian are called the Hed-

The lap-scoring desk In the Hour Race for " The Motor Oycle " Challenge Cup. The scorers were

E. C. Reynolds, Stanley Webb, A. E. Livoni, and G. Rudland.

Strom, in compliment to Oscar Hedstrom, the designer

of the machine. The whole of the Indian, including

the engine, is made in the Hendee Co.'s own factory.

In the last issue we mentioned that belt transmission

would be fitted to these machines for those who pre-

ferred it. We are now informed that the belt-driven

model was more in the nature of an experiment, and

will not be supplied in future.
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Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The winter social programme, 1909-1910, will commence
witli a smoking concert, to be held at headquarters on
Friday next, the 29th inst. All motor cycliste will be
welcomed, and tickets may be obtained from Mr. C. A.
Aubert Spiirg, hon. secretary, Stratford Road, West Bridg-
ford, Nottingham.

Proposed Motor Cycle Club for Leith.

A movement is on foot to form a motor cycle club for

riders in Leith, N.B., and district. A number of local

men promised tlieir support at a recent meeting held to

discuss the formation of a club. Intending members are asked
, to send tiieir names to Geo. Gunn, 369, Leith Walk, Leith,

hon. secietarj' pro tern.

Sutton CoIdDeld A.C.

The second annual petrol consumption trial of the above
club took place on Saturday last. The weather and the

state of the roads were about as bad as they could be, and
this coupled with the strong head wind blowing against the

coriipetitors over two-thirds of the course militated against
any good performances being made. The route, which was
forty-five miles in length, took the competitors over some hilly

roads, which helped to upset calculations. Notwithstanding

Competitors in tlie Oxford M.C.C. hill-elimb at Iroadown, F. Alden won the sinsle cylinder, and F. Cooper
the multi-cylinder class.

the inclemency of the weather above referred to seven mem-
bers turned out, and the results proved to be as follows :

Rider and machine.

1. Howard Smith (Triumph
i)

2. L. Burnett (Triumph) ... ...

3. T. E. Guest (Ivy)

4. F. Mayell (Triumph)
5. N. Grozier (Triumph) ...

6. Jv W. Leno (Premo, twostroke)
7. S. Jones (Ivy) ...

Combined
weight.

12 qrs.

12 qrs.

12 qrs.

12 qrs.

11 qrs.

10 qrs.

lb?,

lbs.

!bs.

lbs.

lbs.

Miles
per

gallon.

.
l?8i

.
12li

. 112
. 105

90
. ^3
retired10 qrs.

The figures of merit calculated on the combined weight of

rider and machine together with the amount of petrol con-
sumed are as follows :

Combined
Position and rider. weight.
1. Howard Smith 12 qrs. 7 lbs.

2. L. Burnett :.. 12 qrs. 7 lbs.

3. T. E. Guest 12 qrs.

4. F. Mayell ... 12 qrs.

5. N. Ci'ozier ... 11 qrs. 7 lbs.

6. J. W. Leno... 10 qrs. 7 lbs.

It is interesting to note that the results on formula work
out in exactly the same order as the mileage result.';, which
is due to the fact that the heaviest machines have in each
case accompli.=hed more miles to the gallon than did the

.
lighter ones, being the reverse of what is usually the case.

Petrol Fig. of

consumed. merit.

2 pts. 16 ozs. : .. 100
2 pts. 191 ozs. . .. 931
3 pts. 4 ozs. .. 85|
3 pts. 8 ozs. . .. 79^
4 pts. 65
8 pts. 7^ ozs. . 28i

north Middlesex A.C.

The first of the series of lectures will be given at tl

club's headquarters, the Great Northern Railway Hot«
King's Cross, N.W., on Thursday next, the 28th inst., ;

8.15 p.m. "Magneto Ignition" is to be the title of th

lecture, which will be delivered by A. E. Bennett, of t

Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

There was a good attendance at the annual meeting of

above club at the Corporation Hotel, Middlesbrough, pi

sided over by Mr. J. Bellerby. The club's finances we
reported to be good, there being a credit balance of £6 1

9d. Seeing that the year commenced with an advei
balance, this was considered highly satisfactory. T
following officials were elected for 1910 : Mr. L. F. Gje
president ; D. Almgill, G. Sadler, 0. Dorman, L. Enn
.J. Fowler, N. Downing, F. Shaw, A. Forbes, and J. N
house, vice-presidents; A. Lauriston, hon., solicitor ; J.

Dale, captain 3 E. P^ees, vice-captain ; G. W. Liddle, h
sec. ; W. A. George, sports sec. ; Duchars and Bowe
auditors; G. R. Sanderson, treas. ; S. L. Gjertsen, J. 13

lerby, J. Blincoe, F. Downing, W. Rudland, G. McLaugh
W. Armstrong, and J. Fairgrieve, committee.

J. H. Dale (1909 3^ h.p. Triumph) has been awarded
first prize in the recent hill-climi

- " competition, and Duchars (3^ h.p. L!

second prize. There had been so

dispute as to the cylinder capacities

the machines, and J. H. Dale obta
the first prize by an exceedingly sn

margin.

Stockport and District M.C.C.

On Saturday, the 9th infit., the ab(

club held a hill -climbing competit
on the Leek to Buxton road, wl
about twenty to thirty members w
present. The weather was fine, 1

rather cold. The distance from st

to finjsh was two miles, covering

somewhat varied track, the surf

being very greasy in places. The
suits were decided on time only,

formula being used, the rider

machine making fastest time be

declared winner. The following

the order of finishing of the

three in each class :

Single-cylinder Class.

W. Heaton (3^ h.p. Rex)
— Piatt (3i h.p. Bradbury)
— Jones (3i h.p. J.A.P.)

Twin-cylinder Clas.s.

D. Thomas (5 h.p. Peugeot) ...

J. Woodrow (5 h.p. Peugeot) ...

W. Sixsmith (7 h.p. J.A.P.)

X was the fastest time ; the

number of seconds slower than X.

On the 31st inst. another competition will be held on

same hill, the results to be decided on the A.C.U. forml

It will be interesting to compare the positions of the
_

cl

petitors xiiih. those given above, provided the winners ridj

the second event.

^lembers are desired to weigh their machines beforehl

on public weighing scales and bring the weighing tickets \m

them. Tlie meet will be at the Bull's Head Hotel, Maccf

field, at 12 noon.

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The third annual dinner and distribution of prizes will

held at the club's headquarters, the Grosvenor Hotel. i|

at 7.30 p.m., on Friday, November 5th, under the chain

ship of the president. Dr. W. H. Coates. An attrac

• musical programme has been arranged to follow, and
ge':her the evening promises to be a very enjoyable

Tickets, price 3s. 6d., can be obtained of the hon. £eciet|

F. ]5oxhall. 165. Colt man Street, Hull.

3|s.

8s.

32|s.

X
Sis.

34s.

other figures denote
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LE

14 DAYS only!
ACCESSORIES AND CLOTHING.

Q««^i=.i DoH«^fi««« CLEAfiANCE OF FUR MOTOR RUGS.Special Reductions p^^ Rugs at Summer Prices.

in Motor Cyclists* admirably adapted for trailers and tricars

Clothing.
"

An opportunity not

to be missed.

Fur Rugs at Bargain Prices.
Sale osu^'

10 Grey or Black Goat Motor Rugs, Price. Price,

full si7.p 39/9 50/-

k or Reefe 'W^ BUM 3 omy Wolf Skin ditto 49/9 65/

I Smart Tweeds HJ^ gD 10 only selected Wolf Skin ditto, a

lespuns, leather ^B Hi splendid line .. ••,-,• ^^ ^^ ^5/- ODD LINES IN MOTOR
Dugh body and

, W 6 only Jaclial Rugs, a very hand-
^^.„T^n tw^™o

3f coat and WV some rug, a bargain 61/6 7©/- CYCLE JACKETS.
ined throughout . wM 3 only Hamster Fur Motor Rugs on

-l^HLr^ Fringed Shawls _. 69/9 84/- 41 Grey Frieze Jackets- .

fixed leather .^HmKsS^ 10 only extra large size Dyed Goat Skin Lined Fleece, as illustration,

ling. «^a^^ Motor Rugs, sable brown ..£4 6 9 £500 Colp Pripo 2n/1 1

i*'^ X-S/ll
'waa-a^F^

3 only Black Kid Fur Rugs on Check &aie ITICC, ZU/

1

1
ice, OD/ll Shawls .. .. .. .. .. 31/9 50/- 28 ditto, superior quality.

Fitted with detachable leather lining. 5 Grey^ConeyJu^r R^ugs on Shawl, a
^^^^ ^^ ^ ^ Sale Price, 27/9

Sede Price, 39/11 3 only selected Hamster Fur Motor "TT ah u„^a i»=+inAr

The suit consists of Jacket and Breeches. Rugs on Fringe^ Shawls .. .. 88/6£5ioo ^ ^u^ttO'^dy^^
^lllve.

Send size round chest and waste.
^ €f^^

~~
Sale Price, 22/11

ts in Coloured Leather Waistcoats. 1^^^ Clearance of ^^t^, superior quality,

Coloured Serge Waistcoats, lined throughout W '-^7 Black Lcathcr
'''^^^

'"and^'sleevi"^''
""

leather, 40 and 42 in. chest, slightly soiled. V^ Jl , t m
e Price, 7/11 Usual Price, 25/- .^^A^ WaiStCOatS. Sale Pric<j,^l/9

— .Jli^^ y'^Nllliau 126 Double 'breasted 28 Grey Frieze with detach-
her Waistcoats, double-breasted and long sleeves, g*^ l' ^7^ Black Leather able leather lining,

jughout. All sizes, 36 to 44 chest. R*
'"

! \ Waistcoats.with Cnip Pripo 37/9
e Price, 25/8 Usual Price, 30/- A . \ full-length sVeves,_^

C I > I \ and warmly lined. 7 only irisli Frieze, lined

Coloured Leather Waistcoats in Tan, Green, and VI ; * ' \ All. sizes, 36 to 44in. y^.jth fixed Chrome leather,

iwn Shades. 36 and 38 in. chest only. U 1 ij* "fe ',i\ ^ chest. - -, «_,-„„ 49 /Q
e Price, 32/6 Usual Price, 40/- IT ' " ^ Sale Price, 18/9

Sale Price, ^^/t>

/"alstcoat-, with sleeves lined right through with I-f ''' I 89 ditto, superior Send size round chest over

leather. Sizes 36 to 44 chest. f* L | quality, can be worn

Price, 23/11 Usual Price, 32/6 M||c ^^ A^ o^penjt neck, if^re-

^^^^^^j^ ^^^ ^^^^^

3tor Waistcoats in Cantoon and Feltine, lined fleece. im^^^-^^^^^^^^^F 36 to 44in. chest.
2 Leatlier Jacfcets, lined,

m and comfnrtable. Size 38, 40, and 42 in. chest. ' KM^^^^^^^^'^^r'^^F Sale PriCe, 24/1 1. tweed with fur collars.

rice, 15/9 Usual Price, 21/- to 25/- WW ^**^ \^^ ^.^^ ,_ ^ ^j^^o^ assorted tan or
__ la .

iQ c y ,
:>

black, fur lined.

Uan Cloth W-aistcoats, with long sleeves, lined
f! J I Send size round chest Sale Price, 31/9 each.

leatucr through b-dy and sieeves. , ,1 I urhnn orderine.
! Price, 27/11 Usual Price, 35/- ' Ui. \^ J when ordering.

Worth £3 to £6 6s.

Givf size round chest when ordering. W ' -
"

^^^_^__-_«»-=«———

>

^^

^.^^i^M.a .^^B.aB-^^i%.^l ^ ^^ SALE CATALOGUE GRATIS •
I^BORNf LbONDOIMi E-C^- and post free anywhere. Jg

In answering this advertisement it is rhi^lrahh- ta inriiiion 'The Motor Ci/rh."
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THE GRADUA GEAR WILL BE AT

THE STANLEY SHOW, Stand No. 127,

fitted to The Zenith Gradua {Dmid spring Fork).
^i^^^^^^^^^Mv^n^^^^^^ta

The
most

suitable
gear for
winter
riding.

The Zenette Gradua {spring Frame).
^^^^v«^^^^^ _i>~ii _0~i\ r"ii

I

The Triumph IVIotor Bicycie
M^^i ^^mMI ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^^^

The operation of the gear will be demonstrated by a working model, and

gear parts will be on view to demonstrate its absolute simplicity.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL GEAR FOR ALL ROUND' WORK IN

ANY WEATHER. [Write for particulars.)

Both ZenitSi and Zenette (spring frame) Gradua

machines are on view at Sherwell's, 46, York

Street, Westminster.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,
WEY2R1DQE. ('Phone No. 4.

THE P. & M.
and the

A.C.U. QUARTERLY TRIALS.
during 1909.

Sih.p. TOURING^MCDEL Bidden by W, PRATT.

RESULT.
TAMTTA'DV NO MECHANICAL TROUBLES.
Jili^Uiini. LOST MARKS THROUGH PUNCTURE.

APRIL. NOM-STOP. Full Marks.

JULY. NON-STOP. Full Marks.

OCTOBER. NON-STOP. Full Marks.

The same machine was used in three of the above trials, also the 1,000 Mile Trials, in which it gained

GOLD MEDAL and still retains the A.C.U. Official Seal. •

Z\ li.p. LIGHT MOBEL (2 speed, handle starting, chain drive, weight 125 lbs.)

FIRST APPEARANCE smallest Engine in the trials.

RESULT.
OCTOBER. Climbed Dashwood. No Meehanieal Troubles.

Both Models on View at our LONDON DEPOT, 12, Mortimer Street, W.

Immediate Delivery of 3^ li.p. Model.

^°^''°\^.:^Ml-^imer St., w. PHELON & MO^RE, LTD. ^^^'^Se?t^nTVU"i^i'^-

liii lllllllll l l l lilllfflBlillHlMMIIBlHi^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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lub News.

—

Sonthern M.C.

In connection with the forthcoming winter programme,
Ir. A. W. Holt, joint hon. secretary, has kindly consented

3 read a paper on " Competitions." This should open up
very interesting discussion, and it is hoped all members

dll endeavour to be present and give their views.

Proposed Kentish Motor Cycling Club.

Mr. Stanley Johnson, Luton, Selling, Faversham, is

nxious to form a motor cycling club for riders in East Kent.
leaders who are interested should send in their names to

Ir. Johnson so that a meeting may be held at an early date
rith a view to the definite formation of the club.

Birmingham M.C.C.

•At a committee meeting of the above club it was decided

[lat as there seemed to be some doubt as to who was the

dnner of the "flexibility" hill-climb, to announce the fact

[lat the really important event of the afternoon was not a

uestion of who made either fastest or slowest time on the
ill, but a question of the greatest difference in time a com-
etitor could make between his fast and his slow ascent,

n the case of the single-cylinder class E. H. Edwards
ij h.p. Triumph) was the winner, and in the twin class

C. Berryman (5 h.p. Norton). On Saturday, the 16th

ist., a paperchase was held with every success. The course

iken by th^ hare was some eighteen miles in length, and
le hounds gained about four minutes in the run. J.

roman was the first member of the club to find the hare
\. W. Duke), who had concealed himself in a hedge, and
e therefore, wins the prize presented by Mr. Duke.

01-0)/^^ 82g

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

This club brought its competition season to a close on
October 16th, with a well-supported fuel consumption test.
The course chosen was a circular one of twenty-seven miles,
with no stiff hills, but also with no down grades ; therefore
the engines had to be kept firing all the time. The day was
fine, but owing to rain falling the previous day, the road sur-
face was left in a heavy state, and in a few parts was extremely

W+ C
treacherous. .The result was decided on formula, =

P
figure of merit. W = combined weight, C = cubical
capacity, and P = petrol consumed. This formuli was con-
sidered by the committee as being the most satisfactory.

The mileage figure per gallon of spirit which is given below
came as a surprise and disappointment to most competitors,
it being fully expected that the winner's figures wc uld have
been over 160 per gallon. The result is as follows :

Miles
Rider. Machine.

T. C. Atkinson (3 Triumph)
F. F. Topham (5 V.S. and sidecar)

W. Broadhank (3^ Triumph and sidecar)

J. A. Tindall (3^ Triumph)

per gallon.

... 144.00

.. 67.55

.. 84.70

,.. 112.20

.. 77.83

.. 94.72

.. 93.91

.. 75.78

Fig. of

merit.

11.56

10.47

10.22

10.14

9.99

9.08

8.39

6.91

R. A. Breare (3^ P. and M. and sidecar)

C. Wilson (3i Rex)
J. Bramley (3^ Triumph)
F. Strafford (3^ Triumph)

R. Spencer (3^ P. and M.) skidded and retired.

During the winter the usual lectures, discussions, etc., will

take place. The first is fixed for November 9th. It will be
a lantern lecture entitled "The Conquest of the Air."

CLIMBING THE BROOKLANDS~T£ST HILL.
Barnes put the 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua at

the hill, stopped at the end of the i in 8

portion, and restarted, successfully nego-

tiated the I in 5, stopped at the top of the

section, and again restarted. He finished

the ascent in splendid style, the machine
overcoming the severe gradient from a stand-

ing start without a falter, while the per-

formance certainly added another triumph

to the gear, for the design of which Mr.

Barnes has been responsible.

A 3J h.p. Zenith-Gradua re-starting on the 1 in 5 section

of the Brooklan s test hill. For the engine to take up the

drive, the hint' wheel by the side of tank is rotated outwardly

—

the more It is turned the higher the gear becomes.

On a recent occasion F. W. Barnes, of

enith Motors, Ltd., demonstrated the effi-

iency of the Gradua gear in a most con-

incing manner on the Brooklands test hill.

>ur readers will remember that the ascent

1 divided into three sections, comprising

radients of i in 8, i in 5, and i in 4. Mr,
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The Editor does not hold himselt responsible tor the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tndor Street, E.G.. and should be accompanied by the writer's luU name and address

The Amulree Hill-climb.

[4322.]—I notice in your report on the Amulre« Hill-

climb in The Motor Cycle of October 13th that J. Adamson
was disqualified in the standard tourist classes " ae his

machine was of the T.T. type, though fitted with a standard

touring engine." Permit me to say that the reason Messrs.

Bostock, Syme, and myself disqualified the machine was

that on Adamson's own admission it was fitted with the 85 by

88 mm Txiumph engine with which he competed in the

Tourist Trophy Race. JOHN CAMERON.

The Interest in the T.T. Race.

[4323.]—Up to the issue of your paper on October 20th, I

was not aware my club had done anything special with

reference to interest in the T.T. Race. But since reading

letter 4310 I should like Mr. Doodson to note that my
club had two members I'idmg in the race, close on one-thud

of the members present to witness the race, besides the club

also made a small contribution towards the fund. I consider,

therefore, our average is much better than the South
Manchester M.C.C.'s. Harrogate, of course, is much further

away from the Isle of Man than Manchester.
H. W. FORTUNE,

Hon. Sec. Harrogate and District M.C.C.

* A Foolproof Carburetter.

[4324.]—Having read " Ixion's " article re hill-climbing

• and changing jets, it may be of interest to know that I have
a 3^ h.p. Triumph, the carburetter of which I have fitted

with a variable jet, controlled from handle-bar by what used
to be the air lever The control is fitted with a dial and
index so that the jet can be set to any opening desired while
riding. When coasting it can be closed entirely and throttle

opened wide, thus cooling engine without wasting petrol.

For hiJl-climbing it can be opened to any size. The carbu-
retter has an automatic air inlet, so there is only one lever

to use for general riding. It is quite sand-proof (and we get
sand here not dust), and there is nothing to get out of order

;

it is, in fact, "fool-proof." THOS. GILL SMITH.
Bloemfont«in.

English V. French Measurements.
[4325.]—I would point out to Mr. Scott that the reason

why we have French measures for our engines is that the
petrol motor was first made on the Continent, where the
metric system is universal. If we adopted the metric system
in England we would have a consistent scheme of measure-
ments. Will Mr. Scott please let us know what relation a
cubic inch bears to a gallon, and what relation a pound
avoirdupois bears to a mile? When he has solved this
puzzle let him see what the relation of a litre is to a centi-
metre, or a kilogramme to a kilometre. Regarding the inch
measures being " understanded of the people," the most
obtuse of "the people" can easily tell which of the follow-
ing engines are the biggest, viz., c.c. 964, 738, 340, 453, 478.

If people are going to take sufficient interest in motor
cycle engines to desire the cubical capacities they will soon
find out what a cubic centimetre is. Besides, the metric
system is taught nowadays in all schools, so where is the
difficulty? Mr. Scott's remarks re "snobbish ideas" would
have been better left out. Is the C.G.S. system of electrical
science "snobbish"? or would he have it replaced by a
drachm—twenty-fifth of an inch—eecond system?

ANODE.

LessoDs"from the Tourist Trophy Race.

[4326.]—Referring to " M. C. L.'s" complaint in a rece

issue regarding the breaking of inlet valves, it may
comforting to this gentleman to learn that it is n

impossible for a broken val

to enter into the N.S.I

cylinder. For a consideral

tune back the cylinders of

N.S.U. motor cycles haj

been designed to prevent tl

possibility of which yoj

correspondent complains. Tl
opening admitting the gl

from the valve pocket to tf

cylinder (marked with

arrow in the illustration) is arranged so that its width

smaller than the diameter of the valve. Therefore if 1

valve head breaks off it cannot fall into the cylinder. F,

ther, owing to the valve pocket being very shallow, t

broken valve head is unable to stand upright in the openin

and therefore it is impossible, should one of the valve hea

break off, for the motion of the other valve to press the broki

valve head against the upper part of the pocket, which wou
do a lot of damage. N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD

[4327.]—"M. C. L." in his letter under the aboi

heading assumes that an m.o.i.v. engine is un-suitable fl

touring use, owing to the liability of the valves falling inj

the cylinder in case of breakage ; and he also mentions thj

the Indian and another make apparently suffer from tl

same disadvantage. Now, " M. C. L." is assuming coj

siderably when he includes fhe Indian, and shows that

is not at all familiar with the construction of this engir

If he were he would know that, in the first place, on accoul

of the design of the inlet valves, there is not one chance I

ten thousand of one ever breaking ; and, secondly, if eithi

the inlet or exhaust valves broke, they could not get inl

the cylinders. I

In regard to the overhead type, there are certain makl
which have this disadvantage, and others which have
decided advantage over the usual side-by-side packet valv(

That on the Indian is placed directly over the exhaust vah
so that every charge of cool gas drawn in by the suction

the piston helps to cool the exhaust valve, and adds great

to its life and eflSciency.

I certainly hope that "M. C. L." will take the opportunil

of comparing the construction of the mechanically-operati

inlet valve as fitted to the Indian with the clumsv device thj

is used on some other makes at the forthcoming Stanld

Show. W. H. WELLS.
I

[4328.]—I could not help being struck by an article pul
lished immediately after the Tourist Trophy Race in whiq
the writer spoke very highly of the valuable experienl
gained by manufacturers in these speed events and in trad
racing. It is unquestionable that these competitions dM

beneficial, in that they tend to produce a highly efficiei

engine and a machine that combines strength with lightne^
But designers must not confuse touring with racing, the

must not sacrifice comfort to speed. My point is this, thJ

the modern, high compression, long stroke engine is

ideal for touring. It is not flexible enough, and it is dif

cult to start. There is abnormal wear of tyres and engiij

bearings, excessive vibration, and it does not show up w^
as a Mil-climber owing to its inability to run slowly.
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ily advantages are speed, which very few people want, and
slight economy in petrol consumption, which is more than
•mpensated by the extra wear and tear of tjrres, belts, and
achine generally. Give me comfort rather than speed,
ive me something like the old Excelsiors, that would pull

3wly and sweetly up anything. It has always seemed to

6 that the future of motor cycling lies rather in its being
eated as a cheap and swift means of locomotion than as
amusement for the venturesome youth.

BENJAMIN CONSTANT.

The End-to-end Record.
'4329.]—It is seldom indeed that a controversy in your
umns is brought to such a conclusive termination and com-
ete vindication of the mover of the debate as in the
es'ent instance. I am afraid motor cyclists as a whole took
[t little interest in the discussion, as, except for Mr. W.
Holmes, who took my view, it was only the record riders

10 vainly tried to make good their case.

To those who take a broader view of the pastime I must
mmend them to the original article on page 650, written

the record holder himself, and then to the damning para-

aph in a recent number by " Ixion " under Occasional
miments. Mr. Arthur W. Bentley was very angry with
in his letter [4273], but discreetly refrained from "further

mbat, and " Ixion's " scathing criticism must be a bitter

1 for him to swallow, as indeed for many others.

Let readers consider the number of organisations which are
enuously working for their good against a tide of narrow-
ndedness, and then ask themselves what good can accrue
im a run of this sort with all its attendant dangers?
am afraid "Ixion's" timely warning will not have

ich effect on Mr. Bentley because—to use his own words

—

neither appreciates a man who has not the courage to

n his name to a letter of this sort, nor does he like a

,n to endeavour to belittle another man's genuine effort."

OWN BAT.

4530.]—This record is going to cause trouble for the next
? who try to break it. There is a speed limit of 20 m.p.h.
ed by law for motors, and riders who set out for the

iberate purpose of breaking the law ought to be avoided
all considerate riders. They do untold harm to the pastime,

i instead of making converts they make enemies. If people
nt to go more than 20 m.p.h. let them go to Brooklands,
i then they break no law.

had a look at one of the record-breaking machines last

k. I never saw such a dirty, travel-stained machine before,

d it is in a window for public inspection. I heard a

y say to a gentleman (presumably her husband), "If that

;he sort of thing you want to get, I shall never ride in it."

uppose the driver and passenger had a wash when they
shed their ride, so why not let the machine have a clean
vn as well?
would suggest that in future manufacturers and
what is the lowest powered machine they can
from End-to-end at an average pace of 16

hout pedalling gear being used, and without any
vns. This would soon bring about a change in the motor
le fashions of the day. We would then have a 1^ or

h.p. variable-geared machine, weighing perhaps 70 or
lbs., guaranteed to climb any hill whether on a main or

)y-road, and to average 16 m.p.h. dav in and day out.

ANODE.
though we do not wish to defend record-breaking, we
hink it should be obvious to anyone that if the machine
ere exhibited in a perfectly clean condition the public
rould be incredulous in regard to its record-breaking
apabilities. Motor cars and pedal bicycles have been
hibited at shows and in manufacturers' windows after the
ccomplishment of some wonderful performance, in many
istances in a dirty condition, but that has not prevented
16 spread of motoring or bicycling.

—

Ed.]

others

get to

m.p.h.
break-

regret

Matchless v. Indian in the Isle of Man.
331.]—We note with considerable surprise and
' the Hendee Mfg. Co. refuse to accept our straight
fard challenge, and can only aesume from the drift of

reply to same in The Motor Cycle of October 20th that
' prefer to talk about the efficiency of their Indian motor
es rather than" risk putting them to a test, from which
r very apparently doubt their successful issue.

T
"^^^^ supposition that honours were equally divided in the

I.O.M. competition is absurd, as by doing so, they presume
that winning one class of a hill-climb consisting of five classes
is equally meritorious as winning the T.T. ttself ; also thev
lose sight of the fact that our Mr. C. R. Collier in the all
comers' class, riding his T.T. machine, beat Mr. Lee Evans's
time bv no less than 16s., creating a new record for the
Snaefell climb for any type of motor vehicle.
With reference to the Hendee Co.'s remarks re handicap-

ping comparisons, we might state that in our opinion the
very liberal starts that have previously been allotted to their
niotor cycles in open handicaps have been the means of
obtaining ninety per cent, of their successes in this country.

HThe 3i h.p. Two-stroke Rex, whichjwas ridden by H. Williamson in the
last A.C.U. Quarterly Trial. Note the magneto driven off the main shaft and
position of carburetter.

In the actual race mentioned in their reply our machines
finished first, second, and third, although one of theirs
received 2Gs. start. The nearest on© finished ninth.
Again regretting that the Hendee Mfg. Co. have not

sufficient faith in their production to match them on equal
terms when absolutely challenged, ^

H. COLLIER AND SONS, LTD.
[This correspondence must now be closed. We must leave

the challengers and the challenged to conduct any further
discussion on the same subject by means of private com-
munications, but if the parties decide to meet each other
in a friendly match we shall be pleased to announce the
venue and conditions.

—

Ed.]
1-*^ 1

—

New Carburetters.

[4332.]—jNIay I suggest that new carburetters should be
sent out by the makers in a reasonable state of adjustment?
In June last I got from the makers a new carburetter of well-
known type for an engine of which all the necessary, par-
ticulars were specified ; and I naturally concluded that it

would be sent out properly adjusted. From the beginning
it behaved badly. The gas supply was irregular, the petrol
consumption was very great, and the engine overheated. 1

tried various nipples and adapters, overhauled the timing and
electrical arrangements, and even took the engine to pieces,

but without result. Finally I sent the carburetter to the
makers for inspection, and they returned it with a new
needle valve. It then behaved worse than before.

At last I discovered that the petrol level was much too high
in the jet, and that the needle valve leaked when under
vibration. (I fear it will always leak, as I think it is wrongly
designed.) Perfect riding conditions are over for this year,
and I have not had one hour's pleasure in my summer'.'^

riding, while my time both at home and on the road ha&
been wasted wholesale by fruitless tinkering.
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This carburetter is the third I have had on the machine,

and even with proper adjustment I think that it is, on the

whole, the worst of the three, a Stevpns of lift valve type

being much more flexible, and an F.N. with twisting handle

throttle control being more economical and more convenient

when riding. Except in the matter of accessibility, I do not

see that there is any improvement in ordinary carburetters

during the last six years. IH 4.

Multi-point Ignition.

[4333.]—The article on multi-point ignition is of par-

ticular interest to me, as Mr. R. W. Ayton claims to be

the inventor. I have no knowledge of anyone having em-

ployed this method of ignition previous to 1901-2_, at which

time I experimented upon it, but then had difficulty in

procuring satisfactory two-pole plugs, but used a coil with

two high tension terminals and ordinary plugs with excel-

lent results. Later, when Mr. C. R. Garrard was super-

intending the equipment of Messrs. Clement Talbot's works

I mentioned the matter to him. He at once saw the

advantage, and immediately his firm were in a position
_
to

turn out cars, made use of the multi-spark for hill-climbing

competitions with well-known results.

Although there is not much in the claim of priority, at

the same time it would be interesting to know if Mr. Ayton

used the rnulti-spark previous to 1901 ; if not, it is evident

he must cede his claim of inventor (if this is the correct

term, and no on© has an earlier claim) to

JAS. L. NORTON.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4334.]—In letter 4318, "20,000 Miles" sums up the

whole situation in the last two lines :
" The \yay in which

modern engines wear out is appalling. What is needed is a

low compression type." It is my firm belief that the

standard motor cycle of the future will be a 3^^ h.p. single-

cylinder low compression type, two-speed gear, and free

engine, no pedals, and complete with every necessary fitment

weighing about 140 lbs. This would give a flexible engine

of long life, absence of vibration, moderate weight, ample

strength, and reasonable comfort.

I do not believe the so-called lightweights as now used

will ever be popular with hard riders. Proof of this is seen

in the long-distarce trials, where practically none of the

lightweights are ridden bv genuine amateurs.
HAROLD KARSLAKE.

[4335.1—I have been interested in the recent discussion on

lightweights ver.'^us heavvweishts in The Motor Cycle, as

my case was similar to " Ex-Lightweight," only I fortunately

bought my 1'. h.p. second-iiand for a few pounds.

As a guide to other r-en of small means desirous of

becoming motor cyclists. I should like to try and elucidate

the subject if you can afford me the space. It seems to me
that a common mistake made in calculating the relative

newer to weight of different machines is to ignore that all-

important factor, the rider's weight. I think I may take

it as an accepted fact that 3Ji h.p. is the lowest all-round

efficient power for a heavyweight. Therefore to arrive at

the comparative efficiency of a 1^- h.p. and a 3^ h.p., our

calculation should be. roughly, as follows :

U H.p. 3^ H.p.

Weight of machine ..

,, ,, rider

,, ,, tools, etc.

80 lbs.

147 lbs.

10 lbs.

Weight of machine ..

,. ,, rider

,, ,, tools, etc.

. 160 lbs

. 147 lbs

10 lbs

Total ... 237 lbs. Total .. 317 lbs.

Difference, 80 lbs. The weight of the lightweight works
out, therefore, at almost exactly threequarters the weight of

the other; or, in other words, you are asking little more
than one-third the power to carry threequarters the weight.

If you then consider that this little engine, with prac-
tically no power in reserve; 1st, depends entirely on its com-
pression to develop the whole of the little power it has

;

2nd, the whole engine has to be taken down before even the
exhaust valve can be ground in : 3rd, taking down a light-

weight engine is every bit as much trouble as taking down a

3^ h.p. ; 4th, the belt drive is a constant source of trouble
and expense, both the belt and pullev being very short-lived ;

a'ld, 5th, that the chances of small breakages, punctures,
wheels getting out of truth, etc., are all greater on the
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1\ h.p. than on the 3^ h.p., I do not think it will be

difficult for anyone to decide which is the best value for

original cost, or which is likely to prove the cheapest invest-

ment in the long run. E. A. D. S.

SUMMARY OF OTHER COR;RESPONDENCE.
We are requested to publish a paragraph asking the motor

cyclist who borrowed a coat from the Warminster Motor
Works about two months ago to kindly return same to the
proprietors.

Will the Cheltenham reader who sent a description of a

new carburetter to " Ixion " kindly forward his name and
address to the Editor, his original letter having been un-
fortunately mislaid.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H.E.B.," Attleborough, would like to hear from any

reader who has converted a Quadrant tricar, fitted with two
separate engines, to a single or twin V engine, and with
what result?

"G.E. ," Sussex, would like readers' experiences with the
5 and 7 h.p. V.S., with and without a sidecar or forecar.

" F.S.," Liverpool, would like readers' experiences with
the four-cylinder 4^ h.p. F.N. for sidecar work in North
Wales.

" R. C. INIoney " would be glad if readers would provide
him with particulars regarding motor cycling in the neigh-
bourhood of Bloemfontein. Particularly with regard to

weight of machine, distance of engine crankcase from
ground, and power of engine best suited to the locality.

THE 2ih.p LIGHTWEIGHT P. & M.
Phelon and Moore, Cleckheaton, and 12, Mortimer Street,

W., wish us to point out that the new pattern 2j h.p.

P. and M. lightweight with two-speed gear and free engine

which competed in the A.C.U. Quarterly Trials on the 16th

was only received from the works on the 15th, and unfortu-

nately there had been no opportunity of giving it a thorough
testing either at the works or in London. This machine had

been annouMced as entered for the Quarterly Trials ; th<

makers therefore thought it their duty to start, but weri

rather chary as to its performance on hills. The reason o

its failure on Rectory Hill was due to the silencer, whicl
was clogged with dirt. The makers are willing to demon
strate at' any time that the 2^ h.p. model will climb not onl;

Rectory Hill but hills of far steeper gradient. It climbe(

Dashwood on the morning of the trial, and we understanc
has also climbed Netherhall Gardens practically from i

standing start.
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The number of IvOC^ Clutch and CjJiAlv sets in use bears testimony to

the utiHty of this system.

The opening of the 1910 Season at the Stanley Show will be marked by its

further appreciation.

Already the ROC has the largest sale of any clutch and gear—the advantage

of the livc-axle hand-starting has helped to make it popular.

Users say they would never revert to the old style. This is how they write to us

:

Oct. 2o/'o9. "I could never be satisfied with the best single geared
machine on earth after tasting the delights of the Roc."

H. A. SLACK, 150, Turvey St., Nottingham.

Send your machine now for conversion. We will return it converted and tested

ready for use within a very few days from receipt. The inclusive charge is

twelve guineas. Winter riding needs it.

A TX7 \^7A T T T H^T^ ROC MOTOR CYCLE WORKS,

A. W. W AJ-zJL/, JL/ i U., ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Manufacturers of the famous Roc Military models, 4 h.p. Single and 5/6 h.p. Twin. Write for booklets.

This 2i h.p. N.S. U. model beat the best French makes

ia a Kill-climbing contest on Oct. 10,
on the. Mont Cindrc near LYONS.

FIRST PLACE. 2h h.p. N.S.U. Twin Lightweight.
SECOND PLACE. 2^ h.p. N.S.U. Twin Lightweight.

It'» a masterpiece of lightweight construction ; is fitted with mechanically operated valves, Bosch
magneto, efficient spring forks, and handle-bar control.

N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED,
OFFICES & SHOWROOMS—186, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W. GOODS & REPAIRS—83-85, BOLSOVER ST., LONDON, W

A J \\'

.

In answering these advertisements it i-" ciesira.hie to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these

columns— 9d. per line of 8 words ; minimum,
two lines. Name and address must be counted.

Thu5—
Two lines (lO words or less) costs i /O

Three lines (24 words or less) costs 2/3
Four lines (32 words or less) costs 3/-

In the cas3 of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oITios of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the olTices of "The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, on the Thursday morning, or if sent

to London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by the

Wednesday afternoon previous to the date of

publication.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
isjue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before goin^

further aSeld.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

PREMNIE
IViOTOR CO., L.TD.

ALL BEST MAKES OF iVflOTOR

CYCLES STOCKED.
EXCHANGES. DEFERRED

PAYMENTS.

TRIUMPHS FROM STOCK.

THE REX FREE-ENGINE.
Model made specially for the

PREMrER
Motor Co. Write for full illustrated details.

1909 NEW N.S.U.'s

at rare bargain prices. Particulars free.

The PREMO (two-stroke)
wOlbeatth* STANLEY SHOW. The one pcrfazt

two-stroke motor cycle.

THE PREMO
SHOCK ABSORBER

Patent No. 5620.

Already fitted to dozens of

Triumphs and other makes.
Always successful.

Greater speed on bad roads and
greater comfort at all times.

Low riding position maintained.

Price 30/-.

a^^-^^
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, an
WesunorelanJ.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stallord.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, brecknock, Monmouth

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gicucestcr, Oxford, Buck ngham. Berks, Wilts and Hants.
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION iX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

Disco 'nt to Trade.

FITS ALL MAKES.

SEAT-PILLAR.

Price 5 6
FITS ALL MAKES.
A boon to riders of old

high machines.
Long handle-bars for

use with abo.e, if

required, 6/0.
Discount to Trade.

Oram
Usual

STRANGELY ENOUGH, it is

comparatively rare to see a
switch fitted to the modern
magneto-fired motor bicycle.
Shorting is the only correct way
to "'switch of the magneto."
—Vide "The Motor Cycle,"

Sept. 8th, 1909.

THE PREMO MAGNETO CUT-
OUT is the best and most

reliable. 2/6.
ary blade-type cut-outs reduced to 1 /6
price 2 /-

NEW ACCESSORY LIST JUST OUT.

SEND FOR LIST OF SHOP -SOILED
ACCESSOR lES.

Premier Motor Co., ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone 4310. "lele^rauis, " Frimu'^, r)iruiHi;.;i;3n.."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of advertisers, letters

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle

'

When this is desured, 2d. will be charged for regis
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must
for forwarding replies. Only the number will a
the advertisement. Replies should be addressee
poo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if
" L

i; added to the address, then to the number gi\
' The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.G.

3W^ DEPOSIT SYSTEM. "^

Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown
Tiay deal in perfect safety by availing themsehes
Deposit System. If the money be deposited witl
Motor Cycle," oth parties are advised of this recc
upon intimation of the arrival and acceptance
goods, the money is forwarded less a charge of
registration. The time allowed for a decision after
of the goods is three days. For all transactions ex
£10 in value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is chargt
deposit matters are dealt with at Coventry, and
and money orders should be made payable to Hi
Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and rec(

answer to their enquiries are requested to reg
jilence as an indication that the eoods advenisf
already been disposed of, /dverfisers cfien rcc
mny enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply
) le by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durhaii
Westmoreland.

3h.p. N.S.TJ., two-speed gear; £18 lOs.—Appl
Newgate St., Morueth.

4-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p., Palmer cord tyres, in fi

condition; £25 or near offer to immedia
chaser.—Hayward, Skinnergate, Darlington.

REX Lightweight, perfectly new; first cash o
£16 secures thib bargain.—Hayward, Skim

Darlington.

31.h.p. Escelsior motor bicycle, new; list pri(

2 offered for £39 10s. cash.—Hayward,
gate, Darlington.

TRIUMPH, assembled 1909, 1909 magneto, a
ter, done 1,050 miles with Mills-Fulford

£35.—Motorist, Ormathwaite Hall, Keswick.

PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p., two-speed, hai
control, Bosch magneto, condition excellei

10s. ;
pair Xl'all spring forks, 12s.—H. Park

Newgate St., Bishop Auckland.

N.S.U., Sih.p. twin, magneto, two-speed ge£

free e- gine, spring forks, 24in. tyres, al
Chater-Lea coach-built sidecar for same ; the lot

25, Front St., Newbottle, Fence Houses. .

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

09 Triumph, very little used; £37.—Whali
Delph St., Wigan.

08 3ih.p. Triumph, 1909 piston, good con
£32.-11, Park DriYe, Harrogate.

TWIN Werner, £12; 2fh.p. Minerva, £14; 4h.

£18; Douglas, £28.— Gourlay, Fallowfield.

SOUTHPORT.—1909 3ih.p. Eex, almost new,
headhght; £30, or near offer.—36, Derby E
09 Triumph, new May, guaranteed perfect

tion; £35, no offers.—Langton, Call Lane,

L.M.C., 3ih.p., special tourist model, used lo

runs only; cost £50, accept £35 nett.—Be

WARNER, 2-cyl., 2Jh.p., in splendid order; £
—Lancashire Motor and Engineering Co.

Preston.

1 Q09 Triumph, condition eaual to new, tyre
-LiJ good, born, lamp; £38.—Fred Lee, Pockl
Yorks.

09 Magneto Brown, handle-bar control,
spring forks; £30.—Cross, Triumph agent,

'

19
19

19

19
ham.

2 3.h.p. Minerva, new tyre on rear wheel, good r

4 order; £8 10a.—Cross, Triumph agent, Eotl

7-8h.p. Minerva, everything perfect; £25; ex
moderii small oar, 2-seater.—105, Lark

Liverpool.

LATE 1907 Triumph, magneto, in splendid coni

first cheque £20 secures it.—Ellis, Cast
Tyldesley.

ANTOINE, 4h.p., good order and condition, lo

tion, Chater-Lea frame; £8 10a.—Walker, H
Rd., Bolton.

In answering these a.dvertise7nents it is clfsira.ble to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q09 Triumph, new last June, ran 1,000 miles, plat-

-i-tJ ing and enamelling as new, new belt, trial, full

kit tools; £38, bargain.—Love, High St., Aberavon.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,

Nortliamptonsliire and Warwickshire.

09 Triumph, standard, guaranteed perfect; £39.—
169, Staiion Rd., Long Eaton.

08 Twin Minerva, 7-8h.p., Nala two-speed, new
Palmer cord on back; £32.—Below.

09 Triumph, Palmer cords, not run 500 miles, new
condition, not a fault; £38.—Below.

07 Triumph, Palmer cords, in good condition; £23.

i<\ d. Bull, St. Giles' Sq., Northampton.

ilh.p. 1907 Eex, fine running order, perfect tyres;

'2 £11.-22, Victoria Terrace, Leamington.

EX, 3ih.p., 1908, magneto, nearly new, perfect;

£23, bargain.—Holmes, 12, Spencer St., Leaming-

19^

19

19

19

R
ton.

1 rk09 Triumph, new May, horn, spares, perfect condi-

l.*J tion; £38.—Fred. Heighten, Fletton Av., Peter-

borough.

TWIN Eex, 1909, not been 20 miles, spares: £36;
exchange twin V.S., 1909.-3,399, 'I'he Motor Cycle

Offices, Coventry.

31.h.p N.S.tr., magneto, just overhauled, spares, new
2 tj'res; cheap.—Hooper, 195, Aston Lane, Hands-

[vorth, Birmingham.

REX, 5h.p., mjagneto, handle>-bar control, spring
forks. £18 10s.; also sidecar, £4 10s.—358, Strat-

ford Rd., Birmingham.

l C|08 Triumph, perfect condition; £33, or offers;
i-*J write for particulars.—Armitage, Victoria Mills,

Leen Side, Nottingham.

QUADRANT, 3ih.p. (Birmingham), handle-bar con-

trol, perfect; nearest offer to £16.-13, Homer St.,

Balsall Heath, Birmingham.

DOUGLAS, 2Jh.p., the lightweight with a reputation;
order early to ensure delivery.—Priest and Co.,

)6, Bishop St., Birmingham.

VTOTOSACOCHE, two accumulators, new belt, stand,
LtX horn, spring forks, BlOO saddle, perfect; £18 18s.
-Stamford Garage, Stamforo.

A RIEL, Ariel, Ariel. — To clear, a few 1909 2ih.p.
Ci- lightweights, magneto, handle-bar control; end of
leason bargains.—Ariel Wks., Bouinbrook, Birmingham.

Bi-4h.p. Peugeot, magneto, spring forks, B. and B.,
2 H.B., Albion ad.iustable, long, low, splendid

irder; £18 10s.— 136, Church St., Lozells, Birmingham.

K Ih.p. N.iS.U., 1908, magneto, spring forks, H.B. con-
'J 2 trol, adjustable pulley.- condition as new, with
Montgomery flexible sidecar; £30.— S. Howard, 27, Vine
Jt., Coventry.

I Q09 Triumph, June, practically new, £5 worth of
M-iJ accessories, including Lucas guinea horn and 2
;uinea lamp; what offers ?—Tunbridge, Eocklands, Wood-
lourne Rd., Edgbaston.

rRIUMPH, 1909, little ridden, Lucas headlight, horn,
spares, all in absolutely perfect condition ; £39

;

Qust sell at once ; financial difficulties ; a bargain.—
!,418, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

I
Q09 Triumph, free engine clutch model, new at

*-*J Easter, no fault, many spares, including belt,
alve, and plug; trial; £43.—Geoffrey Smith, 37, North-
imberland Rd., Country.

HUMBER, 3ih.p., delivered June, two-speed gear,
Druid forks, perfect order, run 2,000 miles, over-

.auled, Salsbury Flare lamp, belt, mirror, spares; £37
Os.—Gerald Sutton, 21, Warwick Row, Coventry.

I
Q09 Triumph, with makers' clutch, very little used,

L»^ and running as well as when new, complete with
imp, generator, horn, spare belt, and usual tools; £42
ash.—C. F. Haywood, Duntroon, Queen Victoria Ed ,

Coventry.

pEIUMPH, 1908 (with 1909 piston), faultless con-
j dition. Premier searchlight lamp, spare belt, valves,

nd Riche's tubes, two toolbags, with complete kit and
lany spares; £35, or nearest offer.—Ferguson, Cross
Jheapmg, Coventry.

^MITH Bros, for bargains in second-hand motor
-> cycles, afiy make supplied; exchanges; pounds
aved; covers, accessories, replacements, repairs, over-
.aulmg; lowest prioes.-C.C.R. Motor Wks., Ford St
t. Anns Well Rd., Nottingham.

ITOTOSACOCHE, latest accumulator pattern, in per-
teot order, has never given a moment's trouble, new

rres, butt-ended tubes, new spare belt, spare pulley, spare
over and tubes, acetylene head lamp, hern, carrier-stand
nd spares; a bargain, £17.-C. \V. Pennell, Linejin. '

FHE Motor Cycle with J.A.P. or Peugeot engineL sprmg forks, sliding back wheel, free' engine and
mr-speed pulley; the world's best machine. The
Isborne foar-speed pulley, with jockev pulley • £6 6s •

Qis can be supplied with sliding w'heel, which doesway with all belt shortening; write about the spring
pika which take up all vibration; catalogues. -Osborne
'O., Lincoln.

A

Of Gapabilitg.
The general motoring world is ever keenly

and personally interested in the work carried

out at

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G.,

and at present the interest evinced is, if

possible, keener than ever.

This is owing to the fact of our having in

stock

A MAGNIFICENT VARIETY

OF NEW MACHINES OF 1909

MODELS,
which are being offered at slaughtering prices

in order to effect a clearance.

This will be done on the " root and branch "

principle, and without reserve. Every
machine has got to go; and, further, they
will carry both value and satisfaction along
with them.
WAUCHOPE'S have also some wonderful

lines in Second-hand Machines, well worthy
attention on the part of all good judges.
We very cordially invite you to call upon,

or write us, regarding these lots, as there is] /tiriumph, 1909, as new, accessories and

Pnted ^ -L £35.—Derrett, '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S;

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Hunti|_

and Bedford.

8h.p. 1909 Twin Minerva, done 400 miles, pc
new ; offers.-Storey, Bridge St., Cambridge

"1 009 Triumph in perfec condition, must
-Lt7 spares, tyres unsoratched; £35.—Ellwood
Buttery, Cambridge.

V.S., 1908, 5h.p. twin, T.T. model, magneto,
B. carburetter, handle-bar control, Paliiiti

spring forks; £23 offer.-RiddelsdeU, Hadleigh,

31h.p. Twin Peugeot, Chater-Lea, Palmers, Brc
2 Barlow handle-bar control, spring forks,

tank, stand-carrier, very powerful, perfect conditio
—Cox, 43, Ettisley Av., Newnham, Cambridge

EliEVEN months old, little used. 4h.p., tv

Roc, Bosch magneto. Palmer cord, \viiittli

headlight, generator, 1909 B. and B., all new, gr

engine gears as new ; nearest £32.—Aubrey 11]]

Lowestoft.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor,
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carm:
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

Ilh.p. Motor Cycle, lightweight, good working
2 £6 10s. to clear.—Ranford, Garage, Gt. Ji

31.h.p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, Truffault fork
2 ing condition ; £20.—Mason, 1, Mundy

Cardiff.

31.h.p. Centaur, chain drive, two accumulator
2 fast, perfect condition; accept £12.— Poi

Guildford St., Cardiff.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., 1907, magneto, good cot

bargain, £23.—Billingaley, 10, St. George'

race. King's Rd., Evesham.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islan

FN., 4-cyl., 5h.p., perfect condition, 1909 mode
—Dell, Wallingford.

ZEDEL 2}h.p., new belt and accumulator, gooc

long handle-bar; £8 10s.—Colliss, Andover

Glos.

Byron Villa, Ebley, nearhere presented

A PEERLESS OPPORTUNITY 2 4'^-^tu^d?ed''^aKf^)';T5%"i!?nVs^^^^^^^^
water.

2h.p. Werner, F.N. carburetter; bargain, £5 10s
push bike in part exchange.— 65, Bedfon

Reading.

4h.p. Antoine, spring forks, £10;
both excellent running order.-

2Jh.p. Ormond
-Barrow, Albe

In answering these

for the motorist securing a machine of the
most satisfactory and reliable description.

WAUCHOPE'S have put their best efforts

into this display, and every motorist knows
that such a step spells advantage of a
supreme character.
There is a valuable benefit to be obtained

through our system of arranging exchanges
AT ONCE and depositing the second-hand
machine for igio model.

It is recognised, and admitted all round,
that WAUCHOPE'S terms are not to be
excelled in point of

HONOURABLE FAIRNESS,
and it is extremely doubtful if they are
equalled on the market to-day.
The great point is to

COME EARLY,
and secure your choice of these goods before
the opportunity for doing so passes beyond
your reach. You will find the MAKE
magnificent, the STYLE superb, and the
CONDITION capable, and will never have
cause to rue your bargain. Correspondence
is promptly and courteously treated from all

quarters.

WAUCHOPE'S,
2, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,

Lb f^ IM d tf^ IM F f^ ' T INCOLN Elk, 3h.p., magneto, B. and B. carbur^ ^^ ^ ""^ ^"^ -« J ^ B ^^^
I

±j g^g^ . pQgt £27 ; bought last month, not beei

COff Liirisrato nirme ^ miles, guaranteed; what offers?-W.R.B., 4, Wei
iUir UUagate l/irCUS.)

| y^g^^^ Wellington St.,

advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Windsor.

13.h.p. Lightweight, good condition throaghout
4 cheque £5 secures bargain.— AN est. High St

ing, Oxon.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1907, magneto, searchlight

condition; £26, or near offer.-Glasier, 5, CI

Rd., Southsea.

23.h.p. Kerry, vertical, spray, new Dermatine,
4 handsome; £10; best offer.-72, Totteridg

High Wycombe.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., Palmer cords, H.B. contrc

justable pulley, several spare parts; £25.-
Edney, Fareham.

Tj Q08 Trinmph, Cowey speedometer, new R.O.M
±.*y new Stanley belt, watch, horn, lamp, and
ator; £34.—Bishop, Morris Garage, Oxford.

5h.p. Peugeot, nearly new, Bosch magneto, ra(

sign, very low, 24 by 2i Palmers; cost £70
£28.—H. Ward, Sunninghill Park Farm, Ascot.

CASH Oflers wanted for brand new 1909
ihodel A. Wolf motor cycle, never used;

cost 19 guineas net. — Wilton, Cycle Works, Looli

Romsey, Hants.

3ih.p Quadrant, very powerful, in splendid cond
2 25in. Palmer cords, spring forks, accessories;

or exchange magneto lightweight.—May, 9. Wa
Rd., Southampton.

31h.p. Two-speed Rex, Longuemare, Palmers, Eii

4 tachable tube, spare valves, pulley, etc.,

model, good running order; sacrifice £10 cash.—^^

jeweller, Bournemouth.

LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.U., magneto, spring forks,

control, studded tyres, stand, carrier, etc., p(

order ; bargain ; push bike part.—Parsons, 61, Cor

Rd., Bishopston, Bristol.

sta

or
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'OR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION VIII.

i, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, TKent,

iussex.

-3ili.p. 1908 standard Eex; £26 lOs.

-3ili.p. 1907 Triumpli, magneto; £27.

-1909 S-eh.p. r.N., as rew; £37 10s.

-3ih.p. 1^07 Eex, excellent condition; £12 10s.

-1907 91i.p. Singer tricar, fine condition; £55

i the place to se'l your machine.—Tel. : 6299
jorn. 69, Leather Lane, Holborn, London.

lyde, Simms magneto, spring forks, in good
r; £6 10s.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

4h.p., 1909 model de luxe, new; £30.—Motor-
369. Edgware Ed., W.

PH, Model 1909, practically new; £38 10s.—
inson, 10, Criefl Ed., Wandsworth.

,ex, good condition, low; £7 for quick sale.—
0, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

inerva, Chater Lea, Longuemare, low, spares;
10s.—46a, Evelina Ed., Nunhead, S.E.

il., 1909, June, and Mills-Fulford sidecar, both
:ct; £46.-76, Bedford Hill, Balham, S.W.

4..P., Chater No. 6, Palmer cords, and sidecar,

ly new; £31 10s.—129, High St., Croydon.

ic, two-speed magneto, new condition ; exchange
1 car, sell £25.—Norman, Hadleigh, Essex.

PH, Sjh.p., magneto, spring forks, thorough
r; £23 10s. cash.—178. Brockley Ed., S.E.

Brown, running order, good cor.dition; what
rs; after 6.-69. Park Crescent, Clapham, S.W.

3ih.p., magneto, footrests, spring forks: £19'
-Seen, Clements, 106a, Fenchurch St., London.

triumph, Mabon clutch, as new, ridden under
j

0, perfect condition ; £40.-3, Newman St., W.

) New Eoyal Wolf lig,htweight, in crate ; list

5s. ; Clear nearest. £18.-10, Old Town, Clap-

PH, 1909, latest model, new in crate; oflers
ed.—Box 3,415, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

3}h.p., brand new engine, unpunctured, per-
£12.—Monk, 291, Portobello Ed., Netting

N.S.TJ., magneto, 26in. wheels, 1908 specifica-
i, new in Jure last; £20.—Eagles and Co.,,

itoine, Chater-Lea, No. 6, Whitley carburetter;
.—Yeoman, Pearson Terrace, Paddock Wood,

PH, 35h.p., 1909, new June, perfect condition,
iely soiled; £37.—C. Brovm, 14, Montagu

LOOK OUT
for an

important notice during

SHOW WEEK
We guarantee to save

ycu money

Uiitil then. So Long.

SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.
FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—24in.' and 2 6in.

TYBES—Peter Union 2i-ia. section to singles, and 2jin.
to twins.

CARB.—N.S.U. float-feed type.
BRAKES—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and

back pedalling brake.
EXTRAS—Combined stand J carrier, belt punch, two oil-

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits,

plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—We guarantee fully every machine sold.

PRICES : Deferred
Maker's price. Our price. payments.

3 t.p £37
3-J h.p £40
3I h.p £42
4 t-P £50 .

5* h.p £52 .

£26
£31
£32
£35
£37

£33
£34
S37
£39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance
in monthly payments of £2.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS FOR 1910

P. & M.S.

Lightweight model £47

new at end i

Heavyweight „ £55

BEST EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES (all fully guaranteed by us).

.•VNTOINE, 4 h.p., very low, free engine £16
KERRY, 5 h.p. Twin, 26in. wheels £16
MINERVA, 3J h.p., spring forks, 1907 model £15
REX, 3* h.p., 1908, two speed, perfect £30
BRO\VN, 2f h.p., Bosch magneto, low, perfect £16
REX, 5 h.p., Twin, low, spring forks £17
ZENITH Bicar, 3* h.p., two speeds £17
QUADRANT, 35- h.p., spring forks, very low £16
ARIEL, 3 h.p., low, sorav, M.O.V £ie
MINERVA, -i h.p.. vertical, free engine £16
WHITE & POPPE, si h.p., Mabon clutch £14
SINGER, 3 h.p., Bosch masneto, new tvres £16
PEUGEOT, 4* h.p., twin-cv!ihder, low built £15
F.A.IRY, 2 h.p.. Twin, low built £11
REX, rgog, 3J h.p. model £^8
MINERVA, 1908, 8 h.p ; £23

109 Moto-EeTe, don 700 miles,
uly; £33, or ofler.-Adam, 31, Torrington Sq.,

B.EVE, adjustable pulley, Watawata, stand,
:ier, perfect order; £20.-1, Powis Grove,

Eex, spring forks, H.B. control, accessories,
lendid condition ; offers.—99, Delaware Man-

i.p. Liberty motor cycle, low, fast, and power-
l, perfect.—Brown, 2a, Seagrave Ed., \\ est

309, latest model, brand new, handle-bar con-
footrests; special reduction.—5, Heath St.,

d.

lANT, 3h.p., recently overhauled, spring forks,
idid value; £10.—Pond, 349, West End Lane,
d.

lex, spray, perfect, £7 15s.; IJh.p. Minerva,
rfect, £4 10s.—Lancaster House, Crieff Ed.,
'th.

-cyl., 4ih.p., magneto, just overhauled ; what
ers? going cheap.—Moore, 3, Avonmore Ed.,
m.

e Luxe, twin, 1908, Eoc clutch, magneto, M.
i

1 F. sidecar, genuine ; £30.-41, Ashford Ed

,

od.

tPH, 3ih.p., sidecar, Mabon clutch, Palmer
s; £37 10s.; trial.—Wiles, 40, Carlton Ed.,
, E.

li.p., in excellent condition, overhauled and re-
led; real bargain, £10.—W., 50, Sidney Ed.,
am.

lEE, 2fh.p., excellent order, good tyres, low
iild: £7 lOs.—Fielder, 31, Wiseton Ed., Upper
S.W.

Minerva, spring forks, H.B. control, new Dun- ' LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
' SW'

''°'^®*^'^"®^
• bargain, £10.-51, East > Telephone ; 552 Mayfair.

deS DOWN SECURES :

F.N., 2 h.p £10
HUMBER, 2 h.p £8
QUADRANT, 3 h.p... £10
WERNER, 2 h.p £3

MINERVA, 2 h.p. . . £8
HUMBER, 2j h.p. . . £10
SINGER, 2 h.p £6
BROAVN, 2 h.p. £7

H

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

Brand New FAIRY Sets. To convert your cycle to

a motor cycle. All brand new and perfectly com-
plete, 2j h.p., twin cylinder, £10 only nett £10

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET (off Oxford Circus),

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD.—Sale, enormous reduction on all ma-

chines, call and obtain great bargain. — Eey, 5,
Heath St.

HAMPSTEAD (£16).-Singer, latest model, magneto,
Druid spring forks, 26 wheels, all etccessories, mag-

lificent condition, low.

HAMPSTEAD (£13).-N.S.TJ., 3h.p., all accessories,
splendid condition; Whitley, 3h.p., £5 10s., bar-

;ain.

HAMPSTEAD (£14).-Eiley, 3ih.p., M.O.V., all ac-
cessories, splendid condition; Htmiber, £4 10s.,

?reat bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£24 10s.)-Triumph, 3ih.p., 1907,
cylinder, piston, and carburetter, 1908 handle-bar

control, all accessories.

AMPSTEAD (£23). - 4-cyl. F.N., 4ih.p., 1908
model, magneto, spring forks, with all accessories.

HAMPSTEAD (£25). - F.N., 4-oyl., 4ih.p., splendid
condition, with all accessories, late model.

HAMPSTEAD (£27). —r.N., new condition, 4-cyl.,
1908 model, 4jh.p., magneto, spring forks, all

I accessories.

HAMPSTEAD (£21).—Minerva, 3ih.p., 1909 model,
new condition, handle-bar control, all accessories

;

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD.—1909 New Triumphs in stock, Moto-
Eeves and F.N.'s at special reduction, latest

models.

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London and district agents for
Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price

trade.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).-Singer, 3h.p. magneto, new
non-skid on back, in splendid order, with acces-

sories.

HAMPSTEAD (£18).-F.N. llh.p. Lightweight, mag-
neto and spring forks, with all new accessories

;

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£28). - V.S., two-speed gear, 5h.p.,
magneto and spring forks, all accessories; grand

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£13).—Motosacoche lightweight, late
model, with all accessories, guaranteed a bar-

g-ain. Tel.: 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD (£14). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-

gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD (£23). — Lightweight 1909 Latest
model Wolf, not nm 100 miles, and guaranteed

perfect.—Below.

HAMPSTEAD (£44).—Triumph, 1909, free engine,
latest model, as new, with all accessories; great

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£16). — Triumph, 3h.p., accessories;
bargain house.—Only address, 5, Heath St. Tel.

:

I

2678 P.O.

31h.p. Minerva Palmer cord, Millford flexible side-

2 car; i'16, separate £11 10s., £5.—A. Harden,
Hamstreet, Kent.

WHITTLES.-1909 F.N., IJh.p., lightweight, mag-
neto, spring forks, absolutely as new and perfect

;

sacrifice, *22 Os.

WHITTLES.—1908 F.N., 4i-5h.p., 4-cyL, magneto,
spring forks, suitable sidecar, powerful, like

i
new; cheap, £26.

WHITTLES.—Clyde, 3h.p., m.o.v., magneto, splen-

did order; £11 10s.—Whittles, Motor Exchange,,
Earlsfield. Tel.: 711 P.O., Wimbledon.

33.h.p. Excelsior Bike and Mills and Fulford sidecar^
4 spares, guaranteed; cash wanted, £14.-25, Lang-

;
thorne St., Fulham.

4-CTL. F.N., guaranteed perfect. Continentals, lamp,
spares, new magneto; £28, or offer.—Alderton,

327, High Holborn.

21.h.p. Minerva, Eoyal Enfield frame, everything iu
2 perfect order; trial: price £10.—Page, 74, East

Hill, Dartford, Kent.

r.N. IJh.p. Lightweight, magneto ignition, spring
forks, perfect order; £18.—H.W.A., Clevedon, Carl-

ton Ed., S. Croydon.

MOTOE Cycle, 3ih.p. M.M.C. engine, low frame, new
tyres, speedy and reliable; £15.—Soanes, 62, Bel-

more Ed., Eastbourne.

MOTOE Cvcle 3ih.p. Enshworth, in perfect condition,

headlight and generator; £8 10s.—Harris, 9, Cul-
ford Grove, Fingsland.

OUGLAS Lightweight. >909. spring forks, spares,
---' perfect condition; price £29.—Gilhnan, 6, Upper
Bridge St., Canterbury.

4?32.—5h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, handle-bar control,^ E.O.M., Watawata, good condition. — Grogarj,
Witham Lodge, Stratford.

eJLh.p. Minerva, magneto, standard, Amac carburetter,
2 • low frame: £16 10s., bargain.—Thorburn, 25,

Upper Clapton Ed., N.E.

21.h.p. Triumph, J.A.P. engine. Clincher covers,

2 Riches detachable tuDes, condition new; £10 lOs.

—Hadlow, Teynham. Ken-^

21.h.p. Phoenix-Minerva, long, light, and low, in spleii-

2 did condition; £7, remarkable value.—Pond, 349.

West End Lane, Hampstead.

D

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, yon

can get tlaem at Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., E.G. (just off Ludgate Circus).

FOR Sale, 1909 standard Triumph, usual spares, per-

fect condition, run only 1,000 miles; £38, or near

offer.—F. Cobb, 22, High St., Oxford.

"I Q09 Triumph, delivered three weeks, done 50 miles,

-i-*J spares, lamp, horn, overalls, goggles; £45.—Lawn
and Alder, 1, Brackley St., London, B.C.

5ih.p. N.S.U., twin, Bosch magneto, spring forks,

2 two speed gear and free engine, with Millford side-

car; £54; any trial.-Eagles and Co., Acton.

41h.p, Twin Minerva, B. and B. carburetter, handle-
2 bar control adjustable pulley, spring forks.

Whittle belt, splendid condition; £23.—Be'ow.

31h.p. Minerva, handle-bar control, clutch pulley,

2 spring forks, band brake, perfect; £15.—Below.

31.h.p. Excelsior, spring seat, splendid condition; £9.

2 —60a, Trinity Ed., Upper Tooting.

£3 19s. 6d.—Number of cheap motor cycles to clear,

all warranted in sound running condition, and good
tyres; come and see them.—Bunting, Harrow.

TWIN Vindec, Sh.p., magneto, splendid running order,

£25; 2ih.p. Brown, £9; 2ih.p. De Dion, Chater
Lea, £12.— 65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich.

MAGNETO Lightweight, Rex, enamelling and plating
excellent, £13; l-Jh.p. F.N., new tyre on back, £7.—

Frank Whitaker, Green Street Green, Orpington.

OFFERS Wanted, all guaranteed running order, J.A.P.,

Bh.p. ; Triumph, 3ih.p. ; Auto, 4h.p. ; flux. 3ih.p.
—Henry, 2a, Blackboy Lane, West Green, N.

£14;' must be sold.— 6h.p. twin Laurin-Klement, Mabon
clutch, low build ; expert examination any time.—

39, Frith St., Shaftesbury Av., Piccadilly Circus.

3h.p. Excelsior motor cycle, powerful, machine all

complete, good unning order; £7 10s., bargain.—
Reliance, Dulas St., TolUngton Park, London, N.

Sh.p Clarendon, little used, been in storage, recently
overhauled, appearance nearly as new ; must sell

;

first cheque £9 10s.—Rylaud, Park Rd., Farnham.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Rex, new August, an exceedingly fast
J-t/ machine and grand hill-climber, with all riding
accessories; £29.—Webb, 23, Airlie Gardens, Ilford.

3.h.p. Minerva, long handles, low seat, handle-bar
^4: control, Longuemare carburetter, good running
order; £7.-3,416, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8h.p. Matchless, J.A.P. engine, Bosch magneto, Nala
two-speed gear, free' engine, with rigid sidecar, new

April, splendid condition.—S., 5, Laitwood Rd., Balham.

O O 178. 6d., 2h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., low machine,^tJ tyres good; also 2h.p. Cunard, £2 178. 6d., no
belt or silencer, running order.-178a, Liverpool Rd., N.

MINERVA Q. and A. carburetter, new, 10s. ; Longue-
mare H carburetter, 7s. 6d. ; also several others

cheap.—Williams, 2a, Mount Pleasant Rd., Lewisham.

"I
Q09 Triumph, new, used once, both rubber skids,

Lij lamp, horn, etc., complete ; honestly ivorth £46,
take 40 guineas, bargain.—la, Lyall Mews, Eaton Sq.

4-CTL. F.N., Magneto, perfect spring forks, foot-
rests, stand carrier : cash £23, bargain, exchange

Triumph, value £30 by exchange.— la, Lyall Mews,
Eaton Sq.

3h.p. Werner motor bike for sale, good running order.
Whittle belt, £7, or near ofler, t^argain; also side-

car, left hand, 358.—M., 109, Broadway, Crioklewood,
N.W.

HUMBER, 3hp., cnain drive, free engine clutch,
starts with handle, almost new tyres, good condi-

tion; £12.—H.W.A., Clevedon, Carlton Rd., South Croy-
don.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1909, excellent conditon, Dunlop
tyres, new piston, spares : £37 ; by appointment.

Tel.
: 573 Hornsey.—Jessop, 7, Coleridge Rd., Crouch

End.

"I Q09 Rex, 5h.p., special twin Tourist, T.T. engine,
-«- *-' gold medal machine, perfect condition, as new

;

sacrifice £32 10s. ; come and inspect.—16, Haverstock
Hill.

41.h.p. Stevens, very low built, Pakner cord tyres,
2 Bradbury spring forks, new, variable pulley, and

footboards; £18.—H. Sweetland, 13, Angus St., New
Oioss.

GENUINE 2}h.p. De Dion, Chater Lea No. 6 build,
footboards long, low and powerful, perfect condi-

tion; bargain, £9 lOs.—35, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow,
London.

STOP.—1908 twin Peugeot, 5h.p., and sidecar, Chater-
Lea throughout, Longuemare, spring forks, condi-

tion new; £25, near ofler.—26, Landseer Rd., Holloway,
London, N.

23h.p. Brown, long bars, low, tyres as new, good
4 climber, new accumulator, perfect; £8 lOs. ofler,

bargain; any trial.—Goldwasser, 25, Southampton St
Pentonville.

VINDEO Special, 3ih.p., spring forks, spares, etc.,
splendid condition, with nicely upholstered side-

car, nearly new; £19, or oSera.-0. Spanton, Chertsey
Rd., Woking.

3.h.p. 1907 Minerva, speedometer, quite a bargain,
/<^4 £15; 2}h.p. Kerry de Luxe, £9; 1909 Triumphs-
good allowances for old bikes.— Qodfree, 124, Romford
Rd., Stratford.

1909 REXES. 1909.
All models in stock. Liberal exchaoges.

OF'FERS CONSIDERED.
SIDECAR IVIACHINES.

1909 7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto as new £38 10
1909 5 h.p. RKX DE LUXE, roo miles only Ofifers.

igo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £20 10
rgoS Twin REX DE LU.XE. Palmer Cords £32 10
1908 4 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £21
^J- h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £29 10
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

fidecar ; very smart lot £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, spring forks £12 10
5.Vh.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch £25 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar £18 10
% h:p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £13 10
6 h.p. Twin REX & new DE LUXE Sidecar £21
4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.. magneto £23 10

Five 5i h.p. Twin Rexes, spring loks, long bars,

I
low frames, aluminium finish, blue lines, 26in.

wheels. ,£17 ITs.
Grand Sidecar machines. EXCHANGES.

EASY PAYMENTS.
these,

week.
£10 10
£6
£9 10

£15
£8 10
£13 13
£8
£8 10

£10 10
£14 10

£fX nAWN secures any of

duO i/UWll Balance5/-per
2j h.p. Antoine £6
2I h.p. Bradbury £6
i li-P-

4 li-P-

? h.p.

3i h-P-

2j h.p.

Clyde
Antoine
Humber
Re2
Lloyd's

4 h.p. Atelier

4 h.p. Stevens ,

Push Cycles

3 h.p. Rover .

.

2 h.p. Sarolea.

.

2j h.p. Kerry .

.

4 h.p. Coronet
2^ b.D. Werner
3 j h.p. Werner
2 n.p. Thomas
2 h.p. Humber
3 h.p. Bradburv

3J h.p. Brown
taken in Exchange.

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, fitted with new
Sidecar, magneto, Roc clutch, handle-
starting £27 10

II F>OF>UI.AR6."
rqog 3^ h.p. magneto REX, shop soiled. . . . Offers

rgog 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, two speed £42 10
iqoo 3* h.p. RF.X Tourist, done 50 miles. Offers.

1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks.. £24 10
rgoS REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating £17 10

1907 3i h.p. magneto REX £21

$i h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
iqoS 3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, spg. fks. £22 10
r907 3I h.p. REX. spring forks £17
r907 si h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks . . £17 10
r907 3I h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels . . £13 10
SPECIAL BARGAIN—3J h.p. REX, good

order, ready for road £6 15

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine £10 10
} h.p. BRADBURY, low, 26in. wheels .. £13 10
rQ06 3*b.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. .. £15 10
3' h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. magneto £19 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto, long bars £15
2| h.p. KERRY, light and low, 26in. wheels £9 10

3 h.p. RO\ ER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10

^i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £7 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, splendid climber.. £9 10

2^- h.p. WERNER, spray, light, low £8
2i h.p. Lisht ARIEL, low build £8 15
2 J h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6
Monster List on Application. Cash offers considered

Sar WE HAVE IN STOCK OVER TWO TONS of

Brand New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers. Best makes.
All sizes. 17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Covers

17/6, Tubes 4/11. Bargain list on application.

Approval against cash.

200 AMAC and BROWN & BARLOW Carburetters

from 25/-. Liberal exchange. Allowances.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2^in. tyres, every-

thme of the best, built by experts, 3-bolt

attachment, 26 X2i Clincher A Won tyres £8

See our £4 17i. 6d. Sidecar before purchasing cheap
sidecars.

TR»CAe«S—to clear.

3 n.p. HUMBER, spray, chain drive £12 10

5^ h.p. REXETTE, two-speed, w.c £29 101

^i h.p. BRADBURY, two-speed, w.c £27 10
*
h.p. HUMBER, two-speed, w.c £29 10
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S/
TRIUMPHS.—Three 1909 models, second-h

in perfect condition and guaranteed, es
plete with first-class accessories and full kit (

price £38.—Below.

08 Triumph, quite like new. Brooks padde
written guarantee given ; £30.—Below.

"j Q09 3ih.p. Rexes (two), less than three mc
LZf and equal to new, condition guaranteed
Below.

OFi'ERS invited, cash or exchange, for (

1909 5h p. twin Rex de luxe and one n
32h.p. tourist Rex, with .I.A.P. lubricator.—Bi

THE Eastern Garage Company have in adc
the j.bove a large selecticn of second-hand

at prices ranging from £6 to £30; trial runs
Jiad at anv time.—Address, 418, etc., Romford Ri
Gate, E. Tel. : Stratfurd 10. T.A. : Egaraco,

1 Q09 Triumph, n-^arly new, Palmers, every
Jiiy perfect condition, experts invited; barga
or offer.-Fenn and Co., Mortimer Market, Tc
Court Rd., W.
1 Q09 7-9h.p. Peugeot complete with Bosch
J-«/ Amac handle-bar carburetter, inlet and
pipes, and silencers, used only 50 miles; £17
ingale, Crawley.

PHELON and Moore.—We have in stock at oui
depot several 1908 and 1909 machines, in

condition, for disposal.—Apply, 12, Mortimer
Portland St., W.

3ih.p. Premier, 1909, practically new ,R.O.;
2 all spares, accessories, perfect order,

hill-climber; £33, a bargain; seen any time.—
Emmie, Holloway.

Sh.p. Hobart, Longuemare, Prested aecumulat
and plugs. Palmer, carrier-stand, horn, B10(

splendid condition ; nearest £10 ; must sell.-

i'oxley Lane, Purley.

31h.p. Genuine Minerva throughout, Amac. H
2 trol, accessories, tools, spares, guaran

new; bargain, £18; any trial by appointment.—:
bar Rd., Wood Green.

21h.p. J.A.P., Chater Lea, new tyres, handle-
2 trol, Amac adjustable pulley, in 6plen(

dition; £11, offers.-H. Beadman, jun., Ordai
race, Enfield Highway..

21h.p. Rex Lightweight, very powerful, fast,
2 tyres, Watawata, Longuemare carburette

did condition, everything best, very low ; trial

;

£7 iOs.—17. Ford Sq., E.

PHELON and Moore, with sidecar, a real beai
chased late 1908, little used, pass for ne^

did equipment ; 42 guineas, worth 100 miles
to secure.—Bunting, Weaidstone.

31.h.p. Fafnir, Phcenix two-speed, free engine
2 cooled, coach-built, new accumulators, tyi

new back, three-note horn, lamps; £15, or c

Picken, 21, High St., East Ham.
23.h.p. Minerva, M.O. valves, Palmers, Cli

4 throughout, two Lithanode accumulators,
cyclometer, condition as new ; only wants seeii

10s.— 5, Courtenay Rd., Leytonstone.

3 h.p. Kerry-Fafnir, new Pahner and Con
spare belt and tune, n-jw P. and H. la

accumulator, splendid condition; sacrifice £10.-
Greenhill Villa, Station Rd., Harrow.

NYE'S!—Colonial buyers should place theii

with us ; immediate attention ; enquiries we
large experience. Bankers : London and West
—69, Leather Lane, Holbom, London.

31.h.p. Rex, B. and B. carburetter, low frami
2 new tyres, good running order, splendid f

sp tre parts : £20. or accept offer : can be .seen in

—Sonnenthal, Woodlea, Woldingham.

5h.p. Rex, 1908, J.A.P. carburetter, 24 by 2i
magneto, four spare tubes, two spare covei

valves, tools
;
price £20 ; if with Jones speedomet

—Lt. Davis, R.N. Barracks, Chatham.

5 h.p. Twin, Givaudan engine, Chater Lea thrc

Continental tyies, long, low, footboards, £

condition ; £20, or lower power and cash ; seen a:

2, Wincot St., Kennington Ed., London.

7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P. and Bat sidecar, Bosch
variable pulley, new belt, spring frame

mirror, and all accessories; cost over £78, £45,
—Wilson, c/o 85. Church Rd., Willesden, N.'Vl

THE New 1910 F.N, lightweight, two-spee
free engine, shan't driven, an ideal touring r

with all the latest fitments, complete; £40.— ]i!

St. John's, South End Ed., Hainpstead Heath

ELEPHANT- Motor Mart buy and sell every

tion of motor goods. Motor cyclists "

catered for, and invited to inspect our stock of

and accessories at knock-out prices.—Elephant R

GRAND Bargain.-3ih.p. Fafnir-Trump, 1909
ridden very little, complete for touring, all

lamp, tools, horn, new R.O.M. non-skids, tw(

Dunlop covers; the lot for £32 10s., or near

Apply, W. H. Eashall, c/o H. O'Connell Jones

lands, Horsham, Sussex.

MATCHLESS, 3ih.p., late 1908, magneto, ha

control, latest J.A.P. engine, J.A.P. automf
buietter, extra air lever fitted, Druid spring forks

speed Indicator, hoin, F.R.S. lamp and generator,

tyre, etc., everything up to date, guaranteed to

m.p.h. ; cost £60, selling £32.-76, Brixton Rd.,

In answering these adverttseme^^s U is dtsvrahlt to rnention " The Motor Cycle."
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rOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
or exchange with 1908-9 Triumph, Bosch mag-

3 twin, sidecar, ridden since new 1,600 miles
sidecar; 2h.p. Minerva, H.B. control, etc.; cross
lumber cycle, Powell lamp, new.—209, Brixton

IPH, 3ih.p., 1908, first-olaas condition, Sham-
£ studded tyres, usual spares, plating perfect,
( many competitions ; also two Shamrock belts,

1. each.—Marlow, 11, Borthwick Rd., Leyton-
., E.

Humber, two-speed, Druid forks, very latest
,odel, including latest gear mechanism, only run
I, ideal touring machine ; good reason for selling

;

£39.—Bos L341, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,
., E.G.

Chase, Chater Lea throughout, chain drive,
permann three-speed and clutch, enclosed fan,
itarting, magneto, handle-bar control, coach-
r Palmer tyres; £20.—The Dormers, Derby Rd.,
oodford.

afnir, 1908, Chater-Lea, very low, spring seat-
ir, spring forks, new Dunlop, 26in. by 2iin.,
ew Shamrock belt, everything perfect; ex-
nination; only £19.—Q., Wixoe, Arthur Ed.,
)n Park.

ECEDENTED Bargain.—7h.p. twin Lurquin,
easy detachable sidecar, E.O.M. ignition, lin.

. tjTes, H.B. control, very low, exceptional con-
116; any trial or examination.—Thorne, High-
,, Leatherhead.

PH Motor Cycle, almost new, with Druid spring
rks, dual ignition, Cowey speedometer. Ideal
r, and other extras; cost altogether £100, price
nachine £33, and extras sold separately.—Seen
iillie Ed., S.W.

EA, 5h.p. twin, So. 6 Chater Lea, H.T. dis-
iiter. Fuller coil, B. and B. handle-bar control,
»1 tyres, Shamrock belt, footboards, finished
solutely new and in perfect order ; £30.—Motor, i

le Ed., Croydon. I

I. Eex, 1907, free engine, new tyres and tubes,
j

ttle belt, new accumulator, also nearly new i

2ar, with new tyres, lot of spares, including new
|

elt; first decent offer gets the lot.—740, Seven
id.. S. Tottenham.

asonable offer refused for second-hand 2h.p.
's motor cycle; 2Jh.p. chain drive Humber; 3
1 drive two-speed Ealeigh; 3ih.p. Bat; 6h.p.
chless; one good sidecar.—H. Collier -and Sons,
:bert Ed., Plumstead.

'TIONAL Bargain, owner purchased car—1909
mph, new 20th September, Pahner cord and
: back, studded Clincher front, nm 400 miles,
expert inspection invited; 40 guineas.—Celes-
aon Ed., Camberley.

f.S.U., 6h.p., 26in. wheels, magneto, two-speed,
iw Gloria back, new liin. rubber belt, spring
g handle-bars. Brooks 105 padded saddle, with
lls-Fulford sidecar, running splendidly; £37
m, 63, Uxbridge Ed., Ealing.

Twin Peugeot, No. 6 Chater-Lea frame, two
ado tanks, spring pan seat and footboards,
new tyres, one 2i Palmer cord; with sidecar,

lOut £25; exchange 3ih.p. Triumph, cash ad-
-178, Samuel St., Woolwich.

)N-MOOEE, November, 1908, very little used,
3's switch, unscratched, new E.O.M. studded
svey indicator, lamp, horn, tools, bags, spares,
ford castor wheel car, all perfect, any trial;
rmg, 16, Priory Ed., Turnham Green, W.
EE Lightweights. — Motosacoche, low frame,
s scarcely scratched, £18; Ifh.p. F.N., with
: control, spring forks, all accessories and spares,
n machines have had verv little wear, and are
mdition.— 24, Woodford Ed., Forest Gate, Lon-

BUETS, shop soiled, 1909 models, £36; other-
I absolutely brand new, carrying maker's guar-
liveries from stock, only few left; secure one
and save £10; to-morrow may be too late

—

sole Bradbury agent, 619, Lea Bridge Ed.,
[jondon.

F.N., 4ih,p., magneto, absolutely perfect;
.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton, Lon-

Ees, handle-bar control, 26in. wheels, Davison's
ik and gauges, low frame, splendid condition;

10s., real value.—Stanton, above.

nd Sideci. 6h.p. twin J.A.P. engine, magneto,
speeds, handle starting; £33 10s.—Stanton,

^"^•' f.^i'-P-' ^^^ sidecar, Chater Lea, abmost
.splendid puller, handsome, reliable combina-
>5.—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton,

EE Prices.-3ih.p. Minerva, with new sidecar,
iDion free engine, excellent condition, £15 10s •

7 ^F^r^^J^^^^'-iJ^^' 2ili.p. J.A.P., vertical.
It, ±10 10s.; 3ih.p. Peugeot twin, magneto,
ks. Palmer tyres, £20 ; 2|h.p. Phoenix, magneto,
is grand machine, £15; 2|h.p. Brown, vertical
xoellent condition, £10 10s.; 3ih.p Excelsior
engine, excellent condition, '£9 10s.; 2|h.p.
a 15s.

;
several machines, in perfect order, £5.

Echange8.-128, High Ed., South Tottenham.

AUTOlVfATIC MACHINERY
and our Tremendous Output place

FARRAR'S

HALIFAX

SIDECARS

FARRAR'S
MOTOR WORKS'

in a position to DEFY COMPETITION.

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HAUF THE COST.£4 17 6 Each. Complete with best tyres.

An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHMENT. Quite Rigid.
No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Guaranleeil twelve months, l-'ull particulars on re-

que-^t. Get one on appro\'al. \"ou will be delighted

CASH, EXCHANGE, or EASY PAYMENTS.
5-6 h.p. 1908 Magneto RE^, a beauty £25

3^h.p. i9ofj TRIUMPH, very good £29

4-5 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, spring forks.. £21

3^ h.p. RE X , magneto, two-speed gear £19

1908 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. £18

3* h.p. Magneto REX, H.B. control £1/

3|-h.p. GRITZNER,r9o8, magneto ignition £17

iQoo N.S.Lj. Lightweight, magneto £22

IQ08 Magneto REX, single cylinder £18

;! h.p. TQon RE.X. M.O.V., spring lorks £13 10

REX DE LUX I-., magneto, clutch £26 10

si h.p. TWIN RI<:X a beauty £15 10

3ih.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 10

6 h.p. T\V1.\' R.^:X and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. RLiX Ol- LUXE and Sidecar £31 10

3J h.p. BROWN, vertical, M.O.V. £12

3 h.p. MINERV.\, champion condition £11

3i h.p. 1907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

4 h.p. ANTOI.XE. M.O.V. , nne goer £11

5» h.p. REXETTE, fine machine.' £24 .0^

5-6 h.p. RO\ ER . newly enamc-lled £17

4J: h.p. PriOtN IX, two-speed £14

1903 n/la.s'neto REXES
Single-cylinder, 3.11 h.p. (R.A.C. rating',, bl.^ct

gold !inisu. Iloscn magneto, £17 10

civ and
,, or exchange.

SF>ECIAL. PURCHASE-
1909 AMAC carburetters, handle-bar control

19/C each.
BROWN & BARLOW latest 1910 pattern 28/-

li?'3r I\AlAf Itf secures any of these.

lobO UU Wil Balance 5/- per week.

2i h.p. Singer, mag. £6 I 2} h.n. gtevp-^s £5

3J h.p. Rex £9 I 2i h.p. R F. £7

3f h.p. Dux £9 I 2i h.p. Hnmber £5

i9 I 11. D. Kin5 £83 h.p. Fafnir .

3| h.p, Humber, 26" wheels £9

1909 "PREIVUER" SVIiigrie-tos.
Absolutely the finest masneto. £3 115s. each.

DELIVERY FRO.M STOCK.

•' b.^RR.-^R'S SPl-CiAL" BELTI:\Lt.

-\bsolutelv the finest rubber belt on the market.

^^% cheaper than any other hi£;n-c!a^5 belt.

gin.,' 9d. vin., 1/. gin., 1/3. lin., 1 /6 per foot.

SF>E<~:DAL. RARGAIfJS.
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £4 4
" Fit-All " two-speed gear, h.b. control £3 5

2i h.p. Humber engine 30/-

Tricar frame, for wheel-steering 50/-

Low motor cycle frame, vertical 30/-

Very good sidecar, rigid £3 5

Long riandle-biu-s, pitted 5/6
Rpx Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6

Send for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1007 Vindec Special, two-speed gear, 3ih.p 1908-Ltf handle-bars and control, perfeotlr new Petei-Union tyres, perfectly new Jin. 'Shamrock-Gloria, new
silencer, N A.B. seat pillar, overhauled by makers in
August, little used, excellent condition, any trial-
sacrifice £26 10a.; would exchange with cash for recent
two-speed powerful twin.—Lynton, Dormers "^ells Ed
Southall, Middlesex.

''

/^h.p. Antoine and sidecar, just re-bushed, and new
(

^^ rings, 6 Chater throughout, Druid spring forks
tyres and butt ended tubes as new, sidecar, green

I

leather, and apron, new inch 'ft^hittle, and new pulley,
I
very low, lamp, horn, and lots of spares ; Brighton to Lon-
Idon half gallon petrol, two up, can fly; no time to ride;
I lot £22.—Ohauffleur, 6, Gloucester Mews, Gloucester Tei-
i race, Hyde Park, W.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
Qlh.p. Quadrant, late 1907, magneto, new front, non-^2 skid back tyres; £20.—Dispensary, Catherine
St., Plymouth.

1 Q08 3ih.p. Minerva, as new, not run 800 miles, tyres
-•- tf unpunctured ; selling through no fault.—Prideaux,
Bear St., Barnstaple.

£^—2ih.p. J.A.P. in B.S.A. frame, very fast, andcvvf splendid climber, in good condition throughout;
no offers; approval, deposit.—Reynolds, Broadwsv, Dor-
set.

4-oyl., 5-6h.p., September, 1908, H.B. control,
footboards, pedals, E.O.M. tyre (unpunctured),

spare. Premier absorber, tools, and spares ; 30 guineas

;

j

buying tricar.-Turner, Newtown, Sidmouth.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

01 h.p. Bradbury, long bars, low saddle, Longuemare;
/vS £5 10s.—Chauffeur, Troehraque, near Girvan, Ayr-
shire.

1 Q09 Triumph, perfect condition, like new. ClincherXt/ front, Pahner cord back; £36.—Mitchell, Main
i St., Lochgelly.

H"UMBER, 3h.p., chain drive, free engine. Palmer
cord, splendid condition; £12, or offer.—MacKer-

vail, Cumnock, N.B.

P. and M., 3ih.p., 1908, splendid order, Pahner cords.
Smith's butted tubes, handle-bar control, spare tube,

!
parts, and extras ; £38 ; details with pleasure.—Syme,

j

Muirtonbank, Perth.

1 C|09 Triumph, Mabon clutch, studded Clinchers,
j

-L«/ Miller shields, Cowey speedometer, lamp, horn,

I

watch, valise, etc., cost £60, guaranteed faultless; accept
I highest offer.—Piremaster, Arbroath.

THE Largest Stock and largest variety.—Rex, V.8.,
Moto-Eeve. Excelsior, Douglas, Eoe, Minerva, Grif-

fon, Zenith, Indian, l^Tortou. "We can supply any other
make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian Ed., Edin-.
burgh.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
I:f'CLIPSE.—8-lOh.p. Eexette, three seats, twin-wheel,
^ splendid order; £32.

JT-N.,

two speeds, water-ECLIPSE.—Raleighette, 3ih.p.,
cooled; bargain, £21.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p. Triette, 2-cyl., splendid condition

;

£20.—Eclipse Eng. and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld
I Rd., 'Wandsworth.

41.h.p. Riley Tricar; £22, or part exchange.—Particu-
2 lars, 18, 'Wollaton St., Nottingham.

4 h.p. M.M.C. Tricar, free, two speeds, good condition

;

price £16.—Fallick, Aldingbourne, Chichester.

T'Vro Tricars, 5-6h.p. Peugeot engines, magneto, fliers;
trial; £35 each.—85, Chesterton Rd., Plaistow.

PHCENIX, 5-6h.p., water cooled, perfect order, all

tyres unpunctured; £30.-1, Powis Grove, Brighton.

3 h.p. Humber Tricar, Trimo front, two speeds, chain
drive, good order; £17.-4, Frances St., 'Woolwich.

h.p. Humber, water-cooled, handle, two speeds, grand
condition ; offers or exchange.—39, Coldharbour4i

Lane.

6 h.p. Smart Rexette Tricar,
practically new, all lamps;

thoroughly overhauled,
£35.-20, Pottemewton

Clincher A Won Covers, all si'.es, 17/6 each.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, J5/- each,

Tih.-^- with valve, all ^izps. 4/11.

High-class Machines Wantei. Cash 'Waitl is-

Alufon Works, Square Rd. J HAL.IFAX.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to menticra " The Motor Cycle."

Lane, Leeds,

5 h.p. Kerry Tricar, two speeds, new August, faultless

;

£35 ; would consider lightweight magneto and cash
to value of £40.—Camery, Doynton, Bristol.

TRICAR, 4ih.p. Riley, two speeds, water-cooled, H.B.
control, Longuemare, Al condition, non-skid ; £22,

or offer.—Lambert, 23, Market St., Paddington, "W.

TRICAR, Lagonda, lOh.p., water-cooled, three speeds,
in good condition, and spares, lamps; £55; tyres

nearly new, all non-skid.—'Woodcote, Ashford, Middlesex.

HALIFAX.—Bradbury, 4ih,p., water cooled, open
frame, wheel steering, two speeds; £27 10s.; fine

i

order and condition.—Motor Exchange, 'Westgate, Hali-
fax.

4 h.p. Antoine, Phoenix foreoar, spare front wheel, com-
plete, perfect _oondition j_£25, or ofterj- seen by ap-

' pointment.-
Bucks.

Cole, Tynwald 'Villa, Bath Ed., Langley,
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
> OVER 4ih.p. Tricar, two speeds, free engine, water-
\ cooled, Brooks bucket seat, good condition, very

liable
;
price £22 lOs.—Mannheim, 34, Hungate, i'icker-

ig, Yorks.

Ih.p. Humber, two speeds and neutral, fan attach-
es ment; trial given; thorough going order: £15,

offler. — Plumb, Annandale, Bensham Manor Ed.,
homton Heath.

ih.p. Phcenis Trimo, two-speed, coach-built seat, run-
'2 about attachment, excellent condition, run 7,000
iles, new tyres; trial; £20.—Tweedie, Wallacrag, Bald-

en Gardens, Acton.

3EEFECT Order, 5h.p. water-cooled Garrard, three

speeds, handle-bar control, new tyres, well sprung,
archlight, electric tail light, spares; £38, lowest.—
awler, Bowerham, Lancaster.

pEICAK, 5ih.p., two ignitions, three lamps, all new
L Palmer cord tyres, engine in splendid order, fan-

loled, two-speed gear; given away at £35, cost £125.
Lumsden, 9, Otto Terrace, Sunderland.

"^HATER-LEA Open Frame Tricar, 6h.p. twin Stevens
J engine, water-cooled, wheel steering, coach-built,

jholstered forecarriage, in splendid condition; £25:
ust sell.—Pond, 349, West End Lane, Hampstead.

) AEQAIN.—Open frame tricar, 7h.p., twin-cyl.,
J water-cooled, two-speed gear, Dunlop grooved tyres,

)0 by 75, everything first-class condition ; examination
id trial; price £40.—Eborn, 1, Walton Place, Ayles-
iry.

JALEIGHETTE, 3ih.p., registered 1907, B. and B.
1/ 1909, average 20, and 70 to gallon, water-cooled,
'o-speed, spares, good condition, pretty, open frame
achine; trial; photo; £30.-14, Cecil Mount, Armley,
jede.

lh.p. Himiber, coach-built, two-speed gear and free
:2 engine, kept in escellent order and condition,
t of lamps, horn, various spares, thorough trial allowed

:

ice £25.—Easteri Garage, 418. Eomford Ed., Forest
ite, E.

h.p. Simms Engine, magneto, and carburetter, water-
: cooled, large clutch, turee speeds, Pahner c.rds
Dnt, Kempshall back, controlled like oar, perfect ; trial

d examination ; price £33. — Page, 74, East Hill,
irtford, Kent.

J7HITE and Poppe 4ih.p. Tricar, coach-built,, two
' speeds, free engine, wheel steering, toot clutch,
molds chains. Palmer cord tyres, acetylene lamps, too's,
ares, extra studded cover; £30.—Aylwin, 1, Claygate
i.. West Ealing.

i^OE Sale, 6h.p. Eexette Tricar, cost £105, nearly
equal new, spring chassis, wheel steering, two

eeds, two Powell and Hanmer headlights, luxurioufly
ted; what offers? must sell.—F. Varty, Newcastle
ause, Eoyston, Herts.

'-lOh.p. 2-seater Singer tricar, coach-built, twin-cyl.,
' water cooled, three speeds and reverse, free engine,
leel steering, Eenolds chain, car tyres, in perfect con-
tion. recently overhauled; trial; £30.—Major Nichol-
a. Willesborough, Kent.

h.p. Riley Tricar, twin cyls., water-cooled, three speeds
and reverse, wheel steering, recently re-painted

sen, varnished, and upholstered in red, engine .just
arhauled by makers, acetylene side lamps, electric
ir; trial and examination;—Partridge, 21, Soiitli St.,
irking.

PEUNG Tricar, unfinished, painted g.rey, fitting

-

' newly plated, new 28in. wheels, beaded, complet' \

.eel steering, bucket seat, newly leathered, place fo;
gine in front of dashboard, wings, brass tank at
ck of seat, 7in. bronze clutch, ^ 8ft. of fin. Coventry
ain, new clutch pedals, 5h.p. engine, in good order,
ilt for racing, air-cooled ; motor cycle frame, w'ith
3k, 26in. wheels, beaded; offers i:x the let, or parts,
^hillpot, 7, Redgrove Cottage, near Arle Court, Chel-
iham.

I

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
JIGID Sidecar: £3.—Chivers, 2, Lyte St., Cambridge
t Heath, N.E.

rILLFOED Rigid Sidecar, upholstered, as new, 26in.
wheel; £6 lOs.-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton.

'IDECAE, 26in., left, good condition; lowest £3 15s. !

' —Markham. 91, James Ed., Liverpool Rd., Lon-
n, N.

>IGID Sidecar, 26 wheel, wicker seat, fit any ma-
t chine; £2 10s.—Br.;wn, 2a, Seagrave Ed., West
ompton.

^AREAE'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on approval-
guaranteed 12 months: immediate delivery; to fit

y motor cycle.

IALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4 I'^s p-^

each; equalling others costing double.—Farrar's
otories, Square Ed., Halifax.

[IDECARS.—Best value in England, £4 15s and £5
' 10.S. : second-hands from £5 153.—C. A. Edgar 123
alloway Rd., London.

/riLLS-FULFOED Foreoar, fit any machine, cane
-1- body, upholstered green, new; £6.—Pilkington
arble Place, Southport.

j^OEECARRIAGE and Bike Frame, for vertical e^'-
gine, spare wheel : £4 10s. ; would separate —8,

imbard St., Portsmouth.

r/'HOLESALE and Retail manufacturers. — Baskets
» springs, fittings.-Middleton and Co., Watson St.
(wington Green, London, N.

TRIUMPH

1909 TRIUIVIRHS
IN STOCK.

£4-8 Of e}ccha.ng^e.
3* h.p. 1908 N.S.U., brand ne^v £31

3I h.p. MINERVA, spring forks £15
4 h.p. HAMILTON, will climb anything . . £14

3J h.p. N.S.U., Roc two-speed gear and free

engine, splendid condition < £22
3 h.p. TRIl'MPH, magneto, practically new

tyres, handle-bar control, guaranteed to

climb Sutton Bank ; a beauty £20
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition,

spring forks £20
3.V h.p. CENTAUR, in good condition £9
3* h.p. DOWSON. M.O.V. ; a bargam £9

7I h.p. BARTER, Brooks sadole, 26in.

wheels £8
5 h.p. Twin RE.X, rgo6, first cheque secures £15
2 h.p. BRADBURY, three-speed pulley and

free eng ne £10
2 h.p. MINERVA, new enamelled in good

condition £8
All machines guaranteed In rnnning order.

C.f\/ DOWN and 5/- weekly secures the
**«/ - following :

QUADRANT, 2 h.p.. spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
MINERVA, li h.p., coil and accumulator. . £5
REX, 3i h.p., aluminium finish £9
DOVVSON, 3^ h.p., long wheelbase £10

TRICARS.
3^ h.p. HUMBER, cane chair, upholstered

in red, splendid condition throughout,
and fitted with good tyres, etc £15

PHCENIX Trimo, two-speed gear, foot

brake, coach-bujti food tyres to vvheeU £15

TRICYCLE.
DE DION, fitted with genuine De Dion

engine, perfect order, enamelling smd
plating in splendid condition £7 10

CAR.
DARRACQ, t8 h.p., four-cylinder, live axle,

three speeds and reverse, four-seater,

tyres 880x120 mm. back, 870 x90 mm.
front, aU Poetically a«w^£79_or exchange S.19

Beautiful Forecar Attachment, 26in. wheels,

Dunlop tyres £4

Screw-cutting Lathe, 6J-in. centres, 6ft. bed,
back geared, compound rest. 22 change
wheels, overhead reverse motion £15
You will receive best attention at our hands.

All orders promptly e-xecuted.

All machines guaranteed in good running order .

MISCELLANEOUS. "~
AMAC Carburetters, handle-bar control, all guar-

anteed. Our price 20/- each complete.
Several bargains in CLINCHER Dreadnought

Covers, studded, 26x2in. and 26x2iin.
Genuuie 26x2jin. CLINCHER' Rubber-

studded Tyres. List price 31 /6. Our price 25/-
CLINCHER P6x2|in. Tubes. Postpaid .. 5/6
F.R.S. Lamp, Drand new. A bargain 19/6
HELLA Searchlight, best plated, divided

glasses, complete with generator 14/11
Trinote Homs_. " What a noise !

" 7/3
Treble- twist Horns. Will shift a tram 6/6
Double- twist Horns, heavily plated 4/6
Variable Pulleys, heavily plated 12/6
Mudguards, well finished, sin 2/11
Mudguards, 4in 3/6
ROM contact breaker, as new 20/-
4 h.p. BUCKBOARD engine, with two-speed

gear, clutch, and carburetter £9
FULLER Plain Midget Coils, 10/6 ; Tremblers, 17/6.

' Liberal allowance on old coils. FULLER'S Ac-
cumulators, 20 amp., 17/-; REX, 16/-;
MINERVA, 16/-: Midget, 16/-; 5/6 allowed
for old accumulators in part payment. .4,11 rgog
models. Long Handle-bars, slightly upturned,
dropped ends, 6/6; straight, 5/6. Swan-neck
Seat-pi llars, 4/6. Tubular Carriers, 4/11.

Note the Address—

MAUDES' MOTOR MART,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

Telephone—433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams—" Petrol, Halifax."
Also at 136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

SIDECARS AND FORECAR]
STAMFORD HILL. — Our famous sideeur

17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaetion.— 128|
lid., Tottenham. Deliveries from stock.

"ONTGOMEEY Flexible Sidecar, complete,
side, splendid condition, 26in. unpuncturec

£5.—Wetherall, Severus Mount, Worcester.

1 4> Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and made thro
J-/W with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, 26 by 2
(her tyre; £6 8s.—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St.. Clapl

DON'T Eead this unless you want the origin;
leigh sidecar that is guaranteed against si(

price £5; we can now deliver in three days.— 0:
Motors, Ltd., 65a, Eosendale Ed., v\ est Dulwii h

HALIFAX.—Rigid de Luxe Sidecars, enamelU
plated, luxuriously sprung, everything of ft

fit any machine, 26 by 2i tyres, £6 ; art cane bodii
extra; cheaper quality, as advertised, £4 17s
hand sidecars taken in exchange.—Halifax Mo'to
change, \v estgate, Halifax.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
ARIEL Tricycle, 3ih.p., guaranteed perfect,

uiiven, twi. speeds, H.B. control, Longu
superb machine, reliable, safe; £12.—Macnab, 62
.sou Rd., Seaforth, Liverpool.

TRAILERS.
MOTOR Trailer, fair condition, good makt

holstered, strong; 15s.—Berwood, 39, Denn
Park Ed., West Hamnstead.

QUADCARS.
PHCENIX Quadcar, 8h.p., twin, water-cooled

speeds, e.icellent condition, £35.-128, Hig
!
Tottenhain. Great bargain.

PHCENIX Quadcar, 7-8h.p., twin Fafnir, ex
order, la"ips, tools, spares: £40, oflers.—Jaol

Engineering Works, Huddersfield.

8 h.p. Phoenix Quad, 2-cyl., good order, and verj
two-speed and reverse ; £35, or con,sideT gooc

neto motor cycle part if cheap.—Box No. 3,4i;
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMEE.— 15h.p. Darracq, 1906, 4-cyl., hood,

dual ignition, fully equipped, fast car ; £12

PALMEE.— 8h.p. Regal, tonneau, single-oyl., ai

wheels, light, reliable little car ; £40.

PALMER.-12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, seats five,

810 by 90 tyres, wonderful condition at price

PALMER.— 8h.p. De Dion, genuine, seats five,

under bonnet, solid tyres ; £35.

PALMER.- 6-8h.p. Daimler delivery van, 2-cyl.,

tyres, suitable any light delivery, perfect
£35.

PALMEE.— 16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance,
five lamps: great bargain, £125.

PALMER.—16-20h.p. De Dietrich, 4-cyl., Bid<

trance, magneto, hood, screen ; bargain, £1(

PALMEE.— 12-14h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl.,

new Moseley tyres, raked steering; £85.

PALMEE.— 18-24h.p. Prunel landaulet, side ent
4-cyl,, M.O.V.

,
grand hire car; great* value,

PALMER.— 17-21h.p. Mors Umousine, 4-cyl., mai
side entrance, pressed steel frame, silent, re

carriage; £150.

PALMER.—40-50h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich, 1907.

,

magnificent vehicle; cost over £1.000, sacrifii

;£325.

PALMEE. — 16-24h.p. F.I.A.T.. side entrance,
type, splendid touring car, fully equipped;

PALMER.-15h.p. Darracq, 5-seater, 4-cyl.,

screen, direct top drive, fast, silent: £95.

PALMEE.—24-40h.p. F.I.A.T., 5-seater, Roi des .

body, gate change, hood, screen; £175.

PALMER.-L. N. Palmer, 190, Mellison Ed.,
ing. 'Phone, 208, Streatham. Garage one ni

Merton Ed. tram terminus. Tooting. Oars seen
any day, Sundays before 2. Photos, details per rel

easy terms arranged ; exchanges.

6 h.p. Vauxhall, 2-seater : exchange good motor b

43. Wimbledon Rd., Tooting.

6 h.p. Swift, 2-seater, hood, splendid doctor's oar;

gain, £38.-741, Garratt Lane, Tooting.

8 lOh.p. Car, 4-seater, four speeds,
£15.—Lambert, 9, Belvoir Rd.

reverse ; quick
Coalville.

8 h.p. M.M.C. car to seat four, just overhauled,
back tyres; £55.—Stamford Garage, Stanjft

"I
Oh.p. 2-cyl. Aster Engine Car, two bucket seats,

JL/Q condition; £45.—Quick, Brighten Rd., Her.*

"I rk-12h.p. Gladiator, 2 cyls.. Stepney wheel,
Xvf screen, seats five: trial; £70.—Colliss, And

POWERFUL 6ih.p. Water-cooled Aster, three sp

exceptional condition; £25.—Pricry, Hardway.
port.

REGAL, 6h.p., genuine De Dion engine, smai
seater, livo axle; £38.-406, Garratt Lane, Wi

worth.

9 h.p. Darracq, two seats, hood, screen, smart,^ r<

ful; £49 lO.s.

;

screen,
part exchange anything.- -13. I

In answering these advertisements it is desu-able to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MiMittiiig

The Revival of the Tw^o=strohe
Engine.

THE close proximity of the Stanley Show causes

one to cogitate as to what will be the most
interesting features of the annual display of

motor cycle novelties. We do not think we are

over-estimating their importance when we say

that one of the attractions will be the two-stroke

motors which will be found on more than one make
of machine in the exhibition. The two-stroke engine

as applied to motor cycles is in reality no novelty ; it

was exploited some years ago, but not exactly in the

same form as it has been revived of late. It died and
•we heard no more of it, in this country at least, although

our American cousins have never relinquished it, and
one motor journal in the States regularly devotes a

special section to this most interesting and simple of

petrol engines.

The fascination of a two-stroke engine is its wonder-

ful simplicity. There are.no valves to give trouble or

require attention by burning or breaking, no timing

gear, cams, springs, or valve caps; in fact, given a

well made piston and rings, that will-o'-the-wisp,

compression, cannot very well be lost. The steady

pull of the two-stroke is superior to the four-cycle type

when revolving at medium or high speeds, but at very

slow speeds it is not so controllable, and certainly

not the equal of a four-stroke engine in this respect.

Lubrication apparently presents no difficulties—in

fact, the bogey of mixing petrol gas, with the lubricat-

ing oil has been absolutely laid by the introduction

of special devices on four-stroke engines, to convey

a portion of the lubricating oil from the crank case to

the top of the cylinder. If the two-stroke becomes

general the cost of manufacture of motor cycle

engines will naturally be considerably reduced on
account of the fewer number of parts, and once
the correct positions and sizes of the openings for

the inlet and exhaust gases have been found, there will

be no necessity for careful timing, accurately cut gear-

ing, etc. The petrol consumption is greater; that is

an inherent accompaniment of the two-stroke type of

engine, but in the case of motor cycle engines of moder-

ate power we do not think it is vastly important, and

hardly sufficient to retard the progress of the two stroke.

When the crank case of the engine is used as a com-

pressor there is always a liability for leakage to take

place at the bearings, and this is where the two-stroke

may give trouble, but, with proper provision, bearings

of the ball type fitted with air-retaining washers should

last a year's usage without attention.

On some machines \ve have ridden carburation

appears to present some slight difficulty, but doubt-

less experience will overcome this, as we are not quite

sure that it is carburation that prevents a two-stroke

engine from revolving as slowly as the four-stroke

without missing fire or stopping altogether. The

great simplicity in the construction of a two-^

stroke engine should cause it to appeal to everyone

interested in motor cycle manufacture, but we do not

wish these few lines to imply that there is anything

approaching a revolution in design about to occur.

However, the two-stroke type has only to be the equal

of the four-stroke in power and reliability to cause it

to become popular in course of time, solely onaccount

of its greater simplicity and consequent immunity from

troublesome adjustments. This phase of the move-

ment is one that will excite the greatest interest, and

we shall be surprised if it does not develop largely.

A7
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By B. H. DAVIES.

I

'DO not know whether the

same thought has occur-

red to many other motor

cyclists, but it seems to

me that there is an undoubted

improvement in the passenger

prospects for next year I

began my passenger motor

cycling with an air-coofed

single-cylinder belt-driven tricar of only

2%' h.p. I progressed by easy stages up to

a 12 h.p. two-cylinder, chain-driven, three-

speeded machine. The first named was a dead failure,

though an athletic and sporting driver could have

some fun with it, even as many riders tO' day^ quite

enjoy passenger work with a rather similar outfit and

a 3>^ h.p. engine. The last named was on the whole

the equal of a second rate 16-20 h.p. car, but suffered

from many weaknesses of design and construction,

which made their presence extremely apparent when

such a machine fell into the hands of an average

amateur.- It would have held its own, and_ gradually

have parted with its sundry weaknes:,es, had it not been

robbed of all chance to reform by the competition of

extremely cheap four-wheeled cars. The
A.C. tricar, at any rate, is a healthy bant-

ling of a new type. The sidecar has

endeavoured to win a place in our affec-

tions ; but the sidecar has had to struggle

with the handicap of unsuitable motor

bicycles- to which it has generally been

attached. I personally dislike sidecars

extremely, but that is evidently one of my
fads, since hundreds of riders are sincerely

devoted to ' them, after experiences which
transcend my cwn both in duration and
variety. - And lust now the sidecar has a

splendid chance 'to -win the affection of

motor cyclists generally, because there are

quite a number of motor bicycles on the

market which seem, to have been designed

for the express purpose of hauling a sidecar.

The Method 'of Transmission.
I personally find extreme difficulty in

believing that a belt drive can ever be
deemed ideal for passenger work. After

all these years I have quite as much
trouble and expense with belts on light

solo machines as I care for, and for an
all-weather drive on. a combination scaling

three or four hundredweights unladen a belt

is the last transmission I should dream of

employing. I ^a-- this in the full con-
sciousness that Sidecar records have been
made by belt d-i'.-en machines in every
instance. Bat bad the weather been
uniformly bad on these famous End-to-end

a8

runs, had the pulleys been worn, or the

belts old, 'serious delay and trouble

w^ould have made the final figures look

remarkably idiotic when mentioned in

connection with record breaking. But
we are no longer limited to the belt drive. For
steady-going, jog-trot work in easy countr\- we have
the staunch and well-tried Phelon and Moore, two-

speeded, proof against heating, and chain-driven,

albeit under-powered for passenger work in severe

districts. We have a variety of specifications offered

by the world-famous house of Chater-Lea, ranging

upwards to a pin. clutch, three speeds, and a broad
chain of ample strength, wdth any horse-power you

like to name—6 h.p. would be more than enough with

three speeds. We have the F.N. four-cylinder shaft

driven at last provided with a two speed gear box to

order. And in the new T.A.C., 7 h.p. shaft-driven

with three forward speeds, we have a machine which

just about represents the sidecar enthusiast's ideal on

paper ; indeed, it must have been designed with a view

to passenger attachments, for only the heaviest of the

heavy brigade would dream of using such a hea\'y and

replete specification for so'lo work. There are ether

Quarterly Trials. An A.C. tricar climbing Rectory Hill, Amersham, on the return

journey to Uxbriige.
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ssenger Prospects for 1910.—
achines that are obviously specially adapted to

issenger work, and altogether the sidecar enthusiast

ill have a biggish choice of intensely suitable cycles

A double seated sidesar fitted to a 3J h.p. two-speed Phanomen motor
icycle. As will be observed the driver controls the machine from the sidecar

eat, and there is no saddle. The advantages claimed for this arrangement
re : increased comfort, sociabili y, and stability. The machine is owned by
'. Cross, but was driven in the last Quarterly Trials by J. Davis (the passen-
er in the illustration).

r 1 910, all of which will be "possible " for occa-

)nal solo work, though carrying rather a lot of top
Lmper which is not essential for that sort of riding.

Where the Springing ought to be.

It further occurs to me that any of these machines
lich lend themselves so admirably to sidecar work
)uld also make very fine tricars if the compression of

eir engines were reduced a trifle, so as to reduce the

lance of overheating with a forecar intercepting half

e th-eeze. The results of my own tricar work have led

e to certain conclusions, viz., that a tricar does not

«d a sprung rear frame—in fact, is perhaps steadier

ithout it, and that a sprung seat is an efficient sub-

itute. My last tricar never swayed or swung, and
IS the most comfortable I have ever driven ; it had a

^id rear frame with sprung seat carrier ; ergo, any
these bicycles would make a good hinder part for a

icar; that a tricar does need a sprung foreframe, i.e.,

•rings between axle and car, as well as Cee springs

)ove the axle ; and, lastly, that with a weatherproof
ansmission and three speeds a 6 h.p. engine is ample,
'hat a delicious little forecar combination could be
>tained by fitting a well-sprung seat carrier and a

icar attachment, subsprung in front, to one of the

aft-driven four-cylinder variably geared motor bicycles

to-day, provided t-he makers can guarantee their

igines not to heat up when screened by a chair

!

Passenger Machines in 1911.
I think there is no doubt that by the aid of the A.C.
icar and the fitting of passenger attachments to

:veral of the high-powered and variably geared motor
^cles of to-day, the passenger question will be re-

opened during ipro, and that passenger motor cycles
will be far commoner objects on the roads than they
have been of late. In 191 1 there may, therefore, be a
recrudescence of the old passenger vitality, and we
may conceivably ^gain see competitions with well-filled

passenger classes, and even competitions entirely

restricted to passenger machines. Manufacturers told
us some while ago that an efficient jQ']o passenger com-
bination was an impossibility ; and they have perjured
themselves by offering us several at the price, which at

any rate look attractive. We shall see-.

A NOVEL MOTOR BICYCLE.

THE novel, if freakish looking, motor bicycle illus-

trated below was built almost entirely in

the shop of James Fryer, Borough Motor Works,
Leominster. The object of the designer, H.

G. Munro, was to have a motor cycle entirely on ca^
lines, and without forks. The front wheel hub is

carried on centres, and coupled up to- the steering

column by a rod with ball jointed ends. The wheel-

base is 63in., and the wheels 26in. x 2%m. The
engine was taken from an old tricycle, and is a 2 ^ h.p.

De Dion-Bouton. The carburetter is a Longuemare.
The drive to rear wheel is by 2in. Balata flat belt.

Ignition is by Hellesen dry cell and a special coil,

which only consumes one-fifth of an ampere current

with a make and break contact breaker. The saddle

is extremely low, being only iGy^'m. from the ground,

which ensures great safety on greasy roads. The long

wheelbase, we are told, renders the machine very

comfortable tO' ride. Stout footrests are fitted low down

A novel motor bicycle minus any forks. See accompanying dsscription.

to protect the working parts in case of a fall. All

control is entirely from the handle-bars by means of

Bowden wires, Autoloc levers, and Chatei-Lea thumb

slides. Despite its odd appearance, we understand

the machine has proved reliable, and is in daily use.

An influential chief in Uganda has ordered a 3^
h.p. Phelon and Moore motor bicycle. Should the

machine be a success (and P. and M.'s usually are)

other prominent natives, so our informant tells us,

are bound to follow his example.
A9
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The 3^ h.p. Bro-wn.

BROWN BROS.. LTD., Great Eastern Street, E.G.,

one of the oldest supporters of the motor cycle

movement, have, in their 1910 model, produced

a machine which cannot fail to appeal to the

motor cycling connoisseur. The engine develops Avell

over 3^ h.p., and has a bore and stroke of 85x85

The 1910 pattern 3J h.p. Brown, whish has been entirely re-designed. Its special features are
handle-bar control, footrests, adjustable pulley, and petrol gauge.

mm. The valve tappets are adjustable, and the engine-

shaft runs on ball bearings. The ignition is by Simms
high-tension magneto, driven by means of a chain
enclosed in a case forming part of the timing gear
cover. The frame is exceptionally low, the height
from the top rail to the ground being only 2 pin.

The frame is just as low as it is possible to make it

without introducing curves into its construction, since
the top tube and down tube are brought together to a
point at the steering head. Great attention has been
paid to details. The lamp-bracket, for instance, is

made from a steel stamping, and is, in consequence,
strong enough to support a heavy lamp. An
excellent petrol gauge is fitted to the tank, while at
the side the latter is recessed to allow free access to
valves and sparking plug. A large silencer is fitted,

so that it may be expected that the new Brown will
ibe an exceedingly quiet-running machine. Though not
shown in the accompanying illustration, the ipro
model will be fitted with excellently-designed spring
forks, which, by the way. can be fitted to almost anv
make of motor bicycle at a very small cost. These
forks are so made that the front wheel is totallv devoid
of any side play, and they admit of a front brake
being fitted. The three-way petrol cock is quite an
ingenious arrangement, allowing, as it does, the supply
of petrol to the carburetter to be turned on 01 off and

,

AIO

the tap to be<thrown open so that a little petrol ma
be had for cleaning purposes. The Bowden wires t

the exhaust lifter and to the latest type of Brown an

Barlow carburetter are carefully hidden. The whol

machine is extremely rigid throughout, the mudguar
being carefully attached, and a good, strong, sensil

luggage-carrier being fitted. One of the best point

about the new Brown machine
that a purchaser will have to bi

A'ery few extras, since among th

important fittings supplied with tt

machine are tlie carrier c'bove

ferred to and an adjustable pulle)

The new engine is by no mear
untried, as R. M. Brice, the con

pany's w-ell-known exponent

their motor bicycles, rode a Brow
with success in the London
Edinburgh run and other importai

competitions of 1909.

The Ne-w Model 3i h.p. Arie
All readers will welcome t

1 910 model Ariel motor bicycle t

the list of up-to-date machin
Many will remember the kick an

vim of the 2^ h.p. lightweight i

the days of yore, but naturally th

latest model is streets ahead of ar

of its predecessors. We have ha

the good fortune to give one of the new 3^ h.p.'s

trial on the road, and what we were more pleased wit

than anything else was its comfort. Druid spring fori;

starting the new Ariel engine by means of a handle on the crankshaft.

effectually absorb the shocks to the front wheel, whils

a special form of springing for the seat render
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Electric Headlights.

Electric head lamps seem to be coming in for

motor cycles, and a friend forwards me a tip which I

hope is sound. He says that in theory the beauty
of an electric head lamp is that when riding in the

legal twilight becomes too risky one has only to

lean down and touch a switch to get a light without
dismounting. He used to do this and swagger con-

siderably over it till he found the metal filament of

his electric bulb often responded by collapsing almost

immediately. When he attacked its makers in the

hopes of free replacements they told him that the

metal filaments are exceedingly brittle at the moment
when the current is first switched on, and that he

ought to stop the machine to let the filaments heat up
before being subjected to vibration in the process.

Since obeying these instructions he has broken no fila-

ments, and is very enthusiastic about the cleanliness,

convenience, aiid reliability of his headlight.

Spring Frames.

Quite a number of spring frames have made brief

and fitful appearances on the market during the last

year or two, and none of them has

really caught on, although one

still hears talk of vibration. With-

out doubt the weightiness of such

devices has been .their worst

enemy. I have kept an eye on

such devices through the past,

and made many practical tests,

and my verdict is that none that I

have yet tried is appreciably

superior to the combination of a

first-class spring fork and a good
spring saddle mounting, like the

Rex cantilever for example. If

mounting the front wheel and the

driver's seat on good springing is

as efficient as insulating the whole

frame, it will certainly prove the

solution required. The spring

frame is less neat in aspect, less

cheap to manufacture, and much
heavier when made. If we get

a perfect device of each sort in

combination on one and the same
macliine, I do not think any rider

will ask for anything better, even if he normally

rides over the worst of roads. So let us hope

the Stanley Show will contain a machine which

tackles the problem on these lines. I do not

assert that the average motor cyclist of to-day is seri-

ously discontented with existing springing, but I do

assert that a great many less hardy men are on the

point of taking up motor cycling, and that they will

certainly ask for increased comfort.

A Great Record.

I generally have a hateful suspicion at the back of

my mind when I read of a new speed record hailing

from the States. I hope these suspicions of mine are

wholly unworthy, and reflect rather on my own can-

dy'Ixion:
tankeroLis temperament than upon the bond fides of
our Yankee brother sportsmen, but I must admit that

a long association with many forms of sport has
generated in me an instinctive suspicion of Yankee
speed records, though Wells and Lee Evans have com-
pelled me to adopt a more open-minded attitude of

late. At any rate, I am the more pleased to congratu-
late American motor cyclists on their recent acquisi-j

tion of a splendid twenty-four hours' motor bicyclei

record. I daresay Collier could smithereen it if only'

the powers that be would let him charter Brook! ands
for twenty-four hours. Two staunch Yankee riders,

Spencer and Gustafsen (the latter a naturalised Swede),
each riding a 5 h.p. roadster Indian, reeled off con-

siderably more than a thousand miles apiece in one
round of the clock, Spencer doing 1,089 rniles 199
yards, and the Swede 1,043 miles. It is scarcely

possible to impugn the genuineness of a distance record .

performed in public, and the more so when the same
distance is theoretically easily within the compass of

our own boys if only they could get a suitable track.

What a day we should have if Collier and Lee Evans
could fight out an international twenty-four hours at

^

i

^^

A new motor bicycle for the British market—the twin-cylinder lightweight spring frame Wanderer—for
which the Service Co., Ltd., are agents. (For description see previous page).

Weybridge. Such a prolonged ride makes the most

tremendous demands both on man and machine. My
American reports do not give many details, but appar-

ently neither men experienced the slightest mechanical

trouble except one or two broken chains, while, most

wonderful of all, no tyres were either punctured or worn

out, the rear tyres being changed as a matter of pre-

caution after twelve hours. I notice Spencer covered

fifty-nine miles in his fastest hour (the fourth), and

fifty-three miles in the twenty-fourth hour, which speaks

well for the endurance of the machine. In seventeen

of the twenty-four hours he covered forty miles or more,

which shows how gamely he stuck to the saddle, and in

the poorest hour (the unlucky thirteenth) he covered

twenty-five miles.
A13
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WH/\T THE TOURIST TROPHY TAUGHT US.
By a,T.T.

WHAT the Tourist Trophy taught some of us

would perhaps have been a more fitting title,

as it is evident that when a man and his

machine can do 160 miles " Tee Teeing " at

nearly fifty miles an hour without trouble, he does not

need much teaching. But others were not so fortunate.

There is nothing like road racing for finding out the

wetftv points in a machine. The broken valves which

one ni*ake of machine suffered from are an excellent

instance of this. The manufacturers had experimented

with all sorts of two-piece exhaust valves {i.e., cast-

iron head with nickel and ordinary steel stem), and at

last thought they had got. a twO-piece valve which they

could not break. These valves survived the 1,000

miles trials, several races at Brooklands, and received

a thorough gruelliuf? at the hands of the company's

testers without showing a sign of premature old age.

But whether it was that the Isle of Man air did not

agree with them, or whether from some other cause,

once those valves arrived on the T.T. course they

began tO' develop all manner of faults. The heads came
loose, broke, jammed the valve—^things which their

unfortunate owners had never before dreamt of happen-

ing. Perhaps next year a solid nickel steel exhaust

valve may take the place of these two-piece affairs,

which seem very unreliable, although they may take

longer to pit and burn.

Footrest and BraKe Connections.

Another point where improvement is needed, and
this more especially in a race, is in the fitting of foot-

rests and brake connections in one unit. Most of us

have had spills at one time or another, and the almost

invariable effect is the crumpling up of the footrests

which take all the shock. When the brake is connected

thereto it shares in the general disaster, and promptly
goes out of action. This happened to several T.T.
men, including the writer, who were mugs enough to

part company with their machines, and although such

an occurrence is generally of minor importance, yet in

a race it is quite the reverse, as good brakes are an

absolute necessity. The use of the front brake alone

is too risky, as it is inclined to skid the front wheel,

especially when hastily applied on a corner. One's
boots when used as brakes become so uncomfortably
hot, and wear out so quickly, that their use is to be
strongly deprecated.

Rigid V. Spring ForKs for Steering.

It was stated in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle

that only two makes of spring forks were used in the
race. This is wrong. Most of the Triumph riders

used the ordinary type of spring forks. The rigid

forks were also tried, but the machines were then so
difficult to steer that springs were substituted, and a

marked improvement in the steering was
,
at once

noticeable.

As far as I know, only a small number of the com-
petitors had any difficulty with the lubrication of their

engines, and I cannot understand the critics who make
so much of efficient lubrication and talk about it being
the determining factor of the race. Why not also
correct carburation, ignition, compression, etc., etc.,

ad infinitum? I know several nf the automatic devices

A14

Competitor.

ga\e trouble, and that the only difficulty we force pumi
competitors had was in letting go of the handle-bars t(

work the pump. It was a case of oiling when yoi

could, not when you ought to. Uphill was the bes

time, as the speed was lower and the steering safer.

Low V. High Compression.
Contrary to general belief, many of the single;

Avere fitted with low compression engines, as after tin

high compression ones had been tried and found Avant

ing they were easily converted by fitting new tappet;

and placing a plate between the cylinder and crai;!

case. Only one ring was used on these converter

engines, as the lower one might have fouled tht

base of the cylinder. The change on Creg Willey'

and through Peel was most marked, as the engin(

would pick up from a standstill without a murmur
Idiese converted engines required the ignition timec

earlier and the carburetter adjusted slightly differently

They were very economical; as I did 116 miles on

gallon in England when fitted with Snaefell gear ani

jet, and drove 40 miles with a friend on the luggagt

carrier up the hill into Warwick, and right through

crowded Coventry at midday without a stop.

America's Performance Considered.
Although an enthusiastic supporter of English pro

ductions, I think a word of praise is due to the wa)

Lee-Evans's Indian went through the race. Before

the start I heard several spectators criticising thi;

machine; they found fault with the nuts being split

pinned and springs washered, they wondered it

it was as flimsy as other Yankee work, and so on

The Red Indian ran through the race Avith flyinc

colours. Not a nut came loose, not a stay broke,

Avhilst British machines were reported Avith burst tanks,

broken mudguards and stays, as Avell as valves, pistor

rings, and cylinder heads. The bad roads in tht

U.S.A. have taught the Yankee hoAV to build a motoi

cycle to Avithstand the worst possible conditions.

There are several points of interest in this machine
Avhich are Avorth calling attention to. I believe it

was the only machine fitted with pressed steel pistons,

Avhich were extremely light and drilled Avith countless

holes. For the race the friction clutch Avas tightened

up to allow of no slip, and I believe the back tyre

showed signs of this afterAvards. A mechanical oil

pump Avas fitted, and .this, combined Avith the twist

handle grip control, alloAved the rider to go through

the race without ever moving his hands from the

rubber grips—a very good point when Ave remember
how much difficulty some of the competitors had in

controlling and steering their machines.
But, in spite of this, a British machine Avon, and

so here's to the A-ery good health of the Avinner!

A neat little booklet has just been issued by the

Bosch Magneto Company, Limited, 23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W., entitled "Bosch Ignition

Supplies." The book is exceedingly Avell got up,

and should be extremely useful to users of Bosch
magnetos. The chief accessories sold by the firm are

enumerated and described, Avhile at the end of the

book there is a list of all their agents in Great Britain.
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THE TRIUMPH FREE=ENGINE CLUTCH.

. >^ES "ffEE WMBB.

- LTHOUGH not generally known
1^ amongst motor cyclists, the Triumph
^ Co. has during the present year sup-

plied a certain number of motor

^cles fitted with a multiple plate clutch,

i reason the sale of this clutch model has

been "pushed" up to the present -is.

ause the various departments of the

umph w'orks have been far too pressed

ing 1909 to make more than a limited

iber of plate clutches, and those readers

) have been able to obtain delivery of a

:ch model Triumph may consider them-
'es lucky. The clutch was fitted to

iral successful machines in the Six Days'
lability Trials last July, and well spoken
n the judges' report. Its success is un-

ibted, and, as another large building has
: been added to the motor cycle section

die Triumph works, the output of clutche

:o be increased.

gagement of the clutch is smooth and gradual, provided
that oil of the proper consistency, and sufficient of
it, is used. The operating lever is fitted to the right-
hand footrest, as shown in the lower illustration, a toe-
and-heel pedal enabling a very gradual engagement

—

which it can be well imagined is necessary, owing to
the machine possessing but a single ' gear," usually in

the neighbourhood of 434 to i. With the clutch in or
outof action the load is supported on ball bearings,
as in the ordinary hub. A dummy belt rim is fitted

to the right-hand side of the wheel', so that the motor
cyclists' fa^'ourite foot brake is retained.

One of The Motor- Cycle staff purchased a clutch
model Triumph some months ago, and has formed
-^ \ery high opinion of the free engine. It

is *not only an advantage in

starting, but renders a heavy
motor bicycle much more mobile
and convenient to handle. In

traffic- it is an untold blessing—

-

no wondering whether the engine
will stop and necessitate another
run alongside—and on greasy
roads it can be slipped to ease the

jerk of the engine at slow speeds.

Coasting down long hills silently

and swiftly is also a fine experi-

ence, not to mention the saving

of petrol and the cooling of the

engine. The clutch adds 10 lbs.

weight over and above that of

a standard model..

SEiTDSUn

s m 1910

Advantages of a Hub Clutch.

fhe Triumph free engine clutch is fitted in the back
sel hub, which pcsitioai has several advantages, the

ef of which is that the engine can be started with

)ush of the pedal with the back wheel resting on
ground. It is, in reality, a miniature example of

multiple plate clutches fitted to certain high class

s, -cleverly adapted to a motor bicycle. The illus-

tions show^ clearly 'the construction of the clutch,

ich consists of about forty grooved steel plates or

cs, half of which are carried on the inner sleeve,

i" by means of springs are pressed into contact with

other half, which latter are fitted into the feathers

ribs on the inner periphery of the hub shell. The
X springs pressing the plates into contact gives an
iolutely solid dri^•e, and by disengaging the clutch

lal the rod sliding within the spindle is caused to

npress the springs, the driving and driven sets of

^tes thereby being released from contact. The en-

BELT-

7h3 first

illustration

shows the
clutch com-
plete with
the h"b thell

removed. -

The centre
view shows
the rear

wheel com-
plete with
free engine
and dummy

belt rim
for brake,

the lowest

view show-
ing the neat

hub partly

built up, also

method of

operating the

clutch.
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IS TO im EDITOR

The Editor does not hold himself responsible tor tne opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

M.C.C. Race Meeting and Gymkhana at Brooklands.

[4336.]—In the report of the M.C.C. .meeting, Mr.
Deacock's Wanderer is given as 3 h.p. I would like to state

that the machine was an ordinary 2^ h.p. tourist model.
The Wanderer Works do not build machines of higher power.
[ am willing to match my own 2^ h.p. tourist Wanderer
against any 3 h.p. tourist machine in England, and also

against fifty per cent, of 3^ h.p. singles and 5 h.p. twins.
[ may state that I weigh ISj stones.

ri. C. TROMP VAN DIGGELEN.
^The horse-power of the machine was taken from the
M.C.C. programme. We have no doubt that the writer's

challenge will be taken up.

—

Ed.]

Road Dangers at Night.

[4337.]—I think that hundreds of your readers will agree
that it is time something definite was done to compel all

slow moving vehicles to carry back lights. During the last

three years I have had several very narrow squeaks of crash-
ing into the back of covered waggons and furniture vans,
and I ride very cautiously at night.
The danger, to my mind, is not confined to the probability

of injury by colliding with the back of a van, but in making
a hurried swerve to either side-slip or crash into some user
of the road coming the oppogite way, and whose light had
been obscured by the van in front.

If this matter is taken up in the right quarter we shall

isoon have a change, and it will be heartily welcomed by all

sensible users of the road, I feel sure.

W. A. MILLINGEE.

[4338.]—Fr'om time to time I notice letters addressed to
you with regard to road dangers at night, and these generally
refer to cattle or sheep on the road. I ride a great deal at
night, and have often met flocks of sheep, but my light has
always been bright enough to avert any danger.
A rather peculiar and unfortunate accident befell me the

other night owing to another road danger, which was, unfor-
tunately, not quite so easily avoided as sheep. Some beys
were flying kites from a high bank on the side of the road,
and just as I was passing on my motor cycle one of the
kites came down, and the string caught me right across the
face, cutting it rather severely. I informed the police, and
they endeavoured to trace the boj-s, but without success. I
suppose it would be useless to summon the boys, as I believe
their parents are not liable for their actions, but it is rather
hard that I should have to pay the doctor's bill.

W. LESLIE GARDNER.

[4339.]—I am sorry to see by your footnote to the letter
of _"CF417," in The Motor Cycle oi October 20th, that you
still favour the carriage of lights by drovers at night. I
should like to point out thai:, unless' your correspondent is

mistaken in thinking that "he was riding very slowly and
had a good lamp," he alone was to blame. H.6 does not
assert that the cattle were careering rapidly along the road
to meet him, iso it follows that either he was not on the
alert, or he was unable to pull up after his lamp had disclosed
the obstruction, which would show speed excessive for the
light obtained. The only other explanation is that he hoped
to squeeze through, which is an attitude of mind sadlv too
much indulged in-

Al8

I feel sure the drovers' lights would fail in their object

that very reason, as many motor cyclists would -continue

decline to slow down on the chance that a light seen ah;

indicated a total obstruction of the road. It should

remembered that the exact nature of the obstruction wo
only be apparent (as it is at present) when it came into

range of one's own lamp, and this suffices for the care

driver.

I strongly assert that stationary or slow-moving obstr

tions which are unlighted do not endanger truly care

drivers any more than do the hedgebanks on a winding ro

So long as .some motor cyclists, whether from want of ju

raent or otherwise, persist in what is really blind rush

over dark roads, so long will collisions continue.

I should like to say that if any case of accident or pu
danger occurs from droves of animals being rushed a]<

dark roads, and those responsible can be prosecuted, I si

be happy to contribute £2 2s. towards the cost of so dci

This applies to the approaching dark season. E 872

Transmission on Motor Cycles.

[4340.]—I have read letter 4321 (October 20th), ;

endorse every word the writer says. For six years I h
done a large country medical practice with motor cycle

three years with the charming Triumph, practically trou

free bar belts and tyres, and every other day dirty han
in snow or rain slipping belts and more dirty hands.

Fifteen months ago I took -to a Phelon and Moore w
steel studded tyres in fear and trembling, since when, I

Pears's soap advertisement, I would use no other. I h
ridden 8,000 miles on a moderate estimate, including a

miles tour, and hands clean every dav- I simply go out i

come home. Bar trivial nuts to tighten and contact pel

to level, I have no trouble. The cost of belts for th

years equals £18. Fifteen months equal two new chains,

With increasing knowledge the belt will be unknown, <

looked on as a freak, as in present dav cars.

R. C. MACDONALD, :M.I

Lubrication and Other Matters.

[4341.]—In reply to F. Percy Seagar (letter No,
in issue of October 20th), I have had for the last

years a 2^ h.p. Clement-Garrard motor bicycle,

has an outside flywheel and small crankcase, diams

3|in. X l^in. deep. This machine is, I think, what
describes at the end of his letter, and for which he asks

consumption of oil. The pump has a stop to prevent

being drawn up too far, and I find on average roads,

fluid ounce of Price's Motorine C lubricates it sufRciei

for twenty miles. If there is much hill-climbing to be d

then one ounce in fifteen miles is better. The carbonis

of the piston w^as very little.

Iiike " Ixion," I, too, have often wondered that no

has fitted a strong pedalling tricycle with a modern engi

It would be ideal for all weather or night riding.

With regard to the lightweights, I think they would all

improved by a chain from crankshaft to a counter-sh

giving 2 to 1 reduction. Then a 6in. pulley driving on

an 18in. belt rim would give a 6 to 1 geax ratio. W
pidlevs of these diameters the belt would not need to be v

tight". W. J. S
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Handicapping at Brooklands.

[4342.]—In the last issue of The Motor Cycle I notice in

he article on " Handicapping at Brooklands " that your
;ontributor draws comparisons between my handicap and
hat of Mr. Lee-Evans on the single-cylinder Indian.
The article states that in the Autumn Handicap, in which
received 10s. start from the Indian, " the macliine is known

o be hot stuff."

I cannot see how this can be, as the machine in question
V&.6 only finished two days before the race and had never
teen on the track before.

I should also like to point out that according to the
J.M.C.R.C. the cubic capacity of the Indian is 497, whilst
hat of the Trump-J.A.P. is 482 c.c.—and your contributor
;ives the c.c. of the Indian as 478.

My weight is over fifteen stones, and Mr. Lee-Evans is,

believe, about eleven stones, I fail to see, therefore, why
ny exception should be taken to my receiving a start from
lim under these conditions.

I, personally, quite agree with your contributor that the
landicapping this year has been most unsatisfactory. It has
truck me that perhaps better results would be obtained by
ppointiug a committee of, say, five well-known riders to

id the official handicapper, as those who are in touch with
he machines used for racing at Brooklands would naturally

now what each is capable of. FRANCIS A. MclSTAB.

The Technical Aspects of the T.T. Ra:e.

[4343.]—I read with much interest the article on the
Technical Aspects of the T.T. Race," by Mr. B. H. Davies.
Pith much of what he says I entirely agree, but on the
latter of chain driving I would like to state a point of fact.

b is true that in this country the chain-driven motor cycle

; not popular ix> any extent. However, in the U.S. the
lachine, which i-s typical, as is the Triumph over here, oi

le best standard practice is the Indian. Further, to
mphasise the point I may say that there have been a great
umber of machines assembled from " Thor " parts, and the
Thor '

' design was licensed by the Indian Co.

This year's Buyers' Guide of the Cycle and Auto Trade
ournal, U.S., gives the following figures : Firms selling

elt-driven machines 27, chain-driven 10, shaft-driven 3.

hese figures show an apparent superiority in numbers for

16 belt drive, but in fact the actual number of chain-driven
lachines on the road in the U.S. are very much in excess

: those driven by belt. Finally, I may add that I have
dden a number of machines of both types, and for all-

)und riding infinitely prefer the chain. In "addition to these
icts it would be of interest to not© that with a well-made
utch and two-speed gear the jerk of the chain should be
rgely obviated, and it would be possible to more nearly
Dproach the ideal of so many, the light, two-speed, all-

eather machine. Should you care for further information
i to numbers of chain and belt-driven machines in the
bates, I have no doubt that one of your American con-

smporaries would be delighted to supply same. I enclose

y card. ^ COSMOPOLIS.

The End-to-end Record.

[4344.]—I should like to answer the letter which appeared
1 last week's issue of The Motor Cycle under the nom-de-
lume of " Own Bat," as his remarks are such as to entirely

istort the true facts of the case so far as I am coficerned.

If he will be so good as to read firstly his letter and then
ly answer he will find that not one single remark, not one
olated sentence in either, touches in any way on the
alitics, so to speak, of the record.

There was nothing at all in my letter endeavouring to
istify attempts on the record. My letter was merely an
ejection to what I considered—whether rightly or wrongly
-rather an unsporting and foolish letter dealing with the
resent record. So far from " discreetly refraining from
irther combat " I would say that I withdraw not one single
©rd of my letter. "Own Bat" can surely see that my
*ter dealt solely with the performance quite apart from the
[>lTtics of the question. If this is past his comprehension
can only say that I am exceedingly sorry for him.
I should like to say kere that I heartily agree with
Ixion " when he says that directly the record exceeds 20
i.p.h. from start to finish the time has arrived for the
3cord to stop, I would in justification of this ask " Own
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Bat " to refer back to a past issue of The Motor Cycle in
which appeared a short note to the effect that I had decided
not to go for this record again in view of the present state
ot public opinion. I would also like to say that at the be-
ginning of this year I had started making arrangements for
a record from London to Nice, but acting on the advice of
Mr. C.

_

Jarrott and the Editor of this journal, who told me
that this might cause ill-feeling in France, I at orice aban-
doned the idea, much as I was looking forward to it.
"Own Bat" has jumped at an erroneous opinion of my

attitude, and if he will be so kind as to go rather more care-
fully into the matter I think he will find I am in the right,
and I hope he will be good enough to withdraw his remarks
about me, which were just a little severe and unfair, although
I quite expect and appreciate that he was labouring under
a delusion.

If he will understand my letter, and it is simple enough,
the majority of his latest effusion becomes quite irrelevant.
I shall look forward with interest to his next. Why not
use his own name? It is far more satisfactory for both of
us. There is nothing to be ashamed of in one's own name.

ARTHUR W. BENTLEY.

Winter Riding in South Africa.

[4345.]—The photograph shows a bevy of our dusky
beauties. The snap was taken one Sunday morning last
July (our mid-winter), whilst they were on their way to
visit a neighbouring kraal. You will see by very close

A bevy of dusky beauties, admiring a reader's four-cylinder F.N. and
Miliord sidecar.

inspection that they Irnve their " Sunday best " on. They
showed great interest in the machine, and one " intombi

"

told another to "look out" as the engine was " shushu."
East London. SNOMYSIGH.

English V French Measurements.

[4345.]—In replying to R. C. M.'s eager advocacy of the

metric system, I would point out that the " inconsistent

medley of mea.surements " which he deplores is entirely due
to those, who, like himself, are content to " leave the general

public out of the question."

Fortunately, the general public have so far left the metric

faddist out of the question both in this country and in

America, so that the " defunct system of measurement "—
the English inch—is still in universal use in all English-speak-

ing countries.

It is therefore evident that British engineers are likely

to continue to calculate horse-power on a basis of 33,000

ft. -lbs., to express quantities of heat in British thermal units,

A19
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to weigh in lbs., and, in spite of the want of a "definite and

t;iniple' relation" between the unit of distance and time, to

use the unscientific system of sixtj' minutes to the hour, and

twenty-four hours to the day.

The average motor cyclist may not sufficiently appreciate

the peculiar advantage of a system of measurement in which,

among other delights, "1 c.c. of water at 40 centigrade has a

mass of 1 gramme," but he will certainly be able to form a

more accurate idea of his cylinder dimensions if expresced m
inches than in the unwieldy metric figures.

The metre, however widely^ used on the Continent,
_

is

exclusively French, and is an inaccurate division (professing

to be the one-ten-millionth part) of the quadrant of the

meridian passing through France from Dunkirk to Formen-

tera, eo that regarded purely' as a standard of linear

measurement, it has not even a theoretical advantage over

the English standard.

Since there does not appear to be the slightest chance of

persuading the people of this country to adopt the metric

system in its entirety, we may leave " R. C. N." to the

consolations of those "modern books on mathematics" which

revel in centimetres and grammes.

Finally, I contend that we derive, no theoretical or practi-

cal advantage from the use of the metric system for cylinder

measurement only, so that there is no reasonable excuse for

the incongruous mixture of dimensions at present in vogue,

and that w© might with a real advantage revert to the con-

sistent use of our standard legal measures.

. ALFRED A. SCOTT.

-fTi fo) ^7fff^m^^pM NOVEMBER 3rd, 1909.

Spring Frames.

[4547].—I saw recently the illustration of a motor cycle

with a sprung rear wheel in The Motor Ci/ch, and thought

readers would probably consider the enclosed photugraph
interesting. The frame was made to my drawings the latter

end of last year, and I have been using it all this year,

mostly with a sidecar attached. It will be seen that the

back wheel is held in a fork which is sprung by two hnni-

A home-made spring-frame motor bicycle suspended at the rear on laminated

springs. See accompanying letter.

nated springs at the bottom and hinged with a link at the
top, giving a perfectly free movement and preventing all

sideplay. The frame is made low in front of the seat to

facilitate mounting, as the leg can be passed across the

frame instead of having to put it right over the bucket seat.

Also, it will be noticed that the footboards are 2^iia. deep

;

this, with the lid opening on top, makes an excellent toolbox.

The spring forks need no explanation, as I think the photo-
graph makes the working of them quite clear. In conclusion,

I may state the machine is in no way finished off, as my
intention was to give it a good test before having it properly
finished. Wishing your excellent paper every success, v.-hich

it deserves, J. ANTHONY.

A Month's Imprisonment for an Accident.

[4348."'|— I think it is about time more attention was
drawn to the unjust fashion in which many of our police
courts are inflicting fines and imprisonment upon motorists.
I can speak from experience.

A20

On July 24th last'I was riding my 2^ h.p. Minerva along

one of the main streets of Leicester on my proper side, at

about seven to eight miles per hour, when a cyclis;

suddenly dashed out of a small side street, intending to cros>

the main street, consequently boring me down into tht

gutter, and although I had sounded my horn twice (hi

attention being taken up on the other side of the street) h-

came closer, until we brushed elbows, and so upset both ci.:

balances, a lamp-po.st ultimately stopping me, and he fallinf

on the kerb, unfortunately breaking liis arm.

Five weeks later I was summoned for " driving to th<

danger of the general public," and upon the evidence of t'

<

cyclist I was fined £5, whicli I refused to pay on principle, si

was taken down for a month's imprisonment. This meant i

considerable loss to me, as I am in a small way of business ai

a cycle and motor cycle repairer, etc. Not only did I sutfei

the injustice of the conviction, but a day or two after entering

the gaol I was almost accused of an attempt to murder, anc

was told that these motor fiends going about the countrj
on steam-diiven machines murdering people ought to be fa

more severely dealt with, and that the bench should do all if

their power to stop these murders up and down the country

Now I have had my driving licence endorsed, wt/icb wouU
go against me in trying to get a situation as a motor driver
etc., as. unless things look up a bit. I shall be compelled t(

seek other employment.
Tills imprisonment may perhaps leave a stain, but it i

not on my con.science. A. PEPPER.

Club Competitions.

]4349.]— I have read Mr. J. T. Ward's article under th

above heading with great interest, and whilst agreeing with
his views I cannot see how an amateur rider who buys
new machine each year, and perhaps rides two differenl

machines in competitions, can be handicapped, l-must als<

point out that his ideas a^ to prizes and trade tidere do not

work at ail. Tire following i.*^ a "hard case."
I promoted a hill-climbing competition for my own cJul

(the Leeds M.C.C.), and made four classes, two <or ful

touring machines and two . for racing T.T. and specia
machires. Single cylinders over 500 c.c. capacity wew
barred, and the same remark applies to twin cylinders ovei

750 c.c. ^Moreover, no trade member was eligible, and com
petitors had to ride their own machines. The prizes wer«
given specially, and consi.st^ of a splendid gola medal t'oi

the fir.st rider in each of th-s four classes, wMlst a valuable
special prize was provided for the second rider in each c{a»s&.

In the Leeds Club there are probably 120 good J| h.p.

and 5 h.p. machines which might, have entered, 3Spe<!ia]!y

considering the fact that the trade "cracks" and amatetsr?

on extra high-powered machines were absolutely barred, and
so I anticipated a huge entry, as never before have we heJH

a competition for which so mxany valuable prizes were offered.

The selected hill was within eight miles of headquarters, f

may say that we only have one amateur rider who stanc
out above all others as a hili-climbing expert, and he only

competes in the racing twin class. There were Af^ entrsft'

sent in. W'hat does ilr. Ward think of this?
If any members of my club can advis*> me what to da,

or when to bring this postponed competition forward again,

I shall be most happy to hear from them.
FRED- 0. BAGSHAW.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"F. B." (St. Albans) would like private owners* experi-

ences with the Scott two-stroke .motor bicycle?

"L. M." (Exeter) would like experienced riders' opinion;

on 1909 Touri.st Rex twin and single, particularly with regard

to speed, flexibility^ skidding, and wearing qualities.

" R. C. S." (Bath) <srould like to know the experiences of

riders of the Model B Douglas lightweight, especially as to

cost of running, aj. keep, and reliability.

" W. H. M," wouid like readers' experiences with extra

silencers fitted to twin-cylinder machines. He wishes the

machine to be as^ siient as possible and yet f^'^ i"ia>'e a cut-out.

We have received recently copie;- o" +'^"v. ji. three letters

of appreciation from riders r'^' Kumbei i^iV'^pt cycles who
write in unqaah'fied praise of on. .1 mounts.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
" The Motor Cycle " on Mondays.

The nexli and subsequent issues of

Tilt Motor Cycle will be on sale on
Monday instead of Wednesday as
hexetofore. With each issue a four-

page coloured supplement will be pre-

sented. The special feature of next
week's supplement will be the Cam-
bridge University Motor Cycle Club.

The T.T. Fund.

Late donations to the Tourist Trophy
Fund were : A few members Birming-
ham M.C.C., £1 Is. ; Kent A.C.,
£1 Is., bringing the total to
£139 12s. 6d.

The Motor Cycle Section of tbe M.U.

We are informed that between ^larch
and September of the current year the
number of individual motor cycle

members of the Motor Union has in-

creased by 100 per cent.

A Tube Borrowed b]jt Not Returned.

When in Douglas to see the Tourist
Trophy Race, Harold Collins, of Nor-
wich, a rider of a 5 h.p. twin Eoc,
lent a 26 by 2^in. Continental butted
tube to the owner of a four-cylinder

F.N. (registered number believed to be
E 908) who promised to return the
tube when he got home. This the

F.N. rider has failed to do, and if by
chance he has mislaid Mr. Collins's

full address we can furnish it to him
on request.

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials.

In the table of official results of the

A.C.U. Quarterly Trials published

last week, the bore and stroke of the

L.M.C. ridden by V. Underbill is

given as 84 by
.
8b mm. This should

have been 81 by 88 mm. The cause of

this competitor's delay, we are told,

was due to the bursting of a tyre. He
changed the cover, and, coitinulng,

handed his card to the official at

Uxbridge, but arrived too late to secure

a certificate.

New Motir Cycles lor the Stanley Show.

A new pattern lightweight to make
its bow to the public at the Stanley is

the Hobart, made by Hobart Bird and
Co., Ltd.. Coventry.* The machine has

a 2^ h.p single-cylinder engine, 69 by
78 mm., automatic carburetter, spring

forks, and deat-pillar. Bosch gear-

driven magneto placed behind the

engine, and Watawata belt. It will

be obtainable with either 24in. or 26in.

wheels, and the total weight will be

under 100 lbs.

The Kerry-Abingdon motor bicycle is

also a newcomer, intended for the

show ; as also specim.ens of the A.S.L.
air spring frame motor cycles, a model
which we tested a month or two ago
with much success.

A New South Wales Auto Cycle Union.
New South Wales motor cyclists

have banded together and formed an
Auto Cycle Union. At the inaugura-
tion meeting the capitation fee for
each member was fixed at 2s. 6d., and
It was resolved that ''affiliated clubs
be compelled to register their full list
of members with the Union." The
union is " strictly an amateur body,"
and no cash raci:ig will be permitted
under its rules.

Mirrors for Motorists.

It has already been found in prac-
tice that at certain blind corners the
erection of a mirror in such a position
that motorists and others are enabled
to obtain a view of approaching traffic
from other directions is a most effec-
tive preventive of accidents. Such
a mirror has recently been erected at
Wood bridge. The ' Harrogate and
District Automobile Club, assisted by
the ]\[otor Union, is endeavouring to
arrange for the placing of a similai
safety marror at the end of Park Road,
in Harrogate.

A Youthful Motor Cyclist.

Master K. H. Clark was only four-
teen years of age when he commenced
riding a Corah lightweight early this
year (fourteen years is the minimum
age for riders of motor cycles) ; since
that time he has ridden several
machines, including Z^ h.p. single and
twin, and 8 h.p. twin-cylinder

A 14 year old motoi cyclist—Master K. H. Clari,
of Kind's Norton.

machines. He is thoroughly happy
when riding the 3^ h.p. Corah on
which he is seen mounted in the photo-
graph. He has ridden several hun-
dred miles on this machine, and last

April entered for the Quarterly Trials,

but had the misfortune to experience
a bad skid after riding forty miles in

a thunderstorm on the way to Ux-
bridge, damaging the machine. He,
however, patched things up and rode
home again to King's Norton.

Nov. 3.. 5.29 p.m.

„ 6.. 5.24 ,,

„ 8.. 5.20 ,,

A Message to Manufacturers from Java.

A reader in Semarang (Java) write.s :

" I am patiently waiting for my new
motor cycle on which I expect to get

about the country more. So far motor
cycling here is hardly ' born,' simply
because it has never been pushed.
There is an enormous field waiting for

some enterprising maker with a reli-

able machine to offer, and not too con-

servative to adapt himself to th©
requirements of the tropics."

Records in the 500 c.c. Class.

It is interesting to note that on the
occasion of the one hour race at

Brooklands in August, H. H. Bowen,
on a single-cylinder Bat-J.A.P., 85x85
mm., 482 c.c, covered 59 miles 485
yards, but arrangements had not been
made to take his fifty miles time. If

this had been done, his time would
have been a world's record for engines
under 500 c.c, the same as the liuur

distance above mentioned. Mile-a-
minute speeds are becoming quite

common for engines under 500 c.c.

International Motor Traffic Regulations.

The proposals of the recent assembly
of delegates in Paris at an International
Conference on Motor Traffic have
now been issued. Section No. 6 refers

to the' special regulations for motor
bicycles, tricars, and small cars. The
main points are : (a) Reversing gear
mechanism is not enforced for these
vehicles. (6) The illumination may be
reduced to a single lamp, fixed to the
front of the motor cycle or small car.

(c) The distinctive plaque indicating
nationality shall only measure 18 cm.
horizontally and 12 cm. vertically ; the
letters shall be 8 cm. in height, their

width being 10 mm. [d] The horn
shall be of a sharp tone. The dis-

tinctive letters for Great Britain are
G.B.

The Pneumatic Tyre Majority Celebration.

We understand that the tickets for
the Pneumatic Tyre Majority Celebra-
tion on the 19th inst. are sell.ng

extremely well. The limit of seats,

i.e., 450 (the largest hall at the Hotel
Cecil having been engaged), bids fair

to be reached at a very early date. It

behoves those who desire to be present
at this historic function therefore to
get into communication at once with
the various hon. secretaries. The
Royal Automobile Club, the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders, the
Cycle and Allied Trades' Association,
and the Stanley Show Committee are all

co-operating in the matter. The hon.
sec. of the London Committee is Mr.
W. G. Williams, 10, Brornpton Road,
S.W., who will be plea.'^ed to sappij
particulars upon application.
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The Next Issue a Show SpeelaL

The next issue of The Motor Cycle

will be the first of the three special

numbers to be published in connection

with the Stanley Show. It will con-

tain much early information regarding

the new pattern machines to be ex-

hibited.

The Triumph Co.'s Balance Sheet.

The annual report of the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., which was issued

last week, again shows a handsome
profit on the year's trading, which,

including dividends, etc., amounts to

£41.201 12s. Id. Dividends at the

rate of 10% on the ordinary shares

and 5% on the preference shares are

recommended by the directors.

Jt.A.C. Scheme ot Association.

It has been resolved that the newly-

formed Doncaster and District Auto-
mobile Club shall become associated

with the R.A.O. It is noteworthy that

the accession of this club raises the

number of associated automobile clubs

to fifty ; the associated motor cycle

clubs at the present time number
forty-eight.

A Cycling Memory Revived.

Old cyclists, many of whom now
ride motor cycles or drive cars, will

learn with interest that the old name
of Dibble, after a comparatively brief

interval, once again appears on the

famous "Anchor" at Ripley, Alfred
Dibble having re-acquired the tenancy
at the old house. No doubt much of

the popularity so long and so deservedly
gained by the Anchor will in due
time be eclipsed. At any rate,

"Dibble at the Anchor, Ripley," will

sound like old times in the ears of a

very considerable number of the old

brigade.

Speed Limits.

To-morrow (Thursday) has been fixed

as the last day for objections to reach
the Local Grovernment Board against
the imposition of ten mile limits over
the following portions of roads in

Harlow parish, Essex : Epping to

Bishop's Stortford Road, from the
gateway of Mark Hall Park to a point

eight chains north of the Greorge Hotel.

Parndon to Sheering Road (including

parts of Fore Street and High Street),

from the Malting of Mr. F. 0. Edward
to the Fire Engine House, Mulberry
Green, a distance of seven furlongs.

Copies of objections lodged should be
sent to the Clerk of the Essex County
Council, ,Chelmsford.

A ten mile limit came into force on
Monday over two stretches of road in

the village of Robextsbridge, on the

main road from Hastings to Tonbridge.

The West Sussex County Council
has asked for a ten mile limit in the
urban district of Southwick, the length

of road affected by the application being

so much of Upper Shoreham road as ex-

tends from the point 150 yards west of

Windmill Inn to a point fifty yards
east of Five Cross Roads. There will

be an inquiry into this application at

10.30 a.m. on Saturday next at the

Urban District Council Offices, South-

Avick.
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A Hill-climb in the Far North.

There are many fine roads in Elgin-

shire, and consequently many keen

motor cyclists. A number of these in

the Turriff district recently decided

to run off a hill-climb, and accordingly,

on Wednesday last, they met at the

H^^»^i'^'-*ll'li'l.^-'HHH|«|:fr

FUTURE EVENTS.

Nov. 12-20 — Olympia Motor Exhibition.

„ 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show,
Royal Agricultural Hall,

Islington, N.

„ 22-27—Meeting of the Trade and
competitors to consider

conditions for the 1910
Tourist Trophy Race.

Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union annual
dinner at the Waldorf
Hotel.

^€^^4^-^H^g.^-gHg---^g-4^^V^g--^Bg--^^^

Den of Cask, where a sharp rise of

some 750 yards, with a portion having

a gradient of 1 in 3.6, provides an
excellent test. The weather

_
was

good, and the road surface being in fair

order, some excellent ascents were
made. The competition was a purely

sporting event, and no formula was
used, results being according to the

time occupied in making the ascent.

In this connection it is inter-

esting to note that the best per-

formance was made by a single-cylinder

machine: 1, R. Duguid (3^ h.p.

Triumph), Im. Is. ; 2, J. Lowe (5^ h.p.

twin Rex), Im. 7|s. ; 3, G. Kemp
(5 h.p. twin Rex), Im. 12s. The
winner's average is equal to about

twentv-five miles per hour.

H. V. Colver (8 h.p. Twin Matchless-J.A.P.),

964 CO. capacity, holder of the 50 miles, 100

miles, and two hours* records, made at Brook-

lands on the 9th ult. Colver's two hours distance

was 118 miles 14 yards. His machine was equipped

with accumulator and coil ignition, Longnemare
carburetter, and the new Hut hinson motor cycle

tyres.
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A District to Avoid.

During the quarter ending September
30th, fines imposed on motorists at

Kingston-on-Thames County Police

Court, totalled over £500, exclusive of

penalties on motorists for offences com-
mitted in the borough itself.

Address Wanted.

In making an enquiry of Acer, Ltd-,

A. W. Buckingham, late of Ingatestor.e,

Essex, failed to mention his present

address, with the result that the reply

of Acer, Ltd., has been returned. Pro-
bably this will meet his eye.

A Manx Motor Cyclists' Club.

The latest club to be formed is the

Manx Motor Cyclists Club. This
organisation will not look after its

members interests solely, but also the
irrterests of visitors. As there are

between forty and fifty motcr cyclists

on the Island, many of whom have
signified their intention of joining, the
club should do well.

Reinforced Inner Tubes.

J. Fisher, coachbuilder, Hanley,
informs us that he has used the
Challenge reinforced inner tubes on
the rear wheel of a heavy and power-
ful tricar with great success. Readers
of The Autocar who are motor cyclists

will doubtless remember seeing par-
ticulars and illustrations of these inner
tubes which allow an old outer cover
to be used without any fear of a burst.

An Infinitely Variable Gear.

Mr. Wedgwood, the patentee of the
gear described in Th£ Motor Cycle of

the 27th ult., informs us that he has
lately made a run in terribly bad
weather over roads thickly covered
with mud and water. The gear
worked perfectly, and he had not once
to touch the belt, with the exception
of wiping some mud off it. In one
place last week it was inadvertently
stated that the device was a two-speed
gear. As, however, the article points
out, it is in reality an infinitely vari-

able gear, ranging from 3 to 1 to

12 to 1.

Temperature and Overheating.

On a recent occasion Lieut. Shackle-
ton addressed the Duke of Connaught,
the Duke of Teck, Prince Francis of

Teck (chairman of the R.A.C. and
president of the Auto Cycle Union),
Prince Alexander of Teck, and other
distinguished members of the Royal
Automobile Club on the performances
of his car during the early part of his

dash for the South Pole. The car was
propelled by a four-cylinder air-cooled

engine provided with no special means
of cooling the cylinders, as it was con-

tended that the low temperature would
prevent any possibility of overheating.

Although at times a temperature of

40° below zero was experienced, over-

heating was one of the first troubles to

be encountered, which goes to prove
that a low temperature has little or

no effect on an engine in which over-

heating troubles are likely to occur.

Another interesting point in Mr.
Shackleton's address was his statement
that petrol was to all intents and pur-

poses unfreezable ; at any rate at tem-
peratures likely to be met with in

any inhabitable portions of the globe.

'
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Cambridge University M.C.S.

Will all members of the University owning motor cycles,

id who desire to become members of the C.U.M.C.C., write
' J. M. Oakey, Trinity College, who will be pleased to

ipply all information?

Bolton and District M.C.C.

It has been decided to hold a whist drive on Wednesday
!xt, the 10th inst., in the Mimoso Cafe, Deansgate, at

30 p.m. prompt. It is hoped that there will be a record
ithering of members and friends. Tickets are now ready,

. 6d. each (including refreshments), which may be obtained
Dm anv of the committee.

• • .

Shropshire M.C.C.

It has been decided to hold a hill-climb on the 21st inst.

Longville. There will be one class only, and the tisual

rmula will be used. The wirner "will hold until next year
e silver cup which the competitors in the Six Days' Trials

kindly presented to the club. The hon. secretary will be
ad if members who intend to enter will send their names
him as soon as possible. The hon. secretary is C. Rice-

dey, Wheatlea House, Meole Brace, Shrewsbury. Entries
jS3 on the 18th inst.

Glasgow University M.C.

A hill-climbing contest will be held on Peesweep Hill,

eniffer Braes, Paisley, on Saturday next, the 6th inst.

lere will be three classes for motor cycles: I., single-

lin'der touring machines (unlimited) ; II., multi-cylinders
nlimited) ; lit., scratch class (singles up to 500 c.c, twins
I to lit) c.c.) The winner in Classes I. and H. will be

weight
itermined by formula . In

capacity x gear x time (1.5)

se of motor cycles with two speeds the formula will be =
L

— , and in the case of three speeds, gear ratio = second
I

eed. Entries close to-morrow (Thursday), the necessary
L-ms being obtainable from the hon. secretary, W. M.
•anston. The University Union, Glasgow.

Western District M.C. (London).

It having been, necessary twice to postpone the petrol con-

mption test, it was decided to run off the event on the
th ult., instead of the paperchase which was announced for

at date. A good muster of members was present, the

jather being all that could be desired. Starting from
jrrard's Cross, the club's favourite circuit vid Beaconsfield
id Slough was chosen, a distance of seventeen miles, the
rcuit being covered once. Subject to confirmation of the

mmittee, the following are the results, based on the
rmula :

Total weight of machine and rider.

Amount of petrol consumed, in ounces.

Class I.—For single-cylinder machines.

> icure of Miles per
Name and machine.

D. W, T. Holloway (3^ h.p. Triumph)..
S. E. W'oods (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

R. King (3^ h.p. Triumph)

Class II.—For multi-cylinder machines.

H. W. Beach (5 h.p. Vindec, with side-

car -and passenger)
W. F. Ritchie (5 h.p. Vindec)
C R. Taylor (5 h.p. Indian) ...

F. W. Ritchie (5 h.p. Indian)
W. J. Akerman (2^ .h.:p.. N.S.U.)

nerit

.

gallon

17.89 .. 143
12.98 .. 95
9.65

nes.

.. 77

18.33 .. 75
14 80 .. 108
11 61 87
9.58 .. 75
9.43 85

North-west London M.C.C.

The winter programme arranged up to the present is as
follows : A club meet at the New Cricklewood Skating Rink
this evening (Wednesday). Closing run (lunch at the Bull,

Redboume) on the 7th inst. A meeting of members at the
Stanley Show on Wednesday, November 24th, at 6.30, at
the A.C.U. stand. The annual dinner will be held at the
Criterion Restaurant on December 18th. A whist drive will

take place early in Januarv. The club dance will be at the
Portman Rooms, W., on February 26th.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The final results have now been worked out for the
hill-climb held on Yearby Bank by the above club last

month. They are

:

Fig. of merit. Time.
1. J. H. Dale (3^ 1909 Triumnh) ... .0092 ... Im. 16s.

2. W. A. Duchars (3^ 1909 Rex) ... .0091 ... ' Im. 20s.

3. W. L. Lockwood (3^ 1S09 Norton) .0087

These results were worked out on Professor Callendar's
formula. W. Armstrong (1908 Triumph) made the ascent
in the fastest time, viz., Im. 15|s. Tlie follo'Adng com-
petitors climbed the hill in a satisfactory manner : E. Young
(3i h.p. 1909 Bradbury), E. Rees (3^ h.p. 1909 Triumpli),

E. Brice (3^ h.p. 1909 Premier), J. Telford (3^ h.p. Triuiupli),

R. W. Day (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), W. Turner (3^ h.p. Minerva),

J. Bellerby (3^ h.p. Triumph), and J. Bell (6 h.p. twin
N.S.U.)
At a committee meeting of the above club held at the

Corporation Hotel last Thursday evening, it was decided
to hold a smoking concert on Wednesday evening, the 10th

inst. It was also decided to present the prizes won in

competitions during the year to their respective winners at

this concert. The winter programme has been decided upon,
and has been left in the hands of the secretary to arrange
dates, etc. Copies of winter events cards will be issued at

the earliest possible date.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

Thi^ newly-formed club held its first annual dinner at the

King's Head Hotel, Darlington, on Wednesday, the 27th

ult., presided over by T. W-". Craig, in the unavoidable
absence of Sir Wm. Eden, Bart., the club's president. A
thoroughly enjoyable evening was spent by the members
and their friends who were present. Between the intervals of

the toaste and harmony the secretary annoimced the result

of the first hill-climbing competition, which took place on
Legs Cross Bank, a few miles north of Piercebridge, on

Wednesday, October 5th,.. a.s follows :

rSlXGLE-OYLINDEE: MACHINES.
Fig. of merit.

J. W. Jones (3i h.p. Triumph) ... ... 77 ?3

R. B. Thompson (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 79.06

H. V. Lockwood (3^ h.p. Triumph) ... 79.15

R.. H. Arnott iZk h.p. Triumph) ... 84.31

C. W. Smith (3i h.p. Humber) ... 86 3

W. Swan (3^ h.p. Triumph) 90 38

W. Denham (3^ h.p. Triumph) 91.23

W. Pawson (3^ h.p. Brown) 93.49

Mtlti-otlinder Machistes.

H. Mason (4^ h.p. Bercley) 364.78 .

J. E. Spedding (9 h.p. Bat) 365.00

R. Rowntree (4^ h.p. Minerva) 398.94

A Todd (5 h.p. Peugeot) 465.33

R. ISIanners (5 h.p. F.N.) ... ... 534.23

H. N. Hull (5 h.p. Rex) ... 589.21

J. W. Jones made fastest time in single-cylinder class,

and J. E. Spedding fastest time in multi-cylinder class. The
club, which was formed a month or two ago, has met with

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Club News.

—

most enthusiastic support, and during the short period oi

its existence has enrolled eighty members. As the club's

district covers a very large area, there is every prospect of

the membership being considerably augmented in 1910. The
membership consists of both motor car owners and motor
cyclists (the latter being in the majority), captains being

elected for each section. ' The club is affiliated to the North-
eastern Automobile Association, carrying with it affiliation

to the Motor Union, E.A.C., and A.C.U. The hon. secre-

tary, E. B. Thompson, will be pleased to receive the names
of any prospective members, or to supply full particulars,

upon request to his address at 7, Market Place, Bishop
Auckland.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

J. Van Hooydonk's lantern lecture has been fixed for

Saturday, December 4th. The original title, " The Holyhead
Road," has been changed to "On the Road," and the lecture

v/ill be illustrated by a number of slides illustrative of the
classic highway from London to Holyhead-
The annual dinner and distribution of prizes will take place

on either January 15th or 22nd.

Walthamstow M.C.

The postponed non-stop run to Clacton-on-Sea took place

on October 24th, the weather being all that could be desired.

The result was as follows :

A. A. Blanks (3^ h.p. Rex)
R. J. Lisles (55 h.p. Humber tricar)

W. S. Low (3^ h.p. Rex)
A. T. Stanton (35 h.p. Bradbury) ...

F. A. Applebee (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar) ...

G- Peppercorn (3^ h.p. Triumph) ...

G. West (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar)

G. Humphries (S^ h.p. Rex)
H. Hudson (3^ h.p. Peugeot)
D. Fairhead (3^ h.p. Royal-J.A.P.)
J- W. Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir tricar) ...

sideca-r)

J. H. Kerr (5 h.p. Rex and sidecar)

S. Mc]\liiin (7 h.p. Royal-Phanomen and
sidecar)

F. W. Applebee (5 h.p. .Rex and sidecar)

Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop *

Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Valve tix)uble

Punctured

Valve trouble
Sparking plug
porcelain broke.

On Saturday next, the 6th inst., the second paperchase
will be held, and the committee hope that all the members
will support this event, which will be the last competition
that the club will hold this year. The prizes for this event
have been presented by J. W. Percival (hon. sec.) as

.jj& .3<:.i-%- -

T. L. Baylis (3J h.p. Corah', winner of the President's Silver \jia> and
Gold Medal in the Worcestershire M.C.C. Reliability Trial—^Bromgrove-
Rhayader-Bromsgrove

NOVEMBER 3rd, igog.

follows : For the firi.t single or twin-cylinder motor bicycle;

for the first passenger motor cycle with engine exceeding

4 h.p. ; for the first passenger motor cycle with engine not

exceeding 4 h.p.

The annual dinner, distribution of prizes, and Bohemian
concert will take place at the City Arms, St. Mary Axe,
London, E.G., on Saturday, December 4th.

Formation of a Manx Motor Cyclists' Club.

For some time past motor cyclists in the Isle of Man have
felt that the time has come when a club to look after their

interests and the interests of motor cyclists visiting the

island should be formed. There is ir existence another motor

The AC.U. Quarterly Trials. Competitors preparing for the start from
Ux. ridge on Saturday morning, the 16th ult.

club on the island, called the Manx Automobile Club, but

this club consists chiefly of car owners. Last Thursday a

number of the motor cyclists attended at the Castle Mona
Hotel, and, under the chairmanship of C. W. Coole, jun.

it was unanimously decided to form a' club, to be callec

the Manx }>Iotor Cyclists' Club. By the kindness of Mist

Parry, the club's headquarters are to be the Castle Mon;
Hotel. F. W. Harrison was appointed to be the hon.

treasurer, and George J. A. Brov/n the hon. secretary. II

was decided that the committee consist of six members
Rules were drafted and various suggestions made, and th«

meeting was adjourned till to-morrow (Thursday), at th<

same place, at 2.30 when rules will be adopted. It wa;

also decided to hold a club run at the termination of thf

meeting. At the next meeting a hill-climbing competitior

will be ai'ranged.

> .^»o^ <

We understand that an inner tube for motor cycle tyre

in which punctures seal themselves has been introduced bj

J. Liversidge and Son, Ltd., 196, Old Street, E.G. Th
Sealomatic may be tested at the firm's offices, and testi

monials from users may be seen. A motor cyclist on on

occasion ran over a horseshoe, which made an inch cut ii

the cover and tube. This occurred in Yorkshire, and h

completed his run to London without the tube deflating.

SPECIAL SHOW NUMBERS.
MONDAY, Nov. 8th

„ „ 15th

„ 22nd

FORECAST ISSUE.

FORECAST AND GUIDE.

STANLEY SHOW REPORT.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from
our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.G., and whether intended for publication or not, must b \

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?

An Engine Backfire.

I AT'as out riding the other
day on my 3 h.p. cycle when
suddenly the back wheel
skidded, and the engine pulley
tightened up and refused to

rotate, yet nothing seized and piston

is free. I have taken down the
, engine, but cannot find the cause.
Can you suggest what it was? Also,
why does the plug become covered
with dirty oil? The cylinder head
and piston are also covered, yet the
compression is very good.—H. F.

Probably what happened was that a

rather serious back-fire occurred, the
charge exploding before the piston
reached the top of the stroke, due, no
doubt, to excessive carbon deposit on
the cylinder head and piston. This
should be all scraped off, as when the
engine has been running for some time
the particles of carbon become white
hot. Perhaps you are over-lubricating,
with the result that you get an excess
of carbon deposit which will tend to
foul the plug and cause pre-ignition.

Engine Dimensions and Power.

(1.) Which would be the more
powerful—a Minerva motor
cycle engine measuring 85 by
85 mm., or a Fafnir engine
measuring 80 by 80 mm. ? I

notice both engines are classed as

3^ h.p. Do they both give the
same power? If so, I cannot under-
stand why this should be so. 1

should have thought the larger bore
and stroke would be much more
powerful. (2.) What is your opinion
of a Minerva 4^ h.p. twin? Are
the valves mechanical or automatic?
Is it very complicated, and capable
of taking sidecar without change-
speed gear ? _ Would a Minerva or
Fal'nir be likely to overheat with
sidecar and two-speed gear?—W, M.

(1.) An engine of the dimensions 85 by
85 mm. would give more power, other
things being equal, but the 3^ h.p.

Minerva is only 82 by 82 mm. ; 3^ is

probably an approximate horse-power
in the case of the large engine and the
actual horse-power in the case of the
small one. (2.) The twin mentioned is

a good one. The valves are mechani-
cally operated, and it is not at all a
complicated machine. We strongly
advise a two-speed gear, whatever
machine you use in conjunction with
a sidecar. Neither of the engines
should overheat if used with a sidecar
if they are in good order to begin with
and driven properly.

A Lower Riding Position Desired.

I have an old 3^ h.p. motor
cycle which will take me any-
where, but is not a comfort-
able mount. It has 26in.
wheels, and the saddle is

mounted high and handle-bars are
short upturned. If I fitted long
handle-bars and a dropped seat-

pillar, would riding be more com-
fortable and less fatiguing? Is there
more danger of a side-slip?—T.N.

Yes, we should strongly advise you to
adopt the suggestion made in your
query of fitting a dropped seat-pillar

and longer handle-bars. The position
would bs much more comfortable and
safe. There should be no danger of

side-slip if you fit a non-skid tyre.

Benzol as a Fuel.

In a recent issue a corre-

spondent stated that a 1909
Triumph rider rode his machine
,on benzol, and managed to

average twenty-seven miles for

one penny. Can yoa tell me why
benzol is not more extensively used,

considering it is - only half the price

of petrol, and any modern machine
can, apparently, run on it if a smaller

jet is fitted?—FR.
The reason is partly due to the fact

that very few people have used benzol,

and apparently they are afraid to try

a new fuel. However, we do not doubt
that it will rapidly become more
popular. In certain districts the cost

of benzol would be almost as much as

petrol, as the cost of carriage must be

added. Carburetters would require the

level of the petrol altering for benzol.

Concerning Carburetters.

(1.) On what occasions is

it necessary to give extra

air to the engine? (2.) What
advantage is there in a

variable petrol jet in the

carburetter, and in what manner
does it affect the working of engine,

which is a Fafnir? The _ throttle 'is

worked by a rocker motion on the

engine, and is near the top of the

cylinder. The throttle in the Longue-

mare E carburetter has been taken

out, I suppose, as unnecessary. I

have your "Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them."—Novice.

(1.) Our best answer to this question

is, whenever the engine requires it

;

that is to say, it is necessary to vary

the air so that the engine is running

with its maximum efficiency. The
more air you can give the engine with-

out its misfiring the cooler it will keep,
besides which you will economise petrol
consumption. (2.) A variable jet is

undoubtedly an advantage. We hav€^
not tried one yet which works satis.-

(

factorily with a motor bicycle. Oi
course, one of the advantages is that
it can on special occasions give more
power on a greater fuel consumption.
When the engme is controlled by means
of a variable opening of the inlet valve
there is no necessity to fit a throttle in
carburetter or inlet pipe.

A Motor Cycle for All Weather Riding.

(1.) I have a 4^ h.p. four-
cylinder F-N. (magneto). Is
this strong enough for side-

car work? (2.) I want to use
it during the winter on every

day and for getting home week-ends
only, and on very greasy roads. I

am afraid of side-slip, and want
sometimes to carry a bag, suit-case,

or such, and sometimes to run empty.
Can you recommend a suitable
attachment in both of the following
cases : (a) Ability to take passenger
if necessary

; (b) ability to take
passenger not necessary

;
(c) have

heard that there is some forecar

attachment suitable for light personal
luggage—What is it? (3.) Have
heard that flexible sidecars are the
easiest to steer, but that motor cycles

can slip on mud. "Road Rider,"
in " Hints and Tips," says so.

Does the motor cycle come down the
same as with an ordinary bad side-

slip? Can a fixed wheel sidecar be
worked empty? Are any of the

latter easily detachable.—W. P. C.

(1.) The machine is strong enough for

sidecar work. We have noticed

several in use with passenger attach-

ments. (2.) If j^ou use your machine
with a . sidecar, a two-speed gear is

desirable. In the case of (a) a fixed

wheel sidecar. (b) Personally, we
should think that, under the cir-

cum.stances, the best attachment

would - be a light forecarriage attach-

ment, to which either a front seat

or a luggage carrier could be easily

fitted. (c) Probably the Chater Lea
or Phoenix attachment. (3.) What
you say about the flexible sidecar is

practical Iv correct. The motor cycle

cannot fall altogether, but it impcsrs

a heavy strain upon the attachment

joints. The fixed wheel sidecar is

practically immune from side-slip, but

is not pl'ersant to st-^er round corners

when emoty. All the latest patterns are

now quickiV d^tasliable. ^^

A"!
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Test Hills Near London,

As I am contemplating the

^1 purchase of a 3^ h.p. motor

> bicycle for touring purposes, I

-2J should be obliged if you would
kindly tell me the hill nearest

London, giving its locality, whicli

would be a reasonable test for such a

machine.—G.

A very fair test hill would be West
Hill, Highgate (about 1 in 8), which is

a continuation of Kentish Town Koad.

If when you get to the top of this you

do not think it quite steep enough,

ask anyone in the locality for Swain's

Lane, which is steeper, the gradient

being about 1 in 6.

Gear for Sidecar Work.

I have a 5 h.p. twin 1908

Rex with Eoc two-speed gear

and • sidecar attachment. Can
you tell me if it is geared too

high, as I have to use the low

gear on nearly every hill unless I get

a good start? It is geared 4 to 1

with 5in. pulley. If too high, please

advise best sizes of
_

pulleys. 1

always use machine with sidecar.

—

T.H.C.
You do not mention your weighty or

that of your passenger, which is im-

portant in selecting a suitable gear.

4 to 1 is much too high for sidecar

work. The top gear should be 5 to 1

for serious road work, or, better etill,

fit an adjustable pulley,
_
which will

allow you to vary the ratio and select

the gear which gives the best results.

Engine Eralting. Magn:to Switches.

(r.) In a recent issue, in

answer to a -question by " A
Novice " re engine braking,

you say when throttle is shut

the compression and internal

friction cause the retarding influence.

I should be glad if you will inform
me how this is so. I am not even a

novice, only hope to be soon, but
from the knowledge I have gleaned
from The Motor Cycle it seems to

me that, after the first exhaust
stroke following the closing of the
throttle, a partial vacuum must result

in the cylinder and induction pipe,

and this would have a certain amount
of braking effect, but there would be
no compression. (2.) I was recently
asking a party in the trade why he
was so against having a switch fitted

with magneto ignition, and he
replied that even when riding with
the switch not in use, the mere
existence of the extra length of wire
to the switch acts as a sort of

cul-de-sac in the journey taken by
the current, and weakens the spark
at the plug, and it also greatly
inci'eases the risk of an involuntary
short. Is this so, or was he onlj'

taking advantage of my entire lack
of pi'actical experience?—E. G.

fl.) Naturally when the engine ceases
to propel the machine, the machine
lias to propel the engine, and the
?xtra

. internal friction set up acts
with a small amount of retarding
sffect. As to whether or not the
compression is of any use as a brake
\t slow speeds can easily be proved by
jlosing the throttle and trying to push
:he machine without raising the valve.

^ThlEl
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When, however, the speed increases,

the compression acts more as a cushion,

and has less retarding effect. (2.)

There is something in what your in-

formant said with regard to short cir-

cuits, but a leakage is extremely un-
likely unless the insulation was
defective or the switch itself was
soused with water. A switch certainly
does not weaken the spark. Is it

likely that manufacturers would sijeci-

ally design their magnetos to be fitted

with a switch when such a fitting

would interfere witJi their working?
Noise from Valves and a Flooded Carburetter.

Could you tell me what is

the cause of a loud screech
coming from the valves, I

think, of my 35 h.p. motor
cycle? This only occurs when

running slowly or when the engine

is picking up. On the stand it will

do it if the foot belt rim brake is

applied fairly hard. I have just

cleaned the cylinder out, while the

engine was overhauled by the makers
a few months ago. When I get

away from traffic and can ojaen \\p it

runs splendidly. There is plenty of

oil in the crank case, and the valve
stems are not at all tight, even when
hot. Compression is good when hot.

When I have flooded the carburetter
it will continue to drip until I start,

even when it is on the level ; but if

I depress the needle for a second or

two it stops at once and for gocd.
Should this be so?—LB 924.

We advise you to rub the valve stems
with dry graphite, then if the screech-

ing continues it is not caused by the
valves. Sometimes the belt slipping on
the engine pulle}^ M-ill Cause a screeching
noise. A firm application of the foot

brake while the engine is running on
the stand will cause the belt to slip and
screech a little if it is fairly slack. The
trouble you mention with the carbu-
retter is due to the needle sticking.

Probably the small balance-weighted
levers are ' worn and require to be
renewed.

NOVEMBER 3rd, igog.

Picking Up Speed Quickly.

I wonder if you or any of
your readers could help me in

the following difficulty : I

have a Minerva-Longuemare
carburetter with my 6-^ h.p.

]\Iinerva (gear 4 to 1), jet 8, choke
24. I have tried 7, 8, and 9 jets with
all combinations of 22, 24, and 26
choke tubes, made adjustable hole
in induction pipe, and, in fact,

everything that could suggest itself

in the way of varying the air and
gas supplies, but I cannot get it to
pick up after slowing down for

corners or traffic, but have to dis-

mount and start again, as the engine
stops when the speed drops to abont
ten miles an hour. Engine pulls
badly on hills, although compression
is good. I do not think the jet is

too small, as would seem to be the
trouble at first sight, as I can only
do 70 to 75 miles to the gallon.

—

Pt.H.D.L.

It certainly seems as if your carbu-
retter was at fault, though perhaps
you might look to the tension of the
exhaust valve spring. You appear to
have tried all possible adjustments
with your present carburetter, although
you do not mention that you have
ascertained that the petrol level is

correct, which is important. As a
last resource we would recommend you
to stop up one (or two if there is an
improvement) of the main air holes at

the ba.'-e of the 6pi*ay chamber. You
must first make sure that no air is

being drawn into the engine via faulty

unions, or past a loose throttle spindle.

The 4 to 1 gear is much too high.

The Id. Edition of " The Autocar."
Readers of " The Motor Cycle " wlio are

interested in motor cars are reminded
that a Penny Edition of " The Autocar

"

in now obtainable of all Newsagents and
Bo •k-'idlers every Friday Morning, in

addition to the Bd. issue.

One of the two-stroke models which will be exhibited at the Stanley Show—a 3J h.p. Scott twin cylinder

motor bicycle with two speed gear and chain transmission.

A. Engine.
h. Waier tank.
C. Radiator.
D. Water-cooled top to cylinder.
E. Silencer.

F. Change-speed and clutch pedal.
H. Bosch magneto.

J. Petrol tank.
K. Lubricating oil pump.
L. Lubricating oil filler cap.

R. Lamp bracket.
S. Front splasii guard.
T. Automatic stand.

M. Carburetter control levers. U. Luggage carrier.

N. Front rim brake lever.

P. Foot starting lever.

Q. Spring fork.

V. Spring foot-boards.
W. Inspection hole covers.

^3-2
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OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
, 4-cyI., 5-61i.p., 1909 model, ridden 800 miles, no
fault, all accessories; £35.—E. Blackburn, 217,
aam Hill Rd., Manchester.

IE Bargain, must sell, £18, or best oSers cash.—
5h.p. T«'in Eex, equal to new, and fitted with
orecar.-3a, Lord St., Kochdale.

DEC. 5h.p., handle-bar control, magneto, Truf-
'ault adjustable pulley, accessories, perfect; £22,
n.-18, Earcliffe Kd., Bradford.

.p. N.S.U. Lig-htweight, 1909, just delivered, as

new; iirst reasonable ofiier accepted; cost £45,
ittings.—A. H. Burnell, Ferrybridge.

i8 5h.p. Twin Eex, two-speed, handle-bar control,

complete with sidecar, nearly new; £35, or offers,

ey. Bentley's Hotel, Cleckheaton, Yorks.

9 Triumph, absolutely new, as received from
works, unable to take delivery from agent ; accept

£Eer over £40,—Crook, 236, Manchester Ed., Burn-

8 5h.p. Twin Rex, handle-bar control, variable
pulley, non-skid tyre, splendid condition through-

ainp, bag, spares, etc. ; £23.— a5, Market St.,

). 1908. 4h.Tj., two-speed, magneto, handle-bar con-
rol, adjustable pulley, overhauled by makers, guar-
siven. perfect; any trial;- £26.— 105. Milnrow Ed.,
ale.

8 3ih.p. Eex, magneto, enamelling, plating, tyres

as new, complete with lamp, horn, etc. ; any
£21.—Motorist, 61, Ackroyd St., Hr. Openshaw,
lester.

THPOET.—Sih.p. Bamber-Peugeot, powerful, fast,

ill- accessories, finished dark green, with gold lines,

id condition; £27 10s., or near oiler; inspection.—
.i.:e St.

9 Bradbury, 3ih.p., magneto, new June, not done
1000 miles, splenaid cond.tion, numerous sparej

;

; sold immediately ; wanting cash ; this is a genu-
rgain.—Grosvenor House, Menston, near Leeds.

LIFA5.—Cash Bargains. All guaranteed. 2|h.p
Verner, £5 5s. ; 2h.p. Humber, spray, £5 5s. : 25

;Ioyd,5j vertical, spray, £5 10s. ; 25-h.p. Antoine,
1, spray, £6: 2ja.p. Buchet, vertical, spray, £6
Sh.p. Eex, H.B. control, £7 5s.—Below.

LIFAX.—Illustrated list of second-hand Eex
motors, and monster list of tricars and motoi
on application; ask for special cash discounts.-
Exchange, \vesgate, Halifax.

LIFAS:.-3ih.p. Eex Speed King, 1910 Amac, like

ew, used Tourist Trophy race only. £35; new 1909
;
liberal exchanges ; offers considered.—Motor Ex-

!, Westgate, Halifax.

9 Premier, cyclometer, registers 1,000, Palmer
cords, special butied tubes, complete with tools

allets, finest little mount on the road, never yet
!(1 an adjustment; 34 guineas.-Eatclifie, Queen
Bigh.

ERPOOL.—Intending purchasers of Triumphs and
Douglas motors should, to obtain the protection ot

ikers' guara.atee, buv only from the oificial agents.
Jiings, Ltd.. 74, Bold St. (the firm with over 30
highest reputation).

RATION LESS Douglas, the best lightweight en
lie market and British made; send for list and
Dnials.—Hitchings, Ltd.. 74. Bold St.. Liverpool,
.gents for Douglas and Triumphs.

lEEVA and Rex.—We carry the largest stock of
spare parts in the provinces tor these machines,

eliver new machines from stock at low prices

;

exchange or gradual payments ; charged acctimu-
for hire, Is. per week."— Cookson Bros., 511,
r Ed., Old Tratlord.

9 New Triumph, standard model; two 1908
N.S.U.'s, 3ih.p., magneto, fully equipped; 3.6h.p.
nght 1908 Eex, fully equipped, almost new;
X quadcar, 8h.p., twin, overhauled, new tyres;
£Eers wanted, as we desire to clear quickly.—Mold-
Engineermg \\ks., Huddersfleld.

) Worry " Bargains.—The following high - grade
motor biccles are to be cleared at once. Every

le been overhauled and guaranteed: 1909 Triumph
been ridden, as new, £40; 1909 Triumph, splen-
ndition, £36 10s.: 1908 Triumph, m^gnittcem
non-skids, very carefully used, £33; 1909 Tourist
• Triumph, with touring saddle and handle-bar,
and carrier, cost over £50, magnificent order, £38
1908 Tourist Trophy Triumph, own machine, win-
dczen hill-climbs, £30; 1909 Phelon-Moore, 3ih.p.
eeds. new five weeks ago, unscratched, £42 ; money
y of above gladly refunded if not satisfied after
days' trial.—Eric S. Myers, " No Worry Depot,"
annmgham Lane, Bradford.

SECTION in.
arvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
fford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
rioneth.

Twin Eex, magneto, spring forks, and rigid side
car; nearest offer £25.— S. Minshall, Stonewav,
orth.

?. Humber-Minerva, B.B., Dunlops, splendid order;
B.S.A. racer, plated frame, offers.—28, Lion St., I

ivenny.

9 Triumph, 3ih.p., standard, unscratched, equal]
to new: trial bv expert: what cash offer. — W.
Claremont St., Old Hill.

FULLY GUARANTEED.
SKILLED WORKMEN ONLY EMPLOYED.

£4 17s. 6d.
COROMET
SIDECARS.

Before buying a Sidecar, sena for illustrated circular,
explammg the advantages ot " CORONET " Sidecai's over
other makes. Delivery from stock to suit Minervas,
Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs, and any other make. Attachedm three minutes.

Prtce £4 17s. 6d. each.

BIG DISCOUN i FOR CASH.
3J h.p. MINERVA, magneto, zj tyres £18 15
3 h.p. TWIN Fairy Ughc and handy £12 12
6 h.p. J.A. P., Chater Lea frame, spring forks £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUIMPH, magneto, spring forks, igo6.. £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.v., smart.. £11 10
2j h.p. LLOYDS, vertical enghie, 26in. wheels .

.

£8 15
2i h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,

low built £8 15
3^ h.p. 1909 HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3i h.p. REX, T90SJ, ball bearing, h.b. control .

.

£29 10
3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45
3i h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, ajin. tyres, long bars .

.

£22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 1908, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, rgoS, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
3i h.p. REX, igog, nearly new £32
5ih.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutcn, magneto .. £25 10
4J h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto .

.

£22 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low built £13 10
ii h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10
3ih.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., h.b. contrd.. £8 15

THBS WEEK'S SPECIAL BARGAINS.
3i h^. REX. 3i h.p. QUADRANT.

Complete with coil, accumulator, belt, toolbag, etc.

£4-19-9 EAOH £4 -1 9 - 9.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Qh.p. Ariel, bought May, unpunctured, spring forks;

w, -..L-
^'^' SI exchange. - Wax-Holme, Station Ed.,

Whittmgton Moor, Chesterfield.

^9.—3ih.p. Humber motor cycle, free engine, coil ani
c** accumulator. Palmer tyres, Longuemare, good cou-
dition.—Strefiord, Coleham Head, Shrewsbury.

Qh.p. Quadrant, excellent order, new L.M.C. cylinder,
^> Stanley-lJermatine belt. Brown and Barlow hand'e-
bar control, spring forks; .what offers?-New, Fairville -

Oxton, Birkenhead.

TRIUMPH, late 1907, magneto, handle-bar contrcl,
switch, everything complete, in perfect order, will

do 48 m.p.h. on level, rubber belt, spare; bargain,
£27.-Edwin Smith, Bukewell.

1 C|09 Triumph, new two months back, only run 250-L^ miles, all tools and spares, acetylene searchUgl.t,
unscratched, and better than new; £40.—Freakley, 215
Birmingham Rd., Burnt Tree, Tipton.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto, 1909 piston, new belt and
2 tyre, B105/4 saddle, Bradbury stand, H.B. con-

trol, accessories, spares, French grey, lined blue; £20,
or near offer.-Bostock, Newton, MiddIe\Tich.

T~)OUGLAS Lishtweight. British made, twin cyls.,
-L' magneto, spring forks, a revelation in comfort,
ease of starting, power, and reliability, absolutely vibra-
tionless; write for lists.—Hitchings, Ltd., 74, Bold St,
Liverpool. Sole Agents for Liverpool and Birkenhead.

XXITCHINGS. Ltd., specialise in Douglas li.ghtweightXX motor cycles. Inquiries receive prompt and
courteous attention.—74, Bold St, Liverpool.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

"I Q09 Triumph, as new, has not done 500 miles; £33
-«-tf cash, no offers.—Warner and Miles, Learning. 0,1

^OTOR__Cycle^ Rex, 3ih^p.,^26in._wheels, low built:

w

5 h.p. CORONET, new, water-cooled, M.O.V. .. £8 10
2 h.p. STANDARD, new, water-cooled ; suit boat £4 10
3| h.p. REX, ball bearing, icoS model £5 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., splendid order £5 10

Send for List of Motor Cycles and Accessories.

Hi^H-cl^ss TRICARS.
rgoS 6 h.p. REX Litette, light, two-cyl. engine,

water-cooled, Roc two speed and free engine,
handle-starting, coach-built, chair for passen-
ger : cost ^78 T5S £35 10

i h.p. STEVENS, fan-roolcd, belt-drive £12 12

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held
in any position by a simple
yet ingenious contrivance
Gear can be altered without

the aid of spanners, lock ring easily operated by hand. Buy
a " Coronet " pulley and gear 3'our machine suitable for

hill-climbing.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,
supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern.

12/6

"GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

Made from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

drive ; the best leather belt on the market. Longer life

than rubber.

fin., lOd. ; |in., lid.; |in., 1/1; lin., 1/2.
Special terms to the trade.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-
bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters. Be
up to date. Price reasonable.

BOOTH'S MPOKFES^
; CHiRtESSTREE||ftiff Spare;; R(^d, $
:iphofte:i062.'-iHAmt

4

2

bargain, £9 10s.— 12,''Bu11 Ring, Birmingham'
OLP Lightweight, Stevens engine, practically new

:

bargam, £12 10s.—12, Bull Ring. Birmingham.
i^HASE, 5-6h,p. twin Peugeot engine, finished French
y> grey; bargam, £16 10s,—12, Bull Ring, Birming-
ham.

"I Q08 4^h.p. Twin Minerva, good condition, very liU't-Ly used; price £24.-Apply, 52, Ladypool Rd., Bir-
mingham.
Qh.p. Stevens-Talbot Motor Cycle, grand going order

;

^-^ cash wanted urgently; £8 10s.—4, Varna Rd ,

Edgbaston.

F.N.. 2ih.p., H.B. Amac, Fishback, spares, two ccvprs.
tube, plugs; £15, offers.—Brears, Lamartine St

Nottingham.

CTL. F.N., egual to new, handle-bar control, tools,
spares, accessories, faultless; £28.-164, uoventrv

Rd., Hay Mills.

Oh.p. Quadrant, surface carburetter, spring forks, gjod^ condition, perfect running order; £12.—Dr. Millard,
Gilroes, Leicester,

5i.h.p. 2-cyl. N.S.U., two-speed, magneto, with sidecar,
2 Palmer cord back, spares, good condition ; £36.—Stedman, Binbrook, Lincoln.

5 h.p. Twin Bex, magneto, every modern improvement

;

also sidecar, sell cheap ; exchanges entertained, —
358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

Ih.p. 1908 Rex, excellent condition, £14; Sih.p
2 1909 Humber, two-.-peed, shop-soiled only; £36.

—Main, 36, Parade, Leamingtcn,

K. and P. Motor Cycle, 3h.p., magneto ignition,
handle-bar control, lew built, splendid order ; bar-

gain, £17 10s.— 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

ARIEL, Ariel, Ariel. — To clear, a few 1909 2Jh.p-
lightweights. magneto, handle - bar control ; end of ,

^eason bargains.—Ariel Wks., Bournbrook, Birmingliam.

REX, twin-cyl., 1907 model, long wheelbase, spring
forks. Clincher tyres, very fast, splendid hill-

climber; price £16.—Louis B. Davis, 3, New fat., Bir-
mingham.
QUADRANT, 2h.p., single-cyl.. Clincher tyres, fine

little runabout, good condition
; price £8.—Louis

B. Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

MINERVA, 3h.p., single-cyl.. Clincher tyres, splendid
conditiju, fast, good hill-climber; price £11 10s.—

Louis B. Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

£?6 10s.—3ih.p. Rex, good running order, new Con-
<^ tinental on back, good appearance, surface car-
buretter, stand, etc, good hill-climber, and very fast.—

R

Hodgson, Spilsby.

MOTO-REVE, late 1908, spring forks, studded back,
good condition, good working order, recently

overhauled, several spares; bargain, £20.—Barker, 16,
Victoria St., Warwick.

BOSCH Magneto Twin-cyl. 5ih.p. Bex Motor Cycle,
low built, splendid order, accessories ; sell bargain,

£17 10s.: approval: deposit system.—Lancaster, 103^
Heeler Rd., Selly Oak.

3 h.p. Lincoln Elk, 1908 machine, in splendid condi-
tion, 26in. Palmers, spray carburetter, accumula-

tor ignition, ad.iustahle pulley; £7, real bargain.—Alfred
Holland, Earlsdon. Coventry.

"J Q07 Triumph, just done up and engine overhauled,
IXt/ new tj'res, lamp, two generators, motor horn, and
uanv extras: can be seen by appointment; £28.—Starkey,

1 27, St. Nicholas St., Coventry.

In answering these advert%»tiivrnt.< u i-s desirable I0 inentwn. " The Motor Cycle.'' A35
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Huntingdon,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'"h V 1907 T\\Tin Rex, new 40 amr- Lithanodp, new lin.

L> ShuniroL-k belt, also 2i JJunlup rear tyre. Advance
)ulley, powerful and reliable; £17, or near otier.—C. H.
jead'beater, 46, Vvellingborough Rd., Northanipton.

1 Q09 Triumph, free engine clutch model, ridden

L*J 2 000 miles, exceptionally good condition, Auto-

lipse lamp, spare rubber belt, plug, valve, and all tools;

;42. or uearest.-GeofErey Smith, 37, Northmuberland

Id., Coventry.

L2MITH Bros, for bargains in second-hand inotor

^ cycles, any new make supplied; exchanges railway

ares paid, covers, replacements, repairs, overhauling;

owest prices.-C.C.R. Motor Works, I'ord St., bt. Anns
?Vell Rd., Nottingham.

H/TOTOSACOCHE latest accumulator pattern, in per-

M. feet order has never given a moment's trouble, new

yrts. butt°ended tubes, new%pare belt, spare P^Hey, spare

over and tubes, acetylene heaa lamp, horn, earner-stand,

md spares; a bargain, £17.-C. W. Pennell, Lincoln.

rRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1906, October, good condition two

accumulators, new Watawata good tyres, H.B.

on+Tol 1910 B and B., just fitted, toolbag, horn,

amp, spared: reUabfe as ever ; £21 ; will ride 50 miles

probable purchaser.-Schoolmaster, Eednal, Birmmg-

lam.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,

and Bedford.

JUNE 1908 F.N., 4-cyl., in nice order, complete

ali spares; £21.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

1 fk08 4h p Roc, two speeds, magneto, studded tyres;

It/ bargain, £25.-37, Searle St., Chesteiton, Cam-

)ridge.

1ft 09 Free Engine Triumph, run 600 miles, perfect,

LiJ a.? new; any trial; £48.-Crawley, St. Maty's,

Bedford.

IO09 Tourist Trophy Triumph, excellent condition,

15/ ridden only 1700 miles, touring handle-bars and

addle if required, tyres 26 by 2. reinforced wired - on

3unlops, exceptionally fast machine ; £38. — Langley,

^9, Bromham Rd., Bedford.

iriNDEC Special, 6h.p., twin, magneto, free engine,

V spring f:rkR, non-skid on rear, two-speed gear,

leautiful order throughout ; first £26 secures this excep-

ional bargain, worth £45.-Vindec, 28, Woodbndge Rd.,

pswieh, Suffolk.

i>lhp Rex (1909), unscratihed, and equal new, spring

ij2, forks, spring canti.ever seat-pillar, S.G. belt,

Clincher tyres, lamii, generator, horn, foot pump, tools,

nd spares, winner m London-Edinburgh run, gold medal-

n London-Land's End and back. .Jarrott Cup Competi-

ion, and first prize in 100 miles non-stop run, etc.

:

fill ride 100 miles to likely purchaser; £32 10s., com-
ilete and ready for anything; Cowey speed indicator

stra.—F. Mussell, 28, .Rothesay Rd., Luton.

SECTION VI.

Vorcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

r>h.p. Humber, good tyres, want little repairs; £4, or

W ofEer ; exchange.—Lewis, 3, Victoria Ed., Pouty-
lOOl.

LIGHTWEIGHT 2h.p. Minen-a, £7, or exchange for

f belt and band brake, or toot brake and cash.—E.
feale, Cwmgiedd, Ystradgynlais.

SECTION VII.

iloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

I Q09 Moto-Reve, brand new, never ridden; 33 guin-
LJ/ eas.— 155, Castle St., Salisbury.

DOUGLAS, 1909, Palmer cords, new September: cost
£".2. best cash offer.—Motorist, 145, Fisherton

it, Salisbury.

BARGAIN.—3ih. p. Daw, good going order, new tyres,
accessories, very poweriul; £8 8s.—Simpson, jun.,

iandhurst, Berks.

rRIUMPH, 1909, perfect condition throughout, all

spares and accessories; £36.— Lieut. Bennett, Navi-
gation School. Portsmouth.

L>h.p. Clyde, magneto, Amac, H.B. control, spring forks,
-f brass torpedo tank, 2in. Dunlops, enamelled green,
c.w, splendid condition; £14. — 4, Bath Buildings,
Sristol.

pRIUMPH, 1908, 1909 engine, horn, all spares, mag-
-«- nevo pins, two belts, good oonijition. Clinchers
studded back) ; £35, or offer.-Duke, 19, Michael St.,
).xford.

Bih.p. N.S.U., magneto, perfect condition, £18, a
2 bargain; 3-ih.p. 1909 Triumph, spares, witn set

uagneto parts, £38, equal to new.—King, Lynchford Rd.
'"arnborough.

Th.p. Leader-Pengeot, synchronised ignition, new con-
• dition, French grey, lined green, low, comfortable,
md safe m grease; photo on application; £30.—Kirk-
lam, 46, Cleeve Rd., Knowle, Bristol.

ley.

Village.

1736. 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1908 model, mag-
neto, spring forks, stand carrier, guaranteed £21

1651. rjh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 model,
Druid spring forks, lamp, horn, guaranteed £17 10

1465. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, T905 model, accumu-
lator ignition, nice condition, guaranteed . . £15 15

9S8. 6 h.p. L. an i C, horn and spares, low
position £18

rogS. 3i h.p. ARIEL, B. and B. carburetter,.

handle-bar control, horn £11
927. 3^^ h.p. BROWN, horn and accessories . . £8 15
1481. 4 h.p. Twin WERNER, spring forks,

horn, and accessories £12 10
1377- 3J h.p. BROWN, Chater-Lea frame, horn

and spares £11
1941. 3* h.p Twin GRIFFON, accumulator,

spring forks, low position £17 10
1639. 3 h.p. ZENITH Bicar, Amac carburetter,

handle-bar control, guaranteed '. £15
1802. 8 h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., rgio model,

.spring forks, magneto, igio B. and B. car-

buretter, handle-bar control, Nala two-speed
gear and free engine, enamelled French grey £55 10

1790. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1909 mode'l,
magneto, Druid spring forks, a nice up-to-
date lightweight, guaranteed £23

I79r. 5 h.p. V.S. and Sidecar, .1909 model,
magneto, Truffault spring forks, Brown and
Barlow carburetter, handle-bar control, two-
speed gear, free engine, guaranteed £59

i7ro. 2j h.p. LA FRANCAISE, horn, stand,
carrier, 1909 model, M.O.V., guaranteed . . £15 15

1534. 4i t.p. MINERVA, twin engine, splendid
condition, 1908 model, guaranteed £21

r398. 3 h.p. SIMPLEX, with Fafnir engine,
magneto spring forks, low position, 1908

,

Green,
new machine, guaranteed £28 10

1756. 32 h.p. HUMBER, magneto, spring
j

forks, handle-bar control. Roc two-speed
gear, free engine, footboards, 1909 model £35

918. EXCELSIOR and Sidecar, enamelled blk. £17 10 OJ
1793. 3-; h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, new,

j

magneto spring forks, handle-bar control,

Brooks' saddle, guaranteed £4-8

1764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto,
stand, carrier, guaranteed £33 10

r7o9. 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 1910 model,
magneto, spring forks, Brown and Barlow'
carburetter, handle-bar control, Roc two-
speed gear and free engine, J .A.P. automatic
lubricator, spring Cantilever seat, guaranteed £62

1778- 34 h.p. MINERVA, 1909 model magneto,
enamelled French grey, horn, lamp, and
generator, guaranteed £28 10

1808. 5-6 h.p. Four-cj'hnder F.N., spring forks,

j
magneto, stand, carrier, and accessories, £26 10

! 1804. ij h.p. Magneto MOTOSACOCHE, spring
f^rks, 1909 model, new condition, horn and
t olbag, guaranteed £25

1810. 3i h.p. PEUGEOT, 1908 No. 6 Chater-
Lea "frame, spring fork'', lamp, horn, and
toolbag, new 26 x 2iin. KempshaU cover on
back wheel £21 C

1711. 3i h.p. N.S.U., low irame, 24in. wheels,
footboards, good order £12

15 tS- 7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, Chater-Lea frame,
footboards, good order £15 15

18 .'3. 3 h.p. FAFNIR, Chater, recently rebored
and bushed, toolbag and horn, excellent con-
dition £10 10

I7J-7. 3* h.p. 1908 Magneto QUADR.\NT, ver>'

low, handle-bar control, spring forks, horn,
toolbag J £25 6 C

1799. 1909 Four-cylinder Two-speed F.N., with
coach-built Lowen sidecar, Rom tyres, H.B.
control ; £59

1715. I h.p. CLEMENT-GAR.RARD, chain
drive £7 7

r6i8. 6 h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar, coach-built
sidecar, two-speed gear, guaranteed £35

1606. 3i h.p. DUART Tricar, Phoenix two-
speed gear, horn, lamp, and spares £24

1806. 3|- h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, handle-bar
control, 'Uliittle belt, adjustable pullev £24

1664. si h.p. ROC, magneto, free engine, Druid
forks, H.B. control, guaranteed . £15 15

1790. 2A h.p. TRIUMPH, toolbag, pump, foot-
rests, guaranteed £10 10

1774. 3i h.p. M.M.C., Nala two-speed gear,
magneto, spring forks, carrier, guaranteed £19 19

r77o. "3J- h.p. J.A.P., B.S.A. spring frame £10
1566. 2 h.p. BUCKET, low, long bars £5 10
1766. 2f h.p. F.N., magneto, spring forks, and

toolbag £18 10
i56i. ijh.p. DE DION-HUDSON, long bars,

low saddle £5 10
1117. New Forecar Attachment £8 10
410. One Forecar Attachment £2 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,
and Sussex.

eu after

Chri.'.

J .A. P., 6h.p., and sidecar: £C5;
50, Lansdowne Rd., Clupham.

Brown, reliable, in excellent order, sma
ing; £10.—Apply, 163, Forest Lane, Forest

23.h.p. Kelecom, in running order ; £5
4 Glebe Cottages, Hatfield, Herts.

1 Q09 Triumph. Mabon clutch, as new, riddri
J-«-' 500, perfect condition; £40.-3, Newman

LIGHTWEIGHT Rcyal Wolf, new in crati

model; clear nearest £18.— 10, Old Town, C

1 Q09 Tourisrt Trophy 3ih.p. Triumph, run 50C
M-iJ offers wanted.—Gray., 2. The Square, Ri'

De Dion-Batt, London-Edinburgh
last and powerful; £11.-50, Manor Rd.,

TRIUMPH, 1909; Mabon clutch, studded tyre'

horn, equal new ; £38.—Garland, 97, Curta
E.G.

1 Q09 5h.p. Special Twin_ Rex, with spares, c.

Hill.
perfect; nearest offer to £33.-16, Ha

TRIUMPH, 1908, good comlition, with lamr
etc,; £31.—Edwards, 136, High Rd., \\

I

Green.

with Mabon clutch, accessorii

2, Market High Rd.,
1 009 Triumph
-Li' little used; £40

running order; £15; trial.-Hopkins,
3ih.p Rover, new butted tubes and covers, in

2 ru "

" '^~ --
Surrey.

nT^RIUMPH, late 1908, free engine clutch, in
" X conaition; £38.-Pateman. 143. High Rd

! tenham.

n' O 3.h.p. Minerva, long handles, good order; £8
"i /W4 would exchange higher power.—C. West,

41h.p. Twin Minerva Motor Bike, sprin
2 new: £21.— L. N. Pahner, 190, Mi-lli

for

! Tooling.

MINERVA IJh.p. Motor Cycle, Longuemare, r

road; £6 lus.—CoUiiis, 68a, Romney St.

minster.

LIGHTWEIGHT Triumph, fitted M.O.V
perfect; sacrifice £' 10s.—Scales, 18, S

Finsbury.

3ih.p. Singer (in frame), magneto, Longuema
4 piston, running order; £7.-50, Beresfo

Kingston.

1 Q08 52:li.p. Rex de Luxe, two-speed, magne
JitJ done 1,000 miles, perfect condition, as ne
—Below.

3JLh.p: Rover, M.O.V., fast, reliable, new Pal
2 justable pulley """ '" " '

£11 -10s.—Below.

ondiiion, ready fc:

trials any time.—Francis, Newsagent,
Qlh.p. Excelsior, good c

wood.

3ih.p. Quadrant, snring forks, Paliner cords,

2 £15: exciiange ligiitweight.—74, High St

ley, Kent.

1908, magneto, spring forks,
approval.—Eagles and C(

31,h.p. N.S.U
2 conditi.,n; £20

St., Acton.

D^E DION Pattern 90 by 100 Motor Cycle, Chater-Lea
frame, and spring forks, Wright's footiests, Albion

pring seat-piIlar, Brooks best saddle, tyres Palmer 2
md 2i by 26, two spare covers, condition almost as new
220,—Captain 'Hughes, Highlands, Minchiuhampton. '

A36

Machines quoted in this column are offered subject
"icing unsold on receipt of cheque.

WA UCHOPE'S
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G.

Telephone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams, " Opificer, London

III answering these advertisements it is dtsl'-ahJe to mention '

4 h.p. Roc, "splendid condition, two speeds, Amac,
bar control, R.O.M. tyre; what offers?

Crockenhill.

2ih.p. Lightweight Rex, handle-bar control,
2 trial; £16; exchange.—Page, 74, East Hi

ford, Kent.

3ih.p. Bradbury, spring forks, BlOO saddle
2 sidecar machine; £8.—Townsend, 162a,

Lane, N.E.

SAROLEA, 2ih.p., Chater frame, Brooks .sadd

carburetter, Dunlop tyre, accessories; £6 1

Brixton Rd.

23.h.p. Minerva, Chater-Lea fittings, splendid co

4 3'cur price ; no rcora.— 99, Woodside,
Bruce Grove.

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2ih.p., like new; mast sell;

sonable ca.sh offer- Tefused.—2, Burne St.,

Rd., London.

31h.p. Humber, chain drive, good conditio
2 tyres, splendid climber; £8, bargain.^3

land Rd., Lee. ^

23.h.p. F.N., chain drive, enamelled grey, lam
4 tools, and spare tube; £12.—" Perryfieli

mington, Kent.

31.h.p. Bradbury, 1909 model, magneto ignit

2 skid tyres, shop-soiled; only £34 lOs.— 73
St.. Camberwell.

"I Q09 Triumph, excellent condition; £35 1

±U offers.-E. Harper, Athelstan House, The
Wanstead, Esses.

"1 Q09 Triumph, just delivered, all to:Is, etc.,

-L t/ plied, Dunlop non-skids ; 42 guineas,

-ptiine. Potters Bar.

' The 31fdor Cycle."
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TRICARS FOR SALE.
Humber, Trimo front, two speeds, handle starting,

Lcellent condition; trial; £X6.— 4, Francis St.,

eh.

Eiley Triear, three speeds, reverse, excellent eon-
tion, smart appearance; £45.-147, High Rd.,
Jreen.

rsON, 4h.p., water-cooled, coach-built, Phcenis
-o-speed, chain, 2i back, 75 to gallon; offers.—
n, Cliinley.

JFAX.— 3h.p. Huniber, spraf, chain drive, less

:nt seat: £10 10s.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
te, Halifax.

Tricar, Kent two-speed, foct clutch, handle con-
ol, coach built; price £12 10s.—Cooke, 45, San-
,
Warrington.

Antoine, E.O.M. ignition, Mabcn clutch, fast
[d powerful, perfect; £15 10s.—Townsend, 162a,
I Lane, N.E.

BR Triear, Sjb.p., perfect condition; must sell;

) reasonable offer refused; no dealers.— 110, Whit-
Ed., Bowes Park, N.

). W.C. Tricar, perfect, wheel steering ; £20, or
e.xchange for good pony and barrow and little

)9, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, London, N.

). Riley Coach-built Tricar, water-cooled, wheel
steering, chain driven, perfect order, for motor
cash.—3, Marine Villas, West Bay, Dunoon.

De Dion Chater-Lea Open Frame Tricar, two
eeds, magneto, bucket seats, wheel steering and

; £20, or offer.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

:TE and Pcppe Tricar, 4h.p., Kent three speeds,
lOin. foot clutch, etc., warranted; £21; exchange
d little cash.—13, Sun St., Pitsmoor, Sheffield.

[BEE Chain-driven Tricar, 3-4h.p., new tyres,
rfect condition; ride 50 miles to purchaser; £10
ipares; lot £25.-80, Bispham Ed., Southport.

). Chater Tricar, Dunlops, Longuemare carburet-
ter, clutch, with starting handle; a bargain, £13
; offer.—Peters, 31, St. Martin's Ed., Stockwell,

STON Humber Tricar, 4ih.p., water-cooled, two
eeds, chain driven, coach-built, new tyres, per-
der; £27 10s.;, try it.—49, Abbotts Park Ed.,

Eiley Tricar for sale, coach-built, twin-cyl., splen-
d condition ; any inspection or trial ; £45, bar-
30ught larger car.—Wheeler, 20, Gloucester Ed.,
n.

ETTE, 6h.p., water-cooled, coach-built, wheel
teering, two speeds, splendid order; bargain, £28;
good motor cycle part exchange.— 12, Bull Eing,
?ham.

Chater-Lea Tricar,. J.A.P. water-cooled, three-
speed and reverse, onach-built, climb anything;
lal; what offers .P-ETarphy, 790, Eomfoxd Ed.,
Park.

PAUEu 4i-5h.p., coach-built, c'rain drive, enamelled
cream, 2iin. tjTes, good hill-climber, splendid
)n; offers.—Glencroft, Knight's Hill, West Nor-
jcndon.

Garrard, three speeds, excellent condition through-
it, good head lamps, new back tyre, new carbur-
tnal; £18.—Apply, Brierley, 12a, Wellington Ed.
Stockport.

J.A.P. Twin Water-cooled Tricar, coach-built,
iree-speed and reverse, car tyres, wheel steering,
st, good condition; offers wanted.—Lake, Laburn-
rove, Ilford, E.

3. Aster Tricar, water-cooled, two speeds and
free, wheel steering, 700 by 80 tyres, silent,

inve, enamelled lead colour, in good condition;
s.—Strefford, Coleham Head, Shrewsbury.

[TE and Poppe 4ih.p. Tricar, coach-built, two
speeds, free engine, wheel steering, lo;t clutch,

i chains. Palmer cord tyres, acetylene la:nps, tools,
extra studded cover; £30.—Aylwin, 1, Claygate

'est Ealing.

'hp. 2-seater Singer Tricar, coach-built, twin-cyl.,
ater-cooled; three speeds and reverse, free engine,
steering, Eenolds chain, car tvres, in iierfect con-
.recently overhauled; trial; £30.—Mc'^icr Nichol-
illesborough, Kent.

;TTE, 1908, 6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, two
)eeds, handle starting, coach-built, finished green
lite, car tyres, unpunctured, has just been over-
by makers, acetylene lamps, etc.; £46.—Harris,
omniercial- Ed., Portsmouth.

p. Water-cooled Hobart Tricar, two speeds, wheel
steering, fitted with magneto and accumulator

a. all controls on steering wheel, spare tyres,
eta, all in good order; £30; trial by appointment.

.. Barnes, Eushey Piatt, Swindon.

p., Water-cooled, with pump, free engine, large
metal-tometal clutch, wheel steering, coach-built
just re-upholstered, long footboards; any reascn-
ter accepted; must be sold, as money is wanted.—
Ifucott Ed., Sandy Lane, Coventry.

.ETTE, 8h.p., two speeds, water-cooled, seats three,
nnished Napier green, unscratched, upholstering
. new Kempshall cover and tube on back, tv/o
covers, one tube, spare accumulator, new ceil,
with basket, three lamps, and horn, guaranteed

a running order; £40.—E. Chadwick, High St.,
Sal;p,

GUARANTEED 12 IVIONTHS

FARRAR'S

HALBFAX
SIDECARS

FARRARS
MOTOR WORKS"

BETTER THAN THE BEST, and HALF THE COST.

£4 17 G Each. Complete with best tyres.

An IDEAL WINTER ATTACHMENT. Quite Rigid.
No sideslip. Can be ridden without passenger.
Guaranteed twelve months. Full particulars on re-

quest. Get one on approval. You will be delighted

CASH, EXCHANGE, or EASY PAYMENTS.
3-| h.p. rgoS N.S.U., magneto, very low £22

^i h.D. Low REX, handle-bar control £12

8 h.p. BKAUFORT CAR, 3 speeds and
reverse £35

5-6 h.p. r9o8 Magneto REX, a beauty £25

3i h.p. r9o8 TRIUMPH, very good £29

4-5 h.p. Twin N.S.U., magneto, spring forks. . £21

si h.p. REX, magneto, two-speed gear £19

rgoS F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. . . . £18

si h.p. Magneto RlsX, fine condition £17

si h.p. GRIT2NER, r9o8, magneto ignition £17

iqo8 N.S.U. Lightwcifjht. m.Tfjneto £22

too8 Maenelo REX, brand new £21

vi h.o. TQ06 l^EX, M.O.V., gpring forks . . £13 10

REX DE LUXE, magneto, clutch £26 10

a h .p. TW,TN REX a beam v £15 10

^i h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray. £10 10

6 h.p. TWIN REX and Sidecar £20

6 h.p. REX DE LUXE and Sidecar £31 10

3J- h.p. BROWN, vertical, M.O.V. . . .

3 h.p. MINERVA, champion condition.
-.i h Ti rnr,-r RWV l^irolrr crnor-

£12

£11

3^- h.p. 1907 REX, lovely goer £15 15

A h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V. . f'ne goer £11

5i h-P.

XRICARS,
REXETTE, fine machine. .

,

£24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled . . £17

1908 IVIa.s:neto REXES.
Single-cylinder, 3.6 h.p. (R.A.C. rating), black and
gold iinisli. Rosch magneto. £17 10s„ or exchange.

SPECIAI. PURCMASE.
1909 AMAC carburetters, haBdle-bar control

19/6 each.
BROWN & BARLOW latest 1910 pattern 28/-

'4vl ni^^^N secures any of these.
X>0 LWVTIH Balances/- per week.
2^ hp Singer, mag. £6 I 2} h.o. Stevens .. £5^

3} h.p. Rex £9 I 2f h.p. R. and F. £7

si h.n. Dux £9 I 2j h.p. Humber £5

M

3 h.p. j-'alnir i9 I 2? h.p. King £8

^.V h.D. Humbrr, 26in. wheels, belt drive £10

1909 "PREIVIIER" r/lae'i^^'^os-
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

SP*EOIAL BARGAINS.
1908 Twin Rex Engine, new £7 10
Twin Bosch Magneto, new £4 10

1909 Mabon Clutch, like new £2
Brooks Bioo Saddle H /-

Whittle's Belts : rin., 12/8 ;
Jin., 10/-

; fin.,

7/6, all good condition.
Montgomery Flexible Sidecar £4 4
" Fit-All " two-speed gear, h.b. control. .. . £3 5

2-J h.p. Humber engine 30/-
Tricar frame, for wheel-steering 50/-
Low motor cycle frame, \ ertical 30/-
Very good sidecar, rigid £3 5
Long Handle-bars, pialed 5/6
Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends 6/6
Send for Price List ot Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher A Won Covers, all sizes, 17 /6 each.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 25/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes. 4/11.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
REXETTE, lOh.p., twm-cyl., 1907 model, water-

cooled, two speeds and reverse, twin tyres on back,
Dnnlop car tyres throughout ; open any trial

;
price

£35.—Louis B. Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

LAGONDA Tricar, 10-12h.p., twin cyls., water-cooled,
three speeds and reverse, tyres in excellent order,

non-skid on back wheel, just been overhauled, and in
grand condition; price £60.-3,447, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
ONTGOMERY Flexible Sidecar, £4 5s.; trailer, for
motor cycle, £1 15s.— 12. Bull Ring. Birmingham

SIDECAR, left.—Cieswell, Holbrook Garage, Richmond
Hill. Tyre and tube new, 26 by 2; £3 10s., no

oilers.

SMART Little 26 by 2i Sidecar, as new; £4 10s.;
just what you're looking for.—785, High Ed., Ley-

tonstone.

MILLFOED Eigid Sidecar, just bought, but find can-
not get into passage; £4 2s. 6d.—132, Branksjme

Ed., Brixton.

SIDECAE for sale, wicker, upholstered brown leather,
Duulop tyre, good condition.—Apply, 29, Beach

Ed., Eastbourne.

FAEEAE'S Hahfax Sidecars are sent on approval;
guaranteea 12 months; immediate delivery; to fit

any motor cycle.

HALIFAX Sidecars are superb value; £4 17s. 6d.
each; equalling others costing double.—Farrar's

Motorics, Square Ed., Halifax.

rOEECAE, Dunlops, in good condition, 26in. wheels
upholstered green; £5.—Peters, 31, St. Martin'a

Ed., Stockwell, S.W.

LIBERTY Rigid Art Cane Sidecar, apron, etc., 26in.
wheel, splendid condition; only 65s.—Wilkinson.

Twigmoor, Doncaster.

LIBERTY Sidecar, left, new Continental, cane b:dy,
exceptionally good condition; £4 10s.—Lewis, 23,

Arden Ed., Handsworth.

FOEECAE Attachment, long stays, nearly new Clin-
cher tyres ; £4 10s.—ChaufEeur, Cottage. Melbourne

Lodge, Queen's Walk, Ealing.

WHOLESALE and Retail manufacturers. — Baskets.
SDrings, fittings.-Middleton and Co., Watson St..

Newington Green, London, N.

MONTGQMEEY, right or left, compensating, uphol-
stered green, all in perfect condition; £6.—

Francis, Newsagent, Brentwoca.

1 O Guinea Sidecar, brand new. and this year'sJ-^ model, 26 by 2i Clincher tyre, latest improvements:
£6 8s.—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St., Clapham, S.W.

CHATEE-LEA Spring Frame Forecai, all adjustments,
tube steering, no seat nor tyres ; £3 ; perfect con-

dition.—Kent, 24, St. Ann's Well Ed., Nottingham.

STAMFOED HILL. — Oiu famous sidecars at £4
17s. 6d. are giving great satisfaction; Chater-Lea

sidecar, £5.-128, High Ed., Tottenham. Deliveries
from stock.

ADJUSTABLE Eigid Sidecar, 26in., nicely uphol-
stered, new apron, £3 5s. ; Amac racing carburet-

ter, H.B. control, new. IBs. 6d. ; approval willingly. —
Scales, 18, Sun St., Finsbury.

SIDECARS.—Before buying elsewhere call and inspect
our new models ; best value in England ; prices,

£4 15s. and £5 10s.; second-hands from £3 15s. We
are exhibiting at Stanley Show, stand No. 124. Don't
forget to call.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd., Lon-
don, N.

HALIFAX.—Rigid de Luxe Sidecars, enamelled and
plated, luxuriotisiy sprung, everything of the best,

fit any machine, 26 by 2i tyres, £6; art cane bodies, 15s.
extra ;. cheaper quality, as advertised, £4 17s.: second-
hand sidecars taken in exchange.—Halifax Motor Ex-
change, Westgate, Halifax.

TANDEMS. i

PHCENIX Lady-back Tandem, 2-ih.p. Minerva engine,
low built, in good condition and running order

;

would entertain exchange open sprung tricar frame,
or sell £12 10s.—J.C, 261, Rotherhithe New Rd., Ber-
mondsey.

High-:lass Machines Wantel. Cash Waiting.

QUADCARS.
PHffiNIX Quadcar, 8hp., twin, water-cooled, two

speeds, excellent condition, £35.-128, High Rd.,
Tottenham. Great bargain.

PHOENIX, Sh.p., twin, new tyres, four lamps, Fpares,

tools, fully equipped and overhauled : trial given

:

£35 cash net for quick sale.—Moldgreen Engineering
Works, Huddersfield.

CARS FOR SALE.
9 h.p. M.M.O., 2 or 4-seater, splendid order; £19 10s.—

—Washington, Middlewich.

51.h.p. Humberette, good reliable car, climb anything

:

2 £34; trial.—Haigh, Decorator, Goole.

/?h.p. Wolseley, in new condition, property of a doctor;
'? 50 guineas; appointment.—Gladwin, 7, Gaskel St..

S.W.

PIEPER Car, 2-seated, belt drive, good climber, per-

fect condition; £25.-36, Legge St., West Brom-
wich.

In ruixwering fJicse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/;Ie.' A 39
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CARS FOR SALE.
ALMER.— 6-8h.p. Daimler delivery van, 2-cyl., carry

about 15cwt., solid tyres; £35.

ALMER.— 9h. p. Jackson, 2-seater, twin-cyl., steel

frame, direct top drive, like new tliroughout ; £105.

ALMER.— 15b.p. Germain chassis, with tonneau body,
ready receive engine and gear box; £15.

ALMER.—8h. p. Regal, tonneau, single-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, cardan drive ; very cheap, £35.

2-seater, 3-cyl.,

wants overhauling;
wood
£10.

ALMER.— 12h.p. Duryea,
wheels, pneumatic tyres,

ALMER.—12h.p. M.M.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., three

speeds, reverse, good reliable car; £40.

ALMER.— 16-24h.p. E.I.A.T., side entrance, fully

equipped with hood, screen, etc., perfect ; £220.

ALMER.—10-1 5h.p. Panhard chassis, 4-cyl., four

speeds, reverse, Krebs wheel control; £55.

ALMER.—15h.p. Darracq, tonneau, dual ignition,

liood, screen, fast, reliable, splendid condition;

25.

ALMER.—24-40h.p. F.LA.T., Roi des Beiges, com-
plete with hood, screen, splendid car; £175.

ALMER.—12-14h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., cardan
drive, raked steering, economical car to run ; £85.

ALMER.—16-20h.p. De Dietrich, side entrance, fitted

hood, screen, high grade car ; bargain, £90.

ALMER.—15-20h.p. Mors, side entrance, brougham,
honeycomb radiator, steel frame; £150.

ALMER.—5h. p. motor boat, seat about 20 persons,

25ft. long, magneto ignition ; £45.

ALMER.—All above seen any time at L. N. Palmer's,

190, Mellison Rd., Tooting. Garage one minute
rton Rd. tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone, 208,
eatham. Photos, details per return. Ea-sy terms

;

hanges.

38 cash:— 12h.p., twin-cyl., tonneau, three speeds, re-

verse. Cape hood, lamps.— 518, Eangsland Rd., Dal-
a.

ti.p. Clement, 2-seater, cardan drive, reliable little

car, suit traveller; £21.-9, Parkholme Rd., Dal-

side entrance, pressed
lamps, speedometer

;

CLIPSE.—12h.p. Aster, 2-cyl.,

steel, Stepney, hood, screen,
olute bargain, £65.

CLIPSE.—20-30h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxurious
body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

CLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side entrance,
splendid order; £95.

CLIPSE.— 6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel frame,
splendid order; £42 10s.

CLIPSE.—10-12h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., side entrance, long
chassis, hood, perfect order • £80.

CLIPSE.—14h.p. Brooke, tonneau, 3-cyl., three speeds,
in excellent order; £30.

CLIPSE,-9-llh.p. Clement, 2-cyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
excellent condition; £57 10s.

CLIPSE. — 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

CLIPSE.—10-12h.p. Sorex Cab, 4 seats, in splendid
order; £87 10s.

CLIPSE.—5Yh.p. Beeston Humberette, two speeds,
climbs anything ; £28 10s. — Eclipse Engineering

. Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield Rd., Wandsworth. 'Phone,
i5 Putney.

22.—9h.p. latest type Oldsmobile, two bucket seats,
wheel steering, fine order; part exchange.—34, Beau
Liverpool.

30. Mors, 8-lOh.p., 4-seater, three speeds and re-
verse, Buchet engine.—Concord, Sandfleld Rd.,

)rnton Heath.

a.p. Argyll, just thoroughly overhauled and re-painted,
detachable tonneau, exceptionally powerful engine ;

se offer £35.—Below.
Ih.p. Clyde, Aster engine, good condition, handy 2-
^ seater, lamps, and spares; £45.—Below.
t.p. Vaushall, 2-seater, two speeds, good order, wire

wheels; £20.—Below.
li.p. Baby Peugeot, three speeds, little used, practically

equal new, can do 31 miles per hour. Stepney wheel,
re cover, etc. ; £37 10s.—Below.

XCHAN6BS Considered.-Sullv, 10, Old Town. Clap-
ham. Photos. 'Phone, 1781, Battersea.

Ih.p. Progress, Aster engine, three speeds and reverse,
- , ?ii, ''''.,

"'^•^SJ^'
lamps, horn, in good condition;3.—14, Clapham Rd., S.W.

.LADIATOR Car, 6ih.p., 4-seater, artillery wheels,
three-speed and reverse, splendid crder ; £35- trialappointment only.-329, Goldhawk Rd., W.

•
EGAL Car, 6h.p Aster engine, overhauled, re-painted

> lamps, horn^ bte^iney. tyres, and all in splendid con-on
;
nearest ofler, £40.-Graves, High St., MabletLrp".

Ah.p. Ariel de Luxe, new last July, not run 1,500
yr ??",?'^' *°° powerful for owner; cost £625
75.—Pull particulars, ivrite, Burman 3
,'tonstone. ,

'

. accept
Fludgate Rd.,

[^7^n-^if^Brf^°^-P-.. 2-cyl- ,Ford, very httle used,L COO by 85 tyres, artillery wheels, 2-seater; £24 10'
'ly *o,.^"ve away.-Halifax Motor Exchani
e, Halifax.

?e,

Js.
;

West-

A.40

av- isos HUIVIBERS. -«E

Number'
We have purchased several 1909 Humber Motor

Cycles, and offer them at bargain prices. All these
machines are like new, and have been throughout
examined and overhauled by the makers.

A SPUENDID OPPORTUNITY
occurs for purchasing a practically new machine at

" old crock " price.

IN STOCK AT HALIFAX.
501. Racing model, girder forks, 2J h.p.

J.A. P. engine, Dunlops, nearly new .... £25
503. 3-J h.p., two-speed gear, Dunlop

studded tyres. Brooks Broj /4 saddle,
perfect order, trials machine £34

506. 3^ b.p., two-speed model, finished
French grey, Druid forks, Dunlop
studded tyres ; a bargain £32

504. si t".?-. two-speed, nearly new tyres,

excellent condition £33
507. 3^ h.p., two-speed, B105 '4 saddle,

padded, standard specification, almost
new £36

In fact, all these machines are like new, and guar-
anteed fully. They have been used for trials and
demonstration purposes only. Exchanges enter*-

tained. Let us have your enquiries.

IN STOCK AT LONDON.
508. 3-}- h.p., two-speed, magneto, Druid

spring forks, large belt rim and pulley.

Brooks Bro5/4 saddle, Dunlop studded
tyres, practically new £37

509. 3i h.p., two-speed gear, Dunlop
studded tyres and perfect, magneto. . . . £32

505. 3A h.p., pedal model, finished French
grey, Druid forks, Brooks saddle, nearly
new, Dunlops £30

500. 3J h.p.,, Druid spring forks, Dunlops,
extra large petrol tank, six days' trial

machine £34
502. 3J h.p., two-speed gear, Dunlops

studded, Bros /4 saddle £32
N.S.U.'s—IN STOCK AT BOTH

HALIFAX & LONDON.
3 h.p £37 £25
3ih.p £40 £31
sfh.p £42 £32
3i h.p £52 £37

All brand new and perfect, and fully guaranteed
by us. Let us have your enquiries. Best allow-
ances given.

3^^ h.p. rgob N.S.U., brand new £61 U
3* h.p. MINERVA, spring forks £15
4 h.p. HAMILTON, will climb anything . . £14
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, practically new

tyres, handle-bar control, guaranteed to
climb Sutton Bank ; a beauty £20

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto ignition,

spring forks £20
3 h.p. CENTAUR, in good condition £9
2J h.p. BARTER, Brooks saddle, 26in.

wheels £8
5 h.p. Twin REX, T906, first cheque secures £15
2 h.p. BRADBURY, three-speed pulley and

free engine £10
2 h.p. MINERVA, new enamelled, in good

condition £8
All machines guaranteed in running order.

50/- DOWN and 5/- weekly secures the
following

:

QUADRANT, 2 h.p., spray £8
SINGER, 2 h.p., magneto £6
MINERVA, i| h.p., con and accumulator.. £5
REX, 34 h.p., aluminium finish £9
DOWSO'N,. 3^ h.p., long wheelbase £10

3 h.p.

TRICARS.
HUMBER, cane chair, upholstered

in red, splendid condition throughout,
and fitted with good tyres, etc £15

PHOiNIX Trimo, two-speed gear, foot
brake, coach-built, good tyres to wheeli £15

TRICYCLE.
DE DION, fitted with, genuine De Dion

engine, perfect order, enamelling and
plating in splendid condi^on £7 10

BOOK YOUR ORDERS FOR 1910 P. & M/s.
Lightweight model £47
Heavyweight model £55

BEST EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES.
MAUDES' iva -roR rwiARr,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone—433 Day, 904 Night.
Telegrams—" Petrol, Halifax."
Also at 136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

CARS FOR SALE.
NEW Orleans, smart, 7-9h.p., 2-cyl., three speedi

reverse, detachable tonneau, in excellent onJer;
good motor cycle or tricar part payment.—Gurnhan
Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich.

IMMEDIATE Sale or Exchange 8h.p, Wolseley, g-

running order, latest improvements, for 6h.p.
two-speed gear, sidecar, 1908 or 1909.—Write, S.,

Forest Rd., Walthamstow.

SMART Little 5ih.p. O.T.A.V. Car, Bosch ma
ignition. Continental tyres, as new. Cape linor]

;

95 guineas, price £40; any trial and exaim
Riddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk.

HUMBERETTE, 5ih.p., governed engine, three _

and reverse, £55 ; 8h.p. M.M.C., three .speed-

reverse, £45 ; both cars good condition ; give trial
pleasure.—Weston.s, Shaw Lane, Leicester.

6 h.p. Genuine French Helbe Car, single cyl., wipe
tact, three speeds and reverse, two bucket

roomy sloping boot behind, newly painted crimsoi
in good order, smart fast car ; £43.—Grampian Eng
ing and Motor Co., Ltd., Causewayhead, Stirling,

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy

sonal 5s., inclusive 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bas
surance broker, Ongar.

INSURANCE for Motor Cycles of every descri
arranged by Hugh J. Boswell," Insurance B

Norwich: fire, 2s. 6d. : third party, 7s. 6d. ; accii

153.; inclusive policy, 18s. 6d. ;
jjlease write for pa

lars.

TUITION.
MOTOR Car Driving and motor tyre repairs taiif

one month.—Particulars, Stimpson, Stratfo
Avon.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
NYE'S ! — The place for bargains ; cycles tak

exchange. — 69, Leather Lane, Holborn.
6299 Holborn.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
MOTOR Cyclist, six years' experience with all u

would like situation in any capacity.—3,461
Motor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
WELL-ESTABLISHED Cycle Business for

market town, good position, main road,
convenience, stock, etc. ; about £300

;
good reason

selling.—Bos No. 3,455, The Motor Cycle Offices,

entry.

LOST AND FOUND.
FOUND, October 14th, a starting handle, in

Square.—Apply, Dr. Warren Davis, 1, Dorse

010 Reward.—The above reward will be paid t^ person for information that will lead to t

covery of the 3ih.p. Tourist Trophy Triumph,
No.. 5951, frame l\o. 140255, which was stolen
The Garage, Brooklands, Weybridge, on Saturday
31st. between 4.15 p.m. and 5,30 p.m.—Reply, 1

Clifton Buildings, Vandy St., Worship St., Londor

FINANCIAL.
PARTNER Wanted, with £500, to extend motor

manufacturing business (Midlands), good c(

tion ; output easily doubled ; half share ; excep
opportunity.—3,464, The Motor Cycle Offices, Covei

THE Proprietors of the Patent No. 14,631, of

for " Lubricating arrangement applicable t

motors of motor cycles," desire to sell the said
or to grant licences on reasonable terms for the
facture in this country of .such patented appars
Address, Harris and Mills, 23, Southampton Bull

London, \V .C, patent agents.

ENGINES.
3 h.p. Engine, fitted with F.N. carburetter; £;

Clarendon St., Earlsdon, Coventry.

5 h.p. Sarolea Twin, exhaust valve lift, perfect eond
£6.-94, Alexandra Rd., Lowestoft.

TWIN-CYL. Sarolea Engine, 5-6h.p., carburettei

or near offer.—Bottone, Wallington.

rpRIUMPH Engine and silencer, 78 by 76, only r

X months; what offers?— 14, Fir St., Sheffield.

I^h.p.
Clement- Garrard, with two-speed and fi

complete; £3.-205, Broomfleid Rd., Cove:

ENGINES for Cars, cycles, motor boats, and aero]

—Send- for particulars to Advance Motor Mil

Ltd., Northampton.

NILMELIOR Ball Bearing Magneto, single-cyl..

cost £5 17s. 6d., what offers?-Crole-Ree>

Highbury Quadrant, N.

ENGINE Sets, 25h.p. Dennis, complete with flyi

cylinders, crank cases, etc.; accept 17s. 6d. se

Bull Ring, Birmingham.

DE DION.Engine, 3ih.p., water-cooled, suitable ,

car, £7 10s. ; also gear bos for same, £2 10

Bull Ring, Birmingham.

MODEL Petrol Motors, ih.p., real, sound, pr

water-cooled engines for practical work; ma

castings; wonderful trade value; 9s. 9d. :
air or

cooled; catalogue, illustrated, 4d.-Madison JSl

Littleover, Derby.

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'"
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ENGINES.
j.A.P. Ensine, vertical, new condition. £3 5s.

;

.N. carburetter, 5?. ; ceil, 5s. — Colling, Sea
inchelsea, Sussex.

LIN.—Genuine 3ih.p. il.O.V. White and Poppe
ine, with ceil, Longuemare carburetter, silencer,

s.—Particulars, A. Moyse, Kessingland.

;nd Second - hand Engines, If to Sh.p. ; cash,
italments. or exchange; 12 years' Coventry ex-
all types cycle motors ; M.M.C., De Dion parts i

all repairs prompt and moderate.—The Eecord
., Wembley. Middlesex.

[GNITION APPLIANCES.
fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tips.—
dith, G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

1 wanted, three Fullers Midget trembler coils,
never used.—Jenkins, 169, Tredegar Kd.. Bow,

;ER Magnetos, brand new, 1909 model, single-
£3 15s.: twin - cyl., £4 10s.— Farrar, Square

fax.
I

ETOS.—Hirst, very latest; 3 guineas each; ap-

1

cval
;
guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

'

liondcn.

Primary Battery, for charging ignition aocu-
itcrs; Irom 2s. 6d.—Pearce, 23, Repton Kd.,
n, Bristol.

5LEKS for all makes of engines, with solid
e platinum tips. Is. 3d. each. — Meredith,
Birmingham.

r Pattern Brand New Bosch Magneto, £2 ISs.

;

18 amp. Minerva accumulator, 7s. 6d.—52,
>, Manor Park.

N, Registered 291 - 289, vastly superior to
inum, cures mistinng; best contacts for blades,
iCKcrs, magnetos, coils. Oebron has no equal,

i

N. 2s. 6d. each rivet titted; Jebron trimmers,
Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV,
reakers 5a. 5b, 5c. 5s. Cd. pair ; old screws Jeb-
!s. 6d. each. Ov.r 10,000 fitted. Try it.

N. King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
n the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-
Plumstead. Kent. Liberal trade terms.

N Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
hour^), (J. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry
rhen making their recent world's records.

M Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-
.ed same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;
idium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted
eh.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

ON' Coils and Magnetos Renaired, any make;
mulators repaired and charged; best workman-
lerate charges. Tel.: 453.— Glover Bros., Elec-
LJoventry.

JIST3. we are experts on ignition; send your
Is. accumulaicrs. and magnetos to us for over-
md repairs; all work guaranteed; promptness
itch.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
entry.

ETO Repairs.—Bosch magnetos repaired in two
at halt makers' prices; work guaranteed; ac-
ana ceil repairs a speciality; Mayfair aocu-
15 amn., 10s. 6d. : guaranteed.—Fellows. 49,
St.. Mayfair.

TYRES.
riTE Patches, the absolutely only sure patch
tiie market.

riTE Patches, the only patci that will not
me off, no matter what heat or speed of tyre.

riTE Patches, small size. is. per dczenj sample '

ee on receipt of Id. stamp

DGE'S Indiarulber Magneto Covers, 2a. 6d.
1. post free.

TITE Solution, splendidly made: 6d. and Is.
J Im.

DGE. 58. Georse St., Camberwell. London,

ETO Covers, made of special high-class rubber,
irranted not to tear; wet mud, and oil resist-
ed, each; post Id.—Below-
DGE'S Special Heavy Inner Tubes, made of best
rubber, will stand speed and the roughest of
—Below.

DGE'S Tubes are made for the motor cyclist
wants no trouble.-Below
DGE'S Tubes are the resu't of a practical hard
of all weathers; the absoaitely best obtainable.

DGE'S Tubes, ^ein. by ?iin., I3s. ; 26in byU 13s. 6d. : money returned with pleasure if
>ved; best quality.— 58, George .St., Camberwell,

i, Covers, and Inner Tubes, at sacrifice prices

;

>
inspect.-Wauchope's, 3. c.hoe- Lane, E.G.

I, 920 by 120 Dunlop. steel studded, new
tread; £2 lOs.-J. b.;ciey, Elsdon, North-

?Z'?i^nv'^
7°"'' °^^ '^°^^'-' a?ra'?'3t a new rubber

;f™j
C^ncher at 30s.-Jam9s Fox, i36, Suffolk

wif;
for Covers and Tuhe^.-See last week's

)ndon~N ^"' P'^^'°"™'s R<i-. King's

THIS WEEK'S
Knock-out Bargain
£/[ i Co ij h.p. QUADRANT,
*-» I «#0. low built, 26in. wheels, CA -i Co

ready to drive away . . *^ »*«•

BIO DISCOUNT FOR OASH.
All Thoroughly Te.sted.

Brand New igog V.S. ; good stuff from £48
Brand New rgog N.S.U.'s £27 10
1909 TRIUMPH, brand new .".'.£45

1909 3J h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, little used £37
1909 3^ h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH, 2 speeds £45
1908 3I Magneto MINERVA, spring forks £21 10
4 h.p. ROC, rgoy, magneto, H.B. control . . £23
MOTO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto & belt £25
MOTOSACOCHE, rgoS £22 10
3* h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low, long bars £20
si h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £15 15
F.N., 2f, vertical, 26in. wheels, magneto £15 5
REX, 3I, rgoe, spring forks, M.O.V £12 10
4 h.p. CORONET, Roc type frame, 26in.

wheels £14 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V. , spray, vertiGal . . £15
1907 3i QUADRANT, spring forks £16 10
1907 si REX, spring forks, low £^6 10
ALLDAYS, 2j, 26in. wheels, spring forks £11
REX, si, John-o'-Groat'smodel. 22in. frame £9 10
KERRY, 2 1, spray, 26in. wheels £10 10
BUCHET, si, long low mount £9 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, clutch £7 10
TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine, spray .. £9 10
QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels £8 10
REX, 3 h.p., long bars, dropped seat £7 10
RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical' £7 5
REX, 3 h.p., good vakie, vertical engine £5 19
r| h.p. TRIUMPH-MINERVA, a gift £5 19
MINERVA, 2 h.p., M.O.V., spray £6 15

Full list on application

.

The BRITELITE.
Strongest generator
lamp on the market.
Perfect in every detail,

complete with clip and
extra large generator,

16/6-
Approval against cash.

deposit and bal-

ance in weekly
payments of 5/-

secures a good reliable motor
cycle up to value of jfri.

£3
SCENE SHIFTERS.

1909 Twin VINDEC £64
Twin REX, 5-6 h.p., magneto £21
4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £20 10
igo8 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, two speed £32 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM, a flier £15
5J h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £17 17
6 h.p. Twin ZENITH, spring frame £14
5* h.p. Twin REX and new Sidecar £18 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Latest in Headlights, " The Eritelite" 16 6
Cowey Speedometer, as new £3 3
Roc Clutch and Two-speed Gear to fit

1909 Triumph £6 10
New XL-ALL spring forks 16
Forecar, long side stays, .26in. wheels, good

tyres, less front seat £2 10
NEW and Second-hand Accessory List on receipt of

postcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY- YOU.

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 25/-; Amats
(rgoQ 32/- modell, 19/6. Exchanges.

SIDECARS is more than some dealers ask for a

sidecar, but it's cheap when
you s ;e what you get. We will send
on appro, on receipt of cash. 2^ tyre.

5* h.p. REX DE LUXE, magneto, spring forks,

handle starting, and new art cane sidecar, 26 x 2i
Clincher tyre, £27 10s.

ALL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.
24X2J 15/6; 25x2|r18/6; other sizes 17/6 each.

Send for Lists (free). E.xchanges made.

CONTINENTAL TYRES BY RETURN.

COLLIER'S MOTORIES,
8T, Peit-k Cross S-t., LEEDS.

(facing town hall.)

TYRES.
0,000 Clincher Tubes, 28 bv 2, 2i, 2i, 33. lid.; 26
/W by 2, 2i, 4s. lid.; 26 by 2i, 5s. 6d. ; all brand
new.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

1,000 Clincher Covers, 17s. Sd. ; Clincher rubber
studded, 25s. ; 26 by 2i Peter-Unions, 17s. 6d.—

Booth's Motories.

5,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new Continentals, R.O,i.u.., Palmers. Sham-

rocks
;

gratifying allowances ; right place for tyres.—
Booth's Motories, Halifax.

MOTOR Tyres of all makes supplied, covers retreaded,
relined, non-skid bands, every size supplied ; write

us.—Reliance Co.,- Dulas St., ToUington Park, N.

1,000 Clincher and Reflex Clipper covers, all sizes,
brand new and perfect, lY.?. 6d. each; tubes, with

valves, 4s. lid.—Motor Exchange, W'estgate, Halifax.

BRAND New Perfect Motor Cycle Covers, 24 by 21,
26 by 2, 28 by 2i, best makes; 14s.—Motor E.x-

change, Westgate, Halifax.

LUCKY Farrar.—Bought two tons tyres before rubber
advanced: Clincher covers, 17s. 6d. ; tubes, 4s. lid.,

all sizes ; Continentals and other makes equally cheap.—
Square Rd., Halifax.

COVERS, Covers.— 650 by 65 extra heavy covers, 308.;
700 by 65 ditto, 50s.; 700 by 85 ditto, 50s.;,

also huge quantity of all other sizes; save 50 per cent.;;
send for clearance list.—Garnham and Co., tyre factors,
Ipswich.

TYRES.-All makes supplied by return. R.O.M.,
Continental, Dunlop, Goodrich, Palmer, Clincher,

Michelin, Shamrock, etc. ; expert advice from actual ex-
perience as to tyring ; agent for all re-treads ; old
covers bought.—Bernard Elston (temporary address] 58,
Penge Rd., South Norwood, S.E.

ANT Tyres on approval.—26 by 2 Lomax detachable
non-skid banO, equal new, 17s. ; newly re-treaded

Clincher, 10s.; new ribbed cover, 16s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i de-
tachable rubber stud non-skid band, new, 17s. 6d. ; newly
re-treaded Clincher, lis.; Continental, just re-treaded,
rubber studs, 13s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i rubber stud cover, new,
28s. 6d. ; Dunlop, second-hand, sound, 10s. ; 650 by 65
new Michelin tricar cover, plain, 18s. 6d. ; 26 by 2i
W.O. ribbed cover, new, 17s. 6d. ; 28 bv 2i, W.O., Bates,
18s. 6d.—Jas. Fox, 136, Suffolk St., Birmingham.

REPAIRERS.
"DREMIER Motor Co. for all repairs.

PREMIER Motor Co. for Antoine parts.—Aston Rd.,
Birmingham.

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc. ; prompt delivery.—
Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingharh.

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted: 24s.: oldest engines restored to highest

vitality.—Premier Motor, Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated; irreproach-
able work ; quotations free for all repairs.—Premier

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

O K Any Motor Cycle we cannot repair.—White's, 22,^*J Brooks Alley. Liverpool. Royal 3782.

ACER, Ltd., for repairs.— 64, Grosvenor Rd., Hanwell,
"W. Tel.: 433 P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches.— Overhauling, re-

bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Delivery and reasonable charges.
Acer, Ltd.

Lists free.-

CYLINDERS Re-bored, new pistons fitted, re-bushing,
estimates free.—Dewsbury Road and Canning St.

Motor Wks., Leeds.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding.—Broken eyls., flanges,

cracked water jackets, valve seatings, pistons, and
any broken castings.

OXY - ACETYLENE Welding.—Aluminium crankcases
a speciality, overhauling, cyls. ground, new pistons

fitted, all work guaranteed.—West London Welding Co.,

Esses Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536.

NYE'S. — Repairs of every description; skilled work-
men; consult us.— 69, Leather Lane, Holborn.

Tel.: 6299 Holborn.

CRACKED Water Jackets of Motors successfully re-

paired by Lea's metallurgical process.-Lea and
Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

FRAMES Cut Down, tanks made to fit ; your old ma-
chine modernised beyond recognition; send p.c,

and will give price : customers delighted.—Butterworth,
174, Stamiord St., Stalybridge.

TO West of England Motorists.—Car and motor cycle
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders rebored.

i new pistons and rings fitted ; don't hesitate ; send
' straigjit to us.—Hamlin, Mctor Wks., Bridgwater.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cyl. re-

bored and new piston fitted; guaranteed fit

i4-1.000jn.. bears 13 stone on pedal: write for list.—

;
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

BIRMINGHAM. — Overhauling, repairs, re-bushing,
cylinders re-bored, pistons (flat or dome), pulleys,

valves, connecting rods, step-cut rings ; any special parts

or ideas : frames cut down and altered : re-enamelling
: and nlating; estimates by return.—Priest and Co., 66,

! Bishop St.

Th anxicering these advertisements it is deshriblc to mention " The Motor Cycle." A4J
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PREMIER
MOTOR CO-, LTD.

PREWIO" is the new Registered
title for ail our Specialities.

rHE BRITISH PREMO
SEARCHLIGHT.

The lamp of World-
wide repute. Mirror
Lens, Made of solid

brass. It was the first

Searchlight for motor
cycles to be marketed,
and remains the BEST.
30/-. With Premo J Newmarket.

Generator and I.R.

tube.

REPAIRERS.
TENNANT Entfinceiing Co., compression specialists.—

Cylinder*! re-bored, ground, and new pistons fitted

from 12s. 6d, ; new pulleys, any pattern, liom 5s.;

accumulators properly charged and repaired. Will our

numerous clients please note that we are now installed

in larger premises with increased productive facilities at

120, Pershore St., Birmingham.

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE coach-built forecar for wicker.—35, Engle-

fleld Rd., Kingsland.

LADY and Gent's Cycles, in good condition, for motor
cycle.— 24, Strafford Ed., Acton, W.

4h.p. Aster, Chater tricar, two-speed, light and low;
£18. or cycle and cash.—Jarvis, Hertford.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, 4ih.p. (Juadcar,

two speeds, good order.—28, Dock St., Leeds.

O50 and motor value £30 buys freehold house in Pui-^ ley.—Particulars, apply, Axell, Elm Ed., Purley.

GENT'S New Two-speed Bike, also lady's, good condi-
tion, for motor cycle.—23, Oxford Ed., SVycombe.

EXCHANGE for good motor cycle, 5h.p. twin Triette
tricar, just been overhauled.—28, Dock St.. Leeds.

8 by 4 Billiard-Dining Table for Motosacoche, Douglas,
Triumph, magneto, cash adjustment.—Cook, Cafe,

ull details in our new Catalogue. Discount
to trade.

rHE PREMO HOLLOW
CUTTER BELT DRILL.
k. hardened steel hollow

utter takes the place of

le usual drill or punch,

lakes a true, clean hole

irith little effort.

1

THE
PREIVBO GENERATOR

as supplied with the
Premo Searchlight, is

most successful. We
have sent out many
hundreds, and hear
nothing but praise of

them. It is, therefore,

mere extravagance to
buy faddy and expen-
sive Generators. The
Premo Generator is

6/-.

THE
?EIVI BELT FASTENER.

1/- eei.cn, ±!inw-^t^ -r'o .- 2/t».

Instantly detachable^ Central roller removed by a
)uch of the fingers,

pplied for.

BRITISH, and the BEST. Patent

" PREMO " is the new Fesiistered title for ail our
Specialities.

.11 goods sent on approval. Send for " Shop-soiled " List

omplete Kew Catalogue of ''remo Specialities post free.
Trade enquiries invited.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

PIANO, iron frame, check action, trichord ; exchange
for magneto motor cycle.—38, Eomiley Ed., Fins-

bury Park.

LATHE, 5in., S.S. and S.C, gap bed, £16, or motor
cycle and cash, or small car.—44, Stanmore Ed.,

Leytonstone.

WILL give second-hand push bike for good 3ih.p.
engine, with carburetter.—Smith, 48, Willingdon

Rd., Eastbourne.

3h.p. Humber Tricar, two speeds, £17; 3ih.p. tricar,

Minerva engine, £15; exchange motor cycles;
ofiers.—Below.

6h.p. Resette, practically new, unsoiled, three lamps,
accessories, spares, very smart; £35, motor cycle

part.—Below.

9h.p. Rex Car, cardan drive, tonneau, easily alter to
2-seater ; £35 ; motor cycle part.—Below.

1 f)-16h.p. Prunel, handsome 4-cyl. car, good tyres;
J-/^ £65, smaller car part.-20, Potternewton Lane,
Leeds.

COLUMBIA Graphophone, with 30 records; exchange
for good pair paraffin side lights.—Revd. Patrick,

GalbaFij', Tipperary.

EXCHANGE for motor cycle, gent's Humber tandem,
Edison phonograph, and records.—George Collier,

Repton, Burton-on-Trent.

EXCHANGE Raleigh Three-speed, Cycle, cost 15
guineas last season, for m^ytor cycle.—J. Hanson,

Halifax Rd., Hightown, Liversedge.

REXES.—Pew 1909 machines, brand new: offers con-
sidered; must be cleared for 1910 models.—Halifax

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

EXCHANGE Boiler and engine, complete, 50 volt 4
amp. dynamo, good order, for motar cycle.—Apply,

33, Dover Rd. East, Northileet, Kent.

EXCHANGE good reliable second-hand motor cycle
for perfect reliable typewriter and cash.—Stanton,

619, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, London.

£1 Shares in well-known motor company and cash
for 1908 or 1909 magneto Phelon-Moore or Tri-

umph.—Motor, la. Prince's Av., Finchley.

GrVE new rubber belt for Xl'all spring forks, or other
accessory. Give new treadle lathe for air or water-

cooled engine.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

3ili.p., low, long bars, Amac, as new, for lightweight,
2 magneto, Moto-Reve preferred ; sell £21 ; trial.

—3,446, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 0-14h.p. Chenard-Walcker, 2-seater, four speeds and
-L/W reverse, cardan drive, Uunlops, fast, for motor
cycle.— 5, The Parade, Coldharbour Lane, S.E.

3h.p. Bradbury and Sidecar, magneto. Palmers, spring
forks, excellent condition, for Motosacoche, or sell

£16.— H.. 22b. Hish St.. Kingston-on-Thames.

"I
/\ New Cycles, by leading makers, offered in exchangeA" fcr motor car, valued about £48, offers; no

rubbish.—Melvin, cycle agent, Stonehouse, Lanarkshire.

3h.p. Hobart Motor Cycle, good condition: £9 10s., cr
offer ; will exchange for furniture, typewriter, or

anything useful^—Conway Villa, George St., Bedford.

TYRE Building Machine, build up to 2in., Longue-
mare. Rex spare tank, for magneto, headlight,

28in. by 2iin. B.E. tricar tyre.—37, Merefield St., Roch-
dale.

TYPEWRITER wanted, in good condition; exchange
motor bicycle to value, or cash adjustment either

way.—Eastern Garage Co., 418, etc., Romford Rd., Forest
Gate, E.

WANTED, fumed oak dining and bedroom furniture
in exchange for 5h.p. (1909) twin Rex, perfect

condition, new July.—No. 3,462, The Motor Cycle Offices,
Coventry.

5ih.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto, and Montgomery side-

2 car, all perfect, for modern magneto, single ; sell

£30; separate £25 and £6.—Bell, chemist, Waterloo,
Rd., Middlesbrough.
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IMPORTANT SALI
OF SHOP-SOILED

MOIOB CYCLESi
Guaranteed 1909 and 1910 Models
not 1908 Machines. Must be cleare

to make room for New Stock.
rgro ARIEL, free engine, variable pullej

worked from handle-bar, all the late;

igro improvements ; listed £^1 ros. ; m
price, £40 cash ; a great bargain.

rgio LINCOLN ELK, 3 h.p., Palmer tyres an
tubes, magneto ignition ; to make roon
£25 cash ; only shop-soiled.

igog (two) ARNOS, 3 and sh h.P-, never bee
on road ; lowest model on the market

; t

clear, £28 and £32 10s. ; listed £37 roi

and £45 ; an exceptional bargain.

1909 REX, 3i h.p., all the latest improv*
ments ; a great bargain at £35 cash
listed £42 ; Irom makers, shop-soiled.

1909 3J h.p. HUMBER, two-speed gear, fre

engine ; handle starter ; from makers
month ago

; £45 listed ; will seU for £4
cash ; shop-soiled only.

1909 5 h.p. Twin NORTON, with Phelon an
Moore two-speed gear ; a fine sideca

machine ; listed 62 guineas ; to clear, £4
cash ; done 50 miles. •

^

1909 rj h.p. LINCOLN ELK, spring forks

P Imer tyres and tubes ; a bargain
£::2 iOs. cash ; as new.

igog I^HiLON & MOORE, si h.p., fine sideca

machine, s go anywhere ; listed £52 ids.

sell for £43 cash ; a bargain.
igog TRIUMPH, fine orcier, little used

;

romping machine ; sell £35 cash.

GOOD SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
igoS QUADRANT, 3^- h.p., va.r pulley.. £21

1907 TRIUMPH, handle-bar control .. £25
r907 3J h.p. REX, spring forks £10
1906 3 h.p. HUMBER £7 1

1908 mOTO-REVES, fine orcier, £t2 ICs. andfii
rgoS MINERVA, af h.p., a romper £17 1

1908 KERRY, 3 h.p., low built, h.b.

control £18 1

1908 TAIRY, as new, twin-cylinder £^5
1908 > INCOLN ELK, 3 h.p iiS <

1908 Four-cylinder F.N., 3 h.p., mag-
neto £18 1

A fine assortment of rel.able models Iron

£10, all on deferred payment, comprising

M3NERVAS, REXES (Single and twin),
TRIUMPHS, RADFORDS, ARIELS, DOUGLAS
HUMBERS, QUADRANTS, KERRYS,

Lightwe'ghts of all makes, besides a fei

powerful Twin Machines for Sidecar work
Stato what you want. Everything sold

aSfr3»al against cash. Offers and Exchange
(iatertained for anything I have in stock.

TUBES AND TYISES (all makes).

SPECOAL TERMS for advertised make;
Tubes from 4/6; Tyres from iH/-. Se on'-

hands, in a'l makes, equally cheap. Allow

ance on old tubes and tyres. H'-vebovgh
right, and am selling riglit. Small Profit!

Quick Returns.
Remember, """"s ! T am the only firm wh

sell al goods ON APPROVAL, an ! P iY TH
CARRIAGE. Prices right to the Trade.

CONTINENTAL TUBES & TYRES.
Write at once for quotations. 5/- to 10/

allowed for old cover. Special terms for ON
WEEK ONLY. Stock just come in, nc

perished rubbish. REMEMBER ! Rubber hi

gone up 50 per cent.

Winter Riding and Bargain Lists now ready

Note the address of the Only Motor Broker :

HITCHEN'S
LANCASHIRE MOTOR

EXCHANGE,
EUSTON RD., MORECAMBE
Td. 112. Wires :

" Motor, Morecambe.

The Motor Cycle.'
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TRADE NARK

OtOl'
BICYCLES

"BETTER THAN THE BEST"
Single-cylinder Motor Cycle
can possibly be, is the

PREMIER
Twin -Cylinder MOTOR BICYCLE.
It is designed to meet the needs of far-riding motor cyclists who desire

a machine of the utmost relialaility and speed power. The even firing,

perfect balance, absence of vibration and ease of control are qualities

which will recommend themselves to every motor cyclist.

Wis

fdll^

t=ir>'"

A
i^

^ --Sj..

'*?!

PREMIER MODEL 2. DOUBLE CYLINDER. PRICE 50 Guineas net cash.

London T)epot

:

20, Holborn Viaduct, EX.

Bournemouth Depot:

64, Holdenhurst Road.
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111 See it at the Stanley
Cycle Show, Stamd No. 267a »^ ^^^ CaUcry.

iXKe 1910
3j h.p. 85 X 85 m/m Motor Bicycle.

Every motor cyclist interested in seeing the very latest advance
in motor cycle construction should arrange to visit our stand, and
examine the new model illustrated above. In no other instance are

so many desirable features found embodied in one machine—innova-

tions in design, in engine construction, in minor fitments, etc.—such
as will be approved by the most critical rider.

Spring Forks of an entirely new type
will be the standard fitment for this model. Bali-bearing engine, chain
drive for magneto, adjustable pulley— not to mention a number of other
improvements, you will be able to discover for yourself.

Make a note to examine it NOW, or send us your name and address, and
we will post you full specification- and price particulars immediately
they are out of press.

OtfUffil DKU lOCrK^^ LrlCl* ~-i«
Gt. Eastern St., LONDON, EX

If the Price is yaur principal consideration,
you should write us for full particulars of our special offer, whereby you can obtain a brand new
motor bicycle of proved reliability at an hitherto unheard-of price.

£28 for a SJ h.p. motor cycle. A few 5^ h.p. twins at £42.
This offer refers to a few 1908 models of Brown motor cycles we are clearing to provide further
room. It is open for a fimited period only, and will be withdrawn immediately they are sold.

Write us to-day, and we will send you full specification of the machines referred to.



Improvements in Design.
I HAT the year 1910 will be a motor cycle year

is the general opinion of those who are in a

position to judge, and at the forthcoming
Stanley Show those readers who are con-

templating a change of mount or the purchase
:heir first motor bicycle will have ample oppor-
ty of making a selection from the many and
ed patterns which will be on view. As we have
an opportunity of inspecting most of the new

lels intended for the show, a few remarks on the

d of design for 1910 may be acceptable,

'irms who have established a reputation for any
icular type of machine are, generally speaking,

making any very drastic alterations, but real

rovements are everywhere apparent. Lightweight
iels will be more numerous at this year's exMbition
a at any previous show, several cycle raanu-

uring firms having decided to market a motor
e weighing in the neighbourhood of 100 lbs. These
;hines are very different from the lightweight models
several years ago, and, as we predicted at that

2, the lightweight has been gradually improved,
has now become a practical mount which threatens

>ecome a serious competitor of the heavyweight.

V"ith regard' to the heavier standard types of

:hine, the frames do not show any signs of alteration.

i seating position is as low as it is possible to make
.'ithout further reducing the depth of the tank and
iging the crankcase too close to the ground.
^ feAv machines which previously were so arranged
t to remove the cylinder entailed the removal of

..tank or some other portion of the mechanism
) are now designed so that this drawback no" longer

5.-W.-4'

exists ; in fact, many engines, with carburetter, mag-
neto, and transmission, can now be removed bodily

from the frames without disturbing any other part.

Spring forks have been greatly improved, and
spring frames are making headway. A few more
machines will be provided with a rear spring-

ing device in the form of an insulator for the

rider only, and not the wheel or frame. Machines
whose road wheels are entirely sprung will also be
exhibited, but they are not numerous, most makers
appearing to fight shy of springing devices if they

mean added weight and complication.

One enterprising firm is making provision for

attaching sidecars to any of its standard roadster

models without using special clips, i.e., the lugs for

the sidecar bolts are integral with the frame.

The diameter of wheels is practically a standard

of 26in., but on one or two lightweights 24in. wheels

are being tried, as small wheels reduce weight. One
make of machine at least will have 2 Sin. wheels, Avhich

certainly have a good deal to recommend them.

Engines will probably be the least altered of any

portion of a motor cycle's mechanism, leaving out the

two-stroke variety, to which attention was drawn last

week. All types will be shown, from the tiny light-

weight single to the powerful twin with cylinders at

angles varying between 45° and 60°, but one firm will

show for the first time a twin with cylinders at 90° and

Avith a different internal construction from the usual V
twin engine. Engines with mechanically-operated

valves and ball bearing mainshafts will be more in

evidence at the show.

Change-speed gears will be found on most of the

machines to which they have been fitted in previous

years, but the names of no new makers occur to us.

417
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^e^(\ lofaA Sidecar
[^cord

Although the record run described
(driver) and W. Lamm (passenger) on
description of the record made by the
ences, are interesting

hereunder has been beaten by M. Geige|

a 7 h.p. V.S. and Millford sidecar, th
brothers Bentley, and their varied experi

It is rather the custom when a record is beaten to forget the previous performance in th

'iiilllllllliiMllilllinliiilMliillllliiiliiiiiii

interest aroused by the new and improved time, but even when a record is a thing of the past the performance itsel

remains for all time, and is none the less good when beaten.

WE were disconsolately walking down to the City

one morning; feeling somewhat bored with

things in general, when we began discussing

Vivian Olsson's record with 'his 7-9 h.p.

V.S. and Millford sidecar, and as we both had a few

precious days of holiday left, it occurred to us to spfend

our vacation attempting to improve this record. We
had both ridden 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe machines with

sidecars earlier in the year, so the question of what to

go on did not trouble us.

The morning in question was just seven days before

we actually started from John-o'-Groat's for Land's

End, and as we had not definitely decided until three

days before we journeyed up North, it can well be

imagined that there was not too much time for making
those arrangements which are of such vital importance

in connection with a long distance record.

The machine and sidecar were at the Rex Works,

and, having paid a hurried visit to Coventry to settle

a few details about spare parts, we arranged that the

combination should be packed in a crate and sent

straight up to Wick all ready for the fray.

We naturally had a fairly lively time during the

next few days, and after finishing

work in the City on Friday, had
nothing left but the purchase of

sou'-westers and complete suits of

oilskins, which we thought advis-

able in virw of the unsettled state

of the weather.

The Journey North.
We started out of King's Cross

at 7.55 p.m.. and after a comfort-

able journey arrived at Inverness,

where we changed over to the

Wick train. This sadlv reminded
us of the Metropolitan Railway, as

it apparently pulled up every mile
or so, and at most houses of what-
ever size.

To anyone who is not familiar

with the methods of travel in these
parts, the story of the engine driver

who stopped his train in order to
watch a fish being played in a
loch adjoining the line, what time
he shouted encouragement for the
best part of threequarters' of an
hour, may appear a trifle tall, but
we are assured is none the less true.

However, we reached Wick about

A18

4.30 on the Saturday afternoon, and pounced up
massive crate in which reposed our machine and
car, all coupled up ready for the record attempt

For the benefit of others who may contemplat
attack on this record, we would here interpose

transporting a motor bicycle and sidecar by t

while undoubtedly convenient on occasion, is n

theless exceedingly expensive, as a visit to the sta

master speedily showed. The carriage amounte
precisely ^20 6s. iid. ! This high rate was bee

the combination had to be carried in a crate (

separate truck. We were more than a

embarrassed at the prospect of having to

and could think of no more at fir.st than to

with Mr. Mantalini, "O demm the pence!"
a friend in need is a friend indeed, and J. Robei
very kindly offered to help us in this our hour of r

and in a short time had the machine unpacked
down at his garage. Here we checked over the sp

and equipment, after which we enjoyed a good te

the Station Hotel, where we had booked rooms
the night.

A walk through the town and we retired to rest,

Highland Falls, just off the End-to-end route.
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ere soon fast asleep, in spite of the continuous blasts

•cm a high-powered steam organ which was doing its

utv nobl\' at a fair Avhich was in full swing a short

istance from the hotel.

Sunday opened wet and lowering, but, as is so often

16 case in Scotland, the sky soon cleared, and shortly

Fter hveakfast we were enjoying a splendid run over

) John-o'-Groat's—the more enjoyable as our engine

as pulling with plenty of vim.

We were joined shortly afterwards by three motor

yclists whom we knew {en 'passant, many thanks to

lem for the splendid file, belt punch, etc., they kindly

:nt us), and we all had a good walk along the beach

efore dark, and after a rousing evening turned in at

bout twelve o'clock.

We were due to start at eight o'clock on Monday
ight, and on that account stayed in bed most of the

Carrbridge on the Grampians. This is passed on the run.

ay. At six o'clock we rose and had supper, and at a

uarter to eight wheeled the machine to the hotel door.

The Start from John=o'=Groat's House.

We had arranged to make a start at this time under
le impression that it would hardly get dark at all so

b north, but had not realised how late it was in the

ear, and that naturally Ave should have to light up
uite early.

At ten minutes to eight J. Robertson, who had
riven over in his car, sent us on our way, and making
good start we had soon left Wick behind. Here-

bouts it started raining heavily, and kept on more or

sss continuously most of the night. In ordinary motor
ycling " guaranteed " waterproofs—and we have tried'

:iost—we should have been wet to the skin long before

laybreak, and it only emphasises the fact that, for

3ng continuous riding in rain, oilskins are the only

arments that are really satisfactory for keeping out

he wet.

Owing to the intense darkness and to the fact that

the lower roads were more or less under water, we were
not surprised to find we were running behind time, but
as it was quite unsafe to drive fast we contented
ourselves with plodding steadily along without worry-
ing about schedule.

In spite of our caution we very nearlv had a bad
accident at the top of Berriedale, although we were
prepared for the dangerous corner, having been there
before, as upon applying the brakes the whole caboose
swung bodily round, and the passenger narrowly
averted disaster by embracing a stone wall somewhat
in advance of the sidecar wheel. For a time we were
even more careful, though after crossing " The Mound "

we made a good run along the Cromarty P'irth, through
Dingwall, and so along the Beauly Firth into Inverness,
where we sat down to our first meal at the Palace Hotel.

After a first-rate breakfast we were once again on
the move, and after a knockabout run over the vile

setts through Inverness, turned to

the right, and the Rex was soon
making light work of the steady
ascent.

The Road over the Grampians.
We were told at the Palace Hotel

that a number of cars had come
up by train in order to avoid the
road over the Grampians, which
after the summer traffic looks like

a dried-up watercourse, and in

many places is little better. We
thought the accounts of the road
must be exaggerated, but we had
perforce once more to close the

throttle if we were to stay on the

road at all—and so quite gently

most of the wav to Blair Atholl,

whereabouts the surface improves

considerably. And by the way it

is often quite easy for a solo

machine on a vile surface to pick

out the only little bit of road that

is really fit to ride on, but it is

a very different game for a two-

track machine. Once past the

Grampians we managed to liven

things up a bit, and made good

time into Perth, where we stopped for our second meal.

Having filled up,with petrol, we made a clean ascent

of the long hill out of the city, and so on to Stirling,

after which we commenced one of the most depressing

parts of the ride. From Cumbernauld onwards, until

one eventually crosses the bridge over the river and

turns sharp to the left up the Lockerbie Road, one

passes through a countryside of gloom into which the

sun seldom if ever seems to penetrate ; the inhabitants

for the most part appear resigned to. their molelike

existence; the sky overcast with the great drifts of

smoke which pour unceasingly from the gaunt chimneys

which tower up on all sides.

We were heartily glad to get c4€ar of this depressing

stretch, and as the weather had considerably improved

we enjoyed a glorious run through the hills. On this

beautiful summer afternoon the sight of two travel-

stained maniacs in oilskins provoked no small amount

of merriment, as we made our way to Lockerbie.

Here, much to our surprise, as we dreAV up outside

the King's Arms Hotel we noticed a very businesslike

AT-
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Rex with an extra wide tank like our own for long-

distance riding, and on going inside were delighted

to find F. W. Chinn with a good sensible meal ready
for us.

Climbing Shap Fell in the Darkness.

After a brief delay to shorten the belt, Chinn
led the way at a good bat. and we were soon over the

Border bridge and through Carlisle, making a

desperate effort to cross Shap before nightfall. This,

however, we failed to do, and had the somewhat
unpleasant task of tackling it in complete darkness,

but thanks to the Lucas lamp, which was burning well.

were able to make fairly good progress.

By the time Kendal was reached we were both
feeling very hungry, so while the generators were being
replenished we seized the opportunity to get some
food. Quite a crowd had collected by the time we
were ready to start, and gave us a

good cheer as we moved off into

the inky darkness.

The gentleman who wrote a letter

recently to The Motor Cycle anent
present-day records, preferring them
done off one's " own bat," would
have come rather sadly to grief in

this district unless he happened to

know the road like a book. The
course is really very hard to follow,

and we very gladly followed Mr.
Chinn's light over what seemed
endless miles of tramlines, and,
thanks to his skilful piloting, made
fair time until Warrington was
reached, where we found A. J.
Moorhouse waiting for us.

We had originally intended to
make a stop at Wigan, where H.
Timberlake had kindly made pre-
parations to receive us, but we ran
through the town and were far on
our way before we realised our
mistake.

On again, after a britf halt.

through those weary hours before
the dawn, to the accompaniment of
a steady drizzle, which lasted until

just before Bridgnorth, when the rain ceased as the
sun got up, and life was worth li\-in

necessary for food, since there seemed a very i:

prospect that towards the break of Thursday morni—having last gone to bed on Sunday night—we mig
run casually into a ditch or wall or what not throu
want of sleep.

Towards eight o'clock we reached Exeter ai

stopped at the Bude Hotel for supper, which we h

order by wire. And here we said goodbye to A.
Moorhouse, who had ridden with us all the way frd
Warrington, on smooth racing tyres, which caus-

him to exhibit a very nimble bit of riding, especia

through Gloucester, where in one place he skidd(

clean round and was almost facing us when we drt

level. To add to his discomfort, we found that 1

had ridden the whole distance on the lightest of racii

saddles, which was not improved by theiact that bo'

its apologies for springs had broken early in the pr

ceedings. It would be hard to imagine a more spoi

ing action than that of Mr. Moorhouse. who original

Falls near Dingwall.

ig once more.

Eight Hours behind Schedule.
Just outside Tewkesbury we had rather a serious

collision and buckled the sidecar wheel badlv. This
caused a long delay, but eventually an ordinary motor
cycle front wheel did the trick, with the aid of' sundrv
washers to pack it out. Moreover, we suffered a further
delay in this neighbourhood owing to a broken roller
on the tappet lifter.

_

At Tewkesbury we partook of breakfast, and bv the
time we \yere_ ready to continue it had started raining
heavdy. This was hardly encoiiraging, as we were
now some eight hours behind our schedule, and had
the certain prospect of a third night on the road.

Accordingly we continued our journev in no veiy
merry frame of mind, but pressed on all' through that
day without talking much or stopping longer than

seeing tha

A20

intended to leave us at Tewkesbury, . but
owing to the awful weather the ride had developed int(

rather more than a joke, rode with us right down tc

Exeter, and by his continual cheerfulness encourage'

us considerably. '

More Rain on the Last Stages.

By the time we were ready to leave it was quite dark,

and within a few miles the rain had started again-
very steadily this time, and looked like lasting.

Never since we started motoring has either of us

put up a poorer average than we did that night—pitch

dark, raining hard, greasy roads, and incessant lamp
troubles, as the last dose of carbide was a dead failure.

Figurino; out the mileage and time afterwards, we

found that over a good deal of this stretch we could

not have averaged much over ten miles an hour, so

that with better luck we could easily improve on our

record by several hours.
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We had hoped to pick up time over Bodmin Moor,
it so thick was "the mist which blew in from the sea

it at times we were almost brought to a standstill

rough sheer inability to see the road. Another
ae we might be more lucky.

At about 2 a.m., the hour when vitality is normally
its lowest ebb—ours had almost reached vanishing
int—^^ve had to stop and knock up the occupants
a wayside inn. They very kindly turned out and
ius have some brandy, which warmed the cockles
our hearts and kept us going.

We soon regained our spirits after this and went
ward at a fine pace, nearly annihilating a little rat

a black piglet, which woke up abruptly on our
proach and scuttled ahead of us at a fine pace.
Over the next stretch we will not dwell, but as day
)ke we quickened our pace and ran through the
verted streets of Penzance with only ten miles of
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hilly roads ahead of us, and here the two-speed came
in very handy.

Land's End at last, and the engine pulling as well
as when we started—900 miles back. We were met
by J. T. Taylor, of Penzance (who was kindly timing
us), and four or five other gentlemen whose names
we do not know. They had spent that dreary
night in a car, and were as glad to see us as we were
to see them. As it was too early to get any food, we
drove back to Penzance, where we had a shave and
a good bath, and after breakfast boarded the train,

and at 11. 5 were sleeping peacefully in the London
express.

^
It is a great tribute to the Rex spring seat and the

riding position in general that neither of us felt the
very least stiff or tired, and physically were perfectly
fit at the end of the run, although naturally the mental
strain of keeping awake for the $g\i. 7m. of the ride
was bound to have its effect.

YE EDITOR'S GASOLENE ENGINE.
'HE following amusing article was published in

the August number of The Motocycle News of
' America

:

" We have come at last to appreciate the

lings of the man-in-a-rut, and we sympathise with

1. We are in his class, a brother to him, a moss
;k. We are continually urging better methods of

ming, growing better stock, using faster, more
»nomical machinery, and we are sincere in our

ief that those are the things to do. Yet we know
self-examination that we are in the moss back class.

ly? Because the dads, the superintendent of the

:et and light department, the travelling salesmen of

ious electric supply companies have each and all

ed us to substitute a motor for our gasolene engine

1 we refused. That engine has come to be a part

our life. We can't swear in the language of

:tricity. We have learned the gasolene language,

old mother tongue, the Standard with its various

lects, The Water-Pierce, The Uncle Sam, The
irie. The Independent.
When on a busy day the Leader shop's machinery
idenly slows down, we know what's the matter

I we can express ourselves. A certain ruckachuck
ms that the lubricator is empty and the cylinder

ning dry. A peculiar soft pat-pat pat-pat from the

;ine exhaust, a sound like a bare-footed nigger

bering his feet preparatory to a buck and wing
ice on a stone pavement, is due notice that she

nissing fire. A heavy wet sob tells us that she is

ing too much gasolene. And so it goes on through

entire machine ; each spring, each valve, each cog
iel has its note of complaint. We have learned

se notes, and the expletive best suited, so express

feelings when we hear them. We can take oil-

i, screwdriver, a monkey wrench, and with some
;ree of assurance undertake to coax and cajole our
olene engine out of any pet or temper she may
into. We have spent weeks of valuable time and

: many units of sweet disposition over our engine,

we have learned to love her. She talks back, and
can know what ails her.

But a motor—'a dumb, springless, valveless, iron-

lied, self-contained, unsympathetic motor. You
over in the corner, remote and apart from it, and

put a brass case knife in the grasp of a brass clothes-
pin, and the thing starts—or it doesn't start. If it

starts,^ well and good. If it doesn't start, who or
Avhat is a man to swear at? In a general sort of way
we know that the thing is full of watts, amperes,
yoltSj cycles, and phases; but they are wrapped up
in miles and miles of wire. You can't get at 'em with
a monkey wrench. It is rumoured that if you tackle
a motor with screwdriver you will discover something
more shocking than a peek-aboo waist, or even a
sheath gown. Suppose you did get at the inwards
of the thing. There is not a blacksmith in town who
could retemper an ohm, turn a hook on an ampere,
or weld a lug upon a volt. We don't know how to put
bushing in a kilowatt, and we don't propose to learn.

There is nothing more cheerful or social about a
motor than there is about a dry land terrapin. It is

full of hell and mystery, and we propose to have
nothing to do with one. We are a moss back ; we are
in a rut, and intend to stay there. What is time,

money, and temper saved compared with the pain
of parting with what we have learned to love and
the effort required to master a new language."

>—••e»—<

With the coming of the wet season the question

occurs how best to deal with cuts and gashes in covers.

It is generally realised that the neglected cut or the

one unscientifically repaired is a source of serious

trouble and expense, for the mud and wet work in,

often to the utter ruin of the tyre. The present price

of rubber is not altogether a consoling feature when
considered in conjunction "with the short life of

neglected tyres. Chemico tyre stopping comes as a per-

fect boon to motor cyclists for extending the period of

service of their tyres. This stopping, a plastic pre-

paration placed in the cut or gash, is said to effect a
perfect union with the other material to which it

is added, in such a way that after a few miles running

it will be difficult to locate the place of repair. There
is no question of its dropping out, for by amalgama-
tion it has itself become part and parcel of the

cover. Those who are- yet unacquainted with this tyre

stopping may have a free sample for the purpose of

a practical demonstration by writing the County
Chemical Co., Ltd., Chemico Works, Birmingham.

A2I
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Hints and Tips for Motor

f

VALVE SPRING LIFTERS.

SCJi. The motor cyclist who
does not regularly carry a valve spring

lifter in his toolkit will live to regret

it. The removal of a valve is a matter

of a few seconds when one is provided

with on© of these patent devices, and

may la-st a quarter of an hour if the

operator is clumsy and lacks a special

tool. There are two types of valve

spring remover. The more compact

eort merely holds the spring com-

pressed up against the bottom cf the

valve chamber, and with these it is a

common annoyance for the valve to

rise up into the valve chamber when
the lifter is applied, so that the cotter

is not cleared of its cup, and cannot

be withdrawn. It is a .simple matter

to hit the valve on the head with a

second tool, but care should be taken

not to dint the thread of the valve cap

seating. On the whole I prefer such
devices as the Triumph and Stevenson
removers, which hold the valve down,
and ensure the cotter being cleared.

They are a trifle less portable, but
they ensure the immediate clearance of

the cotter, after the "burr" on key-

way has been filed away.

POCKET TOOLKITS.
30S. The name of the pocket

toolkits now marketed is legion.

Choice should not depend solely on the
variety of the tools contained therein,

but the weight should also be taken
into consideration. I recently put eight
kits on the scales, and the weight
varied from 14 ozs. to 4^ lbs. Need-
less to tsay, the last-named kit is far

too heavy for the coat pocket.

BAGS AND CARRIERS.
^OS. An unsatisfactory point

about many tool, luggage, belt, and
spare tube cases is the weakness of the
straps for their attachment to the
carrier. Not only has vibration to be
considered, but the weight of the con-~
tents exerts a strong leverage. The
straps should, therefore, be wide and
thick, and they should be threaded
through the body of the case, as stitch-

ing will not hold. It is very annoy-
ing to spend half a guinea on a bag or
case, and shortly afterwards to drop
it on the roa-d

'

' unbeknownst '

' through
the weakness of its attachments.

HOOTER, BADGE, WATCH, AND
SPEEDOMETER CLIPS.

The same applies to the
.screwclips of metallic attachments to
the handle-bar. Many of these clips
are designed and made by men who
never ride themselves, and amongst the
minor annoyances of motor cycling the
possession of a hooter, etc., which is

always working loose, rattling, and
sliding down towards the grips to foul
the control levers takes a high place.
If the clip does not afford a very tight
fit on the bar when screwed well' home,
a wrapping of emery cloth or insulat-
ing tape should be inserted between it

and the bar, or a tiny grubscrew fixed
clean through it into the bar. In
addition, when making such a purchase,
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condemn any article at once if the

screws and clip are not thoroughly
substantial.

TESTING SEATS OF A.O.I.V.

SCSO. A sure test of the gastight

fit of an automatic inlet valve on its

seating is to remove the valve, and fill

it with petrol. If no petrol leaks

through, the seating may be trusted as

compression tight.

AIR LEAKS IN INLET PIPES.

SO^. Riders are very v'ont to
man-handle their inlet pipe connec-
tions, especially on twin-cylinders,

where all the joints cannot be got into

exact register except by undoing the

fastening nuts, etc., at each end of

each pipe concerned. So it often

happens that one joint is not tightly

screwed up, or that a thread has worn.
and so the joint is a permanently slack

fit, even when fully tightened. The
effect of this is to set up air leakages,

which have a deleterious effect on run-

ning, and more particularly on start-

ing ; this is most of all the case when
the leak only affects one cylinder, in

which case that cylinder will never fire

as strongly as the other. This point
should be watched, and any existing

leakages cured by means of proper
joints. Felt washers, or packing may
be used temporarily, but be careful

they are not drawn into the valve.

POCKET FLASH LAMPS.
SSOT. Every motor cyclist who

does much night riding will find a small
pocket electric light of frequent ser-

vice. It is far safer than the headlight
when illumination of the carburetter is

required during small adjustments, and
it is of great help in reading signjDosts

when uncertain of the correct route-.

In all stoppages at night the machine
should be drawn in as close to the hedge
as possible to avoid accidents.

BROKEN MUDGUARD STAYS.
S<3^. Mudguard stays when

they break usually snap off close to the
eye which threads over the wheel
spindle. Mere lashing of the eyeless
rod invariably comes adrift in a short
time, and causes rattle previous to dis-
solution. It is the simplest thing in
the world to make a satisfactory and
all but permanent repair. Take a
piece of steel wire, some eight inches
in length, and bend one end round
into an eye with the pliers. Thread
the eye over the wheel spindle, and
lash the remaining seven inches or so
of wire closely to the broken rod with
insulating tape. This repair will hold
for weeks without rattling. Failing
these simple requisites, string will

make a fair repair. The spring of the
unbroken stay on the far side causes
the stayless side of the guard to move
outwards and upwards from the tyre.

It may be drawn into position by a
length of string stretched taut from
the arch of the stays to the spindle,
and the useless rod can be filed off, or
lashed to one of the other stays with
tape. Avoid the use of copper wire—

•

it is often brittle, and causes a rattle.
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FASTENERS "PULLING THROU3OS. A correspondent in|

me that he has perfected a devii
use in conjunction with or_
fasteners, designed to obviate
annoyance of the fastener bolt t
or pulling through the ends of theK
Given a belt of the correct lengtll(
tension, I make bold to assertli
ninety per cent, of the belt breal;
we hear of are due to bad fitting

fastener, and not to the weakue
the belt. I have not had a belt

'

through " for some years, to the
of my remembrance, unless it wa
tight, or unless the fastener bolts

inserted at an angle or out of ct

The best preventive of pi

through I know—and it is almc
comjalete cure—is to use a special
punch, with a V orifice in its c

which exactly fits the size of bel

ployed. With one of these dvil

punches every bolt hole drillec

bound to be dead central and
vertical. And if the bolt hole

drilled in this fashion it is very
odds indeed against the bolt ever
ing through.

BROKEN WIRE TO H.B. CONTRO
SiO. With some makes

handle-bar-controlled carburetter,
extremely difficult to proceed if a
comes adrift. This mishap ocei

to me lately, and for a tim
was nonplussed, the wire to
air slide being broken, so that I (

not get a start except by jammin
airslide shut, and then the engine
hot soon after mounting. I rei

bered that on a previous occasi
had broken the throttle wire, and f

the inconvenience very small after

ing the throttle a third open and
trolling speed by the air and the sf
This suggested to me that I si

transfer the throttle wire to the
slide, and jam the throttle abo
third open, which was soon done,

my destination was reached in com

BELT STRENGTH.
Z3H. Leaving slip out of

question, belt troubles are usi

caused by stretching of the mate
It is curious that, whereas the sti

takes place in a longitudinal direc

belt makers very often endeavou
combat it by increasing the cross w
of the belt. If I had a fin. belt

stretched too rapidly I should not

to meet the difficulty by fitting a

belt, but by fitting a belt of gre

depth, i.e., measuring more from
to bottom. ' A good many 1

obviously cannot be manufactured '

greater depth, because their const

tion does not allow for flexibi

flexibility being attained purely

material, and not by construction

;

there are one or two belts which m
be made with increased depth w
out sacrificing an atom of flexibil

and such a belt would be i

for a 7-9 h.p. twin, which usu

gives trouble with its belt transmisf

If I bought such a mount I should

to get a special belt of |in. cross

tion, but of increased depth.
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Stanley Show.

The Thirty-third Stanley Show which will be opened at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, N., on' November 19th,

and remain open until November 27th, will be more representative of motor cycles and their accessories than in any
previous year of its history. About 120 firms will exhibit motor cycles, motor cycle tyres, or accessories, that number
representing over half the total number of exhibitors. As in previous years, we are enabled by the courtesy of manufac-
turers to present our readers with some early information as to the improvements and novelties which are being introduced

for 1910. This forecast will be continued in the Second Show Issue oi " The 31otor Cycle" which. -will be published on
Monday next, the 15th inst.

Air Springs, Ltd., Craven Houee, Kingsway, W.C. (No.

12, Main Hall).—Motor bicycles and frames fitted with

harp's patent air springs. For the benefit of those readers

ho ara not conversant with this ingenious device we may
lention that it consists of a hollow steel cylinder and plunger

iled with compressed air. The 'former is fixed to the bicycle

ame and the latter to that portion which receives the

locks. In other words, in the case of the front forks the

blinder is attached to the forks on which the front wheel is

lounted, and the plunger to the frame, and similarly in the

166 of the rear sprung portion. The weight of the rider is

itirely air supported. The stroke of the plunger is two
iches. As the air pressure is supplied by an ordinary tyre

limp it is easily adjuisted to the weight of the rider. The
3vice is absolutely airtight, the packing between the cylin-

3r and plunger being a rolling rubber "mitten" which
srforms its function without friction. When worn out. the

itten can be replaced for a very small sum. The device may
; either adapted to a sprung frame bicycle or may be used

i a spring saddle-pillar. The A.S.L. motor bicycle, sprung,

ire and aft, competed successfully in the London to Edin-

irgh run. As the resiliency and comfort afforded by the

r springs are so great much smaller wheels than usual can

i used, and the centre of gravity of the machine may be

ought much nearer the ground, and in consequence Mr.
harp recommends 24in. wheels, and would prefer wheels of

'en smaller diameter if the tyres for these could be easily

irchased. The exhibits will consist of two A.S.L. motor
.cycles, one twin and one single (Peugeot engines), and
veral air spring frames capable of taking any standard

igine.

Atjto-Caeriehs, Ltd., Martell Road, West Norwood, S.E.

lo. 129 Main Hall).—Among the various passenger machines
lown on this stand will be the new. type of A.C. Sociable,

iferred to in our report of the last Quarterly Trials. This

achine seats comfortably two passengers side by side, but

ill otherwise retain the well-known A.C features. A later

odel still will be the new racing type of A.C. Sociable,

be whole machine is built a great deal nearer the ground
Lan the standard roadster, and will be fitted with a Lan-
lester type of dashboard. The seats will be low, and
ihind them there will be a cylindrical petrol tank. Three
•C. industrial tricars will be shown, a complete engine and
Tburetter mounted on a stand, and a passenger tricar model,
16 type of A.C. so familiar to our readers. A working
odel will also be shown of the new A.C. dual ignition, lately

vented by John W^eller. This device is a form of governor
hich allows the engine to switch itself over automatically

om magneto to accumulator ignition when the revolutions

op below about 200 per minute. On the magneto shaft

lere is fitted a driving sprocket, the boss of which is

)llow. On one side of it a hole is drilled in which there

a ball kept in tension by a light spring. Over the hollow

)rtion there is a plate upon which a small brass roller is

ounted. When the revolutions exceed 200 or thereabouts

le centrifugal force throws the ball out of contact with

le roller and the magneto begins to fire. Should, however.

the speed of the engine drop below about 200 revolutions per
minute the centrifugal force is overcome by the tension of the
spring and the ball and roller make contact. The roller is,

of coarse, connected to the coil while the ball is earthed.
Yet another ingenious device is the A.C. valve. The lower
portion of the stem is threaded so that the spring cup or
washer may be screwed on. The lower portion of the cup
is flanged, and when the valve is in position Jie cip is s-re,\eJ
up until the spring is compressed sufficiently to allow the
cotter to be inserted in its hole. When this is done the cup
is again unscrewed, and the flange firmly holds the pin in

Ths A.C.lSociable which is referred to in the accompanying forecast and
will be exhibited at the Stanley Show.

position. In addition to the above, various component parts

of the A.C. will be shown, among which we may mention
the interesting carburetter, described in The Motor Cycle

of August 18th, page 612. Our readers will be interested to

hear that every A.C. engine is tested for a whole day
coupled up to an electrical horse-power testing plant.

Brajdbury and Co., Ltd., Oldham (No. 77, Main Hall).

—

Bradbury 3^ h.p. motor bicycles will form the most attractive

portion of this stand. The machine has been most successful

in hill-climbing and reliability events. The 1910 pattern has

several improvements, but retains all the special features

of the firm's 1909 machine, including the registered

pattern frame, which is built into the engine case, giving

easy access for repairs, ensuring perfect balance, and dis-

pensing with cradle, nuts, 'and bolts. The Bradbury is fitted

with ball bearing engine, 87 x 87 mm. bore and stroke ; m.o.

interchangeable valves ; high-tension magneto ignition

;
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handle-bar control ; improved silencer, fitted with cut-out,

operated by the foot whilst riding ; specially designed tubular

carrier, etc. The Bradbury frame is built low, the height

from the ground to the top of the seat-pillar lug being only

28in. On the 1910 model Druid spring forks are fitted.

The Ohater Lea Manufacttjiiing Co., Golden Lane, E.G.

(No. 228, Gallery).—Mr. Chater Lea is himself a practical

motor cyclist, and designs his machines after much experience

on the road. This fact, coupled with mechanical abilities of the

highest order, and the best material, naturally results in the

production of a really first-class mount. Many of our readers

are familiar with the now well-known No. 7 model, on which

Mr. Chater Lea successfully competed in the London to

Edinburgh run. The 1910 model will be exhibited with a

7-8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, with mechanically-operated valves

set side by side, Bosch magneto, J. A. P. carburetter, a well-

designed, "strongly-built frame, a large self-contained, pedal-

controlled leather to metal clutch, a three-speed gear box,

chain transmission, and linoleum-lined brass-bound foot-

boards of ample dimensions. The petrol tank contains

two and one-third gallons of fuel, and is provided with a

really sensible filler and a petrol gauge. The oil tank is

situated behind the saddle tube, and also has a funnel-

shaped filler of ample size. The handle-bars on this and

other Chater Lea machines are wide and long, and handle-

bar controlj very wide mudguards, and

a good stand and carrier are supplied.

In addition to the J. A. P. engine, the

chief innovations are a specially strong

.back hub ; the latest design C.L.

spring forks, on which a front rim
brake may be used,

,
and to the side

plates of' which a really substantial

lamp bracket is attached ; and a new
change-speed lever with a particularly

neat catch releasing the lever from the

slot in the quadrant by a slight down
ward pressure. No better designed

machine for sidecar work has ever been
placed on the market. The 2^ h.p.

Chater Lea lightweight, fitted with
J.A.P. engine, gear-driven magneto
(fitted behind the engine), Amac
handle-bar controlled carburetter, stand
and carrier, weighing but 100 lbs., i§ ".

a thoroughly practical mount. The-

standard model No. 6 will be fitted

with the new 3^ h-P- Chater Lea
engine, 84 x 86 mm., mechanically
operated inlet valve, J-A.P. carbu-

retter, Chater Lea spring forks, Bosch
magneto, and handle-bar controlled

Brown and Barlow carburetter.
Another model, named the No. 6,

will also be shown, fitted with a

4^ h.p. m.o.v. (side by side) J.A.P. engine. The Chater
Lea quickly detachable sidecar fastenings are well known
to our readers for their practicability and excellence,
and in addition to these th€i firm has lately intro-

duced a new speedily detachable seat-pillar lug fasten-
ing, which on account of its ingenuity should command
the closest attention. These devices allow any sidecar
to be removed in about half a minute. In addition to the
above-mentioned machines, complete sidecars fitted with these
fastenings and a special modele de luxe sidecar with coach-
built body will be shown.

Components, Ltd., Bournbrook (No. 134, Main Hall).—Two
new Ariel models, with 85 x 85 mm. ball bearing engines and
m.o.i.v. One model is fitted with the Ariel patent variable
gear and free engine on the engine-shaft, described in the

- last issue. The second model will be similar to the first,

with the exception that the pulley is of the ordinary adjust-
able type, and pedalling gear will be fitted to this model.
Three of the variable geared machines will be on view and
one of the other type.

The Clyno Enc. Co., Thrapston (No. 260, Gallery).—
The Clyno single-cylinder motor bicycle has a Stevens 3 h.p.
engme, 76 x 85 mm., m.o.i.v., Ruthardt magneto ignition,
B. and B. handle-bar controlled carburetter, 18in. rigid
frame, Chater Lea spring forks, 26in. wheels, 2^in. tyres,
belt transmission, Clyno adjustable pulley (patent applied

=<TRS
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for), enabling gears between 4 and 6 to 1, and adjustable
stand. The weight of this machine is 135 lbs. The 5-6 h.p.

twin-cylinder also has a Stevens engine, 76 x 82 mm., with
ball bearings to main shaft. With the exception of 2^in.

tyres and no pedalling gear, the specification is the same as

the single-cylinder model. The chief points in the above
motor cycle are their extreme simplicity and accessibility.

The engine, magneto, carburetter, and silencer can all be
removed from the frame by unscrewing two bolts.

Bati,iss, Thomas, and Co., Excelsior Works, Coventry (No.

66, Main Hall).—It is some years since the Excelsior
motor cycles are their extreme simplicity and accessibility.

four examples which will be shown may therefore be expected
to create considerable interest. The engine is a 3^ h.p., as

in the 1909 model, the cylinder being designed with vertical

radiator fins on the top of the combustion head, as well as

the usual horizontal fins surrounding both combustion head
and cylinder, thus providing more radiating surface.

The latest Brown and Barlow carburetter, with handle-bar
control, is again adopted, as likewise is the Bosch magneto.
The machine is equipped with a Druid spring fork, Dunlop
studded tyres and Brooks saddle. One of the models is to

be equipped with a free engine device. The firm inform us

that the Excelsior motor bicycle when reintroduced early

in the current year created much interest, and they are more
than satisfied with the result of the first year's trading.

Next year's Ariel model. with free engine and variable pulley. Our experiences with this machine
were given in the last issue.

HoBAET Bird and Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 172, Arcade).

-

A few years ago Hobart motor cycles attained some amount
of popularity, and this make of machine, has now been re-

vived, the 1910 models being thoroughly up-to-date machines.
The makers pin their faith to the lightweight single-

cylinder, the engine measuring 69 by 87 mm., and being

rated at 2^ h.p. It is fitted in the frame in an inclined

position, and has horizontal radiating fins. The ignition is

by Bosch gear-driven magneto, the latter being located behind
the engine. An automatic carburetter is used, as also the

Watawata belt. The total weight of the motor cycle will

be in the neighbourhood of 90 lbs. Two models will be

exhibited at the Stanley, one with 26in. wheels and the

other with 24in. wheels.

Douglas Bros., Kingswood, Bristol (No. 62, Main Hall).-

The Douglas machines will be replete with improvements for

1910, and will well repay a most careful inspection. The
engine is now removable without disturbing the tank.

Brackets machined quite true are brazed to the frame tube.

Holes in these brackets coincide vdth holes in the engine
crank case, through which pass four bolts. By undoing
these bolts, engine, magneto, and carburetter all come away
together. The cylinders are no longer screwed into the

crank case, but are each attached by two bolts and nuts, one
at the top and one at the bottom of the crank case. In

place of the old unions and nuts for the induction pipe, this
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;er now drops on to a recess in each cylinder, and is

d down by set screws. To facilitate cleaning out the

;ine, an oil drain pipe, |in. diameter, is fitted to the

e of the crank chamber, and a plug is provided at the

for the injection of paraffin. Over each inlet valve there
ball lubricators for the injection of paraffin to facilitate

rting. The engine pulley is adjustable, although an out-

3 flywheel is used. One flange is pegged to the side of

flywheel ; the other is screwed on to the flywheel boss

h a distance washer between. By changing the distance

;her and screwing the loose flange in or out, various

ustments may be obtained. The magneto transmission

r wheels are now covered with an aluminium cover, and
rubber and canvas belts are standard in place of fin.

th regard to the cycle portion of the Douglas machines, the

T spring fork has the springs in suspension, not compres-
i as formerly, it also allows easier access to wheel and
ke for cleaning. The new free-wheel cover fitted to rear

I is a move in the right direction. This consists of a

il cap and felt washer fitted to each side of the hub
jcket. The flanges of the sprocket are reduced and made
er to allow the caps to fit on tightly, and when protected
this manner and thoroughly oiled will run for 2,000 miles
bout further lubrication. A sprocket so fitted went
)ugh the Six Days' Trials and the Scottish Trials without

^HD

rhe Douglas horizontally opposed engine with cranks set at 180°. The
magneto drive shown, now has an aluminium cover.

ntion. A neat bracket on handle-bar for lamp and
erator allows both these accessories to be sprung instead
)eing attached to a rigid part of the fork. The standard
ipment includes R.O.M. non-skid tyres, stand and
;thened luggage carrier, aluminium number plate, tool-

with separate compartment for spares, and front wheel
id—a combination which will appeal to most motor
ists who are on the look-out for a lightweight machine.

HE East London Rtjbbee, Co. (Nos. 210 and 211, Gallery).
n this stand will be shown for the first time the new
ry-Abingdon motor bicycle. It will be fitted with a

;le-cylinder Abingdon engine of 3^ h.p., bore and stroke

86 mm. The inlet valve will be mechanically operated,

ignition will be by Bosch baU bearing magneto, and a

) model handle-bar controlled Amac carburetter will supply
to the engine. Spring forks will be fitted, and 26in. by

I. Kerry rubber studded tyres. Tlie transmission will be
means of a belt, and the" machine's weight unladen will

181 lbs. In addition to the above, the East London
)ber Co. will be exhibiting the following accessories : A
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new improved belt punch fitted with a central adjustable
screw to hold the belt in position, thus enabling the hole
to be accurately made ; the Kerry motor cycle searchlight
with separate generator, which is a particularly strong and
well-made lamp fitted with a Mangin lens mirror ; 1910
models of the best known makes of motor cycle carburetters

;

and a new combined leather belt and tube carrier, which
will be well and substantially made.

Htjmber, Ltd., Coventry (No. 97, Main Hall).—When we
called at Humber's colossal factory one day last week, we
were shown, by the courtesy of G. A. Phillips,
all the new models tastefully set out in a spacious
showroom, which was really a rehearsal of this big
firm's exhibit at the Stanley and Olympia shows. Our
interest was wholly centred in two finely finished examples of
Humber workmanship, to wit, the two-speed geared and
single speed motor bicycles, one with pedals and footrests,
the other without pedals but fitted with footboards. First
we examined the two-speed model, which outwardly, with
the exception of the fork and silencer, is little changed.
There are, however, several real improvements in detail

;

in fact, the whole machine has been carefully gone over and
revised throughout. Wherever experience has shown that
improvements could be effected they have been made. The
result is a motor cycle which will create even greater interest
at the show than Humbers did last year, where their return
to the ranks of motor cycle makers was heartily welcomed
by all. The principal introductions for 1910 are a new spring
fork made by Humber, Ltd., under licence from A. Drew.
The position of the silencer is changed, and it is no longer
fitted in the down tube. It is carried at the end of an
extra large exhaust pipe, and is a separate unit. This
change we are told, has taken place more with a view to
suiting popular taste. The belt pulleys both front and rear
have been increased in diameter, and the engine pulley is

adjustable. The control has been very much improved in
details, particularly the pedals, which operate the change
speed hub. The low speed pedal is now arranged in a more
comfortable position, and the leverage on the drum brakes
by which the change of speed is effected has been increased.
The tubular stay connecting each side of the handle-bar is

I'etained, and also the capacious leather toolcase, which fits

in the recess formed by the curve of the handle-bar itself.

The stand is made wider in the spread of the legs, and the
carrier which is attached to the horizontal seat tube, and
stayed to the fork ends, is a strong well-made attachment.
To the front wheel' special mud flaps are fitted. These are
made with metal sides and flexible leather extension. They
can be raised or lowered on the mudguard, and can be also

entirely detached if desired. The bore and stroke of the
engine are 83 x 90 mm., ball bearings are discarded on the
connecting rod, but retained on the crankshaft, the magneto
is a Bosch, and the carburetter a B. and B. The valve lifter

lever is improved. The oiling arrangements on the
two-speed model are as before. The pump and oil reservoir

are fixed under the right footboard, and the pump is operated
by pressure of the foot. The petrol tank is divided, one
half being fitted eack side of the top tube. This neat
arrangement encloses the top tube altogether, and on top of

the tank joint there are spring clips to hold the celluloid

tyre inflator. Lycett's belts and saddles and 2^in. Dunlop
tyres are fitted. The single speed model has exactly the

same specification, excepting that pedalling gear and foot-

rests are provided instead of the change-speed gear and foot-

boards. Owing to the absence of footboards on this model
the lubricating oil reservoir and pump are embodied in tlie

right-hand half of the petrol tank, the pump being slightly

inclined towards the rider. The finish of these machines is

splendid, the standard embellishment being black enamel
with usual plated parts and aluminium belt rim and tanks.

The tanks are lined broad black and fine light green, which
gives an extremely taking and pleasant appearance.

The F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great Portland Street, W.
(No. 130, Main Hall).—Nearly all the machines on this stand
will be the 2^ h.p. model with two-speed gear and friction

clutch. This machine, which was recently referred to in our
pages, has made quite a stir in the motor cycling world.

Though it has not been easy to get delivery of this type
during the present year, we are assured that this popular
little motor bicycle can now be obtained from stock. Quite

a novelty on the stand will be the new type 500 c.c. four-

cylinder. This machine just comes into the 500 c.c. class.
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its actual capacity being 498 c.c. Details of this model are

not at present forthcoming, and only one of the type will

be on view at the Stanley.

MoTOSAcocHE, Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. (No. 102,

Main Hall.—The stand of Motosacoche, Ltd., will present an

interesting exhibit to the Stanley Show visitor. The Moto-

sacoche may be referred to as the pioneer of lightweight

motor bicycles, as it was the first of its kind ever to compete

in open competition on equal terms with more powerful

machines. Next year the standard single-cylinder will have

a bore and stroke of 62 x 75 mm., the stroke being 5 mm.
longer than last year. There is no separate combustion

chamber, as the cylinder is cast in one piece, and there is

much more clearance for the belt. The total weight of the

machine Avith stand and fully equipped toolbag is 82 lbs.

Another interesting point regarding the new model is that

it may be fitted with either the round or V belt transmission,

and a rider may employ whichever method he prefers

merely by changing the pulleys. With the round belt drive

a free engine device may be fitted for a very small extra sum
;

and another extra which is not an extravagant one is the

new adjustable pulley. The fastener on the round belt has

been greatly improved, and comprises three hooks instead

of the original one. The magneto in the 1910 model will be

driven by a train of gear wheels instead of the previous

method. Both diamond and low frame machines will be

shown. For the advertised price, Motosacoche motor cycles

will be sold complete with Druid spring forks, special

improved stand, toolbag, tools, and pump. The lady's

Motosacoche, fitted with magneto ignition and spring forks,

will be the same as the 1909 model. We understand that it

has proved most satisfactory, and on account of its light

weight it is highly suitable for use by the gentler sex.

The N.S.U. Motob Co., Great Portland Street, W. (No.

264, Gallery).—The N.S.U. Motor Co. will occupy the same
stand as before in the Gallery, on

which about eighteen of their well-

known machines will be open to

inspection. At least two new models

will make their debut on the occa-

sion of the Stanley Show, among
which we may mention a 4 h.p.

single-cylinder, 82 x 105 mm., illus-

trated on page 837 last week. An-
other new model will be the 4 h.p.

two-cylinder, 64 x 85 mm., fitted with
geared down engine pulley, thus

enabling almost equal size belt

pulleys to be used. As in the case

of the 4 h.p. model, the magneto is

carried behind the rear cylinder. In
this- case also a large silencer will be
fitted and a new type of spring forks,

which may be seen in the illustration.

The handle-bars upon these two models
are merely an experimental type, and
will not be finally adopted by the
N.S-U. Co. In addition to the above
machines, there will be the popular
3^ h.p. model (which has done
so well during the present year),

the 80 X 80 mm. model, and the
6 h.p. twin. The 1^ h.p. lightweight model will be greatly
improved, and the 2^ h.p. lightweight twin will also be
slightly altered in detail. Also both the two-speed gears
will be slightly improved. Machines fitted with sidecars
and forecars will be shown on this stand ; also a tricar
specially designed for industrial purposes.

The Moto-Reve Co., 138, Gray's Inn Road, W.C. (No. 87,
Main Hall.—The well-known twin-cylinder 2 h.p. Moto-Reve
motor bicycle, which has created so favourable an impression
since it was first introduced into this country, will be improved
in detail for 1910. A new type of carburetter will be fitted,

which adds greatly to the flexibility of the engine, and
enables the machine to pick up with wonderful rapidity.
The handle-bar control will be slightly improved, and a new
filter will be fitted. This filter is of large dimensions, and
enables all the dirt in the tank to be washed clean away. To
do this, it is only necessary to open the drain tap, as all the
dirt naturally collects in the bottom of the filter itself. An
entirely new model is a lightweight with twin-cylinder
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vertical engine driving through a two-speed gear box to

chain. The machine is equipped with a torpedo tank, spri

forks, footrests, stand, and carrier, and otlier refinenien

We illustrate this well-designed machine on another pa;

and reserve further comment for our show report. Anotl
new model to be shown is a 1^ h.p. single-cylinder, 62

70 mm. As regards the magneto, carburetter, and otl

details, it will strongly resemble the well-known 2 h

model, and many of the parts will be interchangeable w:

the more powerful type. The Moto-Reve Co. will al

exhibit a specially constructed lady's pedal bicycle

exactly the same wheelbase and practically the same dime
sions as the Moto-Reve machine. This bicycle is designed f

use with a coupler, and will be much more comfortable
ride under these conditions than the ordinary type of pec

bicycle. Another novelty will be a new pattern lady's mot
bicycle, which will be lighter in weight than the usual t^

of Moto-Reve.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-3, High Holborn, W.C, w
have three stands—No. 116, Main Hall, on which will be shoy

Wanderer motor bicycles ; No. 114, Main Hall, on which th

will show various makes of machines ; and No. 214, Gallery,

vThich accessories and clothing will be exhibited. The 2^ h.

V twin lightweight Wanderer was briefly described in o
last issue. There are two other models which will 1

exhibited at the show, viz., a 1^ h.p. single-cylinder weig
ing about 100 lbs. , and a slightly larger model of 2^ h.

bore and stroke 70 by 85 mm. All three machines ha
spring forks and geared down engine pulleys, capable
being moved eccentrically to take up any slack of the be

whilst riding along. The oil pump in the Ij h.p. and ',

h.p. models is situated immediately underneath the <

tank, and is operated by a rod at the end of which a rir

is attached, passing right through the tank level with tl

top tube. Quite near to it is another rod with a ring at tl

end, which controls the oil tap. On Stand 114 will I

t' "S- —

1

An attractive mount is the twin-cylinder lightweiglit N.S.IJ. illustrated above. The geared-down engine pulley

is to enable the belt to obtain a better grip of the pulley. A new type of spring fork is fitted torthis machine.

shown various types of motor bicycles, two Scott machine*

the new A.C. sociable, the new Miller sidecar, in whicl

the seat is placed over the wheel, similar to the attach

ment which finished in th© Six Days' Trials ; Miller's lates

mud shield fitted to a 1910 Triumph, a Rex de Luxe, a Re
Tourist machine, an L.M.C. with variable speed pulley,

Douglas, and a Moto-Reve. Upstairs, Stand 214 will be re

served for the Service Company's accessories. These will in

elude the new Albion free engine clutch, various motor cycl

lamps, such as the Lucas, Solar, F.R.S. , and Service, an(

the Ever-Ready, C.A.V., and Glare electric lamps. Cowe;

and Jones speedometers will also be shown, as well as nev

Bosch and new Simms magnetos. As regards tools, the well

known Footprint tools and spanners will be shown, carbid'

carriers, the Vulco and Patch-Quick repair outfits, the Ser

vice Company's tube and belt carrier, etc., etc. Among th-

novelties will be seen a new belt which consists of section

of ordinary leather top and bottom riveted through tw<

central layers of chrome leather. This renders the bel
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exceedingly flexible, and from all accounts it wears extremely
well. We were recently ehown a testimonial from a rider
who had covered 10,000 miles with one of these without any
trouble, and the belt was still in good condition. At the
end of the belt are several eyelets through which the belt

hook may be inserted The Service Company will also show
various specimens of their motor cycle clothing, similar to
those recently described in the winter riding issue of The
Motor Cycle.

The 1910 Premier Models.
Premtee, Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry (Stand 78, Main Hall).

—Premier motor cycles have gained much deserved popu-
larity during 1909 by reason of their sound design and
various successes achieved in competitions. The 3^ h.p.
single-cylinder model possesses no novel features, but is sub-
stantially constructed on well-tried
lines, its specification including chain-

~ '

driven magneto. Brown and Barlow
carburetter, and spring forks. The
engine fitted to the 1910 model is a
new one of the Premier Co. 's own ;

'

make, and fitted with ball bearings Lo i

the crankshaft and mechanically-
operated inlet valve. It is of mode-
rately high compression, and measures
85 by 90 mm. Numerous radiators
are cast vertically on the combustion
head, permitting a free passage of

air which assists in keeping the
engine cool. The frame is designed
so that the cylinder can be removed
without disturbing the crankcase,
which is a great point. The design
enables a most comfortable riding
position by the aid of footrests, and
refinements include a large mud flap

to screen the magneto, petrol gauge,
stand and tubular luggage carrier,

and a serviceable tool-roll. The spring
forks enable the use of a front rim
brake, the second brake being of the
ordinary foot-applied belt rim type.

The twin-cylinder 3| h.p. Premier
IS in general construction much on the
lines of its single-cylinder brother, the

chief difference being that it is minus
pedalling gear. The engine is of very up-to-date design, r,he

cylinders being set at 45° from the vertical and firing at

even intervals, which design, as' demonstrated by the article

in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle, gives very perfect

863

balance
; better, in fact, than the ordinary four-cylinder

vertical engine. The valves are mechanically operated, and
are situated between the cylinders, whilst horizontal radiat-
mg fins ensure efficient cooling. The cylinder dimensions
are 66 by 80 mm. This engine has a solid forged crank-
shaft and ball bearings throughout. Ignition is by Simms
high-tension magneto with adjustable chain drive. The
cylinders are staggered so that the front cylinder does not
screen the rear cylinder from cooling draughts. The
efficiency and speed of this machine were demonstrated in
the Tourist Trophy Race, and we do not hesitate to say
that this model will be much in evidence during 1910. Ad
illustration of the twin Premier will appear in our second
show number on sale next Monday.
The Rex Motor MANtrrACTiTRiNG Co., Ltd., Earlsdon,

Coventry (No. 75, Main Hall).—The Rex models consist of four
main designs, viz., the De Luxe (two-speed gear). Tourist,
Speed King, and Sidette. In addition probably two other

The 1910 model 3Jh.p. single-cylinder 85x90 mm. Premier.
letterpress.

For description, see accompanying

The twin-cylinder two-speed De Luxe Rex. New features of this 1910 model are an automatic

lubricator, a new type of spring fork, and an improved design of frame.

models will be exhibited fitted with the two-stroke engine
described in The Motor Cycle of the 3rd inst. The 1910
improvements are numerous. Commencing with the frame,
the cradle is discarded, and in its place engine plates are

fitted to hold the engine, which, with
the carburetter, magneto, and silencer,

can be dropped clear of the frame by
detaching three bolts. This is accom-
plished without disturbing the timing
of magneto, or any joints except those
of the lubricating oil and petrol pipes.

The special design of the Rex low
frame has been altered at the rear in

such a manner that the triangle formed
by the chain stays, back stays, and seat-

tube has been reduced, yet the seating
position is just as low, and the back
stays are not so long. This greatly
strengthens the frame at a point where
strength to withstand the pull of the
engine is necessary. An additional stay
from the top tube to the top of the ball

socket tube enables a longer steering

tube to be used than previously. The
spring fork is quite new. Its design

^ will jbe best understood by reference to

the accompanying illustration. It will

be noticed that the wheel is carried in

a separate fork connected to the ends of

the ordinary front fork by shackle plates.

On the movable portion of the forks

the springs are carried well above the
wheel where dirt cannot affect their

freedom of action. This construction

allows a -front rim brake to be fitted.
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All Tourist and De Luxe frames are alike, .and interchange-

able from front fork to seat-tube. Beyond the seat-tube the

back frames are wider on the De Luxe models to accommo-

date the two-speed geared hub and free engine clutch. The

Rex spring saddle pillar (a most excellent feature) is fitted

to all models excepting the Speed Kings. Eecognising the

demand there is likely to be for sidecars next year, the

Rex Co. have designed all their machines, except the Speed

King, with special lugs built into the frame for attaching a

sidecar, and m addition have designed and made a sidecar

which is particularly suitable for their machines. This is

coachbuiit, finished dark blue with white lines, and is of the

rigid wheel type, but the body is of course sprung. In the

lugs are formed large eyes, through which bolts are threaded,

a continuation of one of these bolts in front serving as the

generator bracket. The handle-bar has been redesigned, and

the ends dropped lower. It is also wider, to give greater

control at high speed. When the rider is seated the grips

fall into the hands in a most natural manner. The foot-

rests are large and comfortable. The right one operates the

cut-out on silencer by a push and pull movement, which is

a convenience, as there is no necessity to remove the foot

from the rest for the purpose. The left rest by the same

movement of the foot applies the belt rim brake. The front

wheel hub has a hollow spindle on which the bearings run.

This spindle has a pin passing through it, which secures the

wheel in the forks, and, by withdrawing the pin, the wheel

drops out. Both front and rear wheel hubs are provided

with disc-adjusting ball bearings, the hub shells being turned

from a solid st«el bar. The Rex engines have not been

altered except in on© or two minor details. The dimensions

of bores and strokes are the same, but the company have

returned to the fitting of two rings at the top of the piston

instead of one at the top and one at the bottom. A patented

improvement to the connecting rod bearings consists of

several saw cuts in the end of the rod and the brass which

aJow oil to reach the crank and gudgeon pins with greater

facility. The exhaust valve lifter mechanism now has the

lifting levers outside the timing gearcase instead of inside

as formerly. The adjustable pulley has a loose flange

which screws on the boss. To prevent the locking ring and

loose flange becoming jammed, there is a large washer between

them which cannot turn on account of several keys cut on

its periphery, which engage with slots machined in the boss

of the fixed flange. The locking ring is provided with holes

in its face for a large spring grip peg spanner. The
tanks have large sprung lid filler caps for oil and petrol,

petrol float gauge, also oil pumps and sight feed automatic

oiler, which feeds the crankcase. This latter feeds from the

reservoir by the vacuum created in the crankcase. A needle

valve regulated by a screw adjustment allows for a slow or

quick feed according to circumst^inces. Last, but not least,

the oiling device used by all T.T. Rex riders is fitted. This,

as we have explained in previous issues, is a pipe connecting

the crankcase with the gas inlet pipe, so that air mixed with
minute globules of oil is constantly pumped from the crank-

case into the cylinder above the pistoh.

Alldays and Onions, Ltd. (No. 113, Main Hall).—

A

2^ h.p. lightweight, with engme 70 x 76 mm., and a.o.i.v.

will be exhibited. The Bosch magneto is chain driven, and
the new type B. and B. handle-bar controlled carburetter is

used. The engine is supported in the frame by struts cast on
the crankcase, which drop on to lugs brazed in the frame, and
held down by four bolts. The magneto is fixed on to a special

bracket at the back of the crankcase. By this arrangement,
the engine, magneto, and silencer can be removed bodily from
the frame after removing the four holding-down bolts. A
torpedo tank is fitted, carrying petrol and oil, and the oil

pump is inside the tank. Rigid forks are fitted, a special

spring handle-bar of neat design taking up the road shocks-

There are two brakes—a front rim brake and a back-pedalling
belt rim brake. The stand has an automatic locking device,

whilst the back portion of mudguard is fixed to carrier, and
this is held on to the frame by four thumbscrews, so that in

a few seconds the carrier and mudguard can be removed to
facilitate puncture repairing. The total weight of machine
is about 110 lbs.

The Wilkinson Sword Co., Oakleigh Works, Southfield
Road, Acton Green, W. , will exhibit on stand No. 73 two
7 h.p. T-A.C. four-cylinder motor bicycles. On© will be

equipped as a scouting machine for military use, carrying

the full kit necessary, while the other will be fitted with
the T.A.C. standard frame, rear springing, spring fork, and
wheel steering attachment. Component parts, such as

the crankshaft, worm wheel, and gear box, etc., will also

be shown. Readers will recollect that the T.A.C. twin and
four-cylinder motor bicycles were illustrated in our issues of

October 13th and 27th.

The New Model Triumph.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 122, Main Hall).—^The news that the 1910 pattern Triumph presents no

startling alterations from the present year's model vc-ill not
cause astonishment to our readers, seeing that the machine
has been so phenomenally successful. Of detail improvements
there are many, but it is in the engine that the chief

alterations appear.
The bore and stroke

have been increased

to 85 X 88 mm., as

compared with the
1909 84 X 86 mm.
engine. The ratio

of compression has
been lowered slightly,

and the flywheels
made heavier. The
exhaust valve is ex-

tremely strong, the
head being double
the depth of the

inlet valve, as will

be seen by the ac-

companying illustra-

tion of a 1910 engine
with sections re-

moved. The dome-
shaped piston with a

ring at top and bot-

tom is retained. The
new Triumph engine
is no experiment. It

has been on the road
practically all the
year, and was used
with great success in

the International
TourJst Trophy Race,
when it proved the
fastest of its kind.

With regard to im-
provements in the
machine, the Triumph
Cycle Co.'s designers
have studied and con-

sidered the cravings

of riders through the

medium of The Motor Cycle, and all practical suggestions
have been adopted. This is the kind of enterprise by which a

machine gains world-wide popularity. On the new model the

belt rim brake is mounted independent of the footrest, so that

in the event of a fall, which usually results in a bent foot-

rest, the brake is not interfered with. The tapless oil pump
is now inclined toward the rider, merely pulling up and
pressing down the plunger being all that is necessary to inject

a charge of oil into the engine. The cut-out lever has also

been improved, and always requires pressing down whether to

close or open the outlet holes, the holes on the revolving plate

arriving opposite the outlet holes every other time the foot

lever is pressed. The handle-bars are of slightly different

shape, and enable the rider's hands and wrists to assume a

more natural position. The hubs are now rendered water-

proof. The whole space of the luggage carrier is available

for touring bag, etc., as the toolbags are placed one on each

side of the carrier. Much larger tank stoppers will be used

on the new model, as also a kick-operated stand—a con-

venience which will be appreciated by all riders, for it is

no easy matter to balance a heavy machine while one

bends down at the rear to tighten up the stand fastening.

The frame, carburetter, tank, and general arrangement remain
as in the existing model. Brooks's spring saddles and
Clincher rubber studded non-skid tyres are included in the

.

specification of the 1910 Triumph, an illustration of which
appears on page 873.

The 1910 pattern 85 x 88 mm. Triumph
engine to be sh)wn in section at the Stanley.
Oaserve the extra strong exhaust valve. The
timing wheels are cut out to show the contour
of the cams.
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Some of the Accessories.
E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate, Ltd., 29, Baldwin's
irdens, E.G. (No. 123, Main Hall).—Bowden levers foi' con-

jlling spark advance, carburetter, exhaust lifters, brakes,

3., will be shown. Among the novelties exhibited will be
'0 styles of handle-bars, in which the wires run through

e tubes of which the bars are composed. One of these will

the type of handle-bar invented by Professor Sharp, in

lich the horizontal tubes are built into a bracket on
e handle-bar stem. These tubes are open-mouthed at their

iver ends, and out of these the controlling wires pass. At
e two ends of the bracket are two rings, into which a

ong lamp bracket may be fitted. In the handle-bars

signed by the Bowden Syndicate, the brake and exhaust

ter levers are bolted on to lugs brazed on to the handle-

rs themselves, and in consequence no clips are necessary.

I the right-hand end of the handle-bars are the exhaust
d front brake levers, while on the left end there is the rear

Eike lever. The two wires then immediately enter the
ndle-bars, and issue at a special exit immediately over the

ndle-bar stem. The carburetter control is operated by
sans of the latest pattern Bowden twist handles, which
3 extremely rapid in action, one complete turn moving the

re through a distance of l^in. These are very simply
nstructed, and should, we think, command a ready sale

ring next year. Another novelty will be a pedal-operated

t rim brake controlled by a rod.
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he " Duco" combination spanner—a triple purpose tool for motor cyclists,

fhich will be shown by Brown Brothers, Ltd., Great Eastern St., E.G. The
landle forms a cotter pin extractor, while in the head is a cotter pin

expander.

Brampton Bros., Ltd., Birmingham (No. 276, Gallery).

—

complete range of chains, pedals, and hubs. A feature

this exhibit will be the Superb chain for 1910.

L B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Birmingham (No. 250,

llery).—Specialities on this stand will include Brooks's
;ent anti-vibratory motor cycle saddles in new and con-

erably improved models for 1910 ; anti-vibratory motor
!le seat, which for those riders who like a broad seat

i proved the acme of comfort ; and touring equipment.
Doks's luggage and toolbags, which are largely used by
tor cyclists, have a much improved method of attachment,
ich eliminates all friction between the carrier and the

;. They have also been considerably strengthened in con-

uction. The patent locking adjustable spanner will again
shown. It precludes all possibility of injuring the nuts.

Phe Clyno Engineering Co., Thrapston (No. 260,

llery).—The improved Clyno adjustable pulley is made
;h an inclined plane or cam on the boss of the sliding

ige. The sliding flange is carried on the boss of the

3d flange. To adjust the width of the pulley groove, a

lar screwed on the boss, provided with another cam
responding with the one on the sliding flange, is

ewed up or dov^^n. The adjusting collar is now held in

iition by a pin carried on a circular spring, which is fixed

the boss ; the pin engages with a number of holes in the
lar. Another accessory is the Clyno adjustable stand,
e legs of this stand are tubular and telescopic, which
ter enables them to be altered in length, so causing the
chine to stand upright when placed on uneven ground. The
t have knobs on the ends, which prevent the legs sinking

a soft surface.

Che Coxtnty Chemical Co., Ltd. (No. 268, Gallery).

—

is firm will again be located in the Gallery as in the past
' years. All the old and tried Chemico specialities are
be on view once more, including the Sphinx band, a

icture-prevenfcer which is establishing itself in the motor
le world, Chemico motor bike oil (used by Mr. Tom
3k on his record run from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's),
emico tyre stopping, Chemico carbide carrier—a hand-
tie leather case to carry a ^Ib. tin of carbide fixed by
ips to the frame of the machine.

SiCHHORN and Popplewell, Coventry House, South
ice, E.G. (No. 222, Gallery).—This firm's exhibit will

include a motor cycle lamp fitted with Mangin mirror lens.
It is provided with a new self-lighting attachment, which
the makers claim is most effective. In addition to the above,
other motor cycle lamps and a large variety of horns will
be shown.

The Elephant Chemical Co., Camberwell, S.E. (No. 202,
Gallery).—Most motor cyclists know something about the
products of this old-established firm. The Elephant and
A Rays carbides and oils will be shown in their familiar
packages. The tyre stopping, Vulstop, is of special interest,
for if used as soon as a cut is found it will keep the wet out
and greatly prolong the life of the cover. It is a self-

vulcanising compound, and if the directions are followed
will amalgamate with the rubber of the cover, making a
repair equal to a vulcanised one. For patching tubes Vulsol
is recommended. For cylinder lubrication. No. 1 Motorol
is an excellent oil ; it will not thicken to excess in the
winter, and the engine may be started up at once, even on
a cold day. The Elephant repair outfits have been improved,
and will be shown, together with a number of other useful
articles.

Ernest H. Hill, Beta Works, 56, Broomhall Street,
Sheffield (No. 263, Gallery).—A large assortment of tyre
inflators in brass and celluloid for hand and foot use ; also
lamps and other accessories.

Lake and Elliot, Albion Works, Braintree, Essex (No.
244, Gallery).—An interesting exhibit of accessories and
fittings may be expected on this stand. The new Millennium
two-speed hub for motor cycles is an epicyclic two-speed
gear fitted with a metal to metal high speed clutch. The
low gear is brought into operation by applying a brake band,
the brake of the gear in question having received special atten.
tion. The Millennium Fit-all two-speed gear is one which the
makers claim to be a really reliable gear at a moderate price,

readily fitted to any engine of ordinary dimensions. The
control is by means of rods instead of wires. As regards
tools. Lake and Elliot will be showing the Millennium
Autogrip spanner, whicu cannot damage the corners of the
nuts, because the greater the force applied the more the
Autogrip tightens itself upon the nut. It also possesses the
quality of being instantly adjustable. Other items to be
looked for will be the Millennium stand for motor cycles,

valve reseaters, valve truers, valve lifters, and Midas sets

of motor cycle tube spanners. There will also be exhibited
a fuU range of tools for motor cycle repairs.

Peter Union Tyr'e Co., 6, Upper St. Martm's Lane,
W.C. (No. 231, Gallery).—All types of Peter Union tyres,

which have established for themselves an enviable reputation,
will be seen on this stand. The chief types on view will

be the studded tyre, which has behaved so well for several

years ; the ordinary tyre, so well known to motor cyclists
;

and a new pattern of twin-ribbed tyre, built up with stronger
fabric, and of superior quality rubber. This tyre possesses

excellent anti-skidding qualities, and it is interesting to note

that it was used with great success by M. Geiger and M.
that it was used with great success by M. Geiger and W.
The Stewart an^d Clarke Meg. Co., Ltd., 11, Denmark

Street, Charing Cross Road, W.C. (No. 165).—These well-

known vendors of speedometers will be showing a motor
cycle instrument at the coming Stanley Show. It will be
driven by means of gear wheels from the front wheel, and
it is supplied to fit all makes of motor bicycles, whether
fitted with spring forks or not. The price will be very
moderate. This instrument starts from zero instead of five

or ten miles an hour, thus giving an accurate indication of

the speed from standstill. It will be guaranteed absolutely

for five years, and this guarantee will cover not only

durability of the instrument and its component parts, but
it is a positive guarantee of accuracy under which the com-
pany binds itself to look after the instrument during that

period.

J. Taylor, 318, Percy Roand, Birmingham (No. 245, Gallery).

—The following Peugeot engines (for which Mr. Taylor is sole

agent) will form the main portion of this exhibit : Single-

cylinders with a.o.i.v.—2| h.p., 75 x 75 mm., and 3^ h.p.,

80 X 94 mm. Single-cylinders with m.o.i.v.—3^ h.p.,

84 X 86 mm. Twin-cylinders with a.o.i.v.—3^ h.p.,

66 X 70 mm., 5-6 h.p., 75 x 75 mm., and 7-9 h.p.,

80 X 94 mm.
The Tormo Manufacturing Co., 67-68, Bunhill Row,

E.G. (No. 23, Main Hall).—New types of Sarolea engines,

the chief feature of these being the new inlet mechanism.
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Improvements in Design.

' The Motor Cycle " Show Numbers.

Next week's issue, to be published
on Monday, the 15th inst., will form a
complete guide to the Stanley Show.
Plans of the Agricultural Hall, giving
the positions of the exhibitors of motor
cycles and accessories, and the numbers
of the stahdfi, will enable readers
readily to locate the position of any
exhibitor with a minimum of trouble
and delay. The article forecasting the
novelties and improvements in connec-
tion with 1910 models will also be con-
tinued next week- The following issue,

dated November 22nd, will contain a
fully illustrated description of the
exhibits written by members of our
staff who have been in close touch
with the motor cycle movement since
its inception.

Overdoing it.

Some of the lamps one notices on
motor cycles seem unduly large. On
the Sevenoaks Road the other night we
noted a machine with a projector of

the size used on large cars. 'The com-
bined weight of the Tamp and generator
must have been excessive. The ordinary
bracket would not have supported the
weight for five miles.

First Aid Triear Demonstrations.

At a L.G.B. inquiry at Bromley,
Kent, in respect to the new motor fire

station, the special committee reported
that demonstrations had been given
locally by various makers of a motor
fire engine and first-aid tricar. These
from a practical standpoint were very
satisfactory. Tenders for a fire engine
and tricar will accordingly be invited.

Pneumatic Tyre Majority Celebration.

H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck,
K.C.V.O., D.S.O., chairman of the
R.A.C. and president of the A.C.U.,
has consented to occupy the chair at
the Pneumatic Tyre Majority Celebra-
tion banquet to be held at the Hotel
Cecil on the 19th inst. Prince Francis
has for some time past taken a most
practical intei-est in the welfare of

automobilism, especially in the crusade
against inconsiderate driving, and^ in
both London and the provinces his

speeches at various banquets have been
greatly appreciated.

Tunbridge Wells Against Trapping.

At a meeting of local traders at
Tunbridge Wells to consider motor
speeds in the town, the majority
strongly opposed any speed limit on
the grounds that it would be against
the best interests of the town. The
local authorities at Sevenoaks and
Bromley are also averse to traps, and
find that polite cautions erected in a
prominent position are effective. Trades-
mtin, of course, reap the benefit of this
sensible policy.

Fifty Miles' Road Race in Victoria.

The Victorian M.C.C. annual fifty

miles road race again proved a most
successful affair. There were twenty-
four starters out of twenty-seven en-
trants, and the speeds accomplished
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FUTURE EVENTS.
nti?

Nov. 12—Essex M.C. one hour race for Du Cros s'^

cup at Canning Town track. ^fc,

„ 12-20—Olympia Motor Exhibition. .^(^

„ 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show, Royal ^^
"^

22-27—Meeting of the Trade and com- '^4^

petitors to consider conditions for ^€
c^

Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union annual dinner at gl^

4

Agricultural Hall, Islington, N.

the 1910 Tourist Trophy Race.

the Waldorf Hotel.

were exceptionally fast and easily beat
the existing records for the course. The
start was from the ten mile post at

Campbellfield to a point 22^ miles
along the Sydney Road and back to

the start, this course having to be
covered twice. Starts were allotted to

the lower-powered machines up to

48m., the limit man being C. R. Cook

L, Benn (34 Triumph) who won the Victorian
Motor Cycle Club's flity miles race in the record
time of 65 mlnntes.

(Thomas), whilst E. H. Jenkins (T.l

Triumph) was on scratch. The ult

mate winner (L. Benn) made fast«

time for the first twenty-five miles, B
Cox (who was delayed by a broke
sparking plug in the first half) makin
fastest time for the second twenty-fiv

miles. Benn won by 3m. from Tilburr

whose performance was particular!

good considering the small engine h

used. The average speeds accomplishe
by the first six were ae follows :

M.P.

L. Benn (84 by 86 Triumph) ... 46.1

H. A. Tilburn (80 by 80 N.S.U.) 44.lf

G. Overgaard (84 by 86 Triumph) 41.5;

B. Fitzgerald (84 by 86 Triumph) 38.S

E. H. Jenkins (84 by 86 Triumph) 42.2

W. H. Cuddon (80 by 98 Peugeot) 38.^

Fourteen competitors finished, th

average speeds ranging from thirtj

two miles per hour.

Australasian Records.

During the above race L. Ben
created new Australasian motor eye

records. Ihe previous best time f(

twenty-five miles was 40m. which Ben
reduced to 32m. His time of 65m. f<

fifty miles is also a new Australasia

record.

The Auto Cycle Legion.

H. A. Wildy has been appoint*

Commandant for the London I)istri(

Command of the Auto Cycle Legio:

and would be glad if readers who ai

interested in military motor cycling 1

the extent of wishing to take an acti^

part will write to him at 3, Threa<

needle Street, E.C. In consequence
the success which attended the effor

of the squad on manoeuvres, Mr.- Wil
is anxious that the War Ofl&ce, if

should require motor cyclists in tl

proposed Technical Reserve, should I

able to obtain, at any rate, a nuclei

from the London area of men who wi

have gained some idea of what
required.

Auto Cycle Union News.

The Auto Cycle Union has grante

a permit to the Essex Motor Club 1

run off a hour race for the
'

' Du -Cros

Cup, which will take place at Canmr
Town track at 3.30 on Friday afte

noon next, the 12th inst.

,

At a recent meeting of the Au
Cycle Union Competitions Committ<
it was decided that F. C. Wood,
competitor in the October Quarter
Trials, who was stated in the judge
report to have lost five marks f<

making an adjustment at Banbur;
should instead have three marks d

ducted on account of his stand ar

carrier being inefficiently secured. Tl

judges' report on the trial was the

confirmed.
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ThinSOil far Winter Use.
This is the gumming season—the time when the warm

engine switched off with a S'OtipQon of swagger two
minutes ago refuses to restart without paraffin injec-

tions, and causes the street urchin to exercise his rich

and derisive wit at our expense. I insure myself against

the gamin by keeping three different vintages of oil

permanently on tap. At midsummer I find such a

heavy compound as Price's A prevents overheating,

and does not gum. About this time in the year I cork

up my bin of A until May, and open up a bin of

thinner E ; towards December I shall cork up the B
and rely on the even more watery C ; and during these

changes I shall (touching wood, of course) never know
what it is to be hampered by a gummy engine when
starting "from warm."

Headlight Tubing.
Several generators are now designed to occupy a

space normally vacant on a motor cycle, namely,
between the saddle-pillar tube and the rear mudguard.
I use such a generator myself, and two or three times

lately I have been hung up by the poor quality of the

rubber tubing supplied for coupling this generator to

my headlamp. It was ordinary thin red rubber tube
of the babies' bottle variety, which perishes rapidly,

artd is so weak that it is particularly liable to accidental

injury. I tried in vain to obtain a long length of the

thick ribbed rubber tubing used in making up first-

class inflator connections, and in this imjjasse I went
to the local gas company's to pay my quarterly bill,

and saw there a new inverted mantle incandescent gas

reading lamp, coupled to a T piece on the household
gas supply by just the very tubing my motor cycle stood

in need of. I could not discover what material this

flexible metallic tubing was composed of, though the

salesman guaranteed that no copper entered into its

composition, and that it was as suitable for acetylene

gas as for coal gas. I invested in a long length of it,

bound it to the tubes of my motor cycle with insulating

tape, and coupled it to lamp and generator by short

lengths of stout ribbed inflator tubing, so that I do not

expect further troubles of this sort.

Packing Acetylene Burners.
I expect most riders know one of the annoyances

encountered in night work which make one kick one's

self for ever having ventured out in the dark at all.

I refer to misfits in acetylene burners. My burner
choked up hopelessly the other night. My pricker

would not clear the minute orifice at any price, and
the maker of my lamp had not sufficient "savvy " to

thread either the burner or its holder so that it would
screw on to the tyre inflator, as it ought to have done.

Luckily I had a spare burner, so I dug it out and
screwed it into place. Of course, the thread was
a trifle shorter than that on the old one, and when
it was screwed home tight the flame persisted in star-

ing fixedly at the side of the lamp, so that little

illumination was flung forward, and the Mangin lens

was in grievous danger of being cracked. Under

these circumstances the courteous makers would in-

struct us to "pack the burner with plumber's lead!
"

But even the " compleat " motor cyclist has seldom got
a can of red or white lead in his pocket at midnight
ten miles from anywhere, and it does not grow in

hedgerows. I tried leaving the burner just so loose
that its fan of flame faced forwards, but a jet of
flame spurted out round its roots, sooting up things
generally and threatening to crack the glass. So
I lashed a few turns of insulating tape round a plug
of wet mud for a mile or two, and then I saw a light

in a cottage window, and got a pat of soap, which
packed the burner so that its fan faced forwards with-

out leaking.

Miniature T-wIns.
Nothing interested me more in the T.T. race than

the very fine performance of the little Premier twin,
" Jones up." My readers may remember that a year or
two ago I emphasised the pleasantness of a rather

similar machine with a 3^^ h.p. twin engine, as

assembled by a local builder into a light frame, and
now I see that Mr. Archibald Sharp, the A.C.U. tech-

nician, highly applauds the general design of this tak-

ing little machine. Of course the Premier twin is far

more advanced in design than the other little jigger

which I waxed enthusiastic over. Its cylinders are pro-

nouncedly staggered, so that the fore cylinder does
not keep the cooling draughts off the rear cylinder,

in addition the engine is provided with an outside

flywheel. Such a machine possesses the advantages
of a big, heavy, overpowered standard twin—^namely,

extreme smoothness of running and general flexibility,

without its disadvantages, viz., weight and clumsiness.

There is no reason why this machine should not be

a very popular type in the future. It is not easy for

a newcomer to fight its way quickly into the front

rank nowadays, but the Premier has had to be seri-

ously reckoned with all the year. It has shone in

the Quarterlies. Stanley on the single did excellently

at Newnham, and had the worst of luck in the Isle of

Man, which was rather retrieved by Jones's perform-

ance on the twin, and only an error of judgment in

last minute preparations robbed the team of success

in the Thousand Miles. The Premier Co. are to be

heartily congratulated on the success of their machines

up-to-date, and unless I am much mistaken they will

have a storming good season in 1910.

The Valve=°breaking Nuisance.
I can only find one detail in which the machines of

to-day are distinctly retrograde as compared with

previous years, and this is the frequency with which ex-

haust valves fracture on some of the best of the single-

cylinder types. Three friends of mine, all owning

3^ h.p. machines of different makes, have broken

three or four exhaust valves apiece during this year,

and two of them have smashed their cylinders as a

consequence. It is the demand for a very high effi-

ciency which creates this nuisance. Exhaust valves

are mostly made in two pieces with cast iron heads
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ccasion^l Comments.—
reduce the need for grinding in to a minimum ;

and

he complete valve should be kept as light as possible

assist the attainment of very high engine speeds on

iccasion. The old De Dion and M.M.C. exhaust

ales would run several years without snapping,

)ecause they were one piece valves of very stout con-

truction ;
per contra, these valves often needed grind-

ng, and the engines in which they were carried were

)y no means so efficient as the single cylinders of to-

lay. The makers' attitude no doubt is that it is

i^orth while occasionally to replace a valve and a

ylinder gratis, for the sake of the higher efficiency

)rocured by this mode of design. They construct

heir orifice to the combustion chamber so that the

alve head cannot break the piston or the cylinder

mless it splits into several pieces, and they cynically

ake their chance. Unfortunately, this method results

a a distinct lowering of the standard of reliability,

^nd in the last three years I have more than once

leen stranded on the road for this reason. Here is

, little problem which our engineers ought to be able

3 solve. We require a light valve, which will seldom

equire grinding in, and which cannot under any cir-

umstances smash the cylinder or piston. Who will

le the first to produce such a valve? I do not think

have ever enlarged on this point before, and that

aeans I have allowed the industry three years in

i^hich to tackle the problem. Nowadays hundreds of

iders are growing tired of broken valves, and I

enture to prophesy that any firm who conquers this

lefect will become increasingly popular.

Springing.

I think it is in respect of springing that improve-

tients are most urgently needed. No spring frame
las yet evinced such a combination of neatness,

ight weight, low price, and efficiency as to make it

ndely popular, though there are a lot of Bat frames
m the road again just now. There are still only

bout three spring forks which in any _sense deserve
heir name, and the majority of motor cycles convey
. good deal of vibration to their riders on bad roads,

t is true we can ride 400 miles in a day over our
)etter roads without feeling any ill effects, but I have
. high respect for the motor bicycle, and shall not
)e content until it is as comfortable as a car over bad
urfaces. This it emphatically is not, at present, and

A DAINTY LITTLE
The Moto-R^ve Company has recently built speci-

dly to the order of a well-known Bristol merchant a
I h.p. lightweight Moto-Reve motor bicycle with 24in.

wheels. The result of this order has been the evolution
>f one of the daintiest little motor bicycles we have
;ver had the pleasure of inspecting. With the excep-
ion of the engine, almost everything was built specially
:o order. The measurements of the frame are

:

iVheelbase, 48in. ; seat tube, iS^in. ; top tube,
j6^in. ; front tube, 23^in. The tyres are a
Vlichelin studded back tyre and a 2in. basket pattern
Continental in front. The machine is finished in
jrey and lined green. Two pairs of footrests are
itted. The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., is now installed
it new showrooms, repair works, and stores at Acton
V'ale, close to the Napier Works.

MOTOR BICYCLE.
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there seems little enterprise in this direction. Several

machines are disfigured in my eyes by spring forks

which are absolute mockeries and impositions ; and

their riders, methinks, only put up with them because

they have never steered with a first class fork.

Motor cyclists are at present a hardy breed, they will

put up with a lot of real discomfort, and lie about it

afterwards as manfully as an angler. I regard motor

cycling as a sport which will extend into less athletic

sections of the community than it taps at present, and

if that is to come about, springing will have to be

vastly improved. I put a 'varsity athlete of some
repute on one of the best machines of the day last

week, and, tough youngster as he was, he grumbled
a good deal about its discomfort, the explanation

being that this particular make is disfigured by an

exceptionally inefficient spring fork. However, the

real good forks are steadily gaining ground, as their

merits become better known, and so the firms who
remain content with inefficient substitutes will soon find

their hands forced. Simultaneously, if there is no

clamour for spring frames, increasing business is being

done in machines fitted with spring saddle-pillar

mountings and extra big saddles.

The Position of Toolbags. 1

A naval officer writes complaining of the positions

adopted by many makers for the toolbag. He says,

with some justice, that when he buys a machine for

touring purposes he wants all the space on the carrier

for personal baggage. He might have added that if a

bag is either strapped to the cantle of the saddle or

fixed on top of the carrier, its front edge generally

jars the rider's tailbone if he tries to sit back on the

saddle. As there are several excellent alternatives, I

hope makers generally will alter this detail before the

Stanley Show. The Rex people now utilise a space

otherwise wasted by fitting a special roll-up bag
between the underside of the tail of their carriers and

the back mudguard. I see no objection to this: The
Indian machines I have seen in this country have the

bags riveted to a special platform on the top tube,

which is, perhaps, even more ideal. At any rate

makers should understand that long distance riders

require the whole of the carrier for their touring bags,

and desire to see the tool-holders placed elsewhere,

he has to scrap the toolbag provided and buy another

If an ovsmer wants to keep his carrier for a touring bag,

which will fit elsewhere.

A special Moto-Reve lightweight supplied to a Bristol merehant.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address-

Handicapping at Brooklands.

4350.]—With reference to the article in The Motor Cycle
;arding the handicapping at Brooklands, I should be
iged if you would give space to this letter.

[ entered a standard touring Triumph (not a T.T. model)
one of the events on June 30th. It was the first time

lad raced at Brooklands, and when I arrived there I found
it I had got Im 45s. from scratch. So had Barnes ; so

1 McNab.
[ found, to my astonishment, that I had to concede a few
onds start to a 6 h.p. N.S.U. (which was second) and
jut ten seconds to a 5 h.p. Rex.
yi the T.T. Triumphs except Fenn's (which was more
'erely handicapped) and two other special Triumphs got
.. start ; that is to say, they got 15s- from the only
ndard Triumph entered.

[ am not airing a personal grievance, but merely repre-

iting a state of things that I consider ought not' to exist,

i a state of things, which if continued will bar the amateur
io enters for sport. J. FORGAN-POTTS.

Tank Filler Caps.

4351.]—I am a rider of a 1909 Rex. As delivered, the
er caps for oil and petrol tanks allowed some of the
itents to escape through air hole when completely filled,

cticularly the petrol. After several
periments this was overcome by the
lowing simple method : The original

hole I soldered up, then drilled a (((((((

in. hole through the centre of the V
ipper and passed a short piece (about
in. long) of -|%-in. copper tubing
rough this hole, having each end
dered up. Two -^in. holes were then
illed at right angles—one on top and one at bottom. The
Dper tubing is soldered to underside of cap. This arrange-
mt allows tanks to be filled right to the brim without
lashing taking place. C. E. WHEELER.
n the 1910 Rex models the fillers will have a large orifice

itted with a sprung lid, which allows air to enter yet
prevents the escape of petrol and oil.

—

Ed.]

TMIM)

Replies to the Taxation Query.

[4352.]—In your issue of October 27th you publish a
3ly to a taxation query. The writer says that " when
ese taxes were Imperial and were paid into the Exchequer,
B Board of Inland Revenue made a regulation of their
'n exempting from duty any carriage laid by and not used
any time during the year." The writer also contends that
is is not binding on the local officials.

I wish to point out that the same declaration forms No. 1

d No. 2—whole-year and part-year licences respectively

—

i still in use and are still supplied from Somerset House.
)th these forms clearly set forth under the head of

emptione No. 4 :
" Licences are not required for carriages

d motors kept but not used at any time within the year."
If this means anything at all it means what it says, and
hold -that no one can be compelled to pay for a licence
f a carriage or motor which is not used, so long as these
emptions are embodied on the declaration forms.

ONE WHO ISSUES LICENCES.

[4353.]—I^ your correspondent, " JS 92," is correct on
the point of law, that the mere possession of a motor cycle

(apart from use) renders one liable to taxation, all I can say
is it is cruelly unjust. But, to my mind, an interesting point
might be raised in defence, in case of a prosecution, where
one had been proved to be an owner, but had not made
himself liable by using it. The point arises on the definition

of a motor cycle. I maintain that the definition is a

vehicle with three or less wheels capable of being propelled

on the road by its own mechanical power. If this is not
the case, any accumulation of mechanical parts that
resembled a motor cycle, that might be entirely useless as

such, might be construed a motor cycle, and be liable to

taxation.

To make my meaning clearer, a machine without an engine
would certainly not be a motor cycle, but many other parts
could be missing or out of order that would make it equally
useless, and, in the legal sense of the word, not a motor cycle.

I maintain that the authorities would have to prove that
the owner's machine is capable of being driven by its own
mechanical power. One has only to remove the sparking plug
to make this impossible. If my argument is not correct, and
it is a fact, as your correspondent points out, that mere
possession renders one liable, then those who happen to

own some old crock they do not use will be in a dilemma unless
they want to pay 20s. tax next year for it. To sell or even
give away may be difficult, and breaking up would not rid
him of the motor cycle, unless the law could define the
number of pieces it would have to be broken into before it

would no longer be considered a motor cycle by the
authorities. H. PORTER.

A User's Experiences with the New Lightweight F.N.

. [4354.]—It may perhaps interest you to hear from a rider
of the new F.N. single-cylinder gear-driven motor cycle.

I have been riding one for the last five weeks in all weathers,
and on very hilly roads, and have so far had only one stop-

page caused by screen on air inlet getting choked with
dust. I have now a small brush to clean it. On the top
gear I find it capable of taking any reasonable hill at a fair

speed, and one has always the satisfaction of knowing that

when one comes to a very bad hill with sharp corners to

round the machine will get to the top. I can even get

off on a hiH and restart without much exertion. It is wonder-
fully easily started. One seldom has to run except when the

engine is cold, when I generally put in high gear, mount
and pedal a bit, and the engine starts off. I also find the

oil drip lubrication saves the worry of thinking about the

pump, and altogether I am very pleased with it and think
it will be suitable for the country doctor or middle-aged

person like myself who wants something that will carry him
in all weathers and up every hill at a reasonable speed.

As to vibration, this does not trouble me ; in fact, I do not

think there is jnuch, but as I have never ridden a motor
bicycle before, I cannot make any comparisons. As to

durability, time only can decide, but it looks as if with

good care, good oil, and no misuse of the change-speed

mechanism, it ought to last a reasonable time. Neglect

would, of course, have a more disaetroua result than with a

belt drive. M. STEDMAN.



HiU CUmbing.

[4355.]—I wonder if the following particulars of a

remarkable hill will be of interest to your readers. I came

across it while staying in Oban, N.B., during July, and was

so struck by the appalling gradient that I determined to

climb it, and this I eventually succeeded m doing.

The hill rejoices in the name of the Craigard Bray, and is

about 250 yards long. There is no possibility of a run at

it the only access being from the street at the bottom,

which runs at right angles to it ; as the gradient commences

at once, the start is by no means an easy one.

The first twenty yards has, as nearly as I could measure, a

rise of 1 in 15, the next fifty yards 1 in 10, twenty of 1 m 7,

and the next ten with the awful rise of 1 m 3 ; the gradient

eases to about 1 in 8 for fifty yards, becoming after that

increasingly easier till the summit is reached. The steepest

part occurs at a bend.
. . „ ,

This hill, exercising a powerful fascination tor me, 1

made repeated clean ascents of. The machine ridden was

a Triumph, standard in every respect except pedals, which

had been replaced by footrests. J. FORGAN-POTTS.

The London-Edinburgh Run for Old-pattern Motor Cycles.

[4356.]—I was delighted to see what I had long been

looking for, i.e., a suggestion (which looks likely to mature)

for a long-distance race (or jog if your like) on an old make

of machine. A capital idea! I think it might be run in

two sections, viz., up to 2 h.p., and over that a separate

section. I would suggest that engine and carburetter should

be guaranteed by maker (failing which a competent judge

to decide) to have been made previous to 1905. If I can

get away from business I should be glad to enter my old

crock—about the most inconsistent old crock one could

imagine—now will not go ten miles with the wind, and next

day would give a modern 3^ h.p. a good shaking up against

a stiff breeze; and I have a friend who swears he gets

35 m.p.h. out of his 2 h.p. of ancient memory. I do not

believe him, but he is a friend, so I do not contradict.

Anyhow, kindly give the necessary particulars, and I for one

will do my utmost to join in. Many thanks for the many

valuable hints contained weekly in your most valuable paper

;

they are invaluable to one who, in the time of increased

taxation, is compelled to sign himself OLD CROCK.

p. S.—After reading "Anode's" letter, I feel there ought

to be a speed limit in the suggested competition !

The End-to-end Record.

[4357.]—A curious aspect of the discussion is that none

of the writers seem to have noticed that Tliz Motor Cycle

has hall-marked the last few attempts by sealing the cylin-

ders and certain other portions of the machines. Surely, if

things are as " Own Bat " would have us believe. The Motor

Cycle would not have sealed the machines or published

any details of the rides. Personally, I have sufficient faith

in our representative journal to think it would not have

done so if it thought it was against the interests of the

sport. This alone is, I think, sufficient answer to any

critics of what any real sportsman must consider a very fine

performance. I do not advocate for on© moment that motor

cyclists generally should break the law, but I really do

not see where perhaps ten or a dozen properly

organised .attempts on the End-to-end record during the

course of a year can do any real harm. The record is the

only one attempted in England and Scotland, and as the

greater part is over thinly populated or deserted country, it

is difficult to see where there is cause for complaint. "Own
Bat" must have a queer idea of "conclusive termination"

in allocating to himself "complete vindication. "_ 1 am sure

motor cyclists generally have abstained from writing because

they considered "Own Bat's" attempts to belittle a great

effort as beneath their notice.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

[4358.]—I th^nk Mr. Bentley's letter an admirable reply

to " Own Bat," and could only have suggested one better

way of dealing with " Own Bat's " letter, and that is, treat-

ing it with the contempt that it deserves by taking no notice

of it. I liave never been able to have a iti-y for the record

myself (though should very much like to), so am quite

unprejudiced. The combined ideas of " Own Bat" and W.
E. Holmes that a rider, when attempting to break a record.
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should cajry food and petrol with him, must have a certain

amount of sleep (I presume "Own Bat" and W. E. Holmes
would decide as to the amount), and make no arrangements

to prevent him missing the route, are ridiculous. Tht
aspirant would, I suppose, be allowed to arrange for a time-

keeper at each end and checkers en route—but perhaps tho

latter are unnecessary ! What tickles me most is the secoDd

paragraph of Mr. Holmes's letter. In addition to stating

that hundreds of motor cyclists could equal the perform-

ances of Messrs. Bentley and Hart-Davies, given propei

weapons and organisation, why did he not add the proviso

that had they the same amount of pluck, endurance, and

experience? Other readers may understand what your corre

spondents mean, but I admit that I do not. The suggestion

that a rider, in attempting to break a record, should not

endeavour to avoid any delay puzzles me. If it had beei

the " Irish " End-to-end I could have understood it. No
" Own Bat " and W. E. Holmes, try to find some topic

more worthy of the space you are utilising in The Motor
Cycle. F. H. MULLETT.
[Other letters couched in much the same strain as the above

have been received, but those published will suffice.

—

Ed.]

A Method of Carrying Golf Clubs.

[4359.]—I have frequently been asked how I carry golf

clubs on my motor bicycle. I found in practice that strapping

them to the handle-bars and down the front fork did not

answer, as the first bad shock quickly put one or other of

the straps out of action. The most comfortable way to. carry

F. Mead's method of carrying golf clubs on a motor bicycle. See
accompanying letter.

them, to my mind, is to strap the top of the bag to the

back of the carrier with what I may call the main strap

on the bag, pass the second strap on the bag round the back
stay for additional safety and also to keep the clubs from
rattling, place the bottom of the bag on the pedal and
strap securely to the crank. I enclose a photograph which
makes it quite clear. I hope this method may be of use to

some of your golfing readers. FRANK MEAD.

The Lessons of the Tourist Trophy Race.

[4360.]—I- was much interested in letter 4328, signed

Benjamin Constant. . My machine can be driven on top

speed at quite a slow pace, and that v/ithout jerking. 1

practically always start on second turn of handle, or by

walking with low gear in. Most hills I take on top, but

am not troubled by what comes along owing to second speed,

and my weight is fourteen stones. It is not a flier, but I

average legal limit with ease without going any further.

Belt troubles I know not, neither chain, although my
previous mount was a free engine Humber (1905) and my
present is a Phelon and Moore (1908). L 490.

[4361.]—The remarks on "The Lessons of the Tourist

Trophy Race," by Benjamin Constant, are so much to

the point and of such general interest that I feel sure he
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would not mind giving his reasons for the various points he
mentions as detrimental features of tlie lono- stroke
engines. He says the modern high compression long stroke
engine is not ideal for touring, and is not flexible enough.
Would Mr. Constant kindly give a reason for this? He
states, "It is difficult to start." Personally, I cannot see
why, or why a long stroke is detrimental to tyres and engine
bearings. I can understand an abnormally high compression
engine causing excessive vibration under "certain conditions,
but I should be interested to learn why a long stroke should
accentuate vibration. Will Mr. Constant also enlighten me
as to the reason why a long stroke engine would not run
slowly?

_
Why should it not run as slowly a;s a short stroke?

This is a fairly long list of queries, resulting from my
desire to obtain data of the matter proving the superiority
of the one or other tyiDe of engine.

JAS. L. NORTON.

Belts on Lightweights.

[4362.]—In the issue of October 15th I see you describe
the new copper sewn belt fitted to the 1^ h.p. N.S.U. light-

vv-eight. To quote your words, " it is in reality (to use an
Hibernian expression) a round Y belt."

The copper sewn -belt may or may not be superior to the
twisted belt. I, as a rider of a 1^ h.p. N.S.U., have tried
both, and my experience, in common with that of most
other lightweight riders whom I have met. is that the belt
is the least satisfactory part, of an excellent type of machine,
so I should have been better pleased to read that the N.S.U.
Co. were fitting a genuine Vbelt instead of a round one.

I used to think that a round belt was fitted because the
distance from the pulley to the belt rim was too short to
enable the V belt to encircle the pulley sufficiently so as to
grip it, but this can hardly be, as when measuring a !Moto-
Reve recently I found that the distance in that case was, if

anj-tbing, less, and since this machine is 2 h.p. I take it

that the pull on the belt must be considerably greater,
though no doubt more even. Fui'ther, the pulleys on both
machines are practically equal in diameter, the lower gear
in the case of the X.S.U. being obtained by a slight increase
in diameter of the rear belt rim ; hence I think we may say
that the N.S.U. pulley is not too small for a really flexible

Y belt.

The geared down pulley is possibly the solution of the
difficulty, but in any case I certainly think that the advent
of a better belt for the 1^ h.p. lightweight would be hailed
with joy by many riders,, and if you can find space in your
paper for bringing forward this subject, perhaps we may not
have so long to wait. W. H. D.

=<THtj

Lubrication.

[4363.]—Having at various times seen letters enquiring
for a satisfactory automatic lubricator, I am rather surprised
that more readers have not given their experiences of the
J.A. P. automatic lubricator. I have kept quiet until I had
given the device a fair trial, as I know from experience
gained that all motor cycle accessories are not what they
seem at first sight. My experience dates from the time a
man was considered about fit for a lunatic asylum if he
bestrode a De Dion tricycle ; this was before petrol and
lubricating oil tanks were thought of. At that time I us-cd

to dismount every twenty, miles or so and measure out a
dose of oil from a tin carried in the toolbag and pour it into
the crank case. This was certainly positive lubrication, if

not automatic. Having this -year, apparently like many
others, become tired of the pump method and its attendant
evils and risks, I decided to fit a J.xl.P. automatic
lubricator to my 7-9 h.p. twin Peugeot engine. Since fitting

this and having the correct adjustment of feed, lubrication
has never caused me a moment's thought in 2,027 miles
riding. When starting for a ride of whatever length, I

simply give the feed screw one turn and my lubrication is

perfect. I can thoroughly recommend this to anyone in

search of a satisfactory automatic lubricator, and the J.A.P,
desei'ves to -be better known. J. G. BROWN.

[4364.]—In letter 4294, October
_
6th, H. B. Willoughby

aslis for a practical definition of oil level in the crankcase.
flight I ask him to note the inspection window in

the bottom of the crankcase of the If h.p. F.N. I rode
one of these machines two year's ago, and found the advantage
of being able to see the amount of oil in the crankcase by
merely dismounting and allowing the machine to stand for

8yi

a minute or so Of course, as he suggests, the oil level can-
not be seen when the engine is running, the oil then beina
splashed about by the flywheels. This device enabled me
to go through a year's riding without any trouble or anxietv
from over or under lubrication, as by dismountino- or when
remounting after a stop, I could see at a glance" the level
of tae oil in the crankcase. J. THORNE.

M.O.LV. versus A.O.LV.
[4a65.]—At the beginning of this vear a discussion took

place m your columns concerning the relative merits of
m.o.i.v. and a.o.i.v., more especially on twin-cylinder
machines. Would you allow me to point out briefly what a
marvellous success has crowned the efforts of those makers
who have turned out m.o.i.v. twins this year? Last autumn
there was scarcely a decent m.o.i.v. twin on the market ; now
there are plenty, and look at their performances. •

Mr. W. H. Wells, I remember, was at the time of the
discussion very much in favour of a.o.i.v. Is it net proof

An entirely new model Moto-Reve. Ths twin-cylinder vertical engine is

o: 2i h.p. and the transmission is by chain through a two-speed gear box.

2>Ooitiv6 of the superiority of the other variety that such a
quondam staunch advocate of a.o.i.v. now regularly rides

a m.o.i.v. twin?
Then again, all hill-climbs of importance have been won

by m.o.i.v. twins, when there were any good ones entered;
also, on the track, practically all races have been won by
them. It may be noted in passing that the average a.o.i.v.

5 h.p. twin, when put on the track, has perforce to smell
the exhaust of the average fast o^ h.p.^ m.o.i.v. single-

cylinder. Sometimes even a 7-9 h.p. a.o.i.v. twin does like-

wise. This sort of thing is apt to make one think, and
then smile at the twin's "efliciency." However, now there
are some m.o.i.v. twins about—may many more come as soon
as possible—-good performances are put up everywhere. What
a marvel was performed in the T.T., for instance, by two
m.o.i.v. twins and several m.o.i.v. singles. The automatic
twins were nowhere. One is forced to think that few
makers will dare to stick to a.o.i.v. twins in a year or two
if they desire to sell any machines. il.O.I.V.

SUlSIJklARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
John Bentham wishes to thank the motorist who so kindly

assisted him on October 31st. at Nostell.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Humber " would like to have the experiences of a private

owner who possesses a 3^ h.p. two-speed Humber (1909).

He particularly wishes to know : (1) The weight ; (2) has

the engine a high compression? (3) is it light on tvres?

(4) its maximum speed and hill-climbing capabilities; (5) is

the silencer which forms part of the down tube a success?

A27
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rHE motor cycle will probably never make a

serious appeal to those dignitaries of the Estab-
lished Church whose ofificial garb is so pecu-

liarly suited to the sport, and who share with

rooms the privilege of being the only Englishmen

ho are compelled always to wear gaiters; nor, pos-

ibly, will the self-propelled cycle always seem suited

) the dignity of the important town rector or squarson,

lut in the Established Church alone there are about

,000 junior clergy, while in other churches there are

len who have yery big areas to work, and who waste

lot of time toilsomely tramping over hill and dale to

isit their respective flocks. Probably all clergy and
linisters whose dignity does not limit them to a more
lately conveyance would find a motor cycle of great

ssistance in their work, to begin with; even if their

istrict is small and compact, they are always travelling

Dnsiderable distances to meetings, to fulfil preaching

:igagements, to visit libraries, etc., etc., and, while

le motor cycle is always a much cheaper conveyance

lan the railway or a cab, it is also an infinitely

leasanter means of locomotion in ordinary weather.

The Motor Cycle as a Health^giver.

Most probably, however, all religious ministers who
ave a lot of travelling to do have considered the motor
y^cle as an aid to work, and only need its economy and
^liability to be a little further demonstrated in order

) purchase, at any rate, a second-hand machine, now
rocurable at about twice the cost of the pedal cycle

hich most of them use. I will therefore concentrate

ly remarks more especially on the value of a motor
^cle as a health-giver to the younger clergy.

Change of Mental Occupation.
The cleric's work differs in two main respects from

le work of junior men in other professions. One is

lat there is no cessation of responsibility. The junior

lan in a business house can treat every week's work
s a separate item; when Saturday afternoon arrives,

r he takes his August holiday, he can forget all about

is work, because it is finished—the responsibility does

ot run on. With a cleric—^however unimportant and
mior a man he may be—^the responsibility runs on from
ay to day, week to week, year to year, and is only
iterrupted by a change of cure. Consequently it is

jsential to an efficient clerical recreation that it shall

erforce empty the cleric's mind of his work and con-
nuing responsibility. Tamer pursuits than motor
ycling achieve this in a measure; but there are few
ther hobbies that absolutely compel the enthusiast to

link of nothing in the world outside what he is doing.

MOTOR CYCLING
FOR PARSONS.

BY ONE OF THEM.

You cannot drive a motor cycle and think of your next

Sunday's sermon or that recalcitrant member of your
flock at one and the same time. This alone is a great

feature.

Again, as the cleric has no fixed working hours, his

recreations are necessarily irregular. If he takes up
cricket or football as a health restorer, he can only

play, perhaps, one Saturday in three with any certainty.

As a result, he faces his arduous match only half

trained, in poor physical condition. Hence we see the

clergy give up these fiercer sports shortly after

ordination.

A Solitary Hobby.
Again, the parson's hobby must be one that he can

pursue single-handed. The holidays of laymen are

times in which he can interview the adult men of his

congregation, and he cannot afford regularly to devote

them to sport. Monday is often his holiday, instead

of the Saturday so cherished by the layman. On
Monday he will frequently fail to find anyone to play

golf or tennis with him, while games requiring a larger

minimum of players are out of the question. Here again

motor cycling scores, as far and away the most satis-

fying solitary hobby.

Sit Still and Absorb Oxygen.
Again, the parson is like the postman. When he

gets a day off he is fairly tired physically. His hours

of study have exhausted him more than a correspond-

ing number of hours of manual labour. He has also

taxed his physique by much walking in the course of

visitation, and it is hard to say whether tramping a

big country parish is more exhausting than continual

stone pavements, or not—both are trying; while his

physique is further reduced by the long hours spent at

meetings in ill-ventilated rooms, by the strain of speak-

ing in a church that is scandalous from the acoustic

point of view. In fact, when the parson's weekly or

fortnightly day off arrives, he is generally in a state

of requiring a lot of fresh air, yet physically unfit to

seek it by walking, cycling, or playing games.
Now consider the motor cycle in the light of these

requirements. It empties the mind absolutely. It is

essentially a solitary sport ; no companions are needed,
especially as its range—a circle of 100 miles' radius

in a twelve hours' holiday—^is ample to supply an

objective for a ride in the shape of a place of interest

or a visit to friends or relations; it simply stuffs the

rider with pure oxygen, creating breezes on a sultry day

when none are supplied by Nature, and it makes abso-

lutely no tax on the rider's physical powers, if he does

not exceed a reasonable distance or speed. I person-

ally find that a 150 mile ride on my machine does me
quite as much good as a week at Brighton, and I

ascribe the fact to three reasons

:

1. Absence of exertion.

2. Concentrated essence of fresh air.

3. Complete change of mental occupation.
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British manufactures better than motor
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look further ?

The

DUNLOP
RUBBER STUDDED

Motor Cycle Tyre
is the British tyre at hand for the

winter riding cyclist who wants a tyre
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for; a non-skidding, puncture free, worry
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your ear.
The marvellous way in which the Lightweight

motor cycle has proved its possibilities c!uring the

past season has caused it to find favour in many
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to learn that the

MOT©
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machines embodying features hitherto considered
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can afford to miss
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Motor Cycling for Parsons.—
Each of these three benefits, as shown above, is a
special need of the ministerial profession, when
earnestly undertaken. -

_

There remains the vexed question of expense. Few-
parsons will exceed 3,000 miles per annum, unless
they make enormous tours during their summer holi-

days, as the late Mr. Oakeley and Mr. B. H. Davies
always do. With the aid of a skilled friend's advice
a good second-hand machine can be obtained for ^^20-
^25. The running of such a machine for 3,000
miles per anntim will cost about the sum detailed

below

:

.

&mMf 87-

Licences
Petrol
Oil

Small repairs and replacements

...£1 5

... 2

... 10

... 1

£4 15

There must be added to the above certain regular
and more costly replacements. A pair of tyres will
run 3,000 miles on a single-cylinder; a leather belt
vail give slightjy more trouble than a rubber, but will
outlive it; and so forth. After nearly ten years regular
prolonged experience of hard riding, I allow a sum of
£2 per 1,000 miles to cover all expenses and replace-
ments, and it is very, very seldom that this sum is

exceeded in any given 1,000 miles, and when it is,

matters are invariably levelled up by a reduced ex-
penditure on the next 1,000 miles.

Technical Kno-wledge,
So far as mechanical knowledge goes, modern

machines only average about one stoppage, apart from
ill-luck with tyres and belts, in each 1,000 miles, and
with a couple of shilling handbooks from the office of
this paper, the novice will be able to cope with any
mechanical emergency.

The standard pattern 3i h.p. Triumph for 1910. The bore and stroke are 85 x 88 mm. The detail improvements are referred to on page 864.

> «acc"-<-

A PETROL DIFFICULTY.

ON many occasions lately, complaints have reached
us from readers who have experienced diffi-

culty in obtaining petrol from garages in small

quantities, and not infrequently riders have
been compelled to take threequarters of a gallon and

, pay for two gallons, which, in our opinion, is neither

just nor reasonable; The ma,tter has been brought
all the more closely home to us, as similar treatment
was meted out to us at a very well-known London
garage only a few weeks ago. From the motor
cyclist's point of view there is no excuse whatever
for behaviour of this kind. It is absolutely no hard-
ship for a man to break into a tin, as the remainder
of the petrol can always be used for the cars belonging
to the garage. There is, of course, the view of the

garage owner to be taken into consideration, who

thinks it is not worth his while to break, into a sealed

tin of petrol for the sake of a few pence, as it hardly

pays for the man's time in fetching the tin, opening

it, and pouring in the spirit. There is perhaps some-

thing in this, but we can hardly believe that any man
will find attention to small details to be unprofitable

in his business. As regards a rernedy, in the first

place the petrol companies, many of whom sell petrol

in one-gallon tins, might see that the latter are dis-

seminated about the country, and, secondly, the

Auto Cycle Union might influence the parent body to

grant no repair certificate to garage owners who
refuse to treat motor cyclists properly in this respect.

It is quite time something was done, as there is

nothing more exasperating than to have to pay for

petrol which is not used.

A31
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A selection of questions of general interest received from

our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Gear and Speed.

(1.) What gear would you
advise with a 5 h.p. Win
Peugeot? I have a Roc two-
speea in back wheel and Tin.

adjustable pulley, and the dis-

trict I wish to use it in is North
Wales. (2.) Also please say what
lift of inlet valve you consider best

for touring? (3.) What speed should

machine do on track, geared 3 to 1,

. magneto ignition'/—S. yx.

(1.) We should imagine about 4^ to 1

top gear would suit for touring in

North Wales. (2.) The opening of the

inlet valves should be about ^in. (3.)

Speed on track, geared 3 to 1, from
fifty to fifty-five miles per hour,

depending on weight and condition of

machine and rider's weight. It does
not follow that a 3 to 1 gear would give

higher speed than a 4 to 1 gear ratio.

As a matter of fact, we believe you
would find the reverse to be the case

with your particular mount, which is

fitted with a fast running engine.
Horse-power Bating.

I notice that a number of

IqI machines on the market of

> different bore and stroke are
LiJ all rated under the same horse-

power. For instance, I see

84x86 mm., 85x76 mm., 82x89 mm.,
84x88 mm., 82x88 mm., 85x85 mm.,
83x90 mm., 80x90 mm., 87x87 mm.,
two 3^ h.p. of one make 85 x 85 mm.,
the other 85 x 90 mm., and two
others—one measuring 80 x 80 inm. , the

other 85 x 85 mm.—all called 3^ h.p-

Two makers using the same bore and
stroke as one of those mentioned
above as 3^ h.p. (the 85 x 85 mm.)
call theirs 4 h.p. Which is right?

The above is, of course, very mislead-

ing to an intending buyer, especially

if he is contemplating getting a side-

car with it,, as the little extra
power makes such a difference. Can
you in. any way explain this?

—

H. L. C
We are not at all surprised at your
remarks. This sort of thing has been
going on ever since motor cycling and
motoring existed, and until some defi-

nite system of rating is decided upon
it is likely to be continued. What you
may take it to mean is, that
firms state only the approximate horse-
power of their engines, and although
some engines undoubtedly give more
power than others of exactlv the same
dimensions, it is always well to ascer-

tain the bore and stroke, or cubic
capacity, before deciding upon a, new
mount.
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Low Registration Numbers.

Will you kindly tell me
where I can get low numbers
for my motor cycle, such as

L 24, etc.?—R.K.
Low numbers are now most difficult to

obtain. You might try eome of the

Irish counties, such as Tipperary
(South), where the numbers go up to

48 for motor bicycles j Sligo, 90;
Monaghan, 54 ;

Queens County,
. 95

;

Waterford, 52; and Westmeath, 84.

Reducing Petrol Consumption.

The engine of my 1905 Rex

ol overheats. It has accumulator

> ignition, and is fitted
_
with

-i-i Longuemare carburetter, timing

correct, geared 5^ to 1. I am
troubled with excessive consumption

of petrol. When I first had the

machine it would do about seventy

miles to the gallon, but now it will

only do fifty to sixty miles. As the

compression was poor, I fitted new
piston rings, and have since run

about 300 miles, but they are not

bedded down yet, as I can hear the

charge escaping past them. When
the engine is cold, I can only stand

on the pedal for eight seconds, and
when hot forty seconds. I can average
28 m.p.h. for several miles, and
climb a hill 1 in 10 at a fair speed

without overheating the engine. I

think the fault lies chiefly in the

carburetter, as I can only give

half extra air, and then engine starts

to misfire. Please tell me the number
of spray and chimney to start experi-

menting with. I have a No. 5 spray

and No. 16 chimney, and only, a

month ago I could give all extra air

and half gas, but still the consump-
tion was- high. Now the levers are

reversed, as even with full gas I

cannot give more than half extra air.

—L. H. J.

The first operation in attempting to

reduce petrol consumption is to test

all feed pipe unions, and afterward.s

the level of the spirit in the jet. If

j)etrol drips from the carburetter when
the machine is standing or running, the

petrol is being wasted. Should the

level of the spirit rise to the top of

the jet orifice or brim over, it is almost
certain that the needle valve is leaking

and requires grinding in (crocus powder
is the best grinding material to use), or

the level is too high. In the latter

case the weight on the needle valve
should be moved a fraction further

away from the needle point. As
regards position of levers, yoiu- carbu-
retter seems to be set right at present

;

it should be just possible to make the
engine misfire by opening the air lever
fully. You must bear in mind that an
engine will take more air in summer
than in cold weather, owing to better
vaporisation of the petrol. Good com-
pression is necessary for a very low
petrol consumption, and you may
improve your engine bv carefully grind-
ing the valves on to their seatiugs.

Licences and Registration Fees.

I have just returned from
the Middle East (Federated
Malay States), where motor
cycling is_ very popular now.
I have ridden several makes

of machines, and purpose buying a
Triumph in the New Year to take
back with me, but as I should like
to use it over here for a month or
two, I would be glad if you would
inform me in regard to registration
fees and licence, etc. I shall pro-,

bably be returning end of June next.
Must I pay a fuU year's -fees, etc. ?—
J.G.H.

The following licences will be neces-
sary : Inland Revenue licence 7s. 6d.
to the end of the present year and £1
next year, obtainable from any post
ofiioe. Unfortunately, you will have to
pay full fees for using the machine only
a few weeks during the year. Driving
licence 5s.. obtainable from the L.C.C.
Offices, Spring Gardens, Trafalgar^
Square, S.W. Registration 5b., obtain-
able from the same place.

Tyres for Sidecar Work.

I notice you recommend
^ tyres well up to the work they
> have to do. > I have a Mont-
-^ gomery sidecar with Triumph

and Nala gear, and everything
is satisfactory .except the tyre on
back wheel of bicycle. The one I

have now is a rubber-studded pattern
only recently fitted, and after having
covered about sixty miles the centre
etuds are level with the tread. My
last was worn tlu'ough in 250 miles.

What pattern do you recommend as

a suitable tyre for the purpose with-
out altering til© run and frame?

—

T.J.A.
W^e see no likelihood of your curing tyre

troubles unless you are willing to fit

another rim to your machine. The
2^in. tyre was only intended for solo

riding, and is not sufficiently strong for

use with an extra passenger and the

sidecar attachment. A 2^in. extra

strong tyre- is necessary for passenger
work, .finri c:l-in.uld last for about, two
thousand miles.
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A Disputed Account.

Will you kindly inform me if

a repairer has the right to

detain a machine on which he
has done work, for the price

thereof (£5 10s.), £2 15s.

having been tendered to him and the
remainder being in dispute?

—

Liti-

gant.
IVe submitted your letter to our legal

idviser, who says :
" A repairer has a

right to detain a machine on which
le has done work until his reasonable
charges are paid. A tender is not legal

inless it is unconditional. Your corre-

spondent tendered the £2 15s. on con-
iition that the repairer would accept
t in full discharge of the £3 10s. he
jlaimed to be his due. The repairer
ivas quite right in refusing this if he
wished his bill tested by the court.
rhe only way for your correspondent to
;et immediate delivery of the machine
s to pay the full amount claimed under
Di'otest, and to let the repairer under-
stand that he will be called upon to
•epaj'- the balance. It would be best
or tliis to be done in writing, and the
etter sent by registered post or
lelivered in the presence of a witness.
[ expect delivery would be the best
Dlan, so that the machine could be
)btained at the same time. With
regard to tender, it must be made in
;ash, and no change required. If a
eceipt is asked for, it should be made
)ut all ready for signing."

Sidecars v. Tricars.

(1.) Kindly let me know
which of the three passenger
machines, i.e., tricar, flexible

sidecar and motor cycle, rigid

sidecar and motor cycle, is

the safest and easiest to ride under
all conditions ; that is—(a) in traffic ;

(b) round corners (both empty ar.

d

with passenger) ; (c) empty, and
with passenger (general riding)

;
(d)

on slippery roads—assuming that in

each case a two-speed gear and free
engine be fitted. (2.) I frequently see
it stated that a tricar costs more to
run and gives more trouble than a
sidecar and motor bicycle. I can
understand this in the case of a
heavy tricar ; but does the same
apply to a motor cycle and forecar
(which is practically a light tricar)?
Given a 3^ h.p. engine, fitted with
two-speed gear and |in. belt drive,
\yould it be equally efficient with a
light forecar and a sidecar?—E. J. B.

(1-) Of the two, the easiest to ride nnder
the conditions mentioned would be
either the rigid sidecar or a tricar,
except as regards when driving with
the passenger's seat empty, in which
case the tricar would be more satis-

lactory. (2.) There will be very little

difference in the cost of upkeep of a
light tricar and a motor bicycle and
sidecar of equal power. Power and
weight determine the running costs.
Probably of the two- the light tricar
would be the more efficient, but the
sidecar would be more sociable, and
it is also an advantage to be able to
use the bicycle separately.

READERS' REPLIES.
A Tip for Truing Platinum Contacts.

I have not seen mentioned in " Hints
and Tips " how to put platinum studs in
order after pitting without waste of

platinum. Gently hammering with a
pusliing movement of the hammer to-

wards the burnt but cavity in the

platinum will fold the metal by small
waves till it is level, and the stud
will last three times as long. I showed
this tip to an operator at a Marconi
station recentlv, and as he seemed so

manifestly delighted, I offer it you lor
the benefit of The Motor Cycle, which
I always read from start to finish, and
from which I have received tips
valued at £'s sterling.—A. H. Watts.

Cures for Sluggish Starting.

I may be able to help " J. E. W." if

you will allow me to sujiplement your
advice as to starting a 3^ h.p.

N.S.U. motor bicycle. At first I had
similar difficulty with my pedal-started
tricar, which I now get away with ease
and certainty. As you say, he should
most certainly not fit dual ignition,
but stick to magneto. The bottom air

should be reduced with caution, though
a little less will suffice in severe
weather than is needed in summer time.
I can only move the circular shutters by
using a large pair of gas pliers, as I have
not been able to loosen the central

screws on my carburetter. If desired
some, of the openings may be tem-
porarily plugged for starting on a
frosty morning. Petrol may be in-

jected into the cylinder. Except when
the engine is quite hot, starting should
be carried out as follows : Inject
paraffin at compression tap, and free

piston by pedalling on the stand or

wheeling machine slowly along with
exhaust valve raised ; then fully

advance the spark lever, shut off top
air, fully open the throttle, hold up
the needle valve of the carburetter till

petrol runs out ' of bottom air holes,

after which make the usual running
mount. When seated, first adjust the
spark lever, but do not hurry to alter

the throttle and air levers. If a
great reduction of speed before the
engine is warm brings on misfiring, this

may be met by at once fully advancing
the spark and fully opening the throttle

for a few moments.

—

Charles J.

Lucas.

^.'Zre'^'r:^^^ -sstv •. e^" ~ vJ -vw '->-t - i :v3r«"""--v^ "

The new model two-speed Humher to be exhibited at the Stanley Show. The specification of this machine includes the new pattern Brown and Barlow carburetter,

Druid spring forks, Bosch ball bearing magneto, and handle starting.
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A " Diathermanous " Cooling Medium !

TMs invention consists in employing, for the cooling of

the cylinder, a substance which has greater power of absorp-

tion and diffusion of _
heat than has air or ^ga i

j

'

'

I" j^jfaHH^'^
water. The inventor /^ >4^?0^ P%?4 v\
states that the substance '' ^-^^5vfifc,Hlie«^^^:^N W

most efficiently fulfilling

these requirements is

chloride of sodium or
rock salt. The cylinder
A is provided with ribs
and flanges B, forming
recesses, to which is

applied, in the form of

a thick paste, chemically
pure chloride of sodium
mixed with water. The
water is then evaporated
by running the engine
for a short time, and
when the crust of salt ^^
IS at a temperature
between 100° and 120° Fahr., it is saturated with alcohol
or petrol, the spirit being then evaporated by again running

the engine. This leaves a solid coat of
salt firmly adhering to the cylinder, which
coat may be increased in thickness at the
cylinder head. A dome D is mounted over
the cylinder, through which air is drawn
in the direction of the arrows. It is stated
that the coat of chloride of sodium
possesses great power of absorption and
diffusion of heat, by which means very
efficient cooling of the cylinder is obtained.—E. H. Morgan, No. 20,685, 1908.

A Chater lea Spring Fork.

The usual fork A carries at its lower
end a pair of swing links B. A second
fork C bridges the wheel, and carries at
its lower end the wheel spindle, which
also passes through the swing links B.
The fork C is extended upwardly in the
form of a central tubular stem D, which
passes through a pivoted guide block E
carried in a pair of side plates F secured
to the head at the top and bottom respec-
tively. The springs are arranged around
the stem D, the guide block E forming
the central abutment.—W. Chater Lea,
No. 27,797, 1908.

A Castor Wlieel Side Carriage.

The sidecar wlieel A
is secured to trailing
arms B, carried by
a spindle mounted in
bearings C. To pre-
vent excessive wobbling
of the wheel A, a stem
D is pivoted to the
trailing arms and pas es

through, a swivelling
bracket E, springs F
and G being inter-
posed, one between the
outer trailing arm and
the swivelling bracket
E, and the other be-
tween the inner trailing
arm and the bracket
which carries the C
spring, on which the
carriage is supported.

—

W. Montgomery, No.
22,808, 1908.
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A Weather Screen.

A flexible screen A is adapted to extend from near th
handle-bar down to the front wheel spindle. Secured t

the handle-bar by means of _

^ pair of clips is a cylinder B, i

which is a sleeve C upon whic
the screen is adapted to rol

Between the sleeve C and the fixe

spindle D is a long spring

which is wound up as the scree

is unrolled, and which winds u
the screen when out of use. T
prevent accidental rolling up c

the screen a ratchet and paw
device F is arranged at one en
of the sleeve C, the pawl bein

moved out of operation when desired by means of a pus

ir ^

^^^^^^m
t

x\\\\\\\\\\\S^

button G.—H. C. Ward, No. 21,622, 1908.

A Valve-removing Device.

This comprises a device A
of the shape shown, and
which is used as illustrated

in the larger figure. To re-

move the valve B the engine-
shaft is turned until th©
valve is lifted from its seat,

and the valve spring C com-
pressed by the cam D. The
device A is now applied to

embrace a fixed portion of

the engine E, and the valve
washer F. The engine is

now turned to allow the
tappet G to fall when the
valve B may be pushed down
by hand and the cotter re-

moved, permitting of com-
plete removal of the valve.
The valve spring and washer
are, in the meantime, securely
held in position by the device
A, so that replacement of
the valve may be effected
with a minimum of trouble
and delay.—Triumph Cycle
Co., Ltd., and A. G. Frank-
lin, No. 26,100, 1908.

=SESSPECIAL SHOW
NUMBERS of

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" for next week—on sale Monde—will form a complete guide to the Stanley Shoi
Plans indicating the positions of exhibitors will prove
useful feature.

The following issue, dated Monday, November 22nd, w:
contain a fully illustrated description of the mot
cycles and accessories on exhibition
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U
THIS organisation—some members of which are por-

trayed in the illustrations forming the special feature
of this supplement—was formed at the beginning
of 1^7. All members of the University possessing

motor cycles are eligible to become members of the club,

which is quite separate and distinct from the Cambridge
Automobile Club. The subscription is 15s. per term, or

£2 2s. a year. The club's headquarters are at the Cam-
brian Automobile Co.'s garage. Some time ago arrangements
were entered into with the company to store and keep the
motor cycles clean to the satisfaction of every member using
the garage. The -subscription, including all garage fees, is

35s. per term. A special club machine badge is used by
the members, the design of which is embodied in the border
around the photograph on the next page. In the club's

rooms at the Prince of Wales Hotel all motor papers are
provided. Club ruHiS take place most Saturdays, and a large

number of sporting competitions are arranged by the c.u

each year, and they are usually well supported. In petiT '

consumption trials and hill-climbing competitions the mem
bers have proved themselves most skilful in tuning up thei)

machines. For instance, the winner of a 1908 petrol con-

sumption test—N. H. Joy—travelled at the rate of 167.79
miles to the gallon. The club has twice chartered the Brook
lands track for competitive events, the inter-University race
meeting in May last attracting a great deal of interest-

Cambridge were successful in winning this "battle of the
blues " on motor cycles, gaining seven points against the six

of Oxford.
The present officers of the C.U.M.C.C. are : J. M. Oakev,

president ; A. H. Moreing, hon. sec. ; and E. D. Dickson,
hon. treasurer. The hon press secretary is J. M. Oakey,
Trinity College, to whom we are ' indebted for the excellent-
photographs reproduced.-

A FEW OWNERS OF VINDEC AND V.S. MOTOR CYCLES IN THE CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.

F. P. Dickson
(7 h.p. V.S.)

On the path in the bacKground.
G. Seth-Smilh

(5 h.p. t^o-speed V.S.)

Standing on the road.

J. M. Oakey E.D.Dickson

(5 h.p. two-speed Vindee). (5 h.p. two-speed Vindes)

V. F. M. Oliver

(7 h.p. V.S.)

C.H. Stephenson

(7 h.p. two-speeJ V.S.)
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A.C.U. STAND AT THE STANLEY.
The directors of the Stanley Show,

Ltd., have again placed a space at the
,, i ., .i . . , , i

,

, ^ rr, r^ rn m TTT m—
disposal of the Auto Cycle Union for \JJk.J^J}LJ^J^J3^J^J^J^JS^J&^
the purpose of offices, etc., at the forth- "'

coming show. The stand will he No.

.

283a, and will be situated on the ground
floor in the Gilbey Hall.

* *
•THE MOTOR LYCLE" AT THE SHOW.
The Motor Cycle has chartered two

stands at the forthcoming Stanley

Show. One, numbered 158, will be
situated in the Arcade Entrance. This
stand will be for the sale of the show
numbers of The Motor Cycle and motor
cycle handbooks only, such as " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them " and
"Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclistfi."

The editorial office will be in the Main
Hall, No. 136, near the entrance on
the Gilbey Hall side. We shall be
pleased for motor cyclists who intend
visiting the show to have letters

addressed to them care of this stand.

* * *
THE ENFIELD LIGHTWEIGHT.

As we have alreadv mentioned, the-

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch, wilF

exhibit a new pattern lightweight
motor bicycle at the Stanley Show, on
stand No. 12. The Enfield 'lightweight
is fitted with a 2\ h.p. twin-cylinder V
type engine, magneto ignition, V belt
drive, and spring forks- The frame is

designed for a long wheelbase ensuring
great comfort to the rider. The total
weight of the machine fully equipped
for the road is under 100 "lbs. This
machine should certainly be inspected
by all visitors to the show.

* * *
BENZOL AS FUEL

With reference to "F.R.'s" query
in last week's issue re "Benzol as
Fuel," "C.B. 246" writes : "I and a
few friends purchased a quantity about
two years ago, and the only reason we
gave up using it was that as soon a.?

we got away from our district on long
journeys we had to replenish with
petrol, and, of course, the carburetters
had been altered to suit benzol. Con-
sequently, the result of using alter-
nately one kind of fuel and then
another was not satisfactory. Then
again, in cold weather starting the
engine was a task, but once warmed up
the running was perfectly satisfactory."

* * *
A.C.U. ANNUAL DINNER.

The annual dinner of the Auto Cycle
Union is fixed for Thursday, January
20th, at the Waldorf Hotel, Strand.
During the evening the prizes won in
competition during the year will be
I'-esented to their respective winners.
The A.C.U. Committee hopes to see
more representatives present from the
provincial clubs, and requests hon.
jecretaries to bring the date to the
notice of their club members. An
entertainment will be provided as in
ppst years.
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ACCEPTANCES OF A CHALLENGE.
H. C. Tromp Van Diggelen's ofier in

the last issue of The Motor Cycle to
match his 2^ h.p. Wanderer "against
any 3 h.p. tourist machine in England,
and also against fifty per cent, of

3^ h.p. singles and 5 h.p. twins," has,

as we anticipated, immediately drawn
forth acceptances. W. W. Glenn writes
as follows: "I have not a 3 h.p.

Machine at present, but I have a 2| h.p.

Eland roadster which I should be very
pleased to match against Mr. Van
Diggelen's Wanderer. I take it that
he means a speed match. Will Mr. Van
-Uiggelen please say when and where
he will be willing to ride?"

* * *

A. T. Stanton writes :
" It is quite

amusing to read Mr. H. C. Tromp van
Diggelen's extraordinary challenge in

the last issue of our 'soul refresher,'

The Motor Cycle. I have seen a little

Wanderer go ' all out ' at Brooklands,
and, whilst agreeing that it can ' hop
along,' I feel confident that there are

many machines of 2^ h.p. and 3 h.p.

in England that are qtiite as fast, and
many that are faster. Regarding Mr.
Diggelen's challenge to ride against
fifty per cent, of 3^ h.p. singles and
5 h.p. twins, which fifty per cent, does
he mean? Those that are sadly out of

tune? Mr. Diggelen has made a very
broad statement, and I for one should
like him to boil it down a bit and name
one or two makes of single and twin-

cylinder machines of 3^ and 5 h.p. I

have little doubt that a well-tuned

3^ or 5 h.p. would pass the Wanderer
in a great hurry. I can quite under-

stand the challenger's enthusiasm over
his little mount, as a similar one won
a handicap race at Brooklands in which
there were 3^ h.p. singles and 5 h.p.

twins, but I fear he would not have
made the challenge had he taken into

consideration the state of the weather
and the track, parts of which were
under water."

* * *

Geo. Brough says :
" Mr. H. C.

Tromp von Diggelen's challenge is due,

no doubt, to the success of his machine
in the third race at Brooklands on

Saturday, October 16th. He evidently

forgets that the first four or five

machines were disqualified for exceed-

ing their handicap time bjr more than
five per cent. Obviously it would be

unfair to match a 3^ h.p. machine
against a 2^ h.p., but if Mr. Diggelen

cares to procure a 3^ h.p. machine of

this make, I shall be pleased to race

him for any distance on Brooklands on
the same machine (3^ h.p. Brough) that

I used at the above-mentioned meeting."

[It would appear that Mr. Van Diggelin

could not do better than ad^^Dt the

suggestion of a correspondent, viz.,

to make a "race meeting" of it,

as there are so many motor cyclists

willing to accept his cliallenge !

—

Ed.]

-"i^
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Motor Cycling Club.

This evening (Monday), a smoking concert is to be held

at Frascati's Restaurant. This promises to be a most enjoy-

able affair. Members are invited to take friends, and the

concert is absolutely free.

The M.C.C. annual dinner and distribution of prizes will

be held at the Trocadero Restaurant on Saturday, the 11th

prox., at 6.30 p.m. The president, Charles Jarrott, will

preside, and Mrs. Jarrott will distribute the prizes offered

in competition during the year.

Oldham and District M.C.

The first item of the winter programme took the form of

a dinner and smoking concert at headquarters, Cafe Monico,
on the 3rd inst., when over forty members and friends spent
a very enjoyable evening. The gathering was presided over
by the president, T. C. Crowder, and between the intervals

of toasts, songs and recitations were rendered. Votes of

thanks to the chairman and entertainers brought a most
enjoyable evening to a close. The club purposes holding a

whist di'ive on December 1st, when a large gathering of

members and friends is expected. A special meeting is

called for Wednesday this week.

Leith M.C.

At a meeting held on Thursday, the 28th tdt., at which a

large and enthusiastic body of motor cyclists collected, it

was decided to form a club in Leith and district, the club to

be called the Leith Motor Club. Only three officials were
elected at this meeting, but others will be proposed at a later

date.

The officials elected were J. Farnach, convener of meet-
ings (until a proper captain was elected), J. Alexander, hon.
treasurer, aaid George Gunn, hon. secretary. A room to be
used as the headquarters of the club was kindly arranged for

by the proprietor of the Commercial Hotel.

Essex M.C.

The one hour race for the Du Cros Trophy will take plac

at Canning Town Track on Friday next at 3.30 p.ml
Members and all motor cyclists are invited to be presentl

There will be no charge for admission.
The annual dinner provisionally fixed to be held on Saturl

day, December 11th, has now been definitely fixed to takJ
place on Saturday, January 15th, 1910. Further particular!|

will be announced shortly.

Will the winner of the paperchase please communicat^
with the secretary?

Glasgow M.C.C.

On Saturday last (6th inst.) a hill-climb was held on Pees!
weep, Gleniffer Braes, Paisley. There were three classes

for motor cycles, and the weather being fine and the hill

in good condition, it was perhaps only natural that records

for the hill were beaten. The course was liued by a larga

number of enthusiastic spectators. The police were mosU
courteous, and kept the course clear of other traffic.

The results on formula were :

Class I., single-cylinder touring machines (unlimited).

1, A. Alexander (3^ h.p. Rex) ; 2, R. Morrison (3^ h.p.

Matchless-J.A.P.) ; 3, R. Jones (3^ h.p. Premier) ; 4, E.|

Hunter (3ih.p. Triumph).

Class II., multi cylinders (unlimited).—1, Results on form-l

ula: 1, D. Baddeley (5 h.p. Indian); 2, J. Alexander (5|

h.p. Rex) ; 3, A. McDutf (5 h.p. Vindec) ; 4, W. Hendersonj
(twin Bat) ; 5, W. Dean (7-9 h.p. Peugeot).

Class III., scratch class (singles up to 500 cc, twins up to

750 cc.)—1, D. Baddeley (5 h.p. Indian) ; 2, A. Alexander

(3^ h.p. Rex); 3, J. Alexander (5 h.p. Rex); 4, R. Alorrison

(3i h.p. Matchless-J.A.P.)

D. Baddeley and A. Alexander beat the twin and single-

cylinder records for the hill. The speed of the former equalled

forty-two miles per hour and the latter thirty-nine miles per

hour.

AN ECHO OF
It will be remembered th'al in the issue of The Motor Cycle

for October 13th, J. Leno wrote explaining the circumstances
which led to his unfortunate collision with Leslie C. Munro
during practice for the Tourist Trophy Race. His letter

threw a different light on the affair. Apparently to Mr. Leno
much sympathy is due, for at first he was blamed generally

THE T.T. RACE.
for a contravention of the rules. More, however, is likely

to be heard of the matter, as it has been taken up by the

local centre of the Auto Cycle Union on the request of the

club to which Mr. Leno belongs, and many points were dis-

cussed regarding the affair at a meeting held last Thursday
evening.

THE 1910 SINGER
Motor cyclists, particularly those who have had experience

of Singer and Co.'s excellent productions, will welcome the

news that this old-established firm will exhibit two or three

examples of a new pattern lightweight motor bicycle at the

Stanley. The name of the new machine is the Moto - Velo,

and it has a single-cylinder engine 62 x 70 mm. bore and
stroke, with Bosch high tension magneto. The frame is

specially designed with a long wheelbase, the bottom tube

LIGHTWEIGHT.
being curved and the engine slightly inclined forward. A
spring fork is fitted, and the wheels are 25in. diameter with

Ifin. light motor cycle tyres. The transmission is by belt, and
there is a jockey pulley to adjust the tension of the belt. The
control is entirely from the handle-bar, and the equipment
includes two brakes, an eflBcient stand, and a petrol reservoir

with a capacity for 100 miles. The weight complete is said to

be 84 lbs.

UNLIGHTED LORRY CLAIMS ANOTHER VICTIM.
We sincerely regret to have to record another accident,

which might have been averted had the Universal Lighting
Bill ever become law, in which Alexander Percy Walker, of

Irvine, was fatally injured on the evening of the 29th ult.,

within a few hundred yards of his residence. While return-

ing from the Bogside Golf Clubhouse on the Kilwinning
road, riding his 5 h.p. Vindec motor bicycle, in an effort to

avoid a rough part of the roadway, his machine collided with
the rear of an unlit lorry, which was proceeding in the
opposite direction, and Mr. Walker was thrown heavily to

the ground. He was conveyed in an unconscious condition

to his home at Castlepark, where he died about an hour later.

Mr. Walker was a lieutenant in the 2nd Lowland Brigade
Royal Field Artillery Territorials, a keen golfer, an enthusi-

astic motor cyclist, being a prominent member of the Ayr and
District Motor Club, and one of the chief prize winners this

year in the various club competitions. The funeral took

on the 2nd inst. in the Irvine churchyard, and the service in

the parish church was largely attended by deceased's personal

friends. Deputations from the golf club and the motor club,

representatives from his regiment in uniform, the local Lodge
of Free Masons, and also many employees of Messrs. Walker
and Co. (of which concern Mr. A. P. Walker was manager)
being present.

^
Iliffe, A Sons Ltd., London ana Coveni
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TRADE MARK

BICYCLES

"BETTER THAN THE BEST"
Single-cylinder Motor Cycle
can possibly be, is the

PREMIER
Twin - Cylinder MOTOR BICYCLE.
It is designed to meet the needs of far-riding motor cyclists who desire

a machine of the utmost reliability and speed pow^er. The even firing,

perfect balance, absence of vibration and ease of control are qualities

which w^ill recommend themselves to every motor cyclist.

if^^

M̂5- IVil

PREMIER MODEL 2. DOUBLE CYLINDER. PRICE 50 Guineas net cash.

London 'Depot:

I, Holborn Viaduct, EX.

Bournemouth Depot:

64, Holdenliurst Road.
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See it at the Stanley
Cycle Show, Stail\d NO. 267, «» *•*« Gallery.

^=
liilllHil'ililHh ^

XKe 1910 'Brow^iv'
3j h.p. 85 X 85 m/m Motor Bicycle.

Every motor cyclist interested in seeing the very latest advance
in motor cycle construction should arrange to visit our stand, and
examine the new model illustrated above. In no other instance are

so many desirable features founcl embodied in one machine—innova-

tions in design, in engine construction, in minor fitments, etc.—such
as will be approved by the most critical rider.

Spring Forks of an entirely new
will be the standard fitment for this model. Ball-bearing engine, chain
drive for magneto, adjustable pulley—not to mention a number of other
improvements, you will be able to discover for yourself.

Make a note to examine it NOW, or send us your name and address, and
we will post you full specification and price particulars immediately
they are out of press.

BROWN BROTHERS, Ltd.
slo'Ll^: iS, Newman St., Oxford St., W.
Wholesale

only

:

Gt Eastern St., LONDON, EX.

If the Price is your principal consideration,
you should write lus for full particulars of our special offer, whereby you can obtain a brand new
motor bicycle of proved reliability at an hitherto unheard-of price.

£28 for a SJ h.p. motor cycle. A few 5J h.p. twins at £42.
This offer refers to a few 1908 models of Brown motor cycles we are clearing to provide further
room. It is open for a limited period only, and will be withdrawn immediately they are sold.

Write us to day, and we will send you full specification of the machines referred to.

A22
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M.O.I.V. ON TWIN=CYLINDERS.
By ROY

I

HAVE been somewhat amused at the correspond-
ence appearing in The Motor Cycle at various
times during the year upon the ancient question

-

_
of mechanical versus automatic inlet valves for

twin-cylinder engines. Someone has revived the
contro\-ersy again and again, and the discussion is

the more amazing when one remembers that so far

back as 1902 the same problem was definitely solved.
The amusing side of the controversy is presented by
those gentlemen interested in the sale of motor cycles
with twin-cylinders and a.o.i.v.. who, by an extraordinary
method of roundabout reasoning, endeavour to con-
vince the public that the co-ordination of movements
-between the piston and carburetter in a single-cylinder
must be altogether different if one or more cylinders
are added to the engine. Certain track performances
ha\e been quoted in support of this absurdity, but
anyone acquainted with the requirements of an
engine built only for speed purposes will know an
automatic inlet valve (this includes the plural) can
be forced to do one of several things under a par-
ticular fixed set of conditions. I assert this with the
more confidence because my experience with internal

combustion engines dates back for some twenty years
with the stationary type, and for and a trifle over
twelve years with those employed for self-propelled
vehicles. Not the slightest reliance can be placed
upon track performances as a means of comparison,
because the personal equation—the skill of the rider

(who is, in most cases, the one who does the tuning-up
process)—is a factor of equal importance with every
detail of the power plant.

LINDSAY.
Yet it is worth w-hile shortly to consider the func-

tioning of an automatic valve on a speed bicycle,

otherwise the subject is likely to be obscured by
side issues that have no real bearing on actual facts.

What is the Object of a TracK Race ?

A simple query this-, and as simply answered by
saying the man who rides his machine first across the

finishing line is the winner. Another and more
important result with some people is the amount of

free advertising that usually follows for trade owned
machines—'One of the side issues that can be left to

the good judgment of the purchasing public. Speed,

and nothing else, is the essential and sufficing require-

ment, to which all else must be subservient. The
weight is cut down to the minimum that will

just give a margin of safety and no more, petrol

consumption is" a negligible factor, tyres are the

lightest that will stand up for the duration of the

contest, and the engine can be kept flooded with oil

and smoking vigorously just short of sooting the

plugs. 1 am quite aware that the same requirements

apply irrespective of the type of valve fitted to the

engine, but I give them because it is wished to place

the discussion on a fair basis. From the moment
the spark first ignites the charge until the conclusion

of the race the pistons must reciprocate at their

greatest lineal speed. On an ideal track, such as

Brooklands, there is no necessity to throttle down at

bad corners and humour the engine to recover speed,

and if the carburetter be properly adjusted to give

the maximum power at maximum piston speed the

A23
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driver's sole thought is to sit tight and steer. Ease

of starting is non-important, and it is here that the

average trade rider who makes his living whc^iy or

partly out of the business of v^'inning events scores so

enormously over the majority of amateurs on engines

with automatic valves.

The Key to Success on the Track

Any man aspiring to track racing honours must not

only be athletically fit, but must also be fairly proficient

as an acrobat, for without this latter accomplishment

the " rumung " start is impossible on an automatic

valve engine. Where machines are about evenly

matched, and pushing off is prohibited, everything

depends upon the manner in Avhich the competitors g^t

off the mark, and a keen observer cannot fail to notice

the importance that all the better known racing men
attach to this point. The higher the gear and the

higher the compression, the more difhcult does it

become with m.o. valves, and the difficulties are

materially increased with automatic valves. Why this

should happen with a.o.i.v. is very easily explained.

Great piston speed involves opening and closing of the

valves in a very minute fraction of time, and unless the

valve springs are at a particular tension (the weight

required to compress the spring is quite immaterial to

the argument), the valves will fail to close on the com-

pression strokes, with the consequence that a part of

the charge of gas will be blown back into the car-

buretter. This can only be overcome by so propor-

tioning a spring that it will not allow the valve to

open until the vacuum created by its corresponding

piston is sufficiently below atmospheric pressure to

over-balance the two opposing forces, and it is obvious

that with a spring so arranged there must be a critical

point of piston speed when the valve will cease to

function properly. It is a physical impossibility for a

spring to be manufactured with a varying amount of

tension, for if this were the case the m.o.i.v. would have

found its way to the scrap heap very soon after its

introduction. Remembering that a track racing

machine must possess an abnormal gear ratio between

engine and rear wheel—as compared with a touring

mount—^it necessarily follows that below a certain speed

m miles per hour no .gas can be admitted against the

strong spring tension. Therefore the machine must be

given initial impulse, somehow or another, by the rider

up to that mileage speed before the ^-alves will com-

mence to respond.

Some Timed Tests in Starting.

With the aid of a stop watch and known distances

on some of the London racing tracks I have taken the

trouble to discover what this minimum of speed must

be with men who use twin engines having automatic

valves, and I find it to be round about ten miles per

hour. Imagine what this means when with 180 lbs.

to push along, a man has to strain his heart to its

uttermost- by simultaneously running as if competing

in a sprint race, control the balance of the machine,

and then select the right moment to release the exhaust

valve lifter and vault into the saddle.

The Minerva Company Avere the first to apply mecha-
nical inlet valves to motor bicycle engines, and the

lead they set has been universally followed. At one
time the Minerva Co. pretty well possessed a monopoly
in the supplying of engines to the trade, but with opposi-
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tion growing in every direction, it was necessary t

retain and increase the business then held by s

improving the engines that competitors would be let

far behind. It is within the writer's knowledge tha

very exhaustive experiments were undertaken, and thes

were so conclusive that this enterprising firm had n
hesitation in definitely discarding automatic valves

The first engines of the new type were exhibited to th

public at the Stanley Show in November, 1902. Som
people would have us believe that the construction i

mechanically incorrect. Perhaps there may still b

a doubt in the minds of critical enquirers, but con

firmation is obtainable from practically every mote
car manufacturer in Europe and America, who, wit

so few exceptions that they are negligible, emplo
mechanically operated inlet valves on all their engines

large and small.

Early Experiments with Mechanical Inlet
Valves.

Going back to an earlier period, the first recorde(

instance of the use of mechanical inlet valves for in

ternal combustion engines Avas made by the Germa;

Daimler Company in February, 1902, for their Mei
cedes cars, and so much interest was aroused in Franc
by the innovation that the firm of Peugeot carriec

through experiments so conclusive that they also cease(

to fit automatic valves to their car engines. It

worth while recalling the results so attained, as the

appear to be quite unknown to present-day motorists

Facts concerning Automatic Inlet Valves.
These experiments were founded upon those of Pro

fessor Vernon Boys, who, wishing to determine th

speed of projectiles fired from big guns, utilised indue

tion coils in combination with photographic plates

Without going into details it is sufficient for the pur

pose to state that very fine wires were stretched acros

the path of the projectile as it left the gun, these wire

being connected up to the primary circuits of the coils

the latter being placed in light-tight boxes at variou

intervals of distance. ^As the wares were broken in turn

the sparks produced at the terminals of the secondar

circuits of the coils illuminated the glass plates in th<

various cameras, and simultaneously with the imprint

ing of the image of each spark on its respective photo

graphic plate, marks were made on narrow paper tape

that were moved at a known speed. By scaling off th(

positions of the marks on the tapes and making certaii

calculations the speed of the projectiles was determinec

to be 654 yards per second.

. The first set of the Peugeot experiments wen
arranged tO' discover Avhen an automatic inlet valv<

commenced to open and when it closed. The results

Avhich were not published until June, 1903, Avere start

ling, for they shoAved that an automatic valve nevei

closes completely .until the piston has started

On the Upw^ard Compression Stroke,

that the time when the valve closes is dependent upoi

the tension of the spring and the piston speed, anc

that (of far more importance) the maximum powei

capable of being developed at normal speed cannot b(

given off unless the valve spring is very much stronge:

than AA'ould ever be used for an engine under norma

circumstancesT Various weights of valves and differen

spring tensions were tried until the best combination was

found with an extremely light A'alve Avhich was giver

a minute opening, together with a spring capable o
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TRIUMPH
Again many improvements have been made
in the Triumph 3| h.p. Motor, mailing it

more efficient, more reliable, and more
comfortable than ever.

A few of the improvements are :

£ngine. Increased to 85 x 88 mm. bore and stroke, improved pattern valves, lower

compression, improved variable pullej' allowing a greater reduction of gear, heavier

rimmed flywheels.

Tank. Fitted with larger filler caps, ingenious air release valve, inclined pattern oil pump

dispensing with oil cock, improved petrol- injector, and permanent clips fitted on top

of tank for inflator.

An entirely new method of working cut-out, no pull-up action (Pro. Pat. No.

25648).

Back foot brake operated from lug on frame and not from footrest.

Kick up, fitted with spring chp, automatic fastening (Pro. Pat. No. 25014).

Handle=bar. New design, with sloping ends, giving a most comfortable position.

Magneto. Improved method of fixing sprocket wheel.

Hubs. New Pattern, easily adjusted, and absolutely waterproof.

Triumph well known special features such as Ball Bearing Engine,

Patent Carburetter and Handle=bar Control, Patent Spring Forks,

Variable Pulley, are being retained in the 1910 Model.

You are cordially invited to see our new models at the Stanley Show, Stand No. 122.

Silencer.

Brake.

Stand.

Stanley-
Show,
Stand
No. 122 1910

MODEL.

Stanley
Show,
Stand
No. 122.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle- '^D
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Do you prefer a

STEEL
or

RUB ER
on-Skid Tyre for the winter?

can supply either.

Wpite for particulaifs to

THE PETER UNION TYRE COMPANY,
190-192, Great Portland Street, W.

Goods and Trade Entrance: 79-82, BOLSOVER STREET, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, W.
Telephone : 2433 Gerrard. Telegrams :

" Pneupeter, London."

BIRMINGHAM BRANCH : 160, CORPORATION STREET.
Telephone: 5338 Central. Telegrams: "Pneupeter, Birmingham."

A26 In answering 'Ids advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/rJe.''
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1.0.V. on Twin-cylinders.

—

)ermitting the valve to remain open after the piston

lad passed beyond the middle of the suction stroke.

Jut this was only right for a particular number of

evolutions per minute, anything above or below tending

ither to make the valve " chatter " and cause a blow
>ack into the carburetter or fail to open the valve at

II until the piston had travelled downwards for nearly

lalf the length of the stroke. Another interesting

loint was also brought out, viz., that a carburetter

equired to be set differently whenever the spring ten-

ion of the valve was varied, and also' that a carburetter

wiiich would work well with an automatic valve,
stningely enough, did not produce efficient results
with a mechanical valve.

A single-cylinder engine, 102 mm. bore, was then
tested on the brake, with automatic and mechanical
valves, at various speeds as follows : Automatic valves.—-1,000 r.p.m., 4.5 h.p. ; 1,250 r.p.m., 5.6 h.p.

;

1,400 r.p.m., 4.9 h.p. Mechanical valve at the same
respective speeds.—4.9 h.p., 6.2 h.p., and 6.8 h.p.
Therefore, the two types were about the same at the
lowest speed, but the mechanical valve was nearly
forty per cent, better at the highest speed. Verh. sajJ.

Th3 3J h.p. 84i X 89 mm. Rex with new type spring fork and spring seat. Inset from left to right : (1) Showing the simple timing gear, (2) shape of handle-bars
and fittings on tank, (3) saweuts in the connecting rod and brass ensuring perfect lubrication of the bearing.

>—^9»--<

Reviving Exhausted Dry Cells.

^he Scientific American asserts that an exhausted
ry cell can be completely restored to full strength by
roper treatment.

The method of treatment follows the usual process
f supplying new electrolyte to take the place of that

hich has been exhausted. All that is necessary
i to drill a couple of holes in the top of the cell

nd pour in first one ounce of acid, and after it has

loroughly soaked in an ounce of water. When this,

>o, has soaked in, the two holes should be closed with

rdinary sealing wax. The holes should be drilled

n opposite sides of the cell about midway between
le carbon and zinc elements. One hole should
e about ^^in. in diameter, and should extend to

ithin Jin. of the bottom of the cell. The other

ole, which need be only -rg-in. in diameter, should
e but 3in. deep.

The acid 'tis-ed:^' is the G.P; -variety, which, is

chemical parlance for full strength. It is very

strong, and therefore must not be allowed to come
in contact with the hands or clothing. It is poured
into the battery by means of a small glass funnel.

Slow Running with Big Tw^ins.

Every owner of a 7-9 h.p. engine knows how diffi-

cult it is to obtain really slow running for traffic pur-

poses, more especially if a hign gear is employed and

the ignition is by magneto. We were recently examin-

ing a big twin engine, and noticed it was fitted Avith

two separate exhaust valve lifters. One of them

worked both valves in the ordinary way; the other

merely cut out the rear cylinder. So when the owner

wishes to travel at a single figure mileage per hour

he cuts out his rear cylinder and runs on the front

cylinder alone, which enables him to drive his twin

as slowly as a single-cylinder.
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byIxion:

Magneto Position.

As my readers are aware, I have ahya3'S alleged that

the standard modern magneto position is not ideal.

Carried just in front of the crank case, it is exposed
to. wet and dirt, and if it needs attention the rider has

to kneel or squat on the road, irrespective of its cleanli-

ness. I was therefore extremely pleased with some
crank case castings shown me the other day. They
are being prepared for the 1910 engine of a certain

machine which acquired a certain amount of fame and
popularity this year. The crank case is extended back-

wards to form a small platform behind the cylinder,

on a level with the bottom of the cylinder, and on this

platform the magneto is to be mounted, being driven

by a dustproof gearing enclosed completely in an
aluminium case. The tout tnsemhJe is extremely neat

and compact, and I hope its exhibition. at the Stanley

will induce other makers to mend their ways.

Hand^applied Patches.

Mr. Surridge, 58, George Street, Camberwell, has
sent me a section of an old inner tube to which he has

applied one of his Holdtite patches,, by hand, and
without the aid of heat. He defied me to remo-\-e it

BT

. r

N.S.U. twin-cylinder two-speei tricar, with attacliment over back wheel for
machine will be included among the N.S.U. Co.'s exhibits at next

by any means short of naphtha or petrol, and I must
say his challenge was justified. The patch is a circular

one, and at first I entirely failed to get a bit of its

edge turned up anywhere round the circumference, so

completely was the patch incorporated with the rubber
of the tube. In fact, I came to the conclusion that it

had, perhaps, been vulcanised into position, and so I

took a sharp knife and cut the tube and patch right

across, only to find that there were no traces of vulcan-
isation ; the substance of the patch had not been
melted into the substance of the tube, but the two were
clearly separated by a layer of some dark solution,

which sticks closer than a brother. I then took my
knife again, and forcibly turned up part of the edge of
the patch, which I seized with a large pair of pliers in

the attempt to peel it off. I found I could haul it off

the tube with the exercise of considerable force, but
that in doing so it was neither the solution nor the
patch which gave way. Both were indissolubly incor-

porated with the tube, and when force was applied,

the rubber of the tube simply split, and came aw
with the patch. This patch, like one or two others

could name, must be absolutely reliable for mot
cycle purposes when applied cold by the roadside.

Coaster Hubs.
In the past one demerit of most chain-driv

machines has been found in the brakes. We ha

already grown so familiar with the power and rel

bility of the belt rim shoe type of smash-averter th

we have forgotten the worries of the past—the fray

wires, lost nuts, worn shoes, stripped spokes, etc., eti

of the average motor c}'cle brake prior to the inti

duction of the belt -rim shoe, which is now almc

universally standard. But the chain-driven machin
of to-day are debarred from employing this best of i

possible brakes, and though sundry chain-drive

possess very admirable brakes, as I have alwa

noticed, I wonder whether some simpler, more reliabl

and more weather-proof brake than the wiieel rim tyj

is not available, even for chain-drivers. I was studyii

my copies of the Yankee motor cycling journals in ;

idle moment the other day, and I noticed that near

all their machines are fitted with coaster hubs. I ask

an enthusiast who has ridden f

several years in the States on

European machine Avhether ai

trouble was experienced Avith the

coaster hub ' brakes. I asb

sympathetically, because I on

had one on an earl_\" lightweigl"

and thrice it seized up before

had the_ indecency to sell it (fo

give the confession," reader, I knc

1 ought to have scrapped it ; 1

in those days if J scrapped n

old machine it meant no new ou'

He said they had experienced ju

the same troubles that v,'e r.

up against in the days when t

first coaster hubs were importe
How well I remember my o^^

giving me a free-wheel both way

and no brake either way on the Hindhead about 189^

But—he was careful to add—^those' days were loi

since over, and the American motor cycle coast<

hubs are now every bit as reliable as their small(

duplicates on a first-class push, bicycle.. Well, sure

here we have an ideal main brake for chain-drive

motor cycles, a long way superior to the wheel-ri:

type, which an average novice is sure to misuse, or a

external band brake, which is usually partly on f'

most of the machine's running time, and seldo:

on enough when you want it badly. If any readi

can claim prolonged experience with a modern mot^

cycle coaster hub, I shall be glad to have his view

American Endurance Run Novelties.

I have just been reading a detailed account of a bi

American "endurance run" or reliability trial, an

I noticed two main features differentiating the ever

from curs. One was the system of time penalties. I

our trials a rider loses one mark per minute when h

extra pas--enger

week's Show.
inis
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IN SCOTLAND !

Nov. 6th. GLASGOW M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB.
CLASS II.—Multi-cylinders of unlimited capacity.

FIRST on formula .. INDIAN (638 c.c.)

CLASS III.—Scratch class (Singles up to 500 ; Twins up to 750).
FIRST again INDIAN (638 c.c:)

Also RECORD for the Hill—42 MJLES per HOUR. On a standard machine.

STANLEY SHOW, ETp HJ"
STAND 132.

fl In
'Phone at the Show—1114 City. LJ LJ L
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A

ee this Saddle
at the STANLEY SHOW, Stand

No. 230, Gallery.

There it will be on view, together with every other model of the

BROOKS ANTI-VIBRATORY

SADDLES and SEATS.
There you can closely inspect that unique and

exclusive feature—the BROOKS PATENT COM-

POUND SPRINGS—the springs that absorb vibra-

tion within themselves and entirely eliminati

all tendency to bounce—the springs which

make possible perfect pleasure—perfect com-

fort—perfect health. There you can see

also the BROOKS Equipment Speciali-

ties—a comprehensive range w^hich

coders every possible requirement

of Motor Cyclists. If not at the

Stanley, write to

J. B. Brooks & Co., Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM,
for Saddle Manual, and

learn more about them.

Address your com-

municatioa to

D epar t m en t

B. 45.

BROOKS
Anti=Vibratory

Motor Cycle Saddle

—

B 105 P (PADDED TOP).

i.30 III answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Occasional ( omments.

—

is late at a control. In America a rider loses one
mark per minute for the first half hour he is late, and
two marks for every minute exceeding half an hour.

This is undoubtedly an improvement, because it

differentiates those who suffer serious troubles from
those who have only trivial mishaps. One rider in

this year's Six Days broke two belt fasteners on one
short section. This was a pure error of judgment—

•

he had trusted his fate to the makers of a bad accessor}

,

and no one would wish to see a good machine heavily

penalised for such a mishap. He would be, perhaps,

fifteen minutes late, and under both systems would
lose fifteen marks. Another rider had a serious mag-
neto trouble, but, being a smart mechanic, he was only

forty miiiutes late at the next control. Under our
system he would lose forty marks, under the American
system he would be mulcted of eighty marks—a fairer

penalty. The other novelty I am less enthusiastic

about. The big tyre companies
sent a car full of. spare covers and
tubes, with two or three good tyre

hands on board, in the wake of

the competitors. The customers

of course pay in the long run for

the heavy expense of running: three

or four years, with the cream of

the companies' staff on board,

over a thousand miles course, and
it is the general public who must
decide whether they think such
expense is justified. The Ameri-
can idea is as far as possible to

delete all penalties and failures

solely due to tyres, and to make
the results of their run depend on
the machine alone. I think if a

rider is outed from our trials, or

penalised therein, by tyre troubles

pure and simple, it is his own
fault. He has an ample time

margin under the old rules for

either substituting a butt-ended

tube, or mending the puncture with a best quality

patch and quick-drying solutions, and so I should

be very sorry to see a flieet of tyre-carrying cars

going through an A.C.U. trial to nurse the

competitors. The only real hard luck is when a

cover gives out hopelessly. Such incidents did occur

in our last Six Days. One or two men on a certain

make of tyre had to replace their rear "covers, owing

to the non-skid treads stripping off, but they were able

to reach Shrewsbury and make the replacements under

official observation without being penalised.- Two
others, I fancy, lost marks with a second make of

lyre because the inside of the fabric chafed and punc-

tured the tube ; but this was because the men were

ill-advised ' enough to fit a type of cover which had
only just come on the market and had not been pro-

perly tested by its makers. Nor do I think that an

expenditure of several hundred pounds can be justified

when it only benefits one or two makes of machines.

The American tyre cars displayed a very sporting

spirit, as they assisted all competitors without excep-

tion, no matter what make of t}re it was that caused

trouble. This- is so unusual-4hat it is worthy of special

comment.

Air By=passes.
I have once or twice remarked on the advantage of

possessing a -pure air- by-pass to one's carburetter, so
that when the throttle is shut in descending hills

cold air is fed to the engine, and it is cooled, while
no oil is sucked up past the piston rings. It is in-

teresting to notice that more than one maker of

carburetters has provided for a by-pass in his 1910
models. The B. and B. , for instance, may be had with
a slit cut in the wall of the mixing chamber just above
the union of the inlet pipe. The slide of the throttle

valve keeps this slit covered in all positions of the
throttle lever save that of " shut." When the throttle

passes the "shut" position further movement opens
the air by-pass and pure air enters the cylinder.

IIandle=bar Clips.

I complained in a recent issue that the clips of

many accessories which are attached to the handle-bar,

especially hooters, do not afford sufficient grip, and

Valve side of the 1910 pattern 3J h.p. Brown. The engine dimensions are 85x85 mm., and the

mainsTiaft runs on ball" bearings. Spring forks will be fitted as standard.

that these accessories are continually sliding about and

working loose. A rider on the staff of the Para Rubber

Co. recommends the use of a special rubber solution

manufactured by his firm. They have produced it in

answer to a demand by building contractors for a

solution with a fierce grip, proof against atmospheric

action, for pointing glazed ware, and attaching_ iron

pipes to other materials, etc. It is sold in a liquid

form, and takes nearly half an hour to dry. He kindly

sent me a sample bottle, and up to the present I have

found it very suitable for motor cycling purposes. If

applied to the handle-bar and the inside of a hooter

clip, it takes half an hour or so to. set, and the clip

may then be bolted home, after which it appears to

afford as good a grip as brazing. At the same time,

it is easily removed by rubbing with a rag dipped in

petrol, and I am inclined to think it is just what we
have been looking for.

^.—•••—<-

Siemens Bros.,

sories, dry cells,

department and
Street, E.G.

Ltd., dealers in electrical acces-

etc, have removed their supplies

showrooms to 39, Upper Thames

A31
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" The Motor Cycle " Show Report Next Monday.

Next 'week's issue, on sale every-

where on Monday, will contain a full

description of the Stanley Show
exhibits of motor cycles and their

component parts. Numerous photo-
graphs of 1910 models and sketches of

interesting novelties in design will ac-

company the report.

4.C.U. Council Meeting.

The next council meeting of the
A.C.U. will take place at 112, Picca-
dilly, W., at 5.30 p.m. on Saturday,
November 27th.

The Gondii ohs of the 1910 T.T. Race.

The meeting of the motor cycle trade
and competitors with the A.C.U. Com-
mittee to consider the conditions of the
1910 Tourist Trophy Race will be held
at the Agricultural Hall on Tuesday,
November 23rd, at 7 p.m.

M.C.C. Annual Show Run.
The annual show run of the Motor

Cycling Club will be held on Sunday,
November 21st, to the Salisbury Hotel
(Old Sal), Barnet. AH those interested
in the motor cycle movement will be
heartily welcome.

A Guide to the Show.

The numbered plans of the Agri-
cultural Hall, which have been found
so useful to Stanley Show visitors

during the last few years, are again
included in the current issue. Much
time and trouble will be saved by con-
sulting pages 886-7.

The 1909 T.T,

It is interesting to note that the
technical judges of the A.C.U. who
examined the measurements of the first

eleven competitors' machines in the
Tourist Trophy Race found that all the
engines were slightly under the stated
size. The micrometer with which A.
Sharp accomplished these measurements
has been certified by the National
Physical Laboratory to be correct with-
in TT^oTi^ <3f ^-n inch.

R.A.C. Associates and Olympia.

By the courtesy of the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and "JVaders,

Associates of the R.A.C, including,
of course, members of the A.C.U. and
its affiliated clubs, will have the
advantage of admission to the Olym-
pia Motor Exhibition, now open, on
any day at half-price, tickets at the
reduced rates being obtainable at the
Associates' headquarters, 112, Picca-
dilly, either by personal application be-
tween the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.,
or by letter, or at Stand No. 2 in the
exhibition on personal request. These
tickets, of course, will be non-trans-
ferable.

New South Wales Motor Cycle Trials.

On Monday, October 4th (Eight Hour
Day), there were two nrotor cycle reli-

ability trials held in New South Wales,
both finishing in Sydney. The Sydney
Motor Cycle Club held one, open to
amateurs affiliated to the N.S.W.
Cyclists' Union, from Taverner's Hill.

Sydney, to Lawson and back, 105
miles. A. S. Jones (2 h.p. Moto-Reve),
11 points, won from E. N. Fyson (5

h.p. Rex), 12 points ; F. Flew (5 h.p.
Vindec), 14 points, third. The results
of the other, promoted by the ilotor
Cycle Club of New South Wales, from
Sydney to Goulburn, 131 miles (first

day, Saturday), and back (on Monday)
had not been announced when the mail
closed. However, our Sydney corre-

spondent understood that J. E. Yee
and F. S. Roberts (four-cylinder F.N.'s)
were the leaders, and very close

together.

^f FUTURE EVENTS. T
^/» Nov. 12-20—Olympia Motor Exhibition. •~5'<r

n><, ,, 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show, Royal ^fcj

"t Agricultural Hall, Islington, N. "T
•^<}"^

,, 23—Meeting of the Trade and com- <^
^'^ petitors to consider conditions for ^§

the loio Tourist Trophy Race. *4

^{j- Dec. II—M.C.C. annual dinner and distribu- x^fc

tion of prizes at the Trocadero '^^

Restaurant. ^§

^ Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union annual dinner at gfe

<^<i
"4^.

the Waldorf Hotel.

n^ iifi A^ JSfi JSfi JSfi il<l JSi^ JSfi JSfi JSfi JSfi ySA .W >S/i ilfl Xifi

A Reasonable View ol Footpath Riding.

At Linlithgow last week. Dr. George
Bartholomew, a well-known Winch-
burgh motor cyclist, was charged with
riding on the footpath between Dun-
tarvie and Winchburgh, an "offence

which he admitted. The Fiscal, in

prosecuting, admitted that the road
between these places was in a very bad
state of repair, but that, from the
police point of view, the offence was
one which could not be ignored. Dr.
Bartholomew iield that the road was
dangerous to ride upon, there being
holes deep enough to drown a dog in,

to drop into which meant a bad fall.

He had already damaged his machine
to the extent of £5 in attempting to
negotiate the road. Under the circum-
stances the Bench merely imposed a

modified penalty of 2s. 6d. The atten-

tion of the authorities should certainly
be called to the state of this road, and
the Scottish A.C. may perhaps move
in the matter.

Nov. 15 ..S.10p.m,

„ 17.. 5.7 „

„ 22.. 5.1 „

Imports oJ Motor Cycles and Parts.

Imports of motor cycles and parts

during October show a considerable in-

crease, the figures being £3,569 in

1907, £3.438 in 1908, and £6,235 last

month. The figures representing the

imports during the ten months ended
3]st October were :

1907. 1908. 1909.

Motor cycles

—

£45,788 £34,442 £35,364
Parts thereof

—

£25,650 £23,564 £24,027

£71,438 £58,006 £59,391

The British Exports.

The exports of British-made motor
cycles are still in the ascendant, and
the year's figures will easily prove a

record. During October, 19(37, the

value of our exports was £6,059, in

1908 £6,562, and in 1909 £11,847. -

During the ten months ended 31st

October, the Board of Trade returns

give the following export figures :

'

1907. 1908. 1909.'

Complete motor cvcles

—

£22,740 ^ £27,576 £46,945-
Parts thereof

—

£22,835 £17,079 £26,722

£45,575 . £44,655 £73,667
British South Africa's share of the

1909 exports was £8,688.

Re-exports.

£i9,ll7 worth of foreign-made motor
cycles and parts have been re-exported

from this country during the ten

months ended 31st October, 1909.

nternational Motoring.

The ^lotor Cars (International Circu-

lation) Bill introduced by the President

of the Local Government Board, is

designed to give effect to the Conven-
tion which was drawn up at the Inter-

national Conference convened by the

French Government last month. The
Bill provides that Orders in Council

may be made for the grant and

authentication of international driving

certificates, and for modifying the pro-

visions of " the Motor Car Act, 1903,

relating to the registration of motor
cars and cycles, and the licensing of

drivers making a temporary visit to

this country. The ]Motor Union was
represented at the Paris Conference,

and has worked hard to secure these

increased touring facilities. British

motor cycKsts visiting France, if

already in possession of the inter-

national driving certificate, will not

be required to hold the French licence,

and no fresh registration will be neces-

sary if the letters "G.B." denoting
country of origin are carried.

A.32
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Easy to mount.
Easy to learn.

Easy to drive.

Easy in cost.

The New Lightweight

SINGER
Motor Bicycle

"MOTOVELO."
ij h.p.

; Bosch High Tension Magneto

;

Round Belt with Jockey Pulley, or V
Belt with Direct Drive

; Two Brakes
;

Excellent Stand ; Weight complete,

84 lbs,; Price ^33; Speeds 5 to 25 miles

per hour ; Consumption 140 miles per

gallon.

The " Moto-Velo " makes its first appearance at the Stanley Show It

is no experiment, but- is a machine of proved excellence, having an engine

of the highest quality, built on strictly interchangeable lines. You mount
it like an ordinary bicycle ; there is no need to " chase " the machine,,

and no gymnastics are required. The engine can be detached in five

minutes, and the machine becom^es a comfortable pedal-bicycle. It appeals

to cyclists of all ages, and it offers a splendid opportunity to Agents who
recognise the great possibilities of business in a high class light-weight.

motor.

Stand No. 120, Stanley Show.

SINGER & Co. (1909) Ltd., Coventry. London Depot, 17, Holborn Viaduct, E.C..

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Goodrich
THE

NEW
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Guide to the Show.

INSTALMENT.

In last week's issue appeared the first instalment of the Forecast of the Stanley Show, which will be opened on
Friday next, by Sir Albert K. Rollit. This week we continue the Forecast, which deals with some further improve-
ments in connection with the motor cycles to be exhibited. In addition, we have prepared two plans of the show,
by courtesy of the Stanley Show secretary, Mr. E. A. Lamb. These will be found on pages 886 and 887, and it will
be noticed that all the stands on which motor cycles and accessories will be shown are named, a key to each plan
being included. With the aid of this Guide, show visitors will be able to locate all the motor cycle stands with a
minimum of trouble and delay. Next Monday, the 22nd inst,, we shall publish a fully illustrated description of the
motor cycles and accessories after personally inspecting and examining them.

The Abingdon - Ecco, Ltd., Birmingham (No. 115), will

show a new pattern single-cylinder 3^ h.p. touring motor
jycle, with a novel type of spring fork, which has a plunger
working in a cylinder in front of the steering head.

The Arno Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 133, Main
Ball).—This firm will exhibit their new touring model, fitted

with a 3^ h.p. ball bearing engine, 84 x 89 mm., m.o.i.v.,

aew type B. and B. carburetter, Simms magneto, chain or

yQ&x driven, to crder. The magneto is placed behind the

cylinder on a bracket which is cast with the crankcase. The
3ngine is held in the frame by lugs cast on the crankcase,

md can be removed bodily with magneto and silencer from
the frame by releasing four bolts. Pedalling gear is fitted,

and also large sloping footplates made of aluminium, which
provide a most comfortable riding position. The lubricating

oil pump is inside and at the back of tank, allowing easy

access to the handle whilst riding. There are two brakes,

viz., a foot-operated belt rim brake and a Bowden band
brake on back hub operated from the handle-bar. A speed

model will also be on view, which is similar to the touring

machine, except that the wheelbase is shorter. A lady's

model with a 3 h.p. engine will also be shown ; this has some
good points as regards frame design.

The Bat Motor Mfg. Co., Kingswood Road, Penge,

S.E. (No. 96, Main Hall).—The exhibit of the Bat Company
will be an imposing one, since no fewer than one dozen machines
will be staged. AH these will be fitted with the Bat patent

spring frame, which has proved its excellence during many
years. The particular form of frame the company has

The Kerry-Abingdon 3} h.p. motor bicycle, to be exhibited at the Stanley Show by the East

London Rubber Co. A description ol this machine was published on page 861 last week.

adopted as standard for next year is the T.T. model which has
proved itself of sufficient strength for all purposes, and, at
the same time, enables some 15 lbs. or 20 lbs. to be saved in

weight, and also affords a low riding position. For 1910
there will be three models—a 3^-4 h.p. single-cylinder, 85
by 85 mm. ; a 7-8 'i.p. twin 85 by 85 mm., a machine which
has been strikingly successful this year in competitions ; and
a totally new model, a 5-6 h.p. twin with side by side

mechanically operated valves, bore and stroke 76 by 85 mm.
J. A. P. engines will be fitted in every ca^e as well as their

carburetters and automatic lubricators, and the latest lype
of Bosch ball bearing magneto, which will, as previously, be
carried immediately above the engine and driven by means of

bevel gearing, the shaft of which is mounted on ball bearings.

Naturally, the magneto is amply protected and the bevel

gearing is enclosed in a grease box. The Bat rigid type of

sidecar will be shown fitted to a twin provided with a P.

and M. two-speed gear and free engine. A point about the
sidecar is that it is fitted with a luggage grid underneath the

seat upon which a small quantity of luggage can be carried.

Bat motor bicycles have always been popular, but their ex-

cellent performances in the Six Days' Trials and other com-
petitions will enable them to climb several rungs higher on
the ladder of success.

Baymss, Thomas, and Co., Excelsior Works, Coventry

(No. 66, Main Hall).—Owing to a printer's error last week,

the first three lines of the paragraph describing the exhibit

of Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., read somewhat
strangely. The paragraph should have read as follows :

" It

is some years since the Excelsior motor cycle

was exhibited at the Stanley Show. The
four examples which will be shown may
therefore be expected to create considerable

interest."

J. T. Brown and Sons, Reading (No. 106,

Main Hall).—The 3^ h.p. Midget Bicar for

1910 will be much improved in detail, and
all models will be fitted with a new variable

gear (no end thrust) with means for the

adjustment of the belt to suit the gear ratio

while riding. A geared-up handle is pro-

vided for starting purposes. A spring-actu-

ated stand and magneto are provided, and all

the usual control levers will be fitted on the

i handle-bar. The Midget Bicar has a speci-

I ally constructed frame made of sheet steel.

H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., Herbert

Road, Plumstead, S.E. (No. 104, Main Hall).

—It may be expected that Collier and Sons

will have an exhibit which in interest will be

second to none at the Stanley Show. On
their stand will be seen the identical

machine which won the Tourist Trophy,

the fame of which was cast abroad

throughout the length and breadth of the

Empire J
in fact, it is interesting to note
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Forecast and Guide to the Show.
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that very shortly before the race Mr. Collier, sen., received

letters from New Zealand in the New World, and Holland
in the Old World, from customers asking to be communi-
cated with the moment the result of the Tourist Trophy
Eace was known. The exhibit will comprise two machines
fitted with sidecars, one with a Lowen two-wheeled sidecar

and J. A. P. engine, and the other a Mills-Fulford sidecar

and . 5 h.p. Peugeot engine. The first-named combination
will be provided with Collier and Sons' new two-speed gear,

which will be exhibited for the first time. The gear is one
of the best forms of epicyclic gears we have seen. The
teeth of the dog clutches are large, and are engaged against

the pressure of a spring so that they release automatically

the instant the lever is moved. Both the road wheel brake
and the gear brake are fitted inside one another, so that as

little space as possible is taken up, and both are of ample
dimensions. Thes3' brakes are of the internal expanding
type. The control pedal is distinctly interesting, and only
on© pedal is used to control the two speeds and neutral posi-

tion. This year. Matchless motor bicycles, cliiefly on
account of their excellent performances during this year, have
undergone no striking alterations, but all machines will be
fitted with a transverse tube across the handle-bars to which

r^THt)
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the front tyre or making adjustments to the bearing. The
rear part of the frame is fitted with a neat and well-designed
tubular stand and luggage carrier. The wheels are 26in.
diameter, with 2in. Dunlop tyres, and a modified form of
the Druid spring fork is provided. The engine is an ex-
tremely neat type with V cylinders, and the machine is so
designed that both cylinders can be removed without taking
the engine out of the frame. Both inlet and exhaust valvee
are mechanically operated, and are fitted between the cylin-

ders. The rn^neto, which is gear driven, is fastened just
behind the bottom bracket underneath the chain stays. It

is a Bosch magneto fitted with a special driving mechanism,
the contact of the magneto being fixed. To advance and
retard the point of ignition there is a lever on the handle-bar
which controls a particular form of gearing in the trans-
mission mechanism, so that no matter in what position the
advance may be the maximum spark is obtained. The whole
of the magneto transmission is enclosed in a watertight
aluminium case. The transmission is by V-belt. The mcSel
we saw was fitted with a Watawata, but either rubber or

leather belts can be supplied to order. The carburetter is

semi-automatic and has two jets, one to feed each cylinder,

the control of the throttle being connected to the handle-bar.
The exhaust pipes lead into a neat cylindrical silencer.

»«««iwa»>»aBi5i«<sBs.'««^sriajK;^¥r!c

The new Enfield li htweijcht, with twin-cylinder 2} h.p. V-type engine and mechanically-operated inlet valves. A pedal operated belt rim brake
will be substituted for the band brake thown in the illustration. A front wheel support Is provided on this machine (see dotted lines).

speedometers, watches, etc., may be attached. The Matchless
lady's motor bicycle will also be shown fitted with a 2^
h.p. magneto ignited J.A.P. engine. The belt is amply pro-
tected by means of a guard. Machines will be shown fitted

with 2^ h.p., 3^ h.p., 5 h.p., 6 h.p., 7 h.p., and 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engines ; al.'^o a complete Tourist Trophy model, and a
machine propelled by a 3^ h.p. White and Poppe engine,
which is now provided with a ball bearing crankshaft and
fixed instead of detachable valve seatings. Matchless
machines will be fitted with either Brown and Barlow or
J.A.P. carburetters. The spring forks of these machines
are especially worthy of attention, as with them a front brake
can be used.

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch (No. 6, Main Hall).—
As will be seen on reference to the illustration, the Enfield
motor cycle for 1910 is a twin-cylinder lightweight. The frame
has a double top rail with long ball head stayed to the top-
most rail. The bottom tube is curved to take the crank case
and attached to the down tube is another tube carrying foot-
rests. Pivoted on the same tube is a strut, which when
turned downwards acts as a stand and supports the front wheel
clear of the ground for the purpose of repairing a puncture in

the final exit for the gases being through a pipe leading from

the silencer and attached to the left side of the chain stays.

The two inlet pipes and the two exhaust pipes are held on

to the cylinders by one dog, and undoing one nut enables

all pipes, also carburetter, to be entirely removed, thus

enabling easy access to the valves. The camshafts are

placed across the crank case above the flywheels, and are

supported on each side in separate bearings. The petrol tank

is fitted between the top and bottom tubes of the frame and

holds sufficient fuel for about 100 miles. There are also

compartments for about one pint of lubricating oil and a

small quantity of paraffin. On one side of the tank there

is a small paraffin pump for injecting paraffin into the cylin-

ders to facilitate starting. On the other side of the tank

is a lubricating pump. Both are neatly constructed and

match the general appearance cf this lightweight model.

There are two brakes, one pedal operated belt rim brake,

and the other a hand-applied front rim brake. The standard

equipment includes a Brooks motor cycle saddle, tool-bag,

etc. , and when fully equipped this well thought out machine

weighs 104 lbs. Six examples of the Enfield motor bicycle

will be on view.
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The Corah Motor Co., King's Norton (^o. 85, Main Hall),

ill exhibit three models of single-cylinder motor bicycles,

he first will have a 3^h.p. J.A. P. engine, m.o.i.v., and belt

rive, the second will have the same type engine, but will

chain driven in conjimction with a Phelon and Moore two-
)€ed gear. Simms magnetos (gear driven) will be fitted to

)th models, with the advance of the ignition controlled from
le handle-bar. The carburetters will be B. and B., also

mdle-bar controlled, and of the latest type. Pedals and
lotrests are on the belt-driven models, but only footrests on
le chain-driven machine. The two brakes are internal ex-
mding on back and front hubs. The lubrication is by
A. P. automatic drip feed, and an auxiliary hand pump
ted inside the tank. Davison petrol and oil gauges are

;ted. The carrier and rear half of back mudguard can be
vung back by releasing one thumbscrew, leaving the tyre

sily accessible for puncture repairing. The action of wheeling
achine forward causes the stand to spring into place out of

;tion. Brooks B105 padded saddles as a standard, and also

ecial toolbags made for this firm by Messrs. Brooks are

ipplied. A new patent spring fork is fitted to all models,
hich has some good points, and also a new form of spring

at attachment on the cantilever principle. The third model
a lightweight, with 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine, Simms ball

aring gear-driven magneto and all the other features which
•e fitted to the 3^ h.p. models. Kempshall 26in. by 2^in.

ill be the standard tyres on the 3^ h.p. machines, whilst the
ghtweights will be fitted with 26in. by 2in. Clincher Al.

The Hendee Mantjeactxhiing Co., 184, Great Portland
treat, W. (No. 132, Main Hall).—-One of the most interest-

ig exhibits will be the stand of the Hendee Manufacturing
ompany, makers of the Indian motor cycles. Doubtless the
lentical machine on which G. Lee Evans finished second in

le Tourist Trophy Race will be on view. The Indian
andard models comprise three distinct patterns. A single-

i^linder 4 h.p. 82^ x 93 mm., a 5 h.p. twin 70 x 83 mm.,
id a 7 h.p. twin 82^ x 93 mm. The essential points of these

achines were recently dealt with in Tht Motor Cyclt^

dt it is interesting to note that one of the features for 1910

ill be the introduction of a slow rimning plunger oil pump
hich delivers the lubricant from a reservoir behind the rear
blinder through a pipe which enters the front cylinder in

ich a position as to allow the oil tO' drop directly on to the

=:Tnp

The Indian twisting grip

liandle-bar control. Tlie left

grip operates tlie throttle, the

right the exhaust lifter switch

and spark advance.

ig end bearing. The pump, which is an extremely neat
tting, is driven by means of worm gearing off one of the
alf-time shafts, and is designed to work at a very slow speed,
it the bottom of the crankcase there is a small sump in
^hich sufficient oil collects to allow the flywheel to dip into
le liquid about one-eighth of an inch. The purpose of the oil

ump is to maintain a constant level in the sump. This
erforms its work so efficiently that it is seldom if ever
ecessary to use the auxiliary hand oil pump with which the
lachine is supplied. On the stand will be shown various
arts of the Indian motor bicycle, and visitors to the Show
'ill be able to determine for themselves how excellently each
linute part is made, and how ingeniously they are assembled.
[he main shaft of the engine is mounted on a double row of

all bearings on each- side, and the automatic carburetter, on
ccount of its ingenuity, also calls for inspection. The
rakes have been very carefully designed, the rear brake especi-
ly displaying great ingenuity. This is an external band
jrake on which the bands operate with a compound action,

rhile a right and left hand screw adjustment is provided.

5^5

The brake is lined with Raybestos. The handle-bar control,
by means of twisting handle-grips and universally jointed rods,
IS another ingenious and interesting feature of the Indian,
particularly the spark lever control, which first allows the

The overhead me-
chanically operated
inlet valve fltted to
tiie twin cylinder

Indian motor bicycle.

exhaust valve to drop, then switches on the spark, and
advances it by gradual twisting of the riglit rubber grip. The
carburetter is automatic, and the throttle is therefore con-
trolled entirely by the left-hand twisting grip.

HoBART Bird and Co., Coventry (No. 172, Arcade).—In
addition to the particulars given last week we now learn that
the Hobart Bird lightweight has a bore and stroke of 69 by
78 mm. Both mechanically operated valves are fitted side by
side. There are two control levers on the handle-bar, one for
the throttle and the other for the magneto. The Bosch DAI
magneto is placed on the crankcase, and is gear-driven by a
train of case hardened steel wheels running in long case-

The 2\ h.p. Hobart lightweight, the main features of which were detaUed on
page 860 last week. It is obtainable with either 24in. or 26ia. wheels.

hardened steel bearings. A single cam, in conjunction with
rocking levers, operates both valves, and these with the
magneto driving wheels are neatly encased by an oiltight

cover. The engine is fixed in a loop-frame by two lugs

cast on crankcase and clips, and there is also a steadying
clip from the cylinder head. A neat spring fork will be
fitted to one of the models, which has the advantage over
most other types of absorbing both horizontal and vertical

shocks. The other model is fitted with Druid spring

forks. The petrol and oil tank is tubular and recessed

round the top tube, having a capacity of just over three-

quarters of a gallon, this being ample for 100 miles. The
lubricating oil is contained in the front portion with a double

partition between it and the petrol. A neat spring seat-

pillar is fitted as a standard. The mudguards are 3in. wide
giving ample protection for winter riding on muddy roads.

The standard tyres are 2in. Dunlops. The total weight is

about 90 lbs. This machine should appeal to those who
require a lightweight motor cycle with plenty of power.

The Llotd Motor akd Engineering Co., 132, Monument
Road, Birmingham (No. 71, Main Hall).—The 3^ a.o.i.v.
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pattern ball bearing engine remains practically the same in

construction, but the magneto gear drive is now rendered dust-

proof ; also a new cylinder slightly larger in bore, namely,

=mTO

The new type spring forks fitted to the Hobart motor blcyele. Lever G is

pivoted at A, and the wheel centre at B Hat rod D is hinged at C, and
slides in guide E, which is hinged at F. In the event of a horizontal shock,

point B moves back and point C forward, being checked by spring which is

in tension. In the case of vertical shocks there is a reverse action.

84 mm., is supplied. The frame is slightly lower and shorter.

The finish is the same as in the 1909, but the tanks are

enamelled aluminium with green panels. The tool box is

under the petrol tank as before, or this can be omitted, and

the new registered pattern of carrier and toolbag combined

fitted in its place. The 3^ h.p. L.M.C. 1910 pattern has a

ball bearing engine 85 x 88 mm., m.o.v. type. In this engine

Mr. Lloyd has embodied a

number of improvements in

detail. Attention is directed

to the magneto gear drive,

which is quite dust-proof and
oil-retaining. The magneto is

carried slightly higher than

on the 1909 pattern. The out-

side timing gear includes very

substantial cam and valve

lifter tappets, and the timing

gear pinions are supported at

both ends of the shafts.- The
teeth of the pinions are coarser

pitched and broader, rendering

the possibility of a breakage

extremely remote. The brakes are entirely redesigned, and
are very powerful. By removing three bolts the rear wheel

is free "for quick removal. New pattern footrests are pro-

vided, and the magneto ignition advance lever is on the

handle-bar. The exhaust valve lifter has a good leverage,

and the silencer has a cut-out. The L.M.C. Auto-Varia

pulley is fitted as standard to both the above machines.

Attention is directed to the simplicity of the L.M.C. free-

engine device, which allows the machine to be started on

a very low gear.

W. Montgomery and Co., Queen's Road, Coventry (No.

64, Main Hall).

—

In addition to their standard sidecars,

this firm will exhibit a motor cycle especially made
for sidecar work with the attaching lugs brazed to the

frame. The engine is a single-cylinder Fafnir, 80 by 90

mm. bore and stroke, made specially for Montgomery and

Co. to suit the work intended for it. A two-speed gear and

free engine clutch is built into the back wheel and transmis-

sion is by chain. The magneto is gear driven, and is fitted on

The L.M.C. Auto-Varia pulley.

NOVEMBER 15th, igog.

a bracket on the crankcase. The lateet B. and B. handle-bar
ccntrol carburetter is fitttd and Druid spring forks. ITie

two-speed gear is operated by two pedals, and gives gear
ratios of 5 to 1 and 9^ to 1. The engine can be started by
a pedal whilst the rider is seated in the saddle. A special

Michelin voiturette tyre with detachable butt-ended air tube
is fitted to the back wheel, and Brooke's B105 padded top
saddle is standard. The sidecar built to suit this machine
is of the rigid type, and has a sprung wheel supported by
a semi-elliptic spring. The frame of the sidecar is a new
design to meet the requirements of the low-built motor cycle,

and has a leaf spring fitted under the foot of the carriage
which eliminates all shocks to the passenger's feet. The
strength of the springing can be made to suit any weight
by adding another leaf to the spring—an operation which
occupies less than five minutes.

MiLLS-FxJLFORB, Coventry (No. 67, Main Hall).—This
well-known firm of sidecar makers will have an exhibit of

their specialities as varied and as full of interest as in former
years. It will comprise sidecars of three distinct designs,

viz., the Castor Wheel, the Spring Wheel (made according
to their own designs, and which has been severely tested

during this year), and the Rigid model, introduced by them
in 1903. Some of the models will be fitted with coach-built

chairs, collapsable hoods, and wind screens, so providing
greater comfort for their occupants. Several sidecars will

be fitted with tool boxes, and shelves for carrying a tin of

petrol. Spring cushions will also be fitted to the best

patterns in future, as the severe test to which they have
been put during the past few months, more especially by
record makers and breakers on the End-to-end rides, has
proved them to be an entire success. In all, nine sidecars

will be shown, and they will include the coach-built chairs

mentioned, cane chairs of artistic design upholstered in

pegamoid ; wicker and wicker and rush chairs finished

according to price.

Phelon and- Moore, Ltd., Cleckheaton, and Mortimer
Street, W. (No. 72, Main Hall).—P. and M. motor bicycles

for 1910 have been considerably improved. While preserv-

ing the same bore and stroke^ namely, 82 x 88 mm., the

engine has undergone several ^.Iterations. In the first place,

Hoffmann ball bearings will be fitted to the main shaft, and
the inlet valve will be mechanically operated. The change
speed lever will be situated on the offside, and the means of

operating the gear will be considerably simplified. Instead
of their usual method, the gear will be changed by rotating

a coarse-threaded screwed sleeve. The carburetter will be
provided with handle-bar control. The new tapless oil

The lightweight two-speed chain-driven P. and M.

pump will be a novel feature, the ports to the tank and to

the engine being controlled by rotating the pump spindle in

the desired direction. The latest pattern Bowden front

brake will be fitted. The metal chain covers will be

attached to the crankcase by means of wing nuts, so that

they may be easily removed, while the chains themselves

will be fitted with the new spring clip connecting link, lately

introduced by Hans Renold, Ltd. Each machine will be

turned out complete with a Brooks B105 saddle, and ^ well-

stocked tool roll. About nine machines altogether will be

exhibited, to one of which will be fitted a coach-built side-

car. One of the attractions will certainly be the P. and M.

All-Weather machine. All the parts usually plated, except

the handle-bars and gear lever, will be black, while the
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remainder of the machine will be dark green. We do not

doubt that this model will be appreciated by many practical

riders who prefer a machine finished in this manner, so

avoiding constant cleaning operations.

The North London Garage, Corsica Street, N.^ (No.

125, Main Hall), will show various models of the ^.-L-^^-

motor cycles and accessories. All models for 1910 will be

fitted with spring forks, although the old type of rigid forks

may be had if the purchaser prefers them. Another lyiU

feature will be new adjustable footrests, the position ot

which can be altered to suit the rider's comfort and conveni-

ence. In their place, footboards can be fitted if desired

The 3| h.p. Peugeot type has a mechanically operated mlet

valve, but no radical change has been made in any of the

engines. Any engine can, of course, .
be fitted at the

customer's will.' An item of interest on this stand wi 1 be

the 7-9 h.p. N.L.G., on which W. E. Cook established 1,0UU

c c class records for half-mile, one kilometre, and one mile.

Specialities in the form of racing casques, racing number

plates, etc., will also be shown.

The Norton Mfg. Co., Ltd., Floodgate Street, Birming-

ham (No. 86, Main Hall).—The Norton exhibit will com-

prise seven machines, four single-cylinders, two twin-cylin-

ders, and a ladies' motor bicycle. The principal features of

the single-cylinder model are 3^^ h.p. __

Norton engine, mechanically operated !

valves, exceptionally large valves and

ports, so giving free induction and
^^

egress of the gases. A novel feature
.

-

is the neat and strong method of sus-

pending the rear brake shoe, abandon-

ing the usual clip or lug brazed to the

tube. The firm have adopted a

method that appeals to the engineer as

correct, is of extremely neat appear-

ance, and enables the brake to be

rapidly detached in case it is neces-

sary to remove the back wheel. The
stand, following the same lines as last

year, is still further improved in that

it allows of a more normal position of

the machine when the stand is in use,

and is securely clipped into position

by a spring which obviates any
tendency for the stand to rattle .

or

shake loose. A feature that will

appeal to all motor cyclists is the

position of the oil compartment and
lubricating pump in the tank. These
are situated towards the rear. The
usual inconvenient long reach and stooping to operate

the lubricating pump are avoided, as is also the tendency
to bend or bind the plunger of the pump through an indirect

thrust due to the pump being too far forward. The
sheltered position of the oil compartment will readily appeal

to the winter rider, as will also the ingenious method of

preventing splash and freezing of the oil. A Norton B. and
B. carburetter is fitted with handle-bar control, and ignition

is by means of the Simms new pattern magneto. We are

pleased to say that a silencer of ample dimensions, tending
to quiet running, is a standard feature of the machine. The
standard 5 h.p. twin has an engine 76 by 80 mm., the key-

note of which is simplicity. This machine is especially suit-

able for solo riding and comfortable touring. Every super-
fluous detail has been eliminated, and the engine has speci-

ally designed atmospherically operated inlet valves. This
machine is fitted with an adjustable pulley, which givee a

wide ratio of gears. Pedals or comfortable footrests are
fitted as desired. Another twin model is a replica of the
above with a new plate clutch combined with the hub. This
is designed for sidecar work, or for those who desire to start

other than by the usual method of running alongside and
jumping into the saddle. The engine can be started by a
single thrust of the pedals while seated in the saddle, the
machine being stationary. Other single-cylinder models are
the S.T. (short touring) model without pedals, another
machine with a variable pulley giving seven speeds and free
engine, and a 4^-5 h.p. model specially designed for those
who prefer a single-cylinder machine for passenger work.
The engine has very heavy flywheels conducive to steady
running, and a long stroke for hard pulling. The lady's

ff^m(^sM NOVEMBER 15th, igog.

motor bicycle is finished in a delicate shade of green with
gold lining. The type of frame gives an exceptional amount
of dress clearance. The machine is fitted with 2^ h.p.

engine, magneto ignition, and a spray carburetter with
handle-bar controL It is also fitted with comfortable foofcV

boards, in addition to pedals for starting and testing pur-

poses. The weight is surprisingly low, being only 107 lbs.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham
(No. 200, Gallery).—This exhibit will consist of motor cycles,

motor cycle accessories. Premier hoods and screens, and their

component parts The Premo two-stroke is of 3^ h.p. A
new design of frame is used which gives an exceptionally low

•riding position. It is fitted with Druid spring forks, Bosch
magneto, and thoroughly equipped throughout for the road.

Its weight is below the average, being just under 140 lbs.

The motor is in no sense experimental, several of them
having been used for months on the road under very severe

tests. Orders are being booked for the two-stroke engine

apart from the complete machine. A 1910 Triumph, for

which the company are sole Birmingham district agents, will

also be on view. One of the Premo accessories- is a paraffin

container, provided with clips to attach it to the tubes of

the machine, this being a- very handy means of carrying

paraffin for injecting into the engine. The container is fitted

with a small tap which ca.n in many cases be arranged above

the compression tap of the engine.

The improved model 3J h.p. Bradbury, to be shown at the Stanley. The engine measures 87 x 87 mm.

The Quadrant Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 109, Main
Hall).—The 1910 Quadrant has an 84 x 100 mm. engine, the

exhaust and inlet ports being respectively at front and rear,

instead of side by side as in the usual type of m.o.v. engine.

Both ports are furnished with radiators with clear air

passages between the pockets and the cylinder. The exhaust

port being in front receives a full current of coW air. The

cams are fitted centrally in the crankcase, thus working con-

stantly in a bath of oil. An extremely simple and automatic

system of lubrication throughout the whole of the engine,

beyond the ordinary pump supply, precludes the possibility

of any bearing running dry. The magneto is fixed on a

. platform which is part of the crankcase, and situated behind

the engine where it is protected. A gear drive is used for

the magneto. A new and improved type of silencer is fitted

to next year's models. The one-lever controlled carburetter

used with great success on the 1909 model is retained. The
frame is very low, the height from ground to seat-pillar

being 29in. 26in. x 2iin. tyres, Brooks No. 105 saddle, and

Bosch magneto, complete the equipment.

.Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 75, Main
Hall).—The dimensions ot bore and stroke of the single-

cylinder Rex are now 84;^ mm. bore as against 82^ mm.,1

and the twin-cylinder 77^' mm. bore -as against 76 mm. Foi

a full description of the 1910 Rex models, see last week';

issue, page 863.

The Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., Momington WorkS;

Bradford (No. 105, Main Hall).—Eight of the Scott two
stroke motor bicycles will be exhibited by the above finn

including one fitted with a sidecar. This will be the firs!
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time this much talked of motor bicycle has been exhibited

at any show. The Scott has a 3^ h.p. two-cylinder engine,
water-cooled head with very neat and efficient radiator, two-
speed gear, free engine, and central chain drive. The spring

front fork and frame are a patented design already fairly well

known to readers of The Motor Cycle. The frame is

immensely strong, with very low centre of gravity. The
engine is fitted with a starting device which enables anyone
to start with ease on any gradient. The stand has a patent
automatic spring, and the lubricating oil is carried in the

main frame tubes. The petrol tank is of large capacity, and
the Scott carburetter has a throttle device, which after

beirg closed allows pure air to be drawn througli the engire,

thus giving a splendid cooling effect. A half compression

lever is fitted on the handle-bar, and is connected with the

magneto cut-out. The mud shield for the driving chain has

been improved. Palmer tyres are fitted as a standard, and

with the variable gear the speed can be varied from five to

forty-five miles per hour. The petrol consumption, we are

told, equals seventy miles to the gallon.

The V.S. Motor Company, 178, Great Portland Street, W.
(Xo. 128, Main Hall).—The well-known motor bicycles bear-

ing the name of V.S. have
proved so satisfactory during the

present year, and for. many years
previously under another name,
that the makers for 1910 have
instituted improvements in detail

only. The following models will

be shown : Model H,
single-cylinder 3^ h.p.

Peugeot engine, 80 x 94
mm., fitted with V.S.
adjustable pulleys, or

with this model a 3^

h.p. F.N. engine, 82 x
85 mm., may be had;
model F, fitted with
twin - cylinder 5 h.p.

Peugeot engine, 75 x 75

mm. ; and the 7

h.p twin with
Peugeot engine,

80 X 95 mm., 952
cc. Special
silencers are fitted

to each model
and also 6in. ad-

justable pulleys.

The latest pat-

tern of Brown
and Barlow car-

buretter with
handle - bar con-

trol, and the latest

ball bearing Bosch high-tension magneto will'be fitted. The
frame will be 20in. in height, while the handle-bars are now made
adjustable, allowing the rider to fix these to suit his require-

ments. The 7 h.p. twin-cylinder will be provided with a

petrol tank which will hold two gallons of fuel, and petrol

gauges and oil pumps will be carried outside the tank. The
Tru2fault suspension fork remains a standard of which the

friction tube is now supported at the top by means of a

lug, and is thereby considerably strengthened. Peter Union
tyres will be fitted as a standard. The rear band brake will

work in a grooved pulley on the rear wheel, while a foot-

operated belt rim brake will be fitted as before. Brooks's

B105 saddles will be supplied, and the two-speed models will

have a switch fitted on the left handle-bar. The magneto
cover is of leather, and it is held in position by straps

provided with a. patent clip fastener. (See sketch on this

page.)

The Wolf Engineering Co., Pountney Street, Wolver-

hampton (No. 54, Main Hall).—This firm will be showing
no less than seven different types of motor bicycles. There
will be the well-known Wolf standard Model A fitted with

Stevens 1^ h.p. single-cylinder engine, 63 by 66 mm., accu-

mulator ignition. The standard Model B fitted with similar

engine and Boech magneto. The Royal Model A, which is

a new type, with a new frame, rubber-covered footreste,

and la powerful rear brake working on the belt rim. The

The Truflault suspen-
sion fitted to the fr.nt

fork of all V.S. models.
The sketch shows the
new lug on ball head
Blip for supporting the
friction tube.
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same type of engine will be fitted as to the former models.
The Wolf "Grand" Model B is a 2 h.p.,- bore and stroke
70 by 70 mm. single-cylinder, Bosch magneto, Stevens engine
and carburetter, hand and foot applied brakes and spring
forks. The twin 2^ h.p. Model A Wolf, cylinders 60 by
76 mm., is another new model. It is similar in design to
the 3 h.p. twin, which was so successful in this year's com-
petitions. The engine, however, is smaller, and the frame
and tyres, etc., are lighter. The carburetter is the hand-
controlled "Amac," and to this model a clutch or change-
speed gear can be fitted as an extra. "Druid" spring forks
will be supplied. The 3 h.p. model just referred to will be
maintained. The bore and stroke are 63 by 66 mm., and the
engine will be the twin Stevens. The Amac handle-bar con-
trolled carburetter and Bosch magneto ignition will be fitted
as well as spring fcrks. A clutch and two-speed hub may
also be had as an extra.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge (No. 127, Main Hall).
—This firm will exhibit the two models fixed upon for 1910,
in addition to the Gradua gear conversions for other makes
of motor cycles. The two models are the Zenith Gradua and
the Zenette (spring frame) with Gradua gear. This year has
been a successful one for the Gradua gear, which is infinitely
variable between the high and low limits. Having now
demonstrated to the public the advantages of this form of
gearing, the company are for 1910 fitting their machines with
an engine of their own, founded on experience of the merits
and demerits in the various types they have hitherto used.
The new Zenith engine is a ball bearing 3^ h.p. (85 x 88
mm.) It has very large valves. The piston is dome-
topped, with rings top and bottom, and the magneto is

placed at the back of the cylinder, and is gear-driven. The
magneto is placed on a platform cast with the crank case,
and the magneto gear drive casing is also cast on. The Zenith
Gradua has been altered in design as to the frame, the gear
being exactly as before. The operation of the gear is now
by means of a horizontal rotary movement instead of the
wheel by the side of the tank, which gives a quicker move-
ment. The sloping top tube is abolished, and the seat tube,
instead of being vertical, is carried at an angle, like an
ordinary diamond frame. These alterations are minor details,

and do not in any way change the principle of the gear, the
same standard parts being used. Besides toolbag and ix)ols,

a stand and carrier is now fitted as standard. The Zenette
will be kept substantially as before, but the tank will be
placed along the top tube, and the space behind the engine
hitherto allotted to it will be devoted to the magneto and
carburetter. The idea of the Zenith people is to make this

model one of absolute luxury, and to this end they are

adding the Druid spring fork. There will also be benched a

Triumph motor bicycle fitted with the Gradua gear. The
gear in this case is operated by the existing pedals.

The magneto cover on the twin-cylinder V. S. motor bicycle, showing the

strap attachment with patent fastener.
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orecast and Guide to the Show.—

Some of the Accessories.

The Austko-American Indiarubber Meg. Co., Ltd.

Sfo. 261).—Here will be ehown motor cycle tyres with

eaded edges on specially prepared fabric foundations for light

nd heavy motor cycles, also butt-ended tubes.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., Talford Street,

isfcon (No. 272, Gallery).—This stand will be of great in-

jrest to motor cyclists, as the exhibit will comprise novel

nd ingenious accessories exhibited for the first time. Among

A seat pillar lug with quickly detachable fastening for sidecars, which
will be exhibited by the Chater Lea Manufacturing Co.

lese the AMAC (type 5) carburetter, suitable for

igines over 74 mm. bore, will be the greatest attraction,

his carburetter was recently described in Th& Motor
ycle. Among its chief points are a well-designed float

lamber, the cover of which can be removed by about a

tiarter of a turn. The variable jet nozzle can be removed
id replaced without tools in five seconds, a special vaporis-

ig nozzle with central air , inlet, air and throttle valves

tted with piston rings making sticking impossible. Both
lives work independently, and are controlled by a Bowden
ire and inner and outer cables and two levers. This
;duces the number of cables in sight to one. The AMAC
ype 6) is a small edition of type 5 and suitable for engines

tider 74 mm. bore. There is also a handle-bar control for

otor cycle- magnetos. This fitment should satisfy motor
relists who have lately been asking for a device of this

ind. Another ingenious novelty is a two-way petrol cock
ir tanks. Every motor cyclist is aware how annoying it

to be stopped on the road through running out of petrol,

his cock is designed' to prevent any such occurrence, and
fitted with two supply passages—one passage is connected

> a short piece of copper tube standing up an inch or so

om the bottom of the tank ; when the petrol falls below the
>vel of the top of this tube the supply is cut off. Then the

:her supply can be turned on, but the rider has been auto-

latically warned that he ought to obtain a fresh supply of

Btrol immediately.

W. AND A. Bates, Ltd. (No. 204, Gallery).—Here will be
lown motor cycle tyres in rubber studded and ribbed pat-

)rn, which have been giving excellent satisfaction.

The Bifurcated and Tubular Rivet Co., Ltd. (No.
21).—The above company will exhibit their well-known
atent bifurcated and tubular rivets. Various new and im-
roved types of bifurcated and tubular rivets for non-skid
ands will be shown. One type in particular will be inter-

sting to all motor cyclists—type No. 105—eepecially applic-
ble to motor cycle tyres. Bifurcated rivets are very suit-

ble for repairing straps of tool cases, etc.

The Bosch Magneto Co., 23, Store Street, Tottenham
lourt Road, W.C. (No. 294, Gilbey Hall).—This company
ill be exhibiting the four motor cycle types of their well-

nown magnetos, and assistants thoroughly conversant with
le working of the magnetos will be in charge of this stand,
nd will be glad to assist motor cyclists who have any diffi-

rlty in understanding the working of their magneto machines,
dl four types will now be fitted with ball bearings. These
'ill be the lightweight single cylinder, the lightweight V
y^pe, the ordinary single-cylinder and the ordinary V-type
lagneto. Several different types of plugs and other Bosch
lagneto accessories will be shown. The Bosch magnetos
re also, of course, on view at the Olympia Show this week
n Stand No. 192.

NOVEMBER 15th, igog.

Capon Hew.ton and Co., Stirchley, Birmingham (No. 56,

Main Hall).—An exhibit of motor cycle tyres in 2in., 2iin.,

and 2^m. sizes, to fit 26in. and 28in. wheels, also an assort-

ment of red and grey air tubes of the same sizes above
mentioned. Retreading bands and repair bands for tempo-
rarily repairing bursts on the road, and a good selection of

patches and solutions.

Robert W. Coan, 219, Goswell Road, E.C. (Nos. I06 and
157, Arcade).—Aluminium motor castings of every description

and shape and size will be found. It may be mentioned thai

Mr. Coan makes a special feature of aluminium repairs.

The Cowet Engineering Co., Archer Works, Kew Gardens,

W. (No. 177, Main Hall).—This company will exhibit various

models of the Cowey speedometers, which have been

extremely popular on motor cycles during this year.

The Coventry Rubber Co., Spon Street, Coventry (No.

269, Gallery).—The above firm will show as a speciality

three types of the Three Spires non-skid tyre for motor
cycles, viz., the Standard and Modele de Luxe, with beaded
edges, and a special line in wired-on covers. The sizes in

which all three types are made are 2in., 2^in., and 2^in., to

fit 24in. and 26in. wheels. The special point in this tyre is

that the non-skid portion lasts as long as the rest of the cover.

The non-skid will grip the road forwards as well as side-

ways.

The CoNTrNBNTAL Tyb,b and Rubber Co., Ltd., 102-108,

Clerkenwell Road, E.C. (No. 48, Main Hall).—The Conti-

nental Tyre and Rubber Co.'s stand will be, as usual, near
the entrance to the Main Hall, where the following tyres

will be shown : Standard pattern, both wired-on and beaded
edges, for single-cylinder motor bicycles up to 3 h.p. ; rubber
non-skid pattern, beaded edge only ; Modele de Course,
beaded edge only. These last have a heavy tread, and are

especially suitable for motor cycles of 5 h.p. and over. In
addition; a special rubber non-skid motor cycle tyre, Modele
de Course pattern, made in sizes 26 by 2^in. and 26 by 3in.,

will be shown. These two sizes are interchangeable, and
fit 26 by 2jin. rims. Owing to the extra heavy bead of these
tyres a fiat base rim i.s necessary, which the company is pre-

pared to supply if

required. These
tyres will be known
as the "Autobi,"
and are among the
most substantial
motor cycle tyres we
have yet seen ; they
should be highly
suitable for heavy and
powerful niachines.

The rubber non-skid
Continental cover
consists of a pro-
nounced pattern of

oat tread (see sketch).

In addition to outer covers, the well-known ContircnLiil

butted tubes will be shown, and motor cycle belts in varioa^•

sizes. These belts are all moulded to the correct angle oi'

28°, and are stocked in lengths of 8ft. and 8ft. 6in.

Dover, Ltd., Northampton (No. 229, Gallery).—This firm

has gained a world-wide reputation for celluloid goods, and
among other articles suitable for motor cycles will exhibit a

handle grip specially designed to prevent the hand slipping

off the ends of the bars. Another speciality is the Dover
accumulator case repair outfit, containing everything
necessary for the repair of celluloid battery cases. Motor
cycle celluloid inflators will also be shown.

Duplex Motor and Cycle Valve and Tube Syndicate,
Ltd., Clarence Parade, Cheltenham (No. 24, Main Hall).

—

As the name of the firm implies, the speciality which they
will exhibit is a tyre fitted with two inner tubes and one
valve. One tube is of slightly larger circumference than the

normal and lies flat upon the other secured in such a way
that it can be handled as one tube. The outer air tube is in

regular use, and the inner one remains in position next the

rim ready for inflation in the event of a puncture. The
single valve is of the non-return type fixed to the inner of

the two tubes and provided at its inner end with a tmall

perforated headed plug. This plug joins the outer to the

inner tube and serves to conduct the air to the latter.
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PALMER
Motor Cycle Tyres. STRONG & SAFE

because of the Palmer Fabric and " Airless

Cord " which form the foundation of the tyres.

because of the three-ribbed tread—the best non-skid
on the market.

Palmer Tyres have proved themselves the tyres above all others

that can always be relied upon.

We are introducing an all-rubber studded non-skid tyre
that should prove ideal in. every respect.

Write for Manual.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,

119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C
Depot—103, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London, E.G.

STAND No. 5
Stanley Show.

THE L.M.C. FOR 1910

L.M.C. FREE ENGINE AND
AUTO VARIA PULLEY

(patent applied for).

Suitable any Standard Engine.
Price 63/-

ON STAND No. 71 WILL INTEREST YOU.
ENGINE—3| h.p. L.M.C., A.O.V. or M.O.V., 85 x 88, ball-bearing, patented

piston rod.

TANK—-Beautifully finished, large filler caps.

IGNITION—Magneto, gear drive, running in DUSTPROOF OIL BATH.
FRAME—i8|-in., new design of great strength.

FORKS—L.M.C. Sprini? forks, with improvements.
. PULLEY—L.M.C. Variable Automatic, 1910 improvements.
FREE ENGINE—As illustrated, machine STARTS UIKE A CAR.
STARTING—New ball-bearing device (no wrist-breaking handle).

BRAKES—Special combination (hand and foot operate BOTH),
CONTROL

—

ALL on handle-bar, -including magneto lever.

VALVE LIFT—HAND a.nd FOOT control.

STAND—L.M.C. automatic (part of frame).

SILENCER—Entirely new model, ingenious cut out.

CARRIER—New registered pattern with toolbag.

Other improvements, Combined Lamp and Generator
Bracket, neat holder for control wires.

HUBS—Special L.M.C. pattern.

HANDLE-BAR—With hooked horn grips.

Improved Magneto and timing gear, etc., etc.

Complete List ready shortly.

L.M.C. machines are designed by Mr. W. J. Lloyd, formerly
Mechanical Director of the late Quadrant Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Birmingham.

The LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,

L.M.C. WORKS, "'•
"°'"r=SS>M"&'aAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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When you visit the Show, you will do a Double Stroke

of Business by inspecting the Two Stroke

when we are sure you will ag^ree it is years

ahead of anything you have seen or will see.

TWO STROKE ENGINE.

TWO SPEED GEAR.

FREE ENGINE.

WATER COOLED.

PERFECT SPRING FORK.

SELF STARTER.

CHAIN DRIVE.

Etc., Etc.

READ THIS—
CARLETON PARK,

PONTEFRACT,
Messrs. Scott Engineering Co., Bradford.

Dear Sirs,— You will be pleased to hear that the "Scott" has been running excellently

since you made the necessary adjustments to it. During the last fortnight I have had it out

in all weathers, and have covered over 1,000 miles with only one involuntary stop for a sooted

sparking plug.

In spite of the greasy condition of the roads I have seen no sign of skidding, and the machine
has never fibbed at any hill I have put it to, although my weight is \4 st. 10 lbs. I am more
than satisfied with it, and feel sure it has a big future before it.

Yours faithfully, EDWARD LEE.

The 1910 " Scott " is now placed on the market with the utmost confidence and the result

of many years' study and experimenting.

Every part and fitment is made as well as it possibly can be made, and we have no
hesitation in stating that—(Once you ride a " Scott," always a " Scott.")

Remember—The " Scott " Standard Touring Model won the Two Firsts at the last great hill

climb of the season—" Amulree."

STANLEY SHOW,
STAND

105.

SCOTT ENGlNEERINfi CO., Ltd.,

Mornington Works, BRADFORD.
London Agents-SERVICE CO., HOLBORN.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,"
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Fastnxit, Ltd., 60, Aldermanbury, E.G. (No. 154).—The
Pastnut washer, a guaranteed device for holding nuts, will

secure nuts, studs, and screws under any vibration. Samples
should be examined by visitors to the show. The Schroeder
ratchet spanner with interchangeable discs will also prove
interesting to motor cyclists.

The Hanover Rtjbbek Co., 29-31, Old Street, E.G. (No.

249, Gallery), who for years have catered for the wants of

motor cyclists, will have an exhibit which should on no
account be missed. In addition to the rubber studded
Shamrock-Excelsior tyre, which has given so much satisfac-

tion during the past two or three years, extra strong three-

ply 26in. X 2in. tyres will be shown made specially for

lightweights, which should be heartily welcomed by those

who have hitherto found the covers fitted to the smaller

makes of motor bicycles of insufficient strength. Besides
these, an extra heavy 26in. x 22in. cover with a metal
studded leather band will be shown, and a new combination
rubber and steel studded tyre, different from others at

present on the market, of which full particulars are not
yet available. Shamrock tyres have fully proved their

excellence, and it is interesting to note that the covers used

<THD

893

pinion system of focussing, may be ready in time for the
opening of the exhibition.

Leatheries, Ltd., Sampson Road North, Birmingham
(No. 220, Gallery).—This firm will show a variety of motor
cycle saddles, toolbags, and tool kits.

0. LoHMANN, 35, Great Eastern Street, E.G. (No. 183,
Gallery).—The chief item of interest to motor cyclists will
be the Perfecta motor cycle lamp. This has been before
the public ever since acetylene lamps were first introduced
for motor cycles. These lamps will be fitted with self-

lighters.

Lycett Saddle and Motor Accessories Go. (No. 184,
Gallery).—The Lycett La Grande motor cycle saddles, and
other patterns, toolbags, carrier bags, auxiliary mud-
splashers, the new LyiSo rubber and canvas belt, the Rawido
leather belt, also tubular luggage carriers, lightning stands,
and a large assortment of terniinal clips will be shown.

The Michelin Tyre Co., 42-53, Sussex Place, South
Kensington, S.W. (No. 4, Main Hall), will be showing vari-

ous types of their well-known tyres. These will consist of

the ordinary tread and the Michelin Semelle, on© of the best

studded tyres ever brought out for the use of motor cyclists.

The latest model twin-cylinder Indian with mechanical lubricating pump. This machine will be shown by the Hendee Manufacturing Co

by the brothers Bentley when they broke the End-to-end

sidecar record suffered no punctures. Shamrock-Gloria

rubber belts will be improved in detail for 1910. They
are made in all sizes from fin. to l^ip. The l^m. size was
used with success by Geiger and other participants in the

End-to-end sidecar records. Other specialities shown
by the Hanover Rubber Co. will be the Shamrock-Gloria

detachable and adjustable belt fastener, rubber studded tyre

bands, Shamrock-Excelsior butt-ended tubes, and rubber

handle-bar grip covers.

W. axd R. Jacobs, 39c, King William Street, E.G. (No
206, Gallery) —Instead of the usual belt and tyre carrier box
affixed by a strap, W. and R. Jacobs will show a device for

the transport of belts, spare tubes, etc., which can be fixed

at the side of the carrier by means of metal clips, thereby
leaving the carrier free for other luggage. Small air tube
carriers, a neat and compact handle-bar inspection lamp with
dry battery, similar to that which was extensively used on
the last London to Edinburgh run for reading route cards,

and a handle-bar controlling switch will also be shown. An
acetylene headlamp with substantial and massive hinges and
bracket will form a feature of the exhibit. By moving
the burner this can be focussed to suit circumstances. It is

also hoped that an electric lamp, furnished with a rack and

A novelty will be a ribbed pattern tyre, which should be

most efficient against sideslip in cases where it is not

advisable to use a steel-studded cover. The well-known butt-

ended tube and other Michelin tyre accessories will also be

shown on this stand.

The Midland Rubber Co., Birmingham (No. 1, Main

Hall).—The new Ajax motor cycle tyre, the tread of which

is fitted with rubber and metal studs. This tyre is a replica

on a smaller scale of the Ajax motor car tyre, and is made

of the same quaUty materials as regards rubber and canvas^

The same firm will show motor cycle air tubes, a new patent

detachable ended tube, a speciality in horn bulbs, pedal

rubbers, footrest rubbers, and magneto covers.

David Moseley and Sons, 51, Aldermanbury, E.G. (No.

55, Main Hall), will show all the latest types of the Moseley

motor cycle tyres and tyre accessories.

North British Rubber Co., Ltd., Castle Mills, Edin-

burgh (Nos. 51 and 52, Ground Floor).—Clincher motor

cycle tyres, as all motor cyclists are aware, are among He

best These will again be exhibited in four grades, viz. the

A Won ordinary motor cvcle tyre, the A Won rubber-studded

(Bailey's patent), the Dreadnought, and the Dreadnought

heavy rubber-studded. With great improvements m quality
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and construction, these tyres will be found to be even more
resilient and durable than hitherto. Motor cyclists who

End view of the 24 h.p. F. N. tank showing
the automatic drip lubricator on one side and
the hand pump on the other.

have not seen the A Won rubber-studded tyre
or the Dreadnought heavy rubber-studded tyre
ehould not miss this opportunity of thoroughly
examining the North British Rubber Co. s exhibit.

The Patent Gear and Motor Co., 11, Nelson Street,
Bristol (No. 162, Arcade Entrance), will show a working
model of the Griffin-Simplex variable two-speed gear with
free engine and metal to metal friction clutches, controlled
by one handle-bar lever. This gear can be fitted to any
motor^ cycle without structural alterations. A motor bicycle
and sidecar fitted with the gear will be available for demon-
stration and trial.

Powell and Hanmer, Chester Street, Birmingham (No.
216, Gallery).—Two types of motor cycle lamps will be
shown, one with the generators combined with the lamp,
the other with a separate generator; both are finished in
nickel plate on brass. The separate generator is fixed to the
frame by an adjustable clip, so that wherever it is placed
the generator always remains
vertical. Both patterns have
a double convex lens and
aluminium reflector.

Price and Co., 25, Eose-
bery Avenue, E.C. (No.
198, Gallery).—This exhibit
will comprise, among other
items, a complete spare tyre
carrier which can be fitted
to the_ front or back forks
in a similar manner to the
fixing of a Stepney spare
wheel on a motor car. An
improved belt remover, a
new quick action foot-ap-
plied prop or stand for motor
bicycles, and an improved
front wheel stand.

Prices' Patent Candle
Co., Belmont Works, Batter-
sea, S.W. (No. 237, Gallery).
This well-known firm of lubri-
cant manufacturers will for
the first time since they have
shown at the Stanley Show have their exhibit on Stand No. 237,
on the north side of the Gallery instead of in the Arcade as
in previous years. Among their novelties we may mention a

A belt drill which holds the belt
firmly while the hole is made.
This is one of ihe East London
Rubber Co.'s novelties.

new motor cycle lamp oil, a new combined tin and oiler, in
which the oiler supplied is carried in a ring soldered to the
top of the tin, so that it is unlikely to get lost. These tins
should be especially useful in oiling the bearings of a motor
cycle. The success of Prices' motor cycle oils has been
phenomenal during the present year. In the Auto Cycle
Union's Hill-climb, of the twenty-one competitors who gained
places in the seven classes seventeen used Prices' oil ; of the
forty-nine who finished in the Six Days' Trials, forty-six
used Prices' oil ; in the Tourist Trophy Kace of the nineteen
who finished sixteen used the oil, and the four winners in
the annual race meeting all used this excellent lubricant.
Thus in the four events Prices' oils were used by eighty-three
out of the total of ninety-three successful competitors ; in

other words, 90%. The Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of
Man was the occasion of the introduction of a new oil known
as Huile de Luxe. The oil was used in practising, and
throughout the race on Triumph machines, whose riders
reported that it gave cleaner and cooler running and higher
engine speed, other
conditions being equal.

This oil is fairly light,

yet very rich, so that
it is particularly .suit-

able for use in cold

weather, as it does not
tend to gum up the
piston. Prices' Patent
Candle Co. are making
preparations for a

heavy output for next
year.

The new Brown spring fork with lamp bracket. Brown Bros.' new model

is illustrated on another page of this issue.

Terry, H., and Sons, Noveltv Works, Redditch (No. 205,

Gallery).—As usual, Terry's exhibit cannot fail to interest,

comprising as it will do so many different accessories in the

way of springwork, etc. There will be all kinds of coil,

fiat and other springs, also motor cycle belt fasteners of two
or three different patterns. Then there will be a new series

of hardened and tempered folding spanners, tyre levers,

chain connecting links, stranded steel cables, and last, but

not least, a new automatic lock-nut.

Rich Detachable Air Tube Co., Crawley (No. 256

Gallery).—The Pvich air tubes with free circulation of air

are fairly well known to most motor cyclists. They will be

exhibited on the above stand in all sizes suitable for motor

cycle tyres from the lightweight sizes, Ifin. and 2in., to the

2^in. and 3in. employed for sidecar and tricar work.
Union Rubber and Chemical Co., Ltd. (No. 234-5,

Gallery).—An excellent motor cycle tyre repair outfit named
the Turco. This contains moulded patches and solution

which will effect a perfect repair to motor cycle air tubes.

The Turco carbide is a dustless gas-producing chemical

packed in handy oval cans
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)tor Cyclist. ROBBIALAG.

SDITS.

Reefer Jack-

art Tweed or

5, with fixed

ining through

nd Sleeves.

ire Uned with

naking them

1 comfortable.

A high-class permanent enamel compound
specially suitable for motor cycles. Gives a
result as good as stove enamelling at a fraction

of the cost. Its wear-resisting qualities speci-

ally fit it for quick transit vehicles subject to

the ravages of mud, dust, and the elements.

Price 1/6 per half-pint tin, pest 3d.
Stock colours—black, grey, blue, and red.

Any colour to order.

Belting

Every good mrke in

stock, including
Shamrock, Stanley,
Dermatine. Waittie,
Continental, etc.

35 4r

iCOMBINATIONi

^NON SKID^
REG? N?

'»V

?20,

il5

I

50?

55/
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Lycett's Tubular Carrier.

Price 6/6, including straps.

" ROM " COMBINATION
NON-SKID.

The tyre that gives absolute im-
munity from side-slip under any road
conditions. Exceptoiually durable,
and very resilient. Equally service-

able for summer or winter use. No
leather in its composition — which
makes the tyre " dead "—yet prac-
tically unpuncturable.

OUR PRICES.
Cover RoM

(Beaded). Tube.

The 1909 Motor Cycle Bag.

With pockets for oiler, plugs, and
springs. Price 7/6, postage 3d.

26 X 2 . . 52/- 9/-

26 X 2j .. 55/- 10/-
26 X 2i .. 57/6 11/-
28 X 2 .. 54/- 9/-

28 X 2; .. 57/6 10/-
28 X 2i .. 60/- 11/-
Wired-on Covers, 1/- per cover less

than above prices.

Butt-ended Tubes, 2/- extra.

^
iB

The Cowey Motor Cycle Speed Indicator.

Can be fitted to any machine, either spring
or rigid forks. Will fit on either right or left-

hand side. Will register up to 60 miles per
hour. Fully guaranteed. Price, with Odo-
meter, £4 4 0. When ordering, please give
the following particulars : Name of machine,
horse-power of machine, size of front wheel,
whether spring or solid forks ; if spring forks,

name of make.

The Compact Motor
Cycle Horn,

Very deep and sonor-
ous note, well made,

good finish

through-
out. In
nickel.

Price, 8/6
large size,

and 5/9
small.

Postage 4d

The
'Triumph'
Muli-
Cycle
Horn.

A. new instrument of the

multi-twist style, but with

trumpet forward.
Price 6/8. Post 3d.

CflMMP

TOTE IN

TOR CLOTHING.

R NEW

, COAT

'

p as Fig. 3.

Quality Tweeds
)uns. Detachable
er Linings,

A New Electric Lamp.
Complete with non-spillable accumu-
lator in case. Fitted with chps for

attachment to frame.

The "Electary"

Combined Tube and

Belt Carrier.

Can be attached to top
or side of luggage carrier.

Price 9/6. Sunk pattern.

/
- Suit.

Gives an
exceptionally
brilUant hght,
and has an ad-
justable bulb,
so that rider
can focus light
to suit his own
requirements.
Nickel-plated.

Price 37/6,
complete-

¥|6l

The "Fanfare "Horn.

New motor cycle size. Loud, sharp, sweet note.

Two-note, price 7/6. Second quality, 4/6.

Best quality, three-note, 10/6. Post 3d.

Quality

, 63/-
Scotch
Suit.

The
" Total

"

Cyclometer.

Very strong and specially

suitable for motor cycles.

Price 5/6.

The "Gamage" Box Spanner Sets.

For motor cycles, 2/3 per set. State make of cycle

when ordering. A very neat and handy set.

'ffOLBORW.
BErNETPINK ta

CHBAPSIDEr;
^;)^.ilkLWMB

In answering this advertisement it (•* desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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LIGHT ON BELTS. EASY TO HANDLE,

THE

GRADUA GEAR
WILL BE THE LEADING FEATURE OF

THE STANLEY SHOW
SPECIAL 1910 FEATURES.

The Gradua Gear (Patent). The Zenette Patent Spring Frame.

The Zen th B^ll Bearins[ Engine, 85 x 88 mm. With special large

and strong valves, gear driven Simms magneto fitted at back of cylinder.

The Gradua Gear as fitted to Triuiuph motor bicycles. Operated
by existing pedals.

The simplicity of the Gradua Gear has to be seen to be appreciated ; it has no further need for proof of its efficiency and reliability.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., WEYBRIDGE.

PASSENGER
MACHINES.

This famous tricar, which

has consistently performed

so splendidly in trials and

competitions during the

past season, will be on

view at

STAND No. 129.

AUTO-CAfiBIEBS, LTD., Martell fioad, West Norwood, S.E.^
I I II ,.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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jrecast and Guide to the Show.

—

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn, W.C. (No.

L4.—In addition to the accessories already mentioned, this

company will have a good
show of Clair silencers. This
silencer is one that gives
excellent results, and, as

already described in The
Motor Cycle, it consists of a

. number of cup-shaped sec-

tions fitting one into the other
and surrounded by an outer
casing. The gas in its pas-

sage through holes perfor-

ated in the cup-shaped sec-

tions is broken up in such a
manner that the noise of the
exhaust is almost inaudible.

The Clair silencer can be
fitted to any make of machine,
and is also provided with a
cut-out.

Templetoin Bros., 535,

Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow
(No. 258, Gallery).—A Tee
Bee lightweight motor bicycle

showing a number of special

fitments will be exhibited on
this stand. The following
additions to a smart set of

accessories for motor cycles

have been made for 1910.

Silencer, foot attachment for

operating two-speed gear,

spring forks on an entirely

new principle, and spring

seat-piUar also new in design
suitable for high or low
machines. The riding posi-

tion can be varied. Temple-
ton Bros, will also show
F.R.S. lamps, D'AU belt

fasteners, Cowey speedo-
meter, etc., for which they
are special agents.

The Rom Tyre Co. (No. 61,

Main Hall).—There will be a

ill difiplay of the latest model ROM tyre, which has been

J^TffP

The tapless oil pump fitted to

the Wanderer, to be shown by
the Service Co.

895

considerably improved for 1910. The makers assure us that
most of the small deficiencies that were present in this year's
model have been entirely eliminated. An innovation is the
fitting of non-rusting steel studs. As well as the combina-
tion tread, which since it was introduced last Stanley Show
has become exceedingly popular, the energetic and up-to-
date Rom Tyre Co. will be showing covers with square
studs, corrugated treads, and
a round tread racing tyre.

Tyres will be shown in all / ^y^,

sizes, and with both beaded -J /^

and wired edges.

The new Chater Lea spring fork with lamp bracket on side plates.

^^^^^1

The 3i h.p. twin-cyUnder Premier with cylinders set at 90 degrees. The inlet valves are mechanicaUy operated.
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Leith M.C.C.

A meeting will be held on Wednesday, December 1st, at 8

p.m., in the Commercial Hotel, Leith, to elect additional

officials and a committee. Intending members will oblige

by sending their names as soon as possible either to the hon.

treasurer or the hon. secretary.

The M.C.C. Smoking Concert at Frascati's.

Members and friends of the Motor Cycling Club spent a

most enjoyable evening on Monday, November 8th, when

a smoking concert was held at Frascati's, Oxford Street.

An excellent programme, consisting of eighteen turns, had

been arranged by the concert committee, at the head of

which was E. Gwynne. S. J. Sewell was in the chair, and

amongst other prominent members of the Motor Cycling

Club present we noticed Dr. Gibbons, H. G. Bell, W. H.

Wells, G. Lee Evans, R. H. Head, J. Van Hooydonk, A.

Candler (secretarv), R. C. Davis (treasurer), F. Jenkins, E
B. Dickson (captain), A. F. Ilsley, F. A. Hardy, and F. A
McNab. A member's clever impersonations of several of

Charles Dickens's characters were much appreciated. There

was an excellent attendance, the room being quite full, and,

judging from the applause, all present enjoyed themselves

to the full.

New Croydon Organisation.

A Croydon centre of the Motor Union has been formed to

protect the interests of motorists in the locality. Amongst

other things, the new committee vsdll press for the just

administration of the ten-mile speed limit, the improvement of

local roads, and a more rigorous enforcement of the regula-

tions governing the local tramway traffic. Mr. A. C. Kemp,

of " Furzedown," Monahan Avenue, Purley, has been appointed

honorary secretary, and will be glad to hear from motor

cyclists in the district upon all matters concerning t^eir

welfare.
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

Members of the above club Jiad the opportunity of listen-

ing to a most interesting and instructive lecture, kindly

given by Mr. Bennett, technical manager of the Bosch Mag-

neto Co. Lantern slides were shown to clearly dernonstrate

the various working parts, and the able lecturer's words

were closely followed throughout by nearly eighty very

interested motorists.

Will members please note that the annual dinner is fixed

to take place on Thursday, December 2nd, when it is hoped .

that a record will be created in the way of attendance?

Motor Union.

A further development is announced in connection with

the Motor Union. A travelling organiser is being appointed

in order to strengthen the Union's organisation in the pro-

vinces by securing the appointment of county secretaries in

every county in Great Britain, honorary correspondents in

towns where no appointments have yet been made, and the

formation of local centres or committees where they will be

of service. The new organiser will also devote his energies

to the extension of the touring facilities offered by the Motor
Union, and will assist the committee in the appointment of

hotels and repairers.

Western District M.C. (London).

At a meeting of the committee held on the 5th inst. the

various awards due to members for the present year were
dealt with. The following is the complete list : Flexibility

hill-climb, March 21st, Class 1, first prize, D. F. Steeves
;

Class 2, first prize, H. J. M. Hughes. Bath and back,

April 18th, 1st, H. E. Vowler, Smart cup and gold medal

;

2nd, F. H. MuUett, gold medal; 3rd, D. F. Steeves, gold

medal ; 4th, N. Hall, bronze medal. Aldershot and back,

Alay 2nd, 1st, F. H. Mullett, Williams shield and gold medal

;

2nd, I. Babbage ; 3rd, H. Evans. Bedford and back, with
North-West London M.C.C, no prizes, the opposing club

being the winners. Stadium race, May 31st, 1st, D. F.
Steeves ; 2nd, N. Hall ; 3rd, H. E. Vowler. Coventry and
back, June 20th, 1st, 1. Babbage, Triumph cup and gold
medal ; 2nd, N. Hall, gold medal. Aldershot and back, June
27th, winner of Wingrove medal, W. F. Ritchie. Salisbury
and back, July 18th, 1st, H. J. M. Hughes, G. B. Winter
cup and gold medal ; 2nd, S. E. Woods, silver medal.

Annual hill-climb, August 28th, Class 1, 1st, W. H. Kennedy

;

Class 2, 1st, F. H. Mullett; Class 3, 1st, H. J. M. Hughes.
Petrol consumption test, October 24th, Class 1, 1st, D. W.
T. Holloway ; Class 2, 1st, H. W. Beech. Prize for attend-
ing largest number of runs.. N. Hall. Prize for entering
largest number of competitions, divided between I. Babbage
and H. E. Vowler. Prize for introducing the largest number
of new members, F. H. Mullett. The winners of medals
may, if desired, select some other prize to the equivalent
value of that award, as decided by the committee.

The subscription paid by new members joining the club
after December 1st carries full membership to December
31st, 1910. Applications should be forwarded to the hon.
sec, F. H. Mullett, 53, Kingsley Avenue, West Ealing, W.
The total number of members is now seventy-five,

Essex M.C.

Last winter a series of papers were given, and, judging by
the very large attendances, the papers were highly appre-
ciated. It has therefore been decided to arrange a further
series for this winter. They will be read at the Great
Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street, E.C. The dates and
subjects being as follows: December 12th, "Lessons of the
Stanley Show." January 6th, "Magnetos." February
10th, "The History of the Internal Combustion Engine."
Members of all recognised motor clubs are invited to be

present. Will hon. secretaries please note ?

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held at the Clarendon
Hotel, Harrogate. The hon. secretary announced that the
series of discussions, lectures, etc., which were held last

winter having proved extremely satisfactory, a similar series-

will be held during the present winter session. The year's

competitions included speed judging, hill-climbs, novel hill-

climbs, reliability trials individually and in teams, and con-

sumption tests. Eight events had been promoted, for which
twenty-five prizes had been given, amounting in value to

nearly £14. All the competitions had been well supported,
and had proved attractive and sporting. The number of

members on the books was close on forty, and it is hoped
that this number will be exceeded during 1910. The balance
sheet showed a balance in hand of over £5. The chairman
(R. A. Beare) moved the adoption of the report and balance
sheet. Afterwards R. Fortune was unanimously re-elected

president, H. W. Fortune hon. secretary and treasurer, and
the following were elected on the committee : T. C. Atkin-
son, J. E. Brooke, C. Bramley, E. R. Davies, W. Fawcett,.

W. Grange, Jim Mackay, F. Strafford, W. Turner, and C.

Wilson.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A very full winter programme has been arranged, as will

be seen below, and local readers are urged to take advantage
of the low subscription charged for membership in order

to hear the lectures. Whereas there is now a membership
roll of under fifty the committee hope by means of this

programme to swell the membership by another 100, thereby

making a club worthy of Middlesbrough. Particulars of the

club will be given by any member of the committee, or the

hon. secretary, Geoffrey W. Liddle, Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough. Nov. 24th, Geo. R. Sanderson, " Clothing

and Accessories for Winter Motor, Cycling." Dec. Ist,

"Magneto Ignition," illustrated by lantern. Dec. 8th,

W. A. Duchars, "The Isle of Man T.T. Week, 1909," illus-

trated by 200 views of the island. Dec. 17th, annual ball

in Victoria Hall, Linthorpe Road, Middlesbrough. Jan.

12th, J. Bellerby, "Benzol, Its Constitution and Best

Method of Using." Jan. 26th, A. Lauriston, "The Law
and its Relations to Motor Cyclists." Feb. 9th, W. A.

Macgregor, "Oils and Lubrication." Feb 16th, hot pot

supper at headquarters. Corporation Hotel. Feb. 23rd, A.

A. Scott, "The Scott Two-stroke Motor Cycle Engine."

March 2nd, J. Bell, " Humorous Experiences with a Tricar

on the London Road." March 16th, E. Hall, "Hints and

Tips to Motor Car and Cycle Users." March 25th, opening

run to Richmond, Yorkshire, to take part in annual meet

of Northern motor cycle clubs.
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'id^Q/n
to note your
requirements
in Equipment-

We, Master and
Man, will be there.

AT STAND
184
(Gallery),

Stanley Show,
to exhibit and point out the many "*-

merits of our products and how
they affect your welfare awheel.

All that is most desirable—all that
is essential—will be open for your inspection.

—Here you may handle—from the Raw Material to the Finished Article^
specimens of the wide range of our popular productions, including the famous

LYCETT "La-Grande" resiuent

dr\l#Ulj£ji9 the enormously successful LYSO all-rubber BELT
the popular LYCETT travelling BAGS for Carriers, etc. ; and numerous
other necessities.

—AND—NOTE—throughout.whilst theQualityis of the HIGHEST, the
Prices are NOT.
—You may pay more, but you cannot get equal VALUE to Lycett's lines.

—^Our policy for twenty years past has been to supply only highest-grade

goods at moderate prices—NOT F~ANCY FIGURES—and this fixed

principle has contributed in no small measure to our continued prosperity.

—COME AND SEE US—or, if not visiting, please Write US for our
"Saddle-Book" and " Lines for Motor Cyclists," and see how we help you.

LiYCETT'S (Dep. 9). "The Saddlery,'
" Where all the Comfortable Saddles

.%*.»':•'• li '•''i"%''/'^',; c

Birmingham
come from.

'.,
'.••«.".'»•.•>•»<>•.'•'•

'A large LYCETT Saddle . . The sensation is lihe sitting on an air-cushion floating on water."—H.S3, in ' 'Bicycling News' ' for A ugtist.
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CLINCHER
MOTOR CYCLE
^ TYRE

'

«&

QUALITY

FURTHER

IMPROVED

DURABILITY

ENHANCED.

fU/BBER
STUDDED

ilON-SKiD
foTOR-Cyci

TyRE

Of very superior

quality, full of life,

and thoroughly
efficient.

STAND

Nos.51 & 52
(Ground Floor)

STANLEY SHOW

/
'-^

L

CLINCHER
\1
\m
MOTORCYCLE

TYRE

I

An exceedingly
popular tyre, most
effective against
skidding on wet or
greasy roads.

STAND
Nos. 51 & 52

(Ground Floor)

STANLEY SHOW

e

The rubber-studded "Dreadnoug:ht"
Clincher, the finest tyre extant for
heavy machines and sidecar work.

Clincher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns and
demand your closest attention. If you are unable to visit the
Show we shall be pleased to send you our new list on application.

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd. "^ Edinhuryh.

A34 In answering this adverlistment it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,"
{323>
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A selection of questions of general interest received from
our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Th3 R.A.C. Ritnj Forirua.

Would you please tell me?how the R.A.C. rating is

deduced? Thereby, I mean
the formula on which it is

based, giving an example. For
instance, what h.p. is obtained from
an engine with dimension 66 bore
and 125 mm. stroke?—R.R.

The R.A.C. rating is based on the
bore of the cylinders, and the formula
D- X N

is . D^ is the bore of cylinders

2.5

squared (in inches), N the number oi

cylinders, 2.5 constant. When the
bore is given in millimetres the con-

stant is 1613. The stroke is not taken
into consideration. The horse-power of

a single-cylinder engine of the size

given is, by this formula, 2.7.

Restoring Power to an Engine.

I possess a 3^ h.p. 1908
pattern Triumph. When I

purchased the machine about
nine months ago I could ride

up a fairly steep hill with the

spark i'uUj- advanced (as recom-
mended by the makers), but recently

something v/ent wrong. When on
a level road the machine will not

start away as sharply as usual, and
unless I run along with the machine
it will not pick up speed, and I have
to retard the spark halfway before

the engine starts away. It travels

fairly well with the spark retarded,

and the compression is fairly good.

I fancy it just requires some small

adjustment. Can you enlighten me?
—M. P.

To tune up your engine, first of all

grind in the valves carefully until the
engine will bear your weight on the
pedal half a minute at least ; also

renew the valve springs. Swill out the
crank case with paraffin, and inject

fresh oil. Carefully clean all the
channels of the carburetter, and after-

wards turn your attention to the
magneto contact-breaker, which we
fancy is the root of jouv trouble. It

is most likely you will find that the
fibre ring is worn, also the heel of the
bell crank. If so, replace these parts,
as a quick break of the points is

essential for quick starting. Examine
the contact points, and if they are

black or pitted clean them with a fine

jeweller's file, leaving the faces quite.

flat. Also take out the high-tension
"terminal, and reface the carbon rubbing
on the contact ring. We presume you
are periodically cleaning the carbon
deposit from your cylinder and piston.

Loss of Compre£sion.

I have a 5^ h.p. N.S.U.
which has run about 800 miles,
and recently I took the cylin-

ders off to clean the piston
heads, and since then I have

failed to get any compression in the
front cylinder, although the valves
are well ground. The ring slots

are in the right position, viz., equal
distance apart, and there does not
appear to be any leakage anywhere,
either in the cylinder or pi.ston.

There is plenty of clearance between
tappet, and the valve springs are
now. W'ould absence of oil cause
lack of compression? Although it has
never seized, I thought that perhaps
the rings are dry.—F. J. H.

Ihere must be a leakage somewhere
through the plug, valve cap, or valve
itself. Perhaps you replaced the inlet
valve a trifle crooked, and have jammed
it by screwing down the dome, or it

may be a particle of carbon has lodged
under one of the valves, preventing
them from closing properly. You had
better run the engine for a minute on
the stand, and if the compression does
not return try refitting and testing
the various joints. Certainly, absence
of oil would prevent good compression,
and in refitting a cylinder the piston
and cylinder should ' be liberally
smeared with engine oil.

Oil, Misflring, and Hill-climbing.

(1.) I should be pleased to
have your opinion as regards
using commercial olive oil as
a lubricant for my 2| h.p.

F.N. engine,' this oil being
almost pure. (2.) When travelling
at a fair sijeed it occasionally mis-
fires, which is very awkward in

traffic. (3.) Sometimes it will climb
a particular hill with ease, whereas
the previous day it took it all its

time to get up, this being rather

.

puzzling to me, as everything seems
in good oj'der.—A.J,

(1.) The oil suggested in your letter is

totally unsuitabi'.' for any petrol engine,
as it tends to gum up the bearings and
to cause trouble generally. (ii) The
irregular firing may be due to some
moving part of the contact breaker
being worn or to the carburetter get-

ting too much air. If your machine
has accumulator ignition, inspect all

the wiring for worn parts, and, whether
magneto or accumulator, clean the
contact breaker thoroughly, and make
sure that the points are not pitted.

(3.) The erratic behaviour of the

machine might also be due to a t«m-

?

^

porary obstruction in the petrol feed
pipe. Or maybe you start climbing at
a faster pace than another day. With
a low-powered machine steep hills

have to be rushed. A big difference in
the quantity of oil in the crank chamber
would also affect the engine's pulling
power.

Blow-back past Inlet Valve. Low Tension
Magnetos.

Kindly tell me the cause of a

blovir back past the inlet valve
of a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder

Peugeot. They are automatic
inlet valves. Both valve

springs are of the same tension. The
front cylinder never blows back when
on the road with spark in any
position and threequarter au- to half

gas. The carburetter is a Longue-
mare. Handle-bar control. Ten slot

jet and fourteen choke tube. The
engine is clean inside, and the timing
is correct. When running on the

stand one cylinder fires and the
other blows back alternately, no
matter in what position the levers are

set. The machine starts easily on
quarter gas and air about one-eighth,

no flooding of carburetter required. I

have changed inlet valves over and
tried stronger spring, but it makes
no effect. The ignition is by means
of a jjlain coil and dry battery, and
there is a good spark at both plugs.

The exhaust valve lifts all right on
Loth cylinders, and the compression
is excellent. The machine runs at

about 20 m.p.h. with half gas and
threequarter air, and spark about
quarter over. If the throttle is open
full and air full and spark half over.

it runs all right, never blowing back,

but to put spark back and close

throttle to above-mentioned positions

causes the blowing bac;k in the back
cylinder. Please explain low-tension

magneto, and can it be fitted to a

machine which has had battery
ignition?—B. H.

You say you have tried a stronger

spring and it makes no difference, but
you do not state whether the amount
of opening of the valves exactly agrees.

We think that if you reduced the lift

of the erring valve slightly by inserting -

a thin washer underneath the valve
cup, it will cure the trouble. Failing
this, try a slightly larger carburetter
jet. The only type of low-tension
magneto which can be fitted to a

battery machine, and that a single-

cylinder, is the Eisemann, which is

not a low-tension magneto system at

all, as the current, after leaving the

magneto passes through an external coil.

^35
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Respect Dg a Passenger Moint.

I am about to purchase a

g^\ motor bicycle with sidecar

^ attachment. Weight to be
-^ carried twenty-two stones.

Kindly give me your opinion

as to which of the two following (a

or b) is the better alternative, assum-
ing that either of them is worthy of

consideration), (a.) To purchase a

3^-4 h.p. bicycle of good make with
two speeds, or (b) to buy a 5 h.p.

machine of good make and one speed
only? Also with regard to the kind
of engine? Do you advise (c) a
novice to buy a twin-cylinder

machine, or ought he to begin with
a single cylinder? (d.) I am some-
what apprehensive about side-slip,

and shall be glad to be re-assured
that my fears are needless. -Is it

wisest to go to the expense of non-
skid tyres {studd^^ rubber for

choice), or will ordinary tyres be
safe enough with a sidecar attached?
—H.A.G.

(a and b.) On the whole we think you
would have better satisfaction, out of

a single-cylinder machine with two
speeds. The twin-cylinder, however,
would be the faster of the two. (c.)

A novice ought to begin with a single-
cylinder, but whether you hire one to
obtain a littk experience or buy one
rests with you. (d.) Certainly,' it is

wise to have non-skid tyres for riding
in the winter time, even with a side-
car. Not that you will fear any side-
slip with a rigid pattern sidecar,' but it

is advisable to have non-skids so that
the back wheel gets a good grip of
the road when tire surface is greasy.

Knocking and Preignition.

^Iy_ motor cycle, a 2| h.^-).

De Dion, up to quite recently
ran splendidly. *It used to
start regularly with one turn
over of the pedals, but - now

fires intermittently until I give it

nearly full air. It will, when once
started, go for about two miles well,
but after that I can switch off and
it will keep on firing for a time,
then whether current is on or off it

knocks badly, slows up, and stops. I
have taken engine down and scraped
and polished the cylinder - head and
top of piston. The exhaust and
inlet valves are properly ground in.

The carburetter is a 'Longuemare,
10 jet. and the ignition accumulator.
Plug is clean, but I notice the choke
tube (No. 21) wobbles in the carbu-
retter. 1 have tried a weaker spring
in the inlet with no better result. I
used to be able to fully advance the
spark, but now cannot advance it
more than halfway without knocking
and a slowing up. I am advised that
the timing is correct.

—

Bewildered.
Probably the trouble is due to loose-
ness of the choke tube admitting too
much air to the carburetter. You
could pack this tightly with a brown
paper or fibre washer cut to correct
size and thickness. You might also
try a new plug, as it may be that the
knocking you mention after switching
off is due to the plug points becoming
white hot and causing pre-ignition.
Otherwise, there must be some sharp
projection in the cylinder casting, or

A.36
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some deposit not yet cleared away.
Also note if there is just a clearance
between valve stem and tappet, and
also whether the exhaust valve opens
to its full amount of ^in. A new
exhaust valve spring might improve
matters.

Choosing a Motor Bicycle.

I wish to go in for a motor
bicycle, but before purchasing
one I would ask your advice.

A friend thinks that a motor
bicycle would soon shatter my

nerves, as he has been told that the
vibration is hard to stand. Can you
tell me if the vibi'ation is as bad as

it looks? Does a twin vibrate less

than a single cylinder? There are

two kinds of vibration; I suppose

—

one caused by a rough road and. the
other by the motion of the engine. In
buying a second-hand machine what
are the essentia] parts to examine,
and what is meant by cylinders being
scored? Is it possible to tell if a

cv Under is scored without taking it

off? If so, how?—S. G.
We are well aware that a lot of non-
sense has been talked by people who
do not understand anything about

wqg^^r^^l^iMn^fM^^
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well-balanced twin-cylinder than a
single. A cylinder being scored meaiis
that the smooth surface inside has
been scratched by some foreign sub-
stance such as grit or a broken piston
ring. You cannot tell the condition
of a cylinder without having it taken
down, except by testing the compres-
sion, which will be very weak or
entirely absent if the cylinder is

scored and cracked, that is provided
the valves and all joints are in order.

READERS' REPLIES.
No Motor Cycles in Sierra-Leone (West Africa)

but " The Motor Cycle " gets there !

In reply to " Capt. A.L.W.'s"
query in your issue of September 29th
I have been out here some months now,
.but havQ not seen or heard of any
motor cycles or cars. The district is

very mountainous, and the roads very
steep and winding. The road, or I

should say path, up to Hill Station is

impossible for cycles, both as regards
surface » and

.
gradient. There are

certainly one or two ordinary cycles
in the town itself, but this would not
benefit "Capt. A.L.W.," as all tho
militaiy aie .'-tationed on the top of hill.^.

if^rn^

The Rex Siflette—a new model for 1910 sold complete ready for the road. The bicycle has, of course,

two speeds and £ree engine, and the engiae is a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder.

motor cycles that they are nerve
shatter ers. We can assure you frankly
that they are nothing of the kind, and
a sure proof of this is that a great
many doctors in the United Kingdom
use motor cycles daily in their prac-

tice. The vibration of the engine is

very rarely felt, only when driving
very fast, and there is always a certain

speed at which the engine will run
sweetly and almost with an im-
perceptible effort. Oni the other
hand, road vibration is solely due to

the road surface, and this can be over-
come by fitting good spring forks and
a good spring seat-pillar. There is

certainly less engine vibration from a

Being a motor cyclist myself, I thought
of bringing my machine out, but now
my advice is "don't do it."

—

Herbert C. V. Porter.
I should not advise " Capt. A. L. W."

to bring a motor cycle out here (Sierra-

Leone). There are no motor cyclists

(riders I mean). I shall certainly get a

motor cycle when I have completed my
term. The roads are in a shocking

condition, huge bolders rising in some

parts as high as nine inches or even a

foot. Even if the roads were good it

is impossible to ride more than twenty

miles. The only way I know to Hill

Station is by the, railway.—R. F. J-

Malins.
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THE MOST
EFFECTIVE -

NON - SKID.

15, Heaton Street,

Hockley, Birmingham.

The Dunlop Tyre Co.
*

Dear Sirs,

I have recently fitted a pair of

your new non-skids to my motor

cycle. Having just returned from

a fortnight's tour, covering nearly

1,000 miles, they show scarcely any

signs of wear. The non-skids are

more effective than any others I

have had.

Yours truly,

(Signed) R. A. Marriott.-

DUNLOP
MOTOR CYCLE TIRE.
THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD.,
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM ; ALMA ST., COVENTRY.

Branches-—London, Nottingham, Manchester,

Newcastle; Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow,

Dublin, Belfast.

NOTE—Tyres' from which the Dunlop

Co.'s private marks ha\e been removed

are not guaranteed.

V
X'
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THE REASON FOR -<

ITS EFFICACY.
In aitTicerinj tins adrerf!.-<r merit it i-^ ible to mention

,y

The Mdtor Cyrh.''' A37
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1910 MODELS

TANLEY

mODEL No. 2.

5-6 H.P. TWIN.

76 X 85 m.O.V.

£58:0:0

mODEL No. 3.

7-8 H.P. TWIN.

85 X 85 M.O.V.

£60:0:0

THE BAT IS THE SHOW
not on account of the blazing lights or brilUant veneer, but because it is

SOLID VALUE FOR
Seven years' actual riding experience is embodied in each machine,

has evolved as near perfection as a motor cycle can approach.

ONEY.
Seven years' fault eradicating

Cosnfort, ReBiaStility, Power, Speed, SImpSlcity, FSeiibiiity, Strength, Design, and Finish,

have been individually studied and harmonised into general excellence.

The Bat is fitted with spring frame and forks. The method of springing is without doubt the

only satisfactory one, and it is the only true spring frame. It is ready to go any and everywhere at

all times, it is a perfect glutton for hills, none are too steep or too long^—it has a terrific turn of

speed and reserve power. It is made throughout in England (magneto excepted), and figuratively

speaking is "hall marked in every link " with sound, practical, and mechanical finish to ensure its

owner supreme satisfaction and ourselves a reputation second to none.

You are invited to call at our stand, we shall be delighted to explain any point upon which you are

not quite clear ; our assistants will be there for that purpose. We can tell you why the Bat spring

frame and forks are superior to the ordinary type, why the oiling arrangement is automatically carried

out, why ignition troubles are dispensed with, why the Bat has time after time beaten all other makes

in open competitions of every description, and why it wiU be cheaper for you to ride the Bat.

THE BAT MOTOR MANFG. CO., PEHGE, LONDOM, S.E.
A38 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE DALL PETROL AND OIL GAUGES.

A USEFUL petrol gauge has been recently intro-

duced by James B. Dall, Commercial Road,
Ladybank, Fife, which can b'e fitted to any
make of motor cycle. ^ The depth of the tank

is the only dimension required by the

maker. The gauge consists of a brass

tube A perforated with holes from top

to bottom, as shown in the annexed
sketches. This brass tube is secured to

the top and bottom of the tank by the

nuts and washers shown. Sliding inside

the brass tube is the glass gauge tube B,

which is held in position between the

head or handle M and the bottom nut

O, and made airtight with cork washers
at each end. An air hole Q is cut to Ml

communicate from the centre of M to the

space between the glass tube and N,
which is a stout gauge tube connecting

the nut O and the handle M. At the

base of the gauge is a small union and
tap with swivel joint. The tap is pro-

vided with a short bent tube, which can

be turned until its end is over the mouth
of the petrol cock in cylinder. To
ascertain the correct level of the petrol

in the tank, the air hole in the handle M
is closed by pressing the thumb over it.

If the glass gauge tube is now raised it

will show the petrol level in the tube.

To inject petrol into the :

engine through the special

petrol cock at the bottom
of the gauge, the air hole in

M should be closed and the

sliding gauge fully- extended. When the

gauge is fully extended and the thumb is

released from the hole, the petrol will flow

from the glass tube B through two holes

D D in the bottom of the gauge and down
the central tube E to the swivel joint at

the bottom. To drain the petrol tank, the

sliding gauge is given a few smart strokes,

when the spirit will syphon out through the

bent pipe.

The Dall gauge possesses an advantage in

that it can be fitted to any existing tank

without soldering and without interfering in

any way with the lines and panelling on the

sides of the tank. The glass gauge tube is

entirely encased and not liable to get broken.

When injecting petrol into the engine by
rneans of the gauge, the desired quantity

can be seen previous to injection, and the

amount of petrol in a tank can be noted
from the saddle by means of the gauge.

The old-established firm of E. Showell
and Sons, Ltd., Stirchley Brass Foundry,
Birmingham, are manufacturing the fitment

to the order of James B. Dall, and it will

be shown working on the

Corah Co.'s stand. No. 85,
Main Hall.

Motor cyclists who con-

template fitting a gauge to their tanks either for petrol

or oil should not fail to examine this ingenious fitment.

lea

8gg

A REX PLATE CLUTCH.

THE Rex Moior Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry, have
been experimenting this year with a plate clutch
in the rear hub of their motor bicycles, and
inform us that their tests have proved perfectly

satisfactory. Reference to the line drawing on this page
will show that the clutch lever E is- operated by a
Bowden cable from a lever on the handle-bar. When
the lever is gripped and pulled towards the bar a free
engine is obtained, and gradually releasing the lever
allows the plates to engage and so propel the machine.
The operation is as follows: For free engine, the

THE REX PLATE CLUTCH HUB.
A.
B.
o
D.
e;
F.

Hub shelL H.
Hub for belt rim. T.
Fork end. K.
Free-wheel sprocket. T,.

Clutch lever. M.
Quick thread screw on - N.
plunder G. P.

Plunger. Q-

Ball thrust bearing.
Clutch springs.
Clutch plates.
Lubricator.
Key for plates.
Ball bearing for hub shell.

Ball bearing for road wheel
Dust cover for ball race.

lever E worlcing on the quick thread screw F
causes the plunger G to compress the springs J, thus
releasing plates K. There are forty-one of these plates
in the hub. To engage the clutch, releasing the lever

on the bar causes the le^'er E to withdraw the plunger
rod G by means of the screw F, so releasing the pres-

sure on the tension of the springs J which expand and
force the plates K together so as to form a fixed hub
by connecting the shell A to the belt rim hub B.
Transmission is then as usual by belt rim and engine'
pulley.

Our attention has been drawn to an electro-galvan-

ising process for motor cycles ^vhich is undertaken by
-G. A. Wainwright, Grape Street, Leicester. Mr.
Wainwright informs us in a letter that the galvanising
is non-rusting, will not chip, and can be washed down
with water after a muddy ride. The process does not

damage the tubing or other parts of the machine in any
way, as it is done all cold. We shall be pleased to

hear from any readers who have tried the process.

DON'T MISS IT •

^HD SHOW
REPORT

On Sale Everywhere. Next Monday. Id. as usual.

A39
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Working Man " in the issue of

Inland Revenue Tax Exemptions
[4366.]—Your answer to a

October 20th is, in my opinion, misleading. The terms
" trade purposes " and " business purposes " have no legal

meaning, and everyone has business of some sort to transact.

Take the cases of the relieving officer, the revenue officer,

the doctor, etc. ; they are all required to pay, and
rightly so.

A motor cycle is not constructed for the carrying of goods
or burden. Its principal use is to carry a person ; that it

may also carry a parcel is of no account whatever. A
carriage to be exempt must be used solely for carrying
goods, and must be built or adapted with a view to carrying
goods. T. MULLIN.

f^ Are 90° Twins Perfectly Balanced?
[4367.]—In your issue of November 8th I notice that,

referring to the 3-| h.p. twin Premier, you state that this

engine fires at even intervals, and also has perfect balance.
It seems to me that these two properties cannot be com-
bined in a V type ^twin. A 90° twin must either be (1) a
single crank engine, .with perfect balance, and firing

intervals of I-4- and | revolutions respectively ; or (2) a two
crank engine, cranks at 90° to each other, with a balance
Httle, if any, better than a single-cylinder, but with even
firing intervals.

A two-cylinder opposed combines good balance with even
firing, but suffers from a large "transverse inertia couple."
A three-cylinder, with cranks at 120°, is practically permct

as respects balance, being far supei'ior to a four-cylinder
vertical engine, and it gives even firing intervals of two-
thirds of a revolution. It seems strange to me that this type
has not been adopted, as it would fit very well into a motor
cycle something on the lines of the four-cylinder F.N.

F. C. C. KENNEDY.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.
[4368.]—^With reference to a letter from Mr. T. Denham

Till, appearing in your issue of September 15th, regarding
motor cycling in Ceylon, I should like to point out several
inaccuracies.

1. With regard to price of petrol in the island. At
Colombo this can be purchased at Rs. 1/50, on which a rebate
of 25 cents is allowed to residents. At most out-stations it

can be procured from Rs. 1/75 to Es. 2. At one or two
very out-of-the-way places the price ranges from Rs.,2/25 to.

Rs. 2/75, "but at only one place is this latter charge made,
and that is at Trincomalie. The rebate of 25 cents may be
claimed on petrol purchased at all out-stations.

2. Except in the hill districts (a very small part of the
island) there are hardly any steep gradients, and the turns
are no worse than on the ordinary roads at home.

3. As regards repairs, it is possible to get these executed
at any town of any importance.
Mr. T. Denham Till appears to have been extremely un-

fortunate in his experiences, and also to have seen strange
sights. During the many years I have owned motors in
Ceylon (both cycles and cars) I have never experienced the
same as Mr. T. Denham Till seems to have experienced. I
think bothcars and cycles are as a rule just as well kept in
Ceylon as in any other countrv.

HAROLD NORTH,
Hon. Sec. Automobile Club of Ceylon.

A40

Infinitely Variable Gears.

[4369.]—In the issue of October 27th you describe a

variable gear by H. B. Wedgewood, of Sheffield, consisting

mainly of two V-section belt pulleys, the variation being

obtained by opening out one pulley and closing up the other

simultaneously. I am much interested in gears of this type,

and having recently had occasion to look up many existing

patents, I found one, of which Mr. W^edgewood's seems to

be a copy. ?

It is by Lang, -and is much used for obtaining a variable I

drive on lathes, etc. In the original specification (of which, j
I have a copy) special mention is made of the device for

dealing with the varying tension of the belt. I may men-

tion tliat my discovery of tliis patent by Lang necessitated

considerable alteration in the design of a variable gear in

which I am interested. WILLIA:\I F. FROST.

The Lessons of the Tourist Trophy Race.

[4370.]—I do not think Jas. L. Norton is quite fair to

Mr. Constant, in his letter on long stroke engines.

Mr. Norton knows that lengthening the stroke reduces the

speed of an engine, other things—firing point, compression

ratio, etc.—being proportional, as evinced by the Daimler Co.

in the new 15 h.p. Knight engine construction.

Assuming a 90 mm. stroke engine having 1,800 revolutions

per minute, compression 24%, by increasing stroke to 100

mm., and leaving compression ratio 24% on new length of

stroke, the engine will be slower, and pull at slower speeds,

but allowing ihe original compreission space, the speed is

about the same normally (possibly higher when all out),

but vibration at all speeds is greater, particularly slow

sp~eeds,~ and tlie engine is harder to start, owing to its

greater compression, not only that, but the wear on bushes

is greater, and in fact on all the gearing making the engine

shorter lived, not to mention its greater tendency to over-

heating. I think this is quite obvious to anyone who will

study the pressure stresses. H. SIDDALL.

Two-stroke Engines.

[4371.]—There is, I think, a certain amount of
_

confusion

between the discomfort caused by unequal torque and

unbalanced reciprocating parts of an engine. The latter, I

think, we shall find of less importance than the former if

we illustrate the two cases.

Let us take the case of unequal torque.
_
It is caused

mostly by the engine^ firing once in four operations, and the

inability of the flywheels to absorb the shock due to their

size, which is too small at slow_ speeds. . It is particularly

apparent when climbing a gradient slowly.

We can test the discomfort set up by the reciprocating

parts by riding the machine downhill with the exhaust valve

raised. The only part that is not in operation" is, of course,

the exhaust valve we have raised.

It will be obvious to most motor cyclists that the_ discomfort

set up by the reciprocating parts is but a detail to that

set up-'by uneven torque or sudden acceleration due to the

engine firing once in two revolutions.

"Mie engine that seems to solve this problem most is the

two-stroke engine, as it is feasible that if this engine fires

twice the number of times to do the same work, then the

pulsations must be of half the power ; so to all intents and

purposes it resembles a two-cylinder engine of the sa-me

volume. HENRY GRAFTON.
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things to
look for

on

STAND
87

rSTANLEY:SHOW.
The new
range of

"A"
Models
oS the

The new
Single

"B"
Model
of the The "C " Model

- PRACTICAL LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLES. -

Model "A"—has a 50 X

70 mm. twin "V" en-

gine, and IS our Standard

machine for ordinary

touring purposes.

Model "A.A."— has a

52 X 70 mm. engine,

which gives more power

for heavy riders.

Model "A.A.A."—has

a 50 X 85 mm. engine,

and is intended for use

in exceptionally hilly

districts, or for coupling

to our new lady's bicycle

for sociable riding, a la

sidecar.

Model B"—has a single

cylinder engine of 60 x

85 mm., is designed in

all respects on the lines

which have made the

" twin " a favourite, and

the price will be

AN EYEOPENER !

TKcMOTOREVECcLd.,
Moto Reve Works—

ACTON, LONDON, W.

Showrooms :

138=142, Grey's Inn Road, W.C.

Model " C "—is the last

w^ord in Lightweights,

Fitted with Vertical

Twin engine, 52 x 70

mm.. Clutch, Two-

speed Gear and Chain

Drive, it suggests pos-

sibilities in motor cycling

hitherto thought out of

reach. Make a special

note to inspect it, and

ask for full particulars at

STAND 87,

In answerinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A41
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OSCH
MAGNETO ELECTRIC IGNITION

FOR ALL KINDS OF MOTOR CARS,
MOTOR CYCLES & STATIONARY ENGINES.

SPARKING
PLUGS.

A42

Sole representative for South Africa

:

F. HOPPERT,
Electric Engineer and Instrument MaKer.

Office, Showrooms and Workshop : No. 3, Ginsberg Chambers—P.O. Box 3JC3, off

Main and Simmond Street—Johannesburg.

mBmiBiffr!ix'"''~'~™~'°'"™°™TiMTffli^^

In answering these advertisemerds it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.**
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M.O.I.V. versus A.O.I.V.
1572.]— '• M.O.V." in Ins letter in The Motor Cycle of
p-ember 8th, under the heading "M.O.I.V. ve}-S'}is

).I.V.," mentions that I was at one time very .much in

our of the automatic inlet valve, but now regularly ride
m.o.i.v. twin. Quite right. However, I am always

ia to conviction, and am now quite convinced that the
;hanical inlet valve, when placed directly over the exhaust
ve, as on the Indian motor cycle, which allows the
aust valve to get the full benefit of cool gases coming
ictly on to its head (an advantage which the automatic
re certainly did possess), shows considerable advantage
r the old type.

still maintain that there is no advantage in mechanical
ves when they are placed side by side, and the very
/ that so many manufacturers are now adopting the
rhead m.o.i.v. is quite convincing that others are of the
le opinion. W. H. WELLS.

Transmission'and Tyres on Motor Cycles.

1-373.]—Dr. Macdonald, in letter 4340, November 3rd,

chain drive, seems to have hit the right nail on the head.
er a season's riding of 4,000 miles, free from mechanical
uble and expense, it is disheartening when looking through
I'fi log book to see such items as belt 16s. 6d., tube 9s.

, cover 37s. 6d., occurring with alarmang frequency.
ely, the future of the motor cycle rests as

ch with the tyre makers as anyone. How is P"
hat the majority of car owners are more or ;

'

1 immune ? Is "it because we are undertyred ?

ely not ; as any maker should be able to

lude large diameter tyres in his specification

en we have to pay, say, £47 for a new
imt each year. Cannot someone make- a tyre

stand, say, 5,000 miles on a fast 3^ h.p.

cliine? It would be interesting to some of us

jle-cylinder enthusiasts to hear how many
ir covers the, driving wheel of a 7 h.p. twin
ours in twelve months' riding with sidecar
iched.

Vhen will the belt be discarded for some
re efficient -and economical mode of trans-

;sion? Probably not until the next Tourist
>phy Race, when the Indian people will cap-

e the trophy. Then the English makers will

;in to wake up to the fact that their fair

itlier mounts are still capable of improvement.
t fasteners will be a thing of the past ; no
m pulleys ; no more slipping on hilft and
isequent loss of power. This especially

jlies to the latest pattern lightweights,
ring, of course, the new F.N., which is a

p in the right direction, as is also the new
and M., with its excellent two-speed gear,

ich after all is. more necessarj- with 2^ h.p.

;ines than 3^ h.p. singles and 5 h.p. tv/ins,

hough less frequently fitted.

Co sum up the last five years' progress made
transmission of motor cycles, the only

orovements seem—(1.) V belt has displaced
md. (2.) Rubber belts instead of leather
! now universal. (3.) Larger sizes fitted,' thus
-ting more grip at the expense of the engine's efficiency.

rely the next step will be the universal adoption of the
lin or shaft, as is now the case on all modern cars.

Whj do not any of the 1910 carburetters have some pro-

ion made for adjusting the bottom air for obtaining a

h mixture at low speeds, easy starting, etc., which is

ential for winter riding? Is "this because the majority
motor cyclists store their machines away in the winter?
have we still to purchase this as another extra with the

iv machines next year? E. BROWN.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

4374.]—I notice for eome time- past there has been
respondence regarding lightweights, and as I happen to

ve recently returned from a few days' tour I am taking

i liberty of penning a few lines as to the result.

rhe machine was a 2 h.p. Moto-Reve fitted with its

bkers' latest and improved type of magneto. The only

Lng I altered before starting was to fit a fin. rubber belt

in place of fin. as usually fittci, and lowered the gear by
means of adjustable pulley. I consider this a distinct
advantage, as during the 230 miles covered it was only
necessary to shorten belt once, and that during the first 100
miles.

I also found it better to have a gear not higher than 6^
to 1 ; as a matter of fact 5| to 7 to 1 seemed to still give
better results, and that without any appreciable difference

in the speed.

I started from Brighton at 9.30 a.m. fully laden with two
bags and a lamp, and arrived at Hastings at 12 o'clock. I

then went on to Battle, Bodiam Castle, Ashford, and on to
Folkestone, at which town I arrived at 4 o'clock, having
done exactly ninety-one miles. This I consider distinctly

good, as the course is a somewhat hilly one, and two
to three hours were spent in looking at places of interest on
the way.
From Folkestone I made several trips, such as Canterbury,

Dover, etc., and it might interest heavyweight riders to

know that I climbed the hill out of Folkestone to Dover
without pedalling. As a matter of fact I passed several

heavy machines being pushed up. The amount of petrol

consumed was 1| gallons, and threequarters of a pint of

lubricating oil for the 230 miles. I can- honestly say I never

enjoyed a more pleasant trip, although I have for years been
a motor cyclist, and at present own two heavyweight
machines.

^

pf^fmtmvf",^
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:
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The 2i h.p,

geared-down
lie regulated

, twin-cylinder Wanderer engine and constituent parts, showing especially the

engine pulley enabling a better grip for the belt. The tension of the belt can

by the lever on the top tube while riding along.

No part of engine, magneto, or cycle gave the slightest

trouble ; in fact, I simply started engine and went straight

off. What appealed to me more particularly after a heavy-

weight machine was the entire absence of vibration at any

speed, and the delightful sense of security in going round

bad corners and twisty roads through being light to handle.

I had no occasion to pedal up any hills.

FREDERICK T. TURPIN.

What the Tourist Trophy Race taught us.

[4375.]—" T.T. Competitor" seems to have just found

out the disadvantage of mounting the foot brake lever- on

footrest spindle (a method pursued for quite five years) which

disadvantage can be simply remedied by replacing the bolt

which connects frame to crankcase by one long enough to

take lever, fitting a distance piece between nut which secures

belt to frame and boss of lever, inserting a Imer m bore ot

latter if too large for spindle, and drilling a blind hole m
nut to take end of spring if such is fitted on lever, ihe

M3
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adjustment of the rod is obviously simple, some bending and
perhaps a little brazing completing this job. If " T.T.

Competitor " posisesses a lathe he can do the whole thing
very quickly. It is no use his waiting for the makers to

effect what in their opinion is an unnecessary improvement,
as the time quoted above shows.

"T.T. Competitor" may be interested to know that the

jumped or upset (the method is upsetting) made valve is by
far the best, as the grain of the metal is longitudinal from
the stem to the lip of valve. The best made valve won't
stand if the axes of guides are not at right angles to the
horizontal plane of valve seating, and the same may be said

of the valve itself with regard to its vertical and horizontal
planes. NOVICE.

English V, French Measurements.

[4376.] — It is very hard to understand Mr. Scott's

seemingly deep-rooted objection to the metric system. Surely
the ease of calculation is no imaginary advantage. The
time required to reduce, say, 17.687 kilos, to centimetres or

millimetres is quite negligible compared with the time
required to reduce 17.687 miles to inches.

I maintain that this one thing, the ease of manipulation,
easily outweighs any advantage, theoretical or practical,

which the present system has over the metric. It seems
absurd to have time divided into 24ths and 60ths ; distance
into fractions of ^f^, ^^^ (

!
), ^, and ^^ ; and weight into

fractions of -fV? tV* ws' ^^^- Then there is money. It seems
obvious that there should be a definite relation in our
measures. One would be carrying patriotism to a 'ridiculous
exten't to support our system because the other is French.
Then for the "mixture of dimensions at present in vogue,"
surely our system ,( ?

) is a mixture in itself. It only speaks
for the conservativeness of our country that the Continental
system was not adopted long ago. H. E. HENSON.

Balancing a Twin-cylinder Engine.

[4377.]—^I have just read the article, on 90° V engines,
and quite agree with the writer that a 90° V engine can be
very perfectly balanced, and wonder more of our engine
makers, such as Messrs. Prestwich and White and Poppe,
did not market such a one years ago ; but I cannot see
that in these respects it is one whit ahead of the opposed
cylinder type, as exemplified in the Douglas and Fairy. I

have been interested in watching the development of this
English production . . . and I am pleased to see it

gradually making headway, as I think, on its merits. I for
one, though an old motor cyclist, have always felt the
vibration of the engine on single-cylinder machines, and I
believe many others do also (perhaps unconsciously, but
nevertheless harmfully) to some degree ; and I .hope, for
the good of the industry and the public, more attention
will be given to this balancing of the engine by our manu-
facturers and designers in future.

I wish Douglas Bros, could lower their engine in the frame
more, so as to come in line, centre of engine with compres-
sion stays, or at least just on top of crank bracket, if pedals
must

_
be retained ; but have never ridden one of these

machines, so this may not be necessary in actual fact. I
believe one of the Norton engines used to be 90°, but do
not know if it were perfectly balanced. Could a two-stroke
twin engine be made on this 90° plan? I presume not, on
account of crank case compression not being " on " at
correct times.

These technical articles make The Motor Cycle very inter-
esting to_ me,' as one who has followed the paper from
its inception, and still remains an

INTERESTED READER,
P,S,—I should say a 3^ h.p, Douglas would' take well,

preferably without pedals, and perhaps with chain drive.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4378.]—In reading through the columns of your valuable
paper, I notice that someone has replied to my letter re
above. ^I cannot but be surprised at the attitude adopted by
"E872." He seems to know the facts of the case consider-
ably better than I do ; one might almost deduce from his
letter that he was an unknown spectator. His argument
about "squeezing through" I am unable to follow, and I
consider uncalled for, as I think you may agree. The animals
must have taken fright at the light or the noise of the
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engine,, and, as is their custom, herded so close together a

render this course impossible.
I notice that your correspondent is surprised at

j

opinion. Personally, I think that the majority of moto]
will express surprise at Ills opinion, as several have air

done to me.
I recently had a most interesting conversation wit

member of a county council on the subject. He informed
that the question had been raised at the last meeting of

Highways Committee. They agreed as to the danger, but
existing difficulties were too great to take any steps. H
ever, they decided to bring up the matter for further

cussion. I gave him my suggestion of a coloured light, w
he looked upon favourably, and he promised to propose i

the council. I hope this councU will take steps, as I

sure its example will be quickly followed, at any rate

agricultural England.
Let " E 872 " take a few rides on'a very dark night

the neighbourhood of one of our towns after a big ca

fair ; he might sing another song. C F 41

A Question of Design.

[4379.]—Although I enjoy your correspondence colu

regularly, I am usually content to allow others to fill th

In this case, however, I am moved to comment on
judges' report of the A,C.U. Quarterly Trials, published
recent issue.

In comparing the two-stroke Rex with the Scott, they s

" Whilst in appearance it (the Rex) is a neater machine t

the Scott two-stroke, it certainly did not perform so w(

In this same issue, on page 831, you publish a photogr
of the Rex machine. If this machine is not simply
standard 3^ h.p. Rex frame with a two-stroke ens

mounted in it, it is very nearly so.

Now the Scott machine is, to my eyes at least, far

away ahead of the present standard for neatness

comfort. Further, anyone who wishes to take the trot

may by means of some fairly simple mechanics prove
himself that the Scott frame gives maximum strength

minimum weight for the stresses set up in a motor cycle in

as distinguished from a push-bicycle.

My whole point is that, putting aside the question of

two-stiroke principle, the judges in the trials have mista

originality for lack of neatness. I quite understand tha

design as unusual as that of the Scott would be noticea

but I fear most of us are prone to brand anything not exa(

standard as freakish or messy.
In intruding on your space, I may add that I have

a long experience of horses, have handled big sailing ci

and motor boats, besides having driven everything from
humble velocipede to the omnipresent t-ramcar. In conclusi

my mount this summer has been a standard 3^ h.p. machi
which I was obliged to have on account of some experimei
work upon which I was engaged. I enclose my card,

remain . COSMOPOLI^

SUM]SL\RY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
Will the reader who sent postal orders for a Halifax si

car to Farrar's Motor Exchange, Halifax, on the 2nd ins

and omitted to enclose his name and address, kindly cc

municate again with the firm to enable his order to

executed. The orders were issued at Aldgate, London, E

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" H. S." (Birmingham) desires experiences of riders of

3 h.p. Lincoln Elk as to reliability, cost of running, £

hill-climbing.
" C G. B." (Kent) would like to hear the experiences

private owners with the Scott two-stroke ; whether there

much carbon deposit and sooting of plugs,

"H. W. W." (Birmingham) would like users' experien

with fan cooling on twin-cylinder engines used with sidect

also chain transmission.

" P.R.P." would like readers' experiences with the n

2^ h.p. F.N. shaft-driven lightweight as an all-round to

ing machine. Is the engine likely to overheat if driven
a long time on the low gear?

"A. H. E." (Ceylon) would be very grateful for privi

owners' experiences with the Scott two-stroke motor bicyc
" H. T. S." (Sussex) desires experiences of riders who ha

Jiad a season's use with a 3^ h.p. Phelon and Moore.
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ESSEX M.C. HOUR RACE for the DUCROS CUP.

WALTHAMSTOW MOTOR CLUB PAPERCHASE.

On the occasion of the second paperchase of the winter

ieason, the trail was laid by the hon. secretary, J. W.
fercival (who gave the prizes). Owing to F. \^ .

Applebee

iccidentally finding the trail while out on his machir.e, he

iecided to assist in laying the false trails. The finish of the

ifteen-mile course 'was at Thornwood, near Eppirg, and

here a very pleasant evening was spent atter

;he competition was over. The roads were

very heavy and greasy, but a splendid after-

loon favoured the competitors.

Five finished within a few

seconds of one another, and the

result was declared as

follows : Single or twin
DQotor bicvcle class—1st,

C. W. Lee (3i Rex).

Passenger machine
class over 4 h.p.

—

1st. F. A. Apple-
bee (5 Rex and
sidecar). Passen-
ger machine class

under 4 h.p.—1st,

W. H. Applebee
(3^ Rex
tricar).

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY M.C.C. GENERAL MEETING.

A general meeting was held last week. According to the

rules, the old committee resigned, and a new committee was
elected as follows : A. H. Moreing, R. G. Heyn, J. M.
Oakey, A. C. Moreing, F. P. Dickson, R. G. Cazelet, and
K. Wigram. The officers appointed were : A. H. ]\Ioreing,

president; R. G. Heyn, hon. secretary; A. C. Moreing,
hon. treasurer ; and J. M. Oakey, hon. press

secretary.

In referring to the doings of the club in last

week's issue, an unfortunate error

was made on our part. Oxford won
the inter-University race meeting on

April 31st with 17 points

against the 14 of Cam-
bridge, as reference to The
Motor Cycle report in the

issue of ^lay 5th
last will show. This
slip was in no way
due to the Cam-
bridge club officials.

Arrangements are
being made to hire a
club room at the

Blue Boar
Hotel.

Paperchasing on motor eycle. is a popular lorm of competition with the Walthamstow M.C two events of
'^^;^-;*^'; ^^^^ '^LTJ'''^

tho i,ct «„« w«u,. Th« lower illustration shows the competitors. Inset the hare-J. W. Percival-who is seen laying a paper trail.

the last five weeks. The lower illustration shows the competitors,
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THE annual race meeting in connection -with

the Essex M.G. took place on Friday
last on Canning Town Track, in dull and
rather cold weather. The hour race was

the sole event in the afternoon, and of the sis

entrants the four competitors who took part were

:

H. Martin, whi "as aeain dogged by bad luck. A few minutes
balote the flnisb, and whsn leading, his front tyre cellapsed.

H. Martin, 2| h.p. J.A.P.-Martin, 85 by 60 mm.
engine with overhead valves, accumulator ignition,
Longuemare carburetter, Continental tyres, and
Stanley Dermatine belt; A. Oberlander, 2| h.p.
N.S.U., 75 by 75 mm., magneto ignition, Peter
Union tyres, and Shamrock-Gloria belt ; C. R.
Collier, 2| h.p. Matchless-J.A.P., 85 by 60 mm.,
overhead valves, Longuemare carburetter, accumu-
lator ignition, and Shamrock-Gloria belt ; and
H. V. Colver, 2| h.p. Matchless-Givaudan engine,
76 by 76 mm., accumulator ignition, Hutchinson
tyres, and Shamrock-Gloria belt.

The race was timed to start at 3.30, and at

3.40 p.m. F. Straight, the A.C.U. official time-
keeper, gave the word to go, and all got off well

except Oberlander, who eventually got his machine
under way. Martin quickly took first place, but
Collier, after first gaining a trifle, gradually lost

ground. Twelve minutes later, however. Collier

again began to make up time, and gradually gained
on his rival inch by inch.
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Martin again to

his twenty-four

IN
the Gallery at Olympia motor cyclists will

find a good deal to interest them in the way
of accessories. Benetfink's, for example, show
a new plug, of which the body is of steatite.

while the space between it and the outer shell is

filled with vitrious cement. When the plug is in

use the vitrious cement becomes hard like glass.

Benetfink's also show Bray's acetylene burner, a

new electric lamp, and accumulator with adjust-

able clip to suit an ordinary bracket, a very neat
blow lamp, using methylated spirit, a handy pair
of cone pliers, a strongly-made screwdriver, a new
handle-bar mirror and a new tool roll.

The Lay.stall Eng. Co. are showing specimens
of the excellent work they perform in boring
cylinders, and in the manufacture of pistons, rings,

valves, cams, and other parts.

The High Tension Co. are exhibiting a special

make of motor cycle trembler coil, also accumula-
tors and a miniature " Mira " syren.

The Dunlop Rubber Co. make a speciality of

rubber-proofed motor cycle clothing. The leg

overalls, which are pi'ovided with spring buttons,
are particularly good, also the " Dryknee " jacket.

Tom Norton has a neat nest of drinking cups
in a small leather case, voltmeters, plugs, and
many other accessories.

G. Davenport atd Co.—^A scroll-driven odometer
designed to be attached to the handle-bars, and
a neat motor cycle watch.

DuNHiLi,, Ltd;, have several interesting motor
cycle accessories, among which we may mention a
motor cycle syren, a neat lens mirror lamp, a set
of acetylene lamps, a variety of horns, a route map
designed to attach to the handle-bars, a neat
spanner 4|in. in length, some excellent motor
cycle clothing, fur caps, gloves, and overalls.

Samuel Bros.—The " Omne Tempus" motor
cycle clothing; also caps, gloves, and overalls.

E. M. RtiSSE AND Co.—A neat spanner, known
as the "Grip," which can be used to a certain
extent as a ratchet spanner.

Bransom Kent and Co.—Lens mirror lamps and
a variety of accessories.

The Motor Supply Co.—^A spanner named the
"Doall." This has a cam instead of a screw
action, and also a further peg and hole adjustment.
Various accessories, and a lens mirror lamp.

The Prested Miners' Lamp Co.—Samples of

their well-known coils, accumulators, and plugs
are shown.
Lodge Bros, and Co.—'The Lodge plugs and

double-pole plugs, by means of which two plugs
may be inserted in the same cylinder in series.

E. J. Hard-y.—A neat adjustable belt fastener,

fitted witli a long and a short ball-ended bolt,

fitted in slots cut in the clamps screwed on the
belt. Samples of Longuemare carburetters and a
three-note horn are also shown.

C. A. Vandervell and Co.—An electric head-
light, of the excellence of which we can speak from
personal experience. The Vandervell new light-

weight ball bearing inagneto, and the Ruthardt
magneto which now gives a greatly improved
spark. The C.A.V. coils and accumulators simi-

lar to those which Collier has so often used for

record breaking.
Riches ajstd Co.—An odometer for sidecars and

tricars, an excellent soldering outfit, and Rich
tubes made by the Rich Detachable Air Tube Co.

United Motor Industries, Ltd.—An excellent

display of fittings and accessories, including coils

and accumulators and the well-known Eisemann
magneto.

Lacostb and Co. will show towards the middle
of the week a very email spirit vulcaniser with an
automatic control which prevents the rubber from
being "over-cooked."

White and
nini. ^..igiui:.

develops 5 h.p.
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movable valve
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Steiner and
motor cycle lai
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three pieces of

a treble twist
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a self-contained
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Final adjustmt
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The officials -vvcre : Capt. Baines, Messrs. A. J,
Macdonald, Parsons, Hill, White, F. W. Applebee,
H. Fuller (hon. secretary), and E. J. Bass.
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tew seconds through carburetter trouble, but was
soon on the move again. Collier still maintained
his lead, but ^Martin hung close on to him, and
for many laps daylight was never seen between
the two machines. Never was such an exciting

race witnessed at Canning Town. At the end of

forty-five minutes Collier had covered 44 miies
1,660 yards. Martin then shot ahead, and Collier

slowed up and stopped through a loose low-tension
wire. The time was almost up, and nothing bat
a miracle could prevent Martin from being a
winner. Martin's bad luck on Thursday had, un-
fortunately, not deserted him, and but a few
minutes before the hour was finished he drew up
with a collapsed front tyre, after having covered
forty-four and a half miles.

The results were as follows : C. R. Collier, 48
miles 1,740 yards ; Colver, 45 miles 583 yards

;

Martin, 44 miles 1,106 yards ; Oberlander, 41
miles 1,730 yards. Had Martin experienced better
luck the result would have been different.

said the gas does not continue to generate when
the water is turned off.

Thk Vacuum Oil Co.—Lubricating oils, includ-
ing Mobiloil, gear oils, and graphite grease.

SiRD.A^R Rubber Co.—A representative exhibit of
Sirdar tyres, including steel-studded and plain-
grooved covers.

Gaulois Co.—A range of plain-treaded motor
cycle covers ; also square-treaded tyres made of a
special white rubber.

Grose and Co.—^Leather and steel-studded tyres
in detachable and fixed types.

The Midland Rubbek Co.—A new type of tyre
named the "Ajax," which is made in two patterns;
this will be exhibited at the Stanley.

B. F. Goodrich and Co.—4- section of their
motor cycle tyre, which is rubber-studded and
has five layers of canvas. It has been much
improved in construction, and is more substantial.

The inner tubes are guaranteed to be ninety-four
per cent, pure Para rubber, yet the' motor cvclist

is not taxed for the extra quality by a prohibitive
price.

J. Liversidoe and Sox, Ltd.—The " Scott

"

steel and rubber-studded motor cycle tyre is com-
posed of alternate steel and rubber studs in two
rows, and is found to be satisfactory both on wet
and dry surfaces. .

The Avon Indiaubber Co. have some motor
cycle tyre sections. They are all of the beaded-
edge type, and are made with square, round,
grooved, studded, and plain treads.

J. C. FuiiLER AND Son, Ltd.—A representative

exhibit -of accumulators, dry batteries, switches,

and coils. A high speed trembler coil forms an
interesting feature of the exhibit, also an auxiliary

condenser which prevents pitting of the contacts,

and electric headlights.

C. R. Collier, who proved victorious, covering 48 miles

1740 yards.

Leo Ripault and Co., Ltd.—A special 1^ h.p.

lightweight engine ; also the Rip soldering lamp
and outtit. This is a moderately-priced apparatus,

which will be found useful for those who do theii

own repairs. A new mica plug.

IVL^rkt and Co. have a splendid range of Jones
speedometers for 1910. We have already illustrated

tlie latest one, with maximum hand as well as trip

and season recorders. Ihere are otlier models vary-
ing in price according to refinements included. A
new pattern Veeder cyclometer for motor cyciies.

NiLMELiOR (England), Ltd.—A high-tension

magneto for single-cylinder motor eyelet^, 125 mm.
in length and 110 mm. in height, weighing 63 lbs.

The standard high speed trembler coil in various
sizes, amperemeters, voltmetei's, and accessories

MORE WORLD'S RECORDS AT BROOK LANDS.
At Brooklands on Saturday last, in niagnilioent

weather, G. Lee-Evans on a standard 4 h.f).

single-cylinder Indian, shod with R.O.M'. tyres,

made a successful attempt to regain the fifty miles,

one hundred miles, and two hours' records, beat-

ing the performance of F. A. McNab ou Thursday,
described on the next page. Evans got under way
at 10.2Q a.m., and soon commenced to reel off the
laps. At the end of half an hour he wa« 30s.

inside record, and at fifty miles he was Im. 9s.

inside record, his time being 53m. 58|s. After
an hour he stopped 40s. for petrol and oil.

When he restarted Evans slowed somewhat for

several laps, but improved later, and keeping lui.

6|s. inside rJcord he covered the hundred miles

in Ih. 50m. 24fs., and 108 miles 1,367 yards . in

two hours, Evans and the Indian thus beating
McNab's two hours' record by 1,742 yards.

The Motor Union has booked space for a stand
at the Stanley Show in the Gilbey Hall.

•J^
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WORLD'S RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
|HURSDAY last was a busy day at

Brooklands, so far as motor cycle

records were concerned. H. Martin,
F. W. Dayrell, P. A. McNab, and
W. E. Cook were all down to make
attempts on the previous best per-

formances. Martin, on a 7-8 h.p.

Bat, was to have started at 9 a.m.,

but it was not until noon that he
was ready to make the attempt in

all seriousness.

For the first few hours the weather
was gloriously fine, but, although the

sun shone brightly and the sky was
cloudless, the north-westerly wind
was cold and showed signs of fresh-

ening. Unfortunately, Martin missed the fifty miles record

by 45|s., but McNab, on a 3^ h.p. Trump-J.A.P., who started

at five minutes past twelve, rode most consistently, and
beat the fifty miles record by 3m. I2|s., covering the distance

in 55m. 7|s.

Before this, Martin had stopped through a broken oil

pipe, which was hard luck, as he had been running well, and
had averaged sixty-one miles an hour for long stretches.

In the afternoon the sky clouded and the weather became
much colder, while the wind freshened considerably.

New Records for 50 and 100 Miles.
At 12.48 p.m. Dayrell, on a 3^ h.p. Bat, got under way,

and soon he and McNab (who was still keeping up a steady
pace) were riding together.

At 1.30 Daj^rell was 27s. behind McNab, and both were
averaging between fifty-five and fifty-six miles an hour.

When he had covered seventeen laps, Dayrell, who was
only 12s. behind McNab, had to retire from various causes.

McNab, however, still maintained his consistent speed, and
succeeded in beating the 100 miles record by 2m. 48|s.

The Two Hours' Distance.
At the expiration of two hours he had covered 107 miles

1,385 yards. The performance was an excellent one, as the

engine never misfired once. ]McNab was riding a 3^ li.p.

Trump-J.A.P. (482 cc), with side by side valves, Hellesen
dry battery and coil, R.O.M. smooth tyres (the rear tyre
being in wonderfully good condition at the finish), and Sham-
rock-Gloria belt. McNab's achievements on Thursday stand
as follows :

Fifty miles time, 55m. 7|s., beating G. Lee-Evans's record
on an Indian single-cylinder, 497 cc, made October 9th last,

of 58m. 20|s.

One hundred miles time, Ih. 51m. 31-^., beating the
existing record, which stood at Ih. 54m. 19|s.

In the two hours' race last October Evans covered 105
miles 85 yards, thus being beaten by McNab on Thursday
by 2 miles 1,300 yards.

THE MANX MOTOR
The adjourned meeting of those interested in the formation

of a club for Manx motor cyclists was held at the club head-
quarters, the Castle Mona Hotel. A good number of motor
cyclists gathered, discussed the rules, and appointed Messrs.
Atkinson, Smith, D. Brown, J. Blair, ?„nd N. Karran mem-
bers of the committee. It was decided to leave the question

An Attempt on the Half=niile, Kilometre, and
Mile Records.

Shortly after three o'clock W. E. Cook, on a 16-20 h.p.

N.L.G. (two cylinders, bore and stroke 120x120 mm.), made
an attempt on the half-mile, kilometre, and mile records. By
this time a number of spectators had arrived on motor cycles

and cars, and most of these assembled at the second refuge

on the railway straight.

Cook started down the test hill, and passing along the

finishing straight, sped along in the reverse direction to

that in which cars usually travel, and rapidly gaining speed,

passed by the group watching him at a tremendous pace,

astonishing many by riding at times with only one hand
on the bars. His machine was geared in the neighbourhood
of U to 1.

F. A. ivlcNab, who was successful in annexing three world's records

for single-cylinder machines last Thursday. His mount is a 3* h.p.

Trump-J.A.P., 482 cc. McNab is much heavier than the average

record breaker, for he scales over 15 stones.

Cook made two attempts in all. Unfortunately, •^^-hen he

was travelling at his best speed the electrical timing appa-
ratus failed, and no times were taken. This was indeed
hard luck, as so powerful a motor bicycle had never before
been seen on Brooklands track. The engine is one of the
16-20 h.p. V-type J.A.P.'s with overhead mechanical valves
and accumulator-coil ignition.

CYCLISTS' CLUB.
of affiliation to the A.C.U. to the committee to report on.
Mr. Coole, jun., president of the club, presided, and after
the termination of the business, the members mounted their
motor cycles and rode as far as the Dhoon Glen. On
Thursday last there was another club meet, members pro-
ceeding to Peel.

THE WALL WHEEL—A NOVELTY FOR THE SHOW.
We have previoiisly made brief reference to a rhotor

attachment for pedal bicycles which is to be exhibited at
the Stanley. This is the invention of A. W. Wall, and is

named the "Wall" wheel, and with other Roc models will

be found at Stands Nos. 80 and 88. It consists of an
attachment for pedal bicycles, weighing about 25 lbs., and
takes the form of a live motor wheel adapted to pivot on

the back frame n:e:nbc:s or axle of any pedal machine. The
wheel is self-contained, and comprises "engine, magneto, car-
buretter, reduction gear, and fuel tank. The wheel is aMn.
diameter, fitted with a pneumatic tyre. The steering is said
to be unaffected, and the mechanism of the little live wheel
is of suffir-'ent nower to propel the cyclist at an average
speed of 10 or 12 m.p.h.

7^ ^?^ ^ 'jM^
lli.fi ffc Soiif^ Jjid.. London avd Coventry.
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TRADE MARK

BICYCLES

"BETTER THAN THE BEST"
Single-cylinder Motor Cycle
can possibly be, is the

PREMIER
Twin - Cylinder MOTOR BICYCLE.
It is designed to meet the needs of far-riding motor cyclists who desire

a machine of the utmost reliability and speed power. The even firing,

perfect balance, absence of vibration and ease of control are qualities

which w^ill recommend themselves to every motor cyclist.

PREMIER MODEL 2. DOUBLE CYLINDER.

London 'Depot

:

20, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

PRICE 50 Guineas net cash.

Bournemouth Depot:

64, Holdenhurst Road.
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The most up-to-date motor cycle made
—one that represents the very latest advance in motor cycle construc-
tion—the machine which every motor cyclist should investigate before
deciding upon his choice of a new mount is the

1910 ^BROWN'
which we shall exhibit at the

Stanley Show, Stand No. 267.
This new model is re-designed on approved lines and embodies every feature that
experience has proved to be essential to a high-grade mount. If you contemplate the
purchase of a new motor bicycle call and inspect it, or write us for particulars.

Get to know the new ''BROWN" first.

kJ/L€ '\92^ LOtVJl
"

PRICE £48. Complete with Spring Forks,

"Tourist" Trophy model. — A specially light and racy type of machine built to
comply with the Auto Cycle Union Tourist Trophy Regulations ; Rigid forks

;

26 X 2in. wired Dunlop tyres. Full specification on request. Price ^\i.

Bi4>TClvBiDfliei5i1/td
WestKnd 5ho^vroom.s : 15,New^man Street, OtK^or^. iS't^W.

Manchester:£69 '2?c3Deansgatc.>«L^«^Pari5 : 31 Kue de la

Folie Mericourt. Wholesale only. Great Eastem^t^L-orulon.E'.O

The 1910

Can be supplied with Anli-dazrMn^
mechanism as ilhisirated at a slis^ht

extra charge.

MOTOR
CYCLE

LAMP.

^S^^^^^ Already the most
-:^^- " popular motor cycle lamp on the market,

this new model is sure to find further favour with riders

who take a pride in the equipment of their machines.

It is neater in design and better constructed than any other
lamp on the market, and gives more light than any other lamp
of its size. Copy of the 1910 Autoclipse Catalogue on request.

Bras9, 24/- each ; nickel-plated, 27/- each.
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The Stanley Sho^^.

THE interest in motor cycles at the Stanley Show
increases year by year, and it is not unlikely
that m a few years time we shall be calling
It the motor cycle show; in fact, it is no

.... .exaggeration to say that already one-half of the
exhibition is devoted to motor cycles and items of
interest to motor cyclists. We have in course of pre-
paration a statistical article which will show the number
of complete machines exhibited, and have no doubt
that this will prove highly interesting as in previous
years, and will show a considerable increase.

The old question of arranging all the motor cvcle
stands together on the floor of the hall again suggests
Itself to us. We first mooted it in November, 1906,
and have returned to it each succeeding year. There
is much in the show to excite keen interest, and all
who can find time to pay a visit before next Saturdav
will be well repaid for their trouble.
The motor bicycles for 1910 are divided into three

great classes—heavy, medium, and light. These three
sub-divisions are, of course, again sub-divided into
many different categories. The heavy two-speeders are
in most cases primarily intended for passenger work,
they are mostly fitted with twin-cylinder engines, and
cannot be purchased fully equipped weighing less than
200 lbs. The lightweights may be said to be anything
less than 100 lbs. Some of the lightweights are con-
siderably under 100 lbs. unladen, but with tools,
reliable and substantial tyres, stand, and carrier, few
turn the scale at less than 90 to 100 lbs.

With the exception of a few notable innovations the
general design of the three types above mentioned
remains very much the same as those exhibited last

year. By this we do not intend to convey the impres-
sion that no improvements have been made; on the
contrary, detail improvement is everywhere apparent,
and for proof of this assertion we refer our readers
to the description of the exhibits published in this issue
and the forecast in the two previous issues.

Years ago we predicted that the motor cvcle of the
future would be of medium weight and variably. geared.
It seems as though our prophecy was not far short
of the mark, when one considers the number of
machines of this type exhibited at the 19 10 show, and
the wonderful interest taken in them.
pne cannot help regretting that slavish copying still

exists to the extent it does. Apparently few firms are
plucky enough to strike out on original lines; never-
theless, there, is all the more credit to those who do.

.

There is a general tendency shown to place all the
levers.etc, for controlling the engine on the handle-bar,
including the ignition advance—a step in the right
direction, particularly in the case of low-powered
engines, where the control of the magneto spark within
as wide a range as possible is of great service. On
more powerful mounts a practically fixed ignition point
is perhaps all that is required, but even on these
machines it is often risky to release the handle-bar to
give that slight retard to the ignition on a steep, rough
hill which can be done so well and gradually by a
handle-bar control lever.

Very few makers of single or multi-cylinder engines
have retained the automatic inlet valve, and it is pro-
bable that by next year it will be extinct. It is possible
to mechanically govern the movement of the inlet valve
without much extra complication, and, as an m.o.i.v.
usually needs less attention than the atmospheric tvpe,
It is not surprising that makers generally are adopting it. 1
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Lubrication is mostly, if not entirely, on the splash

tern, although there are various methods adopted

feeding the oil into the crank case. The well-tried

id pump has a serious coimpetitor in the sight-

d type of lubricator, operated by a partial

mum in the crank case, but only one maker

; introduced mechanical-feed oiling. Magneto
nsmission is fairly evenly divided between chain and
ir, and it is noteworthy that most of the foreign

kers appear to favour a gear. There can be very

bftvi^ «ifiJi.-a!3i«; ..A

.

Singer and Co.'s new model IJ h.p. lightweight. (Stand No. 120.)

le difference on the point of efSciency, but if the

irs are not well made, a certain amount of power
ist be absorbed in addition to the power required to

ve the armature—not a negligible factor on small

jines, as evinced by racing machines of small engine

nensions being usually fitted with batteries.

Chain, gear, and worm-driven machines are much
re numerous at this year's show, yet no one can deny
Lt the V belt easily holds the field, despite its short-

nings. In the case of small engines, which naturally

inot be highly geared and require very small engine

Ueys, the geared-down pulley presents a way out of

! difficulty to enable a better grip for the belt.

Spring frames and forks are still an unsolved problem,

e design of the forks is improved in many cases, but

I are really elastic without being bouncy, and in this

ection much remains to be done. We should very

ich like to see more attention devoted to the rear

inging, whether of wheel or saddle. The latter is

rhaps more practical and easier to accomplish, but

: so complete as the former.

If there is one thing more than another which is

tied it is the diameter of wheels on motor cycles.

lese are almost without exception 2 6in. There
more diversity of opinion on this among pedal bicycle

ikers, but motor cycles, whether single or passenger,

i 2 6in. There are not more than half a dozen excep-
ns to this rule in the whole show.

The design of change-speed gears does not appear
have altered materially, and we think every known
ithod of obtaining a variable gear ratio has been
ed on motor cycles, from expanding and contracting
lleys to sliding shafts and gear wheels on car lines,

t no one type is universal, doubtless due to the
i'erse methods of transmission, all of which require
different form of gear.

There are striking examples of ingenuity in the design
gears in the show, and all should receive the visitor's

)St careful consideration, because some day some sort

change-speed gear will be universally employed, and

that day will come when change-speed gears require no
more attention than, say, the timing gear of an engine.

The v.eight of some gears is against them.
We feel sure that many who pay a hurried visit to

the Agricultural Hall never go up to the Gallery, but
this is a great mistake. On its fioors are some of the

best exhibits of complete machines, and accessories

innumerable, to see which is worth a speciah visit.

Tyres and accessories at Olympia are always in the

Gallery, but at the Stanley some of the best-known
tyre firms are in the Main Hall. Tyres have improved
wonderfully of late, and all the important tyre firms

now recognise that the motor cyclist is worth catering

for, and some very durable tyre covers and air tubes

can be purchased for use on motor cycles. Those
who expect to buy these at low prices must be pref)ared

for disappointment. A good article commands a good
price, and although so-called "cheap" tyres can be

had they are not to be depended upon.

Lrocal Taxation.

REFERENCE, has been made on several occa-

sions in these pages to the exemptions from
local taxation licence duties, and on October
27th we published an explana^pry letter' on

* the subject of taxation, wherein " JS 92
"

averred that when the Inland Revenue department

had the control and collection of these licences (which

was until this year) it exempted from taxation motor

cycles laid by and not used at any time during the

year, and also any motor vehicle constructed solely

for the purpose of carrying goods. Now that the

collection of these taxes is in the hands of local

councils through the medium of the Post Office diffi-

culties are cropping up on all sides, and motorists

who under the old regime were exempt from taxation

now find themselves threatened with summonses for

not possessing a licence.

The root of the trouble appears to be due to the

fact that new brooms sweep clean, and that the local

councils are keener on the application of the tax than

their predecessors, although they appear to interpret

A weather-prool magneto. While some writers are continually urgin?

tor adequate covering for the masneto, and more prote?ted positions, it

shc'ld not be overlooked that th3 magneto has attained a wonderful state 01

efficiency. The Moto-Reve engine and magneto illustrated ran perfectly in

the above condition, the result of 125 miles mud plugging.
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TRIUMPH
1910

Model
shows

many

improvements,

again

placing

it

ahead

of

all

others.

A few of the improvements are 5

Engine. Increased to 85 x 88 mm. bore and stroke, improved

pattern valves, lower compression, improved variable

pulley allowing a greater reduction of gear, heavier

rimmed flyv^^heels.

Tank. . Fitted with larger filler caps, ingenious air release valve,

inclined pattern oil pump dispensing with oil cock,

improved petrol injector, and permanent clips fitted on

top for inflator.

Silencer. An entirely new method of v/orking cut-out, no poll-up

action (Pre. Pat. No. 25648).

Brake. Back foot brake operated from lug on frame and not

from footrest.

Stand. Kick up, fitted v/ith spring cbp, automatic fastening

(Pro. Pat. No. 25014).

Handle-bar. New design, with sloping ends, giving a most com-

fortable position.

Magneto. Improved method of fixing sprocket wheel (Pro. Pat.

No. 25647).

Hubs. New Pattern, easily adjusted, and absolutely waterproof.

Triumph well-known special features, such as

Ball-bearing Engine, Patent Carburetter and

Handle-bar Control, Patent Spring Forks, Variable

Pulley, are being retained in the 1910 Model.

^j^tanley ^^ tand
^how,

Stan
No.122.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
LoNDON-^l-/5, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. Leeds—4, King: Edward St.

Manchester—160, Deansgate. Glasgow—loi, Mitchell Street.

Dublin (Wholesale only)—62, William Street.

TKlUiAPH

In answering this advertisemeni it is desirable to mention "Tlie Motor Cycle. A27
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THE SPARKING

PLUG.
Every plug supplied with special steel gauge for accurately setting sparking points.

DEB3£NED

FOR

iviAXisvauivi

POWER.

FiBRE
WASHER

PR9CE
BEST

French
|>PRCELAIN.

FHlIy

Guaranteed.

(LONQ
(PORCELAIN
•^LEEVE .

THE BEST

PLUG FOR
MAGNETO
IGNITION

{OR

ACCUMULATOR).

HEAVY
NICKEL -

POINTS.

SPRING
WASHER,

THE MOST
PERFECTLY

CON-

STRUCTED
PLUti.

spring to
allow for
'expansion &
co^jtraction ^

BRASS
SCREW*
GLANQ*

.ASBESTOS
PACKING.

STANDARD
THREAD.

SOLID
"nickel,
ROD.

This illustra-

tion is exactly

twice actual

size.

EVERY
DETAIL OF
IT CLAIMS

YOUR
ATTENTION.

3 POINT SPARK GAP.
The name "LODGE" is clearly visible en the porcelain. Special pattern suitable for the Triumph engine.

.\ . ASK TO SEE THESE PLU^S AT YOUR GARAGE .

If you should have any difficulty in obtaining them, they may be had direct from us, but cash should in every
case be enclosed with order. They will be sent of by return (post free in U.K.) Money back if not approved.

PRICE / EACH NET.

Not at Stanley Show. Descripti\-e pamphlet sent post free on application.

LODGE BROS. & Co., i^^^*!^ ^v.. BIRMINGHAM.

A28 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Mofor Ci/dc."
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5 wording of the Act somewhat differently in two
three instances which have come to our notice,

le latest case we have heard of is explained in a
)St interesting article which we publish below.
this particular case the correspondent (who for

vious reasons wishes to remain anonymous) has
3n allowed to use motor vehicles in the past without
:ing out a licence, but is now threatened with a
nmons if he does not provide himself with one
thwith. He claims that his vehicle is used solely

the delivery of goods, and is constructed for that
rpose. The local council refuse exemption on the
)unds^ that " it is possible to use the vehicle for

;asure purposes "—an elastic remark applicable to
motors constructed for the sole purpose of carry-

;

goods.

3ne of the bodies governing motoring was approached
the subject, and agreed to fight the case as a test

the powers of the councils. Almost immediately the
mcil-was apprised of this intervention through its

rk, the tactics were changed, and the motorist was
:t accused of having used his vehicle for pleasure

rposes. He assures us that he has not, but the

:usation alters the legal aspect of the case, and the

905

body which previously signified its willingness to con-
test the point now declines to do so. There are no
doubt good grounds for such a decision, but we think
action should be taken to prove whether exemptions
(which were previously allowed) cannot be insisted
upon in the case of machines constructed for the pur-
pose of carrying goods and those kept but not used
during the year. These exemption clauses are printed
on the declaration form. If all councils insist upon
payment of the tax and refuse exemption in every case
it will seriously hamper the use of motor cycles and
cars by travellers and others who wish to carry goods
on their machines in the form of samples and who
should be fetter free.

To continue the argument, if it is possible for
councils to insist on taxes in the case of vehicles kept
but not used, presumably it would be within their
rights to ask dealers and manufacturers who have
machines in stock for sale to pay a licence on each of
them. This may be somewhat far fetched, but it is

not any more so than the action of some of the
councils who appear to be determined to make all pay
in utter disregard of the exemption clauses on the ofii.cial

declaration form.
*-<

LOCAL TAXATION: A WARNING.
I
EEING some discussion regarding taxation exemptions

. in The Motor Cycle recently, an experience of my own
' may be interesting, and at the same time

.
prove a

warning to others in like circumstances.

Lbout September 20th I became the owner of a two-seated

icle, with platform at the back for the carriage of goods,

, and gave this information on the form when application

> made for registration, also stating it was to be used for

le purposes only, viz., the delivery of goods in the

inary course of business. I also stated that the owner's

le and address were painted on the body as prescribed by

, and, under these circumstances, claimed exemption from
£2 2s. tax, which had been previously allowed me on

er vehicles used in a similar manner during the time the

was under the control of the Inland Revenue authorities,

ew days after registering I was served with a demand for

£2 2s. tax from the local town clerk, and exemption was
used on the grounds that it was " possible " to use the

icle for pleasure purposes. Although I was in point of

t using it only as stated, that was not sufficient. Failing

ment of the tax prosecution was to follow. Being a

nber of a club affiliated to one of the motoring bodies, I

3ed the facts before the secretary. The solicitor to this

[y at once wrote the town clerk that if he decided to

secute the case would be treated as a test case, and fought
my behalf.

A Change of Tactics.
"he town, clerk then changed his tactics for the exaction

/he tax by saying he had evidence that I had used the car

pleasure. I had done nothing of the kind, however. I

nted this out to the solicitor, and told him I had kept a
!plete diary of my journeys. The solicitor conveyed this

;he town clerk, and also advised me, as the matter turned
m a question of, fact and nob of law, that I had better

age a local solicitor to defend me, and the motoring body
lid consider assisting me in the payment of expenses.

3se preliminaries occupied about a month—up to October
K. On October 27th the solicitor, or rather tne secretary

the association, wrote the town clerk, saying his associa-

1 did not propose going any further with the mailer. As
Q as this information reached the.town clerk the final twist
! given to the screw, the matter was placed before the
il watch committee, who gave instructions for a summons
9e issued, and at this point, convinced of the folly of
iting a test case without assistance, I paid the tax.

The Kind of Vehicle Really Exempt.
n an interview I had with the town clerk I enquired what
d of vehicle would be considered exempt. His answer
5 interesting and illuminative of the spirit in which local

authorities seem inclined to act, as contrasted with the Inland
Revenue Board. I was informed that exemption would
practically be non-existent, and nothing short of a steam or
petrol waggon, with solid tyres and waggon body, would be
exempt. The use to which the owner of any other kind of
motor vehicle could put it, and the fact of his name and
address being painted thereon, had nothing to do with the
matter. •

|

The Inland Revenue Definition. '

Now as the form when dealing with exemptions distinctly.
says :

" That any vehicle made or adapted for the carriage of
goods, and used solely for the purposes of husbandry or trade,
shall be exempt from carriage licence," I cannot but think that
the town clerk is wrong, and I do not think the tax was ever
intended to oppress those who, like myself, simply wish to
make use of a vehicle to assist them in earning their living.

Under the Inland Revenue Board we were at least assured
of one standard view of ruling. Under the latest arrange-
ments it seems possible, and likely, that every town clerk or
clerk to a county council will have the power and exercise it

to set up his own ruling and interpretation of exemption, and
those motorists within his area must abide by it. That this

power should be divided among so many is surely a mistake,
and likely to cause endless confusion, expense, and friction.

If any of your readers are contemplating the use of a motor
of any kind in their business I think they would be wise to

ascertain the views of their local autocrat, or they cannot
rely on escaping the tax.

A Case for the Motoring Associations.
The licensing Act with regard to motors requires reframing,

and it is a pity that the various governing bodies cannot pre-

sent a more united front, and endeavour to secure some mea-
sure of equity for that unfortunate milch cow, the common or
garden motorist. If there is any one class of taxpayer singled

out for plunder, interference, and persecution in various

ways it is that unfortunate being who owns a motor cycle or
car. I purposely leavo out the district I reside in and
the name of the association concerned, as no good purpose
can be served by bringing their names to public notice, but,

as my experience may serve to show that the shackles of
officialism are likely to be drawn even tighter than before,

and thus to put others on the ale?t, I trust you will be able

to find room for my article in eztenso.

Pat, Pat, Pat.

The R.O.M. Tyre and Rubber Co. (1909), Ltd., is being
refloated, with a capital of £50,000, the shares being of the

value of £1 each. 20,000 shares are now offered for sub-

scription at par.

A29
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cdasional Comment!?
By "IXION.

Order Early.

There are two classes of purchaser to ' be seen

annually circling round the alluring gangways of a

Stanley Show. The first is a man of excitable breed

v.'ho' allows himself to be hypnotised by glittering

exhibits and glib salesmen intO' placing an ill-considered

order on the first day of the exhibition at almost the

first stand he approaches, and so gets saddled for

twelve months with a machine that does not really suit

him, finally disposing of it at a loss. The other is the

ultra cautious individual who waits for the early spring

competitions to see which novelties are going to make
their mark, and ends by having to wait during two
months of gorgeous riding weather before he can get

deli\'ery of the desire of his heart. There's an old

maxim which advises us to sleep a night on every

important decision ; and buying a motor bicycle is

rather like marrying a wife. Yoti are taking a com-
panion of your joys and sorrows, a companion not

easily or cheaply to be got rid of, and haste does not

pay. But while we dally, other lovers may propose.

So I generally make up my mind at the Stanley Show
vi^hat I am going to ride during the next year, though
I never place my order on the first day, or before I

have made my round of all the stands; and if my
fancy pitches on something really new, my order is

made conditional on a satisfactory road trial.

The Weight Factor.

Often and often when I have been hesitating between
two machines which in technical excellence seemed
indistinguishable, as they reposed lazily on their patch
of carpet, I have solved the enigma and caused dark
shadows to flit across the countenance of the show
attendant by lifting the rear part of the machine off

its stand. The weights of machines appear both in

Stanley leaflets and in peraianent catalogues in figures

of a truly suspicious rotundity. It is always a case of
" 80 " or " 150 " or " 160." (Why I never saw a twin
at the show that weighed more than 170 lbs. ; did you?)
It is only at hill-climbs and reliability trials that we
sadly encounter the no lbs. lightweight, the iSolbs.
single-cylinder roadster, and the 2 cwts. twin. We
cannot go to Islington with a spring balance and string

up the jigger that smites our inflammatory affections

to discover its actual weight. But when decision is

just rolling over the brink of the irrevocable precipice
we can take the wise precaution of seizing our choice
just abaft the saddle and hefting its rear wheel an
inch off the floor. It is often thus that tne decision of
the wilier motor cyclist is clinched or withdrawn.

Tools.
If there is one detail of the Stanley Show which

seldom receives the attention it deserves from the
average rider it is the handy little tool or accessory
tucked away in small exhibits in the Gallery. He
orders his machine, but he delays the purchase of
such items as belt punches, valve spring compressers,
A30

etc., until he returns home to the wildernesse§ c

Devon or Northumbria. Then he goes in haste i

his local petrol man what time the gorgeous moui

is newly uncrated, and orders in haste. Present

on his summer tour, as he wrestles with an awkwar
job under the handicap of unsuitable tools, anoth

rider comes along and complacently loans him som
small accessory that shortens the time and reduce

the weariness of the job by fifty per cent. I nev

come away from the Stanley without drooping pocket

I am no catalogue fiend, dear reader, but I set asif

a few sacred hours for a minute inspection of tl

accessory stalls, and there I find the perfect litt

spanners, and pocket kits, and belt punches, an

fasteners, and spring compressers, and what not, whic

make me almost welcome a broken belt or a siiappe

valve by the roadside when the time comes to u

them.

Generators,
In particular the Stanley supplies a fine opportunit

to obtain a better acetylene generator. Thous^nc
of riders are limited to the daylight hours for the

riding simply because they have started their rriotc

cycling existence with an old-fashioned generate:

When darkness comes on it takes a quarter of a

hour to get it started, maybe, and oft in the stil

night it strikes work, and if they can coax it bac

to afford a few stray beams of very dubious illuminati\

value they have to wriggle home in constant terrc

of knocking Avith their front wheel ait the back-do(

of a hooded van or caressing the hindquarters 'of

cow. But the statistics of twenty-four hour rui

show that there are motor cycle generators whic

will regularly supply enough gas for riding the nigl

through without trouble or anxiety, and if you, de;

reader, do not possess a generator of this type, ju

make a special examination of the innards of tl

beasties at the Stanley, and you will not go bac

home without at any rate one bulging pocket.

Another New Light-weight.

Recently I was permitted to examine an experiment;

lightweight motor bicycle of wonderfully neat desigi

the product of a large firm of motor cycle manufacture:

in the Midlands. At present I am not in a positic

to divulge the name, but may say that this little ligh

weight is thoroughly up to date in design, posses*

spring forks, a vertical engine carried low down in tl

frame fired by magneto, mechanically operated inl

valves, and V belt drive. The total weight I shou

estimate to be not more than 85 lbs. Anyway 01

conld lift it clear of the ground with one hand. I ha'

noticed it running about more than once, and it seen

to be a thorough success. Everytime I see tl

machine on the road it brings home to me how caref

those firms are who have a reputation to consider

place nothing on the market which is not bound to be

success in the hands of amatem^s.
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THE POINTS TO LOOK
FOR ON STAND 132.

VALVES.—Overhead M.O.I.V. ensures easy start-

ing and keeps exhaust valve cooler.

OIL PUMP.—Mechanical, on crank case, positive

and regular lubrication in any temperature.

SILENCER.—No one has yet termed the INDIAN
" noisy brute !

"

CONTROL.—On handle-bar, positive and simple.

No finger-ache—just a turn of the wrist.

TRANSMISSION.—Chain drive gives nearest

100% efficiency. And how neat !

CLUTCH,—The INDIAN clutch makes the chain

drive as smooth as a belt.

FRAME.—You cannot see the strength from out-

side—ask to see a section.

SPRING FORK.—No vulgar display of springs

and rockers—but the spring is there.

28im WHEELS.—Large wheels spell C-O-M-
F-O-R-T, Also speed, and longer life for

tjTes and the machine generally.

BRAKE.—The INDIAN band brake is a model
of efficiency—it holds !

I still hold the RECORDS for 50 miles (53 mins.

58 4-5ths sees.), 100 miles (1 hour 50 mins.

. 24 2-5th sees.), 2 hours (108 miles 1,367 yds.)

NOV. 13? '7, 190X

HEND] [CTDRINGODtl

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

184, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Telephone : Mayfair 1749. Telegrams :

" Hendiah, London."

S. & H.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'" A31
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The Man
on the Saddle

He knows the value of com-

fort—he knows that without
it perfect pleasure is impossible

—he knows, also, that upon
the Saddle, more than any

— other fitment, his comfort is

dependent

—

He knows, further, that the name of BROOKS in such

connection means that perfection in design, material, and
workmanship, which alone can make that comfort possible.

Do you know ?—if not, note that in every model of the

BROOKS' Anti-vibratory
Saddles and Seats
comfort and durability are ideally combined

—

That embodied in their construction is that exclusive

feature—the BROOKS Patent Compound Springs—which
absorb vibration within themselves, and entirely eradicate

that common fault:—a tendency to bounce.

There are many other advantages, and if you would learn

more of them, you should call at

STAND 230, GALLERY,
STANLEY SHOW,

where every model of the BROOKS
will be on view, or write us now
for Saddle Manual.

~~~

Dept. B4S.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.

A32 In aii-no<'?v't 'his advertisement it is desirable to mention ''Tlv Motor Cycle."
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^URING part of last summer, I made an exceed-

J ingly pleasant tour as far as Bingen, which I

think I can safely say was one of the most
enjoyable I have ever experienced. Not only

1 the trip a little out of the ordinary, and calculate(i

broaden the mind, but the expenses were small and
experiences so delightful that I can confidently

ise my confreres of the noble pastime, if they have

already done so, tO' give this form of holiday a

1.

)n the 9th of July- I started off from London for

(Vhaven at about 6 p.m., so as to arrive in plenty

:ime in which to attend to the various preliminaries,

h as emptying the petrol tank, getting the machine

ghed, and, not the least important of all, securing

lerth on the steamer befoTe the boat train arrived.

2 cost of the passage from Newhaven to Dieppe is

. 6d. (second class) fox the passenger and tos. for

motor bicycle.

A Word of Advice.
before embarking the traveller should make sure

t his machine is being carefully handled on its

,rse from the quay tO' the steamer, and he would do
1 to remove all detachable accessories, such as

ip or tool bag, and thus by a little foresight avoid

possible difficulty which a loss of these necessities

lid occasion. Once assured that his mount has been

ily stowed away, the motor cyclist should make
iself comfortable for the night; after which, if he

a good sailor, he will awaken only when the steward

>rms him at 2 a.m. that the good ship is nearing

;ppe, which he will do as surely as the best alarm

ck. The first thing to do after the machine and
rider are ashore is to have the motor cycle cleared

Dugh the Customs House, and to the uninitiated

t is a far more simple matter than at first sight

(ears, especially if he be a member of the A.C.U.,
U., or C.T.C., and this is a point on' which I

particular emphasis. Even if he join merely for

tour, the advantages derived more- than com-
.sate for the nominal expense incurred. Moreo'ver,

ticket lightens the traveller's burden in many ways,

[ is almost as good as a passport.

The First Ride on French Soil.

)nce clear of the Customs grasp, the tourist should

ain a perniis de circulation, 60c., which authorises

holder to drive his machine through France for a

ited time without paying the usual tax exacted on

-dent users of foreign m.achines. Having finished

fi formalities the motor cyclist should look to the

Its of the inner man, and though it is still very early

the morning a good breakfast may be obtained in

: of the cafes adjoining the quay which he will find

open. Breakfast over, the machine needs oil and
petrol, and when this part of the business is over, the
rider will still ha^ve a long day before him on which
to begin his first journey in a foreign knid. ' Petrol, or
essence as it is called in France, is sold by the litre, at

a price ranging from 25c. to 50c. per litre, the latter
being equivalent to about a pint and threequarters.
When all was ready I set out for Amiens, about seventv
miles away, where anyone following my route may if

he desire only to travel a short distance pass the
night, and have a good look round that ancient military
town of somewhat Flemish appearance, with its quaint
old buildings and cobble-paved streets. A good hotel
which I can thoroughly recommend is the Hotel
Central. Next morning I made for Sedan, passing
the famous battlefield en route. The roads were in

perfect condition, straight as a die, and possessing an
excellent surface, which, coupled with Ae fact that

there is no enforced speed limit, rendered the going
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The Steuerkarte which has to be obtained on arriving at the frontier.

The wiitsr paid a deposit at the Customs of 63 marks (£3 3s.), which is

recoverable within a year providing the seal affixed to the card is un-
broken.
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appearance of avenues, but the less
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at the Hotel de la Croix d'Or, which
able and moderate in price, while

cyclists who are not cm fait with the

there is the Hotel de 1' Europe, which

and has an Englishman for its host.

I saw that the machine was filled up
made a dash fox Trier (Treves), the

town, where petrol ceases to be know
changes its name to henzin.
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giving them the

important roads
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is still cheaper.
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with petrol, and
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A Fortnight's Tour in Rheinland.—
On arriving at the frontier I iiad to pay a deposit

at the Customs of sixty-three marks (three guineas),

which is recoverable at any of the frontier Customs

houses when leaving the country any time within a

year of entering, provided the seal affixed to the card

is unbroken. The steuerkarte which the editor has

been kind enough to illustrate is similar in a Avay

to the triptych issued by the Royal Automobile Club

to car owners, only it is procured in Germany, and

not in London, as is the case with the triptych. It

states that it is good for a year from 13th July, 190Q,

to 1 2th July, 1 910, that it is issued to me for a petrol-

driven motor vehicle of 3^2 h.p. made
by Antoine Fils and weighing eighty-

live kilos., while overleaf it mentions

that I have paid two and three marks
respectively for its issue. The remain-

ing ten pages of the booklet consist of

spaces for stamping my entrances and
exits. Of these there are only two
showing that I came into Germany on

July 13th and left the country on the

25th of that month. So much for the

steuerkarte. I was then given a number
big enough for a motor omnibus, to

fasten to the back of the machine, and
was once more free to roam.

< Hilly Roads and a Change of
Scenery.

From Trier onwards I was much struck

by the change of scenery, so different

from that I had just traversed. The
roads, instead of being straight, now
adopt ,a winding course, and become
decidedly hilly, particularly after leaving

Bernkastel, and thence on to a place

called Herrstein, where most of the

precious stones are cut. Proceeding on

to Kreuznaqh, noted for its salt baths, I at last arrived

at my destination, Bingen. Here I stayed the night in

order that next morning I might take a ticket on the

steanier to carry my mount and me up the Rhine as far

as Coblenz- I may mention that on the Rhine boats it

is not compulsory to empty the motor cycle tank, and
the cost of the journey for the rider and his uiotorrad,

as they term the machine, is about 3s. 6d. To
describe the beauty of the scenery as it unfolds itself

at every turn of the river is beyond the power of the

pen. I can simply sum it up in one word, " great.

At Coblenz the famous bridge of boats stretching Irom

the town across the river to the foot of the fortress

of Ehrenbreitstein is well worthy of notice, especially

as it is so constructed that it can be removed in a few

hours. After landing I had time to look round

the town, and then started for Cologne, traversing a

fairly level road, the surface of which was excellent.

I reached my destination at nightfall. Besides the

world-famed cathedral there is nothing of interest.

Next morning I resumed my journey, and travelled

as far as Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), where there

. JOURNEY BY ROAD
JOURNEY BY STEAMER OR RAIL.

FRONTIER

Showing the route followed by the writer during his fortnight's tour !n Rheinland. The
route was London to Dieppe, Amiens, Sedan, Treves, Coblenz, Cologne, Alx-la-Chapelle,
returning to England via Antwerp and Harwich.

are some very fine examples of German statuary.

Half an hour's ride from this town brought me once

more to the German frontier, where I had my steuer-

karte stamped and recovered my deposit. As I

knew the Belgian roads to consist mostly of pave,

I took the train to Antwerp, and caught the night

boat to Harwich. Thus ended a most enjoyable

trip, of which the expenses,, including everything, did

not exceed a ten pound note. J. Summers.

^—•••-^

A NEW ROTARY
ALTHOUGH primarily designed for cars, a new^

silent rotary valve engine designed by Mr. E.

W. Lewis, of Coventry (who w^as responsible

for the design of Rover motor bicycles several

years ago), cannot fail to interest motox cyclists. It

may be explained briefly as follows : The pistons and
connecting rods are of ordinary design, and operate

in conjunction with a standard crankshaft and base

chamber, but the cylinders differ widely from those in

general use Running longitudinally over the cylinder

or cylinders is a horizontal hollow shaft, which i=-

perforated to form a series of ports. This sliaft is

rotate.: in the seatings formed in the heads of the

cylinders by skew gearing from the rrankshaft. By

lhe continuous rotating of the valve tuhe with its vario'^

ports, the cycles of induction, compression, explosion,

VALVE ENGINE.
and exhaust can be carried out in each cylinder in the

desired sequence. This tube acts as a distributer,

admitting the mixture on the right and releasing the

exhaust gases on the left. It is a remarkable fact that

the cylinders are not bolted to the crank chamber, but

rest upon the flanges of the aluminium water jackets.

The latter and the bearings of the valve tube aie

secured to the crank case, so the effect of explosion and
':cmpression is to force the seating portions hard up

against the valve tube. We see no reason why an

engine of this typ2 could not be applied to a motor

cycle, "''though at present we know nothing of its com-
parjtive eiiiciency or its capability of withholding com-
T!ie~-sion for long periods. Its silence and simplicity,

rowever, ::;e points in its favour. An illustrated descrip-

tion of the engine appeared in Saturday's Autocar.
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PALMER
ALL-RUBBER STUDDED

CORD TYRE
THE IDEAL TYRE IN EVERY RESPECT.

The combinatioh of rubber studs, which
are recognised as most efficient non-skidders,

with the well-known Palmer "Airless Cord"
construction, is unsurpa^ised for perfect safety

and strength and durability.

The rubber studs are moulded into and form an integral part of the tyre, and
neither slow the machine nor heat the tyre.

The studs cannot come out and the tyre therefore retains its non-skidding properties

longer than a metal studded cover.

Unlike metal studs, a rubber non-skid does not affect the resiliency, speed, and
durability of the tyre.

MAKE A POINT OF SEEING
THIS TYRE AT THE

STANLEY SHOW.

THE PALMER
TYRE, LTD.,

19, 121, 123, Shaftesbury

STAND NO. O
Sta,nlev Show. W

LONDON DEPOT

:

103, St. John Street,

Clerkenwelt, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to jnention " Tht Mottyr Cycle."
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GAMAGES
For Useful and Up-to-date Accessories.

BOSCH
MAGNETO REPAIR PARTS.
A Full Assortment always in Stock.

THE GAMAGE CUT OUT.
One of the most use-

ful fitments yet designed
for the motor cyclist.

Quickly and easily fitted.

Cannot get out of order.
The shutter fits snugly
in the groove, and when
down forms a pr-rfeclly

gastight joint. Strongly
made and beautifully

finished off.

Price 6/-. Postage 3(i.

The Cowey Motor Cycle Speed Indicator.

Can be fitted to any machine, either spring or rigid

forks. Will fit on either right or left-hand side. Will
register up to 60 miles per hour. Fully guaranteed.
Price, with Odometer. £4 4 0. When ordermg, please
give the following particulars : Name of machine, horse-
power of machine, size of front wheel, whether spring
or solid forks ; if spring forks, name of make.

THE 1909 BRITISH PLUG (Guaranteed).

Our leading Plug for 1909. Thoroughly guaranteed
A really dependable plug at the moderate price of 1/9.

THE "SHAMROCK" BELT
PUNCH. Price 1/6.

Famous All Rubber uoggle.
With unbreakabL- glasses, complete with

spare set.

With plain and smoke J cietachable glasses.
Original nialve.

Gamage s price 1 /9

New Micrometer Frictionless Oil-tight and
Dust-proof Free Wheel for Motor Cycles.

OIL ANOW&TtPPnoof PaO

Vvtv/
OU^ PflOOF WASHER FIXED BY fOURSTlEira

With the e.xceptioft of starting the
machine, the free-wheel on a motor cycle
is always free-wheeling.

Besic'.es this abnormal amount of wear,
it runs under the very worst conditions
as far as rain, mud, and dust are concerned.

It consequently requires more lubrica-

tion, while the excessive speed at which it

continually runs tends to throw the oil out.
The ideal motor cycle clutch must be

dust-proof, water-proof, and oil-retaining,

and there is certainly no other clutch than
the Micrometer having these qualifications,

and which are covered by several patents.
Price, with any thread up to ifin.

bore, 11/-
Plcase send old clutch when ordering,

otherwise fullest details as to chain line,

pitch, etc.

Every good make in

stock, including
Shamrock, Stanley
IJermntine, Waittle,
Continental, etc.

MOTOR CYCLE
WHISTLE.

A very effective road
clearer. Can be heard a
long way off. Clamps on
to exhaust, and is oper-

ated by foot pedal.

In Brass, 10/-

note.

The Compact Motor
Cycle Horn.

V'ery deep and sonor-
well made,
good finish

thr o u g fa-

out. In
nickel.

Price, 8/6
large size,

and 5/9
small.

Postage 4d

The "Fanfare" Horn.
New motor cycle size.
Loud, sharp, sweet note.
Two-note, price 7/6. Second
quality. 4/6. Best quality,
three-note, 10/6. Post 3d.

A NEW ELECTRIC LAMP.
Complete with non-spillable accumulator in

case. Fitted
with clips for

attachment to

frame. Gives
an . exception-
ally brilliant

light, and has
an adjustable
bulb, so that
rider can focus

light to suit

his own re-

quirements.
Nickel-plated.

Price 37/6,
complete-

Cflf^flCt

"PATCHQUICK" PATCHES
thoroughly amalgamate with the tyres, and will neither
creep nor come off when the tyres get hot. They
require no Vulcaniser, are fixed in five minutes, and
will expand when tyres are inflated.

The 1909 Motor Cycle Bag.
With pockets tor oiler, plugs, and

springs. .
Price 7 /6, postage 3d.

Price 6d. and 1/- per tube. Patches 2d. each.

Repair Outfits, 3/- Can be sent by post or rail.

ETFINK
-Ji.-'MJ' »''---'V-f '

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention '' The Motor Cycle.'
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THE STANLEY SHOW EXHIBITS.
DESCRIPTIVE REPORT BY OUR OWN STAFF.

—Numerous Illustrations

—

^JlMe TO llGHT IaM.PvS

A FORTNIGHT'S TOUR IN RHEINLAND.

ie Motor Cycle " Supplement.

Dwing to the amount of space devoted
the description of the Show exhibits,

coloured supplement is included with

s issue. Incidentally, we may men-
n that the supplement feature has

;n very favourably commented upon
numerous readers, and it is our

ention to include it regularly in the

.ure.

tin's Postal Carrier Tricars,

rhe Berlin Post Office employs very

V motor cycles for transport work,
•ee electric-propelled tricycles and as

,ny three-wheelers fitted with internal-

nbustion motors representing its

tire rolling stock. In point of fact,

5 Berlin authorities are displaying an
treme cautiousness in the adop-
n of mechanically-propelled vehicles.

Jalloon Chase on Motor Cycles.

Fifty motor cyclists participated in a

lloon chase organised by the Saxon
mch of the German Motor Cyclists'

iSociation. The balloon rose in the
;inity of Dresden. The first prize

ifi withheld owing to a technical

dssion on the part of the balloonists,

t the second prize, consisting of a

ver cup, fell to a motor cyclist

med Demmler, who reached the bal-

)n four minutes after it had landed.

Impoitant Resignation.

Mr. Robert Todd, for many years
morary chairman of the Stanley
low Committee and president of the

anley Cycling Club, has resigned,

ti alteration in the arrangements for

e conduct of the business side of the
ow has brought about thifi retire-

ent. We have not space to deal with
1 the circumstances, but it will suffice

point out that previous to this

iar's exhibition, the show has been
.rried on by the Stanley Cycling
lub, a club of. amateur cyclists who
srived no personal advantages from
le profits of the show. Lately an
iportant change was made in the
vnership of the show, the goodwill

id property being transferred to a

mited liability company. Mr. Todd's
lairmanship of the club extends back
renty-five years ; it can therefore be
Tmised that he is not severing such
I old connection without general

gret on all sides. Mr. Todd, of

urse, still retains the chairmanship
the Auto Cycle Union.

Criticisms of 1910 Models.

Mr. Basil H. Davies's criticisms of

the new pattern motor cycles at the
show will appear m an early issue of

The Motor Cycle. Few motor cyclists

have had as much riding experience as

Mr. Davies, and his opinions are always
interesting.

A.A. Scouts on Motor Cycles.

The enormous growth of the Auto-
mobile Association from 100 members
to nearly 12,500 in four years has now
induced the executive to arrange for a

special and distinctive uniform to be

issued to its patrols and patrol officers,

as illustrated in the accompanying
photographs. The uniforms have been

The smart uniform adopted for the A.A. cycle

and motor cycle scouts. (1) Special cape for

adverse weather. (2) The distinctive ordinary

uniform.

carefully chosen witli a view to afl'ord-

ing the greatest possible protection
from the weather, while rendering the
men more prominent, and more easily

seen by the occupants of cars approach-
ing them.

Grant Tovirards a Heavy Fine.

As already reported, F. W. Applebee
was fined £5 and costs at Retford
recently for driving to the common
danger in the 10 m.p.h. limit area. The
A.C.U. promised to defend him, but the
R.A.C. solicitor, through an oversight,

failed to turn up. The R.A.C. and
A.C.U. have since granted £5 to the
expenses.

A Feature of " The Motor Cycle " Show Report.

This year we have adopted a novel
and original method of arranging the
description of the motor cycles exhibited
at the Stanley Show, which we feel

sure will be generally appreciated. It

is usually necessary to scan a whole
column description to ascertain the
main features of any particular

machine, but in The Motor Cycle
Show report a brief specification is

given under the heading of each make
of machine, a commentary by our
staff following. Prospective pur-
chasers visiting the Show need only
carry a copy of this issue to avoid
much needless questioning of busy
stand attendants.

Suggestions for the Auto Cycle Union.

The Midland Centre of the A.C.TT
has decided to promote a speed con-

test at an early date on a private

estate if a suitable course can be

found. At a recent meeting of the

centre in Birmingham the following

resolutions were also passed : (1.) That
the R.A.C. be asked to reserve in the
'

' Year Book '

' a few pages to be
devoted to the most useful and popular

competition formulte with examples,

etc. (2.) That the A.C.U. be asked

to vary the course of the quarterly

trials. (3.) That the A.C.U. be asked

to take the matter up re the lighting

of cattle on the roads at night.

Germany's Imports and Exports of Motcr Cycles.

Germany's foreign sales of motor

cycles during the first nine months of

the current year underwent expansion

in comparison with figures for a similar

period in 1908. It exported 1,751

machines as against 1,348 in the pre-

ceding year, with respective values of

£55,550 ii.nd £41,950. The British

market absorbed 497 double cwts.

(double cwt. = 100 kilos), or an excess

of 138 double cwts. over its tonnage

in 1908. Russia ranks next to Great

Britain as a customer for German
motor cycles, its share being 165

double cwts. As to imports, Germany
only received 202 machines, or seventy-

seven less than in 1908.
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Police Traps.

We have received information of a

police trap tv?o miles from Leeds, on

the Otley Road, and another on the

Chapeltovvn Road, near Leeds.

A Motor Cyclist's Light Monoplane.

Piloted by M. Campbell, of Bromley,

Kent, a member of the M.C.C., initial

trials of an all-British monoplane took

place at Orpington. The combined

weight of pilot and monoplane is

400 lbs. A 7ft. propeller made of wood

is used and a J.A.P. aero engine. The

machine travelled several hundred yards

at five or six feet from the ground,

when the propeller became loose on the

shaft. A 50 h.p. engine will be fitted

shortly.

An Unjust Pollee Trap.

A correspondent v^nrites :
" There is a

trap working just on the London side

of Pulborough, Sussex. It is over a

quarter of a mile in length, and is

worked at the foot of rather a steep

hill named Codmore, just where a

motor cyclist would accelerate a little

to get up the hill. A policeman stops

him at the top and keeps him waiting

until the sergeant (Marsh) comes up.

From what I could gather in Pul-

borough he I is most energetic, arid

motorists should go carefully when in

the district. I think its position right

at the foot of a hill most unjust."

A Novel Magneto Makeshilt.

Has any other reader ever heard of

a similar case to this one? A corre-

spondent in India mentions a curious

experience with a magneto ignited

machine. His engine refused to fire

after it had stood for some time, and
eventually he found the cause to be

due to the fact that the small carbon

pencil on the left or contact breaker side

of the magneto had crumbled to pieces.

As it meant four or five days' delay to

obtain a new carbon pencil, he in-

geniously contrived a new one out of

a piece of vegetable charcoal, which
acted quite well except that when ex-

haust was raised a good deal of back-

firing occurred. The makeshift wcie

used for over a week.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.

On September 15th we published 'a

letter from T. Denham Till as to motor
cycling conditions in Ceylon. In the

letter lie deplored the scarcity of motor
workshops, and referred to the high

prices charged for repairs or replace-

ments and the difficulty and delay in

obtaining them. This letter was copied

and published in the Ceylon Observer,

the result being a reply from D. J.

Maitland (whom many readers at home
will remember as a rider of a Bat),

who contends that Mr. Till's letter did

not truly represent the conditions

obtaining in Ceylon, and that fuel,

spares, and replacements are not so

extremely difficult to procure, although
he admits the very high prices charged
for them, and the inconvenience of

having to send home. Mr. Maitland
says he carries no more spares on his

8 h.p. two-speed motor bicvcle in

Ceylon than he did when touring in

England. Mr. Till's retort was that,

as far as the district of Dumbara-Kandy
is concerned, his letter to The Motor
Cycle is quite true, as can be witnessed
by four or five motor cyclists.

=CIHD

M.U. Membership Badges.

Over 600 of the button badges which

are supplied free of charge to all motor

cyclists who join the Motor Union

have been issued during the last nine

months.

Missiles Thrown at Motor Cyclists.

A case of considerable interest to

motor cyclists was heard at the New
Forest Petty Sessional Court last week,

when an information was laid by

Major E. T. Dixon, J. P., of Hythe, a

well-known motor cyclist, against

Charles Davey, a boy, of Totton, for

C'^ f^xi^vS: v^v^ m f§^ W fS iiSrvS: t'A x»i r>h i)h '^^
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Nov. 19-27—Thirty-third Stanley Show, Royal ^^
Agricultural Hall, Islington, N. ^<it^

_i
23—Meeting of the Trade and com- f»jT^

petitors to consider conditions for rife?

the 1910 Tourist Trophy Race.
"f'

27—A.C.U. Council Meeting at 112, ^^
Piccadilly, W. at 5.30 p.m. -||.

Dec. II—M.C.C. annual dinnner and distribu- §|g
tion of prizes at the Trocadero ^(.^

Restaurant.

S^S Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union annual d nner at "^-^

the Waldorf Hotel. r^two.

throwing a missile on the highway to

the annoyance of passengers. Major
Dixon stated to his brother magistrates

that he was' riding a motor cycle

through Totton on October 21st, when
there were several children playing _ in

the road. A cap was thrown at him,

and struck the cycle between the front

wheel and the fork. He stopped within

ten or fifteen yards, for he was not

going fast, and told the children play-

ing there that he was going to the

police. A police sergeant deposed to

tracing the owner of the cap, who
denied throwing it at Major Dixon,
stating that the win*d had blown it off.

A little girl, however, in the presence
of the officer said she saw the lad

throw the cap, but the boy adhered to

his denial. Major Dixon informed the

bench that he had brought it forward
as a test case, for the practice of throw-
ing caps at motor cyclists was fre-

quently indulged in. He wanted it

NOVEMBER 22^id, igog.

known throughout the country that it

was not merely a question ot annoying;

people, but was a serious thing, which
might result in an accident or even
death. The bench, in dismissing the

case, expressed the view that Major
Dixon iiad been quite right in bringing
it forward, as the act complained 01

was a most dangerous one. The boy,
however, had not been identified.

Well-known Motor Cychsts Experimenting with
Aeroplanes.

W. H. Bashall is at the present
moment devoting his attention to
gliders and aeroplanes. He has got a
glider and contemplates gliding down
the Surrey Downs near Dorking at no
distant date. If his experiment proves
successful he will fit an Anzani engine
(which he tells us he has already got)
and he and A. G. Fenn will commence
aeroplaning in real earnest.

New South Wales Motor Cycle Trials.

The following is the result of the
two days' trial to Goulburn and back
held by the Motor Cycle Club ot

N.S.W. on October 2ncl and 4th, and
referred to in these columns last

week :

Absolute winner, J. E. Yee (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 6 points.

Winner of Class A, up to 3 h.p.,

R. R. Upcroft (1^ h.p. Alotosacoche),

53 points.

Winner of Class B, over 3 h.p., A.
E. Morton (5 h.p. J.A.P. ), and F. S.

Roberts (5-6 h.p. F;N.), tie with 7

points each.

The following are the points lost by
the other competitors :

L. W. Firth (3^ h.p. Triumph), 20;
H J. Clement (6 h.p. Clement), 46;
C. Merry (5 h.p. J.A.P.), 54; W.
Stevenson (3^ h.p. Lewis), 105; C.

Sanderson (3^ h.p. Brown), 296; W.
Foulis (2i h.p. Foulis), 299.

A. Foy (4 h.p. Buchet), retired ; L. J.

Astley (3^ h.p. Triumph), lost 27 points

on Saturday, and retired on Monday
owing to machine catching fire ; H.
Saunders (3^ h.p. Bradbury), lost 74

points on Saturday, retired at Liver-

pool from tyre troubles ; W. W. Rey-
nolds (3^ h.p. Triumph), lost 34 points

on Saturday, retired on Monday at

Picton, tyre troubles.

Next year's pat'ern 3 h.p. twin Woll shown on Stand 54, Stanley Show. The oil inlet to the

erank case is discernible immediately above the driving pulley.
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On Friday last, at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington, N., the thirty-third Stanley Show was opened to the

public by Sir Albert K. RoUit. The exhibition will be open each day from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. until Saturday next,

the 27th inst., and those of our readers who can spare the time would be well advised to pay a visit to the Show.

The numerous motor cycles on. view show great skill on the part of the designers, and much ingenuity and care in

production. Never were so many perfectly-designed motor cycles grouped together under one roo'. The description

of the exhibits hereunder has been written by our own staff after a personal examination at the stands.

Under the name of each machine will be found a short specification useful to buyers, followed by a commentary.

OPENING CEREMONY.
For the twenty-first year the . official opening ceremony of

the Stanley Show was entrusted to Sir Albert K. Rollit,

who performed the ceremony at the opening lunch on Fri-

day. After the chairman (Mr. C. W. King) had proposed

the health of the King, Sir A. K. .Rollit proposed the toast

of the Stanley Show, and remarked that the cycle was the

pioneer of the motor cyclg and aeroplane. The motor cycle

was the first word of mobility in the world of perpetual

motion, and the period of invention has not yet end€d. In

remarking that this was the first year that aeroplanes had
been shown, the speaker said that he remembered taking Li

Hung Chang to see an aeroplane made by Sir Hiram Maxim.

the new chairman,
pre-was

Sir Albert then welcomed Mr. King as

In response, Mr. King claimed that England
eminent in the manufacture of motor cycles.

In a brief and witty speech Sir Thomas Lough, M.P., pro-

posed the health of Sir Albert Eollit, and said that motor
cycles cov.ered a different field from cycles. Mr. D. S. Water-
low, M.P., then proposed the health of the Chairman, Mr.

0. W. King. The Chairman, in responding, performed an

interesting ceremony in presenting Sir Albert Rollit with a

handsome silver cup, suitably inscribed, in memory of his

"coming of age," as opener of the show. Sir Albert Rollit

having returned thanks the assembly dispersed.

MOTOR CYCLES.
A.C, No. 129.

5 h.p. Model : 90 x 102 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto

;

A.C. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 and 8 to 1 gears; 66 mm.
Michelin car tyres ; chain transmission.

Auto Carriers, Ltd., West Norwood.—The A.C. tricar

is attracting much interest in the show, and deservedly so,

for it is one of the smartest designed three-wheelers on the

road to-day. In the case of this tricar it can truly be said

that it is the survival of the fittest, for it is built on right

A new pattern two-seated A.C. racing triear, christened " The Mighty Atom."

When completed it will have a Lanehester type o£ dashboard.

lines—not too heavy, and simplified in every possible way.

To refer to some of the details of its constriietion : The engme
is situated under the driver's seat, and is air-cooled, the

radiating fins being of exceptionally large size. Two out-

side flywheels are used, one on each side of the crank case.

Each of these drives by means of a friction wheel (which

automatically adjusts itself) a fan which deflects cold air

on to the cylinder head. Dual ignition, which is the subject

of a patent, is fitted to special order. With this device, when
the revolutions drop below two hundred per minute, a f9rm

of governor allows the engine to switch itself over from

magneto to accumulator ignition. The carburetter, which

is of the simplest possible construction, possessing no balance

weights and levers, is located in front of the engine, whilst

the valves are situated fore and aft. The two-speed gear is

of the epicyclic type, and contained within the rear_ hub,

whilst a multiple disc clutch working, in oil (a miniature

example of those fitted to high-class cars) is also used. The

engine and its appurtenances are well enclosed by an under-

screen extending from the front of the machine. The petrol

tank is situated at the rear of the passenger's seat. The

steering of this excellent little runabout is by means of a

tiller, a lever over the tiller operating the change-speed

gear. The comfort of the driver and passenger has been

well attended to, the front portion of the frame being sus-

pended on semi-elliptic springs, whilst the rear wheel is

attached to the ends of laminated springs.

A special low-built model A.C. has side by side seats, and

is of very racy appearance. It has been christened the

"Mighty Atom," and is nicely finished in French grey. The

gears of this model are 3^ and 7 to 1.

Two tricars for business purposes are shown on the stand

built to special order. There is ample space in front foi-

goods and samples, and this vehicle has been adopted by

several large London firms.

ARNO, No. 133.

3i h.p. Model: 85 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto;

Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1 ; Con-

tinental tyres ; rubber V-belt transmission.

Abno Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry.—The i^rno motor bicycle

is shown in two distinct models, the Speed model, and the

Modele de Luxe. The former is fitted with rigid forks, has

shorter wheelbase, and no pedals, and is lighter. The engine

is easily detachable from the frame by the removal of fou;;

bolts. The Modele de Luxe is provided with a type ot

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS: M.O.I.V., mecOianically- operated inlet valve; A-CLV., automaticallr-operated inlet yalve; B.B.^

H.B.C., handle-bar o&ntrol ; Abjbbtaei*, adjustable pnlley.

ball bearing

AI
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A very neat combination. Power plant of the 3.V h.p. m.o.i.v. Arno, showing
disposition of carburetter, magneto, and footboard.

)ring forks brought out by the Arno Co., in which the springs

re concealed in a tube. This model is sold fitted for the road

ith luggage carrier, stand, and number plate. The mag-
eto, which is gear driven, is placed behind the crank case.

AUTO WHEEL, No. 88.

1| h.p. Model : l|in. x 2in. ; two-stroke ; Bosch magneto ;

A. W. Wall carburetter, h.b.c. ; Clincher tj' res ; direct

transmission.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham.—The Wall
.uto Wheel is decidedly an ingenious motor attachment, by
leans of which a pedal bicycle can be converted into a

otor-propelled vehicle. The power unit is absolutely inde-

3ndent of the cycle, and is attached to

by means of two clamps, one on the off

de back forks and the other on the off

de chain stay. It is entirely self-con-

lined, and carries a small two-stroke
igine fed by a floatless carburetter,
osch magneto, automatic oiler, and a
etrol and oil tank, which are formed
ut of the mudguard. In the hub are
5ntained the flywheel and the epicyclic
jduction. By means of an internally
spanding brake the free engine is ob-
lined. This is coupled up to a Bowden
'ire by a lever on the handle-bar. As
le Auto Wheel is flexibly attached to the
'c^e it foll""S 'ts direction at every
lovement. (For illustration see next page.

)

BAT, No. 96.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ;

Bosch b.b. magneto ; J.A.P. car-
buretter, h.b.c; ^ to 1 gea,r;
2^in. rubber-studded ROM tyres;
V-belt transmission.

The Bat Motor Mfg. Co., Penge, S.E.
-Tliis model remains much the same as
le 1909 model. The J.A.P. engiae is of
le side by side valve type, and a drip

feed automatic oiler is relied upon solely. The magneto i.s

carried in the tank above the engine, where it is well pro-

tected from any mud or dirt The spring frame is the

special feature of the Bat, and it gives most luxurious
riding. Footboards are fitted in place of pedals. Twcj
brakes of the external contracting type are htted, one on

each side of the rear wheel. On this machine, as well a^

on all the other 1910 Bat models, a metal toolcase is fitted

on the underside of the carrier.

5-6 h.p. Twin MoDEaj : 76 x 85 mm.; m.o.Lv. ; Bosch b.b.

magneto; J.A.P. automatic carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1

gear ; 2^in. rubber-etudded ROM tyres ; V-belt trans-

mission.

In general design this machine is identical with the single-

cylinder model just described, but the engine is of the twin
cylinder V type. It may here be mentioned that all Bat
models for 1910 are fitted with side by side mechanically-
operated valves and J.A.P. automatic carburetters controlled

by a single lever on the handle-bar (although there is a

lever to vary the opening of the main air intake to suit

varying temperatures), J.A.P. automatic drip feed lubrica-

tion, petrol gauges to the tanks, and also the Bat patent
system of spring suspension.

7-8 h.p. Twin Model : 86x85 mm. ; m.o.i.v.; Bosch b.b.

magneto; J.A.P. carburetter, h.b.c; 3^ to 1 gear;
25in. rubber-studded ROM tyres ; V-belt transmission.

This particular model can be obtained either single-geared

or fitted with the Phelon and Moore two-speed gear and
chain drive. In case the machine is variably geared, the

Bat Co. alter the gear to enable the final drive to be by
belt, a Whittle link grip being used. Two of the machines
are shown fitted with wickerwork rigid type sidecar at-

tachments, and altogether these machines make a very
imposing exhibit.

BRADBURY, No. 77.

3^ h.p. Model : 87 x 87 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto

;

Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; adjustable pulley

;

Clincher tyres ; rubber V-belt transmission.
Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Oldham. — These old-estab-

lished makers are confining their attention to the one
model specified above. The following improvements have
been embodied for 1910 : Improved form of handle-bar, longer

head, giving more support, stronger spindles in rear wheel,
and a more substantial and larger tank, lubricating pump
placed in a more convenient position near the rider, larger

diameter flywheels, and many other improvements in detail.

Amongst these we may mention Druid spring forks, with
front rim brake, improved luggage carrier, which can be

swung down, carrying with it part of the mudguard, detach-
able footrests, and a detachable bottom bracket, enabling the

whole pedalling gear to be easily removed. Another point,

which will appeal especially to Colonial riders, is that there

The new pattern 7-8 h.p. twin Bat-J.A.P This machine is not only powerful but comfortable
as it has spring frame and fcrlts.

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS: M.O.LV., meehanicaUT- opiated iaJet vajTOj A.O.I.T., automatically-opeiated inlet wive; B.B., ball beanog;
H.B.0.^ bsiudle-har oonliieli Adjustablb, adju£rtable puUesr.
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able valve tappets fitted to tbe
attern Zl b.p. Brown engiae.
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iter dearance than usual between the crank case and the
i. The machine has also been made lighter and more
ible. It is interesting; to note that Messrs. Bradbury
)rofited well by the lessons they have learnt in this

competitions.

BROWN, No. 267.

i.p. Model: 85 x 85 mm.; m.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto

;

B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4^ to 1 gear ; Clincher
tyres ; belt traussmission.

WN Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.—The 3^
juring model Brown is a very elegant and well finished

ae. The engine is placed in tbe usual vertical position,

IS its magneto carried forward between the front mud-
guards and the down tube,
where it is driven by enclosed
gearing. Both valves are
mechanically operated. Druid
spring forks are fitted to the
front wheel, but Messrs. Brown
Bros, have a new pattern
spring fork of their own, which
was illustrated in The Motor
Oyde last week (see page 894).

The lubrication is by hand,
the pump for that purpose be-

iced at the fo4"ward end of the combined petrol and oil

•n the right-hand side. In addition to this three Tourist

y models, of very similar design, except that they have
dalling gear and no spring forks, are shown on the
together with a 5J^ h.p. twin with a bore and stroke

X 90 mm.

CALTHORPE. No. 59.

.p. Model : 84 x 86 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto;
Amac carburetter, h.b.c; single gears; Dunlop
26 X 2iin. tyres ; rubber belt transmission.
STRBL AND Eea Ctcle Gc, Ltd., Birmingham.—

A

uilt and substantial modern motor bicycle, which is

I for the first time, is exhibited by the above firm,

1 cus the Calthorpe, since it is made by the makers of

althorpe car, which has performed so well ever since

been built. The machine under consideration is fitted

a 3^ h.p. White and Poppe engine, 84 x 86, light-

b Simms magneto, chain-driven, with
ain enclosed in an aluminium case, foot-

fitt^ in the usual position, to which
:e pedal is attached, Amac h.b.c. carbu-
and Druid spring forks. The silencer

lecially worthy of attention, as it is

ed to eliminate all back pressure and
silent even when the cut-out is open,
rea of the silencer is equivalent to that

cylinder. The frame is well designed,
le points of convenience are well studied,
the luggage carrier is of substantial
sions, a partial chain guard is fitted to

idalling chain, and a good stand is pro-

Another machine is also shown by
irm resembling the one we have just

bed in most details. The engine, how-
is not the same, and the machine is

t a slightly lower price.

CHATER-LEA, No. 228.

.p. Model : 84 x 86 mm. ; m.o.i.v.

;

Bosch magneto; B. and B. carburetter,
h.b.c; 4i to 1 gear; Dunlop tyres;
V-belt transmission.
.ter-Lea, Ltd., Golden Lane, E.G.

—

motor bicycl-es are shown, one being
with a 4 h.p. J.A.P. Migine, Chater-Lea

:
forks, belt rim brake, wheel stand,

iggage carrier. Another is fitted with
ter-Lea engine and the samo refinements
i way of spring forks, etc., as the one
lusly mentioned. The tliird machine
lightweight model fitted with 2^ h.p.

. engine and magneto ignition. Spring
are not included in the specification. A
ird pattern sidecar is included in the

t, also a spring wheel attachment for

rs. Ajnongst the motor cycle fittings

shown are hubs, pedals, seat pillar?, handle-bars, lugs for
trailers, three-spe»d gear boxes, clutches, etc Sidecar
enthusiasts should not miss this istand, for on it is to be seen
one of the finest examples of the combination passerger
machine on the market. The motor bicycle part of

the combination is, of course, constructed of Chater-

This motl?l is built praetieally throu^bost in fb* Cfriter Lea warks,
inclading the engine, which has a raecbanieally t pwat^d inlet valve.

Lea fittings. The engine is a 7 h.p. twin-cylinder air-

cooled J.A.P., disposed in the usual position amidships.

The change speed gear is of the sliding type, the gear box
being disposed behind the e-ngine, a single chain connect-

ing the drive, and a cone clutch being interposed.. Th^e

final transmission is by chain. A new patent spring fork

is fitted, ensuring a maximum of comfort. Regarding the

sidecar attachment, this is of the coach-built type, and is

equipped with special joints, which enable it to be attached

or detached with a minimum of trouble.

CORAH, No. 85.

^ h.p. MoDia. : 85x85 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Simms msgneto;

Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c ; two-speed gear;

Kemps>hall tyres; chain trnismission.

The Corah Motor Mfg. Co., King's Norton, are showing

a 3i h.p. Corah motor bicycle fitted with P. and M. two-speed

gear and chain transmission. Tbe mudguard is attached to

The Wall Auto
described on tha
revohitioniM p«dai

Wheel, a most ingenious self-eontained device for attaehing to a p*dal beyele,

previous page. It is attraetinj ssBsideraW* attention at tbe Sbow, at4 i^t
oy«&ig.
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the carrier, so that the latter can be swung away and the

greater {)art of the tyre exposed. J.A. P. drip lubrication,

tapless oil pump, and wide tank fillers are provided.

The machine shown is attached to an Appleby Flexio-Regia

sidecar—an exceedingly novel device which was fully described

in The Motor Cycle of April ,7th, 1909.

The principle of the parallel rule has been

adopted, so that when the machine leans

over the sidecar remains quite parallel to it,

yet the passenger keeps his normal position.

By means of a lever the sidecar can be

made rigid when the machine is brought
to rest.

A neat rotary pump for motor cycles is

shown on the Corah stand, which marks the

re-introduction of an old feature in motor
cycle lubrication. The pump is extremely

simple, as it consists merely of a Avorra which
forces the oil up from the reservoir. Another
interesting accessory is Dall's petrol gauge,

described in the last issue of The. Motor
Cycle.

CLYNO, No. 260.

3 h.p. MoDEii : 76 x 85 mm.; m.o.i.v.
;

Simms magneto ; B. and B. carburet-

ter, h.b.c. ; 3| to 1 gear (adjustable),

Shamrock-Excelsior tyres ; belt trans-

mififiion.

The Cltno Engineering Co., Thrapston.

—The 3-3^ h.p. Clyno is a nice looking

machine on standard lines, with the

engine in a vertical position forward of

the bottom bracket. The magneto is carried

forward of the engine close against the front rnudguard,

and is driven by gearing enclofied in an aluminium case.

Chater-Lea spring forks are fitted, and tyres of

very ample dimensions are installed. Both brakes

take effect on the rear wheel, the hand brake act-

ing on the tyre rim and the foot brake on the belt

rim. The lubricating pump is carried at the forward
end of the petrol tank, -which is provided with a

gauge. A special point in the construction of tkis machine
is that the engine, carburetter, magneto, silencer, and foot-

rests form a complete independent unit, which can be de-

tached by removal of two bolts. The Clyno patent adjust-

able pulley is used, which gives a fairly wide range of gear,

and is operated in a very simple manner. The stand is

of the Clyno tubular adjustable type, a feature of which is

that as the two legs are separately operated, the stand can
be made to adapt itself to any unevenness in the road.

5-6 h.p. Twin Model: 76 x 82 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Simms

NOVEMBER 22nd. igog

except as regards the engine, which has the magneto pla<

in the rear just ahead of the rear mudguard, where it

driven by a long chain enclosed in an aluminium ca

which is provided with means of adjustment. The B. j

B. carburetter is placed between the cylinders in a v
accessible position. Stevens engines are used.

magneto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 3| to 1 gear
(adjustable) ; Shamrock- Excelsior tyres ; belt trans-

mission.

This machine is similar in design to the smaller model

fin.

i

^^^""^"^

.-i^'

/

8k.p. Clyno, with 76x85 Stevens single-cylinder engine, Ruthardt magneto, and
B. ana B. carburetter.

The 1910 model Bouglas, with horizontally-opposed twin-cylinder engine. In the new models at

the Show, the engine is placed lower in the frame than on the '09 pattern,',

DOUGLAS, No. 62.

h.p. Tavin Model: 60 x 60 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch m;

neto ; Douglas carburetter, h.b.c. ; 5| to 1 gear (adju

able) ; ROM 2in. non-skid tyres ; Stanley-Dermat
belt.

DoiGLAS Bros., Kingswood, Bristol.—The Douglas mo
bicycle, of the excellence of which we can speak w
enthusiasm from personal experience, has been consideral

improved for the coming season. On the stand no fewer th

thirteen machines ara shown, of which one is a last yea

model showing hov; the improvements have been carried oi

The engine unit is shown separately, and dealing with tl

it will be noticed that the engine is very easily detachal:

from the frame by removing four bolts, which
part of the crank case casting on to a special bracket braz

on to the frame The inlet valve domes are provided wi

ball lubrication through which petrol or parafl&n may be easi

injected. The carburetter has been improved considerabl

and the piston valves admitting gas and air are held

position by means of a bridge, through which a central sen

passes into the body of the carburetter, thus rendering t

sleeves very easilj' detachable. The jet also can be easi

removed by undoing a screw at the bottom of tl

~= spray chamber. The inlet pipe has been r

designed, and is now in one piece, and is clampt

.

' by means of a screw on to the top of the inl

valve chamber. The lightweight Bosch magnet
specially designed for the Douglas, is drivi

by means of enclosed gear wheels. Tl

standard pulley is adjustable, the inner flan;

being mounted on a threaded shaft, and betwet

the two flanges there is a brass ring, so that :

the event of excessive belt or pulley wear

ring of narrower diameter can be easily inserte(

In addition to the above, Messrs. Douglas Bro

have also introduced an adjustable pulley, whic

can be altered without the aid of tools. I

the bicycle itself several alterations have bee

embodied. The front forks have been improve

by fitting springs in tension instead of in con

pression, and a larger clearance is provided to tl

tyre. On the handle-bar two special bracke

are cast, one in front of the other, the foremo:

being for the lamp, and the rearmost for tl

generator. The frame is slightly lower tha

last year's model. An absolutely dust an

waterproof free-wheel cover is provided, whicl

when greased, will last for 2,000 miles.

.X

44
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oil pump is in the tank, and below is a tliree-

tap, and on the side of the tank are words show-
the position of the tap, so that it is impos-
to make any mistake in lubrication. The bottom

cet is provided with an eccentric adjustment, and
L adjusters have been eliminated. Both wheels can

J be dropped out should it be found necessary to change
Liter cover. A useful refinement is the drilling of the
rim with large holes to allow mud, etc., to escape.

11 cleaning a machine it is a most difficult matter to get
if the collection of mud and dust unless suoh holes are

:d6d.

EXCELSIOR, No. 66.

b.p. Model : 842 x ^9 ynra. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto ;

Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c.
;

plate clutch

in hub ; 4-2 to 1 (adjustable), Durilop tyres ; V rubber
belt transmission.

TLiss, Thomas, .\xd Co., Ltd., Coventry. — The 1910
Isior is certainly a handsome machine. The engine is

I with side by side m.o.i.v., while the magneto is gear

m, and not placed so low down as to catch the mud and
which may be thrown up by the front wheel. Druid

g forks are fitted, whil« the frame is well designed
substantially constructed. The rear mudguard is extra

, so as to prevent mud being thrown on the rider from
belt. A special belt rim is attached to the off side of

'ear wheel, upon which bears a foot-operated brake. The
is, provided with hinged stoppers both for the oil and

)1, and there is also a small hinged stopper which, vfhen

. allows a float wire gauge to rise, indicating how much
there is in the tank. ^ Between the tank and the 1910

nd B. carburetter there is a flexible pipe. One of the

OS),

9^5

WSi&iXs,i^.

The 1910 model 3^ h.p. Excelsior, with plate clutch in rear hub.

models shown is provided with a plate clutch in the
rub operated by a lever on the handle-bar. An excelknt

1 and a good carrier are provided. Either a Brooks or
tt saddle may be had to order. ,

F.N., No. 130.

p. four-cylinder Model : 52 x 70 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch
magneto; F.N. carburetter, h.b.c; Englebert tyres;
propeller-shaft transmission.

N. MoTOE. Agency, Great Portland Street, W.—The new
cylinder F.N. is a distinctly attractive model. The
re dimensions have been slightly increased. The spring
has been improved, and the excellent system of lubrica-
obtaining in the small model has also been introduced,
sparking plug instead of being on the top of the cylinder is

inserted in a special pocket, thus obviating the diffi-

of any possibility of their becoming foul. The oil is

duced from the pump and drip lubricator into the bottom
le crank chamber. A new and improved carburetter,
h works automaticaly, has been fitted. Inside are two
wheels, which operate an adjustable choke tube, expand-
md contracting the choke tube as the throttle is opened
Lut. The little 2^ h.p. single - cylinder with two-speed
leather to metal clutch, and propeller-shaft drive remain
;ered. This machine is one of the most practical two-
1 lightweights in the show. One is shown converted into

cycle for use in winter weather, while the parts of the

p., niiuiely, the engine, carburetter, and propeller-shaft, are

The 6 h.p. model four-cylinder F.N. engine, showing the new carburetter,

petrol filter, drip teed lubricator, and pedal brake.

shown separately in the centre of the stand, where on account

of their compactness, ingenuity, and good workmanship they
attract considerable attention.

GRANDEX, No. 107.

2^ h.p. Model: 70 x 76 mm.; a.o.i.v.; Simms magneto;
B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 5^ to 1 gear; 2La. tyres

to order ; V-belt transmission.

Grandex Cycle Co., 28, Grays Inn Rd., W.C.—This is a
neat little lightweight motor cycle of good design shown for

the first time. The magneto, which is located behind the

cylinder, is gear driven. Footrests and Druid spring forks

are used, as is also the efficient little 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine.

The machine is Bowdenised throughout, and a rim brake is

fitted to both front and rear wheels. The oil pump is con-

cealed in the tank, and the handle is inclined towards the
rider. A petrol gauge is fitted in the tank;

HOBART BIRD, No. 172.

25 h.p. Model : 69 x 78 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch H.T. mag-
neto ; automatic carburetter, h.b.c. ; Michelin or Dun-
lop tyres ; V-belt transmission.

HoBART Bird and Co., Ltd., Coventry.—This new motor
cycle is an extremely light, simple, and, as its name implies,
handy machine. The engine is placed over and slightly

forward of the bottom bracket, and is inclined at an angle
of forty-five degrees with the horizontal, the gills on the cylin-

ders being cast horizontally. Both the valves are on the
right-hand side, and are equal sized and interchangeable.
The carburetter is placed above the crank chamber, between
the cylinder head and the magneto, which is attached to the
upper side of the aluminium crank chamber, where it is driven
by enclosed gearing from the mainshaft. The carburetter has
an extra air valve, easily operated from the saddle, and is of

an entirely automatic type, specially made for this machine.
Druid spring forks are fitted as standard, except on a smaller
machine with 24in. wheels, which has a fork that springs
horizotnally_ and vertically. On both models a special back-
pedalling rim brake is fitted. This is operated directly by
the pedalling cranks, and is provided with a catch, whicli
allows the machine to be wheeled backwards. The petrol
tank is placed in the usual position under the top bar of the
frame, is cylindrical, and comprises an oil tank with pump at
its forward end. The machine ready for the road weighs
under a hundred pounds.

HUMBER, No. 97.

5i h.p. Model : 83 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto; Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c; 4^
to 1 gears (adjustable); 2^in. Dunlop tyres; V-belt
transmission.

HuMBER, Ltd., Coventry.—The new pattern belt-driven
Humber motor bicycles have not been altered materially from

AS
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last year's design, but many improvements have been made
ill detail. The single-geared model is fitted with pedalling

gear, but in other respects it is similar to the two-speed

machine, which we will describe hereafter. It needs but a

close examination to prove that the 1910 pattern Humber
machines have received very careful attention at the hands

3i h.p. Humber single-geared model, fitted with pedals and footrests. Humber motor cycles

have attained much popularity since the last Stanley Show.

of its designers. They are splendidly-finished models, and
are complete with every necessity the present-day motor
cyclist desires, »such as spring forks, long handle-bars swept
well back, adjustable pulley, stand, and carrier. The magneto
on the new machine is placed in a very sensible position

between the crank case and the down tube. In this position

it is well protected from the mud thrown up from the front

wheel, even if there were not a very effective mud flap

attached to the guard. The exhaust pipe is swept down in

a very neat curve, thus permitting an easy path for the

exhaust gases. The petrol tank is divided longitudinally,

and all the machines have a petrol filter. The models on
view are extremely well finished and well up to the standard
of Humber workmanship.

3^ h.p. Model: 83x90 mm.; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto; Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.h.c. ; 4 and
5^ to 1 gears; 2^in. Dunlop tyres; V-belt transmission.

As we have already stated, the two-speed geared model
is in general appearance much the same as the single-geared

machine except that it has footboards, to which are fitted

the controlling levers of the two-speed epicyclic gear fitted

in the back hub and made under Roc licence. This gear,

as is well known, permits of the engine being started by
means of a handle on the back axle. This model has no
pedals—in fact, they would be unnecessary but for warming
,up the engine on the stand—as the emergency gear enables
the machine to climb almost any main-road hill encountered
in the United Kingdom. It is worthy of special mention
that the two-speed gear is operated by rods, and the method
of adjustment of the brakes operating the gear has been
much simplified. The exhaust valve lifter is also operated
by fine rods, which give a very neat appearance to the
machine and should render this part of the machine practi-

cally immune from trouble. The lubricating pump, which
is enclosed in the tank, is inclined -towards the rider, thus
enabling one to inject a charge of oil with the greatest ease.

The two-speed gear model is easily distinguishable in another
way from the single-geared model, in that the tool case is

attached to the handle-bars, whereas in the single-geared
model it is fitted to the carrier.

INDIAN, No. 132.

5 h.p. Twin Model : 638 c.c. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto
;

Indian carburetter, h.b.c. ; chain transmission
Hendee Ma-Nufactuutng Co., Great Portland Street, W.

—The whole of this stand is given over to a display of 5
h.p. twin-cylinder motor bicycles, which have created such

'

a good impreesion since their recent introduction. The
cylinders are arranged V form, and differ in construction
from usual practice in being held down by their heads, long
bolts passing downwards into the aluminium crank chamber.

Ab
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The inlet valves are overhead, and are operated by the .^a

camshafts which work the exhaust valves. The magneto
attached to the crank chamber forward of the engine, ant

driven by gearing enclosed in an aluminium gear case.
'

throttle on the Indian carburetter, which is an extren

neat instrument, is adjusted by a twisting grip on tlie liaii(j[

bar, which operates a bell crank attached to the frame h

through a couple of universal joints. A sinn

arrangement serves to lift the exhaust valves,

same handle-bar grip also actuating the ignit

advance when twisted further to the right,

front forks are of the special Indian patent dou
spring type, the spring being covered by a Cyl

der. The drive is from the main engine sprocl

through a Renold roller chain to a large sprocl

on the counter-shaft, which is concentric with t

pedalling bracket, and thence by another Ke;.

roller chain to the chain wheel on the rear whe
The petrol tank is of large capacity, and i.s fctt

to the upper bars, whilst the oil tank, which
rectangular, is placed behind the engine agai

the main down tube of the frame. A Bo'wd
front rim brake is used, together with a spec

band brake on the rear wheel operated by a $m
pedal.

JAMES, No. 108.

5|^ h.p. Model : 86 x 96 mm. ; m.o.i.v

Bosch b.b. magneto ; carburetter to ordei

4^ to 1 gear (adjustable) ; 2;^in. Dunl
tyres ; lin. V-belt transmission.

James Cycle Co., Birmingham.—The n^
James -has been much improved since it w

last at the Stanley Show, and is now exhibited in

very perfect form, the result of many hundreds of mil

of road testing. The casting of the radiators on t

cylinders is quite novel, and can be best described

a pack of cards, every other one with its corner in t

opposite position to the one above it. This should result

very efficient cooling. The valve pockets are very large, ai

the valve stems are situated well away from the hot cyl

der which should result in the valve springs keeping the

tension much longer than in the case of the ordinary engin

The magneto is located behind the crank case, and with tl

special design of frame the weight ha£ been kept very lo

down, which improves the stability of the machine. T"

special type of frame will be understood from the illustrati'

on next page. The bottom of the front tank contains nil. ai

the top part is a recess for tools. An interesting feature

this oil tank is the fact that the filler is inside the top

the tank, and thus if any oil is epilt in filling up the tan

A step in the right direcfion. The slow-runninj mechanical lubricatlB;,

pump fitted to Indian motor cycles. It is driven by means of worm
gearing off one of the half-time shafts. Observe the oil le;el inspection

window.
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it is not splashed on to the machine. The
petrol tank is of special shape, and fits

over the top tube of the frame. Above
the petrol tank will be noticed a rod. This
rod controls the movement of the saddle,
and the front end of it is connected to a
special coil spring encased in the tube
shown. This, together with laminated
springs fitted to the front portion of the
frame, should make the machine very easy
riding. The brakes are of special design,

and are really car brakes in miniature form.
They are of the internally expanding t3^e,
and there is ample surface to enable the
machine to be stopped in a very short
distance. For the purpose of tuning up
the engine on the stand, a handle is pro-
vided which fits into a recess on the rear
axle. Foot plates affording a most com-
fortable riding position are also fitted.

The silencer cut-out on this machine is

operated from the left handle-bar, and the
exhaust valve lifter, as well as the front
internal expanding brakes, are operated by
inverted levers.

KERRY-ABINGDON, No. 115

3^ h.p. Model: 84x86 mm.; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto; Amac carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1 gear (adjust-

able) ; 2|in. Clincher rubber-studded tyres ; V-belt
transmission.

East London Rubber Co., Great Eastern Street, E.G.

—

This machine is a good sample of the latest design in motor
cycles. It possesses no really new features, with the excep-
tion of the spring forks. It is substantially and well made,
and likely to give thorough satisfaction in road use. The
magneto (which is chain driven) is carried on a special

bracket in front of the crank case, the forward end being
supported by a rod
from the down tube.
The special type of
spring fork permits a
vertical movement for
the front wheel.
Broadly, it consists of

a plunger working
against a strong en-

cased spring. Its
operation and neat ap-
pearance will be
gathered from the
sketch. The new pat-
tern Amac carburetter
with variable jet is

—,
used on this machine.
'Large rubber pads are
fitted -jn the footrests,
which should give long
wear. A petrol gauge
is fitted in the tank,
and the lubricating oil

pump is concealed.
The handle-bars are
gracefully swept back,
so that the rider as-

sumes an almost up-
right position, thus
minimising the likeli-

hood of fatigue on
The machine throughout is finished in

The new patten 'arees motor bieyole, wfcick bas been mB«k improved sinee it was first exhibited
to the public gaze at the last Stanley Show. Novel points ol de^en are observable on tMs aaaehui*.

Kew type spring fork on the 3J h.p.
Kerry-Atin^don. It consists of a plunger
working in a cylinder.

a long journey
first-class style. The stand fastening is of special design,
no screws or bolts being used. This is the only model pro-
duced by the Abingdon-Ecco Go. for the British naikct, and
the East London Rubber Co. have the sole selling rights.

L.M.C.. No. 71.

3i h.p. Model : 85 mm. x 88 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch mag-
neto; Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c; Lloyd
variable pulley and free engine; Clincher tyres; V-
belt transmission.

Llotd_ Motor Eng. Co., Monument Road, Birmingham.

—

The eshibit of the above ccnupany is oi particular interest.

The chief novelty for 1910 is a distinct improvement in

Lloyd's variable free engine pulley. Our readers will re-

member that this pulley is put into operation by wedging
apart the flange with the aid of a phosphor bronze wheel.
This wheel is now operated by means of a lever working in

a quadrant, which gives the low, high, and neutral positionfi.

The engine is now fitted with a m.o.i.v. valve, placed side

by side with the exhaust valve. Some good improvements
have been made in detail. Two clips for the control wire^^

are fitted each side of the steering head. These are in the

form of a small spiral cable which can be inserted in the

clips without threading, and yet without any fear of their

working loose. The luggage carrier fitted also holds the tool-

bag which is flush with the carrier, thus preventing it from
interfering with the luggage in any way. A partial chain

protector, which serves to protect the free wheel adequately
from wet, is also provided. Care has also been taken to pro-

vide a substantial cover to exclude any wet or moisture from
the magneto. The most interesting machine on this stand
is one provided with long flexible rubber-covered foot-

A novel and ingenious arrangement for starting the engine of the new
pattern L.M.C. by means of the left footboard. Under the footboard a
ebannel bracket is arranged, a ball bearing fitted to a short crank travelling

along this channel. The dotted white line shows the extent of the movement
of the footboard. One push down is enough to start the engine.

A7
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.oards. The near side one is hinged, and if lifted up re-

olves a crank connected with the rear hub by means ot

chain. When pressed down this gives Hhe engine a smart

mpulse, with the result that the engine is easily started. JNo

ledalling gear is provided. The foot brake is arranged so as t j

)e worked by the hand as well if renuired, a Bowclen wire

ontrol by a lever on the handle-bar being attached to the

iperating pedal. This brake also simultaneously applies two

hoes to the rear belt rim. The cut-out is provided with a

hort serrated quadrant which is easily operated by means

»f the toe. It is also interesting to note that m addition to

he throttle and air lever the magneto advance is controlled

)y a lever on the handle-bar. Machines are shown on this stand

itted with 1909 and 1910 engines, and one is shown fitted

o a eidecar. Such well-known points as the universally

otnted connecting rod and the well-known magneto drive

ire still retained. It is interesting to note that the Lloyd

ree engine device can also be fitted to other makes of

nachines.

M.A.B., No. 305.

2-|- b.p. Model: 85x60 m.m. ; m.o.i.v. ; coil and accumu-

lator ; Amac carburetter, h.b.c. ; adjustable pulley ;

EOM tyres ; belt transmission.

A. G. Fenn and Co., Tottenham Court Road, W.C.—The
principal exhibit of this stand is a 2| h.p. Mab. This

nachine presents a very neat appearance, devoid of any

omplications. A special point of the frame is the webbed

lead, which is extremely strong. The valves of the J.A.P.

ngine are both overhead, and worked by rockers from half-

ime gears on the side of the engine. The silencer is forward

if the cylinder head, whilst behind it is the Amac carbu-

etter, which is fed from the rectangular tank between the

wo top bars of the frame through a special flexible petrol

ube. This is practically a Bowden wire cable covering,

nclosed in a special composition which petrol does not attack,

vubrieation is automatic through a drip feed placed at the

orward end of the tank, which also is provided with a

letrol gauge. Two brakes are fitted—one a band brake acting

in the front wheel, the other a belt rim brake actuated by

,he foot, the pedal for this purpose being placed adjacent to

,he left footrest. There is also shown on this stand a

)i h.p. Peugeot engine w^ith twin cylinders, 65 mm. by 70

nm. This engine is fitted with a Bosch gear-driven magneto,

n contrast to the motor bicycle above described, which is

giiited by coil and accumulator only. There are also shown

m this stand spare petrol tanks, repair kits, various other

,ools for motor cycles, and the Reliance plug.

MATCHLESS, No. 104.

2^ h.p. Model (Ladies') : 70 x 76 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Rut-

hardt magneto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 5^ to 1

gear ; 2in. Hutchinson tyres ; V-belt transmission.

H. Collier and Sons, Ltd., Plumstead, S.E.—The fine

ange of Matchless models for 1910 will eurely suit the

-

—
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The 2J h.p. Matchless motor bicycle tor the gender sex.

most fastidious motor cyclist. H. Collier and Sons have
evidently satisfied themselves that no one type of machine
will ever appeal to tiie average motor cyclist, and conse-
quently they list seven or eight different models, and all of

them are of excellent design and really substantial construc-

a8
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tion. Matchless motors are by no means new to our readers,

their consistent performances in competition during the las.

few years having brought them into great prominence. One

of the few ladies' machines in the f^how is on the Matchless

stand, and it is a nicely-designed machine deserving

of inspection by reason of the neat arrangement of the engine

and its fundamental parts. Footrests as well as pedals arc

provided, and this same model is also made for the male sex

with the ordinary diamond frame.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bo'^oh b.b. mag
neto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c; 4^ to 1 gear;

2^in. Hutchinson tyres ; V-belt transmission.

This machine is made in two models—one the ordinary

tourist machine with pedalling gear, and the other a T.T.

model with ball bearing engine, but minus pedals. The
design does not dift'er from the accepted lines of up -to - date

motor bicycles, consequently no more than this brief refer

ence is necessary.

6 h.p. Twin \IoiDBt : 70 mm. x 95 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Bosoh
b.b. magneto ; J.A.P. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1 gears ;

2^in. Hutchinson tyres ; V-belt transmission.

This machine should appeal to speed lovers. It is fitted

with spring forks, hog skin padded top saddle, gracefully

shaped handle-bars, stand and carrier, at the rear of which
latter the toolbag is located, but be it noted on the under-

neath side, leaving the whole of the top of the carrier free

for a large touring bag.

7 h.p. MoDEii : 76 mm. x 95 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b.

magneto; J.A.P. carburetter, h.b.c; 4 and 8 to 1

gears; 2^in. Hutchinson tyres; V-belt transmission.

This model is, of course, intended for passenger work, and
j

a really excellent sidecar mount it makes. The gear is

the new Matchless of the epicyclic type, giving a fifty per

cent, reduction on the low gear. It is shown fitted with a

Lowen two-wheeled sidecar, and is undoubtedly one of the

finest passenger combinations in the whole show.

8 h.p. Twin Mode.l : 85 mm. x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch
b.b. magneto ; J.A.P. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1

gear; 2^in. Hutchinson tyres; V-belt transmission.

This machine possesses an ample reserve of power, and is

particularly suitable for those who desire to use a sidecar

attachment on occasion. The J.A.P. engine has the ordi-

nary type side-by-side mechanical valves and single gear.

It is shown fitted with a rigid pattern sidecar. The actual

machine on which H. A. Collier won the Tourist Trophy
Race IS exhibited on the stand, and by reason of its success

it has naturally been decided to place this model on the
market.

MIDGET BICAKS, No. 106.

S^ h.p. Model: 80x80 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Simms b.b. mag-
neto ; carburetter to oixler

; patent variable pulley gear

;

2^in. KemiDshall tyres ; V-belt transmission.
J. T. Brow^n and Sons, Reading.—The Midget Bicar for

1910 possesses some interesting features, chief among which
is a patent variable gear, obtainable by expanding and con-
tracting the engine pulley by means of a suitable lever
extended easily within the rider's reach. To take up the
slack of the belt the wheel is movable, and when the pulley
is giving a low gear, by pressing down the footboards the

back wheel is extended, thus taking up the slack of the
belt. The axle slides in suitable guides at the extremity
of the special sheet-steel frame, which is a feature peculiar

to the Brown Midget Bicar The magneto is gear driven,
and carried in an accessible position at the rear of the crank
case. Druid spring forks are fitted, as well as large tank
filler caps and a very neat type of stand which automatically
springs out of action. Another good idea is a leg fastened
out of the way to the gear-operating lever by a rubber band,
which supports the front wheel clear of the ground. This is a
point many riders ask for, and shows the attention Mr. Brown
pays to the detail work of his machine. A hand starting
device is also incorporated in the design, this being by
means of a small chain wheel driving on to a sprocket on the
rear axle. Thus the turning movement is geared up, enabling
an easy start.

MILLFORD, No. 67.

Mills and Fttlford, Coventry.—This firm has brought
the sidecar to the last stage of luxury. The sidecar wheel
is suspended on spiral springs carried in vertical tubes. On
each sidecar frame is a special carrier, on which a two-gallon
petrol tin may be carried. Underneath the seat there is a
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locker for tools, while a Cape cart hood, celluloid wind
screen, and a spring cushion leave nothing to be desired, so

far as ccmfoi-t is concerned. In addit.jn to these, a
motor cvcle trailer and samples of the well-known castor
.wheel and rigid sidecars are shown. Motor cvclists who use
sidecars should on no account miss this stand, as all sorts

of neat fittings, such as boxes and platforms for luggage, are
exhibited fitted to different models. The first sidear to
wliich we refer is fitted with a handsome coachbuilt bcdy,
and the remamder are made in either wicker or cane, and
one of these is provided with an extra detachable seat for a

child. Illustrations of three of the latest desigi s are published
on page 9c 2. A fine model aeroplane designed and built in

the Millford works is attracting much attention.

MONTGOMERY, No. 64.

5-i h.p. Model: 80 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v. overhead; Bosch
magnsto ; Brow.a and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; two-
speed gear (Millennium) ; Michelin tyres ; chain trans-

mission
W. Montgomery and Co., Coventry.—The M.S. motor

bicycle shown on the Montgomery stand is si thoroughly
practical machine. The motive power is a S^ h.p. engine,

with overhead m.o.i.v. The frame is well designed and
strongly constructed, and is prtjvided with lugs built into it

for the attachment of a sidecar. Druid spring forks are

Rtted, and on the handle-bars two bracket.s are attached, one
for the generator, and the other for the lamp. The rear

portion of the frame is built specially to take the IMillennium
two-speed gear. The power is transmitted from the engine.

to the rear wheel by means of

chains. 'I'he offside nedal is

provided with a strong free-

wheel clutch, and acts as a
starting device. The frame is

low, and a- goccl luggage carrier

and wide mudguards are pro-

vided. Altogether the m^ichine

is highly suitable both for sid=!-

cai" work and as a solo

machine.
The Montgomei'y sidecars

lave been considerably im-

proved in detail. In the newest
model the sidecar wheel is now
suspended on a shackled leaf

spring in the same way in

which a car wheel is sup-

ported. A leaf spring is also

fitted underneath the foot-

board. A further improvement is the fitting of a device

for rapid detachment of the sidecar, which we illustrate. The
bolt for this is slipped through the saddie-

pillar clip, and remains there permanently.
Besides this the castor wheel and the flexible

sidecars are shown. A particularly neat

combination is the M.S. mot^r bicycle and '^^

spring wheel sidecar. •>;?

MOTO-REVE, No. 87.
' "

2^ h.p. Model: 52 x 70 mm.; a.o.i.v. ;

Moto-Reve magneto ; Moto-Reve car-

buretter, h.b.c. ; two-speed epicyclic

gears ; Continental tyres ; chain

transmission.
Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., Acton Vale, W.

—

The Moto-Reve motor bicycle, as our

leaders have known it for several years,

ernains to outward appearances the same
as before, except that the carburetter is

an entirely novel pattern, since float and
pray chambers are both in the one casting.

Two separate jets and two separate

throttles are included. The Moto-Reve
car)3uretter is easily dismantled by simply
undoing one large milled screw at the
bottom, which allows all the parts to fall

clear. A good petrol filter is also supplied.

This particular machine is shown in three

different models: Model A, 50 x 70 mm.,
.9 h.p. R.A.C. rating; .Model AA, a

The quick-d.taehment fltting ob
the latest types of Montgomery
sidecars.

9^9

mm., 2i h.p.; Model AAA, similar to the above,
fitted with an engine 50 x 85 irun., 2-| h.p. Two totalir
new^ models are the ^Nlodel B (60 x 85 mm.), fitted with a
smg.e-cylinder engine, 1^ h p., similar in general a-range-
ments to the well-known twin, provided with variable mag-
neto timing, footrests, cut-out, spring forks, stand-carrier,
and number plates, sold to the public at an exceedinglv
moderate price. This is one of the machine.s that should
be exceedingly valuable to the trade, and enable them to
get hold of fresh converts to motor cvcling. A totally new
m.odel is Model C, recentlv ilkL'trate'd in The Motor C'yrle.
The bore and stroke is 62 x 70 mm. The two cylinders
are placed tandem fashion, and each has its separate
miniature flywheel in a separate crank case. In the forviard
part of the front crank case is a gear driving the mag-
neto, while the leather-faced clutch serves as an additional
flywheel. The inner portion of the clutch is mounted on
a short shaft carrying a bevel gearing, through which the
power is transmitted to the back wheel by means of a chain.
The magneto is fitted with a neat leather cover to exclude
wet and moisture. In the back hub is a planetary gear-
ing. Altogether the machine is an interesting on-e, and
is well worth the closest inspection. The gear, clutch, and
carburetter are all controlled by means of levers on the
handle-bars. A novelty shown for the fir-st time is the
Moto-Reve Couplo-Cycle, which is shown attached to the
AAA machine. The attachment is practically a rigid one,
but a sma'l amount of movement is allowed. The handles
on the lady's machine and the motor bicycle to which it

is attached are coupled together. It should appeal to
those readers who do not care for a more powerful machine
and sidecar. The general arrangement and the fuiish of
Ihe ]Moto-Reve motor bicycle should not fail to attract
visitors.

MOTOSACOCHE, No. 102.

h.p. Model: 62x75 mm.; a.o.i.v.; Motosacoche mag-
neto ; Motosacoche carburetter, h.b.c. ; 6^ to 1 gear

;

Ifin. Clincher tyres ; round or V-belt transmission.
Motosacoche, Ltd., Holborn Viaduct, E.C.—This popular

little lightweight has undergone one or two alterations since
it was last exh.bited at the Stanley Show. It will be noticed
that the stroke has been increased to 75 mm., and the engine
is now rated at 1^ h.p. The lubricating -oil pump is of

different pattern in that it has no tap, but is of the two-way
type. Drawing up the pump handle fills the barrel,

and turning the handle round and pressing the plunger down
injects a charge of oil into the engine. Bayers of the Moto-
sacoche have the O'ption of two kinds of transmission for the
magneto, as on the latest model a gear drive is used, although
the worm drive from the flywheel can still be had if desired.
There are also two types of engine transmission, viz., by
round and V belt. We illustrate the V belt-driven model.

li

similar machine with an engine 52 x 70
A V belt-driven Kotosaeoche—a bsw departure for 1910. An improved typ« of douWe U«k

fastener for round be.ts is shown in tha iaset.
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and also a new pattern fastener for the round belts which

is calculated to avoid all future transmission trouble. The
only alteration necessary to fit a V-belt to the lightweight

Motosacoche is a new engine pulley. Druid spring forks are

fitted, and to special order a free-engine device can be sup-

plied. This consists of a small lever on the handle-bar

operating the jockey pulley fitted to these machines. In

traffic when it is desired to free the engine, the lever

simply lowers the jockey pulley, which slackens the tension

on the belt, thereby allowing the belt to slip. The machine

is supplied complete with a tubular stand and a large toolbag.

A low-priced model Motosacoche is now obtainable. This

machine has rigid forks, Ifin. roadster
_
tyres, accumulator

ignition, and round belt transmission. It is sold at a remark-

ably low figure, considering the extreme care taken in the

production of the machine.

1^ h.p. MoDis. (Ladies'): 62x75 mm.; a.o.i.v. ; Moto-
sacoche magneto; Motosacoche carburetter, h.b.c. ; 6^

to 1 gear; Ifin. Michelin tyres; round belt trans-

mission.

This model is unchanged from last year, having proved to

be so entirely satisfactory. It is an ideal machine for ladies'

use, being so simple and the working parts so well protected.

The engine is carried very low down in the frame, the mag-
neto in this case being situated in front of the engine. It

is controlled by three levers only, and an intelligent lady

would learn to drive the machine in a very few minutes.

This machine has spring forks.

N.L.G., No. 125.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto; J.A.P. carburetter, h.b.c; 3^ to 1 gear; 2^in.

ROM tyres ; V-belt transmission.

North London Garage, Corsica Street, N.—N.L.G.
motor cycles have built up a name for themselves by their

fine performances on the Brooklands track. On the other

hand, these machines are not only built for racing purposes,

but are constructed as excellent touring mounts to customers'

desires. Three different types of machines are shown on the

stand, lali of them having torpedo' tanks, handle-bar control,

and footrests or footboards. Two models of single-cylinder

machines are shown, but they are precisely the same in

construction, the* only difference being that one has a new
Peugeot m.o.i.v. 84 x 86 engine fitted, and the other a 3i
h.p. side by side valve J.A.P. Spring forks are fitted to

order, as well as carriers and other fittings ; in fact, one of

the specialities of the N.L.G. Co. is to build up racing or

touring machines to motor cyclists' own specifications.

7 h.p. Twin Model: 80 x94 mm.; a.o.i.v.; Bosch b.b.

inagneto; Longuemare carburetter, h.b.c; 3 to 1

gear ; 2;^in. ROM tyres ; V-belt transmission.
This twin-cylinder machine is, of course, intended for fast

t/our'ing work in hilly districts, or occasional use with a side-

car attachment, for which purpose we should imagine from
inspection, it would well fill the bill. Another machine
shown on the stand is the 16-20 h.p. N.L.G. -Bat, on which
W. E. Cook attempted world's record at Brooklands a week
last Saturday. It was unfortunate for him that the electrical

timing apoaratus failed when he was doing his fastest speed.
The machine is a huge projectile, and may be heard of yet
in connection with record speeds.

NORTON, No. 86.

3^ h.p. Model: 82 x 94 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto;
Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; fixed gears

;

Clincher tyres.

Norton Mfg. Co., Ltd., Floodgate Street, Birmingham.

—

The Norton motor bicycle re-

mains practically unaltered for

ithe
coming season. One or two

interesting improvements in de-
tail have been embodied. One
of these is the new exhnust
lifter, which consists of a
sleeve slipped over the
exhaust lifter guide, on which
there is a lug. A long arm
hinged on one of the crank case
bolts works underneath against
this, thus lifting the valve in
a particularly neat manner.

Three Norton machines are shown of standard length, and

a specially short touring model is also exhibited. The design

of the silencer is worthy of inspection, and is a distinct

novelty, as the latter is practically of aluminium, the ends

of which are turned over and clamped together. The Noiton
Mfg. Co. also show the new Simplex belt, consisting of

chains, to the links of which V-shaped slips of leather

are attached.

N.S.U., No. 264.

4 h.p. Twin Model: 64 x 85 mm.; m.o.i.v. ; Ijoseii

magneto; N.S.U. carburetter, h.b.c; 4^ and 6^ to 1

variable gears ; Peter Union tyres ; belt transmission.

The N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., Great Portland Street, W.
—As usual, the N.S.U. Co. have a fine show of motor cycles

in the Gallery, prominent amongst which is a 4 h.p. twin-

cylinder machine. This is fitted with a two-speed gear and

A neat exhaust valve lifter Otted to
the single-eyliiider Norton.

The new pattern two-speed geared Tghtwe-ght N.S.U of IJ h.p., a motor
bicycle particu.arly adapted for all-weather riding, on account ol its stability

and ability to climb hills slowly.

free engine, the driving pulley being mounted on a counter-

shaft carried forward of the engine, and driven by gearing

from the mainshaft. The effect of this is to very largely

reduce the size of the pulley on the back wheel, the belt

reduction being only some I5 to 1. The two-speed pulley is

worked through a handle on the vertical shaft carried on a

bracket mounted on the top tube. The N.S.U. special carbu-

retter is fitted, and is arranged at the extreme rear of the

engine, where it is connected in series, not as is the general

practice in parallel, vfith the two cylinders, the gills of which
are cast so as to be horizontal. A Bosch magneto is placed

underneath the carburetter, bolted to a special platform

attached to the crank chamber, and driven by enclosed gear.

This model is also made without the two-speed gear, but with

a gear-reducing pulley, which in this case is provided with
a vertical shaft, by means of which the belt can be slacked

and tightened in a very ingenious and simple way. Spring
forks are fitted to this and to all other N.S.U. models. The
brakes are especially notable for their power ; the hand
brake applies external expanding shoes to a drum mounted
on the belt side of the driving wheel hub, whilst the foot-

applied brake takes effect on the V of the belt rim.

6 h.p. Twin Model: 75 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch mag-
neto; N.S.U. carburetter, h.b.c; 4^ and 6^ to 1

variable gears ; Peter Union tyres ; belt transmission.

This model is exactly similar, except in engine dimen-
sions, to the 4 h.p. model, and is shown as a solo machine,
as a racer, and also with a sidecar.

AIO
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1^ h.p. Model: 63 x 78 mm. ; ni.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto;
i\.S.U. carburetter, li.b.c. ; 6 to 1 gear; Peter Union
tyres ; belt transmission.

Two types of liglitweigbt machines are shown, both witli
the same size engine as indicated above, and also similar as
to other details except as to drive, one of them having a
direct belt drive, while the other is fitted with a geared pulley
provided with a belt tightener similar to that of the larger
models.

3^ h.p. Model: 85 x 88 mm.; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto;
]\.S.U. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1 gear; Peter Union
tyres ; belt transmission.

This is the N.S.U. Tourist Trophy model, and except that
it is a single machine, and is provided vrith a direct belt
drive, is the same in design as the twins above described.

4 h.p. Model: 82 x 105 mm.; m.o.i.v.; N.S.U. carbu-
retter, h.b.c; 4 to 1 gear; Peter Union tyres; belt
transmission.

Another model on similar lines to the Tourist Trophy
model, except that it is provided with a larger engine and
pedalling gear, is the 4 h.p. N.S.U.

2^ h.p. Model: 52 x 74 mm.; m.o.i.v.; N.S.U. carbu-
retter, h.b.c; 4 to 1 gear; Peter Union tyres; belt
transmission.

A very interesting type of lightweight machine is shown in

the form of the 2^ h.p. twin-cylinder N.S.U., the engine of

which is quite tiny, and is practically an exact reduction of

the larger N.S.U. models, except that the carburetter is

carried between the cylinders, not behind them. This is

fitted with a gear reducing pulley and external contracting
band and hand-operated brake on the rear wheel.

OMEGA, No. 313.

1^ h.-p. Model : 63 x 65 mm. ; Simms high tension magneto
;

Amac 1910 carburetter, h.b.c; 6 to 1 gear; Clincher
25 X If tyres ; chain transmission.

Omega Motce, Cycle Co., Wolverhampton.—The machine
shown on this stand is very distinctly a novelty, and has been
specially designed to be what may be described as an
incidental motor cycle. The main feature of this is the
position of the engine, which is horizontal, the crank
chamber taking the place of the bottom biacket of the.

fe»

The Omega motor cycle hails from Wolverhampton, and has a horizontal
eng ne, epicyciic reduci..g gear, and chain transmission enclosed in a metal
case.

ordinaj:"y cycle. The crankshaft is hollow, and instead of

having an ordinary throw is provided with an eccentric

sheave, to which the connecting rod is attached. Tlixough
this crankshaft passes the spindle of the pedalling gear,

which runs free therein. The drive from the motor to the
back wheel is through a chain having a reduction gear of

6 to 1. The engine crank chamber is split rtraight down,
and on one side is the connecting rod and eccentric throw,
whilst in the other compartment is the epicyclic gear, through
which a reduction of speed is obtained. The engine is ignited

by a Simms magneto plrced underneath and slightly behind
the crank chamber, to which it is bolted, and is driven by
enclosed gear. An Amac carburetter is fitted in the front of

the combustion chamber, fed from a tank fastened to the
down tube ; this tank practically takes the place of a front

The latest method of cp^ritingthe
P. and M. change-speed gear.

g2i

mudguard. An oil tank is arranged between the rear mudgaarx
and the saddle tube, and is fitled with a pump. The upera
tion of the driving clutch is by a hand lever with finge
trigger on the right handle-bar: the front brake and ignitio]
and throttle levers being placed on the left-hand. Tb
driving chains are enclosed in a gear case, as is also the mag
neto. This design lends itself particularly to the construe
tion of a lady's motor bicycle, and we understand that one i;

shortly to be put on the market

P. & M., No. 72.

3^ h.p. Model: 82 x 88 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Bosch magneto
P. and M. carburetter, h.b.c. ; P. and M. gear (two
speed) ; Dunlop tyres ; chain transmission.

Phelon and Mooue, Ltd., Great Portland Street, W., hav-
a particularly fine exhibit of their well-known machines. Th
3^ h.p. has been considerably improved in detail, especiall;
as regards the control of the two speed gear, virhich is nov
worked by a lever fitted to the
lower of the two horizontal
frame tubes, and is situated
veTy near the saddle. Though
this control is effected by
means of' wires, there is no
possibilit}^ of their giving any
trouble ; they are simply
wound round two pulleys, and
fitted to a stop in the upper
of the two pulleys, thus
preventing any slip. In the ,

event of the wires stretching, /~^
a means of adjustment is pro--^ ^

vided with the aid of a right
and left-hand thread. Th©
lower of the tv?o pulleys
operates the expanding rings
in the gear through a screw
action. The new 3^ h.p.
engine has this year m.o.i.v.,
and it is interesting to note
that adjustable tappets rre
provided. The new carburetter is now rendered mos
accessible, and the jet is easily removed. The P
and M. two-speed gear is one of the simplest anc
most efficient on the market, and the neutral position o
the lever renders the gears absolutely free. The light
weight model has been recently dealt with in our pages
We would, however, remind our readers that it scales ba
125 lbs., and is fitted with a.o.i.v., Druid forks, chain trans
mission, and the well-known P. and M. gear. In the case o
both machines rubber covered rests and a foot-operated banc
brake are provided. The P. and M. All Weather machine i

especially worthy of attention, as the only bright parts abou
it are the handle-bar and any nuts to which spanners need t(

be- applied.

PREMIER, No. 78.

3^ h.p. Model: 85 x 90 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Simms magneto

;

Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c; 4^ to 1 gear;
Dunlop tyres ; rubber V-belt transmission.

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.—The motor cycl<

exhibit of the Premier Cycle Co. is particularly interesting
The first Premier made its appearance last year, and sincf

then the macliiiie has met witli almost universal approval
and many well-deserved successes in pulilic trials. Since thf

last show, with the exception of an addition of 5 mm. to th(

stroke, the single-cylinder engine has undergone no startlirij

alterations, but its good design and splendid finish deserve
the closest inspection.

3| h.p. Twin Model: 66 x 80 mm.; m.o.i.v.; Premiei
type Brown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to ]

gear ; Dunlop tyres ; V-belt drive.

The 3| h.p. twin is a particularly interesting, machine
The radiating fins are cast pai-allel with the ground, so thai

the cooling is highly efficient. Cooling is also ensured by the

cylinders being staggered, so that one does not shielc

the other. A double throw crankshaft is set at the same
angles as the two. cylinders, allowing both pistons to read
the top of the stroke absolutely simultaneously, so that per

fectly even firing is obtained. The f^arburetter is specially

constructed by Brown and Barlow for the Premier Cych
Co., Ltd. The chief alteration to the standard B. and B
lies in the fact that the whole of the air is admitted below
and not part below and part above, the jet. Two sets o:

AI
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rests are provided—one behind and the other in front

he crank case. Spring forks of a particularly neat design,

/ided with a front rim brake, are fitted, but the remainder

A new model Premier. It is a 3i h.p. Tourist TrojAy type, simlla* to

those used with great success in this year's competitions.

the machine follows standard lines. Altogether, the

mier twin is one of the most interesting of its type in

show. It is worthy of note that the frame is absolutely

d, and straight tubes only are employed.

PREMO, No. 200.

^ h.p. Model : 84 x 88mm.; valveless ; Bosch magneto;
Amac carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 and 8 to 1 gears (adjust-

able) ; 2;^in. Clincher rubber-studded tyres, or to order;

V-belt transmission.

•remieh Motor Co., Ltd., Birmingham.—Special interest

ichsB to this machine on account of it being fitted with a

t-stroke engine. It will be remembered that this machine

; entered in the Tourist Trophy Race, but was debarred

XI competing. The general lines of the machine follow

ventional practice, the rear angle of the frame, however,

Lig. built similar to the Rex, ensuring an extremely low

die position ; incidentally this design enables the firm's

ciai Premo shock absorber to be fitted without the saddle

aming a high position, which is the drawback of many
ing devices. Coming to the enjrine, the absence of valves is,

:ourse, conspicuous, otherwise there is little to distinguish

rom the four-cycle type. The cylinder has radiating fins

the top half only, and the cylinder head is of the detach-

e type, this carrying a petrol tap and a compression
>ase valve, which is operated by Bowden wire and lever

01 the handle-bar. The carburetter is the latest type
lac, placed behind the engine, and the magneto is dis-

ed in the front and driven by enclosed chain. Druid front

ks are fitted, and the wheels on the machine exhibited are

>d with 26in by 2gin. Clincher rubber-studded tyres. Such
to-date refinements as handle-bar control, wide extendt'd

dguards, aluminium finished tank, adjustable pulley, etc.,

included, and the price is moderate. The adjustable pvtlicy

DTie of the simplest and neatest we have seen, consisting
3nly three parts. Amongst the numerous specialities is a

NOVEMBER 22nd, igog.

seat-pillar which clips to the seat tube of the machine and

enables one to obtain a very low riding position. The back of

this seat tube is a T piece, adjustable along the length

of the tube which rests on the back stays of the machine,
so giving extra support. An extra long handle-bar i>-'

also made, which, o( course, will be necessary in some case-

where this long seat tube is fitted. Tubular back carriers

and stands are included in the exhibit, the former being

fitted with a detachable number plate at the back. These
stands can be had with any form of clip to suit different

machines. A tool roll shown at a moderate price contains

no fewer than eleven useful tools, including Footprint, Quick
Grip, Billing's pattern pliers, belt punch, ordinary steel

punch, set of box spanners, screwdriver, etc. Amongst the

other goods shown are a wooden case for carrying a spare

engine valve, a new patent switch, a magneto switch, a bell

fastener having particularly large bearing surfaces to the

wearing parts, and a valve lifter. A good variety of moLoi'

cycle head lamps and generators is also shown.

QUADRANT, No. 109.

3^ h.p. Model : 84 x 100 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto

;
Quadrant carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4 to 1 gear (ad-

justable) ; 24in. Dunlop tyres ; V belt transmission.
Qtjadkant Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry.—The 3^ h.p. Quad-

rant exhibited on this stand resembles in outward appearance
last year's design, but a closer inspection will reveal the fact

that several small but important details have been improved.
A really good point about the Quadrant is its clean crank
case. There are no unsightly projections on which mud.
dirt, or oil could quickly collfect, as in the average engii e.

The gear driven magneto reposes on a special bracket behinr'

the engine cast integral with the aluminium crank case. All

the gears are enclosed and run in an oil bath. The valver-

are situated fore and aft, tlie exhaust valve being in front and
receiving a full blast of cold air. The exhaust valve lifter

is much improved. The carburetter is controlled bv a single

lever on the handle-bar, thus reducing the personal element in

driving. The machine throughout is of substantial construc-

tion. Two brakes are fitted to the rear wheel, one is of the

belt rim type, the other an external contracting type. Tiie

petrol and oil compartments are large, and the lubricating

pump is concealed in the front portion of the tank. The
urignial Quadrant spring forks are retained.

REX, No. 75.

3^ h.p. Model : 84^x89 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto
;

>^rown and Barlow carburetter, h.b.c. ; 26 x 2iin. Con-
tinental tyres; belt transmission.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry.—The Rex stand
bristles with novelties. Of course, the most startling of

ail is the two-stroke engine, which has the .'ame bore and
stroke as the standard single. This engine has been recently

dealt with extensively in our pages, but it is worthy of

note that the crank case is an exceedingly clean casting,

the magneto chain case forming part of the crank case.

This enables the latter to be easily kept clean. A number
of parts are shown, including the new Rex patented con-

necting rod, in which there are a series of narrow slots

at the bottom of the big end and the top of the small

end bearing, which enable the oil to get to the gudgeon
pin and crank pin respectively without difficulty. The plate

'li^£^

Tbe single and twin-cylinder Rex Speed King machines for 191P. It will be noticed that both these machines have rigid forks.

diversity of opinion as to whether spring or rigid forks are better for speed work.
At present there is a

AI«
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clutch is also shown, dismounted, in which there are no
less than forty-two plates, also a new operating rod which
operates the clutch by means of a worm. The 1910 piston
of the four-stroke motor, to which there are two rings at
the top and a domed head, an interesting two-stroke
piston with deflecting flange, and other Rex points, are
shown, which clearly illustrate the fine work which the
company put into their machines. The Speed King twin is a
mount to attract many visitors to the show. It and its

single-cylinder sister are enamelled in French grey, and
it and all other Rex models are provided with patent
cantilever seats—one of the most comfortable seats on the
market. All the mashines are fitted with drip feed lubri-
cators worked by suction in the crank case, and a
tapless oil pump in the tank. In addition to this
the B. and B. carburetter on the four-stroke machines is fitted

with a connection to the crank case which was found so

successful in the T.T. race. The Rex Sidette is also an
interesting combination, and the foresight of the Rex Co.
in making the motor bicycle with lugs built into the frame,
to which the sidecar is attached, was a very enterprising
action on their part. In all the models the magneto is

protected by means of an efficient shield. The tanks in

all the types are provided with hinged stoppers and a
float to indicate the level of the petrol. A compression
tap, provided with a cup, is fitted into the head of each
cylinder. Immediately above this is a pipe, in the entrance
of which there is a small needle valve, which, when un-

screwed, allows a few drops of petrol to enter the cylinder

I

in order to free it. The rear brake ^edal and cut-out
control are covered with large rubber blocks, which render
them most comfortable, and good footrests are also pro-

I vided. Altogether the Rex exhibit is one which will not
fail to attract the praxtical rider.

ROC, No. 80.

6 h.p. FoTJU-CTLiNDER MoDEL : 2in. X 2^in. ; m.o.i.v. ;

Bosch magneto ; Amac carburetter, h.b.c. ; epic}''clic

two-speed gear; Dunlop tyres; propeller-shaft trans-

mission.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham. — This
firm are showing a four-cylinder machine which is

quite different from any four-cylinder motor bicycle yet
shown. The makers have endeavoured to render it as far

as possible a car on two wheels. M.O.I.V. are used,

and are situate on the off side of the motor. The cam-
shaft is extended past the 2 to 1 reduction gear at the end
of the motor, through a long bearing to the epicyclic gear,

and is then coupled to the propeller-shaft. Pedal starting is

also provided. The frame is especially interesting, as it is

all pressed out of one piece of steel, and into it the head is

electrically welded. The reduction on the top gear is 4 to 1

;

that is to say, 2 to 1 in the distribution gear, which also

serves as transmission, and 2 to 1 in the bevel. A heavy
flywheel is fitted to the front of the engine. The frame is

of considerable width,' and serves as an efficient mudguard.
The well-known tvpes of o^ h.p. single and 6 h.p. Roc
motor bicycles are also shown. The chief improvements for

this year are the spring fork, which totally avoids any lateral

displacements in relation to the wheel, while a special feature

is made of the Roc conversion set, by means of wliich the well-

known Roc two-speed gear can be fitted to any make of

machine. This gear has been considerably improved in detail,

and is now fitted with ball bearings.

ROYAL ENFIELD, No. 6.

2^ h.p. Twin Model : 52 x 54 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; high-
tension inagn'eto; H.A.D. carburetter, h.b.c; Dunlop
tyres ; belt . transmission.

Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch.—This exceedingly
smart little lightweight is fitted with a well-designed twin-
cylinder V engine, the valves being placed between the
cylinders, and all operated from a single camshaft. The
carburetter, which is an exceedingly neat one, is also between
the two cylinders on the near side of the engine, and is fitted

with a small extra air valve readily accessible from the

saddle. ^ Handle-bar control is provided for the throttle,

ignition and the exhaust valve lifter. A feature of the
engine is the manner in which the exhaust and inlet pipes
are secured to their ports. This is by means of stirrups, or
dogs, secured with a single bolt. The high-tension magneto
is placed with the magnets downwards and behind the

5<TH9

bottom
_
bracket. A very special feature of this magneto,

which IS quite unique in motor bicycle practice, is the fact
that for altering the timing of the ignition the position ot
the armature is advanced and retarded relatively to the break
of the contacts, instead of as usual moving the contact
breaker. This is unquesticnatly the best possible practice,
and has hitherto only been found in cars. A belt drive is

used with a gear of about 5^ to 1. The front brake is of the
ordinary rim type actuated through Bowden wire mecha-
nism, whilst the rear brake is on the belt rim worked by a
pedal on the left footrest. A point that is well worthy of
attention on this m.aohine is the provision of a small paraffin
pump by which parafiin can be forced into the cylinders for
easy starting. Each cylinder is provided with a tap lead-
ing through a small pipe to this pump, which is on the
right-hand side. On the left-hand side is a similar pump
for lubricating oil. Each compartment of the tank is pro-
vided with a g!afcs gauge. Druid spring forks are fitted to
the steering wheel, and throughout the accessories are of
the very best. The stand is separate from the carrier, and
allows the back wheel to be very easily taken out and
replaced.

SCOTT, No. 105.

3^ h.p. Model : 2fin. x 2^in. ; Bosch b.b. magneto

;

Scott carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4.3 and 7.3 to 1 gears ; 2^in.

Palmer tyres ; chain transmission.

Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., Bradford.—The Scott
makes its first public appearance at any show at this year's
Stanley, where it is bound to create a great amount of

inte'tst. It is without doubt the most talked of motor
bicycle on the market at the present time, for its specifica-

tion is well nigh perfect on paper. Since this machine was
last described in The Motor Cycle we notice that several im-
provements have been made. To deal first with the engine,

this as most readers know is of the two-stroke type, and
therefore has no valves. The water-cooling arrangements
have been perfected. To keep both sides of the cylinders at

an even temperature a water jacket has now been fitted at

the base of the crank, case just below the exhaust outlet. The
cylinder head is also water-cooled, and the radiators and

tank are very neatly arranged on the machine; in fact, the

whole machine presents an exceptionally smart appearance.

The flywheel is fitted

between the two
cylinders, and a

sprocket on each side

of the flywheel drives

to a two-speed gear

on the counter-shaft.

From this counter-

shaft there is a final

drive on to a large

sprocket fitted on the
left-hand side of the
back wheel. This
sprocket is of excep-
tional width to en-

able a brake to
operate on the inside

of the rim, thus
giving very powerful
retardation. A metal
cover is fitted over
the rear chain wheel

The specially-designed carburetter fitted to tlie to prevent any like'i-

I two-stroke Scott, the casing of which is an hood of oil carried
;

alumimum casting.
]^^ ^he chains being

A. Automatic air valve. B. Extra air lever. .splashed on to the
machine or rider's

clothes. The magneto
is driven by means of a chain from the counter-
shaft, and the whole of the power mechanism, includmg
the engine, two-speed gear, magneto, and operating levers,

is protected froni' mud by an efficient under screen. A
cut-out is fitted to the silencer, and the stand is

spring operated. Other features of this machine are a

pedal starting arrangement, a round petrol tank embodied
on the seat tube, and an efficient spring fork which en-

ables a front rim brake to be used. ^ Lubricating oil is

carried in one of the frame tubes. On the stand there

is a working diagram showing the action of the Scott

tM-Q £tro!:e engine, and those who are not acquainted

A13

C. Jet. D, Air inlet holes. E. Hoat chamber.
F. Needle valve. G. Throttle lever.
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k the worki.ig of this simple type of valveless engine are

)mmend6d to closely examine the model. The Scott car-

etter used on the two-stroke machine is an aluminium
:ing. There is an automatic air valve with extra air adjust-

it. An excellent feature of the design is that the jet,

t, and needle valve are all instantly removable without
ing down the carburetter. A synchronised throttle effect

Dbtained by the twisting movement of the two annular

ss sleeves, which rotate in opposite directions, giving a

»rement similar to that used in cameras for the diaphragm
tter. When the throttle is completely closed the airholes

! previous page) are simultaneously opened, so that the

ine draws in pure air only, resulting in the engine being

led readily, and also economising the petrol consumption,

ts of the Scott ma/chine are shown on the stand for demon-
itioti purposes, and to illustrate the construction of this

^erly designed machine. One of the machines at the

w is fitted with a Millforcl spring wheel sidecar—a very

•active combination.

SERVICE CO., LTD., No. 114.

'he Service Co., Ltd., Holborn, W.C.—On this stand

I be found various makes of new pattern motor cycles ior

Lch the Service Co. are special selling agents; There are

lels of the two-stroke Scott, 1910 Triumph, twin-cylinder

I, Douglas, two-speed F.N., Bradbury, L.M.C., Moto-
^e, and A.C. sociables. These machines are dealt with
arately in detail in another part of this report. A sidecar

eh is exhibited on this stand only is the Miller, which
ipleted the Six Days' Trials. This sidecar seat, it will

remembered, is placed over the centre of the wheel.

)ther sidecar is the Mills and Fulford castor wheel, shown
iplete with coachbuilt body, wind screen, and Cape cart

d. Miller mud shields are also to be found on this

id, which is one of the largest and most varied in the

w. Accessories include Druid spring forks, Albion plate

ch, and adjustable pulley ; also arother type of Albion
.istable pulley and Mabon multiple disc plate clutches for

iching to the engine-shaft of existing machines.

SINGER MOTO-VELO, N: 120.

[ h.D. MoDET, : 62 x 70mm.; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto;
Dufaux carburetter, h.b.c. ; 6^ to 1 gear; l|in. Clincher

tyres; round or V-belt transmission.

[NGER AND Co., Coventry.—Thi« firm h*8 mad* a new
arture this year in exhibiting a light motor cycle at the
iley Show. Th« machine is splendidly finished, and is

;. to attract a g«o<l deal of attention during the Show
k. The engine is inclined and ha« horizontal radiating

The magneto is very neatly bolted to the uppermost
tiom of the crank case, and is driven by means of gear
sels from the crankshaft. A tank carrying an ample supply
>etrol for 140 miles' running is suspended on the top tube
,he usual way, and a petrol gauge is fitted. A good point
iernible in connection with this simple lightweight i« that
^ortant detail work is rot flimsy; that is, tli« parts have
been reduced ia weight to risk the liability of trouble.

erted levers are fitted to the handle-bar, S6S well
good - sized Bowden control levers for the carbm-

er, giving a delicate adjustment. The machine is obtain-

y with eitlier a, round belt (in which case a jockey pulley
ised) or a direct V-belt drive. Two efficient brake® are
d, one operating on the rear belt rim, the other being a
it rim brake of the ordinary type. Druid spring forks
included in the equipment, also a light tubular stand, and
K)l case tucked away in the recess between the rear Hand-
ed and »»at tube.

T.A.C., No. 73.

h.p. MoBEL : 60 X 60 mm.; a.o.i.v. ; Simms magneto;
Amac carburetter, h.b.c. ; three-speed sliding gears
(T.A.C.) ; RO'M tyres

; propeller-shaft and worm
drive transmission.

.^iLKiNSON Sword Co., Ltd., Acton Green, W.—It is so
intly that we described this interesting machine in The
or Cycle that a detailed description is unnecessary.
(vever, two splendid examples of the work executed by
Wilkin.^on Sword Co, are to be seen on this stand. The

, is fitted with a large isteering wheel, which carries the
control levers to the carburetter, clutch lever, and two

^•s, one operating the front brake, and the other the
lust lifter. The starting gear by means of a bevel wheel
a rack has been greatly improved. When the engine

has once been started the lever may be thrown forward, and
the bevel wheel comes out of ongagem-^nt. The gear box
has beea slightly altered, and now one of the feet is hollow,

and is provided with a screw
plug at the bottom which
may be removed to allow the

oil to be drained away. The
U front fork has also been con-

y siderably improved, and with
M it an internal-expanding front

brake is fitted. The wheel
steering, the makers assure
us, is most effective, and gives
the greatest satisfaction. The
other machine on the stand
is fitted out for scouting pur-
poses. Riders interested in

the T.A.C. machines would do
well to make a most careful

inspection of this exhibit.

The seat is luxuriously up-
holstered, and fits the back
nicely, while the position of

the handle-bar is all that
could be desired. The scout-

ing machine is shown fitted

with a new short Army rifle

slung behind the rider's seat,

I a neat case of opera glasses, a

I
water bottle, a leather case,

I and a holster for a revolver.

I Members of the A.C.L, would
do well to inspect this
macliine. Our readers will be
interested to hear that the

Front view of the T.A.C, showing ^-A-C- went through a private
the leng cemfertable leetboards and trial recently at Brooklands,
bucket seat. from which it emerged with

flying colours, and it possesses
the distinction of being the only four-cylinder mote-r bicycle
ever fitted with a three-speed sliding gear.

TEE BEE, No. 258.

2^ h.p. MoDBL: a.o.i.v.; Bosch magneto; Brown and
Barlow carburetter, h.b.c; non-skid Bates tyres;
belt transmission.

Tkmpleton Bros., Glasgow.—This machine is modelled on
standard lines, with the engine in a vertical position forward
of the bottom bracket. The J. A. P. engine is too well known
to need description now, and it is provided with a Bosch
magneto placed in the rear of the engine, where it k driven
by enclosed gear from the mainshaft. The Brown and Barlow
carburetter is slightly i the rear of the magne*©, and is in
a very accessible position. The ignition advance lever is

attached to a bracket carried by the top bar of the frame.
The mainshaft of the engine is extended outwardly on the
left-hand side, and carries a N.S.U. two speed gear
operated in d, special maimer by the foot, the position for
this being very convenient for the footrests. Three special
features of this bicycle are the Tee Bee spring forks, which
are extremely neat, the springs being carried up against the
head. An ingenious and simple band-starting mechanism is
contrived by coupling up ttie ordinary free-wheel on the
back hub through a small hand-driven sprocket carried in
a detachable bracket on the rear forks. The saddle is

mounted on a special bracket with laminated spring, which
gives great comfort in riding, and which allows the height
of the saddle to be altered.

TRIUMPH, No. 122.

3^ k.p. Model : 85 mm. x 88 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b.
magneto ; Triumph carburetter, h.b.c. ;

4-L to 1 gear
(adjustable)

; _2^iji. rubber-studded Clincher tvres

;

V-belt transmission.
Tkixtmph Cyclb Co., Ltd., Coventry.—We have already

referred to the more important improvements in the new
pattern Triumph motor bicycle, and have acquainted our
readers with the news that the 1910 engine ha« been slightly
increased in size, and the ratio of compression lowered, thus
reducing the tendency for the engine to knock. Heavier
rimnied flywheels are now used which give greater flexibility
to the engine and smoother running. The valves are of im-
proved pattern, the exhaust valve head being exceptionally
str^ag. The adjustable pal^y baa b«en m»de much neat«r
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>y reducing the size of the boss, which therefore permits of

I,
o-reater reduction in the gear ratio. The silencer cut-out

s a very ingenious fitment, and has a continuous rotary

iction, i.e., it always requires pressing down whether to

men or close the outlet holes. A very clever method of

laickly removing the sprocket wheel on the magneto has been

levised, and visitors to the show should examine this and

;he various other parts which are beautifully finished and

•epose on tables at each end of the stand. Referring to the

M»Bip|i||pB»W|ppi|ppi^^

Showing some new fittings on tank of 1910 Triumpli. The oil-pump is

inclined, the tyre pump is carried in clips attached to the tan :, the tank

stoppers are very large, and the petrol Injector is now provided with a tap.

tank, the capacities for petrol and oil remain as before, but

the pump is now inclined, the handle pointing towards

the rider, which makes it an easy matter to force a charge

Df oil into the engine. The tyre pump is fitted on the tank
and secured by special clips. The inflator connection is worthy
af special notice, for the usual flexible connection has been
done away with, and in its place a special push-on pump con-

nection is used. It will be found much handier and reliable

than the ordinary connection. The handle-bars, which are

made of high carbon steel, are of slightly different shape on

the new model and are very gracefully swept back, and the

handles dropped down to enable the greatest comfort in rid-

ing. The ta-nk stoppers are very large in diameter, and a

The 85x88 mm. ToTuist Trophy Triumph wMeh asserted itself in this year's

competitions.

ny lubricator to admit air prevents the petrol splashing

Lit of the carburetter when the tank is full. The belt rim
pplied foot brake is now mounted separately from the foot-

;st5. Two toolbags are of the pannier type, one on each
de of the carrier, thus leaving the whole of the carrier

ace for touring bag, etc. The stand is of the kick operated

pe, i.e., the rear mudguard is fitted with a spring clip

hich automatically locks the stand out of the way when
died sharply upwards. Although three entirely distinct

itterns of Triumph motor cycles are shown on the stand
is year, we only give the specification of one, as in the

ain they are precisely the same, that is including engine
id frame design. The two models we have not yet

ferred to are the free engine clutch model (our experi-

ces with which we gave in The Motor Cycle of November
d), the other being the Tourist Trophy model, which is

w too well-known to need a detailed description. On
ount of the rise in the price of tyres Triumph motor cycles

ve been slightly increased in price.

ARIEL, No. 131.

3^ h. p. Model : 85 mm. x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch mag-
neto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. j fixed gears;

Liberty tyres ; rubber V-belt transmission.

AaiEL Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.—The 1910 3.^

h.p. Ariel motor bicycle is an exceedingly handsome model,
and motor cycling connoisseurs will not fail to apjireciate he
good points. The machine is, a« may be expected, beauti-
fully finished. We have already dealt with its features in our
forecast issues.

F.S., No. 128.

3^ h.p. Model: 82 x 98 mm.; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag
neto ; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 4^ gear (adjust-

able); tyres to order; V-belt transmission.
V.S. Cycle and Motor Co., Ltd., Great Portland Street.

W.—This model is sold with an F.N. or Peugeot engine fitted.

The F.N. measures 82 x 98 mm. bore and stroke, wherear
the Peugeot is 80 x 95 mm. V.S. motors a.re becoming
increasingly popular among practical riders b,v reason of their

up-to-date design, splendid finish, and absolute reliability.-

The Truffault spring fork is fitted exclusively to V.S. motors,
and the comfort of tins fitment has to be tried to be appre-

ciated. Handle-bars adjustable as to their position are oie
of the special features ot the V.S. machine, and enable a

tourist machine to be quickly turned into a racing type for

those who like to indulge in track work on occasion. Foot-
rests form one of the items of the complete equiianent, as also

a petrol gauge, rods throughout for operating the exhaust
valve lifter, a rear e.'cterrial contracting band brake, and a

belt rim foot applied brake.

5 h.p. Twin Model: 75 x 76mm.; a.o.i.v.; Bosch mag-
neto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c; 4^ to 1 gear
(adjustable) ; V-be!t transmission.

This model is much the same as the one exhibited last year,

except that the shape of the induction pipe has been somewhaf
altered, and the carburetter is now in a much more accessible

position, in case adjustments are necessary. The V.S. Co.

cater very thoroughly for all classes of motor cyclists, and
give the option of two-speed and free engine hub gears on all

their models, viz.. 3j, 5, and 7 h.p. In each case the oper-
ating rod is fitted in a handy position in the middle of the

tank. Brooks hogskin padded top saddles are used in each

case, as also comfortable sponge rubber handle grips.

7 h.p. Twin Model: 80 x 95mm.; a.o.i.v.; Bosch mag-
neto; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 3 to 1 gear (adjust-

able) ; tyres to order; Vbelt transmission.
This model is identical with the 5 h.p., except that

it has larger cylinders. An efficient mudflap is fitted at

the extremity of the front mudguard, as also a large magneto
cover with patent fastener, which was the subject of an illus-

tration in last week's issue. A magneto cut-out can be fitted

when desired, the cut-out taking the form of a fibre push
button on the left handle-bar. All the models shown are

finished in French grey, and present a very handsome appear-
ance. The 7 h.p. two-speed twin shown is fitted vfith a rigid

patent sidecar attachment, and compares favourably with any
combination of its kind in the show.

WANDERER, No. 116.

1^ h.p. Model : 60x70 mm. ; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. magneto;
Wanderer carburetter; 5f to 1 gear; 2in. Shamrock-
Gloria tyres ; V-belt transmission.

The Service Co., Ltd., High Holborn, W.C. — The
Wanderer machines, which make their bow to the British

public at this year's Stanley Show, are most excellently

designed, and will well repay a close inspection. It would
be difficult to find any machines in the show which are better

finished in detail work. The 1^ h.p. model, as also the

2^ h.p. and 3 h.p., which we will describe later, have geared-
down engine pulleys. The magneto is fixed to a special

aluminium bracket cast with the crank case, and is located

behind the engine, which position is becoming increasingly
popular. The magneto on the Wanderer is gear driven in

the case of each o+ the three models. Another interesting

point about the Wanderer machines is the fact that the rear
wheel is sprung, and so neatly is this arrangement carried

out that at first sight one does not notice that the frame is

sprung at all.

2^ h.p. Model: 70 x 80mm.; a.o.i.v.; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto ; Wanderer carburetter ; 5| to 1 gear ; 2^in. Sham-
rock-Gloria tyres ; V-belt transmission.

This machine is on the same lines as its smaller brother,

and it has already proved in competition that it has a par-

ticularly efiicient engine. The arrangement of the carburetter
control is very neatly carried out, as will be seen by refer-

ring to the sketch in last week's issue.

AI5
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3 h.p. Twin Model: 60x72 mm.; a.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b.

magneto; Wanderer carburetter, h.b.c. ; 5^ to 1 gear;

2in. Shamrock-Excelsior tyres ; V-belt transmission.

The castings of the V-type twin engine fitted to this

machine are very clean and nicely made. The rear cylinder

is vertical, while the front one is inclined parallel with

the front down tube. The carburetter is situated between

the two cylinders, and in the same way as the other models.

The cut-out, operated by lever on the tank, opens a port in

the exhaust pipe immediately after the two cylinder outlets

have merged into one pipe. The three models are fitted

with toolbag and tools, an internal expanding brake of special

design, the gripping surfaces of which are V-shaped. The
band is controlled by a spring, and is foot operated. Foot-

rests are fitted to the 3 h.p. model.

WOLF, No. 54.

2 h.p. Model: 70x70 mm.; a.o.i.v.; Bosch magneto;
Wolf-Stevens carburetter, h.b.c. ; fixed gears ; Wolf
tyres ; V-leather belt transmission.

2i h.p. Twin Model : 76 x 76 mm. ;

a.o.i.v. ; Bosch magneto ; Amac carbu-

retter, h.b.c. ; fixed gears ; ROM
tyres ; V-leather belt transmission.

Wolf Engineering Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton.—No less than seven diiierent

models of motor bicycles are shown by the

above company. Standard ilodel A is a

li h.p., 63 X 66 mm., single-cylinder, accu-

mulator and coil ignition, Stevens carburet-

ter, 6 to 1 gear, rigid frame and forks, sold

at a very moderate price. It is fitted with
round belt. Standard Model B is a 2^ h.p.,

similar to the above, but with Bosch mag-
neto, round belt, weight 80 lbs. The
Royal Model A, fitted with the same size

engine, accumulator ignition, with one hand
and one foot brake instead of tvfo rim
brakes, weight 83 lbs. The Royal Model B,
fitted with a similar engine, with Bosch
magneto, weight 85 lbs. To the above
Druid spring forks are fitted as an extra.

The Grand Model B is quite a new one,

76 X 76 mm., -^ h.p. engine, Bosch mag-
neto, DrTiid spring forks, weight 92 lbs.,

frame exceptionally low. The carburetter
is of particularly neat design, fitted with a bayonet-
jointed float chamber top, and a very accessible jet,

while a means is provided of injecting petrol by a pipe
fitted with a tap leading straight from the tank into the
compression tap. The stand fitted to this and to other
models is a neat one, inasmuch as it is rigid, and is released
by a catch which can be operated by the foot. A neat cut-
out is also operated by a clip situated close to the rubber
footrests. The machine is a thoroughly practical lightweight
mount.
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ZENITH, No. 127.

3i h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag
neto ; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; infinitely variabl

gears; 2;^in. Clincher N.S. tyres; V-belt transmission.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge.—The 1910 mcdel Zenitl

has been redesigned throughoutj and is a great impiovement
on the 1909 model both in the matter of design of the frame

and the operation of the infinitely variable gear. The
engine used is one made by Zenith Motors, Ltd., and ha
a ball bearing mainshaft and very large valves. A diamonc
frame is now used very much on the lines of the ordinar;;'

motor cycle frame, which spells increased strength. ij

will be gathered from the illustration below that th(

method of operating the gear lever is now much handier
and the ratio easily altered by means of the handle place:

in a convenient position at the top of the tank. The mag
neto, which is gear driven, is placed at the rear of the

cylinder, and is carried on a .special platform cast integral

with the crank case. The carburetter is situated imme

A.S.L., No. 142.

7){ h.p. Model : 80 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Bosch b.b. mag-
neto ; B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c. ; 3| to 1 gear

;

2^in. Shamrock-Excelsior tyres; V-belt transmission.
Air Springs, Ltd.,. Kingsway, W.C.—The A.S.L.

machine- is new to the show, and also to many readers of
The Motor Cycle. The firm, however, have decided to
market two models of their spring frame motor cycle for 1910,
and splendidly finished specimens are staged on their stand
at the show. The spring frame enables small sized
wheels to be used without any undue vibration being noticed.
Of course, the advantage of small wheels, as most readers
know, is_ to lower the centre of gravity, and thus increase
the stability of the machine on grease. Professor Sharp's
air spring is a patent device which has already been dealt
with in these columns. These springs give most luxurious
riding, even on bad roads, and have many advantages over
steel springs ; but the trouble with devices of this nature in the
past has been to keep the air in the cushion. The tvrai-
cylinder model is the same in general construction as its single-
cylinder brother, but we might draw attention to the special
shape of the induction valve, which renders the carburetter
much more accessible than other machines in the abow—

a

desirable feature. The engine used is a 5 h.p. twin Pf^ageot,
otherwise the specification agrees with the single-cylmder.

A16

A new model Zenith Gradua, showing the improved method ol iterating the change-speed gear.

diately behind the magneto, so that no flooding, which is

almost bound to occur with all carburetters, can drop on
to the magneto, which would he likely to cause a conflagra-

tion. The lubricating oil pump is placed in an almost

horizontal position, so that the amount of oil injected into

the engine can be readily seen. A petrol gauge is fitted

to the tank, and other refinements include a stand and
carrier (the tool case being fitted at the side), handle-bar
control levers, Druid spring foiks, and large sized tank
stoppers. The handle-bars are nicely shaped and brought
well back to enable a natural riding position. Old readers

of The Motor Cycle know that with the Gradua gear a

variable ratio is given by expanding and contracting the

engine pulley by means of a lever, the slack of the belt

being taken up by extending the back wheel on specially

designed guides. The ratios can be varied between 3 to 1

and 9 to 1. The latter ratio with an efficient 3^ h.p. engine

is low enough to -enable a motor cycle to climb any hill in

the United Kingdom. Another pattern 3^ h.p. motor
cycle shown on the stand is the Zenette spring frame, the

action of the springs being similar to that of a pair of

scissors.

The Motor Union (No. 319).—At this stand motorcyclists
may obtain particulars of the increased benefits which the

Motor Union is offering to members. In addition to those

for which a large body of motor cyclLsts have already joined

the Union, free legal defence is now to be included in the

benefits offered in return for an annual subscription of

10s. 6d. It will, however, be impossible to continue the sub-

scrvi^tion at this small figure, which will accordingly be raised

'U February next.

i
Next week we intend to deal with some of the more interesting

{

of the accessories, and shall also publish a number of furthei

I illustrations of show exhibits.
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The machine used was a 7 h.p V.S. standard

model from stock, fitted with the famous V.S.

two-speed gear. In this connection we would

again emphasize the fact that we have never

made special machines for competitions and

trials, always preferring to use our standard

models. Absolute perfection in design,

workmanship, and material alone could

have carried our machines so triumphantly

through all the big competitions, and earned

for us the enviable reputation we enjoy.

We cannot detail all the many unique

details of our machines here, but our cata-

logue will give you full particulars of

models, prices, and specifications. Or you

can see us at the Stanley Show.
S. & H.

8
Telephone: 3414 Mayfair.

Telegrams: "Vinmotes, London."

Goods and Repairs : 89, BOLSOVER STREET, W.

In aikswering this advertisement it is desirable, to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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5-6 h.p., £58
7-8 hp., £60
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THE RELIABILITY HEROES.

SPECIAl. FEATURES. —SPRING FRAMES. SPRING FORKS. J.A.P. ENGINES.

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION. MAGNETO IGNITION. GEAR DRIVEN. RUNNSNG ON
BALL BEARINGS AND PROTECTED FROM WET AND MUD.

J.A.P. Automatic Carburetter ; Handle-bar Control ; Powerful Foot Operated Back Brakes ; Wide Mudguards fitted with Strong

Stays ; Very Large Specially Made Saddle ; Comfortable Rubber Covered Footboards ; Long Handle-bars with Hooked Horn

Handles ; Strong Luggage Carriers with Metal Toolbox fitted ; Number Plates ; Stands ; Petrol Gauge : Rom Rubber Studded

Tyres.

THE BAT MOTOR MANFG. CO., PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to '^,ention "The Motor Cycle."
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rCcrtb-west London M.CC.

.Members are reminded of the arrangement to meet at the

A.C.l'. stand, in the Gilbey Hall, at the Stanley Show, on
Wednesuiy, November 24th, at 6.30, s'o that they may make
the round of tiie principal exhibits in company.

Hertfordshire County A.C.

At an extraordinary general meeting of the St. Albans and
District Motor Cycle Club, it was unanimously resolved that

the St. Albans and District Club amalgamate with the Hert-

fordshire County Automobile Club, subject to confirmation at

a general committee meeting of both clubs. This move, if

consummated, will very greatly strengthen the motor cycling

section of the H.C.A.C., and no doubt it will assert itself

very considerably in open events in 1910.

Barnoldswick M.C.

At the club's.annual dinner at the Railway Hotel twenty-
fivfc .r^embers attended. Afterwards a very convivial evening
was !:,pv;nt, songs and recitations being rendered. During
the evening the prizes in connection with the hill-climb were
distributed as follows : First and fastest, J. Windle (Zi^ h.p.

Triumph) ; second, H. Boothman (3^ h.p. Triumph) ; third,

J. Lonsdale (5 h.p. Rex). Gold medal for best performance
of day, W. Holden (2^ h.p, N.S.U.)

Middlesbrough and District M.CC.

At the Corporation Hotel, iMiddlesbrough, laet week, a
most enjoyable smoker was presided over by Councillor
Stanley Sadler, J. P., when a capital programme of music
was rendered. Letters wishing the gathering success were
read from the Darlington, Bishop Auckland and District

M.C.C., and Mr. W. T. Walton, jun., secretary of the
lartlepools and District ]\I.C.C. The chairman presented
the prizes won by the members during the year.

Cambridge University M.CC.

Some new rules have been passed in connection with the
bove club. Members are free to garage their machines
wherever they wish. There are at present no recognised
leadquarters. The subscription this term is 7s. 6d. It has
been decided to discontinue the weekly competitions and to

ubstitute two terminal events, for which medals will be
iwarded. One of these events in the October term will be
open to all members of the University. Weekly club runs
are to be held. At the general meeting it v<as decided imani-

nously to continue affiliation to the A.C.U. It is hoped to

hold a smoking concert shortly, and Saturday, December
4th, has been suggested as a convenient date.

Surrey M.CC.

r\Ir. R. Bryett occupied the chair at the annual dinner,

hich was attended by Mr. F. Straight (sec. A.C.U.), Mr.
I. Allcott (vice-chairman), Mr. F. A. McNab, and ^Ir.

Mward Cox (hon. sec), and many others. The Chairman,
n proposing "Success to the Club," mentioned that they

had managed to pay their way during the year and finish

with a balance in hand, in addition to the contributions

made to central schemes. The Hon. S'ec. recorded the doing?
of the club during the year, mentioning especially the 200

miles Weymouth reliability run. Mr. McNab had offered

I cup for next year for a twenty-five mile race, to be held

t-m the Brooklaiids Track. There had been i^ome discussion,

Air. Cox said, as to the advantages of affiliation, but he con-

idered that by affiliating with the A.C.U. they were helping

forward the perfection of the motor cycle. The Chairman
proposed the health of "The Visitors," and Mr. Straight,

n reply, said the Surrey M.CC. was unique, inasmuch as it

had some really sporting members. He went on to refer to

the advantages which accrue from affiliation with the A.C.U.
i'he hon. sec. was commended very highly for his untiring

work in connection with the club.

Essex M.C.

On Thursday, December 9th, Mr. H. G. Cove will read a

paper on " Novelties at the Stanley Show," at the Great
Eastern Hotel, Liverpool Street, E.G.

Birmingham M.CC.

The above club will pay a visit to the Stanley Show on

Saturday next, the 27th inst. Members wishing to join the

party will meet at New t:reet Station in time to catch the

12.10 p.m. half-day excursion to Euston. If members will

notify the hon. secretary of their intention of being present

at least four days before the meet, it may be possible to

arrange for a special saloon.

Warrington and District M.CC
The annual dinner and prize presentation will take place

at the Lion Hotel, Warrington, on December 4th, at 7.30 p.m.,

to be followed by a lantern lecture on " Magnetos," to be read

by an expert on magneto machines. At 9.30 there will be a

smoking concert, at which a number of well-known artistes

are expected to appear. The committee invite the attend-

ance of all local motor cyclists. Tickets, 3s. 6d. each, may
be had from the hon. secretary, K. T. Hardman, 124, Bridge

Street, Warrington.
Western^Distriet M.C. (London).

At a committee meeting held last Monday, it was decided

to hold a supper this year instead of the usual annual dinner.

The event, which will include the presentation of prizes,

will take place on Wednesday, December 8th, at 8 p.m., at

the Milford Hotel, Isleworth.

The special club night for the Stanley Show is Wednesday,

the 24th inst. Members meet at the A.C.U. stand at 6.30 p.m.

Ashton and District M.C.

Fifty members and friends attended the second annual

dinner of the above club, and the gathering was an un-

qualified success. The genial president, Mr. J. Woodhead,

made an admirable chairman. After the tables had been

cleared, a smoking concert followed. There vras no lack of

talent, and the members have never had a more enjoyable

evening together. The presentation of prizes in connection

with the last hill-climbing competition was made by Mr.

W. Chadwick. The prizewinners were : First on formula and

fastest time, George H. Shaw ; second on formula, J. Lees ;

second on time, A. Needham.

Harrogate and District M.CC
"The Conquest of the Air" was the subject of a most

interesting lecture delivered by Mr. W. H. Fortune before

members of the above club.

The lecturer stated that about 1780 the French Academy

formally declared "that it had been amply proved that it

was impossible for man to raise himself in the air eit^rer by

means of a wing-like apparatus, or by any other rj'jans,"

and that he (the lecturer) intended to prove how w'<-,ng the

French Academy were, for it was only a n.atter fi about

eighteen months after that Joseph de Montgolfie.- scat up his

first balloon at Annonay in France. This balloon, however,

did not carry a passenger, and was raised from the ground

by hot air ; "but it was onlv a matter of another six montlis

when another Frenchman fi'lled a balloon with hydrogen gas

and made a sensational and successful ascent from the

Tuileries, and the year following M. Blanchard and Dr.

.Jeffries crossed the Channel from Dover to Calais. In 1906

probably M. Santos Dumont was the first man in Europe to

make a working machine fitted with a petrol motor, for m
October of that year he made a flight of over thirty yards.

A series of slides were shown of the A.C.U. hill-climb

at Sutton Bank and of the T.T. Race. Mr. Fortune asks

us to mention that he is prepared to lend these slides to

secretaries for inclusion in any lectures they may have

arranged upon payment of postage only.
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The Editor does not hold himselt respon-jiDle tor the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Theory of Skidding.

[4380.]—I have seen it explained why a motor car, when
it skids, turns completely round and travels in the reverse

direction. I feel sure a motor bicycle and rigid sidecar,

ridden solo, is much less likely to skid than a four-wheeled

car. What is the theory of this?

I hope there will be another meet of passenger machine
owners at Stratford-on-Avon next summer. I intended to be
there last time, but circumstances prevented me.

NORFOLK.

English V. French Measurements.
[4381.]—I have been much interested in the corre.'^pond-

ence going on in your paper recently on English v. French
measurements, and must express my agreement with Mr.
Scott when he says that the inch is just as practical as the
centimetre to measure the capacities of motor cycle engines,

and conveys more meaning to "the people."
" Anode's " letter [No. 4325] rather amused me. The

words "snobbish ideas" seem to have worried him, and he
wanders far from the point when he asks what relation a

pound bears to a mile. Because the early petrol engines
were mostly made on the Continent is no reason why the
dimensions of the present English-made engines should still

be expressed in French measurements. I must take this

opportunity to inform you of the enjoyment with which 1

read your excellent paper each week. C. A. BAYLY.

Lessons of the T.T. Race.
[4^82.]—Mr. H._ Siddall's letter on the above topic is

extremely interesting, but certainly is no reply to the very
fair and pertinent queries put by Mr. J. L. Norton in your
issue of the 8th in.st. to Mr. Benjamin Constant. The latter
gentleman made several definite statements of what he
evidently took to be facts, as, for instance, that long stroke
engines were " difficult to start" and "not flexible"; also

that they " caused excessive vibration " and would not " run
slowly." Mr. Siddall claims for them that they will and must
run more slowly than short stroke engines, and in that respect
replies to Mr. Constant ; but regarding the other points
raised by Mr. Constant he merely reiterates that gentleman's
statements, and makes no attempt to grapple with the
question of why the long stroke engine does those things,
which was the pith and point of Mr. Norton's letter.

I also am deeply interested in this matter of long versus
short

_
stroke engines, and some considerable personal

experience with a 79 x 105 engine (single-cylinder) has
served to convince me that a long stroke need not necessarily
cause excessive vibration, be difficult to start, lack the
quality of flexibility, or fail to run satisfactorily both at a
high and a low number of revolutions per minute.

I can appreciate the point that a high compression engine
may fail in those respects, and that it should also put a
heavy strain on bushes and gearing, but high compression is

not the question at issue, and I am absolutely unable to see
why a long stroke engine should put any more strain on
bushes and gearing than a short stroke. Indeed, the pro-
babilities point to quite the opposite.
Would Mr. Constant or Mr. Siddall maintain that it is

impossible to build an engine of, sav, 80 bore x 100 stroke
to give an equal number of revolutions per minute to an
engine of, say, 100 bore x 65 stroke (I do not mean alter
existing engines), the former to run as sweetly and be as
flexible as the latter? If so, will those gentlemen kindly say
ivhy it would be impossible? There are, I am sure, a number
of people who will be greatly interested to learn why.

S. CHAS. FERRYMAN.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4383.]—I think I am right in saying that the majority

of those who write to you under this heading are motorists,

and as such write to you from their point of view. May I

be allowed to point out the other side of the affair as regards

cattle being driven along the road after dark. Let me make
it quite plain that it is equally distasteful for motorists to

meet drovers as vice, versa, and if it is worse for one than

the other it is the drover who suffers most. I contend that

it is more trouble for him to get each of his animals past

one obstacle, than for the motorist to get his cycle past the

drove, for if the worst comes to the worst, he may stop and
let the herd pass. Cattle are not driven along the road.*!

at night for pleasure, but because it is in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred a case of necessity. Let us suppose a man
lives thirty miles away from a market which he is desirous

of reaching together with some of his stock (and this is not

always a case for supposition) he has to start and drive his

cattle back from market the same evening, for it is not

always possible for him to keep, say, sixty or seventy cows
in town overnight, and thirty miles is more than a day's
(or even a night's) journey for most cattle.

I entirely agree with the letter of "E 872," especially

as regards lighting, for even with a light in front and behind,
the motorist would be entirely misled as to the nature of

the obstruction, and also as to the way it was moving.
Public highways were used and maintained by farmers for

their predominating business years before self-propelled road
vehicles were invented, so if motorists protest against cattle

driving at night, and consider them as dangers, their only
alternative is to drive slowly and be more on the alert.

J.F.R.

The Taxation Query.

[4384.]
—"One Who Issues Licences" does not appear to

be aware that the forms of declaration, although supplied
from a Government office, are not issued from that office by
any statutory authority. When the collection of the licences

was transferred to local councils it was arranged that the

printing of all notices, et-c., should be done at the expense
of the Crown, merely as the equivalent of a special grant

towards defraying the cost of collection. I can quite believe

that the printers have faithfully copied the wording of the

old form as to exemption of unused carriages and motor?
but the fact remains that the statement has no legal warrant.

The exemption was formerly granted by the Inland Revenue
Board under Treasury sanction, but the Act transferring the

management of the licence duties to local councils did not

confer upon these bodies any power to grant exemptions not

previously provided for in law. This is not a discovery of

my own; the omission was freely commented upon at the

passing of the Act.

I would refer Mr. Porter to the penal clause of the prin-

cipal carriage Act contained in 32 and 33 Vict., c. 14, s. 27.

It is there clearly laid down that "keeping" a carriage with-

out a licence is the essence of the offence. I agree with him
that to tax an unused motor cycle is unjust, but the injustice

was never formerly apparent because the Inland Revenue
authorities did not carry out the letter of the law. He must

remember that the present discussion was initiated by a

correspondent who complained that the county council

authorities had demanded payment of the tax in respect of

an unused motor cycle. "This fact supports my contention

as to the legal rights of the councils, although, happily, the

majority of them are content to follow the old-established

custom. JS 92.
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At the Stanley Show, you
will have an opportunity

of seeing the famous

CONTINENTAL
RUBBER NON-SKID
MOTOR CYCLE TYRE.

TRADB

HARK.

TRADE

UARK.

The most effective Non-skid Motor Cycle

Tyre on the market. Unsurpassed for

Speed, Reliability, and Durability.

STAND No. 48.
CONTINENTAL TYRE & RUBBER GO. (Great Britain), Ltd.,

102-108, Glerkenw^ell Road, London, E.G.

In GnsiLcriiui this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde,
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Of very superior

quality, full of life,

and thoroughly
efficient.
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Nos. 51 & 52
(Ground Floor)

STilNLEY SHOW

liNlHEl
IMOTOR CYCLE

An exceedingly
popular tyre, most
effective against
skidding on wet or
greasy roads.

STAND
Nos. 51 & 52

(Ground Floor)

STANLEY SHOW

e

The rubber-studded ^'Dreadnought"
Clincher^ the finest tyre extant for
heavy machines and sidecar work.

Clincher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns and
demand your closest attention. If you are unable to visit the
Show we shall be pleased to send you our new list on application.

The North British Rubber Co., Ltd. ^, Edinburgh.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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NLtal Obstacles to Motor Cycle Tourists.

[4385.]— I am enclosing two snapshots I thought might be
worthy of a place in the pages of yonr interesting paper.

They depict the kind of obstacles motor cylists in Natal
contend against. The bridge over Venters spruit on the Lady-
smith-Bergville Road was washed away during phenome-
nally heavy rains in the summei' of 1908, cutting off all

traffic communication between these

two places. The public works depart-

ment stretched an inch steel cable

across the spruit to run a small box on
for the conveyance of passengers and
mails, as the spruit was quite impassable
for several days. Riding from Lady-
smith to Bergville, a distance of thirty-

five miles, I was confronted with this
obstacle, and overcame it by removing
the passenger box from its four chains
and fixing my machine in its place.

I then crossed the river in the shallowest
spot I could find, which was not a
dry job, and hauled the machine across
the cable. The top photograph was
taken from the bed of the river, and
the other from the road level, on the
Bergville side. In spite of this delay
and time taken up by crossing lesser
but other very wet spruits, I completed
the thirty-five miles over very in-

different roads in two hours. Occa-
sionally a good piece of road appears,
and as sp^eed limits are not in force
in this country outside the boi'oughs,
we are able to make up some of the
time we lose on the bad portions.

A. A. HOLEOYD.
Durban, Natal.

929

if you wish to know what that is, it is a wheelbarrow.
After many references .to books, they came to the conclusion
that " wheelbarrow " really was the only heading it could
come under.
So I am told he got both motor cycle and sidecar to Lon-

don for a few shillings, although he expected to pay heavily.

Unless he'was "pulling my leg," this is a true experience,
which, coming from the source it does,

I am inclined to think true.

EDWIN W. MACBAY.

The Offer to Match a 2.J h.p. against 3J-

h.p. Machines.
[4387.]—With regard to your foot-

note to " Acceptances of a Challenge,"
I heartily agree with your suggestion
of making a " race meeting "of it if such
could be arranged, with your help, at

the opening of the next racing season
at Brooklands. I hope that Mr. Stan-
ton will find it convenient to take part,

and that he will ride the machine which
he rode at Brooklands. I do not base
my oijinion on the Wanderer's perform-
ance at Brooklands. I have ridden a
Wanderer for over three years, and I

know what the little motor can do.

I cannot produce a 3^ h.p. as the Wan-
derer works have given up building
higher powered motors entirely, and
are now only producing 1^ and 2^ h.p.

machines. Naturally, competitors must
use only standard touring models, and
not racing models with mudguards on.

H. C. TROMP VAN DIGGELEN.

An Amusing Experience.

[4386.]—I have read
the article, "The End-to-
end Sidecar Record, by
Mr. A. W. Bentley, where
he isays he had to "pay £20
6s. lid. carriage on his
motor cycle and sidecar
from Coventry to Wick,
and later, in your Corre-
spondence columns, the
letter 4353, regarding the
taxation of motor cycles not
used during the j^ear.

Whex© the writer of the
letter suggests removing the
engine from the frame of

a motor cycle, thereby
making it an ordinary
cycle, reminds me of

an incident related by a

friend of mine.
This gentleman was travel-

ling in Wales, the day being the last of his holidays, after

a very saccessful tour, when he had a mishap to his engine,
which meant a long delay. Finding he was not near a

garage, and even then not liking to entrust his mount to a
stranger, he- decided to return to London by train.

After pushing the machine for some miles to the neare-^^

railway station he was not in the best of humour, and the
thought of a heavy bill for carriage on rail did not improve
it, when suddenly he thought of a brilliant idea.

Halting near the station he took the engine out of the
frame. Having procured sufficient wn'appers, he carefully
tied up the engine securely in a parcel, and then strapped, it

to the sidecar seat. Next he detached the sidecar from the
bicycle, pushing each separately to the station.
Having taken his own and his wife's tickets he asked for an

ordinary pedal bicycle ticket, which at first the clerk refused
to issue, but later, after consultation with the stationmaster,
they decided they had no option but to issue it. The station-

master meanwhile asked him what he intended to book the
sidecar as, saying, of course it was a trailer. But how, said
the motorist, can you trail it after you? Try it ! No, sir.

Crossing Venters Spruit on the Ladysmith-Bergvilla road. TI19 motor cyclist

has to wade through the river, ^and send his machine across suspended on a steel

cable. (See A. A. Holroyd's let er.)

Cost of Motor Cycling—681
Miles for 17s.

[4388.]—One sees so

much correspondence, especi-

ally in cycle papers, re-

garding the expense of

motor cycling that I should

like you to insert this for

the benefit, of those who
read The. Motor Cycle, and
are wavering about taking

up motor cycling. (I know
several myself.) My machine
is an old pattern 2| h.p.

Noble, tuned up by myself.

I left London on the Satur-

day before August Bank
Holiday, and the following

was my route. I was not

going in for tremendous
mileage, and my longest

distance for one day was 184,

which took nine hours. I

went straight away to Ex-
mouth, from thence to

Exeter, Okehampton (to

save the hills of Dartmoor), Launceston, Camelford, Wade-
bridge, Redruth, and on to Penzance. I visited Land's

End, Gurnard's Head, LoganRock, Cape Cornwall; m fact,

I dodged about for four days. I left Penzance for Falmouth,

Penrjm, Truro, St. Austell, Lostwithiel, Torpoint to Ply-

mouth;' thence to Ivybridge, Totnes, Paignton, Torquay,

Teignmouth, Dawlish. Starcross, Exeter, to Honiton ;
thence

to Bi'idport and Dorchester, and stayed five days at Wey-

mouth. • 1 J-
• My whole travelling expenses for 681 miles, including

garaging, oil. petrol, and two plugs, amounted
_
to 17s.

The machine took every Mil (and there are a few) in grand

style. .

'I might add that the roads are splendid with the excep-

tion of Bridport to Dorchester and the New Forest. The

country is splendid and well worth a visit.

This tour tends to show that motor cycling is not only

for the well to do, and that even a plumber (which is niy

trade) can afford the pastime if he cares to study your hand-

books, and to do minor repairs and adjustments hrnselt.

A. C. McEVOl.
A33
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Lubrication.

[4389.]—Semi-automatic lubrication may be obtained on

lost motor cycles by utilising compressed air in the oil tank

nd the suction of the crank case in the following manner.

i'irst see that oil tank gtopper is airtight, and then pump
ir into the tank by opeiiitjg the two-way tap mto the

rank case, drawing up plunger, and then turning tap and

lepressing plunger eo that a charge of air is forced into

ank. Repeat this operation a few times before a run. If

LOW tap is turned eo that there is an opening for oil from

ank into pump barrel, the compressed air will force oil into

larrel and raise the plunger. When full, turn the tap so that

he oil has a passage to the crank case, and gradually the

(umpful will filter away into the engine. Repeat this process

yhen necessary. Thinner oil must be used during winter.

i"h€ compression in oil tank will fill pump two or three

imes, and from opening the oil tap from tank to' pump to

ast drop in pump draining away will occupy about ten

(liles. J. P. SOWERBY.

The Petrol Difficulty.

[4390.]—With reference to the paragraph in The Motor

lycle regarding "A Petrol Difficulty," I have remarked

hat the average garage owner who refuses to supply motor

yclists with small quantities of petrol is of the mean and

lasty order, and is not averse to "doing" the fraternity.

t is distinctly hard to have to pay for a two-gallon tin

(fhen only a half or one gallon is used, but it is much worse

o think 'that, on our exit, the disobliging proprietor will

ise up the surplus petrol we left behind. A gallon or

(lore from a few customers make^ a fair difference in his

irofits in a month.
The two-gallon tin (i.e., the contents thereof) after being

laid for is absolutely our own, and, therefore we can do
pith it what we like. Now what I propose is just this :

)n having taken out what is required make a bee-line for

he nearest refuse heap—there is usually one handy—and
impty the remaining contents thereon, as they are useless

o us. Return the tin.

This may appear peevish and spiteful, but I do not see

he force of allowing a garage owner to appropriate the petrol

>e has forced us to pay for. I can still picture the look

)f astonishment and chagrin on the face of a particularly

lasty owner after being treated as above Of course, the

iuggeetion is only for extreme cases, and depends on the

;ivility with which our request for a small quantity is

eceived. T.E.B.C.

[4391.]—Referring to the par.ngraph, "A Petrol Difh-

rilty," in The. Motor Cyrle of November 8th, I think you will

ind on enquiry that a large number of dealers in petrol are

Dlac^d in a verv difficult position vdth regard to selling petrol

n sniall quantities.

I am in a position to view both sides of the question fairly,

:)eing a rider since the days of the 1^ h.p. Phoenix, as well

)s a dealer in petrol. My .licence to sell petrol distinctlv

states that it must be sold only in two-gallon cans, which
^'ist not be opened on the premises; hence the trouble. I

'sed to get over the difficulty by asking the purchaser to pay
for the whole can, and draw off sufficient for requirement. I

i"ould then offer to mind the remainder in can till he should
be ca11i''Tg aeain.

Another sore point is the fact that the licerce costs as

muc!) per armuni it you sell one or fifty -cans a week. With
tnariy thanks for the thousands of hints obtained from
The: Motor Cyrle,

_
CHAS. C. HILL.

[We believe the regulation above mentioned applies to the
storage of petrol in two-gallon tins, and not to the sale of
petrol.

—

Ed.]

Light.veights v. Eeavy.we'ghfs.

[4392.]—I was very entertained by Mr. Turpin's thrilling
account of his 230 miles tour on- a lightweight in your issue
of the 15th inst. I notice he says he was " fully laden with
two bags and a lamp." Does he " mean toolbags or port-
manteaux? Also the' fact of taking a lamp on a tour is

irresistibly funny. It is so unusual to do so that one is

quite overcome by the fact.

However, putting jokes on one side, may I ask Mr. Turpin
how many miles his fin. rubber belt takes him with a
gear of 6^ to 1, and whether he does not find the small pulley
wear out quickly and let the belt slip in wet weather? I

^34
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also notice he gives his riding time as S^h. for ninety-one

miles, or an average of twenty-six miles an hour with 6^ to 1

gear. Not bad for a 2 h.p. He should challenge that 2^ h.p.

Wanderer referred to in your issue for November 3rd.

Of course, I admire the lightweight for its general handi-

ness for short runs and town work, but maintain that it is

not suitable for real touring, where the machme has to suffer

a certain amount of neglect and rough usage.

HAKOLD KARSLAKE.
[Mr. Karslake's assertion as to the unsuitability of light-

weights for real touring will, we feel sure, be certain to

bring forth emphatic disapprovals irom our readers.

—

Ed.]

[Zi393.]_Lil5;e "E. A. D. S." in letter 4335, I am much
interested in the discussion on lightweights versv>> heavy-

weights. In my own case I should not, for many reasons,

use a motor bicycle at all unless I had an efficient light-

weight. I think there are many more prospective motor
cyclists of like mind with myself. It is possible that they

may imagine that all lightweights are similar to the one

described. Although I have motored for some time, I have

only done 1,200 miles on my lightweight owing to illness.

I believe I ride the lightest machine on the market.
I have never ground the exhaust valve, and the com-

pression is as good as when it was new. To expose the

exhaust valve certainly takes less than a minute ; to get it

out depends so much on the person who does it that I can
give no time. Two nuts have to be unscrewed to expose
the valve. A man would have to be a great duffer to take
five minutes to get off my cylinder head. A mechanic of

much experience told me my engine was the most easily

accersible he had ever had in hand.
The only belt trouble I ever had was caused by hooks

pulling through. Now, thanks to the new Motosacoche hook
and eye fastener, described in a recent number, I think this

failing may be said to be a thing of the past. With the

adjustabla jockey pulley the belt can be taken off and re-

placed in one minute. As for wear of pulley, I can see

practically none. As regards costs, a round belt costs

about one-third the price of the V type. I used one for

750 miles and then lost it ; it then looked good for another
200-300. The great loss was through hooks pulling through,
necessitating a piece being cut off the belt.

I have had one puncture and no breakages. On the other

hand, anyone thinking of investing in a lightweight had
better bear in mind the most excellent remarks of "Ixion"
in the latter part of his article on lightweights in the issue

of October 27th. R.N.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" DI 27 " would like private owners' experiences with the

multiple disc clutch fitted to the Triumph.
" S. S. G." (Rugby) would like readers' experiences of the

Gradua gear on a 3^ h.p. Triumph as regards efficiency and
speed in a very hilly country. Also the 7-8 h.p. Bat as

regards hill-climbing, ease of control, and speed as a solo

mount.

sum:maey of other correspondence.
Mr. Symon A. York wishes us to obtain the name and

address of the garage proprietor at Darlington, from whom
he borrowed an accumulator a short time ago while on his

way to Scotland. Unfortunately he cannot remember the
name of the garage, and only knows that it is situated at a
corner where four roads meet, and not far from the main
tram route to West Aufkland. The accumulator, which is

a large one, has been left in our possession. If this catches

the eye of the Darlington garage proprietor will he kindly
communicate with us and return the deposit, less hire fee,

when the accumulator will be forwarded?

O T S C E.

The Editor flisrlr.ims all le»al responsibility in any way lor
loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Reiectad manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only bs returned pri'ided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the purposo.

^V^
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Winter ridin,
demands exceptional non-skidding, excep-

tional weap-pesisting, and exceptional puncture-

ppoof qualities. All these exceptional

qualities ape embodied in the new

DUNLOP
RUBBER STUDDED TYRE.

^Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast,

NOTE—Tyres from which tin Dunlop Co.'s private marks have been removed are not guaranteed. y ^-35
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g The Saddle makes the

comfort—but LYCETT
MAKES THE SADDLE!
—All the Attributes that minister to comtort
awheel—all the subtle arts of manufacture,
which, ideally introduced, combine to pro-

mote perfect cycling conditions, find their

complete and perfect inclusion in the

modern cycle seats—the LEADERS

—

LYCETTS
"La-Grande"
SADDLES
—the saddles which have this season, through
recognised merit, easily taken front rank in

popular favour.

—Cyclists know the infinite care with which
the mutual relationship of Saddle and Rider
are considered in the making of these Saddles,

and therefore wisely prefer to ride a Lycett,

—Each model is skilfully designed to fulfil all

hygienic needs, in addition to including com-
plete provision for perfect comfort and free-

dom for all natural movements of the body.
—"Once a Lycett rider—always a Lycett
rider" is to-day a living truism amongst
cyclists, and if you would prove and profit by
its truth you need only specify a "La-Grande"
saddle on your 19 10 Model, and firmly insist

on its inclusion. Resolutely refuse substitutes.

—Let LYCETT'S lead in all Equipment—^and

perfect cycling is sure to follow.

—Get in touch with us at Stand 184- at

the Stanley Shovy or write us TO-

DAY if not visiting the Shovy.

1 Vf*FTT'^ Dept. 9, "The Saddlery"
7^11 ii^«.liLii'^.i BIRMINGHAM.
*' Where all the Comfortable Saddles come from."

L

C5.S

"L YCETTS Leader, Z.77, with the Unbreahable
Girder Frame." No. 2 si^e.

A revelaiion in luxuriously easy riding'

A large LYCETT Saidle , ,Thi sensation is like on an air-cushion floatina on ijiaier"—H.S.B, in "Bicycling News" ]or August,
I parted wun ruy Lyctui ^ 'La-Oi-o.,de' Saddlo, the most comfortable I have "ever ridden, I' have not met quite the ideal Seat."—^The Owl in

''Cycling" for Feb. 24th 1909.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from
our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.G., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envebpe for reply.

an

Pitting of Platinum Ints.

My 35 h.p. engined macl"''^'^

^ is fitted with plain coil and
^ make and break contaccs, u.n
-^ the points, which are pure

platinum (I have tested by
boiling in strong nitric acid), pit very
badly about every five miles. I have
tested coil off machine with very
good results. Do you think the
condenser is faulty?— 'or. W.
ndoubtedly the condenser of the coil

at fault. Try a coil made by a well-
nown maker _with efficient condenser,
nd if the points keep quite clean with
le new coil, you could have an effi-

ent condenser fitted to your present
jil by some good electrical firm.

Lowering the Compression Ritlo.

I propose to lower the com-
pression ratio of my engine, as
at present the compression is

rather high in my opinion. Will
you kindly inform me whether

additional two thicknesses of

brown paper between the cylinder
and crank case will make an appreci-
able difference, or do you think 1

ought to put a piece of pasteboard
or' cardboard between? I shall

arrange the tappet to suit.—J.E.A.

Vhat we should advise you to do is

fit a thin metal plate with a brown
aper washer on both sides. Two
hickne.s6es of brown paper or card-
'Oard would not be sufficient, as the
laterial would compress too much.

Dry Cells for Ignition Purposes.

I am thinking of having a

dry cell for my motor cycle

instead of accumulator, and
should b© much obliged if you
could tell me—(1) a suitable

make. (2.) The most suitable size for

.a 3^ h.p. engine? (3.) Whether it

would be necessary to carry a spare
dry cell in case of failure?

—

Dk.
h:k.b.

1.) Two very good dry cells are the
lellesen, sold by A. H. Hunt, 115,

l!annon Street, E.G., and the Siemens,
old by Messrs. Siemens Bros, and
^o., Ca,xton House, Westminster,
5.W. (2.) Dry cells are sold in all

izes, and if you let either of these
irms know the dimensions of the com-
)artments in your tank they will in-

orm you of the best size of cell. (3.)

S. spar© dry cell would b© advisable if

'ou have any room for it. But you
ould entirely depend on one cell until

':ou have covered some hundreds of

niles (depending on the type and make
)f coil you propose to use\.

Which is the best Sidecar ?

I shall deem it a favour if

you will give me your choice

of the following types of side-

cars : (1) Flexible
; (2) rigid

;

(3) castor wheel. Is the frame-
work of the 3^ h.p. Triumph strong

enough to take any of the above? -~

A. H.
Your query is one that has been
answered many times in these columns.
All three types are quite satisfactory,

and they have their own particular

advantages. It is therefor© a matter for

your own personal taste to choose

which you think would suit you best.

While the frame of the machine men-
tioned is strong enough for sidecar

work, the makers do not recommend
anv form of attachment being fitted.

Heat ot Crank Case.

After running my 35 h.p.

?' motor bicycle for about ten or
fifteen minutes the crank case

-^ gets so hot that I cannot bear
my hand on it. The compjes-

sion is good, and apparently the

machine is in excellent order.—J. H.
As long as the machine runs well

otherwise and does not lose power on
hills we should recommend you to leave
well alone. As soon, however, as any
falling off in power is noticed you will

probably find that new piston rings
will be required, as excessive heating
of the crank case is an indication that
the charge is getting past the rings.

You will understand that crank ca.ses

attain a certain deg.ree of heat owing
to conduction from the hot cylinder.

W. E. Cook and the 16-20 h.p. N.L.G.-J.A.P. on which he attempted lecords on the 11th mst. at

Brooklands. Some wild estimates hive been made as to ths speed Cook attained on thiS occasion, as it

so happened he was not oHlciaLy timed owing to the failure of the electrical timing apparatus, ine

worlds speed records still stand to the credit of the late Henri Cissac, whose fastest oflicia ly recoraea

speed on a 14 h.p. Peugeot was S7.32 m.p.h. This speed Cook is ambitious to excel.
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Flames from Carburetter.

I have a 6 h.p. N.S.U. motor
cycle fitted with Amac carbu-
retter,, and the other night
when out riding I lifted the
exhaust and noticed several

flashes of fire coming out of the

bottom of the carburetter. I may
say I had put in one new valve, and
I found this a little short in the

etem. Would this be the cause of

the trouble? The engine and carbu-

retter are perfectly clean, and_ I

never noticed anything like it with

the old valves^—F. A.

The trouble .seems to be entirely due
to the fact that the inlet- valves vary
in the amount of their openings, and
the springs are too weak. Be careful

to use strong enough springs, and to

see that the opening in the case of each
valve is the same, and we do not think

the trouble will recur. If you notice

the flames again after attending to the

above matters it will be wise to put-

two or three fine mesh gauzes in the

induction pipe as a precautionary
measure, as there is a risk of the petrol

in the carburetter igniting.-

Stiffness in Engine.

What is the cause of my
4 h.p. engine being so that I

cannot pedal when exhaust is

lifted, as formerly? I cannot

get the engine pulley round
more than once or twice, and then

only by horse work. I have always

been able to pedal with ease when
exhaust was lifted, hut latterly it

has mounted even slight hills with

difficulty. Can there be something
wrong in cylinder, and what shall

I do to remedy it?. My weight is

16 stones, but the machine has
carried me well till this last week or

two.—H. T.

You do not mention whether you inject

a small quantity of petrol or paraffin

before attempting to start. In cold
weather the engine quickly becomes
gummy, and requires an injection to

enable it to be revolved freely. There
can only be two other causes of the
stiffness. One is that probably the
lifter wire has stretched slightly, with
the result tliat the exhaust valve lifter

does not raise the valve sufficiently to
allow the compression to escape. The
other possible cause of the trouble is a
derangement in the engine, such as
a partially seized bearing, caused by
under-lubrication. You had better
examine it, and if you find the valve
lifter mechanism to be In order it will
be as well to have the engine down and
examine the piston and bearings.

READERS' REPLIES.
Dust Cbolsing Gauze.

I notice your reply to "C.B." re
dust choking gauze. The same thing
happened to my 3^ h.p. 1908 Triumph,
and I removed tfie gauze and have
had no trouble in that respect since,
with the exception (as you mention in
your reply to "C.B.") that I clean
the engine oftener.—P.M. (Pretoria,
Transvaal).

Cures for Sluggish Starting.

Perhaps the following suggestions
may help "J. E. W." and others who
have sluggish starting engines. Ad-
just the distance of the break between
the platinum points to suit the mag-
neto. My machine was very hard to

start until I adjusted the magneto
points, and when I made them break
the ^ distance the makers recommended
it started -easily, but after running for

barely two miles it stopped suddenly

;

the points had badly pitted. I experi-

mented with different thicknesses of

packing between the platinum screw
and the bell crank lever ; now it starts

at walking pace, which is most neces-
sary owing to my having a locked right

hip joint ; I cannot therefore gallop.

There is also a great saving in plati-

num. I think magnetos have as dif-

ferent 5' dispositions " as people.

—

R. H. B.

NOVEMBER 22nd, igo^.

Carburation.

With reference to the query in Th
Motor Cycle of November 5rd, wit
regard to Minerva-Longuemare carbi
retter, I experienced the same tliin

witti my 3^ h.p. Minerva. I found
got the be.'it running with a No. 2
choke tube and No. 8 jet, but eve
then I was not absolutely satisfied wit
the pull of the engine at slow speed
I eventually bought an old patter
Brown and Barlow, and since fittin,

that I have experienced no troubi
whatever. I strongly advise yo
correspondent to do tiie samfe,
Douglas Newton.

Tyres tor Sidecar Work.
In The Motor Cycle of Novembe:

8th I note your reply on page 874- U
" T. J. A." as to tyre for sidecaj
work. From my own experience with i

3^ h.p. Triumph and Montgomery side
car, I should not advise a larger rim
but to fit a Palmer Cord special 2^iii

to fit 2in. rim, as I did on my driving
wheel. It has run 4,000 miles, oi

which 1,000 were with sidecar anc
10 stone passenger. Only tyre troubles
two punctures (nails). The three ribs

are_ still faintly visible on the tread.
This would be cheaper than rebuilding
wheel with larger rim, and it is sure to
wear well. Like most of your corre-
spondents, I read The Motor Cy^h
right through, and often get most
valuable tips.—D. Y. Haio, M.D. ;

With reference to query : by
" T. J. A." re tyre for sidecar work,
if it is any help to him I should like

you to let him know my experience.
Some few months ago I bought a special
Dunlop, 26in. x 2^in., and have run
it on a 3^ h.p. N.S.U. with Mont-
gomery sidecar 1,240 miles, and up -to

the present it shows hardly any sign

of wear ; even the tread is not worn.
Of course, I am only a private rider,

and have no financial interest what^ier
in the Dunlop Tyi^e Co.—Ernest- fe.

Norton. \

t;„

(1) A coach-built sidecar with wind
screen. The motor bicycle is a 1910
model Brown.

Some Mi:iford passenger attachments shown on Stand 67 at the Agricultural Hall.

(2) Cane pattern spring wheel sidecar, with
extra chair m front for child.

(3) This model with hood is sure

to be popular with the gentler sex.

The driver is left out in the cold

!
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SURE you see the New MODEL

The New Single

'B' Mode! Moto-Reve
—fitted with single-cylinder engine of 60 x

85 mm., and designed in every respect on the

lines which have made the twin model " A "

such a universal favourite, is the mount

which will introduce many lovers of the

road to the fascinating pastime of motor

cycling. Will you be one of these '' For

Twenty-seven Guineas you can secure a

PRACTICAL MOTOR CYCLE, high grade

in every detail, and fully equipped with

Stand, Carrier, and Number Plates, ready for

the road. And the price—hitherto thought

impossible for a first-class practical motor

cycle—

27 guineas.

The following Models

will also be shown

:

IVlodel "A."—50x70 mm., twin "V"
engine, standard machine for ordinary
touring.

iVIodeB "A A."

—

52x70 mm., twin
engine, for heavy riders.

Model "AAA."—50 X 85mm-., twin

]
engine, for hilly districts and use with
coupling attachment.

IVflodeB " G."—The last word in LIGHT-
WEIGHTS. Vertical twin engine, 52 x 70
mm., clutch, two-speed gear and chain
drive.

Model "D."—The Lady's Lightweight
Motor Cycle.

Model "E."—The Lady's Couplocycle,

for use with Model "AAA."

SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY
ON STAND 87.

.Come and have them explained !

STAND No. STANLEY SHOW
THE MOTO-RBVE CO., Ltd., Moto-Reve Works, ACTON VALE, LONDON, W.

London Showrooms: 138 & 142, Gray's Inn Road, "W.C.

In answering this adveritsernent it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." -'^
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You mount from the pedal
as with an ordinary bicycle, and start

right off. Much better than the
usual "run and jump" start, isn't it ?

And, once up, you have a truly ex-
cellent little machine under you. The

Moto=Vdo
IS a jl h.p. motor cycle that will speed
anything from 5 to 30 miles per hour.
The engine is built on strictly inter-

changeable lines, and is detachable, so
that the machine can be converted to a
bicycle at will.

You can have Round Belt with Jockey
pulley or V Belt with Direct Drive.A Bosch High-tension Magneto is

fitted and the weight of the machine
complete is 84 lbs.

S«e it at the Stanley Show

STAND
No. 120.

\\^

A40 In ans^erin, this advertisement it is ^esirahle to mention "Tke Motor Cycle.*'
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A NEW CHAIN BELT
NEW pattern of

L chain belt which
^ has been under test

for some time is

view at the Stanley.

s the production of I.

)leby and Co., i8oa,

ells Road, Birming-

1, and will be found on
r-Corah Motor Co.'s

id, No. 85, in the Main
The chain belt is

ie up of sieel links

V leather sections

ted to the links. The
ine pulley is made with
usual 28° groove, and
ily spaced. Across the
ove are flat steel bars
ch receive the links of

chain and the V sec-

;', something after the

e- of a block chain which runs upon a toothed
>eket. The' pull is transmitted entirely through the
'_ links. No alteration to the driven belt rim is

uired, and the engine pulley is so made that the
ige carrying the steel crossbars can be removed and
pulley used for ordinary belt drive. The sections
belt are linked together entirely by hand without
is, and a link can be removed and replaced at any
at to shorten or lengthen the belt as required. The
dons of this chain belt are also made of specially

ghened rubber, the link plates being embedded in

rubber whilst it is in a plastic state, and afterwards
canised.

=^THgl
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A KICK-OPERATED STAND FASTENER.
O bend down and screw up the usual stand
fastening and at the same time balance a heavy
machine is not an easy matter. Some 19 10
models have improvements on this method. The

spring attachment illustrated

is one introduced by W.
Beck, Chapel Street,

Rugby, for fitting to exist-

ing machines. Fastened to

the rear mudguard by the

ordinary fastening wing bolt

are two fiat plates carrying

between them a pair of

movable jaws held together

by a coil spring. To the

eye or similar attachment
on the back rail of the

stand, a bolt is fastened

which projects in such a
manner that when the stand

is raised the smooth round
surface of the bolt when pulled up forcibly between the

jaws expands them sufficiently to allow the bolt to pass.

It then drops into slots in the jaws, and is there held

tightly. With this attachment fitted there is no neces-

sity to use-the hands at all. In the sketch the parts

of the attachment are shown black.

->-=33>

The City Ignition Co., 14, Spencer Street, Goswell

Road, E.G., have been appointed sole agents for the

whole of Great Britain, Ireland, and the colonies for

the special nickel valves made by Alphonse Binet and

Co., Paris. The same firm have also secured the sole

agency for Rubidia powder, which is sold in three

grades for grinding in valves, rings, etc.

0«Ss—<—

ANOTHER TYPE OF BACK REST FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

'HE publica'tion of the particulars of one support

or back-rest has called- forth another in the

form of Carter's patent adjustable back-rest.

This consists of a back-rest for motor cyclists

ich can be adjusted to any desired posi-

1 by the rider Avithout dismounting from
machine. The rest is self-locking and

id. For riding in town traffic, when
lurried dismount might be necessary, the

t can be let down quite flat on to the

rier, and can be adjusted instantly by
Dlying a slight pressure to the lever

ich is fitted inside the frame of the rest,

rhe makers (the Victoria Garage and
metrical Co., Ltd., 27, Fleet Street,

ventry) supply it to fit the following
adard patterns of motor cycles : Humber,
^mier. Rex, and Triumph, Rests to

t any other make can be supplied in

ee days. The particulars required when
lering are width of seat lug and carrier,

:side measurements, and length from

centre of seat bolt to back of saddle. All parts are

nickel plated, and a pneumatic cushion upholstered

in leather is supplied for the back rail, which should

pro'\'e very comfortable. The v,^eight is 5 lbs.

TSZ^iSi^fyi^S^^^S^^^

A comfortable back-rest for motor cyclists, adjustable as to height by a lever on the right hand

side of the back-rest support. It has been patented by H. M. Carter.

rhe Stern Sonneborn Oil Co., Royal London House,
isbury Square, E.G., are, as their title leads one to

)pose, specialists in the manufacture of lubricants

all kinds. They make a special brand of oil for

tor cycle cylinders known as Autosternol, which is

pure hydro-carbon oil, non-corrosive, free from

impurities and acids, and with a flash point of over

400° Fahr. Other specialities made by the company
are Glutcholine (a dressing for clutches) and Sternoline

metal polish (a composition for preventing rust). In

fact, in the catalogue issued by the company the motor

cyclist will find a good deal to interest him.

A41
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Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.

INDELIBLE PENCIL.
3±.2. Some tyre repair outfit

providers have stupidly ceased to in-

corporate a piece of indelible pencil in

their kits. It is absolutely inva'uable

in the repair of punctures, especially

when email. After the vicinity of a

puncture has been solutioned, the exact

location of the puncture is usually in-

visible, unless an indelible pencil has

been employed to mark it.

A WAGGISH INDiriDUAL.
3i3. I was lighting a cigarette

outside a well-known roadside hostelry

the other week when an individual

puffed up on a smart new mount of

unknown make. I pounced on it with
a keen eye for novelties and notions,

and was immediately struck by an Sin.

diameter plated drum affixed '0 the off-

side of the rear hub. A tiny lever

protruded from it, and this lever was
coupled by a Bowden wire to a foot-

rest pedal. "Oho," quoth I to myself,

"A new internal expanding brake 1"

When the owner had wandered indoors
to lubricate I bethought myself it would
be interesting to test the gripping
powers of his new brake. No sooner
said than done. They were absolutely
nil. And what is more, I am positive

the nice plated drum was a dummy, in-

tended to deceive captious constables or
the inspecting official of the next
Quarterly Trials. The drum was simply
a hollow cheese of plated metal, and
nothing more.

ENGINE KNOCKING.
31.-4:. I have searched all the

principal motor text books in vain for

a scientiiic treatise on engine knocks,
and. not having sufficient techn-ical

knowledge to write such a treatise for

myself, I must limib this not^ to the
practical treatment of knockings, rather
than attempt a disquisition on their
origin. Distinguish several types of

knocks as folk>ws : (a.) On modem high
compression engines knocking commonly
occurs when climbing steep hills,

when dropping the valve' after rounding
a corner, and when picking up speed
on the flat, which is curable by closing
the extra air, either partially or alto-

gether. I do not know the explanation
of this phenomenon, but it will often
stop the knock instantaneously on 1909
3^ h.p. machines, when retarding the
spark or closing the throttle has no
effect whatever. Probably it is

due to the closing of the air giving
a rich and therefore slow burn-
ing mixture. It enables hills to be
climbed to a finish, when any other
handling of the levers would cause a
stoppage._ (b.) Caused by too high a
compression, arising from carbonised
incrustations on piston and in com-
bustion chamber. Cure—^a good scrap-
ing, (c.) Caused by too high a gear
eitlier in hill-climbing or in sudden
accelerations on the flat. Remedy

—

open the groove of the adjustable pulley.
{d.) Caused by slack bearings in engine,
or by engine-shafts being out of align-
ment, or flywheels scraping against
crank .case, (e.) Caused in rare instances
by a sparking plug of a certain length,
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By Road Rider.

especially if plug is fixed into cylinder
head, instead of into top of valve
chamber. The remedy is to use a
sparking plug which does not project
60 far into combustion space. (/".)

Caused by spark being advanced too
far for the speed at which engine is

revolving, when the wind or the
gradient prevents the engine catching
up to the speed for which the ignition
is set. Remedy—retard the spark. This
is the explanation of the knock which
usually occurs when a machine fails to
climb a lull after the air lever has been
closed sufficiently. (g.) Bad oil, or
insufficient oil in engine. Remedy-
more oil, or oil of a different brand.
Chronic knocking suddenly attacking an
engine on easy roads is generally due
to defects of lubrication. (A.) Due to
overheating. A hot engine will knock
downhill. This sort of knock is almost
always due to defective lubrication, i.e.,

either an unsuitable oU, or a scanty
supply of good oil. In rare instances
it is possibly due simply to over-driving,
e.g., travelling a long distance at
excessive speed, by which the piston
and cylinder become temporarily dis-
torted. In this case there is no cure
but to let the engine cool right down,
and to be more careful in future.
N.B.—Never let an engine continue to
knock. If the knock cannot be stopped
in a yard or two by retarding the
spark, closing the extra air. or injecting
a charge of oil, stop at once, trace the
defect, and remedy it. To let an engine
continue knocking, especially on a steep
grade, means a risk of serious and
expensive damage to the shafts, bear-
ings, and connecting rod.

SQUEAKY SPRING FORKS.3AS. Some types of spring forks
squeak slightly unless regularly lubri-
cated If the springs are of the flat,

leaf type, the squeaking may be cured
for 100 niiles or so by taking the load
off the springs and smearing grease
between the leaves with a thin knife.
If the springs work over a spindle,
and are in close contact with it all the
time, the defect is most awkward to
rectify, as grit will be attracted to
any lubricant employed and accentuate
the squeaking. On one machine I was
able to screw a spring grease lubri-
cator into the collar through which
the spindles worked. On another type
of spindle I cut a spiral groove into
which I forced grease at regular inter-
vals. On another I attached soft
leather covers, lacing them up tightly,
so that the lubricant employed was
not neutralised by the grit it would
otherwise have attracted. Care must
be taken not to weaken a vital part
of the forks by tapping a thread in
it to accommodate a grease lubricator.
There are a dozen types of spring fork
on the market which will go through
a whole year without a single squeak,
and enquiry amongst practised riders
will elicit the names of satisfactory
and unsatisfactory devices.

ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS.
SJ.S. The most serviceable types

of pulleys are those which require no
tools for their alteration. Beware of

any pattern which has to be unsi
by a special tool working agaiif
engine compression. Such
often get jammed up if the
revolutions tighten the two
against each other, and whel
engine compression has becomeL_
the special tool simply turnlji
engine over compression instel c

loosening the outer flange ol,t
pulley. It is the old difficulty

moving an engine pulley in a
and more aggravating form. Ijj

simplest way to move a very tigllu
is to turn the engine on to comprlj
point, then obtain a long spaaneili
with the aid of a hammer or aile
spanner tap the end of it, graiT

increasing the force of the blows|
the nut is seen to move.

ADJUSTABLE BELT FASTENEl
I31."F. Such a fastener is ess

to an adjustable pulley. If a
length of belting has to be ind

or removed whenever the gear raj

varied, the job is too long and
to be readily undertaken,
ordering adjustable belt faste

rjotice if any part of the fastener

jects above the top of the belt in

of the various positions. If it

make sure that your machine pro

sufficient clearance for this proje

of the fastener to run round wi1

hitting anything, e.g., the crankec

portion of the rear forks, or some
tuberance on the crank case. Mad
with outside flywheels (which u.';!

have the engine pulley between the

wheel and the crankcase) do not a

clearance for many of the adjus

fasteners now on the market.

HIGH-COMPRESSION ENGINES.
Si^. Engines with an ;

high compression ratio are only St

to expert riders desiring great $p<

they are not ideal for the jog-trot toi

rider. Some idea of the compres

ratio can be gathered by remo^^in

valve cap and noting the depth of

valve box, and the height to whieh

piston rises in the combustion chaml

If the interior . height of the i v;

chamber is extremely low, and

piston rises to a point above the f

of the valve chamber, the engine

an extremely high compression,

the gases forced iip by the piston a

rises on its. compression stroke

obviously compressed into a '^

limited space. There are engines

the market to-day which are said

have a cold compression of 90 lbs.

square inch, whereas others hav(

pressure of only 60 lbs. per square., u

A medium compression is the ; n

suited to ordinary touring work|

FASTENING BOXES OF SPARE'^.

SS.9. The expert rider usu

carries in his kit two or three tinibc

in whicii his more delicate sn]^pl

such as tyre repair kit, magneto 41a

etc., are stored. The simplest

most efficient method of fastening tl

boxes is to cut a rubber band f^oT

waste inner tube and slip it around

box.: It will never corns adrift, an

easily replaced or removed.
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The 1910 Tourist Trophy Race.

ON the next page is reported the meeting held

at the Stanley Show last Tuesday to discuss

the conditions of the 1910 Tourist Trophy
Race. Dealing first with the date, we fear

there is little chance of any day in September
being available, since the Isle of Man Highway Board
expressly stated that such a date interfered with the

islanders' harvest. It seems, therefore, probable that,

nolens volens, the A.C.U. will have to run off the com-
petition either at the end of May or the beginning of

June, which, though it will be awkward for most of

the manufacturers, is an excellent time of the year, as

the weather is likely to be more genial than late in

September. Makers therefore should lose no time in

designing their new models, as should the race take

place early there is little time left. The all important

limit for the twin-cylinder engines called for much dis-

cussion, but it seems as far as can be told that the

650 c.c. limit will be a fair one. It will give the manu-
facturers ample opportunity to develop the efiSciency

of the twin to an extent never before obtained, but

Iwhether or not it will balance the twin fairly against

[the single we will not venture to prophesy, as experi-

Iment alone will show whether this will be actually the

lease. It may take a year or two to match the two

lequally, and doing so may occupy much time and the

lexercise of great skill, but it will certainly in the mean-

Itime improve the breed, which is, after all, that at

Jwhich we are all aiming. In fixing the limit for twins

It 650 c.c. it precludes all possibility of the heavier

|and more powerful type of twin used for passenger

irork being improved at the same rate as the smaller

sized twin, which is preferred by many to the single-

cylinder for touring purposes. This at first sight seems

a pity, but those intei'csted in passenger machines to

the exclusion of singles must not think they are entirely

neglected, as improvements discovered on small twin-

cylinder engines will be eventually adopted on larger

sized motors, although perhaps not so quickly. It is

also possible that the small twin by reason of greater

efficiency and the improvement of change speed gears

and transmission may be found all that is required for

passenger work. In this manner the race will do what
is intended, viz., increase the efiiciency of engines while

decreasing the bulk and weight.

Even with the suggested alteration next year's race

will be again a battle of the cylinders, and, as we have

previously pointed out, the largest cylinder capacity pos-

sible will not necessarily be the winner. We rather

expected that someone would suggest a separate race

for singles and twins, the one to start at a very early

hour and conclude practically at the time this year's

race was started. There is the difiiculty of the trophy,

but this could be overcome. With regard to details,

the handle-bars may be of any shape as in the last race.

We are sorry that no restrictions are to be placed on

the saddles and silencers, although we quite recognise

the difiiculty of making competitors fit and use silencers

of equal efficiency. It is already obvious, however, that

next year's T.T. racers will be far removed from

"tourist mounts." The Tourist Trophy Race is a

splendid sporting event, one for which the whole

industry must be grateful to the originator, the Marquis

de Mouzilly St. Mars, the donor of the trophy, and

we must conclude these remarks by wishing its

organisers, the Auto Cycle Union, all success in pre-

paring next year's competition.
AO
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THE 1910 TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
CONDITIONS DISCUSSED AT THE AGRICULTURAL HALL.

THE excellent attendance at the meeting held at

the Stanley Show last Tuesday by the Auto

Cycle Union to discuss the lines on which next

year's T.T. Race is to be run bear testimony

to the great interest taken in this important competition.

No less than fifty-nine people attended the meeting, the

makers of the Rex, Triumph, Matchless, Indian,

Brown, N.L.G., and many others were represented, as

well as motor cyclists interested in the great road race.

The object of the meeting, over which Mr. Robert

Todd presided, was to formulate the ideas of the trade

on the race, which could be put afterwards before the

A.C.U. Committee.

Mr. Todd opened the meeting by calling on Mr. F.

Straight, the secretary, to read several letters he had

received on the subject. The first was a letter from the

I.O.M. Highway Board, stating that, owing to the

late harvest, several of the farmers had complained of

the race being held in September, thus interfering with

the gathering, of their crops in the fine weather at the

conclusion of the summer. They suggested the months

of May or June, and expressed their hope that the race

would be run.

Letters from Competitors.

The next letter read was from Mr. B. Vickers Jones,

a competitor in last year's race, who regretted his

inability to attend the meeting, and hoped to compete

next year. -Mr. S. C. Ferryman stated in his letter

that the private owner had no chance against the trade

rider, owing to the restricted resources of the former,

who could not provide the countless spare frames,

engines, and other parts the trade rider had at his

disposal. Each man should have one machine, and
one engine, and the ofiEicials should seal these, and
thus make the conditions more equal. Moreover, there

should be more attractive prizes for the private owner,

and the entrance fees should be reduced.

Mr. Rem Fowler wrote that he favoured leaving the

engine sizes as they were, and suggested a lightweight

class for engines with bore and stroke of 70 by 76 mm.,
or the equivalent volume swept out.

Mr. Hart then stated the value of such a meeting as

this to the trade, and especially the competitors, who
naturally knew more of the requirements than the mere
onlookers. The committee had decided that the limit

for the single-cylinder machines was to be 500 c.c, but

the chief point for that meeting to decide was the limit

for the twins. Touching on Mr. Ferryman's letter, he
thought that the prizes for the private owners already
provided absolutely sufficed, and that the event was
essentially a trade affair to improve the existing motor
cycle.

Mr. Todd then sounded the views of the meeting as
regards the date, and after some discussion it was
decided to apply for a date in September if such could
be obtained.

Mr. Archibald Sharp afterwards introduced the sub-
ject of the limit of capacity for twin-cylinder engines,
and dwelt on the importance of considering the ratio of
stroke to bore, and said that only one manufacturer had
realised the ootentialities of the short stroke.

Mr. W. Williamson (the Rex Motor Mfg. Co.) said
that between 1906 and 1909 his company had made
over 4,000 twin-cylinder engines of 76 x 79 dimensions,

AID

and this year, to meet the T.T. conditions, the tools

had been altered to increase the bore to ']']% mm., and
it would, he was sure, be very hard on him and other

manuEacturers to alter them again.

Mr. Wells (Hendee Mfg. Co.) said that Mr. Sharp

had based his arguments on theory and on results

obtained on a flat course. He would like to know if

the committee had considered the advisability of using

the car course in the LO.M. (Here the Chairman inter-

posed that the same course as last year would be

employed.) Mr. Wells, continuing, said he would be

willing to see the capacity reduced to 700 c.c. or

even less.

Mr. Cooper, speaking as an amateur, said he failed-

to see why the twins should have a fifty per cent,

increase in capacity ; it did not tend to improve the-

breed. Twenty-five per cent, extra allowance would
be ample, and makers would thus endeavour to build

better engines.

Mr. Forster (N.L.G.) said that if the capacity of the

twins was reduced to 625 or 650 c.c, engines only

suitable for the T.T. Race would be produced—useful

perhaps for bicycles, but no good for sidecar work.

The Object of the Race.
Mr. Haslam interposed that the race, he understood,

was for the development of the touring motor bicycle ;.

such a machine would be no use for general purposes.

Mr. Banks (Brown Bros.) agreed with Mr. Cooper
concerning the 625 c.c. limit, though he spoke as one

whose interest was in the siiigle-cyiinder machine.
Mr. Brooker considered that whatever limitation

should be placed on the twins should be of a simple

character, and not on rating as suggested by Mr. Sharp,

but only on cubical capacity. He thought that all

handicaps, such as that existing on two-stroke engines

and those suggested for chain-driven machines, should

be removed, and recommended a capacity between 650
aijd 660 c.c. ; 625 c.c. he considered too small. •

Mr. Hulbert (Triumph Co.), though interested in the

single, suggested 625 c.c. for the twins.

Mr. H. A. Collier (Matchless Motors) expressed his-

opinion that if a 625 c.c. limit was adopted the twins

would be as much handicapped as the singles were

last 3^ear; while Mr. Applebee said he thought that

650 c.c. would also put the twins out of it.

A Limit of 650 c.c. adopted.
After the Chairman had put the matter to the vote

the meeting decided to recommend that a limit of

650 c.c. should be adopted.

Mr. Wells then suggested that the most important

parts of the competing machines should be sealed either

on their arrival or just before the race ; while Mr. Rack-
ham proposed that this should be done when the

machines were weighed. This, and the fact that the

practising should extend over seven days, was then

agreed.

Some discussion then ensued as to what should be

the definition of a touring saddle and what should be

accounted an efficient silencer, and eventually it was

decided to recommend to the A.C.U. Committee that

the riders might be free to use whatever type of saddle

or handle-bars they liked, but that, though silencers

must be used for practising, they need not be 'i='»<i

during the race.
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Adjusting Rear Wheels and Brakes.
In adjusting a rear wheel or in refitting a damaged

foot brake, care should be taken to make the shoe of

the belt rim brake ride true on its rim. I was clearing

out my workshop the other day when I came upon four

or five fibre brake blocks, each exhausted by a short

life due to false adjustment. Some machmes are so

designed that the brake shoe can never work out of line,

the belt rim always being in the same plane, even if it

is not quite central to the shoe. On others the brake
is floppily mounted, carried perhaps on a bracket
clipped to the chain stays, and liable to wobble or

shift round, in which case the shoe will soon wear out.

A New Lubricant.
I recently mentioned that I am in the habit of using

a water-cooled oil for my winter riding, to avoid gummi-
ness of the pistons after a stoppage. Price's Patent
Candle Co. now inform me they recently perfected a
new oil, which was first used by the Triumph racers

in the last Isle of Man race. It is no thicker or more
" viscous " than water-cooled " C," but is richer in

composition, and better suited to prolonged speed with

such engines as the single-cylinder Rex, Triumph, or

Premier, and will in future be sold under the title of
" Huile de Luxe." A well-known Coventry motor
cyclist christened it "Huile de Kipper," because the

odour of the exhaust from engines lubricated with it

is reminiscent of burnt bloaters.

The American Twenty=four Hours' Record.
Mr. Wells sends me interesting details about the

twenty-four hours' record claimed for the Indian 5 h.p.

machine on Springfield track. He considers its

accuracy be}ond doubt, inasmuch as during most of

the daylight there were some 10,000 spectators, in-

cluding representatives of many rival firms, who, in

his opinion, could be trusted to jealously verify the

official lap scoring. I mentioned that the entire absence

of tyre troubles was a suspicious circumstance, the front

tyres of both Indian machines going through untouched,

and the rear tyres being only changed as a precaution

at the half-distance. He informs me that the Spring-

field track is a true circle, the angle of the banking
being equal the whole way round. The surface of the

track is tolerably new, and composed of 2in. by 2in.

timbers, slightly bent, laid on steel girders, and blind-

nailed. Even thus I regard the performance of the

tyres as rather miraculous.

T'win Inlet Pipes.

I spent several months of this year . in the effort to

obtain really satisfactor}^ carburation on my twin-

cylinder bicycle, and finally came to the conclusion

that the design of the inlet pipes was radically bad.

>Th€ two pipes were joined in such a way that each

cylinder exerted its first suction not directly down the

main branch to the carburetter jet, but down the side

branch leading to- the other cylinder, a bit of piping,

which, presumably, had just been sucked dry by the

other cylinder. I arri convinced that on all twin-

cylinder engines these pipes ought to be so shaped that

either their general shape or a special baffle plate

guides the "pull" of each cylinder down the main

Ixion:
branch towards the jet, instead of allowing its first

energy to exhaust itself either upon a vacuum or upon
a mass of gas which is travelling rapidly in the wrong
direction. Experiment leads me to imagine that if the
double inlet pipe is of a T shape, it requires a baffle

plate where the crosspiece joins the leg of the T ; and
that a pipe shaped like the Greek capital letter Upsilon,
with curved joints instead of right angles, is more
calculated to maintain efficiency.

Lightw^eights.

Next year the lightweight enthusiast will have a

selection of at least four machines fitted with rigid

transmission, in the two-speed shaft-driven F.N., the

two-speed chain-driven P. and M., Moto-Reve, and the

single-speed chain-driven Indian, a sample of which
was driven by A. G. Reynolds in the last Edinburgh
run. My chief complaint against previous lightweights

has been the nature of their transmission. The use

of a round belt, or a 5^in. V belt, on small pulleys

spells a return to the transmission of about 1902, when
I did a lot of riding on a i ^ h.p. Phoenix-Minerva in

a very hilly district. I am not asserting such trans-

missions are unsuited foT everybody. But a heavy man,
riding a hilly district in all weathers, is sure to have
trouble, as I soon discovered on my Phoenix and
Werner machines many years ago. These two machines,

jThe 24 h.p. Norton lady's motor bicycle, fltfed with Simms magneto and
Druid spring forks. This machine was not completed in time for the Show.

by the way, were noble precursors of the modern light-

weight, save that they scaled a trifle more, and that

they only possessed rickety accumulator ignitions.

Does Mr. J. Van Hooydonk remember what hisiS^

h.p. weighed? Consequently I think that the pro-

duction of lightweights with a more rigid and reliable

transmission will enrol a lot of new names in the list

of lightweight enthusiasts. Only we must not forget

that the above mentioned lightweights scale consider-

ably more than the Motosaeoche or the i>^ h.p. Wolf;

the difference usually amounts to 30 or 40 lbs. in favour

of these belt drivers, and the gap in weight between

the rigid transmission lightweights and a standard

tourist 3^ h.p. belt driver is less—often only 20 or

30 lbs. This rather supports the ancient prediction of

this journal—that it is almost impossible to produce

machines of less weight than the 3^ h.p. tourist models

without making some sacrifice in efficiency.

AIT
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B.A.C. Annual Dinner.

For the second annual dinner of the
Royal Automobile Club and Associated
Clubs, on Thursday, February 3rd, the
R.A.C. has engaged the Connaught
Rooms, Freemason's Hall, Kingsway,
W.C.
Chicago's Motor Cycle Police Squad.

The Chief of the Chicago Police
Department is organising a motor cycle
squad in his department. The first

consignment of motor cycles has re-
cently been delivered, and scon the
force will be made up to fifty strong.

'Varsity Motor Cyclists' Reliability Trial.

Nine out of sixteen competitors in a
reliability trial organised by the Cam-
bridge University IVljotor Cycle Club
on the 20th inst. made non-stop runs.
Of the motor cycles used twin-cylinder
machines predominat-ed, there being
nine of this type, five eingle-cylinders,
and two tour-cylinders.

The Auto Cycle Legion.

At a small but enthusiastic meeting
of the London Command of the Auto
Cycle Legion, Mr. H. A. Wildy advises
us that it was decided to only recruit
up to a certain number for the prei'ent.
in order t>at, a sufficient number of
members iT;ay he trained to form a
nacleus _ot NC.O.'s, etc. The com-
mand will then be increased in num-
bers at the earliest date. It was
decided to begin v/ork as soon as

. possible, and tlie members are hoping
for dry and frosty weather.

Chauffeur's Successful Defence.

James Brown, who was charged at
Stirling recently with exceeding the
speed limit near Leckie Hous^^ made a
distinctly novel defence. After hear-
ing the evidence for the prosecution
defendant's solicitor said that in terms
of the fourth section of th- IMotor Car
Act, notice of irteuaing- p'-oseciition
should ;\,.je been -; ^'

•- ?> when th^ :ar
was stopped, or by Ih^ fiscal within
twenty-one days. Be -.Mffitended that
no such, notice had been given. The
procurator-fis.^.a! said that the niere fact
of the car being stopped aad tna party
mformed that they were travelling at
a high rate of speed was in itself
sufl5cient notice. The Sheriffj however,
held that notice ought to have been
given, and accordingly dismissed the
case.

AI2

CONDITIONS OF THE 1910 TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

Motor Races in Sweden.

The programme for 1910 of the races
which form the great event of the
winter season in motoring circles in

Sweden has now been arranged. Rac-
ing will take place from February 20th
to February 23rd (both dates inclusive)

along the route from Stockholm to
i Gothenburg, a total distance of about

300 miles (500 kilos.) The competition
is to be divided into two classes. In
one of them the Winter Cup will be
competed for, and in the other the
Gothenburg Cup. These two prizes
are worth many hundreds of pounds.
Winter competitions of this kind have
become a speciality in Sweden, a

country which is par excellence the land
for winter sports.

A Powerful Pacing Machine.

The huge projectile depicted below
ha^ been built to special order bv the
Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., 24-28.

Woodford Road, Forest Gate, E.. for

pacing purposes. The engine, wliich,

as will be observed, is of the V-type,
is described by the makers as a special

Peugeot fitted with De Dion cylinders
and pistons, the bore and stroke being
120 by 160 mm. Automatic inlet

valves are fitted, and a large-sized
Longuemare carburetter. Ignition is

by battery and plain coil. The gear
ratio is 2^ to 1, a wide flat belt being
used for the transmission. Control is

by switch handle and Bowden wire
running over a small pulley on the
front of the handle-bar. The makers
admit that the design of the frame is

not exactly their idea of beauty, and
we are entirelv in accord with them.

An Xmas Tricar Trip.

A four hundred mile trip on a tri

car is how a motor cyclist (already

well-known to our readers) proposes t(

spend his Christmas holiday. Giver
hard dry roads and frosty weather, the

trip should be an enjoyable one foi

seasoned riders.

What is a Lightweight ?

The term "lightweight" is an ex-

tremely elastic one. Several manufac
turers were exhibiting motor cycles at

last week's show dubbed "light
weights" when in reality they scaled
very nearly 150 lbs. These surelj
should come within the medium weight
class. Some of the makers of really

lightweight machines had gone one
better and called their machines
"featherweights," consequently "801b.
featherweights " were quite numerous.

New Headquarters for the Motor Un'.on.

The head offices of the Motor Union
are being moved to Caxton House,
Westminster. The rapid growth oi

the membership of the Motor Union hat

rendered necessary an increase in the

staft", for which the existing offices are

totally inadequate. Caxton House is

op-^ of the finest buildings recently
erected in London. The M.U. has
secured the first floor in the west wing,
which is being fltted in the most up-tor

date style. More commodious mem-
bers' rooms, committee rooms, tele-

phone rooms, etc., will be provided,
and the Touring, Legal, Engineering,
Motor Cycle, and Aviation Depart-
ments of the M.U. will be more con-

veniently arranged for the use of

members.

A powerful pacing motor cycle, built by the Cripps Cycle and Motor Co., and dzscribed in
a paragraph above.
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News from the Clubs.

Many interesting items of club news
will be found in the centre pages of this
week's coloured supplement.

A Noticeable Fact.

Visitors to the Stanley Show could
not fail to notice the extraordinary
amount of interest taken in the motor
cycles. Several times we noticed a
cycle stand had no visitors near it,

while the next stand on which motor
.-cycles were staged had a throng of

interested spectators intently examin-
ing the details of the machines. We
do not write this disparagingly.

The Conditions for the 1910 T.T.

Next year's International Tourist
Trophy Eace will be run under
different conditions as decided by the
meeting held last Tuesday evening.
The capacity of single-cylinder machines,
viz., 500 c.c, remains unaltered, but

• the limit for multi-cylinders has been
reduced to 650 cubic centimetres to
place all types on a more equal footing.
As there is again only one class the
winner of the trophy wUl be' the
fastest rider to finish whatever type
of engine he uses within the above-
-mentioned limits.

Number of Motor Cycles at the Show.

As we stated last week, the- number
of motor cycles at last week's Stanley
Show was far in excess of the previous

year, the actual number of complete
machines exhjbited being 269 (the
number of exhibitors being fifty-five),

as compared with 207 complete motor
bicycles exhibited by thirty-eight

; firms in 1908. Next week we shall

publish some interesting statistics con-
; cerning the motor cycles at the show,
including the number of pedalless
machines, gear and chain-driven

I

machines, variable gears, magnetos,
single and multi-cylinders, and other
useful details which will enable readers
to determine the most popular features
of 1910 models.

An Expensive Motor Cycle.

At the Poole Bankruptcy Court last
week, Albert Edward Swift, of Park-
stone, was examined on a statement of
affairs which disclosed gross liabilities
amounting to £62, all of which was
expected to rank. - The assets were
scheduled at £13, thus leaving a

-f FUTURE EVENTS. t^
•^a

^^ Dec. 1—Middlesbrough and District M.C.C. \
v'S' Paper on "Magneto Ignition," by ^^§

^g Mr. A. Bennett. ^ifej

J.^ .' 4^(provisional)—Cambridge University "T
etf M.C.C. Smoking Concert. ^t
^ ,, 4—Walthamstow M.C. Third Annual ^fcr

I
Dinner and Distribution of Prizes.

'^'^

§4? ., 9—Essex M.C. Paper on " Novelties at ||-

^fej tbe Stanley Show," by H. G. Cove, ^fe,

"e^ Dec. II—M.C.C. annual dinnner and distribu- ^-^^

^ tion of prizes at the Trocadero g^§

•^>a
Restaurant. 4^

^"^ Jan. 20—Auto Cycle Union anntoal d nner at "4^

^a the Waldorf Hotel. .54

deficiency of £49. Debtor gave as the
causes of his failure " Loss in connec-
tion with my motor cycle, £100," and
" Financial as.'^istance to mother and
sisters." Until 1907 (he told the
official receiver, Mr. Thomas Easton) he
made a livelihood, and then came his

bugbear—a motor cycle. " This seems
to have been a wonderful machine,"
observed Mr. Easton. Debtor pur-
chased it for £12 in September, 1907,
and ~ within about twelve months he
reckoned it had cost quite £100 in

repairs [ ! ! 1

—

Ed.] " A warning to us
all," commented the Official Receiver,
who asked the debtor if he did not
think it would have been a very prudent
course to have got rid of the machine.
Swift frankly admitted that he should
have done so, although he said he found
the motor cycle very useful in travelling
long distances in connection with his

business; he had previously ridden a
pedal cycle. The motor cycle was
eventually sold for £8.

939

A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

It is with pleasure that the Auto
Cycle Union Committee is able to
announce that H.S.H. Prince Francis
of Teck, K.C.V.O., D.S.O., has again
kindly consented to preside at the annual
dinner to be held at the Hotel Waldorf
on Thursday, January 20th. Members
are asked to make a special note of the
date and to use every endeavour to be
present on this occassion, when the
prizes won during the year will be
presented.

Moto Club Argentina (Butnos Ayres).

On Sunday, October 24th (there is
no prejudice against Sunday meetingsm Buenos Ayres, we are told), the
above club held its first meeting since
its foundation on the outskirts of
Flores, over a flying kilometre far
from ideal for motor cycle racing. The
road was of a very loose surface with
about a couple of inches of dust in
places. There were twelve events in
all, ten for motor cars and two for
motor cycles. The motor cycle events
were—one for machines up to 3^ h.p.,
and the other for machines of any
power. No names are given, as they
would not interest our readers, but the
machines entered for the first race
were—3^ h.p. Peugeot (three machines),

3i h.p. F.N. (two machines), 3^ h.p.
Brown, 3^ h.p. Humber (Roc two-
speeds), 3^ h.p. Triumph, 3^ h.p.
Alcyon, 3^ h.p. G.B., and If h.p.
F.N. The results were: 1, 3^ h.p.
Humber (Roc two speeds), time 36|s.

;

2, 3i h.p. Peugeot, 45|s. ; 3, 3^ h.p.

Alcyon, 47s. • 4, 3^ h.p. F.N., 48|s.
;

5, 3i h.p. F.N., 49s. The entries for

the second race were—5 h.p. Peugeot
(three machines), 7 h.p. Peugeot (two
machines), 5 h.p. Pierce (four machines),
5 h.p. Brown, 5 h.p. Vindec, 5 h.p.

F.N., 5 h.p. Bianchi-Peugeot, and 12
h.p. Buchet. The resulte were :

'

1,

7 h.p. Peugeot, time 35fs. ; 2, 5 h.p.

Peugeot, 38|s. ; 3, 7 h.p. Peugeot.

38fs. ; 4, 5 h.p. Pierce, 40|s.

The 1910 standard pattern Triumph with low compression 85x88 mm. engine. Two other models were shown at the Stanley—one with a free engine hub

plate clutch (described in The Motor Cycle of November 3rd), the other the Tourist Trophy model.

-^15
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Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd., Tyseley, Birmingham.—Here were
shown examples of the well-known King Dick spanner,
including the little baby King Dick model, which seems to
be favoured by motor cyclists. A new adjustable spanner
called the Ecco was also shown, being rather cheaper in price.

Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

—

The principal display on this stand was of the well-known
Amac carburetters, which were fitted to a number of
machines in the show. The special features of this carbur-
etter are concentric sleeve, throttle and extra air inlets, and
also the variable jet, described recently in TJie Motor Cycle,
page 784. One of these carburetters was shown designed for
two-stroke engines, and was fitted with an additional extra air
valve besides the usual one fitted to the standard type. An
ingenious little fitment shown on this stand was a petrol cock,
which is fitted with two delivery pipes from the tank, one
of which is raised a pre-determined distance above the bottom
of the tank. The tap in normal running permits the petrol
to flow through this pipe, but as soon as the petrol drops
below the level of the orifice of this pipe the supply ceases.
By this means the rider is informed that he has come almost
to the end of his petrol, for the other pipe, which is thrown
into action by turning the tap to a difl'erent point, allows him
to run, say, ten or fifteen miles more, during which period
he has to replenish his tank.

Two views of the new Moto-Reve carburetter. The right view shows it

dismantled by undoing the one lock ring at the base.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., Store Street, W.C—This
company had a good display of the various patterns of Bcsch
magnetos, plugs, etc., which are too well known to our
readers to require any detailed description now. The latest
pattern Bosch magneto for motor cycle use is fitted with ball
bearings.

Bramson and Co., Stoke Newington, N.—The chief
feature to be seen on this stand was the Home Garage
sidecar, which is attached in the usual way, and to
all outward appearances is very much like the ordinary-
sidecar. By undoing a clip" adjacent to the sidecar
wheel on the main axle, loosening two bolts and two
lugs attached to the outer longitudinal member of tha
frame, folding up a telescope tube attached to the side-
car axle, and inserting a small pin to prevent it dropping
back into place, the chair may be lifted up, swung round.

and placed on the luggage carrier of the machine. After
undoing two clips on the axle, the inner tube, which is tele-

scopic, may be withdrawn a few inches, when two joints are
revealed, and the sidecar wheel may be lifted up and the axle
hooked to the carrier or any convenient portion of the frame,
with the result that the whole attachment is folded up into
a space not exceeding 23 inches. For those who have limited
garage accommodation the attachment offers special attrac-
tions. A large double-seated trailer v/as also shown.

.
E. M. Bowden's Patents SyNDicATE, Ltd., Gray's Inn

Road, E.C.—There were few machines in the show which

A new Bowden handlebar, the feature of which is that the wire mechanism
is concealed in the tubing, while the levers have their fulcruras permanently
attached. Two operations are performed by means of an improved quick
movement twist handle grip.

were not fitted with one or other of the types of con
trols in which E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate specialise.

On their stand in the show were staged all kinds of control
levers and 'Bowden wire mechanism for operating carbu-
retters, free engine pulleys, brakes, and suchlike. The
Bowden Clean handle-bar solves the problem of protruding
wires to which some riders object. A new type belt rim
braVe ha^ been introduced, operated either by means of a
pedal on the footrests or by back-pedalling.

British and Colonial Mfg. Co., Ltd., Columbia Road,
N.E.—On this stand were displayed Calci-Blocks—a new form
of putting up ca-rbide in such a way that spare cartridges
having a capacity
of several hours
can be carried in

the tool -kit. The
calcium carbide is

compressed into
the form of a

The new method of cntroUing the Zenith Gradua gear by means of a
vertical rod anl handle above the top tube, which operate the chain

wheels shiwn and expand or contract the engine pulley.
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thick disc, and is covered with damp-proof paper. Wlien
it is desired to use the Calci-Block, this paper is torn or
pierced. - Tha Calci-Block has a hole through the middle,
which fits on to the tubular portion of the container of most

The M.A.B. racer with J.A.P. engine, battery i-nition, and Amac car-
buretter, exhibited by A. G. Penn & Co.

motor cycle acetylene generators. Another useful little

speciality which was shown was a padded cover for motor
cycle saddles, which, it is claimed, is so constructed and
fixed that it cannot possibly slip.

J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Birmingham.—Brooks's
saddles need no introduction to readers of The Motor Cycle,

for they are seen at any gathering of motor cyclists. A
special aeroplane saddle or seat fitted with a haick rest will

interest riders who are in the habit of taking long
runs. We noticed that the large flat type of seat which
was introduced about two years since is now made with a

padded top, which no doubt adds materially to the comfort.

A particularly large leather luggage carrier was shown, capable
of holding quite a quantity of clothing, etc., and, in con-,

junction with the pannier bags made by this firm, touring
should be made all the more pleasurable.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G.—Motor
cyclists who are interested in coaster hubs as applied to

motor cycles should make a point of asking the firm for

details of the New Departure hub, which, was shown last

week for the first time in England. It is evident that

the makers hava grasped the essential features necessary
for the work entailed, and maybe we shall in the
future, witness its adoption by English motor cycle manufac-
turers. Tlie brake band, which, of course, is contained in

the hub, is of the expanding type, metal to metal, its

diameter being 2|in. and width fin., which should ensure
powerful action. The whole of the internal mechanism of

the hub can be dismantled without the aid of any tools. Ball
retainers are fitted, the balls themselves being fin. diameter.

- G. A. Clatjs, Mortimer Street, W.^Th© Unterberg and
Helmle magnetos were the leading .feature of this exhibit.

They are fitted with an entirely new form of contact breaker
which does away with the usual bell crank lever, and it is

claimed does not require any adjustment. This desirable
feature is accomplished by using a flat spring which carries

a platinum point normally bearing against the usual con-

tact. An extension of the armature-shaft carries a semi-
circular piece of fibre, which, as it rotates, bears against
the flat spring and breaks contact. There is nothing in this
device to get out of order, as there are no loose parts at all,

and it is claimed that it is unbreakable.

Clissold Motor Co., Stoke Xewington, N.—The above
company were exhibiting a mechanical non-skid device con-
sisting of two rubber-tyred wheels on a transverse bar,
brought into contact with the ground by means of a special
twisting handle.

County Chemical Co., Ltd., Chemico Works., Bradford
Street, Birmingham.—On this stand were displayed a variety
of the Chemico specialities, notable among which is a new
form of tyre stopping for repairing cuts and gashes in outer
covers. A number of samples of Chemico oil, carbide,
enamel, etc., were also exhibited.

Coventry Chain Co. (1907), Ltd., Coventry.—Tlie Coven-
try chains for motor cycle transmission are made with solid

bushes in fin. by gin., T%in., and fin. pitch. The bushes are
glass hard.

Coventry Plating and Pressw'ork Co., Ltd., Coventry.
—A patent front mudguard was shown by this Midland
firm, which will appeal to all motor cyclists. It has side
extensions towards the bottom, and is of good width at the
extreme end. It should effectively prevent mud being thrown
on to the rider's feet. We noticed several examples of petrol
tanks bearing the names of leading firms in the industry.
Belt rims were also exhibited in various sizes.

CowEY Engineering Co.^ Ltd., Kew Gardens, S.W.—The
Cowey speedometer has not been altered externally since we
described it in The Motor Cycle of June 50th. We have
used one of these speedometers for many hundreds of miles,
and have nothing but praise for it. A speedometer is a

Among the -("vel features introduced for 1910 by the maimers of the Roc
motor cy les is a pre-sel steel op»n frame, 1 rming platforms for the riisr's
leet, as well as a mud shield for the front wheel.

Zl h.p. Alldays, the engine of which is carried very low down in th; frame.
Spring handle-oars are fitted to this machine in Keu of spring forks.

most interesting accessory, and few motor cyclists like to

be without one after once being used to watching the
ever-varying speeds at which they travel uphill and down
dale. The dial of the speedometer is white, with black
figures, but the mileage indicator is finished with white
figures on a black background. The method of transmission

has been improved, and is now much less obtrusive, as the

flexible shaft has been considerably reduced in diameter.

The same method of gear driving from the front wheel is

used.
«

Cox AND Co., Erskine Street, Leicester.—A patent anti-

splash petrol filter for screwing into petrol tanks for use

with motor cycles.

East London Rubber Co., Great Eastern Street, E.C.
—A very large assortment of accessories were staged here.

Amongst them we noticed the 1910 Mabon multiple disc

clutch and free engine, Powell and Hanmer lamps, long

handle-bars, accumulators, carburetters, etc. The Ktrry
motor cycle stand, shown for the first time, is interesting, as

its action is different from anything else of its kind on the

market, the legs swinging from vertical to horizontal posi-

tions, and held in each case by a small spring operated

by a trigger. Pound rubber studded tyres, which are gaining

favour every day, were shown, the particular tyre on view

being known as the Kerry.

A19
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C. A. Edgar, 125, HoUoway Road, N.—The name of

Vivid sidecars wid bft new to readers. The V-ivid was ehown

for the first time at the Stanley, but possesses no new

features. It is a, substantially built attachment of the fixed

or rigid type. Aa in the case of all up-to-date sidecars, it

is readily detachable. In fact, it is but a matter of three

minutes or so to either detach or attach the sidecar.

Elephant Chemical Co., Ltd., Camberwell, S.E.—The

Alexander accumulator fitted with patent non-sulphating

grids was shown in various sizes from twelve amperes

upwards. These accumulators are fitted with celluloid caps

which screw into position. Tyre stopping known as Vulstop

was shown, as also the Alexander cold vulcanising fluid for

superseding vulcanising. With this speciality it is onlv

neoesFary to solution the patch in the ordinary way, and

when taeky brush a coat of the patent liquid over the solu-

tioned patch and attach to the tube. The firm's cylinder oils,

carbide, solutions, and outfits are well known. An interest-

ing little patent is the Cert puncture marker and locater.

This consists of a small metal device containing French chalk

which is placed on the inner tube. The air escaping from

the puncture blows the chalk away, so locating the spot

where the leakage is taking place.
_
Amongst the oils is a

I

special magneto oil put up in half pint tins.

Fastnut, Ltd., Aldermanbury, E.C.—Fastnuts—the well-

known automatic lock-nuts for use on motor cycles and other

machines subjected to vibration.

GouQH AND Co., Icknield Square, Birmingham.—Here we
noticed a motor cycle saddle which is of special interest, for

Change-speed lever and
quadrant on the Chater Lea
three-speed motor bicycle for

sidecar work described last

week.

in addition to the ordinary

coiled springs at the back
there are two horizontal

springs working in compres-

sion on horizontal slides.

These springs have a dual

duty, one being to maintain

the tension of the leather

;

the other acts as a shock-

absorber.

Hanover Rubber Co., Old Street, E.C.—The well-known
Shamrock-Gloria belts were shown in a new a,nd slightly

improved form. The grooves are now carried higher up^ on
the edges of the belt, and thus give it increased flexibility.

A new type of detachable fastener has been introduced.

J. Horner and Co., Store Street,' W.C.—The patent
Jack-no-skid This device consists of a couple of forks

attached to the frame tubes of the motor cycle, and pro-

vided with a pedal-actuated operating mechanism, which
causes the small rubber-tyred wheels which are carried on
these forks to be presed down on the ground, thus forming
a non-skid.- Normally, the rubber-tyred wheels are held
completely off the ground, but in addition to beinp used as

A20
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a non-skid, by means of a simple lever arrangement, they can

be made to take very full extension, when they serve also

as a stand.

W. and R. Jacobs, Lower Thames Street, E.G.—A new

electric head lamp is an addition to this firm's electric

goods. The bulb is so fitted

that it can be arranged either

vertically or horizontally, and
is placed in the top of the lamp.
It is fitted with Mangin lens

and forked bracket, and will fit

any type of motor bicycle.

Suitable accumulators are sold.

The firm's tube cases are now
made with steel clips for attach-

Starting device on the four-eylinder T.A.C.,

allowing two complete turns of the engine.

White'sing them to the sides of the carrier, vvnites econo-

miser, a small device for fitting to the main air intake

of the carburetter to enable the amount of air passing the jet

to be varied, was shown. It is so arranged that it can be

fitted to almost any type of carburetter. Belt punches, handle-

bar switches, electric'wire terminals, sparking plugs, Radiclene

for painting cylinders, waistcoat pocket adjustable spanners

in leather case, voltmeters, and an Advance adjustable bell

fastener were amongst the many small exhibits shown. A

handle-bar electric lamp was also exhibited, the lamp having

a swivelled joint in order that the light may be directed t(

any desirable point, such as speedometer or watch. It has

already been illustrated in these pages.

W. A. King, Edmund Street, Birmingham.—Motoi

cyclists will remember the Luthi sparking plug. This was

shown under the new name of Edco ; also small steel bolts;

nuts, valves, nipples, tyre security iDolts, etc.
,

j

Lake Mm Elliot, Braintree, Essex.—Amongst othei

accessories, comprising carriers, stands, etc., was showr

the Millennium new two-speed gear and free engine foi

motor cycles. This is all contained in the hub, and is

operated by pedal. A free engine is afforded, and on the tO{

gear the drive is direct.

Ltcett Saddle and Motor Accessories Co., Ltd., Brom
ley Street, Birmingham.—As is well known, leather goods

are the speciality of this firm. Saddles, toolbags, belts

inner tube cases (either in combined form or separate), carrie

bags, pannier bags, etc., were amongst the goods displayed

All the toolbags are now lined with a special fibrous material

which considerably strengthens them, and ensures the bag;

always keeping their shape. The special B. model cai

Front wheel suspension of the 1910 James motor bicycle on laminatei

springs, showing also the exceptionally wide internal expanding hub brake.
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There are others,

BUT
there is only one

MOTOSAGOGHE.
MOTOSAGOGHE LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.G.

UNDOUBTEDLY THE SUGGESS OF THE SHOW.

Two Stroke, Two-speed
Gear, Free Engine,
Water-cooled, Perfect

f^N? Spring Fork, Self-

starting Ghain Drive.

XKe "All-'weatKer" Ma^cKine
Remembep the "Scott" is not an ordinary motor bicycle witli improvements

introduced—IT IS simply one huge improvement throughout.

SCOTT ENGINEERING Co., l.td.,
London Agents—SERVICE CO., HOLBORN. MORNIWGTON WORKS, BRADFORD.

In ansiceriiu-/ these adverflsemods it is ch^-^imlyle to inention "The Motor Cycle.' A2I
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3i H.P. MOTOR CYCLE.
The outcome of a couple of years' exhaustive
practical tests, embodying much that is new and
progress! >/e in motor cycle design & construction

A FEW OF THE MANY SPECIAL POINTS ARE :

A.—The frame has been designed to bring the rider as low
as possible, consequently minimising the tendency to
skid, common to all single-track vehicles.

B.—The wheels are both mounted on live axles, and can
be removed by unscrewing 1he lock nuts. The
wheels being entirely open on one side, tyres or tubes
can be changed without removing the wheels or
unscrewing a single nut.

C.—The magneto is mounted immediatelv behind the
engine, so that mud cannot reach it, and the posi-
tive gear drive running in an oil bath, ensures per-
fect timing of the spark with no risk of broken
chains.

NiNETEEi^ TEN'S BEST.

FULL OF POaNTS
EVERY P09NT AGOOD ONE.

D.—The springing is more effective, all vibration being
absorbed by the an ti-vibrator on the front wheel end
the large suspension sprin'? on which the saddla is

mounted, which is adjustAle to any weight.
E.—Patent hubs are used, the outer shells of Which are

opea on one side, pro\iding i eal conditions for
internal expansion band brakes. The front brake is

hand- applied, and the rear by means of a pedal,
either brake being amply po.verful to control the
machine under all coTditions.

F.—^The stand being only ten inches long, is particu-
larly firm and rigid, and is entirely automatic in
action, being self-locking in both positions.

G.—The cradling of the engine has the additional tie
provided by the two tubes on either side

.

Price £48 net cash.
Write for copy of art C3iIa:o3 e, free by return.

THE JAWIES CYCLE CO., LTD., Birmingham.
LONDON: 140, Southampton Row.
LIVERPOOL: Bold Stre-t.
BIRMINGHAM: Broad Street Corner.

" Worthy of the firm's long record."
—Daily Mail.

Founded 1874.

EXCELSIOR
Motor Cycles

For I9I0.

THE EXCELSIOR 3i H.P. MODEL.

This our principal model for 1910
contains many special features, in-

cluding "Druid" Spring Front Forks,

Bosch Magneto, Brown & Barlow
Carburetter, and Rubber Studded
Dunlop Tyres. The tank is pro-

vided with hinged stoppers and a
float petrol gauge. There is a flexible

pipe between tank and carburetter.

The mudguards are extra wide, and
an excellent stand and a good carrier

are provided. The machine is one
which embodies the fruits of our long

experience, and will appeal strongly

to the practical motor cyclist. Let
us send you catalogue with full

details and address of nearest agent.

BAYLISS, THOMAS & COt,

EXCELSIOR WORKS, COVENTRY.

A22 In anstverhig these advertisements it Js desirable to inrnt:on '^Tne Motor Cycle."
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—

le fitt€d with either a tool roll inside, or two small bags on
he outside. Another bag is the Model S., this being shaped

fit in the back carrier. Those who tour considerably will

e interested in thfc Lycett Fit-out, which consist* of a large

ase, which is placed on the top of the carrier and two pannier

ags, one on each side. These are made in waterproof tweed
laterial bound with leather. The tubular stand shown is a

seful accessory made with adjustable clips to enable it to be
tted to any type of machine. The latest pattern of Lycett
!ompo. rubber belt is particularly interesting ; it has trans-

erse grooves formed at the top and also underneath, thus

Bsuring a high degree of flexibility. The sides of the belt

re forrned with small recesses spaced about an inch apart,

he idea being to give a better grip to the pulley. A back
rheel stand was exhibited, this being so constructed that it

utomatically springs up out of action when the machine is

loved forward. We noticed that a padded saddle was shown
or the first time, Model L30 La Grande, the adjustment
crews being placed at the back, where they can be readily

djusted.

H. Miller and Co., Ltd., Birmingham.—This firm,

,rho are noted for their high-grade lamps, have produced
n entirely new model for motor cycles, which from inspec-

ion appears to be remarkably cheap, considering its quality

nd appearance. The generator has a bracket of novel design
enable it to be attached to the top tube of the machine.

L superior model is also made in aluminium, this having a
enuine Mangin mirror lens. We noticed that the burner is

djustable, so that the flame can be set in relation to the lens

pi'oduce the best results. Unlike many lamps, the front

nd body as far as the back frame is made in one piece, iso

hat when the lamp is opened the lens is quit© exposed.

J. A. Phillips and Co., Credenda Works, Birmingham.

—

?wo specialities appealing to motor cyclists were shown
lere, one being a front rim brake of the pull-up lever type
nd with detachable stirrup and pads ; the other a strong
ledal with either felt or rubber blocks.

Powell and Hanmer, Ltd., Chester Street, Birmingham.
-This firm's motor cycle head lamp is too well known

need describing in detail here. No alteratiors have
been found necessary, but
it is made in two distinct

models, one being of a sslf-

contained type, and the
other jwith separate genera-
tor. Two kinds of clips are

eupplied, one to fit on the
handle-bar and the other
on an ordinary flat bracket.
These were shown so ar-

ranged that the generator
could be set to any desired

position.

The Sertice Co., High
Holborn, W.C—Besides the
large exhibit ol complete
motor bicycles in the Slain

Hall, this company had a
large exhibit of accessories

of every conceivable nature,

amongst them being the
new Amac carburetter with
variable jet. We noticed
several useful designs of

generator brackets which
can be fitted to the top
tube or handle-bar, and can
be set at any angle. A
handle-bar was shown on
which was fitted samples
of the many articles that

are used nowadays by motor cyclists, such as speedo-

meter, mirror, electric lamp, watch, etc. The com-
pany also cater for motor cyclists' clothing, numerous designs

and patterns in gloves, with and without gauntlets, caps with
ear flaps, leather waistcoats with long sleeves, scarves, and
goggles. Amongst the gloves is the Asbestol model, which
16 made of horse hide, mineral tanned, and guaranteed to

remain soft and pliable under all conditions. Other articles

on view were a s^Jecial motor cycle coat made of frieze, the

=3HE)
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Expanding brakes on front and back
wheels of the four-cyLnder T.A.C.
The sketch shows cover removed.

sleeves being fitted with wind cuffs, and a pair of trouser
waterproof overalls with an extension piece at the top so
that the front of the rider is protected right up to the waist.
The Quick adjustable pulley, made by Messrs. Chaplow and
Sons, engineers, Kendal, was exhibited by the Service Co.
It is an invention which cannot fail to appeal to the prac-
tical motor cyclist. The accompanying sketch shows clearly
how the pulley is constructed. It consists, as will be seen,

of very few working parts, all

of which are well protected.
The special spanner J is small
and light, and can be carried
conveniently in the pocket,
while to alter the adjustment
is exceedingly simple, as thei'e

is no need either to remove
the belt or even to rest or
jack up the machine, as the
movement can be effected by
one hand, which is held still,

gripping the spanner, while
the machine is v^heeled either

slightly backwards or forwards.
The action of the device is, in

a few words, to bring the
movable flange B nearer or
farther away from the fixed

flange A by turning the adjust-

ing screw H, which has a taper
end fitting into a hollow cone
at the end of the nut E, by
which the pulley is attached to

the mainshaft F. Tlie diive

is taken by the feather

sliding in the keyway D. In
our opinion, the device would
be improved by fitting a duet
cap over the nut H to ensure
the threaded part being pro-

tected from mud and dust.

Stanley Feast and Co., Walworth, S.E.—This firm has

several new and interesting novelties for 1910. Chief amongst

these is a wing plaster, which has a triple advantage, in

that it can be vulcanised, fixed with ordinary solution, or

is available for temporary repair while dry. This plaster is

made to go inside the cover. Of course, the firm's well-

known S.F. repair band is still made.

Steiner and Co., Great Eastern Street, E.G.—The chief

attraction for motor cyclists on this stand was the Hella

acetvlene gas headlight. TlW top of this lamp is now
made in one piece and riveted, instead of soldered. The heat

from the gas jet can therefore have no damaging effect.

Eiders of lightweight machines will be interested _ in the

Prince of Wal^ lamp and separate generator, which is a

miniature edition of the standard Hella headlight.

The " Quick " Adjustable Pulley,

A. Fixed flange.

B. Movable flange.

C. Key. D. Keyway.
E. Circular securing nut.

F. Main shaft
H. Screwed conical pin.

J

.

Spanner.

The latest pattern Montgomery spring-v?h2el sidecar. Flat leaf springs

are employed, supported in shackles, and there is another leaf spring under

the foot of the carriage.

.123
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SOME 1910 MODELS AN

The muth-tarted-of two-stroke, two-cylinder, two-speed Scott, shown for Ih? first time at the Stanley.
It must be rdmitled that there is an irresistible fascination about this cleverly-designed machine. Its
ma n features were described on page 923 last week.

7h.p. twin-cylinder a.o.i.v Matchlesn-J.A.P., with spring forks, magneto, and new Amae carburetter.A number of makers have adopted the position shown for thj toolbag.

The all-British Arno, a well-designed motor bicycle of sound construction. Tha m.o.i.v. engia^ measures
80 >. 90 mm. Spring forks and footboards ars nctinni'

THREE POSITIONS
OF HANDLE

Three-way petrol tap on the new
model Brown.

fhe Prerao adjustable pulley fitted to

the two-stroke Premo.

The Stewart motor cycle speedometer
and mileage recorder. It is a marvel
of cheapness.

A24

The Motosacociie free engine device. Tt

lever rn the handle-tar lowers the josk(

pulley by means of a wire, thus permittii

the belt to siip.
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NOVEL FEATURES OF DESIGN.
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Detachable lelt-Iined steel covers

on eash side of the free wheel fitted

to th3 Doujlas. They are intended

to exclude dust or dirt.

Throttle and air control fitted to the top tube
of the Wanderer motor bicycle.

Dniversai joint, gear-

box end of propeller

shaft on T.A.C. motor
cycles

Since we illustrated the 1310 3i and 3 J h.p.

Praaiiers, a short spiral spring has been
fitted near the h 'b as an extra i heck for the

movement of the front wheel las shown).

This should reduce a I tendency tor the

wheel to bounce on rough roads.

Specially built for sidecar work. The three-speed chain-driven twin-cylinder Chater Lea, which should
find favour among passenger motor cyclists. The special change-speed lever is the subject of another
illustration in this issue.

A particularly fine example of a twin-cylinder touring machine. It is a € h.p. two-speed N.S.U., bore

id stroke 7i 99 mm. it wiil be noti ed that th; rear cyinder of the engine is piaoea Vcrt.cally.and
Its speciiication is as up-to-date as its smart appsarance.

The clean dvi^n of the new L.M.C. will be appreciated from the above,

starting method shoud gain for the m.o.v. L.M.C. many more admirers,

drive which runs in a dust-proof oil bath.

The " footboard to push
"

Inset the magasfo gear
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Among the Accessories at the Stanley Show.—

Heubeet Terry and Sons, Ltd., Novelty Works,
lledditch.—A new registration number plate has been added
to the many specialities made by this firm. It is made in the

ordinary flat plate type, and also the inverted V form for

fitting on the mudguard front. It is provided with spring
clips, £o that it can be instantly attached or detached from
the mudguard. The firm's hardened steel folding spanners
were to be seen of various sizes. They have the advantage of

fitting quite a number of different sized nuts, and yet occupy
a very small amount of space in the toolbag. A box of

assorted springs is a useful thing for motor cyclists to have
by them, and Messrs. Terry make up a suitable box contain-

ing three dozen springs of assorted sizes. A new double-

ended tyre lever has recently been introduced, its keynote
being simplicity. Its length is about 7in., and, needless to

say, the material is up to the usual standard of this firm's

productions. Military motor cyclists will be interested to

know that rifle clips are made by this firm in many different

. styles.

Stewart and Clark Mfg. Co., Charing Cross Road,
W.C.—The principal exhibit on this stand was a new
motor cycle speed indicator which quite touches rock
bottom in price, and comprises also a milometer with an
indicator reading up to sixty miles an hour. The drive is

taken from the front wheel through a special form of enclosed
flexible shaft. Messrs. Stewart and Clark have laid them-
selves out to popularise the speed indicator among motor
cyclists, and at the price their indicator is sold they should
meet with the success they deserve.

A. G. Taylor and Co.. Great Pulteney Street, W.

—

Here was shown the well-known Quick Grip spanner, con-
sisting of a pair of pliers with a special arrangement for
securely holding nuts. This useful accessory is too well-
known to motor cyclists to need further description.

Templeton Bros., Glasgow.—-On this stand was shown
the new pattern F.R.S. motor cycle head lamp which bristles
with attractive features (see illuitration), together with
a number of small accessories for motor bicycles, including
adapters for permitting the saddle to be placed very low and
far back with the aid of an ordinary seat-pillar, a Tee Bee
handle-starting device, special lamp brackets, and innumer-
able accessories of a thoroughly practical nature.

The new Mangin lens F.R.S., a finely-finished lamp made to Mr. P. W.
Bischaff's spec, tic .tion by S. Hall & Sons, Ltd. Observe thej special hood,
chimney, hinged bacli door, and special foraed bracitet.

The Thames Rttbbbr and Leather Co., Upper Thames
Street, E.G.—Waterproof clothing for motor cyclists and the

Woods patent carrier for attachment to the front forks.

A. E. WiLBY, Ltd., Icknield Port Road, Birmingham.
—A new saddle of registered design with arched bridge

piece on underframe was one of the chief attractions of this

stand. The bridge piece referred to enables the saddle to be
placed very low, since the underframe cannot foul the top

tube, or any other part.

ENGINES, PARTS, AND FITTINGS
Hobday Bros., Great Eastern Street, E.G.—A sample

of the 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Sarolea engine was shown
here, this being the very latest model, complete with
high tension magneto. Its bore and stroke are 76 mm.
X 80 mm. A 3 h.p. single-cylinder Advance engine
was also shown, this firm being the London agents for
Advance engines. The bore and stroke are 76 mm. x 82 mm.
It was fitted with Advance detachable pulley, which has
an instantaneous locking device. Amongst the motor cycle
gas lamps was the Solar, a particularly good lamp with
Mangin lens. This lamp, it will be remembered, was very
successful in the lamp tests held recently by the R.A.C.

Patent Gear and ?*Iotor Co., Bristol.—The Griffin-

Single-cylinder lightweight Wolf, with outside flywheel. It will be noticed
that the magneto is wisely situated'in a screened,position.

Simplex gear was shown fitted to a Premier motor
bicycle. It is carried in a case which is bolted on the crank

chamber of the engine, and consists of a two-speed gear

coupled up by metal to metal friction clutches, which can

either be locked up positive when desired, or slipped to

any desired extent. The clutches and the change-speed

gear, which also gives a free engine, are operated through

'

a Bowden wire by a handle-bar thumb lever. This gear

can be fitted to any motor cycle, runs entirely on ball

bearings, and is entirely enclosed in an aluminium case.

Price and Co., Rosebery Avenue, E.G.—The Ukantes
motor cycle prop was one of the chief attractions at this

stand. This consists of a single leg fastened to a quadrant
and bracket, the latter attaching to the -back stay of the

frame in the usual way. This new device is in no sense a

•stand, but merely an auxiliary means of allowing the machine
to stand by itself with a minimum of trouble. Of course, the

firm's ordinary Ukantes "* La Grande" motor cycle stand

now well known to readers is still made. It is interesting to,

note that these stands are now being made for lightweight

as well as heavier machines. The principal feature of this

stand is its rapid action. Front wheel stands appear to be

gaining in favour, and this firm's latest model is so designed

that it will not in any way interfere with any spring fork

attachments. The swinging half of the leg is now arranged

so that it reaches no farther than the rim of the wheel. The
belt remover has been somewhat modified in design,- enabling

the belt to be removed with greater ease than ever. Still

another speciality made by this firm is a band brake. This

brake can be attached to practically any back wheel of a

motor bicycle, ten screws suflficing to hold it to the spokes.

The brake bands take the form of long ."^teel bands wound
three times round a drum. '

The Tormo Mfg. Co., Bunhill Row, E.G.—Amongst a

variety of motor cycle hubs, chain sprockets, etc., were

shown five examples of the well-known Sarolea engines

of the following powers: 2 h.p. (66 by 72 mm.), 3 h.p.

(76 by 85 mm.), 4 h.p. (66 by 72 mm.), 5 h'.p. (70 by 80 mm.),

and 6 h.p. (76 by 80 mm.y The princi; al feature of the.-e

engines is the manner in which the inlet and exhaust ports

are cast, and the way in which the adapters for the inlet

pipe are fitted.
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MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.
The Austro-American Indiarxjbber Mfg. Co., Ltd. (of

Vienna), Milton Street, E.G.—This firm showed the Estaric
tyre in two forms for motor cycles with plain covers and with
metal studded non-skid bands.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great Britain),
Ltd., Clerkenwell Road, E.G.—The well-known Continental
tyres, which require no description now at our hands,
were shown in the following types for motor cyclists

:

The standard plain pattern with wired-on and beaded edge,
rubber non-skid with beaded edge, and a new special metal-
studded non-skid in 2iin. and Sin. sections to tit standard
26in. rims. In addition to outer covers, the well-known Con-
tinental butted tubes were shown, together with motor cycle
belts in various sizes.

Coventry Rubber Co., Coventry.—Here were shown the
well-tried Three Spires non-skid tyres for motor bicycles. The
principal feature of the non-slipping tread is that it outlasts
the remainder of the cover. Three Spires tyres are made in
various qualities, the De Luxe pattern being highly suitable
for motor cycles of 3^ h.p. and over.

Hanover Rubber Co., Old Street, E.G.—A full range
of Shamrock Excelsior motor cycle tyres were shown.
These are in several forms ; an all-rubber non-skid with three
rows of rubber studs, a special motor cycle tyre with an
armoured compressed canvas and rubber band, upon which
is ako mounted arrow-shaped non-skid serrations. In this
tyre the armoured tread is secured to the outer cover by
the middle row of steel studs. There was also shown a
special form of armoured tricar tyre with a fixed leather tread
and a double row of steel studs.

The Hutchinson Tyre Co., Basinghall Street, E.G.—
A very full range of tyres was to be seen on the Hutchin-
son stand. These tyres are very carefully made, fluted, in
the special pattern rubber non-skid. The rubber is brought
right down to the bead, so that there should be no question
iibont the walls of the tyre being especially strong. Three
grades are manufactured, the light, the heavy, and the
special reinforced. The extra reinforced Brookland's type
was the one used by H. V. Golver when he broke the fifty
miles, one hundred miles, and. two hours world's records at
Brooklands last October. A neat oat non-skid tread is also
being introduced for next year. This will be incorporated
witli the tyre used by Colver, and has been adopted as

The Duplex Moto Valve.

A. Ordinary tube.
B. Reserve tube.

C. Rubber membrane.
D. Detachable airway

plug, which deter-
mines the tube to

be inflated.

E. Ordinary valve piece.
F. Stem formed on dust cap inserted

in the valve for pushing out, or for
deflating outer tube by raising rub-
ber membrane which covers the
airway to ordinary tube.

Hutchinson extra reinforced tyre, with rubber non-skid.

standard for all [Matchless motor cycles for next year. The
square tread is on the lines of the well-known Hutchinson
squai'e cycle tread with the name of the tyre moulded on

the cover. Two other patterns complete the set of Hutchin-
son motor cycle tyres, viz., light and heavy roadsters.

These are identical in design, but of varying thicknesses,

and are made suitable for lightweight and medium weight
machines. They are of the highest quality throughout

although moderate in price. In addition to outer covers
the Hutchinson Tyre Co. were showing an excellent butt-
ended tube, reinforced at its extremity where the tube is

weakest. Great care is also taken to make the surface of the
tubes rough, so that patches
will easily adhere to them.

Duplex Motor and
Cycle Valve and. Tule
Syndicate, Ltd., Chelten-
ham.—Here were shown
several sizes of the Duplex
inner tube, by means of

which puncture troubles are.
if not avoided, at least
robbed of much of their in-

convenience. As its name
implies, this .device consists
of two separate inner tubes,
interconnected in such a
way that when the outer
one, which is the one used
under normal circumstances,
is punctured, all one has to
do is to press a small
plunger contained in the
special valves, which breaks
the connection between the
two tubes ; one then pumps
up the inner of the two
tubes, and the trouble of
mending the puncture on
the spot is thus Saved.

Kempshall Tyre Co. or Europe, Ltd., Northumberland
Avenue, W.C.—Kempshall motor cycle tyres were .^hown
ni three forms, namely, the new anti-skid tyre with a
specially formed tread, comprising a modification of the
well-known Kempshall moulding, on each side of which are
a series of rubber studs. The ordinary Kempshall non-skirl
motor cycle tyre was shown in "two forms, the heavy and light,
the only difference being the depth of the tread.

" There wa.s
also shown the Kempshall emergency patch for use with
burst tyres. This patch is inserted between the inner tube
and the outer cover, fixing itself to the latter by means
of a series of short pins which are let into the patch.

MiCHELiN Tyre Co.. Ltd., Sussex Place, South Kensington,
S.W.—Motor cycle tyres of

this celebrated make_ were
shown in two forms, the
plain all-rubber grooved
non-skid in various sizes,

and the latest pattern
armoured and steel studded
motor cycle tyres. The
wearing qualities of these
tyres have made an enviable
name for the Michelin Co.

The Midland Ribber
Co., Ltd., Ryland Street.

Birmingham. — The Ajax
25in. motor cycle non-skid
tyre. This has two outer
serrated moulded rings of

rubber between which is a
row of steel studs,- the
shanks of which pass
through several layers of

canvas in the tread, and
are secured on the bifur-
cated principle.

David Moseley and Sons, Ltd., Ardwick, Manchester.

—

Some excellent motor cycle tyres were to be seen on this

stand with moulded substantial arrow tread, which should be
efficient against side-slip. These tyres are made in all sizes

for 26in. and 28in. wheels from 2in. to 2-|in. They are made
with both wired-on and beaded edges, and a large stock of

tyres is always carried, so that a motor cyclist's needs ear, be
instantly supplied. Repair bands were also on tI-sw.

Palmer new pattern rubber studded airless cord tyre.
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The Gorton Rubbjir Co., Ltd., Cornwall Street, Open-

shaw, Manchester.—Like most of the other tyre manufac
turers this company showed a rubber-studded motor cycle

tyre, also a special light motor cycle cover with a combined
diamond and studded tread.

North British ExninER Co., Ltd., Edinburgh.—Three
distinct types of the well-known Clincher tyres were
exhibited on this stand. The Al rubber studded, the Dread-
nought studded, in which there are three rows of studs, con-

nected by a rim, and the Dreadnought fluted cover. Clincher
tyres are manufactured in all types and sizes, and if required
a wired-on cover can be supplied. Clincher tyres are fitted

as standard to several of the leading makes of motor cycles.

Palmer Tyre Ltd., Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.—^The

principal feature shown on this stand was the new 2^in.

all-rubber studded non-skid tyre. This is made on the well-

known Palmer cord principle, which needs no detailed descrip-

tion at our hands here. An illustration of the new airless

cord studded cover is published on the previous page. There
were also shown the ribbed types of Palmer cord and ordi-

nary fabric motor cycle tyre.

The Rich Patent Detachable Air Tube Co., Crawley,
Sussex.—Here was shown the Rich patent detachable air

tube in sizes suitable for motor cycles. The principle of

this tube has already been described in The Motor Cycle, and
is on very simple lines. One end of the air tube has a

specially formed adapter, which fits into a ring attached to

the other end of the tube, and when in position gives a free

air space right round. The arrangement permits the inner
tube to be turned inside out and the patch to be solutioned
on the inside, when inflation merely tends to make it stick

tighter to the tube. Another advantage of patching on the
inside is that the friction of the cover does not affect the patch.

RoM Ti'RE and Rttbber Co., Ltd., Holborn, E.G.—
The well-known Rom tyres were ehown on thie stand
in various sizes to fit all types of rims. Theee tyres
are made with both wired on and beaded edges, and
may be had in ninr? different sizes. The well-known com-
bination non-skid, which is one of the best of its kind on
the market, was, of course, very prominent. There was also
the All-rubber, which has been most successful during the
past season. It is interesting to note that smooth tyre-s were
also shown for racing purposes similar to those which
McNab used when he broke the world's records at, Brcok-
iands.

J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Oxford Works, Birmingham.
— The Oxford motor cycle tyres were to be seen on this
stand in two patterns, rubber studded, and with straight
fluted moulding. These tyres are made with wired-on and
beaded edges, and can be had in all sizes from 2 to 2^in.
Horn bulbs and other rubber goods were also shown.

The Sele-Se-axing Rfbbeb Co., Ltd., Ryland Street, Bir-

mingham.—The chief feature of interest to motor cyclists on
this stand was the well-known self-sealing inner tube. This
tube will successfully resist all small puncturing agents, and
should meet the wishes of many motor cyclists. We noticed
in addition to the ordinary zig-zag pattern of cover that the
firm have introduced a rubber-studded non-skid type, also

a combination rubber and steel-studded band to attach to
existing tyres, and a non-skid all steel-studded cover.
Another up-to-date feature was a detachable air tube having
a special form of joint with open ends so that there is a
free passage for air right round the tube.

Woodgate.s, Bros., Tiverton, Somerset.—Here were shown
the patent Duplex motor cycle tyre and'Patchquick patches
in a large variety of sizes and shapes. Patchquick patches
are said to amalgamate with the tube after a time.

General view oi the thirty-third Stanley Show at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, N. The attendance throughout has been very satisfactory.
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THE SERVICE CO., LTD.,
292-3, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

THE WANDERER
The solo machine of proved merit.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd., 292=3, High Holbora, london, W.C.
Telegrams—" Admittedly." 'Phone No. 260 Central*

CLINCHER
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

QUALSTY FUI^THER IMPROVED AND DURABILITY ENHANCED.

Of very superior quality, full of life, and
thoroughly efficient.

An exceedingly popular tyre, and most

effective against skidding on wet or greasy

roads.

The .rubber-studded "Dreadnought" Clincher, the

finest tyre extant for heavy machines and sidecar

work.

Clincher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns,

and demand your closes': attention.

New list on application.

THE

NORTH BRITISH BUBBER CO., ltd.

Castle Mills, EDINBURGH.

RJJBBER

.

STUDDED

kNon-skid

In. cmsweririf/ fhc^e advertisement-^ It is dvsirahle to 'mention ''The Motor Cyrh.
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Provides the long awaited connecting link between cyclists and motorists.
Fits every kind and every make of bicycle—ladies' and men's.

CYCLING MADE EASY. FREE-WHEEL UP HILL. PERFECT NON-SKID.

Motor Cyclists in search of the very latest improvements
to motor cycles must also see the R.OC specialities, viz

:

ROC Military Model 4 h.p. single-cylinder,

ROC Military Model 5-6 h.p. twin-cyHnder.

ROC Tourist Model A., 4-cylinder, pressed steel open frame.

ROC Tourist Model B., single-cylinder, pressed steel open frame,

ROC live axle clutch and two-speed conversion set (the well-known system
as used under licence by Humber, Rex, etc.), adaptable to all makes
of motor cycles.

ROC patent spring fork in itself makes the ROC noteworthy.

ROC range of models, the most comprehensive of any.

ROC the pioneer of motor cycle manufacturing in England.

ROC with patent clutch and two speed gear is far ahead of all single gear
machines.

ROC MOTOR WORKS, ASTON ROAD,

1 AND DARTMOUTH ST., BIRMINGHAM.

THE LAST DAY
DECEMBER.

FRIDAY.

IS
THE FIRST DAY

on which delivery can be given of the

^

STEWA
SSI-

MOTOR

CYCLE

MOTOR

CYCLE

SPEEDOMETER
(The speed and distance recorder with a FIVE years' guarantee).

The- enquiries for the New Stewart have been overwhelming, there-

fore to prevent disappointment, we are withdrawing our advertise-

ments until we are in a position to supply promptly, intimation of

which will be duly announced.
YOU MAY HAVE TO V^AIT A LITTLE TIME, BUT THE

STEWART IS WELL WORTH WAITING FOR.

Stewart & Ciark Manufacturing Co., 11, Denmark St.,

Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.

^
A26 In answering these advertisementi it ds desirable to_,mention "The^ Motor Cycle."
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Mediuin=powered Roadsters at the Stanley.
By B. H.

SOME critics would have us believe that motor
cycle designers are temporarily afflicted with a

bad attack of cerebral paralysis, that their slug-

gish brains are glued to a single design, of which
ninetv-nine per cent, of the machines exhibited in the

medium-powered class are servile plagiarisms.

I must admit that I had hoped for a few sensational

innovations in the standard class, and that convincing

innovations—radical alterations which commend them-

selves irresistibly as destined to last—are on the whole
conspicuous by their absence. It is undeniable that

on stand after stand one encounters machines that are

little more than unblushing copies of the two or three

leading types, and that the latest examples of the

pioneer favourites demonstrate a minimum of really

striking advance.

Nevertheless, the 1909 Stanley was a great show.
Never before did I make ray rounds and discover so

few bad points of design, such a paucity of scamped
and careless workmanship. It is hardly too much to

say that if we had given a raw novice ten five-pound

notes and shoved him into the Agricultural Hall to

select his 1910 mount unaided, he could scarcely have
emerged without a machine which would carry- him
faithfully, reliably, and comfortably for several years.

A lu.turipus mount exhibited at the Stanley. The 5 h.p. twin-cylinder A.S.L., the frame of

which is suspended on air springs.

The T'wo=stroke Engines.
Amongst real novelties in the class I am now dealing

with there is nothing outstanding with the single excep-

tion of the two-stroke engine. But it is not going to

be the machine of 1910. It may be the machine of

191 1, but at present it has not been sufficiently demon-
strated. _ Ill-luck has dogged the Scotts in many of

their enterprises—tyres and ignition have foiled its

energy when its special details were functioning admir-

ably. It is quite possible that next autumn the Agri-

cultural Hall will hardly be big enough to hold the

-crowds who will come to buy, and that most of the

big makers will imitate it as others are now imitating

them. We all long to own a Scott when we see it

purring silently up a long, greasy, cornerful hill, when
we see Myers kick its engine into vitality by a careless

^rearward dig. Bold and blase experts all over the three

kingdoms are ordering samples of it and the other two-

DAVIES.
stroke makes on exhibition ; but the boom is not yet.

If it is uniformly successful in next year's trials—as

with better luck it ought to be—delivery will be hard
to get in the spring of 1 9 1 1

.

Multiple Disc Clutches.

I suppose the second outstanding no\-elty is the

excellent multiple disc clutch fitted to the rear huh
of the latest Triumphs and Rexes. As my readers

know, I am not a free engine enthusiast ; but if a man
wants a free engine, he is bound to be satisfied with

these examples. They are foolproof, give no trouble,

and enable a machine to be turned round in an

ordinary lane without a dismount and Avithout lifting

the valve.

Amongst other tendencies I note the scarcity of the

automatic inlet valve and ' a growing tendency to

remove the magneto from the radically bad position

until recently almost universal— i.e., low down forward

o£ the engine or "tied round its tummy "—to a plat-

form cast integrally with the crank, case abaft of the

cylinder or "over the engine's shoulder." The
Quadrant and Zenith machines exhibit this improved
method to perfection. Again, there, is a tendency to

remove the foot brake pedal from the footrest, and to

mount it on a tiny bracket of its own—

•

a most wise procedure, greatly reducing

the chance of the machine being left

brakeless after a tumble. In this con-

nection I should like to give a special

word of commendation to the Clyno
rear brake, on which the pedal is

coupled to the shoe by a wire cable

instead of a rod. This makes the

shoe self-centring, and avoids the risk

of buckling or snapping the rod in a

fall, from both of which mischances I

have suffered many things.

Several owlish designers who have

obstinately clung for several seasons to

a very miserable device in the way of

spring forks have at last acquired sense,

and produced more efficient and less

troublesome designs. There is still

room for others to do likewise.

Spring ForRs and Frames.

Spring frames are on exhibition, but personally I

greatly doubt whether there is any real need to spring the

whole weight of the machine and rider; certainly the

demand for such a system is so weak that no ugly,

cumbrous, and weighty device of the kind has any

chance of success. If such a system finally con-

quers, it will have to be light, neat, and handsome.

Most of us are very content with a good spring fork

(there are a few) and a good saddle, carried on a

spring mounting, while it is quite uncommon to hear

of the propelling mechanism suffering from vibration

nowadays. I have neither broken nor lost any part

of my machines from this cause for two years past,

and hence I shall remain fastidious to a degree when

fully sprung machines are paraded before me.

Sundry defects are still tolerably common. Weak
lamp brackets are all but universal. Few of the

two-piece valves are. proof against a few miles on

A27
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full throttle. Many of the magnetos are still placed

in the worst possible position. Many handle-bars

are still too spiky, and abrade the knuckles on rough

roads. A number of adjustable pulleys and spring

forks are almost useless, their makers having failed

to evolve a good device of their own, and remaining

too stingy to fit other people's patents under licence.

The compression of many engines is probably still too

high, though a show is not the place at which to

dogmatise about . this. On the best machines the

bore and stroke have been slightly increased and

the compression lowered a trifle. I am not at all

sure that the Rex Company have not made the best

attempt at compromise in this direction. Without

doubt a high compression engine of the semi-racing

type is all right so long as it is properly lubricated.

Given the right oil in the right quantities, and it will

run as nicely as some of the old low compression

engines of 1906. But ninety-nine per cent, of

existing motor cycles are lubricated on very happy-go-

lucky principles ; the rider is the decisive factor, and
he is often an ignoramus. Even if he is cute, the

implements at his command do
not make for perfection. He is

merely provided with a large

pump, with which he is instructed

to give infrequent doses of oil.

Frequent doses from a small

pump would be more to the point.

A Triple Lubrication System.
The Rex people offer a triple

system. First of all, a pipe

from the crank case to the spray

chamber mixes a fine spray of

lubricant with the entering gases

;

secondly, a drip feed does its

best to maintain a constant level

for -the splash in the crank case;

and, finally, the standard force

pump remains available for break-
downs and supplements. This
system may be good enough to

destroy the defects of a high
compression engine from a fast

touring point of view. . Large
filler caps, as first introduced by
Mr. Davison, are growing more common, but even
here there are many purblind offenders. The
external band brake still lingers in a few notorious
instances. Those who still continue to fit it must
have forgotten that with the average amateur an
external band brake usually exists in one of two
positions—the "always on" or the "always off."

Machines that are debarred by elements of dieir

design from using the belt rim shoe are gradually
perfecting their brakes. I agree with " Lxion " that
a good coaster hub is probably the best solution of
all, but one or two makers have improved their external
bands or internal expanding types, while, to my -great
joy, at least one free engine clutch machine has copied
my own ancient tip, and fitted a dummy belt rim
for the sole purpose of using the best of all possible
brakes. Front rim brakes still exist, thanks to the
A.C.U., but I know few that are either easy to adjust
or of much real good when adjusted ' perfectly.
Luckily, with humble apologies to the A.C.U. and the
A28

law of the land, motor cycles very seldom require a

second brake at all.

Variably Geared Machines.

Variable gears are distinctly in the ascendant.

Barring lightweights, there was scarcely a single-geared

machine in the show, for what is an adjustable pulley

if it is not a makeshift and cheap variable gear?. 1

was sorry to see that one of the s'er}' best engines

in the world still retains a colossal pulley side Vjear-

ing boss, so that the lowest gear ratio with its adjust-

able pulley is absurdly high. No motor cycle engine

should be incapable of at least a 5^ gear in emer-

gencies, and if 6^ so much the better. I have
actually had to transfer my own order because of this

drawback. I hope to enter the Scotch trials next

year, and I know 1 should be tremendously lucky

to climb Amulree in touring trim with the lowest gear

possible on the engine I fancied.

Two vastly improved variably geared machines are

dealt with in pride of place, because they are essen-

tially more efficient than the variable pulley type.

The Phelon and Moore has prnbablv been for several

The Phelon & Moore
nuts. The new 3i

" All-Weather " machine, the «nly bright parts being the handle-bar and
h.p. m.o.i.v. P. & M. engine is fitted, and, of course, the two-speed gear

with the new method of changing gear.

years past the very best "go anywhere " moto^r bicycle

in the world. It has never" been faultless. It used

to be heavy, not so comfortable as some of its rivals,

its gear lever was clumsy from a mechanical point

of view, its a.o.i.v. was out of date, and its car-

buretter, though one of the first good sprays, had
long since been outstripped in the race for perfec-

tion. I cannot find a- single fault with the latest

model. It has been lightened, made really comfort-

able, and brought up to date in all details, while

it is thoroughly weatherproof, and its new gear con-

trol is delicious. It is one of the small select band
that can climb any hill under any conditions.

Another machine that comes in the same category

is the Zenith. Last year the Zenith had a command-
ing reputation, and was actually debarred from a hill-

climb because its rivals knew they could not live

against it. At the same time, its somewhat uncon-

ventional appearance prevented its being popular

amongst private owners. The 1910 Zenith will be as
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Medium-powered Roadsters at the Stanley.—

great a terror on hills, with its 160 odd gear ratios,

as its 1909 prototype, and, in addition, is transformed
into one of the prettiest mounts on the road, with
a straight, rectangular tank and the N.S.U. type of

change speed gear lever. Its magneto is carried in

the right place, and its new engine by its low com-
^,.

pression and colossal valves is well suited to the
' demands of a low gear. Hats off to a genuine all-

weather tourist machine.

Improved Design.
The Humber two-speeder is also very taking; a

year of renewed experience has done it good all

through. I thought the supplementary rear forks

very sound, and the few weaknesses Avhich were
apparent last year had been masterfully exorcised.

The N.S.U. gear fitted to half a dozen of their long
range of models is another foolproof mountain con-
-queror with a spotless reputation. Its one fiaw is

that the reduction is scarcely enough for all purposes,
but with a lowish top gear it is amply sufficient for

solo work in the most difficult districts. I know of

a 3^ h.p. sample that daily traverses a hideously
pimply locality in the snoAvy north. Descending to

the single gears, I emit a quiet chuckle. Three
years ago I pressed. the need of certain alterations on
a certain Coventry designer, and was told for my
pains that I was a crazy faddist. At Islington last

week I found he had at last adopted three of my
V fads, viz., a kick-operated stand, a low compression

engine, and a separately mounted brake pedal. If

he reads these lines he may remember the other

two fads I suggested to him ; next year I hope to con-

gratulate him on having incorporated them as well.

Smooth CranRcase Castings.
By the way, I see another fad at last adopted by

prominent makers. The Humber and Quadrant Com-
panies are, I think, the only firms who have cast a

clean crank case devoid of advertising initials. Is it

not enough to have an advertising transfer on the tank ?

The alteration makes the dirtiest part of the machine
much easier to clean.

The Quadrant crank case, being jointless on the

pulley side, is delightfully clean.

Of particular machines, the Triumph scarcely

seemed capable of improvement, but, none the less, is

improved on lines described in my introduction. I

like their brace of pannier toolbags less than the

one adopted by makers who utilise the snug corner

betwixt the carrier and mudguard. One has to

do splits in mounting when the carrier is unduly
broad. This machine looks like easily holding its

own during 1910.

The Premier now boasts an "own make" engine,

with a portentous stroke of 90 mm. and the largest

amount of radiating finnage I ever beheld, the valves

being rather wide set.

Of the Rex lubrication, at present its most distinctive

feature, I have already spoken. The Speed Kings
are delightful speed merchants' mounts. They show
a long list of detail improvements, all good, but their

lubrication interests me more than the rest. The
Kerry follows standard lines, but is eminent for one

of the few decent lamp brackets and a protected top

run to its pedal chain. The L.M.C. utilises a double

belt rim shoe brake, both brakes being operated by

a single pedal with a toggle joint, and it owns the
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handle-bar spark control, which ought to have been
universal. The Bradbury is a workmanlike tourist
mount, and if its big engine owns the same kick as
the last small engine of this make I rode it will climb
most hills without slowing a single tick.

The Bat remains true to its old design, and a very
good design it is. Other makers are slowly coming
round to ideas of springing which Mr. Batson first

mooted in 1902, i.e., spring the rider fore and aft,

and let the machinery look after itself. The tank
magneto is even better than the Quadrant-cum-Zenith-
cum-Arno, etc., position, except that it spells a, few
ounces of additional weight, and to extra weight the

J. A. P. engines are notoriously indifferent. Just
tune them up, open the throttle, and they won't
grumble how much kit one is carrying. I doubt if

there is a better motor cycle engine made than the

J.A. P., and in saying this I have more in mind than
their racing successes.

Honest Speedy=looKing Mounts.
The N.L.G. tourist patterns were honest, speedy-

looking mounts. The Clyno attracted me by reason
of its cable brake, while its stand was novel.

The 3 h.p. Wanderer was a delightful addition, and,
like the Douglas, emulates the roadwork of a

3^ h.p. by combining reduced power with extreme
efficiency and small weight. It felt like its alleged

130 lbs. It bristles with refinements, including a
sprung frame, an excellent even wearing internal

brake, and a quickly removable engine.

The Douglas is a very old friend of mine, its run-

ning equalling that of much heavier and more powerful
machines. It is marvellous to see how it keeps up
with the van uphill and down dale in all the trials.

The Brown will be as fiery a hill-climber as ever, or

more so; its footrests are the best in the show, maybe.
The Roc has reduced friction by using ball bearings

in the gear, while the revolving pin that has to be
depressed with the high gear at work has been much
improved. The Corah and Arno remain much " as

you were," though the Arno quick detachable engine

unit is very good. The Ariel is first-class tlirough-

out. I saw the first of the new batch in the Scotch

trials, and formed the highest possible opinion of it.

The N.S.U. machines occupy their usual broad corner

in the Gallery, and provide a range of machines to

suit every conceivable taste. Their long stroke

single-cylinder is a specially fast and sporting mount,

with unusual hill-climbing capacities.

I did not see the new Norton single-cylinder with

5in. stroke and enormous flywheels, specially designed

for plugging away continuously up frightful hills under

a heavy load, but I expect soon to make a road test

of it. It should be Ai for passenger work in counties

not hilly enough to requisition an emergency gear.

The V.S. people retain the F.N. and Peugeot single-

cylinder 3>4 h.p. with or without their hub gear, and

I really ought to have added this to my list of

reliable go-anywhere machines, for the V.S. is just the

machine for the job, and the gear stands up success-

fully under record work with a 7 h.p. engine. Dozens

of us rejoiced to see our old friend the Excelsior, and

wish it good luck for auld lang syne during 1910.

It has managed to incorporate most of the details

which make for present day perfection. Enough has

been said to show that the Stanley presented an un-

usually larg-e range of unusually excellent machines.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from

our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

EX., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

?

Registration Formalities.

I am a Frenchman. What
are the formalities to be carried

out when I arrive at Dover
with my motor cycle, and
how much must I pay for it

in England under the new^ taxation?

I have a desire to ride to London
by road.—0. F.

llie first tiling you liave to do is to go
to the Town Council offices in Dover,
and say that you wish to register your
machine, where you pay fas. for this

privilege, and wait for the numbers to

be allotted to you. Then you get a

driving licence (no examination neces-

sary) for another 5s., and tfien proceed
to the nearest cycle maker to have youi
number plates painted and fixed at

the front and rear of your machine.
Tlien go to the nearest post office, and
take out an Inland Revenue licence for

7s 6d., being half the present tax when
taken out between (October 1st and
December 31st. (The cost of this will

be raised to £1 after January 1st next.)

A Machine tor Sidecar Work in Egypt.

I am at present riding a
lightweight IJ h.p. Werner,
which I believe was built in

1903, but, like "Charley's
Aunt," is still running. This

little machine takes an ordinary
^ cycle trailer (lighter than the motor

type, I believe) with my wife and
.small son (aged four), and will go
anywhere round about here. We
have no hills to speak of. Our worst
is about the same as Ludgate Hill

for gradient. I should think I

weigh just over 12 stones, so you
see my little machine can move a fair

weight, and get along at about twelve
to fifteen miles an hour. If I can
do this on a little old crock, driving
with a lin. flat leather belt, over, a

.small leather covered pulley on the
engine, do you think a 2| h.p
Douglas twin would take a light

sidecar, which I propose to have
specially made? I am hoping to

come to England next year, and shall

be there about three months, not
more. Can you tell me if I bring
my machine home shall I have to
pay the full tax for one year, as I

shall have already paid a tax of

£1 lis. here? Also, can I obtain
a number in any district where I

may first wish to use the machine in

England? A licence I know I must
get. That I shall want for car
driving, and that covers motor
cycling as well.—D. A, (Alexandria.
Egypt).
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You are certainly getting wonderfully
good results out of an old machine, and
if you are quite satisfied with the
speed and power of the machine, you
could not fail to be delighted with a

new Douglas. As regards fitting a

sidecar to this, we should recommend
you to writo the makers for their

advice. Unfortunately, at the present
time visitors to this country have to

pay the full tax. It is probable, how-
ever, that a new law will be passed, as

the Chancellor of the Exchequer has
promised a Coventry' deputation to give
his attention to this matter. You
may take out your registration number
in any county in the British Isles.

Engine Not Responsive to Spark Lever.

My motor is a 2^ h.p. J. A. P.
It is a good goer and hill-

climber, but it does not seem
to respond to the spark lever

as it should do. It makes no
difference to the speed of the motor
when I advance it above half-way.
It goes just a-s fast half-way ad-

vanced as when fully advanced. Do
yon think I could improve matters,
as it seems to me it could be made
to go faster. I might say the engine
is almost new and the compression
good.—G. E. K.

You omit to mention the type of

ignition, but ii accumulator, it may
possibly be due to the adjustment of

the contact breaker. Try different

adjustments of the platinum fcrew.

On numerous old pattern machines
the quadrant was too long, and it was
never intended that the spark lever

should be advanced to the full limit.

In other words, if you obtain a rea.?on-

able speed from your machine as at

present tuned up, do not advance the

spark lever beyond the point the speed
of the engine ceases to increase.

Look to the inlet valve and spring, and
if worn obtain new ones, as in all

probability the valve opens too far.

Overheating of Twin Cylinder.

I have a 5 h.p. twin motoi
bicycle, and find that the

engine overheats considerablj

lately. Everything seems to be

in perfect order. I have

ground in the valves, and there is

no carbon deposit on cylinder head 01

piston. On a long ride the engine

pulls up of its own account, and

aft«r giving the engine a rest it wili

go again for miles.—J. H. S.

We can only recomm..end you to use the

best oil and plenty of it. You mighl
also try a slightly smaller jet. It is

probable tliat you are not driving in the

correct manner. Twin-cylinder engines

require the spark lever well advanced,
If run with the spark retarded for lon^

distances, most engines quickly over
heat. If your engine, is an old one;

carefully examine the lift of the valves,

as if the cams are worn and the

exhaust gases have not free egress, over
heating will always be experienced.

^^^T

Valve side of the 1910 pattern 5 h.p. two-speed V.S., with Truflault forlt. A new shaped
induction pipe is fitted, rendering the carburetter more accessible.
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Amulree Hill-climb.
[4394.]—Will Mr. J. Cameron explain why Mr. Campbell

McGregor's 3^ h.p. Matchless Tourist Trophy motor cycle
was not disqualified from the Standard Touring Class in the
Amulree hill-climb? FAIR PLAY.

Cold Fingers.
[4695.]—Could any reader help me with regard to above?

I have tried lined gloves, with thin ones underneath, with-
out being able to prevent the finger tips suffering during
frosty weather, and in addition have tried handle-bar muffs,
as recommended by someone in The, Motor Cycle last winter.
Handle-bar muffs, owing to their having a wide opening for
facility in removing and replacing hand, and working in-
verted levers and thumb levers, do not by any means solve
the difficulty, and my experience is that the tips of one's
fingers are just as cold as ever in frosty weather. OILE.

Transmission and Tyres on Motor Cycles.
[4396.]—The letter No. 4373, by E. Brown, raises several

important questions, but that which most particularly affects
motor cyclists is the reliability of tyres and belts, and 1

shall be pleased to see better results in this respect for 1910.
I ride a well-known make of 3| h.p. single-cylinder two-

speeder with lin. canvas rubber belt, and to enable me to
keep appointments when roads are greasy I take a sidecar
passenger. My average mileage from such belts is about
3,000 miles, but the tyres would not average 1,500 miles but
for a favour whereby I obtain retreads capable of doing 4,000
miles. This proves that tyres can be made at a reasonable
figure to stand on light passenger machines. Unfortunately,
I must be content with retreads.

E. Brown should have no difficulty in obtaining carbu-
retter with main air adjustment. I have used this type
nearlv four years, and it will be a standard fitting on my
1910 machine. G. N. BLACKMAN.

A Sidecar Query and Two-stroke Engine Design.
[4597.]—I notice that in a recent issue a correspondent

suggests that the four-cylinder T.A.C. motor bicycle would
be very suitable for sidecar use. Would not the springing
of the rear wheel throw very heavy strains on the fixings?

It would be interesting to hear the opinion of sidecar
experts on this point.

I was not surprised to read in The Motor Cycle for
November 3rd that some of the two-stroke engined bicycles
that you have ridden were not so controllable as the four-

stroke at slow speeds. Surely this is mostly due to three
things

:

(1.) The fresh mixture does not come in with sufficient

velocity to scavenge away the exhaust from the region of the
sparking plug.

(2.) The escape of fresh incoming mixture through the
axhaust port.

(3.) Carburation.
Comparing the two designs of two-stroke motors published

ihis year in The Motor Cycle, one notices that in the Scott
motor the clearance on the underneath side of the piston is

reduced to a minimum, so that it should not suffer specially

from causes 1 and 2. On the other hand, the Rex, designed
on ordinarjf four-stroke lines, cannot have a very high com-
pression or suction pressure, and one naturally asks, why
not fit the sparking plug on the opposite side of the cylinder,

so as to be nearer the fresh mixture when deflected upwards
by the piston. The ordinary spray carburetter does not seem
to me suitable for this type of engme, and this problem might
be solved by a carefully designed wick carburetter.

Finally, I see a correspondent asks if a V two-stroke motor
could be made with cylinders at 90°. Certainly it could,
and a very sweet-running motor it should make. I suggest
the following lines : Crank case would have to be made with
a central division and a narrow ball bearing for crankshaft.
Cylinders staggered sufficiently to allow connecting rods to
come one each side. In order to reduce the amount of
staggering, big ends of connecting rods would be fitted with
ball bearings. H. E. KENDALL.

Infinitely Variable Gears.
[4398.]—I observe in the issue of November 15th that a

Mr. William F. Frost has written a letter [No. 4369] on tlie

subject of my variable speed gear. His chief point appears
to be that my gear resembles one fitted by Mr. Lang, of
Johnstone, Glasgow, to lathes and machine tools, although I
fail to understand Mr. Frost's motive in writing the letter.

Evidently your correspondent is not acquainted with the
rudiments of the procedure in obtaining a patent, or he
would know that one of the first necessities is to collect
specifications of similar devices to that for wMch patent
rights are sought. Had he been better informed he would
have avoided the "considerable alterations" to wliich he
refer.«. It was a matter entirely in his own hands.

It may interest Air. Frost to know that I saw Mr. Lang's
gear working on lathes three and a half years ago, and it was
Mr. Lang's ingenious device which first prompted me to
design a gear for motor cycles on the same principle, but,
needless to say, operated in an entirely new manner. I had
Mr. Lang's specification beside me when I designed my gear,
hence, unlike Mr. Frost, I found no necessity to make
"considerable alterations." HENRY B. WEDGWOOD.

Belts on Lightweights.
[4399.]—I also have had experience of the 1908 1\ h.p.

N.S.U., as I have been running one since November, 1908.
The machine itself is very satisfactory. The belt could not
be so described. I tried copper-sewn round belts, raw-hide,
and twisted leather belts, and I can lump the lot together
and describe them as abominations. jMy experience was
that once the "stretch" was out of the belt—in other
wo'.ds, when the belt ought to be at its best—the fastener
tore through in spite of any device, and many were tried.

In my difficulty I wrote to The Motor Cycle and the makers,
but they did not help me much. I got plenty of the usual
advice of the " place-the-hole dead-centrally and use an awl
for making it" style of thing from various people, which
made me tired. At last I found salvation in The Motor
Cycle of May 5th, and recommend your correspondent to
follow the advice. On July 15th the following altera-

tions^ were made : New 22in. belt rim fitted, pulley turned
out, jockey ijulley filled up and a new fin. V-shaped Wata-
wata belt fitted on. Since the above alterations my belt

troubles have ceased. On three occasions a segment has
been cut out of the belt on account of stretching, and it

looks now good for a while to come. In order to give au
idea of the difference I may say that between December 19th,

1908, and July 10th, 1909, I had four new round and
twisted belts—an average of less than two months for each,

I hope you will, publish my letter, as it may be of use

to some other belt-worried motor cyclists. I may say that

I use my machine almost daily in visiting my patients, and
I consider that with a V-shaped belt the N.S.U. 1^: h.p. is

very suitable for a doctor in town practice, or in a country
district where the hills are not too stiff. In cold weather

the oil used for water-cooled engines makes starting much
easier. EO 194.
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Electro Galvanising.

[4400.]—Replying tx> your enquiry for experiences of

electro galvanising done by Mr. Wainwright, of Leicester,-!

can speak in unqualified praise of the same. I had the plated

parts of my Bat done last December by this process, and it is

in as good condition as the day it came home. It never

rusts, looks smart, and mud only requires removing with a

hosepipe or wet rag, and will dry itself without further

bother. For springs, levers, hubs, and all the usual plated

parts on a motor cycle it is far before the old style of nickel-

plating, and the time saved in cleaning the machine is

enormous. It looks as well, in my opinion, as the nickel-

plating. C. HOLT.

A Plea for the Tricycle.

[4401.]—There has recently been a lengthy correspondence

on the merits of the three-wheeler. As the owner of a

tricycle, I will just give an account of my experiences.

Owing to disability of one arm, I never ventured on a

bicycle, but have ridden a push-tricycle some years. Last

year I bought an Olympia tandem, second-hand, and rode

it the year out. At the beginning of this year Mr. W. J.

Rigby, of Appleby and Wolsingham, our local dealer, and

myself put our heads together, and after having strengthened

the frame put in a 2 h.p. Humber engine, chain-driven,

geared 8^ to 1, with dry battery ignition, with which I get

a speed of sixteen to eighteen miles an hour, and frequently

G ^- Myer ' hDme-made tricycle, which was built up with the frame of an

old Olymp.a tandem and a Humher engine. (See accompanying letter.)

get that extraordinary condition which has been mentioned
in your paper, by which the speed rises to over twenty miles

per hour. The district round Wolsingham is very hilly, but
I can ride from there to Cowshill up the dale without dis-

mounting, and also to Durham and Darlington and Leeds. Of
course, I have to give a little pedal assistance at times, which
really only amounts to following the engine round, and cer-

tainly no exertion. I find the chain drive all that I could
wish, and certainlj'- incomparably superior to belt.

You will observe by the accompanying photograph that
the engine is fitted horizontally, so that the whole pull is

in a direct line, and there is no overheating, although the
engine must attain nearly 3,000 revolutions per minute. I

run about seventy-five miles to the gallon, which is not bad
for such a low-geared machine.

I trust this account may be of interest to some of mv fellow
readers. GEO. F. MYERS.

The Lessons of the Tourist Trophy Race.
[4402.]—While thanking Mr. H. Siddall for his response

to my queries introduced by a letter of Mr. Constant, his

remark re my letter not being quite clear prompts me to

think that he has somewhat misunderstood the gist of it,

and to wonder if we are not arguing at cross piirposes, and
confusing the matter of bore and stroke ratio with compres-
sion. Mr. Siddall's letter certainly makes such appear to be
the case. It is generally understood that high compression
accentuates vibration caused by unequal torque. I do not
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query that, or the fact that high compression has a tendenc

to greater wear and tear and to overheating. Are not the?

th« features Messrs. Constant and Siddall wish to emphasisf

I.e., the detriment of high compression, and not the detr

ment of long stroke? It I am mistaken in this assumptipr
may I be allowed to repeat the queries re stroke in my lette

published in the issue of the 8th inst., and say why?
Avould be very interesting, Mr. Editor, to have the views c

your readers on the respective merits of the two types—the

is, long and short stroke—given the same capacity and con
pression ratio. Which would be the most satisfactory al

round engine, say, for power, flexibility, etc. ?

The importance of the matter of valve breakage mentione
by " Ixion " compels me to crave your indulgence and furtht

space in your truly valuable columns. It astonishes me
learn of the prevalence of this bugbear. - Perhaps my frienc

have been born under lucky stars in this respect. Howevel
to enumerate some of the factors (without attempting a:

explanation, but in the hope of inducing correspondence
which determine the endurance of the valve, or minimise th

detrimental effect of the very severe work it is called upo:

to do. Perhaps one of the most important factors is metai

I have experimented with steel of high and low carbon, wit

one and two piece valves, with heads of various metals, an
with as varied results, soft and hard heads, nickel an

carbonised steel, and, generally speaking, have come to tb

conclusion that the one piece valve nickel steel, if carefull

designed, is the one that all round gives the least troubli

Other factors of importance are : Shape of head and stei

root ; amount of lift, and curve of lift as determined by car

design ; design and section of -port ; valve timing ; carbur;

tion ; size of valve in its relation to cylinder capacity, anc

of course, gear ratio and speed ; ignition point ; an
sjDring design. All these are patent factors in valve life.

"Ixion" remarks re breakage: "It is the demand for vei

high efficiency which creates tliis nuisance." Possibly it is £

indirectly, but does it necessarily mean that an engine of hig

efficiency is a valve eater? The efficient engine is the or

that returns the greatest amount of useful work for a give

amount of fuel, and (of course, 'ignoring for the moment tin

I am interested in the sale of valves) I do not consider thi

useful work which is employed burning or breaking oil vab
heads. JAS. L. NORTON.

Lubrication.

[4403.]—With regard to a paragraph by " Ixion" on lubr

cation, it is surely a mistake to suppose that there is ai

necessity for using three different brands of oil at differei

times of the year. I have always used Vacuum A all tl

year round, both in the hottest weather, such as the begi
ning of last August, and also last Avinter, when it w
freezing, with snow on the ground. My motor shed is n
warmed in any way, and I have never had the slightest difi

culty in starting the engine at once without injecting eith

petrol or paraffin into the cylinder, nor does it overheat
the summer. I think you will agree that with ordinary intel.

gent use as to quantity, according to the temperature, a sing

brand of oil is all that is necessary. E. S. NEW.
[Some motor cycle makers recommend the use of a thinn

oil in winter, and our own experience does not lead us_

agree with our correspondent. Most engines, when usir

ordinary thick motor cycle oil^ require a little paraffin

ease the rings and facilitate starting in cold weather.—Ei

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A. C. M." (Plymouth) would like users of the 3^ h.p. tw

stroke two-speed Scott to advise him (1) if the machine
suitable for sidecar work in hilly country like Devonshii

(2) also if there is back-firing in crank case or sooting of plug
" Clutch " would like readers' experiences with tl

L.M.C. free engine and Auto-Varia pulley a^ regards wea
belt slip, and ease of control. Also the Mabon pulley ai

free engine as regards wear and reliability of Bowden wi
mechanism used to control the clutch.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscriDt, drawings, or photogranhs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and Dhoto-
graohs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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OTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NEKVA and Eex—We carry the largest stock of

spare parts in the provinces for these machines,

deliver new machines from stock at low prices

;

exchange or gradual payments; charged accumu-
1 fo'- hire, Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 511,

,er Ed.. Old TrafEord.

SECTION III.

larvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

afford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

erioneth.

) Minerva, wants tyres and accumulator; £5, or

ofler.—23, Wellesley bt., Stoke-on-Trent.

) Twin Rex, very fast and powerful, good condition
;

19 guineas.—Harper, Old l^ark, -^:)awiey.

i.p. Bex, adjustable pulley, spring forks, long bars,

accessories, reliable machine; £9 10s.—P. Ander-
3raigielea, Oswestry.

39 Moto-Eeve, shop-.soiled, H-B. control, adjustable

pulley. Druid forks, stand, horn, tools, two belcs,

powerful, reliable; £28.-Everitt's Garage, Droit-

i.

"yAI, Enfield, 4h.p., adjustable pulley, Amao H-B.
control carburetter, 2iin. tyres, perfect, stand, car-

lamp, horn, £13, lowest, worth double-—28, Need-
St-, Burton-ou-Trent-

[TJMPH, 3ih-p-, 1907 (magneto), with trailer

(motor);' a bargain, £26 lOs-, complete; will sell

ately; face any Shropshire hill-—Baynard, Drug
3, Ironbridge, Shrop.shire.

). J.A.P.-Ariel, twin-cyl., B. and B., J.A.P. patent
lubrication, accumulator, Dunlop tyres, 26 by 2i,

strong cane trailer, both just overhauled; £24, or

offer.-Haighton, Crewe Ed., Nantwich.

E Bargain of the Week.— 3-ih.p. F.N., long and low,

CUater-Lea frame. Whittle belt, adjustable pulley,

separate generator, enamelled French grey, 26 by
res, footboards, very fast and powerful; accept 12
as, or best offer, or exchange for lightweight.—
ion. West St., Chesterfield.

i.p. Quadrant, low built, 26in. wheels, Bosch mag-
neto, nearly new, new B. and Barlow H.B. con-

a carburetter, engine re-bushed lately at makers,

spare covers, rubber and steel studded, powerful

ight, tools, and two spare tubes; £25, or near

the cycle will carry 22 stone anywhere reasonable.—

J, c/o E. Dean, Upton Mill, Chester.

SECTION IV.

ingham, Lincoln, Leicester,

1910 NUMBERS.
TWO JP tSig\ FREE

SPEEDS. ^S#9\^ ENGINE.
We have contracted largely for a supply of these high-
class machines, and can deliver in December. Ihebrst
side-car machine on the market. We will make
MARVELLOUS ALLOWANCES tor your present
machine in part payment, especially 1909 Humbcrs.
Push Cycles taxen in Exchange.

BIG DISCOUNT FOR CASH.
3|- h.p. MINERVA,.magneto, 2J tyres £18 15
3 h.p. TWIN FAIRY, li^hc and handy £12 12
6 h.p. J.A. P., Chater Lea frame, spring forks. . . . £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, rgoB. . £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £11 10
2-1 h.p. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels . . £8 15

2I h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,
low built • £8 15

3* h.p. rQOg HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3i h.p. REX, rgoSJ, ball bearing, h.b. control . . £29 10
3J- h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2-Jin. tyres, long bars .. £22 10
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 1908, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, 1908, m.-xgneto, h.b. control £17 10
S-V h.p. REX, rgog, marlv new £32
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE Roc clutch, magneto . . £25 10
4J- h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto . . £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low buUt £13 10
si h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10

3I h.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V.. h.b. control. . £8 15

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUMPH, 1909, free engine, first-rate, ccnditiun.

Dunlop tyres. Premier lamp, side satchel, unbreak-
able valves, complete; £42. oflers.—A. B- Jepsou. t,-

Q.ueen'.s Ed-, Cventry-

TKIUMPH, 1907, magneto, H-B. control. Clincher
studded tyres, excellent condition, :^oarchlight. two

belts, spares, overhauled this year by makers; £26- —
Sale, Orchard, Ati.erstone.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3h-p- Humber, face engine, in good order, K-O-M- tyn-

;

£6 10s-—37, Searle St-, Chesterton. Ciuubs.

F.Is., 4-cyl., June, 1908, first-class condition, all aece,

-

Bories; great bargain; sell be.st cash offer to £20-—
3a. Bridge St-. Cambridge.

MOTO-REVE, 1909, complete, spares, perfect order;

bargain. £28, or near offer; take good push biki-

—22, Maid's Causeway, Cambridge.

3JLh.p. Htrmber Tricar, free engine clutch, chain drivi-

2 new Dunlops. perfect order, for Dnunmond screw-

or sell.— Motorist, 8, High St-, Hilgay,

TRICARS AND CARS.
h-p. REX Litette, 1908, two-cyls., magneto,
water-cooled, two speeds ; cost £79 £35 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, belt drive £12 12
10 12 h.p. LEADER, two-seater car, four-cylin-

der, three speeds, reverse, wind screen, etc. . . £55 10

£4 17s. 6d.
CORONET
SIDECARS.

cutting lathe,

Norfolk-

3ih.p- Excelsior Motor Cycle. B. and B. handle-bai
2 control carburetter, adjustable pulley, long bars

Clincher tyres, fast, uerfect order; £14.—Motorist, 8
High St., Hilgay, Norfolk.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1 C|08 N.S-U-, magneto, B- and B- carburetter, handle
J-*y bar control, spring forks, splendid condition, goin;

well—Ault, Usk, Mcn-

"I 009 3ih-p- Minerva, magneto. French grey enamel
XJ/ new last Au.sust. onn ridden 200 miles, guaran
teed perfect, horn, lamp, af.c generator;

The Motor Cycle OfSces, Coventry.

12/6

Rutland,

orthampitonshire and Warwickshire.

07 Moto-Keve, twin-cyl., in new condition, guaran-

. teed faultless; £26, complete.—27, Smithford St.,

Itry.

FADEANT (Birmingham), 3h.p., spring forks, ez-

oeptionally good condition; £13 10s.—Beddows, 231,

St., Erdington.

.EGAIN--2Jh.p. Minerva, new Palmers-, long handle-

bars, low, powerful, first-class condition; £10 10s-—
Li'cien Ed-, Handsworth.

p. Antoine, M.O.V., takes a sidecar anywhere, veij

reliable; £14, or offer.-J. Chapman, 4, King',--

Earl Shilton, Hinckley.

09 Grey Moto-Eeve, spring forks, as new, perfect

order; cost over £41, bargain, 29 guineas.— 3,608,
Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

Jl.p. Motor Cs'cle, Cunard engine, good order, xny
-' reliable. Brown and Barlow ' handle-bar conticl

;

willingly; £12.—J. Pilgrim, Burbage, Hinckley-

IIEL, Ariel, Ariel. - To clear, a few 1909 2J,h _).

lightweights, magneto, handle - bar control ; en ,i of

m bargains.—Ariel Wks., Bournbrook, Birmingnam.

h.^p. N-S-U-, handle-bar control, 1908 pattern, only

ridden 2,500 miles, will exchange for castor

1 sidecar and cash, or sell for £20-—Fowkes, Loseby
!, Leicester-

h-p. Alldays Motor Cycle, Clincher t3'Te3, engine

just overhauled, new forged pulley, Stanley belt,

3 belt, two accumulators ; can be seen and tried

;

.Os-, or best cash offer.— \S"elch, Eempstone, Notts.

HUMPH, 3h.p., magneto, late 1906, condition per-

fect, new cylinder and piston by makers this

)n, Bowden handle-bar control, petrol gauge, petrol

fo compression tap; piicto ; £20.-144, Kimberley
Leicester.

^IN N-S.U., Sjh.p-, magneto, two speeds, Amao car-

buretter. Tee Bee, hand starting, footboards,
ttle EO-M- band, Eich's tubes, perfect, also Mont-
ery sidecar, detachable frame, non-skid device ; sell

i a bargain-—J- Hartley, Alwalton, Peterborough-

,.p. Excelsior-Minerva, 1910, B- and B- handle-bar
controlled carburetter, handle-bar control ignition,

ibler coil, long bars, footrests, spring forks, horn
,d, carrier, just overhauled; £13. or near offer; Hatp
Id exchange good piano-—Martin, 104, Hucknall "P '^° "^'^

e. Bulwell, Nottingham-

'UMBEE, 34h.p-, 1909. two-speed model, h? .ci'e start-

recently cverhauled by makers, and t, i 'ed with
improvements, such as Druid spring forkv iid new

ern connecting rod bearings, exceptionally 8 .od en-
; complete for £36, or nearest oifer-—Box X'^o- 3,611,
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

£25,-3, 60€

e'ior to others in stj'ie, aaapta'-il'ty, and comfort,

inging is one of our mam features. None better.

WriL^ r descriptive circjiiir, Ghowing how these sidecars

are better than others. Fully guaranteed. Dehvory
from stock to suit Minervas, Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs,
Phe!.on and Moore's.

CORONET ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
The best vanatle speed

pulley on the mari et.

Loose flange securely held

in any position by a

simple yet ingenious con;

trivance. Gear can be

altered without the a'.d of spanners, lock ring easily

operated by hand. Euy a " Coronet " pulley and gear

vour machine suitable for hill-climbmg.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs Mmervas,

supplied Without the necessity of sendmg old pulley for

pattern.

rpi

GRIPSKIN" BELTING.

O
o

o
o-

o-

o
o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

rtladp from selected parts of hides, correct angle, perfect

the best leather belt on the market. Longer lite
driv

than rubber.

fin., lOd,;

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

DOUGLAS, 1909, Palmer cords, as new, only a mont]

old; £35.— Evans, Cranmere, Cosham, Hants.

Oiihp Douglas, Model B., in first-class condition

^4 new tyres.—Eossiter, 23. South Ed., Kmgswooc
Bristol.

10 09 Motosacoche, low frame, magneto, horn, stanc

LV spares; £25, or nearest ofler.-Eveiett, Fores

HilL Oxford.

RXUMPH, 1907, magneto. Clinchers, fully eguJrr-et

new condition; £24, near offer.— Glasie:, o. Cla:

ence Ed., Southsea.

3 h.p- Triumph, magneto, handle-bar coritr...i, new tube;

recently overhauled, splendid condit.on ;
trial

;
£2(

—Lewis, Coal Merchant Loudwater.

HUMBEE, 1909 model, two speeds, hardly riddei

perfect machine, also Millford castor wheel sidi

lar, nearly new; owner buying car; bicycle, £3/: sideca

£9._Howard A\ atson. Palace Theatre, Eeading,

31 h-p- Silver Eex, first-class order, new piston, gudgeo

2 iiin, re-bnshed throughout, new accumulator, I0I

of spares, £10 lOs-; IJh-p, 1908 F-N-, condition as nev

new silencer, magneto, electric lamp, trinote horn, betti

bargain than new machine, very low, at £17 10s-; Unit

coupling, cost 20.S.. take 10s-; take ofler lor the lot—

1

W- Clarabut, Stcke Goldington, Newport Pagnell.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Ken

and Sussex.

FN, 3i-h.p., spring forks, accumulator, excellent ordci

£8 10S.-1, Mornington Place, N.W.

21 h-p- J-A.P-, perfect running order, accessories; £

2 10s-, or cfler--101. Camberwell New Ed-, S-li-

1 rk09 Triumph, only run 500 miles, perfect condiU-ir

ly £35--Wilkinson, 10, Crieff Ed-, Wandsworth

31hn Peu"eot, Chater-Lea, very low built, p-rfe.

2 condition; £14—133, Upton Lane. Forest Gate, J

31 h-p- Peugeot, Chater 6, footboards,- a beauty :£ I?

2 lower power part—4, Thompson Ed-, E- Dulwic.

,in., lid. ;
|in., 1/T

Special terms to the trade.

rin., 1/2.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters.

Price reasonnbl .

Be

M
N.W,

OTO-RETES.—Call or write for particulars and 01

ash prices.-Storey's, 337, Euston Ed., Londo;

MOTOE Cycle at once, will, give two-speed free engi,

Pnojnix tricar, or sell £18.-23, Or^an &

Leigh

31hn. Eex and sidecar, rigid, in good runmu^' orcl.

2 '^prke £12 12s.-Page, 74, East Hill, Hartloi

Kent.

In answenng these

BOOTH'S MOTORIBS^
iiARl.ES STREET, i[)ff Square Road, i

!;' .- -.1- x -r TTM H "V 2 minutes walk (

kPhonfe 1062. *iAJLlr A-*-- from station.

advertisements it is desirable to mention

3h-p- Bat, in good condition, sprm
V;-x"^,„„,„.. . £15. _ Stedman, Heathway./^ 4 spares

Surrey.

Midget Bicar, 3h-p. Fafnir, food .eon

frame, hor
Cxshoi

12.-

dW good iiccumulators

Clapton-

" The Motor Cycle

-Back, 25, Moresby
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ill. p. number, chain drive. Duulops. free engine, per-
y feet conuition and re.iable; £9. oiler-— 1, Ivy Iiane,

trockley.

)JLh,p. J.A.r., B. and B., good climber, everything
•"a perfect order; £9 10s. - Green, 28, Park St.,

Irighton.

>lh.p. Minerva, splendid condition, littfe used, fast,

->2 reliable; bargain, £14.—JJover House, Clifton Hill.

trighton.

e6
10s.—Minerva pattern, engine as new. Palmers,
ridden 100 mile.s; bargain.— 75, Belmont St-, Kent-

jh Town.

PHiJLON-MOOIlE, with sidecar, 1909, like new, splen-

didly equipped ; a great bargain, £45.—Bunting,
Fealdstone.

I>h-p. Werner Motor Bike, good running order. Whittle
) belt; bargain, £7 10s.— 109, Broadway, Crickle-

'ood, N. V>-

LIGHTWEIGHT 2ih.p., like new; what cash oflers?

splendid little low mjunt.— 2, Burne St., Edgware
'A., Iiondon.

tJLh.p. Twin Minerva, perfect order, spring forks and
2 rasts; cash £16 10s.— 126, Lordship Lane, East

)uhvich, S.E.

>ih.p. Bradbury, two speeds; exchange for sidecar and
?2 cash, or sell £12, cr ofler.-Cross, 180, Liverpool
'A., Islington.

No. 1877. 3ih.p. PHELON AND MOORE, 1908
model, two-speed gear and free engine, in perfect
running order

;
guaranteed ; cash price .... £35

No. 1874. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1907 model,

B.S.A., as new, Michelin tyres, not
any trial; £10.—Prench, 37, High

>lh.p. J.A.P.,
•' 2 scratched

;

t-, Newhaven.

)3.h.p. Minerva, low, good running order, 26in. wheels,
'4 tyres new; £8.—Pairhead, builder, Melville Ed..
i^althamstow.

>h.p. Minerva, 26 by 2 Hermetic tyres, spring seat-

• pillar, fast machine; £6 10s.— G-, 1, Shalimar
'errace, Acton.

rKIUMPH, 1906, magneto, H.B. control, perfect con-
dition; £19 10s.— 2, Keepham Villas, East End

,d., E. Pinchley-

JtTHITTLE'S.-1909 F-N- lightweight, magneto, spring
r V forks, absolutely as new, perfect, and unscratched

;

icriflce 20 guineas-

jTTHITTLE'S.-Bat, 3ih.p-, spring frame, genuine
fV MM-C. engine, De Dion carburetter, nearly ,new,
a.scratched; great sacrifice, £16 16s.

jTTHITTLE'S—N.S.U., 5-6h-p., twin, latest type, mag-
fV neto, suitable for. sidecar, very powerful, like new;
26, offers-

ntTHITTLE'S.-Kerry, 2Jh.p., Model de Luxe, perfect
IT oraer ; £8 15s-—Whittle's Motor Exchange, Earls-
eld- 'Phone, 711. Post, Wimbledon.

>lh.p., fast, low position motor cycle; £12, or nearest
J 2 ofier; no use to owner; must sell.—Chilworth, Vic-
)ria Ed., Upper Norwood.

l/T-M-C, 3ih.p., M-O-V., Chater frame, friction clutch,
'-i- good tyres, footboards, Longuemare; £18.-100,
Ibert Rd-, Dalston, London.

>3.h.p. De Dion Pattern, Longuemare, new belt, Con-
'4 tinentals, enamelled grey, red lined; bargain, £11.
122, Napier Ed., Leytonstone.

PQ.—3^h.p., magneto, Chater frame. Continentals;wO bougiit higher power; large gas lamp, 6s.;
tters.— 14a, Maple Ed., Surbiton.

>lh.p. Centaur, excellent condition. Clincher front,
'2 Peter-Union back, 26in. by 2-iin., Longuemare;
15, olters-—Pasfleld, Theydon Bois-

"F You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, you
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

t., London, E.G., just off Ludgate Circus.

th.p. Lightweight Twin, taken for debt; first cheque
above £12 10s. secures—Barwood Manufacturing

0-, Wingate Wks-, Eavenscourt Park, W.
>ih-p- Quadrant, Amac H-B. control, two accumulators,
•' 2 tools, spares, splendid running condition

; £9
Ser.— 2, Albert Villas, Broxbourne, Herts.

*h.p. Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea. spring forks, foot-
' boards. Continentals, adjustable. Whittle
hauffleur, 11, Lancaster Mews, Paddington.

in nice condition
;
guaranteed £15 15

or

£15. -

I Ih.p. Twin Minerva, B. and B- carburetter, handle-
c.i bar control," adjustable pulley, spring forks,
.
hittle belt, perfect condition: £22 10s.—Below.
>ih.p. Minerva, handle-bar control, free engine, spring'2 forks, band brake, splendid condition; £14. —
elow.

>lh.p. Excelsior, spring seat-pillar, vjry fast; £9.-'^ 60a, Trinity Ed-, Upper Tooting, S-W.
IQ09 N-S.U., 3Jh.p., twelve guinea Montgomery side-

tV td''^^'-, c^'^'^A
^''^^''= '^°s* ^" together £50, bargain,

33.-1'., 15, Craven Terrace, Paddington.
ih.p. Minerva, 1908, Palmer cords, 1910 Amac carbur-
J" etter. Price's stand, lamp, hooter, spares; photo-
raph. trial; £30.-229, Burdett Ed., London, E.

^g-^^'^T, ¥°^°I '^^'ele, Amac H.B. control carburetter,^^ duller trembler coil, two 20 amn. accumulators,
imp, horn, tools; £8.-126, Lordship Lane, S.E.

Ij^.N., 4-cyl., splendid condition, E.O.M. tvre, Bosch
", ™„%?'^!°' overhauled, spares, and accessories, spring
.rks; £20, bargain.-Hawkins, 57, Bell St., Eeigate.

lA-^'^u F^fnir, Chater frame, accumulators, Stanley
fo r, i'

^a™P' liorO' tools, new spare Palmer cover •

12.— Gardner, Laburnam, Eohe Av., Kenley, Surrey.
'

A38

No. 1873. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE, grey finish,

smart machine
;
guaranteed 21 Gns.

1910 New EXCELSIORS, both free engine and
direct drive models. Supplied from stock.

No. 1868. 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, fitted with
Albion free-engine clutch, nice condition
throughout, easy starter

;
guaranteed £33

No. 1867. 3^ h.p. ARNO, two-speed gear and free-

engine clutch, up-to-date machine, in new con-
dition

;
guaranteed £32 10

No. 1862. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS Lightweight,"
immediate delivery from stock

;
guaranteed . . 38 Gns,

No. 1861. 3^ h.p. BAT, sound machine, fit for the
road

;
guaranteed £12 10

No. i860. 3^ h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, 1909 model,
splendid machine and perfect as new

; guar-
anteed -. £35

igio BRADBURYS. Immediate delivery from stock.

Exchanges arranged.

No. 1855. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, perfect order,

ready for the road
;
guaranteed 15 Gns,

No. 1833. 4i h.p. HUMBER Water-cooled Tricar,

running order £10 10

igio MILLS AND FULFORD Sidecars, cane seat, spring
wheeL Immediate delivery from stock.

No. 1851. 4J h.p. Twin-cylinder MINERVA,
splendid machine, running perfect

;
guaranteed.

Price £16 10

No. 1847. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder

engine, spring forks, magneto ignition, splendid

condition, direct V belt drive
;
guaranteed . . 19 Gns,

No. 1845. 3i h.p. bran dnew PHELON & MOORE,
1909 model, two-speed gear and free engine. Offers.

No. 1842. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks, 1906
model, nice condition throughout

;
guaranteed £16 10

No. 1837. 3^ h.p. 1907 MINERVA, smart machine ;

guaranteed £13 10

No. 1836. 2j h.p. MINERVA, rgo? machine, nice

condition
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. 1835. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto
ignition, 1909 model, spring forks, as new

;

guaranteed £23 10

No. 1834. 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, mag-
nificent machine

;
guaranteed £35

No. 1829. 3 h.p. SCOTT-JOWETT Two-stroke
Motor Cycle £25

No. 1828. 3;- h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, ad accessories,

magnificent machine
;
guaranteed £35

No. 1826-. Sidecar, rigid type, second-hand .... £4 4

No. 1822. i h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, shop-soiled
only, never used. Offers . £17 10

No. 1814. 3J- h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto in tank,
Druid spring forks, nice machine

;
guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. 1813. 3i h.p. FAFNIR, nice condition, ac-

cumulator ignition, sound machine
;
guaranteed 9 Gns.

No. 1810. 3 J h.p. PEUGEOT m No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame, low frame, torpedo copper tank, good,
sound machine

;
guaranteed 17 GnS.

No. 1801. 2|h.p. 1908 Featherweight REX, nice
condition, magneto ignition ; guaranteed .... £17

No. 1764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N.,r9o8 model,
good, sound condition

;
guaranteed. Price . . £25

2'i h.p. DOUGLAS, 1909 model, magneto, spring .

. forks, condition as new
;
guaranteed £28

A few 1910 REX Motor Cycles ;" Show finish. The
identical machines offered are those shown on the Rex
Stand at the Stanley Shovi'. Immediate delivery from
stock. Cash or exchange.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street

Just off Ludgate Cfrcus),

UONDON, E.O.
Telephone. 3777 Holborn. Telegrams, " Opificer, London.'

n answering these advertisenipnts it is de-^irahlc to mention " The Motor Cycle.'"

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA]
HAMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and

hand, gradual payments taken on any ui
exchanges.—Only addre.s, 5, Heatii fcit., Han
Tel.: 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD (£15).-F.N.. IJh.p., lightweigl
spring forks and magneto, cost £35 last

HAMPSTEAD (£29).-1909 Speed King, Sjh
most new; Triumph, 3ih.p., T.T. uiodeL'Si

dition, £30.

HAMPSTEAD (£13).-N.S.U., 3h,D., all acce
.spli-nUiu condition; Whitley, Sn.p., *!

gain.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Riley, 3ih.p., M.O.V.,
eessories, splendid conaiuon; i^aaiovt, m

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£23). - 4-ryl. F.N., 4ib.p.,
model, magneto, spring forks, with all acce

HAMPSTEAD (£25). - F-N., 4-eyl., 4ih.p., *
condition, with all accessories, late mode!

HAMPSTEAD (£27). - F.N., new condilion,
1908 model, 42h.p., magneto, spring for

accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.-1910 new Triumphs in stock,
Eeves and F.N.'s at special reduction,

models.

HAMPSTEAD. -Sole London and district age
Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; specie

trade.

HAMPSTEAD ;£12).-Singer. 3h.p.. magneto
non-skid on back, in splendid order, with

series.

HAMPSTEAD (£17).-F.N. l.^h.p. Lightweigh
neto and spring forks, with all new accei

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£26).-Genuine 1908 V.S.,
model, 5h.p., magneto, and spring fork.?, all

series.

HAMPSTEAD.-Are now showing all the leadin
machines ; exchanges entertained ; deliveij

stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Linnoln Elk, 3h.p.,
model, new condition, with accessories, al

gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD (£4 10s.) - 2J.h.p. Minerva,
frame, snecial bargain, guaranteed. Tel.

;

P.O. 5, Heath St.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot Motor Cycle and coaeh-biii
car for sale. Mabon clutch, and in good oob

£30.-E. Porter, 54, St. John's Ed., Clapham Jun(

4 h.p. Antoine, low, powerful, long handle-bars
condition. 15 guineas; also lady's Hudson

50s., or best offers.-35, Allen Ed., Stoke. Newingi

T> EAL Bargain.—3h. p. Quadrant, spring forks, '.

XV bar control, Brown-Barlow, cliiiib anything
10s., or nearest.—Edwards, 138, Cliurchfield Ed.,

23.h.p. Kerry, engine re-bushed, low position. Ion
4 26 by 2in. tj-res, all good going order; £

or exchange higher power.—126, Broom Ed-, Tedd

4-CYL. F.N., 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, jus
oughly overhauled, mo.st reliable, starts T^

pace; sacrifice £22.-17, Keimiure Ed,, Mare St.,

ney.

3 h.p. 1908 Bradbury, spring forks. Clinchers,
tanks, Igw, lamii, everything complete, guai

throughout; £23; take small eir.—Lloj-d, 31, ^

St., King's Cross.

MINEEVA, 3ih.p., Mabon clutch, spring forks

control. Millennium stand, lamp, etc., s]

condition, very fast; £18-—Watson, Hilliers Lant
diugton, Croydon-

"I
009 Triumph, equal new, 14 guinea Mont:

-L*y sidecar, used once, gas lamp, mirror, valves

cost complete £70, bargain, £46.—Stevens, 3, Elm
Bayswatfcr Ed.', W.

"I
Q09 5h.p. Eex de -Luxe, two speeds, Aut

-Lt/ lamp, Jones speedometer, watch, spare T

belt, valves, etc. ; cost £65, £45, lowest.—Bleasl
Eoman. Ed., East Ham.

FAFNIE, 3h.p., excellent condition, H T. Boscl

neto ignition, spring forks, 26 by 2!- Di
spare tubes, lamp, generator, nianv spares ;

'^£16.-

New, 199, Piccadilly, W.

ROC and Sidecar, 6h.p. twin J.A.P, engine, mi
two speeds, handle starting, thoroughly ovex

very powerful, smart, reliable combination ; b
£33 10s.— Stanton, below.

"I
Q08 Minerva, Sjh.p., magneto, spring forks,

-L f/ able pulley, studded tyres, not done 800
almost new condition; £22 10s.; stand expert ex

tion.—Stanton, below. -

"I Q08 N.S.U., 3h-p-, magneto, splendid cou
JLZf powerful, thoroughly reliable; £18 lOs-

thatf—Stanton, below.

4-CTL. F.N., 4ih,p., and sidecar (nearly ncw,_ 1

Lea), powerful, reliable, handsome combii;

£33 10s. -Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton
don.

SECOND-HAND Machines taken in part paym
the Hulbert-Bramley Motor Co.,^ 96, Uppei

mond Ed., Putney ; liberal allowances for old mi
in part payment for 1908 Triumphs, or any oth«

makes.
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3TOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
9 Eex de Luxe, Sh.p., two speeds, special finish,

and JVIills-Fulford castor wheel sidecar, just as

any trial : only run 600 miles ; £42, no ofier.—8.
jns Mews. Chalk Farm-

.p. Minerva, fast and reliable, long handle-bars,
low position, splendid condition throughout, lamp,
bag, tools, stand, numbers transferable ; sacrifice

2, Market Sq-, Horsham. Susses-

sEKVA Twin, 4ih.p., Chater-Lea frame, and free

ingine, footboards, long handle-bars, special Chater
r. very powerful, fine hill-climber ; open to reasou-
tEer.—J. Grove, 151, Knights Hill, Norwood.

9 3ih.p. Tourist Model Triumph, all tools, spare
belt, tyre, and all accessories, complete, very little

perfect condition: no offers; £40.—J. and K.
ey Motor Co., 96, Upper Eichmond Rd., Putney-

i9 Triumph, fine order, £38; 1909 Sih.p. Minerva,
little used. £38; 1907 3^h.p. Triumph, first-rate

£26: 1907 4ih.p. F.N., £22.—Apply, Hulbert-
ey Motor Co., 96, Upper Eichmond Ed-, Putney.

i9 Eex Twin, two-speed, 2im. tyres, London-Edin-
burgh, En.l-to-End successes, spring wheel sidecar,
searchlight, all spares, tyres, tubes, belt, valves;

0, cost £80 July.—Adams, 56, Shepherd's Bush Ed.,
lersmith.

.p. Minerva, inclined engine, B-S-A- frame, tuor-
oughly overhauled and enamelled ; owner going

I; new 26in. wheels and covers, long handle-bars,
new; £14, lowest-—Can be seen and tried at

I's Motor Works, Rainham, Kent.

. Lightweight, IJ-h.p-, as new, IJin. new special
Palmers and tubes, new Druid spring forks, new
syntonic high speed coil,- Bowden h-b- control,

brake, very economical (170 miles to gallon), fine
machine ; offers wanted.—Pullman Bros., London
lorbury. London.

19 Triumph, exceptional bargain, practically new
machine at season's wear price, run 300 miles,

jsed 20th September, engine dated 17th August,
id Clincher front. Palmer and butt-ender back,
P.R-S- lamp, Mangin model, and generator; £40;
purchased car-—Apply, " Celestine," Gordon Rd.,

2rley.

>9 Eex de Luxe (5hp.), new March, run 1.000
miles only, everything as new, and absolutely

iteer" perfect ; . also Millford sidecar, in similar
ion ; owner buying Eex Sidette, only reason for
;; 100 miles trial to intending purchaser; outfit
B75; await best offer--Eixon, 1, Wellesley Ed.,
w. Middlesex-

) You Visit the Stanley Show, and decide on your
Qext year's machine?-If so, we shall be pleased
?ply same, taking your old machine in part pay-

Please don't forget, we have been established
I years, and make a speciality of exchanges, and
ng machines to clients' own designs. We also
second-hand machines in stock.—Write, 'phone, or
Phe Cripps Cycle and Mvtor Co., 24, 26, 28, Wood-
Bd., Forest Gate, London, E. 'Phone, 75, Strat-

SECTION IX.

erset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
,.p. Twin Brown, 1908, magneto, Druid spring
forks, handle-bar controlled throttle. Premier ab-
•, spring footrests, excellent condition, not ridden
ailes; cost, new, as fitted, £59, take £25, or near
-A. Loe, Church House, Heavitree.

• SECTION X.
land.

D of Season Olearanoe Sale of Second-hands, all

makes and powers. Let ns know your wants ; we
lupply from £6 upwards; write for special list.—
nder's Motor Exchange, Lothian Rd., Edinburgh.

E Larsest Stock and largest variety.—Eex, V.S.,
M.itc-Eeve, Excelsior, Douglas, Eoo, Minerva, Gnf-
Zenith, Indian, Norton. We can supply any other
—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lotnian Rd-, Edin-

D of Season Bargains.—1909 3ih.p. Bradbury, new
condition, not run 200 miles. £38; 1908 Sjh-p-

rva, magneto. B- and B. carburetter, perfect con-
i, £20 ; 2ih.p. F.N-, splendid running order, good
etc-, £9 ; 2h-p. Ormonde, good order, £7 10s-

:

, Brown, good order, but wants new covers, special
£4—Central Cycle Works. Peterhead. N-B.

SECTION XI.

ind and Isle of Man.
l.p. F-N- Motor Bicycle, new magneto, new tyres,

everything in perfect order, offers; also two No-
notor cycle lamps, Lncas Acetyphote, cheap--David
iw. Lurgan, Ireland.

i-p. Tritimph. August, 1906, fine order and condi-
tion. B-B- engine, B. and B. carburetter, new Con-

tal, 1909 spring forks; giving_ up; £20—39, The
it, Mouutpottinger, Belfast.

rUMPH, 3h-p., splendid condition, magneto, B-B-
handle-bar carburetter. Continental and Michelin
new tubes, fin. Dermatine new. spare cylinder,

1, valves; £21.-3,607. The Motor Cycle Ofiaces,

rtry-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
lEL Tricar, splendid going order; offers; exchange
old quad, or bike considered.—Clifford, Elm Ed.,
ech.

1910 NUMBERS.

MBE
Single Gear model £45,
Two-speed model £50. Druid spring forks fitted.

Special allowances made on Rexes and Humbers, igog.
Write us. We defy competition.

Book for early Deliveries under Penalty.
1910 NORTONS. Sole Agents.

F.N.

BAT
L.M.C.
BROWN
NORTON
HUMBER
DOUGLAS
PREMIER
BRADBURY
W I L K I N S NMOTOSACOCHE
PHELON - MOORE
MATCHLESS
MOTO-REVE
QUADRANT
TRIUMPH
INDIAN
KERRY
N. S. U.
ROC
V.S.

At prices of brilliantsDiamonds of the iirst water.

Our prices and delivery dates are always right.

Deliveries under penalty.

Send forourTists of second-hand motor cycles and
accessories. We save you pounds, and

it only costs a half=penny for a postcard,
N.S.U.'«. W.S.U.'s. N.S,U.'s.

SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.

IGNITION—Eisemann for singles ;
Bosch for twins

FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—24in. and 26in.

TYRES—Peter Union 2jin. section to singles, and 2iin.

to twins.

CABB.—N.S.U. float-feed type.

BRAKES^—Two Bowden band brake rear wheel, and
back pedalling brake.

EXTRAS—Combined stand J carrier, belt punch, two oil

cans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc., repair outfits,

plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—We guarantee fully every machine sold.

PRICES :
Deferred

Maker's price. Our price. payments

3 li-P £37 £25 —
3* h.p £40 £31 £33
3! h.p £42- S32 £34
4 h.p £50 S3S £37
5* h.p £52 £37 £39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and balance

in monthly payments of £2.

1^69 HUIVIBEFCS.
All practically new models. Fully guaranteed.

508.-3* h.p., two-speed, magneto, Druid sprmg

forks, large belt rim and pulley. Brooks

B105/4 saddle, Dunlop studded tyres, practi-

cally new • • • • *37

509.—3J h.p., two-speed gear, Dunlop stndded

tyres and perfect, magneto £33

IVIAUDES* IVIO-^OR IVIART,
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET (off Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL STREET, HALIFAX
Telephone : 552 Mayfair. (See our other advt.)

TRICARS FOR SALE.
8 h.p. De Dion, Chater-Lea open frame triuar, mag-

neto, bucket seats; £16.—EUwood, Jesus. Buttery.
Cambridge.

£15 15?., no offers—5h.p. water-cooled tricar, perfect,
new Dunlop tyres—Apply, 134, Highgate Ed..

Kentish Town.

41h.p. Riley Tricar, two speeds, watcr-'jooled ; must
2 sell ; offers.—Lambert, 20, Westbourne Terrace

Xurth, Paddington, W.

MINERVA, Aih.p., twin, Osborne four speeds, nearly
new tyres; bargain, £16.—Franklin, Langleybnrf,

King's Langley, Herts.

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, non-skid on back.
splendid order; any trial; 58 guineas; Trimnph

part exchange.—785, High Rd-, Leytonstone.

Jpl5.—Zenith tricar, 6h.p. Antoine twin engine, single^ gear, splendid condition, with basket removed, ideal
winter mount.—B-. 20, Eyot Gardens, Hammersmith.

ASHFOED Tricar, 6h.p., 2-cyI. Stevens engine, water-
cooled, Chater-Lea fittings throughout ; £35.—Par-

ticulars, Brine, Carisbrooke, Chelmsford Rd., Woodford,
Esses.

41.h.p. Beeston Humber Tricar, two speeds, free en-
2 gine. water-cooled, chain driven, coach-bnilt. per-

fect; £25; cash wanted.—49, Abbott's Park Rd., Leyton.
Essex-

BAT Tricar, 4ih.p. Stevens engine, tyres unpunctured,
fan, clutch ; £20, part exchange, or reasonable

offer- — W. Boot, 8. Beverston Rd-, Thornton Heath,
Surrey-

TRICAR, Humber, 4h.p., free engine, handle starting,

chain driven, clutch, in excellent condition and run-
ning order; any trial; bargain, £18.—Sharpe, Mildenhall,
Suffolk.

41h.p. Riley Tricar, two speeds, water-cooled, wheel
2 steering, bucket seats, lamps, horn, apron, few

spares; £20, or offer.; bargain.— 3, Marine Villas, West
Bay, Ditnoon.

6 h.p. Zenette, J.A.P. water-cooled tricar for sale, coach-
built body, car tyres, wheel steering, condition as

new, all spares ; trial by appointment ; price £40.—Pain,
Fcord Rd., Folkestone.

"1 Ah.p. Lagonda Tricar, water-cooled, mechanically
JL\J equal to new; absolutely the best ever produced

;

cost £145, sacrifice £50 ; take motor cycle part.—R- Else,
Leawood, near Matlock-

QUADRANT 6ih.p. Carette, coach-built, two-speed,
free engine, lamps, and spares, perfect going order;

£30, or exchange Sih.p. Tritimph, or other good make.—
82, Turnmill St., London, E.G. First floor.

TRICAR for sale, 7-8h.p. Fafnir, twin, three speeds and
reverse, gear Chater-Lea, sprung frame, wheel steer-

ing, 700 by 85 tyres, and in good condition; £40.—E.
C. Porter, 54, St- John's Rd-, Clapham Junction.

"jDEXETTE, lOh.p., twin-cyl., two speeds and reverse,
-tV seats two in front, twin wheel on back, Dnnlop car

tyres throughout ; £35 ; would consider furniture or motor
cycle in part payment.—Claremont, Florence Ed., Erding-
ton.

5 h.p. Twin-cyl. Tricar, Kerry engine, coach-built front
seat, two speeds, excellent condition and running

order, lamps, leather rug. all accessories; bargain, £22;
trial ; owner bought car-—Findlay, Tyndale Park, Hem*
Bay.

9 h.p. Singer Tricar, latest model, water-cooled, wheel
steering, three speeds forward and reverse, heavy

car tyres, Panhard red finish, very fast, in splendid con-

dition; cash offers wanted; appointment--W-S-, 15,

Alpha Ed., New Cross, S-E.

LITETTE, 1908, 6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, two
speeds, handle starting, coach-built, finished green

and white, car tyres, unpunotured, has jnst been over-

hauled by makers, acetylene lamps, etc.; £46.—Harris,
588, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth.

IDEAL Winter Machine--6h.p. Air-cooled Quadrant
Tricar, open frame, two speeds, wheel steering, chain

drive, in splendid condition; will sell, complete, with

all accessories, £22 lOs-, or exchange first-class motor

bicycle-—Seen, Tamplin's Motor Wks., King St, Twicken-

ham.

BY Order of the Owners!—Two tricars, in good order.

to be sold this week by tender; 3ih.p. J.A.P.. over-

head tappets, 26 by 2i- Continentals, spring seat, etc.,

largest oft'er over £6; 3h.p. Fafnir, two speeds, 26 by 2i

tyres, handle-bar. B- and B., etc, offer over £10.-Ny6's,

69. Leather Lane- London.

r' h p Twin Kerry, Rover frame, powerful engine, nearly

O new cane forecar, larse, two Peto-Eadford accu-

mulators,'R.O.M. contact breaker, two Acetyphote lamps,

tyres uncut, rear rubber studded, new Jm. Whittle belt,

<-ood running order; illness and moving only cause sell-

ing; £21, quick sale; appointment.—19, Albion Sq.,

Dalston, N.E.

5hp Auto-Carrier Tricar, new June, 1,500 miles, en-

gine just thoroughly overhauled, good as new, dual

ignition, Autoolipse lamp, generator, tail lamp, spare

tvre tube, two horns, luggage earner, etc.; this tricar

"Ot full marks A.C.U. summer trials, 125 miles; seen m
London; cost £95, price complete, £55.—Lampson, 9,

Regent St., London, S.W.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
RIGID Sidecar, left, 26in., cane, upholstered green.

apron, spares, basket; £4.-Lewi3. 23, Arden B*.
Handsworth.

In answering these adcertisemenfs it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A39
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The Halifax iVfbtqr Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams ;

" Perfection."

BARGAINS IN
1909 REXES. 1900
1909 3i h.p. Tourist REX £38

1909 3I h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48

1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £50
Compare these with 19 10 prices.

SIDEOAR IVIACHINES.
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, brand new,

cash or exchange Offers

1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE, Palmers . . £32 10

1907 Twin Magneto REX £20
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

Sidecar, verv smart lot £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, spg. forks £12 10
5|h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch . . £25 10
6 h.p. Twin NATOINE and Sidecar . . £18 10
6 h.p. Twin IZENTH, spring frame .. £13 10
6 h.p. Twin REX and new De LUXE

Sidecar , 26 x zVm. Clincher £21

EASY PAYBVIENTS.
secures any of these.
Baia.nce 5 /- per week.

£9 5 3 Rover .... £10 10
..£6 10 2 Sarolea ..£60
£16 10 2i Kerry .... £9 10
£10 4 Coronet . . £15

£3
2^ Ariel ....

2I Bradbury
4 Antoine .

.

3 Humber
3* Rex £10 10 3 Ariel £9 10

2I Lloyd's .... £7 10 3! Werner. . . . £13 10
4 Atelier -£13 10 2 Humber . . £8 10

4 Stevens .. £13 10 3 Bradbury.. £10 10
2j Buchet £6 10 2 JWhitley . r £6 15

Push cycles taken in exchange
^

5ih.p. REX DE LUXE, fitted

with new de Luxe Sidecar,
mag.. Roc clutch, handle-
starting.

£2910
SPECIAL OFFER.

26x2in. and 28x2in. Beaded Edge Covers,

13/6 each. These are a well-known standard
make. New and perfect. Tubes, 3/11.
Bargain list on application. Approval
against cash.__

" PORUUARS;" '

1909 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, shop-soiled £38
1909 3 1 h.p. TRIUMPH, two-speed . . £42 10
iqo8 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
1908 REX, 3-5 h.p., R.A.C. rating £17 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch £24
S* h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks .. £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2jm. Palmers £17 10
1907 3j h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17 10

SPE :;IAL BARGAIiMS.
2 J h.p. WHITLEY, long bars, low saddle,

spray, vertical engine £6 6
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine . . £10 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
1906 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. £15 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. mag. £19 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control, band b. £13 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition .... £15
; J h.p. KERRY, light and low, spray . . £9 10
3 h.p. ROVER, M.O.V., Longuemare £10
3i h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £7 10
3 h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, spray . . £9 10
3* h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
2i h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15
2I h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6
3} h.p. REX, spray, wants repair £4 15

Monster list on application.

Cash offers considered.

55 h.p. Twin REXES, spring forks, long
bars, low frames, aluminium finish,

blue lines, 26in. wheels £15 10
Grand Sidecar Machines. EXCHANGES.

NEW CARBURETTERS.
Handle-bar Control Amac, 19/6. Brown and

Barlow, 25/- 19 10 Carburetters, 30/- and 32/-
Cash discounts.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, aiin. tyres,

everything of the best, built by
experts, three-bolt attachment,
26-x 2iin. Clincher A Won tyres.

See our £4" 17s. 6d. Sidecar before purchasing
cheap sidecars.

1r\f\f\ 1908-9 Magneto Machines
.111111 wanted for spot cash. Full

* ^^ ^^ trade value given.

SIDECARS AND FOHECARS.
A EEVOLUTION in Sidecars.

BEAMSON and Co., 5. Parleigh Ed.. Stoke Newing-
ton, London, N., call attention to their original

patented detachable Homegarged sidecar with two small

invisible hinged joints, which in riding position looks

and is an ordinary sidecar, with usual chair, but by
loosening a few nuts it closes up, so that without detach-
ing from the cycle it occupies together with the motor
cycle 23iii., and in no case more than 26i inches, and
then they can be easily wheeled about together and ac-

commodated in that space. The small hinged Joints

fome only in use when closing up, and are not used at

all when riding. Whether they are loose or not does

not afiect in the least the strength or rigidity of the

sidecar, which is really stronger and more rigid than
the ordinary one- We shall fit our device to your own old

sidecar, convert it into Homegarged one, for £1 15s-

6d. It will repay itself in six months.

p>BICE of new Homegarged sidecar from £6 10s. 6d.

OUR celebrated rear car for two passengers, converts

motor cycle into motor car for three riders, re-

quires no balancing whatever, £J4 14s.

AME as above for one passenger; £11 lis.s
REAB Oar for pedal bicycle, with hand propeller, re

quires no balancing; £9 Ss.

r<AME as above, but with hand propeller; £3.3

R
R

IGID Art Cane Sidecar, adjustable to fit any make
motor cycle; £4 10s-—106, Empress Av., Ilford-

IGID Sidecar, nearly new, cane seat, upholstered, fit

any machine; £3.—Brown, 2a, Seagravc Ed., i'ul-

RIGID Sidecar (left), good condition, new Michelin
tyre; £3 5s.—Symons, Elmwood, Warwick Ed.,

riiointon Heath.

ROOMY Sidecar, rigid, hardly used; cost £12 12i'-,

take £4, good condition.—Mrs. Edward Reynolds,
jridport, Dorset..

C^AREAB'S HaUfas Sidecars are sent on approval

:

JO guaranteed 12 mouths; immediate delivery; to til

my motor cycle.

HALIFAX Sidecars are surerb value; £4 17s. 6d
each : equalling others costing double.—Farrar'

:

Motories, Square Ed., Halifax.

C^OEECAB Attachment, excellent condition, bam
-T brakes, fittings; 353.; no tyres.—Hitchcock, 114
riory St., Colchester.

iX/HGLESALE and Eetail manufacturers. — Basket.-
VV sprinss. fittings.—Middleton and Co., Watson St.

Xewington Green, London, N.

I O Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and built throughout
J-/W -with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, fit any machine:
£S 83.; wanted. Sunbeam cycle.-H. Bent, 9, Gaskel
jt-, Clapham. London. S-W".

^IDECAES.—Before buying elsewhere call and inspeci
'3 our new models ; best value in England ;

price;

£4 IBs. and £5 IO3. ; second-hands from £3 15s-; fittiuj::

ree.—C. A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Ed., London, N. ^

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, Barnsbury Grove,
N-, begs to inform readers that he is the inventor

ind sole Ijuilder of the protected double-seated sidecar,

illustrated recently in Tlve Motor Cycle. Tnis sidecar,

with tiller steering, is the last word in comfortabU
notor cycling. Particulars and prices on application.

TANDEMS.
MOTOE Tandem, 26 bv 2 Palmpr rord. •""--

Eenolds motor chain, lantern, generator, sidecar,
i3 10s.; trailer new cyrie. -v ..i

jnring, anything entertaining-—Mystic, Fivecrosses,
Frodsaam.

CARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, hood, in perfect condi

tion; £38.-741, Garratt Lane, Tooting-

h-p. Handsome Prunel Car, 4 cyls- ; £65; smallei
car, tricar, or motor cycle part exchange.—Below-

h.p. Mercedes, 2-seater. 4 cyls-, hood, screen ; great
bargain. £53.-20. Potternewton Lane, Leeds.

h.p. Pritchett and Gold, 4-cyl., tonneau. splendid
order; sacrifice £72.-43, Wimbledon Ed., Tooting

6
14
10
14
6 h-p. Clyde, 2-seater, Aster engine, perfect order; £27

lOs., or exchange-—Brown, 2a, Seagrave Ed-, Ful-
ham.

"I
/\-12h.p. Tonneau, 5-seater; best ofler accepted ; cash

XVf or exchange; photo.—28, Grove Xiane, Stamford
Hill.

8 h.p. M.M-C, 2-seater. three speeds and reverse, artil-

lery wheels, good running order; £20.—F. Row-
ley, Slongh-

ROVEE. 6ih.p., Stepney, hood, electric lamps, and in
perfect order; £80 cash, or exchange entertained.—

Bunting. Wealdstone.

6JLh.p. Aster-Eegal, 2-se3ter, usual speeds, in good run-
2 ning order ; photo ; £30, or nearest oflers.-Fear,

Sadler St., Wells, Somerset.

8 h.p- De Dion-Progress, 4-seater, back entrance, climb
anything two speeds, reverse; £45.—Mortlock,

Eiohardson's Place, Greenwich.

1910 BRADBUR

£46
(radbury 3} H.l

COMPLETE
We sive dates for deliveries under pc

Deferred Payment Terms.
£16 down and ten monthly payments of

A few Standard 1909 £46 Models to clear a

1910 NORTON^
We are Sole London Agents for these. The

standard model on the market.

31 H.P. 43 gns. 3h
Book your orders now for early delivery.

1910 PHELON MOOR
3* h.p. model £55 2J h.p. model
Deferred payments. Earliest deliveries under pen

N.S.U.'s —IN STOCK AT BOT
HALIFAX & LONDON.

3 h.p £37
3! h.p £43
3i- h.p £42
3i h.p £52

AU brand new and perfect, and fully guaranteed
Let us have your enquiries. Best allowances give
506. 3* h.p. 1909 two-speed model, finished French

grey, Druid forks, Dunlop or studded tyres
i'-

bargain
507. 3i h.p. 1909 two-speed, Bros saddle, padded,

standard specification, almost new
In fact, all these machines are like new, and gua

fully. They have been used for trials and demons
purposes only. Exchanges entertained. Let us sa"

enquiries.

Second-hand Barg-ains in Halifax S

REX, si h.p., Bosch magneto, practically new,
1908 model

MINERVA, 2j h.p., cream finish, praeticaJly new
tyres to both wheels

HAMILTON, 4 h.p., vertical engine, just over-
hauled and plated

N.S.U., si h.p., magneto, Roc two-speed gear,
handle starting

N.S.U.
, si h.p., rgoS model, Z4in. wheels, low

buUt, very .good condition
MOTO-FEVE, magneto, spring forks, perfect order
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., Paliner tyres, magneto ignition
ROVER, 2j h.p., vertical engine, spray, handle-bar

control ,

FAIRY Lightweight, aluminium finish, two-
cylinder. An orphan

DUKKoPP, 24 h.p-, low built, grand condition.
First cheque secures

MINERVA, 4h h.p., low built, handle-bar control,

perfect order
F.N., 2 h.p £10 I MINERVA, 2 h.p.
HUMBER, 2 h.p. ..£8 1 HUMBER, 2| h.p.

gUADRANT, 3 h.p. £10 1 SlNGER,..2h.p. .

WERNER, 2 h.p. ..£81 BROWN, z h.p. .

,

Have you our Lists by y<
If not, you should have. We save you money,
p.c. and prove our statements.

MAUDES' MOTOR MAI
Powell Street,

HALIFAX.
Telephone—433. Telegrame—"Petrol, Hair

Also 136, Great Portland Street, LONDOI
Telephone—552 Mayfair,

A40 I71 ansicering tJiese advertisements it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cych.."
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TKi^ Week;.s Speci^^^l Fe^iure
CLUB LIFE IN ALL PARTS.

_A meeting of the Council of the A.C.U. was held at 112,
Piccadilly, on Saturday evening last under the able chair-
manship of Mr. Robert Todd. The first important item on
the agenda was to read the report of the work done by the
Union, which since the last meeting has been of a most
useful character, no less than seventy-five members having
received legal assistance. Mr. V. Hart then proposed that
the annual subscription for individual members should be
reduced to 10s. 6d. Neither the Union nor the clubs, he
said, were receiving sufficient support from the thousand odd
motor cyclists residing in the London district, and the
proposed reduction should attract those riders who had no
intention of joining a club. At present those living outside
the London radius paid only 10s. 6d., while those residing
inside paid a guinea and obtained no more advantages;
moreover, the A.C.U. was encountering some competition in
certain directions. He did not tliink this step would interfere

in any way with the affiliated clubs.

Mr. Booth ventured to differ, and said that these men
ought' to come into the Union through the clubs ; he there-

fore opposed the motion.
Mr. H. G. Cove said the proposal had been sprung sud-

denly on the meeting ; it was not asked for, and it was not
wanted. Mr. C. A. Smith (hon. treasurer) also opposed the
motion from a financial point of view.

Mr. Hart then replied^ and the Chairman said he thought
it would be best for the subscription to remain as it is. On
the motion being put to the meeting it was lost, as was Mr.
Hart's further motion that candidates for membership should
be admitted without payment of the usual entrance fee.

Road Dangers at Night.

Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook (Birmingham M.C.C.) then pro-

posed that steps should be taken directly, or through the
agency of the Royal Automobile Club, to induce county
councils to consider seriously the provision of a byelaw com-
pelling all drivers of cattle to carry a green light after dark
to give due warning of their presence on the highway. Li
putting this forward Mr. Brook pointed out that all motor-
ists were aware of the danger, but concerted action had not

yet been taken.

Some discussion then ensued as to whether the suggested

light should be green or red, but Mr. Todd thought that

for the present it siiould be mentioned merely as coloured.

Mr. Beevor then proposed that the matter should be
brought to the notice of the R.A.C. General Committee, and
joint action be taken if possible by the A.C.U. and the

R.A.C. This motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. H. C. Pickering (A.C.U., Midland Centre) proposed

that the Quarterly Trials should be held in different parts of

the country, and that local centre officials should be asked

to give their assistance. A long and interesting discussion

followed this suggestion, in which Messrs. Brook, Brough,

Booth, Bischoff, and others took part.

The majority agreed that certain competitions^ might

with advantage take place in various parts of the kingdom,

but as the Quarterly Trials were held primarily for the

trade, it was necessary there should be a fixed course, so

that the performances could be easily compared.

C^ eeimg.
Mr. Pickering was then asked to delete the word

"quarterly," and after he had consented to do this the
motion was carried.

Mr. Hardy suggested that the Quarterly Trials might well
on two occasions during the year start and finish at Ban-
bury, but, after careful discussion, it was found that the
general feeling was that it would entail too great an expense.
Mr. C. A. Smith asked the chairman to sound the meet-

ing_ as to whether Saturday was the most convenient day on
which to hold a council meeting. This was done, and all

the provincial delegates voted in favour of Saturday.
The meeting then concluded with a vote of thanks to the

chairman.

THE A.C.U. VISIT TO H.M.S. LORD NELSON.
On Thursday^ last a party of members of the Auto CVcle

Union, numbering twenty-five, and including several ladies,

accepted the kind invitation of Captain Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., R.N., to inspect Chatham Dockyard, and to go over
H.M.S. Lord Nelson, of which magnificent vessel he is the
commander. At Chatham Station an officer from the Lord
Nelson was in waiting to receive the party, who entered a
number of vehicles kindly sent by Captain Arbuthnot to

convey them to the dockyard, where some considerable time
was spent in looking over the various schools of gunnery. A
move was afterwards made to the Lard Nelson, where the
party were received by Captain Sir R. K. and Lady Arbuthnot,
and shown over the Captain's quarters and as much of the

ship as was possible in the short time at their disposal. They
were afterwards entertained to tea. Lady Arbuthnot presiding.

Among the objects of special interest to the visitors were the

motor cycle trophies won by Captain Arbuthnot, particularly

the silver cup won by him in the 1908 Tourist Trophy Race.

AN IMPORTANT MEETING OF MANUFACTURERS.
On Friday last, at 11.30 a.m., a meeting of members of the

motor cycle trade, under the able chairmanship of Mr. A. E.

Bennett (Bosch Magneto Co.), was held at the Agricultural

Hall, at which it was decided to form a body to be known
as the Association of Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders,

the object of which will be to look after the interests of

those engaged in the motor cycle business. The meeting re-

solved itself into a general discussion on such points as do not

interest the general reader, but dealing with exhibitions we
may mention that the feeling was prevalent that a separate

motor cycle show was needed. The result of the meeting

was a decision to form definitely an independent body bear-

ing the above mentioned title, the committee of which should

consist of Messrs. R. S. Banks (Brown Bros., Ltd.), G. E.

Rockham (Palmer Tyre, Ltd.), W. G. Bower (Zenith

Motors, Ltd.), J. R. Nesbit (E.- M. Bowden's Patent Syndi-

cate), H. H. Collier, sen (Matchless Motors), H. William-

son (Rex Motor Mfg. Co.), J. A. Stevens (Bosch INlagneto

Co., Ltd.), T. H.Tessier (jftit Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.), W.
Pratt (Phelon and Moore, Ltd.), W. H. Wells (Hendee Mfg.

Co., Ltd.), J. J. Prentice (Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.), and

R. 0. Mitchell Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd.), secretary.

]^ "^^ ^ 'F^
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Nottingham an 1 District M.f .C.

Tiie anijiiai diin:er and prize-giving will be iielci

yt lieudquaiters. Welbeck Hotel. Nottingham, on
Friday, i)ecember 10th, at 7.45 piouipt. Some
excellent talent has been engaged for the concert.

.All motor cyclists are welcome. Tickets, 4s. each.

Essex M.C.
The annual dinner has now been definitely

fixed to take place on Saturday, January 15th, at

the Flolborn Restaurant.
Members will be glad to knovf that Mr. A. G.

Reynolds,, who has been very seriously ill. as a
result of his fall in tlie recent Six Days' Trials, is

now gradually improving in health,, although
it must still be some tune before he is able to get
about again.

Proposed New Manchester Motor Cycling Club.

For some time past it has been the opinion of a
number of motor cyclists in Manchester that thei e

is ample scope for tlie formation of a motor cj'cle

club which shall hold club runs and competitions
on Wednesday afternoons, and Mr. E. V. Stevers.

100, Higli Street, Manchester, would like to lia\e

the opinion of motor cyclists with Wednesday after-

noons free who are interested in the formation of a

club. Mr. Stevens is certain that the new club
could be made a success.

Oxford M.C.C.
At a general meeting of members, held on the

19th in.st., an interesting paper on "All Speed
(iears for Motor Cycles now on the Market,"
illustrated by lantern slides, was read and supple-

mented by Mr. hi. (i. Hill. The paper and slides

were prepared by jNJr. R. Vernon C. lirook. secre-

tary of the Rirmingliam ^iotor Cycle Club, to
whom great credit and thanks are due.

Slides from photographs taken at social runs and
competitions during the year, prepared by the
captain of the clul). Mr. J. F. Salter, were of

special interest a.nd amusement.
The competition for tlie club cliallenge cup will

be held on Thursdav and Saturdav next.

Auto Cycle Union.
Mr. P. W^ Bischoff will on Thursday, January

13th, read a paper before members of the A.C. l'.

at 112, Piccadilly, entitled " The Problem of the
Private Owner." The subject is an interesting
one, and it is to be hoped that all interested in
this important problem will attend.

Western District M.C. (London).
Members are invited to attend the series of

papers at the (Treat Eastern Hotel. Liverpool
Street, E.C., in accordance with the hivitatiou
kindly extended by the Essex ^l.C. The first paper
is on December 9tii. and the subject " Novelties at
tiie Stanley Show," by H. (i. Cove.

Middlestrough and District M.C.C.
At the Corporation- Hotel. Middlesbroagh, . on

Wednesday night. Mr. (4. R, Sandeison read a
paper on " Winter Clothing and Accessoi ies for

Motor Cycling." He impressed his audience with
the necessity for studying the details of clothing
for winter riding, so that they could enjoy it to the
full. He gave some useful tirs lor keeping warm
in winter. He recommended handle-bar muffs,
special boots, scarf, ear fiaps. and leather gloves.
Afterwards Mr. J. H. Dale, who had attended

the Doncaster Flying Week, explained the ditt'erent

types of aeroplanes which were used.

Cam
On Saturday,

was held. The-
five times. The
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BRITISH = BUILT MO

i he above photograph is unique as showing the preference our Antipodean relations have for British=built motor cj

that t^venty=seven of the machines are of one maKe—the trusty Tri
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lability trial

vera circuit

'S :

... Non-stop

... Non-stop

... Non-stop

. . . Non-stop

... Non-stop

... Non-stop
. . . Non-stop
... Non-stop
... Non-stop
... ()ne stop

... One stop

Retired
: carburetter
etired ; skid

ed ; accident
Retired

)id not start

the winner
The club

[oreine,' were

Sutton Coldfield A.C.

The annual smoking concert ot the above club

will take place on Saturday. December 4th, at

headquarters (the Royal Hotel), commencing at

8 p.m. sharp. An attractive programme has been

arranged, and the conmiittee hope that a large

number of members will be present.

Perth and District M.C.C.

Tlie above club lield its final gathering of the

year in the shape of tlie second annual meeting and
election of ottice-bearers. Mr. A. T. Pateison

(president) occupied the chair. Mr. D. Batche^or

(hon. treasurer) gave his financial statement, which
was very satisfactory, and leaves the club with a

very sound basis, and a balance to carry forward
to next year's account.

Mr. J. W. Robertson (hon. secretary) gave a long

report of tlie working of the various competitiims,

etc. . and the active part taken by the club in

assisting the Edinbuigh M.C.C. witii its five da\s'

Scottish trials and the open competition on the

famous Amulree Hill. He mentioned also that tiie

club had a representative in J. Adanison in the

Tourist Trophy Race.
Dr. McCall Smith presented the piizes won in

the various competitions during the year, and the
rest of tlie evening was spent in harmony.

Walthamstow M.C.
The third annual dinner, distribution of prizes,

and liohemian concert will be held on Saburdav.
December 4th, at the City Arms. St. Mary Axe,
E.G. Tlie president, Mr. L. Stanley Johnson, lias

kindly consented to take the cliair, and Messrs.
C. T. Wilkinson and (1. West (chairman of tlie

club) in the vice-chairs, will be supported by many
well-known gentlemen. During the eveni'ng the
prizes will be distributed by .Mrs. L. Stanley
Johnson. An excellent programme has been
arranged. Mr. F. Straight, secretary to the Auto
Cycle Union, will be present to respond on behalf
of the A.C.U. Tickets can be obtained from I\ir.

J. W. Percival, 13, Church Hill. Walthamstow.

Richmond and District M.C.
The annual dinner of the above club was held

at the Trocadero Restaurant. Tiiere was a
very fair attendance of members, and the table
was beautifully decked with the club's colours

—

orange and purple. After the toasts of " The
King and the Royal Family." the chair^ian, Dr.
Raul, in proposing " The Club," referred to the
injustice of the speed limit and the unfairness of

police trapping, and urged the members not to
spend their money in unclean towns and counties,
and mentioned the good v/ork "The Autocar
League" was doing in this respeit. lie expressed
his regret that Colonel Harrison Hogge, who was
to have been chairman, was absent unavoidably,
and that their president, the ^larquis de .Mouzillv
St. Mars, was prevented from after. dir.g. This
toast was responded to by ]vlessrs. W. H. Wood
and E. M. P. Boileau. Various cups and medals
won in competitions were then presented by tlie

cliairman. among which may be mentioned the fob
lowing inotcr cycle trophies: The St. Mars Cup,,

won bv H. C. King; and the Carpmael Cup. bv
F. C. Wood. "The Officials of the Club" was pro-

posed by Dr. Simmons, and responded to by Mr.
A. Carpmael; and "The \'isitors " by Dr. Raul,
replied to by ]Mr. V. Riley; while the toast of

"The Chairman" was proposed by Dr. Horder.

FHE ANTIPODES.

T'WtSjS.^1^11

I of motor cyclists are congregated outside the Post Office. Christchurch -New Zealand. It is significant to note

aining four are represented by three Minervas and a Wanderer.

'I^
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NEW RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
ON Monday last, at 10 a.m., H. Martin and F. W.

Dayrell started on an attempt to break world's

records from one up to four hours. Martin was
riding a twin 7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P., 85 x 85 mm.,

overhead mechanically operated valves, J. A. P. carburetter,

Bosch magneto, Rom tyres, and Stanley-Dermatine belt.

He started well, but was at first

unable to attain sufl&cient speed
to keep inside record, though to

outward appearances he appeared
to be travelling exceptionally

fast. On the fortieth lap he
stopped to take in petrol, and
at the forty-second lap he
stopped near the timekeepers to

look round his machine. At the
forty-sixth lap he stopped at

the beginning of the railway
straight to change his wheels,

as the back tyre was somewhat
worn. He completed 50 miles

in 50m. 45s., the record stand-

ing at 48m. 25|s., accomiDlished

by H. V. Colver. Martin coveied
100 miles in Ih. 40m. 22-^s.,

Colver's time being Ih. 39m. 41s.

For the hour and two hours he
was also outside record. After
he had been going for a couple
of hours Dayrell retired, owing
to having broken an exhaust
valve. Martin continued to ride

round the track with great regu-
larity, and kept an average of

about fifty-nine miles an hour.
At the conclusion of three hours
he had covered 165 miles 936
yards, beating the world's record
by 15 miles. The previous best
performance was accomplished
by Martin himself at Canning
Town on February 15th of this

year, on which occasion he covered 150 miles 1,730 yards.

O. C. Godfrey Annexes Two Records.
Brooklands was to have been the scene of further record

attempts by 0. C Godfrey on Tuesday, but on arrival at the
track it was found that his carburetter had been damaged
(presumably in the train), and so the attempt had to be
abandoned for the day. Next morning (Wednesday) was
fine, though cold, and Godfrey on his 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

T.T. Rex started out to lower the one and two hours, 50
and 100 miles records. After a trial spin round the track in

2m. 52s., he started at 11.45 for the records. In an early
circuit he had the unusual experience of killing a pheasant

Hairy Martin and the 7 h.p. Bat-J.A.P., on which he set up a new
three hours' record last week.

which was a treasured possession on the Rex stand at th©

Stanley. Godfrey rode splendidly, rounding the bends hardly

three feet from the grass, and steering a perfectly straight

course. The first record to be captured was the fifty

miles held by G. Lee Evans (4 h.p. Indian), time 53m. 58|8.

Godfrey reduced this time to 49m. SQjs. He afterwards

stopped to replenish his petrol

and lubricating oil. His halt

cannot have exceeded 30s., but
ye were unable to clock the per-

formance, as we were attending

to the rider's carnal wants in the
form of supplying him with hot
BovrU.
The 500 c.c. hour record of 59

miles 485 yards, standing to the
credit of H. H. Bowen, was
lowered by 865 yards, the Rex
rider covering 69 miles 1,350

yards—a really wonderful per-

formance. After riding for an-

other thirty-seven minutes he
was seen to be in difficulties just

after passing the fork, as he
was holding his magneto, which
had come loose. This proved his

undoing, for he was compelled
to retire when on the railway
straight, after covering 37 laps

in Ih. 37m. 47.2s. This was
particularly hard lines, for when
Godfrey stopped he was over
7m. ahead of the existing record,

and was about to finish the

100 miles.

Godfrey was riding the identi-

cal machine which carried him so

well in this year's Tourist

Trophy Race. It has a bore and
stroke of 84 x 89 mm., and was
fitted with an Amac carburetter,

Rom tyres, and a Stanley belt.

He used Shell spirit and Price's kuile de lu^e lubricating oil.

]SIr. H. C. Tromp van Diggelen, who, through The Motor
Cycle correspondence columns, challenged his 2^ h.p.

Wanderer for speed against any standard touring
_
machine

up to 3^ h.p., confirmed the offer in a conversation with

several members of the Western District M.C. (London) at

the Stanley Show last week. The club decided to put the

claims of Mr. van Diggelen to the test, and it was arranged

to meet him at the Milford Hotel, Isleworth, on the 5th

prox., at ten o'clock. Considerable interest has been
aroused, and a big crowd is expected.

As Godlrey slowed down on one occasion,

one of his helpers exhorted him to " oil,"

Brooltlands number plates being used for the

purpose. Figure ? was reversed tor L.

0. C. Godfrey and his 3 J h.p. T.T. Rex,
on which he rode 59 miles 1350 yards at

the rate of over a mile a minute.

Godfrey's only stop (after covering fifty

miles). It was a record one, for the

machine was only standing about thirty

seconds.

A^M ^
Iliffp <t Snnn Ltd.. London and Coveni
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Influence of Car Design on Motor
Cycles.

IN
comparing the design of motor cars and motor
cycles, and more particularly different features

which are common to both types of vehicles, we
may justifiably draw attention to the fact that

in many instances the motor cycle has influenced

motor car design and vice versa. Motor cycle and car

manufacturers may be compared to two machines
racing side by side, which are constantly passing and
repassing each other in the race towards perfection.

[t would be quite absurd to say that oiie section of the

industry can learn nothing from the other, for it has

been proved over and over again that designers in one
branch of the business can learn a great deal from
those in the other.

This is particularly noticeable in connection with

the universal fitting of the high tension magneto to

motor cycles, which is being followed now by its more
general adoption on cars. Motor cycle makers were

the first to recognise the value of the high tension

magneto machine, and it became a standard fitting on
more than one well-known make of motor cycle long

before it was possible to obtain it on many makes of

cars. In this connection, therefore, the motor cycle

maker has shown the car manufacturer the lead.

Turning to another phase of the movement, motor

car manufacturers discarded tubular frames some time

ago, and the pressed steel chassis is now almost

universal on cars. A motor cycle manufacturer at the

Stanley Show this year showed what is, we believe, the

very first pressed steel motor bicycle frame. Time
alone will prove whether a pressed steel bicycle frame
is preferable to one built up of tubing. If it is lighter,

stronger, and more readily adaptable to the fitting of

various parts, such as tank, engine, and magneto, there

is no manner of doubt that it will be adopted. Motor
car practice has shown it to be correct for a

quadrangular construction, and if it can be produced
as cheaply as the tubular frame, and embody all its

advantages, with a few additional ones of its own, it

is certain to become general.

Another instance of car construction which has
been thoroughly tested and proved satisfactory is the

multiple plate clutch, which has now been adopted
on three or four makes of motor cycles with great

success. The wire wheel on cars, although not copied

from motor cycle practice, is appertaining to the

bicycle, and was first introduced and made for them.

Take another example. The two-stroke engine has

been, and is being, exploited on both cars and motor
cycles, but we believe there has been more practical

riding done on two-stroke motor cycles than there has

been on cars with this type of engine. Motor cycle

manufacturers have not hesitated to enter two-stroke

engined machines in competition with others of the

four-stroke design. If the two-stroke engine proves a

success on motor cycles, and is universally adopted, it

will be A 'most certain that car makers generally will

experii/ ^^''"'g the same lines.

ord of Warning.
OUND about Show time there are usually a

number of silly articles and paragraphs in

certain daily papers regarding cycle and motor
manufacture, and this year has been no excep-

tion to the rule. The theme that has been
seized upon by many daily press writers, who have

little or no knowledge of the motor cycle pastime or

industry, is that motor cycles have now emerged from

A7
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their shells, so to speak, and become a reliable means

of locomotion, therefore the time is ripe for all and

sundry to embark on their manufacture. That we are

pleased to see a considerable increase in the ranks of

motor cycle manufacturers goes without sa)ing, but we

should be very sorry to see manufacturers misled and

commence over-production-—a state of affairs which

for a time benefits the purchaser but eventually recoil?

on his head. Over-production causes intense com-

petition, and the natural result is that in many cases

reliability and workmanship suffer, and in the long

run the purchaser is not so well off as when he paid

the manufacturer a fair price for a really good article.

It should be borne in mind that one of the reasons

why the number of motor cyclists is increasing so

rapidly is because a very large number of reliable

motor cycles are now being turned out, and each one
that gives satisfaction to its owner is an advertisement

for its maker and for the pastime.

If over-production took place and prices had to be
cut, the quality of both material and workmanship
would receive a corresponding amount of pruning, with

the result that we should probably return to the bad
period of a few years ago, when riders of motor cycles

were often subjected to considerable ridicule owing to

the difficulty they had to keep an imperfect rrticle

in mechanical working order.

The number of firms in the motor cycle industry and
the number of machines exhibited at the Stanley Shows
have steadily increased since 1904, and we should like

to see this steady increase maintained without any
feverish desire for what is ordinarily termed in trade
circles a " boom."

One of our contributors points out this week that

the number of motor bicycles exhibited at the Stanley

Show of 1903 was very much larger than it was
even this year. This is accounted for by the fact that

at the 1903 Stanley Show many exhibitors fitted a
motor set to a strengthened pedal cycle frame, more
because it was the fashion than for any real desire to

cater for the motor cyclist's wants. Many of these

machines were built with the same motor set, with'

the result that immediately after the Show price-

cutting set in, and instances occurred where motor
cycle manufacture of this description did not extend
beyond the actual show machines exhibited. An
exactly similar occurrence is unlikely to take place
again, but there is an indication that, unless precauf u
is used, there will be a rush for the motor cycle industry

by many who ha^•e not had sufficient experience. The.;e

firms, to get their wares on the market, may be tempted
to cut prices to their own detriment and that of the

responsible makers who. by dint of supplying the right

article coupled with good business methods, have made
the motor cycle what it is to-day. Wliat is most
amusing to those who have kept in touch with the

movement since its inception is the way in which
some of the daily paper scribes treat the motor cycle.

They refer to it as though it was a machine which
had only been heard of within the last few months.
That the number of motor cyclists and makers of motor
cycles will continue to increase we are firmly con-

vinced, and no one is more pleased to see the increase

than ourselves, but we wish to issue this little cau;'on

to prevent, if possible, a " boom " in the manufacture
of motor cycles.

A SINGL,E=SEATED
THE accompanying illustrations represent the

Unecar, a three-wheeled motor cycle which
should be particularly suitable for all-weather

riding, made by Mr. W. W. Bannister, Maid-
stone, Kent. It consists of a motor bicycle and side-

car built inseparably, and it is driven by a 3^ h.p.

engine of well-known make with which a two-speed
gear is incorporated. From the engine to the rear

wheel the transmission is bv rubber V-belt. The chief

THREE=WHEELER.
control is by means of varying the lift of the inlet

valve from a lever attached to the handle-bar. Brakes

are fitted to the front wheel and to the rear belt rim.

The machine seats but one passenger and is well

sprung, being suspended on C springs behind and at

the junction of the handle-bar and the steering column.

In a test run, so the maker informs us, the machine

averaged eighty miles to the gallon, and ascended a

hill with a maximum gradient of i in 4.

Left and right side views of tlie " Unecar," made by W. Bannister. It is a single-seated three-wheeler with two speeds, especiaiiy suitable for all-weather riding.

We are in receipt of the latest catalogue published
by the R.O.M. Tyre and Rubber Co. (1909), Ltd.,
Brook Street, Holborn, in which readers will find

full details concerning the latest patterns of R.O.M.
a8

tyres, the success of which has been little short

astounding. The catalogue is Avell got up and amus
ingly illustrated. It is probably the only catalogut

solely devoted to motor cycle tyres.
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LIVERPOOL was our starting point, Llangollen

our destination, on a dull day in September,
when we started on our week's holiday in

Wales. Our vehicle a somewhat ancient 3 h.p.

air-cooled, belt-driven tricar, our outfit a Kodak,
maps, contour book, plenty of spares, covers and
air tubes, a spare accumulator, rugs, and sandwiches
[(solace of the punctured). The crew consisted of my
.brother S., myself, and Dickey, our inseparable chum,
•a. small Yorkshire terrier and an ardent motorist.

Much previous eN'ening work had brouglit the tricar up
to concert pitch, and when we started off at 3 p.m. it

sailed off and up the small local hills like a bird. Our
spirits being correspondingly high, we anticipated a

good time.

As we were not pressed for time, we chose the long

route, via Warrington, Chester, Wrexham, and Ruabcn.
A burst back tyre

necessitated an
hour's delay in

taking out the

back wheel to put

in another tube
(we now go in for

butted-ends), and
then the rain

started, but we
^<iid not care, and
arrived in Llan-

gollen hungry but
happy at dusk.

Here we spent

the night, and
next morning

;
we climbed up to

Castel Dinas Bran, ^^=— _.,«,^..^__- ^ _-^

from which we
obtained a very fine view. We returned for dinner, and
after an inspection of the tricar, a fill up of petrol,

and charging the headlight generator with carbide, we
started off for Bettws-y-Coed.

T-wo Warnings.

Here I would like to add tw^o warnings to motor
cyclists who contemplate a Welsh tour, A powerful

headlight is an absolute necessity, owing to the shame-
ful way in which vehicles are driven after dark without

lights, both waggons and carts, to say nothing of the

cattle and sheep one overtakes and meets in dark places

with nothing to warn one of their presence. We once

previously spent a week in the same district, having

only paraffin oil lamps, and I shall never forget the

misery of it. To ride after dark was a nightmare, and
we had to give it up. My other warning is always to

take some eatables, as one may get stranded miles

from anywhere, and we found the charges for e\-en a
cup of tea and bread and butter were sometimes
extortionate.

We left Llangollen in lovely sunshine at 1.30, Dickey
intensely excited at the sight of sundry squirrels in

Berwyn Woods. The engine purred along grandly,
the little tricar climbing gamely up the hills. Just
before reaching Corwen we came up with a motor car
in distress. A wondrous collection of luggage was
spread all ' along the roadside, and the two passengers
in turns were pumping a -^'ery flat tyre. We were hailed
and advice asked. S. suggested trying the little rubber
topped pin in the valve, and sure enough it proved to

be perished, and upon a new one being inserted the

trouble was ended.
Once more off, through Corwen and ovqx the Dee

Bridge, to the Bettws-y-Cced road. The surface was
very greasy, and
we were very lucky
to avoid side-slips.

We are great

believers in maps,
and on the way I

kept referring to

our Bartholomew
(coloured eleva-

tions) and point-

ing out the places

of interest.

At Pont-y-Glyn-
Diffwys, about six

miles from Cor-
wen, we went
warily, and being
so struck by the

scenery, dis-
mounted and

pushed the tricar on to the bridge. The corner

here is most dangerous, and as we were stand-

ing on the bridge looking backward across the

glen to the road, the pop-popping of an engine

announced the approach of another tricar with a lady

passenger in front, going towards Corwen. It passed

very quickly, and we both exclaimed, " It will never

round the corner at that speed." The next moment
we heard a crash, and saw the driver waving his arms
to us over the wall at the bend. We ran down the

road as fast as our legs would carry us to find our

prediction only too true. The tricar had been unable to

round the dangerous bend at the speed it was travelling,

and also the brakes did not act properly. The result

was that it had crashed into the wall, buckling the

off-side wheel, and the poor lady passenger received

some nasty cuts and bruises about the face and head
from the stone wall. It made one feel queer to think

AQ
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what would have happened if she hali been thrown

over the wall, for at that point the drop is a sheer

abyss. S. ran up the road to the little inn and got

some brandy, which revived the poor passenger, and
when a little recovered I accompanied her to the inn,

while S. and the owner patched up the tricar suffi-

ciently to push it to the same place. After doing all

we could to assist them, we once more continued on

our way, but it was then after three, and the sky had
become overcast. The moors past Cerrig-y-Druidon

and Pentre Voelas are dreary in the extreme, though

one gets peeps of the mountains ahead. 0-ur accumu-

lator gave out, after sundry misfires, in the glen of the

Conway, and had to be changed, and taking into con-

sideration the fast-closing

afternoon and dull sky, we
stopped at the Conway Falls'.

Leaving the tricar by the

roadside, we scrambled caut-i-

Dusly do'wn the remark-

ably slippery path into the

glen for some photographs

of the falls, which were
tumbling over in fine cas-

cades owing to recent heavy

rains, and were much inter-

ested in watching the attempts

of a fine salmon to leap up
the roaring torrent.

As it was nearly dusk when
we climbed back to the road

we decided to turn for home,
and after a very cold ride

we arrived back at Llan-

gollen ready for ham and
eggs and hot tea.

The next day, on over-

hauling the tricar, S. found
a soft cone showing signs of

wear, so we went a walk to

the beautiful old Valle Crucis

Abbey before dinner while

the local Vulcan hardened
the cone for us.

Racing tbe Local Express
In the afternoon we enjoyed

a run to Chirk, and up the

lovely valley to Glyn-Ceriog.
The road up the valley is

ideal, and gives one the

downhill either way. A tiny toy railway runs along

the roadside from Chirk to Glyn-Ceriog, and we ran

alongside the "express" to the annoyance of the

driver, who vainly tried to out-distance us. At one
station—'Pont-Fadog, I think—'we were vastly enter-

tained at the manner in which an enormous sow per-

sisted in holding up the train while she grubbed along

the track. After much useless shouting the train

started, and the last glimpse we caught was of the sow
obstinately trotting along the line and the train crawl-

ing behind awaiting the brute's pleasure.

An otter hunt next claimed our attention, and in-

terested us so much that we gave up our ride to watch
the proceedings, which on this occasion seemed to

consist of blowing a good imitation of a penny trumpet

and wearing red stockings. We returned to Llangollen

AIO

impression of going

in time for an early tea and a walk over Barber's Hill.

The weather continued to favour us, and next day
the sun shone brightly as we started off for Llan-
uwchllyn as a starting point for a ten miles tramp up
over the hills to the Bwlch-y-Groes (Pass of the Cross).

This was an attraction to us, as in the contour book
it is marked as having a gradient of i in 4, and being

the steepest high road in England and Wales.
We stopped outside Corwen to inspect the great

Owen Glendower's Mound, and the site of his house.

From Corwen we took the upper road, crossing the

Dee, it being the shortest, and in my humble opinion

the nicest. The engine ran finely, and we were whizzing

along towards- the Boot Inn, when we came upon a herd
of those awe-inspiring long-horned Welsh cattle. I

was scared out of my wits as

the brutes crowded round us,

and the engine not being

fitted with a two-speed gear,

it stopped owing to the slow-

ness of our progress, and
there we stuck ! The drover

was nowhere in sight, the

beasts apparently being out

for a stroll in the way dear

.to a Welsh cattle drover's

heart, and, to add to the'

trouble, when Dickey started

to growl the brutes instantly

presented their horns. I was
so glad when finally we got

clear of them, poor S. having

to push the dead weight of

the tricar through the lot.

Glorious Bala Lake.
The lake at Bala looked

very fine, but of all the rides

I have ever been, I never met
such millions of mosquitos.

I should think the supply
for the whole kingdom is

bred here. AH round the

lake they buzzed in clouds.

My veil was full of them at

once, and they " pinged '

' and
buzzed and tickled till I

was frenzied, and S. did

nothing but fish them out

of first one eye and then the

other.

At Llai:iuwchllyn we put up the tricar, and after

leaving wo^rd for tea to be prepared at six o'clock we
set-off to walk over the Bwlch. , This district is

absolutely unspoiled by tourists, and the views of

huge Aran's 2,870 feet are very fine. Ferns and

flowers line the hedges, and we met several natives

using the horse-drawn sledges, which, I understand,

are the recognised mode of transit in this little known
corner of the world. The scenery is wild and
desolate', and the only human being we met on the

pass itself was an ancient Welshman accompanied by

an equally ancient sheep tied to a rope, which
promptly bolted into a ditch, dragging its infuriated

attendant after it into the black peaty mud t-o the tune

of riiany Welsh swear words. We duly inspected the

almost precipitous road, and, taking a few photo-

graphs, we arrived back in Llanuwchllyn at dusk after.
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another fright from those abominable cattle, and
enjoyed our tea.

At 7.15 we started for Llangollen with a grand
blaze from our headlight. It was a lovely balmy
night, though as black as pitch, and we had literally

to feel our way round the lake, scaring many rabbits,

which darted along in front, to Dickey's delight, for he

persisted in jumping out of the rugs and letting awful

draughts chill my hands, till I had to roll him up

so tightly that he could not move, but had to conteiit

rhimself \x\fh. monotonous howls of rage and disgust.

Road Dangers at Night.

We were enjoying the ride very much and chatting

away, ' when beyond Cor-

wen suddenly a yell of

warning pulled us up in

the nick of time. A great

load of hay with two
^horses were in front of us

going the same way, and
our light had not shoAvn

up tlie dark hay. It gave

-us a nast}- fright, and wc-

foxmdly rated the driver

for not carrying a light.

A few miles farther on I

chanced to spy a curious

flicker dead ahead, and
shrieked to S. once more
in time to prevent a

"smash. The flicker was
the reflection of our head-
light on the varnished

back of a baker's van,

also without a light and
in the middle of the road.

A drunken man was the

next diversion, suddenly

looming up in the glare of

our thrice blessed head-

light, and providentially
' falling into a ditch instead

of under our wheels. Our
nerves were rather tried

by this time, and we were

not sorry to -reach home,

the twenty- six miles being

done in fairly good time,

considering the many stops and the dark night.

Accumulators are a nuisance, and we found them an

expense also at the Idangollen price of is. 6d. per

charge. On the fourth day Ave thought we would visit

Ruthin, via the hill road. We began to repent very

guickly, for the hills were anything but kind to our

poor little engine, which soon got nearly red hot, and

we were not long in ignorance as to the cause of the

grins of some men, who seemed much tickled to see

us attempt the road. We arrived at the foot of the

hill just past the Britannia Inn, and our hearts failed us.

S. pulled, I pushed, and so we progressed, the engine

acting the idiot and refusing to fire, and finally we

gave it up, leaving the tricar under cover by the road-

side, and enjoying a climb through the glorious sweet-

smelling heather to the summit of Moel-y-Gamehn,

and were well repaid by the fine panorama of Snow-

doriia, Colwyn Bay, Rhyl, and the sea, " and all the
justly far-famed Vale of Llangollen spread like a map
below us.

Our return was far too rapid for my liking, the
tricar fairly flying down the steep hills, in spite of

brakes, S. having at last to jump off and use his boots

as supplementary brakes to check our mad career, to

the great detriment of his foot gear. No more Ruthin
road in a light tricar for me

!

Oh that cone ! The fifth day was wasted as regards

motoring, through the tiresome thing, and once more it

was sent to be hardened, being now worn very badly.

That day was devoted to a .walk to the World's End,
and incidentally to procure some photographs of Plas

Uchef, a fine old timbered mansion far avi'ay from any-

\vhere, and of great local

historical interest.

The sixth day we steered

for Dolgelly, the route as

far as Llanuwchllyn being

the same as previously

covered, and beyond,

though the road surface is

very broken up and
covered with loose stones,

the scenery is extra fine,

the Arans 00 the left, and
a rocky range of moun-
tains on the right, while

the huge bulk of Cader
Idris fills up the view

ahead. Here the stillness

and solitude of the country

is very pleasing to those

who are no loA'ers of

modern scenic resorts,

spolt by trippers and their

attendant noise, but rather

prefer the unspoiled moun-
tain districts, now, alas!

so few. Here one meets

none but the natives, and

tlie eye is unoffended by

new brick hotels and pic-

ture bedizened hoardings.

Cader Idris is well

worth a long ride to see,

but the September days

close in so early, and it

was dusk before we had

finished seeing half .the town of Dolgelly. we therefore

reluctantlv started to return, running slowly up the rise

past Pont'-Newydd and Drws-y-Nant to the summit o^

the pass, 770ft.

We were not to escape witliout some excitement.

First, while running do\\T:i the other side at a smart

pace 'we discovered that the belt was gone, and such

was our momentum that when we managed to pull

up our tempers were tried by quite a respectable walk

back to Avhere the wretched thing lay in the road.

Time was further wasted in adjustments, as it pro-

ceeded to slip at every ensuing hill. The next affair

was on the steep hill between Bala and the Boot Inn.

A flock of sheep had been left (Welsh style) on the

road. The tricar was doing all it could to climb up,

and S., knowing that a stop would mean no restart

on such a gradient without endless trouble, yelled
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;t the sheep to clear the road. Off they started,

Jicky barking madly. I began to wonder if they

/ould ever stop. Instead of turning to one side,

hey tore along the middle of the road in front of us,

,nd, after traversing a couple of miles, finally dis-

ppeared over a wall. I wonder what their owner

bought when he went to find them ; in any case it

erved him right for leaving them on the roads in such

, dangerous manner. Our headlight was invaluable,

.nd we were saved many frights laom drunken men,

vho seemed everyw-here that night.

The Ride Home.
The eighth day meant home, and so, to make the

nost of it, we took a- long walk over the Panorama
/Valk, and did not start till three

>'clock. Oh, that ride! When
lear Ruabon a strange knock
;tarted in the engine, and we were

I long time discovering the cause

—want of oil, lubricator not

loing its duty, and cylinder very

lot. Then our troubles began.

'*^o sooner did we start than the

3elt began to slip badly, S.

loctoring it with Fuller's earth,

;tc., and all the usual emer-
gency tips were tried without

Lvail. He shoTtened it time

ifter time, but oil began to leak

rom the engine, and the lielt wa;.

lopelessly greased befo'ie the

eakage was located and stopped,

rhere was nothing for it but to

)ut on our spare, which, being

in old one, was not much good,
ind steep hills were now looked

OTwarcl to with apprehension.

Wrexham was passed, and
]^hester came in sight, when the

ngine suddenly stopped wdthoiit

varning, and, misery ! investi-

gation revealed a broken exhaust

'alve.

After an hour and a half by
he roadside, during which S.

lad to file the stem of another
/alve, which w^as much too
ong (a very laborious piece of

-vork), a repair of sorts was
:ffected, and we stopped at

Chester G.P.O. to send a wire home stating that

ur arrival would be later than we expected. It was
/ell that we did, for it was very late indeed.
It was dark by this time, and we stopped some little

\!d.y out of Chester to light up, only to find that in

)ur haste to leave we had forgotten to put water in

he generator. No house was in sight, so we had to

)btain water from a muddy ditch, getting our hands
;old and dirty in the process.

We were coasting down a little hill, when out of

he darkness a large sheep dog dashed in front of us,

md before Ave knew anything there was a bang and
, howl, and we had struck it with much force. S.

nstantly pulled up and ran back, expecting to find

he dog seriously injured, to discover the animal un-
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hurt by the collision and its owner beating it lustily.

Much relieved in mind, we started on again, and
ran through Frodsham very well. Then began a

slowing up on hills, which we soon found out meant
that the petrol was almost exhausted, and Ave reached
Warrington at 9.15 p.m., to find every shop shut, and
Avasted much valuable time trying to find petrol.

A Difficult Town to Negotiate,
At length Ave procured that most necessary spirit,

'

and gladly Ave turned into the Liverpool Road, for

Warrington is a nasty town to ride through ; but Ave

had not done yet, and misfires galore announced that

our accumulator Avas down. An exchange had to be
effected in the middle of a gang of rough humorists

and a busy but none too Avell lighted street.

With all speed Ave ran out of Warrington, and found
an icy cold fog rapidly rising

from the marshy ground round
Sankey and onward, chilling us

to the bone and condensing on
our clothes like fine rain. Then,
to add to our contentment, the

back.tyre began to bump on the

rim, and S. discovered the cause

in a tiny but malignant thorn.

HoAvever, Ave eventualh'

reached home all right, tired but

triumphant, and after a good
meal and a night's rest felt none
the Avorse for our adventurous
last day's ride.

Of course, the . distances Ave

covered Avere a mere nothing to

some motor cyclists, but one mu;;t

take into consideration the low

power and single gear of our

machine, and that it had to cope
with the stiff Welsh hills; also it

had nineteen stones of passengers

alone and much luggage and
sundries to carry.

S. has driven alone from
Liverpool via Llangollen, BettAvs-

y-Coed, ConAvay, Llandudno,
Cohvyn, Chester, and back to

Liverpool ' in one day, with

several long stops.

Some tourists Avould consider

the time of year (late September)

rather late for a motor cycle

passenger tonr, but' the short
'""

evenings and cold nights Avere

more tnan compensated for by the almost total absence

of dust, as the motor touring season Avas at an end,

and the roads were chiefly noticeable for their deserted

appearance. Finally, the effect of the autumn colour-

ing of trees and purple heather cannot be equalled at

any other time of the year.

®

A pocket edition of the catalogue issued by G. T.

Riches and Co., Ltd., 19, Store Street, W.C. Avill prove

of interest to motor cyclists. It contains illustrations

and prices of practically CA^ery knoAvn motor cycle

accessory besides numerous other articles used on motor

cars. It will be sent to any motor cyclist Avho applies

for a copy to the firm at the aboA'e address.

lI2
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Overhead M.O.I.V.
In one respect I was a trifle disappointed at the

itanley Show. I guessed, of course, that the entire

xhibition was going to be a sort of state funeral for

utomatic inlet valves, but I did not think, that the
ide by side type of m.o.i.v. would sweep the board
s cleanly as it did. It always seems to me that the over-
ead type of m.o.i.v. headed the poll when other types
f m.o.i.v. competed with it. It affords a more work-
manlike type of combustion chamber, with less exten-

iye side pockets, forming a good compromise towards
tie racing design that has both inlet and exhaust
alves over the centre of the combustion head. I

incied besides in my innocence that the rush
f cold gas past the underlying exhaust valve

ooied that unruly member, and did it a power of

ood. Valve gears of both types are easily designed
:> be of equal efficiency, but on practically every single

nd twin the side by side valves figure. If there are
ny sound technical considerations which justify this

y^stem, I should be glad to hear of them.

Weather=proof Motor Cycles.
I was interested to see some interest displayed by one

r two makers at the Stanley in the question of weather-
roofing motor cycles from an appearance point of

iew. Several' machines are already tolerably weather-

roof from a running point of view, but almost with-

ut exception the finish of the modem machine sug-

ests that it is only intended to be ridden when the

arometer is at " set fair
'

' ,or alternatively, that its

wner is able and willing frequently to devote a

onple of hours with sundry brushes, rags, paraffin

nd metal polish to removing the ravages of rain. The
lated parts are far too numerous, including not only

le whole surface of every separate accessory, but an
:iormous surface area of the machine itself ; and that

ot limited tO' plane surfaces, easy to dry and furbish,

ut including all sorts of little corners and depressions

ad water traps, which rust easily and are ver\' awk-
ard to cleanse. I personally have met the difficulty

>x years by smearing all plated work with vaseline as

>on as I take delivery, and mopping the accumulated
1th off ere I effect a re-sale; but this is a makeshift

Ian. You not only have to give a jolly good hiding
>• any meddler whom you catch cleaning the machine,
ut it always looks filthy, and you make 3'our gloves

reasy whenever you touch it. The makers alone can

>lve the problem. They can first of all machine off

11 unnecessary crankcase excrescences, they can limit

lemselves to bulbous-headed nuts, shielding each

olt-end completely, and making each attachment

jrminate in a spherical knob that is easy to clean,

ley can enamel a hundred parts which at present are

domed with expensive and useless plating; they can

sidise or Coslettise a good many more twiddly bits

;

ad finally they might trv some- such process as Brown
ros.' new "black-plating," or the galvanising process

fWainwright's referred to in this journal, in lieu of

rass or nickel for such accessories as hooters, lamps,

enerators, speedometers, and so forth. Given water-

roof ignition and bearings, such as are daily becom-

ig more common, the most fastidious of us could then

cleanse his machine after the filthiest bout of mud-
larking by swishing it over with a hose, and wiping
it down wdth mutton cloth,.

Coaster Hubs for Motor Cycles.
In response to my appeal for riders' experiences

with coaster hubs on motor bicycles, I have received
a number of truly enthusiastic appreciations. I can
only say that if my correspondents are only approxi-
mately accurate in their judgments, the coaster hub is

an even better brake than the belt rim shoe. Several
riders have described their experiences during several
consecutive years with one and the same hub on
machines of all powers up to 7 h.p. and over five
figure mileages. They assert that the brake is abso-
lutely reliable, that the sole attention required is a
refill of grease eveiy season, and that it can be used
gently for gradual slowings^ or roughly for emergency

The V.S. light four-wheeler on motor cycle lines. The engine is a 7 h.p.
Peugeot, air-cooled, assisted by a fan. Three forward speeds are provided,
operated by a side lever.

Stops with complete satisfaction. I do not often

mention trade specialities by name in these columns,
but as all the letters are enthusiastic, and as all of

them apply to the same make of hub, which further

happens to be the popular type in the States, it is

perhaps only fair to add that all these experiences

have been enjoyed with the New Departure special

motor coaster hub. I am inclined to think that this is

the brake we w^ant on chain-driven machines. It is

very simple in construction, being similar in principle

to the internal expanding brakes fitted to most cars,

and consisting of a segment, eccentrically expanded
within a drum by a cam, and from my experience with

coaster hubs on pedal cycles I imagine it will give

more braking power and less trouble than either an
external band or a w^heel rim brake, such are as

generally fitted to chain-driven motor cycles. The
question of a new mode of operation would have to be

considered, to avoid retaining pedal gear when it is

not required, and to avoid the necessity of keeping

one's feet permanentlv on the pedals, when pedals were

retained, but this detail is easy of solution, either by a

rod or single run of chain, connected to a brake pedal

with a spring pull off.
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Which is the Best Magneto Position ?

MANY would-be designers of motor bicycles have
at various times severely criticised in these

columns the positions adopted for the mag-
neto by various motor cycle manufacturers.

It is easy to criticise, but far more difficult to design,

as there are many considerations to be reckoned with.

Paramount points which have to be borne in mind in

selecting the most suitable position for the magneto
are: Firstly, accessibility; secondly, a protected posi-

tion ; thirdly, a short drive and weight low down to

increase the machine's stability; and, fourthly, a

position which does not prevent the cylinder being

easily removed. The positions at present in vogue are

as many and varied as the opinions of users as to the

most suitable mounting. The most common positions

used are the subject of the accompanying line sketches

of well-known' makes of motor cycles exhibited at the

Stanley Show.

The Tank Position.

To deal with the more obvious of the advantages
and disadvantages of the various positions,

we will consider the Bat and Douglas
machines first. The location of the mag-
neto in the tank is ideal in many people's

eyes, and in reality it is far ahead of some
other positions adopted, for (i) the contact

breaker can be cleaned and adjusted as

easily as if the magneto were on a bench,

(2) the magneto is most efficiently protected

from rain, mud, and dirt, but against these

good points there are the disanvantages that

a right angled and complicated drive (in

comparison with the direct chain or gear) is

accessary if the engine is placed low down,
and the weight of the magneto carried so

high up in the frame, although slight, tends

to make a motor bicycle top heavy. The
Douglas engine being situated rather high up in the

Frame, ordinary spur wheels can be used, so that only

the last mentioned disadvantage applies in this case.

In Front of the Engine.

No. I position in front of the cylinder is well away
Tom the carburetter, leaving that unit quite easy of

iccess, but the magneto screens the engine "to some
extent ffom cooling draughts, and an engine prone to

jverheating would suffer with the magneto in ' this

Dosition. Position No. 2 is the most common o«
Dresent day machines, and it must be admitted that it

2;ives the power plant a very symmetrical appearance.
Ihe position entails no alteration to the design of an.

The tank posiiion fcr the
magneto as exemrlified by
the Bat and Douglas motor

bicycles.

a space usually wasted. Moreover, it leaves the cylin-

der easy of removal. Although this position is also

good from a weight distribution point of view (being

below the line of centre of gravity), unless the magneto
has an efficient cover or guard it is soon covered with
wet and^ mud thrown up by the front wheel. Its

chief disadvantage is that cleaning and adjustments are

a back-aching process.

Behind the Engine.
In fig. 3 the magneto is situated astern of the cylin-

der. Many designers err when adopting this position by
placing the carburetter immediately over the magneto.
Carburetters always drip or flood, and consequently

riders of these machines go in fear of a conflagration.

In the sketch the carburetter is depicted in its correct

position slightly behind the magneto. Probably this

situation has less drawbacks than any of those

illustrated. We have, however, ridden a machine
with the magneto in this position, and as soon as

the belt stretched and swayed slightly it had a happy
knack of sweeping the contact breaker cover

off.

Most of the foregoing remarks apply with

equal weight to figs. 4 and 5, the

positions of cylinder and magneto being

slightly amended. The magneto of No.

5, which is supported on a platform cast

integral with the crank case, is quite good
practice, and renders it an easy matter to

remove the engine and magneto bodily

from the frame without in any way upsetting

the timing. In the case of the Scott (fig.

6), the magneto is situated over and driven

by a chain from the countershaft. In this

position it is well protected and accessible,

but the usual fly in the ointment has to be

mentioned, and that is, owing to the drive

from the engine to the countershaft being by chain,

any stretch in the two lengths between engine and
magneto must produce lag and variation in the timing.

The last figure showing the magneto at the rear

of the crank case is a good position, except for its

inaccessibility. The weight is carried low do^vn,

and the crank case effectually screens the magneto
from dirt throw^n up by the front wheel.

Thus having considered the 2^^''^-^ ^.nd co7is. for each
position, we are bound to admit that no one position

"is ideal, and so long as motor bicycle design remains

the same as at present, there will always be champions
of the different arrangements of engine and magneto,
and we do not think it at all likely that one position

ordinary frame, i.e., the magneto is tucked away in will ever become standard practice

(1) Humber
Excelsior
Indian

(2) Triumph
Rex
Premier.

Among , other motor bicycles, the position adopted for the magneto on the-

(3) Arno (4) P. & M. (5) N.S.U. (6) Scott
Roc Wolf Motosacocche (driven from
Zenith Norton Lady's. Singer. countershaft).

(7) James
Enaeld
Midget Blear.

LiS
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A step m the right direction. The slow-running mechanical lubrleatlnspump fltted to Indian motor cycles. It is driven by means of worm
gearing off one of the half-time shafts. Observe the oil level Inspectionwindow.—"The Motor Cycle," November 22nd, 1909.

Motocycle
AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR

Previous methods of lubricating a motor cycle have been
either in the form of drip-feed, or a pump which is
operated by the rider. In either case, there is more or
less uncertainty as to the quantity of oil that the engine
will get, and as in the high speed internal combustion
motor, proper lubrication is one of the most important
matters to consider, a method that insures a constant,
certain supply of lubricant is most desirable. The
INDIAN is provided with an extremely compact and
simple mechanical force-feed oiling device operated by
the mechanism of the motor, and this device sends an
accurately adjusted stream of oil directly into the in-
terior of the motor. This insures a continuous and
ample supply of fresh oil, which does not depend upon
the judgment or memory of the rider. A hand pump
Is also provided as heretofore, but merely as a matter
of convenience for adding an additional quantity of oil

under special circumstances, or for refilling the crank
case after the spent oil has been drawn off.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

iS4, Great Portland Street, London, W.
Telephone r Mayfair t749. Telegrams: " Hendian, London."

S. &H.

The

Remarkable
. . Popularity

at the 1909 Stanley Show of

"Shamrock-Gloria Rubber Belts" and
"Shamrock-Excelsior Non-skid Tyres"

was clearly demonstrated.

Of 179 Rubber Belts fitted to Motor
Cycles 110 were Shamrock-Gloria Belts.

( Fitted by all best known makersi In most cases exclusively.)

"SHAMROCK-EXCELSIOR TYRES" were noticed on such well-known makes as
TRIUMPH, N.S.U., V.S., CLYNO, WANDERER, Etc., Motor Cycles.

Ask for our new list.

THE HANOVER RUBBER Co., 29-31, Old Street, LONDON, E.G.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." Aig
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By Far the Safest

plan—especially now that the roads are

so greasy and treacherous—is to fit

Nonskids

Then you can be certain that your

wheels will grip ; and you need not fear

sideslip. A Michelin Nonskid is practic-

ally unpuncturable, and is always efficient

as a nonskid until worn out.

Your Agent can supply you.

WORLD'S RECORD
Broken at Bnooklands Track, Wednesday, Novembep 24th, by a

3i h.p. Single-cylinder Engine, identical witli that fitted to the

Excelsior 1910 Model

STILL

TO THE

FRONT.

-.^: .S^.'S^--'

Send for Catalogue and Full Particulars.

BAYLISS, THOMAS & CO. {'i^T), Excelsior Wopits, COVENTRY.

A20 In answering,, these^codvertisements it is desirable to mention "The, Motor Cycle."
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VIEWED as a class, there is a great contrast

between the lightweights at this year's Stanley

and the middle weights. The middle weights

attained a very high standard of excellence,

:he machines being all much on a level, except for

>ccasional engines of special efficiency, and different

degrees of success in incorporating detail fads ; this

general level was due to widespread copying of

successful pioneer machines. But the lightweights

evinced marked dissimilarities, and were by no means
Df so even a quality. Here, too, there has been copy-

ing. But the pioneers which inspired the copyists were

lot themselves already perfect, and while the plagiarist

tvas working, the designers of the machine which
Formed his model have scrapped their own design,

either partially or completely ; so that there appear

perfected editions of the pioneers, side by side- with

rather pathetic imitatioris of abandoned originals.

Machines -which have not been on the Road.

Again one or two makers appeared to have been

inspired by the notion that a lightweight era was dawn-
ing, and so they have hastily rushed together an ill-

designed and clumsily built machine in imitation of

previous models already defunct. I examined one

machine which can never have been on the road,

and stands confessed as the first and extremely faulty

representative of an output which I pray may be small

;

for, apart, from other staring faults, its belt contrived

to foul some five or six important items of the mecha-

nism if the rear wheel were surreptitiously revolved

while the attendant gazed other-whither. Ruling out

a few machines which I did not

see at all, and others which I saw
;

-
-

and never Avish to see again, I must
record several very hopeful systems.

We have nearly got rid of minia-

ture tyres, hopelessly ill-suited to

motor cycling speeds and weights;

we have attained a number of

refinements in the way of springing,

handy control, petrol squirts for

the gumminess inseparable at pre-

sent from small cylinders, and so

forth. I think we had two main
quarrels with the lightweights last

year. One was the liability of its

transmission to temporary de-

rangement in bad weather. I

admit that almost any belt will dO'

for a 1% h.p.—-the strain is too

small to put any severe tax on the

transmission. But the faster light-

weights, with 2 h.p. twin engines,

could eat up small belts, whether

round or V, when mud was flying

about.

This year two vast improvements are manifest.

Some machines, like the new chain-driven Moto-Reve
and Phelon and Moore and gear-driven F.N., employ
a definitely rigid transmission, and carry out their

design with sound technique and admirable workman-
ship. Others imitate what was also originally an
F.N. innovation, and begin by gearing the engine
pulley down internally, by epicyclic pinions, convey-
ing the final drive from a pulley the size of a bread
trencher, on which any belt ought to stand. This is

the chief improvement of all, and it has not come a
day too soon. Some of these lightweights, except in

respect of. pace, are every whit as genuine touring
machines as the 35^ h.p. single-geared type, and are

indeed actually preferable for bad weather riding,

provided no winds are blowing. For motor cycling

against strong head winds one must either have ample
power or be content to crawl. Another vast improve-
ment is that of increased accessibility. Some light-

weight designers used to think we were game to take

the engine off the frame for any small adjustment ; at

any rate they tucked their microscopic little valves

and sparking plugs close up under the tank, so that

they were profanely awkward to get at. I never saw
what was to be gained by placing the engine so high

up, and I am glad to see the engines are now dropped

as far as possible towards the bottom peak of the

diamond frame. Some of the smallest engines are

miracles of design and workmanship. The control is

usually as fine and good as that of a 3^^ h.p. The
petrol squirt is practically universal. Precautions are

taken to bafifie surplus oil from flooding the miniature

The 2J h.p. P. and M., one ol several two-speed lightweight machines introduced lor 1910.
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Improvements in Lightweights.—
magnetos, as it often used to do. Carburetters are

less like watches, and may be dismantled without the

aid of a magnifying glass. Springing is first class on

most samples, while good foqtrests placed well forward

coyly admit that it is not necessary to use L.P.A.

except on rare occasions.

Giving pride of place to England, the 2^^ h.p.

Phelon and Moore steps straight into the absolute first

rank. A trifle heavier than the average foreign com-

petitor, it can beat them on the flat and outcHmb

them, while it contains no promise of trouble either

from bad weather or lightness of construction, and its

weight is low enough to suit the most unathletic rider

who contemplates the pastime. It will seduce many

from their allegiance to the 1 60 lbs. type.

The Pioneer Lightw^eight.

The Motosacoche still wears the halo of the pioneer.

It is in the featherweight class—the last word in the

combination of efficiency and handiness. It has-

a better belt hook than formerly, and the increased

diameter of the rear belt rim provides it with extra

climbing capacity. It must always rank as the

pluckiest youngster of the lot, and in long trials over

lofty mountains in the worst of weather its conduct

is annually heroic. The Moto-Refve has now so

thoroughly established itself in popular favour that it

can afford to blossom out in several models. I was

especially struck by the chain-driven twin, which, I

fancy, will prove a terror in hill-climbs, as the twin

V engine was no mean hill-climber on its single gear.

Next to this I liked the largest belt-driven twin. It

was evident that earnest and ingenious study has

been given to these delightful little mounts. Some
makers will only modify or alter their specification

when the howls of their enraged customers compel

them to do so. But the Moto-Reve sponsors behave

very differently. Their history has been one of

uniform success, and when they asked me to criticise

their last belt driver there were but one or two details

admitting any criticism. Not only has every detail

that I ever heard a grumble about from the most

pronounced faddist been overhauled, but a whole

host of ingenious refinements have been incorporated.

I prophesy uninterrupted and increasing success for

this very fine little mount.

An Admirable Transmission.
The F.N. two-speed shaft-driver is an old friend.

The interconnection of the clutch and gears is a wise

safeguard in the interests of novices, and the trio of

universal joints perfect an admirable transmission.

I have often heard enthusiastic accounts of its running,

and should not rnind one for a runabout myself.

All the Wanderer models that were staged by the

Service Co. are really lightweights, though the 3 h.p.

may well rank as a tourist. They struck me as very

conscientious and well thought out, while the mag-
neto position, general accessibility, and large geared
engine pulley were points of special excellence. The
springing of the rear triangle of the frame is all but
imperceptible to the eye, and should prove efficient.

This detail may be largely imitated in the future.

The Chater Lea lightweight should be good. I

owned a similar 2j4 h.p. J.A.P. engined machine
years ago, and found it very decent, though the

engine was crude compared to the new model. It
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had no magneto, and the weight of the whole machine

was fifty per cent, greater. There is nothing shoddy

or thoughtless about this outfit, though it needs a

spring fork. The Enfield is good English workmanship,

with an exceedingly well-made V twin engine set low

in the frame to give better accessibility. Comfort

has been well studied, and the equipment is all that

motor cyclists can desire for touring on all kinds of

roads.

The Singer is another pretty-looking little jigger

on purely standard lines. The N.S.U. babies both

solve the transmission problem without discarding the

light and flexible belt drive. . One has a geared pulley

and device for tightening the belt by hand without

dismounting; the other has the company's well-tried

gear embodied in the engine pulley. All the details

are well considered, and have several years of experi-

ence behind them.

Other British Machines.
The Hobart, Grandex, and Wolf machines form

a tidy little British fleet, the Wolf being made in

several different patterns. I seldom meet these

machines on the road, but as each show contains quite

a large selection of them, it is obvious that they

possess a really good reputation, and we should all

like to see more of them in big trials ; the lightweight

movement is too much in foreign hands just now, and
if British firms can make top hole duplicates they

ought to step out into the limelight and prove it.

There are hundreds of patriotic riders Avho would
give them the preference, quality being equal. As
a general rule, I am afraid the home-made lightweights

are heavier in proportion to power than their Con-
tinental rivals. After all, the foreigners have been

on the market for years past, and all their neat little

fakes are public property. It is a liberal education

to overhaul a Motosacoche in close detail ; at every

point one sees where weight has been pared down with

no sacrifice of efficiency—e.^., if one looks at a

Britisher one will very often find several feet of untidy

insulated wiring. If one looks at the Motosacoche,
one will find the terminals are set so conveniently near

each other that a thin tongue of spring steel or a

couple of inches of fine coiled wire suffices to make
all the connections, and so forth right through the

specification.

A Po-wer Unit in a Small Compass.
The Wall Auto-Wheel was the favourite exhibit with

pedal cyclists, who gazed at it yearningly with open
mouths. It must stand or fall with the principles

of the two-stroke engine ; if they boom, it will share

their success. It is a very clever and up-to-date

transference of the idea which produced the old

Singer motor wheel, and the compactness and sim-

plicity of the two-stroke engine undoubtedly lend

themselves to compressing the maximum of power into

so small a compass, and to atonement for its inevit-

able lack of accessibility. If all the difficulties con-

cerned with the two-stroke design have been sur-

mounted, we shall soon see thousands of these little

wheels rolling push bicycles peacefully along the

roads, and even if the two-stroke engine ends in

failure as an application to motor cycling, I don't

see why Mr. Wall should not fit a four-cycle engine

to his patent wheel. Probably he has experimented
with both, and knows what he is about.

1
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LAST year the Western Motor- Company, of Bath,

designed an ingenious form of two-speed gear

for four-cylinder F.N. motor bicycles, in which
the change of speed was effected by means

of dog clutches. Though this is a very sound idea,

as a dog clutch gear is not easy to damage if ordinary

care be used, it possesses the disadvantage of not

allowing the machine to be started from standstill

with the rider seated unless a separate friction clutch

A new epicyclio two-spesd gear and free-engine device designed for the four-cylinder F.N.

is fitted. As the four-cylinder F.N. has no separate

clutch, the Western Motor Company this year have

given the matter further consideration, and have now
brought out a gear designed on epicyclic lines which

will allow the machine to be started from standstill

without difficulty. It will be seen from the illustra-

tion that the gear is an epicyclic one with parallel

pinions. To apply the low speed, moving the lever

shown at the side of the casing contracts a brake band
on to a drum, thus allowing the power to be applied

gradually. Further movement of the lever, releases

the band and gives the free engine position, while

The latest Lake and Elliot Two-speed Gear. This gear is of the

epicyclic type, and the construction was originally patented by A. D. Powell.

As will be seen from the above, a multiple plate clutch in the hub is now used
for the high gear—a^great improvement over the former flat leather faced

clutch, which exerted side pressure.

still further movement engages the top speed. Ihe
last movement locks the whole mechanism by sliding

a pinion into engagement with the other pinions, which
prevents them from turning. The casing shoAvn on
the left-hand side of the illustration effectually pro-

tects the gear wheels from dust and grit, and pro-
vides them with a grease-tight case in which to run.

The next two items were to be seen on the Service

Company's stand at the Stanley. The first of these

is Messrs. Atkins and Pridmore's
back-rest, which can be fitted to

the luggage carrier of any motor
bicycle. It will be noticed that

the back is extremely well padded.
\Vhen let down the device rests

upon the uprights shown on the

rear of the carrier, and in this

position may be used as a spare

seat if desired. To release the

back it is only necessary to pull

down the plated transverse rod
sho^\^l below the cushion.

The last item under considera-

tion is the Cowper-Coles patent

motor bicycle headlight, con-

structed by the Cowper-Coles
Eng. Co., Ltd., and shown by the Service Co., Ltd.

This lamp may be used either with an electric bulb or

with an acetylene gas burner. One important point

about the lamp is the construction of the casing, which

has no cowl, and consequently no openings, to cause-

Another back-rest for motor cyclists, mads by Messrs. Atkins and

Pridmore, and sold by the Service Co., Ltd.
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Two New Gears, a Lamp, and a Back-rest.— back-glare. The absence of projections enables the

lamp to be cleaned easily. Another point is the

gilded lens mirror, which, it is said, possess.es the

advantage of enabling the light to penetrate fog

farther than is the case with a silvered mirror. The
gilded mirror is said to give a preponderance of

yellow and red rays, eliminating most of the violet

rays which dazzle the eyes. Each lamp is given a

careful photometer test before being delivered. It

is interesting to notice that the first three places for

maximum rays without dazzle were secured by the

Cowper-Coles patent headlight fitted with these

mirrors in the recent R.A.C. Headlight tests. Motor
cyclists Avill be interested to hear that they may have
their present mirrors gilded for a small sum by send-

ing them to the Cowper-Coles Eng. Co., who, by the

way, first made the gilt lens mirrors for Admiralty
searchlights.

The Cowper-Coles Patent Gilt Minor Headlight.

The Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd., distributers of

Pratt's spirit, are reinforcing the bottom seams of all

their cans with a strip of stout metal. This is to over-

come the trouble caused by careless handling of the

tins, the edge of one tin often being used to unscrew
the stopper of another, with the result ihat tins are

often returned with the seam twisted and burst open.

Are Motor Cycles a Success in Army Manoeuvres?

A WRITER in a German cycling organ charac-

terises as "exaggerated" the oft-expressed

opinion in Germany that the motor cycle is

" useless for military purposes, and must be

replaced by the voiturette. He remarks :
" I have

conversed with dozens of volunteers who took part in

the German manoeuvres [There were 102 in all.

—Et).], and I knoAv of but few cases where the

rider failed to execute the commission. In spite

of unfavourable conditions of weather and ground
[An almost constant downpour of rain and hilly,

rough land.

—

^Ed.], by far the greater percentage of

riders performed promptly and well the tasks set

them. In these unfavourable circumstances the small

car would certainly have suffered shipwreck in a like

proportion." But some commissions, it transpires,

belonged to the category of the unreasonable or

absurd, and proved that the officers Avho gave them
have a decidedly singular idea of the powers and
limitations of motor bicycles. Such officers remind
one of the cross-examining counsel in Bardell v.

Pickwick, who was snubbed by Sa.m Weller for imply-
ing in one of the questions that ordinary eyes could
see through obstructions in the form of a staircase

and a deal door. " Being only eyes,
'

' wound up
Sam Weller, "my vishun's limited." And, being
no more than motor bicycles, their powers were
limited. For instance, what must one think of' the

German officer who expected a company of motor
cyclists to climb hills which even a horseman could
scarcely ascend; or of the officer who ordered
another lot of wheelmen to negotiate a ploughed
field where horses were sinking up to their houghs?
Other .officers, again, treated the motor cyclist as a
quantite negligeahU, and gave him nothing but
trumpery commissions to execute. Here practically
no work at all, there too much, or the wrong, work.
Commenting on the kind of machine best suited for
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all-round requirements at manoeuvres, the writer

suggests the golden mean—that is, a machine equipped
Avith an engine developing between 3 and 5 h.p.

In conclusion, he vigorously combats the notion that

the motor cycle can be Avholly replaced by the,

voiturette for military purposes, and confidently

awaits the results of the trials Avith the car class

by the Experimental Section of the German Transport
Service. Voiturette and motor cycle, he observes

correctly enough, have their several advantages and

disadvantages ; the one does not exclude and super-

sede the other, but supplements it, just as the torpedo

boat supplements the ship of the line.

NOTHING NEW UNDERTHE SUN,

Numerous journals in describing the Wall Auto-Wheel have referred to it

as an absolutely new idea. That such is not the case is proved by the above
illustration from The Motor Cycle of December 4th, 1905, depicting an
auxiliary motor wheel exhibited at the Stanley Show of that year. However,
the Wall wheel with its two-stroke engine is a much neater and lighter

unit than that illustrated above.
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The Number of Motor Cycles Registered in the United Kingdom.
Last week The Royal Aittomobih CJiih Journal published statistics showing the number of motor vehicles registered in the British

Isles on Sept. 30th last. The work is the result of characteristic energy on the part of the R.A.C. Associates' Department. Below
we reprint the figures showing the number of motor cycles registered in the different districts, and would draw attention to the

large and steady increase. The first figures published in The Motor Cycle were in 1904 and they showed that there were 21,521

motor cycles registered. This year's total is 75,000.

Registering

Authority.

Motor
Cycles.

ENGLAND AND
WALES.—Covnties.

Bedford .- 754
Berkshire 618

Buckingham 576

Cambridge 545

Chester 840

Cornwall 366

Cumberland 343

Derby 688

Devon 530

Dorset 374

Durham 699

Ely, Isle of 182

Essex 2125
Gloucester 547

Hereford 222

Hertford 927

Huntingdon 219

Kent 2119

Lancaster 1358

Leicester 472

Lincoln (Holland) .... 218

(Kesteven) 305

„ (Lindscy) .... 412.

London 10578

Middlesex 2585

Monmouth 292

Norfolk 634

Northampton 414

Northumberland .... 550

Nottingham 607

Oxford 329

Peterboro', Soke of . . 207

Rutland 115

Salop 432

Somerset 849

Southampton 962

Stafford 985

Suffolk, East 417

West 254

Surrey 2234

Sussex, East 660

„ West 500

Warwick . , 741

Westmoreland 246

Wight, Isle of 175

Wiltshire 732

Worcester 590

York, East Riding . . 249

„ North Riding .. 333

„ West Riding 1464

Anglesey '. .

.

78

Brecon 85

Cardigan 68

Carmarthen 178

Carnarvon 130

Denbigh 157

Flintj 129

Glamorgan 698

Merioneth 103

Montgomery 87

Pembroke 67

Radnor 91

County Boroughs.—
Barrow-in-Eumess . . 155

Bath 147

Registering

Authority.

Motor
Cycles.

County Boroughs {conf.)—
Birkenhead 181

Birmingham 2165
Blackburn 186

Blackpool 113
Bolton 248
Bootle 64
Bournemouth 295

Bradford 567
Brighton .457

Bristol 903
Bm-nley 170
Burton-on-Trent .... 93

Bury 106
Canterbury 281

Chester 86
Coventry 879

Croydon 607

Derby _. 207
Devonport 21

Dudley 78
Exeter '. 61

Gateshead 79

Gloucester . , 117

Great Yarmouth .... 73

Grimsby 263

Halifax 129

Hanley 164

Hastings 108

Huddersfield 116

Ipswich 202
Kingston-upon-HuU . . 408

Leeds 685

Leicester 391

Lincoln 269

Liverpool 927

Manchester 1112

Middlesbrough 223

Newcastle-on-Tyne 454

Newport (Mon.) 116

Northampton 230

Norwich 192

Nottingham 372

Oldham 186

Oxford... 318

Plymouth 168

Portsmouth 456

Preston 243

Reading 216

Rochdale 88

Rotherham 164

St. Helens 89

Salford •• • 192

Sheffield 630

Smethwick ' 95

Southampton 280

Southport . 126

South Shields 70

Stockport 192

Sunderland .......... 173

Tynemouth 43

WalsaU 138

Warrington 129

West Bromwich 69

West Ham . . . : 609

West Hartlepool 165

Wigan 147

Wolverhamnton 216

Registering

Authority.

Motor
Cycles.

County Boroughs {cont.)—
Worcester 105
York 184
Cardiff 405
Merthyr Tydvil 17

Swansea 284
Total—England

and Wales 66341

SCOTLAND.
Counties.—

Aberdeen
Argyll

Ayr
B'anff

308
41

220
63
79
58
58

69

Berwick
Bute
Caithness

Clackmannan
Dumfries 101

Dumbarton 110

Elgm 66

Fife 358

Eorfar 138

Haddington 79

Inverness 66

Kincardine 40

Kinross 90
56

.... 370
Kirkcudbright
Lanark
Linlithgow 55

Midlothian 145

Nairn 5

Orkney 38

Peebles 43

Perth 236

Renfrew 112

Ross and Cromarty .

.

72

Roxburgh 63

Selkirk 102

Stirling 186

Sutherland 45

Wigtown 62

Zetland 62

Burghs.—
Aberdeen 231

Dundee 126

Edinburgh 507

Glasgow 559

Govan 39

Greenock 51

Registering

Authority.

Motor
Cycles.

Burghs {cont.)—
Leith 66

Paisley 76

Partick 45

Total—Scotland .. 5296

IRELAND.
Antrim 148

Armagh 66

Carlow 5o

Cavan 104

Clare 35

Cork 96

Donegal 39

Down 165

Dublin 385

Fermanagh 58

Galway —
Kerry 82

Kildare 70

Kilkenny 35

Kmg's Co 34

Leitrim 31

Limerick 32

Londonderry 65

Longford 37

Louth 74

Mayo 41

Meath —
Monaghan 30

Queen's Co 57

Roscommon 112

Sligo —
Tipperary, N.R 27

,, S.R 46

Tyrone 83

Waterford 31

Westmeath • 37^

Wexford 83

Wioklow .
.

, 74

County Boroughs.—
Belfast 452

Coi-k 54

Dublm 519

Limerick 44

Londonderry 53

Waterford 9

Total—Ireland 3363

SUMMARY •

Motor Vehicles Registered.

Motor Cars.

Motor
Cycles.

Registering

Authority.
Private. Trade.

Public
Service

Cars.

Total.

England and Wales '

.

.

QfiotlsTlf^

74,748
6,157

3,935

13.961

1,056
164

8,131

584
37

66,341
5,296

3,363

163,181
13.093

Ireland
7,499

Geand Total, 1909 84,840 15,181 8,752 75,000 183,773

Gkakd Total, 1908 71.405 12.104 5.880 65.026 154..
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The Editor does not hold himselt respon;iitle tor tne opin.ons of his correspondents.

AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The International T.T. Race.
[4404.]—In the name of the Paris Motocycle Club, I

write to say that if the rules for the 1910 Tourist Trophy
Race do not impose any limit on cylinder capacity three of
our members will be selected and will compete as amateurs.
We, of course, do not mind a fuel consumption limit, pro-
vided that it would not be reduced below five litres to the
100 kilonaetres (about fifty-five miles to the gallon).

MANUEL A. PAY, Le Secretaire-General.

Cold Fingers.

[4405.]—In reply to " Oile's " letter [4395] if he will wear
I pair of fur Canadian mitts, to be obtained from Gamrg.s,
le will find his hands keep beautifully warm. I haA'e had
oractically every device, but found that only the mitts
.vould ket'p my fingers warm.
Would C. Holt, who wrote regarding electro-galvanising

letter 4400], kindly give the address of Mr. Wainwright,
Leicester, as rusting of plated parts has been my great draw-
jack to winter riding owing to the enormous amount of time
,aken to clean the machine after a run on wet roads.

B. ROBERTS,
llr. Wainwright's address was given in The Motor Cycle,
of November 15t.h. It is Grape Street, Leicester.

—

Ed.]

Belts on Lightweights,
[4406.]—With reference to letter 4362, we believe w©

vere one of, if not the first to market a round copper-sewn
)elt, which we fitted to a number of our 1907 machines.
V"© discarded this belt for a number of reasons, among
?hich were :

(1.) If the belt hook points are not
juried so - as to avoid contact with the
ulleys, the hook, or the pulleys, or the
elt ends, will wear quickly and cause
rouble.

(2.) The section (as sketch) is natur-
lly very weak in its outside and inside

(3.) The copper sewing soon breaks with
belt having to make a continual double
urn round the engine and jockey pulleys and there are
ther reasons.
Though we have not the distance from engine pulley to belt

im on the one-cylinder, lightweight N.S.U., we cannot help
hniking it is less than on the Moto-R'eve, which measures
bout 24^in. centre to centre.

THE MOTO-REVE CO.

[4407.]—I have had the same trouble in connection with
elts as your correspondent in his letter No. 4399. I can
&e no way out of the difficulty, except by carrying out your
dvice of May 5th.
Could " EO 194 " say whether he used the jockejr pulley
dth fiat groove, and if he found by using the jockey tha't
lie belt in no way suffered ? Does he think it possible to
et " direct drive," thus doing_ away with it altogether?
V'hat diameter front pulley has he fitted?
I use my lightweight almost daily for business purposes,
nd find it quite satisfactory, excepting belt. It would
ike any hill I meet Avith if only the belt would grip well
nough, and I find if the belt is made tighter there comes
nother trouble with the fastener pulling through.
As I wish tomake the alterations to my machine I should

^ glad of any information possible.

P. G. LL. COURTS.

Advertising Transfers on a Motor Cycle.

[4408.]—I would like to add something to the remarks
of Mr. B. H. Devies in the article " ^ledium-powered Road-
sters at the Stanley " regarding advertising transfers on the
tank. I have ridden all sorts of bicycles for many years,
and have always objected to the plastering all over the
bicycle of the maker's name. It is no more necessary than
that a carriage bought in Long Acre should have the name
of the makers emblazoned in gold letters alL along its side,

and no private person would make use of one thus adorned.
COUNTRY DOCTOR.

Road Dangers at Night.

[4409.]— In reply to "J. F. R." in issue of November
22nd, I would like to say, imagine the position reversed, and
that up till now we had been a vegetarian nation, and had
no use for bullocks and sheep, and that they were now met
on our roads at night, imagine the outcry, and what would
be the general opinion as to the danger? And would not
drovers be compelled to do something to mitigate it? The
supposition seems far fetched. I put it down as showing
the effect of custom.

I am spurred to write by an experience I underwent a
month or so back. I was riding a motor cycle between
Chelmjford and Braintree, and accelerated speed at the foot
of a hill just entering the latter town. A short way up the
hill I ran into half a dozen bullocks. The night was dark,
the roads wet, and brown-coloured cattle are the most difficult

things to see on a wet road. Of course I saw them when
a few yards away, and had just time to bring the motor
cycle to a standstill, one animal helping to do so on the
front wheel, and another prepared to do so with his head.
"J. P. R." advises us to be more alert and ride slowly.

In my case I had to ride smartly or walk up the hill. If I

had seen a red light waved about I should have dismounted
or taken without grumbling the consequences of disregarding
the signal.

. R. H. A.

The Lessons of the Tourist Trophy Race.
[4410.]'—I have been very interested in the discussion which

has been going on in The Motor Cycle under the above
heading, and, being rather inclined to favour the short stroke
engine, I was sorrv to notice the tendency amongst several
makers, including Mr. Norton, to adojjt comparatively long
strokes for their 1910 models.
Owing to the well-knowii fact that it is practically an

impossibility to perfectly balance any single-cylinder engine,
it appears to me desiratjle to keep the sti-oke fairly short.
Given two single-cvHnder engines of equal cubical capacity and
of equal compression ratio, one wdth, say, an 88_m-m. stroke
and the other of 120 mm. stroke, the weight of reciprocating
parts being of necessity practically the same in both cases,
the 88 mm. stroke engine will run more comfortably at a
higher number of revolutions per minute than the 120 mm.
stroke engine, because the piston speedy of the long stroke
engine (if run at the same r.p.m.) will be correspondingly
greater, and the unbalanced inertia forces consequently much
highei-. This is not conducive to the rider's comfort.

It is true that our long stroke engines will develop the
same power at a lower speed, enabling our machines to be
geared higher, but this means a more uneven torque or
turning effort, resulting in a more snatchy pull on the belt,

less comfort, and greater wear of the back "tyre.

All this is only theory, but, in my experience, it is borne
out in practice,- as I have always noticed more vibration, more
tendency to knock, and inferior accelerating powers when
seated over a long stroke engine. J. T. CLARKE.
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SECURE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING BARGAINS AT ONCE.
Cash or Extended Payment offers considered.

THAT NEW MACHINEThese machines must be cleared to make room for 1910 models, and are offered
subject to being unsold.

3-^ h.p. FAFNIR, Chater Lea,
Brown and Barlow h.b. car-

1908 4-cyl. 5-6 h.p. F.N., nice
condition £31 Q

1909 4-cyl. 5-6 h.p. F.N., two-
speed gear, fine touring or
sidecar machine £43

5 h.p. Twin SAROLEA, Chater
Lea, magneto, low frame, 2^
in. tyre.s, excellent condition £27

5 h.p. Twin KERRY, fast and
powerful, h.b. control .. .. £18 10

1908 3|- h.p. BROWN, very little

used, h.b. control, new Dun-
lop non-skid £18

5 h.p, Twin REX, spring forks,
cantilever seat-pillar, smart
machine £16

7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, low Chater
franre, h.b. control, dual igni-

tion, the speedman's mount £25
1908 5 h.p. Twin REX, excel-

lent machine, magneto,
adjustable pulley.. .. .. £24

1909 6 h.p. magneto N.S.U.,
two-.speed, h.b. control, all

refinements, complete with
coach-built Millford Castor
Wheel Sidecar £48

2t h.p. KERRY, reliable

machine, in good order, with
lamp, horn, etc. .. .. .. £10

buretter, spring forks, stand,
etc £15

1909 Free-engine TRIUMPH,
Palmer Cord tyres, practi-
cally new machine . . . , £45

2^ h.p. MOTOR CYCLE, Tri-
umph engine, h.b. control; a
fast little machine in perfect
order £14

1908 2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, mag-
neto £18

1907 4-cyl. 4A h.p. F.N., mag-
neto, h.b. control, Palmer
tyres £19

2f h.p. BRADBURY, shop-soiled
only, a reliable mount. . . . £21

OFFERS Wanted for 2| h.p.

MINERVA, 2ih.p. BELGIQUE, 2! h.p.

F.N., 3 h.p. OLYMPBC, etc.

EARLY, and in most cases
IMMEDIATE delivery of 1910

models.
Bear this in mind when ordering
your new mount, and thus avoid

any possible disappointment.

GASH, EXTENDED PAYMENT,S
or EXCHANGE.

Let us know your requirements. We
can suit j^ou.

ACCESSORIES
of every kind, and suitable for any

machine, in stock.

If you have not already had one,

sent for our latest

'MOTORCYCLIST'S ENQUIRE WITHIN'
It will interest you and save your
pocket. 112 pages, profusely illus-

trated, post free to any address.

THE SERVICE CO., Ltd.
292-3, High HoSborn, LONDON, W.C.

Telegrams i "Admittedly." Telephone 3 260 Central & 2071 City.

CLINCHER
MOTOR

QUALITY FURTHER IMPROVED

Of very superior quality, full of life, and
thoroughly efficient.

TYRES.
AND DURABILITY ES^HANCED.

An exceedingly popular tyre, and most

effective against skidding on wet or greasy

roads.

The rubber-studded " Dreadnought " Clincher, the

finest tyre extant for heavy machines and sidecar

work.

Chncher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns,

and demand your closest attention.

New list on application.

THE

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., Ltd.

Castle Mills, EDINBURGH.

mm^^ rtrmOirD 'RUBBER
STUDDED

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. A27
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'^he '^alk of the Stanley Show.

ROC TOURIST, MODEL A, 4-cylinder, 60 Guineas.

ROC TOURIST, MODEL B, 4 h.p., single cylinder, 50 Guineas.

Single track automobiles built up
on the new open pressed steel

chassis— the nearest approach
to a motor car on two wheels.

ROC MILITARY MODEL, 4 h.p., single

cylinder, 45 Guineas.

ROC MILITARY MODEL, 5-6 h.p., twin
cylinder, 55 Guineas.

ROC Clutch and Two-speed Gear Con-
version Sels, 12 Guineas.

Particulars from the Sole Patentees and Manufacturers : ROC 4 h.p. Military Model, Clutch, Two-speed Gear, etc.

A. W. WALL, LTD., Roc Motor Works, ^T^o'^.t^.'^^lt Birmingham.

«*Tai^S&m^T.-
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THB «

MOSEM^E^Y
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RUBBER
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TYRES."

TYRE

TROUBLES

CON-

SPICUOUS

BY

THEIR

ENTIRE

ABSENCE.

MOTOR CYCLE
NON-

SLIPPING noE
Send ior Catalogue.

DAVID MIOSE^EY & SONS, U-fcd..

A28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle

P. £h M
Booked up more than ever.

YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST

Order now for

Whitsuntide delivery.

PHELON & NOOBE, Ltd.,

Registered Offices & Works :

CLECKHEATON, YORKS.
London Depot : 12, Mortimer St, W.
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The Petrol Difficulty.

[4411.]—Noticing in The Motor Cycle that there is some
correspondence on the difficulty of obtaining petrol in small
quantities, it may be of interest to publish a tip which was
given to me on the road by some kind motorist. The tip is,

always go to an A.A. garage, and those in charge will supply
you with any quantity, however small. From my own per-
sonal experience I have found this to be true. I do not know
if the A.A. makes this a condition with the garages to which
it issues signs, as I am. not a member of that organisation.

A. V. G.

Improvements in Detail.

[4412.]—I was glad to see in The Motor Cycle some
weeks ago an article signed "Rotator," suggesting possible
improvements in the Triumph macliine. Speaking as one
who has ridden a 1905 model and owned the 1906-7-8-9

machines, covering many thousand miles thereon, I thoroughly
endorse his suggestions. Those who think out their ideas

fully usually find that the Triumph Co. have excellent reasons
both for what they do and for what they do not adopt.

Having now made it plain that I am only a critic because
I wish to help paint the lUy, may I express an opinion that

the following points perhaps deserve further consideration :

(1.) Protection of Front Hub.—None too soon did the
company announce a weather-proof hub for 1909. I ask
any rider to watch carefully the front extremity of his mud-
guard on a road that is really "drowned." He will see

that the length of it is so arranged that, at an average
twenty miles an hour bat, all the drippings shall be inter-

cepted by the hub. It is surely quite easy either to alter

the shape of the guard, or to protect the hub adequately by
a couple of small shields fitted low down and attached t<)

the forks.

(2.) Mag7ieo0 Position.—" Ixion " has rubbed this in

thoroughly, but I fiiid a neat rubber cover extremely

effective.

(3.) Carhurcfter Gauze.—1 was astonished some months
ago to see an editorial answer to the effect that you, sir,

had no experience of gauze choking. I

venture to say that there are some atmos-
pheric conditions under which it is im-
possible to run a 1907-8-9 Triumph for

twenty miles—conditions which will not
occur more than two or three times a

year. To remove the offending part you
must unscrew two nuts, two minute and
soft screws, and one piston, and poke the
gauze upwards with some implement not
contained in the kit. Replacing the
gauze is worse still. It is surely possible

to make it more accessible. I now always
carry a small sash tool to clear it without
removal, but, as stated above, there are
afternoons when it must come out.

(4.) Toolhag Position.—I confess to a
feeling of frenzy on first reading the
change introduced in this respect for
1910. In 1909 an admirable carrier was
sacrificed to a toolbag, which only
occupied one-third of it, and we were
driven to forego Messrs. Brooks's good
bag and adopt their pannier bags (capital
substitutes, too). Now, forsooth, we are
to scrap their pannier bags to make room
for side toolbags, and I am not yet sure that we shall not
have to remove the top bag before we can open them. Poor
Messrs. Brooks ! Why cannot the carrier be dropped at the
back to make a small platform for toolbag opening outwards,
not upwards?

(5.) Belt Protection.—By guarding the front of the engine
pulley and the top of the belt drum^ belts might be made to
la»bt much longer.

(6.) Variable Automatic Lubrication, Handle-har Spark
Control, and Unbreahahle Exhaust Valves.—These are, I am
sure, the desiderata of eveiy rider. On a certain nameless
stretch of country I almost invariably break a valve, the
reason being that for nearly an hour I can strive to get the
utmost out of my engine, and the exhaust valve will not
stand it.

(7.) Silencer.—I believe that, by the substitution of two
small bolts for rivets, the near side of the silencer and
magneto bracket might be made detachable. This would be

97^

a great boon. To clean the silencer and cut-out thoroughly
at short intervals, and from the inside, instead of pushing a
spoke through the small holes and only making half a job
of it, adds greatly to the efficiency, especially for speedy
riders who lubricate freely.

All this, I hope, is a real testimony to mv ardent admira-
tion of the Triumph.

'

F3140.

English V. French Measurements.
[4413.]—I have been very much amused at several letters

to The Motor Cycle, denouncing the metric system of
measurements for motor cycle cylinders. It is obvious that
Mr. Scott and Mr. Bryly have not been accustomed to the
metric system, or they would not have written as they did.
The main argument in favour of this system is its extreme
simplicity. The inch, on the other hand, is a large and
clumsy standard, involving huge fractions. A calculation
which would take two or three minutes where the French
measurements are employed might take a quarter of an hour
in the English ones. The most complicated English calcula-
tions may just involve the moving of a decimal place in the
French system. The huge fractions which inches would
necessitate would be most unwieldy. The 85 x 85 mm.
cylmder would_ become 3,|3gggg x 3^-Sfg^gin. Think of the
calculations this would involve ! No. Let Mr. Scott and
Mr. Bryly know the metric system before they write letters
denouncmg it. F. L. WOODROFFE.

[4414.]—Most of us vdll agree with Mr. Henson that our
money system should be placed on a metric basis, but in

raising the question of a metric system of measurement,
there are other things to consider as important as "ease of
manipulation."

First of all, does Mr. Henson seriously suggest a ten
hour day, metrically divided into minutes and seconds, with
the logical conclusion of a ten day week? Such a change
would be just as much justified on account of the " ease of

manipulation" as the substitution of the French metric
system in place of our universal weights and measures.

A special twin-cyUnder
Muriel Hind. It

motor bicycle whicli the Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd., are building for Miss
was exhibited in the above partly finished state- at the Stanley Show.

Secondly, does "it also speak for the conservativeness

"

of the United States, our Colonies, and the Japanese Empire
(to say nothing of Russia), "that the Continental system was
not adopted long ago " ?

Although Jefferson induced his country to adopt a metric
coinage of their own, the American people are still using

inches, and lbs., while the Japanese have introduced a

metric foot instead of "that universal Continental system."
Although the advisability of adopting this system in its

entirety is a question of opinion, the impossibility of doing
so in face of the opposition of our manufacturers and traders

is evident, so that we can- confine the question to cylinder

measurement.
Mr. Henson shows how readily we can convert kilos, to

millimetres, but does not explain the advantages gained by

expressing cylinder dimensions in millimetres, or show in

what way he finds it easier " in calculating cylinder areas

and capacities."
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With an engine 3in, x 3in. or 76 mm. x 76 mm. we have

lie following :— 3== X 3.1416 X 3
= 21.2 cubic inches.

76= X 3.1416 X 76
344.7 cubic centimetres.

I confess that I do not see any particular ease of manipula-

ion in dealing with the 76 mm., and although your corre-

pondent may consider it only further evidence of " con-

ervativeness, " I prefer the ease and simplicity of the

English dimensions. ALFRED A. SCOTT.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.

[4415.]—Through reading The Motor Cycle this time last

ear I wa« persuaded to go in for a motor cycle—a light-

reight. How have I fared? This is the result. I pur-

hased a well-known lightweight. It was a faulty machine,
'he firm, after much unpleasantness, had to give me
nother. After three moiiths' use I found it useless owing
3 belt trouble. At last I sold it and went in for a Douglas.
have ridden about 5,000 miles on this machine. I am

till using it, and have never had any serious breakdown.
lS a lightweight it is the very best in the market. I would
;el grateful to you if you would publish this letter so as to

it others know that there exists a lightweight perfectly

jliable made by an English firm in England. As a con-

>ant reader of The Motor Cycle I wish to thank you for

aving introduced me to the Douglas through your columns.

(Rev.) CYRIL A. SHEPHERD.

[4416.]—Referring to Mt. Karslake's letter I am very
lad to know my few lines entertained him. It affords me
reat satisfaction to know that I have been the means of

5lieving his dull monotony. His sense of humour is of a
sry marked degree.
The followine; particulars will no doubt answer his ques-

ons satisfactorily. If not, I will try and prolong his

icrriment by again writing.

I did not carry two full-sized portmanteaux. I did, how-
ler, have two bags large enough to carry a change of

othes even to boots. This I think will dispose of the idea
: their being tool-bags. One small tool-bag is quite suffi-

ent to take when touring on a Moto-Reve, which can be
isposed of in any out-of-the-way place, as it will probably
yt be wanted.
The engine was 50 x 85, and rated at 2 h.p. when I pur-
lased it, although I find since the makers have marked it a
ttle higher power. Mr. Karslake would be interested to

now that the letter was written early in September, and I

lerefore did not know any differently as regards horse-power.
The belt is still in use. The pulley also has been on the
lachine since March, and will certainly last a good time yet.

Regarding speed, he is at liberty to believe what he likes.

was the rider, and I am convinced my average was from
venty-three to twenty-five miles per hour.
For a considerable distance of the return journey I rode with
gentleman moimted on a 35 h.p. Quadrant on his way to
drmingham, and should he chance to see this perhaps he
ill confirm my statements regarding speed and hill-climb-

ig capabilities. He expressed great astonislunent at the
'ay I got along.

Lastly, if Mr. Karslake has had no experience of touring
ti a lightweight, he should not display his ignorance by
Titing on a topic he knows nothing about. Possibly his
itter has proved " irrisistibly funny" to more than he
links. FREDK. T. TURPIN.

Free Wheeling.

[4417.]—When your belt suddenly parts company with
our machine, and permits you to coast in silence and absolute
:ee-wheeling simplicity, you possess an idea that perfection
as not been obtained until you can do it again without the
isagreeable necessity of bothering with the belt.

Is it not possible to operate a clutch in series with the
shaust valve lifter? The first stage lifts the valve, and a

irther movement frees the rear wheel. A plate clutch will

ot do the trick, as none of them are absolutely free. I

lould think a cone clutch with cork insets might work, but
lis is only a surmiee. When the free-wheel clutch was first

added to the push-bicycle, a popular advertisement read,
" Ride fifty and pedal thirty-five. " Surely the greater speed
and weight of a motor cycle ought to increase by over thii'ty

per cent, the mileage that a gallon of petrol will take us.

H. W. TURNER.

The Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.

[4418.]—Having read some letters in The Motor Cycle
re cost of running a motor cycle, I thought perhaps my
experience with a 2| h.p. Douglas might be of interest to

those who find their machines cost a lot to keep up.

I have kept an account of all expenses, and the table
given below includes extra expenses incurred in several large

competitions, viz., the Quarterly Trials, Woodford to York
and back in twenty-four hours, and two trials of 200 miles
each. Also it includes the cost of repairing damages caused
by three small accidents.

Total distance, 6,000 miles.

Repairs and replacements ... ... ^th per mile.

Petrol at Is. 2d. per gallon, average
120 miles per gallon ... ... ^th ,,

Oil at Is. 6d. per quart A^^ "
Depreciation of machine, say £6 6s. ^d. ,,

Total, about ^d. per mile.

I have no connection with the Douglas Co., but am more
than pleased with their machine. B. ALAN HILL.

Wired-on v. Beaded-edge Tyres.

[4419.]—May I ask why beaded-edge tyres are so exten-
sively used on motor cycles when they have so few good
features as compared with wired-on tyres? It is noticeable
that wired-on tyres are almost entirely used on push cycles.

Also the same applies to racing motor cycles, I give below
the advantages and otherwise of each type :

WlKED-ON.
Cannot blow off the rim.
Cannot pull off going round corners, or when skidding.
Are easier to manipulate.
Are more flexible on the sides.

Are lighter for a given tread.

Do not creep on the rim.
Prevent water entering at rim.
Can be pumped harder with more safety.

Can be rebuilt in event of a burst.

Beaded-edge.
Rims rust and damage bead.
Burst at edge.

Are heavier for a given tread.

Liable to creep if not fitted with security bolts.

Allow water to enter at bead.
Are more difficult to repair, and are useless in the event

of a burst edge.
The only advantage beaded-edge tyres possess is t^isit they

automatically centre themselves on the rim. Of course, I

presume, in both cases, that the rims and tyres are a correct
fit. HAROLD KARSLAKE.

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
If the Belfast correspondent who addressed a postcard

to the Editor last week headed " Noisy Gears " will send a
stamped and fully addressed envelope for a reply to his
query it shall receive attention.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Pi^eaders who wish queries to be inserted under the above

heading, asking for experiences of machines and accessories,

are requested to remember that their letters must be accom-
panied by a stamped and addressed envelope, in which the
replies will be sent to them.
"V. H. L." (H.M.S. Boxer) desires users' experiences of the

Phelon and Moore two-speed gear, or of the Bat conversion
P. and M. gear, especially as to reliability and ease in gear-
changing.

" G. W. W." would like readers' experiences with the A.C.
tricar, particularly v/ith regard to general reliability and hill-

climbing capacity.

"P. R. P." (Leigh) and "W. H. B." (Northumberland)
would like readers' experiences of the 2^ h.p. F.N. two-
speeder.
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HORSE-POWER: MECHANICAL AND ANIMAL.
A. J. McKINNEY, M.A„ A.I.A.E.. Mem R.P.S.

PNE of the most puzzling things to amateur
, motorists is the question of horse-power.

Obviously some method of comparing one engine
with another or all engines with an outside

standard is essential, otherwise we would be absolutely

at sea as to what estimate to put upon any particular

machine or source of energy. In a country like our
own, where the horse is the usual beast of draught,
it was perfectly natural for engineers of early days
to make it their basis when computing mechanical
power. The only question was how to convert the

output of a mechanical contrivance into terms of the

quadruped. This James Watt, of steam engine fame,
soon' did, his plan being to discover by experiment
what weight a horse could lift in a specified time.

Using for his purpose a deep well, he calculated that

an average horse—of the draught type that is—could
lift 22,000 lbs. through one, foot in a minute, but to

give a good margin he preferred to increase this figure

by fifty per cent. Hence a standard capable of easy

application to steam engines was set up, and one,

too, which has remained unshaken in popularity ever

since.

Comparisons of Mechanical and Animal Power
But whatever the results may be when the output

of a steam engine is calculated by Watt's formula,

they do not seem to most people to be accurate when
applied to the internal combustion motor. One often

hears motorists asking, for example, why it is that

a petrol engine of, say, 2 h.p. can do so little com-
pared with a single horse. The results, indeed, seem
so very different as to make it appear that something
is radically wrong somewhere. Either motor engineers

are wilfully "kidding " a confiding motor public into

believing that they are getting a lot for their money or

else the horse is a deep animal, and took care to hide

his real power from Watt lest he should have to earn

-his corn by the sweat of his brow. A little reflec-

tion will, however, show us that there is really no
discrepancy after all, the puzzle being due to nothing

else than a want of comprehension of certain funda-

mental facts.

Power, the Rate of Doing WorR.
When we are comparing a petrol engine Avith a

horse, which is really quite logical, since our standard

of power is based on that animal, we must bear in

mind certain points. First of all, power is the

rate of doing work. Now we can do a certain action

quickly or slowly, but the force necessary per time

interval is different in each case. For instance, I

can walk a mile comfortably on the level or withom
effort, as we say, in a quarter of an hour. But when
I cover the same distance at fifteen miles an hour I

feel distressed at the end, yet I have merely done

the same thing as before, i.e., moved my body, the

weight of W'hich cannot vary, over the distance of

1,760 yards. Assuming that wind resistance is

negligible and certain immaterial side issues are left

out of the question, we are reduced down to the fact

that performing an action rapidly takes a great deal

more power, to use the general expression, than is

required at a lower speed. That is, as the rate of

A3

1

doing work increases more power is expended, or, to

put it in another way, the same quantity of energy can
be made to do light work rapidly or a heavy task at

leisure, which is effected in machinery by varying the

gearing or work-power ratio. Now a horse has his

limits as to the rate of doing work, being restricted

to the lower end of the scale. That is, he can pull

greater weights than his mechanical equivalent in the

form of a motor cycle engine, but his pace is very

slow. The motor cycle, on the other hand, is only
suitable for comparatively light loads, but it can rush

them along the ground at express speed. The total

work done during a given period may in each case be
the same, but the rate has been different. So, then,

merely because a single geared motor bicycle cannot
pull one ton along a level road one is not entitled to

argue that it is rated incorrectly. A near parallel

would be to put a horse on 30ft. stilts, in which case,

if he took the corresponding stride, his load would
have to be reduced enormously.

There is a second important point also which we
must remember when comparing a petrol engine with

a horse. In one case the estimate is taken at the

head, but in the other at the feet, so to speak. Watt
measured the work done by the horse as a, result of

the effort exerted by its feet on the ground ; he did

not deduce it from the fuel equivalent of the corn.

But we motorists forget that our machines are rated

not at what they do at the. read wheels, but at thfe

engine or head—stomach would' perhaps be a better

analogy—^which is by no means the same thing.

Hence if we take a motor cycle, geared, of course,

to give no more than the horse's maximum speed,

which does exert r h.p. at the road Avheels, we shall

find that the engine itself gives off more than i b.h.p.

In the case of a single-geared motor bicycle the excess

is not so very pronounced, but with a motor car it

is very much so. Indeed, recent figures show that

the average car engine at the best of times transmits

little more than half the power to the road wheels,

owing to friction in the gearing, etc.

The Real Difference between Mechanical and
Animal Horse=power.

But there is still another point which makes a

comparison between animal and mechanical power a

vesoata questio. Animals possess the power of

"effort "—that is, they can exert far more than their

normal strength for a brief period. Reference was

made in a paper read a couple of years ago at a

meeting of engineers to this faculty, and figures were

given then showing that a single horse employed in

hauling waggons could develop a tractive effort nearly

equal to 6 h.p. Now the petrol engine cannot do

this—it is one of its weak points—'but it can wear

down any horse as far as speed and continuous work

are concerned. In other words, " Ave cannot have it

both ways "; the animal excels in one thing and the

machine in another. Therefore Avhen Ave are com-

paring an internal combustion engine Avith our equine

friend Ave must remember that, Avhile the output or

total Avork done is the same, the manner of producing

it is very dissimilar.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from

our readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Hill-climbing Powers ol an Engine.

I have a email difficulty

with my 1907 Triumph. (1.)

The difficulty is that although

a new cylinder has been fitted

and several new bushes, and
the engine generally is in better con-

dition than it was two months ago,

I cannot climb nearly so well as

formerly. The compression is quite

good. The "carburetter and parts are

all quite clear and in good order.

(2.) The bell crank of magneto- is a

little worn, but the points (Still clear

by l-32in. The platinum points do
not meet quite squarely. Could this

have any marked influence on the

climbing '^—W. E. H.
(1.) The fact that a new cylinder and
new bearings have been fitted would
easily account for the machine not

pulling so well as previously, until

they have been properly run in. (2.)

A slight amount of wear on the bell

crank would hardly make any differ-

ence in the pulling powers. It merely
alters the timing of the spark a frac-

tion. Of course, if the wear is

enough to alter the timing appreciably,,

it is quite possible it may cause the

engine to run badly. The platinum
points should meet squarely, and they

should be trimmed and hammered up
until they do. If the fibre ring is

worn a new one would effect some im-
provement.

Leather v. Rubber Belts. Lubrication.

(1.) Will a leather belt stretch

^ and slip when wet? (2.) When
> using a leather belt, do you
-2J lose more power than when

using a canvas and rubber one?

(3.) What is the advantage of a

rubber and canvas belt over a leather

one? (4.) How often should the oil

be drained out of the crank case ? I

give a pumpful every twelve to

fifteen miles. (5.) I have been about
750 miles on my bicycle. How soon
will I need to clean the carbon off the
inside of the cylinder?—G. G. W.

(1 and 2.) When wet, a leather belt

slips less than a rubber one. Probably
the most efficient belt drive is with a
flexible leather belt. (3.) On the other
hand, a rubber belt is the most reliable.

It does not slip unless the roads are
covered with mud and water. Its chief
advantage is its great cleanliness. An
adjustment can be made to a rubber
belt without the rider dirtying his hands.
(4.) About every 250 miles. Swill the
crank case with paraffin every 500 or
600 miles. (5.) Do not dismount the
cylinder to remove carbon deposit unless

?

the engine begins to knock or gets exces-
sively hot on hills. There is no hard
and fast rule. The formation of carbon
depends upon the quality of the oil

used and your method of driving and
lubrication.

Various Usatul Queries and Replies.

(1.) I have a Singer low-ten-
sion magneto motor cycle fitted

with an Amac carburetter, and,
of course, all control of speed
depends on the setting of the

air and throttle levers, and there is

no such thing as advancing the
spark. Although the machine runs
well enough at fairly high speeds, I

cannot get regular firing at anytliing

less than 10-12 m.p.h. Can you
suggest any alteration which would
allow me to get regular firing at,

say, 6-8 m.p.h.? (2.) Is wood fibre

so reliable an insulator as mica when
in the form of washers? (3.) Are
the flare lamps (acetylene) so gcod
and reliable as the lens mirrors?

Several dealers have told me they
are much better, but as I have not
had much experience in motor cycle
lamps, I thought I would seek
your advice. (4.) For general all-

round work (solo and passenger) do
you recommend a 3^ h.p. two-speed
gear machine, or a 45-5 h.p. single

gear?—W. J. H.
(1.) We doubt if you can do much to

improve your machine as the spark is

incapable of being varied. You could,

of course, fit such a device as a White's
Economiser, which enables the rider

to restrict the amount of the main-
air opening. This gives greater flexi-

bility to the engine. (2.) As an insu-

lator wood fibre is quite good. (3.)

It depends entirely upon the general
design of the lamp. The best of

either type of lamp we have proved to

be practically equal in merit. (4.)

Whatever power you have if you take a

passenger, a two-speed gear is advis-

able. Consequently we prefer the first-

mentioned machine.

E. W. Hill, of Crewlierne, Somerset, starting out on one of his usual week-end shooting expeditions.

The 4 h.p. Roc has a heavy load to pull, for the combined weight of driver, passenger, dog and two guns is

over 26 stones. In sending the photograph, Mr. Hill mentions that he is particularly pleased with his

Roe on account of the two-speed gear, which enables Mm to stop and restart in the middle of a steep

hill with the ease of a powerful car.
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Production of the Driving Licence on Demand.

(1.) Can you. refuse to ehow
your licence to a policeman if

he is not in uniform, and if in
plain clothes can you demand
from him his authority to stop

you before showing the licence? (2.)

If summoned for exceeding the speed
limit (first offence) can the magis-
trate cause the licence to be en-
dorsed? (3.) Is it sufficient if you
only show the inside of the licence

to the police and refuse to let them
have it in their possession?—O.B.

Our legal adviser's reply to the above
queries are : (1.) Any person driving a
motor cycle must produce his licence

when demanded by a police constable.
Any constable may make the demand,
whether he is in uniform or not, and
a constable would not be bound to

prove his authority before the licence

is produced. (2.) If a person is con-
victed for a first or second offence con-
sisting solely of exceeding the speed
limit fixed under the Motor Car Act,
1903, the licence must not be endorsed.
(3.) There is no necessity to hand over
the licence to the police constable. All
that is necessary is to produce it so
that he can see the contents of it quite
clearly, and so that it is produced
sufficiently long for him to copy.

Overheating and Craclsed Cylinder,

(1.) My machine, a 1906 3;^

h.p. Minerva with Minerva
Longuemare carburetter over-
heats terribly (not enough to
stop machine except on steep

hills, but gets very hot). As I can
do 102 miles to a gallon, do you
think it can be the fault of carbu-
retter? (2.) I am thinking of fitting

the latest B. and B. Do you think
this would cure it? (3.) The cylin-

der also has a very small crack in it.

Is acetylene welding satisfactory if

done by a good firm?—P. J.

H[l.) It is possible the fault may be due
to the carburetter giving too rich a
mixture. Can you give the engine just
sufficient air to make it misfire,- if not,
you should enlarge the extra air inlet.

You must also be careful to use a
good brand of oil. (2.) The B. and B.
carburetter suggested might possibly
effect an imfDrovement. Anyway,
there would be no harm in trying one
as an experiment. (3.) It depends
upon where the crack is. If it is in
the valve seating acetylene welding
would hardly be a success.

Positions of Air and Throttle Levers.

My Triumph has always
refused to take quite so much
air as petrol (I am referring to

the positions of the handle-bar
levers), yet there is plenty of

power for hill-climbing. To get the
best results, the relative positions of

ah' and petrol levers are the same,
last or slovf. I find, however, that
(;ven after going only two miles dead
slow the engine is so hot I am unable
to bear my hand on it. Would you
mind telling me if these conditions
are right, as I am anxious to obtain
the best results?—F. D. M.

There is absolutely nothing abnormal in

the behaviour of your engine. As long
as the engine pulls well, the exact
position of the carburetter levers is not

=^H5

!

important. You will understand that
the size of jets and air openings vary
slightly, no matter how great the care
taken to standardise them. On that
account some machmes of the same
make require the air lever openint'
wider than others. The heat of an aii-
cooled engme is always such that yo\i
cannot bear your hand on the cylin-
der, whether it is run fast or slow.

Pedal Bicycles and Motor Sets,
^

I have to cycle thirteen miles
each way to business, and
sometimes other running about.
I am not strong (my heart
won't stand pedalling against

head winds and uphill). Could I add
a motor to my cycle that would take
it along at a moderate rate and yet
not make it very heavy. If so, please
give me particulars. What is your
opinion of the Motosacoolie ?—F. M.

The fitting of a motor set on to' a
pedal bicycle is seldom recommended,
even by the manufacturers, and there
is always the liability of breakage,
and it will be most uncomfortable.
Even a light motor cycle requires very
strong frame tubes and duplex forks

975

READERS' REPLIES.

Novel Magneto Makeshifts.

In _" Current Chat" recently you
mentioned the case of a motor cyclist
India who used a carbon pencil for his
magneto made out of a piece of
vegetable charcoal. You ask if any
other reader has heard of a similar
case. It may interest you and your
readers to know that I broke the
carbon pencil of my Bosch magneto
(3^ h.p. Bradbury motor bicycle) when
on a tour last summer. I was replac-
ing it after cleaning. The result
was that I had to pedal to the nearest
town (two miles), but being unable to
buy a replacement I was puzzled to
know what to do. Eventually I thought
of the carbons used in electric arc
lamps, and having obtained one of
these I filed a piece down to near the
shape and size of the Bosch pencil,
and soon my engine was running, but
misfiring badly. In the end I had to
take down the end plate and remove
the broken piece of the original
carbon, and after refitting the plate and
retiming the magneto the engine ran

! » ,-:: -!>c:5«; »- -„ .,-. ; , v„- "^

A Mercedes among motor cycles. The four-cylinder, three-speed, worm-driven T.A.C. made by
the Williinson Sword Co. The very latest model has wheel steering.

on account of the speed at which it

travels. The iMotosacoohe is really a
serviceable little mount which should
serve your purpose well. You should
also try the Auto-Wheel attachment
before deciding.

Peculiar Case of Misfiring.

^__^ My machine, a 2 h.p.

q[ ]\Iinerva, has taken to chronic
*^ misfiring when on the road,
-^ but fires beautifully on the

stand. I have had the carburetter

down, and all is clean and in order,

also the ignition is perfect. The
machine answers to the throttle on
the stand but not on the road, while

flooding the carburetter makes no
difference. I shall be greatly obliged

if you can unravel this puzzle.—J. N.
There are many causes wliich could

account for your ti'ouble—an internal

short in the accumulator, a faulty coil,

bad insulation causing a temporary
short when the machine is running

over the road, ba-d earth return, etc.

It is impossible to offer advice in a

case of this kind without more particu-

lars. All we can recommend you to do

is carefully to examine all the work-

ing parts witK the aid of " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."

merrily again during the tour, although
the temporary carbon wore quickly..
This tip may be useful to your many
readers.—L'Allegro.

Tyres lor Sidecar Work,

In the issue of November 8th, under
the above heading, "T.J.A." writes
with regard to his experiences of tyres
with a Triumph and sidecar. My own
experiences may be of interest to your
readers. With the above combination
I have now completed 14,000 miles in

the last nineteen months. Using
Palmer cord 2^in. tyres on all three
wheels, I find on the front wheel I get

4,000 miles, and on the back wheel
2,000 miles. I then have them re-

treaded, and they run a similar dis-

tance. The sidecar tyre ran nearly

9,000 miles before I had it retreaded,
and it looks like going a similar dis-

tance. I cannot help thinking that
this is entirely due to the castor
wheel type of sidecar, which puts little

or no side strain on the tyres. I think
your correspondent's experience is due
to his using a sidecar with fixed

wheel. My combination often carries

a total load, including luggage, of

thirty stones.—E, S, Nkw.

A3 3
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RECENT PATENTS.
By ERIC W WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

An Improved Driving Belt.

The gripping surfaces A of

he belt are provided with

ecesses B, of such a shape
hat when the belt is bent

round the pulley the recesses

ssume a circular shape and the

ir is squeezed out. The external

ir pressure thus tends to pro-

uce a strong suctional effect,

,nd a good grip is assured.

—

L Lycett, No. 25,627, 1908.

A Reflecting Rear Lamp.

As an alternative to carrying a rear light on a motor cycle

his "reflecting lamp" may be employed. It consists of a
cylindrical casing A
secured to a suitable

part of the frame
by a clip B. The
forward end C of

the cylinder is closed,

and its inner surface

forms a concave re-,

flector. At the r€ar

end of the cylinder

is inserted a convex
reflector D, whicli

may be of red glasF.

^he arrangement of the reflectors i.s such that the rays of

ight from an overtaking vehicle are reflected back as a

larallel ray.—R. H. Lea, No. 22,087, 1908.

A Gas Lamp Lighting Device.

In order to light the gas in an_ acetylene lamp without
lifficulty, a spark is produced within the lamp by friction

letween an operating rod and a suitable pyrophoric material.

In the body A of the lamp,
and at a suitable angle to the

burner, is secured a sleeve B,
within which is a second
sleeve C. Passing through the
sleeve C is a rod D normally
impelled into the position

shown by a spring E. A block
of some suitable pyrophoric
material is arranged as shown.
To ignite the gas, the rod D
is drawn downwards, and
then released. It is thus
impelled upwards by the

pring E, the friction between the rod and the material F
)roducing sparks, which are directed towards i;he burner by
he movement of the rod D.—C. Schmidt, No. 5.199, 1909.

A Collapsable Luggage Carrier.

The platform consists

if a number of articu-

ated segments
^, pivoted together by
aeans of crossbars B,
he joints C being butt
oints which permit
he platform to fold
tne way, but retain its

igidity in the opposite
lirection. The plat-
orm is secured to the
eat stays D by a
lip E, and isuppoi-ted

bt its rear end by a
)air of pivoted rods F.
Vhen out of use the
:arrier may be folded
nto the position shown
.nd secured by hook-
ng a clip G over the
earmost cross-bar H.—

-

i'. Ashby, No. 23,241,
908.

34

A Two-speed Free Engine MeehanisTi.

The mechanism is carried by the cra.ukshaft A, and com-
prises a driving pinion B secured to the crankshaft, and
meshing with a pair of planet pinions CD, which in turn

mesh vv'ith planet pinions E F. The latter pinions intermesh

with an internally-toothed ring G carried by an outer casing

H, which also carries the concentrically arranged belt pulley

J. The outer casing H is supported on a disc K, which is

free upon the crankshaft, and this disc also serves to carry

the planet pinions C D E F. The operating mechanism is con-

tained within cut away portions

of the disc K, and comprises a

pair of pivoted levers L M
operatable by a lever N through
an expanding brake band 0. In

operation, when the brake band O
is fully contracted the levers L M
are impelled by the springs shown
to act between tlie disc K and
ring H. A '' solid " drive is thus
obtained, the driving pinion B,

planet pinions C D E F, disc K, casing H, and pulley J

rotating as one mass. If now the brake band is partially

expanded by the lever N, the pivoted levers L and M are

withdrawn from engagement with the casing H, and a " free

engine " is provided. Further expansion of the brake band
now forces it into frictional engagement with the walls of its

recess in the disc K, holding the latter stationary. The drive

will now be at a reduced speed, owing to the reducing effect

of the planet pinions and internally-toothed ring.—W. A.
Bowen, No. 21,615, 1908.

The Scott Spring Fork. *..

The steering wheel is

carried by a fork A,
bridged above the wheel,
and continued as a single

tube B free to slide in a
sleeve C projecting from
the steering head D. The
lower ends of the fork A
project through lugs
carried by the usual fork
ends E, anti-friction rollers

F taking the wear. The
shocks are absorbed by a
compression spring G,
arranged as shown, the
recoil of this spring being
checked by a tension
spring H.—A. A. Scott,
No. 7,845, 1909.

The Id. Edition of
"The Autocar."

Readers of " The Motor Cycle" who
are interested in motor cars are re-

mindcd that a Penny Edition of " The
Autocar " is now obtainfile of all

Newsagents and Booksellers every

Friday Morning, in addition to the

Sd. issue.
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)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Sale. 1909 Free Engine Triuuirih, spare outer

jver. F-R-S- lamp and generator, good condition

;

i.piMT. 93, Edgeeombe St.. Newland Av., Hull.

EST Triumph, in crate; purcha,?er" cannot com-
lete: £45; accept Douglas or llh.p. F.N., 1909,
yment.—Hardiuan, 49, Cawdor St., Stockton Heath.

p. Triumph Motor, condition new, just been over-

hauled, plated, and enamelled, periect condition

;

ice £23.—Summersgill, 47, Southbank Ed-, South-

Twin Antoine, Chater-Lea frame, very fast, power-
ui, reliable, perfect condition, complete with stand

:

Jmith, Field House, Healey House, near Hudders-

p. Ceutaur, chain drive, Palmers, Brooks, spring
saddle and forks, 20'4in. frame, excellent order

;

ijh.p. Minerva, 2ih.p. J.A.P'. part.— 9, Beeton Ed-,
d.

p. Magneto Minerva, late 1907, adjustable pulley,

2Yiu. tyres, butt-ended tvibes, aluminium, £12

;

Zedel, low position, £7.—Eden Orphanage, Astley
Bolton.

EEA^'A, 3ih.p., winner of numerous prizes, grand
;ondition, good hill-climber, Continental de Course,
ilators. Brooks B105, newly plated; £18.-21,
St., Hull.

Single-cyl. Chase, Chater-Lea throughout, handle-
ar control, perfect order, very low and fast, take
anywhere; bargain, £29.— Gibbs, Eusholme Motor
Manchester.

Bradbury, accumulator ignition, 28in. wheels.
)lendid condition, £10; and photo enlarging lan-

1 10s.; sell or exchange; any trial here.—Shear-
lothwell, Leeds.

jNETO 42h.p. Twin Minerva, spring forks. Pal-.
ler cord tyres. Brooks saddle, new August, 1909,
out 1,200 miles, winner of competitions; sacrifice

Dst new £50.—Ellis, Oakleigh, East Park, Hull-

Bat, spring frame, in perfect order, tuned up by
lakers, 1909 J.A.P. carburetter, CA.V. coil. Ad-
pulley, Whittle belt, special back wheel, 650 by
I immediate purchaser £25.—Foster, Meadowside.
ter.

EEVA and Res.—We carry the largest stock of
spare parts in the provinci for these machines,

sliver new machines from stock at low prices;
ixchange or gradual payments ; charged accumu-
fo hire. Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 511,

r Ed., Old Traffiord.

iGAIN, must be fold.—Motor Cycle and Sidecar,
-6h.p. twin Antoine engine, magneto ignition, free
clutch and two speeds, gear back hub, coaoh-built

. tyres and everything good, owner sellinj for no
fast, and will climb anything, goes like small fast
rice to clear, £17 10s.. complete.—Apply, L. care
serfs. Motor Garage, Leigh, Lanes.

SECTION III.

arvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
iford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
rioneth.

OUTRAGEOUS
allowances for your present machine in part payment for

1910 MODELS.
NUMBERS, REXES, V.S., ROCS,

MOTO-REEVES, etc., etc.
We especially want 1909 HUMBERS, and are in a

position to make splendid allowances. We pay carriage
on new machines.

COLONIAL BUYERS
please note, we pay carriage to nearest port.

BIGGEST AND BEST STOCK.
3jh.p. BAT. magneto, spring frame, two speeds. . £24 10
6 h.p. TWIN J.A. P., magneto, spring forks £22 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, 1909 £30 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, ryo8 £24 10
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, r909, nearly new £35
si h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, good order £30
3J-h.p. HUMBER, 1909, two speeds, non-skids .. £37 10
3* h.p. MINERVA.magneto, 2i tyres £18 15
3 h.p. TWIN FAIRY, lighc and handy £12 12
6 h.p. J.A.P. , Chater Lea frame, spring forks. .. . £18 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, 1906. . £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £1110
2J h.p. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels . . £8 15

2I h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,
low built £8 15

3* h.p. 1909 HUMBER, two speeds £37 10
3ih.p. REX, rgoSJ, ball bearing, h.b. control .. £29 10

3 j h.p. TRIUMPH, new , £45
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2jin. tjTcs, long bars . . £22 10

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 1908, smart £17 10
3 h.p. REX, 1908, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
3J- h.p. REX, 1909, nearly new £32
5* h.p. REX DE LUXE Roc clutch, magneto .. £25 10
4* h.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
5 h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto .. £22 10

5 h.p. TWIN REX, spring forks, low. buUt' £16 Iq
3J h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 1«
3jh.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., h.b. control.. £8 I5

TRtCARS AND CARS.
6 h.p. REX LITETTE, rgoS, two cylinders, mag-

neto, water-cooled, two speeds cost £79. . . . £35 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, belt 'drive £12 12
6 h.p. FAFNIR, open frame, two-speeds, two

cylinders £29 10
12 h.p. LEADER, two-seater car, four cylinders.. £55 10

Cash buyers receive special quotations.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOUGLAS. 1909, bought July, hardly ridden, spric;-:

footboards fitted, studded tyres, spares, and pedalliu;,

gear given.—Best offers to Eead, 8, I'endennis Kd.. Seu-
combe. , . .

PHCENIX, Sih.p., perfect condition, Tery little wear
three gears, accessories; £15, cost £39; will ex-

change for lightweight motor.-Haynes, Liveriicol Ed.,
Stone. Stuffs.

AM Sacrificing my 5h.p. twin Norton, new throe week.*

ago, not done 200 miles, guaranteed perfect ; sole

reason for selling, forbidden to ride by doctor; cost

over £53 ; many extras ; accept nearest £47.—Cecil Eice-
Oxley, Meole Brace, Shrewsbury.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire.

1 Q09 Triumph, perfect condition, lamp, horn, spares;
XiJ £35.—Dignan, Elms. Loughborough.

"I Q09 Moto-Eeve, twin-cvl., in new condition, guaran-LU teed faultless: £26, complete--27, Smithford St.,

Coventry.

"1 009 3ih.p. Magneto Eex. B. and E. carburetter,
i-tJ handle-bar control; £26.-75, Leam Terrace East.
Leamington.

31.h.p. -Bradbury- Motor Cycle, magneto, lamp, stand,
2 etc., new this summer; £23.—Nicholson, Caravan

Builder, Worksop.

lEX Twin. 1907,
fast, splendid hill-climber

;

£4 17s. 6d.
CORONET
SIDECARS.

new, magneto, spring
£31.—H., 24, Penny

9 Minerva, 3ih.p. engine,
forks, adjustable pulley;

Stockport.

Motor Cycle, Longuemare, trembler; can be driven
away; £4; exchange path cycle.— S. Minshall.

'ay, Bridgnorth.

9 5-6h.p. F.N., practically new, £35; also Moto-
Eeve, £24 ; any trial ; bargains ; buying car.—

, Matlock Bath.

1 North Wales Motor Exchange. Ehosddu, Wrex-
lam, beg to offer the following second-hand ma-
; cash, or easy paj'ments : guaranteed running

Sole agents for the noted Eex motor cycles

;

)ld machine taken in exchange.

p. Magneto Eex, B.B. carburetter, spring forks,

new belt, a sound, reliable machine; £20.

CMPH. 1908, splendid condition, large brass head-
light, mirror lens, double twist horn, new belt,

spare valve, etc., rubber studded tyres, new ; £30.

p. Kerry, torpedo tank, spring forks, B.B- carbur-
etter, handle-bar control, a machine with a repu-

; £12.

Ealeigh, Fafnir engine, 26 wheels; a bargain, £10.

D 1908 Magneto Eexes (lightweights), ideal ma-
ihines; £17 10s. each.

. Twin Eex, enamelled cream, footboards, handle-
bar control, exceptionally fast, perfect running
sacrifice £18.

IQUIN-COUDEET. 2h.p., grand little machine ; £7.

UMPH, 1909, fine, new, unridden ; first cheque for
645 secures.

.p. Eex, a good old slave, running order; £7.

.p. Humberette, beautiful condition, tj-res perfect'
?onud running order; bargain, £55-

.p.Lurauin-Coudert Twin, Brooklands racer, a real
flier, B..O.M. contact breaker. Shamrock studded
£30-

^(MW^.

Superior to others in style, adaptabiUty, and comfort.

The springing is one of our main features. None better.

Write for descriptive circular, showing how these sidecars

are better than others. Fully guaranteed. Delivery
from stock to suit M:nervas, Rexes, N.S.U.'s, Triumphs,
Phelon and Moores.

CORONET
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ADJUSTABLE PULLEY,
The best variable speed

pulley on the market.
Loose flange securely held
in any position by a

simple yet ingenious con-

trivance. Gear can be
spanners, lock ring easily
' Coronet " pulley and gear

altered without the ai.-l of

operated by hand. Buy a

3'our machme suitable for hill-climbing.

Standard makes, such as Rexes, Triumphs, Minervas,

supplied without the necessity of sending old pulley for

pattern.

CARBURETTERS.
BROWN AND BARLOW. AMAC.

Let us quote you for converting \'our machine to handle,

bar control. We keep a large stock of carburetters,

up to date. Price reasonable.

BOOTH'S MOTORreS

Be

CHARLES STREET, ^ff Square Road,

'J»honc 1062. HALIFAX. ^J'rratTol.'.''

spring forks. Clincher tyres, verj-

£16.—Louis B. Davis,

3, New St., Birmingham-

MINEEA''A, 3h-p-, single. Clincher tyres, splendid con-

dition, fast, good hill-climber; £11 10s-—Louis B.
Davis, 3. New St., Birmingham.

QUADRANT, 2h.p., single. Clincher tyres, fine little

runabout, good condition ; price £8.—Louis B-
Davis, 3, New St-, Birmingham-

TEIUMPH, 1908, magneto, httle used, guaranteed per-

fect condition, horn, tools, etc. ; £33--Lockw„od.
Park Ed., Peterborough.

"I
Q09 Triumph, June, standard, Lucas accessories.

-L^ spares, hardly scratched, guaranteed perfect

;

£40.—Tunbridge, Eocklands, Edgbaston.

MINEEVA, 35h.p., magneto; cost £37 last year;
guaranteed absolutely perfect condition; take £18

10s— 358, Stratford Ed., Birmingham.

PHELON and Moore, 1909. ridden only 1,200, tyres

as new. Miller mudshields ; bargain at £43.—
Stevenson, Edgbaston House, Broad St., Birmingham.

AEIEL, Ariel, Ariel — To clear, a few 1909 2ih.p.

lightweights, magneto, handle - bar control ; end of

season bargains.-Ariel Wks., Bournbrook, Birmingham.

REX. 3ih.p., 1907, low frame. 26in. wheels, Main-
Hilton stand, good tyres, fine running order; £12.

sound machine ; cheap ; approval, deposit.—22, Tictoila
Terrace, Leamington.

SMITH Bros, for bargains in second-hand motor
cycles, any new make supplied; exchange, railway

fares paid, covers, replacements, repairs, overhauling

;

lowest prices-—CCE. Motor Works, Ford St-, St. Anns
Well Ed., Nottingham-

MINEEVA, 3ih.p., spring forks, new F-E.S- and gener-

ator, two accumulators, stand-carrier, voltmeter,

overalls, mackintosh, horn, two bags, tools, many spares,

just overhauled, absolutely reliable; £16, lowest.—Neale,

18, Moor Ed., Eushden.

3h-p- Humber, good running order, 32 by 2i Dunlop
and two tubes, large Lucas horn, sell £8, or ex-

change; wanted, 26 by 2 non-skid, small horn, foot-

rests, headlight, and generator, spring fork attaclmients.

trembler coil.—JoUiSe, Loughborough.

HUMBEK, 3i-h.p., 1909, two-speed model, handle start-

ing, recently overhauled by makers, and fitted with

1910 improvements, such as Druid spring forks, and new
pattern connecting rod bearings, exceptionally good en-

gine; complete for £36, or nearest offer.—Box No. 3,611.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,

and Bedford.

31h.p. Twin Peugeot. Chater-Lea spring forks ; bargain,

2 £15.-25, St. Andrew St., Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TEIUMPH. 1909, brand new, just delivered, 3ih.p.,

Clincher studded non-skid tyres; £42--Leach, Leo-

minster-

3h-p. Mitchell, Brown and Barlow carburetter, adjust-

able pulley; bargain, £7--Wm. Hayes, Pontywam,
' Cross Keys, Mon.

5 h.p. Twin and Sidecar, with one touring, one luggage

body, good order, fast; must sell; Worcestershire-

No. 3,635, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3 h.p- Eover, frame cut down, round tank, French grey

1910 Amae, Eex bars. Whittles, 26 by 2i Dun-

i

lops, Duco lamp; nearest £12—41, Bargates, Leominster

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle. A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION VII.

loucester Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

'EIUMPH, late 1908. splendid condition, tyres hardly

soiled; £30.—K,., 141. Higli St., Tewkesbury.

[OTOSACOCHE. 1908, perfect, new tyre, spares, belt

accnmulator ; £15 or exohange.—Urry, Alma ttd-.

tterne. Southampton.

3.h.p. Jesmond; £8; good running order, tyres per-

4 feet, new 15 amp., Watawata ; trial by appomt-
nt.—Murray, Estate Office, Eomsey.

l.-4h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, magneto, spring forks.

2 2i Model de Course tyres, Watawata, lamp, horn.

. ; £14 10s.—White, Bath Rd., Stroud.

h.p. Kex, perfect condition, new coil and carrier, fast,

comfortable, and reliable; £14. or neare,st.—C P.

ng, c/o King's Motor Works, Windsor.

h-p- Lightweight, long, low, perfect condition, Longue-
mare. H.B. control, spring forks, foot brake, many

ires; £8 10s., or nearest-—Hall, 382, Stapleton Ed..

istol.

909 Moto-Eeve, late, used for demonstrations only,

powerful, and condition perfect; £30, great bar-

in ; all accessories—Aberdeen Eoad Motor ^^ crks, Clif-

1, Bristol.

909 Zenette, J.A.P. engine, Bosch magneto, B. and
B. 1910 carburetter, Autoclipse lamp, Cowey

pedometer, mileage 500 : olfers—Methuen, Naval Motor
lb, Wickham St., I'ortsmouth.

HELON and Moore, 3ih.p., August, 1909, two-speed,

free engine, and special rigid sidecar, latest rapid

p, very reliable, hardly used, splendid condition; £50.

lorwood, The Lawn, Henley-on-Thames-

[INERVA, 2Jh.p.. 1908. B. and B. carburetter, handle-

bar control, new E-O.M- tyre back, rubber studded

mt, spring forks, all butted tubes, one spare, and box

)ls, and gas lamp; any trial; £16 10s.—Keeble, Cen-

.1 Hotel, Andover.

SECTION VIII.

ertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

909 Ees de Luxe, 5h.p-, new ; cash or exchange cfEers.

—Below.

909 Eex Tourist, 3^h.p., new : cash or exchange oflers.

—Below.

909 Eex de Luxe, 3^h.p., with sidecar, £40 ;
without,

£36--Below.

909 Tourist Eexes, 3ih.p., with all accessories; £29
each.—Below-

907 Eex, 3ih.p., in guaranteed condition; £12.—
Below.

Q09 Triumphs, with all accessories; £36 each--Below.

08 Triumphs, guaranteed perfect; £29.—Below.

909 Minerva, 3ih.p., magneto. Brooks padded saddle,

several special fittings, finish grey, good as new

;

6.—Below.

908 Norton, 3ih.p. Peugeot, Bosch magneto, Druid
spring forks, rubber studded tyres; £19.—Below-

909 J.A.P., 4h.p., M-O-I-V., Bosch magneto, Chater
frame and spring fcrks. Palmer tyres, H.B. oon-

1, not done 300 miles, including accessories ;
£35.—

low.

908 J.A.P., 4h.p-, A-0-I-V-, Bosch magneto. Chater
frame, Druid forks, footboards, studded tyres, com-

ite, accessories ; £26-—Below-

3.h.p- Minerva, perfect in every respect. Bowden H.B.
4 control, guaranteed; £12.—Below-

3.h.p. Enfield, enamel and plating splendid condition.
4 engine guaranteed; £11.—Below.

Ih.p. Auto Motor, Amac, "with HB. control, foot-

2 boards. Brooks saddle, splendid machine; £14.
Jelow.

'HE Eastern -Garage Co., 418, Eomford Rd-, Forest
Gate, have, in addition to the above, several second-

ad machines at prices below £10- Tel-: Stratford 10-

'-N-, llh.p., as new; £25.-H.S., 99, East Hill, Dart-
ford, Kent.

["YE'SI-69, Leather Lane, Holborn, E-C-, ofler the
I following first-class machines

;

PYE'S!- 4-cyl. F-N-, 1908 improvements, condition as
I new; £20-

fYE'SI-3yi.p. 1909 Minerva, not run 1,000 miles,
I magneto; £27.

[YE'S!—1908 lightweight Rex, magneto; £16.

PYE'S !—1908 Motosacoche. fine condition; £13.

[YE'S !— 2-Jh.p. Kerry, footboards; £11.

[ANY Others in stock at bargain prices. 'Phone.
6299 Holborn-- 69, Leather Lane, Holborn-

lEUGEOT, 2h-p-, long handle-bars, splendid order

;

£8 10s-—Turner, 3, Emma Place, Kensington.;

No. 1899. 3^ h.p. 1908 BROWN, magneto
ignition, nice condition, guaranteed at
Wauchope's.

ji h.p R£,X DE LUXE, condition as new, two-
speed gear and free engine, guaranteed at .

Wauchope's £35
No. rSgS. 3* h.p. rgoS TRIUMPH, condition

bi-tier than new, guaranteed at Wauchope's. . £32
No. 1894 & 1895. 9 h.p. B,4T, and sidecar Offers
Mo. 1896. 9 hi.p. RILEV Tricar, nice condition,

side doors, three speeds & reverse, guaranteed £35
No. i88r. si h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, low

frame, splendid machine, guaranteed 19 Gns.
No. 1-853- 4i h.p. HUMBER Tricar, watfr-cooled,

coach-built front seat, first cash 10 Gns.
iVo. r799 & 1800 5-6 h.p. 1909 four-cylinder

F.N., two-speed gear, complete with Lowen
Sidecar Offers

No. 1877. 3i h.p. PHELON AND MOORE, 1908
model, two-speed ^ear and free engine, in f erfect

running order
; guaranteed cash price .... £35

No. 1874. ijh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1907 mxlel,
in nice condition

;
guaranteed , £15 15

No. 1873. 2 h.jp. r9o8 MOTO-REVE, grey finish,

smart machine
;
guaranteed 21 Gns.

No. 1868. 3J h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, fitted with
Albion free-engine clutch, nice condition
throughout, easy starter

;
guaranteed £33

No. r867. 3 J- h.p. ARNO, two-speed gear and free-

engine clutch, up-to-date machine, in new con-
dition

; guaranteed £32 10
No. 1862. 2j h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS Lightweight,

immediate deli\'ery from stock
;
guaranteed . . 38 Gns.

No. 1861. 3} h.p. BAT, sound machine, fit for the
road

; guaranteed £12 10

No. r86o. 3} h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, 1909 model,
sMendid machine and perfect as new

;
guar-

anteed £35
No. r855. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, perfect order,

ready for the road
;
guaranteed 15 Gns.

No. i85r. 4jh.p. Tmn-cylinder MINERVA,
splendid machine, running perfect ; guaranteed.
Price £16 10

No. r847. 2 h.p. rgoS MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder
engine, spring forks, magneto ignition, splendid
condition, direct V belt drive

;
guaranteed . . 19 Gns.

No. 1845. 3i h.p. bran dnew PHELON & MOORE,
1909 model, two-speed gear and free engine. Offers.

No, r842. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks, 1906
model, nice condition throughout

;
guaranteed £16 10

No. 1837. 3i h.p. 1907 MINERVA, smart machine
;

guaranteed £13 10
No. r836. 2| h.p. MINERVA, 1907 machine, nice

condition
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. 1835. li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto
ignition, 1909 model, spring forks, as new

;

guaranteed £23 10
No. 1834. 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, mag-

nificent machine
; guaranteed £35

No. 1829. 3 h.p. SCOTT-JOWETT Two-stroke
Motor Cycle £25

No. 1828. 3^ h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, ail aecessories,
magnificent machine • guaranteed £35

No. 1826. Sidecar, rigid type, second-hand £4 4
No. 1822. % h.p. ARIEL Lightweight, shop-soiled

only, never used. Offers £17 10
No. i8r4. si h-P- MATCHLESS, magneto in tank,

Druid spring forks, nice machine
;
guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. i8r3. 3ih.p. FAFNIR, nice condition, ac-

cumulator ignition, sound machine ;
guaranteed 9 Gns.

No. i8to. si h.p. PEUGEOT in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame, low frame, torpedo copper tank, good,
sound machine

;
guaranteed 17 Gns.

No. t8oi. 2j h.p. 1908 Featherweight REX, nice
condition, magneto ignition

;
guaranteed .... £17

No. T764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N. , r9o8 model,
good, sound condition

;
guaranteed. Price . . £25

Immediate delivery from stock of rgio models as REX,
BRADBURY, EXCELSIOR, DOUGLAS, V.S., BAT.,
ARIEL, MOTOSACOCHE, etc., at Wauchope's.

Large selection of 1909 new model", by various l^i-^ing

manufacturers. No reasonable offer refused at Wau ^ s.

We invite prospective purchasers of new and second-hand
machines to call and inspect our large stock. Remember,
that satisfaction is assured to every motor cycle rider
dealing with Wauchope's. Machines quoted in this

column are offered for sale by Wauchope's. First cheque
secures each bargain.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAI

2i
2

l.h.p- Minerva, and Montgomery sidecar; £14

3.h-p. Noble, vertical, just overhauled, gooi]
4 climber; £9 10s.— 68, Ancona Rd-, Plinnst

, good condition, new tyres

;

owner-—2, Ull.swater Ed., P,

ANTOINE, 4hp
too fast for

Green-

GODFREY, Applebee, and Mioklewood, agents
:

makes of motor cycles. \>riie for exchange
tions.

G-A-M-—Immediate delivery of 1910 Rex am
umphs ; cash, exchanges, and gradual paymi

G.A.M--1909 5-6h.p- 4-cyl. F.N., complete with
gomery sidecar, rigid or flexible, excellent

tion throughout; £38 10s.

G.A-M-—3h.p- Quadrant, spring forks, spray
etter, good running order: £5 10s-

G-A-M-—5h-p- twin Eex, spring forks, in good
ditiou throughout; £11, or complete with s

£14 10s-

G-A-M-—Shp. Rex de Luxe, 1908, magneto, can
seat, low position, spring forks, perfect order

10s-

G.A-M.—Write for our lists- We have any amo
bargains which will interest -you-—Note the ai

Broadway, Muswell Hill. Phone, 933 Horusey.

TRIUMPH. 2ih.p-. footrests, new belt, rim brak|
cessories; £11--Lochel, Foyle Ed., Blac

London-

3ih-p- Eex, M-0-V-, good order, fine low mac]
4 £9, offers; cash wanted-— 15, Dockley Rd.,

lUondsey.

31,h-p- Tafnir, Chater-Lea, spring forks, new P
2 cord, low, perfect condition; £14.-192, Pec

Rye, S-E.

F.N-, 5-6h.p-, excellent condition, EO-M- tyres;
also sidecar-—Write, Walker, 1, Overstrand

.-ions, S-W.

forks, latest m
20, Brunswicl

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street,

UONDON, E.O.
Telephone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams, " Opiflcer, London.'

ft-38

4 h-p,, magneto, HB- control, spring
15 guineas.-Corporal Ferris,

Camberwell-

X?Q.—Singer, 3ih-p,, magneto, chain drive, pow
•^ O wants litvle seeing to; bargain.—Motor, 1,

mer St-, W.
3i.h-p. Rex, warranted sound, perfect, low ; ba

2 £9; cash needed; must sell-—T. Ford, E
Green, Essex.

TRIUMPH, 1908, perfect c.ndition. Clincher st
tyres, all accessories; £31 10s.—Eagles anc

High St., Acton-

"I Q09 Triumph, complete, horn, lamp, and sj
J-«^ nearest cash offer £4l).—Spring, Latchmere
Kingston, Surrey-

"I QOS Triumph (late), lamp, horn, both rubber st
-Ltf tyres, nearly new; £30-—Bateman, Broi
Barra^oks, Chatham-

T> EX, 3h-p-, accumulator, thorough good cone
-tV nearly new tyres, spring forks; £12.^St
Spencer Ed-, Horsham-

ajiHOilNIX Cob, 4h.p-, magneto, two-speed, pan
-*- grand touring machine ; 20 guineas--Dr- Si

11, Strathville Rd-,.S-\\-

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., 1908, good condition, A
less silencer, i'.andle-bar control ; £20-—R., 73,

beck Rd-, Enfield. Jiiddleses-

5 h.p. Twin Norton, as new, splendid outfit, righ
chine for sidecar

;
price £33.—A. G. Fenn an(

27, Mortimer Market. W-C-

WHITTLE'S--«09 P.N- lightweight, magneto, f

forks, absolutely like new, perfect, and
scratched ; sacrifice 20 gnineas-

WHITTLE'S--Eex 5-6h-p. twin De Luxe, late
magneto, spring forks, Eoc clutch, bea

order; offers.

WHITTLE'S--N.S-U-, 5-6h.p-, twin, latest type,
neto, suitable for sidebar, very p .v.'erful,

new; £26, oflers.

WHITTLE'S—Kerry, 2Jh.p., Model de Luxe, p
order; £8 15s.—Whittle's Motor Exchange, :

field- 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon-

3.h-p- Douglas, late L907 model, little used, p
/^ 4= condition, many spares; what offers?—Ealan
Marlborough Ed-, Chehnsford-

S?lh-p. Noble, girder frame, 26in. wheels. B. ai

f^ 2, carburetter. Clincher tyres. Brooks saddle; £i

6d.-73, Church St., Camberwell.

31h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycles, 1910 models

:

2 exchanges arranged.—Agents, Bright and H
Church St., Camberwell, London-

5 h-p. T-T- Rex, 1908 model, beautiful order, all s

ball be^.ring engine ; anv examination ; £2;
Cumming, 89, Cromwell Rd-, S-W.

VINDEC Special, 35h-p-, magneto, spring forks,
model. g;od condition throughout; £22.—W.

Fernleigh. King Edward Rd-, Eomford-

OFFEES-—Brand new Eoyal Wolf lightweight,
model, uiniacked; owner unable to u.-^e.-B02

3.657, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cyclei

can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
St., London, E.G., just ofl Ludgate Circus.

^w answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'"
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)TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
S ilinerra, 3-ih.p., magneto, spring forks, adjust-
able pulley, studded tyres, not done 800 miles,
as new; £21 to clear.—Stanton, below.

5 N-S.tr.,' 3h.p., magneto, splendid condition,
powerful, thoroughly reliable; £17 to clear; room
.—Stanton, below.

L. r.N-, 4ili.p., and nearly new sidecar, powerful,
sliable combination; £32, great sacrifice.—Stanton,

P-SOILED 1909 Moto-Keve. otherwise absolutely
rand new; £31; exceptional opportunity; don't
-Stanton, below.

I and Sidecar, 6h.p. twin J.A-P. engine, magneto,
wo speeds, handle starting, thoroughly overhauled

;

ir quick sale ; smart, reliable combination.-Stanton,

NTON is clearing above machines (and many others
in stock from £7) to make room for 1910 Brad-

-619, Lea Bridge Kd-, Leyton, London.

Bradbury-—Orders executed in strict order of

otation, beginning early in New Year (booked up
nley Show till then). i'our order will receive my
al attention.—Stanton. 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Ley-
lOndon (the London Bradbury specialist).

NTON.—Bradbury, 1909, winijer numerous gold
models, practically equal to new from engine con-

to fl-nish, specially tuned up, spares and accessories

;

or quick sale. — 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton,
n.

EW 1909 Bradburys to clear at exceptionally low
irices, absolutely brand new--Stanton, above.

.p. Kerry, in good order, long handle-bars, switch,

horn. Brooks saddle ; cheap. £9.—Ward, The
tuts, Stanwell Ed., Ashford, Middlesex-

51, 3-ih.p., accumulator, powerful, not ridden 1,000
diles; £20: exchange, jewellery preferred.—B., 13,
lew Terrace, Wickham Lane, Plumstead.

.p. Douglas Lightweight, 1909, model B-, perfect
condition, tools, lamp, horn, and spares; £27-—

richton, Bald-wyn's Park, Bexley, Kent.

rOSACOCHE, 1909, magneto, delivered last

August, not done 500 miles; £17, near offer-—Ap-
652. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

.p. Triumph, new Stanley Show, 1908, in practi-
cally new condition, E.O-M. tyre, Autoclipse lamp,

ires and accessories ; £35 ; any expert examination-

.p- Triumph, May, 1907, in best of order, tyres,

enamel, plating, and bearings all perfect; £26-

.p- Tindec Special, spring forks, in good running
order; £9 10s-—Batchelor and Co., Clarence St.,

ton-

.p- Motor Cycle, vertical, low built. Longuemare,
trembler, good tyres, footrests, fast and reliable

;

ial; £9.—Sadgrove, 12. Durham Ed-, South Ealing.

UMPH. 1909, perfect condition, very fast. Palmer
ord and rubber studded tvres, large carrier bag,
;ools numbers, etc ; £36.-94, Gloucester Ed., S-W-

p- Bradbury, 1909 model, magneto, new September
last, never used ; owner compelled to sell ma-
accept £33 lOs-—21, Wood Vale, Forest Hill, S-E-

LND New 6h.p. Twin Antoine, never ridden. Chafer
6 frame, handle-bar control, 2-j Palmers, Whittle
accept £26 10s-—59, Barking Ed-, Canning Town-

.p. Twin Eex, cantilever seat, and spring forks,

. good appearance, engine perfect, fast ; photo

;

; £16.—W-, 71, Pox Lane, Palmers Green, London,

p- Chase, except for back tyre, in thoroughly sound
condition, recently overhauled; £18, or near

must sell-—3,656, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

Twin Peugeot, genuine throughout, fast, power-
ful, low built, very smart, new condition, guaran-
erfect ; very cheap, 20 guineas--Eush, Tunbridge

Motor Cycle, in splendid condition. Quadrant en-
gine, 26in. wheels, spring forks; £10, lowest, or
ige approved 6ft- sideboard--9, Wellesley Gardens,

Ball Engine Premier, Eoc, 1909, two speeds, free
engine, spring forks, magneto, butted tube, every-
new ; 30 guineas, or olfer.— Groves, plumber. Lower
iton-

,p- Griffin, Zedel engine, Longuemare carburetter,
new Dnnlop covers, new self-sealing back tube

:

fc offer--Trial at 2, Limes Terrace, Weybridge-
£9-

L- F-N-, 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, just thor-
oughly overhauled, most reliable, starts walking
sacrifice £22- — 17, Keumure Ed-, Mare St.,

ey-

,p- N-S.TJ., 1908, magneto, spring forks, 26 by 2i
Continental tyres, lin. Shamrock belt, excellent

ion; £21 10s.; approval.—Eaglcs and Co., High
cton-

p- Minerva, B- and B- carburetter, footboards, tyres
uncut. Duplex horn. Price's stand, girders, low

powerful, fast, reliable ;» £10—229, Burdett Ed.,
n, E-

CJMPH, 3ih.p-, 1908, perfect order, not ridden
,000 miles; £29 10s-, or nearest; seen by appoint-
-Eoberts, Strathmore, Washington Ed-, Worcester
Surrey-

^^^i>o^<:

I

For 1910,
F.N.

BAT
L.M.C.
BROWN
NORTON
HUMBER
DOUGLAS
PREMIER
BRADBURY
WILKIN SONMOTOSACOCHE
PHELON - MOORE
MATCHLESS
MOTO-REVE
QUADRANT
TRIUMPH
INDIAN
KERRY
N. S. U.
ROC
V.S.

ASK US TO QUOTE YOU.
^ CASH, EXCHANGE, OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

1909 "^^° °^*-^ 1909www j^g^ MOTO-REVES ^^*^

Absolutely brand new and perfect- Fully guaran-
teed. Spring forks, variable pulley, stand, and

carriers
; 39 guinea models.

£31 — Our Price — £31

^
^

il909 THREE
3| h.p. BRADBURYS 1909

Absolutely brand new and perfect.

Standard £46 models'

4B36 — Our Price — £36
Send for our lists of second-hand
motor cycles a.nd accessories, v^e
save you pounds, and IT ONLY COSTS
A HALF-PENNY FOR A POSTCARD.

I, N <s.U.'s N S.U.'s IM.S.U.'s

SPECIFICATION

:

ENGINE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.
IGNITION—Eisemarm for singles ; Bosch for tvyins.

Q FRAMES—Standard, and very low built.

() WHEELS—2ain. and 26in.

^ TYRES—Peter Union 2iin. section to singles, and
ft aiin. to twins.

() CARBURETTER—N.S-U. float feed type.

() BRAKES—Two—Bowdcn band brake rear wheel,

(^ and back-pedalling brake.

^ EXTRAS—Combined stand |- carrier, belt punch,

two oilcans, spanners, screwdrivers, etc.,

repair outfits, plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL—We guarantee fully every machine sold.

PRICES : Deferred
Maker's price- Our price. payments-

3 h-p- .. £37 .. £25 • —
si h.p. . . £40 . . £31 • £33
3|h-p. .. £i2 .. £32 .. £34-
5* h-p. .. £52 .. £37 .. £39

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and
balance in monthly payments of £2.

190S HUIVISERS.
All practbally new models. Fully giiarantecd.

508.—3^ h.p., two-speed magneto, Druid
spring forks, large belt rim and pulley,

Brooks' Bios/4 saddle, Dunlop studded
tjTes, practically new £37

509.—3i h.p., two-speed gear, Dimlop
studded tyres, and perfect, magneto . . £35

IVIAUDES' IVIOtOR IVIARX,
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST. (off Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL ST., HALIFAX.
(See oni othei: ad^i;.)

Ill ansirering ihca

^ Telephone : 552 Maj-fair.

:p advertisemenf,.< if is dei:irable to mention " The Motor Cxjde.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TTAMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and second-
-*--*- hand, gradual payments taken on any machine,
exchanges- — Only address, 5. Heath St-, Hampstead-
Tel-: 2678 P-O-

HAMPSTEAD !£15).-F.X., IJh.p., lightweight, with
spring forks and magneto, cost £35 last year.

HAMPSTEAD.—Humber. 1909. two-speed, almost
new, Druid .^iiriug forks, all accessories and siiares

;

great bargain, £32.

HAMPSTEAD.-2-3h.p. Douglas, magneto, and spring
forks, splendid condition; £28. with accessories;

3ih.p. N-S-U-, £13-

HAMPSTEAD.—Minerva, 2h.p.. good order, £4 15s.;
Humoer, 2h.p.. £4 10s.; Hiuuber, 2Jh.p., splendid

condition. £5 10s. Tel. : 2678, P.O.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Eiley, 3ih.p., H.O.V., all ae
cessories, splendid condition; Himiber, £4; greal

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£23). - 4-cyl. F.N.. 4ih.p., 190£
model, magneto, spring forks, with all accessories

HAMPSTEAD (£25). - E.N., 4-cyl-, 4ih.p., splendid
condition, with all accessories, late model.

HAMPSTEAD (£27). — F.N.. new condition, 4-cyl.;

1908 model, 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, al
accessories.

HAMPSTEAD.—1910 new Triimiphs in stock, Moto
Eeves and F.N.'s at special reduction, latesl

I

models-

HAMPSTEAD.—Sole London and district agents foi

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price

I

trade.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).—Singer, 3h.p., magneto, new
non-skid on back, in splendid order, with acces

scries.

HAMPSTEAD (£17).-F.N. l^h-p. Lightweight, inag-

neto and spring forks, with all new accessories;
• bargain-

HAMPSTEAD i£26).-Genuine 1908 V.S., latest

. model, 5h.p., magneto, and spring forks, all acces-

sories-

HAMPSTEAD.—Are now showing all the leading 1910
machines ; exchanges entertained ; delivery from

' stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 190S
model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-

j
gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumphs, 1910, in .stock; Eesea,
Douglas, Moto-Eeves, F.N-'s, no waiting; gradual

payments taken, five per cent- extra-

HAMPSTEAD C£4 10s.) — 2ih.p. Minerva, Chatei

frame, snecial bargain, guaranteed. Tel. : 267£
P.O. 5, Heath St.

Iih.p. 1909 F-N-. in splendid condition and gjcd goin?

4 order, handle-bar control, and several new spares;

£16, or nearest ofier--E- Geall, jun-, 27, North St-. Hail
sham, Sussex-

1 Q07 Twin Eex, excellent condition, 2iin- tyres, as

LfJ new, Eich's tubes, horn, lamp, toolbag, M- and

B- switch, Dermatine belt; £14-—225, White Horse

Lane, South Norwood-

31 h-p- Antoine. 26 Clinchers, low, powerful hill-

4 climber, spray, vertical, enamel, plating.
_
tyres

everything splendid condition, all accessories ; trial £8

10s.—17, Ford Sq-, E-

1 Q09 Peugeot Lightweight, 2|-3h-p., Bosch gear driven

\-*J magneto. B. and, B. carburetter, h.b.c, \\atawata,

BlOO, little used, smart; £14 10s., bargain.—57, Strath-

blaine Ed-, Clapham Junction-

NEW Chater Frame. 2ih.p. Lurquin and Coudert en-

gine, new E-O.M. tyres, handle-bar control, belt,

lamp, and all spares, new. not ridden 50 miles ;
photo

;

£13.—Bragg, 272, Brixton Ed-, S-W-

Vmr "J Special, 5h-p., and Millford 1907 sidecar, in

g od condition, new rubber studded tyre, and

Peter-Union. Autoclipse lamp, and tools, guaranteed ;
seen

any time; £25.—Pike, Barrossa Terrace, Church St-,

Chelsea.

TEIUMPH, 3h.p.. splendid condition, magneto, B-B-

handle-bar carburetter, Continental and Michelm

tvres, new tubes, lin- Dermatine new, spare cylinder,

piston, valves; £21.-3,607. The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

41-5h-p- F-N- 4-cyl-, with sidebar, not run 900 miles,

2 guaranteed perfect condition, 2i E-O-M- back, Dun-

lop front, both new. £8 worth of spares and accessories;

£40, or offer-—Apply after 5, F. Lambert, 87, Beau-

fort Mansions, Chelsea, S-W-

TEIUMPH, 1909. new June, guaranteed perfect, and

not run more than 500 miles, unpunctured, Cowey
speedometer, new spare tube. belt. plug. lamp, watch,

has been looked after properly: £46, complete.—3,653,

The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

A GENUINE Bargain.—3ih.p- 1909 Triumph, Pahner

cords, Lucas projector and generator. Cowey speed-

ometer, spare belt and tube in leather cases, splendid con-

dition, plating, etc, equal to new: £45, or near ofter;

any examination.—Knight, 4, Creighton Ed., Kilburn.

SINGEE (1907). 3h.p.. single, Eoc two-speed and free

engine, new Dunlon non-skid cover and tube to

baek. new H.B. B. and B. carburetter, magneto, many
spares, latest improvements, accessories, excellent condi-

tion : £30.—For full particulars and trial apply. Outram

solicitor, Haslemere.

-^.^9
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I BARGAIN.— 2ih.i)- Quadrant, torpedo tant. Long-ue-
*- mare carburetter, new handle-burs, IJermatine belt,
sru, Clincher tyres, requires a little repairing; sacrifice
*.-12, Market Sq., Horsham, Sussex-

J-6h.p. Peugeot, twin Roc, tyres new, scarcely used;
" bargain, £30.-59, Crescent Rd., Plumstead. S-E.
909 3h.p. Lincoln FAk, magneto, good as new; JE18-

—J.H., 42, I'ark Ridings, Horn.sey, N.

HRIUMPH, 1909, with Triumph hub clutch, Pahner
L cord tyres, guaranteed in perfect order, -will run
cm 6 t,i 48 miles per hour; price £45; on view by
)pointment. Church End, Finchley.—Write, Box L662,
ke Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C

Q09 Phelon-Moore, with 1910 piston and handle-bar
tf control, practically new, guaranteed perfect, R-O-M.
)u-skid, detachable tyres ; cost complete £55, price with
1 tools, pjpares. and accessories, £40, or £48 with 12
linea Millford sidecar; tliorough test given- — Write,
M., 59, Bexley Rd-, Erith, Kent.

SECTION X.
Gotland.

909 3ih.p- Minerva, accumulator, new last July, abso-'
lutely perfect, run 400 miles; £26, offers—Whit-

ill, Annan.

TRIUMPH, late 1908, as new, not done 60 miles,
latest Mabon clutch fitted, complete tools and

ares; £40, or nearest offer.—Murray, 64, Castlehill Rd.,
rr-

^HE Largest Stock and largest variety.—Rex, V.S.,
M,-,tG-Reve, Excelsior, ]Jouglas, Roc, Minerva, Gnf-

n, Zenith, Indian, Norton. We can supply any other
ike.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lotiiian Rd., E>.in-
irgh.

tEX, 1907, 5hp. twin, accumulator ignition, Longue-
inare. Palmer cord tyres, in good condition, spring

rks, and cantilever seat, speedy and comfortable, in
od condition and running order, spares; £18.—Unwin,
engarnock.

'h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., handle-bar control, 2-iin. Palmer cord
tyres, with spare tubes and spare Shamrock Excel-

ir cover, spare valves, etc ; seen and tried by appoint-
;nt; £33.—Matthew, Hillside House, Corstorphine,
idlothian. Tel.: 44 Corstorphine.

'ND of Season Bargains.—1909 3jh.p. Bradbury, new
-* condition, not run 200 miles, £38; 1908 3Ah-p.
merva, magneto, B. and B. carburetter, perfect "con-
;ion, £20; 2ih.p. F.N., splendid running order, good
•es, etc., £9 ; 2h.p. Ormonde, good order. £7 IO3. •

li.p. Brown, good order, but wants new covers, special
ice £4.-Central Cycle Work.i Peterhead, N-B.

SECTION XL
eland and Isle of Man.
5.h.p- Minerva Mot3r Cycle, splendid condition; £10,
4 or oHers

; approval.—Devine, Feeny, Derry.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
-6h.p. F.N. and Sih-p. Triumph, 1908, perfect ma-
chmes ; £25 each ; no offers-—Percy Maltby, Ilkeston.

'18.—5h.p. Humber, two speeds, free, will climb any-
' thing; bargain; trial.—Write, C.S., 19, Cheiiton
., Balliam.

Ih.p- 4-cyI- F-N-, just been overhauled, footboards,
2 nearly nev/ tyres; bargain, £26.—Henshaw, wheel-
ight, Stockport.

h.p. White and Poppe, three speeds and reverse, single
bucket seat, car bonnet and radiator ; offers wanted.

jOck, Iver Heath, near Usbridge-

1 h.p. Twin Improved Rex Engined Tricar, very fast,
a powerful, tyres as new; bargain, £25, or nearest
er.-172, Firtb Park Rd., Sheflaeld.

•HCENIX Trimo, coach-built, 3i-4ih.p., new belt, good
tyres, non-skid back, splendid condition ; bought

; £15—94, St. Alban's Rd., Watford.

IREAT Bargain.— 6ih.p. Aster Tricar, wheel steering
1 non-skids all wheels, two-speed, fast and reliable-
0, or exchange.—Thorne, Ashtead, Surrey.

ih.p. Raleighette, water-cooled, oar control, coach
2 seat, two speeds, car tyre rear, splendid condi-
n; £26.-68, Wellington Rd. N., Stockport.

EXETTE. 6h.p., open frame, wheel steering, water-
^ looled, two speeds, in perfect condition; offers;
nted. 8 to lOh.p. tricar.—34, Avenue Rd., Grantham.
SHFORD Tricar, 6h.p., 2-oyl. Stevens engine, water-

L. cooled, Chater-Lea fittings throughout; £35.—Par-
ulars, Brme, Carisbrooke, Cheknsford Rd., Woodford,
sex.

ITETTE, 1908, 6h.p., water-cooled, magneto, two
I speeds, handle starting, coach-built, spares, tools;
0.—Gushing, 59, Wellington Rd., Bush Hill Park,
field.

[trST be Sold immediately.—5h.p. twin Rex forecar,
£10

;
two speeds, free engine, chain drive, wioker

eoar, enamelling as new.—Pilkington, Marble Place,
ithport.

h.p. Singer Tricar, latest model, water-cooled, wheel
steering, three speeds forward and reverse, heavy

tyres, Panhard red finish, very fast, in splendid con-
ion

;
cash offers wanted; appointment.—W.S., 15,

3ha Rd., New Cross, S.E.

The Halifax MotorExchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams :

" Perfection."

rgio Rexes'; deliveries from Stock.
Liberal Exchanges.

" F»OF»UUARS."
1909 3i h.p. Magneto REX, shop-soiled £38
1909 3I h.p. TRIUMPH, two-speed, new £42 10
1908 34- h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
3^ h.p. competiiion magneto RjiX, used
by Mr. Jacobs, London £29 10

3|- h.p. competition magneto REX, used
by Mr. O. C. Godfrey £29 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch £24
1908 REX, 3.6 h.p., R.A.C. rating £17 10
1907 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 fit lings. . £27 10
3J- h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks .. £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2lin. Palmers £17 10
1907 3l h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17 10

SPEulAL BARGAI;^.
Twin - cyl. CL£M.;,NT - LzARRARD,

spring forks, fiae Palmers,light weight £9 9
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine . . £10 10
3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
3 h.p. RaLEI^H, spray, vertical .... £12
1906 3J h.p. REX, soring forks, M.O.V. £15 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, H.T. mag. £16 10
4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control, band b. £13 10
4 h.p. ATELIER, spray, spring forks. . £13
3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition .... £1,5

2| h.p. KERRY, light and low, spray . . £9 10
3|h.p. REX, handle-bar control, Amac £7 10
3 h.p. BEESTON HUMBER, spray . . £9 10
3^ h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
zl- h.p. Light ARIEL, low build £8 15
2f h.p. LLOYDS, vertical, spray £6

3J h.p. REX. spray, wants repair ^4 15
Monster list on application.

Cash offers considered.

DE LUXE SIDECARSTal-in. tyres, rm ^
everything of the best, buUt by \n
experts, three-bolt attachment, J^v
26 X 2jin. Clincher A Won tyres.

See our £4 17s. 6d. Sidecar, with art cane
body, before purchasing cheap sidecars.

BRAND NE\A/
1309 REXES. 1309
1909 3|- h.p. Tourist REX £38
1909 3-J h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £50

Compare these with rgio prices.

SIDECAR IVIACHINES.
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, brand new,

cash or exchange Offers

1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1907 Twin Magneto REX £20
1907 5^ h.p. Twin REX. spring forks . . £16 16
7-8h.p: Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

Sidecar, very smart lot JE29

Twin WERNER Lightweight, spg. forks £12 10
5A h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch . . £25 10
6 h.p. Tv\in ANTOINE and Sidecar . . £18 10

EASY PAYMENTS.
^"i DA^I%#M secures a.ny of these.
*»* WWWWI^ Balance 5 /-per week.
2i Ariel £9 5 2 Sarolea ..£60
2* Bradbury ..£6 10 2

-J Kerry £9 10
4 Antoine .. £16 10 .4 Coronet . . £15
3 Humber . . £10 3 Ariel £9 10
3* Rex £10 10 3* Werner. . . . £13 10
2j Lloyd's £7 10 2 Humber . . £8 10
4 Atelier £13 10 3 Bradbury
4 Stevens . . £13 10 2.I Whitley . . £6 15

Push cycles taken in exchange^

5J h.p. REX, spring foxks, fitted £t -fA ^A
with new Sidecar,art cane body, Trill 1 11
2|in. Clincher A Won tyre, fyXy J[yf
special detTchable fittings , . . .

WE HAVEI.H STOCK OVER TWO TONS of Brand
New Perfect Moto Cycle Covers. Be- 1 makes All siz-4B,

17/6 each. New Clincher A Won Coyers 17/6, Tubes
4/11. Accessory List on application Pounds saved,

Apprnyal agai^fl^ cn^li.

NeW CARBURETTERS.
Handle-bar Control Amac, 19/6. Brown and

Barlow, 25/- 1910 Carburetters, 30/- and 32/-
Cash discounts.

1f\f\f\ 1908-g Magneto Machines

UUU wanted for spot cash. Full
• v^ v/ vr trade value given.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
h.p. Zenette, J.A. P. water-cooled tricar for sale,

built body, car tyres, wheel steering, conriit6 __
new, all spares ; trial by appointment

; price £40 -

Poord Rd., i'^olkestone.

BEAUTIFCL But Tricar, 4ih.p., spring franw
feet condition ; fir.st rea.souable oHer

; sen
photo and particulars.—W. BMt, 8, Eeverstonf
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

KEXETTE, lOh.p., twin-eyl., 1907 model, water-.,
tW'O .speeds and reverse, tXrin tyres on back,

lop tyres througnout; open any trial; price £35.-
B. Davis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

6 h.p. Riley Trioax, water-cooled, three speeds ar
verse, liglit blue body, red leather lined, oar

fine climber, too fast for owner ; £45
; pnovo on ai

tion ; ipsi^ection invited.—Benzie, Cowes.

3 Ih.p. Kerry TricaT, chain drive, two speeds anc
2 in periect orde*, new tyres, 4-noie horn;'

lamii and electric tail lamp ; £20 : piioio or trial !

Hooper. 3, College Terrace, Southampton.

Oi'FERS wanted.—5ih.p. Quadrant tricar, wheel
ing. handle .starting, two speeds, chain drive,

as new, splendid condition; sacrifice £22 10s., or n
oCer ; bought larger tricar. — Motorist, 8, M<5s
Paisley.

STRIKING Rex Tricar, 4ih.p., first-rate conditioi
R-O.M. tyre, engine Just re-bushed, body re-pi

motor grey, re-upholstered dark blue, fittings p£38.-"Urite for particulars, Richards, 9. Pairvic^v
Cheltenham.

TJEXETTE 5ih.p. Tricar, spring frame, wateMiX green upholstered, Bowden controlled on st
wheel. Brooks non-skid back tyie, fru-o speeds, goot
dition; particulars; £30, or near ofilers.—A. Beasle
Chessher St.. Hinckley.

TRIUMPH Throughout (not bicycle and lofeca
h.p-, water-ccoled, splendid condition, guars

running order, quantity spares and new spare tyre

;

reasonable offer; any trial-—Henry, Blackb^.y \
West Green, Tottenham.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS
NEW 1909 Rigid Spring Wheel Sidecar (Cn

patent), suit low framed makes; £6.—Dr. I

Epsom.

MONTGOMERY Latest Sidecar, used twice,

smart; price £5 15s.—P. Kiddelsdell, Bo:
Suliolk.

FARRAR'S Halifax Sidecars are sent on apji

guaranteed 12 months; immediate delivery;
any motor cycle.

XTALIFAS Sidecars are superb value; £4 17
-»--. each; equalling others costing double.—Fs
Motorics, Square Rd., H'ifax.

WHOLESALE and Retail manufacturers. — Bs
springs, fittings.—Middleton and Co-, "Watso

Newington Green, London, N.

LATEST Chater-Lea Sidecar, quite new, fit Tri-una

Phelon and Moore; £7; appointment--L- Ste]

91, Tantallon Rd-, Balham, S-W.

SIDECAR, rigid, 24 by 2^ tyre, wicker, npholster
either side, apron, £4 : 8ft- Wnittle inch belt,

tivice, 22s-—Lewis, 23, Arden Rd-, Handsworth.

"I
O Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and built throu

X/^ with genuine Chater-Lea fittings, fit any mac
£6 8s.—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St., Clapham, London, £

THIS year's sidecar, 6h.p. twin Antoine motor i

two-speed gear, and Chater-Lea upholsterect
car, perfect ; £24.—Rose Villa, Leigh Sinton, Malv

HALIFAX.-Forecar, to fit twin Minerva, witii

less front seat, 39s. 6d. ; art cane sidecar,

used ten miles, £4 15s.; new MiUs-Fulford, £5 178.

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, BarnsbuTy_ <

N., begs to inform readers that he is the inv

and sole builder of the protected double-seated sic

illustrated recently in The Motor Cycle. This sit

with tiller steering, is the last word in comfoi

motor cycling. Particulars and prices on applicat:

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
tf> 3.h.p. De Dion-Eadie Trike, two speeds, free ei

/W4 good condition; £11.—Reynolds Bros., L
borough, Leicester.

BOTAL Enfield Tricycle, 2Jh.p. genuine De
wipe, trembler, perfect, large trailer, all tyres j

£15; want De Dion car, type Q.—Kemp. Hewson
i Lincoln.

SINGER Motor Tricycle, for two, tandem pqi

(lady or gent), magneto, all in splendid conai

£10, or exchange to £12 value.-Pairweather, Mill!

Kirkcudbright.

TRAILERS.
TRAILER, Millford, Clinchers, sound condition;

if sold this week.—Grime, Heyes Lane.'Timp

COVENTRY Eagle, seats adult and child, well t

stered, 2in. Clipper tyres, one brand new;

with Lucas acetylene side lamps, and leather aprons-

bought car; accept £3.—Scott, Streetly Wood, 8

Coldfield.

»40 III answering these adveriisements it is desirable io mention "The Motor ,
Cycle."
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QUADCARS.
!NIX Quadcar, 81i.p., twin, almost new tyres, just

rerhauled and thoroughly equipped throughout;

1. £30 cash, i^i immediate sale-—Moldgreen En-
ly ^s'o^ks, Huddersfield-

CARS FOR SALE.
iXER.—15h.p- Darracq., 5-seater, hood, screen, dual

i^gnition, many extras, including Stepney ; £95.

MEK-—24h.p. Mass, 2-seater, racer, low, light,

ist, complete, hood, screen, electric lamps; £155-

MEU.— Ship. Eegal, tonneau, single-cyl., three

peeds, reverse, cardan drive ; very cheap, £35.

MEE.— 12-16h.p. Corre, 5-seater, hood, screen, head
imp, light car, cheap to run; £75.

MEK-— 16-20h.p. De Dietrich landaulet, open or

fcsed body, beautifully upholstered; bargain, £125.

jIEB.—10-15h.p. Panhard -chassis, 4-cyl., four

peeds, jeverse, Krebs, wheel control; £55.

,MER.—7-9h.p. Jackson, racy type, 2-seater, like

lew, pressed steel frame; great bargain, £85.

lAIEE — 24-40h.p. E.I.A.T., Eoi des Beiges, oom-

ilete with hood, screen, splendid car; £175

.MEE.— 12-1 4h. p. Humber, tonneau, 4-oyl., cardan

Irive, raked steering, economical car to run
;
£85

,MEE.—16-20h.p. De Dietrich lorry, 4-cyl., magneto
ignition, 4 speeds, very powerful; £75.

iMEE.— 15-20h.p. Mors, -side entrance, brougham,

honeycomb radiator^ steel frame; £150.

;MEE.— 5h.p. motor boat, seat about 20 persons,

i5ft. long, magneto ignition ; £45.

,MEE —All above seen any time at L. N. Pahner .

.90, Mellison Ed., Tooting. Garage one minute

Q Ed tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone, 208,

bam. Photos, details per return. Easy term

iges.

. Eex Car, cardan drive, excellent condition, good

tyres; trial; £25, bargain.— 20, Potternewton Lane

. Eex, tonneau, seats four, three speeds and re-

rerse, in good condition; £25.-14, Clapham Ed-
in.

I Sale, 4ih.p. De Dion Cai, good running order,

tyres as new ; accept £20.—Apply, Spurgeon, Sible-

.gham.

•p. Smart Gladiator, light car, detachable tonneau,

lamps, new tyres; £44.-14, Zermatt St., Chapel-

Leeds.

DION, Bh.p., L- and B. chassis, detachable tonneau,

two new Kemp.shalls; £65; exchange.— 6, Chalsey

irockley.

. Darracq. detachable tonneau, tyres and mechanism
in fine condition, a non-stop car; £27 lOs-—Sully,
Id Town, Clapham.

i.p.Aster-Eegal, 2-3eater, usual speeds, in good run-

ning order ;
phjto ; £30, or nearest offers.—Fear,

r St., Wells, Somerset.

h.p. Touring Car, with h:od. lamps, screen, ett

must sell; £55, worth £150.—Laundry, 4, Middle-

Id-, Kingsland Ed., N-E.

I. Swift, in excellent crder, two speeds and rever.^e,

2-seater, smart car; must clear; £25, or good bike

-Davis, Barusbury Grove, N.

lLIFAX.— 5ih.p. O-T.A.V. voiturette, lamps, hood,

spares, etc, brand new; £60, usual price 95

as-—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax

lLIFAX.—10-12h.p. 2-cyl. Brush, £39 10s.; 8-10

h.p. 2-cyl. Ford, £32 10s. : any reasonable exchange
iered.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax

a.p. O.T.A.V. Voiturette, Bosch magneto. Cape hcod,

good order ; cost 95 guineas, £40 ; good motor
and cash—P. Eiddelsdell, B,ixford, Suflolk

-12h.p. Toney-Huber, 2 cyls-, cardan drive. Stepney.

haod, lamps, splendid condition; onlr^£60; take

er car part payment-—4, Frances St-, Woolwich-

h.p. Vauxhall, two speeds and reverse, Dunlop tyres

artillery wheels, in good running order; £20, or

mge Triumph motor cycle-—Batohelor, Clarence St..

ston.

h.p- Decauville Car, 4-seater, Samson non-skid; ,

£25, a bargain, or £15 and modern motor -cycle

le and magneto—Box L694, The Motor Cycle Ofaces,

Cudor St-, E-C-

5 DION, genuine, Shp-, type Q-, two speeds and
reverse, screen. Stepney, three new tyres, in daily

bought larger ; must clear ; £49 ; London.—Box
3, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C

i-12h.p. Twin-cyl. 4-seated Clyde Car, with new fold-

ing, lamps, tools, etc-, condition and appear-

equai new ; £55 ; Triumph motor cycle part pay-

t ; any trial given-—W. Else, Leawood, Matlock.

T-A-V- 5ih-p- Voiturette, just re-upholstered and
painted. Cape hood, lamps- extra tyre and acces-

s- neriect condition, ready for the road ; £50, or

offer-—Salway Motor Works, Salway Hill, Woodford
:n-

^NHARD Car, 6h-p., 2-seater, -water-cooled, three

speeds, reverse, electric ignition, artillery wheels,

miatic tyres, wheel steering, good running order: trial

n.—Shackletan. Livingstone House, Bolton Woods,
iford, Yorks.

1910 MODEI.S.
Any make supplied. Let me quote you Cash

or Exchange.

In S-tocU a.-fc Sc|via.t-e Roei.cI.
igro zi h-P- Twin PREMIER 50 Gns.

1909 6 h.p. Twin REX, quite new £36

1909 6 h.p. Twin REX, splendid condition £32

3|h.p. r9o8 IKIUMPH, magneto ignition. . £29

One ditiO, fitted Roc two-speed gear .... £35

zyoft 6 h.p. i<GC, two-speed and clutch . . £30

6 h.p. "i'w.n .N.S.U., magneto, very low £23
; h.p. T ' in N.S.U., magneto, v ry low..

iguo Kn.'s. iJii L.U2LE, clutch, etc

r9o8 Twin REX, magneto, very low

£21

£28

h.p. iS.S.U., magneto, sprmg torks

£25

3-i VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds

1907 Twin HEX, magneto

£17.

£19

£20
4-5 h.p. Twig N.S.U., mag., spring forks .. £21

1908 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. . .

.

£17

3I h.p. GRITZNER, rgoS, magneto ignition u ll u
1 90 8 Magneto KEX, fine condition £18
3,}t h.p. r90b i<.-lX M.O.V'., spring lorks .

.

£13 10
c r-.v x-iir- i^UXE, magneto, clutch ££2

p. i'WIN REX a beauty ^^TTTT'EtE'lO

[ ^1: h.p. REX, M.O.V., spray £10 1

3 t h.p. r907 REX, lovely goer . . . £15 15
"3:^ h.p. low REX, H.B. control £11
6 h.p. Tmn REX, and sidecar £20
6 h.p- N.S.U., magneto, and sidecar £27 ^0

5| h.p. REXETTE. fine machine £24

5-6 h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

1^ 00\^N secures a.ny of these.
,J»^ fc^'t^TTi^ Balances/- per week.
3J h p. Excelsior . . £9 | 2i h.p. Muierva . . £7

2i n.u- Humber. ... £5 I 2t ii.n. ^^levens £5

3J h.p. Rex t9 I 2i h.p. K. and P. £7

3 1 h.p. Dux i9 I h.p. King £8

3I h.p. HLfMBER, 26in. wheels £9

3 h.p. MINERV.-V, low, 26in. wheels £11

1909 "RREIVIIER" IVI a.s'netos.
Absolutely the finest magneto. £3 15s. each.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

FARRAR'S

HALIFAX
sidecar:

CARS FOR SALE.
ECLIPSE.—20-30h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, luxurious

body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

ECLIPSE.— 14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M.O.V., side entrance,

splendid order ; £95.

ECLIPSE.— 12h.p. Aster, 2-cyl., side entrance, pressed

steel. Stepney, hood; absolute bargain, £65-

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel frame,

splendid order; £42 10s.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h.p. J. P., 2-cyl., side entrance, long

chassis, hood, perfect order : £80.

ECLIPSE.— 9-1 Ih. p. Clement, 2-cyI., M.O.V., tonneau,

excellent condition; £57 lOs.

ECLIPSE. — 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,

pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

ECLIPSE.— 10-12h. p. Sores Cab, 4 seats, in splendid

order; £87 10s.

ECLIPSE-— 6h-p- Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, hood, per-

fect order; £38-

ECLIPSE —5ih.p. Beeston Humberette, two speeds,

climbs anything ; £28 10s. — Eclipse Engineering

and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld Ed., Wandsworth. 'Phone,

1135 Putney. -

WOLSELEY. 9h.p-, seats four ; £50, or part exchange.

—86, Farleigh Ed., Stcke Newington, London. N-

"1 /^-12h-p- Beauchet. twin-cyl-/ Panhard gears, three

Xv speeds and reverse, painted and upholstered green,

smart appearance, tyres good condition, splendid running

crder, brass head and side lights, tools, etc :
£45

:
would

exchange high pCwer bike and sidecar.—Fairfield, Newarke

St-, Leicester-

12hp- Minerva, 2-cyl-, smart 2-seater, bucket seats-

three speeds and reverse, wind screen, in splendid

condition throughout, gears and engine perfect, powerful

fast, and silent, all spares, including lamps, spare cover

etc-; £70; accept motor cycle part payment-—Stanley.
43, Southbrook Ed- Lee, S.E.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-

sonal 5s-, inclusive 18s. 6d- per annum-—Bass, in-

surance broker, Ongar.

INSUEE Your Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswell,

insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduced

premiums; fire 2s. 6d- ; accidents to cycle 143 6d.,

third party 7s., theft 9s. 6d., inclusive poUcy 18s.-Please

write for particulars.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
GODFEEY, Applebee, and Micklewood-—We specialise

in overhauling and tuning up all kinds of mot.i

cycles- Eex and Triumphs a speciality- If you cannol

spare the time to bring your machine to our Premises

we will willingly send for it-—Broadway, Mnswell Hill

'Phone, 933 Hornsey-

SITUATIONS WANTED.
CYCLE and Motor Mechanic, good address, seek^

situation, any capacity, travelling or aeroplane con-

struction ; remuneration not the first consideration-—98

Seventh Av-, Manor Park.

ENGINES.

'farr.ars
motor works''

£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres- Guaran-

teed 12 'months- An ideal winter attachment,

quite rigid- Good, stylish, and comfortable- No
sideslip. Beautifully srrung on double C spring-

Approval anywhere. Don't buy till you have seen

ours.

SPECIAU BARGAIMS.
Brown and Barlow 1 9 ro Carburetters, H.B.

control , 7°
"

Amac Carburetters, H.B. control 19/b

Old carburetter accepted m part payment.

Hutchinson Tyres, extra heavy, 26x2 and

2J-, 17/6; 26x2i, 18/6.

Dunlop Tyres, 28x2, 28x2^, wired edge, new,

Montgomery Flexible Sidecar |4 4

3J h-p- Rex engine, M.O.V i^ 1"

M'llls and Fulford Sidecar ................ t* U

Tricar frame, for wheel-steermg, clutch, etc. 50/-

I

Low motor cycle frame, vertical dO/-

Long Handle-bars, plated S /o

Rex Pattern Handle-bars, drop ends ...... t>/b

Sftnd for Price List of Accessories—Pounds Saved.

Clincher Rubber Studded Covers, 29/- each.

Tubes with valve, all sizes. 4/11.

High-Class Machines Wantel. Cash Wailing.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone grg.

5-6hp. Twin Peugeot Engine, with Amac carburettei

fitted, as new; £11—2, Eangsley Ed., Palmer.

Green, N-

2 3 h-p- Humber Engine, carburetter, silencer, good con

4 dition ; £2 lOs.-E. Clarke, Manor Cottage, Milden

hall, Suffolk.

SINGLE-CYL. Water-cooled Engine (3i by 4i). carbur
*

etter, coil, and silencer; £8--Slater, Grafton Place

Huddersfield.

CYLINDEE, J-A-P-, 3-ih-p-, complete with overheat

valves and gear, nearly new; cfiers--Taylor, 1

Smith St-, Watford.

OAS—Osborne four-speed, free engine ptiUey, am
S\) starting handle, complete, perfect crder.-Eead

Four Forks, Bridgwater.

Qh.p. Lincoln Elk Engine and carburetter 50s.
;

als(

llh.p- lightweight Minerva engine, 20s- - 205

Broomfield Ed-, Coventry.

rpHE Osborne 4-speed and Free Engine, dire^^t drive 01

1 all four speeds; starts on hills; no end thrust.-

Osborne, Princess Works, Lincoln.

FAFNIE Engine, 3ih.p., 80 by 80, complete witl

Pafnir twS-spe«d gear, in splendid condition ;£ 1(

lOs.-Peel, 22, Bournemouth Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne

AEIEL Motors.-Motors, Motors, ^Motors. Gce<

workable model ih.p. air and water-cooled petio

motors for experimenting, neat, compact machined set

from 9s. 9d. ; Ust 4d.-Littleover, Dynamo Wks-, Derby-

DE DION M.M.C., Excelsior engines and parts, nei

or second-hand, cash or instalments; IJ to 8h.p.

power increased 2J to 3ih.p-; repairs to all types

Moderate charges; 12 years' Coventry experience.-TL

Eecord Motor Co., Wembley, Middlesex.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a faet—•'are platinum is best for con tact tips.-

Me:edit* G.O.M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

mRLMBLFES for all makes of engines, ^it^
^'.'j

1 pure platinum tips. Is. 3d. each. - Mereditl

(i Oil . Birmingham.

/. an,u,ering tU^advertisements if ^s desiratl, Jo meMion " The Motor CycU: AjI
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910 BRADBURYS

i^6
kadbury 3^

COr^^PLETE £46
e Sive cla.tes for deliveries under penalty.

Deferred Payment Terms.
£16 down and fen monthly payments of £3.

few Standard 1909 £46 Models to clear at £36.

I910 NORTONS.
Ve are Sole London Agents for these. The cheapest
idard model on the market.

\ H.P. 43 srns. 3h H.P.
Book yoTir orders now for early delivery.

)10 PHELON MOORES.
i.p. model £55 2} h.p. model £47 10

erred payments. Earliest deliveries under penalty.

N.S.U.'S —IN STOCK AT BOTH
HALIFAX & LONDON.

i.p £37 £25
i.p.

I.p.

£40 £31
£42 £32

I.p £52 £37

.11 brand new and perfect, and fully guaranteed bj'us.

us have your enquiries. Best allowances given.
. 3I h.p. igog two-speed model, finished French
grey, Druid forks, Dunlop or studded tyres ; a
bargain £37
. 3^ h.p. 1909 two-speed, B105 saddle, padded,
standard specifi^cation, almost new £36

1 fact, all these machines are like new, and guaranteed
y. They have been used for trials and demonstration
poses only. Exchanges entertained. Let us save your
uiries.

cond-hand Barsrains in Halifax Stock.
X, 3i h.p., Bosch magneto, practically new,
tgoS model £28
.ERVA, 2j h.p., cream finish, practically new
t>Tes to both wheels , £12
MILTON, 4 h.p., vertical engine, just over-
aauled and plated £14
.U., 3^ h.p., magneto, Roc two-speed gear,
bandle starting £23
.U., ij h.p., 1908 model, 24in. wheels, low
buUt, very good condition £20
rO-REVE, magneto, spring forks, perfect order £19
[UiVIPH, 3 h.p.. Palmer tyres, magneto ignition £19
VER, 2j h.p., vertical engine, spray, handle-bar
:ontrol £14
;RY Lightweight, aluminium finish, t^vo-

;ylinder. An orphan £14
RKOPP, 2f h.p., low built, grand condition.
First cheque secures £10
lERVA, 4i h.p., low built, handle-bar control,
perfect order £20

., 2 h.p £10 1 MINERVA, 2 h.p. . . £8
MBER, 2 h.p. ..£81 HUMBER, zj h.p. £10
\DRANT, 3h.p. £10 1 SINGER,. .2 h.p. .... £6
RNER, 2 h.p. . . £8 1 BROWN, 2 h.p £7

ave you our Lists by you ?
.ot, you should have. We save you money. Send a
and prove our statements.

lAUDES' MOTOR MART,
Powell Street,

HALIFAX.
jlephone—433. Telegrame—" Petrol, Halifax."

» 136, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Telephone—552 Mayfair.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
K ft Magnetos, high tension, best make ; your coil and
*-f" aocmmilator taken in exchange.—Booth's Motories,
Halifax.

PREMIER Magnetos, brand new, 1909 model, single-
cyl. £3 15s.: twin - cyl., £4 lOs.—Farrar, Square

Ed., Halifax.

JEBRON, Registered 291 - 289. rastly buperior to
platinmn, cures misfiring: best contacts for blades,

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. Jebron has no equal.

JEBRON. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted ; Jehron trimmers,
9d. : Jebron screws fit Bosch maenetcis DA2. DAV.

contact breakers 5a. 5b. 5c. 5s. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Ov^r 10,000 fitted. Try it

JEBRON. King of Contacts, fitted return po.?t free.—
From the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

bert Rd.. Plumstftad. Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hour,<), C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted.

Is. 3d. each.—Williams, 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

CTAA Fullers Midget Plain Coils, 10s. 6d. ; 200
tJXJxJ Fuller Midget trembler o.ils, 17s. 6d- ; libera)

allowance for old coil in part payment.—Booth's Motories,
Halifax.

FULLERS Accumulators, large stock, all sizes; (id
accunmlators taken in exchange; magnetos. 59s.

6d—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

MAGNETO Repairs.—Bosch magnetos repaired in two
days at half makers' prices; work guaranteed; ac-

cumulator ana coil repairs a speciality; Mayfair accu-
mulators. 15 anir.. 10s. 6d. : guaranteed.—Fellows. 49.
Hertford St.. Mayfair.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on ignition ; send your
coils. accumulaicTs. and magnetos to us for over-

hanling and repairs; all work guaranteed; promptness
and di=patch.—The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
Ltd.. Coventry.

TYRES.
MAGNETO Covers, made of special high-class rubber,

warranted not to tear; wet, mud, and oil resist-

ing: 2s. 6d. each; post Id.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Special Heavy Inner Tubes, made of bc-^t

red rubber, will stand speed and the roughest of
liandling.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes ar"! made for the motor cyclist
who wants no trouble.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes are the result of a practical hard
rider of all weathers ; the absolutely best obtaina'ble.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes. 26in. by 2iin., 13s.; 26in. by
2:in.. 13s. 6d. : money returned with pleasure ii

not approved; best quality.—58, George St., Camberwell,
London.

RETHEADING with rubber studs, 12s. 6d-; new
studded covers. 213-; why pay more?—Fox. Suflolk

St.. Birmingham-

LIMITED Quantity Dunlop and Clincher tyres, 17s.

6d. each ; Clincher tubes, 4s. lid- ; all new.—
Booth's Motories, Halifax.

5.000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new Continentals. R-O-M., Palmers, Sham-

rooks; gratifying alliwauces; right place for tyres.—
Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BASTONE.—New rubber studded inotor cycle covers,
26 by 2, wired edge, 17s. 6d. ; beaded edge, 26 by

2, 19s. 6d. ; 26 by 2-i, 20s.; 26 by 2i. 21s.; 28 by 2,

20s. 6d.

BASTONE.—New motor cycle covers, ribbed pattern,
wired edge. 26 by 2, 2i, lis. 6d. ; 26 by 2i, 28 by

2, 2i, 12s. 6d. ; beaded edge. 2s. extra-

BASTONE.—New genuine Peter-Umon steel-studded
non-skid covers, with name on, 24 by 2i;: list

price 54s., my price 30s.

BASTONE.—Genuine Clincher A Won motor cycle
covers, 28 by 2i, B.E. only: 15s. each.

BASTONE. — Tubes, with valves, best quality, and
guaranteed, 26 by 2, 6s. 9d. ; 26 by 2i, 73. ; 26 by

2i, 7s. 6d. ; 28 by 2, 7s.; approval against cash; subjecr
to being unsold.—Bastone, 215 and 217, Pentonville
Rd., lung's Cross, London, N.

LUCKY Farrar.-Bought two tons tyres before rubbf-r

advanced: Clincher covers, 17-s. 6d. ; tubes. 4s. lid.,
all sizes: Continentals and other makes equally cheap.—
Square Ed., Halifax-

REPAIRERS.
"PREMIER Motor Company, Limited, for all repairs-

PEEMIEE Motor Company, Limited, for Antoine
parts-—Aston Rd-. Birminghain.

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc. ; prompt delivery.—
Premier iiotor Company, Limited, Aston Ed-, Bir-

mingham-

COMLPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted: 24s : oldest engines restored to highest ^|

vitality.-Premier M:.tor Company, Limited, Birmingham-
j

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated; irreproach-

'

able work; quotation- free for all repairs.—Premier 1

1

Motor Company, Limited, Aston Ed-. Birmingham. •

ai

^TEMPTATION!
YES, we're open to temptation by offers for

machine in Stock.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
Send your Offers. All Snap Bargains

Brand New 190Q V.S. : good stuff from £48
Brand New iqog N.S.U.'s from £27
1909 TRIUMPH, brand new £45
1909 REX DE LUXE, NEW OFFEI
1909 Twin REX DE LUXE, SOILED .. £49
4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, H.B. control .. £23
MOrO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto, V belt £25
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 £23
TRIUMPH, spring forks, magneto £22
3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, low, long bars .... £18
3i h.p. ARIEL, M.U.V., 26ln. whwls £15
F-N., 2f , vertical, 26in- wheels, magneto. . . . £15
I^EX, 3i, 1906. spring forks, M.O. V £12
4 h.p. CORONET, Roc type frame, 26in.

wheels £14
h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.\'., spr.av, vertical' '.'.

£15
1907 3* QUADRANT, spring firks £16
SINGER, 3 h.p., H.T. magneto, belt drive,

t'P-top £18
1907 si REX, spring forks, low £16 1

ALLDAVS, 2j, 26m. wheels, spring forks £11
REX, ^l, Johri-o'-Groat's model. 22in. frame £9 1

KERRY, 2 J, spray, 26in. wheels £10 1

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, clutch £7 1

2 h.p. HUMBER, good value £6 1
TRIUMPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engine, spray .. £9
MINERVA, 2 h.p., mechanical £8 1
QUADR.-\NT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels £8 1
REX, 1 h.p., long bars, dropped seat £7 1

RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical £7
REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine .... £51
r* h.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 1
TRIUMFH-MINERVA, good order £5 1

SIDECARS^
On APPRO, on receipt o-f Cash.

COMPLETE, with 2jin. tyre
well made and elegant art can«
body, wide mudguard, 3-boli

fastening (MY SPECIALITY)
THEY'RE WORTH DOUBLE.

Most easily detached sidecar on the market.

A IVIARVEL. OF VAUUE.
"BIRDLIP" BEATERS.

EXCHANGES.
1909 Twin REX DELUXE, NEW £51
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, spring forks £15 10

5i h.p. Magneto REX DE LUXE £26
1908 Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, ROM, a flier £15

5i h.p. Twin REX. spring forks £17 17

7-8 h.p. MINERVA, igo8 £27 10

5^ h.p. Twin REX and new Sidecar £18 10

— MISCELLANEOUS. —
The "COLYTE" Head, ght, large separate

generator, MIRROR LENS 19/6
Largest size THREE-NOTE HORN 8/6
1909 B. & B. carb., handle-bar control. . . . 25/-

1909 AM.'VC ,, „ , 19/6
New and Second-hand Accessory List on receipt f

postcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY YOU.

BROWN AND BARLOW and AMAC Carburetters,

with handle-bar control. B. and B., 25/-; Amac,

19/6; 1909 models. Exchanges.
B. & B. 1910 MODEtS In STOCK. AMAC.

DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly
for any machine up to £11 list.

OTHERS, terms on application.

New Design Mirror Lens Headlight, Rushmore
pattern, complete with clip and generator.

19/6 ANOTHER MARVEL OF VALUE. 19/6

BEST TYRES. VALUE.
ALL NE'^, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.

24x2! 13/6; 26x2|-18/6; other sizes T3/6 each.

Send for Lists (free). Exchanges made.

Oompe'fei-tion De-fied.

Collier's Motories,
37, Par-U Ci-oss S-fc.,

(facing town HAL1~)
E^EEOS.

A42 In ansicer'rng these adrertiftpments it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cj/cle.^''
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MEDICAL MOTOR CYCLISTS and the PETROL TAX.
E have been asked on several

occasions by our medical
readers as to whether they

are entitled to a rebate on
the petrol used in their motor
cycles. As is already known,
an amendment to the Finance

Act provides that a medical

practitioner shall be entitled

to a rebate equal to half

the amount of duty paid in respect of petrol consumed

by a motor car while it is used by him for the pur-

poses of his profession. Some medico readers appear

doubtful whether a motor cycle is covered by the

term "motor car," but we have ascertained from the

Inland Revenue authorities that such is the case,

as will be seen from the following letter to The Motor

Cycle from the Controller

:

" In reply to your letter, I am directed by the Board

of Customs and' Excise to inform you that the allow-

ance in respect of motor cars under Sub-clause 4 of

Clause 66 of the Finance Bill applies to any motor

car kept by a duly qualified medical practitioner for

the purpose of his profession, and that by Sub-clause

5 of the clause the exprt-ssion ' motor car ' in Sub-

clause 4 includes a motor bicycle and a motor

tricycle.
" The rebate of half the duty is therefore applicable

to a motor bicycle, and would extend to two motor

cycles."

It may be recalled that the promise of the abovt

mentioned concession was obtained from the Chan
cellor of the Exchequer by the joint deputation repre

senting the medical motorists of the Motor Union anc.

the British Medical Association. It is particularl;

to be hoped that medical motor cyclists have kept al

vouchers for petrol since the duty was first imposed, a

in respect of petrol used during the current year :•

rebate of the full amount of duty paid will b-

obtainable.

THE SUGGESTED CONDITIONS
If the 650 c.c. limit for multi-cylinders in the T.T.

Race as recommended by the Stanley Show meeting

be adopted, only four of the machines which competed

in the 1909 race would be eligible, viz., the Premier

(548 c.c), Scott (585.3 c.c), F.N. (540 c.c), and

N.S.U. (498 c.c)

Twin-cylinder engines of the appended dimensions

come within the recommended cylinder capacity limit

of 650 cubic centimetres:

FOR THE 1910 T.T.
Bore and stroke. No. of cyls. Cylindei capacity

69 X 87 mm. 2 650 C.C.

71 X 82 mm. 2 650 C.C.

73 X 77 mm. 2 644 C.C.

74 X 75 ni™- 2 644 C.C.

75 X 73 mm. 2 644 c.c.

76 X 71 mm. 2 644 c.c.

78 X 68 mm. 2 650 c.c.

80 X 64 mm. 2 640 c.c.

A group ot members who took part in the Motor Cycling Club's Annual " Show Run " to the Salisbury Hotel, Barnet, on the 21st ult.
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Danger Signs in Staffordshire.

The Staffordshire County Council has

reeoived to proceed at once with the

work of danger-posting the county. No
official warning signs have been erected

up to the present.

Worli's Re:ords.

At the meeting of the international

conference of recogniised automobile

clubs, to be held in Paris to-morrow

{Tuesday), the R.A.C. will again bring

forward the question of speed records

with the object of having all such

records recognised as world's records

if automatically and electrically timed.

A Commendalle Example.

The Stockton Eural Council have

•energetically taken up the question of

widening dangerous corners in their dis-

trict, and at their last meeting the

highway surveyor reported that he had
commenced work on three corners at

Redmarshail, Carlton, and Thorpe

Thewles. The fences had been re-

erected farther back, and the earth was

being removed.

A Good Move.

Chicago is the first city to require all

horse-drawn vehicles to carry tail lights

as well as headlights. This is a byelaw

British cyclists and motorists have

exhorted county councils to adopt for

years past, but so far with little success.

It is the more strange, as slow-moving

vehicles are those which are overtaken.

A speedy motor car, which is seldom over-

taken, is required to carry a rear light.

A Three Inch Car Race.

In referring to the possibilities of a

car race in the Isle of Man next year.

The Autocar says :
" The Manx people

want it ; not merely, as some have sug-

gested, the hotel and lodging house

keepers of Douglas and Ramsey, but the

farmers themselves would like a race,

provided it be held in May. September
is inconvenient for them on account of the

harvesting operations." The same journal goes on to

suggest a Three Inch Race for standard pattern

ears. Now should this suggested race be ulti-

mately decided upon and held so early in the year,

it will most probably mean that the motor cycle

T.T. Race will be held during the same week, so

that motor cycle manufacturers who intend corn-

peting would be well advised to lose no time in

preparing their 1910 T.T. racers.

Driving Cattle at Night.

An application from the Kent Automobile Club
to the Kent County Council to make a byelaw
causing persons when driving sheep, cattle, or

horses along the road at night to cany a lighted

lantern, has been refused on the grounds that "the
protection asked for has not been hitherto required
for traffic proceeding at a prudent rate of speed,"
and the Council is not disposed "to impose on
agriculturists a new liability for the benefit of high
speed vehicles." It is a very short-sighted policy
for councils to refuse these applications, and to
imagine that they are made simply in order to
render fast driving at night perfectly safe. It is

the general desire of pedal cyclists, motor cyclists,

and car owners to have a distinctive coloured light
displayed by cattle drovers merely for public
safety, and immediately a motorist noticed one of
these lights he would slow down to a cravrl and
proceed with the utmost caution.

Lamp-lighting Times.

The times to light lamps for

this week are :

6th
8th

10th
13th

4.50 p.m.
4.50 p.m.
4.49 p.m.
4.49 p.m.

French Grand Prix Abandoned.

Those motor cyclists who
usually arrange a cross-

Channel tour about the time

of the big French motor car

races will be disappointed to

learn that the Grand Prix
for 1910 will probably be abandoned.
The French Automobile Club had only

received twelve entries last week, in-

cluding three Roland Pilains, three De
Dion-Boutons, three Benz. and three

Hispano Suizas, but thirty-six was the

minimum number of entries stipulated

on which the race would be orgarired.

To Prevent Overheating of Exhaust Valves.

F. B. Wells, of Royston. has pro-

tected a device for cooling the exhaust
valve. Mr. Wells was the owner of

an engine which persistently over-

heated, so to cure it he made a pul-

sating air valve fitted directly over the
exhaust valve which directed air, on
the suction stroke, straight on to the
head of the valve. This had the effect

of helping considerably to keep the
latter cool, and he was so pleased with
the results that he protected the idea.

The valve will screw into the valve cap
of any engine fitted with mechanically
operated valves arranged side by side,

and in addition to the usual spring it

has an additional outside spring, the
tension of which may be varied to suit

various atmospheric conditions. If this

valve is fitted it is advisable to adjust

the carburetter to give off a slightly

stronger mixture.

75,000 MOTOR CYCLl
The Number of Motor Cycles Registi

!
United Kingdom.

Improvements in Lights

Brooklands Programme for

The Brooklands Automobil
Club has fixed the dates fc

meetings in 1910. The fixture

follow.'' :

Bank Holiday meeting, Ea
day, March 28th.

?^Iid-week meeting, Wednc
Thursday, April 27th and 28t:

Whitsun meeting, Monday,
Week-end meeting, Saturc

18th.

Mid-week meeting, Wednt
Thursday, July 13th and 14t]

Bank Holiday meeting,
August 1st.

Mjid - week meeting, V
October 5th.

The executive has left Se

blank month, owing to the f;

many of the club members ar

their holidays during that
j

addition to the above meet
events will be decided on th(

the British IMotor Cycle Rai

Aeroplane contests are also li

arranged.

The A.C. First Aid Tricar, wliich was
with hose, scaling ladders, life line.

recently pressed into the service ot the Cleetl

and two fire extinguishers. Note the fireman

I^'
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.EY SHOW STATISTICS
YTiCAL Abstract of Motor Cycles

AT the Show.

the Best Magneto Position ?

or Cycles at the Stanley Show.

3 occasion only has the number
cycles exhibited at tli^ Stanley

;ceeded the 1909 figures. That
was the 1903 show, when o76

cles were on view. This year's

3 276, the estimated value being-

Some further instructive

will be found on pages £62-3.

acing Motor Cyclists to Visit U.S.A.

extremely likely that a trio of

t known racing motor cyclists

it the States ere long. C. R.

as already received a communica-
n the interested parties, and he
ed that he is willing to go. We
m the other side of the Atlantic
ly particularly want C. R. and
oilier and Harry Martin to try

:es against the fastest American
relists.

iss-anf. we may mention that we
interesting article in the press
"'American Records and their

" by Arthur G. Chappie, captain
ew York Motor Cycle Club. We
be able to find space for it

;k.

75,000 Motor CycUsts.

The very rapid increase in

the number of motor cycles
registered is apparent from
the particulars published on
page 969. In five years,
53.479 motor cj-cles have been
registered in the United
Kingdom. In 1904 the num-
ber of motor cycles was
21.521; 1905, 34,706; 1906,

45,735; 1Q07, 53.877; 1908,

65,026; 1909. 75.000. The
last - mentioned figures are

made up as follows : England
and Wales, 66,341 motor cycles regis-

tered ; vScotland. 5,296 ; Ireland, 3,363 ;

total, 75,000. The first four sets of

figures were obtained by The Motor Cycle
through the kindness of registration

authorities. The statistics for the last

two years have been compiled by the

R.A.C. Associates Department.

Turbine Engines.

We have in course of preparation a
description and sectional drawings of an
internal combustion petrol turbine de-

signed expressly for use on motor cycles.

An engine in the form of a turbine is

considered by many readers of a
mechanical turn of mind as the motive
power of the future.

The Motor Cycle in Warfare.

In a paper read last Wednesday even-

ing before the members of the R.A.C.
by Captain Cecil Battine, the lecturer

said :
" Motor cycles have so many

virtues of their own that I did not mean
to include them in a talk about motor
vehicles, but I should say that for this

particular pui-pose—the rapid conveyance
of small detachments—they will be in-

valuable, and, of course, for despatch
riding. Few men realise how critical

may be the work of a small party hang-
ing on to some important locality."

tain, Lieutenant, and Engineer are shown in tlie pliotograplis. Tlie tricar is equipped

the smoke helmet. Three firemen can be carried on the level and two up any hill.

New Speed Limits.

A limit of speed to ten miles per
hour has been imposed by the Local
Government Board over a part of Walde-
grave Road, Teddington, Middlesex, as
also portions of London Road, Mitcham,
Surrey.

The Most Popular Type of Motor Cycle.

By referring to the analytical abstract
of all motor cycles at the recent Stanley
Shovv, it is possible to ascertain tlie

specification of the most popular type
of motor bicycle on the market, as
determined by the predominating features
of 1910 patterns. Tlie statistics prove
that the most popular type of motor
bicycle has a single-cj-linder engine,
mechanically operated valves, belt drive,
fixed gear, magneto ignition, rigid
frame, spring forks, and pedalling gear.

New Developments of the Motor Union.

By adding free legal defence to the
benefits already given to motor cyclists

the !Motor Union is certainly offering
unique advantages in return for the
email annual subscription of half a
guinea. The motor cycle section of the
M.U. includes a larger number of

individual and private motor cyclists

than any other organisation, and thi.s

new departure is already largelj- increas-

ing the membership. Under the new
scheme free legal defence is offered to
every member of the motor cycle sec-

tion of the Union, that is in addition

to the legal and other benefits already
offered, but is without further subscrip-

tion. On and after January 1st next
every motor cyclist member of the M.U.
will be entitled to the professional ser-

vices of one of its appointed solicitors

free once during every twelve months,
if such services should be required for

the purpose of defending any charge

brought against him under Section 1

(Common Danger) or Sec. 9 (Speed

Limit) of the Motor Car Act, 1903.

Speed Gears gaining Favour in the States.

Two of the leading American motor cycle manu-

facturers have adopted a two-speed gear and free

engine on their 1910 models. The four-cylmder

Pierce motor bicycle, which is a workmanhke-

looking machine much on the lines of the F.N., is

now fitted with a gear of the slidiiag type mounted

on the bottom bracket, and immediately in front

of the gear, but connected to it, is a multiple disc

clutch. The operation of the change gear and clutch

is combined in one controlling lever, so that the

possibility of any mistake in changing that could

injure the gear is precluded.

The S.M.M.T. and Motor Cyclists.

Among those present at the meeting of the newly

formed Association of Motor Cycle Manufacturers

and Traders at the Agricultural Hall was Mr. S. F.

Edge, who, as all the world knows, is a promment

member of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders, and as such represented that body at the

meeting. It has now been announced that the

Society has offered to form a motor cycle section

on the same lines as the other trades sections, if ifc

is so desired by the motor cycle trade. Tins clearly

indicates that the motor cycling industry is growing

in importance, and that the show question is one

which is at last gaining the serious attention it

deserves.
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Daimler M.C.C.

A whist drive and dance was held at the new Corn Ex-
change, Coventry, on Saturday evening last, a large number
3f members and friends attending.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The smoking social, at which Mr. Van Hooydonk gave a

antern lecture "On the Road" last Saturday evening, was
nuch enjoyed. During the evening the Harlequin Concert

Party rendered selections.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Next Saturday, the 11th inst., the second smoking con-

cert of the winter session will be held at headquarters,

jhe Imperial Hotel. Eight well-known artistes have been
engaged. Mr. J. L. JNorton will read a paper on " Bore and
Stroke in Relation to Speed." It is hoped that as many
nembers as possible will attend accompanied by their friends.

Northamptonshire M.C.C.

.The officials of the Northamptonshire club have arranged
1. really "live" winter programme, comprising six main en-

gagements. Mr. Hart-Davies, holder of the End - to - end
•ecord, is giving a lecture on his excit-

ng experiences in the record run, illus-

rated by lantern slides. Mr. J. Van
Hooydonk has promised a similar talk

)n some of his road experiences with a

Phoenix car. A representative of a mag-
neto firm is coming down to give mem-
Ders an insight into the operations of the

nodern high tension device. The annual
linner will be held, at which the prizes

won by members during last summer
vill be presented, and the chairman of

:he club, Mr. B. H. Davies, is giving

% couple of talks, one upon the exhibits

it the recent Stanley Show, and the

>ther upon some rudiments in the

iesign of aeroplanes, illustrated

models of famous flying machines.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

^Members and friends are reminded
ilrat the annual smoking concert and
jresentation of prizes will be held in

:he Royal Hotel on Wednesday next. Mr. Shaw will pre-

side. A splendid programme of music has been arranged.

Surrey M.C.C.

The first of a series of winter social evenings was held at

the Anchor Hotel, Ripley, on Wednesday last. Mr. Bibble,

:he proprietor, served an excellent supper quite worthy of

;he fame of this old cycling day house.

Shropsliire M.C.C.

The above club held a hill-climb to decide the holder of the

silver cup presented by competitors and officials in this year's

?ix days' trials. The hill ciiosen was one of easy gradient, at

Longville, near Shrewsbury, so as to give low-powered

maohines a chance on formula. The horse-power was decided on

ihe formula- of the Coventry and Warwickshire Club. The
surface of the hill was greasy, being of limestone and over-

shadowed by trees. The following are the results :

3rder on Order
'ormiila. Rider and machine.

1. Paipert May (3^ h.p. Triumph), 85 X 88
H. G. Potts (3i h.p. Triumph), 84 x 86

by

FUTURE EVENTS.

8.—Western District M.C. Club Supper
and Presentation ot Prizes.

9.—Essex M.C. Paper on "Novelties at
the Stanley Show," by H. G.
Cove.

Second
Distri-

II

9.—Nottingham and District
Annual Dinner and Prize
bution.

9.—Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
Sixth Annual Dinner.

M.C.C. Annual Dinner and Distribu-
tion of Prizes at the Trocadero
Restaurant.

II.—Birmingham M.C.C. Smoking Con-
cert, and Paper by J. L. Norton.

II.—Walthamstow Run to Thornwood,
near Epping.

on time

... 5

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

... 1

.R. Shaw (3i h.p. J.A.P.), 85x76 4

A. L. Ommanney (3^ h.p. Speed King-Rex), 82 X 89 2

Capt. Blockiey (3^ h.p. Triumph), 84 x 86 6

S. W. Mosfi m h.p. Triumph), 84 x 86 7

J. A. Pavne (3^ h.p. Triumph), 84 x 86 8

J. Bailey \^ h.p. Triumph), 84 X 86 ... 9

G. Morgan (3^ h.p. Rex), 82x89 10

G. G. Ommanney (5 h.p. Rex^, 76 x 80 3

A. G. Benham (3^ h.p. N.S.U.), 80 x 80 11

Leith M.C.

This newly formed club held its first annual supper and
smoking concert in the Commercial Hotel, Leith, on Wednes-
day evening last, about sixty members and friends being
present. A very enjoyable evening was spent.

Motor Cycling Club.

Members are reminded that the eighth annual dinner will

take place at the Trocadero on Saturday next, the 11th inst.,

at 6.30 p.m. Tickets, 7s. 6d. each, must be purchased before-

hand, and members who have not already communicated with
the hon. secretary should do so immediately.

Hartlepool and District M.C.C.

jNIembers and friends to the number of 120 held a most
enjoyable whist drive and dance at their headquarters, the

Grand Hotel, on Wednesdaj- last. Afterwards the prizes

won by club members in competition during 1909 were pre-

sented to the respective winners.

ShefTield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

At a general meeting of the above club held on Thursday,
November 25th, it was decided not to

affiliate to either the M.U. or the A.C.U.
for the coming vear. The club recog-

nises, however, that both theee bodies
do good work, but at the same time
considers the amount paid in affiliation

fees too much for the benefits received.

The club is of the opinion that could
either of these bodies see clear to fix

a capitation fee per club of, eay, £3 3s.,

or £4 4s., the scheme would prove
a thorough success. Will members and
friends please note that the sixth annual
dinner has been postponed until Thurs-
day next, the 9th inst.?

York County M.C.C.

The general meeting will be held at

headquarters. Grand Central Hotel,
Leeds, on Friday next, at 8 p.m. It

is hoped that all members will make
an effort to be present. The committee
will be only too pleased to receive and

consider suggestions as to new competitions and runs.

Walthamstow M.C.

The annual dinner was held on Saturday last at 6.30 p.m.
at the City Arms Restaurant, St. Mary Axe, E.C. The
toasts of "The King," "The Queen," and "The Royal
Family," were proposed by the chairman, Mr. L. Stanley
Johnson. " The Club " was proposed by the Chairman,
and responded to by the honorary secretary, Mr. J. W. Per-

cival. The toast of " The A.C.U. and the R.A.C." was
proposed by Mr. G. West and responded to by Mr. F.

Straight. A very full programme of music Avas provided.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

At the Corporation Hotel, Middlesbrough, on Wednesday
evening last, a most instructive lecture was listened to by an
audience numbering between sixty and seventy. The subject

was " Magneto Ignition," and the lecturer was Mr. A. E.

Bennett, of the Bosch Magneto Co., London. Mr. Bennett
handled the subject in his usual masterly manner, answering
the many intelligent and interesting questions put to him at

the close of his lecture with great regard for details. The
chair was occupied by Mr. Trusson, who is himself an
authority on magnetos. Mr. Blincoe manipulated the lantern

and slides in a satisfactory manner, and the pictures shown
on the screen were a great feature of the lecture.

The next lecture of the series is to be given on Wednesday
next, the 8th inst., by Mr. W. A. Duchars ; subject, "The
Isle of Man, Tourist Trophy Week, 1909," illustrated with
two hundred lantern views of the island.

r^B
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The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

THE old question of adequate representation on

the go\'erning committee of the Auto Cycle

Union has cropped up again in the form of a

communication from a Midland motor cyclist,

which we publish elsewhere in this issue. As

we have repeatedly pointed out, provincial clubs are

apt to think that _the London representatives have

matters very much their own wr^v pt .onnni ^--t.^r--—

an impression that is not confined solely to the govern-

ino- body of the pastime of motor cycling, but to ail

other governing bodies of sports. If the matter be

carefully considered, it ^^A\\ be obvious to anyone that

London, owing to its immense population and_ the

larue number of motor cyclists who reside withui

twenty-five miles radius of Charing Cross, must

possess a majority at most of the meetmgs. ihere

are onlv two districts in England which approach to

any degree the population of London, viz., Lancashire

and Yorkshire. It was at our suggestion that the

Auto Cvcle- Union some time ago decided to hold one

-or two "council meetings in the provinces, and one

most successful meeting was held at Leamington, it

was largelv attended, and, as far as we could gathei"

from personal observation, the representatives o

London^clubs and pri\-ate members of -the A.C U. did

not predominate, and we do not think that the pro-

vincial members were in any way out-voted.

At the same time, there is a good deal to be saiU

for our correspondent's arguments, and it is a ver}

great question whether a large percentage ot ''le pro-

vincial clubs which are entitled to be represented at the

meetings do actually send delegates. Unless a dele-

gate happens to be visiting London for other purpose.

it is a tedious journey from the North Midlands g

Manchester "to attend a meeting which lasts perhap

only a couple of hours. The Auto Cycle Unio

would perhaps do well' to consider Avhether _it wouJ

not be advisable and materially strengthen its hanc

if it were to hold one or two more council" meeting

in the provinces between now and the opening of ne:

year's competitions.
rr,- , a ^ ,\

We hear that a good many clubs afhliated to tl

A C U are inclined to think that they do not recel^

sufficient return for their affiliation fees. Just wh,

they expect we have not yet been able to ascertai

precisely, but one of the complaints seems to be th

nearly all the competitions are held in London <

commence and finish in town. Now those who cor

plain on this score' either never heard or have forgott<

that the Auto Cycle Union -attempted some time aj

to organise some provincial competitions, which_ t€

very flat • The country was divided mto section

and the clubs in each were asked to orgamse^ a re

ability trial. - Those who proved successful in.th(

centre competition were to meet afterwards in a coi

bined trial to prove the winners. We thmk t

organisation of these events ^^'^s left too murh

the provincial club secretaries, and the A.C.U. ci

not render sufficient assistance to make the compe

tions an assured success. Anyway, from the st:

thev were verv .poorly supported, and we tailed to s

the^lames of manv of those who had previously co

plained that there were no events held m thi

district, and had urged the A C.U. to hold provmc

competitions. Of course, wherever_ it is decided

hold a big competition it is not sufficient to circular

the local clubs and ask them to orgamse a trial

other event—in other words, to take the credit and
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htTs do most of- the work. It seems to us that.

order to produce an unqualified success, it would
; almost necessary for the members of the organising

)dv. whichever bod\ that might be, to temporarily take

) their residence in the district in order to work up
e event properly. This would be a costly

"oceeding, and one which we do not think the A.C.U.
the present state of its finances could undertake.

We have been particularly requested to publish our

)rrespondent's grumble, because he assures us that

ere is a consideralde amount of dissatisfaction in

his club and other clubs with respect to tins matter,

and he has not yet seen any expressirm of opinion

regarding it. He thiiT.ks that if club officials in

various parts of the country would state their views

in our pages the position of the A.C.U. would be

considerably strengthened, because the state of feel-

ing that he says exists would be fonsideraljly

emphasised, and such alterations would take place

in the conduct of the Auto Cycle Union that by next

year its membership, particularly that whif-h it gains

from afliliated clubs, would be considerablv increased.

PASSENGER TANDEM ATTACHMENTS.
PROPOS of a leaderette which was published

some weeks '^ ago on " The Use of the Carrier,''

and various enquiries in TJie Motor Cycle

regarding passenger attachments and the best

ode of carrying a passenger, Mr. W. Williams gives

e following account of his experience during the past

'O )'ears with a tandem attachment :

." During the whole of 1908 I used a twin-cylinder

otor bicycle and a sidecar. On the various merits

id demerits of such a combination I do not propose

touch, but merely to place before your many
idently interested rea.ders an idea which, although not

;w, has not been accepted as within the range .of

iramercial practicability.

All this year 1 have carried a passenger on an exten-

3n of the original fram.e. My passenger is a lady,

10 wears a divided skirt, which gives no suggestion of

oomers, and attracts no attention when walking or

ding. Our combined weight is about twenty-one

Dnes, although the machine has carried much heavier

sights. It has been ridden on wet and dusty roads,

1 wet tramlines, and wood and granite sets, and has

;ver shown any more tendency to side-slip with the

issenger -than without ; it has not been ridden on
eas)- asphalt. The passenger finds she suffers some-
lat more jolting on the bicvcle when travelling on a

id road than she does when seated in the sidecar
;

it it is no worse for her than the driver. With regard
wind and wet, the bicycle is preferred to the sidecar.

requires a little more care to negotiate corners with

e motor bicycle and passenger than without, but
irtainly less than with a sidecar, and it can take anv
ain-road hill at twenty and an ordinarv rise at thirtv

lies an hour. Tyres and belts last longer ; and. most
iportant of all, it can be simply wheeled out of the

}use and ridden away without any tinkering in the
tad with couplings. On the straight the steering is

rproved, and there is less bounce in' the back wheel.
have a Mabon free-engine clutch, whirh enables us
start easily from a standstill. The attachment may

! removed in a few minutes by undoing five nuts—one
the front seat lug, one each side of the rear seat

g, and one each end of the back wheel spindle,
n some machines this last can be done without alter-

g the rear wheel adjustments, and on nil if one nut
a time is removed. The spring footbcnrcs can be
moved by unscrewing four nuts and bolts to c.ich,

Jt I find it is an advantage for solo riding to retain
em; they are home-made, being deal boards 3^111.

ick, hinged at one end and supported on half an old
,lve spring. The legs of the S.N. P. stand are nlaced
1 the chain stays under the footboards. The registra-

Dn number plate is fixed to the mudguard by small

bolts and nuts, and the box of tools and spares is placed
on a front handle-bar carrier; also waterproofs, etc.

Attached to the carrier— in fact, -built into it— is an
extra lamp-bracket, so that two lamps can be carried,

and the rear seat-pillar telescopes into the horizontal

top tube. In order to show the frame. I have remove-d
the covering whirh encloses the upper half of the

driving wheel ; this is made of oilcloth enamelled black,

and prevents the passenger's skirt from blowing into

the wheel, belt, etc. In actual practice none of these

'^^^s^-^j-^-V^

A rear tandem attachment favoured by a reader, who describes his

experiences with it in the accompanying article.

apparent obstructions really hinder the repair of punc-
tures in the back wheel tyre, or the fitting or removal
of tiie driving belt.

One other point makes my machine interesting—the

front wheel stand. It is designed solely with the

object of facilitating the repair of the tvi'e. Modus
opera ndi : Place the machine on the rear stand as

usual, then remove one nut and bolt frojn the forward
end of the front mudguard, loosen the nuts on the front

wheel spindle, raise the front wheel by grasping the

rim and tyre, and the stand will fall into position.

The base of the stand is 6in. wide, so there is plenty

of room to manipulate a 2^ in. tyre.

The total cost of these alterations and additions to

my machine was only 47s., and I can only say that the

money as far as I am concerned has been well spent."
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MORGAN'S INTERNAL COMBUSTION TURBINE.
T is generally admitted among engineers that the

ideal form of engine, particularly for the
propulsion of motor vehicles, is the turbine.
All the most up-to-date and powerful sea-

going vessels, many electric and other power stations,
3tc., are now equipped with steam turbine engines in
preference to those of the reciprocating type, and we
•ecently read in an engineering paper that experiments
were being made with the turbine type of engine on
railway locomotives. As far as petroL turbine engines
are concerned, none of them have as yet given satis-

faction, but motor engineers agree that when the
internal combustion turbine becomes possible it will
be the ideal form of motor, particularly on account of
its even turning movement, which enables the parts of
the transmission and other mechanical details to be
made lighter, thereby reducing the total weight of the
vehicle. A particularly clever design, drawings of

;vhich are reproduced herewith,- has been submitted to
.IS by the inventor, Mr.
R. E. Morgan, 60, St.

Oswald's Road, Small
Heath, Birmingham, who
.nforms us that the small

nternal combustion turbine

las been his special study
"or some time, and he has
low evolved a design which
le is confident could be
nade to give good results.

kVe should like to point

)ut that this engine has
lot yet been constructed,

md therefore a good many
Doints which appear correct

)n paper may not result in

perfection in the actual

vorking of the engine, but

yir. Morgan tells us that

lis idea is to adapt this

urbine to a motor cycle, and
lri\-e the machine either by
jelt or chain, for which
)rovision has been made bv

Lttaching a pulley to the end ^- Cylinder valves

)f the rotor portion of the mechanism. It will be noticed

hat the outer case remains stationary, and the internal

lortion, consisting of the air pump, etc., revolves. If

here is any point which would be likely to give trouble

ve think it is the great heat generated by the com-
mstion of the gas. This has also struck the inventor

IS a probable source of derangement ; it is for this

'eason that he has introduced a water^cooling system,

vhich is explained in the following text. Wherever a

vater-cooling system is employed it means added bulk

tnd weight, and it is therefore a disadvantage ; but

he inventor Riinks a small quantity of water in a

separate tank "would serve to cool the engine for a

ong time. No condensation of the Avater is sug-

gested, as after mingling with the exhaust gases it

rould probably be muddy and unsuitable for further

ise. Despite this objection, we are of the opinion

hat the internal-combustion turbine is a subject of

lUch an interesting nature that no apology is needed

or the reproduction of the drawings in these columns.

An engine on similar lines, but with two pumping
cylinders, and so arranged that both petrol and water
are fed into one end of the spindle, has been designed
for motor cars. By introducing petrol and water on
one side, instead. of on opposite sides as in the case
of the motor cycle engine, the designer is enabled to
allow a shaft to protrude from the other side, to
which could be coupled the usual form of propeller-
shaft and gear employed on cars. We understand" that
a drawing and description of this latter will be pub-
lished very shortly in The Autocar.
The turbine consists of a drum A which revolves

on a spindle B. The spindle is provided with an
eccentric C in the middle, and is rigidly mounted
between two side plates D and D^. These side plates
are bolted to a casing E, which has on its periphery
external cooling fins and internal inclined vanes. The
drum A, which is in halves and bolted together, has
the interior constructed in the form of a cylinder with

A. Drum.
B. Spindle.
C. Ecrentric.
D. bi. Side plates.
E. Casing.

Sectional Elevation and End View of Morgan's Internal Combustion Turbine.

H. Piston valves. O. Sparking plugs. U. Split rings.

J. Air openings. P. Exhaust outlets. V. Screws.
K. Air chambers. Q. Water tube. X. Engine pulley.

L. Burners. R. Water leads. The air inlets and exhaust
M. Petrol tube. S. „ „ outlets in casing D are letter-

N. Petrol leads. T. Lever and throttle plate. ed in drawings on next page

valves' F F at each end. A double ended piston with

valves H at each end reciprocates in the cylinder and

when the drum is rotated^ the eccentric C acting

alternately on rollers placed in the piston, moves the

piston from one end of the cylinder to the other. Thus
the interior of the drum is in the form of a double

air pump, air being compressed at one end while it is

induced at the other. The air is drawn in through

several holes in the side plate D, and openings J

in the side of the drum, and is pumped into chambers

K, whence it escapes through burners L by means of

fine inclined holes meeting over the central hole's of the

burners. These jets of air induce petrol to flow from

an external tank into the burners through a tube M,
hollow spindle B, and holes N drilled in the frame-

work of the drum. The junction at the burners of air

under pressure and petrol immediately produces a fine

spray, as in a scent spraying apparatus, which, ignited

by means of sparking plugs O, produces a large

quantity of gas at high temperature and pressure, and

A9
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Morgan's Internal Combustion Turbine.

—

it is this pressure, reacting from the vanes, which

causes the drum to revolve. The exhaust gases escape

through slots P in the rim of the drum into the interior

and out through holes Z in the side plate D^ on the

opposite side to that from which the non-carburetted

air is drawn. Thus the exhaust gases cannot be used

over again. As soon as the pressure of the first charge

is reduced other succeeding charges are pumped
through the burners, and at a certain minimum speed

the heat of the first charge ignites the subsequent

charges, so that there is a continuous explosion in the

=533 .
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T, which can be adjusted to give the exact quantity o
air to suit varying conditions. Leakage of gases betvveer

the side plates and the drum is prevented by the split

rings U, which expand outwards on to the side plates

and are pressed gently inwards, by sniall springs. The
rings U are prevented from revolving with the druir

by the screws V, which are placed alternately witl

the springs round the side plates. The transmissioi

can, of course, be by chain, gear, or belt, a pulle)

X for V belt being shown in the drawings.
The turbine is designed to be as large as the cycl

frame permits (say about i2in. diameter), so that the

(D

p

u

u
Mj i—iii4

D.

Double-ended •

Piston,

ide plates. J, Air openiigs. P. Exhaust outlets. Q. Water tube. T. Lever and throttle plate. V. Screws. X; Pulley. Y. Air inlets. Z. Final exhaust outlets,

Elevation of Complete Turbine,
Inlet Side.

End View,
with Outer Casing removed.

Elevation ot complete Turbine,
Exhaust Side.

form of a Buiisen flame at each burner. It is, there-

fore, possible after the initial start to dispense with

the use of the sparking plugs. The heat developed at

each burner is xery great, and as an aid to the cooling

effect water is fed into the hollow spindle by means
of a tube K, and sprayed on to the vanes of the outer

casing through the rim of the drum by holes R and
tubes S. The action of the water sprays is by centri-

fugal force. The steam generated escapes with the

exhaust through the side plate Dj^^. The air inlet in the

side plate D is controlled by a lever and throttle plate

>^

A NOVEL
FROM J. T. Bradford, 11, Rugby Street, Colne,

Lanes., comes a sketch and particulars of

a patent piston ring Avhich, he informs us,
'

gives most excellent results. It will be

noticed that it is ^ „__„
different in shape iaM^^^^^<W^<^-^^W^^<^^"

from the usual pis-

ton ring, being the

same thickness all

the way romid, and
tapered in the form
show'n in the

sketch. The piston

groove is corre-

spondingly turned

to suit the taper

on the ring, so that

when the latter is

inserted in the

groove it stands

above the top of

the piston to some
small extent. The Bradford's Patent Piston Ring-

moment of the explosive forces about the shaft would
be fairly big. The pumping cylinder would then havt:

a bore of 3 ^4 in.

The advantages claimed by the inventor are: i.

Continuous impulses to the revolving drum. 2. Valves

not subjected to the direct heat of combustion. 3.

The only reciprocating movement that of a light piston.

4. Comparative silence, due to large exhaust outlets.

5 Neat appearance. 6. Electric ignition only used
for starting. 7. Not affected by carbon deposits;

8. Fewer accessories needed.

PISTON RING.
idea of making the ring in this, way is that when
the force of the explosion strikes the top of the pistoi^

it expands the ring against the cylinder walls "^nd

improves the compression. The patentee inform.'^

us that a machine was fitted with a piston and ring

of this design, and its hill-climbing powers were
much improved by the tendency which the ring ha.«

to keep the compression perfect. In the case of ar

ordinary shaped ring, when w-ear takes place the gas

escapes between the back of the ring _ and the

groove of the piston, and there is nothing to prevent

a worn ring from floating in the groove, and sc

allowing the gas to escape. If the sectional drawing
of Mr. Bradford's patent ring be carefully examined
it will be noticed that when explosion aiid expansior

take place the ring is not only forced against the

cylinder walls, but is also jammed against the bottom
of the groove in the piston, thereby, it is claimed,

. forming a gastight joint ^-in. wide.

The patentee is anxious to get some firm to exploit

this ring, which, judging by an examination of the

sketch and particulars, certainly seems to have some
claim to both novelty and improvement.

AIO
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AMONG THE HEAVY BRIGADE.
1

By B. H. DAVIES.

HUNDREDS of country riders who went to
Islington examined the Indian twins to discover'

if they could why our standard twins are usually

heavier than the Indian roadsters. 1 dare say

most of them soh'eil the questioai, as Wells had pro-

vided a cut open engine for our edification. I noticed
several points which solve the question of its compara-
tive light weight and successiofl of victories. What-
ever objections faddists may bring against the chain
drive in prolonged knockabout use, it is no doubt frac-

tionally more efficient than the belt, when both are

new. Then the Indian is sO' lightly built throughout
that most, if not all, our standard roadsters are giving

away a lot of weight when they take it on without-

stripping ; as far as weight goes, matters are only

evened up when, for instance, a specially light hill-

climbing model, with small tank, cramped frame, and
light fittings takes it on. This difference may not
count foT much on the track, but it is expressible in

seconds at every hill-climb. The Indian is abnormally
powerful (I mean in point of durability just now) in

proportion to its weight, e.g., if you saw one of its

frame tubes in half, you everywhere find a cross web
stiffening the circular section; but I think our makers
are quite right in retaining slightly more weight as

standard for powerful roadster twins ; the benefit is

not apparent when the machine is new, and is a handi-

cap in racing work, but it v/ill work out well in the

long run, as the various metal portions get "tired."

Chain drive and low weight are already all to the

good.

Some Good Points in Design.

Then the compound leverage of the ^'alve gear is

a good point. I contrast it with a big heavy twin I owned
a year or twO' back, and the contrast is that between
an Arab barb and a brewery drayhorse

;
you can

generally differentiate the best engines at any show by

a critical examination of their valve gear, and here

the Indian is at least as good as the best. It does its

work with an irreducible minimum of friction, and yet

the timing can be correct to a hair. That is a third

point—O'Ue of the biggest. The mo\'ing parts of the

engine are also exceptionally light—the most casual

observer must note the compact neatness and ethereal

proportions of the power unit, yet its prolonged speed

in long distance records shows that the material is

right. If the Indian had not performed wonders in

sho'rt and long distance racing work, I should have

doubted its lasting powers ; but the racing test is the

test pcbr excetUnce ; and it is here that it has shone

most brilliantly. As a complete specification, it must

give technicians and metallurgists furiously to think.

One thing strikes one as strange, and that is the

28in. wheels. English makers abandoned 28in. wheels

a few years ago, sacrificing some small amount of

comfoTt and tyre longevity for a low saddle position.

The Indian reminds us that it is possible to combine
all three desiderata. I have only a single fault to find

with it, and that is the rather narrow clearance

between guards and wheels, which suggests mud
choking in heavy weather. I guess the Yankee roads

are so bad when it rains that riders stop indoors ; we
don't over here. Seen and heard on the road, the

almost silent exhaust and chain swish add tO' the

impression of graceful motion. Wells, as usual, has

got a good thing.

The Hero of the T.T. Race.

The Matchless twin, as one of the Indian's most

. dangerous enemies, must come next. I saluted the

T.T. hero with renewed respect, and noticed that the

wily Collier had so swathed the vulnerable portions

of his magneto in insulating tape and some sort of

cement (apparently) that it would spark in a bucket of

water. A casual eye may see no external sign of

brains in the Matchless—may fancy its power and

cunning are all beneath the skin. But if a detailed

examination be made, it stands out as a smooth, com-

pact class mount, as far ahead of the average bulgy,

lumpish, bristling, assembled twin as the magneto is

ahead of the battery and coil. I should like the twin

Bat, splendid machine as it is, even better if its

engine-shafts and pulleys permitted of those really

small adjustments of the engine pulley which are

essential under certain emergencies, and I must say I

prefer belt rim brakes in lieu of external bands. But

class was written in capital letters over every machine

on the stand. Ruthless of hills, disdainful of rough

roads, greedy of speed, paragons of reliability, these

machines are among the few absolute bests. Xo
machine owning a J. A. P. engine could ever be

inferior, and the Bat frame and fittings are fully worthy

of the engine. Their fore and aft springing and

the magneto drive and position are amongst their

best specialities.

An End=lo=end Record Holder.

The V.S. twins, under their former name, are old

favourites of mine, but I must admit I am somewhat

prejudiced against the a.o.i.v., and unless I am
mightily mistaken m.o.i.v. will be as universal on twins

as it is on singles, ere long. Generally speaking, V.S.

machines are splendid ; the T.T. model is as light and

elegant as anything on the road, and much handsomer

in my eyes than most. The Truffault spring fork is

second to none,, and the two-speed hub has a long and

honourable record. If it is not too trivial to applaud

mere detail. I should say the V.S. has one of the, if

not the, best exhaust valve-lifters on the market. On
a long ride it is excessively fatiguing to the fipgers

to operate the usual 4in. lever against a couple of stiff

valve springs, and the V.S. has a sound mechanical

leverage obtained by a i5in. steel arm. Personally.

All
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mong the Heavy Brigade.—

like a pedal valve-litter on twins, as one seldom needs

: save when descending long grades. I have used

jch a device with great satisfaction, adjusted to cut

ut the rear cylinder separately so long as the toe

ressure is light, and this renders a racing twin capable

f quite slow speeds in traffic. I think makers of twins

light profitably employ this tip.

Fire=eating Twins.
Amongst fire-eaters, the Rex twins with sporting

lubmen up have nearly always provided the ascent

f the day at every big hill-climb. I'he sight of these

peedy machines hurtling their riders up our most

?rrifying hills at over fift\ miles an hour is a spectacle

ever to be forgotten. The Rex improvements ha\-e

lostly been described in previous issues, but its lubri-

ation system deserves fresh mention. The grey Speed

Ling twins will be amongst the most popular speed

lounts of the year, and there is scarcely a detail on

ny of the models which has not received ingenious

ttention. In particular the spring fork fitted to the

eavier standard touring models is a long way better

lan former patterns, and I was pleased to see the

omfortable rear springing had been retained. The
ractical sidecar attachment l)olts will be greatly

ppreciated by those who intend to use a Rex twin tor

assenger work, and the makers are to be congratulated

n their enterprise in making a sidecar to suit their

wn machine. Judging by mv examination of the Rex
wins, I predict that a far larger number of these

lachines will be seen on the roads than ever before.

The new Brown looks a mover, and we may expect

3 see Brice showing us its climbing and other qualities

1 the bisr events next vear. The Clvno is notable for

liree good points—an excellent first appearance for a

ew make— viz., smart telescopic two-legged stand,

•ire brake connection to belt-rim shoe, and an excel-

?nt magneto position.

Suburban Sportsmen ^A^ith a Thirst for Speed.
The X.L.G. twins are imposin.g semi-racing mounts

—just the firm to satisfy a suburban sportsman with

deas of his own and a thirst for speed ; this firm ranks

moncr the half-dozen who reallv know how to tune an

engine. The Premier twin may prove to be the sole

prophet of future practice ; it has already, perhaps,
been belauded more than is good for the young, but
not as much as it deserves to l)e. The N.S.U. twins
retain their old ilcsign. with an almost horizontal front

cylinder, admitting the maximum of cooling draught
to the rear c\ linder. 'In particular they cater efificiently

for all types of passenger work, and they staged one
of the few medium-powered twin-cylinder tourists in

the Show... The Norton is suppose(.l to be a twin with
engine secrets, and I^ should like to see it out in next

year's T.T. Race; it is a genuine goer. One or two
other twins figure on the smaller stands, among which
the A.S.L. with its spring frame is a notable and
original t_\pe.

The Four=cylinder Models.
The F.X. has managed to exorcise the few remaining

sources of trouble ; the lubrication is further improved,
and the plugs are now set in the side of the cylinder

heads, out of oil's way. The carburetter is probably
the best attempt at a truly variable choke tube which
was to be found at either show.

This brings me to a class of machine which is

intrinsically ntivel. comprising such carlike exhibits

as the Touring Auto Cycle and the Roc four-cylinder

(the, latter. I regret, was not complete). I have no real

right to speak of types like these, as I consider thev

make a distinct appeal t(5 sidecar enthusiasts, but that

for solo work they can never enjoy such a future as

their mal^rs seein to expect. If a man wants a sidecar
machine de livxe. he will certainly consider such mounts
as these ver\' seriously. Thev will haul a sidecar abso-

lutely anywhere, quietly and smoothly and quickly and.

if my judgment of their design and construction be

accurate, without jjo 111/ ('•<. The rigid transmission is

certainly ideal for a passenger combination, and in this

sphere they are formidable rivals of such machines as

the powerful gear-boxed Ghater Lea twins, and twins

with V)elt drive and epicyclic hubs. A sidecar

enthusiast mav also be well content to employ them
for occasional solo work. Outside the sidecar class

of rider. I have certainly met here and there -an

occasional enthusiast or two who will be satisfied with

i"'othing less than a complete two-wheeled automobile.

'rsr^s'— - -^y'vsr-^T" -T^' *

^

Cne 0' the most attractive passenger combinations at the recent Show was the above 7 h.o. two-s^sed Matchless-J.A.P., with Lowen two-wheeled sidecar. In
add/tion to the bofiy being suspended on Ions, C springs, it will be notxed that spring torfcs are fitted to each steering wheel. We are told that the steering has now
been rendered quite easy.

.12
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)ut I think no one will quarrel with me when I write

hat the average solo rider prefers less weight and less

ioniplication.- These machines display a certain ideal

'cry cleverly and conscientiously carried out, and the

idecar men's orders will suffice to keep their makers
)usv for at least the next tweh'e months. They can-

lOt be turned out quickly and in large numbers, and
herefore appeal to the maker with a limited output.

^Vhfcl

Q83

In conclusion, let us rejoice that a very complete
range of models is offered to suit every multi-cviinder
enthusiast—lots of lightweights, two or three good
mediums, such as the Premier and N.S.U., lots of clean
run_ fast-work roadsters, and two or three machines
designed throughout on car lines—the whole fleet dis-

playing more ingenuity of design, variety of specifica-
tion, and honesty of workmanship than at any previous

>•»
Stanley A great advance, mv masters

M.O.I.V. versus
XOTICE that old bone of contention

m.o.i.v. versus, a.o.i.v. Avas

trotted out a few weeks ago.

Several entered the discussion,

but it seems to have been care-

fully put by, as usual, ready

for another wordy wrangle.

Very few -convincing arguments
have been set forth. One
correspondent compared the

performances of the different

valves in competition. This

s a \'ery uncertain argument. There are quite twenty

i.o.i.v. twins to every m.o.i.v. on the road, and,

issuming that the chances and efficiencies are equal,

me might expect the victory of twenty a.o.i.v. to

n'ery \-ictory of the m.o.i.v. Whether this is so I

ijn not prepared to say. In- the discussions I have

lot noticed anyone point out what seems to me a vital

iefect of the a.o.i.v.—that is, it causes a reducing

)r stretching effect of the entering charge on the

nduction stroke. ' As far as my theoretical reasoning

vill allow m^e, I come to the conclusion that if it takes

I A'acuum in the cylinder to open the inlet valves it

vill rne^n a loss on the induction stroke proportionate

:o the strength of the spring and the area of the valve.

Fo illustrate what I mean, if it takes' i lb. (below

itmospheric conditions) of vacuum or suction to open
:he valve, it will close when the cylinder has only

"ourteen parts of a possible fifteen of its full charge.

Fhe amount of loss may be considerable on an engine

naking 1,000 aspirations a minute.
,
Now the above

:ontention may or may not be correct, but I have
:hought that possibly the inertia of the moving gases

n the induction pipe causes- a pressure each time the

ralve closes, more particularly with twins when long
induction pipes are used. This pressure helps to

aold open the valve a fraction of a second longer,

ivhereby the charge has a better chance to recover
From the stretching effect of the valve spring.

Pressures in the Induction Pipe.

If anyone should doubt the fact that pressure is

:aused in the induction pipe let him drill a small
hole near to the valve, and a distinct blow can be
felt each time the valve closes. This pressure could
also be caused by the piston effect of the valve as it

:doses forcing the gas back on the gas already set in"

motion and moving towards the valve. If this is so,

tliere would still be the' effect of retarding the valve

and reduction of the charge bv stretching.

Now to the m.o.i.v. To the sceptic who advances
the theory that fhe exhaust may blo\v back through
the inlet valve I may say that, given an engine with

correct timing and design of valve, this is impossible.

One great ad^•antag-e the m.o.r.v. has over the a.o.i.v.

A.O.I.V.
is that any timing effect produced by the a.o.i.v. can
be copied, if required, by the m.o.i.v. The late

opening and early closing of the a.o.i.v. giving that

short, sharp pull on the carburetter . could be readily
produced if required, but makers know that the best

combination is to open and close the inlet valves late.

Timing of the Inlet Valve.

The opening of the hilet valve is not of such
importance as the closing. The valve may be

opened 15° late, which will only mean that the charge
has to be taken in in less time ; but to make sure

that the full charge enters it is usual to allow the valve

to close 10° (about) late on the compression stroke,

which, due to the angle of the crank, does not permit

of the escape of any of the charge. Then, again,

opening the valve 15° late allows the exhaust valve

to be left open 10°' on the induction stroke, so that

anv residue gases under pressure left in the cylinder

can escape. One may see that m.o.i.v. wins "all

along the line " where timing is concerned, which

seems to be the largest stone the a.o.i.v. partisans can

throw at it. The m.o.i.v. works at a disadvantage

of having to use a carburetter designed for an auto-

matic valve, and I am sure that, given a carburetter

designed to suit the m.o.i.v., it will show where

the power goes which is lost in the a.o.i.v.

I will not touch the various other advantages all

claimed and allowed for the m.o.i.v., such as easy

starting, economy, and regularity. But the real

reason why we have so many a.o.i.v. is solely a matter

of ^ s. d. While the- motor cyclist accepts the

a.o.i.w he will get it, being cheaper and requiring

less experience to make. Bill o' Jack s.

Brown and Barlow, -Ltd., Toveday Street, Birming-
ham, have shown their

enterprise by accepting
' Ixion " s " suggestion

in a recent issue of The
Motor Cycle in putting

up a case of four jets

of different sizes for

their carburetters. The
fitting of the jets in a

case naturally protects

them from injury, and

the sto]jping of the

small orifices by dust

and grit. Each jet is

fitted with a nut and

washer, so that it can

be fitted or detached in a few seconds.
_

The case of

jets is sold at a moderate price, and is obt:iuiable

from the makers as above.
•

^- ' AI5
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LEI' me explain first of

all that I have not
written this article

to detract in any way
from the credit that is due
to the British racing cracks
for the various magnificent

performances • put up as

records, but rather as an
answer tO' the severe

criticisms of American records contained in a recent

issue of The Motor Cycle. Up to and including the

year 1907, practically all the various world's motor
cycle track records were held by Continental riders

and created on large saucer tracks, which were un-

known in the States, except the small bicycle saucer,

the largest ever built being eight laps to the mile.

While we possessed machines we had no track on which

it was safe to exceed a mile a minute.

A Special TracK for Motor Cycle Racing.

In the summer of 1908 Mr. John Prince, an old

bicycle champion
himself, designed [

and built one of the

first large saucer

tracks intended for

motor cycle racing.

While not a success,

it served its purpose,

insomuch as to en-

able Jake De Rosier,

the American pro-

fessional champion,

to establish a mile

reco-rd of 56s. fox a

six lap track.
Several bad falls by
amateurs served to

partially kill the

enthusiasm t h e n

existing for saucer

tracks. Although
six laps in circum-

ference and banked
to 47° on the turns,

it was rather too

narrow, and the terrific jolts that came with each

attempt to hold the banking at speed only served to

weaken the rider in the arms; The amateurs up to

then had never attempted board tracks, all their

experience being, derived from the flat dirt tracks

similar to the horse racing tracks on the Continent.

The Dangers of Racing on a Flat Dirt TracR.

Few of you English riders realise the . danger

encountered in this sort of racing. With two or three

A16

A quartette of America's best known racing motor cyclists assembled on Daytona Beach. From
left to right : Walter Goerke, Oscar Hedstrom (the designer of the Indian), Robert Stubbs, and
A. G. Chappie. Many records were beaten on the occasion of this gathering.

riders coming down th

stretches faster than a mil

a minute and taking tl'

turns in a cloud of du;

without slackening speec

skidding and sliding, man
a spectator went hoirt

thanking his stars that I1

was no part of the pei

formance. And many
rider paid the penalty for his recklessness. The innf

rail was always there, and the solid wooden posi

also; to skid and hit one of these head on. meai

death. I remember one instance where the rider

goggles were embedded in a four inch post by tl:

terrific impact. Despite these drawbacks the ' spo

was continued, and to this day we have our dirt trac

race meets.

After building the six lap Clifton saucer, Mr. Prim

learned its faults, and planned a larger track c

which a speed of 40s. to the mile would be possibf

This he built in T,os Angeles, California, 3^ laps totl

mile, and banke

45° on the turn

Meanwhile tl

F. A. M. ha
stepped in ar

placed a limit c

the capacity of tl

engines, holding th.

recoirds wonld ni

be recognised

created by a mot*

cycle the engine <

which had a cubic

capacity of mo:

than sixty-one cub

inches. This w;

rated .as 7 h.p. T(

day e^'ery Americ?

motor cycle mam
facturer builds h
racing machini

accordingly, inc

dentally always

.

trifle under the lim

tO' allow for tl

wearing of the cylinders. At the very first meeting c

the new' Los Angeles saucer, the speed possibilities (

this kind of track were recognised. De Rosier estal

lished an American record of 47 %s. for the flying mili

Thereafter A-arious records were shattered ; hardly ha

one record been made, when the riders, becoming use

to the new form of speedway, and gaining courage wit

confidence, improved at each performance. It w;

thought that the limit had been reached when _o

amateur hung up a record of 46 %s. for the ni!l(
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American Records and Their Making.—
Those were the figures at the close of the racing season
on the Pacific Coast. The following spring found
Prince in Springfield, Mass., planning a new track
on new principles. Instead of curves and
long straights, the new track was built a
perfect circle, -with a 45° bank all the way
round. This practically eliminated the
" straightening up

'

' that was the one draw-
back on the Los Angeles track. The open-
ing meet of the Springfield Stadium marked
the smashing of the mile record and placing
of the figures at 42%s. The various other
records, including the hour and twenty-four
hour recoTds, have all been established on
this track. There is too much jealousy on
this side of the Atlantic to attempt to fake
any_ of the records_. Every American
audience has its spectators' with stop
watches, and any attempt to fool them would
mean the failure of the sport, in the States
at least. We are hoping the time may soon
come when the Auto Cycle Union and the
Federation of American Motor Cyclists will
come to some sort of an understanding b\-

which records created either in England or
America will be recognised by both bodies.
I m.ay also add that we are all anxious to
come over to England and "show John Bull our paces,
and we hope that British riders will return the com-
pliment. I had occasion recently to read a letter
from Mr. C. R. Collier, in which he states that
he would be perfectly willing to come^over if the track
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managers would participate in the expense. "Well
done, Charlie "

; we are figuring on having you over
here, but we w^nt your brother and Harry Martin to
come with you.

On Daytona Beach, Florida. Arthur G. Chappie, the veriter of the accompanying article.

He is the holdsr of several records.

[i\.s all our readers know. Indian motor cycles are

now fitted with mechanically-operated overhead inlet

valves. It was therefore unfortunate that they were

stated to be of the automatic variety in the analytical

abstract of the Stanley Show published last week.

—

Ed.]

A NEW ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
AMONG other items, the adjustable pulleys now

on the market show what an amount of thought,
energy, and skill are being expended in the
design and rrianufacture of motor cycles and

their accessories.

The latest pulley with adjustable flange which we
have had the opportunity of inspecting is the J. A. P.,

The J.A. p. Adjustable Pulley.

A. Hollow boss of fixed flange. E. Sawcuts in bcS3.
B. Fixed flange. - F. Boss of loose flange.
C. External threads on boss. G. Steel expander disc.

D. Internally coned end of H. External locking screw,
holow boss.

made by the famous engine manufacturers, J. A.

Prestwich and Co., i, Lansdowne Road, Tottenham,

N. To adjust this pulley any small shifting spanner

may be employed so long as it will go on the hexagon

end of the locking screw H. The hollow boss A ot

the fixed flange B is threaded externally at C and coned

internally at D, being also provided with six saw cuts

E. The loose flange F is threaded internally to screw-

on to the hollow boss A, and when the position to give

the required gear ratio has been found the steel disc

G, which is tapered on its edge, is inserted inside the

hollow boss A. This steel disc being tapered and

coming in contact with the cone D, and its locking

screw H taking a purchase against the boss of the

loose flange, the cone D is expanded'when the locking

screw H is screwed in and contracted when it is screwed

out. - By this means, and by screwing the loose_ flange

in or out on the boss, the gear ratio can be raised or

lowered.
^^

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.C.,

h^ve taken over the sole agency for the Challenge

reinforced inner tubes for motor cycles. These tubes

are reinforced bv bedding in the rubber a la}er of woven

fabric which extends all the way round the tube except

for a narrow stretch of pure rubber of double thick-

ness next to the rim. As soon as a cut or burst occurs

in the outer cover an ordinary inner tube blows out

and bursts, but the Challenge tube does_ not do this,

and will withstand an air pressure twenty times greater

than that of an ordinary tube. At present it is only

made in one size, viz., 26in. by ^^^in.

AI
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Variable Gears at the Stanley.

Putting on one side the makesliift gear supplied

by an adjustable pulley, there was a fine show of vari-

able 'gears at the Stanley Show. The Phelon and

Moore, N.S.U., Zenith-Gradua, Rex, Roc, Humber,

F.N., t.A.C, Chater-Lea, Lake and Elliot (two

patterns, both designed bv Powell, of Leicester), the

L.M.C., V.S., Scott and Ariel, and so forth. If the

rigid transmissions ever oust the belt, I fancy B. H.
Davies's idea of a two-speed sliding gear box carried

in the position' usually occupied by the bottom

bracket, will yet come into vogue. If the belt holds

its own, the infinitely variable gear, such as the

Gradua, will have a better chance.

Frame Design.

Two details discernible in many Stanley Show
frames are distinctly retrograde. One is the increas-

ing, use of bent tubes. I am not saying that bent

tubes are not safe, but wherever a bent tube is em-
ployed there is either extra danger or extra weight

incurred by using struts or heavier gauge tubing to

atone for the bend. The best frames of the day

have not a single bend in them anywhere. The other

danger lies in bringing the two main tubes close to-

gether at the steering head above the fork crown,

without making the steering head of normal length

and running a strengthening tube' from the top rail

to the top of steering head. Some frames are not fitted

with this precautionary strut. It is obvious that

enormous strains are concentrated at this point even

on the standard frame, and if it is shortened and
shortened, without the above-mentioned safeguards, a

few nasty smashes may result.

Tyre Inflators.

I should like to see a pronounced reform in motor
cycle inflators. Many tyre firms continue to provide

the buyer of a pair of tyres with an inflator, barely

efficient for use on the pneumatic saddle of an octo-

genarian's tricycle. If the purchaser be a manu-
facturer of motor cycles, according to his lights he

either fits a proper motor pump and pays for it or

slings' the inefficient inflator on his motor cycle with-

out thinking twice about his customer. In the latter

case, after one or tAvo punctures the irate customer
purchases a new inflator with a decently long barrel

and handle, only to find it impossible to store it

neatly on his machine. " Every motor cycle ought to

be sold with a substantial motor tyre pump, neatly

attached by sturdy clips to the machine.

A Year's Use of a Speed Indicator.

] shall long remember -1909 as the first year in

which I regularly rode with a speed indicator fitted

(a Cowey). It was a perfect education to read it

when I first bought it, and my eyes Avere seldom off

it. I found that twenty-five miles an hour was about
the only speed I could judge accurately. I always
imagined my slow speeds were slower than they were
in fact, and that my high speeds were not so fast as

they appeared. When I was actuallv doing twenty
miles an hour I thought I was only travelling at six-

teen or so; when I was doing forty, I usually imagined
A18

I was humming at forty-five or fifty. The device has

probably saved me several fines, for when loitering

as I thought at eighteen or so, a glance at the dial

showed me I was doing twenty-three; and once in

Stratford-on-Avon, where there is an alleged eight mile

limit, I found it was simply impossible to keep my
twin down to the speed limit at all. The instrument

has given.me no trouble at all, except that the shaft

came unscrewed from the dial on two occasions, in

each case being replaced by the fingers, and as far

as I have been able to test it with a stopwatch, and
against measured distances, it is strictly accurate,

though I admit I have once or twice thought it ex-

aggerated my pace a trifle at high speeds ; if it didn t

I ought to give my untuned twin a show on Brook-

lands against Collier and Co.

A Clever Petrol Tap.
There are more advantages than appear at first

-

sight in a clever petrol tap which was described in

the Show report. This tap has a tube which pro-

jects upwards, say, an inch into the petrol tank. The
tap has three positions—in the first, it is shut; in the

second, it is open to the top of the inch stub ^tube,

so that when the engine stops for want of petrol, there

will be a reserve supply one inch in depth covering

the whole of the bottom of the tank ; in the third

position, the reserve inch' is drawn upon. Also the

stub tube contains filtering gauzes. This is a cute

idea. The tap is screwed into a strong boss, sweated

to the floor of the tank.

A Patent Carburetter Jet.

I was taking particular note of carburetters at

Olvmpia, and I happened to notice one device de-

signed to deliver petrol at the jet in the form of

vapour, instead of liquid. This set me wondering
how far our motor spirit is really vaporised, especi-

ally with the engine running slo"wly,, and ere long my
peregrinations around the gallery deepened my cogi-

tations. At a certain stand I discovered -an in\-erted

glass jar, under which Avere mounted an ordinary

straight-drilled jet and a special patent nozzle.. On
request the attendant worked a small hand pump
vigorously, and water spirted from both jets'. From
the ordinary standard jet it^ emerged in an apparently

solid vertical column of liquid, exactly like the jet of

a fire engine in miniature. But from the patent jet

it frothed out in a whirling column of impalpable
vapour. ' The ostensible inference Avas that if Ave

used a standard jet we obtained a Avet and lumpy mix-

ture, but with the patent jet ;better vaporisation Avould

result in increased h.p., more flexibility, and im-

proved economy of fuel. I am not yet convinced
that this demonstration Avas a conclusive proof that

the patent jet Avas superior to the ordinary one, be-

cause obviously the velocity of the spirit is much
greater under engine suction than that of Avater

slowly pumped by hand ; but I should like to try.

the patent jet on the road. It consists of two parts,

-a hollow cylinder with a spiral thread chased in its

Avail, and a piston, rising and falling under engine
suction Avithin the cylinder. Has any reader tested-

this De Beers jet on a motor cycle?
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THIS IS A TRUE STATEMENT OF RECORD PERFORMANCES MADE BY
AND DULY CERTIFIED TO THE INDIAN MOTOCYCLE.

1,000 C.C. CLASS.

ONE KILOMETRE, STANDING START, 39 seconds, by Chas. Gustafson, Sprinefield
October 23rd, 1909.

ONE KILOMETRE, FLYING START, 28| seconds, by Chas. Spencer, Springfield
October 23rd, 1909.

r o
>

STANDING MILE, 55* seconds, by Chas. Spencer, Springfield, October 23rd, 1909.
FLYING MILE, 42I seconds, by Fred. Huyck, Springfield, July 31st, 1909.
50 MILES, 4i"49f seconds, by Fred. Huyck, Springfield, September 6th, 1909.
ONE HOUR, 71 miles 620 yards, by Fred. Huyck, Springfield, September 6th, 1909.
TWO HOURS, 13^ miles 880 yards, by M. J. Graves, Los Angelos, California, April

I 8th, 1909.

RECORDS MADE ON 638 C.C. INDIAN AT SPRINGFIELD, OCT. 23rd, 1908

6 HOURS, 300 miles 1,174 yards, by Chas. Gustafson.
12 HOURS, 559 miles 587 yards, by Chas. Spencer.
24 HOURS, 1,093 miles 199 yards, by Chas. Spencer.

All of the above records were regularly sanctioned by the Federation of American Motor Cyclists
(equivalent to the A.C.U.), and the records have been duly filed and accepted.

Booklet on request. HENDEE MANFG. CO., 184, GT. PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.

HELD BY THE
S. &H.

fT "^

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF

THE

PATENT NON=SKID

"The alternate steel and rubber studded Tyre,"
^

Will not sKid on wei or dry roads.

( J. UVERSIDGE & SON, LTD. Chief Office : 196, OLD STREET.
L^

ESTAnr ISHED OVER
FIHTY YEARS. J.

In answering these advertisements it is clesiraUe to mention "The Motor Cycle:' A19
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THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM; ALMA STREET, COVENTRY.
^'''NOT'E-Tvrer'fro^*twh'''t'. ^^?:!^''Y'*'r'

^<^^^.^^"^. Norwich, Bristol, Leeds, Glasgow, Dublin, Eelfast.WUIE—lyres from which the Dunlop Co.'s private marks have been removed are not guaranteed.

A 20 In ansiveniit/ this advprthement -it is (Je-vrah/e to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE BENN TWOSPEED GEAR.
j-N a recent occasion we had the opportunity of

r trying the above gear, fitted to a 3 h.p.

Triumph motor bicycle. The machine was
brought to town by Mr. C. H. Bemi, and he

it to The Motor Cycle offices in Tudor Street,

h, owing to tlie building of the subway under New
^e Street, is more than ever thronged with traffic.

, to one unacquainted with the gear, it was found
cularly easy to control. Its construction is as

ws:

is the fixed spindle of the rear hub, on one end
bich is a cone-shaped clutch F. On this clutch

is formed a coarse multiple thread of quick pitch.

clutch F is prevented from turning by a short

le rod J secured to the frame of the motor cycle,

clutch F and the fibre cone ring 1 carried by the

nal gear wheel and clutch D can be brought into

Onal contact. Moving the pinion and clutch D
e left brings the fibre cone I and clutch F into

ict, and the reverse movement engages D with

cone H. A nut E, which can lie rocked by a le^-er

ttached to it, is fitted on the quick pitch screw of

h F, and a disc P is mounted on the nut E, on a

of ball races rotatable about the nut. The outer

Df the disc is secured to the clutch D, so as to

s a support to the coned rim of the latter. It

be evident that the disc P and the clutch D,
;h rotatable, will partake of the longitudinal

)n of the nut E. The internal gear wheel C,

ving on ball races R R^ and S S^ on the hub A, is

ly connected to the belt rim U by means of

ar spokes T, and is driven by belt from the

le. The lever Ej^ rocking the nut E is connected

pedal on the footrest, having a movement about

I to that of the belt rim brake pedal on most
lines. When the nut E is rocked in the forward
tion, the clutch I is brought into contact with

lutch ring F, which is fixed. The gear wheel D
as held stationary, so that the three planet pinions

^o not shown) and the hub A revolve at the slower

1. When the nut E is rocked backward to the

"nediate position, both clutches- are free, so, that

engine is free to run without moving the road
1. The high gear is obtained by rocking the

I still further backward and engaging the larger

h D H. The whole gear then revolves as in the

of an ordinary driving wheel. The drive being a

onal one, slipping may be allowed at starting and
changing speeds.

Lubrication and Operation of the Gear.
very important feature in this gear is the lubri-

g facilities. An annular space V is provided,

y when filled with suitable grease will supply the

3 of the gear for a distance of 2,000 miles,

lat is the usual belt rim brake pedal on a

nph has been adapted to operate the clutches of

wo-speed gear. When pushed forward it allows

)w gear to be engaged, and when allowed to return

5 normal position occupied by the pedal when the

I is off the top gear is in position. The locking

e clutches in any required position is controlled

Bowden-loc lever on the handle-bar.

> effect an easy start with engine runnu:ig, it is

isary to depress tlie pedal, and this engages the

speed clutch, which must then be locked in

jement by the lever. The drive is taken up

exceedingly sweetl\, and even with the engine running
quite slowly the low gear absorbs so little power that
it will comfortably take up the drive. When in thick
traffic there is no need to lock the gear, as the slightest
pressure of the foot keeps jt in engagement, and it

can be instantly released should there be any necessity
to stop suddenly. From a practical point of view we

are particularly

pleased with this

gear, and have
every hope of its

future success. We
understand from
Mr. Benn
a 3 h.p.

Triumph
with this

travelled

miles ; on exami-
nation the gear
was found to be
in perfect condi-
tion. In a speed

that

1906
fitted

gear

6,000

A.
B.

C.

D.

E.
Ei.

The Benn Two-speed
Hub shell. F.
PI met pinions (two not
shcvn). H.
Internally cut gear wheel and
half higlv . speed clutch
member.
Externally cut gear wheel and
half low speed clutch member.
Nut.
Nut lever.

J.
K
R
S.

T.
U.
N.

Geared Hub.
Quick thread screw and h.lf

low speed clutch member.
I. Fibres on high and Lw
speed dutch members.
Torque rod attached to frame.
Wheel spindle.

Ri. Ballbearings.
Si. Ball bearings.
Belt rim tubular spokes.
Belt rim.
Space for oil or grease.

contest the same machine attained 43^ m.p.h., and
went through a twelve hours' reliability trial without loss

of marks for mechanical stops. We understand that a

motor cycle of 6 h.p. has been fitted with the gear,

and its owner declares he cannot break jt. Other points

in its favour are that it weighs only 25 lbs., is no wider

than an ordinary hub, and can be fitted to most well-

necessary than expanding or contracting the rear forks.

A fact worthy of notice is that eighty-three medals
and ten cups have been won on Palmer motor cycle

tyres. A special 2^ in. ribbed tyre is now made to

fit the 2in. rim; the ordinary 2}{\n. tyre fitting the

2i^in. rim. The rubber-studded cover is in great

demand.
A2I
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Another View of Valveless Engines.

Criticising the motor cycles at the

Stanley Show in the Bristol JJiri/rJe

and Motor Club Gazette, " C. A. F.''

says of the two-stroke machines :

" Here is a chance for someone who
has valve troubles. I do not know
what motor cycling is coming to ; just

fancy a machine that will not go wrohg.
No chance of staying out all r:ight at

a country inn now."

A Long Day's Run.

In sending a query, a Chester reader
describes at the same time a long day's
run to Devonshire on his 3 h.p, motor
bicycle, which is now five years old.
This is an exceptionally good perform-
ance for a five-year-old. and our corre-
spondent _ assures us that he experi-
enced no trouble with the engine, carbu-
retter, or magneto (which he recently
fitted), despite the fact that rain was
falling all the way from Wellington to
Dartmouth.

The Result of a Challenge.

H. C. Tromp Van Digglen, who, it

will be remembered, challenged any
rider of a 3^ h.p. machine and 50% of

5 h.p. twins to race against his 2^ h.p.
Wanderer, pluckily attempted to hold
up his challenge one morning last
week, but two 3^ h.p. Triumph
machines ridd«n by F. H. Mnllett and
H. E. Vowler respectively proved too
fast for the little Wanderer. The los-

ing machine is known to be a little

filer, but it was generally expected that
it would not be the equal of a good
3i h.p. in regard to speed on the level.

Wanted, a Private Park in the Midlands.

As already announced in these
colr.mas, the I\lidland Centre of the
A.C.U. wish to promote a speed con-
test early next year in, a private park,
provided a willing owner can he
found within their territory. Unfortu-
nately, they are hancli'.-apped bv not
being able to find a suitable track and
the necessary permission to u;e same,
and we have been requested to insert
this paragraph a.=;king .Midland readers'
if they can assist in obtaining the use
of a suitable straight of not less than
half a mile on private ground. One
thing is assured : If a suitable course
can he found the event is sure to prove
a most popular one.

a: 2

AN INTERNAL COMBUSTION TURBINE

AMERICAN RECORDS AND THEIR MAKING.

AMONG THE HEAVY BRIGADE.
3Y B. H. DAVIES.

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., v. Premier Motor Co., Ltd

In the High Court of Justice, Chan-
cery Division, before ^Ir. Justice Eve,
on the 25th ult., the Premier Cycle
Co., Ltd., of (Coventry , obtained a

perpetual injunction against the
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., of Birming-
liHU! (who h:ive no connection with the
plaintiff company), to restrain the de-

tendant company, their servants and
agents, from printing or displaying any
advertisement containing their name
or part of their name, the word
"Premier," or any part thereof, and
from selling, advertising, or offering
for sale, either directly or indirectly,

anv cycles, motor cycles, parts thereof,

or accessories thereto, under, or in con-
nection with the name "Premier" or
"Premo," or any colorrable imitation
of the word "Premier." The use of
the word " Proto " in connection with
the goods of the defendants shall not
by itself be deemed to constitute a
breach of this injunction. The
Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., commenced
these proceedings in con.sequence of the
defendant company having used the
n;une " Premo " in connection with
notor bicvcies and access(;ries. which

;iame, in conjunction with the n;

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., was said
cause an impression that the gc

were those of the Premier Cycle i

Ltd.. of Coventry.

An Enthusiastic Lady Motor Cyclist.

The 3^ h.p. Roc motor bic;

depicted in the illustration below
'

converted into a lady's mount fror

gent's, and is owned 'by Mrs. C Li
of Birmingham. Her "friends consi
it an ideal lady's machine on acco
of its two-speed gear and free eng:
Airs. Luck wishes more ladies wc
take up motor cycling. She says
simply loves to get out on the comi
roads and let the machine out. 1

first ride was on Whit-^Monday 1;

and after r^Ir. Luck had started
engine she rode for four miles ak
Fifty miles non-stop is the record :

so far. This was on August Bi
Holiday. Airs. Luck thinks she
been rather fortunate in experienc
only one skid. On that occasion
adds, " I got up laughing. It rat

amused me!" Mr. Luck usu?

accompanies his wife on her rides. 1

mount is a 7-9 h.p. twin Peugeot.

ts.&iX.^8S3

Mrs. Luck, of Birmingham, and her Roc motor bicycle which was converted from a gentleman's machine.

(See paragraph above.)
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he Petrol Tax.

During the interregnum between
he dissolution of the present Parlia-

aent and the election of the next, the
letrol importers have decided to con-

inue paying the tax, as it is practically

ertain tliat the latter will be enforced
;rhatever Government may be in power.

wo Motor Union Announcements.

Another new development of the
ilotor Union will interest those motor
yclists who are inclined to take an
nterest in aviation. . An aviation sec-

ion has been formed, and the ]\I.U.

tas incorporated the Aeroplane Club.
?he advantages of this department are

low placed at the disposal of motor
yclists, and those who are anxious to

ixperiment with model aeroplanes or

ull-sized machines will receive the
.dvice and assistance of the Aviation
Jommittee. In order to include free

egal defence in the privileges of

tiembership it will be necessary to in-

rease the annual subscription, which
pill accordingly be raised on March
st, 1910, to 12s. 6d. To readers join-

Qg previous to that date and existing
nembers, however, the amiual sub-
cription, to include free legal defence
nd the benefits of the Aviation
Department, will remain at 10s. 6d.

L'hose joining now will, therefore, effect

lU annual saving of 2s.

[ore Halfpenny Paper Twaddle.

Surely nothing could be more irre-

istibly funny than a paragraph in a
ecent issue of the Morning Leachir
leaded " Men and Beasts," which v/e

[uote below, and yet the misguided
eribe (probably a penny-a-liner badly
n need of copy) apparently writes in a
erious vein. The statements could
lardly be more inaccurate, for it is a
veil-known fact that motor cyclists

ire among the best all-round sports

nen. Champion tennis players regu-
arly ride motor cycles as well as

jolfers, cricketers, and those who in-

lulge in all manner of sports. As
egards football we can easily give the
ie to the paragraph mentioned, for

N& have on several occasions had the

pleasure of driving a well-known pro-

fessional footballer of the Aston Villa

F.O., who is; an ardent rider of his

notor cycle, and in provincial towns
it is a common sight to see footballers

riding to the field of play on their

notor cycles. It would be interesting

;o have a medical motor cyclist's

peport of the writer of the "M.L."
paragrai^h after an examination of

lim ! He had undoubtedly been
Ireaming when he wrote the paragraph,
is how Avas he to know whether "the
itooped and strained faces ": he saw
peering at the motor cycles were actual

ciders, or pedal cyclists who were pro-

spective motor cyclists? The etate-

tnents have not one tittle of evidence
to support them, a,nd we are surprised

that the journal mentioned should be
willing to hold itself up to ridicule by
75,000 proved riders of motor cycles.

"A week or so ago there was a show
of motor bicycles in the sanie hall.

There were people there who ride these

things, in idleness, about the country.

Most of them were weakly made, and
stooped, and had strained, unhealthy
faces. Only a few looked as if they

would be any good at a game of foot-
ball, or as if they could ride a horse.
There was nothing to show that they
were English, and they might just as
well have been French. They were the
present generation, about whom,
possiby with some reason, the scare-
mongers are busy. There was a wel-

jcome contrast yesterday. The men I

were from the country, and most of I

them were strongly made, and upright,
j

FUTURE EVENTS. J
Dec. 1 8.—North-West London M.C.C. Annual ^T

Dinner, Criterion Restaurant. gfe
,, 19.—^Walthamstow M.C. run to Bishops ^^^

Stortford. • t^^

„ 25.—^Walthamstow M.C. run to Abridge. 'iCtr

„ 26.—Walthamstow M.C. run to Epping. "f'
Jan. 6.—Essex M.C. Paper on " Magnetos," i^

Great Eastern Hotel, Liverpool „fe.
Street, E.C. ^<)^

,, 7.—Western District M.C. (London) Annual §^
General Meeting. \

„ .13—A.C.U. Paper on " The Problem of th,- ^j€
Private Owner," at 119, Piccadilly. >nfej

W. "^'J^

„ 20—A.C.U. Annual Dinner, Hotel Waldorf, gfe

w TO tfS:,.w w m w f'K w w w w x>s: x>^ w t?

and looked as if they walked every day
about a farm. Their faces were not
strained or nervous, and many, it was
clear, had come from another, easier

century. No one could have mistaken
them for anything but Englishmen. If

there was any doubt, it was only neces;

sary to watch them walking round a
bullock, and talking about its points.

Only an Englishman can do that."

Inland Revenue Tax Exemptions. A Test Case.

The Spelthorne Bench at Felthain

recently considered the case of S. A.
Gilbert, of Teddington, who was sum-

moned by the local taxation officer of

the Middlesex County Council for using

an unlicensed motor cycle. Mr. E. J.

Parrent and Mr. W. Whyte gave evi-

dence in support of the summons, the

former stating he had seen the

defendant using the motor cycle at

Teddington. Mr. Whyte said that

defendant had strapped a box upon

the carrier and placed his name and
address upon it, and on these grounds

he claimed exemption. Defendant
carried sewing machines and parts of

machines in the box, but this did .
not

give him exemption. Defendant said

that the carrier for the box was bolted

to the motor cycle, and the straps only

fastened the lids. He had never used

I

Starting early. A featherweight rider of

a Premier. He has done at the rate of 50

miles per hour (on the stand). Photograph

kindly sent by W. E. Price, of Middlesbrough.

Qb'g

the machine except for trade purposes,
and before he did so at all he consulted
the officers of Inland Revenue, who told
him he was exempt so long as he did
not use the cycle for anything but trade
purposes. Mv. Freeman : Why don't
you have your name and address on the
motor cycle itself? Defendant said he
was quite willing to do this, but he had
not thought it necessary, seeing that he
had been told he Avas exempt. He did
not use the machine in taking orders,

but mainly for repairing sewing
machines, and sometimes for collecting

the money due on sewing machines.
Mr. Wallroth said that that was unlaw-
ful, and defendant would have to pay a
fine of 10s. Defendant asked that he
might be exempt from taking out a
licence this year, seeing it was so far

advanced. The Chairman said that the
Bench had no power to deal with that.

The Great North Road to be Properly Signposted.

When next the M.C.C. London-
Edinburgh competitors speed along the
Great North Road, they will most
probably find that it is particularly well
signposted, as the R.A.C. General Com-
mittee has the matter in hand. The
original proposal was to post with
direction signs the road from London
to York, but it has now been decided
to extend this work to Edinburgh if the
S.A.C. concurs. The sign proposed to

be used is rectangular in shape, and is

divided horizontally into three panels.

The central panel indicates the name of

the town or village at the entrance to

which the sign is placed ; the upper-
most panel gives, the total distance to

Edinburgh and the name of the next
village in a northerly direction and the
distance to it ; while the panel at the
bottom indicates the mileage -to the

next village south and to London.
The rectangular plate is surmounted by
a semi-circular headpiece bearing the
initials of the R.A.C. and the name of

the county branch association in whose
area the sign is placed.

More Motor Cycles in England than Cars in France.

The total number of motor cars in

use in France, according to a French
contemporaiy, is 44,769, or only

slightly more than one-third of the

total number of motor cars.,in Great
Britain. The latest registration figures,

which were published last week, show
'that there were 75,000 motor cycles

registered in the United Kingdom at

the end of September, or 30,231 more
than the number of motor cars in

France. The number of motor cycles

in use in France is not given sepai ately,

and we are under the impression that

they are included with the car figures

mentioned above. It is interesting to

note that Tjondon alone has registered

over 32,500 cars and 10,500 motor
cycles or a total of 43.000 motor vehicles,

whicli approximates to the entire

number in use in France. The publi-

cation of the figures compiled by the

R'.A.C. has naturally caused some
excitement in French trade circles, and
the leading journals are already calling

attention to the fact that if a duty be

imposed on motor vehicles next year, it

will seriously affect French trade in

motors and parts. It is well-known

that France exports nearly half her

products of motor cars to this country.

A23
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Belt Rim Brakes.

[4420.]—In Mr. B. H. Davies's article on medium weight

machines at the Stanley Show, he^ mentions a free engine

machine fitted with a separate belt rim solely for a brake. 1

beg to inform him that this was fitted to Phiinomen machines

at'last year's Stanley Show, and I have a machine myself

fitted the same way. P. CI' OSS.

The Amulree Hill Climb.

[4421.]—In reply to "Fair Play," who wrote in TJte

Motor Oi/de of November 29th un^er the above heading, the

reason why Mr. MacGregor's 3^ h.p. Matchless was not dis-

qualified in the '-tandard touring classes at Amulree is simple.

It was a standard touring model as required by the rules.

JOHN CAMERON.

The Motor Cycle in Sierra Leone,

[4422.]—With reference to the recent correspondence in

The Motor Cycle regarding the suitability or otherwise of

motor bicycles for use in Sierra Leone (.West Africa), I

may mention that I am now on my way to that place, and
am taking with me a 3^- h.p. Scott motor cycle. As soon

as I have given it a trial I shall be glad to let- readers of

The Motor Cycle who may be interested know the result of

the experiment. W.S.B.
SS. Burntu, Las Palmas.

Cold Fin ers.

[4423.]—If "Oile" will do as I have done on my Moto-
sacoche he will be happy. Get a length of flexible metal

' tube, fix one end to the inner chamber of the silencer and
the other end to the centre of handle-bar, making a hole in

;ach grip for circulation et roi/d. WHISKERS.

[4424.]—In reply to [4395] " Oile," I have tried various
combinations of gloves, viz., wash leather inside and ordinary
gauntlet outside, woollen in and gauntlet out, wash leather in

and woollen out, but nothing can compare with the sheepskin
gloves sold by most country saddlers for about Is. 9d. a pair.

These are made of sheepskin, with the natural wool left on,

the wool being inside and lining the glove. The.gloves are, of

course, cheap and roughly made, but are far more effective

than anything else I have tried. Let " Oile " pick a pair

with plenty of wool in them. AW 2.

A Note of Warning.
[4425.]—^lay I through your most valuable paper give a

note of warning to intending purchasers of motor cycles.

First, when about to buy a machine, let the purchaser be
sure that the cylinder can be dismounted without taking the
engine out of the frame. Some machines are such offenders
in this respect that the tank has to be cut away to allow room
for the sparking plug. Single-cylinder engines are worse
sinners than the twins. Secondly, let purchasers observe
how the silencer pipes are attached to the engine and silencer.

I bought a twin this year, and the pipes were put into the
sockets with only a small screw put througli both. The
silencer was joined to the pipes the same way. Thirdly, be
sure that all the threads are of sufficient depth. Some of the
threads of -my twin were not deeper than the thickness of
a postcard and very soft. I think novices would do well to
avoid inverted levers, a-s they are liable to catch the sleeve.
Some makers like putting their silencer and magneto in front
of the cylinder. This, in my opinion, is not conducive to a
cool engine. Last, but not least, don't buy a second-hand
machine without an expert's advice. VICTI^M.
A24

Excrescences on Cranlc Case Castings.

[4426.]—We observe that Mr. B. H. Davies, on page 951

of the i.ssue of The Motor Cycle of November 29th. states :

"The Humber and Quadrant Companies are, I think, the

only firms who have cast a clean crank case devoid of adver-

tising initials
"

We should like to point out that the 6 h.p. Stevens engine,

as fitted to our twin - cylinder machines, has no initials on

the crank case, and also has the lugs inside, thus giving a

perfectly round and smooth case.

THE CLYNO ENGINEERING CO.

The Motor Cycle in Ceylon.

[4427.]—I travel a great deal per motor cycle in Ceylon on
a 5 h.p. twin Rex, and find that the ordinary saddle and
toolbag are quite inadequate to ensure comfort and safety

during a long ride on the main roads through the jungle,

where even blacksmiths' shops are unknovcn. I therefore

designed and made a bucket seat, and. although far from
perfect, the comfort derived therefrom compared with the
ordinary motor cycle saddle can only be realised when tried. To
the handle-bars are attached two boxes. One is a spacious

receptacle for tools, spares, etc., and the lower one is for a
spare accumulator, and both are fitted with locks.

In front of the foot brake are fcotiests, and along the lower
sides are boards 2ft. Tin. long, fitted with straps for baggage,
etc. I might add that witli all this extra weight (about
40 lbs.) the engine will take me up any hill in Ceylon easily,

and there are some very steep ones, especially in the hilly

up-country districts. I am surprised tliat makers do not
build machines with accommodation in the front for tools,

spares, etc., obviously in order to distribute the weight irore

evenlv over both wheels. R. K. MacBI-IIDE.
P.VV.D., Trincon.alie.

Lightweights v. Heavyv/eights.
[4428.]—With reference to ]\Ir. Karslake's "very interest-

ing" opinion of Mr., Turpin's experience with the Moto-Reve
lightweight, I think his remarks are, to use his own expres-
sion, " irresistibly funny," and one is liable to be " quite
overcome " by them.
What did ]\Ir. Karslake think that Mr. Turpin meant by

"two- bags"? Not nosebags filled with carrots, surely!
I wonder, has Mr. Karslake ever ridden a Moto-Reve

machine, or even heard of one ? I doubt it. If so, he would
not, I am sure, "maintain that they are unsuitable for real

touring." (By the way, what does that gentleman mean by
"real touring"?) Ask him to turn to page Q04 of T/ir.

Motor Cycle (Noven:ber 22nd), and he will see for himself
whether or not they are suitable for real touring—125 miles
of mud-plugging, and then running perfectly 1 I wonder how
many heavyweights would have done better, or even as well.

If Mr. Karslake were to enquire of the Moto-Reve Co.

for a list of trials, etc., that this splendid little machine has
accomplished against many a 5^ h.p., perhaps he would alter

his opinion, or, as Geo. Robey says, " Cease !

"

A MOTO-REVE RIDER.

[4429.]—I have ridden motor cycles for five years now in

India, and tliat is far dift'erent from the home conditions. I

have had all different weights and h.p.'s from 4^ h.p. Minerva
down to my present 1^ h.p. N.S.U. With the heavyweight I

always found a great deal of exertion required for starting,

and being only a small individual it very naturally caused me
trouble and a lot of heart-beatings to get ^ "move on."
The 3^ h.p.'s were better, but if you happen to get the.

plug sooted or other small trouble before you can get it to
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start, the machine will prove the winner every time. Now
the 1^ h.p., if it had not one special fault, would be ideal
for men up to about 10 stones in weight, and above tliat I
do not think anything over 2^ h.p. is required for general
solo riding.

The U h.p. N.S.U. I got last year (June, 1908) has given
me every possible satisfaction. I use it to ride to business five
miles every morning, and am never late. The one fault I find
(or rather found) was the round belt drive and bad fastening
devices of this class of belt. When the rain used to come
down in sheets, it naturally caused the belt to slip, and
tightening it only resulted 'in ultimate breakage. To alter
this, I got a special belt rim made", |in. in V section, and a
S.6. belt to fit, also a 4^an. diameter variable pulley, whicli
would just clear the magneto. Now I have just completed 1,8C0
miles on this conversion, and only shortened the belt once,
and never had any belt slip. To prove the machine is capable
of heavier work, I have been out ten to fifteen miles shooting,
and taken a passenger on the M.H. stand carrier, and, timed
by watch and cyclometer, have covered the distance at an
average speed of twenty-five miles an hour, and over roads
where home riders would get off and push.

If the riders of lightweights would have some consideration
for the little engine beneath

. them, it would give them
more satisfaction. C. A. HOLLAND.

India.

[4430.]—Anent the discussion on lightweights in your
pa];er during the ]a,st few weeks, I beg empliatically to ' dis-

agree with your correspondent, Harold Karslake, who says
that the liglitweight motor bicycle is not fitted for long
runs and touriiig generally.

This is not so. On the contrary, a light motor cycle, in my
opinion, is infinitely more comfortable than a cumbersome
heavyweight for long journeys. Naturally, one cannot go
so fast, but it is quite an easy matter to average sixteen miles
an hour, even in the iiilly district of Devon and Cornwall. I

have done many journeys on my Ik h.p. Motosacoche of dis-

tances varying from 120 to 150 miles in a day during the
past year, and liave never once had a breakdown, with the
exi_:eption of a puncture here and there.

The cost of ruiming is very slight—140 miles to the gallon
in petrol, and the wear and tear on tyres no more than on
an ordinary pedal bicycle. I am running a l|in. Dunlop
ordinarj^ heavy roadster on my front wheel at present. It has
done 1.500 miles, and shows no sign of wear. A Clincher
tandem on tlie back has likewise done a nearly similar dis-

tance, and the libs on the tread are scarcely worn at all.

Look at tlie difference in the cost of tyre renewals alone.

The crux of the whole matter seems to me to hinge on speed.

INIost riders seem to want a inachine that can do an average
of thirty miles an hour, and for this luxury they put up with
a lot.

With regard to hill-climbing, my lightweight will go ujj

some hills in Cornwall on the coast road that a o-j h.jD. would
not look at, except with severe heartbreaking pedalling. I

have, of course, to pedal, too, but with an Armstrong three-

.'^peed pedalling gear it is a simple matter.
Another point in favour of the lightweights is their

immunity from sideslip. I am not afraid to ride on the

muddiest of roads, because I can throttle my engine down to

four miles an hour and it will fire consistently. A heavyweight
will not do this without a good deal of adjustment of the

throttle and air levers. Many heavyweight riders, are afraid

to use their machines in the bad v^eather for this reason.

A man who requires speed must use a heavyweight undoubt-
edly, but the man who is content to go at a moderate pace

a,nd enjoy the scenery as he goes along could not do better

than use a lightweight. By a lightweight I do not neces-

sarily mean a T^- h.p., but any machine that weighs under

110 lbs. I believe the Douglas, for example, weighs some-

where about that figure, and is, I know, equal in every respect

to any 3^ h.p. heavyweight on the market. But for a light

rider likemyself, who only weighs 9 stone 10 lbs., a 1^ h.p.

is all-sufficient.
_

_
.

I am certain in a few years' time average weight riders will

begin to see the immense advantage of the lightvfeight

machine, and the latter will ultimately drive the heavyweight
out of fashion. G. E. CASE MORRIS.

P.S.—I am certain there is an opening for a single-cylin-

der machine of 1^ to 2 h.p., built on the lines of the modern
3-^- h.p., with vertical engine, leaving plenty of room

_
for

detaching the ' cylinder, etc., " high-tension magneto, light

motor cycle tyres, and weighing under 100 lbs.

997

Belts on Lightweights.
[4431.—With reference to the paragraph by " Ixion " in

his comments of the 29th ult., I am very much interested in
what he has to say ?•£ lightweights. - "Ixion " evidently has
a very high idea of his knowledge of round belts, otherwise
I should say he would not write as he does, but I do not
think he knows as much as he thinks he does wheir he says
" it is almost impossible to produce a machine of less weight
than a 3^ h.p. tourist model without making some sacrifice

in eificiency." He certainly shows lamentable ignorance,
and I feel very eorry for him.

I suppose he will acknowledge that the makers of the
Motosacoche have got brains, and that they know how to

use them, so I think they ought to be judges of what is the

best belt to use with a lightweight of their manufacture.

If the rider of a machine with a round twisted leather belt

would pay as much attention to it as he does to his boots,

he would get very much better results, but he absolutely

ignores it until the belt "gives up the ghost," then he
writes to the makers and tells them what he thinks of them.
I suppose this is what "Ixion" did in his early days.

You can take it that the round belt is all right or we
would not stick to it, and we are quit© ready to convince

anybody that any lightweight machine is much better with

a round belt and jockey pulley combined than with any
other kind of belt. MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.

0. L. DB L1.S.SA.

A N8W Rotary Valve
Engine.

[4432.] — With refer-

ence to the article

on "A New Rotarv
Valve Engine " in The
Motor Ci/rle of Novem-
ber 22nd, it may interest

you to know that a

motor cycle engine con-

structed on similai

lines to the one desigr.e J

by Mr. E. W. Lewis-

was constructed by Mr.

G. Pilkington, of the

Rex Motor Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., some
twelve months ago.

(See illustration.)

H. SARGINSON.

The Rotary Valve Engine mentioned in

the accompanying letter. The valve sleeve

is driven by a chain from the engine shaft.

Reviving Exhausted Drj
Cells.

[4433.] — In your
issue of the 15th ult.

you gave prominence
to an article on re-

charging or regenerat-

ing dry cell.';, tliat ap-

peared in the American
press, which may per-

haps more or less account for the very marvellous results of

getting about six times the capacity "from a completely dis-

charged cell by pouring in a few drops of acid.

The practice mentioned is absolutely wrong, and entirely

useless for all in-actical purposes. In the manufacture of a

really good dry cell one of the most impoiiant points is to

keep"^ out of the cell any chemical or other material which

might produce chemical activity in the cell when no current

is being taken from it ; and even Board School children know
that they have only to pour hydrochloric acid on zinc to

get hydrogen, and likewise to consume zinc.
_

In "designing a dry cell economically, the zinc case is made
of such a thickness", that when the cell becomes exhausted

the case is partly consumed, although intact and still strong

enough to prevent any leakage or v^ithstand ordinary use ;

but certainly no dry cells have such heavy cases that, after

the cell has" been completely exhausted, th'ere is still enough

zinc left to give six times as nuich current as had already

been taken from it. If it were so, dry battery makers in

the past have certainly been throwing away a lot of profit.

Hydrochloric acid is", of course, just the thing to give a cell

high voltage, and if one had not to study the lasting properties

of a dry battery, it would be quite easy by the aid of this

acid to "make a cell registering more than th"e usual 1^ volts :

A2J5
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,
as previously explained, the employment of such acid

lid be disastrous—gas would be generated, zinc wou^d

:onsumed, and in a very short time holes would appear m
case, and the electrolyte would be discharged as well as

acid, ruining clothing, parts of the machine, and causing

'osion everywhere. If the cell formed part of a combined

:ery, short-circuits would occur between the other cells,

tiie whole battery rumed very quickly. In the Hellesen

battery, which I employ in my H.H. system of dry

:ery ignition, it would prove very difficult to get liquid

I the cells at all unless they are very old ones and com-

ely exhausted, as all the ^bom is already taken up, and

interior does not dry, as in many other batteries on the

'ket, where the exciting agent dries up long before the

ve material of the cell has been seriously impaired by

aiical action, and it is only in such instances that the

I method would create a,ny effect at all, and then it will

J give the cell a very feverish and short lease of life, and

which will be full of trouble.

I really good dry cells one of the chief advantages is that

if do not contain any acid which can escape and form

osion on the terminals, or any parts of the machine, or

sr's clothing, etc.

am, I suppose, more interested in the dry battery from

point of ignition than anyone else in this country, and I

[efore feel bound to contradict the statements taken from
American journal, as if riders generally attempt such

tiods it could only damage the reputation of dry

teries, and oft/en be the cause of a partly discharged

tery being completely ruined. A. H. HQ^S'T.

Two-stroke Engines.

1434.]—Your correspondent H. E. Eendall, naturally

s why not fit the sparking plug on the opposite side of

nder on the Rex engine?
'he natural position does appear to be on the inlet side,

in my opinion this is the worst place the plug could be
3d in.

Vhen the plug is on the inlet side,' with the piston at the

of its stroke, the plug points are almost separated from
bulk of the compression space by the deflecter on the

;on. The result is a weak explosion.

Vith regard to slow running, the fact that a Rex two-

)ke engined machine could be seen running (during Show
jk) round and round in a 24ft. roadway outside the

ricultural Hall, without a single misfire, is sufficient

of that this trouble does not exist on their machine,
'he Rex twin two-stroke engine, as shown at the Stanley

)w, is exactly on the same principle suggested by H. E.

idall, except for the ball bearing in the central dividing

te ; a ball bearing would be difficult to make compression

ht. H. SARGINSON.

Auxiliary Motor Wlieel Attachments.

4435.]—I was very interested in the illustration and
larks published under the heading of " Nothing New
der the Sun." I should be glad if you could supplement
s. During my agent's search in connection with the
to-Wheel invention, many interesting and weird dis-

'eries were revealed, which condensed might have some
bring upon the idea of the motor assisted bicycle.

\. prescience that a live wheel weighing not more than
lbs. possessed sufficient power to propel a cyclist and his

chine led me to the happy selection of ineans wherewith
govern this wheel without interfering with any of the
lent features of the bicycle. This point would appear to

ve hitherto proved the insurmountable stumbling block
the practical use of such a contrivance. It is the know-
ge of this valuable and unassailable difference between
ise ideas which prompted my Board to take out no" fewer
m twenty-one patents in connection with same. Attempts
circumvent will probably be , numerous, but "the only
y" will predominate. a -nrriTTTT-r. -m ^t(t a t tARTHUR W. WALL.

"4435.]—I notice in the last issue of your valuable journal,
lich I have taken since its inception, an illustration of an
xiliarjr motor wheel for push-cycles, and recollect noticing
3 same at the Stanley Show of 1905. To my lay mind, it

OS not appear clear how the motor wheel illustrated accom-
)dates itself to the various inclinations which a bicycle
3umes en 7-oute. Does it not rather convert the velocipede

the equivalent of a rigid sidecar with the sidecar wheel
ictioning as a driver, and so destrov that valuable feature

6
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virhich characterises the single-tracker, vi?., that of inclina-

tion and ability to take corners at speed?
"Erom what I could see of the Wall Auto-Wheel, the inclina-

tion and steering would be quite unaffected by its presence,

while the prior wheel would surely drive or tend to drive the

bicycle to which it is attached in a circular path, owing to

the considerable distance between the contact points of the

two rear wheels.
I am anxious to see how the later introduction works out

in practice. Perhaps some fellow reader could enlighten me.

Wishing your journal every success, W. A. DAVIS.

Pressed St el Frames.
[4437.]—We have read with interest your leaderette- in

last week's issue, in which you say you believe that the

last Stanley Show was the first time a motor cycle was
shown with a pressed steel frame. We take the liberty of

correcting you m this. We are the patentees and holders

of the construction of motor cycle frames of pressed steel,

and have shown motor cycles with this frame at the last

five Stanley Shows. We shall be obliged if you will give

publicity to this letter to show that we were first to make
a motor cycle frame from sheet metal.

J. T. BROWN AND SONS.

A Grumble.
[4438.]—I have just received from JStessrs. Bradbury

and Co. that coveted silver medal which was so well earned
in the 1909 six days' reliability trial.

Its value appears to me to be about
sixpence, and is totally inadequate as

a reward for the hard work and
severe strain experienced in the trials.

If any disappointed motor cyclist

would like to be the proud possessor

of this medal he can obtain possession
by applying to me at 102, Caroigate
Bridge, Retford. I consider anyone
who can go through these trials is

entitled to wear at ail events a medal
of which he is not ashamed. J. W. MORRIS.
[The diameter and thickness of the medal can be gauged
by reference to the accompanying full-size sketch.

Although the medal is small our correspondent should
bear in- mind that the value of the award is not always
commensurate with, the work entailed to secure it.

—

Ed.]

SUMMARY OF OTHER CORRESPONDENCE.
l\Ir. Harold Karslake writes: " I notice an error in my

letter regarding ' Wired-on ?;, Beaded-edge tyres.' 'Are
easier to manipulate ' should be under the heading ' Beaded-
edge.'

"

G. H. Carr writes that he has read with some interest
letter No. 4405 in the issue of November 29th, by E.
S. New, and differs from us and agrees with our correspon-
dent. He says : "I could spin a yarn on oils, but to be as

brief as possible, as your space must be valuable, my experi-
ence has led me to conclude' that one oil can be procured to
suit the whole year round," and concludes by pointing out
that Kosmo Lubric oil, made by a firm of that name, of

Mossley, near Manchester, has given him every satisfaction.

EXPERIENCES WAtS^TED.
"01454" would like readers' experiences of the Albion

disc clutch hub, made by Harris and Sons, Birmingham.
" C S. D." (Wymondham) would like to have the actual

experiences of an amateur rider of the 2^ h.p. two-speed
F.N.J particularly with regard to its behaviour on the slow
speed.

" Magneto " would like readers' experiences with the 3 h.p.

1909 Lincoln Elk and sidecar, combined weight of passengers
17 stones. What speed can be obtained on the level, and is

the frame strong enough for a light sidecar?

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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ACCESSORIES.
SERVICE HEADLIGHT.
Splendidly construct-^d,

mirror re^fleclor, divided
front glaBs. Complete
with cenerat:>r, tubing,

and clip.

13/9
An unp-ecedcnted offer;

SERVICE HANDLEBAR
WATCH.

Splendid timekeeper
;

dustproof case.

^J /^J complete.

ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS

to fit any engine. Price

12/6
Standard size^ in stock.

SERVICE Sparc Carbide
and Mated Carrier.

A useful article, fits

between pump clips,

Heavily plated, price

2/3

"SERVICE" Special

always grips.

Equally good for

solo or sidecar

worlv.

BELT FASTENERS.

D'ALL ADJUSTABLE
Price with two links

,, three ,, ....
1/6
1/9

STANLEY, WATAWATA, Eic,

1 /- each.

SERVICE. Very strong, Ji"-, 6d. ; -Jin.

and I in. 7d.

BELTtl>SG.
Whittle.

i inch . . 3/- per foot.

i .. • 3/6 „

Frice per foot :

I inch . . . . 1/9
.. 2/
.. 2/3
.. 2/6

AU makes of belting in

stock Any length W" at a-

\\ ata or Dermatine to
order.

CARBURETTERS
1910 B & B, most effec-

tive and accessible, 30,'-

1910 AMAC, with vari-

able jet, 32/-
COMPLETE Handlebar
Control sets for convert-
ing existing carburetters.

B. & B., F.N, and Lon-
guemsre, i6/6

N.S.U., 21 '-

If your belt

slips try

BELTICUIVa.

EquaiSy effective

for rubber, can-

vas or leather.

6d. Tube.

TYRES

:

SERVICE COVERS
(wi-edor beaded);

24, 26, or 28X2'-n. 18/6

, „ 2|,in.19/6
"

'. „ ,, 2Jin. 21/-

INNER TUBES.

or 28 X 2in. 8/9

,, 2lin. 10/-
"

;; ]] „ 2Un. 10/6

SHOW SOILED
Tyre5 at 25% off makers'

prices.

FOR PARTICULAR
of hundreds of other us
ful accessories, horn
brakes, plugs, switchc
etc., st-e our latest

ACCESSORY LIST
and

"ENQUIRE WITHIN,

120 pagiS profusely illu

trated.

Post free to any parti

the world.

LONG HANDLEBARS, gWAN NECK Seat Pilla
best gauge tubmg, heav-

ily plated. Rex, Vindec,

P. & M., etc., pattern,

7/-

Well made and finishe

4/6. State si7.e, etc., r

qu'red, when order.ng.

CLINCHER
OTOR eVCI-E TVRES-

QUALITY FURTHER IMPROVED AND DURABILITY ENHANCED.

Of very superior quality, full of liie, and

thorough!}' efficient.

An exceedingl}' popular tyre, and most

effective against skidding on wet or greasy

roads.

I The rubber-studded " Dreadnougtit " Clincher, the

finest tyre^ extant for heavy machines and sidecar

worJ

CHncher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns,

and demand your closest attention.

New list on application.

THE

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., Ltd.

Castle Mills, EDINBURGH.

RUBBER
STUDDED

MoroR-Cyci?/

fc^ /

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle. A27
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rhis

jesign

IS years

ahead.
1910 ROC, 4 h.p. Best value of any machine on the market

Not only is the ROC Ion?, low, safe build, conspicuous,

but the ROC Spring Fork *—the ROC Clutch and Two-

speed Gear (all patented features), the Duplex Frame and

Duplex Tanks, are points in favour of this sterling: make.

The ROC Military Models are made in two forms.

4 h.p. Single-cylinder, 45 gns.

5-6 h.p. Twin-cylinder, 55 „
(Suitable for sidecar use.)

The ROC conversion set with Clutch, Two-

speed Gear, hand-starting, brings yOUr old mount

up (O date—this is fitted complete for .

.

.
. 12 gnS.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS—

\. W. WALL, Limited, ZLTZ Ttir.:;:^-sZ Birmingham.

THE MAGNIFICENT

* The " Roc" spring fork is pro-

vided with springs of the C type,

supplemented by a special ar-

rangement of pivotal and sliding

connections which, while efficiently

supporting the wheel, allow it to

yield in a vertical or horizontal

direction or any resultant, such

as 45 degrees.

ACOCHE
is the ONLY Motor Cycle

for

GENTLEMEN.
You will Know it by its EXQUISITE finish

inside and outside.

£3S, COMPLETE WITH SPRING FORKS.

MOTOSACOCHE LTD, 65, HOLBORN VIADUCT.
28 Til answering these advei-fisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cvcle."
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PROVINCIAL CLUBS AND THE A.C.U.
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WHAT might be termed the active season is over

for this year, and most ckibs are beginning

to think about " putting their house in order
'

'

and promulgating plans for next year, which
promises to be a most successful one for the pastime,

which is growing by leaps and bounds, the number of

its devotees ha\-ing increased during the last two years

in a manner little short of marvellous.

Clubs are being formed almost _ every week, and
many owe no- allegiance to any association formed

to look after motor cyclists' interests.

This is a great pity, as it would be better for the

pastime if all motor cycle clubs would support one

governing body. This reluctance tO' ally themselves

under the one head, which undoubtedly at present is

the Auto Cycle Union, can easily be understood when
the committee of a provincial club has to consider the

benefits conferred by affiliating and finds that very

few advantages in reality are enjoyed by its associa-

tion with the governing body.

Affiliation and its Benefits.

Many officials of affiliater] clubs to whom I have
spoken have been very emphatic on this matter, and
state that great dissatisfaction exists among their

members who are compelled to pay their affiliation fees

and yet si?em to derive practically no benefits.

This dissatisfaction is very general in the provinces,

and the crux of the whole matter seems to be want of

adequate representation on the Council. Clubs and
private members in and around London apparently

have matters all their own wav.
The argument has been raised that this state of

affairs is purely the fault of the clubs themselves, on
account of their not sending representatives tO' the

various meetings, -which are nearlv all held in London.
This argument is all verv well as far as it goes,

but it should be remembered that there are two sid^s

to e^'ery question.

Take the case of a club in the North Midlands or

Lancashire and Yorkshire districts, far removed from
the Metropolis. Can it be expected that a representa-

tive Avill sacrifice perhaps as much, as two whole days

coupled with the expense and inconvenience of getting

tO' London and back for a meeting of this kind? I

should like to know what percentage of provincial

clubs which are entitled to be represented at the A.C.U.
meetings do actually send delegates. Very few, I fear.

Provincial clubs are asked tO' affiliate to- the A.C.U.
and by so doing materiallv to strengthen that body's

hancls. What dO' thev get in return? Very little

except what is imaginarv. and yet it is only right that

he Avhopays should call the tune.

Competitions w^hicb Start and Finish in London.
Nearly all the important competitions are held in

London, or commence and finish in the Metropolitan

area; and competitors from the provinces are severely

handicapped in consequence, and in many cases

absolutely debarred from competing on account of the

time and expense incurred^ in getting backwards and
forwards.

.If something is not done verv soon, I firmly belie\"e

we shall see a split in the ranks and a provincial motor

cycle association formed, which, managed and worked
on right lines, with one or two capable paid officials

to look after the heavv work of the association, will

hold its meetings, together with the various com-
petitions, in different districts in rotation, as do most
of the great athletic associations.

No doubt an organisation managed on these lines

would soon have all, or almost all, the provincial
clubs rallying round, and consequently it would
become by. force of numbers the premier and most
powerful motor cycle organisation in the country.

Is a Provincial Association Wanted ?
I would urge the Auto Cycle Union seriously to con-

sider this matter, as, if arrangements similar to what
I have outlined were carried ont, I am sure the new
organisation would soon have a large number of clubs,

together with those that ha\-e withdrawn from the

A.C.U.
Although every clubman I have spoken to knows

of this dissatisfaction, it is astonishing that one reads

so very little about the matter. This should not be
taken to mean that everything is viell and e\-ervone

satisfied, because such is not the case.

If club officials all over the country could be induced
to air their views and the views of their members in

the pages of The Motor Cijcle, it would soon emphasise
the state of feeling that exists, and I am certain would
bring about drastic alterations in the manage aient of

the Auto Cycle Union.
The winter or " suspense " season is the time In

discuss these matters, and much work might be done
in the interval, so- that next season we shall see the

Auto Cycle Union with its house in order, making it

what it should be—the real governing bodv for motor
cvclists. Howard Smith.

THE "FOUR INCH" POLKEY LAMP.
Readers will remember that some time back we

referred to a motor cycle acetylene gas lamp made by

George Pcikev, L-td., Hockley Lamp Works, Birming-

ham. The lamp then revie\Yed was a much larger and
heavier one than the Four Inch, which is the subject

of the annexed illustrations.

As its title implies, the new model, which is for usc-

with a separate generator, has a four inch genuine

Mangin mirror lens, and instead of side ears to 111 a

foTked bracket it has one ear at the back with thumb
screw and winged locking nut by which it can be

firmly attached to an ordinary lamp brac-ket. All

Polkey lamps are splendidly made from sheet brass and

firmly ri\-eted together, and the Four Inch is no excep-

tion to the rule. The overall dimensions arc yin. high.

5 54 in. wide, and 5,^/2'in. long, and the weight is 2 lbs.

3 ozs.

A 21)
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A selection of questions of general interest received from

our readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.,

E.C., and whether intended for publication or not, must be

accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Control Wires touching the Magneto.

{(() I have just had a Mabon
clutch fitted to my machine.
The Bowden wire' operating

this was carried between the

magnets of the magneto, and
I found that when the wire came in

contact with the terminal it shorted

the ignition. I fixed the Bowden
wire to the frame away from tlie

terminal. This causes the wire to

rub against the top of the magnet?.
Will this affect them and cause
loss of magnetism? Firing is quite

perfect at present. Would j^ou

advise insulating the control wire?
(h) I find when cleaning the magnets
that the dust forms quite a fringe-

like appearance on the magnets. I

take it this is caused by small
particles of iron in the dust attracted
by the magnets. Would j-ou advise
a rubber cover?—C. H.

(a) The wire can do no harm so long as
it is only touching the magnets. To
avoid chafing, it would be a good idea
to A\rap some insulating tape around
the wire. (&) The magnets doubtless
attract any fine particles of iron in the
dust. Yes ; a cover for the magneto
would be an improvement.

Position of Plug and Ignition Items.

(a.) Which is the best posi-

tion to place the sparking plug
on a single-cylinder? Would
it be better placed at the side

edge or on the cylinder top?
Isij opinion is that burnt gases always
remain on the top part of the

cylinder, as there is a space alvfays

there. (6.) Would an accumulator
only of two volts instead of four

work the engine if all the different

parts are placed closer together, or
what would be the result? (c.) Which
is the correct position to adjust the
plug points so as to get the quickest
firing of the engine ?-^T. B.

[a.) The usual position for the sparking
plug is over the inlet valve, where it

is cooled by the incoming charge of

fresh gas. The positioii over the centre
of the piston is supposed to be the most
efficient, but the plug is subjected to

much greater ' heat, and is more likely

to break. It is also Ifess accessible

than when placed in the valve caps.

(6.) No, not unless the coil be specially

wound to work with two volts. (t.)

If you use a magneto, adjust the plug
points as close together as possible with-
out touching, say .5 millimetre. With
accumulator ignition, a gap measuring
between -g^in. and ^^^ in. is better.

A.30

A Partial Compression. Attention to Tyres in

Winter.

(a) Kindly explain the pro-

bable reason for difficulty

experienced in pushing my
3^ h.p. bicycle and sidecar

prior to the firing point being

reached. The engine and piston

appear clean and valves free in their

guides. I have to expend a lot of

energy on the starting run of a few
yards. A friend of mine visited me
"with a 4^-5 h.p. twin and sidecar,

and I was asounded to find how easily

I could handle it. [h) I have had an
outhouse of corrugated iron roofing

built at the end of the garden for my
machine. The flooring is composed of

fin. boards on 3in. joists. How can
I protect my tj'res from injury during
the winter months? I do not want
to take tyres indoors if it can be

avoided. I shall during the coldest

davs put an oil stove in. Will this

sulhce to keep the tvres in good
condition ?—F. G. A.

[a) We should be inclined to think that

the difficulty in pushing the machine
along was due to the fact that the

The Bar Latch Stand made by the East Londm
Rubber- Co. The dotted lines indicate the

position of stand when out of use.

exhaust valve lifter .wire has stretched,

and consequently does not lift the valve

to its fulle.it extent. In this case you
are pushing against a partial compres--

sion. Also try injecting paraffin before

starting. (&) The best way to protect

the tjaes is to kee^^ them in a 'dark place

and one which is not heated. If the
machine is only occasionally used, it

would be as well to sling it off the
-ground, so that the weight is not resting

on the tyres. Do not use an oil stove
large enough to heat the place unduly,
as x'ubber is best kept cool. It would
almost be as well to sponge the . tyres

occasionally with a damp cloth.

Paraffin and Electric Headlights.

1 have short distances to
ride on my motor cycle every
day, and desire something
more handy than the acety-
lene lamp and generator.

- Paraffin being so common and reli-

able, would a paraffin lamp be of -

any use on my machine? It would
be a great convenience if you can
recommend it. If you can, please
name the best make.—D.V.D.

You would only find a really gooc.

paraffin lamp suitable for your purposo
provided the road along which you
ride is lighted, " and even then you
would have to keep your speed well

below the legal limit. W^e have tried -

a paraffin lamp and found that the
vibration invariably caused the light

to go out at speeds exceeding fifteen

miles per hour, and as a matter of fact

the illumination was not sufficiently

powerful for one to exceed this speed
with safetj'. Why not try an electric

headlight, as j^ou want one which can
be readily switched on? With the latest

patt-ern bulbs vibration, it is said, does

not aft'ect the filament, and with a

powerful lens -an electric head lamp
gives an excellent light.

Carburetter Gauzes.

I notice you suggested some
time ago the removal of the

gauze from a Triumph carbu-

retter, as it continually became
choked with dust. In dry and

dusty weather I suff'er from the same
trouble, but hesitated to remove the

gauze, as I understood it was neces-

sary to ensure the proper carburetting

of the petrol and air, and also as a

safeguard against a backfire into the'

carburetter, although the latter has

never happene'd to me yet. Was I

wrong in these conclusions ?—0. R. W.

We think 3-0U may safely follow our

former advice, and remove the gauze, if

you are troubled with it becoming
choked. There is very little danger of

backfiring, and if a backfire did occur

it is unlikely that a single layer of

gauze would stop the flames reaching

the petrol^ in the jet. We are under

the impression that the gauze is partly

fitted to the carburetter with the idea

of breaking up the _ pillar of petrol

issuing from the jet, and causing it to

mingle more thoroughly with the au'

;

and partly to intercept the dust drawn
in at the mam air inlet. There is not,

however, a noticeable difference in the

running of the engine when the gauze is

removed.
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MORE WORLD'S RECORDS

BROKEN ON

M
British

Salesman: "The tyres are our patent ' Never Skids.'
"

Practical Man : "
I don't want any rum tyres, I want ROM tyres,"

TYRE
By Mr. O. C. GODFREY on a "REX" MOTOR CYCLE, 24 11/09.

mttssmmms-^ia^rsusm

THE ROM TYRE & RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Telephone : 1513 Holborn.
Telegrams : "Romdom, London." 31, Brooke Street, Holborn, London, E.G.

MANCHESTER—Brown Bros., Ltd.. Deansgate.
EDINBURGH—N.S.O. Scottish Agency, 187, Morrison Street.

PRESTON—Lancashire Motor Co., Ltd., County Garage (opposite

Central Station).

BIRMINGHAM—Thos. Clayton & Son. Ltd., 125-6, New Street.

LEEDS—A. J. Greenwood & Co., 39, Guildford Street.

N.E. LONDON—Godfrey & Applebee, 165a, Hoe St., Walthamstow.
LINCOLN—W. J. Binks & Co., St. Bensdicfs Square.

NEWCASTLE-ON-T^NE—The Percy Cycle Co.. Northumberland
Street.

ui.^K^mmM . i^.'s^ijjijjixxs.L-i^-ju.tx^iu wjf.^.jjnu»-vji;?-.i.uj.; -^^^.^ .»^-»»«Ju..J^.«. .ru-j-1-^.^jm

In answering fJiis advr>-ii>^nne7it ^it is desirable to mention "Thi 21otur Cycle." A3I
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YOU NEED NOT
CARE

IF IT SNOWS
if you use the

TWIN-RIBBED
double-grip

TYRE.
Price and particulars from

THE PETER UNION TYRE COMPANY,
190-192, Great Portland Street, W.

Goods and Trade Entrance : 79-82, Bolsover Street, Euston Boad, London, W.^

Telephone: 2433 Gerrard. Telegrams: " Pneupeter, London.

Birmingham Branch: 160, Corporation Street.

Telephone : 5338 Central. - Telegrams : " Pneupeter, Birmingham."

A32 In answering fJris coclverf'lse})rent it is desirable to mention "'The Motor Cycle."
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Exhaust Valve Pitting. Irregular Running.

(1.) I am the owner of a 1909
3^- h.p. single-cylinder, and
am troubled by the exhaust
valve burning and pitting
badly in short distances. The

valve that was in the machine quite
new was burnt so badly after doing
300 miles that I had to have it

turned up, and the same fate befell

the second valve which I put in. I

am very careful in my driving,
always using as much air as the
machine v/ill take. I have also
tested the lift of the. valv^ and 'the

clearance between the tappet and
stem. (2.) I am also dissatisfied with
the working of the carburetter. For
instance, when set for running at

about eight miles an hour it will

suddenly cause an acceleration of

speed without any alteration in the
position of the levers.—H.L.

(1.) Prolonged fast driving on a strong
mixture causes pitting of the valves,
also jDartial lifting ard dropping of

the exhaust valve lifter. Try con-
trolling speed by "the throttle more.

_

All we can suggest to overcome your
trouble with the valve is to try one
made of a special metal. One or two
of these are advertised in_ our miscel-
laneous columns. (2.) The reason for

the behaviour of the carburetter is not
absolutely clear. Probably there is

some foreign substance in the tank or
feed pipe which temporarily chokes the
jet, and then sometimes frees itself.

Note if- the air funnel is a fixture or
free to rattle about.

Engine Power {or Hilly Districts.

I have a 3^ li-p. 1909 single-

cylinder two-speed machine,
which ovei'heats and knocks
badly after climbing a moder-
ately steep gradient ; exhaust

pipe sometimes gets red hot. I have
removed all carbon deposit from the

piston and cylinder, but that does

not seem to cure the evil. Com-
pression is good, back wheel refuses

to move when exhaust valve lever

is released, machine will run either

fast or slow, and the timing is all

right. I have tried different s'zsd.

jets, and always ride on level roads
with as much air as the engine will

take. The machine weighs, with
petrol and spares, about 200 lbs.

j\Iy own weight is 16 stones, and
gears of the machine 5I-II5 to 1.

The district in v,-hich I live is very
hilly, and steep hills cannot be
rushed. The low gear I find useful

only for starting on hills as the engine
will quickly overheat if I use it for

a steep hill. I had" the machine
overhauled by the maker a short

time ago. IMy own opinion is that

the machine is not sufficiently power-
ful for my weight. Would a single-

speed 6 or 8 h.p. low-gearsd twin be
too powerful for slow traffic riding,

gear of 1 in 45 or 5, witH Watawata
belt, as it is not speed I require, but
power on hills?—D. S. F. (Devon)-

The fact that the exhaust pipe gets

red hot indicates that either the
silencer is choked, cr you ai'e running
on too rich a mixture. Try the machine
after thoroughly cleanin.q; out the

silencer and enlarging the exhaust

O

release holes, and also try higher gear
ratios. These alterations siiould enable
your engine to run on the low gear
for long distances without overheating.
A good 3^ h.p. two-speed machine
should carry your vv'eight of 16 .stones
satisfactorily if in proper order. Of
course, as you live in a hilly district,
an 8 h.p. twin would be extremely
useful. Most of these machines ai'e

quite easy to control in traffic, but it
is unlikely that a single-geared mi.cliine
would climb steep hil's with your
weight on the saddle un'css you rushed
theni, which is not ahvays possible.
On that account we should recommend
you to have a two-speed gear, notwith-
wStanding the high power.

The Cause of Increased Speed on Partially Raising
the Exhaust Valve.

How is it that when I lift

the exhaust valve of my 2|? h.p._ machine slightly the
engine runs quicker? Please
suggest a remedy if this is a

defect, or state \A\s.t eii'ect it has on
the engine.—W. A.

The symptom you describe is an -ex-

ceedingly common one. Various
theories have been advanced as to the
cause of the increase in speed of the
engine, chief among which may be
mentioned (1) the mixture being some-
what strong and air being drawn in

through the valve, which is prevented
from closing properly. (2.) The
partial raising of the valve releases
some of the compression. (3.) The
pressure of the rider's fingers on the
exhaust valve lifter does away with
some of the negative work of the
engine in overcoming the tension of

the exhaust vafve spring. Theory 1

is hardly feasible, as- even when the
mixture is adjusted as perfectly as

possible an increase of speed is notice-

able on partially raisitig the valve
lifter. No. 2 is open to much cpres-.

tion. as it is generally agreed that for

the highest possible engine speeds a

high ratio of compression is necessary.

The last-mentioned theory seems to be
the most likely one of the three.

Readers' opinions would be most in-

teresting on this point.

Taking a Motor Cycle to India.

I am leaving for India in a

fortnight, and wish to talie

with me my motor cycle. What
precautions should be taken

as to packing, and what dutv

is levied on arrival? Also .what

precautions are. necessary for the

storage of petrol in such a hot

climate, and can petrol be obtained

at most of the large towns? Would-

you let me, know if there is any

literature dealing with n^otor cycling

in India ?—H. B. Y.

The cost of cartage in London, withm
four miles of the Bank, packing in case.

dock dues, shipping.' and freight would

be £2 Os. 6d. The machine should be

carefully packed by experienced meji.'

The work could be carried out by a

firm such as Messrs. Davies, Turner, and

Co., 52, Lime Street. E.C. If you

give this firm the order, they attend

to everything. The duty is 5% ad
valorem. We do not know of any

special precaution necessary for the

t
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storage of petrol in India, except tli:a

it siiould be kept in as cool a place as
possible. It is rather expensive— in

fact, unnecessarily so, considering it is

comparatively near the source of supply
at Borneo—and it can be obtained in

nearly all large towns. We know of no
literature concerning motor cycling in
India, but a large number of motor
cycles are in use in that country, both
by army officers and civilians. ' T/if
Motor Oi/rh enjoys a comparatively
large circulation in India, as it does in
most out-of-the-way corners of the earth.

Fitting a Magneto Switch.

I have a 3^ h.p. standar.l
motor cycle with magneto
ignition. I want to fit on the
handle-bar a switch to short-
circuit the magneto (Bcsch).

and so stop engine firing v.'hen run-
ning down hills. I prefer to allow
engine to induce gas iii order to cool

it more effectively with a fairly rich
mixture. Can you tell me how and
where to wire the switch, and
whether it will in any way damage
the working of the magneto?—T.

Owen.
The fitting of a switch is quite a simple
matter. Attach the switch to the
handle-bar and connect a low tension

wire from its terminal to the steel

screw immediately over the contact

breaker of the magneto, and nearest to-

the oil well cover. When the switch
is in the "off" jDOsition it • connects

the screw on magneto to the frame by
means of the wire from the handle-bar.

The current is thus earthed, so prevent-

ing any spark taking place at the

plug. No harm can possibly ensue,

as this is the proper method to " cut

off " the current of the magneto.

The Secret of Slow Running.

I have a 1904 pattern 3^ h.p.

Excelsior, and have recently

had a surface carburetter re-

moved and an Amac carbu-

retter fitted. Previously the

bicycle" ran from about three miles

to thirty miles per hour, now it will

not do "less than twelve miles per

hour (and that only by nursing it),

and with throttle 'half open it does
' about forty miles per hour

_
on the

level. Owing to ten miles limits in

my district a minimum of twelve

miles per hour is rather awkward.
With throttle one quarter open the

engine will take no extra air, and if

the throttle be closed the least bit

further the engine immediately stops

firing, and this whether the spark be

advanced or retarded. I have come to

the conclusion that the reason must be

either—(1) the spray from the jet

choking the space between throttle

valve and its seat when throttle is

almost closed, or (2) main air inlet

too large for slow running, resulting

in too weak a mixture.—G. C4.

We are not surprised that the fitting

of a spray carburetter has so much
improved the running of your machine.

You are quite right in supposing that

the main air inlet is too large to per-

mit of slow running. Y"ou could either

(1) stop up one hole, (2) fit a smaller

adarter, or (3) a device to varv the

opening of the main air inlet. This will

enable you to admit a stronger mixture.

-^33
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By ERIC W. WALFORD, F.C.I.P.A.

A Compressed Tyre Tread.

The tread A is moulded of slightly

mialler curvature than the body B of

jhe tyre, and its total width when
iatten^'d out may be slightly greater than
:.hat of the recess in the body. The
•esult is that when in position the tread
s subjected to compression, enhancing
ts wearing and puncture resisting
qualities.—James Jelley, No. 14,651,
L908.

Spring Handle-bar Grips.

A spring support for the

wrist is provided by arranging
a cylinder A at the end of the
handle-bar. Witliin the cylin-

der works a plunger B, nor-
mally l/eld in a raised position
by a spring C, but shocks ar«
absorbed by the spring C, and
do not reach the wrist of tlie

rider.—A. H. Dunlop, Xo.
3,819, 1909.

A Spring Seating Arrangement.

The seat A is supported by springs B carried by a platform
secured by a clip

[) to the frame. A
cannier E is secured on
3ach side of the
nachine in the posi-

tion shown, and the

.

lisposition of the seat

md panniers is such
hat the latter may be
'ripped by the rider's

vnees, affording. a
ecure hold.—F. Waigh,
Sfo. 9,305, 1909.

SJdeear Spring Suspension.

The object of the invention is to
provide a simple construction
whereby the wheel, which is steer-
able, may give to inequalities in the
road surface. The rod A is formed
as a steering knuckle "B at its end,
in which is pivoted the steering arm
C, can-ying the wheel spindle T) and
the rod E, which is connected to
any suitable steering means. A
standard E^ projects upwardly
from the arm C, and supports the

upper end of tension
springs G, the lower
ends of which are
secured to an extension
of the arm C.—C. G.
Hilton, No. 24,297,
1908.

A Belt Tensioning Device.

The tension of the belt is adjusted by moving the rear
vheel nearer to or farther from the engine. For this pur-
jose the rear wheel A is carried by blocks B, adapted to
ilide in .'specially formed fork ends C. Secured to the
ower stays D is a bearing E, on Avhich are pivoted 'levers
?, adapted to operate rods G by which the movement is
mparted to the rear wheel. To 'retain the wheel A in its
idjusted position a spring latch H is employed, and this is

Ldapted to be thrown out of action by a rod J, also carried

'34' - -"'
'

'-V
. .

. .

by the bearing E, and operable by the foot of the driver

through a lever L, a spring K normally keeping the rod J
out of action. When it is desired to vary the tension of the

belt, the lever L is depressed, moving the rod J, and re-

leasing ihe spring latch H. Further movement operates

the rods G through the levers F, moving the rear wheel

backwards, and tightening the belt. If, however, the bell

be too tight, the tension will draw the wheel forward in tlie

fork ends until the correct adjustment is reached, when
the latch H is again allowed to operate and retain the whe.';l

in its adjusted position.—A, S., W. H., and ]M. A. Osborne,
No. 23,801, 1908.

A Butt-ended Air Tube.
The tube is provided with

butted ends A, as shown,
which may be either integral
with or formed separate from
the tube. In placing the tube
in position, one end is pressed
to a concave formation, as

shown at B, and the- other
end inserted therein.—J. N.
MoUett, No. 27,695, 1908.

Spring Fork and Brake
Mechanism.

A structure A forms
a; guide for a secondary-
fork B, which carries

the wheel spindle C,-

and also the brake
j'oke D. In this way
the brake yoke always
moves with the wheel.
The brake is operated
by means of Bowden
mechanism E.—A. Bar-
ratt. No. 7,316, 1909.

::.5J^tS IY*V"
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»TOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
p. THiitley. Chater-Lea frame, adjustable pulley,

"footboards, iu S'ood running- order.—Jas. Nuttall,

d, Farnwortli, near Bolton.,

p. Eover; £10; long handles, accumulators, low-

position, all accessories.—Powell, 27, Amos St-,

Lane, Harpurhey, Manchester.

JMPH, 1908, winner Sheffield Hill-climb, 1909.
pares, £26; also Triumph, 1909, £35; both abso-

perfect.-92, Matilda St., ShetHeld.

p. Rex, magneto, good running order, handle-bar
ccntrol, spring- forks, good tj'res, and new belt

;

)s-—Hodgson, Market Place, Knaresborough.

'EETA, 3ih.p., Chater-Lea frame, long bars,

spring forks, stand, lamiis, etc. fast, and good
r; £10 10s,—W-, 16, Victoria St-, Manchester.

9 T-T. Triimiph, new August, cost £36 ; also Mont-
gomery spring- wheel sidecar, £7 10s-, new same
also Mabon clutch- £2-—Dobson, Bury Bridge,

rEEVA, 1907, 3ih.p., little used, new ,studded
tyre back, spare cover, three accumulators. Brooks
large gas lamp, etc; £14.—Dobson, Church St-

un

-

8 Trimiiph, 1909 engine, magneto, and forks, 4,000
miles, horn, footboards, spares, I'almer back, spare
over, and toolbag ; £38-— Grp^son, Hesketh Ed-.
)ort-

9 Wolf. 1-ih-p-, magneto, V belt, spring forks,
spares, accessories, almost new condition: £17

?,r exchange for higher power-— C-W'-, 15, Percy
iverpool-

-p- F-N., handle-bar control, special inlet pipe,
footboards, and many refinements, engine., gears,
agneto recently overhauled, and as new, runs per-
no misfiring or rattlinq-, tvres recently new, many

; £25.-3,705. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

5 Eex. 3jh p., long handle-bars, low seat, spring
forks, surface carburetter, new tyre, Duul:-r on
horn, will climb anything, £9; also one Trii-miph,
J-A-P., low, long handle-bars, spray carburetter,

irder, to be sold. £8 10s.—James Baron, 377, Black-
Eld., Accringtoir-

IJEEYA and Eex.—We carry the largest stock of
:pare parts in the provinces for these machines,
leliver new machines from stock at low prices;

exchange, or gradual payments ; charged accumu-
fo hire, Is. per week. — Cookson Bros., 511,

?r Ed.. Old Trafiord.

SECTION III.

larvon, Denbigh, Flint, Clieshire, Derby,

ifford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

irioneth.

..p. Triumph, £25; 5-6h-p- l-'-X-- £25. 1908; no
offers; perfect machines-— I'crcy Maltby, Ilkeston-

i.p. 4 - cvl- F.N-, just been overhauled, footboards.

nearly 'new tvres ; bargain. £26-—Hensliaw, wheel-

t, Stc(-kiiort-

i-p. Minerva, just overhauled by maker.s. Palmer
tyres; £15.—Stockport Garage, 37, Wellington

U, Stockport.

:UMPH. 3ih-p-; handle-bar control, adjustable pul-

ley, new cylinder and ijiston just fitted; £25-—
r, Melbourne, Derby.

1910 NUMBERS.
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

08 Triumph, exi-nptional condition; any trial or
examination; £32.—Laxton, Ardeu Villa. Berks-

well.

19^

Gentlemen —We have contracted for a large supply ofi 1 Q 09 Twin Eex Motor Cycle, bought new July, studded.

these high-class two-speed machines, can give early :*--»^ _ t^es, everything as new; accept £30, complete-

delivery and " lick creation " with our exchange quota-
: a surj

machine, and specially

1909
NUMBERS, REXES, DOUGLAS'S.

Remember, we pay carriage on new. machines. Foreign
customers liberally treated ; machines, both new and
second-hand, sent carriage paid to nearest port.

358, Stratford Ed., Birmingham.

tions, we make a surprising allowance for your present! Oh-p- Quadrant, surface, two accumulators, footboards.

ally want 1

*^ splendid running order ; £10 : exchange hammerless
gun-—3,707, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

QUADEANT, 2h-p., single. Clincher tyres, fine little

runabout good condition ;
price £8.—Louis B.

Davis, 3, New St-, Birmingham-

5h-p- Eex de Luxe, complete, all accessories ; owner
giving up ; further details on application ; £30-—

Pattison, 19, Beaufort Ed-. Edgba.ston-

AEIEL. Ariel, Ariel. — To clear, a few 1909 2;h.p.

lightweights, magneto, handle - bar control ; end of

^ , , . . T season bargains.—Ariel Wks,. Bournbrook, Birmingham.
Secure by fair or other means our December Bargain List. , .... -it.,^., i, „,. „ o.,..„,<.i
nf 1- 4. -t 11 1 i 1 i-t u i t 11 X5EST Cash Oiter-— 2:h-p- Minerva, ircnc-h grey enamel.
Machines to suit all pockets and appetites, short or talrj^-^^ >^a.Ai wj.i

..-: i ... . 5..-'

30s. in the £ vaSue offered.

men. Free by post.

BIGGEST AND BEST STOCK.

3.V h-p. BAT magneto, spring frame, two speeds.

.

£24 10
b' h.p. TWIN J ,A.P., magneto, spring forks £22 10
^ h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, rgog £30 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, rgoS £24 10
Si h.p. TRIUMPH, rgog, nearly new £35
3-i h.p. TRIUMPH, rgo8, good order £30
3J h.p. HUMBER, rgog, two speeds, non-skids . . £37 10
3-i h.p. MINERVA, magneto, 2i tyres £18 15
3" h.p. TWIN FAIRY, light and handy £12 12

6 h.p. J.A. P., Chafer Lea frame, spring forks. .. . £18 10

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, igo6.

.

£18 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £1110
2j- h.p. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels . . £8 15

2-i h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD, 26in. wheels,

low built £8 15

3^ h.p. rgog HUMBER, two speeds £37 10

3lh.p. REX igo8.J, ball bearing, h.b. control .. £29 10

3I h.p. TRIUMPH, new £45

3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2iin. tyres, long bars .. £22 10

|;yres and cvt-rytliiug like new; value £14,—C.C-E-
Motor.s, Ford St-, St- Ann's Well Ed-, Nottingham.

REX Twin. 1907, spring forks. Clincher tyres, very

fast, .splendid hill-climber; £16.—Louis B. Davis.

3, New St., Birmingham.

MINEEVA. 3h.p-, single. Clincher tyres, splendid con-

dition, fast, good hill-climber; £11 10s-—Louis ]{.

Davis, 3. New SJt-, Birmingham-

31.h.p- Peugeot- magneto, spriuu forks, B. and B. H.
2 control, Albion adjustabln imlley. low. complete,

splendid order; £18.-136, Church St., Lozells

mingham-
Bir-

Q3.h.p. Zedel. magneto. B-B. handle-bar control, Duu-
/W4 "lops, very low, long bars, torpedo tanks, enamelled
French grey, plated footre.sts, as new; £18 10s,, lowest-

—Below.

5 h.p. Twin Eex de Luxe, magneto, two speeds. H-B-
control, caster wheel sidecar, fitted with Cape hood,

screen, absjlutely as new ; best offer over £40 ;
any

trial-— 27, Park St.. Leamington-

3ih-p. Minerva, iu perfect condition, little used, fast

2 and p .werful. footboards, also pedalling gear, lamp,

horn, new Stanley belt, full kit tools ; £24 ; any trial-—

Brown, Lang-svith, Notts-

engine,

3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, rgo8, smart £17 10 QXh.p.' 1909 Two-speed Free Engine Humber, special

3 h.p. REX, rgo8, magneto, h.b. control £17 10; ^p- ^ - .
,

.-, , .,

3J h,p. REX, 1909, nearlv new £32

5.i h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, magneto .. £25 10

4Jh.p. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
5' h.p. TWIN ROC, handle starting, magneto .

.

£22 10

5 h.p. TWIN RE.X, spring forks, low built £16 10

3* h.p. REX, spring forks, trembler coil £10 10

3i h.p. REX, 26in. wheels, M.O.V.. h.b. control.. £8 15

TRaCARS AND CARS.
6 h.p. REX LITETTE, 1908, two cylinders, mag-

neto, water-cooled, two speeds ;
cost £7g .... £35 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, fan-cooled, belt drive £12 12

6 h.p. FAFNIR, open frame, two-speeds, two
cvlinders £29 10

12 h.p'. LE.ADER. two-seater car, .four cylinders.. £55 10

Cash buyers receive special quotations.

Do you know we have put down a special p'ant equipped

with all the latest machinery to manufacture high-class

SIDECARS at £4 17 6

D9 Triumph, new August, splendid condition, with Ivotu: best girl will never forget you after riding in one of

these luxuriously sprung sidecars,

upon request.
headlight, separate generatr. horn, reflex; £39

Chtirchill, Spondon, Derby.

I. Werner, .splendid machine, just overhauled at

cost of £5, finished French grey; £10; exchanges.—
Waterloo St., Burton-on-Trenf.

X 1908 Lightweight, Bosch magneto, 1909' im-

prove uents, perfect condition; bargain; what
?—Jefferson, Normanhy Terrace, Whitby-

)- Twin Peugeot, Eoc, H-B. control, 26 by 2i tyres,

handle starting, Eoc clutch, variable pulley, spares,

lass conditi.m ; £24-—Cowap, Hartford, Cheshire.

i-p. Eex de Luxe, first-class coudition, handle-bar

control, domed top pistons, special valves; £22, or

write fuller particulars.—N- Colley, Hillingdon,

:.n-

.

)TO-EEVE, 2h-]i.. twin. 1909 model, Druid spring

forks, mauuetu, adjustable pulley ; cost over £40
st, take £25. or exchau.ue 5h.p- twin, or 1908
aph--V. Jobson, 68, Eadbourne St-, Derby-

-)- Twin Eex, new tyres, pistons, accumulators, re-

"ena'nelled and plated, perfect, like hew, £18; also

hg-htweight. splendid order, .£6; exchanges con-

?d-—Booth, Eilshaw, Winsford-

10 Phelon and Moore, delivery from makers Janu-
ary l.st, 1910; all black, and gears to order: £55
including new 1909 Lucas lamp and bracket;

lit for sidecar; will be unable to use.—Benham. H0I5'- edge
Terrace, Shrewsbury- office boy; can anyone

Descriptive circular

REDUCTION IN TYRES.
We have unearthed a splendid consignment of brand

new clearance DUNLOP Tyres, and offer them as_ below-

26 X 2

26 X 2:1-

26 X 2i

24 X 2

17 '6 28 X 2 17/6

IS- 28 X 2-1- . . . 18/-

IS 6 28 X 2i 18 '6

15 - 24 X 2i- 15 6

or 2-1-

,

wired edges, 12 .'6.

1910 BROWN & BAKLOW CARBURETTERS.
Let us quote you for converting your machine to handle-

bar control ;
prices reasonable. We keep a large stock,

but don't keep you waiting for delivery.

500 PUSH CYCLES WANTED.
Vv>= wish to increase the ranks of "motor cyclists"

from the boys of the " cycling brigade," and for about

r, and their " jigger " supply a motor cycle capable ot

taking them up hill and domi dale in comfort and ease

and iSinus that " tired feeling," the outcome of pedaUing

a push cycle up hills -to be found in Yorkshire and Chiven-
a pusn eye

^^
p

^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^ WHITE HAT tor otir

oblige ? In conclusion, don t

and remember, we have £1,000

SECTION IV.

tingham, Lincoln, Leicester,

: forget to send for Ist,

!to snend on good magneto motor cycles ;
what can you. -poE Sale, brand new

„ ,, . !„ffpr ,is'^ . ,
[JO Show, machine_not

Rutland, °*^'^^ "^

orthamptonshire and Warwickshire.

09 Triumph, perfect condition, only been used 50
miles; what cfiersf-Plastow, Grimsby-

08 Triumph, 1909 piston and cylinder, good co-nd

tion, lots of spares; what offers? — Pla-stov

isby.

fJir:^p adverfhemenf^ it i-" ckiirahle to mention

complete with u-ual spares, lamp, horn

etc-, in excellent condition; £33, or near offer foi

quick sale-—C- Fenton, Kowlocn, St- Patrick's Ed-, Cov-

entry-

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon

and Bedford.

3.h-p- Minerva Motor Cj-cle, good condition, £10;
/^4 also Eoc conversion set, will fit Trimuph, fault

less condition, £5,—Turner,- 20, Prince's St-, Norwich-

DOUGLAS, 2|h.p,, twin, new, not yet delivered, uu
able c:,mplete; accept £35.-Neale, 2, Eow 87, Gt

Yarmouth,
LIGHTWEIGHT Clement, good goer, complete, les;

accumulator; £4 10s-; cash wanted-— 130, Londoi

Ed-; King's Ljmu-

£9 10s-, or offers-— 2ih-p- ilinerva, spring forks, ex

ceptionallT low frame, polished copper tanks, B- am
B- Fuller's ai-cuniulat.r, good condition, enamelled grey

trial.—38, Sussex Ed , Lowestoft-

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

nPEIUMPH. 1909, brand new. ^i^t^l|'*^''^^''5;,.h^%pPo

1 Clincher studded non-skid tyres; £42.-Leach, Leo

minster.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TTtirMPH- 1908, .-"plendid condition; £35--We.ston

Mount Stuart. Boscombe Spa Ed-, Bournemotttn.

(Thlhn Kerrv. good machine, new tyres. Brooks. Nil

Si melk;'; £8 10s-, or nearest-Ward, Amport, Hants

T O07 Triumph, Shamrock studded, and MicheHii tyres

ly good condition; £23 10s-; bargain—Hunt, b

Ascot- ^ i V,

XTUMBEE, 1909. 3ih-p-, t^";^!'''^^^, "'Tq -Bu?keridgeJtl with 1910 improvements; £38 1U-—Buckeriuge

optician, Calne, Wilts-

1 Q07 Triumph, magneto, fitlly eQuipped- ne^ 'O'l"

X«7 tion; £22 cash, no exchange--Glasier, 5, Llarenci

Ed-, Scuthsea-

Olh-D- Moto-Eeve. brand new, never been ridceu: OTin

^t bou-ht car: complete with tools, lamp, and horn

^6 -Lieutenant Coke, H-M-S- Mercury, Pcrtsmouth-

(BOOTH'S MOTORIES.
CHARLES STREET, off Square Road,

„„ - -rx ITT Tf A "V 2 minutes walk
PhnnL 062. XlAifl-rAA. from Station.

2 minutes walk
from Station.

_

£36.—Lieutenant
Mcto-Eeve, £39 model, bought a

3now, macmn. ... unpack^ed ; °^'i"„'l^f
"jd atoa,

at once; nearest £30 secures,-Box No- L748, The Muto

Cycle Ofaces, 20, Tudor St,, E-C

-DEEMIEE, twin-cyl- 3ih.p. not run 250 miles, m'

]f chine witliout. a scratch, and the ^ma lest pa

<>uaranteed perfect'," hr^n: headlight, and f^f^nerator; wha

cash offers /-Write full particulars. Joubert. 31, Vu

trria Ed-, Swindon-

Iii (iii-fweriuii tlK'^P
The Motor Cycle. A37
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

AKIEL, 3h.p., low built, good condition; £12.— S-, 49,
Brojke Bd-, Stoke Newiugton.

ERRY, 2Jh-r-, 26in. wheels, fine little macliine ; £9
10s.— 128, Hish Ed., Tottenham.

INEKVA, S^h-p., free engine, sidtear, iierfact ; £15
10s.— 128. High Ed., Tottenham.

TRIUMPH. 1910, .brand new; £48 15s.; big allowance
on oU machine.— 128, Hiyh Ed., Tottenham.

h.p. Twin Antoine, grand sidecar machine; £18, or

exchange.—Cross, 180, Liverpool Ed., Islington.

08 Triiunph. Palmer tyres, fine condition : £27,
bargain-—33, Killyon Ed., Clapham, S.AY.

AEGAIN.— Sih.p. Werner, low, good goer; seen after

5 p.m.j £6 10s.— 6, Herndon Ed., East Hill.

T.Ov'TON'S Great Clearance Sale to make room for

1910 Bradbury s; call, write, or wire.—Below-

QTANTON (£6).— 3h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, perfectO lunuiug order.; also (£6) 2ih.p. light Scout, Chater-
Lea-

STANTON.— 1908 Minerva, 3ih.p., magneto, spring
fcrks adjustable pulley, studded tyres, not done

300 miles, almost as. new; £21 to clear.—Below.

STANTON--1908 N.S.U., 3h.p., magneto, splendid
condition, powerful, thoroughly reliable; £17 to

lear ; room wanted.—Below.

STANTON.—4-Cyl. E.N., 4ih.p.. and nearly new side-

car, powerful, reliable •combination ; £32, absolute
ia.criiice.—Below.

STANTON. — Shop-soiled 1909 Moto-Eeve. otherwise
absolutely brand new; £31. exceptional bargain;

ion't miss.—Below.

STANTON.—Roc and Sidecar. 6h.p. twin J.A.P. en-

gine, ma.gneto, two speeds handle starting, thor-
raghly overhauled; £30 for quick sale; smart, reliable

ombination.—Below.

DTANTON for 1910 Bradburys ; call, j3ee. and try on-'

K
M
T

19
B
S

-619. Lea Bridgi' lid-. Ijcyton, London.

31h.p- Minervas. like new, one with magneto, one
2 without; £18 and £16; real bargains—Bunting.

.Vcaldstoue.

rRIUMPH, 1906, magneto, spare tube, good working
order; £16 10s.—Evans, 33, Springdale Ed., Stoke

>fewington.

I Q09 Triumph, complete, horn, lamp, and spares:
*-*y nearest cash offer £4T).—Spring, Latchmere Ed..
iCingston, Surrey.

WHITTLE'S.— 1909 F.N. lightweight, magneto, .spring

forks, absolutely as new, perfect, and unscratched

;

uirifi e 20 guineas-

WHITTLE'S.—Bat, 3ih.p., spring frame, genuine
M M.C engine. De 1 lion carburetter, nearly new,

Luscratched
;
great sacrifice, £16 16s.

WHITTLE'S—N-S-XJ., 5-6h.p-. twin, latest type, mag-
neto, suitable tor sidecar, very powerful, like new

;

;26, otters.

tTTHITTLE'S.-Kerry, 2|h.p., Model de Luxe, perfect
.VV -order; £8 15s.—Whittle's Motor Exchange, Earls-
leld- 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

[>h-p. Quadrant, good condition, surface carburetter:
'-* seen by appointment-- F-, 12a, Fisher St., South-
uipton Row.

I Q08 Triumph, new October, in good condition; £33 ;_

»-«/ ' owner going abroad-—Master, Meeanee Barrack,
Jolchester.

"^ASH Offers wanted for Sjh-p- Brown, magneto, 26^ by 2i Palmer cord tyres.—Box L707, The 'Motor
hjcle Offices, 20, Tudor St-, E-C-

Jlh.p- Motor Cycle, Longuemare, Palmer tj'res. good
-'2 condition, powerful; sacrifice' £10 10s.— G., 37
'retoria Av.. Walthamstow.

£50.—Hmuber Motor Cycle, free engine, two - speed
nearly new: reasonable ofier wanted.— Horry, E

Commerce Rd., Wood Green.

i>ni.p. Minerva, new accumulator. Clinchers (uv^2 scratched), engine perfect; anv trial—Dover House
Jlitton Hill, Brighton.

6 10s.—Minerva pattern, engine as new, PalmerV ridden 100 miles; bargain.-134, Highgate Ed-
lentish Town.

P-N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks, new 'M:'\-
1909, ideal winter mount; £25.—W-G.S., 627, Bark-

ug Ed., Plaistow, E.

IQ09 5h.p. Special Twin Eex, enamelled grey, condi-
«-«.' tiou perfect, with spares and accessories; bar-
am, £30.-16, Haverstock Hill.

pEIUMPH, 3h.p., magneto, in .splendid order, lamp
Pi T^'?^"' /-i;""^"'

tiargain, £16 10s.. or exchange—
iatchelor, Clarence St., Kingston. -

CTUMBEE, 1910. 3ih.p., two speed.?, H-T. magneto.LJ- brand new: £50; liberal aUowance on old ma-hme— 128, High Ed-, Tottenham.

31.h.p. N-S.U., all complete, fast, and powerful, Pal-
-*' ^ mer tvres, lieadlie-ht. twn nr.,.iimnin+^>-„ ,^.-.^-c.,.-.j.

r ler

urrey.

A3 8.

mer tyres, headlight, two accumulators, perfe-t
; £12.—Jenny, Leighton Holme, Frimlev Green,

No. 1840. 5l h.p. PHANOMEN Motor Cycle, fitted

with twin Zedel engine, magneto, Nala two-
speed gear, spring forks ; guaranteed. Price.. £45

No. I9r7. 3I h.p. rgog TRIUMPH, Palnrier Cord
tyres, condition like new

;
guaranteed. Lowest

price £35
No. 1625. 3 h.p. BRADBURY, low frame, mag-

neto ignition, horn, carrier, stand, etc.
;

guar-
anteed £16 10

Two ri h.p. MOTOSACOCHES, low frame models,
magneto ignition, late rgog machines, condition
as new

;
guaranteed each £23 10

Three r|- h.p. Lightweight F.N., complete with
magneto and spring forks ; up to date ; all

guaranteed ,. from £15
Eight rgog 3.J h.p. Standard REX Tourist models,

brand new, comph-te with stand, carrier, tools,

no plates ; ready for the road ; usual price £42.
To clear each £35

No. rSSy. 3J h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring

forks, Birmingham make, smart, and good
sound roadster

;
guaranteed £17 10

2.5 h.p. rgog DOUGLAS, new last May, in excellent

condition
;

guaranteed. Lowest price £25
Six lih.p. MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight Motor

Cyclse ; all guaranteed from £12 10
Two 35" h.p, HUMBERS, two speeds, igog models,

magnetos, and spring forks from, each £28 10
No. 1807. 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 190S model,

two-speed gear and free engine, magneto, black

finish, Cantilever seat, carrier, stand, spring

forks ; guaranteed £23 10

g h.p. BAT and Sidecar, magneto ignition in tan"k,

spring back and front, J.A.P. engine and metal
clutch, Whittle belt, etc.

;
guaranteed. The

whole combination £35
No. i8g8. 3I h.p. igo8 TRIUMPH, condition

better than new, guaranteed at VVauchope's . . £32
Xo. 1894 & r8g5. g h.p. BAT, and sidecar Offers

No. i8g6. g h.p. RILEY Tricar, nice condition,

side doors, three speeds &. reverse, guaranteed £35
No. r88i. 3] h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, low

frame, splendid machine, guaranteed 19 Gns.

No. r853. 41- h.p. HUMBER Iricar, water-cooled
coach-built front seat, first cash 10 Gns.

No. T874. rlh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1907 model,
in nice condition

;
guaranteed £15 15

No. 1873. 2 h.p. iqo8 MOTO-REVE, grey finish,

smart machine
;
guaranteed 21 Gns.

No. r867. 3 J h.p. ARNO, two-speed gear and free-

engine clutch, up-to-date machine, in new con-

dition
;
guaranteed £32 10

No. r86r. 35- h.p. BAT, sound machine, fit for the

road
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. i860. 3'- h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, rgog model,

splendid machine and perfect as new
;
guar-

anteed £35

No. 1855. I J h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, perfect order,

ready for the road
;
guaranteed 15 Gns,

No. 1847. 2 h.p. igo8 MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder
engine, spring forks, magneto ignition, splendid
condition, direct V belt drive

; guaranteed .. 19 Gns.
No. 1845. 3J h.p. bran dnew PHELON & MOORE,

rgog model, two-speed gear and free engine. Offers
No. T842. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks, 1906

model, nice condition throughouf
;
guaranteed £16 10

No. 1837. 3J- h.p. igo7 MINERVA, smart machine
;

guaranteed £13 10
No. 1836. 2|- h.p. MINERVA, igo7 machine, nice

condition
;
guaranteed £12 10

No. 1835. il h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, . magneto
ignition, tgog model, spring forks, as new

;

guaranteed £23 10
No. 1834. 3J-h.p. TRIUMPH, rgog model, mag-

nificent machine ; guaranteed £35
No. r829. 3 h.p. SCOTT-JOWETT Two-stroke

Motor Cycle £25
N0.-J828. 3I h.p. loog TRIUMPH, ad aecessories,

magnificent machine • guaranteed £35 .0_

No. 1826. Sidecar, rigid type, second-hand .... £4 4
No. 1814. 3l h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto in tank,

Druid spring forks, nice machine
;
guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. 1813. slh.p. FAFNIR, nice condition, ac-
cumulator ignition, sound machine ; guaranteed 9 Gn-s.

No. 1810. 3,1 h.p. PEUGEOT in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame, low frame, torpedo copper tank, good,
sound machine

; guaranteed 17 Gns.
No. 1801. 2j h.p. igo8 Featherweight REX, nice

condition, magneto ignition^; guaranteed £17
No. 1764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., 1908 model,

good, sound condition
;

guaranteed. Price . . £25 C

Second-hand and New Bargains quoted in this columrr
are offered for sale by WAUCHOPE'S. Dozens of bargain';
besides those quoted can be inspected on the premises
at g, SHOE LANE. Inspection is cordially invited,.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street

(off Ludgate Circus),

L.ONDON, E.C
Telephone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams, " Opificer, London*

H

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SA
£7.— 3ih.p. Standard, Ia:-t, powerful, vertica

spray, long bur^. Kawhido belt. Dunlops
liargain-— 45. Charles St-, Stepney.

1 Q09 Triumph, ridden 500 miles, 14 guinea
-Lt/ gomery sidecar, used once; bargain, £40.-
feur, 3, Elm Mews, -Bayswater Ed., W..

F-N., 4-cyl., 4.ih.p., autmnn. 1908, E O.M. tyre
did condition, do 50 ea-silv ; £26. quick aale.-

bell, 4, Chanipi:)n Park, Denmarjc Hill. S.E.

MOTO-REVE. brand new, 1909 model, 32 gam open to take yours in part ; new Triur
Eeves ; early delivery.—Bunting. Wealdstone.

IF You \\ ant Bargains in second-hand motor eye
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lam

St., London, E.G., just oft Ludgate Ciroiw.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 3ih.p., delivered frou
in Augu.st lu.st ; u.sual iirice £48; slightly

£40.—C. W. Wood, Haywards Heath, Sussex.

TRIUMPH, 3-ih.p-, June, 1909. '

splendid co
Palmer cords. Lucas lamp and horn, all acce

est £52 10s., sell £35.-82, Lee Ed., Blackheatt

3ih.p. Triumph, guaranteed perfect conditio
2 new. tyres excellent, .spares, tools ; £32

Surridge. 69, Loughborough Park. Brixton, Loui

"1009 Triumph Mjitor Cycle, 3iii'.p., faultles
-L *y cash, wanted immediately ; cost £48 ; aoc«
ash offer.—3.702, The Motor Cycle Offices, C.ve

31.h.p. Kerry de Luxe, H.B. control carburetl
2 low and rnwerful. in new condition; gre

gain, £11 lO.s.—47, Highbridge St., Waltham 1

3ih.p. Quadrant. Nala, two-speed, new 2iin.
2 back. Palmer front, excellent passenger ui

£18 lOs-, or offer.-N. Lambert, 14, Tite St., Clu

4-CyL. F.N.. 4ih.p-. magneto, 'spring forks, jfi

oughlv overhauled, most reliable, crawls in

s;icTifice £20—17, Kenmure Ed., Mare St., B
London.

BAEGAIN.—1907 model Minerva, 2i'h-p-. n
long handle-bars, low, good hill-elimber, gra

dition, acces.sories ; sacrifice £9 IO3.—Carter, 65,

St., London, S.W.

HAMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and
hand, gradual payments taken on any n

exchanses. — Only address, 5, Heath St., Han
Tel.: 2678 P.O.

AMPSTEAD ;£15).-F-N-, l-Jh.p., lightweig
spripg fork; and magneto, cost £35 last

HAMPSTEAD.—Humber, 1909, two-speed,

new, Druid spring forks, all accessories and
'-reat bargain, £32.

HAMPSTEAD— 22-h. p. Douglas, magneto, and
forks, .splendid condition; £36, with acce

3ih.p. N.S.U., £13.

HAMPSTEAD.—Minerva, 2h.p., good order, £
Humoer. 2h-p-, £4 lOs- ; Humber, 2|h.p., s

condition, £5 lOs- Tel-; 2678, P-O.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Eiley, 3i-h.p., M-O.V-
ce,s>X)ries, splendid condition; Himiber. £4

bargain.

AMPSTEAD (£23). - 4-cyl. F.N-. 4J,h-p.

model, magneto, spring forks, with all acci

HAMPSTEAD (£25). - F-N., 4-cyl., 4ih-p.r f

condition, wit.i all accessories, late mode

HAMPSTEAD (£27). — F.N., new condition,

1908 model, 4ih-p., magneto, spring foi

accessories.

HAMPSTEAD—1910 new Trimnphs in stock

Eeves and F.N.'s at special reduction,
models.

HAMPSTEAD--Soie London and district agp

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock ;
speci;

trade.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).—Singer, 3h-p., magnetc
non-skid on back, in splendid order, witl

sories.

HAMPSTEAD :£17).-F,N. l:?h.p. Lightweigl
neto and spring forks, with all new acce

bargain.

HAMPSTEAD (£26).-Genuine 1908 V.S.,

model, 5h.p., magneto, and spring forks, all

series.

HAMPSTEAD.—Are now showing all the leadin

machines ; exchanges entertained ; deliverj

stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD (£12). - Lincoln Elk, ,3h.p.,

model, new condition, with accessories, a
gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumphs. 1910, in stock;

Douglas, Moto-Reves, F-N-'s, no waiting; i

payments taken, five per cent, extra.

HAMPSTEAD.—Triumph, 1907, new tyres, s:

condition. £27; Eex, 1909, new conditioi

Douglas, 1909, £27.

HAMPSTEAD (£4 10s.).- 2ih.p. Minerva,
frame, snecial bargain, guaranteed. Tel.

:

P.O. 5, Heath St.

TRIUMPH. 1907, magneto, 1909 H-B. carb
and ignition, Mabon clutch, Eich tubes, ne

skid, new belt, tank, le-enamelled, plating unscr
new condition, lamp, horn, spares; price £30.—Ba'
46, London Ed-, St. Albans.

H

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I
QIO Speed King Twin Kex, beautiful machine, bought

Lt/ at Show, not been ridden 10 mile-; unforeseen
trcumstances only reason for selling

;
price £42 10s-—

^pplj', W.H.B., Elm Grove, Ockham, Surrey-

I
Q09 T-_T- Triumph, three pulleys, various, three

Lf/ handle-bars, two spare wheels, new -tyres, spares,

nd tools; £38-—Write, J. T- Bashall, Elm Grove, Ock-
am, Surrey.

A LSO 4hp- Stevens, in Chater-Lea frame, magneto
:a- O.A-P- carburetter: £14, as above; also brand
ew Millford sidecar, £7 10s., as above-

^EW 3|h-p- N-S-TT-. magneto, not ridden lOOlniles.
.1 tools, Riche's tubes, including spares; too pjwer-
il; exchange up-to-date lightweight and cash, or sell

26 10s— S-, 124, i'alcou Kd-, JBattersea.

09 2ih-p. Douglas, spring forks, magneto, in splen-
L9
luding new Derinatine belt: £32 lOs-.

:os L746, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20.
no exchange-
Tudor St., E-C

L9^

"CHRISTMAS Clearance- — An excepticnal chance-
y 2jh-p. Minerva. £8 lOs- ; Werner and Triumph- £4
Os- ; several others, all real good machines

;
push bikes

^changed.—Bunting, Wealdstone-

09 Twin Rex- 50 miles only, two belts, spares, three-

note horn, Liii as lamp, automatic oil leed: £34;
tt'ers. or exchange 1909 single-—Box No. L745. The
[otor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E-C-

)3.h.p-, genuine De Dion engine and carburetter
J 4= Cluuer-Lea frame, .^^pring forks, new Liberty
'res. Watawata be'.t. in excellent condition; price ill-
age, 74, Ea.st Hill. Dartiord, Kent-

909 Triumph, delivered January, excellent condition-

original Shamrock tyres, scarcely worn, spares;

ily wants seeing; getting 1910 model; lowe.st £36 10s-—
Inight, River.side, PiUborough. Sussex.

torpedo tanks,
!ner-

just

?18.—Twin Peugeot, 7h-p.- Chater-Lea.
y h-b-c-, I'almer tyres, lin. Dermatiile, lamp, gener-

;or- two accumulators, pulleys, spare valves, ti ols,

?erhauled.—Brj-an, 13. London Kd., W. Croyd.-n-

magneto, low frame, 22 tyres,

in new condition ; a genuine
I
h.p- N S-U- twin,

t stu.lded back.

stec

bar-
Gai-lin to immediate purchaser, £18.-1, Walsingham

3ns, South Ealing, V\

.

908 6h-p- J-A-P-, Chater-Lea, very low, spring forks.

Brown and Barlow carburetter, Contiiiental tyres,

'i
Whittle belt, two i'elc-Sadf\rrt accumulators- in per-

!ct concUtioni bargain, £25.-63, Norfolk Rd-, iJalstou,

ondon-

>3.h.p- ilinerva, splendid condition throughout, lou;;

J 4, handle-bars, low saddle position, lamp, horn

lols. baa-, many spares, spray carburetter, fast, power-

il, graiid hill-climber; sacrifice £7 15s-—12, Market
1-, Horsham, Sussex-

LT.L.6.. 7-9h.p. Peugeot, all contrcr on handle-bars,
^ magneto. Continental Model de Course, 26 by 2i,

fo spare tnbe?. belt, plugs, guaranteed first-class condi-

on ; anv inspection allowed : take sidecar anywhere

;

38, or 'oifer-- Scott, 45, Baalbec Rd-, Highbury, N-

2[TANT0N'S.—Bradbury. 19C9. winner numerous gold
5 medals, guaranteed absolutely perfect in everyway,
jneral condition as new. unpunctured R.O-M. tyres,

illy equipped with all spares and accessories; tuned to

mcert pitch; £34 for quick sale.—619, Lea Bridge
d-, Leyton. London.

I G. FENN'S Twin Speed King Rex, picked engine
»-. perfect balance, 1910 valves, pistons, rockers, and
)nnecting rods, with special cams,- special tank, stand

irrier, two toolbags, Cowey speedometer; examinatior

f appointment; price £40.-27, Mortimer Market, Lon
m, W-C
)TJR Latest Model Motor Cycle, built throughout with

genuine Chater-Lea fittings, and fitted with 5-6h.p

eugeot engines, for £38. is really an eye-opener ; side-

irs from £5- Call and inspect models ; free trials

;

Ltisfaction guaranteed--Davies, Brodie, and Co-, 45a
[itcham Lane, Streatham-

SECTION IX.

omerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

910 Triumphs can be supplied from stock; cash, ex-

change, or extended payments-—Guy's, Cycle Be-
at, 'Wej'mouth.

>'-9h-p- Peugeot, Chater, Longuemare, Whittle. C-A-V-
I P'almers, splendid order, except platinum for oom-
Lutator ; bargain, £18, part exchange. Triumph acces-

iries, tyres, etc-—Paynter, 59, College Rd-, iJevonpcrt-

>lh.p. Bnchet. Longuemare, t-\io accumulators, foot-
>2 brake, new belt, long handles, very low, voltmeter
imp. stand, tools, splendid condition, very powerful and
jliable; great sacrifice £8.—Clemens, Hotel Esplanade,
'aignton-

BAT-J-A-P-, 1909. 4h.p., M.O.Yi, Phelon and, Moore
two-speed, belt drive. Brown and Barlow 1910 car-

uretter. lamp, horn, all spares, new October, not done
miles; cost £65, take £49 10s.—MofEat, High St.,

reovil-

SECTION X.
Scotland

.

>ih-p. Rex; £8, cheap-—Johnston, Westmill of Barnes.
y 2 I'remnay, Aberdeenshire-

09 Triumph, condition as new in every respect,
spares ; offers--Welsh, 8, Chamberlain Rd-, Edin-L9

urgh.

-0-

COLONIAL READERS
<)t

;

()

Write us for terms for either new or second-hand
Motor Cycles. Our price will come as a revelation

to you. We supply on lowest terms.

F.N.

BAT
L.M.C.
BROWN
NORTON
HUMBER
DOUGLAS
PREMIERBRADBURY

WILKINSON
MOTOSACOCHE
PHELON - MOORE
MATCHLESS
MOTO-RE VE
QUADRANT
TRIUMPH
INDIAN
KERRY
N. S. U.
ROC
v.s.

1909TWO OWLY
NEW MOTO-REVES

Absolutely brand new and perfect. Fully guaran
teed. Spring forks, \-ariablc pulley, stand, and

carriers
; so guinea models.

^31 — Our Price — iB31

1909 THREE
3^ h.p. BRADBURYS 1909

Absolutely brand new and perfect.

Standard £.\-6 models"

;£36 — Our Price — X36
SEND FOR LISTS POST FREE.

^ Send for our lists of second-hand
() irsotor cycles and accessories. ' e
save you poursds, and !T ONLY COSTS
A HALF-PENMY FOR A POSTCARD.

N.S.U.'s N S.U.'s N.S.U.'S

''*^,

SPECIFICATION :

E.ilGlNE—Genuine N.S.U. throughout.

I jrNITlON—Eisemann for singles ; Bosch for twins.

PrlAMES—Standard, and very low built.

WHEELS—2jin. and 26in.

T^RSS—Petex Union 2|iD. section to singles, and
2\in. to twins.

C^RBURETTEB—N.S.U. float feed type.

BilAKES— two—Bowdcn band brake rear wheel,

and back-pedalling brake.

EXTRAS—Combined stand | carrier, belt punch
two oilcans, spanners, screwdrivers, et

rcoair outfits, plugs, etc., all free.

GENERAL

—

\Ve guarantee fully every machine sold.

eh, 4
tc., 5

PRICES

3 h-P-

3i h.p.

3i h.p.

Sjh.p.

Maker's price.

. . £:.7

. . £40 ,
.

£42
£52

Our price.

£25
£31
£32
£37

Deferred
payments.

£33
£34
£39

dovNTi, and ^Deferred payment terms : One- third
balance in monthly payments of £2.

190S HUIVIBERS.
All practically nc-.v models. Fully guaranteed.

;o8.— ?-J- h.p., two-speed magneto, Druid

spring forks, large belt rim and pulley,

Brooks' B105/4 saddle, Dunlop studded

tyres, practically new £37

509.—cji h.t>., two-speed gear, Dunlop
studded tyres, and perfect, magneto . . £35

IVIAUDE8' n/lOTOR IVIART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST. (off Oxford Circus),

LONDON, W. Also at POWELL ST., HALIFAX.
Telephone : 552 Mayfair. (See onr other advi.)

In rnhsivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

3 h.p. Fafnir,
pi.-;ton. eng

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lra. Longuemare. new cylind

, .- .
„iiio perfect, new trembler coil, wh(

niachine just overhauled; £16, offers—Dogsart, Why
house, Kirkcaldy.

fTiRITJMPH, 1908, perfect condition (just paid £5 1

*- thorough overhauling). Cowey siieedometer (ne
magneto switch, horn, spare cover and Kiches tubes, t
paunier bags, valves, plugs, and full kit of tools, t
new rubber studded tyre..* :Dreadnought and heavv Batf
all guaranteed

; £40, a barK;ain.—Jones, Wormit, l-'ifeshi

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man,
5 h.p. Twin, Sarolea engine, Kerry frame. 2.:in- Di

lops, spring forks, not done 100 miles, perfect c(
dition guaranteed; offers-—Quill, Ardvara, Bangor, <

Down-

"1 009 Triumph, run 500 miles, splendid condition, f
-*-«/ engine, I'almer tj'res, new September; cost £1
take £50: 1909 Motosacoohe, run 100 miles, m;
neto ignition, new August, condition perfect, £21.
Beauohamp, Portarlington, Ireland.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
6 h.p. Twin Eiley, three speeds, reverse, spares, perl

condition, smart; £43.-147, High Rd., Wood Gre

5 h.p. Mototricontal, 1908, chain drive, two-speed, fre
particulars; offers.—Marks, Crignant, Glam.

Zenith Tricar, two speeds, perfect a
must sell; £27 10s- — 9, Parkholme B

6h-p- Twin-cyl
dition

;

Dalstoii

9h-p- Riley Tricar, good as new, three speeds and
verse; a bargain, £30-—New Red Lion Hotel, Bu

ley, Lancashire-

4h-p. Tricar, in grand condition; inspection invite
very smart and fast; " £12.—Apply, 57, Harr

Kd-, Leytonstone.

5 h.p- W-C Tricar; bargain; dirt cheap; exchange m
neto cycle and little cash.—134, Highgate E

Kentish Town-

3ih-p. Humber Tricar, convertible, £9 10s- : 3ih
2 Minerva tricar, £7 10s-; wind screen, 15s-—;

Potternewton Lane, Leeds-

PHCENIX Trimo, coach-built, 3i-4ih-p-, new belt, gc
tyres, non-skid back, splendid condition ; bouf

ear; £15—94, St. Alban's Rd-, Watford.

Clinchers, i

or oiier.—

'

Beverstone Ed-, Thornton Heath, Surrey-

SPRING Frame Bat, 4ih-p-, free engine,
punctured; write for phuto ; £20,

Boot, 8,

41h-p. Coach-built Tricar, N-S-U- w-C engine, t

2 speeds, chain drive, free engine, wheel steerii

trial; must sell; £16.-2 Magee St., Kennington Pa

3JLh.p- Humber Tricar, wicker body, handle starti:

2 £9 15s-; 4h-p. w.c Pafnir-engined coach - bi;

cTicar. grand condition, £15.-128, High Rd., South T
teniiam.

TRICAR, 6h.p. J.A.P., twin, free engine, two spe'e

chain drive, Mills-Fulford forecarriage, splendid h:

climber, good condition; £18.—T. Graiuge, Thames Led
Cheltenham.

REXETTE, King of little cars, 5h.p., chain drive, t

speeds, foot clutch and brake, coach-built, whi
steering, new non-skid to back, engine and gears ji

overhauled by makers; £17 IO3.—120, Broomfieli E
Coventry-

REXETTE, lOh-p., twin-eyl-, 1907 model, water-cooli

two speeds and reverse, twin tyres on back, Di
lop tyres throughout; open any trial; price £35.—Loi
B- Davis. 3, New St., Birmingham.

LAGONDA Sidecar Combination, Continental and V
mer, butt-ended tubes, H.B. control. Brooks BIC

whole in perfect condition, and like new; sacrifice £15.

offers ; 50 miles trial--Write first, la, Northumbcria
?t . W.

REXETTE, lOh.p., 2-cyl., water-cooled, 3-seatrr, 19
model, open live frame, wheel steering, twin ba

wheel, absolutely new condition, exceptionally fast; £3
^'ood motor bike part payment.— 48, Walton Ed., E;
Molesey-

PUI-LMAN'S Postal Auctions- — Tenders wanted i

two water-cooled, open frame, two-speed trica

4i- and 6h-p- respectively, good condition, together

separately.—EuU description on application to PuUm
Bros-, London Rd-, Norbury, London.

9 h.p. Singer Tricar, 2-cyl-, three speeds, reverse, gc

medal winner London-Plymouth back, run 1909. vc

fast and powerful, in perfect condition. Trier and M;
tin (car) automatic carburetter, accelerator pedal, und
screen, complete set spares, lamps, horn, etc- ; any tr

given by appointment; 'Phone, 7646 Wall; accept £f

—Wood, 33, Cornhill, London.

TALK About a Tricar, here is the ideal machine. T
can take a companion, ride in all weathers, witho

fear of skidding, challenge the fast cars for speed a

hill-climbing, and crawl in traffic- The cost of upke
is lo'v- Often a man buys a second-hand machine or

to find that a large outlay is required to put it in n;

ning order- Here is an exception : It is the Eexet
" King of Little Cars." 6h.p- water-cooled engine, t-

speeds, torpedo back, the tyres (usually a tricar's we
point) are all new Palmer cords, everything is in thi

ough order, snd there is not a prettier tricar made
;

t

own.jr can satisfy you regarding reason for selling, a:

the price is not more than a motor bicycle (£25) ; coi

and examine it.—15. Thames Side. Reading-

The Motor Cycle." a.
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SIDECARS AND FOHECARS.
(IGIP Sidecar, upbolstered led. 26m. tyre, good con-

L/ ditiou; £3 15s--Tiirner, 20, Princes St-, Norwich

XDECAES, rigid, choice of two, 26in. wheels; £4 5s

each: real uurgams.—X,ewis. 23, Arden Ed-, Hands-
rth.

lOACH-BtJILT Foreoar, adjustable, to fit any cycle.
' band brakes; £5.—Motor, 213. Lancaster Ed-.

Mton.

ASKET Forecarriage, frame, pair of 26in. wheels.
S iu Kccd condition; sell or exchange.—Simpson,
orne l)uucaster-

[ILLS and Fulford Castor AVheel Sidecar, good con-

dition ; £6, or ofler.—Bremner, 19, Parliament
11, Hampstead-

[/PIOLESALE and Retail manufacturers. — Baskets,
V .sprins-s, fittings.—Middleton and Co., Watson St.,

wington Green, London, N.

'ULFORD Rigid Sidecar, 1909 standard model, un-

scratched; c<..st £8 8s., sacrifice £5.-12, Suther-

d Rd., W. Ealing, London-

'ORECARRIAGE, complete with basket and all fit-

tings. A Won Clincher tyres, in splendid condition;

.-"W- H. Cocks, cppo.site Station, South Ealing, W-

IDECARS.—Best value in England. Fit all motor
cycles. Prices, £4 15s. and £5 10s., fitting free;

ond-liands from £3 15s.; send for list from actual

ker —C A. Edgar, 123, Holloway Rd., London, N-

PLENDID Abingdon Forecar Attachment; art cane
upholstered green, 26in. Peter-Unions, enclosed

ikes, fit any machine, 90s., cost £14; also Mont-
nery flexible sidecar, £5; both are as new.—Pilking
1, Marble Place, Southport.

. DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, -Barnsbrtry GrOTe,

N., begs to inform readers that he is the inventor

i sole builder of the protected double-seated sidecar,

istrated recently in The Motor Cycle. This sidecar,

:h tiller steering, is the' last word in comfortable
tor cycling. Particulars and prices on aDplication.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
ihp. Fafnir-Chater-Lea., wuter-cooled, two - speed
2 gear, chain drive; £12.—Apply, Briggs, A.B.C.
larf , King St., Norwich- •

IOR Sale, De Dion Tricycle, 3h.p., water-cooled head,
two speeds and free engine, Bosch magneto, good

ming order; £16 10s.—George and Jobling, South St.,

woastle-on-Tyne.

TANDEMS.
rOTOR Tandem, 26 by 2 Palmer cord, new, Eenolds
«- motor chain, lantern, generator, sidecar, trailer

V cycles; exchange cinematograph, films, conjui'ing.

'thing entertaining.—Mystic, Fivecrosses, Frodsham-

QUADCAHS.
-SEATED Quad, 3h-p-, two speeds and free engine,

new gears, good running order; £11. or exchange
motor, cycle-—Fisher, Dublin House, Harrow-

CARS FOR SALE.
ICLIPSE- — 10-12h.p. Star box van, splendid order;
I . £60-

iCLIPSE.—20-30h.p. Darracq, two ignitions, mxurious
I body, canopy, two screens, perfect; £165.

iCLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl-, M.O.V., side entrance,
I splendid order; £95.

'CLIPSE.— 12h.p. Aster, 2-cyl., side entrance, pressed
I steel, Stepney, hcod; absolute bargain, £65.

'CLIPSE.— 6h.p. Siddeley, 2-seater, pressed steel frame,
I splendid order; £42 10s.

ICLIPSE.-10-I2h.p. J.P., 2-cyl., side entrance, long
I chassis, hood, perfect order: £80.

ICLIPSE.—9-1 Ih.p. Clement,. 2-oyl., M.O.V., tonneau,
I excellent condition; £57 10s.

ICLIPSE. — 14h.p. Forman, 4-cyl., side entrance,
I pressed steel frame; bargain, £105.

iCLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Sorex Cab, 4 seats, in splendid
I order; £87 10s.

ICLIPSE--6h.p. Swift-De Dion, 2-seater, hood, per-'
I feet order; £38-

1CLIPSE-— 5ih-p- Beeston Hmuberette, two speeds.
I climbs anything; £28 10s. — Eclipse Engineerine
1 Motor Co., 255, Earlsfleld Rd., Wandsworth. 'Phone,
35 Putney.

h.p. Rex. three speeds, reverse, cardan, good tyres-
splendid condition; £22 lOs-—20, Potternewton

ne, Leeds.

6h-p. Germain, 4-cyl., four speeds, reverse, guaran-
teed; £60; esohange smaller car.—128, High Rd.,

ttenham-

Ih-p- De Dion Phaeton, two speeds, perfect condi-
2 tion; £18 10s-, or exchange-— 128, High Ed-,
ttenhani-

r^-12h.p. Darracq, handsome 2-seater, screen, push
If pedals, complete; £90; tricar and cash- — 109,
ndon Rd-. Ipswich.

LEMENT, 9-llh-p., twin-cyl-, 2 or 4-.seater, thoroughly
overhauled, running splendid ; £45 ; exchange.—

rker, Melbourne, Derby-

li.p. Swift, in excellent order, two .speeds and reverse,
2-seater, smart car; must clear; £25, or "good bike

t.—Davis, Barnsbury Grove, N. . . , .

Th&^Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
Phone, 766. Telegrams: "Perfection."

IQI A BJCVETC Deliveries from Stock.
gyiV rfcCyVKO. Liberal exchanges.

«» POPUI-ARS."
rgog 3J h.p. Magneto REX, like new. . £32 10
rgog 3* h.p. REX, used in last T.T.
Race" £35

iqo8 3-J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
1908 s-l h.p. two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10
rgoS 3i h.p. N.S.U., two speed, like new £26 10

si h.p, competition magneto REX, used
by Mr. Jacobs, London £29 10

3^ h.p. competition magneto REX, used
by Mr. O. C. Godfrey £29 10

4 h.p. ROC, magneto, clutch, h.b.
control £24

3i h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks . . £18 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, ajin. Palmers £17 10
rgo; ^ h.p. BRADhURY, 26iQ. wheels £13 10
rgo; 3J h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17 10
3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, h.t. mag. £16 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine . . £10 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
^ h.n. RALEIGH, spray, venical .... £12
rgo6 si h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. £15 10

3I h.p. ROVER, spray. Palmers,
26x2i £13 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control, band b. £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition £15
3J- h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10

2i h.p. WHITLEY, spray, wants
atteuliou £4 5

2 h.p. F.N.-SAROLEA, wants atten-
tion £4 5

2j h.p. Magneto SINGER, wants
repairs £4 5
Monster list on application.

Cash offers considered.

BRAND NEW
1909 REXES. 1908
rgog 3J h.p. Tourist REX £38
rgog 3J. h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £50

Compare these with igro prices.

DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2jin. tjTes, ^^
everything of the best, built by

f f|
experts, three-bolt attachment, ^v
26x2-|in. Clincher A Won tyres.

See our £4 17s. 6d. Sidecar, with art cane
bodj', before purchasing cheap sidecars.

"^IDfeCAR" iVIACHINES.
igog 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, brand new,

cash or exchange Offers

igo8 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
rgo8 5 h.p. two-speed REX DE LUXE £35
igo7 Twin Magneto REX £20
£907 5^ h.p. Twin REX, spring forks . . £16 16
7-8 h.p. Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

Sidecar, very smart lot £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, spg. forks £12 10

Si h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch . . £25 10
6 h.p. Twnn ANTOINE and Sidecar . . £18 10

EASY PAYIViENTS.
I>Q l1lf\^JI#iyi secures a.ny of these.%0 WUW^W Balance 5 /-per week.
2* Ariel £9 5 2 Sarolea ..£60
2j Bradbury ..£6 10 2:! Kerry £9 10

3 Humber . . £10 4 Coronet . . £15
3* Rex £10 10 3 Ariel £9 10

2I Lloyd's .... £7 10 3i Werner. ... £13 10
4 Ateher £13 10 2 Humber . . £8 10

4 Stevens . . £13 10 3* Bradbury £14 10
Push cycles taken iu exchange^;

5J h-p. REX, spring forks, fitted /a-gA -g/k
with new Sidecar,art cane body, 'T'l|l IU
2jin. Clincher A Won tyre, JyJ.y J[>f
special detachable fittings. . . .

Montgomery Sidecar, seats two, near.y
new £4 10

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, brand new .... £5 15
Rigid artcane S i decar, shop-soiled .... £3 15

NEW CARBURETTERS.
Handle-bar Control Amac, 19/6. Brown and

Barlow, 25/- igro Carburetters, 30/- and 32/-
Cash discounts.

1r\f\r\ 1908-9 Magneto Machines
IJIjM wanted tor spot cash. Full

*^ ^ trade value given.

P

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.—ISh.p. Darracq, S-seater, hood, screen, dl

ignition, many extras, including Stepney ; £95.

PALMER.—24h-p. Mas.s, 2-seater, racer, low, hg:
fast, complete, hood, screen, electric lamps; £ii

T>a£meE.—12-16h.p. Corre, 5-seater, hood, screen, he
J- lamp, light car, cheap to run; £75.

PALMER.- 16-20h.p. De Dietrich landaulet, open
closed body, beautifully upholstered; bargain, £i;

PALMER.-10-15h.p. Panhard chassis, 4-(yl., ft
speeds, reverse, Krebs, wheel control; £55.

PALMER.—T'gh.p. .Jackson, racy type, 2-seater, li

new, pressed steel frame; great bargain. £85.

PALMER.—24-40h.p. F.I.A.T., Roi des Beiges, co
plete with hood, screen, splendid car; £175.

PALMER.— 12-14h.p. Humber, tonneau, 4-cyl., card
drive, raked steering, economical car to run ; £f

PALMER.— 16-20h-p- De Dietrich lorry, 4-cyl-, magnf
ignition, 4 speeds, very powerful ; £75.

PALMER.— 15-20h.p. Mors, side entrance, brougha
honeycomb radiator, steel frame; £150.

ALMER.— 5h.p. motor boat, seat about 20 persoi
25ft. long, magneto ignition ; £45.

PALMER.—AJl above seen any time at L. N. I'alme)

190, Mellison Rd., Tooting. Garage one mini
Merton Rd. tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone, 2(

itreathara. Photos, details per return. Easy term
exchanges.

HALIFAX.—Brand new single-cyl. magneto 0-T-A.
Toiturette, 100 by 110, lamps, hood, .spares, eti

£60, usual price 106 guineas--Motor Exchange, We
gate, Halifax.

HALIFAX.— 10-12h.p. 2-cyl. Brush, £39 lOs-; 8-

h-p. 2-cyl- Ford, £32 IDs-; any reasonable exchaii

considered--Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

1 /\-12h.p. Pick Car, 5-seater, three and reverse, n
-L\7 tyres, 1870 by 90, many spares; trial; take tv

like or tricar part, or sell £30 cash.—newletf, Upti
rin-Severn.

1 n^^'P' Decanville Car, 4-seater, Samson non-skid
XVf ' £25, a bargain, or £15 and modern motor cy

iiigine and magneto.—Bos L694, The Motor Cycle OfBc
20, Tudor St., E.G.

"I
Q-16h.p. Gladiator, Aster engine, swing, seat, hoi

-iL-^ new Dunlops, excellent condition; £70; aocf

^ood magneto machine part payment.—Scrase, 234, B
tersea Park Rd-, S-W-

RILEY, 2-seater, 9h-p-, Cape hood, headlights, do
speedometer, splenaid condition; only £75, qu;

-ale; inotor cycle considered in part payment-—Heybou
Motors, Maidennead-

NEW Orleans, 8-llh.p., smart, 2-cyl-, 2-seater (detai

able tonneau), three speeds and reverse, artilli

wheels, tyres nearly new ; any trial ; extremely good ordf

£35; good motor cycle and cash-—28, Woodbridge. R
Ipswich-

SPLENDID 2-seater Gar, climb anything, drip lut

catot, electric governor, splendid condition, kit

spares, etc-, Dunlop 'tubes and covers, three unpunctuie
any trial ; accept £45, or exchange for motor cycle a

cash-—Shandon, West St-, Chesterfield.

"I
Kh-p- Ariel, 4 cyls-, side entrance, four speeds hoi

JiiJ screen, 810 by 90 tyres, back non-.skids, spi

tyre, full set lamps, etc.; photo; £150; smaller car

,'OCMi motor cycle~ entertained , in part exchange- — ;

\\'oodford Rd-, Forest Gate, London, E.

MADISON Bargains--Smart Argyll Gar, side entran
three speeds and reverse, best ijpholsfery, dark bl

plush, engines Aster, .about 12-15h-Pv,.,three speeds a

reverse, gate change, magnificent set eveii wheels a

lamps, electric tail lamp, many spares, tyres excelle:

iost recently £275, modern equipped with good set ao(

nulators, coil, thermo water circulation, fan-cooling, bri

radiators ; trial at these works ; seat five, good fam
car; a genuine bargain, £155.—Littleover Wks., Deri

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; p

sonal 5s., inclusive 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, 3

surance broker, Ongar.

INSURE Y'our Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswe
insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduo

premiums; fire 23. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s. 61

third party 7s., theft 9s. 6d., inclusive policy 18s.—Plea
write for particulars.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
SALESMAN-BOOK-KEEPER, 29, suburban or pi

vincial garage ; moderate salary.—Blenkarne, i

t'orthbridge Rd., Clapham Common, S.W- .
^

FINANCIAL.
PARTNER, witli £250, for skating rink; 18,000 1

habitant.i; no competition; open in a month-- 5i

Westgate, Peterborough.

WANTED, Partner in established motor cycle bu
ness, with capital for extension, fullest investij

tion ; exceptional opportunity for safe investment.

Harry Martin, Daymar Motor Co., East Croydon, Surr(

BUSINESSES FOR SALE.
ESTABLISHED Cycle and Motor Business for d

posal, market town, good position, side entrant

living accommodation; about £300 required.—No. 3,70

jr/ie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

% answerinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyde.'^
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rEAL. VALUE
NOT bounce is OUR
business IViethod.

S-fcocU £L-fc Sc|ua.t-e Roa.ci.
1909 HUMfcER. two sp-^eds.oaagnetoESB

;- h.p. Twin PREMIER 50 Gns.

h.p. Twin REX, quite new £36

h.p. Twin REX, splendid condition £32

1908 TRIUMPH, magneto ignition.. £29

Lo, fitted Roc two-speed gear £35

COUPLINGS.
23.h.i3. Twin Fairr Attachment, nearly ne-n-, free en-
4 gme; £5: or near offer. — 62, Barnsbiiry St., N-

M'

h.p. ROC, two-speed and clutch . . £30n.p. i^ui_, iwo-speeu t

fw.n N.S.U., magneto, very low.

i\iin N.S.U., magneto, vry low.

:EX DE LUXE, clutch, etc.

£23

£21

£28

'win REX, magireto, very low £25

N.S.U., magneto, spring torks .... £1?

rOEC, magneto, Nala two speeds . . £19

win REX, magneto £20

. Twin N.S.U., mag., spring forks . . £21

.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto. £17

GRITZiNER, rgoS, magneto ignition jtlV

lagneto KiiX, fine condition £18

1906 KiiX. M.O.V., spring lork^ £16 10

JE LUXE, magneto, clutch £22

TWIN REX a beauty £16 10
REX, M.O.V., spray

. . £10 10

1907 REX, lovely goer .. £15 15

low REX, H.B. control .. £11

Twin REX, and sidecar .. £20
N.S.U., magneto, and sidecar . .. £27

REXETTE, fine machine. £24
R0\'ER, newlv eiiamr-IU-d £17

[)A%A^|y secures any o-f these.tfv^vwiv Ba.aa.8ic3 5/- pes- week.
Excelsior £9

I

2i h.p. Minerva £7
Humber

.

i-5 I 2, h.n. .eleven!, £5
Kc-K irf I 2i li.p. R. and 1'. El

Dux d I n.D. Kma £8
HUMBER, 26in. wheels £9
MINERVA, low, 26in. wheels £11
) "PREiVIIER" IVIas^ne-tos
utely the finest magneto. £3 ISs. each
DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

^LIFAX

)ECARS

FARRARS
MOTOR. WORKS

7s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
12 months. An ideal winter attachment,
rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No
p. Beautifully srrung on double C spring,
ival anywhere. Don't buy till you have seen

ours.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
cs Bioo Saddle 10 6
tto, padded top .. 15'-

ts B105, new 15/-
lemort's " Rideasy." T'added 9,6
1 and Barlow rgio Carburetters, H.B.
ntrol 28 /-

Carburetters, H.B. control 19/6
Id carburetter accepted in p?irt payment.

SIDECARS.
ave the following, taken in pirt payment for

our " Halifax" sidecars
gomery, 24in. wheel, very good £3 15
tto, 26in. ,, ,. ,, £3 15
Fulford, 26in. wheel, fine condition ... £3 15
;igh, 26in. ,, £3 3

28in. „ £3 3

ii-class Mac!iiii93 Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
ion Works, Squa.rs Rd., HALIFAX.

Telephone gn.

ENGINES.
M-O. Engine, as new, 4ih.p., air-cooled ; £4. —
King', 28, t-'owler St., Camberwell.

31h.p. M-M.C Euyine, in splendid condition, also
2 trembler coil; £3 10s.—32, Hanover St-, Swansea.

OHi-p- Engine, in extra fine condition, with L-insue-
«-?2 mare car'duretter ; a bargain, £3 5s.—L. S. l-'earn,
Alfreton, Derbys-

33.h.p. Rex Carburetter, pulleys, completely orer-
4 hauled; £4 lOs-; got yalTeless engine-—39, Station

Grove Welubley-

21h-p. Engine, overhead tappets, cuiburetter, silencer.
2 coil, and accumulator; £4.—Edward Irving, 13,

Lowther St., Penrith.

4ih.p. Twin Hamilton Engine, as new, £4 ; approval,
2 deposit; wanted. 28 by 2 non-skid band.—Glntson,

Quorn. Longhboroug--

ENGINES for Cars, cycles, motor boats, and aero-
jilaues--Send fc;r particulars to the Advance Motor

-Uig., Co-, Ltd-, Ncrtliampton-

BARGAIN-—Powerful engine, Sin- stroke, rumpli-te
witli larbuniter. and detachable free engine clvitrh,

starting handle: £5, or oa'ers--Apply, No. 3,704, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8(\ by 80 Fafnir Engine, brand new, guaranteed, with
vf carburetter. £8; 2-5h-p- De Dion, fitted with

Ruthardt magneto and engine plates. £8; llh.p- Antoine,
25s-—Frank Whitaker, Green St- Green, Orpington-

31.h-p- Quadrant Engine, with thumbslide controlled
2 Brown and Barlow carburetter, adjustable pulley,

and silencer, perfect condition, bought new this year,

£6 10s-, or nearest offer; plain coil, and 20 amp. I'igmy
accumulator, 16s.—Thackray, Bridge Lane, Ilkley.

MADISON'S. Madison's.—Engines for aerial experi-
menting.—Littlecver Motors, near Derby- Eirst-

class model air and water-cooled petrol motors, ih-h-p.,

part machined, 9s. 9d- upwards ; list 4d- There is

nothing appro;', -bing our new model practical motor on
the luarkHt. and our engines should be a conyJderation
to traders ; stock them by all means--Above-

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a fact—Pure platinum is best for contact tips.—

Meredith, G-0-M-, Summer Lane, Binningham-

rREMBLEES for all makes of engines, with soliil

pure platinum tips, Is. 3d. each. — Meredith,
G.O.M., Birmingham.

BOSCH D-A-1 Magneto, absolutely perfect, a httle

beautv. bcueiit in July last latest type; highest
I ash offer over £3--H rswill, 74. Brcok St., Chester.

JEBEON, Registered 291 - 289, vastly superior to

platinum, cures misfiring: best contacts for blades,
screws, rockers, magnetos, coils. .Jebron has no equal.

JEBRON. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted ; Jebron trimmers,
9d. ; Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2. DAY,

contact breaker; 5a. 5b. 5c. 5s. 6d. pair ; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 2s. 6d. each. Ov r 10.000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor, J. Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

bert Bd.. Plnmstead. Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBEON Contacts were used bv Messrs. H. A. Collier

i24 hours). O. R. Collier, H. V. Colvcr, Harry
Martin, wh-?n making their recent world's, records. -

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re-

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure;

special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted,

Is. 3d. each. -Williams. 16. Wellington St., Woolwich.

K (\ Magnetos, high tension, best make ; your coil and
*y " accmnulator taken in exchange.— Booth's Mo+ories,

Halifax.

FT'LLEKS Accumulators, large stock, all sizes
:

old

arcumulaters taken in exchange ; magnetos, 59s.

6d-—Booth's Motorics- Halifax-

n;AA Fullers Midget Plain Coils, lOs- 6d- :
200

tJ\y\J Fuller Midget trembler- coils, 17s- 6d- : liberal

allowance for old coil in part payment-—Booth's Motories,

Halifax.

IGNITION Coils and Magnetos Repaired, any make

;

acenmuiatcrs repaired and charged: best workman-
slnp, moderate charges. T.-'. : 453. -Glover Bros.. Elec-

tricians, Coventry.

MAGNETO Ecpi'.irs.- Bos(.h magnetos repaired in two
d.ws at half makers' prices: work guaranteed : ac-

cumulator ana coil repairs a speciality: Mayfair accu-

mulators. 15 anivi.. 10s. 6d. : guaranteed.— Fellows. 49.

Hertford St.. Mayfair.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on ignition ;
send your

coils. accumulaiLrs. and magnetos to us for over-

hauling and repairs: all work guaranteed r pmoiptness

and dispatch.-The Vict-oria Garage and Electrical Co.,

Ltd.. Coventry.

TYRES.
MOTOR Cycle Tvres. any size, heavy, 12s. 6d. ;

tube.s,

7s. 6d'.-Stockport Garage, 37, Wellington Ed. N..

Stockpcirf.

5,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new Continentals. E-O.M., Palmers. Sham-

rocks; gratifying allowances; right place fcr tyres.—

Booth's Motories. Halifax.

TEMPTATION!
YES, v/e're open to temptation by offers for any

machine in Stock.

FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!
Send your Offers. All Snap Bargains.

1909 3.1 h.p. two-speed REX, new. What offers.

1909 TRIUMPH, brand new £45
r909Twin REX DE LU.XE, SOILED .. £49 10
4 h.p. ROC, rgo/, magneto, H.B. control . . £23
MOTO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto, V belt £25
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 £22 10
TRIUMPH, spring forks, magneto £22
3 J h.p. N.S.L;., magneto, low, long bars .... £18
SINGER, 3 h.p., late model £18
ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto £18
3-i h.p. QUADR.'^.NT, a gem £17 10
3*- h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £15 15
REX, 3*. IQ06, spring forks, .M.O.V £14 10
4 h.p. CORONET, Roc type frame, 26in.

wheels £14 10
ALLDAVS, 2i, 26in. wheels, spring forks £11

" TASTY BITS."
Tvvin CLEMENT, spring forks. Palmers .

.

£9 19
REX, 3j, John-o'-Groat's model. 22in. frame £9 10
KERRY, 2 I, sprav, 26in. wheels £10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, 'spray, clutch £7 10
2 h.p.^ HUMBER, good value £6 10
TRIUMPH, a h.p. Minerva engine, spray ..£90
MINERVA, 2 h.p., mechanical ' £8 15
QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low, 26in. wheels £8 10
REX, 3 h.p., long bars, dropped seat £7 10
RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical" ' £7 5
REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine .... £5 19
i-J- h.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 18
TRIUMPH-MINERVA, good order £5 19

"B8RDLIP" BEATERS.
EXCHANGES.

rgog Twin REX DE LUXE, NEW £51

1909 ^i- h.p. REX Speed King £37 10
5-V h.p.'Magneto REX DE LUXE £26
rqoS Twin REX DE LUXE £32 10

si h.p. Twin REX. spring forks £16 16
7-8 h.p. MINERVA, rgoS £27 10

IViiSOELLAMEOUS.
The "COLYTE" Headlight, large separate

generator, MIRROR LENS 19/6
Largest size THREE-NOTE HORN 8/6
New and Second-hand Accessorv List on receipt cf

postcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY YOU.

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

1909 Mode's B. & B 25 /-

rgog Models .^mac 19/6

Large Stock of 1910 models.

E.xchanges on application.

NOTE TYRES- PRICES.
ALLNE'iW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.

24X2JI3/6; 26x2-1:18/6; other si:-es13 '6 each.

Send for Lists (free). Exchanges made.

Oorrtgoc-fci-tion De-fied.
DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly
for any machine up to £11 list.

OTHERS, terms on application.

SI
On APPRO, on rec-sipt of Cash.

^p^ ^^ COMPLETE, with a^in. tyre,

^^^ ^2r wsU made and elegant art cane
J^H B^^^ body, wide mudguard, 3-bolt

^J^J ^^r fastening (MY SPECIALITY).^•^^^
THEV'RE WORTH DOUBLE.

Most easily detached sidecar on the market.

A EVIARVEU OF VALUE.

Collier's Motories

37, Park Cross Street, LEEDS.
(Facing: Town Hall.)

1
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HELLO BOYS!
Here's Bargains for

y&ul
3hp HUMBER £5
3 hp HUMBER £7 10

3^ h.p. HUMBER £8' 10
3* hp. HUMBER £10
2| hp STAR GRIFFOj^ £6 10
Ifh.p. ZEDEL £6 10
3 hp. QUADRANT £10
3 h p. QUADRANT £8
3Ui.p- REX £5 10
3 h.p. HUMBER Magneto 415 10

3k h.p. VINDEG Special £12
3v h.p. REX 36
Ifh.p. KERRY £7 10
3 h.p. ROYAL STAR £8 10
2| h.p. LLOYD Mag-neto £11

5 h.p. Twin PEUGEOT Forecar, . £20
3hp. ARIEL... £10 15
3 h.p. ICERRY £8 10

2f h.p. Twin FAIRY £13
2:1 h.p. ARIEL £8 15

3^ h.p. REX Magneto £16 10
3* h.p. REX Magneto £18
3 h.p. BRADBURY £10 10

All the above for Spot Gash. Man}' more
for deferred payments. Also £1,000 worth

of high-class Magneto Models.
Write me for terms re the exchange of

your Old Mounts for 1910 Machines. I

have the new models here. Come and see

them. Big allowances made on old models.

WAN rED.
Twin Sidecar Machines with free engines

and two-speed gear. State age, specifica-

tions, and lowest cash or exchange prices.

SIDECARS.
The largest stock in England, all makesl
Morecambe models from £4 17s. 6d. Job
stock of Montgomerys 1909 models. Listed

£11 and £12, to clear £8. .Note, all are

carriage paid and on approval. This
concession is worth 5/- each.

«VI ^TO-R6VES,
I hold the entire stock of 1909 models,
and am offering the 39 guinea Machines
at 27 guineas, spot cash. Can be con-
verted similar to 1910 for about 2 guineas
e.xtra. Only just a few, so don't miss them

if you want one.

1909 CARBURe-TTtsRS 1910
Amac 1909, 17/6 ; 1910, 32 /-. Brown and
Barlow, 1909, 18/6; 1910,30/-. With
1910 models I give a separate generator
lamp, or hooter as present. Note, all

sent carriage paid.

CARRIAGE OF Go<ODS.
This is a serious item, and sliould be taken

into consideration in all quotations. Re-
?>iem&ef, I am the only firm, whether dealer
or maker, who pays the carriage. Deal with
the man who does best for you. Bargain
lists now ready. Send for one. Also state
your wants. I hold stocks of everything,
and at a right price. For the present.
Good-bye, Boys, while Monday next, when I
hope to publish list of winners re ray com-
petition.

HITCHENSI
Lancashire IVlotor Exchangee,
Euston Rd., IVIORECAMBE,

Telephone 112. Telegia.ns: " Motor, Jlorecambf

'

TYRES.
BRAND new Continental Tyre, 700 by 80, not used;

also inner tube, fit same; what ofiers:—Sharman-
Ashford, Middlesex.

RETREADING with rubber studs, 12s.- 6d. ;
' new

studded covers, 21s.; why pay more?—Pos, Suffolk
St., Birmingham.

HALIFAX—Covers, all sizes, from 12s. 6d-; list on
application; tubes, 4s. lid-—Motor BxchanRO,

' Westgatc, Halilas:.

COVERS.—Two brand new 810 by 90, 50s. each; and

,

two ditto, 650 by 65, 30s- each; never useO ; bar-
gains, cost double.— I-'.. 28, .". oodbridge Rd., Ipswich.

MAGNETO Covers, made of special high-class rubber,
warranted not to tear; wet, mud, and oil resist-

j

ing; 2s, 6d. each; post Id.—IBelow.

SURRIDGE'iS Special Heavy Inner Tubes, made of best
red rubber, will stand speed and the roughest of

I

Jiandling.—Below.

SUERIDGE'S Tubes are made for the motor c-jxlist

,

who wants no trouble.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes are the result of a practical hard
rider of all weathers; the absolutely best obtainable.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes. 26in. by 2ixn,, 13s.; 26in. by
2iin.. 13s. 6d. : money returned with pleasure if

not approved; best quality.—58, George St., Camberwell,
London.

BASTONE for Covers and Tubes—See la.st weeks
advert.-215 and 217, I'eutonville Ed-, King's

Cross, London, N.

LIMITED Quantity Duulop and Clincher tyres, 17=:

6d, each; Clincher tubes, 4s. lid-; all new.—
Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
T3EEMIER Motor Company, Limited, for all repairs.

PREMIER Motor Company, Limited, for Autoiuc
parts.—Aston Rd-, Birmingham.

AXTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc.
;
prompt delivery.—

Premier Motor Company, Limited, Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham.

COMPRESSION.-Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted: '24s : oldest engin-cs restored to highest

vitality.—Premier M.tor Company, Limited, Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated ; irreproach-
able work ; quotation free for all repairs,—Premier

Motor Company, Limited, Aston Rd., Birmingham-

ACER, Ltd., for repairs.— 64, Grosvenor Rd., Hanwefl,
W. Tel.: 43 3 P.O., -Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed ; pistons fitted.—Acer, Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches--Overhauling, re-

bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.E
APID Delivery and reasonable charges. Lists free.-

Acer, Ltd,

X'WIsTED or Bent Frames and Forks, etc-, should be
sent to Middleton's, "Watson St., Newington Green,

London. N.
-^-r..\.-^ -n .,-^t„, i-nrtets of Motors succe.s.sfnlly re-

-^tallurgical process,—Lea and
Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

T) EBUSHING, Ixeplacejuents, and Alteration Special-
JtX ists. No delays, and low piices.-Lomas and Co-,

ENGINES Repaired, cylinders re-bored, new pistons
and rings fitted, re-bushed, etc--Stevens Motor

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Pelham St.', Wolverhampton.

rO West of England Motorists.—Gar and motor cycle
repairs, prompt and reliable ; cylinders rebored

new pistons and rings fitted; don't -hesitate ; send
straight to us.—Hamlin, Motor Wks,, Bridgwater.

REPAIRS, engine or frame, new parts to pattern or

drawing ; C3-linders ground, new pistons ; low prices,

prompt attention ; oldest finu in this line.—Baines Bros.,
Gainsborough.

ACCUMULATORS, Magneos, and Coils repaired; re-
magnetising, rewinding, replatinising ; repairs to

trade ; oatalctgue.^The High Tension Co., Brownlow
Wks., la, Guilford St., London. 1409 llolborn.

COCCCCCCC. — Compression means power; cyl, re-

bored and new pistons fitted; guaranteed fit

4-l,000in,. bears 13 stone on pedal; write for list,—
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Stafford.

TENNANT Engineering Co. still the leading house for
restoring compression ana rebushing, cyls. rebored

and reground, new piston^ gudgeon pin, and rings fitted.
|

any motor cycle size; 19s. 6d- ; work finished dead smoorL ;

and despatched three days,—120, Pershore St-, Birmiug-
i

ham-
"

;

BIEMINGHAM-^Overhauling. rebushing, cylinder.s

rebored, pistons, jiulleys, valves, connecting rods,
step-cut rings, any special parts to sketch; frames cut
down and altered ; agents for the Douglas lightweight ;

;

estimates- by return; work guaranteed-—Priest and Co-, i

;
66, Bishop St

LOSS of Power is often due to poor compression. See
that the valves are true on their seatings. A few

minutes' grinding with our special compound will make
the worst valve absolutely gas tight without scoring the
seating; ready for use, per large tin, 8d,, post fr^e.—
Williams Bros,, Engineers, Lj^tham, Lanes.
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The Motor Cycling Club.

The second e/ent of the winter programme will take place

on January 8th in the for.-n of a progressive whist party, to

be held a,t Messrs. F. Stewart and Co., 50, Old Bond Street,

at 8 p.m. Tickets may be obtained from Mr. Edwin
Gwynne, White Lodge, Crediton Road, W. Hampstead.

North-west London M.C.C.

Members are reminded of the annual dinner and distribu-

tion of prizes, to be held on Saturday next, the 18th inst.,

at the Criterion Restaurant. A splendid musical programme
has been arranged. Tickets may be obtained from Mr. A.
Stanley Phillips, 84, Alexandra Road, N.W., or from any
member of the committee.

Proposed Manchester Wednesday Motor Cycle Club.

Mr. E. V. Stevens, 100, High Street, Manchester, has been
in communication with several interested motorists regard-

ing the formation of the above body, and will be glad to hear
from others who are likely to join the new club. A meeting
will be held at the Grosvenor Hotel, Manchester, in January,
of which notice will be given in due course.

With regard to the above and the paragraph published last

week, Mr. A. Davenport asks us to mention that there has been

a club in existence for the last two or three years called the

Manchester Wednesday Cycling and Motor Club. Further
particulars will be sent on application to F. Renshaw, 11,

Upper Brook Street, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester.

Western District M.C. (London).

Instead of the beginning of December one might have

imagined it was midsummer to see the large muster

assembled at headquarters on the 5th inst. About twenty-

six motor cyclists were present, including two or three

members of other clubs, also a car and a taxi. But for the

very cold chilly morning and greasy state of the roads a

much larger crowd would have been present. After some
tuning up op<^rations a move was made to a secluded by-road,

where a straight stretch of about threequarters of a mile was
selected. Here H. C. Tronip van Diggelen was brought to

account for his audacity in challenging through The. Motor
Cycle a 2^ h.p. machine against any standard touring machine

up to 3^ h.p. His 21 h.p. Wanderer is a splendid machine and

very fast, the rider knowing how to handle it. The reputation

of the modern 3^ h.p. engine was saved, however, F. H.
Mullett, the lion, sec, on a Triumph, proving the. winner by
about sixty yards. The captain, H. E. Vowler, also on a

Triumph, then essayed the task, and won by about the same

distance. The ccntests were from a flying start, but Mr.

van Diggelen stated that he required a greater distance than

was there available to get up 'full speed, so probably more

will be heard of the Wanderer next year on either the

Brooklands or Stadium tracks.

Several other contests were engaged in, and after adjourn-

ing to the nearest' hotel for some light lunch the riders

wended their different ways home to spend an hour or so on

machine cleaning. Everyone seemed to have thoroughly

enjoyed the day's events.

Five new members were obtained during the day, m
addition to seven new members who were enrolled at a

committee meeting held on the 3rd inst.

Glasgow M.C.C.

Members of the above club are requested to meet at Thos.
White's Restaurant, 7, Gordon Street, Glasgow, on Wednes-
day next, the 15th in.st., at 8 p.m. Mr. H. S. Bilbe wiU
read a paper, " 1910 Machines, as Seen at the Stanley Show,"
and a number of new engines, parts, etc., will be on view.
The meeting is open to all motor cyclists, whether members of

the club or not, and any friends of members will be specially

welcome. The reading of the paper will be followed by a
discussion, and any available time remaining will be devoted
to music. A thoroughly enjoyable evening is anticipated.

Auto Cycle Union.

Mr. P. W. Bischoff has kindly undertaken to deliver what
will undoubtedly prove to b© a most interesting paper on
"The Problem of the Private Owner," before the members
of the A.C.U. on Thursday, January 13th. In the course

of this paper ISIr. Bisehoff will deal with the difficulties a

private owner has to contend with in competition with other

competitors who frequently have, it is alleged, special

machines placed at their disposal or who get their own
machines tuned up to a state of perfection by the manu-
facturer.

Bradford M.C.C.

The third annual dinner of tue Bradford Motor Cycle

Club took place at the Imperial Hotel, Bradford, one even-

ing last week. The club numbers about 100 members, and
more than half of these were present. The past season has

been the most successful for many years past. The after-

dinner arrangements included a pleasant entertainment made
up of vocal and other items contributed by ^Ir. Eagland's

Concert Party, and during the evening the distribution of

a lengthy list, of prizes was made by the president, Mr_. _S.

Johnson. The recipients were the winners of the reliability

trials, hill-climbing contests, passenger trials, paperchasing,

speed judging, the Edinburgh to Bradford and the London
to Bradford runs. The prizes included eighteen gold, four

silver, and fourteen bronze medals.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday evening last, before an audience numbering
about thirty-five, composed of members and friends of the

Middlesbrough and District Motor Cycling Club, Mr. W. A.

Duchars read a paper entitled "The Tourist Trophy (Motor

Cycle) Race, 1909." Before introducing the lecturer, Mr. Alex.

Lauriston, who occupied the chair, made sympathetic reference

to the subject of the recent wreck of the Elian Vannin.

Mr. Duchars then read his paper, which was profusely

illustrated by lantern slides (kindlv lent by the Government

of the island) ; these latter were much appreciated, judging

by the applause which greeted many of them. Many very

interesting details of the motor cycle racing were given.

A hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer, moved by Mr.

R. W. Day and seconded by Mr. E. Rees, was carried in an

enthusiastic manner. On the proposition of the hon. secretary,

a vote of thanks was extended t-o Mr. A. Lauriston for so

ably presiding at this meeting.

The fourth annual ball is to be held in the Victoria Hall

on Friday next, December 17th. Tickets may be obtained

from Mr. S. L. Gjertsen at 10, Bridge Street, Middlesbrough.

^ 'F^
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THE birtli ot >;iie Aiotor Cycling Club took
place at Frascati's on October 10th, 1901.

A small band of enthusiastic motor cyclists

met there, and passed a resolution to form
a motor cycling club with the above name. A
provisional committee was appointed, and on
November 19th, 1901, the fiAt general meeting
was held and a full co'iimittee elected. Mr.
T. Underwood was appointed hon. secretary and
Mr. G. Tripcony hon. treasurer. During the next
few months little was done by the club, and there

were many changes among the officials. It was
announced early in 1902 tiiat the club intended to

Ijold an opening week-end run to Brighton, and
all ir.otor cyclists in the country were invited to

n;^''ticipate. In those early days of the motor cycle

movement i t

was quite a

long run for an
afternoon, and
only about a
'lozen riders at-

I nded. We be-
lieve this to be

5
tiie first purely
motor cycle
club run ever
held in this

country.
It was not

mtil 1903 that
the club showed
iiiiy very serious

tivity. Tne
li I st annual
general meeting
took place ' on
January 2&ih
of that year,

and during the
twelve months
following the
number of

There were onlv

fj^S@SL'

Mr. J. van HooytAonk, an old member of

the Committee and Tnals Hon. Secretary

of the Team Competition ior the last two
years. The photograph was taisen before
the introduction of special motor cycle

clothing.

members rose from 20 to 109.

two competitions held in 1903, namelv. the 2„0

miles reliability trial for the S. F. Edge Tropiiy

and a Passenger Trial. The former competition

was won by W. J. Milligan on a Bradbury, after

four attempts to find the winner. With Mr.
G. E. Roberts
as hon. secre-

tary and Mr.
E. March as

hon. treasurer,

more activity

was shown,
especially i n
the way of

social runs.

The year
1904 was a

very memor-
able one in the
history of the
club. A very
strong
energetic

mittee
chosen at
beginning
the year,
sistin g
Messrs.

and
corn-

was
the
of

con-

of
J.

Horace Reeves, who was appointed hon. secretary

;

E. March, hon. treasurer ; C. W. Brown, trials

hon. secretary ; and J. A. Jackson, captain. A
very excellent programme of events was arranged,
and it was on the suggestion of a well-known
and enthusiastic motor cyclist—we refer to the

Ml. Arthnr Candler, who has served on
the Committee for six years and five years

as the honorary secretary.

present hon. secretary, Mr. Arthur Candler

—

that the popular twenty-four hours' Whitsun-
tide run from London to Edinburgli was
inaugurated. In the first competition twenty-
one competitors succeeded in reaching the

G.P.O., Edinburgh, within the schedule
time, and the success of the members of the

M.C.C. in this event undoubtedly called

public attention to the reliability of the

motor cycle, and benefited the industry ti-

no small extent. Another very populai

event in 1904 was the Inter-team Competitioi;

for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup.
Year by year the membership has gone

steadily up, and the list of attractions has
increased. There are now 315 members on
the books, and the value of the annual prize

list amounts to nearly £400. j^

The club is very fortunate in its present fe

officials. The jjresident, Mr. Charles jarrott,
||

is one of the original members, and a better
|j

president it would be impossible to find. «
The chairman of the committee, Mr. R. H. ^
Head, is deservedly popular ; he has been
an active member and official duiing the

greater part of the club's life. The present

hon. treasurer, Mr. R. C. Davis, has held
office for nearly foir years, and all who are

interested in seeing the club in a sound
financial position hope that many years ma}'
elapse before another hon. treasurer requires
to be elected. A committeeman who has
acted repeatedly as trials hon. secretary, and
who has pat in an enormous amount of work
for the club, is Mr. J. van Hooydonk, who
narrowly escaped being a founder member

;

he has been on the committee for seven
j-ears. Mr. F. J. Jenkins is another of the
club s old and vahied workers ; he is always
untiring in his efforts to keep the club up to

the highest state of efficiency. The weekly
club runs have been for some time past in

the capable hands of the captain, Mr.
E. B. ijickson, who has been unceasing in

his efforts to make members and friends
happy at such gatherings. That the hon.
secretary, Mr. Arthur Candler, is answerable
to a very great extent for the success of the club since its

inception, no one will deny who knows the quiet, un-
ostentatious way in wliich he goes about his work, and the
amount of work he gets through on behalf of the meviabers.

Mr. Candler is also a born diplomat, and when knotty
points occur in committee he is the man who steers the
barque of the M.C.C. safely to harbour. He has served on
the committee for the past six years, and as hon. secretary
for five years.

The M.C.C. Eighth Annual Dinner.
The members of the Motor Cycling Club and their friends

to the number of over 100 assembled at the Empire Rooms,
Trocadero Restaurant, on Saturday last, for the eighth
annual dinner and distribution of prizes. The president,

Mr. Charles Jarrott, was in the chair, and the prizes and
awards won during the year were distributed by Mrs.
Jarrott. After the dinner and the royal toasts, the chair-

man, Mr. Charles Jarrott, proposed "The Motor Cycling

Mr. Charles Jarro

Photograph I

m

\^-
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Club," and taid he had first to read a tele-

gram from Mr. A. G. Reynolds wishing tiie

members a pleasant evening, and regretting
his enforced absence. Mr. Jarrott then went
on to talk of the unique position held by the
Motor Cycling Club in the world of sport
on account of its strength, activity, keenness,
and importance. The most pleasing aspect of

the club was the way in which the membei-
ship had increased and is still increasing, the

enthusiasm of its committees, and the excel-

lent way in which the events were supi orted.

In proposing the toast he mentioned tl;e name
of Mr. Arthur Candler, the hon. secretary.

Mr. Candler, in reply, said it was owing to

the good work of his committees that he had
been able to get through his five years' hon.

secretaryship. This year 142 prizes, of the
value of £400, had been won m the vaiious
competitions. They had tested speed at

Brooklands, and held consumption tests to

develop economy. In the London to Edin-
burgh run they had seen how reliable the
motor cycles and cars could be. He had
originated the last-named event, and had
done so partly to encourage the motor cycle
industry, and was jjleased it had been suc-

cessful. He then mentioned lie had received
letters from members who resided in all

parts of the world, including one from Mr.
D. J. Maitland (Ceylon), who sent a silver

rose bowl to be awarded in one of the club
competitions, and suggested it should be
offered to any competitor in the London-Edin-
burgh run who should accomplish the journey
by aeroplane. Mr. Candler also mentioned that
Mr. Jarrott would present a prize for the
most skilful riding by a member in a motor
cycle competition.

]\Irs. Jarrott then distributed the prizes

won during the year, and also handed to ]\It.

R. Creak Davis, the hon. treasurer, a hand-
some token of the appreciation of his good
eervices. ilr. Davis, in thanking the mem-
bers, said amid applause he would again offer

himself for election as treasurer.

Mr. R. H. Head in proposing " Our Visi-

tors and the Press" said the club owed the Press a deep
debt of gratitude, they had present a member of the lay

press and two representatives of the technical papers. Among
the visitors he mentioned the ladies (especially Mrs. Jarrott),

Mr. Robert Todd (A.C.U.), Major Lindsay Lloyd, and Mr.
Stencon Cooke (A. A)

Tii3 toast was responded to for the press by Mr. E. M.
P. Boileau (The Motor 0~ijcle), and Mr. E. Perman, and for

the visitors by Major Lindsay Lloyd.
In an amusing speech, the toast of " The Chairman " was

given by Mr. S. H. Fry, and with the Chairman's reply a
most successful evening came to an end.

PROPOSED MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

At a special meeting of the Cycle and Motor
Trades' Association held last week," it was decided
that the motor cycle, cycle, and accessory manu-
facturers and traders should combine with a view
to holding a show next year at Olympia, and that
a committee should be anpointed to discuss the
matter with the Society of Motor Maiiufa( tureis
and Tiaders.
We hear that it is proposed to hold the new

show just prior to the motor car show at (Uympia,
which opened this year on November 12tli. This
date is. in our opinion, too early, and manv manu-
facturers would
do better busi _
ness, particu- 3*^
larly with pri-

vate buyers, il I

the show were
lield nearer to
the commence-
ment of the
active riding
season. What-
ever date is

selected, w e

hope the mem-
bers of the
ma;. aging com-
mittee will

decide to separ-
ate the motor
cycle from the
pedal cycle
stands. Se^mra-
tion of tht
exhibits was
often urged in

Cycling Cluii

treet, W.

Both imports and exports of motor cycles show a marked
improvement over the corresponding figures of last year. The
value of foreign imports has risen from £2,703 in November,
1908, to £5,895 in November, 1909. Tlie exports for Novem-
ber were in 1908 £7,449, and in 1909 £14,925.

Chairman of the Motor Cycling Club
Committee, Mr. R. H. Head.

connection with the Stanley, but was said to Ije

impossible, because the larger makers of pedal
cycles looked upon their positions as a kind of

leasehold, and refused to be moved.

DISCUSSION ON MR. COVE'S PAPER.

At the conclusion of Mr. Cove's paper, a sum-
mary of- which is published on the next page,
there followed an animated discussion. The Auto-
Wheel was
severely criti-

cised, but
found cham-
pions in Messrs.
D. Leechman
and F. E.
Smith. The
former said its

critics should {

try it before
condemning it,

and the latter

that it would
do good mis-
sionary work
among cyclists.

A brisk argu-
ment took place
on the size of
wheels. Most
condemned the
22in. wheels on
the A.S.L., and favoured the 28in. on the Indian
for the extra comfort they gave. There was also
a good deal of discussion on various methods for
combating rust. Mr. Rosetti was called upon to
give his views on sidecars. He was an enthusiastic
supporter of the rigid pattern, and considered it

the most practical of all the types.

The Captain o{ the Motor Cycling Club,
Mr. E. B. Dickson.
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NOVELTIES AT THE STANLEY SHOW.
Summary of a Paper read by Mr. H. G. Cove before

Great Eastern Hotel, E.C.,

SOME of the novelties that I shall describe are novelties

only so far as the Stanley Show is concerned, for they
have been previously exploited, and the public are

well aware of their good points, while others perhaps
Hily saw the light of day at the Stanley Show.
Perhaps the great-est novelty was the Wall Auto Wheel,

rtfhich has been so much commented upon by the pre.-~s.

[n the first place I must ask you all to dissociate from your
minds the utter nonsense that has been written about this

invention, and look at the thing calmly from a motor cyclist's

x>int of view. Here we have a two-stroke horizontal e^ngine

A'ith outside flywheel and epicyclic gearing in the hub of a

jvheel which is attaclied to the transmission side of a pedal
oicycle. The sole control is by a lever clipped to the handle-

bar and connected by Bowden cable to the engine. The
Detrol and oil tanks form the mudguard. Under the very
Dest conditions the maximum speed that can be obtained on
jood level roads is sixteen to eighteen miles an hour, and it

will therefor© be a most enthusiastic person who dreams of

jetting an average of more than twelve miles per hour on a

iay's run. I am of opinion that the prospective motor
cyclist could more profitably turn his attention to the many
excellent lightweights than to this peculiar yet ingenious
invention-

Th© Touring Auto Cycle.
The T.A.C., though rather complicated, will, I think,

when toned down slightly, have a bright future. At present
I think there is too much weight on the back wheel, and
that the laminated springs have too much work to do. The
four-cylinder engine is a beautiful piece of work, and the
same remark applies to the gear box, but I do not think the
connecting rod is strong enough. It struck me that the
sparking plugs were rather close to the top tube, and that
the wheel would not be so steady as handle-bar steering.

The long wheelbase should make the machine comfortable
riding, and safe on greasy roads, but I question whether it

would be as handy in traffic as the majority of motor cycles

fitted with a free engine or a two-speed gear.

The Bradbury machines were similar to those that came
under our observation during the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials,

but I was surprised to find that the frame was • still made
without a tube under the tank.
The Rex machines were greatly improved in many details.

but the exhaust lifter on the twins was not one that com-
mended itself to me. The Bowden wire was passed through
the induction pipe without a stop, and it appeared to me
that a Bowden stop at the side of the induction pipe would
have been a much better job, as a straight lift could have
been obtained by slightly setting out the levers that actuated
the lift, and the induction pipe need not have been drilled.

The chief novelty on the F.N. stand was a tricycle fitted

with a 2i h.p. engine with a two-speed gear and clutch, and
for a commercial man whose district is a fairly flat one I do
not know »i a better mount.
The A.S.L. looked one of the most comfortable machines in

the show, though perhaps many will object to the 22in.

wheels. I look forward with great interest to seeing one of

these machines in the Quarterly Trials. It is claimed that the
device can be adjusted to suit any weight, and that the air

spring cannot possibly break or get out of order.

A Much Improved Machine.
It really seems absurd to class the Brown as a novelty, and

yet the new model was so full of good points, and such an
advance, that I may perhaps be allowed to mention it. The
frame is a true diamond shape, and much lower than last

year. The spring fork is an entirely new design, has no side

play, and allows of a front rim brake being fitted. Very large

lubricators were fitted on the hubs, thus allowing quite a
sensible oilcan to be used.
The Wanderer is a newcomer to England, and though of

German make it will dbubtless have many followers. Many
good points were claimed, but I noticed that neither handle-
bar control nor front brakes were fitted. I do not think 1

need say much concerning the Indian motor bicycles, for

the members of the Essex Motor Club, at the
December 9th, 1909.

although they are a novelty ho far as the Stanley Show is

concerned, yet their performances have been so meritorious

since they were introduced to this country that they must be

well-known to all. The engine is a really beautiful production.

I am not quite sure that it is the machine for a novice, but

for the experienced rider I do not think there is anything

better on the market. Of course, I must have my usual

grumble, and in future models I hope we shall see 26in.

wheels The Ariel is an old friend in new clothing, and

quite unrecognisable from the machine we were used to in

years gone by. It was beautifully finished, and gave evi-

dence of much care and thought. The novelty was the vari-

able gear and free engine pulley. It appeared tc> me that

an endeavour was being made to accomplish a variable gear

but without any arrangement for taking up the slack of the

belt.

The Humber firm have discarded the old silencer on the

down tube, the magneto is carried high up, and is less liable

to become bespattered with mud and water. In other

respects the machines appeared to be as last year. I did

not notice much that was novel on other stands. Several

standard makes such as Premier, Quadrant, Bat, Triumph,
Matchless, Norton, etc., being very much as we have seen

them before with a few slight improvements, and when one

considers how excellently these machines have performed^ on

the road and track, we really niuii^t ask whether it is possible

to improve them, and if so in what way.
On the Phelon and Moore machines the lever actuating

the two-speed gear is now controlled by a Bowden wire. The
lightweight was identical with the one that went through

the October Quarterly Trials, and I was pleased to notice a

machine had been staged enamelled all over, with the excep-

tion of the handle-bars and a few nuts.

Lightweights.
The lightweight machines again made a bold show. The

Moto-Reve was shown in several models, the newest having

a tandem twin engine. This model did not appeal to me so

well as the old twin of the V-type. A newcomer was the

Omega, which was a distinct novelty, and with the top tube
removed it might appeal to a lady. The carburetter would,

owing to its position, quickly become choked with dust or

mud. The Enfield struck me as being one of the most
serviceable machines in the show, for with its low engine
position and khaki coloured frame it was a very good example
of the all-weather lightweight. The Douglas machines have
been considerably improved in many minor particulars, the

most interesting being the fitting of an adjustable pulley.

The F.N. lightweight, although rather heavier than others,

is quite aiT ideal machine. The engine embodies many
novelties, not the least of which is that two timing wheels
only are used.

The A.C. tricar which has performed so efficiently during
this year was staged in several patterns, the newest of which
has been christened the "Mighty Atom." This is certainly

one of the smartest tricars I have seen, and is sure to give

a good account of itself on the road.

Tyres and Accessories.
Of tyres I did not notice anything fresh, except a new'

pattern Palmer Cord, which is now made with rubber studs
instead of ribs, as formerly.

There were many minor improvements in the way of

lamps, but only one or two really great ones. The first of

these is the Lucas King of the Road, and as now made it

will give the most powerful light it is possible for motor
cyclists to desire. Without removing it from the bracket
the lamp may be swung round to throw the light rearwards
when making roadside a-djustments at night-time. By a
simple contrivance it can also be tilted to any angle desired.

The Autoclipse is another high-class lamp, with Mangin
lens and anti-dazzling mechanism.
Without a doubt many will disagree with a deal that I

have said, but I did not come here with the sole idea of

pleasing you, but more to open a discussion in which all

present may have an opportunity of airing theii' views.

]%! ^ 7^
riijB.
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BORE-STROKE RATIO AND EFFICIENCY.
By JAMES L. NORTON, A.M.I.A.E.

and stroke ratio andTHE (jueStion of bore
efficiency has brought forth a storm of corre-

spondence recently in the columns of The Motor
Cycle, and is a subject which is of considerable

interest to connoisseurs of speed and power.

It is, of course, impossible in a short article to deal

in an exhaustive manner with the many and varied sides

of the question or to treat upon all points of merit or

demerit of the opposed features of design. Long or

short stroke—both ha^-e their advantages. It is

generally understood that with a given bore, length of

stroke has a very material effect upon power, due
principally to increased capacity, but it does not

appear to be imiversally known that an increase of

stroke without an increase of capacity contributes to a

liigher efficiency, and therefore greater stroke power,

or power per revolution.

The Petrol Motor really a Heat Engine.

The petrol motoT is essentially a heat engine, and

eliminating for the moment factors of njechanical

efficiency or inefficiency, the amount of fuel efficiently

consumed in a given time determines principally its

power. This amount is in turn determined by piston

displacement, measured in practice by actual volume

swept out, again controlled by valve area and timing,

valve chamber and carburetter design, temperature,

and other factors. (In this article we cannot consider

the matter of charge weight in its relation to volume.)

By efficient combustion is meant that at a determined

point of the piston stroke, the fuel charge is by

ignition raised to the highest possible temperature (the

work done being proportional to the change in tem-

perature), and maintained at that temperature with its

resultant pressure as nearly as is possible - during the

whole of the working stroke.

Thermal Efficiency.

The more complete the combustion the greater is the

expansion and consequent pressure on the piston head

and the greater the thermal efficiency. (In passing it

may be mentioned that there are losses which increase

with a rise of temperature, due to greater difference in

heat of gases and cylinder walls.) Thermal_ effiriency

is that proportion of heat gi^•en to the engine in the

form of fuel or petrol which is converted into u.^^efui

work.

A factor affecting this efficiency is the shape deter-

mining the superficial ' area of the combu.stion chamber

exposed to the burning gases. The greater this area

the more rapidly the pressure falls', owing to convec-

tion of heat through the walls and then to radiation.

Considering these factors, and remembering that for

a given capacity a spherical chamber presents less

superficial area than any other shape, it naturally

follows that the engine of which the combustion cham-

ber most nearly approaches a sphere should (other

things being equal) show the highest thermal efficiency.

It now remains to be seen which of the two types

of engine—the long or short stroke—of equal cubit-

capacity and compression, more nearly approaches

the ideal conditions necessary for the best results.

Assume two cylinders, one 8o mm. bore by loo

mm stroke and 'the other engine loo mm. bore by

64 mm. stroke (this is a somewhat extreme comparison

but will serve for illustration), both having an equal

A7
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Bore-Stroke Ratio and Efficiency.—
capacity of approximately 5"oo cubic centimetres and

a compression space equalling twenty-five per cent, of

the piston displacement, giving a compression of five

atmospheres, or 73.5 lbs. (isothermal). The absolute

or actual pressure, however, would be considerably

higher—probably over 100 lbs.

A Definite Lross of Power.
Now the long stroke engine presents an area of com-

bustion space (for argument's sake we are assuming a

perfect cylinder without valve pockets) of 163 square

centimetres. The short stroke area is 207.5 square

centimetres, which gives us 44.5 square centimetres

more cooling surface exposed to the burning gases

than the long stroke, or in round figures twenty-five

per cent. more. This spells a definite loss of thermal

efficiency in the combustion chamber of the short

stroke—^that is, a definite loss of the power units

given in the form of fuel.

So far only the combustion chamber has been con-

sidered, but if in addition we reckon the area of the

cylinder walls exposed by the piston during its stroke

we find the position is reversed, and, so far as actual

surface is concerned, the short stroke has less. The
total superficial area of the cylinder walls and com-

bustion chamber of the long stroke is in round figures

413 square centimetres and of the short stroke 409.5
square centimetres, or a difference of 3.5 square

centimetres.

Now on these figures alone we should decide in

favour of the short stroke engine, because from the

thermal point of view apparently it just has it; but

let us look at the matter a little more closely.

Comparlsoo of Area Exposed to Gases.

That portion of the cylinder walls uncovered by

the piston below the point of exhaust valve opening

should not be considered when calculating thermal

efficiency as determined by area exposed to gases. As
a matter of fact, the greater the surface after that

period the greater the tendency to general efficiency,

as it is then desirable to cool the gases as rapidly^ as

possible. If the area of that portion be assumed at

fifteen per cent, (a normal amount) of the piston dis-

placement, we find the scale is turned in fa^'Our of

the long stroke by 23 square centimetres, or rather

more than fifteen per cent. . It must be borne in mind
that abstraction of heat means slow burning or com-
bustion. That portion of the charge in contact with

the chamber walls burns, comparatively speaking,

very slowly indeed, and the heat is carried off so

rapidly as to lessen the expansive power of the charge
very considerably. Further, gases in thin layers

or between closely adjoining walls if ignited in some
cases part with their heat so rapidly as to prevent

combustion, and, in fact, to extinguish the flame.

Of course, such conditions are not found in the
average motor cycle engine, but the short stroke

engine of super-high compression certainly approaches
them, as is proved by the following figures.

A Solid Chunk of Gas.
The long stroke engine mentioned has a combustion

space of 25 mm. by 80 mm., containing what may
be termed a solid chunk of gas.

The short stroke has a chamber of 16 mm. by 100
mm., or a pancake-like slab of gas, the propagation

of flame in which must necessarily be slow and creep

gradually (in a comparative sense, of course) across

the chamber, parting with its heat as it goes at the

expense of efficiency and petrol, and with a rapidly

heating cylinder head.

The foregoing, relating to cylinders without pockets

and showing increased thermal effic-cncy for an engine

with stroke longer than the bore, applies with still

greater force to engines having side pockets for the

valves, and more definitely in favour of long strokes.

After all, when results are considered (not compara-
tive results) the internal-combustion engine is a very

inefificient power producer. Only some twenty-five or

twenty-eight per cent, of the power in heat units actually

given is returned in the form of useful work by the

best petrol engines. The gas engine has reached some
ten per cent, higher efficiency.

Mechanical Efficiency.

Now that the question of efficient combustion has

been determined, let us consider which engine will

transmit the force developed by this combustion with

least mechanical loss. That is to say, is the long or

short stroke most mechanically efficient ? Under the

heading "Mechanical Loss" or "Internal Resistance''

we will place that proportion of power developed by
the burning fuel which is used in overcoming friction

(fluid and solid), inertia of parts, elasticity pr spring

of the metals which compose the engine (a portion of

which latter loss is returned), compressing the valve
springs (a portion of this loss is also returned, depend-
ing upon speed), opening the exhaust valve under a

head load, induction of the charge, compressing it,

and expelling the exhaust gases. Friction is undoubt-
edly one of the greatest sources of loss, and is the

resistance to motion which a body meets with from
the surface on which it moves, (jiven a perfectly

smooth surface, the amount of friction depends not so

much upon area in contact as upon weight or pressure.

Now if we consider . the two engines we shall find

that the long-stroke bearings are subjected to much
less weight per square inch than the short stroke.

Stress on Bearings.
Given an explosive pressure of 150 lbs. per square

inch of piston area, which approximates 7.5 square
inches for the small bore, the maximum weight on the

connecting rod bearing at dead centre is, in round
figures, 1,100 lbs., and for the short stroke engine
with an approximate area of 19 square inches at the
same explosion pressure the weight on the bearings
would be 2,800 lbs., with a directly proportioned
increase of frictional loss. The same applies to all

the bearings of the engine except the timing gear.

To obtain equaF power, from both engines it will be
necessary to run the short stroke at higher speed.

'

This will tend to increase thermal efficiency, but will

lower stroke power, owing to the lowering of charge
weight and increase of friction—caused by pumping
and suction efforts and valve lifting losses—^causing a

still, further loss over that of the long stroke.

So far we have not considered the effects of speed
of revolution or inertia in the two types of engines,

basing this argument on the fact that the amount of

fuel efficiency consumed in a. given time determines
power. The" short stroke advocates say at once,

"There we have you." Our engine will turn over

faster because it has a lower ratio of piston speed to
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Bore-Stroke Ratio and Efficiency.—
revolutions, therefore lower inertia stresses, and so

will induce and explode a greater number of charges

—

will, in short, consume a greater amount of fuel in

a given time, and, it therefore follows, is more

l)Owerful.

A Small V. Large Number of Strokes.

On the face of it this seems very plausible, but at

the same time camiot be passed without question.

Granting for the moment that the short stroke gives

'a greater number of strokes per minute than the long

stroke of equal capacity (of this more anon), we have

to consider if these numerous strokes maintain their

maximum effectiveness or efficiency, and, if not, if

a smaller number of efficient strokes are not better

than a large number of wasteful or inefficient ones.

From the economic arid efficiency point of view this

latter query atlmits of but one answer, but let us

consider the effects of the higher speed of revolution.

It has been shown that this higher speed is a^necessity

if the short stroke is required to develop the same h.p.

as its rival of equal capacity but longer stroke. We
will consider the four strokes in sequence.

Induction.
When the contents of the cylinder fall below

atmospheric pressure, nature's abhorrence of a vacuum
compels an inrush of air, Avhich, if sufficient time be

allowed, brings the contents to a maximum ; but the

time in the case of our engine is very short incleed—^in

fact, the one fifty-fourth part of a second is the full

time allowed if the engine is running at no more than

1, 600 r.p.m. Even this would not be so bad if the

charge would enter immediately it had the opportunity,

but it does not, hesitating for a fraction of time on
the threshold, so to speak, owing to inertia, and then
following the piston in a more or less attenuated or

rarefied form (depending upon rapidity of displace-

ment). It is not, -however, until the piston is well down
its stroke that it seems to realise the position of affairs,

and too late tries to make up for lost time, only to

find that it is not so strongly invited, and the door is

shut against it. There is a rebound and consequent
waste of fuel, and the vacuum that was aching for a

full charge must be content with a small one, in weight
at any rate, with a consequent low^ering of the com-
pression on the following stroke. A very definite fall

on the power stroke results, owing not merely to

decreased compression pressure, but to decreased
charge w-eight. I believe it was Mr, T. Hyler White
who said " that for each pound reduction of charge
below atmospheric the power of the engine will be
lowered ten per cent." Having roughly tested this, I

find that, if anything, the loss is somewhat under-
estimated.

Combustion Not Complete.
Still dealing w'ith the power stroke, we find that,

owing to lowered compression, the charge is slower in

burning. The high number of revolutions has also

shortened the time for burning, so that at the period
of \alve opening combustion is not complete. We ajso

have the disadvantage of a comparatively high terminal,
pressure, against which we have to open the valve,

without the advantage of a higher mean effective pres-

sure, and also the disadvantage of exposing the valve
seat and stem to. the blast of burning 'gases and the
piston to increased negative pressure during exhaust.

AIO
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In short, speed of charge induction is limited. If

revolutions, etc., are too high, a smaller charge enters,

with above disaclvantages, and the inertia losses are

also increased. Although we have high revolutions the

power is not increased in proportion, and, in fact, from

a certain point' the power curve, instead of rising with

the revolutions, may fall off.

To overcome this grave objection to excessive revolu-

tions (which the short stroke advocates say they are

able to obtain), compression ratios have been made
much higher than is advisable for motor cycle engines.

And whilst the revolutions and power curves are some-

what higher, the advantage is but temporary, and
beyond a certain point the position cannot be main-

tained. The sustained output of power of the engine

is actually lowered to the equivalent of a w^ell-designed

one of smaller' capacity, and its usefulness for slow

pulling materially lessened.

Effect of Inertia on Timing.
It must not be overlooked that the further objection

inherent to high revolutions is the effect of inertia and
momentum upon the valve timing. A vast amount of

energy is imparted to the valve when propelling it

from its seating, and before the stored energy i.^

expended in overcoming the strength of the spring,

the inertia of the mass itself and friction, the valve

will have been thrown far above the calculated height

of lift by the cam, will remain for a fraction of time

stationary, then descending, will not reach its seat

until the crank has passed seyeral degrees Ij^yond the

point of most effective closing ; in fact, I have known
closing of the exhaust to lag sufficiently to overlap inlet

opening. This is advantageous in certain types of

engines and at certain speeds, but in this instance

resulting in burning charge being expelled through the

carburetter.

This mention of the disadvantages of high revolu-

tions will give rise to the opinion that the writer is

adverse to high speed engines, but this is not so. Let

us have high speed, the higher the better, provided

we have proportionate efficiency in power, but let the

increased number of revolutions be ensured by improved
design, workmanship, and material rather than by

methods as unsatisfactory as the resulting improvement
is temporary. In the space at my disposal I cannot

go as closely into the matter as I should wish, or

prove if it is not possible to obtain as many efficient

revolutions per minute (in case we need them) with the

long as with the short stroke engine of equal capacity ;

but remembering that the matter of inertia stresses due
to increased piston speed is the principal and main
argument the short stroke advocates have against the

long stroke, we must point out that w^eight as well as

speed determines these stresses, and that we have a

considerably higher limit of safe piston speed in the

long than in the short stroke.

The Difference in Piston Weight.
The difference in piston weight in the two engines

under consideration is approximately sixty per cent.,

possibly more, and is so much in favour of the long

stroke that the scale of revolutions is on the balance,

and a slight advantage in design will turn it in favoui

of whichever engine possesses that advantage.

I will now point cut a few of the popular arguments
in favour of the short stroke, and without more repeti-

tion than is necessary will endeavour to show how far

these arguments hold good.
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(Q.) The short is more flexible than tlie long stroke.
(A.) Flexibility may for our purpose be considered

s representing the difference between the maximum
nd minimum number of effective strokes per minute

;

lerefore the engine that with a given number of strokes
representing the inaximum) gives the highest power
urve and will also show a higher cur\'e for minimum
peeds is the more flexible.

I have already shown that the long stroke engine is

apable of high speed if necessary, and that it has
reater stroke power. Its greatest opponents admit
:s advantage for power development at low speeds.
)bviously, therefore, the long stroke meets the con-
itions necessary for perfect flexibility more nearly
lan the short stroke.

(Q.) We are able to use a lower gear on the short
troke engine, -causing less transmission strain.

(A.) You are compelled to use a lower gear to do
qual work. The long stroke may use an equally low

ADJUSTING THE
WOTOR cyclists cannot fail to be interested in

the device illustrated in the accompanying
line sketch, which illustrates a provisional

patent for adjusting the level of the petrol in

le jet of a carburetter without taking it to pieces.

t will be noticed that outside the. float chamber is

small vertical tube E, which coincides in height with

le jet tube A. Now it is well known that to alter the

;vel of the spirit at the jet of any motor cycle car-

uretfer it is necessary to move the attachment on the

eedle to which are pivoted the balance weights,

'he balance weights are sometimes on the cover and
jmetimes at the base of the float chamber. In the

a,se of a motor cycle carburetter the usual method
dopted to adjust the level is to tap the needle, and

D cause it to move up or down through the attachment

n which the levers are pivoted. In the protected

evice under review, which is the property of Mr. J.

'.. Fox, of Accrington, the needle is threaded at F
nd provided with a small lock-nut. All that is

ecessary to adjust the level of the petrol is to remove

le cap of the test jet E, which shows the exact height

lOOI

gear if desired, and would then do more real work.
(Q.) We have a lower piston speed, and therefore

less vibration.

(A.) Vibration is dependent upon weight as well as
speed. The inertia of your heavier piston will cause
vibration equal to that caused by the higher speed of
the lighter one.

(Q.) A short stroke engine accelerates more rapidly.
(A.) You acknowledge the long stroke gives greater

power at low speeds ; by that you agree it will move a
greater weight in the time required by the short stroke
to move a small one. Then an equal weight will be
moved at greater speed or in less time, and therefore
the long stroke will accelerate more rapidly.

In conclusion, the long stroke gives higher efficiency

and greater power per cubic centimetre capacity or
per lb. of fuel, and without the detriment frequently
attributed to it.

The short stroke gives greater power per unit of

engine weight.

->—»«»»,^ _
PETROL LEVEL.
of the spirit in the jet tube proper, then by screwing
the needle in or out the level of the spirit can be

raised or lowered and a very fine adjustment obtained.

/ / .•//Tj

^2=S£

The part on which the levers are pivoted is, of

course, free to work through the float chamber cover

of the carburetter just in the same way as the needle

itself is free to move in an ordinary carburetter.

A TRIAL SPIN.
:ave you ever tried a sidecar -with a passenger, a " twin,"

rom 5 to 7 horse-power, and gone out for a spin,

test its pace and excellence, to see if all's in tune?

ou need not take a lady, for there's little time to spoon.

bB may be hard at starting amid the winter scene,

D lose no time, but prompt her with a dose of paraffin.

t last ! She moves off slowly with the spark retarded quite,

et your passenger be active, resourceful, keen, and liglit,

ou will find light weight's a treasure for easing petrol bills,

ou will find tire twihlet grateful when she charges at the

hills,

[eanwhile we glide off slowly through the horse-infested

town,
ow we climb the gentle gradient that leads up to the Down,
^ere lie three miles of royal track between the fern and gorse,

ou will not cry as once the King, " ISIy kingdom for a

horse !

"

or never Arab chieftain's steed, never the "greyhound ran

s runs this little purring thing, the latest child of man.

7hy is the wind so bitter cold, why rises thus the gale?

he day was calm when we set out to clamber from the

vale,

[y friend, because the air and gas in right proportions feed.

Because the spark gains notch by notch and sets at last for

sjDeed.

Hurrah ! the wind grows colder yet, each nerve with rapture

thrills.

For this the "makers" built my queen—the Mistress of the

Hills.

On, on, we scarcely feel the road, as on each eager face

To set the headlong stamp of speed, the radiaA joy of pace.

"Awful vibration," mutter fools; but we, we who have
ridden

At fifty fiying miles an hour, we whisper "Is this heaven?"
Ah ! Glories of the open road, the well-tuned engine's song.

The pressure of the rushing wind, the scenes we pass among,
The hills that sink beneath our feet, the half-suspended

breath,

And ever near, but not too near, the stirring thought of

Death.
If ye would know these things, my friend, if ye would bow

and kneel
Before the hidden inner sluine that veils the "Flying Wheel,''

Ye must pass through the thrice barred doors of toil, and

doubt, and fear,

Until upon the open road ye murmur " It is here."—M. A. T.

Air
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Discussion as to the future of the motor cycle waxed so hot and fierce at the late Stanley Show that the Editor

greatly desired to provide his readers with some actually reliable information on this subject. Hearing that a
clairvoyancy bureau in the West End had at last established communication with the spirit world, he sent an ex-

perienced member of the staff to consult the gifted mediums of the bureau, and the following is the commissioner's
statement of the revelations vouchsafed to him.

MADAME SECCONCITESKI considerably dis-

concerted me at the very outset of my inter-

view by informing me that what I might see m
her crystal depended primarily on the purity

of my life. Sober, serious persons, she informed me,

obtaihed far greater clarity of vision than people of

cynical temperament and indifferent habits. I quailed

visibly, in the consciousness

that my language had been

rather lurid only the day
previously, when it had taken

me two hours to recover the

redhot pieces of a broken
exhaust valve from my cylin-

der near Henlow Crossing.

However, sustained to a

false courage by the stern-

ness of the editorial com-
mand, and, low be it spoken,

by half a bottle of fizz in-

jected just previously, I took

my seat in the chair with

as good a face as possible,

and stared as intently at the

crystal ball on the table as

if it had been a broken down
magneto.
The room slowly darkened,

and the crystal seemed to

swell and glow gradually,

until all sense of my actual

locality was lost, and I

found myself standing in

the Agricultural Hall, Isling-

ton, brilliantly illumined by
huge coronas of some un-

known lamp. A mysterious

compulsion impelled my fal-

tering steps towards a stand which occupied practically

the whole of the ground floor. A courteous attendant

began by leading me to an armchair. When I was
seated, he handed me a Larranaga of the best and a
tumbler containing a new American drink.

A 1999 Lightweight.

My creature comforts being thus provided for, he
submitted his 1999 catalogue, and I realised that my
life and character were not quite bad enough to

A.12

On the road with a !999 A.D. lightweight,
few yards of my head . . , , and a small

obstruct the passage to me of the crystal's secrets.

The catalogue informed me that I was inspecting a

lightweight exhibit of eighty years hence, and the

attendant presently wheeled up to my feet a small

velvet covered platform on wheels, on which was
mounted his lightweight de luxe for the season of 200c
A.D. It was slung from a spring balance, registering

38 lbs., and it was the most
extraordinary motor cycle 1

have ever seen.

To begin with, it had nc
tyres worthy of the name.
Its spidery wheels were shod
with light rings of aluminium,
semi-circular in section, and
less than half an inch thick.

The engine was no biggei

than a " fifty size " tin of

Wills 's cigarettes, and could

be dismounted from the frame
without tools. It simply

slid on to a clip resembling
a generator bracket, fixed

to the saddle pillar tube. It

drove the back wheel by a

shaft like the flexible drive

of a 1 9 10 speedometer.
This shaft was provided with

a small bevel at each end,

and was attached by two
bayonet joints, one at the

engine, the other near a

crown wheel set on the rear

spindle. Petrol was car-

ried in the top tube of the

frame, the petrol pipe being
"A slow family plane passed within a connected by another bayonet
boy shot me in the fcacls of the neck. ... k . r .

• ^ , .i
jomt. At first sight the

machine appeared to have no control at all, but I

presently espied that some gear or other was concerned

with the right footrest.

This was stirrup like in shape, and- below it was a

small rod ending in a tiny wheel, which would
obviously make contact with the ground when the

rider's foot was placed in the stirrup. As there were

no signs of any ignition, it occ\irred to me that this

might be a device for picking up current from a live

wire, similar to that common in 1909 on overhead
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I Peep into the Future.—
lectric tram systems, and so indeed it proved to be.

Remembering " Ixion's " advice, I rose from my
:hair, and lifted the machine, wlrich certainly felt no
Qore than the 38 lbs. registered on the dial. The
alesman appeared anxious on the point, and informed
ae that on another stand a 22 lb. lightweight was
ixhibited, but that it had neither piston nor flywheels

nside its engine, and that its frame was a dummy,
:omposed of papier mache tubing. At any rate, the

oachine under examination seemed an honest job,

ind I pulled out my cheque book. The stand

tnmediately began to rock and swim aromid me, and
ihen my surroundings steadied and assumed definite

hape again I was outside the Archway Tavern, High-
;ate. Here I found the M.C.C. foregathering ^or

, club run to the North. -It was evident that if dear,

lirty old London had not altered much during eight

lecades, the country roads had undergone great

ransmogrifications.

The Highways of the Future.
The ordinary stone pa^ement ended abruptly just

lorth of Highgate, and a broad steel tape about
buble the width of an ordinary high-

ray had taken its place. It was split

ito eight tracks, divided by light

luminium rails ; four tracks went north,

Dur were restricted to southward traffic.

^he two central tracks were for police

nd repair men, the next two for racing

lotors, and each pair of side tracks for

)uring cars and motor cycles respec-

vely. Horsed, pedestrian, and pedal-

icycle, traffic was still, however,
llowed to use the ancient macadam
ighways on payment of a heavy annual
IX. If anyone wished to stop for food,

etrol, or to diverge to a side road, he
ad merely to turn a small striker on
\ie near side of the car or cycle, so

lat it touched the aluminium rails.

t would then ring a bell, and the

madmen let the far end of the next

5Ction of the track sink, so that it

onducted the traveller down its

iclined plane into a subterranean stopping bay.

Easy Starting.

The M.C.C. offered me the position of honour, but,

eing a stranger to the modern track, I preferred to

se them start off first. I noticed each machine
ossessed the same single control as my own. Each
lan cast a leg over his saddle, and, putting his right

30t in its stirrup, depressed the wheel beneath on to

:ie road surface. He' then jogged the machine
Drward with his left foot till the tiny wheel touched
le steel track. This was evidently highly electrified,

Dr the engine instantly started off of its own accord,

nd the machine glided pleasantly away.
One of the club experts informed me that to stop

ne had only to relieve the stirrup of foot pressure,

fhen the tiny contact wheel broke circuit with the

rack. He strongly advised me, however, never to

se this method on a speed highway, lest I should be
idden down from behind. He advised me rather to

ing one of the belts on the rails by means of my
andle-bar striker and descend the inclined plane

1003

which the roadmen would then open uito the bays
beneath the track. The inclined plane would always
lead me on to an insulated surface, where the engine
would stop of its own accord.

Date of the Last Breakdown A.D. 1952.
I enquired what I must do if I had a breakdown,

but he scornfully informed me that the last breakdown
on record occurred in 1952 a.d., and that non-stop
trials had long since been abandoned, since the last

A.C.U. trial had been prolonged for seven years in

the attempt to find a winner. This sounded good
enough, so I slung my leg over the saddle, and
hitched my handy little jigger forward till my contact
wheel touched the steel track.

I was soon spinning forward at thirty miles an iTour,

and was deliciously impressed with the poetry of
motion. Not a jar was perceptible, which puzzled
me for a time, but I presently noticed that every
motor on the track- had solid metal tyres, and that
at last the silly old makeshift dodge of springing
vehicles and using resilient tyres had been abandoned
years before in favour of the more logical method of

springing the road instead. On closer inspection

Most of the aeroplanes flew disgustingly low, and the airhogs would suddenly loom up out of the distance

at 200 miles an hour."

the apparently solid steel track was seen to consist

of small laminated steel plates, each mounted on

springs, and built up into framed sections. I after-

wards learnt that the under-springing was lubricated

by forced circulation from enormous turbine pumps
set at intervals of twenty miles.

Impeded by Aerial Traffic.

I soon discovered, however, that there was consider-

able room for reform even in these advanced times. It

took me some while to get used to the aeroplanes,

which were buzzing about overhead in all directions

at truly formidable speeds. A slow family plane

passed across the track within a few yards of my head
before I had covered ten miles, and a small boy in

its bows deliberately , shot me in the back of the neck
with a catapult. Most of the aeroplanes flew disgust-

ingly low, and the airhogs would suddenly loom up
out of the distance at 200 miles an hour, dive straight

towards one's face, and with a sudden tilt of their

elevators at the last second of safety jerk up into the

blue empyrean again. My most unpleasant experience
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occurred when a racing plane split its propeller within

forty yards of me, and one of the vanes sizzled past

my ear, and sliced the front three cylinders clean off

a racing Napier that was passing ^own the central

avenue of the track. However, my fellow clubmen
told me that these dangers \vere to be met by roofing

in the highroads in the near future.

Towards Wetherby I began to feel rather stiff, and
turned out my handle-bar striker to make contact with

the aluminiurii rail. Instantly the section of track in

front of me dipped its far end, and I slid down its

inclined plane into a brilliantly lighted underground
stopping bay, rather like a Tube station.

The Captain is Decapitated.
The other M.C.C. men were already there, in a great

state of indignation because their captain had had his

head cut off near Grantham by part of a broken pro-

peller, which had spun off an aeroplane which was
flying too low. Public opinion, they said, ran so high in

favour of aeroplanes that a motorist had no chance in

a lawsuit with a -flying man, and it was highly

improbable that his sorrowing widow would obtain any
compensation. I had previously felt rather nervous

about the system employed for shunting riders who
wished to drop down into the subterranean bays, but I

found it worked admirably in pu^actice. When a section

of track was dipped, the previous section was auto-

matically insulated, and any motor upon the previous

section was thus held up till the depressed section

swung up again.

A Magnificent Lunch.
I enjoyed a magnificent lunch with the club, and it

was then agreed nem. con. that we should go -further

north that I might be shown Sutton Bank under modern
conditions. I objected strenuously, owing to lurid

memories of attempts to climb Sutton years ago on an
8 h.p. twin, but the members laughingly over-ruled my
objections, and told me that my microscopic mount
would make light of the once formidable climb. We
informed the road superintendent that we wished to

reascend to the upper regions, and insulating the track

just south of the station, so as to hold up any motor
cycles approaching along our section of the track, he

dipped the northward section. The light of day
streamed down on us again, and moving forward our

cycles on to the steeply sloping plane, we shot grace-

fully up on to the track again, as soon as our feet

touched the rests, and put our contact wheels in circuit

Avith the track once more. In the same easy fashion

as before we trickled north into Thirsk, which was
now one of the grand trunk junctions. Here we
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encountered a two minutes' delay, as we all had tc

descend again into a stopping bay, out of which incliniMJ

steep planes led us up on to the cross road for Scar-

borough.
Hill-climbing made Easy.

A few miles brought us in sight of Sutton Bank, and
the aspect of the famous hill was indeed changed.

Scenery and surroundings remained unaltered, but the

surface of the road was thickly dotted with motors of

all sorts and sizes, each of them flying up at a good
thirty miles an hour. Scrutinising the spectacle closely,

I noticed that the wheels of the various vehicles were

stationary—they were simply resting on a sort of moving
tape, which rolled them up the hill with their engines

at rest ; all the cars had their side brakes locked, and

the cyclists had their feet on the ground. The fixed

steel track terminated exactly at the base of the

gradient, and I then saw that the surface of the hill

consisted of corrugated steel tapes, running ovei

enormous drums sunk in the ground. We simply steerec

our machines straight on to one of the narrow side

tapes, dropped our feet to support the machine in n

vertical position, and in a couple of minutes or sc

found ourselves at the summit, where the former type

of steel track, comfortably undersprung, recommenced,
and continued right into Scarborough.

The Fate of the 01d=time Machines.
As I slid silently and swiftly on towards the queen

of watering places I fell awondering what had become
of the old-time 33^/3 h.p. tourist machines and 8 h.p.

twins, and even while I wondered, the quiet hedgerows

on either side began to dissolve like the painted scenery

of a transformation in a pantomime, and I found

myself in the British Museum. There in a glass case

was the very identical Matchless twin on which Collier

had won the T.T. Race in 1909, and beside it stood a

figure that I took for Collier himself—the same neat

athletic figure, compounded of steel wire and india-

rubber, the same pleasant dogged smile. I sprang

forward to renew old acquaintanceship, but only to

realise that Collier was a waxwork. I realised with a

sigh that, thanks to steel tracks and endless hill-tapes

and advances in design, the day of the high-powered

machine had long since passed. As I mused sadly

on the decay of sport and the elimination of the human
factor, the glass cases and their dusty contents faded,

and once more I found myself seated in the chair and
gazing anxiously at the winking crystal ball.

" Two guineas, please, sir !
" murmured the clair-

voyant. " Cheap at the price, too !
" responded I,:

dreamily, as I stumbled down the steps and took a

miserable out-of-date taxi in my haste to communicate
the astounding vision to my Editor.

1 rft
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The Choice of a Lightweight.—

particularly liable to foul, and will need detaching

more than those of a big machine. On the other

hand, all these parts are necessarily very light and

only about half as strong as on a standard 160 lb.

roadster. Therefore, before placing our order we
must see first that every part which we shall have

occasion to detach is truly accessible, so that we can

get a good hold on it with a proper spanner or

make our cleaning wire for the jet tube touch the spot

without an awkward preliminary process. Secondly,

we must see that the parts are strong enough to

stand heavy pressure from tools. I have known
lightweights which were beautifully constructed, but

were too light for protracted use; such details as

the inlet valve domes or the caps over the valve were

turned and machined so thin that one grip with a

din. spanner would crumple them up like a wine

bottle's cap of tinfoil. We should tlierefore attach

special value to the adequate design of such parts as

require detachment frequently, and to the provision of

special keys which make the most of Avhatever grip

is provided.

Comfort must be Studied.

Again, we must not forget comfort. In a light-

weight we have a machine with a frame which is only

about fifty per cent, stronger than a pedal bicycle,

and has to travel on occasion in most owners' hands
>~^9^

A SIMPLE TWO-SPEED GEAR.
RECENTLY we mentioned the fact that a prominent

American motor bicycle—the 1910 pattern four-

cylinder shaft-driven Pierce to wit-^is
^
fitted

with a two-speed gear and multiple disc clutch,

and we now illustrate this unit as the general arrange-

ment and design have been so neatly carried out. ' As

will be noticed, the gear is of the Pan-

hard sliding type, and situated in the

place of the usual bottom bracket. The
plate clutch is carried forward of the

gear box, and is con-

trolled by the same
lever which operates

the change of gear.

With the lever in the

position shown in the
accompanying part sec-

tional illustration, the
low gear is in engage-
ment. By pulling the
lever backwards the low
gear is pulled out of mesh and the neutral position is

obtained. By a further backward movement the larger
of the two gear wheels is caused to mesh with the gear
on the shaft driving the rear wheel, and as the gears
move into complete mesh, the second cone moves for-

ward sufficiently to expand the clutch levers and cause
the plates to engage.

It will be gathered from the description that mal-
treatment of the gear change is impossible, which is

one of the features of the -
14 h.p. F.N.

AlS

at over twice the speed of a touring pedal bicycle.

If the spring fork and seat position are roughly

planned, we shall find the machine excessively uncom-
fortable, and we shall not be athletes enough to drive

it at even the moderate speed for which it is

designed. Fortunately, it is quite possible to make
a lightweight comfortable. There are several light-

weights which are quite comfortable—in fact, as

comfortable as any machine I have ever ridden, thanks

to their spring forks and rational sized tyres. But
some lightweights I have bestridden were abominably
vibratory on ordinary surfaces at all speeds in excess

of twelve to fifteen miles per hour. We must demand
a good saddle, good tyres, good spring forks, and a

properly proportioned riding position.

I have little doubt that a great many. recruits will

be won to the sport by the gradual improvement
of lightweights. We now have an excellent range of

very light and simple models suited for the potterer in

fairly level districts. We are also provided with

machines of 100 to 120 lbs. which will face winter

roads and bad hills in the more exacting localities.

Consequently the less athletic member of the pedal

bicycle brigade can find a light machine that will

do his work, irrespective of his place of residence.

So we ought to see a big demand. I add as a rider

my own personal conviction that the majority of light-

weight enthusiasts will end by graduating on the

3^ h.p. standard roadster.

-<

THE 1910 W. & P. ENGINE.

THE White and Poppe engine is of all-British

construction, and one of the most substantial

motors of its kind on the market. Years age

the White and Poppe was a favourite among
motor cyclists, but it was not heard much of during

1907 and 1908. This 3^ear, however, the engine has

attracted much atten-

tion by reason of its

fine showing on
Premier motor cycles

in the most impor-
tant competitions.

To deal with its

salient points of de-

sign, the mechanical
valves are placed
some distance apart

to assist the engine

to keep cool. . The
radiating surface of

the combustion head,
as will be noted, is

exceptionally large.

A single ball bearing
is fitted to the pulley

side of the main-
shaft. A good fea-

ture is that the tap-

pets are adjustable,

and the top of the _ _ ^

tappet is provided
with a fibre buffer to minimise the clatter of the valves.

Four piston rings are fitted in separate grooves, as also

a special ring to keep the gudgeon pin in position.

The bore and stroke are 85 by 85 mm., and the engine

is claimed to give 5)^ h.p. at a speed of 1,760 r.p.m.
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Mr. H. G. Cove in his very interesting paper on " Novelties at the Stanley Show,"

read before the members of the Essex Motor Club on December 9th, comments
on the INDIAN as follows:

"
I do not think I need say much concerning the INDIAN motocycles, for although

they are a novelty so fcir as the Stanley Show is concerned, yet their performances on

the I'oad and the track have been so meritorious since they w^ere introduced to this

country, that they must be well known. The engine is a really beautiful production,

and the more one looks at it the more one understands how our old friend who runs

the company m England fell in love with it. The handle-bar control is almost perfect,

and when mastered, by the way, quite a simple operation ; one would only with

reluctance go back to levers. The engine is remarkably quiet and the chains make

no noise whatever. If ever a motocycle could be considered silent this is the one,

and henceforward the makers should call it the " Silent Indian." The mechanical

lubricator is a real boon, and I hope and expect that this device will be exten-

sively copied by other makers."

Send for free booklet to >^^^^N, 184, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

HENDEE MANFG, CO., /^^^\ London,,. w.
Telephone: 1749 Mayfair. isf .<^^H^v\^\ Telegrams: "Hendian, London."

S. & H.

The N.S.U. range of Lightweights,

like the whole N.S.U. range, is

the most comprehensive in the

kingdom and offers lightweight

enthusiasts a choice of models

that cannot fail to be appreciated.

The N.S.U. Lightweights

offer every refinement

ligh tweigh t

N.S.U
All interested in low powered

motor cycles ought to write

for the free-by-post N.S.U.

Lightweight brochure.

N.S.U. MOTOR CO.,

LTD.,
O.Tscss and Showrooms :

186, Great Portland St., W*.

Goods and Repairs :

83-85, Bolsover

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. Aig
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There
is the latest model of the

BROOKS
ANTI - VIBRATORY
Motor Cycle Saddle.

If you have not tested it you should do

so now.

Note-

That it is specially constructed to give a low-

riding position

—

That' it embodies in its construction that unique

and exclusive feature—the BROOKS Patent Com-

pound Springs—the springs which absorb vibration

within themselves and entirely eradicate all tendency

to bounce

—

That it has a specially designed Padded Top, and

—

That no other saddle can even approach it in its

ideal combination of Comfort and Durability.

Like every other model of the range, it is made

to that high standard of quality in material

"and workmanship which, for over a quarter

of a century, has characterised the pro-

ductions that bear the name of

BROOKS.
Let us send you Saddle Manual—it is

free.

B. BROOKS
& CO.. LTD.

(Dept. 845).

BIRMINGHAM.

Of the few best ihines

in the World of Wheels,

the BROOKS is best

among saddles.

A20 In answering .this odvertisement it is desirahle to mention .''The Motor Cydv..
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[T is already -obvious that the Stanley Show marks
the dawn of a new era in lightweights. Never
before were so many motor bicycles scaling between

75 lbs. and 120 lbs. collected under one roof.

Many of our readers who have never owned any but

nedium and heavy machines will be tempted to experi-

nent with one of 80 lbs, or so; and the purpose of

hese notes is to offer suggestions that may be of use in

naking a selection.

We all know that when w^e take two engines of

iifferent makes labelled as 3% h.p. on the. road, one
nay prove to be much more powerful than the other on
dl occasions where power is required. Both no doubt
ievelop, say, 4 b.h.p. on a brake or electrical test,

:)0th will drive a machine at, say, 40 m.p.h. on the

lat; but when we face an abnormal hill one Will die

iway to nothing,, and the other will climb it. When
ve tackle a i in 10 grade slowly on grease at a third

;f the maximum r.p.m., one will stick and the other

,vill pull steadily up to the summit.

The Essential Feature.
The prime essential of a good motor bicycle is a

irst class engine. If this applies to a 3^2' b.p., which
n normal running has at least i^' h.p. in reserve,

t applies with redoubled force to a i^' h.p. or 2 h^p.,

ivhich on half a dozen occasions in every twenty miles

>pin has no power in reserve at all. Therefore an
anknown low-powered engine should scarcely be bought
.vithout a road trial or other trustworthy evidence.

.\nybody can make a ij4 h.p. engine, weighing,
say, 25 lbs., but only a few firms can make an

engine of this type that is roadworthy. No matter

low graceful the outlines of the machine, no matter

now practical Its specification, no matter how obvious

;he excellence of its workmanship may be, an order

should not be placed unless the quality of the engine

is known; and the salesmen of a new lightweight

engine that is good will be only too ready to demon-
strate its paces on the road to genuine enquirers. So
if any reader fancies a lightweight machine which has

not publicly won its spurs, he will do well to obtain

such a test.
~ Secondly, if he can get 2in. tyres he should attach

§reat value to them. Lightweights do run on smaller

tyres, and some of them perform remarkably well.

Bigger tyres spell increased immunity from both
puncture and vibration, and, other things being equal

,

preference should be given to the lightweight which
has fairly large tyres.

The Transmission Question.
Thirdly, many otherwise excellent lightweights have

been ruined for practical purposes by an unsatisfactory

transmission. I am overjoyed to see chain trans-

ini.ssinn, shaft transmission, and variable gears making

a tardy appearance on lightweights, for some of my
otherwise most enjoyable spins on these handy little

jiggcTs have been spoilt by chronic belt slip of stiff

rubber belts on engine pulleys of very small diameter
and by trouble with the fasteners of round belts.

Leather V belts, seeking flexibility not only by excel-

lence of material, but by ingenuity of construction,

are well suited to lightweights, and are probably as

good a single gear drive for the purpose as can be
had. Even better are positive reducing gears, allow-

ing the use of a 4in. or 5in. engine pulley, as also

the chain drive. But there is no magic in rigid

drives. They require more exact and costly workman-
ship than belt drives, otherwise the owner has only

stepped out of the frying pan into the fire; and
W'ith the ultra-light frame tubing essential for a light-

weight macliine there is a special fear of frame " whip,"
If the frame whips ever so little the rigid drive throws

a fierce cross strain on the bearings, and th^ resultant

friction will swallow up a larger percentage of the

horse-power developed by the baby engine. Similar

caution must be observed in selecting a two-^peed
gear. Lightweights are now offered with variable

gears and free engines. These baby engines nor-

mally run at a very high speed, and can seldom be

slowed down to a "countable" ticking pace, as a

heavy rimmed flywheel 85 by 85 mm. may be. We
have to ask whether the tiny engine will run hot

on a ten or twelve to one gear, whether it will stand

being run wdth no load at all on it and the clutch

out, and also—'most important of all—what amount
of friction is engendered by the low gear ratio.

Every rider who is experienced with two-speed gears

knows that in most instances a second gear of ten to

one is by no means twice as efficient as the high

gear of, say, five to one, for the train of cogwheels

devours horse-power to an extent little thought of by

some. When we are buying a two-speeded light-

weight we must ask with special insistence how near

the emergency ratio approaches a direct drive. I

am happy to say two or three machines shown at the

Stanley possess a low gear that is all but direct and
frictionless.

The Importance of Good Joints.

Again, I should attach vast importance to the

mechanical nature of the assembling devices. Every
joint on a lightweight has to be just as air or petrol-

tight (if possible, tighter) than on an 8 h.p. racing

twin. We cannot admit air leakages on the inlet

pipe, compression leaks around sparking plugs, valve

caps, etc. The same applies to the joints in the

petrol system. The unions of the tank and car-

buretter have to be just as proof against leakage

on our bantam-weight as on our 2 cwt. sidecar hauler.

The carburetter passages, being especially minute, are

A2I
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Possibilities of a Modern Tricycle.

I see some riders are inclined to coquette with the

tricycle again. My first piece of advice to such enthu-

siasts is that they should do a good bit of hard road

work on a pedal tricycle first, as most of us have lost

the art of- tricycle steering during recent years, and so

long as the instinct to balance by means of the front

wheel, as well as ^teer, lingers in the subconscious

mind, a tricycle is a dangerous mount. The retention

of bicycle instincts accounts for some of the sidecar

accidents which seem so inexplicable to the thoughtless

rider. In an emergency the new knowledge of the

top of the mind is frightened away, old instincts reassert

themselves, the tricycle combination receives an instant

of bicycle steering, and whup ! the whole contraption

is in the ditch underside uppermost.

Granted a practised handler, I must admit that the

resuscitation of the tricycle is rather attractive, at any
rate for winter work, as the two-wheels-astern type

absolutely does not skid. The skids alleged against

it are simply steering aberrations on the part of the

rider when he has momentarily lost his head and
reverted to front-wheel balancing. Personally, I

don't favour the two front-wheel steering type ; minus
a good heavy weight over the front axle, it is about as

miserable to sit as anything I know. I did a great

deal of riding at one time on the old De Dion type of

tricycles, and, apart from weight and noise, their main
faults were short wheelbase and bad balance. The
best motor tricycle I ever sat on was a compound
machine built by Hayward, of Ashford, Kent ; it was
mostly assembled from De Dion and Ariel parts with

an Aster engine, if memory serves me aright, and it

had long wheelbase, and some pretensions to balance.

My own tricycle could be pulled over backwards with

two firigers, because all the weight was slung behind
the rear axle. A new modern tricycle will require a
long wheelbase, with the engine carried well forward

;

if the engine has a low compression, air-cooling will

suffice ; two speeds and weatherproof transmission are

essentials, as the vehicle will only appeal to the hard-
riding fraternity, and pace will not be a desideratum.
I do not think I should ever have sold my last tricycle

if it had possessed magneto ignition, a modern carbu-
retter, a sound gear, strong brakes, been more silent,

and comfortable to sit. It had a coil and accumulator
system of ignition, which was constantly getting rained
out ; it was an hour's work to dismount the carburetter,

which .resembled a rook's nest in being composed of a
hundred small parts and hemmed in a regular forest

of branching rods; its brakes were worse than useless,

though luckily there was so much friction owing to
the low gear that it could safely descend Sutton against
engine compression; the clutch fork was always break-
ing or dropping off, leaving me with only the low gear,
equal, say, to 9 m.p.h. on the flat; its water-cooling
system normally resembled a factory fire sprinkler,
shedding tears from every pore at the slightest provoca-
tion ; while to dismount was a sort of cross between
grand circle and double splits, as a huge plated
cylindrical tank projected generously on either side of
the saddle. None the less, gentle reader, I rode it

15,000 miles; and I live to tell the tale.

&.22

Ixiors."
The Aftermath ot a Campaiga.

I do not know that we have achieved very much
by our campaign against the use of special machines

in hill-climbs. As compared with twelve months ago,

we now see the machines entered in a hill-climb split

into two classes. One class is strictly scrutinised by

eagle-eyed experts, clad in that brief authority which

so often makes a man forget his manners, and the

entries that are passed bear at least an ostensible

similarity to the machine which the average i)rivate

owner receives in response to his cheque. The other

class consists of a horde of freaks. So far, undoubtedly

so good. But the same men still win. The private

owner winner is as rare as ever, and, when found,

is usually a member of the amateur expert class, which

is rather increasing in numbers. How would it be if

the A.C.U. annually compiled a list of winners in all

motor cycling competitions up to date, and novice

classes were arranged for men who have never won a

prize at all? This is the regular practice in rowing,

but oarsmen are divided into three classes: .(i)

Maidens (novices)
; (2) juniors (first year Avinners)

;

(3) seniors (old hands who have won open events).

I fancy this- idea might give a fillip to some
competitions. However, I console myself that our

wordy campaign has achieved something. So-and-

so's 130 lb. twin bicycle, with racing saddle, paper-

treaded tyres, drilled frame and fittings, rigid forks,

and open exhaust, was his " standard tourist model "

less than twelve months ago. It now capers about as
" our special Brooklands racer," and the public dodges
a little hoodwinking.

Wired=on Tyres. ,

I think I can answer Mr. Karslake's query as to

why wired-on tyres are less popular on motor cycles

than the beaded-edge patterns. The average rider

seldom experiences sufficient tyr^ trouble to mak:e hiua

as much of a tyre expert as the average puncture repair

boy at a small cycle shop. If he did, the wired-on

tyres would become more popular, because they are not

really difficult to manipulate, and possess at any rate

a moiety of the advantages claimed for them by Mr.
Karslake. But the average motor cyclist sells his

mount before his tyres are so worn that he experiences

frequent trouble, and whenever possible he gets his

tyre work done at a garage. He also knows that the

wired-on tyres are more awkward to manipulate when
new, and less easy to " roll back " after refitting a

tube, to see whether it is nipped or not. ^hen new,
there is little to choose between the two patterns in

ease of manipulation, because neither of them is easy

at all, if they are a true fit. It took me an hour to

fit a new beaded cover this summer, and longer to fit

a wired-on. When both have been ridden for some
time they become a trifle supple ; the wired-on becomes
distinctly the harder of the two to manipulate, and the

average indolent rider will sacrifice a good deal of

efficiency for anything that simplifies tyre repairs. 1

have known expert riders prefer a certain make of

cover simply because they knew it was always a very

sloppy fit. One real disadvantage of the wired-on tyre

is that should a wire break (it is not improbable, as

I have had ocular proof) the rider is stranded.
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SEASONABLE ARTiCLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS.

A PEEP INTO THE FUTURE.

BORE-STROKE RATIO AND EFFICIENCY.

A Good Year's Trading.
'

The report of the Sei'vice Co. shows
a gross profit of £7,234 7s. and a net

amount available for distribution of

£1,731 5s. 7d.

The 1910 Stanley Show.

Already the date of next year's -

Stanley Show has been decided upon.
The 1910 exhibition will be the thirty-

fourth of its kind, and will be held at

the Royal Agricultural Hall, November
18th to 26th (both dates inclusive).

New Speed Limits.

On the main road through Bettws-
y-coed from the jsouth-east boundary
of the old post office to the Elsi Lake,
Jubilee Path, and on Mill Street,

Bettws-y-coed, from the bend under
Tanybryn to the above-mentioned main
road.

Compliments of tlie Season.

The Editor and staff take this fitting

opportunity of wishing all reader.s of

Tlie, Motor Cycle, a Happy Christmas
and a Prosperous N«w Year.
As in Jiast years a portion of the

presisnt issue is devoted to the lighter
side of motor cycling. The article,

"A Peep into the Future," cannot fail

to interest all at this season of the year.

Inland Bevenne Licences.

Motor cyclists are advised to take
out their 15s. Inland Revenue licences

as soon as jwssible after January 1st,

as should the new Government de-
cide to increase the amount of the
present licences, they might quite
possibly immediately take effect. In
this case all those who had not taken
out their licences would have to pay on
the larger scale, while those ^who have
paid would probably require to make
Lo further expenditure until Januarv,
1911. _

'

Loan ol Lantern Slides Wanted.

Mr. B. H. Davies would be glad if

any reader who possesses lantern slides

of any incidents in the 1909 motor
cycle trials either of the A.C.U. from
the Shrewsbury Centre, or of the Scot-
tish Trials from Edinburgh to John-o'-
Gxoat's and back, would put these
slides at his disposal for a lecture he
is invited to give to a motot cycle
club. H© will be liappy to pay all

expenses. Letters and parcels should
be addressed cjo the Editor.

Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

Last week we drew attention to the

marked increase in both foreign im-

ports and British exports of motor
cycles and parts during November.
The figures for the eleven months ended
November 30th compared with previ-

ous years were as follows :

1907. 1908. 1909.

£ £ £
Alotor cycles 48,612 35,349 38,250
Parts theteof 27,463 25,360 27,036

£76,075 £60,709 £65,286

Our exports show a much greater

increase, this year's figures being
already £36,488 in advance of the
figures for the corresponding period of

last year. For the eleven complete
months of 1909 the value of British
exports as well as the figures for the
two preceding years, were as follows :

1907. 1908. 1909.

£ £ £
Motor cycles 25,186 33.768 57,764
Parts thereof 24,461 18,336 30,828

£49,647 £52,104 £88 592

The Re-exports.

£7,614 worth of foreign-made motor
cycles and parts were re-exported from
this country during last month, bring-
ing the eleven months total for 1909
to £20,731. The above figures are a
clear proof that the pastime is grow-
ing rapidly in countries over the seas
as well as at home.

Six Days' Reliability Trial.

It has been decided that next year
the annual reliability trial shall extend
from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's.
It is possible that the route followed
last year may either be amended or
the course be extended, so as to make
the trial more arduous.

A New South Wales Motor Act.

The N.S. Wales Motor Traffic Act,
1909, has recently been assented to,

but owing to the fact that it will take
a considerable time to prepare a com-
prehensive set of regulations, and to
provide other necessary machinery, the
Chief Secretary has determined that
the Act shall not com© into practical
operation until January 1st next.

A "Flying Squadron."

At the suggestion of T. K- Hastings,
a "flying squadron" composed of four
motor cyclists has recently be'^ome part
of the staff of Sheriff Alfred T. Hobley,
of King's County, U.S., and is said
to be the only one of its kind in exist-

ence. In the event of an emergency
one of the motor cyclists is presse'l

in service, and dashes off on his

motor cycle to fulfil any order. If

the sheriff requires a paper served in

a hurry, the members of the squad are
ready and willing to travel any dis-

.

tance for him. It is expected that
sheriffs of other counties will follow
the example of Sheriff Hobley, who,
by the way, will recommend Sheriff-

elect Quinn to reappoint the squad
special deputy sheriffs, when the former
vacates his office on December 31st.

A U.S.A. sherifl's " flying squadron." From left to right : T. K. Hastings (chief) (Indian), J. B. French
(Peugeot), J. 0. Fawceft (N.S.U.), and F. H. Chase (Indian). (See paragraph above.)

A2 3
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The Editor does not hold himseli responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Abolition of the Speed Limit.

[4439.]—Like many other motor cyclists in this neighbour-
hood (Biackheath, S.E.), I am anxiously waiting to hear
that some steps are being taken to abolish the present speed
limit. Surely w© have sutficient members in both Houses of

Parliament to carry through successfully an amendment
of the present law. It seems to me we are continually
grumbling, but as for taking definite action it does not
ai^pear to have occurred to anyone with means in his power
to take the matter up. WEARIED.

The Value of Awards.
[4440.]—I notice in the last issue a letter from a com-

petitor in the Six Days' Reliability Trials who grumbles
about the prize for which he competed, the value of which
he says is sixpence. I believe that the Victoria Cross, which
a man will risk his life to gain, is worth about 2^d. Do we
ever hear soldiers who have won this coveted distinction
grumbling about its value? J. W. Morris seems to be one
of those who compete for the value of the prize and not for

the distinction of winning it. C. G. 0. BARDSLEY-

Pressed Steel Frames.
[4441.]—Messrs. J. T. Brown and Son's claim to be the

first to make a motor cycle frame from sheet metal becomes
misleading when this form of frame construction is placed
in the same category as the pressed steel frame or chassis.
As patentees and manufacturers of the first pressed steel

fl^ame as exhibited on the Roc stand at the recent show, we
would respectfully point out that, however excellent each
may be, the two forms of design and construction are totally
different.

We trust you will allow us to make this correction of your
correspondents' claim. A. W. WALL, LTD.

~ Timing Methods.
[4442.]—I should like to know the alleged times of the

competitors in the Shropshire M.C.C. hill-climb, because I

think it is quite time that the A.C.U. as the ruling power
should have something to say as to what methods of timing
are permissible in club contests held by its affiliated clubs.

In my opinion, it is absolutely impossible to time, and conse-
cjuently to place, machines and riders when such crude methods
as three flagmeji and one watch holder are adopted on a
course where the timekeeper cannot see the start or finish.

The element of human error under such circumstances is so
great that even allowing all employed to be competent and
conscientious this must prevent the so-called timing being
anything except a farce.

, DISGUSTED.
"

Riding in Cold Weather.
[4443.]—In the issue of November 29th two correspon-

dents raise questions connected with cold weather riding.
My personal solution of these during five weeks of brilliant
frosty weather in Fife, N.B., has been (1) oil. I use the
same air-cooled thick oil as in summer, but when filling

tank I mix two ounces of paraffin oil with a pint of lubri-
cant ; this thins it sufficiently. (2.) Cold hands. I cured
these by wearing, not gloves, but so-called "mitts," which
are gloves without separate fingers, but -with separate
thumb. Gamage's supplied me with a pair' of rabbit fur
mitts lined with wool at a very reasonable price. By using
these the heat of the fingers is not dissipated, as in the case
of gloves, but each finger keeps the others warm.

J. F. BRIGGS.
A24

An Explanation.
[4444.]—Since the Stanley Show several people hav

spoken to me about the variable gear as fitted to the 191

Midget Bicar. The majority of them were under the imprei
sion that on any but tlie top gear the rider would have t

keep his feet pressed hard on the footboards in order, t

keep the belt at the required tension. Tliis is a mistake, a

the rocking motion of the footboards is controlled by metj
friction plates within the frame, and to show the efficienc

of this device the machine can be driven up a steep hill wit
the feet off the footboards. A. G. WILLS.

Improvements in Detail.

[4445.]—JNIay I trespass on your valuable space by addinj
to the suggestions of vour correspondent in a recent issu

who signed himself " F 3140 "
?

(1.) To my mind, the detail that most of all mars th
perfection of the Triumph motor cycle is the method adoptei
for fitting the small gas and air pistons of the carburetter
The tops of these pistons are screwed in with a very firv

thread, and the task of unscrewing and screwing home agaii

eveiy time it is necessary to dismantle the_ cylinder (or evei
to clear the gauze of the carburetter) is neither good for thi

Bowden wires nor yet for the serenity of one's temper ; an(
the smallness of the nut on top of each piston does no
improve matters. Why not adopt a bayonet joint fitting

All you then have to do is just to push the piston home, givi

a quarter turn, and no more trouble I

(2.) Considering also how often it is necessary to remov(
the valves for grinding purposes, why not supply a propei
valve extractor as one of the ordinary tools in the tool roll'

AUSTIN LESTER.

Belts on Lightweights,
[4446.]—In answer to your correspondent, P. G. LI.

Courts, the jockey pulley had a V groove. This was filled

up with copper wire and made solid with solder. The puller
was turned out to 28° to take fin. Watawata V belt, and "a

new 28" belt rim fitted on back "wheel. On my machine it

was not possible to get direct drive, because the back stay
would catch the belt, and the pulley (S^in. diameter) is too
small. There is no room to fit a large reducing gear pulley.
I have not found that the belt lias in any way suffered
through using the jockey pulley.

I may say that the alterations to my machine weie carried
through by Mr. J. Dall, Dalton Road, Barrow-in-Furness.

If your correspondent cares to communicate with me, I
shall be verv pleased to give him whatever information I can.

EC) 154.

[4447.]—1_ should like to reply to Mr. de Lissa's letter in
last week's issue of The Motor Cycle. I cordially agree with
the remarks " Ixion " has made with reference to the round
belt drive. The belt on my machine caused me more trouble
in the six weeks I had it than one would have thought
possible. Tliere was only ^in., or rather less, clearance
between the belt and the mudguard ; consequently I ripped
that aforesaid mudguard out three times. In those six weeks
I broke twelve fasteners, and when I sold the machine I liad
to have a new belt fitted. During dry weather I found it

necessary to dress the belt twice a week to keep it in any-
thing like condition.

If Mr. de Lissa thinks the round belt drive and jockey
pulley are perfect, I for one humbly beg to differ from him.
I am not quite sure that even makers with brains always
know the best. If they did, we should have arrived a
good deal quicker at the present stage of efficiency.

EX-LIGHTWEIGHT.
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Wired-on v. Beaded-edge Covers.
[4448.]—I think the letter [4419] about wired-on v.

beaded edge tyres is, to us6 one of Mr. Karslake's own
phrases, " ii'resistibly funny."
Dealing firstly with the list of advantages of wired-on

:

Do we often hear of beaded tyres blowing off the rim, or
when going round corners or skidding? Do wired-on prevent
water from entering at the rim any more than beaded tyres?
My answer in each case is " I don't think."
Now for the beaded edge : Do the rims rust any more than

with wired-on? Are beaded more liable to creep than wired?
Are they really more difficult to repair ? My answer to these
questions is the same as before.

Are wired tyres so very much lighter than beaded? If so,

how many ounces—or grains?
Mr. Karslake says that wired are almost entirely used on

pedal cycles. I may say that beaded tyres are very exten-
sively used on pedal cycles, and their use is steadily

increasing. Mr. Karslake is, however, kmd enough to give
beaded tyres one advantage, and for this 1 thank him. How
foolish it is for makers to use beaded tyres almost universally
when wired-on are so much better. Can it be due to the
Budget? I hope Mr. Karslake knows more about tyres than
about lightweights, or it may be that he is mistaken in some
of his remarks about tvres. IjC 4919.

[4449.]—Mr. Karslake, in his letter on the above subject,

gives publicity to a question that must have often vexed
the minds of . readers of this paper. At one time I was in-

clined to share his views, having possessed a lightweight
motor cycle, the back wheel of which was shod with a 2in.

Dunlop and the front one with a l|in. Palmer, both of the
wired-on type. These covers have travelled some thousands
of miles without giving the slightest trouble; in fact, in a
season's riding no puncture was experienced. A careful in-

vestigation, however, of the matter has convinced me that
for medium and heavyweight machines the beaded-edge cover
is the mo^t suitable one to tit, and I give the following

reasons in justification of my contention-

There is no doubt, however well adapted a wired-on
cover may be for pedal cycles and lightweight motors
(although I challenge INIr. Karslake's statement that this

type is used "almost entirely " on the former), that for

motors of 3 h.p. upv/ards .beaded covers cannot be improved
upon. I grant that a more satisfactory repair can be effected

on a wired-on cover, but emphaticallj' deny that this type
prevents water from entering the rim. It will be found in

actual practice that the tools employed to fit and removo
these covers, however carefully manipulated, soon chafe the

coating of tiie fabric and rubber with wliich the wire is

covered, causing water to enter, when a disastrous burst
sooner or later follows. Tools do not affect beaded edges to

the' same extent, and, besides, when once fitted and suffi-

ciently inflated, covers of this description lie far more snugly
in the rims, making an almost waterproof joint. I have yet

to learn that the wired-on cover does not creep.
' In regard to blowing oft, Mr. Karslake perhaps has never

;
experienced a broken wire whilst riding. I can assure him

i in the event of this happening the advantages of the beaded-
' edge cover require no championing.

R. WENTWORTH COOK-

Novelties at the Stanley Show.

[4450.]—I read with interest in last week's issue

of The Motor Cycle the summary of the paper that was read
by Mr. H. G. " CQ,ve before members of the Essex Motor
Club, and I consider most of the criticisms very fair. Deal-

ing with the Bradbury motor cycles I notice ]\Ir. Cove
remarks, " I was surprised to find that the frame was still

made without a tube under the tank." The same thought
has doubtless crossed the minds of other readers, and 1

welcome this opportunity of offering a few words of explana-

tion.

In the first place, had Mr. Cove seen sections of the tubes

of which the frame of this machine is built (these were on
view at the Bradbury Stand at the Stanley Show), I believe

his surprise would probably have evaporated. Again, the
down tubes of the diamond frame are actually built into the
crank case, giving perfect and {jermanent alignment, and
making so thorough an engineering job of the whole
machine that no necessity whatever exists for the auxiliary

tube in question. Incidentally, too, the absence of this tube

gives the advantage of a lower frame; in consequence tl

Bradbury is one of the lowest frames on the market. I ha^
found from experience that the frame is stronger and f;

more capable of withstanding the strain of a sidecar on hi
roads than a great number of frames with the addition
top tube. - There are certainly some very good points :

favour of motor cycles without the extra top tube, the mo
significant one being that by merely swinging the tank
one side, the valves may be ground in about one-tenth
the time it usually takes, and without removing the cylinde

May_ I be allowed to answer a question which this e
planation may prompt a novice to ask, viz., if the do-w

tubes are built into the engine case, irow do you get tl

engine out for replacements, etc ? The answer is that it

really a blessing if one can accomplish this without remo
ing the engine bodily from the frame, and this is the cai

here. By simply removing the aluminium side of the crar
case the flywheels may be taken out, a few minutes on
being required to perform this operation, which could n<

possibly be accomplished in the usual way in anything lil

the time. . A. T. STANTON.

English V. French Measurements.
[4451.]—I have no intention of taking part in the metr

controversy. Some things are to be said for it, and vei

much is to be said against it. But I would point out
P. L. Woodroffe that courtesy should be observed in corr
spondence. Being amused at other correspondents impli
they are foolish.

Mr. Woodroffe is in the wrong as far as I see from h
letter. I have not the others before me. 85 mni.
not S^^^^^fin. in working measurements. It is 3iiin. full,

the metric system is such that lin. is not an aliquot part
it, whose fault is that? The English system existed first.

It is regrettable that metric measurements have been i

largely introduced into motor work. Both Continental ar
English manufacturers work to standard sizes, and tl

cylinders would, by an English manufacturer, probably ha''

been referred to as Z^m. As to calculations, the metr
system is more unwieldy and cumbersome than the Englisl

J. STORMONTH.

uvV^,^^^G'> ^^^M^>

Design on the menu card ot the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. sixth

annual dinner, sketched by a youth of sixteen.
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Medium Powered Machines at the Stanley.

[4452.]—May I ask a little space in your correspondence

iumns to correct a stupid blunder in one of my Stanley

low articles? I included the 2| h.p. Douglas in my report

the tourist machines, and I think anyone who has ridden
,

on the road will agree that it is sufficiently powerful and

st to deserve a place in that class. At the same time its

w weight certainly entitles it to a place in the lightweight

Eiss. I understand the latest models scale about 105 lbs. all

i, with tanks empty. It ought, therefore, to have figured

both my articles, first as a genuine tourist machine, and
condly ae a genuine lightweight. B. H. DAVIES.

A Friendly Match.
[4453.]—I should be very sorry if the friendly "scrap"

hich I had with members of the Western District M.C.C.

lould be taken as the final result of my challenge. The .

stance over which we rode was certainly not more than

,lf a mile. The engine of the 2^ h.p. Wanderer is fitted with

:ceptionally heavy flywheels, and I weigh nearly 14 stones.

will therefore be seen that I was severely handicapped in

ich a short run. I knew that I had no earthly chance, and

mply started as I did not want to disappoint the many
lectators. I have never yet been passed by a 3^ h.p. single

' 5 h.p. twin when going all out onthe road, and I am sure

lat there are many motor cyclists in London who will sup-

)rt what I say. To prove what the machine will do I would

ke to race from ten to 100 miles.

I am not connected with the Wanderer firm in any way. 1

mply take an interest in the machine, because after seven

;ars' experience of moto- cycles I consider it to be the most

)ortine; little mount 1 have come across.

H. C. TROMP VAN DIGGELEN.

American Records.

[4454.]—I have enjoyed your paper very much, with the

cception of one thing. It seems almost incredible to me
lat British motor cyclists cannot believe thai our American
icing motor cycles are capable of such wonderful speed as

ley have made during the past year or so. Possibly it is

ot" taken into consideration that most of the records vvere

lade on a v.ery fast board track, where there is practically

power lost by skidding or irregular surfaces.

There are several makes of American motor cycles making
larvellous time of late. The Indian, Reading Standard,

[erkel, and Harley-Davidsons are all capable of speeds

'Inch are apparently beyond the comprehension of .our

Inglisli friendg.

Nothing would please me more than to see an International

ice meet. At such an affair the question of superiority

rould soon be settled beyond any argument.

The British are really convinced, I believe, that the

owerful little 5 h.p. twin Indian which Lee Evans has been

sing of late is really a fast piece of machinery, but wait,

List wait, mj- friends, until you see one of tlie big 7 h.p.

acing Indians on one of your fast tracks.

I would like very much to see you credit our American
iders with what is really due to them, and the time will

ome when you will be obliged to do it.

Wishing vour splendid paper the best of success,

Milwaukee, Wis. S. LACY CROLIUS.

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4455.]—I ain obliged by Mr. - Turpin's reply in your issue-

or December 6th, respecting his 230 miles tour. It is inter-

sting to learn that an engine 50 x 85 mni- twin is over 2

.p. As a matter of fact, it is over 3.9 h.p. by R.A.C.
ating, practically 4 h.p. I think I am right in saying this

s the largest engih^ the Moto-R6ve people fit. Why he
hould presume I liave had no experience of riding a light-

s'eight I do not know- As a matter of fact, I rode a most
xcellent lightweight for three years, and got a good deal

f enjoyment out of it. It had a single-cylinder outside fly-

i^heel engine, 65 x 65 mm., similar to the Stevens, and
rould average 14 m p.h. all day pulling a trailer and passen-
er. I went many solo tours of 200 to 300 miles during the
I'eek-ends, and could average 18 m.p.h. comfortably. My
eason for changing to a heavier machine was a desire for

lore power, comfort, and luggage capacity.
A noticeable feature of the discussion on lightweights

5 the constant reference to the excellent twin Douglas as a
ghtweight. The only published weights I have found are
1 page 679 of Sept. 8th last. The Douglas machines in the

26

M.O.G. consumption trial are given as weighing respectively

145 lbs., 122 lbs., 124 lbs., and 150 lbs-! And these weights
were minus i^etrol. It has been my pleasure to ride inauy

hundreds of miles in company with these machines in com-
petitions this summer, and their performances in reliability,

speed, and hill-climbing power have been splendid. 'J'iie one
or two trifling mishaps they have had are such as any
macliine is liable to.

The details of cost of running the Douglas given in Mr.
B. A. Hill's letter are most instructive and really give us

some information worth having except that Is Id. per 1,030
miles for depreciation does not seem enough. For a real

lightweight, the INIotosacoche is in a class of its own. The
Edinburgh and Back and Six Days' Trials place it far ahead
of anv other lig'htweight in my estimation.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Road Dangers at Night.
[4456.]—"J. F. R." in his letter No. 4383 of November

22nd, informs us that public highways were used and main-
tained by farmers for their predominating- business years
before self-propelled road vehicles were invented. I quite

agree with him; but, surely, he does not think that farmers,
simply because they can claim their predominance in this

respect, can rule the road?
I should ju.'^t like to mention the treatment I received

from a farmer the other evening. I was riding my motor
cycle home from Bristol, and when rounding a curve on the
Sandford Road, which is inclined down hill, I suddenly saw
half a dozen or so bullocks coming tov/ards me. I was quite

on the alert, and riding about twelve miles per hour, but
being at a corner I could only see a few yards ahead of me.
I was riding on the correct side of the road, and as I was
steering for the other side the leading bullock dashed into

me, throwing me on to the top of the hedge, the machine
falling to the ground. In this position I could hear the
farmer swearing at me. When I had extricated myself from
the thorny hedge, and got down on to the road (luckily un-

hurt) no trace of the farmer or his cattle could I find, he
having driven his beasts on and left me to look after myself.

Picking my machine up I found the front wheel buckled
and quite immovable, so I sat down and waited for ci good
Samaritan to come along, which happened to be in the
plural. Three ladies, who were on their way to Winscombe,
came to my rescue, and helped me to carry the bicycle into

a barn a few hundred yards away, which belonged to the
father of one of the ladies.

Now, sir, this might have been a very .serious accident, as

I might easily have broken some limb. This not being the
case, I was able to attend to my few bruises myself, but any
inquiry, however, 2Jut by the farmer would have been better

than none at all and simply taking no notice of me

!

The sooner a law is passed for cattle drivers to carry some
coloured light at night, as has been mentioned several times
in your paper, the better it will be for all those who use the
King's highway. A. P. BOARD.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" A Britisher " writes in strong praise of the Stratex leather

belt made by J. B. Brooks and Co., Birmingham.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C.L. 359 " desires private owners' experiences with the

Whittle Link Grip belt.
" E. A." would like to have reader.^' experiences with the

Scott two-stroke engine, especially with regard to its adapt-
ability for colonial use.

"M.R.C.S." would like to have readers' experiences with
the A.C. sociable tricar in medical practice.

M.B. (Bolton) would like riders' experiences with ladies'

lightweight motor bicycles, particularly with regard to hill-

climbing power, ease of starting, reliability, and suitability

for touring.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss ol copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed tor the* purpose.
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Useful Christmas Gifts-
THE SERVICE COLD-WEATHER JACKET.

j*?»»

I

I

FIRST CLASS GOGGLES.
Best make and finish.

The new Rubber Goggles. Made from
specially prepared rubber. Chenille
round rims which prevents all wind
and dust from eyes. Price, 2 IS.

The Four-Window Goggle. Suitable for
wearing over spectacles. Price, 1 /9,

THE "REGENT" CAP.

THE NEW TROUSER OVERALLS.

Fawn double

texture material.

Made to fasten

on trouser

buttons, and

also has strap

round waist.

Guaranteed

waterproof.

Our price,

In brown, grey, and green fashionable » 3/6
(Sold elsewheretweeds. Price, 2/6.

JAEGER WOOLLEN CAPS, 3/-
at i6/6).

Exceptional value. All sizes stocked.

Best quality Yorkshire frieze, body and sleeves lined tan
leather, fitted with windcuffs ; length, 33in.

Note our price, 25/3.
Give chest measurement. Approval deposit.

State inside

leg

measure-

ment.

Approval,

deposit.

GOOD SERVICE GLOVES.
II inches long, sac wrist, extra strong tan

Anklets, Gaiters, Boot Wraps, Chamois Leather Vests, etc.. etc. Long tan StLfG^ovlflined. Best
Write for Catalogue, stating requirements. quality, 6/11.

The Service Company, Ltd., 292-5, High Holborn, W.C.
Telephones s 260 Central, 2071 City. ESTABLISHED 1889. Telegrams : " Admittedly."

•

I

I

CLINCHER
OTOR CYCLE TYRES.

QUALITY FURTHER IMPROVED AND DURABILITY ENHANCED.

Of very superior quality, full of life, and
thoroughly efficient.

An exceedingly popular tyre, and most
effective against skidding on wet or greasy
roads.

'

The rubber-studded " Dreadnought " Clincher, the

finest tyre extant for heavy machines and sidecar

work.

Clincher motor cycle tyres are made in four patterns,

and demand your closest attention.

New list on application.

THE

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., ltd.

Castle Mills, EDINBURGH.

fcmm
\ R.UBBER

STUDDED

kNON-SKlP-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A27
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FOR XMAS
or for winter use—you want comfort and safety. The ROC supplies it. If you cannot afford

to change, have your machine converted into the ROC system with

ROC Pedal-operated Clutch.
ROC Two-speed Gear.
ROC Hand Starting from Live Axle.

The charge for conversion, inckiding iitting, is but 12 gns. Send your machine now, we return
it in a very few days from receipt—the alteiation makes all the difference to your comfort. If

on the other hand you want a really sterling mount for iqio—you cannot go wrong in selecting

either a

ROC 4 h.p. Single-cylinder, Military Model,
OR A

ROC 5-6 h.p. Twin „ 5J »»

eminently suited for side-car work. The 4 h.p.

model now sells at 45 gns., inclusive of ROC
Patent Clutch, Two-speed Gear, Roc Patent Spring
Fork and 1910 refinements. The best value of any
single-cylinder on the market. Investigate it.

Particulars from Sole Makers:

A. W. WALL, Limited, ROC Motor Works, D:*.w^:**^U ~ **^
Aston Road & Dartmouth St., OiriTlingn Still.

Contractors to the British and German War Departments. The Crown agents to the Cotenies. etc

THE L.m.C. FOR

STARTS LIKE A CAR.
Preliminary Illustrated List now ready.

FREE on receipt of postcard. Complete List ready shortly.

ENGINE—M.O.V. or A.O.V. 3i h.p. L.M.C. (patent
balanced piston.)

FRAME—18|in. (new design.)

FREE ENGINE—Efficient, simple, automatic variable

gears, fixed low gear for starting.

New Footboard Starting Device.

Numerous special improvements.

L.M.C. Parts for "Original Quadrants" can be supplied from stock.

NEW LIST FOR 1910 NOW PRINTING.

L.M.C. Machines are designed by Mr. W. <J. Lloyd, formerly
Mechanical Director of the late Quadrant Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Birmingrham.

The LLOYD MOTOR & ENGINEERING CO.,

L.IVi.C. WORKS, ^^^' ""^^rfJ"ir"m°A^Wm.

A28 In answering these advertisements it is de-sirnble to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.
By Road Rider.

EXHAUST COTTERS.
^3^0. Two main typ«s of ex-

haust cotter are in vogne. One is a

broad flat piece of metal, the other a

half inch strip of circular metal or wire,

preferably silver steel. Of these types

the circular design is infinitely prefer-

able. It is quite as easy to extract or

replace as the flat variety, and never

becom.=s "burred." Often when aflat

cotter that has run some distance calls

for removal, it will be found to be

badly burred by the pressure of the

spring, so that a good deal of work has

to be done with a file in a most inacces-

sible place before the cotter can be ex-

tracted. When ordering a special

valve it is well to specify a circular

co'ter ; the hole for these cotters prob-

ably weakens the valve stem less than
the much larger Tlot demanded by the
flat variety.

SAFEGUARDING SPRING FORES. -

33i.. One or two spring fork
devices consist of a pair of spindles,

one on each side of the front wheel,
over which coiled springs are fitted. It

will be found that if one of these

springs should chance to snap, either

the spindle will snap, owing to the eye
slipping down the sjjindle and throwing
a heavy cross strain upon it, or else the
mudguard will be lowered on to the
tyre, and act as a powerful brake, with
every probability ot a lesultant fall.

Such a catastrophe may be simply
avoided by removing the wheel and
threading a short piece of tubing over
each spindle inside the spring ; when
this is done the fracture of a spring
can neither snap the spindle nor let the
mudguard clown on to the tyre.

WATERPROOF GLOVES
S22, The purchase of a pair of

gloves is fraught with pitfalls for a

motor cyclist. It is easy enough to

find a pair of gloves which will be
warm in dry weather ; the difficulty is

to find an inexpensive pair of truly

waterproof coverings for the hands.
The special indiarubber gloves sold for

the purpose are rather costly in the first

instance, but are most warm and satis-

factory in use ; they usually decease
through too intimate an acquaintance
with grease, so they must never be
worn while handing greasy parts of the
mechanism, nor must they be put on
when the hands are oily. Certain ex-
pensive furs are ^'aterproof, but the
cheaper furs become ar. hard as boards
when once wetted. Th? cheapest and
most durable waterproof gloves I ever
possessed came from a small hosier's in

a hunting neighbourhood. They cost no
more than 3s. 6d., and will wear for
ever. They are rather diflficult to get,

but if the local hosier is informed that
a 3s. 6d. pair of waterproof leather
driving gloves are procurable he will
usually manage to obtain them. The
ordinary leather glove stiffens badly
when wet, and ever afterwards its

seams are knobbly and most unpleasant
to the skin.

ADJUSTABLE PULLETS.
^3iZB. In theory all adjustable

ipulleys function equally well, especi-
'ally in conjunction with an adjustable

fastener. In practice many of them
suffer from one or more drawbacks. If

a rod runs close beside the p^liley from
pedal to rear brake care should be
taken not to order a pulley adjusted
by slipping washers between the
flanges, as the brake ,rod will require
dismounting for each adjustment. . A
pulley that requires no tools in its ad-
justment is obviously preferable to a
type which requires a hammer and
punch, or an enormous spanner to un-
lock it. Some pulleys, especially badly
made samples of the type fitted with
right and left-hand threads, have a
habit of getting jammed tightly, and
great force is occasionally necessary to
unlock them.
ROLLED-EDGE BELT RIMS
324:. In purchasing a standard

machine we have tc accept a type of
belt rim fitted by the maker. In
assembling a special machine care
should be taken to specify a belt rim
with a rolled edge to the outside flange.
The sharp edge of a common belt rim
is apt to gash the side and bottom of a
rubber belt when it is forced off the
rim, and damp will then enter, rot the
fabric, and start the disintegration of
the belt.

TRICAR REAR TYRES.
S3SS. A good many old pattern

tricars now on the market would be
very good little vehicles were it not for
the rear tyre. The average 2gin. motor
bicycle tyre is not strong enoi.gh for
either the weight or the driving strains
of a two-speeded passenger machine.
It will always pay to have the wheel
rebuilt to take a special 22in. motor
cycle or small car tyre, and I have
known several little 1905-8 tricars

metamorphosed into very satisfactory
mounts by this inexpensive alteration.

The small car tyre wears perhaps 5,000
miles, instead of the 1,000 miles which
destroyed the former 2iin. cover, and
punctures become extremelv rare.

TIMING MAGNETOS.
326. Every rider who keeps ;

machine long enough to run it a ecu
siderable distance will sooner or late

be exercised over the timing of hi

magneto. The points, cams, and roUe
wear, and the chain stretches. WIil3i

he essays the oiDeration of re-timing
and discovers the dead centre of th^

piston's compression stroke, he ma;
easily lose the timing again whei
tightening some portion of the magnet(
drive on its shaft. He will then hav^

to discover the piston position all ove
again. Therefore when this deac

centre, from which all magnetos ar^

I

timed, has once been found, it is usefu

,
to devise an external means of instant 1;

' setting the piston accurately on th

[

dead centre. This is simply done b;

filing or punching marks on the circum
ference of the pulley, and at a corre
sponding point on the crank case. I

is then only necessary to pull at th
belt till the marks register, when th'

dead centre has been found in ;

second. (Note.^The piston, of course
comes to the top dead centre positio:

twice in each cycle—first at the top o

the exhaust stroke, secondly at th
top of the compression stioke. Th
correct dead centre can be verified b;

watching the exhaust valve ; that up
stroke is the correct one during whicj
the exhaust valve remains closed.) i

further note of value to novices i

that the chain should not be uncoupled
The chain sprocket on the magnet
should be loosened instead, which i

quickly done, by undoing the nut an^

gently pressing against a screwdrive
held so as to lever the sprocket gentl

away from the magneto, and simul
taneously tapping the end of the shaf
lightly. A few of the very latest pat
tern magneto machines are provide'
with a device which automatical!
loosens the sprocket when the nut i

undone ; this greatly simplifies matters

Many riders prefer motor cycle subjects in connection with their Christmas greeting cards, and we
annually receive very tasteiul specimens from our readers. The picture postcard illustrated is one sent by
F. H. HiUlett, hon. sec. of the Western District M.C. (London).

- A2
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Accumulator Charging.

Can I charge an aecumulatoi
on a circuit which has- one
lamp (16 c.p.) always burning?

-^ The voltage is 50, reduced
from 100, for Osram lamps by

a transformer. I can get bubbles of

gas when the wires are immersed in

acidulated water.—A. White.

The current would be suitable if it is

a continuous current, and the connec-

tions are properly made. The best way
to find this out is by writing to the

company whence the electricity is pro-

cured-

Two-speed Gears and Belt Slipping.

I have a 5 h.p. twin motor^ bicycle and sidecar, and am
y thinking of having it fitted

with a two-speed gear. I have
always been troubled with belt

slipping with both leather and rubber

belts. Will belt slip more when
using the low gear? If so, should

you advise a new belt rim and lin.

belt?. The present one is |in.

—

A. I. T., Taunton.

We should certainly advise a new belt

rim and lin. belt if any serious touring

with sidecar is contemplated.

Various Interesting Queries.

(1.) Kindly let me know
where I can procure double-

pole plugs for multi-point

ignition as described in your
columns. (2.) What is the

objection to adjustable valve tappets?

They seem to be very uncommon.
(3.) Does gumming-up of the engine

take place principally on the piston

rings or on flywheels? (4.) What is

the criterion of compression on a

pedalless machine? Ought one to be

able to turn the engine over by
means of" a rope wound round the

pulley?—I. C.

(1.) Lodge Bros, and Co., 14, New
Street. Birmingham, .supply double
pole-plugs for multi-point ignition.

(2.) Increased complication and extra
cost of manufacture are the only objec-
tions we can see. The advantages are
many. (3.) Gumming takes place
chiefly on the piston, except 'in the
case of .some engines where there is

very little clearance between the fly-

wheels and crankcase. (4;) The best
way is to jack up the machine and feel

the. compression by turning the back
wheel against it by hand. Pulling on a
rope wound round the pulley should
gradually overcome the compression.

A30
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Ih3 FuLct n f )h Mifeneto Co e scr.

Is me condenser on a 1909
Bosch magneto for the pur-

pose of storing electricity until

wanted, or is its function to

reduce the force of sparking

at the points of the contact breaker?
If the latter, what is the theory of

it?—F.B.S.
It would take too long to enter into

the theory of the condenser here. One
of its functions is to reduce the sparking
at the contact breaker points. For fur-

ther information on this subject we
should advise you to apply to the Bosch
Magneto Co., 23, Store Street, Totten-
ham Court Road, W., who are always
ready to answer queries of this nature.

i^Warm Hands when Riding in Cold Weatlier.

Can you inform me where to

get some handle-bar muffs, as

I have tried the very bcht

gloves and cannot, keep my
hands warm in cold weather?

in fact, it is absolute agony to ride

on very cold days. Can you help
me? Also perhaps readers of Tln'.

Motor Cycle would say what devices

they have fitted to their machines?
— S'.J.S.

Handle-bar muffs in question can be
obtained from the Service Co. or
Gamage's. We also refer you to the
correspondence now appearing in The
Motor Cyrh anent " Cold Fingers."
Per.=onally. we have never found any-

thing better tlian thick woollen
gauntlet gloves, together with leather
gloves above them, or handle-bar muffs.
Hedger's gloves lined with lambs wool
are recommended by readers. They
cost 1.=. 6J. to 2s. per pair.

Rigid and Flexible Pattern Sidecars.

I drive a 6 h.p. N.S.U. -and
?Millford rigid sidecar. I must

say the combination is perfec-
-^ tion on the level, but I had the

steering completely thrown out
the other day merely through wheel
of sidecar passing over a lump in the
road. I also iind it rather awkward
to drive when sidecar is upon camber
of the road- I was wondering whether
a flexible sidecar would put the
matter right, or is it really more
practice that is required ?—J. S.

We think if you will persevere a little

longer you will have no further trouble,

as it is merely a matt-er of practice.

All kinds of sidecars we have tried are

somewhat awkward to steer on cam-
bered roads. A lump in the road,
however, should not upset the steering.

Are you sure the attachment has b-cen

fitted in the correct manner, and are
the wheels in proper alignment? This
is important. As regards a flexible

sidecar, these adapt themselves to

rough roads better and are easier to

steer on straight roads, but cambered
roads, especially at corners, affect the
steering considerably.

Wliy not ? The Hot Water motor bike lor winter riding. It will be noticed that hot water circulation is carried
throughout the frame tubes, and the cold finger problem has been given especial attention.
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Making Crank Case Joints Oiltight.

I have a 1909 standard

?' machine which persists in leak-

ing round the joint between
'—

' cylinder and crank case. I use
thick air-cooled oil. (1.) Will

fish glue 6top it? (2.) Will it be
difficult afterwards to remove the
cylinder? (3.) How do I apply it?—
H.E.S., Canterbury.

We do not think it is necessary or
advisable to use fish glue. See "that
the surfaces are clean and true, and
insert one or two washers of clean
smooth brown paper free from bits and
soaked in boiled linseed oil. Cut the
_washer by placing the cj'linder (mouth
downwards) on a sheet of dry brown
paper, mark the jDOsitions of the bolt
holes and cut out the ring for cylinder.
Soak the paper in the oil, drop it over
the bolt holes, and rejDlace the cylinder.
Screw down all four nuts carefiilly one
turn at a time, and afterwards trim
off superfluous paper with a sharp
knife.

Renovating Frame and Wheels.

I am about to renovate my

? motor bicycle by jjainting with
Robbialac (French grey). I

—^ wish to know if it will be
necessary to dismantle it com-

pletely in order to make a satis

factory job of it. Will you kindly
inform me the best way to go about
it? The machine is enamelled black
at present. Should I have to remove
all the old enamel before coating
with the new? Please inform me
the proper way to make a job of it?

—J. F.

To make a really good job of the
machine, the old enamel, especially if

it is chipped, should all be removed
with the aid of a blunt knife. The
enamel is applied with one of the
brushes specially supplied by the ven-
dors of •

" Robbialac," and three or four
coats should be given. Great care
should be taken to lay on the enamel as
evenly as possible. Also, allow each
coat to dry thoroughly before applying
the next one.

Clianging from Plain to Trembler Coil.

I have a 2^ h.p.. Kerry fitted

?' with plain coil and make and
break contact. I am about to

-^ fit a trembler coil. (1.) Would
this work successfully without

a wipe contact? (2.) Would the
current consumption be greater?

(3.) Would any alteration in the wir-

ing be necessary?—K. S. T.

By fitting a trembler coil you will lose

largely in general efficiency. The cur-

rent consunfption will also be much
greater. The only advantages you will

derive are slightly easier starting and
a simple method of testing whether
the ignition is in order by the buzz of

the coil. No alteration in the wiring
will be necessary, but you will have to

alter the timing of the make and
break contact breaker, as you must
remember that the spark takes place

at the moment of contact, and not at

the moment of break, as with a plain

coil. A blunt-nosed cam will also be
necessary to enable the contacts to

remain longer to2,ether.

=<rHD

Weak Compression, Faulty Carburetter
Adjustment.

(1.) I had my 3 h.p. Raleigh

? motor taken to
.
pieces by a

good motor engineer recently,—
' and he fitted new piston rings,

two new bushes on the crank,
cleaned the engine, and overhauled
the Longuemare carburetter. I have
done 150 miles since, and the .com-
pression is still very poor, and it

does not develop its full power. The
inlet and exhaust valves springs are

good. The accumulators are fully

charged. I use Price's oil. (2.) It

misfires occasionally on the road in

the daytime, and at night it rims all

right. The pouits are two Jebron
tips. Can you tell me the reasons
for this misfiring and loss of power?

VOLVI':STIlE.

(1.) Probably the cylinder requires re-

boring and a new piston. You can easily

ascertain whether the escape of com-
pression is past the valve' caps or plug
by spreading lubricating oil over all

the joints, and standing on the pedal
against compre?sion. Tiny bubbles will

denote the leakage. If no leakage can
be traced, the only alternative is to
have the engine doctored by a firm of

specialists. You will never obtain full

power until full compression is re-

stored. (2.) The misfiring in the
daytime points to faulty carburetter
adjustment. We should say that too
much air is admitted. Try as an
experiment stopping up one of the
holes at the base of the spray chamber.
If this improves the running it indi-

cates that a smaller air adapter is

needed.

Improving an Old Pattern Machine.

I have an old pattern Z^ h.p.

?'
I

bicycle, and have been think-

ing of making t!;e following
-2J improvements: (1.) Buying

adjustable pulley; present gear

is 5^ to 1. (2.) Having pedalling gear

taken off and fitting footboards. I

am unable to reach iootrests on
down tube on account of seat being a

long way back. (3.) Do you think
having the N.A.B. seat-pillar would
stop vibration, or any other fitment?

What do you recommend':' (4.)

Would dry battery be best for winter
riding, seeing I only ride when
roads are dry? (5.) Can I fix

handle-bar control to existing carbu-

retter? (6.) If I had gear about
7 to 1, would it climb the Derbyshire
hills with footboards and minus
pedalling gear?—B. W.

(1 and 2.) We quite agree with your
suggested improvements. An adjust-

able pulley is not only useful for

altering the gear ratio, but for quickly
taking up slack in the belt. (3.) The
seat-pillar mentioned would suit your
purpose well, and should render the
n^achine much more comfortable to

ride, especially if you have spring forks

in addition. (4.) Dry batteries would
suit your machine well, especially if you
use a plain coil. There is no acid to

spill, and one battery should last right

through the vrinter months. (5.) Yes,
E. M. Bowden's Patents Syndicate,
Ltd., would supply you with the fittings

for converting your existing carburetter
to handle-bar control. (6.) The gear

I0I5

you suggest is too low, even if it were
possible to get such a low ratio with
ordinary pulleys A very low gear
causes excessive consumption overheat
ing, and unnecessary wear of engint
parts. 5^ or 5 to 1 would be better
depending on your weight.

Selecting a Passenger Motor Cycle.

Being rather inexperienced,

^ kmdly advise—(1.) Is a tricar

> a better form of passenger
-^ machine than a sidecar? (2.)

, Would a 4^ h.p. water-cooled
two-speed tricar be powerful enough
to propel twenty-five stones up a
fairly steep hill? (3.) Would the
running expenses be much more than
a powerful twin motor cycle and
sidecar? (4.) Would the 4^ h.p. tri

car average 18-20 miles per hour on
the roads in ]'2ssex, Suffolk, and Hert-
ford? (5.) As I intend buying one
or the other, which do you advise?

—H.W.M.

(1.) It entirely depends upon what
you desire. If you want a machine
from which you can occasionally

detach the bicycle and use it as a solo

mount, the sidecar is better. If, how-
ever, you want a fixed type of machine
for use with and without a passenger,

the tricar is better. We should, how-
ever, recommend you to specify a

spring frame if you decide on a tricar.

(2.) A good make of tricar such

as you describe fitted with a two-.speed

gear would do what you require. (3.)

The running expenses would be a trifle

more than a powerful twin-cylinder

bicycle and sidecar. (4.) It should

average the speed mentioned. (5.)

Which type you purchase is for you to

decide. Moreover, we should require

more particulars before expressing an
opinion.

The F.R.S. Lamp Carrier.

A fortnight ago we illustrated the

new pattern Mangin lens F.R.S. lamp,

and detailed its many original features,

which are sure to appeal to the

practical rider. W'e have since received

a sample of the latest adjustable forked

carrier, which has been designed tu

obviate any necessity to alter the

position of the handle-bar or brakework

of Triumph motor cycles, the F.H.S.
lamp being popular with riders of these

machines. As will be observed from the

sketch, the carrier proper extends

around the back of the handle-bar stem,

the clamp and its nuts bemg affixed to

the front of the stem. This new
carrier is made of a patent non-rusting

metal.
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•CONTROVERSIES on the subject of silencers

which have appeared from time to time in^ The Motor Cycle confirm my opinion that the

design of this important miit, at any rate as

igards motor cycle engines, is . not understood, a

iccessful silencer being often more the result of good
ick than good judgment.

To be successful a silencer, according to " Ixion
'

'

id others, should silence an engine without causing

ss of power; but I go further than this, and would
aim for the successful silencer an actual increase
' power. I propose to show how this is possible,

id to indicate on what lines the designer should pro-

«d to secure such results.

The Role of the Long £xhaust Pipe.

Years ago gas engine makers found that a long

:haust pipe gave them increased power, the reason
ir this being that each discharge of exhaust gas

ishing through the long pipe acted as a piston, and,

stead of causing a back pressure, tended to produce
its rear a vacuum. Under such circumstances no
sidue of burnt gas would remain in the cylinder to

lute the incoming charge, and the latter would be

the greatest possible volume. Experiments on
ese lines were carried out by a firm of automobile
igineers with Avhom the writer is Connected, and
^ making use both of long inlet and exhaust pipes

e power of an engine was increased by as much as

ty per cent, at high speeds.

But length of exhaust pipe, j^er se, is not the deter-

ining factor, for it is obvious that if a certain length

pipe produced a complete vacuum in the cylinder

earance space (not, of course, to be expected in

actice), any further Length would be a source of

ss. Another effect of length must not be forgotten,

id that is that it governs the period of the- waves
pressure that are set up in the exhaust system, and
is only when, at certain critical speeds, the engine

leed is in resonance with these waves that the maxi-

um exhausting effect is attained.

This may be better understood when one recalls

)w, when splashing about in a bath, if one's body
ippens to move in tune with the waves already

eated, an extra big wave is the result, to the detri-

ent of the carpet! If it is desired, therefore, to

c

-<'

J-

2f

^-% -1

1

liave maximum power at a certaiirspeed, a little experi-

menting with exhaust pipes of different lengths will

probably materially assist.

The Ejector Action.

There is a third action that should be remembered
when designing the exhaust arrangements, and that

is the " ejector
'"

' action of a gas discharging through
a nozzle. This has been taken advantage of on
the four-cylinder F.N. to maintain a slight vacuum
in the. crank case, thus preventing leakage of oil and
tending to keep the interior of the crank case cool

;

but it is probable that even greater efficiency would
be obtained in the case of a multi-cylinder engine*- by
causing the emission of exhaust from one cylinder to

suck out, as it were, the exhaust from the cylinder

next in order of firing.

There are, therefore, as regards the exhaust system,

three favourable effects which it should be the aim
of the designer to utilise : (i) Gaseous inertia, obtained

by relatively long pipes
; (2) synchronisation of the

exhaust beat w-ith the speed of the engine, obtained

by the suitable proportions of the system as a whole

;

(3) utilisation of the energy of the issuing gases to

either draw_ air into the silencer (preferably from the

crank case) or to accelerate subsequent emissions of

exhaust gas.

Little, if any, noise is made by the actual explosions

in an internal combustion engine, provided the igni-

tion is not unduly retarded. What is heard 'is the

vibratory motion given to the atmosphere by the

exhaust, and its intensity depends directly on . the

magnitude of this disturbance. Now if this dissipa-

tion of energy could be spread over the whole of one
cycle, instead of occurring during one-fourth of the

cycle only, i.e., the exhaust stroke, the engine would
be most effectively silenced .

The Advantage of Cooling the Gases.

Cooling the gases is quite the simplest way of

steadily dissipating their energy, and is one that

involves no corresponding dynamic disadvantage

;

indeed, if one could afford the space to cool the

exhaust gas right down to atmospheric temperature,

its emission would be as silent as is now the case w'hen

an engine is run with the spark switched off. Un-

' mfm '

Eiyth's suggested silencer.

Approximatedimensions for a 500 ex. engine. Exhaust valve 40 mm. diar. x 7 mm. lift ; area of opening, 880 sq; mm.
Exhaust pipe 30 mm. diar. ; cross sectional area, 707 sq. mm. B. Openings past baffle plates, 600 sq. mm. C. Opening to atmosphere, 8 x 25 mm., 200 sq. mm.
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Silencer Design.

—

fortunately, on a motor bicycle one cannot spare
either the weight or the room to do this, but in

modern car practice this method of silencing is fre-

quently adopted, and carried, literally, to a very
satisfactory conclusion.

Much can be done, however, by using very thin
elliptical steel tubing for the exhaust pipes and thin
steel for the silencer, and , by fixing radiator fins to
the former similar to those fitted to some cars for
water cooling.

Energy that cannot be dissipated by cooling must
be " damped by another method, such as " wire draw-

Finished appearance of an exhaust box and pipe which cool and silence ti e
gases before they meet the atmosphere.

ing
'

' the gases by passing them through numerous
small holes, breaking up the flow by directing it

against internal baffle plates or varying the velocity
by alternately enlarging and contracting the area of
the gas passage.

The danger with, at any rate, the first two of the
above methods is the production of back pressure by
throttling the flow and the loss of all gaseous inertia.,

To retain the latter feature the direction of flow
should never be violently changed. When a silencer

depends for its action on forcing the exhaust to flow

through a number of small holes, unless the aggregate
area of such holes is about twice that of the exhaust
pipes back pressure will be produced. (The co-

etiScient of friction for the flow of gas through a circular

hole in a thin plate has been found to be .597.)

A Cooling rather than a Throttling Effect.

Considerations of weight, space, and accessibility

for cleaning will, of course, modify any design and
render it difficult to make full use of the possibilities

otherwise present. The sketches, however, represent
a silencer for a 500 cc. engine that embodies most of

the points touched on without being too heavy.
It will be noticed that a cooling rather than a

throttling effect has been sought for, and to this end
the exhaust box is corrugated and rectangular in sec-

tion, presenting as large a surface as possible both
to the hot gases and the outside air.

Constructional details are omitted, but should pre-

sent no difficulties. The sides, top, and bottom
would be of one piece of 22 gauge steel plate, the

corrugations being pressed in before bending, and the

joint a "grooved seam." The ends should be of

rather stouter material, say 20 gauge, one of the ends
riveted in place and the other secured by screws. The
baffle plates would be pressed out in one piece and
secured in position by screws.

A convenient position for this silencer would be
horizontal and depending from the chain stays.

THE A.C.U. AND
WE have received a letter and long article from

Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook, the hon. secretary

of the Birmingham M.C.C., regarding the

question of the A.C.U. and provincial clubs.

Pressure on our space pre\'ents the publication of the

article in extenso, but we publish below Mr. Brook's

letter, which gives the gist of his proposals.

Birmingham, December 14th 1909.

To the Editor of The Motor Cycle..

Dear Sir,—I am glad to see you have taken up the ques-
tion of the A.C.U. and the provincial clubs in your cohimns
again.

Mr. Hovvard Smith was at the last meeting of the council,

and he no doubt, like myself, thought some hard things
about the London members of the council when they brought
up such feeble arguments against the proposal from the
Midland Centre, and yet managed to oppose it when put to

the vote simply because they predominated. AH the pro-
vincial delegates were in favour of the proposal.

However, I do not hold such strong views against the
A.C.U. as a whole as Mr. Smith, nevertheless I do think
there is considerable room for improvement in its method
of working. I am sure that unless something is speedily

done to give the provincial clubs a fair share in the manage-
ment, and a fair opportunity of taking part in its doings,
there soon will be a split. I should like to see the A.C.U.
strengthened so that it will ultimately control a far greater

percentage of the motor cyclists in the kingdom than at

present—about 3% only according to the late.st returns—and
it is with this end in view that I make the following pro-

posals :

1. Adequate representation on the council.

2. The Quarterly Trials to be held in various districts

throughout the countiy.

PROVINCIAL CLUBS.
3. The local centres to be the only mediums through whicli

competitions are held.

4. All permits to be obtained from headquarters, all dis-

putes which cannot be settled by the centres to be referred
to headquarters for arbitration.

5. The centres to have full power to issue permits to
clubs in their territory.

6. Council meetings to be held consecutively, say, in
London, Gloucester, Manchester, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

E. Vernon 0. Brook.

PNEUMATIC SPRINGS FOR ROAD VEHICLES.
At a meeting of the Incorporated Institution of Automo-

bile Engineers on the 8th inst., Mr. Archibald Sharp,
B.Sc, A.M.I.C.E^, read a paper entitled "Pneumatic
Springs for Eoad Vehicles," which dealt, among other
items, with the springs fitted to the A.S.L. motor cycles.

In the discussion which followed, the president. Dr. Hele-
Shaw, said he had tried the effect of riding a motor cycle

fitted with the sprmgs arid rode the machine up a high
kerbstone and could scarcely feel any jump. It was a most
amazing experience, the pneumatic springs simply blotted

out everything in the way of violent oscillation and gave a
straight line path. The combination of a pneumatic tyre
with air springs enabled one to ride over an ordinary kerb-
stone and not really know that one had gone over it. He
wished to congratulate the lecturer who had, he thought,
after years of labour at last reached a practical result.

Mr. G. D. Leechman eaid it must be getting on for nearly

ten or eleven years since he had the first introduction to

]Mr. Sharp's invention. His recollection was that it was
comfortable when he tried it over baulks of timber, and the

effect was most surprising.

Mr. Mark Barr said he had ridden a machine fitted with
the springs over bricks and things and experienced nothing

in the way of trouble. He shut his eyes when riding over

a kerbstone, and did not know when he had ridden over it.
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LOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
lUMPH, 1907. magneto, 1908 cylinders fitted, and

only inn 1.700 miles, steel studded back tyre.

, etc. ; £25.-H. Blease, Avon Axilla, Melkaham, Wilt^

lUMPH, 3ih.p., magneto, new Stanley belt, Dunlop
tyres, perfect condition ; lowest £25; giving up
r cycling.—H. Tomig, 47, Andover Ed... Winchesiier.

09 oih.p. Humber, two-speed, with Mille and Ful
ford castor wlieel sidecar, B- and B. carburetter,

ised more than 300 mile-- €42 10s.—T. Baker and
i Motor Works, Eeading-

09 .Triumph Model, usett eight weeks, brand new
Clincher studded cover on back, unused, horn,

, faultless condition; £38, no offers-—X. Baker and
. Motor Works, Reading.

h.p. Kex, Whittle, B. and B-, h.b. control, new
rubber studded back, Albion adjustable pulley.

IDs-; Montgomery sidecar, fit same. £4 10s.—
5r, Alder's Garage Trowbridge

h.p. Minerva, magneto, spring forks, Dermatine, one
leather spare, good tyres, studded back, green -and

finish, low .built, just done up as new; bargain.

-Carjle, Abergeldie, Priory Av., High Wycombe-

I- 5-6h.p. 4-Cvl. Motor Cycle, magneto, spring forks.

footre,3ts, lamp, horn, watch, complete, 1909 model
little used; owner going abroad; rery moderate
e.—Norton, 6, Bath Ed., Cheltenham

FADEANT, 3h.p., two accumulators, Longuemare
long handles, spring forks, tyres perfect, two-way
h, on handles, large P. and H. lamp, perfect condi-
any trial; £11.—Kidd, Acton Turville, Glos-

lEAT Bargain-—3h.p. Auto Motor engine, Longue-
mare carburetter, Ohater-Lea frame, 26in- by 2iin.

op tyi'es, splendid hill-olimber, in good orderj £10
spot cash-—Park Villa, Bath Ed-, Stroud, Glos-

NETTE, 3ih-p., J-A-P- engine, Bosch magneto.
Gradua gear,, spring frame, new last October, Autc-

3 lamp, speedometer, horn, spare tube, tools, etc-

;

-Methuen, Naval Motor Club, Wickham St-, Ports-
h-

EMIEE, twin-cyl-, 3|h-p., not run 250 miles, ma-
chine without a scratch, and the smallest part
mteed perfect, horn, headlight, and generator; what
offers ?—Write full particulars, Joubert, 31, Vic-
Ed-, Swindon- -

)EEI.3, Holywell, Oxford, agent for Trimnphs
ijouslas, and Phelon and Moores; largest stock jn
listrict of second-hand bargains in Triumphs, Hum-
L-M-C-'s, F-N-'s, and Douglas lightweights; large
of others; list post free on application. Tel-: No.

SECTION VIII.

tfoid, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
id Sussex.

09 No. 6 Chater-Lea, 4ih-p. Bat, sidecar; £20,
offers-—Hammond, Falcon Hotel, Wivenhoe.

X.

h-p. De Dion, low, fast, accessories, numbers; £8
10s-. or cash offers-- 138, Lever St-, City Ed.,

Ion-

09 Triumph, little ridden, as new, winner Dashwood
Hill-climb; £39—Mullett, Kingsley Av-, West

ig-

08 Triumph, new October, in good condition ; £33 :

owner going abroad-—Master, Meeanee Barrack
lester.

.lUMPH (1908), magneto, all latest improvements,
nearly new; £35, or offer.—38, Romilly Ed-, Fin,-;-

Park.

h.p- Fleet, Brown and Barlow, Dermatine, good con-
dition; £10 10s-, offers--28, Bertram Ed-, Hen-

London-

.ITJMPH, 3h-p,, perfect, spring forks. Brooks, lamps
spares, and tools; £12, bargain--Brown, 56, Hur-
lam Ed-, Fulham-

p. Twin and Sidecar, E-OM- tyres and contact,
Amac, two belts ; £23-—Write, Walker, 1, Over-

id Mansions, S-W-

A.NTON'S Great Clearance Sale to make room for
1910 Bradburys- Call, write, or wire-—Below.

ANTON'S (£6).-3h-p- Q.uadrant, spring forks, per-
fect runiii;ig order; also (£6) 2ih.p. light Scout,

er-Lea-

ANTON. — 1908 Minerva, 3ih-p., magneto, spring
frrks, adjustable pulley, studded tyres, not done
miles, almost as new; £21 to clear.—Below.

ANTON.-1908 N-S.TJ-. 3h.p-, magneto, M-.G-LV-,
splendid condition, thoroughly reliable, very fast

;

to clear-—Below-

ANTON.-4-cyl- F-N., 4ih-p-, and nearly new sidecar,
powerful, reliable combination; £32, absolute .sacri-

-Below-

ANTON.—Moto-Eeve lightweight, magneto, spring
forks, handle-bar control, footrests, very low frame •

IO3-—Below-
'

ANTON-—Eoo and sidecar, 6h-p. twin J-A-P. en-
gine, ma.sneto, two speeds, handle starting, thor-

tly overhauled ; £30 for quick sale ; smart, reliable
jination .—B elow.

ANTON.—A few new 1909 Bradburys to clear
; great

bargains-—619, Lea Bridge Ed-, Leyton, London.

No. 1926. 3i h.p. VINDEC SPECIAL, magneto,
Truffault fotks, Peugeot engine ;

guaranteed . . £25
No. 1924. 8 h-p. J.A.P., M.O.V. low No. 6

Chater-Lea frame, rgog model, Palmer Cord
tyres, drip feed, and force pump lubrication

;

fast as new, too powerful for solo
;
guaranteed. . £38

No. 1922. 4i h.p. TWIN MINERVA, powerful

M.O.V. engine
;
guaranteed. First cheque £15

No. 1923. MONTGOMERY SIDECAR, cane seat,

flexible ; as new £6 10

No. igar. MILLFORD CASTOR WHEEL SIDE-
CAR, wicker seat ; nice condition ; complete
with apron, guaranteed £6 10

No 1920. 4 h.p. N.S.U., rgog model, spring forks,

and magneto ; complete with Castor Wheel Side-

car (or can be sold separate) ;
guaranteed £32 10

No. 1917. 3|h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Palmer Cord
tyres, condition like new

;
guaranteed. Lowest

price ; £35
No. r52g. 3 h.p. BRADBURY, low frame, mag-

neto ignition, horn, carrier, stand, etc.
;

guar-

anteed £16 10

Two ri h.p. MOTOS.'VCOCHES, low frame models,

magneto ignition, late 1909 machines, condition

as new ;
guaranteed each £23 10

Three 1} h.p. Lightweight F.N., complete _. with

magneto and spring forks ; up to date ;
all

guaranteed from £15
Eight 1909 34 h.p. Standard REX Tourist models,

brand new, complete with stand, carrier, tools,

no plates ; readv for the road ; usual price £42.

To clear
'. each £35

No. r887. 3^ h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring

forks, Birmingham make, smart, and good
sound roadster

;
guaranteed £17 10

2£ h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, new last May, in excellent

condition ;
guaranteed. Lowest price £25

Six rih.p. MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight Motor
Cyclse ; all guaranteed from £12 10

Two zi h.p. HUMBERS, two speeds, 1909 models,

magnetos, and spring forks from, each £28 10

No. 1898. si h.p. rgoS TRIUMPH, condition

better than new, guaranteed at Wauchope's. . £32

No. 1894 & rSgj. 9 h.p. BAT, and sidecar Ofier;

.Mo. 1896. 9 h.p. RILEY Tricar, nice condition, .

side doors, three speeds & reverse, guaranteed £35

No.rSSr. 3* h.p. QU.A.DRANT, magneto, low
frame, splendid machine, guaranteed 19 Gns.

No. 1853. 4J h-p. HUMBER Tricar, water-cooled

coach-built front scat, first cash 10 Gns.

No. r874. li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, rgo; model,

in nice condition
;
guaranteed £15 15

No. r873. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE, grey finish,

smart machine
;
guaranteed 21 Gns.

No. r867. 3-J-
h.p. ARNO, two-speed gear and free-

engine clutch, up-to-date machine, in new con-

dition ;
guaranteed *32 10

No. i86r. si h.p. BAT, sound machine, fit for the

road
;
guaranteed — £12 10

No. 1855. ij h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, perfect order,

ready for the road ;
guaranteed 15 Gns.

No. 1847. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE, twin-cylinder

engine, spring forks, magneto ignition, splendid

condition, direct V belt drive ; guaranteed .. 19 Gns.

No. 1845. sh h.p..bran dnew PHELON & MOORE,
1909 model, tvi'o-speed gear and free engine. OSers.

No. 1842. 3 h.p. TRIUMPH, spring forks, 1906
model, nice condition throughout

;
guaranteed £16- 10

No. 1837. 3-|- h.p. 1907 MINERVA, smart machine
;

guaranteed £13 10

No. 1836. 2-J h.p. MINERVA, 1907 machine, nice
condition

; guaranteed £12 10

No. 1835. if h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto
ignition, 1909 model, spring forks, as new

;

guaranteed £23 10
No. 1834. 3ih.p. TRIUMPH, 1909 model, mag-

nificent machine : guaranteed £35
No. r829. 3 h.p. SCOTT-JOWETT Two-stroke

Motor Cycle £25
No. 1828. si^h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, ail accessories,

magnificent machine • guaranteed £35

No. 1826. Sidecar, rigid type, second-hand .... £4 <

o. i8r4. si h.p. MATCHLESS, magneto in tank,
Druid sprmg forks, nice machine ; guaranteed 20 Gns.

No. 1813. 3* h.p. FAFNIR, nice condition, ac-

cumulator ignition, sound machine ; guaranteed 9 Gns.

No. i8to. 34 h.p. PEUGEOT in No. 6 Chater-Lea
frame, low frame, torpedo copper tank, good,
sound machine

;
guaranteed .- 17 Gns.

No. i8or. 2^ h.p." igo8 Featherweight REX, nice
condition, magneto ignition

;
guaranteed .... £17

No. 1764. 5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., 1908 model,
good, sound condition

;
guaranteed. Price . . £25

Second-hand and New Bargains quoted in this column
are offered for sale by WAUCHOPE'S. Dozens of bargains
besides those quoted can be inspected on the premises
at g, SHOE LANE. Inspection is cordially invited.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street

(off Ludgate Circus),LONDON, E.O-
Telephone, 5777 Holborn. Telegrams, " Opificer, London.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ELEPHANT.-Sole London agents for 1910 Arno, th<

all-British Coventry machine, at £45 ; libera
allowance,?.

ELEPHANT-—1907 twin Eex, ideal sidecar machine:
£15-

ELEPHANT—Twin Bercley, H-B. control, powerful;
£14-

"PLEPHANT—2ih.p. Norton lightweight, last; £8.

T71 LEPHANT.—Clearance lines. 2ih.p. Brown, £'
JOj 1O3-; 2ih-p- Ormonde, £4; 2ih-p. Singer, £3; 2h-p
Minerva, £4; torpedo tank, 5s. 6d- ; 28 by 2 Clinche
cover, 43. 6d. ; tube. 3s- ; trembler coil, 6s. ; non-tremblei
4s- 6d- ; heaps of accessories ; state requirementa-—Ele
phant Motor Mart, 10 and 12, Elephant Ed-, S-E.

23.h-p- F-N-, spring forks, perfect ; bargain, £9,
4 near offer— 58, Ferme Park Ed-, Stroud Green.

TEIUMPH, 1907, good condition, has been carefufl;

used, Pahners; £24 10s-— 2, Eadcliffe Ed-, Winch
more Hill, N-

31h-p- Minerva, 1907, spring forks, enamelled grey
2 £10; excellent condition, Uttle used-—57. Og

lander Ed., Peckham-

1 Q09 Phelon and Moore, chain drive, two-speed, a
jL*J new, guaranteed, also sidecar; £48; appointment
—84, Kingsgate Ed., West Hampstead.

21.h-p- Chater-Lea Motor Cycle. £7 IDs-; 2th-p. Min
2 erva, £9 10s-; 4h-p. Automotor, Chater-Lea, £1:

12s.— 1, Townley Ed-, Dulwich, S-E.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909 model, low frame, sprin;

forks, magneto, in perfect order, condition as new
£25.—Colonel Wardrop, E.A-M. College, Grosvenor Ed
SW.
QUADEANT. 3ih-p-, new Clincher front. Palmer ccr

back, engine and magneto re-done up as new, spares
:,'ood hill-climber, guaranteed; £23-—Eobinson, chemisi
Jittingbourue-

1 008 Vindec, 5-6h.p-. magneto, enamel cream, spriu;

-Lt/ forks, new condition. Palmer cords, guaranteei
throughout perfect, suit S-C ; bargain, £25.-41, Asl:

ford Ed-, Cricklewood-

THE Eastern Garage Company are sole district agent
for iiex, Douglas, Triumph, Phelon and Moore, an,

Iverry-Abingdon, and have these machines in stock, tc

aether with a go.d range of second-hand machines, a

below.

EX, 1909, Sih-p-, Tourist, new, J-A.P. lubrication
£38--Below.

"OEXES, 1909, 3ih.p., with all accessories; £29 eact
-Below-

:, 1907
-Below.

T>EX^1907, Sgh-p-, overhauled and guaranteed; £15

TEIUMPH3, 1909, complete with lamps, horns, too),

etc- ; £35 each-—Below-

TEIUMPHS, 1908, guaranteed perfect: £2S eaoh--
Below-

MINEEVA, 1909, 3ih-p-, like new, many special fii

tings; £26-—Below.

NOETON, 1908, 3ih.p-, Peugeot engine, Bosch mag
neto, Druid forks, fine machine; £19-—Below.

T-A.P.-CHATEE, 1909, 4h.p., M-O-I-V-, Bosch mag
neto. Chafer spring forks. Palmer tyres, nearl
'.-CHATJDK, iau9, an.p.,

•^ neto, Chater spring forks,

new; £35.—Below-

£6

PEUGEOT-CHATER, 1909, 5h-p-, E-O.M. contaol
footboards. Brooks saddle, 2jin. Palmer and E-O-M

combination, F-E-S. lamps, spares ; £20.—Below.

ZENITH, 1909, 4h-p. J.A.P. engine. M-O-I-V-, Gradu
gear, Bosch, Druid forks. Brown and Barlow, handle

bar control, perfect condition ; £33-—Below.

F-N-, 1909, 4-cyl., only few months old, new conditio!
F-N- footrests, all accessories, many spares, wit

rigid sidecar fitted ; absolutely cheap, £35-—Below-

DE DION, 2}h-p-, spring forks, footrests, handle-ba
control, rubber studded t3-res. Price's stand, acce;

scries, very neat and low built, perfect; £11-—Below,

THE Eastern Garage Company, 418, Eomford ETd
Forest Gate, have, in addition to the above, a goO'

stock of motor cycles at prices ranging from £7.—Tel-
Stratford 10.

-2h.p. Minerva lightweight, splendid condition
any trial; exchange higher power-— 14a, Mapl

Ed-, SurMton-

3ih.p- Minerva, Brown and Barlow, haudle-bar cor
2 trol, fine condition, £14: 3ih.p- twin Werner, £1C

—Cooper, Workhouse, Lewisham-

IF You ^\"ant Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, yo
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Flee

St., London, E.C., just off Ludgate Circus.

jP /? .—Lightweight, good order, new belt, first ordf^O secures ; also signal cyclometer. Boys and Euck?
offers, as new.—Motor, White Lion, Hitchin-

"I Q09 Triumph, also T-T. model, both in flrst-cla,?

X*J condition, little used; £38 each; any trial; see

any time.—8, Oppidans Mews, Chalk Farm-

31h.p. Triumph, guaranteed perfect condition, lik

2 new, tyres excellent, spares, tools; £32 10s--

Surridge, 69, Loughborough Park, Brixton, London.

BAEQAIN Hunters-—2-cyl. 5h-p. Peugeot, 2i Pahnen
new 2ih-p. Griffon; 2h.p. Minerva; two bes

qnalitv sidecars ; accept £35 the lot—39, East St., Bake
St-. W.

T'l anru-ering these ad rerthomcnts it is de^sirabh to menf.ion '^ The Motor Cycle
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^OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HELON and Moore, Ltd., 12, Mortimer St., W-

htive a few second-hand macliines lor sale as beloiv.

. and M. 1909 Model, brand new; offers wanted.

. and M. 1909 Model, used in 1.000 Miles Trial.-i.

gained gold medal, in perfect condition; price

ICs.

BIUMPH, 1909, in good order; bargain. £33 10s.

N- 1910 Model, two-speed, as new, only used once;
bargain, £33 10s.

N-, Ifh.p., splendid condition; £20.

. and M. 1910 Models—Place your orders now for

delivery for Whitsun.

i.p. M-M.C, perfect running order, new Dunlcp on

back, footboards. Chater-Lea frame; £10.—Gildei-

e and Newman, Wembley.

lb. p. Kerry, in good order, new Miobelin cover on

t back, long bars; £9.—Above.

i-p. Humber. chain drive, free engine, new Dunlop on

back; £7 10s.—Above.

rHITTLE'S-Triumph, 3^h.p., 1907, M-O.V.. mag-
neto, spring forks. H.Ji. control, beautiful order;

it bargain, £26, offers.

rHITTLE'S.—F.N.. 4ih.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spring

forks, K-O-M. rear tyre, like new ;
£25.

rHITTLE'S.—F.N., 1908. IJh.p.. lightweight, mag-
neto, spring forks, powerful on hills; going cheap

1 15s. to clear.

rHITTLE'S.—Minerya, 2h.p., M.O.V.. Chater-Lea. 26

wheels, splendid running order ; only wants seeing

;

15s.

rHITTLE'S.—Quadrant, 3h.p.. vertical engine, runs

well; £5 15s.—NVnittle's Motor Exchange, Earls-

1. 'Phone, 711, Post, Wimbledon.

ODFKEY, Applebee, and Micklewood. — Immediatt
delivery of 1910 Hex and Triumphs. Cash, ex-

age, or gradual payments.

A.M.. the recognised firm for reasonable prices-

Send us particulars of your old maehine, and, let

luote you exchange price for any make of machine.

or second-hand.

.A.M— 3ih.p. 1909 Eex, excellent condition, E.O-M-
tyres; £28.

.AM.—Write for list of second-hand machines. We
have a large selection.

•A.M.—Make a note of the address, we may' be useful

to you.—The Broadway, Muswell Hill. 'Pi-one. 933
rnsey.

'AMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and second-

hand, gradual payments taken on any machine,

hanges. — Only address, 5, Heath St., Hampstead
. : 2678 P.O.

rAMPSTEAD.—Humber. 1909. tworspeed. almost

L new. IJruid spring forks, all accessories and spares

;

it bargain, £32.

rAMPSTEAD—2Jh.p. Douglas, magneto, and spring

L forks, splendid conditioh ; £28, -with accessories;

.p. N.S.U.. £13.

["AMPSTEAD (£25). — P.N., 4-cyI., 4ih.p., splendid

L condition, with all accessories, late moael.

[AMPSTEAD (£27). — F.N.. new condition, 4-cyl,.

L 1908 model. 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, all

essories.

[AMPSTEAD.-Sole London and district agents for

L Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price

id.

[AMPSTEAD (£26).-Genuine 1908 V.S., latest

L model, 5h.p., magneto, and spring forks, all acces-

ies.

[AMPSTEAD.—Are now showing all the leading 1910
L machines : exchanges entertained ; delivery from

:k, no waiting.

rAMPSTEAD (£12). — Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
L model, new condition, with accessories, all bar-

ns, guaranteed.

rAMPSTEAD—Triumphs, 1910, in stock; Rexes,
L Douglas, Moto-Eeves, F.N.'s, no waiting; gradual

•meuts taken, live per cent, extra.

rAMPSTEAD.—Triumph, 1907, new tyres, splendid

L condition. £27; Bex. 1909, new condition. £26;
aglas, 1909. £27.

[AMPSTEAD.—Minerva. 2h.p.. good order. £4 15s.

;

Hum'oer, 2h.p., £4 10s.; Humber, 2ih.p., splendid

idition, £5 lOs.. Tel. : 2678, P.O.

[109 Minerva, new September, done 250 miles; what
tJ cflers?—8, Hatherley Gardens, East Ham.

3h.p. F.N., Chater-Lea fittings, Reflex-Clipper tyres;

4 £11 lOs. ; approval.—Eagles and Co.. High St.,

ton.

IRIUMPH, 1908, Clincher studded tyres, guaranteed
perfect condition; £31; approval.—Eagles and Co.,

gh St., Acton.

ih.p. N.S.TJ., magneto, spring forks, excellent condi-
4= tion; £18 lOs-; approval.—Eagles and Co., 275,
gh St-, Acton.

Ihp. 1907 Triumph, new May, 1908, 1908 carbur-
2 etter, saddle, etc., perfect condition throughout

;

?.—Down, Harpenden.

We supply on best terms

1910
^F.N.

BAT
L.M.C.
BROWN
NORTON
HUMBER
DOUGLAS
PREMIER
BRADBURY
WILKINSON

MOTOSACOCHE
PHELON - MOORE
MATCHLESS
MOTO -REVE
QUADRANT
TRIUMPH
INDIAN
KERRY
N.S.U.
ROC
v.s.

ASK US TO QUOTE YOU.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

N.S.U's.
Write for fullest specifications, post free upon

request.

Deferred
payments.

£33
£34
£39

PRICES ;

3 b.p.

3|h.p.

3f t.p.

5ih.p.

Our price.

£25
£31
£32
£37

Maker's price

• . £37
• . £io .

.
. £42 •

.. £52 .

Deferred payment terms : One-third down, and (j

balance in monthly payments of £2. v

i
' __„._ = ^

7 We treat foreign and colonial ^
ji readers on most liberal

^

() terms, for either new or ^

f second-hand machines. ^— <)

I

^ Second-hand Machines in stock.

() 1909 HUMBER, magneto, two speeds, liJce new £37
4> 1908 VINDEC, 35-h.p., free engine, magneto.. £22
t) 1908 REX, 3}- h.p., two speeds, magneto £26
^ I9^3 FAFNIR, 3 h.p., Roc, two speeds £17 ^

$ 1909 TRIUMPH. 3i-h.D., magneto, as new .. £37 <i

^ 1909 TRIUMPH, "3J h.p., brand new, £48 ^

4> machine, clear at £44 ^
I BROWN, 2j h.p., magneto, low built £16 ^

^ CLYDE, 2| h.p., magneto, B. and B.cai-buretttr £15 ^

() SINGER, s h.p-i magneto. Long., good tyres.. £15 "i

^ N.S.U., 3* h.p.. magneto, low built £16 ^

^ LINCOLN ELK, 3 h.p., rgoS model, good order £13 ^
() ZENITH, 3 h.p., Fafnur engine, two speeds . . £22 §
MINERVA, 3Jh.p., 26in. wheels, vertical engine £14 ^MINERVA, sJh.p., 26in. -wheels, free engine. . £15 J

•50/- deposit secures:

2 h.p. BROWN . . £8
2\ h.p. KERRY .. £10
2j h.p. MINER\A £10

HUMBER, 2jh.p... £8
QUADRANT, 2! h.p. £9
W. and P., 3i h.p... £12

: order. ^Balance 5,'- weekly. All in good running

SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTS,

POST FREE (HOME OR ABROAD).

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
Tel. : 552 Mayfair.

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Roc, 4h.p., two speeds, free engine magneto, spriu

forks. Whittle belt, accessories, excellent ordei
£28 —Lane, 26, Penge Ed., South Norwood, S-W

4-CTL. F.N.. 4ih.p., magneto, spring forks, just tho
oughly orerhauled, most reliable, crawls In tiatfio

£18, sacrifice-— 17, Kenmure Ed- Mara St Haokne;
London.

"I
Q09 T.T. Triumph, three pulleys, varioos. thrt

-i-t/ handle-bars two spare wheels, new tyiea, spare
and tools: £38 -Write. J T. Bashall Bins Grc^e Oc!
ham.. Surrej-.

4 h.p. Eoc (1908), clutch, gear magneto, Druid fork

non-sldd baoU, Chater-Lea sidecar, spares compiel
equipment, perfect c^iiidition : £35.-73, Onslow Ptarden

Muswell Hill.

3h.p. Kerry, Longuemare, spray, low, long bars, .26i;

plated wheels, enamelled French grey, lined i&
spleuuid condition throughout; £10 53.-426, Hoe SI

Walthamstow-

QJLh.p. J.A.P., low, light, H.B. control, splendid coi

/Wa dition, climb' anything, lamp, spare I'almer; £1
10s.. or near otter.—Aitchison, 59 Church Hill E^
Walthamstow.

"J
Q09 T.T. Triumph, brand new, perfect condition, on

-«-*' ridden 20 miles; owner unable to ride; trii

siven; a bargain for £42 (cost £53).— Ci. 0/0 Smith
Library, Craven Ed., London. W.

IMMEDIATE Sale!—1909 3ih.p. Minerya, magnet
spring forks, 26 by 2i Continentals, torpedo tan

enamelled French grey; a bargain, £25.—E Nye, 8

Drewstead Ed., Streatham.

1 QIO Speed King Twin Rex, beautiful machine, ooug!
J-*y at Show, not been ridden 10 miles; unforesee

circumstances only reason fo'r selling; price £42 10s.

Apply, \V.H.B., "Ehu Grove, Ockham, Surrey.

LIGHTWEIGHT Minerva, vertical, Duulops, J

wheels, Amao carburetter, handle-bar control, Brool

saddle, low-built, perfect condition, accessories; £12.
23. Lyndhurst Ed., Thornton Heath.

VINDEC, 5h.p-, magneto. Mabon clutch, handle-b
control, rubber covered footboards, in perfect co

dition ; owner buying higher power sams make ; a ba

gain, £27 lOs—North London Garage, Corsica St. N.

6 h.p. N.S.U., twin, new last March, Bosch magnet
l^in. Shamrock belt, 26 by 2i tyres, two-speed ges

iree engine, and Millford sidecar ; £40 ; any trial.

Eagles and Co., N.S.U. Agency, Acton.

41-5h.p. P.N., 4-cyl., with sidecar, not run 900 milf

2 guaranteed perfect condition, 2J E.O.M. back, Dn
lop front, both new, £8 worth of spares and accessoriei

£35.—Apply after 5, F. Lambert, 87, Beaufort Mansioi
Chelsea, S.W-

TEIL'MPH, July, 1909, condition as new, perfe

order, not ridden 500 miles. Palmer cords, ma
neto shield, horn, niunber.s, tools, spare valve; absoln

bargain, £36 cash.—Write, M.T., 28, Wellesley Ei

Gunnersburj', VV

.

PHELON and Moore, two-speed, Bosch magnet
handle-bar control. Eich's detachable tube, ba-

wheel, spares, splendid condition, never ridden so reliat

machine; selling solely bec.iuse buying 1910 mode
£37 10s—Taunton, Feliskiii, Aahlead. Surrey

31.h.p. Triumph, November. 1907, recently overhaul
2 by makers, new tyres, belt, biass headlight, sep

rate generator, mirror, spares, perfect condition, wi

Oakleigh sidecar, special wheel; bargain, £35.— Garagi

Laceby's, High Ed., Streatbam.

STANTON'S Bradbury, 1909. winner numerous go
medals. including Loiidon-Edinbnrgh-Londo

general condition as new. unpuuctured E-O.M. tyre

fully equipped with all .spares and accessories, timed
concert pitch; nearest to £34 secutes.—619, Lea Bridi

Ed., Leyton, London.

T[ Q08 T.T. Triumph, spring forks, Bosch magneto, a

Jl*J justable pulley, carrier, mirror lamp, stand, hor

rubber studded tyres, spare valves, pulley, belt, inn

tube, and steel studded non-skid, low, extremely fast

£29; would entertain exchange; appointment only.—22

Burdett Ed., Landon, E.

MESSES. PULLMAN Bros., Motor Engineers, Nc
bury, London, beg to offer gentlemen tlie foUowii

machines, bargains in the truest sense of the word: >

h.p. twin Minerva, with sidecar, £18; 2Jh.p. magne
F.N., £12; 2|hp. F.N. (accumulator), £10: twin Pri

ceps. 5h.p., £14; many other bargains, including tricai

quadcars, etc ; write for lists.

3hp. Imperial Rover Motor Bicycle, Clincher co:

tyres, Lithos spring forks, N.A.B. spring pillti

Acetyphote lamp, new Lithanoid unspillafale accimiulntf

numerous spares and tools, most reliable machine, in pt

feet working order, condition good as new; co«t mo ov
£55, accept £20.—Bates, Estate Agent, Quarry Cotlag

Guildford.

CLEAEANCE.-2Jh.p. Kerry, £8 IO3. ; 6h.p. twin A
toine. £17 10s. : 2Jh.p. Brown, £8 10s.; 2ih.

Quadrant, £4 10s. ; 2ih.p- J.A.P., £8 10,=. ; 2|h.p. Ph<

aix, magneto, two speeds, £14 10s.; Eex de Luxe, clutc

magneto, twin, £20; ditto, £25; ditto, £30: exchangei

please call, or write; trials.—128, High Ed., Tottenhai

"Phone, 1982, Tottenham.

GENTLEMAN is selling 5-6h.p. twin Peugeor-Cliatt

1908 model, little used, low frame, fiuished gro

B. and B. h.bc carb.. Brooks B105. Davison tanks De
matine. new non-skid back, stand carrier, peda.s. iootrest

Fuller coil, 5-5a m.ph.. guaranteed sound ; nearest 1

£24- view by appointment.—Write, Owen, Buckmast€

1, Porchester Terrace, W. 'Phone, 4559 Padd.
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lOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CONJl-HAND Swift T'-'O-speecl Motor Bii'vcln, tree

engine, worm drive, one chain only, mechanical

9, spray carburetter, 331a.p., accumulator.s and trem-

coil, two powerful rim brakes. Brooks motor saddle

3, 22in. frame, Dunlops, 28 by 2in., in good riding

; £15.-3,717, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrj'.

SECTION IX.

aerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

(10 Triumphs can be supplied from stock; cash, ex-
' change, or extended payments— Guy's, Cycle De-
"Weymouth.

lELON and Moore, very little used, new October.

1909, two-speed gear.- magneto, splendid machine;
—Saunders, 73, Howell Ed., Exeter-

SECTION X.

tland.

SIAS Gift.— 1907 5h.p. Twin Rex, in good condiliou

and running order; £18.-Unwin, Uleugarnock.

,8.— 3ih.p. magneto Kex, 1909 engine, irown and
Barlow, adjustable pulley, i Whittle, new Clincher.

), stand, spare tube-— 2, St. Bernard's Crescent. Edm-
h.

h.p. l-'.N., late 1908, magneto, handle-bar control,

new tyres, £18 lOs-: 4h.p. Wolf. Palmers, accu-

itor ignition, in good condition, £15 lOs. —
.
Miller.

Merry St.. Mot::erwell.

tlUMPH, 1909, ordinary and Tourist Trophy cylin-

ders, and handle-bars, guaranteed perfect, winner
:al medals, do 50 m.p-h. ; bargain, £36.—Bostock
ents' Union, University, Glasgow-

h.p. 1908 Brown, magneto, spring forks, Mabcii
'• clutch, with 12 guinea Montgomery flexible side-

everything complete, and perfect; sacrifice 25 guineas.

, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh.

OTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.—Rex, V-S-.

Indian, Moto-Reve, Phelon and Moore, Zenith.
L'las. Eoc. Griflon; we stock all these, and can supply
other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
Edinburgh.

SECTION XI.

and and Isle of Man.
UMBER 3ih.p, Motor Cycle, in good order; any trial

given; £10.—David Pedlow, Lnrgam Ireland.

1
09 Triimiph, run 500 miles, splendid condition, free

engine. Palmer tyres, new September ; cost £60,
£50; 1909 Motosacofche, run 100 miles, mag-.
ignition, new August, condition perfect, £21. —

ichamp, Portarlington, Ireland-

TRICARS FOR SALE.
p- Twin Eiley, three speeds, reverse, spares, perfect

condition, smart; £43.-147, High Ed-. Wood Green,

p. Tricar, coach-built, minus engine, and gears as

new; £8, or exchange-—Eeynolds Bros-, Barnsley.

p- Quadrant Tricar, ccach-built, open frame, wheel
steerirt; ; £25 ; very smart-—20, Potternewton Lane.

Is.

"

.

-

p- Twin, air-cooled, open frame, coach seats, three
speeds, wheel steering; bargain- £17-— r,. J. Git-

Oswestry.

JADEANT Tricar, twin, 5h-p-, coach-built seat, per-

fect condition; £10 lOs-, no ofiers.—37, Searle St-,

tertou, Cambs-

I
h.p- Lagonda Tricar, three speeds, all in good con-

dition, two lamns, tyres nearly new; £35-—Shar-
, Wocdcot, Ashford, Middlesex-

[ffiNIX Trimo, coach-built, 3i-4ih-p., new belt, good
tyres, non-skid back, .splendid condition ; bought

£15.-94. St- Alban's Ed-, Watford.

p- Eiley, three speeds and reverse, non-skid on back,
splendid order; any trial; 58 guineas; Trivunph
exchange.—785. High Ed-, Leytonstone.

ilCAE, tubular chassis, with Oppermann two-speed
gear box, two seats, wheel steering, three good

; what cflers?— Gildersleve and Kewman, Wembley.
3X Litette, water-cooled, twin, two speeds, handle
starting, magneto, latest tyne, as new, guaranteed

ivner; £47 10s.-128, High Ed-, Tottenham. 'Phone,
!, Tottenham.
5XETTE, lOh-p., twin-cyl., 1907 model, water-cooled,
two speeds and reverse, twin tyres on back. Dun-

tyres throughout ; open any trial : price £35.—Louis
)avis, 3, New St., Birmingham.

hp. Humber Tricar, water-cooled, two ,=Deeds, free
engine, coach-built front seat, chain drive, in ex-

Qt condition and going order ; must be sold ; giving
, price £15; any trial here.-Plavford, St. Huberts,
market.

p. J.A.P., water-c'ooled, Chater-Lea built through-
out, three-speed Chater gearbox, wheel steering,

;i-built. all in flrst-class condition, including tyres,
)f lamps, spare tyre, valves, et«. ; £35.—Below.

-

h.p_- Humber, water-cooled, coach-bulit, wheel steer-
ing, Lucas lamps, in very nice condition; £24.—

Eastern Garage Co., 418. Eomford Ed., Forest

.h.p. Lagonda, water-cooled, mechanically equal to
new, absolutely the best tricar produced, lamps,

. spares, complete; co.st £145, sacrifice £50; any
; take motor cycle part—E. Else. Leawood, near
ock.

The HalifaxMotor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX^
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

i A-| A DfyCC De:iveries from Stock.Igm rkdyVCO. Liberal exchanges. _
" ROF»Ul.ARST"

1909 3 J h.p. Magneto REX, like new. . £32 10

1909 3^ h.p. REX, jused in last T.T.
R%ce £35

1908 si h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10
1908 3i h.p. N.b.U., two speed, like new £26 10

3J h.p. competition magneto REX, used
by Mr. Jacobs, London ,. ... £29 10

3^ h.p. competition magneto REXJ used
by Mr. O. C. Godfrey £29 10
4 h.p. ROC, magneto, cluich, handle-
bar control ., £24

3| h.p. Magneto N'S.U., spring forks . . £18 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18
3 h.p. Magneto SIMMS, 2iin. Palmers £17 10
1907 3.V h.p. BRADbURY, 26in. whte.s £13 10
1907 3i ti.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17 10

3 h.p. SINGER, belt drive, h.t. mag. £16 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine . . £10 10

3 h.p. BRADBURY, long and low £10
3 h.p. R.-VLEIGH, spray, vertical .... £12
1906 3|h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. £15 10
3i h.p. ROVER, spray, Palmers,
26x2j £13 10

4 h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control, band b. £13 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition .... £15

3I- h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10
3 h.p. ARIEL, spr y, pood oraer £9 10

24 h.p. BRA wBURY.V belt, spray £6 10

2I h.p. LLOYDS, spray, special value £6 5

2j h.p. WHITLEY, spray £4 5
2 h.p. F.N.-SAROLEA £4 5

2j h.p. Magneto SINGER £4 5
Monster list on application.

Cash offers considered.

Push cycles taki n in exchani^e.

BRAND NEW
1909 REXES. 1909
igog 3J h.p. Tourist REX £38
1909 3I h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48
1909 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £50

Compare these wth rgio prices.

£6
DE LUXE SIDECARS, 2 J in. tyres,

Everything of the best, built by
experts, three-bolt attachment,
26 X 2iin. Clincher A Won tjres.

See our £4 17s. 6d. Sidecar, with art cane
body, before purchasing cheap sidecars.

SIDcOAR IVIACHINES.
1908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto £26 10
1908 5 h.p. two-speed REX DE LUXE £35
1907 Twin Magneto REX £20
1907 5 J h.p. Twin REX, spring forks . . £16 16
7-8h.pT Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.

Sidecar, very smart lot £29
Twin WERNER Lightweight, spg. forks £12 10
5j h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch . . £25 10
6 h.p. T\vin ANTOINE and Sidecar . . £18 10

PAYMENTS.
secures g^ood Tourlns
Mount value £12.

Balance 5/- per vveelc.

CARS AND TRICARS.
Brand new O.T.A.V. voiturette, cost
102 guineas, hood, lamps, etc £60

8-10 h.p. two-cylinder FORD car £32 10
10-13 h.p. two-oylinder BRUSH car ... £39 10
44h.p. BRADBURY w.c. tricar £35
5 h,p. HUMBER w.c. tricar ..£30
4|h.p. PHOENIX magneto trimo £25

EASY
£3 DOWN

£1919
Sj h.p. REX, spring forks, fitted

with new Sidecar,art cane body,
2-|in. Clincher A Won tyre,

spec'al dpt-ichable fittings. . . .

Montgomery bidecar, seats two, neariy
new £4 10

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, brand new .... £5 15
Rigid artCTTie ^'dec"-. sbop-soMed . . . . £3 15

NEW CARBLiKETTERS.
Handle-bar Control Amac, 19/6. Brown and

Barlow, 25/- 19x0 Carburetters, 30/- and 32/-
Cash discounts.

1.000
1908-9 Magneto Machines
wanted for spot cash. Full
trade value given.

TRICARS FOR SALE.
5h.p. (iarrard, water-cooled, worm drive, three-spf

thorough going order, re-euauielled, new fn

studded back, coach-built forccarriage ; £30, includ
horn, lamps, accumulator ; trial given. — Turner,
Eavensdale Ed., Stamford Hill.

VEEY Smart 9-1 Ih. p. Eoyal Eiley, just overhauled i

re-painted. Trier and Martin carburetter, stud
car tyre rear, fronts nearly new, magnificent climber, c

40 mph., condition exceptional; inspection invited.—
6, University Mansions, Putney.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
MONTUOMEEY, 26 by 2i. equal new. plated i

upholstered, apron, tyres, new; £4 18s. —
Leach, Steine St-. Brighton.

MILLFOEU Forecar, with brakes, I'eter-Unioh ty

long steering stem, splendid condition; £3 10
Cooper, Workhouse. Lewisham.

WHOLESALE and Eetail manufacturers. — Bask
sDrings. fittings.—Middletou and Co., Watson

Newington Green, London, N.

OUE .Sidecars Talk.—New, with Mii-heliu tyre {

new clearance) £5 5s.; perfectly .satisfactory;

second-hand, £3.-128, High Ed., Tottenham. 1982 ":

tenham.

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, Barnsbuxy Gn
N., begs to inform readers that he is the inver

and sole builder of the protected double-seated sidei

illustrated recently in The Motor Cycle. Tliis side(

with tiller steering, is the last word in comforts
motor cycling. Particulars and prices on applicatioi

HULLO There, that you? We've come to life ag
bee.i too busy with our sidecars to take y

orders before. Still we can deliver from stock once ag;

The world-famous Oakleigh sidecars, £5, with five ye
guarantee. The only .sidecar that won't sideslip ; in

on havine the best.—Oakleigh Sidecars, Ltd-, 65a, Eo:
dale Ed.," West Dulwich.

DON'T Worry !—Your sidecar, walls, furniture. .

temper needn't be brcken or bent- You nee(

stop at home rather than wriggle and struggle with y

unwieldy sidecar through narrow passages- Our pai

Homegaraged sidecars close up to 23-26i inches witli

detaching, and can be wheeled together with the mi
cycle through narrowest passages- Yo\u own old sid,

converted into Homegaraged one for £1 17s- 6d-—Br
son and Co-, 5, Farleigh Ed., Stoke Newington, Louf
N.'

QUADCARS.
DE DION Quad Chassis, complete (less engine), t;

perfect: what offers? two-speed gear-—Particul
Lee- 45. Kirkland St-, New City Ed., Gla.-^gow.

TRAILERS.
TEAILEE, excellent condition, Dunlops, apron ; ;

6d—'68, Wellington Ed- N-, Stockport.

MOTOR TRICYCLES.
2-SEATEE Motor Tricycle, magneto, tw> speeds, e

£21 ; photo.— Details from 21, Lime St , So>

port.

CARS FOR SALE.
SMALL 2-seated Car, 8-lOh.p.,

reverse.—76, Markhouse Ed.,

PALMEE—16-20h.p. Mutel Landaulet, open or clc

body, side entrance, grand car; £100.

PALMEE.—40-50h.p. Lorraine-Dietrich, side entra

car, hood, screen, magnificent vehicle ; £325.

PALMEE.— 15-20h. p. Mors, closed body, pressed s

frame, fine hire car; bargain, £100-

PALMEES—24h.p. F.X-A.T-, Burlington bcdy. h<

screen, side curtains, full equipment; £175-

PALMEE.—16-20h.p. Corre tonneau, hood, scB
head lamp, full equipment, spare tyre; £75.

'

PALMEE.— 12-1 6h. p. Aries, tcnneau, genuine Ai

engine, fast, reliable, and light ear; £75.

side entrance _<

any trial; £7:

PALMEE—15h.p. Darracq, 5-seater, hood, scr«

push pedals, tyres like new, perfect; £95-

PALMEE—15-20h. p. Panhard Chassis, with Ic

body, 4-eyl., good running order; £55.

PALMEE.—12-1 4h.p. Humber, tonneau. Moseley 1

feet tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMEE.—16-22h.p. Gladiator, side entrance, li

chassis, disc clutch, roomy body,- £125.

PALMEE—9h-p. Jackson, 2-seater, bucket body, g

eral condition like new; £85.

PALMEE-— 12h-p- M.M:.C., tonneau, 2-cyl., good r

ning order; clearance price, £35.

PALMEE.—24h.p. Mass, 2-seater. racer, elec

lamps steel chas-is; £150.

PALMEE.— 16-24h.p. De Dietrich Chassis, late tj

M.O.V .J pressed steel, frame; bargain, £85. .

PALMEE.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane, 3i

span, ready to receive engine; £75.

PALMEE.—All above seen at L. N. Palmer's, 1

Mellison Ed., Tooting. . Garage one minute Mer
Ed. tram terminus. Tooting. 'Phone, 208, Streathi

Photos, details. Easy terms. Exchanges.

screen, four i

Waltliamstow.

PALMEE.—16-24h.p. De Dietrich,
hood,_ screen, magneto ignition

;

^n answerina these advertisements it is desirable to wention " Thp. Motor Ovcle.
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Why Bother
about cost of carriage, when

MY quotations save you POUNDS.
ANY 1910 MODEL SUPPLIED.

In S-fcoctc sL± Squa.r-e RoelcI.
to 3^h.p. Twin PREMIER 50 Gns^

0^...... £36

speeds_£26_

. £19

39 6 h.p. Twin REX, quite new
h.p. 1908 REX, caagneto, Roc
h.p. N.S.U., migneto, a^in. wheels

h.p. 1908 iKlUMPH, magiic-to ignition.. £29
.6 dicio, fitted Roc two-speed gear .... £35
jS 6 h.p. I'^GC, two-speed and clutch .. £30
L.p. Twii N.S.U., magneto, very low.

i.p. V in N.S.U., magneto, VTy low.

DO ixEX i)E LUXE, clutch, etc. ...

£23

£21

£28
Twin REX, magneto, very low £Sjo

VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds

37 Twin REX,
aS F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto.

£19

magneto £20

£17
h.p. GKITZNEK, 1 903, niaguelo ignition £17

Magneto Kii.K, tine condition £18d8

h.p. 1906 Ki:-X, MO. v., spriiiv; lorKs .. £1^^ lU
n.p. 1 \vt;N Rli.v a beauty £16 10
h.n. REX. M.O.V., spray £10 10
h.p. 1907 KiiX, lovely goer £15 15

h.p. low REX, H.B. control £11
h.p. Twin REX, and sidecar £20
h.p. N.S.U., magneto, and siaccar £^/

ia iSt. Tr^lCARs».
h.p. 1909 O.T.A.V. Voiturette, brand
new, hood, lamps, and sp.;res. £60
h.p. REXETTE, fine machine. £24

> h.p. ROVER, newly enamelled £17

3 DOWN secures any of these.
Balance 5/- per Aveek.

h p. Excelsior . . £9 [ 2V h.p. Mmer\-a
h.p Humber £5 I 2i h.n. ,- levelis £5

h.p. K.;.K i.9 \ 2i h.p. R. and P. £7

h.p. Uiix 19 I 2 ,' 11. p. Kin? +'8

h.p. HUMBER. 26in. wheels £

F 4:<rtA.i S

HALIFAX

S DECARS

N^

rARRARS
MOTOR WORK'S

4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran-
ed 12 months. An ideal winter attachment,
lite rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. No
desl'p. BeautituUy sprung on double C spring,
pproval anywhere. Don't buy till you have seen

o-r=

rcoks Bioo Saddle 10 6
Ditto, padded top 15-

rooks B105, new 15/-
iiddlemor. Vs " Rideasy," paddt^d 9 6
rown and Barlow 1910 Carburetters, H.B.
control 28 '-

mac Carburetters, H.B. control 19/6
Old carburetter accepted in part payment.

remier High-tension M.gneto, new 59/6
cfVi Hitt^ ditt-'. twin-cylinder, new ... ... £3 10

^e have the following, taken in part payment for
our " HaliJFax" sidecars

[ontgomery, 24in. wheel, very good £3 15
Ditto, 26in. , ,, ,, £3 15

akleigh, 26in ,, ..£3 3
28in. „ £3 3

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Wailing.

E. FARRAR,
iVIbion Works, Square Rd., HALIFAX.Works, Square Rd.,

Telephone 919.

In

CARS FOR SALE.
8h.p. Oldsmobile Car, splendid condition; £16; want
700 by 65 covers—25, High St., Eyde.

SEATEE New Orleans. 10-12h.p., in good condition,

tonneau body; cheap-—76, Markhouse Rd-, Wal-
thamstow-

1 /?h-p- Germain, 4-cyl-, four speeds, reverse, guaran-XO teed; £60; exchange smaller car-—128, High Rd.,

Tottenham.

4ih-p. De Dion Phaeton, two speeds, perfect condi-
2 tion; £18 IDs., or esch;m!je.-128. High Ed.,

Tottenham.

EW tTnused 5i-8h-p. 0-T-A.Y. Voiturette, 2-seater,

hood, lamp.?, tools; £50-— Farrar's Motoriea, Square
Ed-. Halifax-

61.h-p. 2-seater Car for sale, splendid condition, £40

;

2 motor cycle part, payment—64, Sebastapol St..

Swansea.

1 /?h-p- Eochet, twin-cyl-. four speeds, canopy, screen.AO tonneau; bargain, £55; exchange- — 1, Townley
Ed., Dulwieh, S-E.

GOVEENESS Car [nearly new), exchange motor cycle

(reliable). Triumph, Kex, or Brp-wn preferred. —
Haper, Carlton, Beds.

9 h.p- Eex, tonneau body, seat four, in splendid condi-
tion ; reasonable trial : three speeds and reverse

;

£25—14, Clapham Ed-, S-W-

12h-p. Wolseley. 2-cyl.. four speeds and reverse,

tonneau body, screen, cover, lamps, etc, splendid
condition; £55.—Claude. 16, Avenue Crescent, Acton, W-

12I1-P. Deschamps, 2-cyl-, hood, mechanism equal
new. four speeds and reverse, very fast little car

;

£42.-10, Old Town, Clapham- 'Phone, 1781 Battersea-

h.p. 2-cyl. 2-seater, magneto ignition, hood, screen.

Stepney, complete with tyre, pump, jack, and spares,

excellent order; £40.—Palfrey, WoUaston, Stourbridge.

08 6h-p. Starling, 2-seater. painted green, long side

foctboards, three speeds and reverse, five lamps,
etc-; £55; any trial; cost £120.—Parker and Son. St-

Ives, Hunts-

ACING McKiel. lOh-p-, tv-c-, three speeds and re-

verse, cardan drive, going order; sacrifice £50;
first money order secures-—White. Motor .Garage, Bar-
:;ate. Boston.

HALIFAX.—Brand new single-cyl. 100 bore 110 stroke
Q.T.A-V. voiturette, lamps, hood, spares, etc-; £60,

asual price 102 guineas; exchanges-—Motor Exchange,
\Vestgate, Halifax.

O.T-A-V., smart and good 2-seater, magneto ignition,
ideal small car; cost £100, accept £35; accept

;jood magneto motor cycle part payment.—Owner, 28,
^Voodbridge Ed-, Ipswich.

8ih.p- Decauville. 2 or 4-seater, engine overhauled, and
2 new gear fitted recently, used daily by commeruial

;

my examination; £25, worth double; seen any evening-
—52, Muirkirk Ed.. Catford

4

10
eondit

10
£42

8'
exci

19^
etc-;
Ives,

1 Kh-p. Ariel, 4 cyls-,

J.*J screen. 810 by
side entrance, four speeds, hood,
90 tyres, back non-skids, spare

tyre, full set lamps, etc; photo; £150; smaller car cr

,'ood motor cycle entertained in part exchange. — 24,
\Voodford Ed., Forest Gate, London, E.

SMALL Eacing Car, 6-7h.p- J.A-P- engine, two speeds,
raked steering, 2-seat.er body, very' light, fast, sport-

ing little car, all Chater-Lea parts, except engine and
carburetter; may be seen and tried any evening after 5
p-m- ; price £35 ; no time for correspondence ; if you
want a genuine bargain, call and try it, and bring a de-

posit to secure it-—11. East Harding St., Fetter Lane,
London.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ENGINEER, and keen motorist, travelling sections 3

and 4, is open to represent as riding agent a good
motor cycle-—Box 3,734, Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

MOTOR EXPERTS.
GODFEEY.'Applebee, and Micklewood-—We specialise

in overhauling and tuning up all kinds of motor
cycles; Eex and Triumphs a speciality. If you cannot
.^pare the time to bring your machine to our premises
we will wilUmrlv send for it-—Broadway. Muswell Hill-
'Phone, 933 Hornsey.

FINANCIAL.
CAPITAL reguired to extend rapidly growing motor

cycle business, splendid opening, partner or other-
wise.—3,740, Tho Motor Cycle Offices, Coventrj'-

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-

sonal 5s., inclusive 18s. 6d. per annum.—Bass, in-
surance broker, Ongar.

INSUEE Tour Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswell,
insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduced

premiums; fire 2s. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s. 6d.,

third party 7s., theft 93. 6d., inclusive policy 18s.—Please
write for particulars.

PATENTS FOR SALE.
ADVEETISEE wishes to sell provisional patent

sprint fork to first-class mannfacturer. — Box
3,733. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
BED. sitting : every accommodation for motorists

;

rent 6s. 6d., inclusive; board optional-—17, Milton

MURDER-
WIUL OUT,

So will the -Fact that COLLIER'S give

VA&.UE.
TOP NOTCH ERS.

1909 si ^'P- two-speed REX, new. What offers.

answering

Ed., Heme Hill-

tTiesz advertisements it ts desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

1909 TRIUMPH, brand new £45

1909 Twin REX DE LUXE, SOILED . . £49 10

4 h.p. ROC, 1907, magneto, H.B. control . . £23

MOTO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto, V belt £25

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908 £22 10

ijie model ...^T^. £18

ANTOINE, 4 h.p., magneto £18

TRIUMPH, spring fori-
-
s, magneto £22

>.i H n ^1 •! g >t >. low, long bars .... £18

iiiNOi-K, 3 n.i

.

3J h.p. QUADRANT, a gem £17 10

3i h.p. ARIEL, M.O.V., 26m. wheels_^. „ „_£15 15

REX, 3i, iqo6, spring forks.M.O.-V. £14 10

h.p. CORONET, Roc type frame, 26in.

wheels £14 10

ALLDAYS, 2 1, 26in. wheels, spring forks £tl

FAITHFUL SLAVES.
Twin CLEMENT, spring forks. Palmers .

.

£9 19

REX, 3^, John-o'-Groafsmodel. 22in. frame £9 10

KERRY, 2\, spray, 26in. wheels £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, spray, clutch £7 10

2 h.p. HUMBER, good value £6 10

TRIUMPH. 2 h.p. Minerva engine, spray £9

"MINERVA, 2 h.p., mechanical £8 15

10QUADRANT, 2 h.p., low. 26in. wheels £8

REX, 3.'h.p.. long bars, dropped seat £7 10

RALEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical .

,

£7 5

REX, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine £5 19

rjh.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 18

TKiUMPH-MlNERVA, good order £5 19

"BIRDLIP" BEATERS.
EXCHANGES.

1909 Twin REX DELUXE, NEW £51

1909 ^\ h.p. REX Speed King £87 10

kEA RACER 24n. wheel £30

190a iwm Ki^X UK LUXE. H.B. control. . £32 1

"si h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 16

7-8 h.p. MINERVA, igo8 £27 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
The"COLYTE" Headlight, large separate

generator, MIRROR LliNS 19/6
Largest size THREE-NOTE HORNS 8/6
New and Second-hand Accessory List on receipt of

postcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY YOU.

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

1909 Models B. & B., complete 25/-
1909 Models Amac „ 19/6
Large Stock of 1910 models. 10% discount for casn

Exchanges at list prices^

NOTE TVRES. PRICES.
ALL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST IVI»KcS.

24X2i 13/6; 26x2^18/6; other si .-es 13 6 each.
WIRED, 28 X 2, 12/6 ; 28 X 2i, 14/6.
Send for Lists (free). Exch.inges made.

DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly
for any machine up to ^12 value.
OTHERS, terms on application.

SIDECARS, —
On APPRO, on receipt of Cash.

COMPLETE, with 2jin. tyre,
well made and elegant art cane
body, wide mudguard, 3-bolt
fastening {MY SPECIALITY).
THEY'RE WORTH DOUBLE.

Most easily detached sidecar on the market.
A IVIARVEI. OF VAkUE.

Collier's Motories,
37, Park Cross Street, LEEDS.

(Facing Town Hall.)

A41
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I do as I say in

and don't

III
Others follow, but a long way behind»

Don't you think so ? I do.

I have introduced the free carriage and
approval system of business. I have
introduced some originality into the
trade I am trying to get the public

to believe that I am not in business
with the sole aim of having them, as
many seem to think.

I wish you to believe

my advertisements,

advertise things I cannot do.

I do not claim to be the oldest dealer,

nor yet do I claim to know everything
there is to know. "

-

I am quite satisfied to know how to

mind my own business, and the 500 to

600 letters I get each week keeps me
busy enough.
I am this week delivering the Lincoln
Elk Lamps, Hooters, Plugs, etc., to

the different winners of my prizes as
advertised by me in the issue of Sept.

1st, and shall publish fuller par-

ticulars when I receive word that all

have received their prizes.

Before closing : If you want something
reilly cheap and nasty, don't write me.
I get 100 letters each week from people
who are inviting me to rob them. The
magneto models with spring forks,

M.O.V., H.B. control, two-speed gear,

and free engiue for I'] los. are not
hanging around this county. I can-
not say anything about the next. I

am always pleased to hear irom motor"
cyclists, but the above sample letter is

either meant as a joke, or the sender
has more time to waste than I have^
My motto is "Honesty is the best
policy," and what you buy from me is

right, as I don't sell it if I know it's

wrong. You may buy cheaper stuff,

but you cannot buy better value for

your money—only 20 /- to the
l^.

I send all and everything carriage paid,

and am the only man to do it. Every-
thing on approval. Note ! Reliability is

what a motor cyclist wants, not cheap-
ness- Take my tip, and let someone
else have the very low priced crocks,

and you have something that will

bring you home in the saddle, not
something that you will have to cart
or train home.
Remember, boys ! I hold the entire

stock of 1909 Moto-Reves, listed at.39

gs. ; my price, 27 gs., carriage paid.
I also bought all the 1909 Montgomery
Sidecars, flexible and spring wheels,
listed 12 guineas; my price, £8, car--

riage paid. If you want one hurry
up, as stock is moving fast, and can-
not be replaced. Absolutely New.
Look for further particulars in "Motor
Cycling." Also send for Special Lists
and state what you want. I never
miss replying to any correspondence,
however trivial, the same day I receive

it. Good bye, boys, while Monday next.

Note Address ;

C. H. HBTCHEN,
The Reliability Motor Dealer, Lancashire

Motor Exchange, Euston Road.MOREOAMBE.
Tele. : 112. " Telegrams. : " Motor, Morecambe."

3

COUPLINGS.
FORECAR Attachment, coach-built, Phoenix type,

tyres, hub.s, baud brakes, without wheels, mud-
guards, needs repair ; 40s.—Hetherington, Moffat.

FORECAR Attachment, fine coach-built body, less

tyres; £3 lO.s.-Utopian Works Co-, Myrtle Ed.,
Leicester-

ENGINES.
5-6h.p. Panhard, horizontal motor, complete; £8.—

Smith, plumber, wivenhoe Essex-

jL.h.p. Humber Engine, run hundred miles only; biir-

2 gain, £3 15s—25, St. Andrew St-. Cambridge.

8h-p- De Dion w-o. engine, just overhauled, good con-
dition :. £10.—Dr. Pooley, Nettlebed. Henley-on-

Thames.

4JLh-p. Water-cooled De Dion Engine, with B22 Lon-
2 guemare carburetter; £9-—Lime Villa, Essex Rd-.

Enfteld-

1 Q08 2ih-p- Rex engine and Amac carburetter, prac-
JLtf tically new; accept 4 guineas--Alec Bain, Ash-
lea, Dulmellington-

31-4h.p- Antoine Engine, aluminium crankcase, com-
2 plate, new condition; lowest cash, £2 IBs-—426

Hoe St-. Waitnamstow.

3_3h.p. M.ll-C. Engine, cost £3 re-ground, re-bushed

:

4 want 6ih-p- wati r-iooled ;

' liri; e £6 6s.—Reeve-.
Bamfuilong. ^\igan.

FAFNIR Engines.—Tour old engine taken part pay-
ment for 1910 model; 80 by 90.—Genn, Motor

Engineer. Wimbledon.

4h-p- M-M-C- and silencer- £3 17s. 6d-; De I/ion -.-

buretter, IVs- 6d. ;
perfect con-iition.—SS, Oran-

,

field Rd-, Brockley, S-E. i

NEARLY new 3ih-p. Minerva Ensite ;1908), magneto. '

carburetter, silencer, complete; £:5 lOs; — A. B
,

Venning, Western Buildings, Launcestca-
|

FAFNIR Engine, 3ih-p., 80 by 80, cou.plete with ',

Fafnir two-speed gear, as new; £1'^ 1,08- — Peel
22. Bournemouth Terrace. Newcastle-on-Tycc

01 by 81 mm- water-cooled 4h-p- Coronew M.O.l.'V.,Ox wipe contact, absolutely new and up-to-date:
£7 10s-; ideal for a light tncar.— 620, Barnsley Rd-
Sheflield.

5-7h-p- Peugeot Engine, carburetter, silencer, in good
condition; offers wanted, or exchange for 4h-p.

single, magneto, cash adjustment-—H- G- For-ster, Newn-
ham. near Sittingbouriie, Kent-

_ , ^

MADISON Dynamo and Motoi: Wks-, Littleover
Derby-—Model aerial petrol motors, model aerial

petrol motors ; the finest model made for aerial work

;

ib-h-p-, air or water-cooled type; 9s- 9d-- machined sets;
see full list, 4d- ; twin and single-cyl. motors speciality.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a fact-—Pure platinum- is be-st for contact tips-—

Meredith, G-O-M., Summer Lane, Birmingham.

TREMBLERS for all makes of engines, with solid
pure platinum tips, Is. 3d- each. — Meredith,

G.O.M., .Birming'\am.

JEBRON, Registered 291 - 289. vastly superior to
platinum, cures misfiring; best contacts for blades,

sereATS, rockers, magnetos, coils- Jebron has no equal.

JEBRON. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted; Jebron trimmers,
9d. : Jebron screws fit Bosch magnetos DA2, DAV,

contact breake: i 5a, 5b. 5c. os. 6d. pair; old screws Jeb-
ronised, 2s- 6d. each. Ov r 10,000 fitted. Try it.

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.—
From the inventor, J- Edwards Brown, 38, Her-

bert Rd.. Plumstead, Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hours), C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when_ making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts. — Any parts fitted re
turned same day, Is. 3d. each, warranted pure,

special iridium trimmers, 9a. ; magneto screws refitted.
Is. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.'

P^ A Magnetos, high tension, best make; your coil and
*J " accumulator taken in exchange-— Booth's Motories.
Halifax.

FULLERS Accumulators, large stock, all sizes ; old
accumulators taken in exchange ; magnetos, 59s.

6d.—Booth's Motories, Halifax-

Pk nA Fullers Midget Plain Coils, 10s. 6d- ; 200
fJXfXf Fuller Midget trembler coils, 17s. 6d. ; liberal
allowance for old coil in part payment.—Booth's Motories,
Halifax. .

^

MAGNETO Repairs.-Bosch magnetos repaired in two
days at half makers' prices; work guaranteed; ac-

cumulator and coil repairs a speciality; Mayfair accu-
mulators. 15 amp., 10s. 6d. : guaranteed.—Fellows, 49.
Hertford St.. Mayfair.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on ignition ; send your
coils, accumulaitrs, and magnetos to us for over-

hauling and repairs ; all work guaranteed
;
promptness

and dispatch.-The Victoria Garage and Electrical Co.,
Ltd.. Coventry.

TYRES.
CLINCHER, 28in.-2iin., K., shop-soiled, new motor

cover, beaded.—Best offer to Ireland's, Sankey,
Warfington.

STUDDED Leather Cover, 26in. by 2iin., used last
winter only; 28s-—Coldman, 110, Kedleston Rd-,

Derby.

«CHEMICO
I CARBIDE.

Of all users o
Carbide th(
Motor Cyclis
should be th(

most particula:

in his selection
There is ever]
reason why th(

rider of ai
engine- d r i v e i

machine shouk
have a hght no
only strong ii

brilhance,. bu
steady in it

supply of gas
This is on)]

possible when

' C H EMICO
CARBIDE

is used, becaus<
it is free fron
dust and foreigr

matter, anc
gives an absoluti
maximum ga;

yield, with j

slow consump
tion.

1 lb. Tins, 7d

\ lb. Tins, 4d

«CHEMICO >!

• ' •TYRE
STOPPING,

The fo'lowing test!
menial speaks fo
Itself

Nov- 16/09.
Gentlemen,
Thanks for sam

pie Tyre Stopping
Tried it on bad
motor cycle 26 x 2,

cover. Cat 1 in
long and rigli

throuHh to tube
Result was a per
feet repair, an(
auite equal to vul
cauisinu, and it':

there to stop, thai
is evident, as aftei

a ride ihroughwe'
and mud, the repai)
is still flrst-rate. ]

am glad to havt
found out youi
capital preparation
I hope to find ou'
some more kooc
things at the Shov>
on your .: tand.

Yours faithfully,
P. DYER.

Croydon.

Price, 6d.
and 1/-

IThe
County Chemical Go. Ld.

BIRMINGHAM.

A42 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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PRESENTATIONS TO WELL=KNOWN RIDERS.

AT a complimentary dinner given by the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., on Saturday evening, at the

Queen's Hotel, Coventry, an interesting presenta-

tion of a silver cup was made to Mr. Ivan B.

Hart-Davies, in honour of his

unparalleled ride from John-
-o'-Groat's to Land's End in

33h. 22m. on a 3^ h.p.

Triumph. The presentation

•was made by Mr. ^L J.

Schulte, who referred to the

:Stupendous performance of

riding 886 miles uphill and
downdale in so short a time.

There is no need for us to

dwell further upon the record,

for full details appeared in

these columns at the time the

record was made, and Mr.
Hart-Davies related his own
experiences in Tlie Motor'

Cycle of September ist.

Three well-known ex-

ponents of the motor cycle

employed by the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., were
honoured on the same occa-

sion. Messrs. J. Marshall
and W. F. Newsome were
the recipients of gold

watches, the former for his

success on 1909 Triumph

motor cycles, and the latter for being the first rider of a

single-cylinder machine in the last Tourist Trophy Race.

Mr. W. Creyton was presented with a gold medal for

his performance in the T.T. Race of riding 158 miles in

3h. 55m. All the trophies

were suitably inscribed.

Motor cyclists attended the

function from all parts, a

number having checked and
assisted the End-to-end

record holder .it various

points on the route. The
Motor Cycle was represented

by Messrs. W. F. Grew and

Geoffrey Smith.

Ivan B. Hart-Davies,

of Rugby,
t.ie motor cycle End-to-

end record holder.

A conference took place at

Maxwell House, Strand, W.C.,

on Tuesday last between a com-

mittee of the Cycle and Motor

Trades' Association and a

committee of the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and

Traders, Ltd., at the request

of the former, on the subject

of a cycle, motor cycle, pro-

prietary article and cycle

accessories trades' exhibition

at Olympia in November,

1 9 10. The result arrived at

will be reported to the coun-

cils of the respective bodies

John-o'-Groat's House Hotel, the
starting point of the existing record,
886 miles distant from Land's End.

The handsome silver cup presented to Hart-Davies by the
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., at a complimentary dinner on
Saturday evening last.

Land's End Hotel, the finishing

point, reached 33 hours 22 minutes
later.
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World's Motor Cycle Records.

The following records have

b«en passed and confirmed by the

Auto Cycle Union : Class C

—

G. Lee Evans, 100 miles and

two hours, October 9th, 1909.

Class C—F. A. McNab, 50 and

100 miles and two hours, Novem-
ber 11th, 1909. Class C—G. Lee

Evans, 50 and 100 miles and two
hours, November 13th, 1909.

Class C—O. C. Godfrey; 50 miles

and one hour, November 24th,

1909 Class E—H Martin, thre6

bours, November 22nd, 1909.

Class E—H. V. Colver, 50 and

100 miles and two hours, October

9th, 1909.

Motor Cycle Records.

Arthur G. Chappie, the writer

of th§ article " American Records

and their Making," in the last

issue, is one of the few members
of the Auto Cycle Union in the

States. He has ridden motor
cycles for four years, and is the

Eresent holder of several records.

[e is British born, but has spent

the greater part of his life in

America. Mr. Chappie's object in

writing the article for The Motor
Cycle is to see the conditions

improved between the A.C.U. and
the F.A.M. Every motor cycle

record created in England is

recognised in America, he says.

and no questions are asked.

Auto Cycle Union Fixture List for

1910.

January 29th, Quarterly Trial.

April 2dth (Wedriesday), Quar-
terly Trial. May 28th, open hill-

climb. May or September, Inter-

national Motor Cycle Tourist

Trophy Race. July 4th, Six

Days' (Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's) Trial. July 23rd, Quar-
terly Trial. August 20th, race

meeting at Canning Town. Sep-

tember 3rd, final inter-club effi-

ciency test (petrol consumption).
held in the provinces. October
12th (Wednesday), Quarterly
Trial. Note : Where not other-

wise stated, the above events take
place on Saturdays.

The Recent Motor Cycling Club

Annual Dinner.

Unfortunately, an error oc-

curred in our report of the M.C.C.
dinner. The sentence under con-

sideration gave one to understand
that Mr. Maitland had suggested
giving his prize for aviation. The
meaning meant to be conveyed
was that the speaker, Mr.
Candler, suggested that a prize

hould be awarded to a holder of

a London to Edinburgh medal who
accomplished the journey on
an aeroplane—^an event which
be prophesied would take
place in three years' time.

Mr. Maitland's prize, a silver

rose bowl, now on its way from
Ceylon, has been awarded to M.
F. G. Smith.

1^
rt",?'
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A.C.U. Membership.

At a recent meeting of the

Auto Cycle Union, nineteen new
members were elected.

Cattle on the Highway at Night.

In view of the resolution passed
at the A.C.U. Council meeting
on November 27th, to the eiiect

that cattle or sheep on the high-

ways should be preceded by a
man carrying a coloured light, it

was decided that a joint letter

should be sent from the A.C.U.
and the R.A.C. to the Local
Government Board and the
various local district councils.

The 1910 Tourist Trophy Race.

The organising committee has
decided that the limit of capacity
for multi-cylinder machines shall

be 670 oc. It will be remembered
that at the Stanley vShow meeting
of the trade and T.T. com-
petitors, it was resolved to recom-
mend the A.C.U. committee to
adopt a limit of 650 cc. After
full consideration, the A.C.U.
committee has increased the
capacity recommended by 20 cc.

The first entries for the
Tourist Trophy Race are t-wo

Indian motor bicycles.

The feeling among two pro-
t minent firms in the motor cycle
trade is that the race should take
place in May. We have already
urged manufacturers in general to
lose no time in preparing their
T.T. racers, as it is more than
likely that May will eventually be
decided upon.

Motor Cycle Racing in New South
Wales.

A motor cycle scratch race took
place on the Sydney Sports
Cround asphalt track on October
27th, distance three miles. Two
heats and a final were decided,
the winner being W. Tormey
(5 h.p. Rex), N. Saunders (3ih.p.
Bradbury) being second, and S. L.
Bailey (3^ h.p. Triumph) third.
The race was under the auspices
of the Auto Cycle Union of
N.S.W., and was promoted by
the Eight Hour Demonstration
Committee.
The Sydney (N.S.W.) Motor

Cycle Club held a hill-climb open
to members of the N.S.W.
Cyclists' Union on Hughes' Hill,

Eastwood, on November 6th.

There were eighteen entries

and eleven starters, competitors
ascending in " match style " in

pairs. J. W. Empson (3 h.p.
L,ewis, an Australian manufac-
tured machine) was first, with
E. N. Fyson (5 h.p. Rex) second,
and F.

" Flew (5 h.p. Vindec)
third. In the filial Fyson broke
his belt, and the signal recalling

the riders was given, but the
others did not hear it and com-
pleted the course, Empson win-

ning. However, they agreed to

re-i'un, the order being as stated.
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North-west London M.C.C.

At a fully-attended committee meeting held at headquarters

1 Wednesday last, several new departures for the further-

ice of the club's sphere of usefulness were discussed, par-

iiulars of which will be communicated to members shortly.

Six new m.embers were eiected.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The second smoking concert of the winter session was held

1 the 11th inst. This was the most successful and enjoy-

)le evening the club has ever had on an occasion of this

rt, there being close on a hundred members and friends

esent. Another smoking concert will be held in March.

In the meantime the seventh annual dinner will be held on

le 29th prox., when it is hoped there will be a still larger

ithering than there was at the concert. On February 26th

whist party will be held at headquarters, to which mem-
n-s are asked to give their utmost support.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The sixth annual dinner of the above club took place on

le 9th inst., when almost a hundred members and friends

,t dov^n to an

:cellent menu ably

rved by Messrs.

udsons at the

ilace Restaurant.

r. F. Dover, the

esident, occupiad

:e chair
;raight,

the
tended,
nted

Mr, F.

secretary

A.C.U.",

and pre-

the club

rizes, totalling in

ilue close on £45.
he membership of

le club has now
iached the record
^ure of 125.

During the even-

g Mr. Straight

ilightened those
:esent as to the

of work
by the
and con-

by urging
16 Sheffield and
allamshire M.C.C.
I again come with-
1 the fold.

nount
one
.C.U.,

uded
The silver shield offered by the Sheffield and

Halbmshire M.C.C. for annual competition. It

was won tor the i rst time this year by John
Hislam (the hon. sec.) in the Sheffield to Holy-
head and back and sabsequent reliability trials, the

latter being necessitated in consequence of a tie.

An excellent musical programme was given during the

vening, contributed to by Messrs. Johnny Watson, W. H.
*arton, T. L. Tirebuck, Allan Morton, E. Cooper, E. Har-
?ood, and E. Burch.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The second annual dinner was held at headquarters,

Velbeck Hotel, on Friday, the 10th inst. In the absence of

he president (who was confined to his bed with influenza),

he chair was occupied by J. H. Scothern ; vice-chair, Mr.
!ouncillor R. A. Young. About forty attended, amongst
i^hom were Captain R. H. Bagnall-Wild, Captain J.

Archibald Morison, H. Bircumshaw, M. Ross Browne, J.

illliot Littlewood, and G. Claude Cuthbert.
The toasts were : " The King," proposed by the Chairman.
The Club," proposed by the Vice-chairman, responded to by
!aptain Bagnall-Wild. " The Visitors," proposed by Mr.
llaude Cuthbert, responded to by Captain J. A. Morison.
During the evening the prizes won in the 1909 com-

petitions were handed to their respective vnnners, Gteorge
Brough securing the major portion.

The following gentlemen signified their intention of pre-
senting medals to the club for the 1910- trials : Captain
Morison, J. Elliot Littlewood, M. Ross Browne, H. Bircum-
shaw, F. P., F. B., and C. H. Johnson (jointly), Messrs.
Cuthbert, Sewell, and another (jointly)—in all eleven medals.

The Harrogate and District M.C.C.
On lliur.'^day evening la.st Mr. W. Fawcett r-ad a paper

upon the recent Stanley Show. The lecturer stated that, in

his opinion, motor cycles as a- whole were now so nearly
perfect that improvements were mainly noticed in detail

work. He was pleased to see that rapid strides were being
made with new forms of oiling apparatus, such as .J. A. P.,
Rex, Indian, etc. Then he proceeded to enumerate the vari-

able gears, and considered them absolutely nece.-^sary, unless

an engine could be made which would climb a steep hill with
ease at any speed between 5 and 35 m.p.h. Various machines
such as the Scott, James, and T.A.C. were discu.ss6d. Mr.
Eric Myers, having ridden over from Bradford on a 5^- h.p.

Scott, was plied with innumerable questions, all of which
he answeicd satisfac'^orily.

Yorli County M.C.C.
The A.G.M. was held on the 10th inst., the president.

Dr. Norman Hughes (Calverley) in the chair. The secretary,

Mr. W. Asquith, gave a very satisfactory report of the year's

working. Mr. H. Wilkinson was again elected hon. trials

secretary, and Mr. Asquitli accepted the double responsibility

of hon. treasurer and secretary. Last year's committee was
practically re-elected.

Arrangements are being made for a dinner 'early in January,
1910, when the trophies and medals won during 1909 will

be presented. It is hoped that all members will make an
effort to be present, and bring as many friends as possible.

Any reader wishing to become a member should send his (or

her) name to Mr. Asquith, 11. Moorland Street, Leeds.

Western District M.C. (London).

The annual supper was held on the 8th inst. at the Milford
Hotel, Isleworth, under the able chairmanship of Mr. Wilson
Prosser, sixty-two members and friends being present. The
presentation of prizes was kindly undertaken by Mrs. H.
Vowler, after which the toast of " The King " was given
by the Chairman. The toast of " The Club and Ofl&cers,"

also by the Chairman, was responded to by the hon. secretary,

Mr. F. H. Mullett. The increase of forty-seven in the
membership during the year, he said, had been contributed
to by nineteen different members of the club. The club pos-

sessed three valuable challenge cups and a challenge shield.

As members were aware, the club had given notice of termina-
tion of its affiliation agreement to the Auto Cycle Union, but
he hoped that every member would at the annual general
meeting on January 7th vote for re-affiliation. The 2s. fee

per member was surely a very small item, considering the
benefits received, apart from the fact that it was the duty
of a club to affiliate to the governing body. Mr. P. H.
Snelltng, in a humorous speech, then proposed the toast of

"The Chairman." The latter, in responding, said he hoped
that next year the room would not be large enough to hold
them all, and thanked the committee for the hard work
they had done during the year. In responding to the toast

of " The #Auto Cycle Union," given by Mr. I. J. G. Babbage,
Mr. F. Straight said he was very pleased to be amongst the
members of the Western District M.C. again, and con-

gratulated the club upon the progi'ess it had made this

year, which, he said, reflected great credit on all the officials.

The club now qualified for the R.A.C. gold medal, and he
hoped an application would be made for it. The last toast,
" The Ladies and Visitors," was proposed by Mr. A. R.
Canham, to which Mr. A. J. Ayler replied.

OHRISTIVIAS HOUIDAYS.
Next week's issue of ** The Motor Cycle" will be published on Tuesday, one day later than usual.

?^ ^^^ ^ -f^
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The Ideal Motor Cycle
for GOOD VALUE.

A FINE EXAMPLE OF GOOD
WORKMANSHIP AND PER-
FECTION OF DETAIL. :: ::

3^ h.p
Write for

Price List.

- £43.
KERRY ACCESSORIES

are the best that money
can buy.

EAST LONDON
Branch Depots :

Co., 29-31. Gt. Eastern St.. LONDON. E.C. iSi f^Mrst.'^HE^/FK:

" Worthy of the firm's long record."—Daily Mail.

EXCELSIOR
1910 3i H.P. MODEL.

PRACTICAL
POINTS :

Spring Front

Forks.

Mechanically

Operated Valve^.

Bosch Magneto.

B. and B.

Carburetter.

PRACTICAL
POINTS

:

Flexible Pipe to

Carburetter.

Stand and

Carrier.

Hinged Stoppers

to Tank..

Wide Mudguards.

The ••Excelsior" igio Moikl is as iar in advance of others as was our original

"Excelsior" Motor Bicycle in igoi. We not only make Motor Cycles; we use

them. Eveiy detail is designed to meet the requirements of the rider. Every

improvement is thoroughly tested by us before final adoption. When you buy an
" Excelsior " you are availing yourself of all the many advantages of long experience

combined with the niost modern up-to-date methods.

Let us Send you our Latest Catalogue

With Name and Address of Nearest Agent.

BAYLISS,THOMAS & CO. CzD, ExcelsiorWorks, COVENTRY.
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SCOTT
BB

rWO-STROKE ENGINE
WATER-COOLED . .

.'.

TWO CYLINDERS . . .

STARTS FROM SEAT
TWO-SPEED GEAR . .

FREE ENGINE. . . . . .

IMPROVED SPRING . .

FORKS & FOOTBOARDS
LOW CENTRE OF
GRAVITY

3J h.p. PRICE 55 GUINEAS.

"THE ALL WEATHER MACHINE."

Accessibility of the " Scott "
is a great feature and one

of its many advances upon previous design is the unique

method of accessibihty to the crank cases by the simple

removal of a wmg nut, which enables the rider to see

at a glance — (I .) The quantity of oil held in the crank

cases, (2.) The condition of the oil. (3.) Engine
bearings and connecting rods.

This feature offers the additional advantage of the rider

being able to see how^ his lubrication is going on, and is

also designed so the connecting rods can be easily de-

tached from the engine w^ithout disturbing the crank case,

Further—The design gives perfect lubrication.

Get to know all about the " Scott" which is being

ordered by the leading motor cyclists of the day.

THE SCOTT ENGINEERING
CO., LTD.,

Mornington Works, BRADFORD.
London Agents :

Service Co., Ltd., High Holborn.

The
Famous

4iMATCHLESS Motors
FAR AHEAD OF ALL OTHERS.

International Tourist Trophy

^^^^.

Is-t in 1SOT
2ncl in 1908
l8-fc in 1909

Against all comers.

Gold Medals for
Reliability—End
to End—London
to Edinburgh.

HiMCIimbs—
Snaefell, I. of m.
15 sees, faster t:ian

all others.

Amulree Hill

Climb, 4 firsts,

1 se:ond.

Etc., etc.

Hold more
recognised World's
Records than all

others combined.

Models from 2^ h.p.
to 9 h.p.

Maywessndyouour
latest i!;atalogue of
Britain's Best

Motor Cycle.

COLLIER &, SONS, LTD., Herbert Road, Plumstead, S.E.
Telephone—232 Woolwich. Telegrams—" Matchless, Woolwich."

AS In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."'
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To those motor cyclists who can realise the worth ^
of a motor cycle which consistently scores in open ^
competition, the successes of the ''V.S." during ^
the year now passing must convincingly appeal. ^

>
< What the has done

in the past—-with the new and improved models it can and will do again in the
future. Watch 1910 ! "V.S." owners have won 4 RECORDS, 8 GOLD
MEDALS, 5 SILVER MEDALS, i BRONZE MEDAL, 4 CUPS and SHIELDS,
in all over 56 AWARDS THIS YEAR on standard machines.

Send for Catalogue and Booklet, "Public Opinion."

'^ V.S." CYCLE & MOTOR CO., LTD.,
178, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON. W.
Telep. : '3414 Mayfair. ' Teleg. : " Vinmotes, London."

Goods and Repairs : 8g, Bolsover Street, London, W.

WAXOM 1910 ! S. & II.

^
^

^
^<^

^
V
^

For paxticulars regarding Bicycles
and Motorcycles with Air-Spring
Suspension, write to

Air Springs Ltd., Stafford.

Air-Spring Saddle Pillars, for

fitting to any Bicycle or
Motorcycle - - - 24/-

Complete set for convertirig
front fork of Motorcycle, in-

cluding fork -blades, crown,
swing-plates, top lug and front
spring - - - - 55/-

W
¥
W

^

If you cannot procure these
from your local agent, apply to

Air Springs Ltd.
STAFFORD.

y\^

^

THE •

MOSE^L/E>Y

TYRE

TROUSLES

CON-

SPICUOUS

BY

THEIR

ENTIRE

ABSEfiCE.

MOTOR CYCLE
NON-

SLIPPING noE
Send for Catalogue,

In answerina fJiese advet'tisemenfs it is

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, l.-fccl.,

AF7DWICK, IVIANCHE8TER.
dtsirahle to mention "The Motor Cych." A.3
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\ h.p. 1910 MODEL
This new model represents tne most substantial

advance in motor cycle construction that has been eiiected

for many a day. It emhodies more commendable features

contributing to reliability and the comfort of the rider than any

other machine. Re-designed on approved lines and bristling with minor

improvements it is undoubtedly

The most up-to-date motor cycle made
Extremely Low and Rigid Frame. Ball-bearing Engine.

Adjustable Pulley. B. & B. Carburetter, 1910 Model, with Handle-bar Control.

Chain Drive to Magneto. And many other features.

3i h.p. Price £48.
Fitted with our New design Spring Forks (Patente*^).

Full particulars loill he posted to you on request.

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED,
15, NEWMAN STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W^

and Great Eastern Street, E.C.
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Long V. Short StroRe.

IN
our last issue- we published an article on " Bore-

stroke Ratio and Efficiency," contributed by a

well-known motor cycle engineer. The writer is

an advocate of and firm believer in the long stroke

engine, and considers that an increase in efficiency

ivould be obtained by lengthening the stroke and suit-

ibly amending the design of engines of app-roximately

i^qual bore-stroke ratio. Coming from such an

luthority, the article has aroused a considerable

imount of interest, as a continued discussion on the

>ame subject has taken place recently in t-he corre-

spondence columns. The consensus of opinion

imong motor cyclists appears to be that, leaving effi-

:iency out of the question, and considering comfort

;ombined with power, an engine which is neither

?xcessively long or ultra-short in the stroke is the

Dne most suitable for general touring requirements-.

We may point out -that one of the chief reasons why a

/ery long stroke is seldom exploited on a motor

Dicycle fitted with a single-cylinder vertical motor

Dn accepted lines is because it entails more head

room and consequent reduction in tank capacity, that

is if the height of the frame is to be kept normally

low, which is desirable in the case of all mctor

Dicycles. Mr. Norton's lucid views in favour' of the

long stroke engine admit of few other arguments.

Turning to ultra-short stroke engines, these are

seldom encountered on the road. .
We know it to be

3 fact that some of the very short stroke engines, which

iiave figured in track races have not been designed in

the first instance with a short stroke, but have been

more in the nature of a compromise to enable manu-

in some cases to comply with the[acturers regu-

rrt>ytfc tulvtwi*. > . >.v

lations governing cubical capacity without the expense

of making an entirely new set of patterns and tools.

In other words, restrictions are usually placed on the

size of engines in track races, and to save designing

a new engine, makers adopt the comparatively easy

alternative of shortening the stroke until the limit of

capacity is met.

Motor cyclis-ts are so keen to recognise any improve-

ment in design and take advantage of any slight gain

in efficiency that it is only reasonable to suppose that

if the ultra-short stroke engine were any advantage

it would soon be common, on touring engines as well

as on track racers.

We recall our, experiences with a short stroke

engined motor bicycle Ave once owned. This machine

had a very high compression (short stroke engines

usually have), and we found it lacking in power, par-

ticularly on hills, and, moreover, it was not comfort-

able to ride, on account of the unusual amount of

engine vibration. All the motor cycles we have

owned since ha^'e had a stroke measuring slightly in

excess of the bore, and have been quite comfortable

to ride, ' and the engine vibration has been practically

negligible. This tends to confirm the opinion of the

writer of the article in question,' as he especially points

out that he is firmly convinced that it is_ possible to

make a long stroke single-cylinder engine as free

from vibration as' the short stroke, provided every

moving part is carefully balanced. '
-We must,

however, admit that our experience with unumally

long stroke engines, although limited, has not

been altogether satisfactory. Vibration was un-

doubtedly more pronounced, and-knocking soon mani-

fested itself. Mr. Norton considers this due to bad
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design, and not to any inherent defect of the long
stroke engine.

Probably., the short stroke engine we have referred

to was not faulty on account of the short stroke alone.,

and could have been improved by correcting the balance
or lowering the compression, but the fact remains that,

although suitably geared, it was extremely prone to

overheating, and on steep hills the pulling power
died away in a remarkable degree. It is significant

to observe that ninety per cent, of 1910 model engines
have strokes equal to or slightly in excess of the bore.

The 1910 End=to-end Trials.

LAST week we announced that, among the list of

Auto Cycle Union fixtures, the End-to-end
route had been chosen for the 19 10 trials, and
in another paragraph that the Competitions
Committee intend to amend or extend the course,

so as to make the trials more arduous. A competitor
who completed the trials last year and obtained an
award has sent us an interesting contribution . (which
we publish elsewhere) suggesting several much-needed
reforms in connection with the system of awarding
marks. It is questionable if anyone sees as much
of these trials as a competitor, particularly one who
is a keen observer of the system of making awards.

^TO((f€ILE DECEMBER 2ytli, i^og.

Officials cannot see all that is going on, for the simple
reason that they cannot be in more than one place at

a time, and as they are- naturally very busy in working

out results and attending to the multitudinous details

of organisation, they may easily have overlooked the

methods suggested by our contributor to render the

trials more arduous and at the same time fairer to all.

The reduction of the usual hour allowed for filling up,

repairs, and adjustments each morning to half an hour

would be welcomed by owners of reliable machines.

The decrease 'of maximum time from sixteen tc"

eighteen miles an hour would only affect the light-

weight machines, and an allowance might be made
for them. Waiting outside controls or anywhere on

the route is a matter we have referred to on several

previous occasions. It is difhcult to prevent thi.s

practice of loitering, but by adopting stronger

measures to put a .stopto'it the A.C.U. would improve
the nature of the trials as a dependable record of the

capabilities of the various machines engaged in com-'
petition. Previous years' rules were such that a really

expert rider could have gaiired an award oh an old

pattern motor cycle, simply because there were numer-
ous ways and means of making adjustments without

being penalised, and catching up time by " scorching
'"'

after experiencing a delay.

-<

THE 1910 T.T. RACE REGULATIONS.
stand at present, the rules

next year's International Tourist
"rophy Race for motor cycles,

to be held in the Isle of Man
in May, June, or September,

a-re as follows

:

Cylinder Capacity Limit.

—Single-cylinder engines must
not exceed 500 cubic centi-

metres capacity, and multi-

cylinder engines must not
exceed a total capacity of 670
c.c. (Last year's limits were

500 and 750 c.c. respectively, ox a 50% allowance for

p.ulti-cylinders.) The formula used to determine the
/olume swept out^bv the piston per stroke is:

D2'x .7854 X S X N.
D = Diameter of piston in centimetres.

S = Stroke in centimetres.

N =. Number of cylinders.

_

Twin-cylinder engines of the under-mentioned
dimensions come within the iqto limit of 670 c.c.

:

Bore and stroke. Cyl mder:'.
.
Capacity.

70 X 87 mm. 2 670 C.C.

72 X 82 mm. ' 668 C.C.

74 X 78 mm. 2 670 C.C.

75 X 75 mm. 2 662 C.C.

77 X 72 mm. 2 670 c.c.

79 X 68 mm. 2 (i66 c.c.
81 X 65jxim. 2 670 c.c.

, Date of the Race.
No announcement as to the date can be made at

present. By a majority of ten to seven votes, the
meeting at the/ Stanley Show decided in favour of
September, but the Manx Highway Board suggested
that May or June would be a more convenient time
a6

The A.C.U. is at pre;T-nt trying to arrange for the

meeting in September.

The day before the next ra.ce for the trophy, the

frames of the motor cycles and the \it:il parts of the

mechanism will be sealed by A.C.U. oliicials. The
sealing and weighing operations " will be carried out

at the same time.

Next year, practising Avill be limited to seven days.

Equipment of the T.T. Racers.
As to silencers, handle-bars, and saddles, com-

petitors are not to be troubled with regulations govern-

ing these parts. The organising committee has recog-

nised that the questions are so difficult to render the

conditions fair to all that no rules will be issued

respecting these parts. Competitors may therefore

select any shape of handle-bar they wish, and any type

of saddle. With regard to silencers these must be

fitted during practice, but need not be used on the

day of- the race.'-
-

The Course.
The race ,will take place over the same course as

before, starting from St. John's to Ballacraine, and"
thence to Kirk Michael and by tlie coast road to Peel,

and back to St. John's. Distance 15 miles 1,430.

yards.' This year, the competitors completed ten laps.

No decision has yet. been come to with regard to the

distance of the 1910 race; the . committee has power
to decide on a distance of not less than 150 and not

more than 300 miles. This year's distance was 158
miles 220 yards.

Any machine entered must be a touring machine,

without pedalling gear, fitted with two brakes, tool

, bag. weighing with contents not less than 4 lbs., motor

cycle tyres (not less than 2^4 in.), metal mudguards (not

less than 3j2in.), and tank to carry not less than \}\

gallons of petrol.
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AH^Iide^ with a
L Rve Year

Ay Philip Bemngfeld^ W^^P^

The .1 :iih r.

1
STARTED from home on one of the few fine days

we had during last summer (so-called), my mount
being a 2^ h.p. F.N.—a machine which, though
only of medium power, has proved itself a very

trusty and excellent steed. Though the time of year

was perhaps rather late to undertake such an ambitious

tour, I left filled with hopes of good weather and for

the success of the trip. My troubles began early—-in

fact, before I started. I had decided to "fit a new tyre

on the back wheel to ensure against difficulties with

a well-worn cover. The day before my departure no
tyre arrived, and I thoug.ht I ^should have to

use the old one for the first day ; however,

much to my surprise, it turned up just before

I was leaving, and it was with joyful heart

that I speedily fitted it to the machine. \'^\

objective for the first day was a pretty litt'e

village called ' Souldern, about eight mile.

from Banbury—a place referred to by Wordb
worth in his "Visit to an Oxford Parsonage
I left with hearty good wishes for a success^'']

journey, but when I had gone only two mil",

I thought I was in for a bad time, for the

engine gave out through loss of compression,

and I at once thought I had broken a vahe
but fortunately it was only, the collar holdinp

the spring. I soon inserted another, anf-

started making up -the time I had lost througl »

the delay.

Running to a Schedule.
I decided to draw up a schedule for th-

first day to see how nearly I could run to

it, with extraordinary results. I had arrange 1

to reach Peterborough at 10 a.m., but was
five minutes late in a distance of forty-eight

miles. The roads were fair and very flat ,

they then improved considerably, and became
in fact, quite excellent. Some few miles from
Peterborough/ but off the main road, lies the

site of Fotheringhay Castle, famous as the

place where Mary Queen of Scots was im-

prisoned and beheaded. Then on through

undulating .country to -Oundle. Thrapston.

The Devil s Pur.chhoiii,

Hindhead, Surrey.

Wellingborough, and Northampton (noted as a boot

manufacturing centre). I halted here for lunch,

arriving Strictly to schedule. So far I had no difficulty

in climbing the hills that had been encountered with

ray little engine. Being" within thirty miles of my
destination, I was in no hurrv to continue my journey,

so after a good rest, and a saunter throu'gh the town,

I thought it was time the motor required refreshment.

Having fitted up my tank and looked over the machine
to see that no nuts were loose, I pushed on and faced

the hill on the way to Towcester ; this the machine

West Front, Peterborough Cathedral.

A?
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Holiday with a Five Year Old.—

n Hertfordshire, and the speed I touched according to

ly speedometer was—we'll, "x miles an hour"! I

CK>k the right-hand road at Welwyn, and after a few

ailes stopped and rested by the wayside for a short

ime and had lunch. On restarting I found the motor

^as misfiring slightly, which I discovered was owing

3 a cracked sparking plug, but being in rather a

lack mood, I thought I would ride on to the next

illage and let someone else burn his fingers in

hanging it, which he did !

A Kindly Hint from a Gentleman in Blue.

Leaving K
rode

Lytton's

and Ba
place) on the

dock, where I

nebworth (Lord
3ft, I rode on to Stevenage

topped to have my number
ilate fixed, as I had lost a

ut. While it was being put
ight a " gentleman in blue

"

ame up, and we had a long

hat He very kindly in-

armed me that they had
one their police-trapping

le day before, so I w^as free

) go my untrammelled wav.
'rom here I branched off

3 the right to Royston, and
"as very careful in going
hrough that town. I then
3ok a sharp turn to the
5ft and went down what
>oked like . nothing mort-

hian an alley, but which
ventually broadened out.

*assing the station, I went
ver the bridge, and in a

3w minutes entered the
ounty of Cambridgeshire,
n about half an hour I

ame to a picturesque vil-

age called Bourne, which
-as to be my stoipping place
or the next few davs. At ,

:ie conclusion of my visit

steered the motor home-
'ard with mixed feelings of

igret (as the tour was draw-
ig to a close) and also of

ladness to be home again,

deft in cloudy weather,
nd reached Cambridge in

bout half an hour, the
Dads being poor. From there to Ely, with its beautiful
athedral, and for about five miles beyond, the roads
reatly improved, but afterwards they deteriorated
gain, and were bad the remainder of the journey.

We are in receipt of the latest catalogue of the
Lempshall Tyre Co., Ltd., i, Trafalgar Buildings,
s^orthumberland Avenue, W.C. -This -firm has of late

ievoted a considerable amount of attention to the
manufacture of motor cycle tyres. Kempshall tvi-es

re made in two patterns and three qualities, the sizes

)eing 26 X 2 14; and 26 x 2^4. The walls of the ribbed
ion-skid are reinforced by buttresses extending from
he tread practically to the beading. These buttresses
)erform a double purpose, for they not only strengthen

10

Ely Cathedral. Prior's Door.

Considerably more rain had fallen here than in Cam-
bridge, and my average speed also fell in consequence.

Just outside King's Lynn the machine swayed from
side to side in an alarming fashion, but by a great

effort I managed to right it, though it was by no means
a pleasant sensation. It was a kind of prolonged side-

slip without the final consequences. I was now in my
own country once more, and L soon covered the remain-
ing fourteen miles in the gathering dusk, reaching home
at 5.30 p.m.

Summary of Running Expenses.

A short summary of the tour may be of some interest.

The' total distance covered, as nearly as I could calcu-

late it, was 620 miles. I iii^d that the average speed
ij'X the daily runs . was

— - ~
•" between 15 and 18 m.p.h.

The ^ cost with regard to

the motor was jQi — a
considerable portion of

which I could have saved
had I felt inclined to do
the work myself. I experi-

enced no difficulty in

arranging to have my lug-

gage sent on, and it relieved

me of the trouble of taking

a bag on the motor bicycle.

September and October
are hardly suitable months
to undertake a tour sp--^^.d

over three or four weeks,

so I must consider myself

lucky in only getting wet
through once.

With regard to the motor,

I did not expect it to climb
all the hills unaided, and,

considering the country

which I traversed, I think

the machine performed
splendidly. I only replaced

a plug and a collar for the

inlet valve, and this was the

extent of mv troubles on the

tour. '
- .

Thanks to an extra thick

cover on the back wheel and
a good one on the front

wheel, I went through the

tour without a single punc-

ture ! I have always con-

sidered myself unlucky in this respect, but perhaps my
luck has changed, and were I staying in England I

should make a point of always taking my holidays on

my trustv F.N.^-but I am leaving for sunnier climes.

>i»--<-

the wall considerably, so acting as a protection against

bursts, but they have the same effect as the gills of a

radiator, and disseminate the heat generated by friction

with the road. The Kempshall Co. has just introduced

a liner for motor bicycle tyres, known as the " Fear-

nought." It consists of a wrapping of fabric and
rubber, which prevents the air tube btirsting in the

event of the outer cover being cut. It- is really an

auxiliar\ cover, and not only should it reduce trouble,

but also lengthen the life of the average cover.
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The following article has been sent us by a competitor in the last Six Days' Trials who prefers for obvious reasons to

be anonymous. He was inspired to write suggesting the alterations to the rules after reading the paragraph in the last

issue pointing out that the organisers probably intend to extend or amend the course of the 1910 End-to-end trial to

render it more arduous.

WE motor cyclists are ^•ery persistent in asserting

that our two-wheeled vehicles are more than
the equals of good cars in point of relia-

bility. We meet with fewer stops and shorter

stops. The average motor cyclist gets through a year's

riding with a few stoppages to adjust his belt, to mend
a puncture or two, and to clean his ignition ; his year's

work at home often includes nothing more serious

than valve grinding. The man in charge of a car

usually has smidry very lengthy road stoppages for

tyres, and spends a great many hours in the garage,

cleaning, lubricating, and adjusting, not tO' mention a

probable week's work during the year for a general

n)verhaul. This being so, the regulations for a motor

cycle reliability trial ought to be as severe as the regu-

lations- for a motor car reliability trial, and yet allow

the percentage of successes to be as good in the one

as. in the other.

Observing Single = seated Machines.
Unfortunately, this ideal is in practice impossible,

wing to the difficult)' of keeping a single-seated

nachine under continuous observation. Failing the

ideal, we may well claim that the regulations for a

motor cycle reliabilitv trial should be as severe as

possible. Contrasting the ideal with the facts, we find

that—to mention a notorious example-—a certain make
if motor cycle has on paper performed very creditably

in several thousand miles trials ; but that its riders

(who are trade men) assert that no private owner could .

possibly get one of these machines through a six days'

trial at all ; that .the luncheon hour is a sixty minutes

period of doubt for them, because they do not know
whether they will ever be able to restart when lunch is

over; and that every single morning of the trial they

Kave to .dis^nount a portion of the mechanism, clean

and replace it— a job which only a man who is

thoroughlv conversant with the machine can possibly

get through in an hour.

I do not mention the name of this machine, because I

believe the faulty detail has b^- new been amended. I

dimply use the machine as a convenient illustration of the

loopholes which the present regulations offer to unsatis-

factorv juaehines ; it is not too niuch to say tha^ they-

allow a machine which no private owner could coax

through the trials to appear as a gold medal winner

when bestridden bv a mechanic from its makers' works.

A paragraph in The Motor Cycle of August 4th

showed that a rider in an A.C.U. trial could spend
upwards of thirty hotu-s in repairs and adjustments in'

the course of a six days' trial, and yet appear in the

final report as a gold medal winner, who' had not lost

a single mark. In practice this actually occurs.

Jones has an absolute picnic ; he loafs through the

entire 1,000 miles, well up to minimum time the whole
way, without, opening his toolbag

;
gold medal, full

inarks.. Robinson, on the contrary, spends each

hour before breakfast in performing important

repairs with great skill and in record time;

on the road he is alternately repairing and riding fast

all day to get into each control before maximum time;

he finishes the week in a state of exhaustion, but is

credited with as good a performance as Jones—gold

medal, full marks. Had the two been driving cars in

the Scottish A.C. Trial, Jones would appear as a gold

medal and special prize non-stop winner—Robinson
would be way down the list, minus about 1,800 marks.

The Reforms Needed.
I would suggest in the interest of the potential buyer

that the following reforms are necessary and possible

:

'{a.) Reduction of the hour allowed for repairs each

morning to half an hour (extended to an hour after

a pouring wet day possibly).'

(&.) Decrease of maximum time from 16 m.p.h. to

j8 m.p.h.
{c.) Severe-measures to stop waiting outside controls,

e.g., cG'UStant vigilance by two timekeepers on motor*

bicycles, who shall take times at unknown points oil

each section, any rider being caught more than 15m.

ahead of minimum time at any point to be disqualified.

My proposed reforms would only be really hard

on a good machine which met with tyre troubles. I

believe the quarter of an hour margin I suggest would

cover this objection. Butt-ended tubes are reliable

nowadays, and Can be exchanged in ten minutes.

Two types of rubber studded motor cycle tyres are

made by the East London Rubber Co., 29-31, Great

Eastern Street, E.C. One is for light ma,chines and

the other a heavier pattern for 3 h. p. machines and

over. These tyres are called the Kerry rubber

studded motor cycle tyres, and, we are informed, are

giving great satisfaction to riders.

A13
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not,

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Where to Renew Licences.

' Is it possible to get licences

?' and registration for a motor,

cycle in any county other than
-^ that in which you live? Tf to,

would you mind telling me of

a county in which the police are less

troublesome than in Surrey. I

should also prefer one in which I

could get a small number.—G. G. B.

You may take out your registration and
Inland Revenue licence wherever you
please, but you must apply for the
driving licence to the council of the
county or county borough in which
you reside. We should suggest Bed-
fordshire for the Inland Revenue
licence, and as you wish for a email
ntmiber, the County of Sligo, Ireland.

Under-powered for Passenger Work.

I have a Singer motor cycle,

? stated to be 3| h.p., made in

1906. It has not had any
-^ excessive wear, and the engine

is „ in good order. The gear
ratio is 5 to 1. Would you kindly
inform me if the machine is powerful
enough to pull a light sidecar in

the Northumberland district? My
weight is 10^ stones and passenger's

weight 7^ stones. The machine takes
myself up any hill m the county with
ease, the gas ilever being more than
half on at most.—C. H.

Your machine, if geared fairly low, is

capable of taking a sidecar and light

JM^ssenger on level roads, but you
'..•i,.'-r. r.(/t expect very great things from
it oii hiils, and you will frequently be
called upon to assist* with the pedals.
It is a 3 h.p. engine, and 3^ h.p. is

the lowest we recommend for passenger
work of any kind.

Fitting a Magneto to an existing Machine.

(1.) Can I fit a high-tension

? magneto to a 3^ h.p. Brown
motor bicycle, which at present

—^ has coil and accumulators,
with good results? What make

is most suitable with chain drive?

(2.) Would 5 X i cvcle chain be suit-

able? If not, what size? (3.) Must
thb magnets be kept clear frotu

touching frame? What is the weight
of the average magneto, and will

it work properly if fitted upside
down?—H. T.

(1.) You can fit a high-tension mag-
neto to your machine without very
much difficulty, and the result would
be perfectly satisfactory. Most makes
are sifitable for chain drive, but it

A14

would be best to have the fitting done
by a reputable firm, as it mu.st be
done carefully to ensure satisfaction.

(2.) A ^in. pitch by ^in. wide chain
drive would be quite suitable, i^refer-

abiy enclosed in a dustproof and oil-

tight casing. (3.) It is advisable to

keep the magnets from touching any-
thing. The usual type of magneto will

only work in an- upright position on
account of the lubricating arrange-
ments. Certain types, however, can
be obtained which will work horizon-
tally or upside down. The most com-
mon type of magneto weighs about 7 lbs.

Slowing Down on Opening the Throttle.

I have a 1^ h.p. Clement-

? Garrard motor cycle, which
runs very well on about half—

' throttle on level roads and
slight inclines, but when I

open the throttle on a hill the engine
seems to lose power instead of gain-

ing, and I frequently come to a stand-

still. The compression is good, and
the inlet valve works quite freely-

Can you explain the trouble? Also,

what gear ratio would be right for

this machine? It weighs about 84 lbs.

My weight is about 10 stones.

—

F. W. W.

The trouble may be due to the carbu-
retter. Probably too little air is ad-

mitted-, fro that when the throttle is

opened too strong a mixture is obtained.

Another likely cause of the trouble is

wear of the exhaust valve cam having
reduced the lift of the exhaust valve,

thus preventing the burnt gases from
escaping, and consequently choking
the engine. Note that the clearance

between valve stem and tappet rod
only admits of a visiting card being
inserted. Also try new valve springs.

Too Large a Jet or Insufficient Air Suppiy.

I have a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

?' with Longuemare old-pattern

carburetter with air intake on
-^ slot principle. My first action

on starting is to open the air

lever to its utmost, and there it

remains for the whole ride, although
I can almost shut the throttle on the
level and still attain fair speed.

Should this be so? It seems to me
that, with throttle open for hills or

speed, if I could give more air I

should get more power, or, as an
alternative, greater mileage to the
gallon.—A. W. R.

Your carburetter is certainly not
adjusted correctly at present, and by
carrying out one of the three following

suggestions you will increase the speed

and power, and reduce the petrol con-

sumption of your engine. One is to in-

crease the size of the extra air slots so

that you can just make the engine mis-

fire whea the lever is fully open ; (2) fit

a size larger choke tube or air adapter

around the jet (N.B.—This may render

the machine more difficult to start in

cold weather); or, thirdly, preserve the

present iet carefully, and get a new one

with fewer slots. In this case you will

probably find that when the speed slows

down on hills you will have to close

the air lever slightly. You .will ran

more economically this way. Of course,

if the new jet is* not a success you can

easily go back to the old one, and

increase the air supply.

Loss ol Power,

Last June I bought a new

^ magneto model 1\ h.p. Moto-

^ sacoche. Till the end of

-iJ September it ran very well

indeed, and would take me
up considerable hill,s on the South

Downs. I was also able to tow my
wife along on her pedal cycle at

quite a good pace even up rises.

Even when thus hampered the motor

seemed to have plenty of power, and

o.pening the throttle caused it to go
" up most hills with a rush. Lately,

however, it has lost all power. It

will take me along the fiat at a fair

pace, but against a head wind, or up

a gentle rise, it requires constant

pedalling, and it simply refuses to

look at a hill at all. I have had to

give up towing, as even on the fiat it

has only just power enough to move
itself. The valves have been ground,

piston rings examined, carburetter

and magneto adjusted, but with no

improvement. Everything seems to

be in order, but this strange loss of

power still asserts itself. Can you
suggest any means of dealing with

the'trouble?—Rkv. K.

It is quite unpossible for us. to accu-

rately tell the cause of the trouble

without seeing the machine, which is,

of course, impossible, but we suspect

that it is due to the exhaust valve

spring having lost its strength. Loss

of power often occurs in this way. It

is also probable that owing to wear of

the small parts the amount of the open-

ing of the inlet valve has increased,

which would considerably affect the run-

ning. Try a new inlet valve complete,

also a new exhaust valve spring, and
if you still cannot locate the trouble it

would be advisable to send the machine
to the makers in London.
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A Suitable Motor Cycle lor a Medical Man,

I am thinking of taking up
motor cycling as a meaiis of

doing my professional work (I

am a doctor), and since my
work involves frequent stops,

night travelling, and travelling in all

kinds of weather, I am wondering
what machine will best fill the bill.

I want one easy to start, not requir-

ing much attention, reliable, and
capable of throttling down to a low
speed in traffic or at night. Very
high speed is not a desideratum.
What make of motor cycle would
suit my wants? Also is it important
to get a second-hand machine to

learn on? I mean, is a beginner,

with ordinary intelligence and no
mechanical knowledge, likely to spoil

a new one?—E. L. B.

lS your work involves frequent stop-

ing and restarting you require a light

andy motor cycle fitted with magneto
^nition. ilost up to date motor cycles

nswer yonr requirements as to reli-

bility and capability of slow running.

3 it is a matter for you to decide as

which make of machine will suit

our purpose best. It is not absolutely

ecessary to start with a second-hand
lachine nowadays, as the driving and
he control have been rendered so

imple. It would perhaps be advis-

ble for you to have one or two runs
n a hired macliine as practise before

ou regularly use your new one.

A Complete Loss of Power.

I should be obliged if you
can suggest a possible -fault

with my 6 h.p. twin J.A.P.,
with automatic inlet valves

and accumulator ignition.

This machine ran splendidly for over

eighteen months, but in the summer
I had the cylinders rebored by the

makers. For a few days after this

the machine went well, but suddenly
it had a tendency to overheat and
lost all its power. Every effort to

trace the cause of this has failed.

When running on the stand the engine
fires as evenly as can be desired, but
the slightest touch on the Bowden
brake will pull the engine up, whereas
formerly it would stand the applica-

tion of this and the pedal brake on
the driving rim belt, almost withoiit

slowing down.—H.A.S.

Vithout actually seeing the machine
t is diflicult to say what is the matter
I'ith it. We should recommend you
o look to your exhaust valve springs

.nd see if the tension is sufficiently

trong. Also note if the compression
s good, check the opening and closing

^f the exhaust valves (see
'

' Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them "),

iko make sure that the rear wheel
evolves freeiy when the belt is re-

aoved. Occasionally the cones have a
labit of tightening themselves up.

^our trouble seems to be absence of

:ompres.sionj and probably when the
lew rings are properly run in the
)ower will return. We take it that
^ou have tested the even firing of the
cylinders by cutting out one of them
Jtemately. They should run at ap-
)roximately the same speed, and each
if them answer to the spark advance.

^E5

Failure to Climb Hills.

My 3^ h.p. 1907 machine

?'
I

runs very satisfactorily on the
level road, and _ will climb

-2J short steep hills first-rate, but
when I run it fast for a mile

or 60 and then take a hill half a
mile long, gradient about 1 in 20,

the engine will pull up and etop
within a few lengths about three
parts of the way up, the engine
pulling well to this point. I start

' the machine again at once and jump
ing on, it can climb the hill without
any further trouble. I ride this hill

twice a week, and the same thing
takes place each time. The com-
pression is good. Have tried all

gears having an adjustable pulley,

and have just had a new Amac 1910
carburetter with variable jet fitted,

but with the same result. If you
can give me a reason for this un-

accountable trouble I should be
obliged.—A. G. L.

Probably the cause is one of over-heat-

ing pure and simple, due either to

THE JARROTT CUP.

Won by F. G. Smith (3i- kp. Triumph) in the
M.C.C. London to Land's End and back trial,

July 31st and Aug. 2nd. The distance covered
was 555 miles, approximate time 31 hours. The
competitor who adhered closest to his schedule
time at the different controls was declared
the winner.

failure of the lubricating system or
carbonaceous deposits. We should re-

commend you to take down the cylin-

der and remove the carbon from cylin-

der head and piston, and if you still

experience the trouble we should advise
you to drill a couple of holes in the
walls of the piston about |in. diameter
(below the rings, of course), to allow

lubricating oil ix> reach the cylinder

walls. If an improvement is noticeable
four holes might be advisable. We
shall be interested to hear from you
again when you have tried the above
remedies.

io2y

Improving Speed.

I have a 3^ h.p. 82 x 82 mm.
r^ machine, geared about 5 to 1.

I > Compression is excellent, but I

t-S-J find I cannot get more than
about twenty-five miles per

hour out of it on the level road, and
slight hills seem to bafile it. I have
footboards, so cannot help it on
hills. I contend that an engine of

this h.p. should take me up practically

any hill (I weigh about 10 stoKes)—
say Riverhill, Sevenoaks, for instance.

My carburetter is rather old and
chipped about. I had handle-bar
control fitted and air inlets enlarged,

but even now I do not seem to get

enough air. I have a No. 6 jet. Do
you advise a latest type carburetter

with handle-bar control, or what do
you suggest? I have lately had the
engine overhauled and rebushed, so I

think there is nothing the matter
. there. About what speed should I

be able to get on the level with my
machine geared as it is ?—H. B. J.

From what you say, the engine
appears to be in good order, and we
are inclined to think that a new handle-
bar controlled carburetter would greatly

assist the machine to develop its full

power. We should also recommend you
to pay attention to the strength of the
exhaust valve spring, as if this is old
and weak you will lose power in an
apparently unaccountable way. The
machine should certainly take River-
hill at a telling speed if in good order.

You mention nothing about the igni-

tion. The correct adjustment of the
contact points is important for speed.

READERS' REPLIES.
Peculiar Case of Misfiring.

Re "J.N.'s" query on page 975 of

The Motor Cycle, it is possible I may
be able to help him as I had
a similar trouble with a 1^ h.p.

Minerva last year. You do not in your
reply say anything about the valves.

It is quite possible that the trouble is

there. If "J.N." will carefully

examine his valve gear he may find

that the exhaust valve guide is worn,
and if this is the case he has probably
been grinding his valve seating gradu- .

ally over to one side (I am presuming
that it is an old engine with a.o.i.v.)

When this has gone on for some time,

althougli the valve may seat perfectly

gastight, and compression seem good
if tried by standing on the pedal, it

will not do 60 when running at speed.

The result is that the engine is always
sucking back a half burnt charge
through the faulty exhaust valve, and-

never gets a proper mixture. If

"J.N." finds when on the road that

his engine misfires on the level and on
every little rise but will run like mad
with less frequent misfiring on down
grades he may be fairly sure the

trouble is as I have stated. Of course,

any leakage in the induction pipe
would have the same effect. In my
own case I had to fit a new valve guide,

rebore the seating, and fit new valves.

I also fitted new tappet and bushed
the tappet guide. If "J.N." has a.

good lathe and can turn metal well it

is a job he can do himself.—H. L.

DunANT.

AI5
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c/^P^^ClZ^Ls) F'lec^lT^UIRols:,^/^-

A HOLIDAY WITH A FIVE YEAR OLD.

NEEDED REFORMS IN BIG TRIALS.

^jLMe TO IXGHT L^^^PvS .

Dec. 27
„ 29

Jan. 1

3

4.54 p.m.
4.56 „
4.58 „
5.1

Proposed New Club.

A motor cycle club for Streatham
and district is on the tajns. Eeader.s

in the locality interested in its forma-
tion are referred to a notice in this

weeic's "Club News."

Two Well-known Competition Riders.

The brothers Bashall are forsaking
power-propelled bicycles, for the time
being at any rate. W. H. Bashall is

selling off his motor bicycles and buy-
ing a car for 1910, whilst J. T. Bashall
is getting "A Mighty Atom" A.C. tri-

car, which he intends to drive in the
Quarterly Trials.

-

Motor Union Activities.

The Highways Protection Committee
has supplied two mirrors for erection
at a dangerous corner in Huntingdon,
with a view to minimising the risk of
accident at this spot. •.

Last week the Motor Union moved
into its new offices at Caxton House,
Westminster.

The Tourist Trophy Raee Rules.

We have heard several expressions
of aTjproval of the new capacity for

multi-cylinder engines in the T.T. race.

670 c.c. includes a good portion of the
5 h.p. twins at present on the road,
so that many existing twins owned by
sporting amateurs are eligible for the
trophy. Moreover, the general feeling

seemed to be that a single of 500 c.c.

would be more than a match for a twin
of 650 CO., but the extra allowance of

20 c.c. brings the two types to as satis-

factory a level as is possible.

A Trolley Propelled by a Motor Cycle Engine.

J. P. Thorne, a ganger on the Queens-
land Railway, has adapted to a light
railway trolley a 4 h.p. Roc engine
and its vital parts, and gives a spendid
account of its working. The trolley is

illustrated herewith. Mr. Thorne says
he has a trolley second to none for
lightness, strength, speed, safety, and
cheapness. He goes on to say that this
trolley will take five or six men any-
where. The Queensland railways have
a 3ft. 6in. gauge, and the gradients
are from 1 in 30 to 1 in 75. On a trial
trip of over eighty miles, the engine
took all the gradients and curves on
the top gear. The speed of the trolley,
Mr. Thorne states, is anything from
four to forty miles per hour.

Al6

SOME ENGLISH SNOW
Full Page Il!u3trat:osi.

SCENES.

A Wise PrecautioTi.

To prevent accidents the highway
authorities of the county of Cheshire

make a practice of placing two
red lamps one at each end of a

patch of unrolled stones. The words
"Beware of the Stones" are also dis-.

played in white letters. This is a com-
mendable example, which should ap-

peal to all highway authorities wishing

to avoid accidents and subsequent
county court proceedings.

Proposed Motor Cycle and Cycle Show at Olympia"

The sub-commit tee appointed by the
council of the Society of ilotor Alanu-
facturers and Traders to meet the corn-

mittee of the Cycle and Motor Trades
Association at the request of the latter,

held a sitting on the 14th inst. at Max-
well House, ^1\. S. F. Edge in ihe

chair. Also present Messrs. D.
Citroen, A. F. Ilsley, C. Sangster,

F. W. -^horland, -and H. Smith. The
representatives of the C.M.T.A. were
received, and the points which they
put forward with reference to their

propo.-^a] (vvfhich was that the society

should assist the cycle, motor cycle,

proprietary articles and allied trades

by organising an exhibition at Olympia
in November, 1910, on certain lines)

were fully discussed, and a complete
understanding was arrived at as to the
points which should be recommended
to the councils of the respective bodies.

The decision of the council of the
society to be subject to the approval
of members in general meeting.

Meeting ol the Council.

Tv.'o days later, the meeting of the
sub-committee of the C.M.T.A. was
reported to the council. The views of

the sub-committee on the question of

the exhibition at Olympia suggested
by the C.INI.T.A. were approved,
and it was resolved to place the matter
before an extraordinary general meet-
ing of members of the society on
Thursday next, the 30th inst., in order
to obtain- their sanction to carry out
the -23i"oposal.

M. Maeterlinck on the Motor Cycle.

The great poet's opinion of the mctor
cycle is sure to be of interest to our
readers, and for the benefit of those
who did not read his remarks in the
course of an interview, as recorded
in a recent issue of the Daily Mail, we
repeat the paragraph containing the
reference :

" And then the poet plunged
into a description of the little town
perched up near the Mediterranean
shore, where all spring and summer
the air is perfumed by flowers grown
for scent. On liis .motor bicycle he
makes many excursions among the;

mountains at the back. ' Some people
laugh at me,' he says; 'a poet on a
motor bicycle ! They- think it incon-
gruous. But consider how much
more convenient it is than a motor
car. You are near the road, you see
all ihat there is to be seen. You can
go along little paths, delightful, quiet
woodways, where no motor car can
pass.'-"

A railway motor trolley, propelled by a 4 h.p. air-cooled Roc motor cycle engine, in use on
the Queensland lines. The engine is fitted with Bosch magneto and Amac carburetter, and the drive is
through a two-speed gear and clutch.
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Six Days' Trials.

S^est year, to make the End-to-end
tal more severe, the route will be
«nded from John-o'-Groat's to Edin-
rgh.

ther Inter-club Competition.

During 1910 the Auto Cycle Union
5 decided to promote an inter-club

:rol consumption trial in the pro-

ices, the final of which will be rim
on September 3rd. -The Competi-

ns Sub-committ€e is now busy draft-

f the' details of the competition,

ture before the Surrey M.C.C.

A. lecture before the Surrey Motor
u., given by jMr. Van Jiooydonk, was
ist enjoyable. There was a very

>d attendance in spite of bad
ather. The chairman (INIr. Bryetty

s supported by his Worship ' the

lyor of Guildford (Mr. Triggs

rner)

.

Enquiry for One Hundred Motor Bicycles.

We have an enquiry from Boston,

S.A., for the name of a manufa:-
?er in England who could make 100

o-stroke, shaft drive, Bosch ignition

>tor bicycles and ship them to the

ites before Ma,rch 1st. Any firm

;posed to accept such a contract will

put in touch with the right quarter

communicating with u6.

ctising for the Tourist Trophy.

It was decided at _a committee meet-

I
last week that no practising will be

owed on Sundays or on the morning
the race. Competitors must in prac-

e drive round the course (left-hand

side) in which direction the race

II be run. No one may leave Balla-

jine corner after 7.45 a.m. on any

y on which practising is allow^ed,

d after 8 a.m. the legal limit must
b be exceeded, while the same direc-

>n must be maintained until the

irse is left. Beyond the above men-
ned points the conditions remain un-

ered. They are given in detail on

ge 1020 of "this issue.

oklands in Christmas Week.

Due of the new 7 h.p. twin Indians

s been delivered, and was seen last

ek practising at Brooklands. Save in

all details, the machiue is a larger

Dlica of the 5 h.p., but from its

pearance it looks as if it will put up
ne startling times.

P. W. Barnes' was also at Brooklands
t Tuesday, busily engaged in putting

new Zenith-Gradua through its

ces. Several members of the

M.C.R.C. were watching the two
)tor bicycles and the Vauxhall-Star
f match.

I Control of Dogs.

Mr. 6. Aldington, 59, Haydon'sPark
»ad, Wimbledon, S.W., whom our
iders will remember as a fairly regular

mpetitor in A.C.U. and other events

year or two back, was thrown from
3 machine and severely injured one

y last month owing to a dog rushing
him while he was riding through

s^yford, Berks. The dog was in charge
a nurse from Wargrave, and is

eged to have rushed at other motor
cHsts. Mr: Aldington wouM be
id if any motor cyclist residing in the
ighbourhood who has sufEered incon-
nience from this dog will communi-
te with him.

m(^iLE
Long V. Short Stroke Engines.

jNIr. Alfred A. Scott, the designer of

the two-stroke machine bearing his

name, is writing a criticism of Mr.
James L. Norton's article, " Boro-
Stroke Eatio and Efficiency," pub-
lished in the last issue of this journal.
Mr. Norton has given his views in

favour of the long stroke engine, and
-Mr. Scott will bring the other side of

the question fairly before our readers.

The Quarterly Trials.

As was announced in . our is^ue of

last week, the next A.C.U. Quarterly
Trials will take place on Saturday,
January 29th, starting from Uxbridge
at 9 a.m. and following the usual
course to Banbury. The popularity of

these trials has been little short of
extraordinary, and further to encourage
entries the special silver cup will be
awarded to the rider who makes the
best aggregate performance in all four,

as was the case last year. Several
alterations have been made in the
rules, the most important of which
are the following : Entries will close

J FUTURE EVENTS. J
^<^ Jan. 6—Essex M.C. Paper on "Magnetos," ^f"
_§j§ by Mr. A. Bennett, Great Eastern ^€
^(. Hotel, Liverpool Street, E.G. ^^
^<^

„ 7—Western District M.G. Annual General "f
^€ Meeting. .^€

^(a „ 13—A.C.U. " The Problem of the Private ^^J

Owner." A paper to be read by
Mr. P. W. Bischoff, before mem- i^-^^

bers of the Auto Cycle Union. ^fe;

'^f' „ 20—A C.U. Annual D;nner, Waldorf Hote', ^
pM H.S.H. Prince Francis of Teck, §<)€

^Irf G.C.V.O., D.S.O., presiding. ^fe?

^^ „ 29— A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, Uxbridge to ^ly

i5)€ Banbury and Back. ^^
^k „ 29 to Feb. 5—Scottish Cycle and Motor §^€

^^ Cycle Show, Promenade Hall, ^{^j
"4^ Edinburgh Marine Gardens. -^^

§^^ Mar. 25— General Meeting of Northern Motor §|§
'^ Cycle Clubs at Richmond, York- t

C5)t. shire. *5)^

•^>a „ 28—Brooklands A.R.C. Easter Meeting. g,^

£^-& ^S: ffS: w r>h Ph ^h ph x>h !fi\ m rf^ i>S: m i^T I'Ji fa

on the previous Saturday, if the trial

is held on a Saturday, and on the
previous Wednesday if held on a
Wednesday. After this entries will

only be received on payment of double
fees up to within three days before the
competition. During the trial a com-
petitor may not leave the course under
any pretext whatever.' A participant
in the trials may not stop under any
circumstances except at the bottom of

Dashwood Hill and Rectory Hill,

Amersham. All machines must be

fitted with two brakes, and a machine
fitted with an efficient front brake will

receive more marks than one not so

equipped. Marks will be awarded as

follows : Reliability 100, cleanliness of

machine and rider 20, brakes 15, silence

10, ease of starting 5, hill-climbing 20,

stand and carrier 10, and general ex-

cellence of design 20. Total, 200.

Scottish Motor Cycle Show.

For three years no open show of

cycles and motor cycles has been held
in Edinburgh, or in Scotland. In
these circumstances the Scottish repre-

sentatives of a number of English and
Scottish manufacturing firms, feeling

the riecessity for such a show, formed
themselves into an association calkd

I02g

the "Scottish Cycle and Motor Cycle
Show Syndicate," and obtained an
option to lease halls in St. Andrew
Square, Edinburgh, with the view of
holding an exhibition of cycles, motor
cycles, and accessories there, during
the currency of the Edinburgh Motor
Show, viz., from Saturday, January
29th, to Saturday, February 5th, 1910.

Since then, enquiries for space
have been so numerous that the option
for the lease of the halls in St. Andrew
Square has had to be abandoned, and
the Promenade Hall of the Edinburgh
Marine Gardens (the favourite ren-

dezvous of Edinburgh citizens and
visitors) has been engaged instead.

Nineteen Miles of Motor Cycle Chain.

The Hendee Mfg. Co., of Springfield,

Mass., U.S.A., makers of the Indian

motor bicycle, has just placed an order

with an English firm (Hans Renold,
Ltd.) for 100,000 feet, or approxi-

mately nineteen miles, of motor bicycle

.chain. This is something like an order,

arid what one might cafl reciprocation.

The Hendee Co. has for years used
Brooks's saddles, and a certain manu-
facturer of valves in England has
received orders for nearly 30,000 valves

this year, and there are possibilities

that in the near future a very large

order will be placed for English tubing.

This despite the fact that American
importers have to pay a tariff of 45%.
Taking it altogetner, there will be

very little of the material in the

machine apart from the engine which is

not of British production, so even the

most patriotic motor cyclists will join

us in applauding the Hendee Co. for

its first year's success in England.

Motor Cycle Racing in New South Wales.

The Auto Cycle Union of New South ,

Wales held a gymkhana at the Victoria

Park Racecourse on Monday, Nov.
15th, which was kept up in New South
Wales at the King's Birthday. The
racing was held on the cinder track,

which was rather loose, but notwith-
standing this some fairly fast times

were established. Details are as follov/ :

Three Miles Scratch Race (for

machines 2| li.p. and under).—Final :

W. Foulis, 1 ; A. W. Keen (2J h p.

Minerva), 2; S. Baldwin (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), 3. Baldwin, in the last lap,

when leading, fell, but was not injured.

Time, 7m. 39s.

Three Miles Scratch Race (up to

4 h.p.)—J. E. Yee (3^ h.p. Triumph),

1; N. Saunders (3^ h.p. Bradbury), 2;

S. L. Bailey (3^ h.p. Triumph), 3. Yee
rode well, and scored a good win in the

speedy time^considering the track

—

of 4m. 48s.

Three Miles Handicap.—Final : J.

Holloway (5 h.p. Sarolea), li-m., I

;

W. W. Reynolds (3^ h.p. Triumph),
45s.j 2; J. E. Yee (3^ h.p. Triumph),
6s., 3. Eight others started. Tittic,

6m. 8s.

Two JMiles Team Race (open to tear.i;-

of three).—S. Baldwin (2 h.p. Moto-
Reve), S. Bailey (3^ h.p. Triumph), and
C. Merry (5 h.p. J.A.P.), 1; H. Levy
(1^ h.p. Motosacoche), J. E. Yee

m h.p. Triumph), and H. Verdich, 2;
W. Foulis (2 h.p. Foulis), W. W. Rey-
nolds (2^ h.p. Triumph}, and 0. Winn
(5 h.p. Rocket), 3. Five teams stm-tcil.

Won comfortably.

.M9
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York County M.C.C.

The committee has definitely fixed the date of the annual

dinner and prize distribution "for January 7th, 1910.

Motor Cycling Club.

The- annual general meeting has been fixed for January

12th. The president, Mr. Chas. Jarrott, has promised another

silver cup for competition to replace the one which', was

handed to Mr. F. G. Smith at the M.C.C annual dinner on

the 11th inst.

Kingston (Hull) M.C.

Arrangements are now completed for the formation of a

new club in Hull, to be named as above.
_
A successful

start is already assured. A meeting which is to be called

for the election of officers will be announced at an early date.

Motor cyclists desiring further particulars should write Mr.

G. W. Mumby, 21, Berkeley Street, Hull.

Streathara and District M.C.C.

Local motor cyclists are endeavrmring to form a motor
cycle club in the neighbourhood lof Streatham. If suffi-

cient members are obtained the club will be affiliated to

the A.C.U. A general meeting will be held early in .January.

Mr. John H. Jeffery, F.C.S., 10, Daybrook Road, Streatham
Hill, S.W., will be pleased to furnish any information to

motor cyclists who think of joining.

Naval Motor Club.

At the general meoting- of members of the Naval Motor
Club»at the Keppel's Head Hotel, the following members-
were elected to the committee : Captain F. W. Wyley, R.N.
(retired), and Lieutenants K. Duff-Dunbar, G. M. Hill, A.
Rice, H. D. Simonds, and H. T. Bowen.
The balance sheet was submitted, and the financial affairs

of the club discussed. It was decided to adopt a badge cf

distinctive design.
Suggestions were received and discussed as to the improve-

ment of the club garage. The rule referring to temporary
members was altered to allow all naval officers the privilege

of the ttse of the garage for short periods.

The membership of the club, which incktdes motor cyclists

and car owners, has now reached a total of 107.

Southampton and District M.C.

At the annual meeting last week the chair was taken by
the captain of the clitb, Mr. A. G. Butler, who, in his open-
ing remarks, stated that the club had been very successful.

the membership being considerably increased, and the finances
of the club were in a very healthy condition.

The Secretary reported an encouraging year's woriv. Two
very successful competitions—a speed judging and reliability

trial—had been held, and the competition for the Oakley
Challenge Cup, presented by the president, Mr. Alfred
Oakley, had been of a well sui^tained and sportsmanlike

mwm
character. The result of the competition showed that S. W.
Woolford (2| h.p. Minerva) was the first holder of the cup^
with a total of forty-four marks out of a possible forty-eight,

H. P. Young (45 h.p. Humber tricar) being second with forty-

one, and A. G. Butler (5 h.p. twin Kerry) third with forty.

The report of the hon. treasurer (Mr. P. Gotto) showed a
favourable balance of £1 5s. 2d.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. A. H. Burnand for his

lecture, which was entitled "Explosive Mixtures in Petrol

Presipemt

JLHiGCiwsoH J!15 Esq. Albion Motel.
Dec. I7t» 1908.

Frontispiece of tlie Mansliester Motor Club annual dinner menu card,

designed by the club's hon. press correspondent, Mr. Jack Tytler.

Motors," and was illustrated with large coloured diagrams.

The lecturer is to be complimented on his clear and lucid

manner of treating his subject, his explanations being very

clear anfl forcible^ He was heartily applauded at the con-

clusion.

• ^»—<-

Notification of Change of Ownership.

IN
the current issue of The Autocar attention is drawn to

the fact that wholesale prosecutions are pending in con-
nection with the Motor Car Registration and Licensing
Order of 1903. Motor cyclists should bear in mind that

it is not sufficient merely to remove the numbers when selling

a machine. Although this necessitates the new owner re-

registering the machine, the old number remains on the
books of the county or borough council with whom it was
originally registered until it is actually cancelled. Every
seller of a motor cycle is legally responsible for giving
notice of cancellation should ha remove the registration
number and sell the machine. The Autocar says: "In the
majority of cases where, the car (of course the same remarks
apply to a motor cycle) has changed hands with the registra-

tion number intact, vre believe that the notices have been
given by old and new owners, but as regards a very large
ntimber of second-hand cars sold both privately and hj
aucA)n, the registered numbers have been removed and the

A20

cars re-registered by the purchasers under fresh numbers.
Old owners,, of motor cycles who have neglected to cance.

these registrations are liable to prosecution under Article ^

of the L.G.B. regulations, and we understand that it is the

intention of the new collectors of the Inland Revenue taxeS;

the county and borough councils, to make immediate enquiries

-from the original owners of old numbers which have beer

on th^ books for some time and have not been cancelled. Th(

penalty for failure to comply with the L.G.B. regulation is s

maximum of £10. and under the Motor Car Act of 1905 i1

is possible to impose a fine of £20.
We tliei-efore advise readers who have sold motor cycle?

and failed to comply with the requirements of the L.G.B.
Order: (1.) In case of sale without the registered numbers;
to immediately give notice of cancellation. (2.) In case of a

sale with registered numbers, and where it is 'uncertain that

the new owner gave notice, to immediately give r.otice ol

the transfer.
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Magneto Position.

A correspondent takes exception to my enthusiasm
: the magneto position on a platform cast integral

th the crank case and situated abaft the cylinder,

le ground of his objection is that the rising train of

lions cannot easily be lubricated. It is obvious that
s objection is nullified by the fact that a pair of
ar wheels revolving in a case ar-e used to pump oil or

ter through the circulating pipes of a car. If any
is in the bottom of the gear case it must be carried

>m one wheel to another. Also by employing a

ain to drive the magneto, the chain can dip at its

vest point into a sump of oil, and carr}'^ oil upwards
th it, and many riders prefer the chain-driven

igneto on account of its simplicity . and ease of

justment. However, on receiving his letter I in-

mtly went into a factory wl>ere engines with the

Igneto carried as described and driven by gears are

Qstructed, and, as luck would have it, I found an
gine on the t:est bench at the moment of my entry.

3 removed the gear cover, and found all three

lions dripping with oil, so in practice I do not

xxk this, objection can apply.

Motor Cycling in Queensland.
A dairy inspector with a district of 6,000 square

les has just sent me a most interesting account of

> riding experiences in Queensland. He says that

; natives describe his machine as a " gun carriage

ing sideways, all same as one big fellow crab," and
;y call him " Boomba Boss," which appears to be

3 aboriginal appellation for Old Nick. He has

vered 12,000 miles in the last twelve months on his

o-speeded N.S.U., which his horsey associates trans-

;e into "Not Safe You," but which he analyses to

jan " Nothing Stops Us.
'

' Apart from several bad
Tibles on rough bush tracks, the outstanding feature

his experiences is that he has never had a single

ncture; but he achieves this by promptly scrapping

5 covers as soon as they show signs of vital damage.
s says he finds a motor cycle 75% cheaper than a

rse for doing his rounds, and that whereas in his

•rsey days he often worked from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.,

now reaches home quite early in the day, and in very

.d weather is able to take a holiday instead of

ugging on against the weather, sodden to the skin,

e still occasionally meets with white men who have

ver previously set eyes on a motor bicycle, and are

rribly afraid of his mount.

Engine Vibration and Spring Handle=bars.
I have at one time or another written rather harshly

certain types of spring fork, but I recently tried a

achine (which with its own fork was a bad offender)

msformed by the substitution of a really good type

spring fork. This second fork I have repeatedly

•oved to be a most effectual killer of road vibration.

ith its original fork- this machine was very vihratory

to ride if a hand was removed from either grip; the

grip was sometimes scarcely visible on a rough road,

so rapidly did it flicker up and down. To my sur-

prise, it flickered just as badly Avith the new spring

fork beneath it, and so I realised that the vibration,

which I had laid to the discredit of the road and the

spring fork, actually proceeded from the engine.

Those who possess machines with engines which are

offenders in this respect may be pleased to hear there

is an alternative which has rather been lost sight of

during the last year or two. I mean the spring

handle-bar. We must have a spring fork to kill road

vibration, but if there is another form of vibration

which the spring fork cannot .absorb a spring handle-

bar could easily intercept it and prevent it from

attacking the rider. I owned several spring handle-

bars a few years back, and though none of them were

perfect, the defects consisted of constructional details

easily eradicable. I should rather like to see the

combination of spring fork and spring handle-bar tried

on one or two first-class machines. The additional

cost and weight would be trivial, and the advantage

might be great, provided the steering was not affected.

I know this latter possibility lurks in most people's

minds.

Missionary WorR. '

A circular to hand informs me that one of the pro-

vincial-clubs has persuaded the civic authorities who
run Saturday evening talks in the local town hall to

invite a prominent motor cyclist to give a public lecture

on motor cycling, illustrated by lantern slides. I

cannot help thinking it would be an excellent thing if

more provincial clubs would attempt missionary cam-
paigns of this sort.. We are not ashamed of even the

inferior machines of the day, and there are plenty of

young clerks and prosperous artisans who treat them-

selves to quite costly trips to the Continent in August

under the auspices of the Polytechnic Tours and similar

conductors. These men would derive far greater and
more constant pleasure from the ownership of a motor

cycle, and thousands of them possess sufficient capital

to buy a second-hand sample of a class mount. They
refrain because they imagine that motor cycling is

still a very costly and tiresome hobby. If they were

given better opportunities to realise that a very decent

mount may be purchased second-hand for under ^£20,

and that it will only cost them about ^2 per 1,000

miles to run it, they and we should benefit.

We are constantly being asked how to prevent cylin-

ders from rusting. There are one or two special

paints sold for this purpose, but if they are not obtain-

able a little dry blacklead mixed into a paste with

turpentine and painted on the cylinder will prevent

rust collecting on the radiating fins for several months.

Wlien it is burnt off it is easily renewed.

A23
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A HIGH RESOLVE.
There was ca brave old Yorkshireman

Who came one day to town

;

He said : I'm Phclon Moore and Moore

As thouo'h I'd been done down.

*

My legs are gettmg old and stiff,

- I cannot push a bike

;

I think I'll get a motor, one,

And see wliat that is like.

•*..** -X-- . * . * .
* -;

Great Smtl ! . Til be a Wnnchrer,

/ And ride, these islanda through
;

I'll cliase'the waxy Lincoln Elk,

.And hniit tli'e ';A^.S'.(Gn)^.

-X- * -St-
' * -X- * _-x- •:

I'll Tr'iuiiijih over every foe.

And all that venture nigh
;

The Hurnhvr is my native Hoe,

'' Fixc'-Wior !
" my ('ry._

. .

-X- ' * * * * * -x-

Witli Fn'iri/ moyeinents I shall glide

Ei'oii Eird to End and back,

And on my record-breaking ride

.Mv belt shall ne'er be slack.

*

My word ! I'll make the Moto-Beve,
You'll see the Mahon rlufrh .

With angry fingers at my throat

;

They won't beat me by much.

* ** it* * * *

With crafty movements I'll ekide

The Griffon grim and grey;

''F.N." shall be my motto^
" Fear nought," that is to say.

* -x-.** * -x- -x- w

llrave Douglas I shall put to flight,

I'm J/afr/tZe-s.?, ..don't you see,

T\ie Mofosacoche is out of sight,

J.ieft far behind by me.

X- * -^* -x- -x- **
The Indian fihiei will fight me hard.

The TFo//" may try my pluck,

I'll Bat along till yard by yard
They one by one get stuck,x* * -x-* * * *

My peerless riding all shall see,

AiTiotor bike's- the notion,

And henceforth that will- always be

M]/ means of locomotion.'

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CYCLE RACE MEETING, CANNING TOWN, JULY 19th, 1903.

(Leonard,
(Humber).

Parry, | Crundall, I Cjssac, I' Martin, I Th-, I Tessier,

(Minerva). | (Humber). | (De Dion). | (Excelsior). \ (Buchet). | (Bat).

The above illustration brings back old memories, and many well known men in the motor cycle world wilj be
recognised. Harry Martin, who rode an Excelsior motor bicycle, won the five miles handicap at this meeting,

and set up new figures for the one mile (standing and flying starts) and five miles records. The meeting was
described in " The Motor Cycle" of July 22nd, 1903. We are indebted to Messrs. Bayliss, Thomas and Co.,

Ltd., Coventry, for the loan ol the v\hotograph.

A2 4
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Streei, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

A Novel Piston Ring.
)7.]—I see in the issue of the 15th inst. a description
new patent piston ring made by J. T. Bradford, qf
I. This type of ring has been in use for years in the
pressure cylinder of high speed steajn engines when
beated steam is used. Its drawback is excessive wear
5 cylinder at the working ends. In the case of a double-

j steam engine there are two rings facing opposite ways.
S.T.

ar as we are aware the piston ring described and illus-

;ed on. December 13th is novel m its application to a
or cycle internal combustion engine.

—

Ed.]

Belts on Lightweights.
'8.]—In reply to Mr. 0. L. de Lissa'e assertion that
akers of the Motosacoche have got brains, and that they
how to use them, I purchased a Motosacoche a few
LS ago, the back mudguard was bent in to within f^in-
ching the tyre, so that the belt would clear it, and even
;he belt rubbed against the tyre. The belt unravelled
ends and got damaged (patent fastener used, put in

i makers), and if it is possible to get 500 miles out of
lall be surprised. ENGINEER.

9.]—I feel it my duty to fully endorse Mr. de Lissa's
ks [letter No. 4431] on round twisted belts. I have
I my Motosacoche over 5,000 miles, winter and summer,
y first belt ran 2,700 miles before I discarded it. The
I belt got accidentally cut after 1,500 miles and was

The third I am still using, and it looks good for
1 hundred miles. _ All I have done is to follow the
s' instructions, oil with neatsfoot or collan oil every
lies, and the ends more frequently.

BERNARD HOWLETT, M.E.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Improvements in Lightweights.
3.]—I notice that Mr. B. H. Davies in his article
[mprovements in Lightweights" mentions the Wolf,
emarks that he

_
seldom meets this machine on the

If this is so it is because it is not eo well-known as
it to be.

ve ridden one for more than a year and my expej^ience
>en that for handiness, absolute reliability, and free-
dom breakdown, economy and cleanliness, it is every-
that can be desired. It has been an immense help to
my work as A COUNTRY PARSON.

The Value of Awards.
'•]—I have read with much interest in your issue of
th mst. a letter from Mr. J. W. Morris, in which he
ins that the medal which he has just received for
D9 Six Days' Reliability Trial does not meet with his
al.

evident that in his opinion the intrinsic value of the
should be sufficient to recompense competitors for the
e^ incurred in the trial, wear and tear of machine, plus
^s salary and something thrown in for intellectual and
damages.
I reminded of the story of the Jewish soldier in the
-Prusian war, who, having performed some prodigious
t valour, was awarded the Iron Cross (the German
ent for our Victoria Cross), and who, on going up
ive the coveted decoration, was asked facetiously bynmandmg officer if he would sooner have the cross
He replied, "What is the worth of the cross?" On

;old Is., he said, " I will have the cross and 9s
"

SOMEWHAT PAINED

Cause of Increased Speed on Partially Raising the Exhaust Valve.

[4462.]—]May I advance a theory (which I have not seen

mentioned previously) as to the cause of increased speed on
partially raising the exhaust valve? This is belt-slip.

I have found that if the belt is slipping (ever so slightly),

by partially lifting the exhaust valve the pulling of the
engine is reduced and the belt instantly grips, with a conse-

quent increase of speed.

Anyone can try this, under exaggerated conditions, by
driving up an incline on a wet day with a slack belt, with
throttle well open and spark advanced, when, by lifting the

exhaust valve, the machine will absolutelv shoot forward.
W. A. JACOBS.

[From our experience the phenomenon occurs on some
machines that are chain driven.

—

Ed.]

Lightweights v. Heavyweights.
[4463.]—I have read with great interest the different

articles published in your paper with regard to light-

weight V. heavyweight machines, and would like to give you
my views on the subject.

I have been a motor cyclist since 1904" and have ridden
many different machines, among them several lightweights,
and my opinion of them is by no means good. I consider
different types of machine are intended for and used by abso-
lutely different men. I know several men riding lightweights,
and in each case they are either over forty and married, or
else their nerves are in such a state that they avoid all towns
rather than venture througli the traffic on their machines.

I am now riding a 5 h.p. twin Rex, and I revel in its speed
and power, nor do I find the machine a. bit too heavy or
hard to start, but I am yomig, strong, nerved, and active.
Ask the lightweight enthusiast to ride my machine and he
would tremble at the thought of it. He would say that he
could not mount it, and that it would leap out of his hands,
and I believe if he did get on he would fall off before he
had gone very far, from sheer fright at what he had got
under him.
In summing up, it appears to me that the lightweight is

intended for and .used by the weak, nerve shattered, and
aged individual, and this is the class of man who will uphold
the lightweight. The heavier machine is intended for and
used by the strong, nerved, active, j^oung man, who enjoys
speed, comfort, durability, and power, and this is the type
of man who will uphold the heavyweight, and I am with
him every time. B. G. DURKIN.

[4464.]—In reply to Mr. ^Morris's letter I considejL he
makes a very bold statement indeed when he says that he
can, on a li h.p. Motosacoche, climb hills that an ordinary
3i h.p. machine will not look at. Perhaps he has never seen
or heard of such things as "hill-climbs." For his benefit
let us take the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials this year, on the last
day of which the competitois ascended Birdiip Hill.
The Douglas was good undoubtedly, and also the Wolf,

Motosacoche, and Moto-Reve did well, but most of their
riders

_
pedalled slightly. Any spectator there would, notice

the difference of speed which was made by most 3^
h.p. machines compared with the lightweights—of course, we
will not talk of the larger machines—and most riders of
which did not use pedals.

Another argument is that on a 3^ h.p. machine you can use
a comfortable high gear instead of the low gear which must
be used on lightweights, and which is so annoying on long
rides or at any speed much over twenty-five m.p.h. I have
done over 9,000 miles on a 1909 Triumph in all weathers this
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year, and, marvellous to relate, I am not afraid to use it on
muddy roads. I also do not think the under-tyred light-

weight is half as comfortable as the 3^ h.p. machines, and
is not any easier to start, and will not do a slower speed.

I was not aware before that a Douglas is quite as efficient

as a 3i h.p. machine, but, as Mr. Morris knows, there is an

end of it. I admire the Douglas myself, and do not for a

moment wish to say a word against it, but anybody with
commonsense will agree with me in answering in the negative

when I ask the following c^uestions : First, is it as fast?

Second, will it climb hills as well as a 3^ h.p. minus pedals?

Third, can you average as fast a speed over an ordinary give

and take road? W. L. T. KHYS.

Sidecars v. Tricars.

[4465.]—If one purchases a 6 h.p. motor bicycle with
sidecar and two-speed gear for seventy guineas instead of a

tricar for eighty guineas, one has the following advantages :

(1.) Ten guineas in pocket.

(2.) When touring alone the empty seat does not go for

a tour as well.

(3.) A sidecar can be turned round in a 15ft. road, not

30ft., without going astern.

(4.) A sidecar is getatable.

(5.) The combination is usually half the weight.

(6.) Therefore tyre and petrol bills are less.

(7.) Speed is not worth mentioning.

(8.) Back lignt not wanted.
(9.) Steering wears one tvre not two.

HENRY GEAFTON.

The Utility of the Motor Cycle.

[4466.]—I am enclosing you two photographs that I

thought would be interesting* to your readers, as they show
to what a lot of uses a motor cycle can be
put. One photograph shows the sidecar

seat removed. In its place I have strapped
on a sort of rack, and on it I carry to I,

Royston, a di.stance of" five miles (rather

hilly road), the following articles in connec- -

tion with my busmess : One bullock's hide,

one bag of fat, and six sheeps" skins.

In the other view the rack has been
replaced by a box with half lids. In the
box I carry between 150 and 200 lbs. of

meat, which I deliver on my rounds. Both r :

contrivances can be attaclied and detached , __
in about three minutes. The motor bicycle

is a 32 h.p. Rex with single speed.

I have also made a little box to cover the
magneto. This is slipped on from the
bottom like a shoe, with a flap of leather
on the top, and keeps all mud and water
out of the magneto. I have ridden this

machine now for 7,000 miles, and with the
exception of iwo troubles when I first

- had it the machine has been all that could be
desired. V. PLEDGER.

Mr. Fawcett makes no mention, as far as I can see, of th
" Guide Michelin," a red guide book with maps, issued b;

Michelin free of charge. I cannot praise this wonderful boo'
too much. Nobody should think of touring in France withou
it, and I am sorry to say that there is nothing to come u
to it in England.

Touring in France is cheaper and better in every way tha
in England. We joined the Motor Union and the Tourin
Club de France, and both were useful, not to say necessarj
The roads outside the towns are wonderful—general!

straight as an arrow for miles, with excellent surface, n
hedges, and, no speed limit in practice. In the towns, how
ever, the roads and 'pave are vile. The road signs ai

splendid—^the people one -meets only too delighted to sho^

the way. However late one arrives at an hotel or inn,

meal will be cooked, and everybody glad to see you—a gret

contrast to the grumbles of England, with closed doors
one comes in at night.

Coming back through Rouen, I skidded, and bent tl:

engine-shaft, and broke the crank case and frame of tl:

bicycle. This was not as big a disaster as might at firs

appear, for my machine was a Rex bicycle, four years old, thf

I had rescued from the scrap heap for a few pounds and mad
to go, and, considering the baggage and the extraordinar
mountains we crossed, it did very well. My friend was
a twin-cylinder IMinerva, \7l1ich ran splendidly.

Mr. Fawcett does not say what luck he had at Mont(
I lost.

Here I ride a !Motosacoche (to the astonishment of tl:

niggers) on what you would probably call a cart track, fc

about a mile. It makes one sigh for the French roads, an
in the same way the uninspiring faces of the local ladi(

(awful !) makes one wish one were back at Monte Carlo agaii

Southern Nigeria. R. H. HOWE.

This Rex motor

Harrogate to the Riviera and Back.
[4467.]—I have just read .with interest Mr.. William

Fawcett's account of his journey to the Riviera and back •

by motor cycle, and having accomplished a similar journey
myself from Yorkshire to Monte Carlo and back with a
friend (Mr. J. B. Leefe) in the autumn of 1908, I would
like to point out a few interesting differences between our
methods of travelling.

My friend and I carried on our machines all our clothes
for a month, including dress clothes, boiled shirts, etc. We
wei'6 not trying to break any records (we certainly did not),

and, if hard up for clean linen, stopped and had it washed
(one day's stop). We were thus able to go when and where
_we fancied, were always able to change comfortably on
arrival anywhere, and had all our things with us. These
baggage loads were about 70 lbs. on each machine. Our route
was as follows : Dieppe, Orleans, Nevers, St. Etienne,
Yssingeaux. Valence, Avignon, and Nice. The hills round the
St. Etienne coalfields were so remarkable that we came back
by Vienne, Lyons, and Roanne to cross the watershed between
the Rhone and the Loire.

We had a good many belt troubles, chieflyidue, I suppose,

to the baggage we carried. Next time we are going in for

chains.

bicycle and sidecar are used by the writer of the accompanying letter in the course of

his business.

Unrolled Stones. Cheshire Authorities set a Commendable
Example.

[4468.]—I have been requested by my committee to ca

your attention to the very considerate action of the highwa

authorities in this county (Cheshire). Wherever unrolled met;

is left overnight two red lamps are placed, one at each en

of the patch of unrolled stones to which they call attentioi

with the words " Beware of the stones " in white letters.

These lamps are placed a suitable distance from the stone:

thus giving adequate warning to motorists. I am sure a

motorists will appreciate this consideration on- the part (

the authorities of a county which. I am sorry to say, he

hitherto had a rather bad reputation among the motorin

community.
J\ly committee think, however, that if such instances c

consideration as the above are brought to light, it will hel

to bring about a much friendlier state of \i.^.:.yz than m
been the case in the past. Trusting that you will fin

space for this letter in an early issue,

A. MAURICE TATHAM,
Hon. sec. Crewe and District Motor Club.

A 2
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A Friendly Match.
469.]—The report of the contests between Mr. H. C.

mp van D-iggelen and the members of the Western Dis-

; M.C. (London), which appeared under Club News in

Motor 'Cijde supplement of the 13th inst., was, I think,

ry fair one. Whether the distance ridden was half or

equarters of a' mile I cannot say, but the latter was the

nate of several riders present. However, I will, at an

y opportunity, revisit the place and measure the distance.

lew the 2^ h.p. Wanderer to be reputed a fast machine,
almost expected to be beaten. The Triumph picks up

sd very quickly, but I wished everything to be as fair as

ible, so at Mr. van Diggelen's request we agreed to

3 a flying start. After travelling about eighty yards

1 with each other, and attaining a good speed, the word
1" was given, each then putting on full speec>. I won by
e sixty yards, and the win was repeated in further con-

s both by myself and Mr. H. E. Vowler, the ca;ptain of

club. As referred to in the above-mentioned notice, I

3 a match will be arranged next year on either the Brook-
Is or Stadium tracks for any distance Mr. van Diggelen
s to name, or I shall be pleased to meet him any week-end
endeavour to find a longer course. In a distance of, say,

miles, vyill Mr. van Diggelen state if he would suggest

anding start, or, if not, what distance does he require in

;r to attain full speed? F. H. MULLETT.

The A.C.U. and Provincial Clubs.

470.]—With reference to the above subject, in your
e of the 13th inst., I must say I can quite confirm Mr.
fard Smith's views that there is a great deal of dis-

sfaction between the parent body and the provincial

s, but this is not to be wondered at.

ake, for instance, Council meetings. If I remember
t, we were promised that these should be held alternately

jondon and the provinces. Since that time four or five

tings have been held, and beyond the one held at

mington in 1908, all the others have been held in the
ropolis, and, further, I hear that the next will also be
[ in London. The reason of this would appear that the
ate members' delegates are somewhat afraid of " coming
of their shell " and facing the music. There is no excuse
ffer, for I was informed months ago that the Nottingham
).C. had invited the A.C.U. to hold the next Council
ting at Nottingham. This offer was accepted by the

.U., yet the following Coimcil meeting was held at

;adilly. I think I am right in saying that Mr. Aubert
ng and the committee of the Nottingham club have felt

slight somewhat deeply, and, further, it has not
led to improve feelings among other Midland clubs,

f course, it is only natural that the founders of the A.C.U,
1 *'to hold the reins," for do they not pay £1 Is. sub-
otion against the afiiliated club members' 2s." ? Yet at the
e time the A.C.U. would be quite at sea without its

odd affiliated members. Therefore the clubs should have
eased opportunities of airing their views at Council
tings.
7^6 admit that the A.C.U. is the only body worthy of our
oort, and we also admit that it has done good work in

past, but can anyone explain why the membership is

er 3,000 when we are informed that there are a matter
'5,000 motor cycles registered in the country? Tlie latter

ark fihouM indicate that some rousing up is required
cfc from headquarters, and unless this is done I quite
k the same as your correspondent, i.e.. that there will be
)lit in the ranks. HAROLD C. PICKERING.

Hon. Sec. A.C.U. Midland Centre. -

471.]—As secretary of one of the largest clubs in the
itry (at one time affiUated to the A.C.U.), I was much
i-ested in Mr. Howard Smith's letter in the issue of
amber 13th and Mr. R. Vernon C. Brooks's letter last

t believe, however, that I am right when I state
the A.C.U. has tried running competitions in the

'Inces arid met with very poor encouragement from pro-
ial riders.

leaking for our own 125 members, I could number on one
1 the riders who are ever desirous of running in A.C.U.
petitions, for the simple reason that they consider the

Y f^.es far. too much for the fun derived. But, like ail

r giatetul clubs, wejjuite recognise that, apart from com-
loJKs altogether, the A.C.U. does really good work, but,
the bulk of the 150 clubs in this country, we unfor-

tunately cannot see our way to pay what we are asked to

pay for the benefits we receive. In fact, without beating
about the bush, they are not value for money.
On the existing basis of affiliation, it is very plain to see

that the A.C.U. will never get the bulk of the clubs to join

m with it. But what is the A.C.U. to do?
_
The bulk of

the money to run it comes from its private members
and the R.A.C., and imtil the A.C.U. has some assurance that

the clubs of this country will join en inasse, it would be
very foolish indeed to throw up the private membership. At
the same time, I firmly believe that if the A.C.U. would
formulate some scheme whereby clubs could be affiliated at
a stated fee per annum of, say, £4 4s. or £5 5s., it would
immediately get such a number of clubs within the fold that
it would be enabled to say (what it cannot say to-day) without
fear of contradiction : We are the A.C. Union. My sincerest

wish is : Let it be soon.
'

JACK HASLAM,
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The Use of the Carrier.

[4472.]—I was much interested by an article in your
paper some time ago on the growing custom of tating
passengers on the luggage carrier of a motor bicycle. Though
your criticism of this practice was no doubt technically sound,
yet the scope and naturo of such expedients must to a great
extent depend upon the circumstances of the particular case,

and be justified.

It is evident that there is a growing demand for motor
bicycles capable of carrying two persons. At present this is

almost entirely met by the attachment of a sidecar, which,
though excellent in its way, does not wholly satisfy those
who desire to retain the mobility of the motor cycle structure
and weight, without incurring the additional difficulty of
housing.

I believe I am not alone in thinking that what is wanted
is a machine on two wheels which does not exceed 160 lbs.

nett weight, which can at will and without any inconvenience
whatever be used either as a single or passenger motor cycle.

Sidecar manufacturers have had to perfect devices by which
a sidecar can be attached or detached in a few minutes, and
why? Simply because the majority of riders cannot conveni-
ently house the vehicle as a fixture with three wheels, and
also because they do not always want to carry a passenger.

If a passenger is carried on the carrier of a single - seated
motor bicycle the principal difficulties which have to be con-
tended against at the present moment are : 1. Discomfort to

the passenger on a long journey; 2, tyi'e troubles; 3, risk of

bending back spindle. Against this one has the advantage
of ease of storage and extreme mobility.
My own experience this year has been a happy one.- The

ease of talking on a long journey with one's companion sitting

close behind, compared with difficulty of talking when seated
in a tricar, will be appreciated by those who, like myself, have
tried both.
There is no necessity to go for a higher horse-power than

3^ h.p., though a two-speed gear and free engine would be of

great advantage.
I find that with a passenger up I can hold my own with

most cars uphill, and my machine is a 1909 Triumph, geared

4i to 1. In my opinion a two-wheeled passenger - carrying
machine would be ideal for military purposes, because whilst
the driver was responsible for the machine in critical situa-

tions, his companion could make the necessary observations
without loss of time when a quick retiring movement was
necessary. Perhaps some of j'^our readers will suggest a
design.

I may add that tyre troubles are the only actual <lifficulties

with which I have had to contend GEBVASE DTSNY.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
C. R. Collier writes : "I notice in The Motor Gych

Supplement of December 6th a note to the effect that a trio

of British racing motor cyclists are likely to visit the United
States during this season, my name being mentioned as one
of the three, and also that correspondence had already passed
between myself and tlie interested parties on the other side.

I might mention that this correspondence has been all one-
sided, and was first started on account of a notice which
appeared in the Motor Cycle lUvstratecl of America, in which
Mr. De Rosier, 'the Indian Space Eater,' as he is termed,
stated that he would particularly like to meet me in a motor
cycle race. I immediately wrote notifying him of my willing-
ness to meet him, but have had no direct reply." .
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IT
was truly stated in the opening paragraph deal-

ing with the Morgan internal combustion engine

in your issue of December X3th that " the ideal

form for the propulsion of motor vehicles is the

turbine." The principle of the turbine, however,

is not completely carried out in this ingenious design.

The great success of the turbine is due to the absence

of reciprocating parts and unbalanced forces. The
presence of a reciprocating piston in the design tends

largely to neutralise any advantage claimed for it,

for it will be readily seen that as the piston is moved
backwards and forwards under the action of the eccen-

tric the rotating mass is thrown out of balance except

when the piston is exactly midway in its stroke.

Even then there is no doubt that considerable diffi-

culty would be found in balancing the rotating por-

tion, for there are so many parts which would have to

be nicely weighed against each other that balancing
appears to be almost impossible.

The inventor has evidently foreseen the difficulty

which all experimenters have found- with internal

combustion turbines, viz., that it is well nigh impos-
sible to efficiently cool the blades exposed to the heat

of combustion. Mr. Morgan's design eliminates

blades on the rotor, but it does not get rid of any
tendency to distort and burn those of the stator,' If

water cooling is ' adopted and the blades are made
hollow they must still have "a sharp edge to give any
efficiency, or if a blunt edge is acted on b}' the gases,

then efficiency is xery much reduced.

An Interesting Problem.

It is rather an interesting problem as to whether the

gases Avould burn at exit from the orifice of the burner,

as stated in the description. It should be remembered
that air under pressure in the conditions indicated by
the drawings and description would probably not
induce spraying of the petrol unless it was fed to the

burner at equal or greater pressure than the air is

compressed by the compressers. _ In any case, I am
under the impression that a constant or sustained pres-
sure would not be_obtained at the burner, but would
vary according to the compression placed on it by
the compressers. Hence unless the rotating mass
possessed high inertia it appears to me that this

turbine would run unevenly. The statement that
"as soon as the pressure of the first charge is reduced
other succeeding charges are pumped through the
burners, and at a certain minimum speed the heat
of the first charge ignites the subsequent charges, so
that there is a continuous explosion -in the form of

a Bunsen flame at each burner." I think assumes too
much, for any attempt at ignition in this form could
only be a makeshift, as the time at which the gases
become ignited. is found by practical experiment to be
very variable.

It appears to me that it would be necessary always
to use the sparking plugs to give the correct time

of firing. If this is so injection of water into thi

combustion space would probably cause trouble

Lenoir in his early gas engine^ experiments injectet

water in the form of a spray into the working cylin

ders, and as a result had great trouble with the igni

tion. The position of the sparking plugs is opei

to criticism. Judging by the construction of th-

turbine, it appears that it would be necessary to opei

out the case every time attention to the sparking plug

was required.

The Air Admission Valve.

[

Another point Avhich would probably give troubl

I

is the air admission valve. If the rotor runs at higl

j

speed and only a fairly strong spring is used, thesi

vah'es would be thrown off their seatings by centrifuga

action, or if a very strong spring is fitted they wouh
not lift at all. This is a trouble which has bee]

discoY»red ' by the makers of rotary petrol engine
for use on aeroplanes, and the difficulty has been over

come by -actuating the . valves mechanically.

After carefully studying the design it appears ti

me that it would be far better to have a separate ai

pump fitted outside the casing of the turbine. Thi
would simplify matters very considerably and give ;

much better chance of success. Doubtless it woul(

also be possible so to arrange the outer casing tha

easy access to the sparking plugs could be obtained

A certain amount of experimental work has bee)

done in this country on the internal combustion tur

bine, . but nothing really satisfactory has come t(

light so far, although a large plant on the turbin

principle has been, laid down in Germany, and grea

things have been hoped for from this. I believi

fairly successful results have been obtained when thi

mixture has been compressed and ignited right awa;

from the turbine proper. After ignition the gas ha

been conducted through jacketed passages which taki

the form of regenerative furnaces, and from there i

has been led into the turbine to do work. : In con
elusion, although it is interesting to read that inventor

are striding to leave the beaten track and accom
plish greater things, I fear the theoretical an(

practical disadvantages met with are somewha
dishearteniiig. - -

_

"Four X.S.U. Perfect Lightweights" is the title o:

an illustrated leaflet just issued by the N.S.U. Moto]

Co., Ltd., 186, Great Portland -Street, W. The model;

illustrated are the 1% h.p. with s^i"- direct V-beli

drive, 1% h.p. fitted with under-geared pulley, i^ h.p

fitted w^ith two-speed gear and free engine, and th^

2'!/^ h.p. twin-cylinder fitted with under-geared pulley

The I y^ h.p. lightweights are single-cylinders measur-

ing 63 X 78 mm., the bore and stroke of the twin being

52 X 74 mm. It is w^orthv of particular note that all

these machines are direct driven by means of %'in,

V-belts. The two-speed i ^-2 h.p. model was designee

primarily for medical men and elderly riders.
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In Appreciation

of

A Sidecar

Combination.

ITTHEN publishing a descrip-

a/ tion of a trial run last

December in my two-

seated Lowen sidecar

ached to my 7 h.p. twin Match-

s with Nala two-speed gear, the

itor invited me to give readers

The Motor Cycle an account of my experience with

s exceptional combination. In .the first place I

1st explain that my sidecar is just of sufficient width

hold two adults, but except on about three or four

sasions, and then only for distances of five or six

les at a time, I have never used it for two adults.

f wife and child of six years, with their two or three

ys, have just sufficient room to travel in real com-

•t, just as if they were in a motor car. Their

ight is nine and three stones respectively, and mine

I and a half stones.

Coming to my experiences now, I must report my
-y happy surprise at my Matchless 's apparently

inite power and its great turn of speed when imme-
itely after its arrival I had a few solo runs and some
st-ups with other motor cycles and cars on lonely

ids, which always meant an easy victory for me.

le Matchless handle-bar control, together with

\.P. automatic carburetter, needing no further

eration of taps than the adjusting of the air lever

fore mounting the machine, makes driving a real

iasure, as one never needs to take one's hands ofi"

J handles. On the left handle is the spark and
iiaust control, and the right handle is the gas con-

)1, the latter and that for the spark being of the

)ush knob " pattern. The two thumbs do all the

QtroUing.

Opinion of the T-wo='wheeled Sidecar.

As regards the sidecar, I must say that my first

uble was that the axle nuts of both wheels Avould

rsist in coming loose at first once after about one

ndred miles, but during the next rides even after

:rty miles, so I had two longer spindles fitted, and

t three nuts at each end of same. Since then I

ve never had one moment's annoyance in this respect.

lIso found it necessary to fit stronger carriage springs

d duplex front forks. An additional special kind

axle stay under carriage body I fitted as well, but

ly as a precaution. The Cape cart hood I adjusted

that when down it causes next to no wind resist-

ce. These alterations were executed early in the

ing in order to save me trouble in summer, and they

II repaid me, as I can now look back to a summer's
d pleasure, and the condition of both the Matchless

tchine and the sidecar is still such that I have every

ison to expect them to last me many a year yet

hout giving serious trouble.

The excellent J. A. P. engine still pulls as well

only a J. A. P. can pull, and, as regards its

bearings, even " Ixion's " " Sandow
and crowbar " cannot yet make
them shake. I am speaking of the

crankshaft and magneto transmission

bearings, because I must admit that

in the 3,100 miles of touring I have
never had as much as a cylinder

off nor even ground in the exhaust valves. After

2,200 miles I intended to grind in the latter, but, find-

ing their seatings clean and bright and compression
good, I left well alone. I shall now, however, have
this done for order's sake. I fitted two new auto-

matic inlet valve springs, together mth their cotters

—

that is all ! The Bosch magneto has never been

touched ; the contacts were set very close, and even
now they are not yet worn down to the gap required to

insert the Bosch Co.'s pocket knife testing blade.

The Nala—well, I almost feel like saying, " Long live

the Nala gear! " It has been most satisfactory, and
I should think I have whilst touring exclaimed at least

on a hundred special occasions to my passengers,
" What should we do now if we had not this free

engine and excellent gear? " Altogether we have got

so much to like and treasure our little vehicle that we
have'commenced to consider it an honoured member
of our little family, and I am never without a supply
of good oil and petrol in the house to satisfy its

healthy appetite. The combination steers so easily

that I can take my hands off for quite fifty yards, and
can steer even round a sharp corner with finger and
thumb.

Its Reserve Power on Hills

As regards hill-climbing with full load, we have
ne\er yet needed the fullest power on low gear, and
as an indication of where we have toured, often carry-

ing as much as 120 lbs. of extra weight in luggage,

spare parts,' petrol, and oil (the large sidecar being
specially adaptable for this), I may mention that

we have I'oaraed often over the hills of Derbyshire,
including the Cat and Fiddle road and other steep

hills in the northern and southern {i.e., Ashbourne)
parts of that county, and during our holiday trips we
have been through the Lake District, over Shap
(going north). South of Scotland, back again via

Keswick and Windermere. On lea\'ing the latter

place on the way to Kendal is a long hill, finishing

with a steep climb, on top of which we Avere amused
to encounter a danger board advising cyclists to

dismount when descending this steep and twisty

stretch of road which we had just so nicely sur-

mounted. A -great portion of North Wales, includ-

ing the high hills between Ruthin and Llangollen,

those around Aberystwyth, Devil's Bridge, Rhayader,
Wye Valley, tllie Gloucestershire climbs at Charlton-

Kings, and between Stroud and Cirencester, also

^ Forest of Dean (we stayed at Mitcheldean), are some
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of the districts we have visited from our home near

Manchester.

Special Praise for the T>vo=speed Gear.

To thos.e waverers who distrust two-speed gears I

may say that there is no justification for tlieir opinion

that they are more trouble than they are worth.

They should watch us climb a steep hill or start on

one from a standstill Avith full load up; such a sight

would do them good; I can honestly recommend
the Nala as being very simple in design and very

substantial in construction. On the hilly and twisty

coast road betAveen Aberdovey and Dolgelly, and then

to Barmouth and Harlech, I have driven our heavy
touring load with many gear changes a distance

of about fifty miles, and when going home next day,

to please my wife, who wished to enjoy the lovely

scenery at greater leisure, and also so as to be able to

take the very numerous bends at slower, speeds (say

ten to sixteen miles per hour), I drove again at first

a sixteen miles non-stop on low gear, then six miles

on high gear, and again eleven miles on low gear

(non-stop), and yet when, out of curiosity, I came to

examine the gear at home I found no visible wear.

I did not, however, on that occasion at first tighten

up the locking parts of the gear sufficiently, being

afraid to tighten them too much, although there is

an indication how far .this should be done.' The
result was .a slackness after the next ride and a little

wear on the locking ring keys. I then tightened

the gear up thoroughly, and I have since done about
I,coo miles without trouble. These slightly worn
parts are very inexpensi\'e, and I shall have new ones

fitted now.
On such undulating roads as the one from Man-

chester to Chester and reverse my machine climbs all

the hills on high gear, full load up. The belt I use

is a i}"6\n. Whittle. It has run 1,500 miles now, and
is excellent yet, and, as the makers claim, it certainly

trebles the life of the pulley. I have also tried a

i^in. rubber belt, which transmits the power well, .

but pulls out and wears after 600 miles, at least in

the case of my heavy load.

The Cape cart hood has been a blessing to my
passengers more than once, and I am exceedingly

pleased I had it fitted.

Its General Design and Advantages.

As regards appearances, I can only say that the

critics who saw my combination "empty" in its

motor house at home, and then considered it rather

overdone, are all unanimous now in calling it "very
_.nice indeed," since they have seen it on the road,

occupied by my wife and little girl in the car and
myself on the saddle. We have never yet failed in

getting rapidly ahead of a car if we found the car's

dust a nuisance, for we can on the level get up a speed
of about forty miles per hour for a short distance,

and maintain a speed of thirty to thirty-five miles per

hour for at least twenty to thirty miles—of course,

not against a gale. I do not imply that no car could
pass us, but I mean that the speed and power of my
machine pulling its full load compares with, say, that

of an 8 to 10 h. p. car, which in original cost, includ-

ing hood and in cost of running, is a more expensive

affair, and, judging by correspondence in the recent
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issues of motoring journals, is not nearly so sporting

a vehicle as the one I possess. As regards petrol

consumption, I use one gallon every fifty to fifty-five

miles.

When Messrs. Collier and Sons, the makers of the

Matchless, sold me this machine they guaranteed me
satisfaction, and I am delighted to admit that their

guarantee has been more than fulfilled, since my
machine has never yet seen a repair shop, although 1

have never spared it during many trips.

Now a few more words why I' consider my co'ii-

bination preferable to a good double seated tricar

:

1. Its cost and upkeep are no greater.

2. The passengers and driver sit side by side

and at the same height. This is a great advantage
for conversation and for looking over hedges whep
travelling on certain roads.

3. Ladies and children like to be protected from
rain, and a Cape cart hood (as I have) can be fitted

on such a sidecar as' mine, and the hood even improves
its appearance.

4. Luggage carrying is made as easy as on a

motor car, as the large drawer projects ten inches

behind the side carriage body, and luggage can be

strapped on it.

5. Being on four wheels, it has greater stability

on grease, and it makes only two tracks. Therefore

there is not the same risk of punctures as with a three-

track machine.
6 and lastly. What joy for a sporting motor

cyclist to have now and then a " spin
'

'
—

" a real

l)urster "—^on a powerful solo motor bicycle! My
bicycle detaches in two minutes, and therefore I

can make such pleasure mine; but the tricarist can-

not do so with his machine.
Regarding licence, I pay 15s. for the motor bicycle

and 15s. for the sidecar.

The overall width of my combination is just that of

a motor car, so there is nothing clumsy about it in

this respect.

One tip yet to my fellow motor cyclists who may
not know this, viz., never go on a tour without an

Eyquem Fasteneezie corset. These excellent things

are made in all sizes, and are splendid for fastening

round an inner tube in case of a badly cut or burst

tvre.

My wife and child are already looking forward to

some long rides next spring and summer, and the

same applies to the writer. E. Korber.
>—•«•—<

THE F.N. UPKEEP MANUAL.
An upkeep manual, dealing with the F.N. light

two-speed motor bicycle, has just been issued by the

F.N. Motor Agency,' 106, Great Portland Street, W.
This booklet is very completely illustrated, and by

means of a special, index arrangement of the leaves,

each of the lists of principal parts can be referred

to immediately. The change speed gear and, trans-

mission are clearly shown in sectional drawings and

photographs. One of the chapters is devoted to

points to be attended to before starting, during the

run, etc. Every purchaser oi sl 2% h.p. light F.N.

will be presented with a copy of this manual, and it

can also be purchased separately by any reader who
desires to become fully acquainted with the details

of this most attractive mount. We hope to have a

practical trial of a lightweight F.N. very shortly.

-
.

A35
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A NEW FORM OF BACK-REST.

DUR readers will doubtless re-

member that in the issue of |
December 6th (page 967) wt |

illustrated and described a back- f~

ist for motor cyclists made by Atkins '

id Pridmore and sold by the' Service f

o., Ltd. In the description we f
mitted to point out that a special ^'

evice fitted to the back-rest enables
\

to move in unison with the rider's
|

ady. When a motor .cycle strikes an

bstruction in the road the saddle

ses and falls, and with it the rider. ''

1 the case of a back-rest whi(^h is n(jt

;tached to the saddle the rider's, back

ould chafe up and down against thr

'St owing to the latter remaining .sta

onary. The accompanying illustra- ^lii

ons show the device which enables the

^st to slide up and down. It also

lows the position occupied by" the

ack-rest when it is converted to act as a spare seat,

the uprights shown supporting the .seat on the rear

^.&&£.

A NEW PATTERN BELT FASTENER.

rHE latest belt fastener which has been submitted

to us is the Forward detachable and adjust-

able .fastener, .made by; the Forward Cycle Co.,

9, Edmund Street, Birmingham.
Th<^ usual clips and screws are provided for attach-

lent to the ends of the belt, the adjusting links, three

1 number, fitting in slots in the clips. To assemble
le fa.stener one of the links, according to the length

f belt required, is inserted in the slot in the clip in

T

Fi-t 1. v,^ Fig. 2.

le position shown in fig. i. The specfal grooved
)ller is then inserted and the link pulled to the end
t" the slot (see fig. 2). To insert the remaining clip it

hould be placed at right angles to the link, as in

g. 3, and the other roller inserted, the clip being

ulled to the end of the slot (see fig. 4).

Atkins and Pridmore's back-resl. The lelt hand illustraiion shows the device at the rear of the padded
rest which enables it to rise and fall in unison with the rider's movemenls. The other view is that of the
back rest let down to serve as an extra seat.

of the carrier are not required they can be folded

down out of the way.

••—

<

CHAIN DRIVE.
By A. Wharton Metcalfe, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E.

HE chain drive has on several occasions been

referred to in the columns of Tlie Motor Cycle

as a rigid tran.smission, no doubt inadvertently

liy so expert an autharity as Mr. B. H. Davies.

The chain drive even in the case of the old Singer

back wheel engined motor cycle could scarcely be

tt^rmed a rigid drive, since it onlv, became rigid when
the springs of the spring clutch were fully compressed.

In the case of the P. and M. motor cycle, to which
;>llusion is made, the chain drive can be regiilated

as desired, and since there is no stop to interfere

with the continuous very slight slipping of the clutch,

the chain drive on the high gear can in no sense be

called rigid unless the clutch is screwed up so as to

pre^•ent its performing its functions—a state of things

of which the rider will soon be made aware.

On the low gear the drive is much more rigid, though

not absolutely so, since a slight amount of slip can _

be allowed by not forcing the wedge bars home too

fully—a condition of things which works well on all

but the very steepest hills.

'Sly experience justifies me in saying that the chain

drive on the -high gear can be made as comfortable

and elastic as that of a belt, so I mention these facts

lest any would-be purchaser of a chain-driven machine

should be deterred from investing by the drive being

described as ritrid.

RECENT PATENTS.
Amongst recently published specifications there are three
hich, although of some interest, are unsuitable for abridg-
ent in these columns, owing to their length and the number
illustrations which would be required to render them

ifiiciently clear. A brief statement of the number, name,
id subject matter is, however, appended :

No. 23,080, 1908, A. W. Wall.—This relates' to an auxiliary
motor wheel " for attachment to a pedal bicycle. It will

i remembered that Messrs. A. W. Wall, Ltd., exhibited a
vice o^ this nature at the recent Stanley Show, but the

k.6

actual construction described and illustrated in the specifica-

tion differs somewhat from that exhibited.

No. 23,081, 1908, A. W. Wall.—This specification describes

a foot starting device for use with the two-speed live axle

transmission previously patented by Mr. A. W. Wall.

No. 1,285, 1909, C. 'Brown and Brown and Barlow, Ltd.—
In this specification is described in detail the process of

manufacture af a carburetter, from .sheet or tubular metal,

in which the parts may be easily disconnected for ex-imina-

tion, cleaning, or adjustment.
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^E FOLLOW NO MAN.
rst introduced a system of free carriage

years ago, and there's nothing new

the sun. Still, imitation is -the

est form. of flattery. Now, boys, you are

just in time for a

CHRISTMAS BOX.
following machines are priced \'er} low, and f^r

ith order onh' :

p. MINERVA, H.B. control £3 19 9
.. MINERVA, spray £3 19 9
I. STANDARD, vertical engine £4 10
,p. REX, vertical engine £4 19 9
p. WEARWELL, spray £4 19 9
ove are in good running order wnd complete with

belt, coil, and accumulator.

NEW HUMBERS.
are going strong. Our keen quotations are securing
every diy. Give us particulars of your. present
le, and we will do the rest. Renumber, we are
authorised agents, and can beat the best.

December Bargain List Now Ready.
. ARNO, magneto, H.B. crntrol, new. ... £32 10
. ARNO, magneto, new, non-skid £32 15
. ARNO, mcgnetD, new, Palmer's £33 10
. HUMSER, new, 1909 mcdel £39 10
. REX, 1909 Tourist, soiled onlv £32 10
. REX DE LUXE, two speeds ' £29 10
. REX, 1909 model, like new £32 10
. REX, 1609 Speed King £32 10
. Twin BROWN, 190S, magnets, free engine £28 10
BAT, magneto, spring frame, two speeds.

.

£24 10
TWIN J .A.P., magneto, spring forks £22 10
MOTO-REVE, magi;eto, 1909 £30 10
MOTO-REVE, magneto, iyo8 £24 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, ne:rlv new £35 C
TRIUMPH, 1908, good order £30

, HUMBER, igog, two speeds, non-skids .

.

£37 10
. MINERVA, magneto, 2} tyres £18 15
, J -A. P., Chater Lea frame, spring fork« £18 10
. TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks., igo6.

.

£18 IG
, ANTOINE, 26in. wheels, M.O.V., smart.. £11 IC
. LLOYDS, vertical engine, 26in. wheels . . £8 1--

.' CLEMENT GARRARD, -Gin. wheels,
w bnilt £8 ir

, 1909 HUMBER, two speeds £37 IC
,
REX. 1908J, ball bearing, h.b. control .. £29 10
TRIUMPH new ^ £45

, N.S.U., magneto, aiin. tyres, long bars . . £22 10
,
N.S.U., magneto, 1908, sniart £17 10
.REX, 1908, magneto, h.b. control £17 10
'. REX. 1009. nearlv new £32
, REX DELUXE, Roc clutch, masrneto .. £25 10
. TWIN MINERVA, magneto, spring forks £22 10
. TWIN ROC, handle starting, m.igiuto .

.

£22 10
.TWIN REX, spring forks, low bui't £16 10
.REX, spring forks, trembler coii ....... £10 10
. REX,'26in. wheels, M.O.V. h.b. control.. £8 15

tr:cars and cars.
. REX LITETTE, 190S, two cylinders, raag-
ito, water-cooled, two speeds • cost iy<) .... £35 10
. STEVENS, fan-cooled, belt 'drive .7 ..... . £12 12
. FAFNIR, open frame, two-spec'ls, two
yrlinders ' £29 10
. LE.\DER, two-seater car, four cylinders.. £55 10

Cash buyers, receive special quotations.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BARGAINS, not rubbi.sh-—Very low 2|h.ii. I-'reivh-

man (Indian pattern), £10: also 3yii.ii Hum'.'";
;!'. and M. engine), £12; perieet ; offers invited-—Mur-
lej-, 125. Bluebell Hill. Nottingham.

Slh.p. Hitreber. two-speed and free engine, new hist

a June, since overhauled by makers and fitted with
191'J. improvements, including Druid .spring forks, plain
eouue 'tin;; rod bearing, new footboards and control, large

belt pulley>, complete v.'ith lamp and toofe Dunlop tyre-i

;unpunetured) £36. or nearest; bargain.—G.S., 37
Northiuuberland Ed-, Coventry.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

T^VIN Minerva, sm'ing forks, magneto, spares, not done
500 miles; lowest" £33—Wolf, Castle St.. Norwich.

7h.p. Peugeot, 1907, Mabon clutch, R O-M. tyres (un-

scratehed). H-B., new coil and ^accumulator, very

low; inspection invited; great sacrifice, £15.—Busirah.
Station Ed., ThetiV.rd.

MOTOSACOCHE and F-N. ' Motors.-We are sole

STiffoIk agents for above. Big allowances old

naehines. Several 1910 models, slightly soiled, cheap,-
Walker's Motor Mart. Ipswich.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TEIUMPH, late 1908. conditkn as new, full set spares
lamp, korn, perfect machine very little used

Sole Yorkshire Agents for tiic WILKINSON T.A.C. Moto'

Cycle de Luxe.

Sole London Agents for the 1910 NORTON.
Sole Ha ifax Agents for 1910 TRIUMPH.

£33-
-E. W- Tallis, Rhyswg Ed-, Aberearn, Mon.

ESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
POST.

OOTH'S MOTORfES
HARLES STREET, off Square Road,

lonc 1062. HALIFAX. ^^S."rat7o1,'.''

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"J
QO8 Late Trivmiph, perfect condition. Ifttle ridden.

it' accessories, spare tyre; £33.—H.C., Bridgeside,
Maidenhead.

1 Q09 5h.p. Twin Rex de Luxe, two-speed. u.sed two
\-*y months, horn, lamp, like new; £45.—T. Baker
and Sons, Motor Works, Eeading.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Huniber, two-speed, with Mills and Ful-
Xtf ford castor wheel sidecar, B. arid 15. carburetter,
not. used more than 300 miles : £42 10s.— T, Baker and
Sons, Mot3r Works, Reading.

"I Q09 Triumph Model, used eight weeks, brand new
-»- »? Clincher studded cover on back, unused, horn,
kimp, faultless condition; £38, no offers.-T. Baker and
3ons, Motor Works, Reading.

3h.p. Birmingham Quadrant, Longuemare carburetter
spring forks. Cuncher tyres, lor upright piano.—

Thomas Bond. Burfcrd, Oxon^

1 009 Douglas, condition as new,- fin. belt, Bates non-
J-t/ skias, climb Birdlip without a pedal; £29: no
cfflers ; approval ; deposit-— Gibb, Worcester St., Glou-
cester.

3JLh.p. 1909 Triumph, in excellent condition, new
2 back tyre, spare belt, cover for magneto, etc.

;

£27 10s.—Linington Bros., Ltd., Commercial Ed.. Ports-
mouth.

7-9h.p. Bat, 1908, with Millford sidecar. 1909, castor
wheel, free engine, nmnerous spares : f c r immediate

sale. £44. complete.—Box L833, Tftf Motor Cycle
Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

4-CTL. F.N.. 4i-h,p., and. nearly new sidecar, powfrful,
reliable combination; what oflersr—Stanton, belcw.

MOTO-EEVE Lightweight, magneto, spring forks,

handle-bar control. fc;ctre,sts, very l.iw irame ; £22
lOs-—Stanton. 619, Lea Bridge Ed., Leyton Loudon,

MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, excellent order, spares, com-
plete; £18 cash.-Eector, Wickham, Halstead

Essex-

WHITTLES.-Triumph, 3ih.p., late 1907, magneto.
• spring forks. H.B. control, excellent order; £26.

or offers.

WHITTLES.-Minerva, 31h.p., late 1907, M.O.V.,
spring forks, with sidecar, powerful, good condi-

tion; great bargain, £15 15s.

WHITTLES.-Minerva, 2h.p.. M-O.V.. diater - Lea,
26in. wheels, splendid running order; cheap

£6 15s., near offer.

WHITTLES.—Quadrant, 3h.p., veitical, good run-
ning order; £6 15s.—Whittles Motor Exchange,

Earlsfield. 'Phone, 711 I'ost, Wimbledon.

OTO-EEYE, good condition, new back non-skid cover,

adjustable pulley, carrier; £18. — Turpins, 29,
Preston Ed., Brighton.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles, you
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London, E.C., just off Ludgate Circus.

3h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, Longuemare, rubber belt, foot-

boards, foot brake, Continental, Clincher, spring

,

forks, guaranteed; £12.-32, Belhaven St-, Grove Ed.,
IrBow.

1910 TRIUMPH.
Standard model £4S xb

Tourist Trophy model . . . . fiBO

Free engine, £6 6s. extra. Earliest deliveries.

1910 T.A.C. (Motor Cycle de Luxe).
Standard model 60 gns.

Wheel-steering 63 ,,

Wheel-steering de Luxe . . . . 70 ,,

Cash buyers receive our rock bottom quotations aLvaySj

1910 DOUGLAS.
Model B 36 gns.

Model C 38 „

radbury S^ H.rT
1910 BRADBURY.

rg 10 Standard model £43

1909 Standard model £36

Number
1910 HUMBERS.

3-|h.p. two-speed £50
3i h.p. Standard £45

IJIO NORTON.
3J h.p. model 43 gns.

5 h.p. model 45 ,,

Cash buyers receive special quotations for any model.

1910 MOTO-REVES.
2 h.p. twin model 36 gns.

ij h.p. single ,.. 27 ,,

1909 models, 2 h.p 30 .,

We can supply on lowest terms any other make ol moti
cycle upon the market.

WRITE US AND SAVE MONEY.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
Powell St., HALIFAX.

Tele
phone : 433.

In answerinc/ these adverfisemerits it is desirnhle to mention

grams : "Petrol."

' The Motor Cycle."

136, Gt. Portland SI

LONDON, W.
'Phone : 552 Mayfair.

A39
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he Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, Westgate, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfection."

n-| A RFYFQ Deliveries from Stock.
Liberal exchanges.

£32 10

£10 10
£10
£12

" F»ORUUARS."
909 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, like new.

909 3^ h.p. REX, used in last T.T
Race £35

908 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £24 10

908 3I h.p. N.S.U., two speed, like new £26 10

;| h.p. competition magneto REX, used
by Mr. Jacobs, London £29 10

;J-
h.p. competition magneto REX, used

by Mr. O. C. Godfrey £29 10

i
h p. ROC, magneto, clutch, handle-
bar control £24
;i h.p. Magneto N.S.U., spring forks . . £18 10

[ h.p. ANTOINE, high tension magneto £18 18

! h.p. Magneto SIMMS, zjin. Pahners £17 10

[907 vh h.p. BRADBURY, 26in. wheels £13 10

:907 3I h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £17. 10

t
h.p. SINGER, belt drive, h.t. mag. £16 10

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
i

h.p. HUMBER, spray, free engine

i
h.p. BRADBURY, long and low .

.

i
h.p. RALEIGH, spray, vertical . .

[906 3i h.p. REX, spring forks, M.O.V. £15 10
a h.p. ROVER, spray, Palmers,

26x2i.... :. £13 10

i h.p. STEVENS, H.B. control, band b. £13 10

5 h.p. CLYDE, magneto ignition £15

jj h.p. WERNER, used with passenger £13 10

5 h.p. ARIEL, spry, good order £9 10

zihp BRA! >BURY,V belt, spray £6 10

2I h.p. LLOYDS, spray, special value £6 5

2f h.p. WHITLEY, spray £4 5

3 h.p. F.N.-SAROLEA £4 5
Monster list on application.

Cash offers considered.

Push cycles taken in exchange.

BRAND l>BE\A/

1909 REXES. 1909
1909 3 J h.p. Tourist REX £38

1909 3,i h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £48

1909 5" h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed £50
Compare these with 1910 prices.

s.
£26 10
£35
£20
£16 16

£29
£12 10
£25 10
£18 10

:)E LU.KE SIDECARS, ^Mn. tyres,

everything of the best, built by
experts, three-bolt attachment,
25 X 2jin. Clincher A Won tyres.

See our £4 17s. 6d. Sidecar, with art caiie

body, before purchasing cheap sidecars.

SID&.OAR IVIACHiNE
[908 Twin Tourist REX, magneto ....

1908 5 h.p. two-speed REX DE LUXE
1907 Twin Magneto REX
[907 5i h.p. Twin REX, spring forks . .

7-8 h.p" Twin MINERVA and N.S.U.
Sidecar, very smart lot

rwin WERNER Lightweight, spg. forks

5J- h.p. REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch .

.

S" h.p. Twin ANTOINE and Sidecar .

.

EASY PAYiVIENTS.
secures sood Touring'
Mount value £12.

Balance 5/- per week.
CARS AimD TR«OxK%>. .

Brand new O.T.A.V. voiturette, cost

102 guineas, hood, lamps, etc £60
8-10 h.p. two-cylinder FORD car £32 10
10-12 h.p. two-cyiinder BRUSH car ... £39 10

4J h.p. BRADBURY w.c. tricar £35
5 h,p. HUMBER w.c tricar £30
4ih.p. PHCENIX magneto trimo £25

5 J h.p. REX, Millford forecar £11 10

5|- h.p. REX, spring forks, fitted

with new Sidecar,art cane body,
2|-in. Clincher A Won tyre,

spec al detachable fittings ....

Montgomery Sidecar, seats two, nearly
new £4 10

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, brand new .... £5 15
Rigid artcane Sidecar, shop-soiled .... £4 5

B3

£1919

NEW CARBURETTERS.
Handle-bar Control Amac, 19/6. Brown and

Barlow, 25/- 1910 Carburetters, 32/- and 30/-
Cash discounts..

igoS-g Magneto Machines

I (J l) i) wanted for spot cash. Full
trade value given

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HAMPSTEAD for great bargains, new and second-

hand, gradual payments taken on any machine,
exchanges. — Only address, 5, Heath St., Hampstead.
Tel.: 2678 P.O.

HAMPSTEAD.—Humber, 1909, two-speed, almost

new, Druid spring forks, all accessories and spares

;

great bargain, i32.

HAMPSTEAD.—2|h.p. Douglas, magneto, and spring

forks, splendid condition; £28, with accessories;

Sih.p. N.S.U., £13.

HAMPSTEAD (£25). - F.N., 4-cyI., 4ih.p., splendid

condition, with all accessories, late model.

HEMPSTEAD.-Sole London and 'district agents for

Lincoln Elks, all models in stock; special price

trade.

HAMPSTEAD
model

(£26).-Genuine 1908 V.S., latest

5b. p., magneto, and spring forks, all acces-

sories.

H\.MPSTEAD.—Are now showing all the leading 1910
machines ; exchanges entertained ; delivery from

stock, no waiting.

HAMPSTEAD (£12).

model,
^^ ,„.-,. Lincoln Elk, 3h.p., 1909
new condition, with accessories, all bar-

gains, guaranteed.

HAMPSTEAD.-Triumphs, 1910, in stock; Rexes,

Douglas, Moto-Eeves, F.N-'s, no waiting; gradual

payments taken, fire per cent, extra.

HAMPSTEAD.-Trinmph, 1907, new tyres, splendid

condition. £27; " ---..,„.,.*.„« ^oc.
Rex, 1909, new condition, £26;

Douglas, 1909, £27.

HAMPSTEAD-—Minerva, 2h^., good order, £4 15s.;

Humber, 2h.p., £4 IDs- ; Humber, 2ih.p., splendid

condition. £5 10s. Tel.; 2678, P-O.

1 rt09 Triumph, not done 500 miles, perfect condition,

L*J spares; £34, bargain.-Wilkinson, 10, Crieff Kd-,

Wandsworth;

NYE'S!— Special Bargain, 1909 Res, 34h.p.. magneto,

new July, guaranteed perfect; £25.-69, Leather

Lane. Holborn.

l O09 Triumph, excellent condition, also sidecar, com-
-Lif plete : £42 10s., near offers considered--Hayes,

44, Balls Pond Rd., N.

21,h.p Minerva, Chater-Lea, Clinchers, thoroughly
2 reliable, accessories; £7 10s-, nearest—33

Doughty St., London, W-C
1 Q08 Minerva, 3ih-p., magneto, spring forks, adjustable

-Lif pulley, non-skid tyres, magnificent condition; £20-

—619, Lea Bridge Rd., Leyton, London.

31h-p- Quadrant, Nala t-wo-speed, R-O-M- back,

2 Palmer front, excellent pas'sengef machine; £18
10s., or of?er.-N- Lambert, 14, Tite St- Chelsea, S-W.

alh-p. Kerrv. E-O-M- tyre on back, Clincher front,

2 spring seat, long Bandle-bars, rubber belt; bar-

gain, £13.—G- S. Stone, 58, Finsbury Rd., Wood Green.

N.S-U-, 1908, 3h.p-, magneto. M.Q.LV-, splendid con-

dition, thoroughly reliable, powerful, fast; accept

£16.-17, Kenmure Ed-, Mare St-, Hackney, London-

4-CTL. F.N., 4ih-p., magneto, spring forks, ju.st over-

hauled, thoroughly reliable, crawls in traffic: £16,

sacrifice.-17, Kenmure Rd-,, Mare St-, Hackney, London.

31 h-p. Phcenii-Minerva, splendid condition, spring

2 fork.s, tvres. belt good. B- and B- carburetter;

£11, or sidecar and cash-—Sneed, 252, Eamsay Rd.,

Forest Gate

TWIN Rex, November, 1909. automatic lubrication,

spares, lamp, horn, two belts, run 50 miles only;

offers • exchange lOh-p- tricar, 2-eyl.—Box No. L835, The

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C.

F-N- Lightweight, lih-p-, new August, 1909, carefully

used, magneto, several new spares, complete, all

accessories; £25, or offer; want twin and sidecar-—62,

niiitley Ed-, Eastbourne-

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Druid spring forks, tan-

dem tyres, non-skid back, excellent condition; cost

£37, sacrifice £19; bought car-—Eason, Post Office,

Strand-on-Green, Chiswick, W-

1 O09 Triumph Motor Cvcle, lamp, and all acces-

-Li/ series, only ridden three times, purchased 1st

November; medical reason for disposal-—Apply,

Parker, " Eiver View," Kearsney, Dover-

1 Q09 Douglas, perfect condition, not run 200 miles,

Xil magneto, extra giiard, multi-twist horn, lamp,

new spare belt, valves, etc- ; cos.t 40 guineas, accept 30

guineas--E-D-, 16, High St-, Brentwood-

TWIN Accumulator Eex, cantilever seat, spring fork's,

engine perfect, take sidecar easily, go.d appearance,

very fast and comfortable; £15 10s-; will ride 20 miles

to purchaser--71, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, London, N-

ELEPHANT Motor Mart--Second-hand motor bikes

and parts at clearance prices, or bought, sold,

exchanged; state requirements-—Sole London agents lor

the 1910 All-British Amo—10 and 12, Elephant Ed.

Why Bother
about cost of carriage, when

MY quotations save you POUNDS.
ANY 1910 MODEL SUPPLIED.

in &>'tocl« sL-t ^quELre i-fO£t.Gl.
1910 3j h.p. Twin PREMIER 50 Gns.

1909 6 h.p. Twin--REX, quite new £36

6 h

.

p. Twin REX, Bosch magneto , very smar t £20 C

3J h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, 24in. wheels .... £19

3^- h.p. 1908 iRlUMPH, magneto ignition. .
£29 ~^

One ditto, fitted Roc two-speed gear .... £35 C

igo.S 6 h.p. HOC, two-speed and clutch . . £30 ^C

6 h.p. Tw n N.S.U., magneto, very low. . . £23 C

< h.p. vin N.S.U., magneto, v ry lo'w. . . . £21 (

igo6 kEX DE LUXE, clutch, e tcT
" """

1908 Twin REX, magneto, very low

£28

£25

3^ VINDEC, magneto, Nala two speeds . . £19 C

1907 .Twin RE.X, magneto £20 (

1008 F.N. Lightweight, Bosch magneto.... £17 (

3^ ii.p. GRITZNER, igo8, magneto ignition £17 (

908 Magneto < ",.X. fine condition £18 (

3I h.p. 1906 REX; M.O.-. ., spring lork^ . . £13 1(

SI n.p. i\vi-\Kti.\ a I'cauty . £16 1(

U h.p. REX, M.O. v., spray £10 1(

3.^ h.p. 1907 REX, lovely goer £15 1!

3t h.p. low REX, H.B. control £11 (

6 h.p. Twin REX, and sidecar £20 (

6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, and sidecar £27 (

CARS & TFtlCARS*.
5J h.p. igog O.T.A.V. Voiturette, brand
" new, ho.od, lamps, and spares. £60

I

h.p. REXETTE, fine machine.' ..... £24 (

£3 DOWN secures any o'F these
Balance 5/- per week

3* h p. Excelsior . . £9 1 2| h.p. .Minerva .

"-£

2i 11 Humber . £5 1 2-t h.". 1 'vciis . £

3i h.p. Kex .... - t9 1 2} n.p. R.n'ici P. . . £

3i h-P- Dux .... >9 1 2? h.p. King...... . i

^!i h.n. HUMBER. 2 6in- wheels . £

40

High-class Machines Wanted. Cash Waiting.

E. FARRAR,
Albion Works, Square Rd., HAUIPAX

Telephone 919.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'''

i 1 O09 Bradbury, winner several gold medals, equal to

j
JlXj new, specially tuned up, unpunctured E-O-M.
tyres, lamp, tools, spares, accessories, finest machine on

the road; take 30 giiineas—Stanton, 619, Lea Bridge

Ed-. Leyton, London-

fA'iKAit S

HALIFAX

S DECARS

MOTOR WORKS'"

£4 17s. 6d. complete with best tyres. Guaran
teed 12 months. An ideal wintei: attachmeni

quite rigid. Good, stylish, and comfortable. N-

sideslip. Beautifully sprung on double C sprint

Approval anywhere. Send for descriptive circulai

Don't buy till vnu i^ave seen ours.

SPEOlAt. BARGAINS.
Brooks Bioo Saddle 10

Ditto, padded top 15/

Brooks B105, new 15/

Middlemore's " Rideasy," padded 9/

Bro\vn and Barlow 1910 Carburetters, H.B.

control 28/

Amac Carburetters, H.B. control 19/

Old carburetter accepted in part payment. •

Premier High-tension Magneto, new 59/

Bosch ditto, ditto, twin-cylinder, new £3 1

Motor cycl^ frame, complete with wheels,

tyres, and tank 49/

Sidecars.
We have the following, taken in part payment fa

our " H alifax" sidecars

Montgomery, 24in. wheel, very good £3 1

Ditto, 26in. , „ ,, £3 1

Oakleigh, 26in ,, £3
28in £3
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GOOD RESOLUTI H
for the NEW YEAR—

ry COLLIER'S-
Ve shall be pleased to quote exchanges on any

machine over £7.

REAL JAiyT

) 3'J- h.p. two-speed REX, new. WTiat offers.

j TRIUMPH, brand new £45 IT
) Twin REX DE LUXE, SOILED . . £49 10

^ROC. 1907, magneto, H.B. control .; £23_0
rO-REVE, Druid forks, magneto, V belt £25

rOSACOCHE, 1908 £22 10

.p. N.S.U., magneto, good tyres £18

GER, 3 h.p., late model £18 C[3]

rOINE, 4 h.p., magneto £18

p. QUADRANT, a gem £17 10

p. ARIEL, JM.O.V., 26m. wheels £15 15

j. ^i, 1006, spring forks, M.O.V £14 10

^DAYS, 2 j-. 26in. wheels, spring forks £11

FAITHFUL SLAVES.
g CLEMENT, spring forks. Palmers . . £9 19

SC, 3J, John-o'-Groats model. 2210. frame £9 10

RRY , 2i, spray, 26in. wheels £10 16"

p. HUMBER, spray, clutch £/ 10

p. HUTVJBER, good value £6 10

U1\IPH, 2 h.p. Minerva engme, spray . . £9

RRY, long bars, low seat £10 10

^DRANT. 2 h.p.. low. 26in. wheels .... £8 1

SC, :; h.p .. long bars, dropped seat ij/ 1

LEIGH, 2 h.p., vertical £/ 5

K, 3 h.p., good value, vertical engine .... £5 1 9

i.p. MINERVA, splendid value £5 1§~

:UMPH-MIM ERVA. -rood order £5 19

"giRDLIP" BEATERS.
? Twin REX DELUXE, NEW £51

) 3-1 h.p. REX Speed King £37 10

K RACER, 24in. wheel. 60 M.P.H £30

i Twin REX DE LUXE, H.B. control.

.

£32 10

p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 16

h.p. MINERVA, 1908, suit sidecar £27 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
"COLYTE" Headlight, large separate
-nerator, MIRROR LENS 19/6
gest size THREE-NOTE HORNS

_ 8/6
i and Second-hand Accessory List on receipt cf

)ostcard. GET THIS—IT'LL PAY YOU.

HANDLE-BAR CONTROL
CARBURETTERS.

J Models B. & B., complete 25/-
j Models Amac ,, 19/6

Exchanges at above prices.
ge Stock of iQio models. 10% discount for cash

)TE TVRES. PRICES.
VLL NEW, PERFECT, AND BEST MAKES.
:2j 13/6 ;'26x2f 18/6 ; other sizes 13 /e each.
WIRED, 28 X 2, 12/6; 28 x 2J, 14/6.
Send for Lists (free). DON'T be too late.

^ 49 DEPOSIT, and balance 5/- weekly

^j ^^^ for any machine up to £'12 value.
^^ ^^ OTHERS, terms on application.

-sr
On APPRO, on receipt of Cash.

p^ ^^ COMPLETE, with 2iin. tyre,

W '** ^Uf well made and elegant art cane— B^^ body, wide mudguard, 3-bolt

f^0 ^^0 fastening (MY SPECIALITY).
THEY'RE WORTH DOUBLE.

Most easily detached sidecar on the market.
A IVIAR'VEIL or VAkUE.

Collier's Motorles,
\ Park Cross Street, LEEDS.

iFsLcins Town Hall.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

"I
QIC Triumphs can be suppUed from stock; cash, ex-

JLU change, or extended payments.—Guy's. Cycle De-
pot, Weymouth. -

SECTION X.
Scotland.

1 Q09 Triimiph, standard, 3ih.p._ model, condition as
JLt/ new; £35 cash, no ofiers.—Mitchell, 86, Main
St., Loehgelly.

Oil 10a. — Plimi-Dug for the hoUdays; Minerva,^ 2Jh.p., in pink of condition.: trial ivillingly.—Close,
Electcieian, Glengarnock, Ayrshire.

SCOTLAND'S Largest Motor Cycle Firm.—Res. T.S.,
Indian, Moto-Keve, Phelon and Moore, Zenith,

Douglas, Eoc, Griffon ; we stock all these, and can supply
any other make.—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothian
Rd., Edinburgh.

~

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

J.A.P. 5h.p. T.T. Racer, Chater-Lea frame, overhead
valves, ball bearing engine, Dunlop 2in. reinforced

racing tyres, perfect condition, only done 2,000 miles.
four spare valves, belt, tyre, and tube, will touch -68 on
the road ; £40.—Drury, Saggart, Dublin.

6^-^n

£18.-6]
seat

TRICARS FOR SALE.
Tricar, coach-built, minus engine, and gears as

ew; £8, or exchange.—Reynolds Bros., Barnsley.

6h.p. Twin Advance Tricar, coach-built front
excellent order.— 3, Wellingborough Rd.,

Norihamptca.
'

9 h.p. Riley, three speeds and reverse, non-skid on back,
splendid order; any trial; 58 guineas; Triumph

part exchange.—785, High Ed-, Leytonstone.

KEXETTE, lOh.p., 2-cyl., water-cooled. 1907 model.
open live frame, 3-seater. twin back wheel, abso-

lutely new condition; £35, motor bike part.—48, Walton
Rd., East Molesey.

CHATER-LEA. 4h-p. Stevens engine, two speed*
chain drive, open frame, wheel steering, sprinc

front axle. coach-bui4t bucket seats, two accumulators:
price £30.—Apply by letter, 191, Wsteombe Hill
Blackheath.

COMPANY Promoter's Magnificent 6h p. twin-cyl-
water-cooled Riley de Luxe tricar, most expensively

fitted, electric horns, lights, etc heavy Michelins through-
out, latest model, hardly scratched: 58 guineas for non-
troublesome sale.—Wrife, Car, 8, Westmorland St-. W.

SIDECARS AND PORECARS.
FOEECAE Attachment, 26in. wheels, wicker body, less

tyres; 15s—dump, 10. Dalton Sa- Butts, Cov-
entry.

WHOLESALE and Retail manufacturers. — Baskets,
springs, fittings.-Middleton and Co., Watson St.,

Newington Green, London, N.

FORECAR Attachment, coach - built, Phcenix type,
tyres, hubs, band brakes, without wheels, mud-

guards, needs repair; 40s.—Hetherington. Mofflat.

LATEST 12 Guinea Sidecar, brand new, and made
throughout with genuine Cbater-Lea fittings, £6

8s. ; wanted. Sunbeam cycle.—H. Bert, 9, Gaskell St-,

ClapLam, London, S.W.

J.
DAVIS, Automobile Engineer, Barnsbury Grove,
N., begs to inform readers that he is the inventor

and sole, builder of the protected double-seated sidecar,

illustrated recently in The Motor Cycle. This sidecar,

with tiller steering, is the last word in comfortable
motor cycling. Particulars and prices on application.

DON'T Worry!—Tour sidecar, walls, furniture, and
temper needn't be brcken or bent. Tou needn't

stop at home rather than wriggle and struggle with your
unwieldy sidecar through narrow passages. Our patent
Homegaraged sidecars close up to 23-2 6-i inches without
detaching, and can be wheeled together with the motor
cycle through narrowest passages. Tour own old sidecar
converted into Homegaraged one for £1 l?s. 6d.—Bram-
son and Co., 5, Farleigh Ed., Stoke Newington, London.

CARS FOR SALE.
GOING Abroad.—Light 6h.p. 2-cyl. car, £35, and 3h.p.

bike, £11; both perfect.—Eolt, W. Wickham, Kent.

DE DION, with hood, screen, lamps, tools, etc, wants
slight repair; £19 10s.— 66, Grand Parade, Har-

ringay.

1 rth.p. De Dion, clutch gears, new tyres; £105; photo;
J.^ exchange magneto cycle.— 2, Waverley Ea., Brad-
ford.

DAREACQ 10-12h.p. Car. 5-seater, splendid condition

;

bargain, offers.—Wingfield. 112, New King's Ed..
Fulham.

NEW TTnused 5i-8h.p. O-T.A Y. Yoiturette, 2-seater,

hood, lamps, to"I?, £oJ.— I'^arrar's M0t0rie3.Sq.uare
Ed., Halif.-,x.

OLDSMOBILE, 6h.p., exceptional strong tyres, 700 by
90. recently painted, overhauled ; £25, or exchaa3«>

—Geo. Farmer, Leamington.

1910
GOOD POINTS

about the

BRADBURY

radbury 3^ H.PT

MOTOR CYCLE.

The Motor is iii^hter.

Adjustable and detach-
able bottom bracket.

Improved magrneto
with dustproof cover.

Improved tank.

Improved pulley.

Druid forks (built at
our works under license).

Greater accessibility to
engfine.

Tubular carrier and
back mudgruard hing^ed
and readily detached.

-o

We have a -few 1909 Pattern

3i h.p. BRADBURYS which we
are ofFering at reduced rates.

Write for particulars

BRADBURY & GO. Ltd.

OLDHAM.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. AJ.I
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PRESENTATION
of the

LINCOIiN ELK,
.AMPS, HOOTERS, AND

PLUGS,
IS advertised by me on September 1st.

HE Winner of the Lincoln Elk was

fr. C. WOOLSTENHOLME,
11, Love Lane, Heaton Norris,

Stockport,

followed very closely by

f r. N. A. RIGBY,

Carlton Villas, Prescot Road,

St. Helens,

to whom I have presented a

eparate Generator Lamp.

e Longest List out of England was sent by|

^r. DAWSON,

131, Francis St., Belle View,

Johannesburg, S. Africa,

\ I have had pleasure in sending him thej

rwo Guinea Lucas Lamp.

le follomng- gentlemen are amongst the

ores who have received Lamps, Llooters

Tubes and Plugs, the complete List wiil

he too long lor my space :

*Ir JAMBS MELLOR,^ 5, Bank Place,

elford; Mr. J. B. SAVAGE, 119, Donegal

reel, Belfast; Mr. H. W. FORTUNE,
. James' Chambers, Harrogate ; M:-.

>lURBNCE SMITH, Rosemount, 2 3,

arence Road, Chesterfteld ; Mr. J- B-

OSS, c/0 M-essrs. Harling & Cook, 41,

istle Street, Liverpool; Mr. D. THOMAS,
;lt House. Ton Petitre ; Mr. J. HARRIS,
5, West Darby Road, Liverpool; Mr. G.

EWINS, Hon. Sec. Motor Section

imsby Cycle Club, Hainton St., Grhnsby ;

1-. A. ASCOUGH, 15, Montrose Street,

irlington ; Mr. CROMIB, 5, Northland

i^enue, Londonderry.

e response was very cordial, and I received

ae thousands of addresses from all parts of
|

the world,
ive pleasm-ein thanking those who assisted

in making the Competition a success, and
h them and all the readers of this advertise-

ment " A Very Merry Christmas" and a
" Happy New Year."

INFORMATION WAMTEO.
.—The address of a gentleman w'lO- sent

]

list of 300 addresses on blue fojlwap.
1.—Will anybody who was entitled to a I

present, and has not got one, write at
[

once ?

umot say more this week, but for further
•ticulars re me and my business I would I

3r you to my adverti^eraent re Moto-Reves
]

mother column of this paper, also to my
^ertisements in "Motorcycling." Until]
:tMonday, Go'o3-bye. Don't make yourself
this Christmas with too much plum
iding. Call and see me if pasi-ing near.

-IITCHEN'Sl
ancashire Motor Exchangee,
Huston Rd., JVIORECAMBE.

ilephone 11'2. Telegrams: " Motor, Jlorecambe

CARS FOR SALE.
PALMER.— 16-20h. p. Mutel Landaulet. open or closed

body, side entrance, grand car; flOO.

PALMER.— 15-20h.p. Mors, closed trody, pressfd steel

frame, fine hire ear; bargain, £100.

PALMERS.-^24h.p. F.I-A-T., Burlington body, hood,
screen, side curtains, full equipment; £175-

PALMER.— 16-20h.p. C!orre tonneau, hood, screen,
head lamp, full eauiplnent. spare tyre; £75.

PALMER.— 12-1 6h. p. Aries, tonneaii, genuine Aster
engine, fa.st, reliable, and light car; £7'5,

PALMER.—16-24h. p. De Dietrich, side entrance car
hood, screen, magneto ignition; any trinl ; £75.

PALMER.— 15h.p. Darracq. 5-seater, hood, screen,
push pedals, tyres like new, perfect ; £95.

PALMER— 15-20h. p. Panhard Chassis, with lorry
body, 4-cyI., good running order; £55.

PALMER.— 12-14h. p. Humber, tonneau, Moseley per-
fect tyres, very smart car; £65.

PALMER.— 16-22h. p. Gladiator, side entrance, long
ohassis, disc clutch, roomy body; £T25.,

PALMER.— 9h. p. .Jackson, 2-seater, bucket body, gen-
eral condition like new; £85.

"OALMER.— 12h.p. M-M.C tonneau, 2-eyl., good run-

electric

ning order; clearance price, £35.

PALMER.—24h.p. Mass, 2-seater,
lamps, steel chassis; £150.

PALMER.— 16-24h'p. De Dietrich Chassis, late tyiie,

M.O.V., pressed steel frame; bargain, £85.

PALMER.—In stock at Tooting, one monoplane, 30ft.

.span, ready to receive engine ; £75.

PALMER.-All above seen at L. N. Palmer's, 190.
Mellison Rd., -Tooting. Garage one minute Merlon

"Xd, tram terminus, Tooting- 'Phone. 208, Streatham.
Photos, details. Easy terms. Llxchanges.

ECLIPSE.-14-16h.p. Darracq, the 1910 .speciality;

immediate delivery ; 225 guineas ; old car part
payment.

ECLIPSE.-14h.p. Star, 4-cyl., M-CV.. ride entrance.
cxcelLut (Uler; £85-

ECLIPSE.— 14h.p. Forman. 4-cyl., M.aV-. side en-
trance, new condition; bargain, £105,

ECLIPSE.—14h.p. Pritchett and Gold. 4-cyl., st.cl

frame, hood,; excetlenf 'order ;^ f72 10«.

I^CLIPSE.— 12h.p, J.P., 2-cyl., long chassis,' side en-
-^ trance, hord, perfect order ; £80.

ECLIPSE.— 12h.p; A.ster, 2-cyl., side entrance, steel
frame, hcod, screen. Stepney; sacrifice £65.

Tj^CLIPSE.-g-llh.p. Clement 2-cyl., "M.O.V., tonneau.
-L^ a thoroughly reliable car; bargain, £55.

ECLIl'SE.-10-12h.p. Gnome landaulet, four seats,

splendid order; £87 lOs-

ECLIPSE.- 6h.p. Siddelev, 2-seater, steel frame, re-
liable and good; £42.

ECLIPSE.-6h.p. Swift-De Dion. 2-seater, hood, per-
fect order; £38.

ECLIPSE.—6h.p. Vauxhall, 2-seater, thr^e speeds, very
good order; £14 10s.

"pCLIPSE.-8h.p. Mayfair Dogcart, 2-cyl., good order;

ECLIPSE.-10-12h.p. Star hox delivery van, very good
order; £60.

'

' -

ECLIPSE.-9h.p. Rex, tonneau. good order; £18.-
Eclipse Engineering and Motor Co., 255, Earlsfield

Rd., Wandsworth. 'Phone, 1135 Putney.

h.p. Panhard, 4 cyls-, four speeds, detachable ton-
neau, with sloping toolbox, makiilg smart 2-seater,

Pl:n?nix engine, perfect running order ; any trial ; £60.—
Lieeley, Bromsgrove.

BELSIZE, 12-I6h.pi, roomy side entrance body, hood,
6-creen, five Lucas lamps, tools, and spares, been

overhauled by works; trial by appointmeut.—Roberts, 65,
Broad Green, Liverpool.

INSURANCE.
PLEASE send for reduced rates for 1910 policy; per-

sonal 5,s., inclusive 18s. 6d.' per annum.—Bass, in-
surance broker, Ongar.

INSURE ^ Your Motor Cycle with Hugh J. Boswell,
insurance broker, Norwich, at greatly reduced

premiums; fire 2s. 6d. ; accidents to cycle 14s.. 6d.,
third party 7s., theft 9s. 6d., inclusive policy 18s,—Please,
write for partii-ulars.

ENGINES.
CROSSLEY K Type Gas Engine, cost £60, for sale, or

exchange for two-speed motor cycle and sidecar.— 27,
Howard St., Coventry.

6-7h.p. Twin W-C Fafnir, M.O-V., nearly new, clutch,
water pump, carburetter, silencer, and piping; £15

10s.—Box L831, TAe Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.,
E.G.

MOTORS, Motors, Motors—Many u,seful sizes. Model
ih,p. water and air-cooled petrol motors, machined',

9s. 9d, ; best little motor for all practical experiments

;

get our catalogue, 4d. — Madtson Co., Dynamo Works,
Littleover, Derby-

10

IT IS

WORTH
ASKING FOR;

EVEN

INSISTING
UPON
when necessory.

If you want to get into touch wilii the
very best motor bike oil yet put on the
market, ask your motor or cycle dealer

for a tin of

cc y>

ChemiGO
MOTOR BINE

OIL.
(Quart tins 1 /8 each.)

If he doesn't stock It, send us his

name and address, and we will see

that you are supplied.

No motor cyclist yet, having given
this oil a fair practical test, has failed

to purchase again,

IF YOU APPRECIATE THE Wo6k
THE ENGINE bO£§, YOU'LL
KEENLY APPRECIATE THIS OIL.

THE . . .

County Chemical Co.,
LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.
London :

43, Great Eastern Street.

Manchester :

235, Deaiisgate.

Glasgow :

128 Renfield Street.

Dublin :

Golden Lane.

12 In answering these advertisem.cnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Accumulators.

/ERY CELL GUARANTEED

RICES REMARKABLY CHEAP

ELIABILITV ASSURED

By the use of our latest type of
LATTICE GRID PLATES, and
close attention to detail, vfe claim
to have produced a most reliable
and thoroughly efficient cell, one
that vfill stand plenty of rough
usage, and will retain its charge

longer than any other.

''e stock every size

ACCUMULATOi?,
can make up any

:ial shape in four
5 from receipt of

!r.

on-corrosive Ter-
als and Splasli-

)f Vents fitted to.

:y Battery bearing
Trade Mark.

No. 19C.
V. 10 amp. .\cid

Type,

10/6.

4-v. 10 amp,
nspillable Type,

12/6.

V\'e make a
speciality of our
Unspillabls Type of
-Accumulator. These
Cells, when fully
charged, can be
placed in any posi-
tion without fear of
s lining tha acid ; are
exactly similar in
shape and general
design to ordinary
type, and carry the
usual guamatee
No. 20C/08.
4-v. 20 amp.

UnspilLible Type,

17/6.
4-v. 20 amp. Acid

Type,-^

4./6.

. speciality is made ol Accumulator Repairs. We
guarantee to repair your old Cell in whatever

dition it may be, and give you a practically new
1 at about two- thirds the cost of a new Battery.

LISTS FREE. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

(Accumulator

specialists),icMord & Co.
153, Flee-fc Street,

LONDON, E.C.

BUSINESS WANTED.
ADVEETISEK, Trith small capital, wants to purchase

motor cycle and cycle business, London suburb.—
Ko. 3,750, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., EC

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
IT is a fact.—Pure platinum is best for contact tips-—

Meredith, G.O-M-, Summer Lane, Birmingham.

TREMBLERS for all makes of engines, with solid

pure platinum tips. Is. 3(i. each. — Meredith,
G.O.M., Birming-iam.

&[ f\ Magnetos, high tension, best make ; your coil and
«-» " accumulator taken in exchange-—Booth's Motoiies,
Halifax.

FULLERS AccumulatGrs. large stock, all sizes; old
accumulators taken in exchange; magnetos, 593.

6d.—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

Xfifi Fullers Midget Plain Coils, 10s- 6d- ; 200
0\J\J Fuller Midget trembler coils, 17s. 6d- ; liberal

allowance for old coil in part payment-—Booth's Motorie.s.

Halifax.

JEBRON, Registered 291 - 289. vastly superior tn

platinum, cures misfiring: best contacts for bUiile.-i,

screws, rockers, magnetos, coils.- Jebron has no equal'

JEBRON. 2s. 6d. each rivet fitted ; Jebron trimmer?,
9d. : Jebron =orPWs fit Bosch magnetos DA2. DAV.

contact breake: > 5a. 5b. 5c. os. 6d. pair ; old screws Jeb-
roiused, 2s. 6d. each. Ov r 10,000 fitted. Try it-

JEBRON, King of Contacts, fitted return post free.-^

From the inventor, .T- Edwards Brown. 38, Her-
bert Ed.. Plumstead. Kent. Liberal trade terms.

JEBRON Contacts were used by Messrs. H. A. Collier
(24 hours), C. R. Collier, H. V. Colver, Harry

Martin, when making their recent world's records.

IRIDIUM Champion Contacts- — Any parts fitted re-

turned same day. Is. 3d. each, warranted pure,
special iridium trimmers, 9d. ; magneto screws refitted.

Is. 3d. each.—Williams. 16, Wellington St., Woolwich.

IGNITION Coils and' Magnetos Repaired, any make;
accumulators repaired and charged ; best workman-

ship, moderate charges. Tel.; 453. — Glover Bros.. Elec-
tricians, Coventry.

MOTORISTS, we are experts on ignition ; send your
coils, accumulators, and magnetos to us for over-

hauling and repairs; all work guaranteed: promptnes>
.nnil (li^pato-h.-The Tictoria- Garage and Electrical C" ,

Ltd.. Coventry.

TYRES.
SHAMROCK-EXCELSIOR 26 by 2i- Cover, unpunc-

tured, F.R.S. generator ; 35s-, or separately--Water-
low, Fernhurst.

RETREADING with rubber studs, 12s. .6d. ; new
studded covers, 21s'.; why pay more?—Fox, Suffolk

St-, Birmingham.

M.AGNETO Covers, made of special high-class rubber,
warranted not to tear; wet, mud, and oil resist-

ing; 23. 6d. each; post Id.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Special Heavy Inner Tubes, made of best
red rubber, will st-and speed and the roughest of

iiandling.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes are made for the motor cyclist
who wants no trouble.—Below.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes are the result of a practical hard
rider of all weathers ; the absolutely best obtainable.

SURRIDGE'S Tubes, 26in. by 2i,n., 13s. ; 26in. by
2iin.. 13s. 6d. ; money returned with pleasure if

not approved; best quality.- 58, George St., Camberwell,
London.

LIMITED Quantity Dunlop and Clincher tyres. 17s
6d. each; Clincher tubes, 4s. lid.; all new.—

Booth's Motories, Halifax-

5,000 Old Covers and Tubes wanted in part payment
for new Continentals. ' R-O-M., Palmers, Sham-

rocks; gratifying allowances; right place for tyres--
Booth's Motories, Halifax.

REPAIRERS.
"PREMIER Motor Company, Limited, for all repairs-

PREMIER Motor .Company, Limited, for Antoim^
parts.—Aston Rd., Birmingham-

ANTOINE Cylinders, pistons, etc. ; prompt delivery.—
Premier Motor Company, Limited. Aston Bd., Bir-

mingham. .

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted: 24s : oldest engines restored to highest

vitality-—Premier Motor Company, Limited, Birmingham.

OBSOLETE Parts accurately duplicated : irreproach-
able work ;

quotation free for all repairs.-Premier
Motor Company, Limited, Aston Rd-, Birmingham-

ACER, Ltd., for repairs.—64, Grosvenor Efl., Hanwell.
W. Tel.: 431 P.O., Ealing.

COMPRESSION Restored, cylinders ground to .OOlin.
guaranteed; pistons fitted.—Acer. Ltd.

ENGINE Repairs in all branches-—Overhauling, re-

bushing, replacements.—Acer, Ltd.

RAPID Deliverv and reasonable charges. Lists free.—
Acer. Ltd.

^ The SOVEREIGN-
LIGHT.

Handsome in looks, reliable in

action.

ALL BRITISH.
In other words

—

Powell & Hanmer
LAMPS.

_Why pay more ?
Powell 6 Hanmer, Ltd.,

WorKs : Birmingham.

HERE IT IS

The Improved

CLYNO
ADJUSTABLE

PULLEY has

No Projections,

No Screw
Threads,

Double Cam
Adjustment, li

Nothing to \^=wnsi
Stick, tapi™

Nothing to \^„
Fail. >^^^

Is instant- Ng^^
aneously adjusted and cusis .n

12/6 PLATED. \ll|

Immediate Delivery. ""

THE CLYNO ENG. CO.,
THRAPSTON.

CYLINDER and

other CASTINGS.
NEW LISTS

Ready.

J.C. DALMAN & SONS,

BIRMINGHAM.

In answerhig these adrertixemfnts it is demrahle to mention

Old parts duplicated. Lowest Prices.

Best Work. See advt. under heading " Repairers."

"The Motor Cycle." A43
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Stanley Dermatine

Motor Belt.

YET TWO MORE
WORLD'S RECORDS
November 22nd. Harry Martin, riding

is 7 h,p. Bat.J.A.P., fitted with Stan'ey
)erjnati e Motor Belt, broke world's record
or 150 miles by 15 miles.

November 23rd. O. C. Godfrey, riding his
>v h,p. Rex, iitted Vfith Stanley Dermatine
^t?to- Be!t, captured the 50 miles world's
2 zaird from Les Evans (4 h.p. chain driven
tidian).

HE STANLEY DERMATINE (canvas
ind rubber) are the world's best

Motor Belts.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
he Standard belt that is adopted by all leading

manufacturers.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

f. i, I, lin.
1/3, 1/6, 1/10, 2/1, per foot.

Wholesale and Retail,

HE STANLEY DERMATINE MOTOR
BELT Co.,

2, LOi>iDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT.
Stanley Webb, Manager.

ROADHURST SI

MEANS
BRITSSH and BEST.

rOR CYCLE SEARCHLIGHT
ENORfVJOUS
REDUCTION.

reduced" PRICE.

BEST QUALITY
NICKEL PLATED ON

SOLID BRASS.

A High-class Lamp
-With Generator, 21/-,
Extra Large Generator,

2/6 extra.

This Lamp is riveted and
brazed, has a powerful
MAGNIFYING MIRROR
LENS, and throws a light

over 50 yards.

—o

—

AGENTS WRITE FORTRADE DISCOUNTS.

URST 25-26, Smithtord Coventry

Genuine Birmingham

QUADfiANTS."
4 targe Stock of Parts still to be cleared.

Write for latest List.

^EG» SAIVISON,
:, LADYWOOD RD., BIRMINGHAM.

REPAIRERS.
FRAMES cut down ; winter price 12s. 6d.—Butterworth,

174, Stamford St., Stalybridge-

CRACKED Water Jackets of Motors successfully re-
paired by Lea's metallurgique process- — Lea and

Son, Engineers, Runcorn.

rWISTED or Bent Frames and Forks, etc, should be
sent to Middleton's, Watson St., Newington Green,

London. N-

RET3USHING. Replacements, and Alteration Special-
ists- No delays, and low prices-—Tx>mas and Co..

91, Upper Mo.'is Lane, Hulme, Manchester.

REPAIRS, engine or frame, new parts to pattern or
drawing ; cylinders ground, new pistons ; low price.s.

prompt attention; oldest firm in this line.—Baines Bros.,
Gainsborough.

ACCUMULATORS, Magnetos, and Coils repaired; re-
magnetising, rewinding, replatinising; repairs to

trade; catalogue.—The High Tension Co.. Brownlow
Wks., la, Guilford St.. Ijondon. 1409 Holborn.

CCCCCCCCC. — Compres.sion means power; eyl. re-
bored and new pistons fitted; guaranteed fit

4-l,000in., bears 13 stOTie on pedal; write for list.—
Gradior Machine Co., Compression Specialists, Staflord.

MOTOR Cyclists obtain best possible results here- We
are compression specialists. Cylinders re-bored,

-rround dead smooth, and new pistons firtted from 12s.
6d. ; fit and fini.sh guaranteed.-Tennant Engineering Co-, i

120, Pershore St., Birmingham.

LOSS of Power is often due to poor compressioii. See
that the valves are true on their seatings. A few

minutes' grinding with onr special compound will makp
the worst valve ab.solutely gas tight without scoring the
seating; ready for use, per large tin, 8d., post free.—
Williams Bros., Engineers, Lytham, Lanes.

BIRMINGHAM.—Cylinders re-bored, engines re-bushed
throughout

; pulleys, valves, cams, connecting rods,
piston rings ; old high frames cut down and brought
up to date ; first firm in the district to re-bore cylinders,
and first firm to advertise modernising frames ; all work
guaranteed; agents for the Douglas lightweight motor
cycle.—Priest and Co., 66, Bishop St,

EXCHANGE.
MOTOR Cycle Coat, real sealskin coflar: cost £4,. sell

30s— 12, Burwood Place, W.

EXCflANGE small reliable 2-seater for motor cycle.
Triumph preferred.—Masterson, Wexford,

GIVE new belt for Xl'all forks; exchange 31 treadle
, lathe for motor goods-—Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

/^JAh-p. Gladiator, very smart, detachable tonneau, lamps.
\9!2 spares; £45; cycle, tricar part—20, Potternew-
ton Lane, Leeds.

MT Faultless two-speed Phrenix tricar for magneto
motor bicycle, and anything useful.—Racecourse

Garage, Doncaster.

4h.p. Tricar, water-cooled, free engine, thoroughly over-
hauled ; £18 10s., or exchange motor cycle-—Beech,

Shireoaks. Worksop.

EXCHANGE Humberette car, good condition, value
£25, for 1909 Ughtweight F.N., Moto,sacoche, or

offers, anything.—Malloch, Appleby.

EXCHANGE gent's cycle for good wired tvre. 28 bv
2, for tricar, or sell £2-. also Globe typewriter, sell

10s. ; lady's cycle, high-class .'Royal Raven), Pahners.
little used, £5.—Joseph Astbury, Bridgtown, Cannock.

COMPONENT Parts of Light Car, owner no time to
complete, k;-cyl. w.e- Fafnir, M-O-V., complete with

clutch, pump. carDuretter, silencer, Rover radiator, on
very light 2-seater chassis, chain drive, two speeds, wire
wheels, Dunlops, oil and petrol tank, etc-; the lot for
.sale, cheap, or sell separately.—" Lumen," Leatherhead.

WANTED.
SIDECAR wanted; exchange new solid oak bureau of

exceptional design.—23, Arden Rd-, Handsworth.

WANTED, two 2ih.p. lightweight bikes, good order;
cheap for cash.— 10, Gosberton Rd., Balbam-WANTED, magneto motor cycle, any make; cash
exchange.—Hitchen, 163, Euston Rd., Morecan

GOOD Small Car, or twin motor cycle, no rubbish, for
cash.— George, 51, Orchard St., We.ston-super-Mare.

BACK Numbers of " The Motor Cycle " required, Nos
3, 4, 10, 14, 20, 35. -R., The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

WANTED, small car; give tricar, lady
5, Bonheur Rd„ Bedford Park, "

ChisTOck.

NYE'S!—We can sell your machine; no commission.
Bankers: London and Westminster-- 69, Leather

Lane, Holborn.

WANTED. 1909 Triumph, for cash, in perfect condi-
tion; state full particulars.—Alfred Gray, Ine-le-

neuk, \\hitby, Yorks.

WANTED, 1909 Triumph, Hnmber, Douglas, Rex,
Roc; reasonable price given.—Butcher, 19, Union

St. South, Halifax.

^1,000 waiting for magneto motor cycles; good prices
o"^ given ; wanted, several good engines- — Booth's
Motories, Halifax-

'yWO-SPEED Phelon and Moore (with fixed sidecar
J- preferred), first-class condition essential.—Taylor,
Cross Hill, DrifiSeld.

4€

THE NOBILITY
»i

(R«erd.)

From

WATERPROOF
Motor Cycle Suits

THE MOST RELIABLE MAKE.
UNSURPASSABLE QUALITIES.

PRIOESi

21/-
Per- &ui-fc.

(Jacket and
Overall),

FAWN & OLIVE

CASHMERES.
Insist on having the

NOBILITY" make.

Guaranteed for 2 Years.

OBTAINABLE THROUGH LEADING mOTOR CYCLE
STORES, O.R CARRIAGE PAID DIRECT FROM THE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

EXPRESS RUBBER Co.,
Contractors to H.M. Government,

11 & 13, Gt. EASTERN ST., LONDON.
We keep the largest stock in England. When ordering

please state your height, also chest measurement.

SIMPLEX

or
Morecambe.

cycle, cash.—
W, Tel-: 948

BELT FASTENER.

L

THE
BEST

Sole Patentees and Manufacturers :

HERWIN CANNY & CO.,
36, Willia.m Sti-ee't,

Woolwich, laOnclon, E«C«

In av^werinx) the.se ad'Krtisements it 'h desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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.mw

Franco-British Exhibition 1908- *itA)l*

As a chain is only as strong

3 its weakest link, a belt is only

3 efficient as its least considered

isential.

The essential links in motor

siting construction—Maximum
fective pulling surface; Elimina-

on of stretch ; Tensile strength ;

lexibiUty : Centring of ^ core ;

revention of twisting, ends

reaking, and surface cracking

—

hen evenly considered and sup-

orted by suitable materials and

cperience, ensure a perfect whole.

Camel Belting, owing to its

niform wear, due to scientific

)nstruction, is offered and sold

s being the nearest possible to

\e ideal.

Obtainable through all Agents.

r r r i" ir
/I 1/4 1/9 2;'4

per
foot.

\ REDDAWAY & CO., LTD.,

5, Great, Eastern St., Works :

LonI'ON. Manchester,

3/6
Net!.

Practical notes on Be!iin<^ and Belt
Driii.ig. Fourth edi- ion.

«?!?

.m^.W

WANTED.
WANTED, lifjhtweight- motor fvc-le,. magneto ; state

price, miles run. full particulars.—King, Craven
House, Kingsway, London.

WANTED, pair tyres, 26 by 2, one studded, good
make : cheap : no rubbish.—Mr. Grimsdall, 3,

Xatton St., Poplar, E.

/* or 9h.p. Kiley Tricar, 1908, magneto; exchange Si" h.p. Triumph, new January, 1909. perfect, or sell

£30.—Dix. Beechmount, Endon, Staffs.

WANTED. Tricar, 5ih.p., with or without engine,
twc-.=peed. wheel steering, coaclvbuilt ; cheap.—

No. 3,769. The Motor Cycle Ojaces, Coyentry.

WE have a number of clients requiring second-hand
machines of all descriptions. If selling, please

send to us to be sold on commission, or bought for cash;
utmost ralue obtained ; no sale, no charge.—R. M. PuU-
uan and Bros., Motor Engineers, LDndon Rd., Norbury,
Loudon-

WANTED, Triumph motor cycle, or other first-clas.s

make ; will give part cash and part exchange any
of following—antique furniture, grandfather clock. Shef-
field plate, oil paintings, gent's 12 guinea Osmond cycle
(new), olcl china, etc—John "Webber, Oraufurdrise, Maiden-
head.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OLDTITE Patches, Holdtite Patches, Holdtite
Patches the patch, the patch, the patch.

OLDTITE Patches, either rubber or canvas backs

;

will not come off.

OLDTITE Patches, the patch that will not come
off, no matter heat or speed of tyre.

OLDTITE Solution, the most reliable; tubes, 6d.,

9d. ; ilb. tins. Is.

SURRIDGE, the motorist friend in need, 58, George
St., CamberweU, London. Send for booklet free.

H
H
H
H

DrANCE Pulley,
u Gloucester.

as new; 9s.—Gibb, Worcester St-,

NYE'S '.—That old accumulator, exchange for a new 20
amp- and 73. 6d.—69, Leather Lane, Holborn-

WHIPCORD Cycling Breeches, latest cut; IDs. 6d.;
write for patterns.-Booth, tailor, Lougton, Staffs.

MABON Clutch, perfect, fit twin Res, SOs. : exchange
for ditto to suit twin Antoine.—Astley, Rams-

bcttom.

JACKNOSKIDS Reduced ; prices, - £1 Is. enamelled,
ill 3s. 6d- plated ; satisfaction guaranteed--Hayes,

44, Balls Pond Rd-, N-

CLEMENT-GARRARD Genuine Parts, or specials for
any make of motor.-Frank Walters, 82, New St.,

Birmingham.

WAR Medals from 2s. 6d. ;. beginners and advanced
collectors; list free; deposit if desired. — Hill.

Pawnbroker, Plymouth.

SEND a postcard for patterns, etc-—Wearwell whip-
cord breeches, 8s. 6d-, carriage paid-—Meredith's.

Wearwell, Northwich-

SOrTHPORT-—To clear, few new Fuller plain coils,

6s- ; few new Prested 20 amp- accumulators, lOs. 6d-

SOUTHPOET--Latest pattern handle-bars. 6s- 6d-

;

seat-pillars. 3s. 6d. : tinned steel stranded wire, for
brakes, etc, 3s. 6d- 100ft.

SOUTHPORT-—Handle-bar exhaust valve lifters, 3s-

6d- ; beaded edge belt rims, any size, 4s- 8d-

;

accessory list free-

SOUTHPORT.— 1910 carburetters at lowest nrices

;

second-han 1 Brown-Barlow carbjretter^ 8s- ; Longue-
mares, 6s- ; state your requirements. -

SOUTHPORT—Simplex guaranteed tyres, beaded or
wired edges, 26 by 2, 28 by 2, 9s. 6d. ; 26 bv 2J-,

C8 by 2i, 12s.—Motor Supply, 31a, Eastbank St-, South-
port

-

REBUSHING, replacements, and alteration specialists.
—No delays, and low prices-—Lomas and Co-, 91,

Upper Moss Lane, Hulme. Manchester-

CARBIDE for Motor and cycle lamps, in 4, 7, and
14 1b. tins, at 3^A. per lb-; 21 lb- . lots, carriage

paid to nearest station at 4d- per lb-—Stansell, Jiiast

St-, Taunton.

LEATHER Jacket, 4s-; rubber coat, 6s-; two 28 by
2^ wired Dunlcp covers, 10s- each, _perfeot ; Sals-

bury front lamp, 2s. 6d.— George Farmer, Leamington
Spa.

LEATHER Leggings to Measlure, whole blocked,
black or brown, spring fa.stening, from 8s- pair

;

carriage paid: illustrated list free-—County Legging Co-,
Perry Barr, Birmingham.

WB Buy, sell, or exchange, and advance money on
anything motorish ; engines, frames, etc., a

speciality ; send on your goods ; cash bv return.—53,
Traflord Rd., Salford.

T> EADERS having photographic apparatus for sale
-tV should advertise in " Photography and Focus"
Emporium; 6d. per line of eight words, minimum Is.—
Address " Photography and Focus " Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.G.

PAIR Chater-Lea spring forks, 7s. 6d-: new 26 by 2
wired edge tyre, heavy, 8s- : 8ft- fin- Rawhide belt-

ing, used once, 7s- ;
pair upturned handle-bars, i^ath two

levers, 3s- ; new front rim brake, 4s- ;
plain coil, 2s. 6d.—

Piikington, Marble Place, Southport-

THE <,^y^ KING

stERnol
OF MOTOR OILS ^

Have yon
tried it ?

If not, write

for large free

sample.

Obtainable

Irom all

dealers.

KEEPS THE
MOTOR i

COOL^
Wholesale

nnly fromSol*
Manufacturers '•

The Stern
Sonneborn
Oil Co., Ltd.

Royal London
House,

Finsbury Sq.,
London, E.C.

The

Deta.cha.ble
and

Adjustable
Belt Fastener,
the one with the
extra large bearing
surfaces

,
is now be-

ing sold at 1 /6,
with three differen t

length roller linlvs.

Buy THE BEST,
it is the D'ALL.
£in., -Jm., and lin.

If you riie a

Rex,
Brown,
Norton,
Humber,
Premier,
Bradbury,
Matchless,

N.S.U.,

Indian,

N.L.S.,

DAL.1.'S
Patent Com-
bined Gaug-e,
Injector, and
Drain Pipe,

a novelly with
threepurposcs. Can
be fitted to any
tank. No valves.

No leaks. No sol-

dering. No spoilt

enamel. Gauge can
bereadfrom.saddle.
Depth of tank only
required. Rcadytor
fitting, 10 '6. Noat

appearance.
07 Triumph,

-be above very special fittings must appeal to you
lHE Service Co. and all alert motor men. sell tlicm.

j

If unable to procure in your district, write

. . DAUL, LADYBANK, FIFE

THE BROWKIN
DETACH-
ABLE
TUBE.

Requires

no

Grease,

etc.

Write hr

particul.i!S

and

prices to

—

STANLEY & HERBERT BROWN,
95, Queen Street, Morley. LEEDS.

In answering thcsp. advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle." A4.T
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THERE IS NOTHING LIKE LEATHER"

w

PRIME HIDES OF lNGJSH GHROm lAK-

NAGE. SOLID COPPER RIVETS & WASHERS
and a reputation from Anno Domini igoi.

" In fact it is a difficult matter to thoroughly wet
through Chrome Leather when it is once dry."

—Text Book by C. T. Davis.
Specially treated and stretched.

Jin. 1/6. fin. 1/9. Jin. 2/- lin. 2/3. lin.,

4-ply 3/- per foot.

Cleaned by washing: or brushing only.
Manufactured by EDW. & JAS. RICHARDSON,
Elswick Leather Works, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

-Sole Sales Agent,

F. I.. ANDERSON,
, FurrtlvEil St., I.ONDON, E.G.

Oon't liive a Funeral.

Try a SE

instead

SWITCH
it's cheaper.

Riders who use magneto machines should have
perfect control over the ignition

; you cannot get
this by lifting the exhaust, or by using a spring
contact affair—wliat you want is a Switch with
a quick easy action, one that will fly off, or en,
with a touch of the finger, leaving your hands
free for brakes and other trouble.

The Sentinel, does all this, and, whit's more,
it's just the srnartest fitting ever fixed on a handle-
bar, not a bit unsightly—made of solid brass,
with real stay-on plating. Suitable for Battery
or Magneto Igniton—try one.

THE BOWEN & ODERY MFG. CO.,

62, NEW CROSS RD., LONDON, S.E.

PEUGEOT
ENGINES.

3|^ h.p. Single-cylinder A.V.

3i „ „ „ M.O.I.V.

3} „ Twin „ A.V.

Are the BEST. Have one fitted to

your new mount.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GENUINE Bargain. — A pair of dark green best

quality leather breeches, absolutely waterproof, as

new, only been worn once; cost 35s., will saeritiLe 25s.,

or nearest ofler.— Geruion, St. Albans, Walpole Rd-, Bos-
combe.

FOR Sale, screw-cutting lathe, 5ft-. iron bed, 6iu-

centres, back-gearod, change wheels, overhead
[notion; £16; motor cycle part eschange-—Askliam, Com-
mercial Rd., Earkstall.

CAR Wind Screen, 16s- ; voltmeter, Ss. 6d. ; new
Dermatine bfelt, 8ft. 7in. by lin-, 10s- ; new 26iu-

Clincher tube, 4s. 6d. ; new Price's stand, 53. 6d.— 20,

I'otternewton Lane. Leeds.

PORTABLE Motor Cycle House, made in sections.
bolts together, fitted with strong floor, rack, shell,

lock and key ; price 39s. ; free on rail-—R. Poole, Thi-

Oakley, Tavistock St., Bedford.

PULLEYS for any motor, De Dion, M.M.C., 63. 6d.

;

Antoine. Kekcom. N-S.U., 5s. 9d. ; Peugeot,
Brown, 53. ; Trimuph, Fafnir, Sarolea, Minerva, 43.

9d. ; Rex. Ts. 9d- ..nd 4s. 9d. ; plated, guaranteed, car-
riage paid.—J. Perkins, 299, High Rd., Leyton, London.

e'/\,000 Government Buckskin Leather Gauntlet
ti" Gloves, 3s. pair ; Bedford cord riding breeches,
33. 6d., 4s. 6d., 5s. 6d. pair; waterproof sheets from Is,

6d. ; send for price list ; money returned if goods not
satisfactory.—Anscomb, Government Contractor, 14, Lon-
don Rd., Southwark.

SW-AN-NECK Seat Pins. 2s. 6d-, plated. 3s. 9d. ; long
handJe-bars, any pattern, 4s., plated, 6a. -Gd-

;

frames altered and remodernised ; tanks to any specifica-

tion; sidecars fro.n £5; frames from 503-—Oglander
Wks., 1, Choumert Rd., Peckham.

BOOTH'S Bargains-—High tension magnetos. 59s. 6d-

;

wide mudguards, with stays, 2s- lid.; carburetters.
Longuemares, Minervas. Brown and Barlows. 7s. 6d.

each ; new motor frames, with wheels, 50s- ; Silent silen-

cers, for engines to 5h-p-, 3s. 3d- ; latest pattern handle-
bars, 68. 6d. ; second-hand Xl'all spring forks, 10s. 6d-

;

De Dion two-speed gear bos, with reverse, 57s. 6d- —
Booth's Motorics, Halifax.

BROOKS Spring Seat, plated. 25s.; 1910 Amac car-
buretter, with dustcap and three adapters. 20s.;

Miller headlight, with generator. 15s-; 8ft. of lin. Sham-
rock-Gloria belt, brand new. 10s-; horn, 2s. 6d- ; belt
and tube box, 53- ; automatic stand, 5s- ; 7in. Advance
adjustable pulley, 10s-; Jones speedometer, as new, 42s-;
Harvey-Frost vulcaniser, cost 50s-. sell 25s-; absolutely
as new: all sent on approval; depo.sit with The Motor
Ci/cZe.—Stanley Johnson, Luton, SelUng, Faversham.

MESSRS. Pullman Bros-, London Rd-, Norbury, Lon-
don, beg to offer the following : 4ih-p. twin Chater-

Lea - Minerva, with Chafer - Lea sidecar, £18; 2-5

h-p- magneto F-N-, £12; 2|h.p. F-N- (accumulator), £10;
3h.p- Minerva, £10 ; lih-p. lightweight F.N., Druid
forks, £10; 45h-p. Wolf water-cooled two-speed tricar;

6ih.p- Aster water-cooled two-speed tricar; many other
bargains ; write for list.

BARGAINS—Parsons non-skid chain, 26 by 2in
wheel, 7s. 6d., cost 25s.; Smith-Peace free engine

plate clutch, 15s.; usual price £3 ; engineers' oil cans
from Is. 6d., worth double; Auto Cle box sets of span-
ners, 8s. 6d-. usual price 13s. 6d- ; motor cycle and car
lamps from 5s. 6d., bankrupt stock; Osborne four-speed
gear, £1, cost £6 6s-—The Service Co-, 292, High Hol-
born, London-

WHO Would have solid value for hard cash will at

once write p.c. for Juno motor cycle accessories
list, 250 illustrated pages; lowest prices; lens mirror
lamps, 14s.; swan-ne.k seat pins, 43.; long handle-bars,
53. 6d. ; footre.st3, ! 1. 6d. per . pair ; handle-bar control
levers, from 4s. 6d. to 143. 6d. ; Bowden exhaust valve
lifter, 53. 6d. : .tanks, 14s. 6d. to 32s. 6d..^ magneto
switches, Is. 9d- : voltmeters, Ss. 9d. ; silencers, 3s. 3d.

;

rubber covered footboards, with stay brackets, 8s- 9d.

pail ; mudguards, 2s- 9d- ; rubber studded treads fitted.

J.23. 6d-, 133- lOd-, 17s-; and every known accessory-—
Metropolitan Machinists' Co-, Ltd., M-O- Dept., 75.
Bishopsgate Without, London, EC

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
ANTOINE and .Kelecom Cylinders, crank cases, timing

wheels, and all -parts from stock.—Crypto Co., 14,
Mortimer St.. W^

.

This size

measures

H high,

4i X 2i.

Code Word

" FLASH "

PrFce

6/6

DO YOU REALISE ?
THAT THE

'HELLESEN'
DRY BATTERIES

Cost HALF that of an accumulator.

Cost NOTHING to maintain

Always ready. Always clean.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE.

I .\rile for particulars, also lists of

MOTOR ACCESSORIES.

A. H. HUNT,
115-117, CANNON STREET,

LONDON, E.G.

Telephone—8114 Bank.

For Cylinders, Pistons, Rmgs, Connecting Rods, Sha
Flywheels, Crank Cases, Bushes, Gear Wheels, Cai
Nickel Steel Valves and Pulleys. Price list on applkati

CYLINDERS REBORED ^OLfUp to 76 mm. with new piston and rings, '/"
Latest two-ring type pistons, 3/- extra.

NOBLE & CO., General and Automobile Engineers,

9 and 11. Surrey Row, Blackfriars Road, LONDON. S.

PATEKT FOR SALE,
1T09T/08.

Price £300. Spring Suspension Gear fet

Motor Cycle Engines.

p. GRAHAM, 6, Bronze St., Manchester.

I TAYI OR 318. Percy Road,
J. I ^\l i^\Jt\f BIRMINGHA

MOTOR CYCLE SHEDS.
Special offer in thoroughly well
made Portable Sheds. Sizes :

6ft. x8ft.,6ft. hish .. £1 8 O
6ft X 4ft., 7ft. high .. ^1 12
7ft. x.5(t., ditto .. £2- 5 O
8ft. x6£t £3 O O
9ft. x7tt.,fift. high .. £3 10 6

10ft. x8tt.,9£t.high .. £4 lO O
Complete with strong floor.

window glazed, strong lock and
hinges to door, and treated witli
our special wood preservative
Packed free on rails upon
receipt of cash.

Satisfaction guaranteed, or amount paid refunded. Can lie

fitted with Bench and Cupboard for snares, etc., at small extra
cost. Complete catalogue upon application.

WM. GAROAM & SONS, LTD., The Wharf, Stainef

by the PREIVIIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.

Old parts duplicated. Lowest Prices.

Best Work. See advt. under heading " Repairers.'

VALVES t?rufSn ENGINES
Sole Agenis for A. BINET & Co., Paris, Manufacturers

RUBIDIA powder for grinding valves etc. In tbrei

grades, Course, fine, and very fine, from 9d. tins.

Sole manufacturers of Voltoo and Cicoy Coils. BColoi

Cycle Magnetos from £3 12 6. Write for particulars tc

THe CITY IGNITION Co.,
14, Spencer Street, Goswell Road, LONDON, E.G.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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IN MOTO-REVES.

Eiranteed absolutely New
1909 Models.

lish Models Listed 39 Gns.

My price 27 Gns.
lish Models with 1910 Mag-
, Carrier, and Number
e. Listed at 40 Gns.

My price 28 Gns.
onial Model, slightly

nger, 1910 Magneto,
•ier, and Number Plate,

ed at 41 Gns.

My price 29 Gns.
Carriage Paid and on approval

They are

Paid and oi

against Cash.

: delay If you want one
going strong..

- Can only be obtained from me.
!"hese are the Doctor's Machine.

iianges Entertained.

Write for Specification.

H.HITCHEN,
e Reliable Motor Dealer,
cashire Motor Exchangee,
iston Rd., MORECAMBE.
112. Telegrams;" Motor, Morecambe.'

Motor Cycles and

How to Manage Them.

Tnirteentli Edition.

A complet3 guide to the use, care

and upkeep of motor cycles.

Recently revised and brought up

to date, with chapters on Magneto

Ignition, Spring Frames and

Spring Forks. Full of informa-

ti:n of value aUke to novice and

expert, and applying to all leading

makes.

Price 1 /2 post free,

From

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.

The

Druid Spring Hfl
is an absolute necessity to

every motor cyclist.

Specify them on your new
machine and you will be

delighted with their splendid

efflciency.

WHY upset your nervous

system by excessive vibration

when it can be so easily and

cheaply overcome?

Write to-day for particulars.

A. DREW,
CONYBERE ST., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR CYCLES AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES
TO CLEAR.

2 h.p. Buchet, £5 15s. ; 2i h.p. Humber, £5 155.;

3I h.p. Bat, £10 10s.
; 3 h.p. Pafnir, £g 9s.; 3* h.p.

Minerva, £15; 3-i h.p. M.M.C., new, two-speed gear,

magneto, £15 ; 'af h.p. Minerva, £7 15s.
; 3^ h.p.

N.S.U., £13; ij h.p. Motosacoche, £15 15s.; 3 h.p.

X.S.U., £12 IDS.; 4i h.p. Humber Tricar, £10 los.

;

7 h.p. Peugeot, 15 guineas : 2|- h.p. Vindec, magneto,
£12 los. ; 2| h.p. Durkopp, £10 ros. First cash or

cheque secures each bargain. _ Inspection cordially

invited.

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., ' LONDON, E.C
j

Wilkinson Touring Auto Cycle.

Four-cylinder, Thrcc-spced Gear, Worm Drive Sprung Frame.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

NO BELTS, START FROM SEAT.NO VIBRATION, NO ROAD SHOCK,
Made throughout by the

Wilkinson Sword Company, Pall Mall, London, W.
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Does a speed of two miles per hour interest you ?

,
If so, write for particulars of the

1910 Mabon Mnltiple Disc Clutch Xs^J^b^e^pX

r\ Price £3:3:0 Ready to fit Triumphs, Rex, Minerva, N.S.U., Fafnir, Brown, and Kerry.
I ——— ! SINGLES OR TWINS.

MABON MOTOR WORKS, s*. High Rd., North Finchley,
Agren-ts—The Set-vice Co., His'h Hlolbor-n, W.C

A weekly journal for all

who are interested in the

subject of human flight.

Some of the contents

of the current issue.

British Fliers at Pau (illustrated).
A New Dirigible Sj^stem.
The Spencer-Stirling Monoplane.
A ^eat Engine for Models.*
The Aero Clnb Dinner.
Club Notes.
Interesting Correspondence.

Every Tuesday, One Penny
20, TUDOR St., LONDON, EX.

WORLD'S RECORD HOLDER.
CHOSEN BY COLLIER BECAUSE
OF ITS TERRIFIC POWER AND
BRITISH BUILT DURABILITY.

3,000 CANDLE POWER.
BEAM OF TOO FEET.

The lens is GROUND OUT of finest optical lead glass, and
it is the largest used in any Cycle Lamp.

ON THE ROAD YOU CAN ALWAYS SEE FOUR
TELEGRAPH POLES AHEAD.

RECORD LIGHT

Look ai the

Pe test System

of

CARRIER,
Adjustable in

all directions.

Cast Hinges
viiVn

long bearings.

25/6.
If hinged back,

2/6 extra.

PLATED.
Plated Carrier, 7s. Od
Black „ 4s. 6d,

Extra to Lamp.

S. HALL & SONS, Ltd., ^^J,'?;g[!„''G°H^'

DON'T SKID !!! IT'S DANGEROUS.
You can be free from SIDE-SLIPS AND PUNCTURES by
fitting LOMAX NON-SKID BA.f^DS, and they are VERY

ECONOIVIICAU—22/6 each.

MOTOR CYCLISTS
who are also

PHOTOGRAPHERS
will be interested in

The favourite Journal for all Camera Users.

EVERY TUESDAY. ONE PENNY.
Of ail Newsagents and Booksellarg.

A48 In answering this cvdvertisemetit it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle."
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What Experts write of the

1910 B. & B. Carburetter.

The Motor Cycle :

It is a perfect gem in respect of instant

accessibility.

The Model Engineer

:

. . . represent the highest level in the

design and construction of Carburating

apparatus.

The Cycle & Motor Trades Review

:

. . . accessibility in regard to these Car-

buretters has been carried out in a most

perfect manner.

Bicycling News:
The B. & B. Carburetter is certainly the most

popular to-day for motor cj'cle work.

. , s The finish of every detail on the

3. & B. Stand is very noticeable, and to the

care given in the manufacture may be at-

tributed the reliability of the finished article.

BROWN & BARLOW, LIMITED,

16-17, Lovcday St., Birmingham.

FIT THE TWO -SPEED
GEAR THAT IS GIVING
SATISFACTION TO
HUNDREDS OF USERS.

MILLENNIUM
rWO-SPEED • FIT-ALL ' GEAR
\ well-designed practical

^ear, giving, two speeds

md a perfectly free en-

gine, which can be iitted

;o existing machines with

ittle or no alteration.

Price £5-5-0
Full particulars

on receipt of p.c.

LAKE & ELLIOT,
klanufacturers of " Millennium "

Accessories for Motor Cars, Motor
Cycles and C>cles,

Albion Works, Braintree, Essex.

A.J.W.

OLYNO
MOTOR CYCLES
3 H,P. SINGLE CYLINDER.

39 GUINEAS-

6 H.P. TWIN CYLINDER.
Mecha.nica.1 ValveSj

Bail Bearing's. 49 GUINEAS.
Both models fitted with

CLYNO ADJUSTABLE PULLEY
CLYNO ADJUSTABLE STAND

|

CLYNO CABLE FOOT BRAKE

liVilVIEDIATE DELIVERY
I

The Clyno Eng^ineering- CoL,
THRAPSTON.

Known by all

Cyclists, it should
be known by all

Motor Cyclists.

It's the best Lu-
bricant for bear-

ings and working
joints obtainable
anywhere in the

whole wide
w^orld.

Non-heating and
never gums or

dries out.

'
I used 3-in-One on high-speed Electric Motors (running 2,800,

revolutions a minute), and the bearings were not even warns."

OSCAR T. D. BRANDT
E!e:trician, U.S.S. Newport, Annapolis, Md., U.S.A.

Write for Sample Bottle.

3-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY,
Dspt. 0, 124, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.O.

In ansicering these advertisements it is desirable to inention " The Motor Cycle.
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Be honest with yourself
Did you, the last muddy Saturday, look at the roads, and say to

yourself "No, it's not fit for motor-cycling"?

And did you ask yourself, why ? Be honest with yourself.

Was not the real reason a dislike for taking a running start on a

high geared, high compression machine, with the knowledge that you

dare not take hills slowly or you cannot climb them, and that the belt

will be pretty sure to slip just when .you particularly want it not to—

•

on a hill?

It is quite true that by getting off and running with the machine,

and by fiddling about with the carburetter, throttling down to make the

belt grip, and opening up to make the machine climb, you can. if you

are clever and young and strong, probably get to the top. It is also

quite true, that, by cutting a lump off the dirty belt, punching another

hole, and making yourself as filthy as the belt in the process, you can

probably, if you are lucky, make the belt grip for the time being.

BUT IS IT WORTH IT?

Now, consider the F.N. 2^ two speed. You can start at a walk or

by easy pedalling. The shaft drive is the same in wet weather as in

dry—in giving no trouble. You can run as slowly as you want in

thick mud or traffic, and you can climb hills easily without risking

your life and comfort.

Send for a free booklet for fall particulars.

.M

£40.

THE F.N. MOTOR AGENCY, 106, Great Portland St , LONDON, Wl
Telephone—Gerrard 8084. Telograms—" Efeiimo, London.'

Repair Works-KELVIN ROAD, HIGHBURY, N.

THE F.N. MOTOR DEPOT, 43, Palmerston Road, Boscombe, A.J.W.

Printed and Published by the Proprietors, Ilipfe & Sons Limited, 2p, Tudor St., London, E.G. and Coventry.
•tJ
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